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SÁTÁRA.
SÁTÁRA.

CHAPTER I.

DESCRIPTION.

Sáťár, at the western limit of the Deccan tableland, lies between 16° 50' and 18° 10' north latitude and 73° 45' and 75° 0' east longitude. It has an area of 4792 square miles, a population in 1881 of 1,062,350 or 221 to the square mile, and a land revenue in 1882 of £231,199 (Rs. 23,11,990).

The district of Sátára includes part of the state of Sátára which lapsed to the British in 1848, together with the sub-division of Tásgaon which was formerly in Belgaum. Sátára is bounded on the north by the Nira river and the states of Bhor and Phaltan, and beyond them by Poona; on the east by Sholapur, the Átpádi sub-division of the Pant Pratinidhi state, and the state of Jath; on the south by the lands of the Sángli branch of the Patwardhan family, a few villages of Belgaum, the Várna river, and, beyond the Várna river, by Kolhápur; and on the west by the Sahýádris, and beyond the Sahýádris by the Konkan districts of Kolába and Ratnágiri.

For administrative purposes Sátára is distributed over eleven sub-divisions. Of these seven, Wál, Jávli, Sátára, Koregaon, Pátan, Karád, and Válva are in the west; and four, Mán, Khatáv, Khánápur, and Tásgaon are in the east:

Sátára Administrative Details 1882-83.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Division</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Villages</th>
<th>Hamlets</th>
<th>Government</th>
<th>Alienated</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wál</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jávli</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sátára</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koregaon</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pátan</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karád</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Válva</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mán</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khatáv</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khánápur</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tásgaon</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>4792</td>
<td>956</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>1,062</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>People</th>
<th>1881</th>
<th>To the Square Mile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>88,610</td>
<td>237-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alienated</td>
<td>19,456</td>
<td>192-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>108,066</td>
<td>259-38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Revenue, 1882</th>
<th>£</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wál</td>
<td>10,956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jávli</td>
<td>12,759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sátára</td>
<td>17,940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koregaon</td>
<td>19,384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pátan</td>
<td>23,873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karád</td>
<td>23,873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Válva</td>
<td>19,093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mán</td>
<td>19,093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khatáv</td>
<td>19,093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khánápur</td>
<td>19,093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tásgaon</td>
<td>19,093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>19,093</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition to the territories which form the Sátára district, a large area of land is under the supervision of the Collector as Political Agent. This additional territory includes the Bhor state in the north-west, Phaltan in the north, the Anundh state in the east, and Daflápur and beyond it Jath in the extreme south-east. Of these territories the lands of Bhor begin from the north-west corner of Sátára to the north of the Mahádev hills. From the Mahádev hills, with a breadth varying from thirty-five miles in the south to fifteen miles in the north, Bhor stretches north-west over the rough Sahyádri lands in south-west Poona and in east Kolába, as far as within six miles of the line of the Bhor pass in Poona and seven miles of Pen in Kolába. Phaltan, on the north, adds a block of land to the north of the Mahádev hills, which drains north to the Nira. Anundh is partly scattered within the limits of the Mán, Koregaon, Khánápur, Karád, and Tásgaon sub-divisions, and partly forms a considerable block of the Atapí sub-division to the north-east of Khánápur which drains north-east into the Mán. Daflápur adds some lands in the south-east of Khánápur, and Jath adds beyond Daflápur a long tract of country that stretches east and then north to the Mán and Bhima about twenty miles south-east of Pandharpur. The chief details of the Sátára states are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Propel 1881</th>
<th>Revenue 1882</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bhor</td>
<td>Pant Sachiv</td>
<td>1491</td>
<td>145,576</td>
<td>43,386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phaltan</td>
<td>Nimbhíkar</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>58,492</td>
<td>15,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anundh</td>
<td>Pant Pratiníddí</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>58,916</td>
<td>19,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jath</td>
<td>Deshmukh</td>
<td>884</td>
<td>49,496</td>
<td>16,635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daflápur</td>
<td>Deshmukh</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>6097</td>
<td>1835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>3314</td>
<td>219,057</td>
<td>99,856</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sátára covers about a hundred miles from north to south, and about eighty miles from east to west. Except a small area in the north and north-east that drains into the Bhima, the district of Sátára is the head of the valley of the Krishna river. Down the centre, with a general slope to the south and south-east, along a valley which slowly opens into a plain, the Krishna flows first to the south and then to the east, passing across the whole district from its north-west to its south-east corner. From the central plain of the Krishna eight valleys branch to the hills. Six of them on the right run west or north-west, flanked by spurs from the Sahyádris, and two of them on the left run north, flanked by spurs from the northern Mahádev range. In the west the district is rugged and well watered; in the east it is flatter but parched and barren. Between the two stretches the Krishna valley, which, with the mouths of some of the side valleys, forms one of the richest tracts in the Bombay Deccan. Except near Mahábaleshvar and the Koyma valley in the west, little of the district is thickly wooded. Even in the rains the Mahádev hills which lie across the north of the district are scantily covered with green, and during the hot months most of the country is parched and bare. Still, even in the stoniest and barrener parts, the eye is often relieved by the green of watered crops and by groves of lofty trees. The
western hills are remarkably bold with sharp outlines. The tops of many are flat, raised on lofty black scarps which in the distance look like fortress walls. The hills are layers of soft or amygdaloid trap separated by flows of hard basalt and topped by iron-stone or laterite.

The Sahyadri range in the extreme west, the Mahadev range passing at right angles from the Sahyadris east across the north of the district, and the spurs of the Sahyadris chiefly stretching east and south-east and the south-running spurs of the Mahadev hills divide Sátára into three belts, a western, a central, and an eastern. The western or Sahyadri belt includes the western parts of Wái, Jávli, Sátára, Pátañ, and Válva. It includes the narrow rugged and steep crest of the Sahyadris and the neighbouring ten to fifteen miles in the extreme west of the Koyna and Várna valleys. It includes the bulk of the Sátára forest land and is throughout hilly and thickly wooded with evergreen trees. The Koyna and Várna rise in the Sahyadris and run south-east till they join the Krishna. On both sides of these rivers the hills rise steep from the river banks, leaving little room for tillage. The line of hill top is seldom broken into distinct summits and is generally bare as the rock is too smooth and steep to give trees a foothold. On the hill slopes the vegetation is dense; and in the valleys where the washings of the hills have gathered, the tree growth is luxuriant forming high forests chiefly of jambul Syzigium jambolanum, anjan Memecylon tinctorum, písa Actino daphne, jack Artocarpus integrifolia, vad Ficus indica, mango Mangifera indica, and hírda Terminalia chebula. Except Mahábaleshvar, Mándhardev, and a few others which end in large plateaus, the flat tops are not more than fifty to 300 acres in area. The hills are crossed by many footpaths and by two important cart roads with large traffic, the FitzGerald pass in Jávli leading from Mahábaleshvar to Mahád in Kolába and the Kumbhárli pass leading by Karád and Pátañ to Chiplun in Ratnágiri. Scattered over the hills, always close to a spring or stream, on the flat tops, on side terraces, and in the valley bottoms are small hamlets of rude ill-made huts whose timbers are rough forest posts, whose walls are of wattle and daub, and whose roofs are of thatch. Every spring is dammed and the sides of many of the hills are cleverly terraced for the growth of rice and garden crops. But the bulk of the soil is red iron-charged and poor, fit only for náchní vari and other coarse hill grains which on some of the upper slopes are grown by coppice-cutting or kumri. Except a class of Musalmán iron-smelters called Dhayadus who are now labourers, most of the hill people are Maráthi Kunbis. In the hot season the climate of the hills is cool and healthy; in the damp chilly rains the people suffer from fever and ague.

The central belt stretches from the eastern border of the Sahyadri belt about thirty miles to the Vardhangad-Machindragad hills which run from the Mahádev range south through the whole length of the district nearly parallel to the Sahyadris. This central belt includes the eastern parts of Wái, Jávli, Sátára, Pátañ, and Válva and the whole of Karád and Koregaon. It is a tract of rich well-watered valleys nearly parallel to each other, stretching and widening to the
east and south-east, and separated by sharp cut spurs which lie east and south-east from the main line of the Sahyādris. The chief valleys are beginning from the north, the Koregaon, Krishna, Koyna, and Vārna valleys. The Koregaon valley in the north of the district is almost surrounded by hills, those on the west thinly wooded, and those on the east bare. The Krishna and the Koyna valleys are in the centre of the district. The Krishna valley, the finest valley in the district, between the Kamalgad spur in the north and the Vairatāgad spur in the south, passes from the great Mahābaleshvar plateau through Wāi, Sātāra, Karād, and Vālva. South of the Krishna valley the Koyna valley lies between the main line of the Sahyādris on the west and the Bāmnoli-Gerādategad spur on the east. Like the Krishna valley it starts from the Mahābaleshvar hills, and, after stretching south about forty miles through Jávli and Pātan, turns east for forty miles further and opens into the broad Krishna valley at Karād. To the south of the Koyna valley with the Bhairavgad-Kandur hills on the north, and the Mahimatgad hills in Kolhāpur on the south, the Vārna valley, gradually opening; passes east till, about sixteen miles south of Vālva, it merges in the great Krishna plain. In the west the beginnings of these valleys are little more than ravines hemmed in by high steep hills. The soil is a bright barren iron clay, the small hamlets are perched on knolls or set on high stream banks, the people are poor, and most of the crops are grown with the help of rāb or wood ashes. Further east the flanking hills grow lower rounder and barer. Patches and belts of valuable teak gradually give way to tillage as the dales open into broad level valleys with bādhuk-fringed stream banks and lines of road shaded by lofty trees. These broad valleys are the richest part of the district. Near the centre of the valley, generally on the banks of the main stream, sometimes two or three miles apart, are large and often shady villages, peopled by careful and skilful husbandmen. Near the villages, along both banks of the central river, the deep and well watered black soil yields a succession of rich crops which keep green till February. In the rains all is green, and the fields pass to the foot of the hills and sometimes climb the lower slopes. After October when the rain crops are reaped the outer fringe of the valley lies barren and bare.

The eastern belt includes the four sub-divisions of Mān, Khatav, Kāhmāpur, and Tāsgaon. Except in the extreme south near the Krishna the eastern belt is barren. Much of Khatav and Khāmāpur in the centre is a waving plateau about 250 feet above the Krishna valley. The plateau slopes east to the Yerla which crosses it on its way south to the Krishna. Beyond the Yerla it rises gently and again dips into the deeper valley of the Vita. East of the Vita the country rises about a hundred feet and passes into the hills which lead to Māṇḍesh, the country bordering on the Mān river including the Mān, Ātpādi, and Sāngola sub-divisions. In the west of Khatav are a few scattered teak, and many of the slopes have thick patches of scrub and coppice, chiefly karanj, bekti, and dāhvāda. Though the soil is poor millet and other dry-crops are grown over a large area. Mān is a hollow nearly surrounded by low hills. The low lands are full
of rock and the soil is poor. The hill slopes, which are seamed with streams, are generally covered with scrub forest chiefly as in Khatáv of karanj Pongamia glabra, and dhávda Conocarpus latifolia. Most of the tillage in Mán is on the slopes and top of the plateau; the bulk of the low lands are waste. This Mán country has for long been and still is a pasture land for the cattle of the richer valleys further to the west. In the south of this eastern belt, beyond the central plateau of Khatáv and Khánápur, along the course of the Yerla, the lands of Tásgaon fall slowly to the Krishna. In the north and east Tásgaon is barren and rocky, cut by lines of low hills that strike out from the Khánápur plateau. In the south and west, near the meeting of the Yerla and the Krishna, it turns into a rich well wooded plain.

The Sátára district contains two main systems of hills; the Sahyádri range and its offshoots, and the Mahádev range and its offshoots. The Sahyádri system includes the main range of the Sahyádris which, through its entire length of sixty miles from north to south, forms the western boundary of the district. Within Sátára limits the main range of the Sahyádris, from about eight miles north of Pratápgad passes south-west for about twenty miles. The crest then turns to the east of south, and, in an irregular line, continues to stretch south by east about forty miles till it enters Kolhápur near Prachtigad about fifteen miles south-west of Pátan. In the sixty miles within Sátára limits the crest of the Sahyádris is guarded by five forts. From the north these are Pratápgad in the north-west of the district, Makarandgad following the line of the hill crest about seven miles south of Pratápgad, Jangli-Jaygad about thirty miles south of Makarandgad, Bhairavagad about ten miles south of Jangli-Jaygad, and Prachtigad about seven miles south of Bhairavagad. Within Sátára limits the main line of the Sahyádris is crossed by eight passes. Beginning from the north these are the FitzGerald or Ambinali pass in the north-west of the district, about ten miles west of Mahábleshvar; the Pár pass about three miles south-west of the FitzGerald pass; the Hálot pass about six miles south of the Pár pass; the Amboli pass, about ten miles south of the Hálot pass; the North Tivra pass about ten miles south of the Amboli pass; the Kumbháiri pass about fifteen miles south of the north Tivra pass; the Mala pass about eight miles south of the Kumbháiri pass; and the South Tivra pass about six miles south of the Mala pass. Of these eight passes the FitzGerald and the Kumbháiri are fit for carts, the Amboli, North Tivra, South Tivra, and Mala are bullock tracks, and the rest are footpaths.

Five spurs pass east and south-east from the Sahyádris. Beginning from the north these spurs may be named the Kamalgad, Vairágad, Hatgégad-Árle, Bánnoli-Gherádatogad, and Bhairavagad-Kandur; the two last are large ranges each with three minor spurs. Kamalgad is a short spur which starts about five miles north of Mahábleshvar and passes about ten miles east ending in the hill-fort of Kamalgad. It forms the water parting between the Valki on the left or north and the Krishna on the right or south. The
second is the Vairātgad spur up a branch of which the Wāi-
Mahábleshvar main road climbs. It leaves the Sahyádris close to
the village of Mahábaleshvar and stretches south-east about twenty
miles ending a little beyond the hill-fort of Vairātgad. This spur
forms the water-parting between the Krishna on the left or north-
east and the Kudáli a feeder of the Krishna on the right or south-
west. It has one fort Vairātgad about six miles south-east of
Wāi. The third or Hatgegad-Ařle spur starts like the Vairātgad
spur from Mahábaleshvar village, and stretches south-east nearly
parallel to the Vairātgad range to the north of Medha about thirty
miles to Ārle near the meeting of the Krishna and Vena. It
is the water-parting between the Kudáli feeder of the Krishna
on the left or north-east, and the Yenna or Vena on the right or
south-west. This spur has no hill fort. The fourth the Bāmnoli-
Gherádategad is the chief of the Sahyádri spurs. It starts
from Malcolmpheth on the Mahábaleshvar plateau and for a distance
of about forty miles runs south nearly parallel to the main line of
the Sahyádris. It forms the water-parting between the Vena a
feeder of the Krishna on the left or north-east and the Koyna
another feeder of the Krishna on the right or west. This long
range is as high and massive as the main crest of the Sahyádris.
Besides by several small passes it is crossed by a good bullock
track from Medha and Bāmnoli. In the extreme south is the
fortified peak of Gherádategad. From the eastern slopes of the
Bāmnoli-Gherádategad range three chief spurs stretch east and
south-east across the plain. The first of these, the Sátára spur,
starts at Kelghar about three miles north-east of Bāmnoli and
about fifteen miles south-east of Malcolmpheth, and stretches about
fourteen miles to Sátára, and, from Sátára, about twelve miles south-
east to Várna and Phatyápur near the meeting of the Urmodi and the
Krishna. It forms the water-parting between the Vena on the left
or north-east and the Urmodi on the right or south-west, both
feeders of the Krishna. Its only fortified hill is Sátára about
the middle of the range. The second spur, which may be called the
Kelváli-Sonápur spur, is short scattered and of irregular shape.
It leaves the main range near Kelváli about eight miles south of
Bāmnoli, and, with many short side shoots, stretches about twelve
miles south-east to Nághthána. It forms the water-parting between
the Urmodi river on the left or north-east and the Tárali also a feeder of
the Krishna on the south-west. Its only fort is Sajjangad or
Parli on an outlying branch to the north of the main spur. The
third or Jálu-Vasantgad spur starts from the Bāmnoli-Gherádategad
range about nine miles south of Kelváli and with several offshoots
passes about twelve miles south to near Pátan; about two miles
north-east of Pátan it turns south-east, and stretches about fourteen
miles to Vasantgad about four miles north-west of the meeting of the
Koyna and the Krishna at Karád. During its twelve miles
south the Jálu-Vasantgad spur forms the water-parting between
the Tárli stream on the left or east and the Kera a feeder of the
Koyna on the right or west. In its fourteen miles to the south-east
the spur forms the water-parting between the Krishna and its
feeder the Mánd on the left or north-east, and the Koyna on the
SÁTÁRA.

right or south-west. The only fort on the spur is Vasantagad near its extreme south-east end. In the extreme south of the district, starting from the main line of the Sahyádris near Bhairavgad about fourteen miles south-west of Pátan, a great belt of hills stretches south-east parallel to and a little north of the Várna about thirty-six miles to near Kandur and Vadibhágáí five miles south-west of Shírálá, forming with the Várna the boundary between Sátára and Kolhápur. From this range several spurs run north-east and fill the south-west corner of the district with hills. Of these spurs there are three chief lines, Gunvantgad about five miles south-west of Pátan, the water-parting between the Koyna on the left or north and the Morna on the right or south; the Káhir-Kirpa spur running east and separating the Morna on the left or north from the Kole or Váng river on the right or south; and the Kálgáon-Jakinvádi spur running north-east to near Kapil about three miles south of Karád and separating the Kole river on the left or north-west from the Nánda gaon stream on the right or south-east.

The second system of Sátára hills is the Mahádev system. In the north of the district the Mahádev range starts about ten miles north of Mahábaleshvar and stretches east and south-east across the whole breadth of the district. The course of the range for the first thirty miles, to a little beyond the Khámatki pass on the Sátára-Poona road, is east. About Vela, four miles east of the Khámatki pass, it turns south-east. Near Tádvala, twelve miles south-east of Khámatki, through two breaks in the range, the Wáí-Phalítan and the old Sátára-Poona roads pass. Beyond Tádvala the hills again stretch in an irregular line east to the extreme east of the district at Kothla about twelve miles north-east of Dahivadi. Though its south-running spurs have many forts, the main crest of the Mahádev range has only three forts, Gherákélánja in the north-west about fourteen miles north-east of Mahábaleshvar, Táthvada about twenty miles north-west of Dahivadi, and Várugad in the north-east about eleven miles north of Dahivadi. Besides many small openings the Mahádev range is crossed by three important passes, the Khámatki pass on the Poona-Sátára road about twenty-eight miles north of Sátára, and the two breaks near Tádvala, about twelve miles south-east of Khámatki, through which the Wáí-Ádárik and the old Sátára-Poona roads run.

From the main range of the Mahádev hills three spurs stretch south, the Chandan-Vandan spur in the west which runs about half across the district, and the Vardhangad-Machindragad and the Mahimangad-Panhála spurs further east which stretch right across the district. The Chandan-Vandan spur is the water parting between the Krishna valley on the west and the Vásna valley on the east. The spur starts from the Mahádev hill at Hárlí about a mile and a half east of the Khámatki pass and about twelve miles north-east of Wáí. It stretches south about twelve miles to the twin forts of Chandan and Vandan, and, from them, about ten miles further to the meeting of the Vásna and Krishna about three miles south-east of Sangam-Máhuli. The Vardhangad-Machindragad spur begins.

Chapter I. Description.

Hills.
The Sahyádris.

The Mahádev.
from Mol in Khatáv about sixteen miles east of the starting point
of the Chandan-Vandan spur and passes south through the whole
length of the district about fifty miles to the Krishna near the town
of Kundal. It forms the water-parting between the Vásna, Vangna,
and other direct feeders of the Krishna on the west and the streams
that drain into the Yerla a large tributary of the Krishna on the
east. The spur has three fortified hills Vardhangad in the north
about eight miles east of Koregaon, Sádshivgad near Karád about
thirty miles south of Vardhangad, and Machindragad about twelve
miles south of Sádshivgad. The third or Mahimangad-Panhála
spur begins from the Mahádev hills about nine miles east of the
starting point of the Vardhangad-Machindragad range and stretches
south-east to Khánápur. At Khánápur it splits in two, one
branch passing twenty miles south till it ends in the old Panhála
fort in the extreme south of the district, and the other stretching
south-east and leaving the district at Dhalgaon and beyond that
continuing about sixteen miles south-east to Bilur about five miles
south-west of Jath. It forms the water-parting between the valley
of the Yerla, a tributary of the Krishna on the right or south-west,
and the valley of the Mán a tributary of the Bhima on the left or
north-east. It has two fortified hills Mahimangad about ten miles
south of where the spur starts from the Mahádev hills, and Bhopálga
do about ten miles south-east of Khánápur.

The tops both of the Sahýádris and of the Mahádev hills, especially
in the north-western sub-divisions of Wáí, Jávli, and Pántan, look
like a succession of fortresses raised on a series of plateaus piled
one over the other, the whole surmounted by a wall of rock. The
top of Mahábaleshvar, the highest point in the district, is about
4710 feet above the sea. From the high Deccan table-land on the
east the Sahýádris seem somewhat low and tame. But from the
western edge of their crest great forms stand out from the Konkan
with bold wild outlines and cliffs which in places have a sheer drop
of over 3000 feet. For about thirty miles after leaving the Sahýádris
the Mahádev hills keep a height of about 4000 feet above the sea and
about 2000 feet above the plain. The north face of the Mahádev
range falls sharply into the Nira valley, the distance from the crest
of the range to the river being not more than ten or twelve miles.
To the south the hills fall much more gently to the valley of the
Krishna.

Within Sátára limits there are fifty-six notable hills and hill-
forts, fourteen in Wáí, four in Jávli, seven in Sátára, five in
Koregaon, five in Pántan, four in Karád, three in Válva, seven in
Mán, four in Khatáv, two in Khánápur, and one in Tásgaon.

The names of the fourteen Wáí hills are, Báleghar, Dhámana, Harli,
Kamalgad, Kenjalgal, Mândhardev, Páchghaní, Pándavgad, Piplí,
Sonjái, Vágdera, Vándan, Vairágta, and Yerulí. Of these hills
Sonjái the lowest is 3287 feet and Yerulí the highest is 4531 feet
above the sea. One of them Páchghaní is a health resort, and five
of them Kamalgad, Pándavgad, Vairágta, Vándan, and Kenjalgal
are hill forts. Kamalgad, 4511 feet above the sea, stands alone ten
miles west of Wáí, and has an ascent of about three miles. The
sides are covered with shrubs and trees, and the top is flat, and is about fifty acres in area. It has one approach by a rough flight of steps, and inside are a deep well, a reservoir, and a cave. Pándavgad, about 4177 feet above the sea and three miles north of Wáí, has an ascent of about a mile and a half, and is thinly covered with scrub. Its flat top has an area of only thirty acres, surrounded by an almost ruined wall with two gates. Inside, at a small ruined temple of Pándujáí, a yearly fair or yátra is held. On the side are two or three water cisterns and a cave, and at the bottom of the hill are two more caves called Pándavkratya or the Pándavs' work. Vairátgad, 3939 feet above the sea and six miles south of Wáí, has an ascent of about a mile. The top, which has an area of about thirty acres, has two reservoirs, but neither temples nor caves. It is surrounded by a wall with two gates, one of which is approached by steps. Besides the main entrance there is a secret path or chorvát. Vandán, about 3341 feet above the sea and ten miles south-east of Wáí, is a flat-topped hill with an area of about seventy acres, and an ascent of a mile and a half. The top, which has five small mosques and two reservoirs, is strengthened at the crests of ravines with two gates. Kenjalgad, 4268 feet above the sea and twelve miles west of Wáí, is a flat-topped hill with an area of about fifty acres and an ascent of about two miles. The top, which has four reservoirs and one or two ruined temples, is surrounded by an almost ruined wall with a gate approached by a flight of about a hundred steps. The village of Ghera Kenjala on the top has about 100 people.

The four hills in Jávli are Mahábaleshvar, Makrandgad, Pratápgad, and Vásota. Of these, Mahábaleshvar, 4710 feet above the sea, is a health resort and the other three are hill forts. Makrandgad, about 4054 feet above the sea and eight miles south-west of Malcolmpheth the Mahábaleshvar market, is commonly known as the Saddleback. The top is small and uneven. A few Jangam shrine-servants and husbandmen live on the top, which has a reservoir, a spring, and a temple of Mallikárajun. Pratápgad hill, as the crow flies is four or five miles west of Malcolmpheth. It is 3543 feet above the sea and stands alone with steep grass and scrub-covered sides, and is a place of great natural strength. It can be climbed either from Váda or Peth Pár, but has only one gate. The top plateau which is about half a mile long, is flat and is surrounded by an inner and an outer line of walls each with one gate. The fort, which is said to have been built by Shiváji, is still in fair repair. The citadel has an area of 300 by 400 yards. About seventy people, chiefly pujárí or shrine servants, live on the hill top which has some reservoirs and two large temples, one dedicated to Bhaváni and the other to Kédáreshvar. The tomb of the Bijápur general Azul Khán who was slain by Shiváji in 1659, is still shown on the hill. Vásota is a flat-topped hill on the main range of the Sahyándris, about sixteen miles south of Malcolmpheth. It is climbed by a steep footpath about a mile and a half long with steps at the top. The top, which is surrounded by a wall, contains the remains of a mansion, a small temple, and two reservoirs.
The seven hills in the Sátára sub-division are Sátára fort or Ajumatára, Yaveshvar, Parli fort or Sajjangad, Petova, Ghátái, Pátéshevá, and Shulpáni, varying from 3000 to 4000 feet above the sea. Sátára and Parli are fortified. The Sátára hill, about 3307 feet above the sea and 1200 feet above the plain, stands immediately over the town of Sátára. The hill is climbed by a path about one mile long. The fort includes a flat hill-top about 1200 yards by 400. It is surrounded by a wall with an entrance in the north-west, and a second blocked entrance in the south-east. The only buildings on the top are two bungalows and a few temples and small reservoirs. Two low necks join it to the spur. The sides are steep and bare with a little scrub, and, except at the main gate, the top is surrounded by an unbroken wall of rock. The Parli or Sajjan fort, about 3000 feet above the sea, stands alone about seven miles south-west of Sátára. It is steep and may be climbed by three footpaths, all of which lead to the same point of entrance. The flat top, which is about 600 yards by 250, is surrounded by a wall in fair order with an inner and an outer gate both bearing inscriptions. The fort is famous for the footprints of Rámdás Svámi, the teacher of Shivájí. The footprints are visited every Thursday by numbers of pilgrims, and a great fair or yátra is held in honour of Rámdás Svámi on the ninth of the dark half of Mág in January-February. Besides the footprints, the top contains several temples, two mosques with Persian inscriptions, five water reservoirs, and a considerable population.

Kóregáon.

The five Kóregáon hills, Harneshvar, Chavneshvar, Jaranda, Nándgiri, and Chandan, vary from 3500 to 4000 feet above the sea. Three are hill forts of little importance, Nándgiri about twelve miles north-east, Chandan about fifteen miles north, and Jaranda about eight miles east of Sátára. All are surrounded by walls each with one entrance. Nándgiri has a plateau about 500 yards long and 300 broad, and the top of Chandan is 1000 feet by 800. These have no special temples or buildings but have one or more reservoirs. The slopes are bare and steep and are climbed by difficult footpaths.

Pátan.

Of the five Pátan hills, Chandli, Dátegád, Gunvantgád, Bhairavgád, and Jangli-Jaygád, all except the first are fortified. Chandli, about six miles south of Pátan, is of an irregular sugarloaf-shape and is half cut from the rest of the ridge by a depression or pass. Except for a few teak trees the hill sides are bare. Dátegád is a flat-topped eminence at the southern end of a range of hills in the west of Pátan. The sides are bare and rocky. The ascent, which is some three miles from Pátan, though steep, is fairly easy. Gunvantgád or Morgírí, a striking hill from many points on the Sahýádrí, looks like a lion crouching with its head to the south-east. The ascent is easy, not more than half a mile from the village of Morgírí. The top has an area of about 200 yards by fifty. The forts of Bhairavgád and Jangli-Jaygád are both on spurs which jut into the Konkan from the edge of the Sahýádrí. Both are difficult of access, the path passing through masses of trackless forest.

Karód.

The four Karód hills are, Agáshív, Pál, Sadáshívágád, and Vasantgád, of which the Sadáshívágád and Vasantgád are fortified.
Agáshiv, standing about 1200 feet above the plain, has a pointed top, and is a prominent object about four miles south-west of Karád. The sides are steep and scantily covered with scrub. On the south-east of the hill is a group of Buddhist caves. Pál stands alone about two miles south-east of the village of that name. It is round-topped and rises about 1000 feet from the plain. On the top is a small temple. The sides are not steep and in many parts are under tillage. Sadáshivgad, a hill fort built by Shiváji, stands about three miles east of Karád. It is a round-topped hill at the western end of a spur which juts from the eastern wall of the valley. The sides are bare and rocky, easily climbed by a path about a mile long. The top which is about 400 yards by 200 is surrounded by a ruined wall. Vasantgad, about four miles north-west of Karád, a prominent object from both the Karád-Sátára and the Karád-Kubhárli roads, is a place of great strength. A footpath leads from Talbid to the east of the fort, and the old gun road was from Khodshi about two miles to the south-east. On the top are two gateways and some temples and other buildings.

Of the three Válva hills, Mallikárjun, Prachitgad, and Machindragad, the two last are fortified. Mallikárjun, about eight miles south-east of Peth, has a fine Bráhmanical cave temple. Prachitgad is on a spur which stands out into the Konkan in the extreme west of the Sahyádris. Machindragad, a solitary round-topped hill in the north-east of the sub-division, is the southmost of Shiváji’s forts.

Of the seven Mán hills, Várugad, Khokada, Shikhar-Shíngnápur, Táthvada, Jíre-Padhá, Kulakjáí, and Mahimangad, three, Várugad Táthvada and Mahimangad are fortified. Várugad, about ten miles north-west of Dahivadi, rises cone-shaped from the main spur. From the north the ascent is difficult and about a mile long; from the south the plateau leads to the base of the cone and the ascent is not more than 250 feet. Its grassy top which is about a mile long by a mile broad, is fortified on the crests of the ravines by a ruined wall with five gateways. On the top stands the village of Várugad with an old temple of Bahlíoba and with five hamlets of Kunbí, Rámoshí, and Mhárs. Khokada, fifteen miles north-west of Dahivadi, is flat-topped, rugged, and bare, and has one spring. On the top is the village of Khokada mostly of Kunbí husbandmen who raise crops of millet, Indian millet, wheat, and gram. Wolves and panthers occasionally visit the hill. Shikhar-Shíngnápur, thirteen miles north-east of Dahivadi and 3049 feet above the sea is flat-topped, rugged, and partly covered with grass and trees. On the top are the village of Shíngnápur, a temple of Mahádev, and a hamlet of husbandmen and shepherds. Táthvada, about twenty miles north-west of Dahivadi, is rugged and partly covered with shrubs and grass. The top, which is about a quarter of a mile long and broad, is fortified along the crests of ravines by a partly ruined wall with one gateway. On the top are a paved apartment, a reservoir, and a well, but no temples or caves. Wolves and panthers occasionally visit the hill. Jíre-Padhá, ten miles south-east of Dahivadi and 3138 feet above the sea, is flat-topped,
rugged, and covered with shrubs and grass. On the hill top are two hamlets of Kunbis and shepherds. Kulakjái, eleven miles north-west of Dahivadi, is flat-topped, rugged, and covered with shrubs and grass. It has two springs, and the village of Kulakjái and two hamlets of husbandmen and shepherds. The Tita, Bel, and Vakjái passes go close by the hill. Mahimangad hill, 3219 feet above the sea and five miles west of Dahivadi, is bare and flat-topped with rocky sides. It has an easy ascent and is joined to a spur of the Mahádev range. The top is grassy and about 900 feet long from east to west and 600 feet broad from north to south. It is partly fortified by a ruined wall with one gateway. It contains two dry reservoirs and an old temple of Máruti.

Of the four Khatáv hills, Solaknáth, Bhápsháh, Vardhangad, and Bhushangad, two Vardhangad and Bhushangad are fortified. Solaknáth, eighteen miles north of Vaduj, the source of the Yerla river, rises 2000 to 2500 feet above the plain. The top is pointed, and the sides are steep and bare, without trees or tillage. Bhápsha, four miles south-west of Vaduj, is a pointed hill with steep bare sides. Vardhangad, 3502 feet above the sea and fourteen miles west of Vaduj, is round-topped and easy of ascent, and is joined to a spur of the Mahádev range. The top, which is about 300 yards long by 200 broad, is surrounded by a stone wall with one entrance. The wall is entire towards the east and south and is ruined towards the north and west. The Sátára-Pándharpur road passes by the south of the hill which has a grassy top with four wells, four reservoirs, and an old temple. The hill-sides are too bare to give cover to wild animals. Bhushangad stands alone, eight miles south of Vaduj, steep, bare, and flat-topped. The top, which is about 200 yards long by 200 yards broad, is surrounded by a ruined stone wall with one entrance. The hill, which has a dry spring and no tillage either on the top or the sides, has two old temples on the top, one to a goddess and the other to Máruti. The hill is not infested by wild animals.

The two Khánápur hills are Revágiri and an unnamed hill. Revágiri four miles east of Víta rises 1500 to 2000 feet above the plain. The Karád-Bijápur road passes by the hill which is sloping and bare or partly covered with shrubs. Crops are grown on the flat hill-top. It was formerly infested by tigers and wolves. The unnamed hill about fifteen miles west of Víta, is pointed and 1000 to 1500 feet above the plain. The hill is rugged, partly covered with shrubs, and without tillage. The Karád-Bijápur road passes over it. About ten miles east of Tasgaon is Dandoba, a pointed hill of easy ascent and bare of trees.

Within Sátára limits there are two river systems, the Bhima system in a small part of the north and north-east and the Krishna system throughout the rest of the district. Of the Bhima system there are two branches the Nira and the Mán. A narrow belt beyond the Mahádev hills drains north into the Nira which flows east into the Bhima and the north-east corner of the district beyond the Mahimangad-Panhála spur drains south-east along the Mán which afterwards flows east and north-east to join the Bhima. The total area of the Bhima system, including part of Wáí and the whole of
Phaltan and Mán, is probably about 1100 miles. Excluding about 400 miles of the Phaltan state, this leaves for the Krishna system 4000 miles or about five-sixths of the district. The drainage system of the Krishna includes, besides the drainage of the central stream the drainage of six feeders from the right side the Kudáli, Yenna, Urmodi, Tári, Koyna, and Várna, and of two from the left side the Vásna and the Yerla.

The Krishna is one of the three great rivers of Southern India. Like the Godávari and Káveri it flows across almost the entire breadth of the peninsula from west to east and falls into the Bay of Bengal. In sanctity the Krishna is surpassed both by the Godávari and by the Káveri. In length it is less than the Godávari, but its drainage area, including the drainage of its two great tributaries the Bhima and Tungbhadra, is larger than that of either the Godávari or of the Káveri. Its length is about 800 miles and its drainage area is about 94,500 square miles. Of its 800 miles about 150 lie within Sátára limits. The Krishna rises on the eastern brow of the Mahábaleshvar plateau four miles west of the village of Jor in the extreme west of Wáí. The source of the river is about 4500 feet above the sea in 18° 1' north latitude and 73° 41' east longitude. On the plateau of the Mahábaleshvar hill near the source of the river stands an ancient temple of Mahádev. Inside of the temple is a small reservoir into which a stream pours out of a stone cow-mouth. This is the traditional source of the river which Hindus lovingly call Krishnábáí the Lady Krishna. Numbers of pilgrims crowd to the spot which is embowered in trees and flowering shrubs. From its source the Krishna runs east for about fifteen miles till it reaches the town of Wáí. From Wáí the course of the river is south. About ten miles from Wáí it receives the Kudáli from the right about two miles south of Páinchvad in South Wáí. After meeting the Kudáli, the river continues to run south through the Sátára sub-division by Nimb and Varuth, and after fifteen miles receives the Yenna on the right near Mábuli about three miles east of Sátára. As the meeting of the Krishna and Yenna, Mábuli is sacred. A fair is held five times in the year, once in Kárthik October-November, in Chaitra March-April, and in Ashád June-July, and twice in Shrávan July-August. After meeting the Yenna the Krishna curves to the south-east and separates Sátára from Koregaon for about ten miles till it reaches the border of Karád. In Koregaon, after a course of forty miles, about a mile east of Mangalpur, the Krishna receives the Vásna from the left, and after a course of about fifty-five miles in the extreme south of the Sátára sub-division, about two miles south-west of Vanegaon, it receives the Urmodi from the right. In Karád the river runs nearly south. It receives from the right two tributaries, the Tári near Umbráj after a course of about sixty-five miles and the Koyna near Karád after a course of about seventy-five miles. From Karád the Krishna runs south-east by Válva and Bhilavdi to Tásgaon. About six miles south of Bhilavdi it receives the Yerla on the left after a course of 120 miles, and about three miles south of Sángli in the extreme south of the district it receives the Várna on the right after a course of 135 miles. After its meeting with the Várna the Krishna continues to run south-east towards
Belgaum. Within Sátára limits the Krishna is unfit for navigation. The channel is too rocky and the stream too rapid to allow even of small native craft. The banks are twenty to thirty feet high and generally sloping earthy and broken. The river bed, though in parts rocky, as a rule is sandy. In Wáí and Sátára in the northwest, except that melons are grown in its bed, the water of the Krishna is little used for irrigation, except here and there by bhudkis or pits sunk on deep river banks. In Karád, Válva, and Tásgaon in the south, crops of sugarcane, groundnut, chillies, and wheat are raised by watering the soil from recently made canals. During the fair season the Krishna is everywhere easily forded, but during the rains there is a considerable body of water, and ferries are worked at Máhuli three miles east of Sátára, at Dhámner in the south of Korgaon, at Umbraj, Karád, and Kárve in Karád, at Báhe and Boregaon in Válva, and at Bhilavdi in Tásgaon. Within Sátára limits the Krishna is bridged at Bhunij on the Poona-Belgaum road, at Wáí on the Poona-FitzGerald road, and at Vaduth on the old Poona road.

The Kudáli, a small feeder of the Krishna in the north, rises near Kedamb in Jávli, and after a south-easterly course of about sixteen miles through Jávli and Wáí, flanked by the Vairátgad range on the left or north and the Hatgegad-Árle range on the right or south, joins the Krishna from the right about two miles south of Pánchvad in Wáí.

The Vena or Yenna, one of the Krishna’s chief feeders, rises on the Mahábaleshvar plateau and falls into the Yenna valley below the Lingmalla bungalow and plantation, on the east point of the Mahábaleshvar hills about three miles east of Malcolmpeth. It passes along the valley between the Hatgegad-Árle range on the left or north and the Sátára range on the right or south, and, after a south-easterly course of about forty miles through Jávli and Sátára, it flows into the Krishna at Máhuli about three miles east of Sátára. In the hot season the stream stops and the water stands in pools. It is crossed by no ferries. Besides a foot bridge at Medha in Jávli, it has four road bridges, one on the Poona-Belgaum road at Varya three miles north of Sátára, two on the Sátára-Malcolmpeth road at Kanhera eight miles and at Kelghar twenty miles north-west of Sátára, and one on the old Poona road at Vádha-Khedá three miles north-east of Sátára.

The Urmodi, a small feeder of the Krishna, rises near Kas in Jávli. It passes south-east along a valley flanked by the Sátára range on the left or north and the Kalváli-Sonápur range on the right or south. After a south-easterly course of about twenty miles, mostly through Sátára, it falls into the Krishna about two miles south-west of Vanegaon in the extreme south of the Sátára sub-division. The banks of the Urmodi are high and steep. The flow of water ceases in the hot season. There is no ferry, and only one bridge on the Poona-Kolhápur mail-road at Látma nine miles south of Sátára.

The Tárlí, a small feeder of the Krishna, rises in the north-west of Pátan about ten miles above the village of Tárlí. It flows south-
east along a valley flanked by the Kalväli-Sonápur range on the left or north-east and the Jâlu-Vasantgad range on the right or south-west. After a south-easterly course of about twenty-two miles through Pâtan and Karâd, it joins the Krishna from the right at Umbrâj in Karâd.

The Koyna, the largest of the Sâtâra feeders of the Krishna, rises on the west side of the Mahâbaleshvar plateau near Elphinstone Point in 17° 55' north latitude and 73° 43' east longitude. Of its course of eighty miles within Sâtâra limits, during the first forty it runs nearly south, and during the next forty it runs nearly east. During its forty miles to the south the Koyna flows along a beautiful valley with the main line of the Sahyâdris on the right and on the left the Bâmnoli-Gherâdategad branch of the Sahyâdris which runs parallel to the main line at an equal height. In Jâvli the river passes by Bâmnoli and Tâmbi and receives the Solshi from the left about three miles north of Bâmnoli and the Kândåti from the right about two miles south of Bâmnoli. At Helvâk in Pâtan, after a course of forty miles, the river suddenly turns east, and, after a further course of forty miles, by the town of Pâtan where it receives the Kera from the north, it falls into the Krishna at Karâd. In the first forty miles the Koyna is seldom more than 100 feet broad; but in the last forty miles the bed is 300 to 500 feet across. Especially in the first forty miles the banks are broken and muddy and the bed is of gravel. In the hot months the stream often ceases, but the water stands in deep pools through the dryest years. During the rains it fills from bank to bank, and small ferry boats work across it at Sângvad and Yerâd in Pâtan.

The Vârna in the south, separating Sâtâra and Kolhâpur, rises close to the western crest of the Sahyâdris in the extreme northwest of Válva. It runs south-east for about eighty miles by Charan, Bilási, and Dhudhgaon in Válva, and falls into the Krishna about three miles south of Sângli. Its banks are steep and broken, and, in the southern twenty miles, it overflows its banks every rains.

The Vâsna, a small feeder of the Krishna, rises in the Mahâdev range near Solshi in the north of Koregaon. It flows south along a valley flanked by the Chandan-Vandan range on the right or west and by the Varûhangad-Machindragad range on the left or east. It runs south for about twenty miles, and, from the left, falls into the Krishna about a mile east of Mangalpur in Koregaon.

The Yerla, the largest of the left-hand or northern feeders of the Krishna, rises in Solaknâth hill in the extreme north of Khatâv. It flows along a valley flanked by the Vardhangad-Machindragad range on the right or west, and by the Mahamangad-Panhala range on the left or east. It runs south for about seventy-five miles through Khatâv, Khânâpúr, Tâsqaon, and the lands of Sângli. In Khatâv it passes by Lâlgun, Khatâv, Vaduj, and Nimsod, in Khânâpúr by Danleshvar and Bhâlvâni, in Tâsqaon by Turchi and Nâgaon, and in Sângli by Nândrâ. At Dhanleshvar in Khánpur it receives the Nândâni from the right a stream about 300 feet wide. After a south-westerly course of about seventy-five miles the Yerla falls into the Krishna within Sângli limits about six miles south of Bhilavdi.
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RIVERS.

Nira.

At its meeting with the Krishna, the Yerla is about 600 feet broad. Its bed is sandy, and its banks are sloping earthy and muddy. The stream holds water throughout the year and crops of sugarcane, groundnut, wheat, potatoes, and onions are raised by bhudkis or wells sunk near the banks.

Of the Bhima system of rivers the two chief Sátára representatives are the Nira in the north and the Mán in the north-east. The Nira, which separates Sátára from Poona in the north, rises on the Sahyádri range within the lands of the Pant Sachiv of Bhor. Of a total length of 130 miles, about sixty miles lie on the borders of Poona to the north and of Sátára and Phaltan to the south. From its source in Bhor the river runs east to the north of the subdivision of Wáí and the state of Phaltan. After leaving Phaltan, it runs north of Màlsiras in Sholápur and falls into the Bhima about five miles east of Támbe in the extreme north-east of Málsiras. Within the limits of the Bhor state the Nira is bridged on the Poona-Kohlápur mail road at Sirval in the north of Wáí.

Mánganga.

The Mánganga, a tributary of the Bhima, rises in the Tita hill in the north-east of Mán. Of a total length of about 100 miles, about forty lie in Mán within Sátára limits. In Mán the river runs south-east by Malvadi, Andhli, Dahivadi, and Mhasvad. Beyond Sátára limits the Mánganga continues to run south-east through Àtpádi, and from Àtpádi it turns north-east through Sángola and Pandharpur in Sholápur, and falls into the Bhima at Sarkoli about ten miles south-east of Pandharpur. During the rains within the Mán sub-division the water of the Mánganga runs two to six feet deep. In the fair season it is about two feet deep in some places and almost dry in others. The bed is sandy and the banks earthy and sloping. In some parts near the river banks crops of sugarcane, groundnut, wheat, sweet potatoes, and onions are raised by pâts or fair-weather channels.

In the west water is fairly abundant. In the east, hot weather after hot weather, want of water causes much suffering. The supply comes partly from rivers and streams, partly from reservoirs, and partly from wells which are numerous but in many cases run dry during the hot season. In 1882 for the storage of water there were 189 ponds and reservoirs, of which three were lakes of considerable size. There were 23,810 wells, 17,411 of them with and 6399 without steps. Besides three water supply works for the towns of Sátára, Karád, and Islámpur, six water works are completed, the Revári canal on the Vásna, the Yerla canals on the Yerla, the Gondoli canal on the Mán, the Máyni reservoir on the Váng, the Chikhli canal on the Nándi, and the Krishna canal on the Krishna. A seventh work, a large reservoir at Mhasvad in the Mán sub-division is being built.¹

GEOLGY.

The whole of Sátára falls within the Deccan trap area. As in other parts of the West Deccan the hills are layers of soft or amygdaloid trap separated by flows of hard basalt and capped by laterite or iron clay.

¹ Details of these water works are given in Agriculture under Irrigation.
The usual Indian division of the seasons into cold, hot, and rainy is not suited to Sátára. The year may be better divided into five seasons, the rainy from about the tenth of June to the end of September, a close sultry time from the end of September to the middle of November, a cold time from the middle of November to the end of January, a dry hot time in which easterly winds prevail from the beginning of February to the end of March, and the hot weather from the beginning of April to about the tenth of June. The climate of the three and a half months of the south-west rains, from the middle of June to the end of September, as a rule is agreeable. The air is genial and soft with a fresh westerly breeze. The rainfall varies greatly in different parts of the district, the chief cause of difference being distance from the Sahyádris. Rain falls in November and December in the early months of the north-east monsoon, and rain, which is known as mangoe showers, falls in May, and is important to the husbandman enabling him to sow his earliest crops. From the close of the south-west rains at the end of September to the middle of November the atmosphere is close and sultry. Comparing this period with the periods which go before and follow it, though the temperature is not much higher, the air is more oppressive and the season more sickly. The cold weather begins about the middle of November, and the sudden change from the moist warm month of October to the cold dry air of November often causes disease. About the middle of November the mornings and evenings become cool and pleasant and continue cool till the beginning of February. During these cool months occasional showers greatly help the vegetables which grow in abundance. The hilly parts are refreshed by heavy dews and river fogs spread for several miles beyond their banks. Though the most invigorating time of the year, the cold season is often the most unhealthy. The thermometer begins to rise early in February and as a rule with the increase of warmth sickness grows less. During the hot months of April and May, the temperature is at the highest and the atmosphere is close and dry. In the early part of the day the air is still, not a breath blows, not a leaf is in motion. Towards the afternoon a faint air sets in from the west which in an hour or two freshens to a breeze. The west wind blows all night, and in the early morning gives place to an east wind which continues till nine or ten. The hot weather, though exhausting, is not so trying as in most parts of the Presidency. In a cool house with the windows darkened and the doors shut at seven in the morning and opened at five in the evening, the mean heat at two in the afternoon was 85° and the mean daily variation 4°. The temperature did not reach its maximum at two, but continued to rise till five when it was 86·5°. On the doors being opened at five the thermometer rose one degree. When kept all day in an open veranda with a westerly exposure, the thermometer rose to 92·4 at two and from that fell towards the evening.

1 Mr. A. Young in Transactions of the Bombay Medical and Physical Society for 1838-39 page 211.
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Winds.

During the south-west rains the prevailing winds are from the north-west and south-west. While the winds blow from the south-west on the Mahábaléshvar hills, at Sátára, owing to the influence of the mountain ranges and the south-easterly lie of the valley, their direction is north-west. About the beginning of September, the wind veers to the east and keeps blowing from the east till the end of September. During the close sultry period in October and the first half of November the wind blows from the north-east, but it is generally light and unrefreshing. In the cold season from mid-November to early February westerly winds prevail. During the hot dry period from February to March the westerly winds and cold nights of the cold months cease and the evening westerly breezes of the hot season have not begun. Dry east winds prevail, and parch the skin and prevent perspiration almost as much as intense cold. These winds are dangerous to all, and should be avoided by all who are liable to liver disease. During the early hot season the easterly morning wind in the after-part of the day veers by the north to the west. In the later hot months, the wind blows steadily from the west, beginning generally about midday and blowing till a late hour. The nights and mornings are calm and cool.

Clouds.

During the south-west rains, the sky is generally overcast with cumuli or cumulo-strati clouds. At the setting in of the south-west rain the clouds are dense and numerous, but as the rains advance they grow partial and fleecy. From about the 20th of July till the end of August, there is much sunshine, and as the cumuli are driven overhead by the westerly breeze, the more stationary cirro-strati may often be seen unmoved, high in the firmament. Towards the middle of September dark masses again gather and continue to hide the sun till the south-west rains end with the Elephanta storms in October.1 During the close sultry period from mid-September to mid-November fogs are few, but the sky is often partially hid by fleecy cumuli. In the cold weather, from mid-November to the end of January, the sky is generally clear with occasional cumuli, and not unfrequently horizontal and oblique cirri. The hot dry season from February to March has generally a clear and unclouded sky. In March April and early in May the sky is generally clear, about the middle of May it becomes overcast and cumulo-strati clouds gather on the horizon.

Climate.

2 During January and early February the air is cool and bracing, but the east winds are unpleasantly dry and tighten the skin. Towards the end of February the air grows perceptibly warmer, and, by the middle of March, the hot weather has begun. About this time it is usual to close doors and windows to keep out the hot wind which begins to blow strongly from the west. The heat increases gradually and is greatest about the middle of May. Then not uncommonly storms burst and sensibly lessen the intense heat of

1 These storms are called Elephanas because, according to Hindu astronomy, the sun is then in the Naksáatra or guest-house of the Elephant constellation.

the two preceding months. If no storms come, the weather continues sultry till the end of the first week of June. Even in the hottest weather, after sunset the air soon cools and the nights are seldom without an agreeable freshness from the sea breeze which does not lull till the early morning. At the hottest time of the year at six in the morning the mercury is seldom higher than 83°. At six in the evening with the house closed the highest is about 86° and 88° with open doors. These cool nights prevent the heat from being so trying as in other parts of the Presidency, where the temperature is lower but damper and the nights are less fresh. During the rains the climate is peculiarly soft and agreeable. No great amount of rain falls in June, but the sky is thick with clouds and there are occasional showers. The first ten days bring a perceptible decrease of heat. The abatement of heat continues till the beginning of July when the regular monsoon sets in occasionally with violent storms of thunder and lightning. July is by far the wettest month in the year; August is often dry but light drizzling intervals till December are not unusual. A heavy burst, often six inches, of westerly rain nearly always happens in September. The people do not regard this as part of the regular south-west monsoon; it is known as the fall of the Hasti Nakshatra or the Elephant Guest-house. This is one of the most important falls both for the early and for the late crops. From the east or Madras monsoon, heavy rain falls towards the end of September and in early October. For about a month after the eastern rain ceases the air is generally hot and close. November ushers in the cold weather which lasts till the end of January. On the whole the Sátára seasons show considerable uniformity. They are not subject to abrupt changes or to extremes of heat or cold. Though its elevation, the comparative absence of water, and the bare surrounding country make the fair weather atmosphere rarefied dry and exciting, its nearness to the coast makes these qualities less remarkable than at other Deccan stations of less altitude, but further inland. The Sátára climate is a marked change from the moist and relaxing Konkan. It is best suited to the nervous, the simply debilitated, and the relaxed, to the dyspeptic, and those affected with chronic bronchitis. It is liable to aggravate or render more acute, fever and head derangements by constricting the surface vessels and forcing inwards an increased flow of blood. The increased flow of blood congests and obstructs the organs which have been weakened by disease or climate. These adverse conditions are limited to the dry season, or at least are considerably modified during the soft mild and damp south-west monsoon. The rains seem specially suited to Europeans. While they last severe disorders are unusual, the prevailing complaints being slight fevers and chest and bowel complaints. Among the natives rheumatic and neuralgic affections are common and obstinate; Europeans are comparatively free from them. After the first burst of the south-west monsoon, rain falls for the most part in moderate quantities and in frequent light showers, which cool and freshen the air without as a rule preventing outdoor exercise.
The south-west monsoon on which the Sahyádri and central belts mostly depend, begins about the middle of June and lasts till the end of September. As a rule, the south-west rain does not pass more than twenty miles east of Sátára. The eastern belt, for the sowing of its early crops, depends chiefly on irregular storms between mid-May and mid-June, and, for the sowing of its late crops in October and November, for rain from the north-east monsoon. Besides in October and November some north-east rain occasionally falls about Christmas and in March or April. As a rule, close to the Sahyádri, and in the Sahyádri and central belts, the rainfall is heaviest, and, in the eastern belt which is further from the Sahyádri, the rainfall is lightest. At the same time the rainfall does not solely depend on distance from the Sahyádri. Places about the same distance from the Sahyádri show a great variety in rainfall, and in some cases more distant stations have a better supply than stations further to the west. Of Medha and Wáí which are about the same distance from the Sahyádri, during the twenty-three years ending 1882-83, at Medha the highest recorded fall is 111 inches in 1882-83, and at Wáí forty-nine inches in 1875-76. At Khandála which is only twenty-five miles east of the Sahyádri, the lowest recorded fall is eight inches in 1871-72, and at Dahivadi, the most distant station from the Sahyádri, the lowest is nine inches in 1866-67. Except at Malcolmpeeth, Medha, Pátan, and Sátára, the rainfall averages less than forty inches. At Malcolmpeeth, during the twenty-three years ending 1882-83, the rainfall averaged 255 inches.

Except that for Khandála, Pátan, Shirála, Dahivadi, and Tásgaon they are wanting for a few years, for the twenty-three years ending 1882-83 rain returns are available for nine stations in the Sahyádri and central belts, and for five stations in the eastern belt. During these twenty-three years the highest recorded fall is 373 inches at Malcolmpeeth in 1852-83 and the lowest is 7 inches at Vadunj in 1879-80 and at Tásgaon in 1876-77; the total average fall of the district varied from 72 inches in 1882-83 to 35 inches in 1871-72, and averaged 45 inches during the ten years ending 1869-70 and 50 inches during the thirteen years ending 1882-83. In the Sahyádri and central belts, beginning from the northern subdivisions, at Wáí, which is about sixteen miles east of the Sahyádris and twenty miles north of Sátára, during the ten years ending 1869-70 the fall varied from 34 inches in 1861-62 to 20 inches in 1865-66 and averaged 27 inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from 49 inches in 1875-76 to 19 inches in 1871-72 and averaged 38 inches. At Khandála, which is about twenty-five miles east of the Sahyádris and twenty-five miles north of Sátára, during the three years ending 1869-70, the fall varied from 27 inches in 1867-68 to 15 inches in 1868-69 and averaged 20 inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from 26 inches in 1870-71 to 8 inches in 1871-72 and averaged 11 inches. At Málcolmpeeth, the highest point of the Sahyádris 4710 feet above sea level and about twenty-eight miles north-west of Sátára, during the ten years ending 1869-70, the fall varied from 312 inches in 1861-62 to 156 inches in 1869-70 and averaged 248 inches; and
during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from 373 inches in 1882-83 to 168 inches in 1877-78 and averaged 262 inches. At Medha, which is about sixteen miles east of the Sahyādris and fourteen miles north-east of Sátāra, during the ten years ending 1869-70, the fall varied from 79 inches in 1861-62 to 53 inches in 1864-65 and averaged 64 inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from 111 inches in 1882-83 to 48 inches in 1880-81 and averaged 72 inches. At Sátāra, which is about twenty miles east of the Sahyādris, during the ten years ending 1869-70, the fall varied from 46 inches in 1861-62 to 29 inches in 1862-63 and averaged 36 inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from 58 inches in 1882-83 to 29 inches in 1880-81 and averaged 40 inches. At Koregaon, which is about thirty-two miles east of the Sahyādris and twelve miles east of Sátāra, during the ten years ending 1869-70, the fall varied from 56 inches in 1861-62 to 18 inches in 1865-66 and averaged 27 inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from 38 inches in 1874-75 to 20 inches in 1872-73 and 1876-77 and averaged 27 inches. At Pátan, which is about fifteen miles east of the Sahyādris and twenty-two miles south of Sátāra, during the eight years ending 1869-70, the fall varied from 85 inches in 1863-64 to 42 inches in 1867-68 and averaged 58 inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from 102 inches in 1882-83 to 39 inches in 1880-81 and averaged 65 inches. At Karād, which is about thirty miles east of the Sahyādris and thirty-two miles south of Sátāra, during the ten years ending 1869-70, the fall varied from 35 inches in 1860-61 and 1867-68 to 19 inches in 1864-65 and averaged 27 inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from 50 inches in 1882-83 to 17 inches in 1871-72 and averaged 27 inches. At Peth, which is about twenty-five miles east of the Sahyādris and forty-two miles south of Sátāra, during the ten years ending 1869-70, the fall varied from 27 inches in 1869-70 to 12 inches in 1862-63 and averaged 17 inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from 41 inches in 1882-83 to 13 inches in 1876-77 and averaged 27 inches. At Shirála, which is about twenty miles east of the Sahyādris and fifty miles south of Sátāra, during the four years ending 1869-70 the fall varied from 35 inches in 1867-68 to 24 inches in 1869-70 and averaged 29 inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from 57 inches in 1882-83 to 23 inches in 1871-72 and averaged 35 inches. In the eastern belt at Dahivadi, which is about fifty-five miles east of the Sahyādris and forty miles east of Sátāra, during the eight years ending 1869-70 the fall varied from 24 inches in 1862-63 to 9 inches in 1866-67 and averaged 16 inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from 33 inches in 1874-75 to 10 inches in 1876-77 and averaged 21 inches. At Vaduj, which is about forty-five miles east of the Sahyādris and thirty miles nearly east of Sátāra, during the ten years ending 1869-70, the fall varied from 24 inches in 1860-61 to 9 inches in 1866-67 and averaged 17 inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from 36 inches in 1877-78 to 7 inches in 1879-80 and averaged 21 inches. At Vīta, which is about fifty miles east
of the Sahyadris and forty-five miles south-east of Sátára, during the ten years ending 1869-70 the fall varied from 39 inches in 1862-63 to 11 inches in 1866-67 and averaged 21 inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from 34 inches in 1878-79 to 11 inches in 1876-77 and averaged 24 inches. And at Tásagaon, which is about fifty miles east of the Sahyadris and sixty south-east of Sátára, during the eight years ending 1869-70 the fall varied from 34 inches in 1862-63 to 13 inches in 1865-66 and averaged 23 inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from 47 inches in 1882-83 to 7 inches in 1876-77 and averaged 26 inches. The details are:

*Sátára District Rainfall, 1860-61-1882-83.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mikes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wíl</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khambíla</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malcombnath</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mecha</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sátára</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korgaon</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pítañ</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Käríd</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peth</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirála</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dáhivádi</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vádúj</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Víta</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tásagaon</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Average:**

<p>| | | | | | | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mikes.</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the twenty-four years ending 1883, monthly rain returns are available for the city of Sátára. During these twenty-four years the returns show four months when rain seldom falls, January February

1 Besides these, rain returns for the station of Sátára are available for the nine years ending 1860. During these nine years the fall varied from 56-88 inches in 1855 to 33-03 inches in 1858 and averaged 43-17 inches. The details are: In 1852 a fall of 51-13 inches, in 1853 of 56-88 inches, in 1854 of 46-31 inches in 1855 of 33-03 inches, in 1856 of 35-70 inches, in 1857 of 47-22 inches, in 1858 of 34-08 inches, in 1859 of 41-04 inches, and in 1860 of 43-18 inches. Bombay Government Selection, New Series, LXXVIII. 16.17.
March and December; three months during which rain generally falls, April May and November; and five months of unfailing rainfall, June July August September and October. Of the twenty-four years, in five rain fell in January, in four in February, in six in March, and in seven in December; in eighteen in April, in twenty-two in May, and in nineteen in November; and in all years in June July August September and October. Of the twelve months in the year, February is the driest month with a fall varying from 1.21 inches in 1877 to zero for twenty years and averaging 0.09 of an inch; March comes next with a fall varying from 1.07 inches in 1863 to zero for eighteen years and averaging 0.10 of an inch; December is third with a fall varying from 5.38 inches in 1872 to zero for seventy years and averaging 0.36 of an inch; January is fourth, with a fall varying from 8.02 inches in 1870 to zero for nineteen years and averaging 0.40 of an inch; April is fifth, with a fall varying from 5.25 inches in 1865 to zero for six years and averaging 0.67 of an inch; November is sixth, with a fall varying from 5.57 inches in 1864 to zero for five years and averaging 1.23 inches; May is seventh, with a fall varying from 4.72 inches in 1865 to zero for two years and averaging 1.33 inches; October is eighth, with a fall varying from 9.55 inches in 1867 to 0.02 of an inch in 1876 and averaging 3.14 inches; September is ninth, with a fall varying from 17.17 inches in 1875 to 0.22 of an inch in 1865, and averaging 4.34 inches; August is tenth, with a fall varying from 19.36 inches in 1861 to 1.97 inches in 1880 and averaging 7.26 inches; June is eleventh, with a fall varying from 17.85 inches in 1863 to 0.43 of an inch in 1881 and averaging 7.58 inches; and July is the wettest month, with a fall varying from 27.81 inches in 1882 to 4.53 inches in 1877 and averaging 13.73 inches. In this order of dry months January would come second instead of fourth, had it not been for the exceptional fall of eight inches in 1871. The goodness or badness of a year depends less on the fall for the whole year than on its distribution during the rainy months. In 1880, though the fall was the least recorded only twenty-nine inches, the season was not one of famine, because the rain was evenly distributed, 7.4 inches in June, 6.2 in July, two in August, and 4.2 in September and October. Similarly in 1871, though of the total fall of forty inches about eight inches or one-fifth of the whole fell in January, 1871 was not a famine year, because the remaining thirty-two inches were fairly distributed, eight inches in June, ten in July, eight in August, one in September, and three in October. On the other hand, the year 1876 with a fall of thirty-one inches was a famine year, because the rain was badly distributed, 3.4 inches fell in June, twenty-three in July, four in August, and almost none in September and October. Of twenty-four years, for four the yearly fall was more than fifty inches, fifty-eight in 1875, 57.4 in 1882, 54.2 in 1870, and 53.4 in 1861; for eleven years the fall was between fifty and forty inches, and for nine years it was between forty and twenty-nine inches. The details are:

1 The yearly rainfall given in this statement differs slightly from that given in the
### DISTRICTS.

**Sātāra City Rainfall, 1890-1893.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>January</th>
<th>February</th>
<th>March</th>
<th>April</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>June</th>
<th>July</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inches</td>
<td>Cents</td>
<td>Inches</td>
<td>Inches</td>
<td>Cents</td>
<td>Inches</td>
<td>Inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>August</th>
<th>September</th>
<th>October</th>
<th>November</th>
<th>December</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inches</td>
<td>Cents</td>
<td>Inches</td>
<td>Cents</td>
<td>Inches</td>
<td>Cents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As regards the distribution of the rainfall, Mr. J. G. Moore, Col-
statement at page 22. As the monthly returns are supplied by the Civil Surgeon, the
yearly total given in this statement is probably more accurate. The difference may,
perhaps, be owing to one statement being returned for the calendar year beginning
from January, and the other for the official year beginning from April.

1 Information and Evidence collected by the Famine Commission, page 15.
lector of Sátára, wrote in 1877: A fall of thirty-two inches, if well
distributed between mid-May and January, is enough for the district;
less than thirty-two inches damages the crops. Of these thirty-
two inches three should fall in May, nine in June, five in July,
five in August, five in September, four in October, none in
November, and one between December and January. The May rain
makes the grass spring and softens the soil so that the fields
can be made ready to receive the westerly monsoon in June.
About five of the nine inches in June should fall between the 5th
and the 20th so as to enable the husbandmen to complete the
preparation of their fields and to sow bájri in the east, early
jvári and pulses in the centre, and rice and náchni in the west.
The remaining four inches cause the seed to sprout and the
crops to grow. The five inches in July should fall about the middle
of the month, to enable bájri to be sown in the centre of the district.
Rain in August and September is required for the proper growth
of the crops, and, if an inch or two falls at the end of September,
with four inches at the beginning of October, the late or rabi crop
will be sown, and will flourish. The cold weather crops need an
inch in December or January, about Christmas or New Year's Day,
to help them on. If rain does not fall in May or June the grass crop
will probably fail in the centre and west of the district, and rice
will probably not be sown. If rain falls early in June and if there
is a long break, the rice and náchni will dry up. If rain does not fall
in June or up to the twentieth of July, the kharif or rain crop will
not be sown. If good rain falls in June and none in July or August,
the kharif will be lost. If seasonable rain falls at the end of September
and the beginning of October, the rabi or cold weather crop will
thrive. If no rain falls in September and October, but a fall comes
early in November, the rabi crop will not be so good; if no rain falls
in September October or November, the rabi crop will fail. The
worst results are caused by the failure of the easterly rain in May,
and by a scanty fall from the west in June and July.

During the five years ending 1881, the extreme greatest heat
varied from 104° in May 1881 to 76° in August 1879; the extreme
least heat from 76° in May 1878 to 56° in November and
December 1879 and in January 1880; the mean greatest heat
from 96° in April 1879 to 72° in August 1879; the mean
greatest heat from 70° in May 1881 to 60° in December 1879 and
in January 1880; the mean range from 21° in February 1880
to 1° in August 1879; and the mean temperature from 89° in
May 1879 to 68° in December 1879. Of the five years, in two
months of the highest greatest heat was May, in 1881 with
104° and in 1877 with 100°; in two it was April and May,
in 1879 with 101° and in 1878 with 98°; and in one it was April
with 102° in 1880. In two years the month of the lowest greatest
heat was August, in 1878 with 82° and in 1879 with 76°, in one
it was October with 83° in 1877, in one August and September
with 80° in 1881, and in one July with 70° in 1880. Of the five
years, in three the month of the highest least heat was April, in
1877 with 74° and in 1879 and 1880 with 72°; and in two it was
May, in 1878 with 76° and in 1881 with 75°; of the five years in
one the month of the lowest least heat was February with 58° in 1877, in one December and January with 57° in 1878, in one November with 57° in 1881, in one November and December with 56° in 1879, and in one January with 56° in 1880. Of the five years, in three the month of the highest mean greatest heat was April, in 1879 with 96°, in 1881 with 95°, and in 1878 with 94°; in one it was April and May with 95° in 1877 and in one it was May with 95° in 1880; of the five years, in one the month of the lowest mean greatest heat was October with 77° in 1877, in one August and December with 76° in 1878, in one July with 74° in 1880, in one July September and November with 74° in 1881, and in one August with 72° in 1879. Of the five years, in three the month of the highest mean least heat was May, in 1881 with 79° and in 1877 and 1878 with 78°, in one it was April and May with 78° in 1879; and in one it was March and May with 77° in 1880. In three years the month of the lowest mean least heat was December, in 1878 and 1881 with 61° and in 1879 with 60°; in one it was February and November with 66° in 1877; and in one it was January with 60° in 1880. Of the five years, in two the month of the highest mean range was February, in 1880 with 21° and in 1878 with 19°; in two it was March, in 1879 with 19° and in 1881 with 18°; and in one it was April and November with 19° in 1877, in two years the month of the lowest mean range was July in 1880 with 3° and in 1881 with 2°; in two it was August, in 1878 with 3° and in 1879 with 1°; and in one it was July and August with 6° in 1877. Of the five years, in three the month of the highest mean temperature was May, in 1879 with 89°, in 1877 with 86·5°, and in 1880 with 86°; and in two it was April and May, in 1881 with 86·5° and in 1878 with 85·5°; in two years the month of the lowest mean temperature was December, in 1878 with 68·5° and in 1879 with 68°; in one it was October with 73° in 1877; in one January with 70° in 1880, and in one November and December with 69° in 1881. The details are:

Sättara Thermometer Readings, 1877-1881.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1877</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>65</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Highest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Lowest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Heat</td>
<td>75·5</td>
<td>75·5</td>
<td>75·5</td>
<td>75·5</td>
<td>75·5</td>
<td>75·5</td>
<td>75·5</td>
<td>75·5</td>
<td>75·5</td>
<td>75·5</td>
<td>75·5</td>
<td>75·5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1878</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>68</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Highest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Lowest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Heat</td>
<td>72·5</td>
<td>72·5</td>
<td>72·5</td>
<td>72·5</td>
<td>72·5</td>
<td>72·5</td>
<td>72·5</td>
<td>72·5</td>
<td>72·5</td>
<td>72·5</td>
<td>72·5</td>
<td>72·5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1879</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>67</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Highest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Lowest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Heat</td>
<td>69·5</td>
<td>69·5</td>
<td>69·5</td>
<td>69·5</td>
<td>69·5</td>
<td>69·5</td>
<td>69·5</td>
<td>69·5</td>
<td>69·5</td>
<td>69·5</td>
<td>69·5</td>
<td>69·5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Bombay Gazetteer]
Deccan.

SÁTÁRÁ.

**Sártara Thermometer Readings, 1877-1881—continued.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1880</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Highest</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Lowest</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Range</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Heat</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Highest</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Lowest</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Range</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Heat</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sártara is occasionally visited by hailstorms. Between four and five in the evening of the 7th of April 1850, accompanied by a fierce duststorm, a tremendous fall of hail occurred at a village called Kondval about six miles from Sártara. The hailstones were as large as cocoanuts; houses fell, cattle were slain, and in the river many large fish were killed. For several hours the hill sides near the village were white as if after a fall of snow.¹

¹ Transactions Bombay Geographical Society, IX. 195.
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MINERALS.
Iron.

Neat the Sahyádris, in twenty villages of Jávì, thirty of Pátan, and three of the Shirála petty division of Válva, iron ore is found in the murum or crumbled trap below the laterite. Till within the last thirty years the iron ore was smelted by a class of Musalmáns called Dhavads. In fixing where to dig for ore the Dhavads looked first to the presence on the surface of small lime nodules or pieces of kankar of the size of a masur bean. The next best sign of ore was a heavy blackish-yellow earth. When a spot was fixed for a mine, a round pit was dug about four feet in diameter and six to ten feet deep. The digging employed four Dhavads for three days. While digging, the Dhavads cut small holes in the pit side, to serve as steps in going up and down the pit. Under the soil the iron ore was traced by digging towards parts where, in the first layer the earth was mixed with small round stones, in the second layer with reddish murum, in the third layer with whitish murum, and in the fourth layer with yellowish murum. In the fifth layer, at a depth of six to ten feet, the earth was generally sandy, and small nodules of iron ore were found. As these layers did not always lie one below the other the digging seldom passed straight down like a well. After the pit was dug, the ore was taken out of it in baskets with the help of ropes and the steps cut in the pit-side. From the pit the ore was brought to the smelting place in the form of nodules. Before they were smelted the iron nodules were burnt in a kiln in the same way as lime nodules. They were then moved from the kiln, and, with iron hammers, pounded to pieces about the size of gram-peas. To smelt the powdered ore a pit was dug about a foot in diameter and a foot and a half deep, and round the pit was built a wall about two feet high made of

---

1 Most of this chapter is contributed by Mr. J. W. P. Muir-Mackenzie, C.S.
2 The twenty villages of Jávì are Ahrí, Bhekavli, Deur, Gavdhosi, Indavli, Jungti, Kárgoon, Kas, Kusavdé, Machutor, Mahábaleshvar near the Tadíl stream, Malolmpeth, Malusat, Mauji, Páli, Pimpri, Rula, Takávli, Vásota, and Vela. Of these villages, six, Bhekavli, Machutor, Mahábaleshvar, Malolmpeth, Malusat, and Mauji, are on the Mahábaleshvar hills. The thirty villages of Pátan are AVAL, Atoli, Chapher, Dicholi, Dhokvile, Ghanbi, Ghátmáth, Gójigao, Gókul, Kumbhári, Humbarna, Karanjvála, Karvát, Kaani, Kense, Kiarala, Konkhávila, Kusavdá, Maneri, Náyji, Nikmur, Palahi, Páncchgani, Páneri, Rasota, Riavad, Sator, Shirsing, Tona, and Vatola. The three villages of Shirála are Chandoli, Gava, and Randhivá.
powdered flint mixed with white earth. At the bottom of the wall was a hole about a foot in diameter. Through this hole a tube, nearly a foot long, and made of ground flint and clay, together with two hand bellows was fixed in the wall, and the hole was closed. At the bottom of the furnace powdered charcoal or earth was laid to collect the smelted ore. The furnace was filled with ten parts of charcoal to one part of powdered ore, and heated till the ore melted. The charcoal was of the wood of the anjan Memeylon tinctorium, gehela Randia dumetorum, jambhul Syzygium jambolanum, and umbar Ficus glomerata, as these kinds of timber give strong and lasting heat. When the iron was melted while still red-hot the metal was taken out and hammered into a ball. Fifty to eighty pounds of powdered ore yielded five or six pounds of iron. It answered well for common field tools. Every part of the process was carried out by the Dhavads. If dug and smelted by paid labour, forty pounds of iron would cost the workers 10s. to 12s. (Rs. 5 - 6), and would fetch 15s. to 16s. (Rs. 7½ - 8). The Dhavads worked the iron into axes, sickles, griddles, pans, and other tools and vessels, most of which were bought in the Dhavads' villages by traders from Wáí, Sátára, and Poona. The Dhavad iron workers, though Musal-máns in name, worship Hindu gods. They keep Musal-mán holidays and at birth marriage and death follow Musal-mán customs. They are strong and robust, speak a rough Maráthi and Hindustáni, and eat most kinds of animal food, even the flesh of dead buffaloes oxen and cows. Of late, partly from the want of fuel and partly from the cheapness of imported iron, the Dhavads have given up smelting. At present (1883) they live as labourers chiefly by road-making and myrobalan-gathering. Some of them are active snake-killers and often claim the monthly reward of £5 (Rs. 50) sanctioned in the Sátára and Jávli treasuries at 1¾d. (1 a.) a snake.

From its nearness to the Sahyadrí and the rocky nature of much of its soil the district is well supplied with stone for building and for road metal. The prevailing stone is trap in the plains and laterite on the hills. The trap is dark in colour and weighs 180 to 185 pounds the cubic foot. It is a hard compact stone well suited for masonry purposes, and, except when it has been exposed to the weather, is not generally difficult to work. Masons, as a rule, prefer freshly quarried stones to stones which have been exposed to the air for any length of time. The cost of blasting trap is 7s. to 8s. (Rs. 3½ - 4) the hundred cubic feet. Trap coursed masonry costs £1 12s. to £3 10s. (Rs. 16 - 35) the hundred cubic feet, the more expensive sorts being used almost solely for large bridges. Facing stones cost 12s. to 16s. (Rs. 6 - 8) the hundred, bond or through stones two and a half feet long each of a cubic foot and a half, cost £1 (Rs. 10) the hundred; stones three feet long each of two cubic feet cost £1 8s. (Rs. 14) the hundred; and corner stones cost £1 4s. to £1 8s. (Rs. 12 - 14) the hundred cubic feet. Chisel-dressed arch work of trap costs about £8 (Rs. 80) the hundred cubic feet, arch facing stones about £2 10s. (Rs. 25), and arched corner stones about £1 12s. (Rs. 16). Trap rubble costs 4s. to 7s. (Rs. 2 - 3½) the hundred cubic feet. Laterite can be blasted at 3s. to 4s. (Rs. 1½ - 2) the hundred cubic feet. It is softer than trap and is easily worked with a tool like a half
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pickaxe. Laterite hardens in the air and makes a good building stone, but, as it is porous, if the walls are exposed to much wet, the outer surface should be plastered. Laterite is useful for small road drains, but, as it soon wears, trap corner stones are generally required. Only very hard laterite is used for large culverts. Almost all the Mahábaleshvar and Páncghani houses are built of laterite as a very good quality of this stone abounds on the hill top. Good laterite masonry costs about £2 (Rs. 20) the hundred cubic feet.

The metal used for making and mending roads is trap in the plains costing about 9s. (Rs. 4½) the hundred cubic feet, and laterite on the hills costing 3s. to 4s. (Rs. 1½ - 2) the hundred cubic feet. Trap is the better material and alone wears well under heavy traffic. Laterite binds well, and is good metal for roads with light traffic. Besides trap and laterite, murum or crumbled trap is largely used for roads. Murum is found overlying solid rock, sometimes on the surface and sometimes at some depth under black soil. It is either gray or reddish brown. The reddish brown is the better variety. When dug it comes away in flakes and large nodules and makes a good fine-weather road surface. Murumed roads become very heavy in wet weather and very dusty in dry weather.

Sand.

Sand of good quality is found in the beds of all large streams on the plains, the cost varying from 1s. to 6s. (Rs. ½ - 3) the hundred cubic feet according to the distance it has to be carried. On the hills where sand is not found ground laterite is used instead of sand.

Lime Stone.

Lime stone is found all over the district in the plains, especially near Wáí. It is either nodular called kankar, or it occurs in seams along river banks. Kankar, if properly burnt, makes good mortar, but the river seams yield the best lime for building. As stronger materials are abundant lime stone is not used as a road metal. As it is seldom found on the hills, lime is sent from Wáí to the stations of Mahábaleshvar and Páncghani. The lime nodules or kankar used in the Tárlí bridge when analysed were found to contain, out of 100 parts, 12-00 of clay, 0-40 of sand, 1-40 of oxide of iron, 84-70 of carbonate of lime, and 1-50 of carbonate of magnesia. The lime from seams used at the Várna bridge contained 14-60 parts of clay, 4 of sand, 2 of oxide of iron, 78 of carbonate of lime, and 1-40 of carbonate of magnesia. The lime, which is supposed to have been used in building the Pratápgad fort contains 51-80 parts of lime, 3-13 of iron and alumina, 2-59 of silica, 2-26 of magnesia, 35-32 of carbonic acid, 3-57 of sulphuric acid, and 1-33 of moisture.

Clay.

Good clay for bricks and tiles is found in nearly all river banks. Wáí, Bávðhan, Máháuli, and Karád are known for their bricks and tiles, the bricks costing 9s. to 14s. (Rs. 4½ - 7) the thousand, and the tiles 7s. to 10s. (Rs. 3½ - 5). Ridge tiles cost about 10s. (Rs. 5) the hundred. Besides bricks and tiles, earthen vessels are made of the local black soil mixed with sand.

Salt.

Before the passing of the salt act, Act VII of 1873, considerable quantities of salt were produced in Mán in the north-east of the district. A whitish surface soil called karal was gathered into heaps. Water was poured on the heaps till they were turned to liquid mud, and the mud was drained through an opening into
pits dug close by. The liquid was boiled in a large caldron, like those used for boiling sugarcane juice, until there remained nothing but small crystals of salt, which the poorer classes used and called mengemith. About forty pounds (20 shers) of the liquid produced six or eight pounds (3 or 4 shers) of salt. The salt was better and greatly inferior to sea salt. The manufacture still continues in the states of Atpādi and Phaltan and a good deal is imported into Mān and sold at forty to sixty pounds (20 to 30 shers) the rupee.

The Sārā forests have an area of 662½ square miles or 13.8 per cent of the whole district. Almost the whole area is hill land. The forest lands are scattered over the whole district, and are much broken by private and cultivated land. In the west the belt of evergreen forest along the line of the Sahyādris is divided into six forest ranges, Wāi, Sārā, Jāvli, Mahābaleshvar, Pātān, and Vālva. These six forest ranges are fairly compact and have little cultivated land. The seven eastern forest ranges, Khandāla, Karād, Khānāpur, Mān, Khatāv, Koregaon, and Tāsgaon, are bare hills with here and there a little scrub and teak. In the eastern ranges the forest land is much mixed with private and cultivated tracts. In 1872 the Sārā forests were separated from the Poona forests and made a distinct charge. Between 1872 and 1878, besides one clerk and two messengers costing £55 4s. (Rs. 552) a year for the office of the assistant conservator, a staff of three foresters at a yearly cost of £108 (Rs. 1080), and of twenty-four guards at a yearly cost of £225 12s. (Rs. 2256) was entertained and temporary hands were engaged for broken periods. Since 1878 the staff has been (1883-84) raised to twelve permanent foresters and twenty-four guards costing £633 12s. (Rs. 6336) a year. The permanent staff is supplemented by a temporary establishment of 186 guards costing £1659 12s. (Rs. 16,596) a year. The temporary establishment is kept throughout the year, and, except that service in it does not count for pension, does not differ from the permanent staff. Besides these establishments there are two officers of whom one on £540 (Rs. 5400) a year is a district forest officer with an office establishment of three clerks and three messengers costing £88 16s. (Rs. 888) a year, and the other is an assistant district forest officer with a temporary office establishment of one clerk and two messengers costing £247 4s. (Rs. 2472) a year. The office establishment of the forest settlement officer includes two clerks, two surveyors, and four messengers, and costs £352 8s. (Rs. 3524) a year. In 1883-84 the forest charges amounted to £3521 12s. (Rs. 35,216).

The Sārā forest lands belong to three groups, the evergreen Sahyādri forest lands, the slopes of the spurs that run east from the

---

1 Except demarcation which is contributed by Mr. J. W. P. Mair-Mackenzie, C. S., the forest section has been compiled from materials supplied by Mr. H. Mainwaring, District Forest Officer, and from the Annual Administration Reports.
2 The Mahābaleshvar forests within five miles from Malommapeth, including the reserves of fifty-six villages of Jāvli and of nine villages of Wāi, were under the superintendent of Mahābaleshvar till May 1878 and were then made over to the Sārā district forest officer. Gov. Res. 2784 of 30th May 1878.
Sahyādris, and the bare or bush-sprinkled hills to the east of the Krishna. The evergreen forests of the Sahyādri range form a belt along the west of the district six to fourteen miles broad. These forests extend through the whole length of the district from Bhor in the north to Kolhāpur in the south. They stretch almost without a break through the whole of this distance and are not much broken by tillage. They contain many trees valuable both for timber and as firewood. The chief of these are jāmbhul Eugenia jambolanum, anjanu Memecylon tinctorium, ain Terminalia glabra, umbar Ficus glomerata, kenjal Terminalia paniculata, hirda Terminalia chebula, phanas Artocarpus integrifolia, ndna Lagerstræmia parviflora, and bamboos. As they form the catchment basin of the Krishna and several of its chief feeders, the Vena, Urmodi, Tári, Koyna, and Várna, it is important that the slopes of these hills should be covered with wood. On account of the difficulty of transport the Sahyādri forests yield little revenue. The forest lands are crossed by two highways, the Karád-Chiplun and the Mahâbleshvar-Mahâd roads. Numerous tracks also lead to the Konkan which are used by villagers and small traders who bring up the produce of the Konkan on pack bullocks. Of the second group of forest lands a considerable portion of the slopes of the spurs which branch east from the Sahyādris is covered with teak mixed with brushwood. Teak is not common on the lower slopes of the western sections of these spurs. It gradually thins in the upper slopes and in all parts of the hill sides towards the eastern ends of the spurs. These teak forests are much broken by patches of cultivated land. The third group of forest lands, the bare or bush-sprinkled hills to the east of the Krishna, includes the south slopes of the Mahâdev hills bordering the north of the district, and the two ranges which run north and south parallel to the Krishna and separated from one another by the valley of the Yerla. The westerly sections of these hills have some scrub and in places a few teak trees. Further east vegetation grows less, until, in their eastern sections, many of these ranges are bare rocks. That these rocks were once less bare of trees is shown by isolated temple groves. These groves occasionally occur in spots specially suited for trees, but they are also sometimes found in exposed open hill sides in no way differing in character or position from many surrounding treeless tracts. It seems probable that much of the hill sides was once wooded and that those patches alone remain which were the dwellings of gods and therefore might not be cut. In the east and north-east of the district both the Yerla and the Mán and the streams which feed them run dry in the hot weather. Since 1877-78 much tree seed has been sown broadcast in all the ranges. The result in the west is fair. In the east, of the seedlings which sprang up many have failed to live through the hot weather. In spite of these difficulties partly from seedlings, but chiefly from guarding the self-sown growth of underwood, greenness is slowly spreading over many patches of hill side.1

1 Administration Report of 1878-79 para 24, and 1880-81 page 16.
Shortly before the annexation of Sátára (1847) it was brought to the notice of Government that the Sátára mountain ranges were peculiarly bare of trees. The conservator Dr. Gibson remarked that this barrenness was in a measure peculiar to the Sátára territory, and that it was due to the carelessness of the Sátára chiefs. The Peshwas had been strict in preserving trees and in British districts the Peshwa’s policy had, to some extent, been followed. Though careless of forests the Sátára chiefs everywhere maintained the royalty in teak, sandalwood, and blackwood. Here and there special reserves known as kurans were kept chiefly near head-quarters and in the teak-growing tracts. In the Sahyádris certain parts were reserved for thick forest by order of the Marátha Government, occasionally near forts apparently to make them less accessible and sometimes for the shelter of villages from the storms of the southwest monsoon. Almost every Sahyádri village had its sacred grove and often other thick bits of forest reserved by the villagers themselves. These last were usually in inaccessible situations where wood-ash tillage was unprofitable and which were used as palm nurseries and perhaps for fuel and building timber. Over the rest of the hills wood-ash tillage had entirely cleared high forest. From 1860 to 1862, at the introduction of the survey settlement, the opportunity was taken to set apart considerable forest reserves. In all of these reserves grazing was allowed either free or on payment, but it was specially stipulated that the numbers were set apart for the growth of trees. As under the survey system the assessment was calculated on the principle of continuous payment, the amount was fixed at a very low rate generally 3d. to 4½d. (2- 3 as.) the acre. Wood-ash tillage requires long periods of fallow. The cultivators therefore found it to their immediate interest to take all the land they could get at the low rates and throw it up when the fallow periods came round under the impression that their lands would then be reserved and the reserves opened to them for cultivation when the lands had recovered. When they found that the land was not again offered to them the cultivators were in great trouble, and to prevent distress it was found necessary to allot more land for wood-ash tillage. Fresh grants were made between 1863 and 1872 by Messrs Spence and Wilson. In time these lands also became exhausted, and in 1875 Messrs. Shuttleworth and Winter entered upon a joint demarcation to consolidate the forest and provide lands for wood-ash tillage. In 1878 a change was made in the forest policy of Government. It was decided that the need for increased forest conservancy was urgent to protect soil from being washed away; for the storage of water at the sources of great rivers; and on general considerations of climate and rainfall. It was decided that wood-ash tillage should be restricted and the infliction of some hardship on the agriculturists faced for these ends. After the introduction of the Forest Act all waste land in the Sahyádris and a considerable area in the plains was formally proclaimed reserved forest. The area thus notified was 594,606 acres. It soon came to light that much of this waste was unsuited for forest, and that to keep it as forest would be injurious to cultivation without yielding any corresponding advantage. A large area of waste suitable for
forest but not proclaimed, remained in the east of the district. In parts of the Sahyádris the hardship caused by the stricter policy proved unbearable, while everywhere the enforcement of the new Forest Act was impossible as the people had hitherto been allowed to take many kinds of forest produce without interference. The result was that in 1880 an assistant collector was appointed to determine the rights existing in proclaimed forest lands and to recommend how claims not amounting to rights should be dealt with. The final proposals of the demarcation and settlement officer for all but three sub-divisions remain only for report, and the whole work of forest demarcation and settlement, except the acquisition of certain lands eventually to be included in forest, will be finished by the end of May 1885. Besides settling forest rights the assistant collector was directed to make a final demarcation of the forest lands, where necessary to recommend the exclusion of lands already proclaimed forest, and to consolidate forest blocks by exchange, or, if exchange was not possible, by purchase. Regard was to be had both to the interests of cultivation and of forest conservancy. In the parts of the Sahyádris where distress was found to prevail, land was to be allotted for wood-ash tillage regulated on a fixed system of most troublesome rotation. The demarcation of the part of the wood-ash tract was completed in 1881, that of the rest of the district was systematically begun in 1882, during the latter half of which exchanges were negotiated all over the district. In 1883 the final demarcation line was fixed and sanctioned by Government for the sub-divisions of Wáí, Sátára, and Jávili. Of 148,964 acres proclaimed forest in 1879, 4242 acres were to be excluded; the forest area was to be increased by 11,283 acres part available and part to be obtained by purchase or exchange, and the final limit of the forest area of these three sub-divisions was put at 200,627 acres or 313½ square miles. Government at the same time sanctioned the settlement of rights in the proclaimed reserves and decided what privileges should be continued and under what restrictions. The rights admitted included rights of way, and access to springs, temples, and watercourses. The privileges allowed were grazing and gathering dead wood, thorns, and other minor forest products.

The chief timber trade is in teak rafters. The trade is small. It is only to meet the demand for timber required for local house building. When they have no other work a few cartmen buy small quantities of timber and carry it for sale to the different timber markets. The timber dealers are chiefly Maráthás, and a few are Musalmán Bohorás. The largest teak rafters grown in the district are not above one or 1½ feet in diameter at the base. All larger timber has to be imported. The average prices obtained at the auction sales vary according to size from £1 to £4 (Rs.10-40) the hundred rafters. There is always a demand for firewood from the east of the district, but the forest lands are so bare of trees that the demand cannot always be supplied. A firewood store has been established at the hill station of Mahábaleshvar to supply residents and visitors. The price charged is 2s. 6d.
(Rs. 1½) the khandi of 784 pounds. At Mahábaleshvar inferior rafters known as raival, that is building timber other than teak, fetch a fair price and are used in building and repairing the station bungalows. Of minor forest produce the chief is the myrobalan berry the fruit of the hirda or Terminalia chebula. Since 1879 the myrobalan has become a source of profit to Government. This tree is found in the evergreen Sahyádri forests. The fruit is gathered by the villagers and brought by them to Government stores where they are paid 1s. 3 3/4 d. to 1s. 9 d. (10 1/2 - 14 as.) the hundredweight. It is dried and sold by auction to merchants who export it largely to Europe where it is used in tanning and dyeing. During the four years ending 1882 about 1088 tons (3102 khandis) of myrobalans were gathered at a cost of £2155 (Rs. 21,550), and sold at £4592 (Rs. 45,920), leaving a profit of £2437 (Rs. 24,370).¹ In 1883 hardly any myrobalans were gathered, as the crop was wholly destroyed by locusts who eagerly devoured the hirda blossom.

The district has no special forest tribes. The villagers in the Sahyádri forests are Kunbis, Dhangars, Mhárs, and Dhavads. The first three live by wood-ash or kumri tillage and by keeping cattle; the Dhavads live by labour. The day's wages given to villagers employed in cutting timber vary from 3 3/4 d. to 4 1/2 d. (2 - 3 as.). At these rates teak rafters can be cut by the forest department at about 5s. to 6s. (Rs. 2½ - 3) the hundred and firewood at 1s. (8 as.) the khandi of 784 pounds.

Except in 1872 and 1878 when receipts were unusually low, during the thirteen years ending 1882-83, receipts have risen from £2261 (Rs. 22,610) in 1870-71 to £6010 (Rs. 60,100) in 1882-83, and charges from £1055 (Rs. 10,550) in 1870-71 to £5276 (Rs. 52,760) in 1882-83. For four years between 1878-79 and 1881-82 the forest department worked at a loss on account of the large establishment which was required to protect the forest lands and the small area which at present yields saleable timber. Since the 1876-77 famine the demand for timber has increased, the number of pieces of teak sold having risen from 13,119 in 1878-79 to 32,619 in 1882-83. There is also a good local demand for fuel. But in the present bare state of so much of the forest lands many years must pass before any considerable forest revenue can be expected. In 1882-83, in spite of the large establishment, the forest lands yielded a profit of £734 (Rs. 7340). The details of forest receipts and charges during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 are:

¹ The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Produce</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Sale</th>
<th>Profit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1870</td>
<td>Khandis</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1871</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>884</td>
<td>474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1872</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>1102</td>
<td>466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1873</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>1105</td>
<td>667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1874</td>
<td>853</td>
<td>691</td>
<td>1461</td>
<td>769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2192</td>
<td>2155</td>
<td>4392</td>
<td>2437</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Sátára Forests, 1870-71 - 1882-83.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>Receipts</th>
<th>Charges</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>Receipts</th>
<th>Charges</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1870-71...</td>
<td>Rs. 23,613</td>
<td>Rs. 10,549</td>
<td>Rs. 12,064</td>
<td>1877-78...</td>
<td>Rs. 34,660</td>
<td>Rs. 18,963</td>
<td>Rs. 15,007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1871-72...</td>
<td>Rs. 23,658</td>
<td>Rs. 10,431</td>
<td>Rs. 13,227</td>
<td>1878-79...</td>
<td>Rs. 34,571</td>
<td>Rs. 14,849</td>
<td>Rs. 19,071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1872-73...</td>
<td>Rs. 10,892</td>
<td>Rs. 11,166</td>
<td>Rs. 675</td>
<td>1879-80...</td>
<td>Rs. 40,544</td>
<td>Rs. 44,375</td>
<td>Rs. 37,296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1873-74...</td>
<td>Rs. 33,834</td>
<td>Rs. 13,630</td>
<td>Rs. 20,204</td>
<td>1880-81...</td>
<td>Rs. 45,228</td>
<td>Rs. 48,652</td>
<td>Rs. 32,578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1874-75...</td>
<td>Rs. 30,635</td>
<td>Rs. 11,750</td>
<td>Rs. 27,885</td>
<td>1881-82...</td>
<td>Rs. 49,946</td>
<td>Rs. 53,787</td>
<td>Rs. 38,430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1875-76...</td>
<td>Rs. 35,315</td>
<td>Rs. 13,250</td>
<td>Rs. 23,060</td>
<td>1882-83...</td>
<td>Rs. 69,109</td>
<td>Rs. 50,790</td>
<td>Rs. 73,445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1876-77...</td>
<td>Rs. 33,560</td>
<td>Rs. 11,575</td>
<td>Rs. 26,785</td>
<td>1883-84...</td>
<td>Rs. 50,790</td>
<td>Rs. 73,445</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Field Trees.**

The cultivated parts of the district have but a thin sprinkling of trees. Most large villages and towns have mango groves near them, but the fields and hedges have few trees except occasional tect [tee] and báh huł near waste land. The only parts of the district where timber has been encouraged and cared for are along the roadsides, most of which are shaded by fine avenues of báh huł mango and fig.¹

According to the Collector's 1882 stock returns the district farm stock included 246,921 oxen, 152,640 cows, 115,311 buffaloes, 13,390 horses, 425,374 sheep and goats, 4394 asses, and a few pigs and mules.

The Oxen, returned at 246,921, are of two breeds, the local and the khillári. The khillári bullocks are said to come from the east. Both breeds are used for field purposes. The khillári, though the larger and more muscular animal, is somewhat delicate and does not live so long as the local bullock. A common khillári bullock will sell for £5 (Rs. 50), in the cattle market of Mhasvad in Mán good ones sell for £10 (Rs. 100), and in parts of the district a choice animal fetches as much as £20 (Rs. 200). The tiny quick-running Surat bullocks are occasionally seen in light riding carts. Except a few from the Bhima valley oxen are seldom imported.

There is no special breed of Cows or of Buffaloes. It is said that Surat cows were imported a century ago. Cows and she-buffaloes are used for their milk only, except when necessity compels their use for field purposes. He-buffaloes and oxen are used for draught. The price of a good cow varies from £2 to £4 (Rs. 20-40) and of a good she-buffalo from £3 to £4 (Rs. 30-40). The skins of buffaloes, oxen, and cows are used by Chámbhás and Dhors for making shoes, thongs, and water-bags. Buffalo meat is little eaten by Musalmáns; but Mhárs and Mángs, who have a right to the carcasses of dead buffaloes, eat almost every part of them. Large herds of buffaloes are often seen on the Sahyadrí in charge of a single boy or girl. They are driven at night into enclosures hedged with rough posts generally five or six feet high. In other parts of the district the cows and buffaloes live either close to or inside of their owner's house.

Horses.

Few of the people own Horses. Except by chiefs and the wealthier land proprietors the animals ridden by the people of the district are seldom more than ponies. The valley of the Mán

¹ A list of Sátára forest trees is given in the Appendix.
SATARA.

used to be famous for its horses, but all interest in horse-breeding has died out. In 1878 Government set apart three stud horses for Satara but little use was made of them, fifty mares were served and only six foals were produced. The Collector complained that the mares brought were unfit for breeding and that the higher classes were indifferent to horse-breeding. During the three years ending 1877-78 no chief or proprietor had made use of any of the Government horses. In 1883 the results were a little better. Of thirty-nine mares served ten were in foal. Up to 1878, to encourage horse-breeding, horse shows were held in February at Pingli about two miles south of Dahivadi, and in December at Mhasvad fifteen miles east of Dahivadi. The animals shown were unsatisfactory both in number and quality and these shows have been (1883) discontinued. A weekly cattle fair is held at Belavade in Karad where a considerable number of horses and ponies are sold. A few animals are brought from the Bhima valley; none leave the district.

Sheep and Goats, returned at 425,347, are bred locally. Few sheep or goats either come into the district or leave it. The price of a sheep varies from about 2s. to 6s. (Rs. 1-3). They are chiefly reared by the Dhangars in the east of the district. These with the Sangars, a branch of the same caste, use the wool of their sheep in weaving kumbits or coarse blankets, which is one of the largest industries in the district. Sheep's milk is said to be drunk chiefly by shepherds and seldom by husbandmen, who rarely take it except as a cure for colds. Sir Bartle Frere, while Commissioner in Satara in 1849, introduced some sheep from Khandes, but the cross breed was too delicate, was never popular, and has died out. Goats are valued chiefly for their milk. One breed of goat, found all over the district, yields long hair which Dhangars work into country ropes. Surat goats are occasionally imported for their milk. Sheep and goats are pastured almost solely by Dhangars. During the rains they are kept in the east of the district feeding on waste numbers or on grass lands. As the dry season advances, the shepherds move west to the pastures on and near the Sahyadris. Sheep manure is highly valued by the holders of rich soil, who pay the owners of flocks either in money or grain to pen their animals on particular fields. Sheep and goats are lawful food to almost all Satara Hindus, except Brahmans, Sonars, Guravs, and Sutars. Some well-to-do Musalmans and in rare cases Kunbis eat mutton daily. As a rule meat is eaten only on such great days as the Dusara in October and at marriages and other family festivities. Goats and sheep are occasionally offered to the gods. Sheep skins and goat skins are used for making ropes, thongs, and shoes, and goat skins for the sounding boards of various musical instruments, and their intestines for string. The usual mode of guarding sheep and goats at night is by a hedge of thorns, or by a long net stretched and supported by stakes driven into the ground, while men and dogs watch against thieves and wild beasts.

Pigs are kept for eating by Vaddars and Kaikadis. Donkeys are kept as pack animals by some Vantis and Kumbharas and also by Vaddars. Mules are used sparingly as pack animals, and camels are
rarely seen. Dogs abound in every village and are used for herding sheep. None are of good breed. Except Bráhmans, almost all classes rear hens. The eggs and more rarely the hens are sold in the local markets. Ducks and pigeons are occasionally kept and some Musalmáns rear geese.

In the west near the Sahyádris chiefly in the Koyna valley and the hills of the Mala pass are found the Tiger, Felis tigris, vág; the Panther, Felis pardus, bála vág; the Bear, Ursus lăbiatus, ásal; the Sámbar, Rusa aristotelis, sámbar; the Spotted Deer, Axis maculatus, chittal; the Ribfaced or Barking Deer, Cervulus auresus, bhenká; the Hog Deer, Axis porcinus, pára; and the Bison, Gaváus gaurus, gava. In the east are the Hyena, Hyaena striata, tara; the Wolf, Canis pallipes, lándga; the Fox, Vulpes bengalensis, khotád; the Leopard, Felis jubata, chitta; the Antelope or Black Buck, Antelope bezoartica, kálvit; and the Chinkára or Indian Gazelle, Gazelle bennetti, málsand. Common to both east and west are the Hare, Lepus nigrícollis, sósa; the Porcupine, Hystria lencura, sóyal; the Monkey, Presbytis entellus, vánar or mákd; the Hog, Sus indicus, duká; and the Wild Cat, comprising the Civet, Viverra malaccensis, javádi mánjar, and the Common Tree Cat, Paradóxurus musanga, ud.

Neither tigers nor panthers are so numerous as to do much damage, though occasionally man-eating tigers appear, and, owing to their exceeding cunning and the large forests of the Koyna valley, are very difficult to destroy. Of late years bison have increased in the forests on the Mala pass hills, but they seldom come north of Helvák though they were formerly found in the neighbourhood of Mahábaleshvar. A bull bison was shot on Mahábaleshvar in 1873. Sámbar have also increased in the Mala pass forests as the forest area is so large that it is nearly impossible to drive them out. They have almost ceased in the woodlands to the north of Helvák as the villagers of that tract have killed large numbers by netting. The nets are laid in the sámbar’s runs and a line of men form, and, starting from the nets, beat the forest away from the nets. The Sámbar, imagining that they are being driven to people armed with guns, break through the line of beaters and rush into the nets where they are killed by men hid near. Almost every village has these nets which are about twelve feet high and twenty feet long. Though the people kill does and fawns, the spread of reserved forests has been yearly increasing the number of sámbar. Bears are not numerous. They do no harm, and, except when they have young ones or are suddenly surprised, are never known to attack man. They feed on roots and berries and on white ants. Wild dogs kill many spotted and small deer, and the people say that they will hunt down and kill tigers. No case of a tiger being killed by wild dogs is known to have occurred in Sátára. In the east the antelope or black buck used to be common; but their numbers of late have greatly decreased. The best ground for black buck shooting is between Pusesávli in Khatár and Kadegaon in Khánápur. A good many of the people have guns, which, when they are not using, they lend to Rámohish and does and fawns are killed indiscriminately. The shikáris or hunters too, take many by nooses laid on the ground and also with the help of tame bucks. They fasten nooses to the horns of the tame bucks and let
them go. The wild bucks in fighting with the tame ones, entangle their horns in the nooses and are caught. The chinkáru or Indian gazelle is found in small numbers in the hills about Mán. Wolves and hyenas are mostly found in the hills round Khánápur, and in the range between Phaltan and Khatáv. Even there they are scarce. Many licenses to keep guns have been granted for their destruction, but neither wolves nor hyenas are often shot. According to yearly returns of wild animals, during the eight years ending 1882, 294 persons were killed by wild animals, of whom twenty-three were killed by tigers, twenty-eight by other animals, and 243 by snakes; the number of cattle killed by wild animals was 661, of whom 589 were killed by tigers and leopards, and seventy-two by other wild animals and snakes. During the same eight years, of the wild animals killed for Government rewards thirty-four tigers were killed for £73 12s. (Rs. 736), ninety-three leopards for £82 10s. (Rs. 825), and 164,826 snakes for £1027 12s. (Rs. 10,276). The details of wild animals killed are: five tigers, seven leopards, and 12,506 snakes in 1875; four tigers, four leopards, and 9980 snakes in 1876; eight tigers, ten leopards, and 16,483 snakes in 1877; three tigers, eleven leopards, and 7535 snakes in 1878; two tigers, eleven leopards, and 15,645 snakes in 1879; one tiger, thirteen leopards, and 43,724 snakes in 1880; five tigers, twenty-one leopards, and 38,712 snakes in 1881; and six tigers, sixteen leopards, and 20,241 snakes in 1882.

The list of snakes given in the Poona Statistical Account applies to Sátára.

The Vena, Krishna, Koyna, and Várna have large pools that hold water throughout the year and are fairly stocked with fish. Rivers like the Mán and Yerla which dry during the hot weather have no fish of any considerable size. The best, or at least the most frequently eaten fish, are the maral, malya, támbat, shingáda, and vám. The chief fishing castes are the Bhós and Kolís, and Kumbís and Muhammadans fish for their own use. No class of men live solely on their earnings as fishermen. The eating of fish is not uncommon among Musalmáns and most low caste Hindus. Fish are caught by poisoning the water with the juice of the milkbush, by large nets which are floated in the stream, and by small hand-nets whose meshes are not more than three-quarters to one-eighth of an inch in circumference. Other modes of fishing, which are occasionally practised, are by turning the stream into a large basket or some other open receptacle, by throwing a dam across a stream, or by throwing up large quantities of water in which fish are also thrown up, and lastly by placing large earthen pots in the water and closing them when the fish enter. Fish are nearly always sold fresh, and from house to house; few are sold in the markets. In some places fish are preserved as sacred animals. In other places people fish where they please, though there seems to be an understanding that each village has a prior right to the fishing within its own limits and from its own river banks.

The following notes on the birds of the district are contributed by Mr. G. Vidal, C.S. as a supplement to Dr. Fairbank’s Popular List of the Birds found in the Marátha country:
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GAME BIRDS. The common Sandgrouse, Pterocles exustus, is plentiful but P. fasciatus the Painted Grouse is rare. The abode of the Sandgrouse is in the east, and its food consists in great part of the seeds of the common thistle. The Painted Partridge, Francolinus pictus, is common in the south-east of the district, about Tásgaon and Jath, and is generally found in sugarcane. The common Gray Partridge, Ortygornis pondicerianus, is also found. Neither Gray Coturnix communis, nor Rain Quail C. coromandelica, are plentiful in the district, and they scarcely repay pursuit in the cold weather. In February and March after the rabi or late crops have been reaped, they take to the rivers and find shelter in the tamarisk bushes in the beds and on the banks of the larger streams. On the Nira and parts of the Krishna fair bags may be obtained. Rain Quail breed in September in the long grass of the meadows or kurans round the city of Sátára; Gray Quail are believed not to breed in the district. Jungle Bush Quail, Perdicula asiatica, are common in all hills covered with scrub. The Indian Bustard, Eupodotis edwardsi, is occasionally but rarely seen, and the Lesser Florican, Syphoetides auritus, is also extremely scarce. Of Plovers the Courier, Cursorius coromandelicus, is very common in the eastern sub-divisions, while Squatarola helvetica and Agialitis dubia the Gray and Indian Ringed Plover are rare. The Stone Plover, Edicnemus crepitans or indicus, also known as the Bastard Florican, is common throughout the district. The large Stone Plover, Scolopax recurvirostris, not noticed in Dr. Fairbank's List, is found on the banks of the Nira and probably of other large rivers in the cold months, usually in parties of three. The Demoiselle Crane, Anthropoides virgo, is the only common crane in the Sátára district. From December to March they are found in vast flocks near the Nira, Krishna, and Yerla rivers and on the large reservoir at Máyni. They are wary birds and difficult to approach except when feeding in the early morning in kardai or safflower of which they are particularly fond. The Phánsí Párdhis, to whose devices most birds fall an easy prey, are never able to entice the demoiselle crane into their nooses. They generally roost sitting in a long single line on a bare plain close to a river and guarded by sentinels on all sides. They seldom choose the same spot two nights running. Occasionally they feed at nights, especially during the early part of the cold weather when there are many cultivators in the fields by day. Their flight is remarkably strong, and they always call loudly on the wing. There are very few snipe grounds in the Sátára district though the Common Snipe, Gallinago scolopacinus and the Jack Snipe, Gallinago gallinula, as well as the Painted Snipe, Rhynchoca bengalensis, are occasionally found. The best chance of a bag is near the Máyni, Pingli, and Shingnapur reservoirs. The Bald Coot, Fulica atra, is found all over the district. The Whitenecked Stork, Dissara episcopa, is very common, and the Black Stork, Ciconia nigra, is found in the large rivers in the cold season. Most of the herons and egrets mentioned in Dr. Fairbank's List, except the Ashy Egret, Demi egretta gularis, are found in the district. It is worthy of note that Herodias garnetza, does not, as stated by Dr. Jerdon, lose its dorsal train in the cold weather, although the Large Egret, Herodias torra
loses his. At the end of May the plume of the large egret is splendid, a good specimen usually having forty or more long plumes. The Cattle Egret, Bubulcus coromandus, and the Pond Heron, Ardea gravi, are handsome birds in their breeding plumage, the pond heron with its deep maroon train being completely transformed and scarcely recognizable. Besides the above, the little Green Bittern Butorides javanica, is common in all the Sátára rivers. The Chestnut Bittern, Ardea cinnamomea, is much rarer. The Pelican Ibis Platalea leucomelas, the Spoonbill Tantalus Lenecephalus, the White Ibis Threskiornis melanocephalus, and the Wartyheaded Ibis, Iconotis papillosus, are common in the larger Sátára rivers. The Shell Ibis, Anastomus oscitans, is a rarer bird. The Glossy Ibis, Falcinellus igneus omitted from Mr. Fairbank's List, is also frequently seen. No geese visit the Sátára district. Of Ducks the Large Whistling Teal, Dendrocygna major, is found on the Nira. The Ruddy Sheldrake, Casarca rutila, also known as the Bráhmani Duck, M. sáraj, is common on the Nira and Krishna. Of Ducks proper, the Shoveller Spatula clypeata, the Gadwall Anas leucomelas streperus, the Wiggeon Mareca penelope, the Common Teal Querquedula crocca, and the Blue-winged or Garganey Teal, Querquedula circa, are found scattered throughout Sátára in favourable localities.

Of birds other than game birds the following may be noticed. The Scavenger Vulture, Neophron ginginianus, commonly called Pharao's Chicken, is common in Sátára. A pair breed every year at Vata in Khánápur producing a single egg. Of the Falcon class, the Perigrine and Shahin Falcon, Falco perigrinus and perigrinator are very rare; while the Redheaded Merlin or Turumi, Falco chiquera, is fairly common all over Sátára. A nest with three young cyesses has been found towards the end of February in a tamarind tree overhanging the Krishna. The young birds were kept for some time, but they were extremely vicious and wild and took the first opportunity to escape. A Hawk Eagle, Spiratus cirrhatus was obtained in a large grove near Sátára. Of the Harriers, the Pale Harrier Circus maurus is the common variety. At Jath, a hundred or more of these birds have been seen roosting together on a bare plain. Haliastur indus, the Maroonbacked or Bráhmani Kite is decidedly uncommon. Surnia sinense or Bulaca occellata, the Mottled Wood Owl is the commonest of the large owls, and Athene brama, the pingli, is the commonest of the Owlets. Bufo bengalenis, the Rockhorned Owl, is also plentiful on all rivers. The hatred of crows to this, as indeed to all owls, is remarkable. A wounded owl may be followed for a mile or more, from tree to tree, entirely by the angry clamour of pursuing crows. The Hawk Owl, Ninox scutellatus, is not very uncommon along the banks of the larger Sátára streams. The Indian Roller, Coracias indicus, does not leave the district till late in the hot season. Several have been seen at the end of April. The Pied Kingfisher, Ceryle rudis, M. machhimar or disa, is the commonest species in Sátára, and is a wonderfully familiar bird. It has been watched frequently at Wáí diving fearlessly at the bathing steps among and within arm's reach of the bathers. Halcyon smyrnensis or fuscus, the Whitecrested Kingfisher is common throughout the district.
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The Great Hornbill, Dichoceros cavatus, is occasionally seen in the Koyna valley and in the west of the district, but not in the plains. Sátárá people have an odd belief that the common Roseringed Paroquets, Palæornis torquatus, which build in holes in banyan or pipal trees, are better talkers than those which build in mango or any other trees. Of the Cuckoos the Koel, Endynames orientalis or honorata, is very common. The people say that it never alights on the ground. They have an idea that its peculiar cry is a prayer for rain to fill the leaves with water, probably because the koel's note is much more frequent at the approach of the south-west rains than at other times. Mr. Fairbank has omitted from his list of Honey-suckers, Cinnyris zeylonica, the Amethyst-rumped Honeysucker (Jerdon, 232). This bird is not uncommon in Sátárá gardens. A pair built their nest in September hanging to a slender twig of a creeper in the porch of one of the houses. Of the Muscicapidae or Flycatchers, Muscipeta paradisi, the Paradise Flycatcher is called by hill Maráthás bánpakhree or the arrow bird and by Europeans at Mahábaleshwar the dhobi or washermen's bird. It is found occasionally throughout the east of Sátárá wherever there is a grove of large trees. It is very wandering in its habits. Specimens have been obtained in a state of transition from the chestnut to the white plumage. The Redwhiskered Bulbul, Otocompsa fasciculata, replaces on the Sahyádris the common Madras Bulbul, Pycnonotus hamorrhous, which is found only in the plains, in the same way as the Bluewinged Rosyheaded Parrakeets replace the common Rosewinged species, Palæornis torquatus. It is worthy of note that birds of several allied species differ in the hills and in the plains, and that the hill varieties are always brighter coloured than the plain birds. Irena puella, the Fairy Blue Bird, has not been found in Sátárá. Oriolus kundu, the Indian Oriole, is found throughout the west of the district. The Blackheaded Oriole is rarely found to the east of the Sahyádri range though both species appear equally distributed in the Koyna valley and in the western Sahyádri belt. The Southern Yellow Tit, Machlolophus jerdoni, is found occasionally twenty miles or more east of the Sahyádris.
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According to the 1881 census the population of the district was 1,062,350 or 212.98 to the square mile. Of these Hindus numbered 1,024,597 or 96.44 per cent; Musalmâns 36,712 or 3.45 per cent; Christians 886 or 0.08 per cent; Pârsis 99; Sikhs 29; Jews 21; and Buddhists 6. The Buddhists were Chinese convicts now settled as gardeners at Mahâbaleshwar. The percentage of males on the total population was 50.12 and of females 49.87. The corresponding returns for 1872 were a total of 1,062,121 or 221.09 to the square mile, of whom Hindus numbered 1,026,110 or 96.60 per cent; Musalmâns 35,034 or 3.29 per cent; Christians 880 or 0.08 per cent; Pârsis 80; Sikhs 2; and Others 15. Compared with the 1872 returns the 1881 returns show an increase of 229 or 0.02 per cent.

Of 1,062,350 the whole population 1,018,931 or 95.91 per cent were born in the district. Of the 43,419 who were not born in the district, 14,934 were born in the Bombay Karnâtak; 9558 in Kolhpur; 4686 in Poona; 4425 in the Konkan districts; 3998 in Sholapur; 1137 in Gujarât; 760 in Bombay; 662 in the Rajputâna States; 586 in the Nizâm’s country; 445 in Ahmadnagar; 267 in Goa, Diu, and Daman; 215 in Madras; 125 in Nâsik; 90 in Khândesh; 862 in other parts of India; and 669 outside of India.

Of 1,062,350 the total population, 1,005,499 (508,127 males, 502,372 females) or 94.04 per cent spoke Marâthi. Of the remaining 56,851 persons, 34,591 or 3.28 per cent spoke Hindustâni; 11,839 or 1.11 per cent spoke Kânarese; 4840 or 0.45 per cent spoke Gujarâti; 3552 or 0.33 per cent spoke Telugu; 925 or 0.08 per cent spoke Márwâri; 396 or 0.03 per cent spoke English; 350 or 0.03 per cent spoke Portuguese-Konkani or Goanese; 26 spoke Pashtu; 21 spoke Tamil; 3 spoke Arabic; 6 spoke Chinese; 1 spoke French; and 1 spoke Sindhi. Except in Jath where the people speak both Kânarese and Marâthi, and in Tâsgaon where the home-talk of many people is Kânarese, the language of the district is Marâthi. The only classes who are considered to speak correct or book Marâthi are the Brâhmans, Prabhüs, and Shenvis. Marâthâs and low caste people especially Mhârs and Mângs use many technical expressions and special words which are not known to those who speak book Marâthi. Gujarâtis and Márwâris use their own dialects though many of them also speak incorrect Marâthi.

The following tabular statement gives the number of each religious class according to sex at different ages, with, at each stage, the percentage on the total population of the same sex and religion.
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CENSUS DETAILS.

Age.

The columns referring to the total population omit religious distinctions, but show the difference of sex:

Sadārā Population by Age, 1881.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGE IN YEARS</th>
<th>HINDUS</th>
<th>MUSALMA'NS</th>
<th>CHRISTIANS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Percentage on Males</td>
<td>Males</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up to 1</td>
<td>12,938</td>
<td>27.15</td>
<td>6,584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 to 4</td>
<td>15,867</td>
<td>28.60</td>
<td>6,307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 to 9</td>
<td>18,683</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>6,307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 to 14</td>
<td>20,987</td>
<td>24.00</td>
<td>6,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 to 19</td>
<td>23,587</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>6,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 to 24</td>
<td>26,287</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>6,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 to 29</td>
<td>28,287</td>
<td>17.00</td>
<td>6,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 to 34</td>
<td>27,587</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>6,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 to 39</td>
<td>26,587</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>6,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 to 44</td>
<td>25,587</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>6,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 to 49</td>
<td>24,587</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>6,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 to 54</td>
<td>23,587</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>6,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 to 59</td>
<td>22,587</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>6,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 60</td>
<td>21,587</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>6,432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>513,383</td>
<td>511,354</td>
<td>15,457</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Marriage.

The following table shows the proportion of the people of the district who are unmarried, married, and widowed:

Sadārā Marriage Details, 1881.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HINDUS</th>
<th>MUSALMA'NS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmarried</td>
<td>140,886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>2330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MUSALMA'NS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unmarried</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmarried</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmarried</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to occupation the 1881 census returns divide the population into six classes:

I. — In Government Service, Learned Professions, Literature, and Arts, 18,469 or 1:73 per cent of the population.

II. — In House Service 6435 or 0:60 per cent.

III. — In Trade and Commerce 4349 or 0:40 per cent.

IV. — In Agriculture 374,950 or 35:29 per cent.

V. — In Crafts and Industries 55,009 or 5:11 per cent.

VI. — In Indefinite and Unproductive Occupations including Children, 593,138 or 55:83 per cent.

According to the 1881 census, twelve towns had more than 5000 and four of the twelve more than 10,000 people. Excluding these twelve towns, which together numbered 115,638 or 9:94 per cent of the population, the 946,712 inhabitants of Sátára were distributed over 1331 villages, giving an average of one village for every 3:74 square miles, and of 711:27 people to each village. Of the 1331 villages 110 had less than 100 people, 179 between 100 and 200, 410 between 200 and 500, 331 between 500 and 1000, 224 between 1000 and 2000, 49 between 2000 and 3000, and 28 between 3000 and 5000.

According to the 1881 census, of 174,406 houses, 151,173 were occupied and 23,233 were empty. The total gave an average of 34:96 houses to the square mile, and the 151,173 occupied houses an average of 7:02 inmates to each house. Though all do not succeed every man is anxious to own a house. Sátára houses may be arranged under two divisions, immovable and movable. The immovable houses may be divided into four classes: Those with tiled roofs and walls of fire-baked bricks; those with tiled or thatched roofs and walls of sun-burnt bricks or mud; those with thatched roofs and wattle or grass walls; and those with flat earth roofs and generally walls of unburnt brick. The movable dwellings belong to the wandering tribes who carry them with them. They are of two chief kinds small tents or páls either of coarse cotton or of wool and small huts of bamboo or date matting. The dwellers in tents and mat huts suffer much from the heat and cold and still more from the rain. To escape the wet many of them stop during the whole rains near some village and build small huts of grass, leaves, and branches. First class houses are seldom found.
except in towns and large villages. A first class house consists of one or two open squares surrounded by rooms or verandas and one or two storeys high. Of the two open squares the first is where the men live, and the back is set apart for women. The rooms in the inner square are used for sleeping, sitting, cooking, dining, and as store-rooms. The rooms in the outer square are generally used as sitting rooms. The front room in the ground floor and in the upper storey, if there is an upper storey, are used as guest halls. In front of some houses is a veranda where servants wait and behind are bathing rooms and cattle sheds. Buildings like these are owned only by inámdárs or holders of public grants, jágirdárs or land proprietors, and wealthy merchants. Almost all of them date from the times of Marátha rule. Houses of the second class, with tiled or thatched roofs and walls of fire-baked bricks, occur both in towns and in villages. The house consists of a front veranda and a central room with three or four other rooms, one of which is always set apart for cooking. If there is room in the veranda, the owner of the house makes it his office and place of business. As a rule the central room is used for dining and worshipping the house gods. Houses of this class have generally a cattle-shed either in front or behind them. Houses of the third class, with thatched roofs and wattled walls, are found chiefly in villages and in the hilly parts of the district inhabited by the poorer landholders and field labourers, and by the depressed or impure castes. The inside of a wattled hut is generally divided into two or three spaces by bamboo matting or by branches. Except when the number of the cattle is small and part of the house can be given to them, the poorer husbandman’s cattle live in sheds or pens separate from the dwelling. The fourth class of flat earth-roofed houses called dhábís, are chiefly found in the east of the district. Owing to the weight of the earth roof they seldom have an upper storey.

The home of a well-to-do family is generally well stocked with brass and copper vessels, wooden boxes and tools, and bedding. If he is a high caste man he has silver drinking vessels and plates, articles of worship, and a pánuspári or betel set including stands for attar of roses and other fragrant oils. He generally uses the silver ware on special occasions, such as marriage and other great days. For daily use he has copper and brass vessels and plates enough to meet his daily wants, he has also a set of big vessels enough to hold food for about two hundred persons. The ordinary wooden furniture in a rich Hindu house includes cots, boxes, and stools. Of late chairs tables and cupboards have begun to be introduced. The elders prefer carpets, cushions, and quilted cloths to chairs and tables and metal pots to glassware. The furniture of a middle class family is the same as that of a rich family but is only enough for the use of the family. He may own a few spare dishes but not enough to lend to others or to use in giving a caste feast. The houses of the poorer landholders and field workers have few metal vessels, sometimes none except a drinking waterpot and a ladle. They cook in clay pots and use earthenware for all house purposes. The chief articles in the husbandman’s house are his field tools. Besides tools the house gear if put to sale would seldom fetch more than £1 (Rs.10).
The daily food in a rich Hindu family includes rice, wheat, millet, pulse, vegetables, clarified butter, pepper, salt, and oil, and, in families to whom flesh-eating is lawful, fish, mutton, fowls, and eggs. The special dishes prepared in rich families are wheat cakes or puris, cakes stuffed with gram pulse and sugar called polis, gram balls called kalis or bundis, wheat balls or churmás, rice balls or modaks, sweet rice or keshri bhát, and curdled milk or shrikhand. The every-day food of a middle class family includes millet or rice, butter, pepper, salt, and oil. Their special dishes are nearly the same as those of the rich but inferior in quality. Those to whom they are lawful occasionally use fish and flesh. The daily food of the lower classes includes millet, Indian millet, râla Panicum italicum, vegetables, pepper, and salt, and they occasionally use rice, fish, and flesh. Rich and middle class families lay in a stock of the chief grains at the harvest time of each grain. Those who drink liquor also generally keep some in store. Dried fish comes from Goa, Vengurla, and Harnai by Chipulm. The supply of salt is from Bombay or Chipulm. Except in rich and middle class families who employ cooks the cooking is generally done by the women of the family. Even in well-to-do families the women of the house not only superintend the cooking but themselves prepare dishes which require special skill or little labour.

The style of dress of almost all Sátára Hindus is much the same. The differences are chiefly in material due to difference in wealth. A rich man’s indoor dress includes a waistcloth and a shoulder-cloth, when he goes out he adds a waistcoat, a coat, a turban or headscarf, and shoes. If the home waistcloth is short, he puts on a larger and costlier one with or without a silk border. His wife’s indoor and outdoor dress is a coloured robe and bodice, and she is careful to rub her brow with red powder. The festive dress both of men and women is the same as their every-day dress only of finer or richer material. Women in full dress, sometimes in addition to the robe and bodice draw a shawlover the head. Widows, as a rule, do not wear the bodice, or a robe of any colour but red or white. The wearing of black is forbidden to widows. A boy in a rich family before he is girt with the thread dresses in a coat, a cap, and a pair of trousers. The wearing of caps is a fashion which has lately come from Bombay. His show dress is a rich pair of trousers, a silk or broadcloth coat, and a fine lace-bordered cap. After he is girt with the sacred thread, a boy, like his father, dresses in a coat, waistcoat, turban, and waistcloth. Up to three years old the dress of a rich man’s daughter is the same as her brother’s dress. After three she generally wears a bodice and petticoat and sometimes a robe. She wears the petticoat till her marriage and then dresses like her mother. Middle class men and women wear clothes of the same form as those worn by the rich but of cheaper quality. Among labourers and poor landholders the men wear a loincloth or a pair of short coarse cotton breeches, a waistcoat of the same material, a woollen blanket, and a long narrow headscarf. They sometimes put on trousers and long coats. On special occasions they wear a waistcloth, a white or coloured waistcoat, and a turban, and a second shorter waistcloth wound round the hips. The women dress in the robe and bodice. Marátha
and Kunbi women differ from Bráhman and Váni women in not passing the skirt of the robe back between the feet. They are also, except on high days, much less careful to rub their brows with redpowder. At home the children of the poor, both boys and girls, wear no clothes till they are six or seven. After that a boy wears a loincloth and a girl a piece of cloth wrap round the waist. After their marriage girls dress like their mothers and boys after eleven or twelve like their fathers.

1 The internal constitution of all villages whether Government or alienated is the same. Each village has a headman called pátíl, and in almost every case the office is hereditary and is held by a Marátha or a Kunbi. In some hilly parts of the district Mhár pátíls are found, while in other parts the headmen are occasionally Gavlis, Dhangars, Kásárs, or Musalmáns. Under the Marátha government the headman was responsible for the village revenues, and, on pain of being turned out of office, was frequently required to make good any deficiency in the collections from his own pocket or as he best could. He was also the head of the police. This system has so far been preserved that the revenue is still paid to Government through the headman, but he is no longer called on to make good deficiencies caused by the default of other villagers. It was the boast of Captain Grant Duff in the changes introduced in 1822 into the management of the state that he kept in its vigour the police influence of the pátíl, and Government have since continued the pátíl both as revenue and as police head. In many villages the hereditary right belongs to the heads of several branches of the same family, who may serve either in turns or at the same time. If the heads of more than one branch serve at the same time the police and revenue duties are usually performed by different persons. Under the old system, when the amount of each landholder's revenue payment was settled by the village community, the influence of the pátíl was more powerful than it is at present, and natives acquainted with the district agree in stating that the constant interference of superior authority has further diminished the headman's power. At the same time hereditary claims to serve are more rigidly respected under the British than under the Marátha government which often chose as officiator, the most powerful member of the pátíl's family whether he was the lineal head or not. The lands and allowances were hardly less secure than at present. Village headmen were formerly paid by assignments of land with or without a small additional allowance. In Government villages they now pay the full assessment on their land, and are paid on a fixed scale proportioned to the revenue they collect. In their police capacity pátíls have power to lock in the village office or chávdi persons committing petty assault or abuse within village limits, and in some cases they are empowered to punish the committing of petty nuisances. It is also the pátíl's duty to hold inquests and aid in the prevention and detection of crime. In civil disputes his power is chiefly confined to influence, but here and there civil functions have

---

1 Mr. J. W. P. Muir-Mackenzie, C. S.
been revived by his appointment as village munsif under the Deccan Agriculturists' Act. When rich he lends money on much the same terms as other creditors. His hospitality and the amount of lead he takes on social occasions vary greatly with his means and character. In many villages, owing to his ignorance of letters, the headman is almost wholly in the hands of the accountant.

Like the headman the village accountant or kulkarni is in almost every case an hereditary officer, the right of service running in families and the officiater being paid in the same way as among pātīls. It is the accountant's duty to do all the writing work of the village, and, as the headman can rarely read or write, the accountant is as often as not the more powerful of the two. It is he or some member of his family who usually does most of the petition writing for the village, and in consequence most kulkarnis have a richly deserved bad name for stirring strife. It often happens that a kulkarni has more than one village under his charge, and still oftener that a family has the hereditary right to serve in a group of villages and to depute different members to serve in rotation. The chaungūla or assistant headman acts as the pātīl's and accountant's office-keeper. He has charge of the village office and of the writing materials and usually carries the records when they are taken out of the village. The other village servants are the village astrologer or Joshi and the family priest or Bhat, the priest of the village god or Gurav, the potter or Kumbhär, the barber or Nhávi, the carpenter or Sutär, the blacksmith or Lohär, the tailor or Shimpī, the shoe-maker or Chámhär, the washerman or Parit, the tanner or Dhor, the watchman or Rakhvālkār, the guide and messenger or Mhär, and the sweeper or Máng. Brāhmans are most often both astrologers and family priests and frequently belong to the kulkarni's family. Though they hold land both in return for acting as astrologers and as family priests they often do little as astrologers as those duties are generally conducted by a few specialists. Still most village Brāhmans can fix a lucky day for a marriage though they may not be able to cast a nativity. The family priest conducts marriages funerals and other family rites. He holds land from Government at a reduced assessment and receives money and grain allowances from the villagers. The patron god or guardian of the village is generally served by an hereditary priest, who is usually not a Brāhman but a Gurav. Other gods who have temples in the villages are usually served by special Brāhman ministrants called pujāris. The blacksmith, carpenter, tailor, shoemaker, tanner, and barber work for the villagers, who generally reward their services by yearly payments of grain. They also hold Government quit-rent land. The watchmen are usually Rámohis or Mángs, who, though as often as not professional thieves, are fairly trustworthy when on duty. Under the Marātha government the watchmen used to be obliged to make good any stolen property which they failed to recover, and even now the villagers sometimes manage to extort compensation from them. They are paid partly in cash partly by rent-free lands and officiate in turns. Though not always trustworthy they sometimes prove valuable detectives. The Mhär acts as a guide to travellers and as a Government messenger, and generally carries the revenue collec-
Chapter III. People.

Communities.

 Movements.

DISTRIBUTIONS. to the sub-divisional treasury with or without the escort of the headman. He is also the general porter and boundary shower. He has a right to the carcasses of dead cattle, though Māngs often dispute the right to the skins. The Mhār holds Government land at a quit-rent. Māngs generally act as scavengers and watchmen. They are often strolling acrobats and are generally professional thieves. Of special servants may be mentioned the Sonār or goldsmith who also acts as assayer. He is seldom found except in large villages when he sometimes holds the office of accountant. There are also the Gosāvi or ascetic and the non-Brāhman minister or pujārī as mentioned above. The nāīkardī or the hereditary village surveyor is met with and his services are occasionally called for. He was formerly an important servant when the assessment was fixed by yearly appraisement.

In nearly all villages will be found Marāthās or Kunbis and Mhārs, and in a majority Māngs also; Rāmoshis are rarer. The other castes are found in proportion to the size of the village. Such a thing as an exclusively Brāhman village, is believed not to occur in the district. The village grazing land is shared in common, and all but the impure castes may use the village well.

The scanty records of the period before the beginning of British rule furnish hardly any information regarding the movements of the people. It is probable that large numbers emigrated during the famine of 1792, which was occasioned by the scanty fall of rain and the political troubles of the time. The famine of 1803-04 is expresslv stated to have been chiefly due to shoals of immigrants from the Northern Deccan where the failure of the late rains of 1803 was more complete than in Sātāra. No fewer than 25,000 strangers are said to have flocked into the town of Wāi. In the famine of 1824 people are said to have emigrated both towards Ahmadnagar and Kolhāpur. In the recent severe famine of 1876-77 large numbers, both of the Kunbi and of the lower castes, went to Bombay and to the Berars. This movement was only the development, under a passing emergency, of a custom which for years has existed in the east of the district among the labouring classes, who rarely find local work either in the hot weather or in the early rains. Since the great development of trade and demand for labour in Bombay this movement in many cases has become yearly. The hill men of the west, whose means of existence are often at least as precarious as in the east, to a smaller extent avail themselves of the Bombay labour market. They are afraid of staying long from home and generally prefer work close to their homes. In such cases, where the emigrant owns land, some one always remains behind to look after it, otherwise, as often as not, entire families move. Except earth and stone workers of the Vadār tribe, religious beggars, and strol-

1 The 1881 census shows that 108,243 people born in Sātāra were in that year found in different parts of the Bombay Presidency. The details are, Bombay City 45,404, Poona 22,332, Sholapur 12,365, Thāna 6936, Belgaum 4403, Bijápur 3612, Kolāba 3077, Ratnāgiri 2905, Ahmadnagar 2348, Khândesh 1856, Nāsik 1274, Dhārāwar 633, Surat 349, Ahmadabad 279, Kānara 189, Broach 165, Aden 107, Panch Mahāls 59, and Kaira 50.
ling jugglers, musicians, and acrobats, there are few wandering tribes or travelling carriers in Sátára.

**Brahmans** include sixteen divisions with a strength of 48,362 or 4.7 per cent of the Hindu population. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deshasths</td>
<td>17,652</td>
<td>16,409</td>
<td>34,061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devrukháhs</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drávids</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golkás</td>
<td>394</td>
<td></td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gujarátis</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kánaujs</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kóla</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karhádís</td>
<td>1444</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>2977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kásts</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konkánaths</td>
<td>4211</td>
<td>4146</td>
<td>8357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Márwáris</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patás</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savákhás</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shevácis</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Télágá-s</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tirgués</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Deshasths** are returned as numbering 34,061 and as found in almost every village. The name probably means local or original rather than Brahman of the Deccan plain as opposed to Brahman of the hilly Konkan. Of their origin or of their arrival in the country they have no tradition. They are divided into Rigvedis and Yajurvedis who eat together but do not intermarry. There are also two other subdivisions, the Mándhyandins and the Átharvans, the Mándhyandins being the followers of a branch of the Yajurved and the Átharvans of the Átharv, the fourth of the four Veds. Átharvans are mostly found in the east of the district and Mándhyandins scattered all over the district. Sátára Deshasths are rather dark, but there is little difference in make or appearance between them and other local Brahman. They are neither hardworking nor enterprising, rather dirty in their habits, idle, and untidy, but good-tempered, hospitable, and generous. Almost all are hereditary priests or village accountants; most of the rest are in the service of Government as clerks and schoolmasters. Several Brahman of hereditary priest or village accountant families trade in grain or cloth or keep moneychanger's shops and more make their living as cultivator. Like other Brahman they have the custom, when a girl comes of age or is pregnant, of leading her through the streets in procession accompanied by women relations and friends and music. In the month of Bhádarpad or August-September, for luck, married women tie yellow threads round their necks. At the end of every family rejoicing, a birth, a thread-girding, or a marriage, they hire men to perform the gondhal dance. Their customs differ little from those of the Chitpávan Brahman given in the Poona Statistical Account. They send their boys to school and are well off enjoying quit-rent lands or ináms and yearly grants or varshásns either from Government or from the chiefs.

**Devrukháhs**, from the Ratnágiri village of Devrukh, are returned as numbering 172 and as found over the whole district except in Jávli, Mán, Tásagaon, and Valva. Like Konkanaths or Chitpávans

---

1 A large share of the Hindu caste details is compiled from materials supplied by Ráv Bahádúr Bálájí Gangádhar Sáthe, District Deputy Collector.
they have come from the Konkan. They are somewhat darker than Konkanasths, hardworking, and orderly. They speak Marathi, and, except a few moneylenders and Government servants, are landhold-
ers. They send their boys to school and are well-to-do.

Dravid Brahmans are returned as numbering 133 and as
found in Sátára, Karád, Pátan, and Tásgaon. They are said to have
come from the Tamil districts of Madras during the Peshwa's
supremacy (1714-1818). They are divided into Ayangárs and Kurkals,
and the names of their two chief family stocks are Vishvámitra
and Bhárádváj. Persons bearing the same family name eat together
but do not intermarry. The names in common use among men are
Gopál, Rámachandra, Vyankatesh, and Ápa, and among women
Minákshi, Párvati, and Lakshmi. They are rather dark-skinned and
shave the face including the moustache. Their women tattoo their
brows to the corners of their eyes. They speak Tamil at home and
Marathi abroad. They live in houses of the better sort one or two
storeys high with walls of brick or stone and tiled roofs. They keep
servants and own cattle. They are vegetarians and dress like
Marátha Bráhmans. Their women plait their hair into braids, use
false hair, and deck their heads with flowers. They wear the full
Marátha robe and bodice, but give the bodice up as soon as they
become mothers. Their ornaments are the same as those worn by
Marátha Bráhmans. They are orderly, hardworking, hospitable,
and frugal. They have a considerable knowledge of the Véds and
other Bráhmans consider them of pure descent. Their name is con-
ected with the temple of Yeoleshvar near Sátára, which is richly
endowed with donations by the Rájas of Sátára and is entirely
managed by Dravid Bráhmans. Besides living as begging Bráhmans
or bhikshuks they have taken to trade and husbandry. They are a
religious people and are Shaivas by faith. They worship the ordi-
nary Bráhmanic gods and goddesses. They go on pilgrimage to Benáres
and Rámeshvar, and their priests are their own Bráhmans. They
believe in witchcraft and spirit possession and consult oracles.
Their sacraments or sanskaras are nearly the same as those of
Deshashth Bráhmans. They send their boys to school and are in easy
circumstances.

Golaks, also called Govardhans, are returned as numbering
874 and as found over the whole district except in Pátan, Mán, and
Válva. They are divided into Rand and Kund Golaks, the Rands
being said to be the issue of a Bráhman and a Bráhman widow, and
the Kunds the offspring of Bráhman parents in adultery. They
hold a low place among Bráhmans, other Bráhmans neither eating
nor marrying with them. They look and speak like Deshashths,
and do not differ from Deshashths in house, food, or dress. They
are hardworking, frugal, quiet, and orderly. They are husbandmen,
moneychangers and lenders, astrologers and priests to Maráthás
and other middle and low class Hindus. They worship the ordinary
Bráhmanic gods and goddesses and keep the usual Hindu fasts
and feasts. Their priests belong to their own caste, and they settle
social disputes at meetings of their castemen. They send their
boys to school and are a steady class.
SÁTÁRA.

Gujarát Bráhmans are returned as numbering 135 and as found over the whole district except in Jávli, Mán, and Khatáv. They are strict vegetarians and do not eat food cooked by Marátha Bráhmans, who in turn refuse to eat though they take water from Gujarát Bráhmans. The men dress like Marátha Bráhmans in the waistcloth, coat, turban, shouldercloth, and shoes. The women wear the petticoat, the open-backed bodice, and the robe falling from the hips without passing the skirt back between the feet. They are thrifty, hardworking, and hospitable, and either beg and officiate as priests at the houses of Gujarát Vánís or serve as writers. They are not settled in the district but return to Gujarát when they have put together some money. On the whole they are a steady class and free from debt.

Kanaujs are returned as numbering 164 and as found over the whole district except in Pátan. They are strongly made people and speak Hindustání. They are vegetarians and great eaters. The men usually wear a waistcloth, a coat, a shouldercloth, a head-scarf, and shoes, and the women a petticoat, robe, and backless bodice. They plait their hair in braids which they draw back and tie together at the back of the neck. They are clean, hardworking, and honest, being trusted soldiers and messengers. They act as priests to the local Pardeshi or Upper Indian castes. They are a religious people always bathing before they dine. They believe in witchcraft, sorcery, soothsaying, omens, and lucky and unlucky days, and consult oracles. They have a caste council and settle social disputes at meetings of the castemen. They send their boys to school and are a steady people.

Káñv Bráhmans are returned as numbering forty-two and as found in Sátára, Válva, Karád, Wái, Khánápur, and Koregaon. They are dark and dirty. They are vegetarians and live and dress like Deshasths. They are beggars, cooks, water-carriers, and a few are in the service of Government. They are Yajurvedís, worship all Bráhmanic gods and goddesses, keep the usual fasts and festivals, and go on pilgrimage to Pandharpaur, Tuljápur, Benares, and Prayág or Allahabad. They believe in spirits and witches and have the same manners and customs as Deshasths. They do not allow widow marriage. They are bound together as a body and settle social disputes at caste meetings. They send their boys to school, and are a poor people.

Karháda's are returned as numbering 2837 and as found over the whole district. They apparently take their name from the town of Karád at the holy meeting of the Krishna and Koyna, and probably represent one of the early Bráhman settlers who took up his abode at this holy spot. According to the Sahyádri Khand the Karháda's are descended from asses' or camels' bones which a magician formed into a man and endowed with life. This story is apparently an ill-natured play on the words kar an ass and hús a bone. They are fair, intelligent, and short-tempered. They are priests, pleaders, landholders, moneychangers, and Government servants. Their manners and customs differ little from those of the Deshasths with whom and the Konkanasths they eat, and
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occasionally, but not generally, marry. Their household goddess is Durgádevi to whom apparently they formerly offered human sacrifices. The victim was generally a stranger, but the most pleasing victim was said to be a son-in-law. The death was caused by cutting the victim’s throat or by poisoning him.¹ They send their boys to school and are well-to-do.

Káṣṭs are returned as numbering eighteen and as found in Sátára and Pátañ. They have no subdivisions, speak Marathí, and look like Deshasth Bráhmans. They neither eat flesh nor drink liquor. They dress like Deshasths, and are hardworking, quiet, and orderly. They are husbandmen, traders, and Government servants. They call themselves Bráhmans, but are not allowed to join with Bráhmans in any ceremony. They are considered half-Maráthás and half-Bráhmans, and strict Deshasth and Konkanasth Bráhmans hold their touch unclean. They are a religious people, worship the usual Bráhmani gods and goddesses, and believe in spirits and witchcraft. Their priests belong to their own class, and they make pilgrimages to Benares, Pándharpur, and Tuljápur. They send their boys to school and are well-to-do.

Konkanasthás or Chítápávans are returned as numbering 8359 and as found all over the district. As their name shows they have come to Sátára from the Konkan where their original seat seems to have been Chiplun or Chítápolan, a form which seems the probable origin of their other name Chítápavan. According to the Sahyádri Khand the Chítápavans are sprung from the shipwrecked bodies of foreigners which Parashuráma, the destroyer of the Kshatriyas, raised to life. Probably most Konkanasths settled in the district during the sway of the Konkanasth Peshwá (1714-1818). They are divided into Rigvedis, Áśvalávans, and Ápastambhs or Hiranyakeshis who dine together and intermarry. They are fair with fine features, often grey eyes, and generally delicate frames. They speak Maráthi and generally live in substantial houses with mud or tiled roofs. The men wear a waistcloth, turban, coat, waistcoat, shouldercloth, and shoes, and the women the full Marátha robe and bodice. Children of both sexes go naked till they are five or six years old, and after that a boy wears a loincloth, and a girl a gown. They are vegetarians and their staple food is rice, millet, pulse, vegetables, and butter. They are intelligent, enterprising, hardworking, even-tempered, and hospitable, but exceedingly cunning and thrifty, always living within their income. They live by priestcraft, the law, and Government service. Some are moneylenders, shopkeepers, and cultivators. They worship Jotiba, Khandoba, Mhasoba, and Satváí, but their chief deities are Shiv, Vishnu, Gánpatí, Vithoba, and Deví. According to the deities they hold in chief estimation they are classed as Sháivas, Vaishnavs, Gánpatyas, and Shákts. Konkanasths have generally goddesses or Devis as their household deities and in their honour hold a yearly gondhal dance. They keep all Hindu fasts and festivals, and in almost every family is a priest called upádhyá or purohit who officiates at their houses. The Chítápavans are noticeable among Western India Bráhmans for

the extent to which the younger men have given up their old beliefs and passed under the influence of certain European ideas. They send their boys to school and are in easy circumstances.¹

**Marwar** Brāhmans are returned as numbering sixty-five and as found in Jāvīl, Sātāra, and Tāsgaon. They speak Mārwāri. The men wear the top-knot, moustache, whiskers, and beard. They generally live in hired houses and are strict vegetarians, and among vegetables refuse onions, garlic, radishes, carrots, and other root plants. They do not eat or drink from Gujarāt or Marātha Brāhmans. The men dress in a small tightly rolled Mārwāri turban, a long fine tight coat, a waistcloth, and shoes; and the women in a petticoat, an open-backed bodice, and a short upper robe which they use as a veil. They are extremely grasping and thrifty, but are quiet, orderly, and hospitable. They officiate as priests to their countrymen, and beg. They are not settled in the district and return to Mārwār when they have made some money. They hold caste councils, send their boys to school, and are a steady class.

**Palsha's**, said by their rivals the Konkanasths to be Palāshin or Flesh-eaters but apparently from Palsavli village in Kalyān,² are returned as numbering fifty-three and as found in Khānāpur, Koregaon, and Pātān. They have no subdivisions and are generally fair and middle-sized. Their home speech is Marāthi. They are hardworking, frugal, hospitable, and orderly, and earn their living as priests, astrologers, physicians, and beggars. They are vegetarians and live in middle class houses. The men dress like Deshabhs in a waistcloth, coat, waistcoat, turban, and shoes. The women wear the full Marātha robe and bodice, and deck their heads with flowers. They worship the usual Brāhmanic gods and goddesses, keep the regular fasts and feasts, and belong to the Vājasaneyā Mādhyanāndin branch of the Yajurved. Their family priests belong to their own caste and they go on pilgrimages to Benares, Pandharpur, Prayāg, and Oudh. They hold caste councils and settle social disputes at meetings of castemen. They send their boys to school and are a steady class.

**Sava'sha's** are returned as numbering 187 and as found in Sātāra, Vālva, Tāsgaon, Koregaon, and Karād. The story of their origin is that a Brāhman, who married a Chāmbhār girl and was put out of caste, built a house with one hundred and twenty-five rooms and asked 125 Brāhmans to dine at his house, holding out to each the promise of a handsome gift and secrecy. The guests one by one came and were feasted each in a separate room. When they had done their meal all met, and when the rest of the caste heard of what had happened they were turned out. Their women are generally handsome, and the men intelligent and hardworking. They are moneylenders and changers. Their customs are like those of other Brāhmans, and their religious head is Madhavāchārya. They send their boys to school and are well off.

---

¹ A detailed account of Chitpāvan Brāhmans is given in the Poona Statistical Account.
² Details are given in the Thāna Statistical Account where reasons are shewn for believing them to be of Gujarāt origin.
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Shenvis are returned as numbering 875 and as found over the whole district except in Wâi. They are considered to be one of the five Gaud or northern sects of Brâhmans and to have come from Northern India. They came to the district from the Konkan during the time of the first three Marâtha kings (1664 - 1700) under whom and the Peshwâs they held many important posts. They are fair, of middle height, orderly, intelligent, and hardworking. They are husbandsmen and Government servants. Their family gods are Mangesh, Narâsinh, and Shânta Durga. The religious ceremonies or kuldharm in honour of Mangesh and Narâsinh are held on the Mondays of Shrâvan or July - August, and those in honour of Shânta Durga on the fifth of the same month. On each of these occasions a man and his wife are feasted and presented with money gifts or dakshinâs. Their other ceremonies are like those of Deshasth Brâhmans. Their social disputes are settled at meetings of the castemen, and intricate questions are referred to Âtmanând Sarasvati Svâmi their high priest whose head-quarters are at Kavla in Goa. They send their boys to school and are generally well off.

Telangs.

Telangs are returned as numbering sixty-eight and as found over the whole district except in Khânâpur, Mân, Pâtan, and Tâsmaon. They only occasionally visit the district, living either by begging or by the sale of sacred threads. They are very dark and have a name for cleverness and deep knowledge of the Veds. Among themselves they speak Telugu, and with others an extremely incorrect Marâthi. They do not own houses, and are great eaters especially of sour dishes. Both men and women dress like Marâtha Brâhmans. They are a religious people worshipping the usual Brâhmanic gods and goddesses. They hold caste councils and settle social disputes at meetings of their castemen and of Marâtha Brâhmans. They send their boys to school and are a poor people.

Tîrguls.

Tîrguls are returned as numbering 319 and as found over the whole district except in Jâvli and Mân. They are said to be the issue of a Shudra father and a Brâhman mother. They are considered low not only on account of their supposed origin, but because they grow and deal in betel leaves in rearing which they have to kill small insects. Other Brâhmans do not eat or marry with them. They keep all Brâhman rites and ceremonies, and like Brâhmans wear the sacred thread. They are either Smârta or Bhâgyvats, worship the usual Brâhmanic gods and goddesses, and keep the ordinary Hindu fasts and festivals. They believe in witches and spirits and consult oracles. They have a caste council and settle social disputes at meetings of the castemen. They keep their boys at school till they can read and write. They are generally poor.

Writers.

Writers include two classes with a strength of 536. The details are:

Sêdâra Writers, 1881.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kârâsthr Prabhûs</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pâtââ Prabhûs</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ka'yanst Prabhus are returned as numbering 340 and as found over the whole district except in Pátan. They have no subdivisions and look like Maráthia Bráhmans. They are generally fair, middle-sized, and regular featured. The men keep the tophat and moustache, but not the beard or whiskers, and the women wear the hair tied in a knot behind the head and deck their heads with flowers. Both men and women dress and speak like Maráthia Bráhmans, and, unlike them, eat fish and flesh and drink liquor. They are neat, clean, hardworking, faithful, and loyal. They are writers and accountants and regard clerkship as their birthright. They worship the usual Bráhmanic gods and goddesses, and observe all their fasts and feasts. Their priests are Deshasth Bráhmans whom they pay great respect. They settle social disputes at meetings of the castemen, send their boys to school, and are a steady class.

Páthane Prabhus are returned as numbering 196 and as found in all subdivisions except Khánápur, Koregaon, Mán, and Tásgaon. They have lately come from their homes in Bombay and Thána in search of work, and are not residents but return to their homes to marry their children. They are clerks and writers in Government service and are well-to-do. Their social and religious customs are the same as those of the Thána Pátáne Prabhus, and they do not differ from their Thána brethren in look, food, dress, or character.¹

Traders include seven classes with a strength of 39,633 or 3.86 per cent of the Hindu population. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gujarát Vánis</td>
<td>752</td>
<td>7115</td>
<td>1779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jains</td>
<td>7552</td>
<td>7115</td>
<td>14,858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komis</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>854</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lingasat Vánis</td>
<td>37111</td>
<td>854</td>
<td>37155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maráthia Vánis</td>
<td>1015</td>
<td>1638</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Márwár Vánis</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Támbois</td>
<td>1344</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>2694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>19,784</td>
<td>18,854</td>
<td>38,638</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gujara't Vánis are returned as numbering 179 and as found over the whole district. They have castemen in the Konkan from whom they choose brides and bridegrooms and few go to Gujarát to perform a marriage. They are generally fair, and their home speech is Gujaráti. They are vegetarians, abstaining from fish flesh and liquor. Except rich townsmen who live in two-storeyed brick-built houses, they generally live in one-storeyed houses. They are clean, even-tempered, hardworking, and less exacting and more popular than Márwáris, but they are wanting in vigour and enterprise. They are traders, grocers, moneylenders, grain and cloth dealers, and sellers of butter, oil, and other miscellaneous articles. They are all Valabhi Vaishnavs that is followers of Valabhháchárya. Audich and other Gujarát Bráhmans generally officiate at the

¹ Details are given in the Poona Statistical Account.
houses of all Gujarát Vánis. In their absence Konkanasth and Deshasth Brâhmans conduct their marriage, funeral, and other ceremonies. They do not allow widow marriage and practise polygamy, but not polyandry. Except unmarried children they burn their dead. All their social disputes are settled at caste meetings by the castemen. They send their boys to school, and are generally well-to-do.

Jains,\(^1\) or followers of Jin the Victorious, also called Shrâvaks that is hearers, are returned as numbering 14,853. They form an important part of the population in Khäuserpur, Tásgaon, Válva, and other sub-divisions. They owe their influence to their landed interest, their industrious habits, and their regard for every variety of animal life. In appearance and dress Jains can scarcely be known from Kunbi landholders, and except a few who speak Kânarēse, both at home and abroad they speak Marâthi. They are the hardest-working husbandmen in the district, making good use of every advantage of soil or situation. Except the well-to-do who employ labourers, the Jains, with the help of their women, perform every part of field work. At the same time tillage is a calling not recommended by their religion, as animal life consciously or unconsciously must be destroyed. On this account cultivating Jains formed a distinct class with a high priest of their own, who lives at Nandin, a village four miles from Unkli in Tásgaon. Though strict Jains disapprove of cultivators, they do not carry their objections to the length of refusing to dine with them. The Jains, being mostly tillers of the soil, do not take much interest in sending their boys to school. They are a well-to-do class.

Komtis\(^2\) are returned as numbering 159 and as found in Sâtára, Karâd, Jâvâl, Khäuserpur, Pâtan, and Tásgaon. They are natives of Telangan or the Telugu country, but they cannot tell when they came to Sâtára. They have no history and no subdivisions. Their surnames are Utukhâr, Keshavkâhâr, Polâvâr, Chintalvâr, and Bachûvâr. The names in common use among men are Poshâtî, Shivâya, Râmâya, Krishnâya, and Râjâya; and among women Ganga, Shivbâî, Bhâgubâî, and Jânâbâî. They are dark, middle-sized, and spare, and their home-speech is Telugu. They own houses one or two storeys high and keep them neat and clean. They are vegetarians and their staple food is millet, rice, and vegetables. They are temperate in eating, good cooks, and fond of sour and pungent dishes. They drink a liquid preparation of hemp flowers, but not liquor, and smoke tobacco, hemp, and opium. The men dress like Brâhmans in a waistcloth, coat, turban, shouldercloth, and shoes, and the women in a robe and bodice. The women wear false hair and tie their

---

\(^1\) Jain details are given in the Kolhâpur Statistical Account.

\(^2\) As in Nâsîk (Bombay Gazetteer, XVI. 59) the word Komti is used in Sâtára of two distinct classes, a class of shopkeepers and a tribe of wandering beggars and charcoaliers. The application of the same name to two distinct classes suggests that the name is a place or district name. It seems possible that Komti is a shortened form of Komomethi, properly Kammametti, from the district Kammammett in the Nizâm's country. Kâmâthi like Komti is applied to more than one distinct class, and it seems possible that like Komti Kâmâthi comes from Kammammetti.
hair in a knot at the back of the head. They wear glass bangles and their ornaments are the same as those of Marātha Brāhmans. They are a mild, honest, orderly, and hardworking people. Most of them are grocers, dealing in spices, salt, grain, butter, oil, molasses, and sugar. Their customs from birth to death are the same as those of the Sholapur Komis.¹ They are bound together by a strong caste feeling and settle social disputes at caste meetings. They send their boys to school for a short time and are a poor people.

Lingāyat Vānis² are returned as numbering 17,255 and as found in all parts of the district, especially in Kānāpur, Tāsqaon, and Vāla on the borders of the Kānarese country. They are divided into Panchams, Shīlvants, Tīlvants, and Tirules. Of these the Panchams and Tirules eat together, though Panchams will not eat from Tirules. Some Shīlvants eat from none of the other subdivisions. None of the four intermarry. They are dark and middle-sized. The men wear the top-knot and moustache but not the whiskers or beard. With some exceptions, both at home and abroad, they speak Marāthi. Except a few who live in large towns in well built houses, they generally live in small one-storied dwellings. They keep horses, cows, and buffaloes, and pay their servants 8s. to 10s. (Rs. 4-5) a month as wages. They are moderate eaters, and their staple food is rice, millet, pulse, and vegetables. They have a strong dislike to flesh, fish, and liquor, and consider all food polluted even by the touch of a Brāhman. The men dress in a waistcloth, turban, coat, and shoes, and the women in the full Marātha robe and bodice. Both men and women rub their brows with white cowdung ashes or bhasm instead of with sandal and redpowder, and tie a ling round their necks. The women tie the hair in a knot at the back of the head, and do not use false hair or deck their heads with flowers. They are generally even-tempered and hospitable, entertaining any guest that happens to come to their houses, especially if he is a Lingáyat. They are a mercantile people and follow various branches of trade. They deal in cloth, grain, oil, butter, molasses, and sugar, and are moneylenders husbandmen and labourers. As lenders they are less pushing than Mārwāris. Difference of profession is admitted to make a great social difference, still it does not prevent them from intermarrying or dining together. They worship all the Brāhmanic gods and goddesses, and keep the usual fasts and festivals. But their chief god is Mahādev and they keep the fasts sacred to him with special care. They hold that no true believer can be impure, and therefore disregard the Brāhmanic rules of ceremonial impurity. A Jangam or Lingāyat priest officiates at their houses, and both a Brāhman and a Jangam attend their marriages. If a boy is born to a barren or to a daughter-stricken couple or if a boy recovers from severe sickness it is not unusual to devote him to serve in a Jangam monastery or math. All Lingáyats both men and women wear the ling. The ling is put round the babe's neck on the fifth day after birth by a

¹ Komti details are given in the Sholapur Statistical Account.
² Lingáyat Vāni details are given in the Sholapur Statistical Account.
Jangam who hands it to the mother, by whom it is kept till the child is seven years old. The child then wears it with certain religious rites one of which is a caste feast. Their marriage customs and rites are the same as those of peasant Marathás. They bury their dead and in all cases a tomb is raised on the spot with an inscription and a ingle engraved on it. Many of them observe no mourning on the occasion of a death, nor do the women sit by themselves during their monthly sickness. The Lingáyats are careful to obey the orders of their spiritual heads who live in monasteries, of which there are three within Sátára limits, at Aundh, at Mahasuli in Karád, and at Nimsod in Khatáv. Their social disputes are settled by a meeting of the caste at which a Jangam presides and a majority of votes carries the point. The boys learn to read and write Maráthi and to cast accounts. They are a prosperous people.

**Maratha Vánis** are returned as numbering 3243 and as found over the whole district. The men are middle-sized, dark, and stout, and the women are fair. Their home tongue is Maráthi, and they are traders, shopkeepers, and husbandmen. They eat fish and flesh and drink liquor. The men dress like Bráhmans, in a waistcloth, coat, shouldercloth, headscarf or turban, and shoes or sandals. The women dress in the full Marátha robe and bodice like Bráhman women, drawing the skirt of the robe back between the feet. They worship the usual Bráhmanic gods and goddesses, keep the ordinary fasts and feasts, and go on pilgrimages to Álandi, Bénares, Jejuri, Pandharpur, and Tuljápur. Their priests are Deshasth Bráhmans to whom they pay great respect. They hold caste councils, send their boys to school for a short time, and are a steady class, making enough to maintain themselves and their families.

**Marwár Vánis** are returned as numbering 275 and as found in ones and twos in every large village in the district. They speak Marwári at home and incorrect Maráthi abroad. They keep their houses clean, and paint the walls with bright fantastic colours. The men dress in a close-fitting turban, a waistcloth, and coat, and the women wear the open-backed bodice, a petticoat, and a short robe drawn up from the petticoat band and falling like a veil over the head and face. Above the elbow and on the wrists they wear gold ornaments, but their chief ornaments are ivory bracelets. Their food is wheat, pulse, butter, oil, and sugar. They take much less care of their persons than of their houses. Their women, except on great occasions, are slovenly, but the men generally bathe daily. The features of the men are more strongly marked and they are sturdier and more active than Gujarát Vánis. The men shave the head leaving three patches of hair, a top-knot and a lock over each ear. They have a bad name for hard and unfair dealing. Besides lending money they deal in cloth, grain, pulse, oil, butter, and various other articles. In religion they are either Vaishnavs or Shravaks. The midwife who generally belongs to the Marátha caste attends a lying-in woman for twelve days during which the mother is held impure. The midwife bathes the mother and child daily, and keeps cow-dung cakes burning under the mother’s cot. On the fifth day the mother worships the goddess Chhatti, and, on the
following morning, ties a golden image of Chhatti round the child’s neck. On the twelfth day the house is cowdunged, the clothes of the mother and child are washed, and a few near women relations are asked to dine. The mother, after worshipping the planets, the sun, and the earth with flowers, becomes pure, and is at liberty to mix with the house people. On the same day an Upper Indian Bráhman priest gives the child a name and is paid 3d. (2 as.), and the women guests retire with a present of wet gram or ghugris. They marry their girls before they are fifteen, and hold a betrothal ceremony at which they present the girl with a rupee and a silver finger ring, and fill her lap with rice, a cocoanut, and betel leaves. After this the marriage may take place at any time and is generally held within a year or two. If the parents of the girl are poor the boy’s father has to give the girl’s father money. They build no marriage altar, get no waterpots from the potter’s, plant no lucky post in the booth, and worship no sprays of lucky trees as marriage guardians. The two chief heads of expenditure in a Márwári marriage are caste dinners and ornaments. Except unweaned children they burn the dead, and if the deceased has died on an unlucky day they carry on the bier along with the deceased a dough human figure and burn it with the body. They believe that if a figure is not burnt, some one of the deceased’s family will shortly die. The chief mourner does not shave his moustache, neither does he carry the fire in his hands, but it is taken by their caste barber in a copper vessel. After the body is burnt the mourners bathe, return home, and purify themselves by drinking cow’s urine. The family of the deceased observe no mourning, and feast the caste on the twelfth day after death. They hold caste councils and settle social disputes at caste meetings. Their boys learn to read and write either at school or from their fathers at home. As a class they are well-to-do.

Ta’mbolis, or Betel-sellers, are returned as numbering 2674 and as found over the whole district mostly in towns. They are said to have come into the district from the Karnátak ten or twelve generations ago. They are divided into Lingáyat, Marátha, and Musalmán Támbolis. The following particulars apply to the Lingáyat Támbolis. Their surnames are Dalve and Jebé. The names in common use among men are Bháu, Hari, Krishna, Máruti, Ráma, and Vithoba; and among women Bhágu, Chimna, Gaja, Kusa, Rakhmi, and Thaku. Their home speech is Maráthi and they look like peasant Maráthás. They live in neat and clean houses of the poorer sort generally one storey high with walls of brick and tiled roofs. Most of them keep cows and she-buffaloes, and almost all of them have ponies for bringing home packets of betel leaves from villages and gardens outside of the town. They are moderate eaters, and their staple food is millet, vegetables, pulse, and pungent and sour condiments. They do not eat fish or flesh, neither do they drink liquor. Their holiday dish is gram cakes or puranpolis. The men dress in a short waistcloth or pancha, a coat, waistcoat, headscarf or turban folded after the Gujarát Váni fashion, shouldercloth, and shoes, and the women in a robe and bodice
worn like those of peasant Maráthás. The men wear gold earrings, finger rings, and a silver waistchain, and the women the black glass bead necklace with a gold button, glass bangles, and silver or bellmetal toe-rings. They also wear gold and silver earrings and necklaces, and the well-to-do have rich clothes and ornaments for wearing on special occasions. As a class they are orderly and thrifty. They sell betel leaves, nuts, cement, tobacco, and the spices used in chewing packets of betel leaves, as cardamoms, cloves, nutmeg and nutmeg, catechu, musk, and saffron. They buy leaves at thirty-six kavelis or packets, each kaveli containing five hundred leaves, for £1 4s. to £1 10s. (Rs. 12-15) and sell them retail making a profit of 6s. to 8s. (Rs. 3-4) on every thirty-six kavelis. Their women do not help them in their calling. Some are also husbandmen, and others house servants and labourers. They are a religious people devoted to the worship of Shiv. They worship all Hindu gods and goddesses and keep the regular fasts and festivals. They make pilgrimages to Jejuri and Pandharpur and believe Khandoba to be an incarnation of Shiv. Their priests are Jangams, but both Jangams and Bráhmans officiate at their ceremonies. They believe in witchcraft and spirits and consult oracles, and, although they think that the simple besmearing of the brow with ashes removes impurity, they hold a mother impure for twelve days after childbirth. For the first five days after childbirth the mother and child are daily rubbed with oil and turmeric, and, in the morning of the fifth day, the family Jangam ties a ling round the child’s neck. In the evening the midwife worships the goddess Satváí in the mother’s room, and the mother and child bow before it. On the afternoon of the twelfth day kinswomen, friends, and neighbours present the child with caps and jackets, and putting it into a cradle give it a name. The expenses for the first twelve days vary from 10s. to £1 10s. (Rs. 5-15). Among them the boy’s father has to look for a wife for his son and if the girl’s parents are poor the boy’s father has to give the girl’s father £5 to £10 (Rs. 50-100). The ceremony of betrothal or sikharpuda is not necessary. When betrothal is performed, both fathers exchange presents of clothes and the girl’s father in addition has to feast the caste. Their marriage god is the branch of a jambhul tree which they tie to the marriage hall along with a betelnut folded in a piece of yellow cloth. They rub the girl with turmeric and send what is over with music to the boy’s. At the girl’s, in addition to the marriage hall, they raise an earthen altar and place earthen pots which they bring from the potter’s, and, after marking them with red green and yellow lines, set them round the altar. In the evening the boy is taken in procession to the temple of the village Márutí, followed by his sister carrying a plate with a lighted dough lamp, a pot containing cold water, covered with a cocoanut, rice, and a small wooden box containing red powder. From Márutí’s temple the boy goes to the girl’s and sits in the booth. In the booth the Bráhman priest makes a square of wheat grains, and, on this, the boy and girl sit facing each other. A piece of cloth is held between them and the Bráhman priest repeats marriage verses, and, at the end, throws
rice over their heads. The cloth is pulled to one side, the other guests throw grains of rice over their heads, and the boy and girl are husband and wife. The boy and girl are taken before the house gods, where they bow, and, after dining together from the plate, are taken outside and seated in the booth. The Brahman priest rubs their brows with redpowder, and sticks rice grains over the powder, and kinsfolk and friends, waving copper and silver coins round their heads, drop them into a dish laid in front. The money waved is made over to the musicians. Presents of clothes are exchanged, and, after a feast to the guests, the boy returns home with his bride in procession accompanied by relations, friends, neighbours, and music. A Támbo lion's wedding costs £20 to £40 (Rs. 200-400) of which 4s. to 6s. (Rs. 2-3) go to the Brahman priest as his marriage fee. When a girl comes of age she is unclean for five days, during which she is fed on sweet dishes. On the morning of either the fifth or the seventh day she is bathed in warm water and her mother presents her with a new green robe and bodice and her husband with a new turban. The mother then fills the girl's lap with five kinds of fruit, and, when the rest of the household go to bed, she joins her husband. This costs £1 to £2 (Rs. 10-20). They bury their dead. If the deceased is a married woman, she is dressed in a green robe and bodice, her head is decked with flowers, her brow marked with redpowder, and either her daughter or her daughter-in-law waves a lighted lamp before her face. The chief mourner walks in front of the bier, while a Jangam blows a conch shell beside him. On the way to the burial ground the mourners halt, place a piece of bread on the spot, rest the bier, and the bearers change places and go on. At the burning ground they lower the body into the grave already dug by Mhárs, fill it, and after paying the Mhárs 1s. to 2s. 6d. (Rs. ½-1½), bathe and return to the mourner's. On the third day the chief mourner goes to the burying ground, sprinkles cow dung on the grave, and lays a stone over it. Over this stone he sprinkles cow's dung and urine, and, throwing turmeric and redpowder over it, offers it rice mixed with curds. He goes to a short distance, and, after a crow has touched the rice, bathes and returns home. On the fifth day the family Jangam rubs ashes on the chief mourner's brow and he becomes pure. On the sixth day the caste is given a feast, and, on the tenth, rice balls or daspind are offered in the name of the deceased and thrown into a stream or water. The Jangam and Brahman priests are presented with money and the funeral ceremonies are over. A Támbo lion's funeral costs £1 10s. to £2 (Rs. 15-20). They are bound together by a strong caste feeling and settle social disputes at meetings of the caste. The authority of caste daily grows weaker. They send their boys to school and keep them at school till they know to read and write a little and cast accounts. As Musalmáns and Maráthás have of late taken to betel leaf selling, the Lingáyat Támbo lions have suffered from the competition and are not so well-to-do as they used to be.

**Husbandmen** include two classes with a strength of 608,108 or 55.44 per cent of the Hindu population. The details are:
DISTRICTS.

Sátára Husbandmen, 1881.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kunbis</td>
<td>280,821</td>
<td>293,743</td>
<td>574,564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mális</td>
<td>12,269</td>
<td>12,770</td>
<td>25,039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>303,090</td>
<td>306,513</td>
<td>609,603</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kunbis are returned as numbering 583,569 and as found over the whole district. They say that the founder of their caste was the sage Káshyap, and that they came into the district from Márwár, Jodhpur, and Udepur about thirty generations ago. They are said to have sprung from ninety-six clans. Among their surnames are Chaván, Gáikavád, Jádhav, Shinde, and Sirke. The names in common use among men are Govind, Parsu, Ráma, and Shídú, and among women, Bhágírthi, Ganga, Gojra, Rakhma, and Uma. Sátára Kunbis are dark middle-sized and hardy, and their home tongue is Maráthi. Their practice of keeping cattle in their houses generally makes them dirty. Their house goods include field tools, metal and earthen vessels and pans, a grindstone, a handmill, and a pestle and mortar. They are moderate eaters and their staple food is millet, pulse, vegetables, fruit, roots, spices, oil, and butter, and, besides fish, fowls, eggs, sheep, and goats, they eat the flesh of the wild hog, deer, and hare. Besides water they drink milk, whey, and liquor, and smoke and chew tobacco. The men dress in a waistcloth, jacket, shouldecloth, turban, and shoes, and while working in the fields in a loin cloth and blanket. The women wear a robe and bodice, rub their brows with red powder, and do not deck their hair with flowers. They are hardworking, temperate, hospitable, and among themselves honest and just. Most of them are husbandmen, and they are helped in their work by their women and children. They worship all Bráhmánic gods and goddesses and keep the usual fasts and feasts. The chief Kunbi holidays are the Hindu New Year’s Day in April, Akshatrichiya or the Undying Third in May, Nágpanchmi or the Cobra’s Fifth in August, Pola or Bullock Day in August-September, Dasara in September, Dédí in October-November, Champáshashthi in December, Sankránti on the 12th of January, and the full-moon day of Mág or February-March called Navyáchipunav, and Shimga or Holí in March. Their fast days are the four Mondays and Saturdays of Shrávan or July-August, Navrátra the first nine days of Áshvín or September-October the two Ekádashis or Eleventh of Ashádh or July-August, Hartálik and Rish Panchami in August-September, and Shivarítra in February. Besides on these days some fast on all Mondays Saturdays Sundays and Tuesdays of the year. Their favourite gods are Bahiroba, Mhaska, and Vághoba, and their chief goddesses are Mariáí, Mukái, Satváí, and Tukái whose images they have in their houses. They greatly respect Bráhmans and call them to officiate at their houses. Their religious teachers are Gosávis, whose advice or updesh they take. They believe in spirits and witchcraft, and stand in great awe of ghosts and evil spirits. For her first confinement a young wife generally goes to her parents’ house. When she is delivered, the midwife, who
generally belongs to the mother's family, sprinkles a little cold water over the babe's stomach, and cuts its navel cord. She puts the cord in an earthen jar along with the after-birth, a little turmeric and redpowder and rice, and buries it in a hole in the mother's room. The mother and child are bathed in warm water and laid on the cot, and, that they may not suffer from an attack of cold, a dish of live charcoal is placed under the cot. The child is fed by sucking cotton soaked in castor-oil and the mother is given assafœtida, butter, and pepper. To strengthen them, after childbirth women are also given sunthawda a tonic of dry ginger, gum, clarified butter, dry dates, dry cocoa-kernel, and the roots of the saphet musli Curculigo alba. For twelve days a lamp is kept burning near the mother and child. The laps of the midwife and of some married women are filled, and they are presented with turmeric and redpowder and retire. A Brâhman astrologer is called who refers to his almanac and finds out a name for the child, and retires with a present of either grain or money. But the child is not always called by the name chosen by the Brâhman. On the second day, if the family is well-to-do and the child is a boy, neighbour women and the wives of kinsmen and friends pour pots full of cold water on the road in front of the house, and, on the twelfth day, are treated to a feast, and presented with robes and bodices. On the third day the mother begins to suckle the child. For four days she is held impure, and, except the midwife, no one touches her. On the fifth the mother and child are bathed, the house is cowdunged, and all clothes are washed. On this day the mother eats nothing but dry cocoa-kernel and dates. In the evening close to the mother's head and feet two human pictures called Balirâna are drawn with soot or charcoal on the walls of the mother's room with their heads turned in opposite directions. In a corner of the room is placed a grindstone and on it a silver image of Satvâi worth a penny or two, made by a local goldsmith. The midwife ties a red cotton cord or nêda round it and lays before the image a lemon, a coil of thread, packets of redpowder and turmeric, pomegranate flowers, frankincense, camphor, five dates, five betelnuts, five halves of dry cocoa-kernel, a copper coin, betel leaves, parsley seeds,orris root or vekhand, a marking-nut, and a piece of black cord. By the side of the image of Satvâi is laid the knife with which the navel cord was cut. In the same way the bathing spot and the figures of Balirâna are worshipped. Some lay a sword by the side of Satvâi and some lay a pen, paper, and inkstand. Rice, varan or split pulse, vegetables, unstuffed cakes or polis, fried wheat cakes called kanolis, and, at the house of some, goat's flesh are laid before Satvâi. Friends and relations are asked to a feast, and stay up the whole night, seated on small square blankets or châvâles, singing láevnis or ballads. A lamp of wheat flour, fed with oil or clarified butter, is kept burning near the image of Satvâi. The child is not allowed to look at the lamp, as if it does not see the lamp straight it is sure to get a squint. On the sixth the offerings made to Satvâi are not removed, and the mother and child are not bathed. The mother is fed with the food cooked on the fifth day, as it is believed that after the
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Satvâi ceremony the mother’s eating stale food does not give the child stomach-ache. On the seventh day the midwife gathers the offerings and the image of Satvâi in a cloth, and lays them near the bathing corner or mori. She bathes the child and rubs it with oil, and bathes the mother but without rubbing her with oil. After the bath the mother is given a little turmeric powder mixed with oil and water and one or two half cocoa-kernels. She warms herself with a chafing dish and is laid on the cot. On the eighth day the mother is given complete rest. On the ninth day the ground of the lying-in room is coated with cowdung, and the mother and child are rubbed with a mixture of turmeric and oil, and bathed. The mother is fed with ordinary food cooked in the house. On the tenth the mother loses all impurity. She is bathed from head to foot and her room is cleaned with cowdung. The child is bathed and laid in a basket. On the eleventh the child is bathed and for some time is laid in a basket. Rising early on the twelfth, the midwife cleans the room moving the cot outside, bathes the child, and lays it in a basket. She rubs the mother with fragrant ointments and bathes her and bringing back the cot tells her to lie on it. Turmeric powder, redpowder, and red sugar are laid before the bathing spot or mori and it is washed. The mother takes her child and walks out of the house on a square blanket or chavâle or on a sheet. She then goes outside of the village to a bâbhul or other tree under which are five stones the abode of the goddess Satvâi. These she washes, lays flowers, powder packets, and thread coils or nâda pudis before them, burns incense and marks her brow with ashes taken from the incense-burner. She bows to the goddess, saying ‘The child is not mine but yours, kindly keep it healthy.’ Unwidowed women or savâshins are asked to a feast of rice, split pulse, vegetables, and unstuffed cakes or polis. If the family lives in a town this feast is held in front of the house. On the thirteenth a wooden cradle is hung with a string six or seven feet long fastened either to the right or left side. About four or five in the evening five or six unwidowed women are given betel-leaves and whole-boiled gram or wheat. A stone pin used in pounding relishes or chatnis is washed, dressed in a child’s cap and hood, and a gold or silver wire or sari is put round one of its ends. Under the cradle a white sheet is laid and folded four times, and round the four sides a square or chauk of wheat or rice is traced and a second sheet is spread over it. When all is ready the stone pin, which is called Gopya, is laid in the cradle, and the mother is seated under the cradle on the white sheet. After a short time Gopya is taken out of the cradle and the child is dressed in a cap and a hood or kunchi, and, to keep off the evil eye, its eyelids, left cheek, right hand, and left foot are touched with collyrium or lamp-black, and, while some of the women sing Rám’s cradle song, the child is laid in the cradle. Boiled gram or wheat called ghugris are scattered along the side of the cradle, the cradle is rocked by the unwidowed women, and the child is generally given any name chosen by the Brâhman astrologer or by the married women guests if the astrologer’s name does not suit their fancy. If a mother has lost several infants, she names the next child Dagad or Dhonda, that is stone apparently with the object of cheating the
evil spirits into the idea that the child is not valued and is not worth carrying off. If the baby cries much it is named after its father’s father or mother, as it is supposed that their spirit has come into the child. After the child has been named the women kiss it and pray God to keep it in health. After naming the child they hand the guests the ghugris or whole-boiled gram and wheat, saying ‘Take this gram and take our bal or babe to play.’ Boys are married between fifteen and twenty-five and girls before they come of age. As a rule the proposals of marriage come from the boy’s parents. Before accepting the offer the boy’s father makes a full inquiry regarding the surname, family, and relations of the girl’s father. When he is satisfied on these points the boy’s father goes with friends and kinsfolk to the girl’s, marks her brow with redpowder, touches her brow with a rupee, and lays the rupee in her hands. The girl is given a small robe, a bodice, and some ornaments, and her grandmother and her maternal uncle’s wife are presented with two robes worth 5s. or 6s. (Rs. 2½-3) and called ájichir or grandmother’s robe and múłanalchir or aunt’s robe. The girl’s father asks the boy’s father and his kinsfolk, and his own friends and kinspeople, to a feast of cakes or polis either stuffed or unstuffed. When the feast is over a Brähman is called to fix the marriage day and is paid by both fathers. If the girl’s father is poor he takes £10 to £15 (Rs. 100-150) as her price; if he is rich he gives her £5 to £10 (Rs. 50-100) as her dowry. Before the marriage, in front of both the boy’s and the girl’s houses, a marriage porch is built and in the girl’s marriage porch an earthen altar or bahule is set. Supplies of clothes, grain, oil, and other articles are also laid in. About a fortnight before the marriage the bride and bridegroom are rubbed with turmeric powder. Three or four unwidowed women grind this turmeric in a handmill to whose handle in a yellow cloth are tied a betelnut and three or four sprouted turmeric roots. In country parts except the headman and other máńkaris or honourables, most of the men of the village take part in the turmeric grinding, sitting four or five at a handmill. They sing the women’s corn-grinding songs. On the day when the boy and girl are rubbed with turmeric, women bring to the houses gram in a platter and in return are given small balls of boiled wheat flour. During the two or three days after the boy has been rubbed with turmeric friends and kinspeople ask him to dine, and when he goes young girls sometimes go with him. If one of the friends is wealthy, he calls the boy and all the members of the boy’s family to his house with musicians playing before them, feasts them on cakes or polis, and hangs flower garlands or mundávals round the boy’s head. If the houses of the bride and bridegroom are in the same town or village the installing of their badge or marriage guardian called devak is held on the marriage day. If the boy and girl live in different places the worship is held two or three days before the marriage day. In installing the marriage guardian the first step is to worship the house gods. After the house gods are worshipped a near kinsman of the boy’s father and his wife have the skirts of their garments tied together,
and, under a waistcloth held over their heads by four persons, go, preceded by musicians, to the village Máruṭi. The husband carries on his shoulder an axe or some other iron field tool and a rope twelve to fifteen feet long, and his wife walks close behind him carrying a platter with the family crest and an offering of food. Behind the pair walk four or five unwidowed women each carrying a brass water cup full of water. At Máruṭi’s temple the Gurav or ministrant has a supply of sprigs of five trees, the mango, the rúi Calitropis gigantea, the saundad Acacia sumna, the Indian fig or v.md, and the jambhul Syzgium jambolana. The party bow before the god and lay sandal, flowers, frankincense, and food before him and the ministrant presents them with the five sprigs or pänd ṭálvis. On their return to the house they tie the five sprigs to a pole in the marriage porch and along with the sprigs tie a cake or poli and the spiced gram relish called bęsaṇ which is eaten with bread. On this day some ten to twenty friends and kinspeople are asked to a feast of unstuffed cakes. They sit on square blankets and after a service of betel withdraw. When the guests are gone the women of the house sit on the bare ground and eat. When a marriage party has to go to a distant village they travel in bullock carts with music. On reaching the boundary of the girl’s village or town, water is fetched and poured on the boundary by a Koli of the place who is given a coconut and occasionally a turban worth 2s. (Re. 1). On entering the village, if he has not ridden the whole way, the bridegroom mounts a horse and goes to the village Máruṭi with music and halts there with his sisters or other young girls who are called karavlś or groom’s maids. In the village the girl’s father has provided a lodging or jānvasghar for the boy’s party. In the evening from Máruṭi’s temple the bridegroom’s brother or other near relation, called the vardháva or groom-sent, mounts a horse, and, with friends and music, goes to the bride’s. On reaching the bride’s her father asks him to dine, and, if he is rich, gives him a turban. When the groom-sent has taken some food the bride’s father gives him, for the bridegroom, a tinsel chaplet, a turban, a red chintz overcoat, a pair of waistcloths, a pair of shoes, and a shouldercloth. The harbinger mounts his horse and starts for Máruṭi’s temple with the bride’s father and some of the bride’s kinsmen who carry four or five bodice-banners or dhwejás tied to poles and held over his head, and followed by an unwidowed woman or savśhíin with a coconut and betel leaves in a platter. As he goes the bride’s brother pelts him with onions. At Máruṭi’s temple the bride’s father lays the platter with the dress before the bridegroom. A Brāhmaṇ priest who is in attendance tells the bridegroom to wash his eyes with water, loosen the broad end of the bridegroom’s turban, and winds it twice or thrice round the bridegroom’s neck. He sets up a betelnut Ganpati and tells the bridegroom to wash it and lay sandal-powder and flowers before it. After this the priest touches the new clothes with turmeric powder, marks the bridegroom’s brow with sandal-powder, and gives him the clothes. If the bridegroom’s old turban is of little value, it is given to the barber who is to lead his horse; if the turban is rich the barber is given a coconut. Betel leaves are handed to all
present and money is given to the Brâhmans. The bridegroom’s left cheek is touched with lamp-black. He lays before Maruti two betel leaves, a betelnut, and a copper coin and walks round him. He carries a dagger or poniard with a lemon stuck on its point. Before starting for the bride’s a cocanut is broken to keep off evil influences. The village Mhâr stands before the bridegroom as if to stop him and is given a white turban or shouldercloth worth 6d. to Is. (4-8 as.). When he reaches the bride’s house, a Mhâr woman comes with an iron lamp in a platter and waves it round his head saying ‘May all your pains and troubles vanish and the riches of Bali be poured on you.’ For this she is given a cheap bodice cloth. Near the door of the bride’s house the wife of her maternal uncle waves round the bridegroom’s head a lighted lamp of wheaten flour with two wheat flour balls at its sides and is given a bodice and a robe. This lamp-waving is called varovânlî or the bridegroom-waving. The boy’s party are seated on the marriage porch and the bridegroom is made to stand near the earth altar in the centre of which is placed a mango sprig stuck in a ball of mud and at each corner a coloured earthen pot called vâhi. The bride is carried out of the house and set in front of the bridegroom facing him. The priest and some begging Brâhmans come forward and divide into two parties. A cloth or antarpât is held between the bride and bridegroom so that they cannot see each other’s faces. They touch finger tips with the cloth between them. The two parties of Brâhmans hand the guests turmeric or red-coloured rice or millet to throw on the heads of the bride and bridegroom. The two parties of priests in turn recite mangalâsthaks or lucky verses at the end of each verse throwing some coloured grains on the heads of the pair, and the guests like the Brâhmans at the end of each verse throw coloured grains. When the verses are over the Brâhmans clap their hands, all the guests clap their hands, and musicians raise a din of music. Shortly after the maternal uncles of the bride and bridegroom sit on stools with the bride and bridegroom on their knees and with their faces turned to each other. The priest tells the bride and bridegroom to fold their hands and touch finger tips while he winds a yellow thread round their necks. This ceremony is called sutavne or the thread-winding. While they are thus seated the girl-giving or kanyâdân is performed by the bride’s maternal uncle, or in his absence by his father. When he gives her away the uncle presents the girl with copper vessels according to his means. The priest muttering some verses cuts the yellow thread that was passed round the pair’s necks and tells them to sit on the altar or bahule. The bride sits on the bridegroom’s left. In front of the pair a burnt offering is made called lâjâhom of clarified butter pieces of wood and fried rice. A winnowing fan with rice, split pulse, wafer biscuits, fried rice cakes, and vermicelli is laid before the bridegroom. The priest suddenly puts his hand over one of the articles on the fan, and asks the bridegroom to say what he has hid. If the bridegroom guesses right the priest says that his patron has got an intelligent son-in-law; if he answers wrong he calls him a dull fellow. After this a low stool covered with wheat flour and with lines drawn on
it is set before the bride and bridegroom and they are told to say each other’s name, money is given to the Bráhman, and he retires. On the same day, after the marriage is over, a party from the bride’s go to the village Mártuti, and, with the same rites as those described in the case of the bridegroom’s party, bring and tie in the marriage porch the bride’s father’s devak or marriage guardian. After the bride’s devak has been installed a party of the bride’s kinswomen go in procession to the bridegroom, with platters full of fried rice cakes, and rice vermicelli or shevya. They are received with honour and are given turmeric and redpowder. They empty their platters and in return in one of them the bridegroom’s kinswomen put 1s. to £1 (Rs. 10) in cash. This food-gift to the bridegroom is called rukhwat. Then some of the bride’s near kinsmen with music go to ask kinmen to dine, and bring them home with music, and in the same way the women of the bride’s family bring kinswomen. The relations are feasted on unstuffed cakes or polis, rice, split pulse, álan or boiled rice flour seasoned with spices, and fried rice cakes. Early next morning, with music and friends, the bride and bridegroom seated on a horse, the bride in front, are taken to a river or garden, and, after retiring, have their feet rubbed with wet turmeric powder and oiled redpowder, and return with music. About ten the boy and girl are bathed on low stools in the booth. Round the bathing-place are set four or five támbitis or copper drinking pots with a white thread passed round their necks. At the time of bathing the bridegroom is seated on a low stool and the bride on another low stool or a large platter. While bathing they fill their mouths with water and blow it over each other’s faces. The boy holds a betelnut in his hand and the girl using both her hands tries to force it out; then the girl holds the nut and the boy tries to force it out with his left hand. If the boy fails the guests jeer at him calling him bulga or impotent. When the bathing is over the bridegroom tries to lift the bride by his left hand and set her at his left side while the bride tries to prevent him lifting her from the ground. These struggles greatly amuse the guests and relations. The boy and girl are then dressed and their brows are rubbed with redpowder and their bodies with turmeric. They are given a dish of shevya, that is milk, clarified butter, rice vermicelli, and raw sugar, and feed each other. After dinner they sit on the altar in the booth. In the evening the bride’s father gives a caste feast and on one of the days the boy’s father treats the caste to rice, split pulse, vegetables, and unstuffed cakes or polis. On this day, or if this is not a lucky day on the next, the bride’s lap is filled. The priest folds a waistcloth four times, covers it with rice or wheat grains, and tells the bride and the bridegroom to sit on it. While the priest chants verses the bridegroom fills the bride’s lap with five half cocoa-kernels, five dates, five sprouted turmeric roots, five betelnuts, a quarter of a pound of rice, a comb, a small casket, and a variously coloured cord. The bridegroom’s father presents the

---

1 The reason of the procession music and turmeric rubbing is to keep off spirits which at such times are specially troublesome.
bride with the richest robe he can afford and the guests present
the fathers of the bride and bridegroom with clothes or cash from
1s. (8 as.) upwards. These presents are called áher. After this the
twelve balutedárs or village servants come in, and, according to
his means, the boy’s father gives their wives bodicecloths or cash.
If he is rich he gives the headman or pátíl a turban. In the evening
the bride’s and the bridegroom’s skirts are tied together, and they
walk to the bridegroom’s house or lodging. After lamplight the
bridegroom’s mother with a band of kinspeople walks towards the
bride’s on cloths spread by the village washerman, and at the
same time the bride’s mother starts with a band of friends to visit
the boy’s mother. When the parties meet they stop ten or fifteen
paces from each other. A waistcloth is held in front of each
party and they begin throwing redpowder on one another. They
jest with one another showing in front of the cloth a ladle, a
rolling-pin, a dog, or a cat. While this is going on the bridegroom
and his mother pretend to be offended and leave the party. The
bride’s father and mother follow them and appease them with
presents. Then the two parties move on to the bride’s where the
bridegroom’s mother is seated in the booth on a three-legged
stool. Round her are arranged four or five metal drinking pots
or támbyás with a thread passed round their necks, and the boy
and girl are seated on her lap. The bride’s father gives a robe to
the bridegroom’s mother and the bridegroom’s father gives a robe
to the bride’s mother. This interchange of robes is called
potthákmi or stomacher. While the bridegroom’s mother is
seated on her stool the jhál or handing ceremony is performed. A
bamboo basket or round metal dish, with a comb, a looking glass,
a casket, a rolling-pin, five sweet things, and five wheat flour
lamps is set on the bridegroom’s mother’s head, and four or five
women stand about her and sing the jhál song which runs: ‘The
bridegroom has reached the village boundary, I will worship the
boundary and win the bridegroom.’ Meanwhile a kinsman of the
bridegroom’s runs away with the basket or dish to the bridegroom’s
and is pursued and pelted with onions by the bride’s people.
The bride’s father mother and other near relations hold the bride
seated on their crossed hands and set her on her husband’s lap
and then on the laps of his father mother and other near relations.
At the time of handing her over the girl’s relations with sobs
and tears say: ‘Up to this she was ours, now she is yours.’
This ceremony is seldom over till the morning cock-crow, and,
after it is over, sometimes as late as five they sit to a feast.
When the feast is over the bride and bridegroom are led into the
god-house and bow before the images. As he bows the bridegroom
steals one of the gods and refuses to give it up till the bride’s
father makes him a present. All then go to the bridegroom’s.
In the evening the bridegroom’s father gives betel leaves with
nuts to the guests and bids them goodbye. If the bridegroom
belongs to another village, the guests who belong to his village
accompany him home. When they reach the village the bride and
bridegroom are taken to the temple of the village Máruti. In the
evening about seven or eight the bride and bridegroom are seated
on a horse and led to his house with a procession, music, and if they can afford them fireworks. In the house a dish with cocoanuts saffron and betel leaves is waved round the image of Khandoba, a ceremony which is called the lifting of Khandoba's tali or plate. After the plate-waving comes the shendra Nachne or flag-dance when one man sets the bride on his back and another sets the bridegroom on his back and they dance. Sometimes the bride sits on the bridegroom's back and a man dances with both on his back. After the dance the bridegroom, holding the full box of a seed drill in his hand, sprinkles grain on the ground and along with the bride who carries resin in her hand goes to the god room. At the door of the god room they find the boy's sister who refuses to let them pass till they promise to give their first daughter in marriage to her son. They agree though the promise is almost never kept, and pass in, and laying a betelnut and a copper coin before them, bow to the house gods. The girl is considered the goddess of wealth and her brow is marked with redpowder. Some wheat with a piece of gold in it is heaped between the bride and bridegroom, and they are told to divide the heap. If the bride gets the gold in her half she is applauded and it is taken as an omen that the rule in the house will be hers. On the next or some other lucky day the bride and bridegroom are bathed and the turmeric is taken off. If she can afford it the boy's mother for a fortnight longer feeds them on boiled rice and clarified butter.

When a girl comes of age her feet are rubbed with turmeric powder moistened with water and her brow with redpowder with or without oil; and she is fed on varan or split pulse cooked in water with turmeric powder, and salt, rice, vegetables, and unstuffed cakes or polis. If her father-in-law is rich the girl is for four days seated in a gaily dressed frame called makhra probably from makhalaya or a place of sacrifice. On the fifth she and her husband are bathed and while they bathe music is played. She is dressed in a green robe and a green bodice, and her hands are adorned with fresh green glass bangles. Her father, if rich enough, gives her husband a waistcloth and turban and to his mother a robe and a bodice, and beds, a carpet, a set of betel dishes, and a samai or metal lamp for her and her husband's use. Some unwidowed women with relations are asked to feast on cakes or polis and the girl and her husband are made to feed each other from the same dish.

When a woman is pregnant for the first time, her food longings are satisfied, and a special feast called dohalejevan or the longing dinner is held in the fifth or in the seventh month of her pregnancy. She is presented with a green robe and a green bodice, or a bodice only if her husband is poor, and some ten or fifteen unwidowed women are asked to dine with her. Lamps are placed by her side and the feast is made as grand as the giver can afford. To guard against the danger of miscarriage from violent movements or a sudden fright, a pregnant woman is made to sit in a sailing boat and a cart, is shown funeral processions, is made to cross the leather rope attached to the bag in a bullock draw-well, and to cross the boundaries of a village or a town.
When a Kunbi is at the point of death he is lifted from his bed and laid on a blanket and his son rests the dying head on his lap. After death the body is bathed in water heated on a hearth set in front of the house. To carry the body a ladder-like bier is made of two poles six or seven feet long with three or four small cross pieces. Two new earthen pots, a large one for water and a small one for fire, redpowder, betel leaves, and a cloth about seven and a half feet long are brought from the market or village cloth shop. Word is sent to the village Mhár who carries cowdung cakes and firewood to the burning ground which is generally on the river bank. The body is washed with warm water on a plank placed before the front door. Except the face the body is covered with a new waistcloth and a cord is passed several times round the body to secure the cloth firmly. Betel leaves and guláí or redpowder are sprinkled over it, and a basil leaf is put in the mouth and some rice, a copper coin, and the quarter of a cake are laid beside the body. Four of the dead person’s kinsmen bear the body, and the son bathes and walks in front carrying the firepot on a triangular frame fastened to a sling. Before setting out he is warned not to look back. About half-way to the burning ground at a place called the visáváchi júga or rest-place the party stops and the bearers set the bier on the ground and change places. They throw away the rice the copper coin and the quarter of a cake which were laid on the bier beside the body and pick up a stone which is usually called the life-stone or jív-kháda. When they reach the burning ground they raise a pile of four layers of cowdung cakes. They then take off the waistcloth, cut the thread tied round the waist, and loosen the loincloth. The body is laid on the pyre and is covered with other layers of cakes. When the mouth is being covered the son pours a little water into it. The son sets fire to the pyre, bathes, brings water in the large earthen pot, and stands at the head of the pyre. Another person comes and with a small stone makes a hole in the earthen pot. As the water spouts from the pot, the son goes five times round the pyre and at the end throws the pot on the ground at the head of the pyre, and calls aloud beating his mouth with the back of his hand. He then goes and sits among the other men without touching them. After a short time the sound made by the bursting of the skull is heard and the chief mourner and others, at least the four bearers, bathe. The stone with which the earthen pot was pierced is kept with great care somewhere in the burning place. On their return to the house of mourning the funeral party are given nimb leaves to eat; or they go to a temple and then to their houses. The mourners do not cook but are fed on that day by a relation or a friend with food prepared at his house.

In the evening after the funeral a lighted lamp is set on the spot where the dead breathed his last. Flour is strewn round the lamp and the lamp is covered with a basket. Next morning the basket is moved and the flour is examined. If a human footprint appears on the flour the dead person is believed to be re-born as a human being; and if the footprint is that of a bird or beast, the spirit of the person is believed to have entered that beast or bird.
Next morning the son, with some friends and relations, goes to the burning ground with three small earthen pots with their mouths covered with three small wheaten cakes and three pimpal leaves. He places the small pots in a winnowing basket and fills them with milk cow-urine and honey or sugar and lays some cowdung in the basket. On reaching the rest-place the son lays on the ground a cake with a little raw sugar. He goes on to the burning ground and from the spot where the body was burnt, he takes the ashes except one bone which he puts aside, and throws them into the nearest river. If he is rich he gathers the bones and afterwards takes them to a holy river. After removing the ashes the son sprinkles the spot with cowdung and cowurine and places the two pots with two cakes one where the head lay and the other where the feet lay. When the ash-gathering or rakhdvādne is over the son and the other mourners bathe and return home. On the third day the bearers’ shoulders are rubbed with oil, and they are given dry cocoa-kernel to eat. On the tenth all the household bathe and wash their clothes in the river; and the son shaves his moustache and bathes. While a Brāhman repeats verses the son washes with cow-urine, the life-stone or jiv-khada and the bone he kept, prepares ten balls and three little banners made of three ochre-coloured cloths each tied to a stick. The Brāhman is given some money, shoes, and sometimes even a cow, presents which are supposed to help the dead on his way to heaven. After preparing the offering balls the son sits at a distance that crows may come and eat them. If a crow touches them soon after they have been laid out, the dead is supposed to have died with no unfulfilled wish. If crows do not touch the balls the son and his relations promise to fulfil the dead person’s wish, and, when the promise is given, the crows are believed to fall on the offering and eat it. After this is over the son and the other mourners bathe and return home. On the thirteenth day the priest is given money and provisions, and a feast of unstuffed cakes or polis, rice, and split pulse is given to friends and relations in honour of the dead. Some food is put in a platter and the platter is kept aside that crows may eat out of it. In the evening one of his near relations ties a small white turban round the son’s head and takes him with the other mourners and generally some of the villagers to Māruti’s temple where the son lays a copper coin and a betelnut before the god. Every month a man is asked to dine in the name of the dead, and, after five months and a half, a feast of unstuffed cakes or polis is given to the near relations of the dead. In the dark half of Rādhrapad or August-September the spirit of the dead is worshipped on the day of the fortnight which corresponds with the death day. When an unwidowed woman or savāshin dies the body on the bier is sprinkled with redpowder, betel leaves, and scented powders. Her forehead is rubbed with vermilion and her body with oiled turmeric powder. Some turmeric powder is taken from her body and rubbed on her husband. On her way to the burning ground she is asked to look back, and allow her husband to marry again.

When a death occurs in a family, the close relations of the same family stock remain ceremonially impure or sutaki for ten days and
distant relations of the same stock for three days. Though widow marriage is allowed, a remarried woman is not allowed to perform religious rites along with her husband, and her husband is not allowed to make offerings to the dead. If a widower marries a maid he is not prevented from making offerings. A remarried widow is less honoured than other women. Kunbis are bound together by a strong caste feeling and settle social disputes at their caste council or panch. The guilty are fined and the fine money is used in good works or in a caste dinner. Their guru or teacher has no voice in social disputes. Some of them send their children to school keeping their boys at school five or six years and their girls one or two.

Maratha's are found all over the district. The 1881 census includes them under Kunbis from whom they do not form a separate caste. Some Maratha families may have a larger strain of northern or Rajput blood than the Kunbis. But this is not always the case. The distinction between Kunbis and Marathas is almost entirely social, the Maratha as a rule being better off, and preferring war or service as a constable or a messenger to husbandry. The Satara Marathas seem to have no historic or legendary evidence as to when or from where they came into the district. Though somewhat fairer in colour and more refined in manners Marathas as a class cannot be distinguished from Kunbis with whom all eat and the poorer marry.

All Marathas have surnames some of them true or clan surnames, others false surnames, that is divisions of clan surnames generally called after places or callings. In most cases families who are known by a place or calling surname know or can find out to what clan surname they belong. The Maratha clan surnames are interesting as they include the names, and, in some cases, apparently preserve the true or un-Sanskritised forms of the names, of many of the early Deccan Hindu dynasties of whom all trace has passed from the Deccan caste lists. Among these dynastic names are Cholkhe perhaps the original form of Chalukya for long (560-1190) the rulers of the Deccan and Karnatak; Kadam which seems to be the same as Kadaumb the name of dynasties who at different times ruled all the Karnatak, Kolhapur, and Goa (500-1200); More who probably represent the Mauryas a branch of the great North Indian family who were ruling in the Konkan and Deccan in the sixth century; Salunke, which seems to belong to late comers perhaps followers of the Solanki kings of Gujarát (943-1240); Shelar, which seems to preserve the original name of the Silahar family who ruled in the Konkan and West Deccan from about 850 to 1275; and Yádav whose most famous Deccan family was of Devgiri or Daulatabad, who were in power, and, during much of the time supreme, in the Deccan from about 1150 till the Musalmán conquest in 1294. As far as is known the Devgiri Yádavs passed from the south northwards and it is possible they were not northerners but southerners Kunabars or other shepherds, who, under Bráhman influence, adopted the great northern shepherd name of Yádav.

1 Details of the origin and history of the name Maratha and a list of Maratha surnames and marriage guardians or devaks are given in the Kolhápur Statistical Account.
Chapter III.

People.

Husbandmen.

Marathás.

The preservation of these old dynastic names suggests the hope that an enquiry into the strength and distribution of these clans may throw light on the strength of the northern element in the Maráthás. This hope seems idle. Almost all the leading tribal surnames Cholke, More, Povár, Shelár, and Yádav are found besides among Künbis, who do not appreciably differ from Maráthás in race, among Dhangars, Kolis, Málas (who are Künbis), Mhárs, Mángs, Rámoshís, and several wandering tribes, as Beldárs, Bharádis, Bhorpis, Ghisádis, and Kaikádis, classes which seem to be but slightly connected. The existence of the same clan name in most middle and low-class Deccan Hindus may be due to the fact that these clans or tribes came into the Deccan as nations or communities complete enough to spread a fresh layer of people over the whole country. The case of the Vanjáris whose great bands formerly included many classes of craftsmen and who still have Lohárs and Mhárs among them shows that this is not impossible. At the same time the evidence against sameness of surname proving sameness of tribe or race is so strong as to make such widespread immigrations improbable. The case of the Uchláás or slit-pockets of Poona, all of whom are either Gáikváds or Jadhavs, is an extreme proof that sameness of surname by no means implies sameness of tribe or race. Uchláás are recruited from all except the impure classes. They are joined, besides by Maráthás and Kámathís, by Bráhmans, Márwári Vanís, and Musálmáns, and all recruits, whatever their caste, are adopted either into the Gáikvád or into the Jadhav clan.¹ The evidence presented by the case of the Uchláás is supported in a less extreme form by the general Deccan practice of calling a chief’s retainers by the chief’s surname. Taken together with the case of the Uchláás, who supply almost the last living trace of the old system of recruiting the predatory tribes, this practise seems to show that to have a northern surname is no proof of a northern origin or even of a strain of northern blood. The possession of northern surnames probably usually arose, like the possession of the Norman names of Gordon and Campbell by the Scotch Celtic highlanders, from the practice of followers taking or being given the name of their chief.²

Except the deshmukhs or district officers, the heads of villages and inámdárs or grant holders who live in good houses two or more storeys high with walls of brick and tiled roofs, most Maráthás live in poor one-storeyed dwellings. The well-to-do strictly enforce the women seclusion system called gośha that is curtain or Maráth mola that is Marátha custom. It is uncertain whether women seclusion was borrowed from the Musálmáns or is a remnant of the old Khshatriya rule of antaspur or inner apartment. Maráthás eat flesh and drink liquor and their boys are girt with the sacred thread on or shortly before the marriage day. Marátha women, as a rule, do not pass the skirt of their robe back between the feet especially on festive occasions. Except the

¹ Uchla details are given in the Poona Statistical Account.
² In his own country a Marátha chief’s retainers where they are known may be called by their own surnames. Among strangers retainers are called by their chief’s surname. Mr. Y. M. Kelkar, Assistant Commissioner S. D.
difference caused by their practice of not allowing their women to appear in public the Marátha family customs at birth, coming of age, pregnancy, and death differ little from those described under Kunbis. The marriage ceremonies of the two classes have several notable points of difference. Among Maráthás marriage preparations begin on a lucky day chosen by the village astrologer or grám joshi and kinspeople are invited. A short time before the marriage, the boy is girt with the sacred thread, and, except that the Bráhman repeats classical Sanskrit texts instead of Vedic texts, the Marátha thread-girding is the same as the Bráhman thread-girding. The first of the marriage ceremonies is the turmeric rubbing which is performed with the same details at the houses both of the boy and of the girl. Turmeric is mixed sometimes with water and sometimes with milk and rubbed on the girl by her female relations and what is over is sent with music to the boy’s. At the boy’s a married woman traces a quartz square in the marriage hall, and in front of the square, sets a low wooden stool on which the boy is seated. Five or more other married women surround him and the Bráhman priest places a waterpot in the middle of the square, fills the waterpot with water, and drops into it a copper coin and a betelnut. On the mouth of the pot is laid a piece of cocoa-kernel and five betelnuts. The priest sets a betelnut Ganpati near the waterpot, lays sandal paste, flowers, vermilion, burnt frankincense, and sweetmeats both before the waterpot Varun and the betelnut Ganpati and prays them to be kindly. The married women with a dish of turmeric, redpowder, and rice grains, rub turmeric over the boy’s body, mark his brow with redpowder, and stick grains of rice on the powder. The boy is dressed and a flower garland or mundával is tied round his head. He lays a cocoanut before his family goddess or kuldevi, bows before her, and starts for the girl’s home with the priest, kinsfolk, and friends and musicians. When they reach the girl’s village boundary, or more often the temple of Máruti which is generally close outside of the village, they stop and perform the simántri or boundary ceremony. They are met by the girl’s party at the temple. With the help of his priest the girl’s father lays sandal flowers and sugar before the waterpot Varun and the betelnut Ganpati and presents the boy with clothes and ornaments. Betel is served to the boy’s friends and kinspeople and the priests are dismissed with money presents. As the lucky moment draws near, a kinsman of the girl, called the varáháva or bride-sent, visits the boy’s party and asks them to come, and they start for the girl’s. The boy is seated on horseback with a dagger in his right hand, before him walk the musicians, and after him his friends and relations. On reaching the girl’s house the boy is taken to a ready-made place in the marriage hall where the male guests take their seats, and is seated on a low wooden stool near the marriage altar. The women go into the house, remove their veils and take their seats on carpets in the women’s hall, apart from the marriage hall, where, except the old priests of both

---

1 At the thread-girding of the late Mahárája of Kolhápur, thirty poor Bráhman boys were girt with the sacred thread at the state expense and by the same priests in the same hall, the rites performed being nearly the same.
The preservation of these old dynastic names suggests the hope that
an enquiry into the strength and distribution of these clans may
throw light on the strength of the northern element in the
Maráthás. This hope seems idle. Almost all the leading tribal
surnames Cholke, More, Povár, Shelár, and Yádav are found besides
among Kunbis, who do not appreciably differ from Maráthás in race,
among Dhangars, Kolis, Mális (who are Kunbis), Mhárs, Mángs,
Rámoshis, and several wandering tribes, as Beldárs, Bharádis,
Bhorpis, Ghisádis, and Kaikádis, classes which seem to be but
slightly connected. The existence of the same clan name in most
middle and low-class Deccan Hindus may be due to the fact that
these clans or tribes came into the Deccan as nations or
communities complete enough to spread a fresh layer of people
over the-whole country. The case of the Vanjáris whose great
bands formerly included many classes of craftsmen and who
still have Lohárs and Mhárs among them shows that this is not
impossible. At the same time the evidence against sameness
of surname proving sameness of tribe or race is so strong as to
make such widespread immigrations improbable. The case of the
Uchlá or slit-pockets of Poona, all of whom are either Gáikvádás or
Jádhavs, is an extreme proof that sameness of surname by no means
implies sameness of tribe or race. Uchlá are recruited from all
except the impure classes. They are joined, besides by Maráthás
and Kánąthás, by Bráhmans, Márwári Vanís, and Musalmáns, and
all recruits, whatever their caste, are adopted either into the Gáikvád
or into the Jádhav clan.¹ The evidence presented by the case of the
Uchlá is supported in a less extreme form by the general Deccan
practice of calling a chief’s retainers by the chief’s surname. Taken
 altogether with the case of the Uchlá, who supply almost the last
living trace of the old system of recruiting the predatory tribes,
this practise seems to show that to have a northern surname is
no proof of a northern origin or even of a strain of northern blood.
The possession of northern surnames probably usually arose, like
the possession of the Norman names of Gordon and Campbell by
the Scotch Keltic highlanders, from the practice of followers taking
or being given the name of their chief.²

Except the deshmukhs or district officers, the heads of villages
and inámdárs or grant holders who live in good houses two
or more storeys high with walls of brick and tiled roofs, most
Maráthás live in poor one-storied dwellings. The well-to-do
strictly enforce the women seclusion system called goëha that is
curtain or Maráth mola that is Maratha custom. It is uncertain
whether women seclusion was borrowed from the Musalmáns or
is a remnant of the old Kshatriya rule of antaspur or inner apartment.
Maráthás eat flesh and drink liquor and their boys are girt
with the sacred thread on or shortly before the marriage day.
Marátha women, as a rule, do not pass the skirt of their robe
back between the feet especially on festive occasions. Except the

¹ Uchla details are given in the Poona Statistical Account.
² In his own country a Maratha chief’s retainers, where they are known may be
called by their own surnames. Among strangers retainers are called by their chief’s
surname. Mr. Y. M. Kelkar, Assistant Commissioner S. D.
difference caused by their practice of not allowing their women to appear in public the Marâtha family customs at birth, coming of age, pregnancy, and death differ little from those described under Kunbis. The marriage ceremonies of the two classes have several notable points of difference. Among Marâthas marriage preparations begin on a lucky day chosen by the village astrologer or grâm joshi and kinspeople are invited. A short time before the marriage, the boy is girt with the sacred thread, and, except that the Brâhman repeats classical Sanskrit texts instead of Vedic texts, the Marâtha thread-girding is the same as the Brâhman thread-girding. ¹ The first of the marriage ceremonies is the turmeric rubbing which is performed with the same details at the houses both of the boy and of the girl. Turmeric is mixed sometimes with water and sometimes with milk and rubbed on the girl by her female relations and what is over is sent with music to the boy's. At the boy's a married woman traces a quartz square in the marriage hall, and in front of the square, sets a low wooden stool on which the boy is seated. Five or more other married women surround him and the Brâhman priest places a waterpot in the middle of the square, fills the waterpot with water, and drops into it a copper coin and a betelnut. On the mouth of the pot is laid a piece of cocoa-kernel and five betelnuts. The priest sets a betelnut Ganpati near the waterpot, lays sandal paste, flowers, vermilion, burnt frankincense, and sweetmeats both before the waterpot Varun and the betelnut Ganpati and prays them to be kindly. The married women with a dish of turmeric, redpowder, and rice grains, rub turmeric over the boy's body, mark his brow with redpowder, and stick grains of rice on the powder. The boy is dressed and a flower garland or mundâval is tied round his head. He lays a cocomanut before his family goddess or kuldevi, bows before her, and starts for the girl's home with the priest, kinsfolk, and friends and musicians. When they reach the girl's village boundary, or more often the temple of Mâruti which is generally close outside of the village, they stop and perform the simanti or boundary ceremony. They are met by the girl's party at the temple. With the help of his priest the girl's father lays sandal flowers and sugar before the waterpot Varun and the betelnut Ganpati and presents the boy with clothes and ornaments. Betel is served to the boy's friends and kinspeople and the priests are dismissed with money presents. As the lucky moment draws near, a kinsman of the girl, called the varâdhâsa or bride-sent, visits the boy's party and asks them to come, and they start for the girl's. The boy is seated on horseback with a dagger in his right hand, before him walk the musicians, and after him his friends and relations. On reaching the girl's house the boy is taken to a ready-made place in the marriage hall where the male guests take their seats, and is seated on a low wooden stool near the marriage altar. The women go into the house, remove their veils and take their seats on carpets in the women's hall, apart from the marriage hall, where, except the old priests of both

¹ At the thread-girding of the late Mahârâja of Kolhâpur, thirty poor Brâhman boys were girt with the sacred thread at the state expense and by the same priests in the same hall, the rites performed being nearly the same.
the boy and the girl and occasionally the fathers of the couple, no male members are admitted, not even the men servants except on business, who stand at a distance and do not allow any male stranger to come in. At a lucky moment, the girl, closely veiled from head to foot and helped by her women servants and friends, is made to stand on a low stool before the boy face to face near the marriage altar and a yellow sheet marked with the lucky cross or nandi is held between them by the priests, who repeat verses and throw yellow rice at the couple, crying Sāvdhan or Beware. At the lucky moment, the astrologer claps his hands and guns are fired; the priests draw aside the curtain, the musicians redouble their noise, and the priests and the women guests throw yellow rice over the pair.

A short time before the lucky moment, one of the priests hands a little yellow rice to the men guests in the hall, and when the pair are wedded another priest gathers it from the men guests in a dish and pours it over the heads of the pair. The girl's maternal uncle or some other near male relation takes the girl's right hand and gives it to the boy who clasps it fast in both his hands. The priest lays both his hands over those of the boy and the girl and mutters verses. The girl's father lays sandal, flowers, rice, burnt frankincense, and sweetmeats before the betelnut Ganpati and the waterpot Varun, and pours water from the waterpot over the clasped hands of the boy and the girl, and this completes the girl-giving or kanyādān. The boy lets the girl's hand go and the priest knots together the hems of their clothes. The sacrificial fire is lit and fed with clarified butter, sesame seed, cotton stalks, and palas or other sacred wood. The couple leave their seats and perform the saptapadi or seven steps by walking seven times from right to left round the fire. They worship the family gods and the marriage is over. Next day a feast is held at the girl's house. On the morning of the feast, a few young or newly married pairs are asked to the girl's house and play in the hall the usual games of betelnut hide and seek and of turmeric-throwing. Goats and sheep are brought in, and each of the pairs is made to show their skill with the sword. The bridegroom and bride first chop off the heads of two goats and the other pairs follow them, any one who with one blow cuts the goat's head clean off being loudly applauded. On the morning of the day on which the boy is to leave for his parents' house with his wife, the boy's mother performs the ceremony of seeing the girl's face or sunmukh. Accompanied by kinswomen and friends and the family priest and music the boy's mother goes to the girl's bringing bamboo baskets with sesame and gram balls, betelnuts, cocoakernels, dates, a robe and a bodice, ornaments including the lucky marriage necklace or mangalsutra, and sweetmeats and fruit. At the girl's the family priest worships the waterpot Varun and the betelnut Ganpati, and the boy's mother dresses the girl in the clothes she has brought, puts on the ornaments, ties the marriage string round her neck, and sweetens her mouth with sugar. Then comes the basket or jhāl, that is the handing ceremony. A piece of cloth is spread in a bamboo basket, and nine dates, nine pieces of cocoa-kernel, and nine lumps of turmeric, a handful of rice, and
cooked food are put in the basket. The priest worships the basket and the boy and girl walk five times round it from right to left. The basket is set on the heads of the nearest relations of the boy and the girl and the ceremony is over. The boy, accompanied by his relations and friends, starts with his wife for his father's house and the marriage is over. Among the rich a marriage costs £50 to £100 (Rs. 500-1000), among the middle class £10 to £20 (Rs. 100-200), and among the poor £3 to £6 (Rs. 30-60). Except infants and the very poor, Maráthás burn the dead, and the chief mourners are held impure for ten days. They worship the usual Bráhmanic gods and goddesses, and their favourite deities are Bhaváni, Khandoba, and Vithoba. In honour of Bhaváni every ceremony ends with a gondhal dance. They keep the regular Bráhmanic fasts and feasts. Social disputes are settled at caste meetings, and breaches of caste rules are punished by a fine which generally takes the form of a caste dinner. Some of them send their boys to school, but as a class they are not well-to-do.

Malí, or Gardeners, are returned as numbering 24,539 and as found over the whole district. They have no subdivisions. The names in common use among men are Apá, Dhondí, Hari, Moru, and Ráma; and among women Bhíma, Koyna, Krishna, and Rálda. They look and speak like Marátha Kunbis and do not differ from them in house, food, or dress. The only distinguishing marks of Malí women are a red level line on the brow and a thick silver neck ornament called sari. Malís are hardworking, good tempered, hospitable, and thrifty. They are gardeners, husbandmen, and in Government service, and their women help them both in tilling and in selling fruit, flowers, and vegetables. Like Maráthás they keep the usual Bráhmanic fasts and feasts. Their priests are Deshasth Bráhmans who officiate at their houses. They have a spiritual teacher or gurú who lives at Mungi Paíthan and visits them once every two years. They make pilgrimages to Álandí, Jejuri, Pandharpur, and Tuljápur and believe in spirits and witchcraft. Their customs are the same as those of peasant Maráthás. They allow widow marriage, and practise polygamy but not polyandry, hold caste councils, send their boys to school, and as a class are better off than Kunbí.

Craftsmen include twenty-three classes with a strength of 98,018 or 9·55 per cent of the Hindu population. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belúrára</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barúra</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>1060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chámbhára</td>
<td>8270</td>
<td>7865</td>
<td>16105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gháddí</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanjára</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kárañjára</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Káíra</td>
<td>1636</td>
<td>1449</td>
<td>3085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koshtí</td>
<td>4435</td>
<td>4194</td>
<td>8629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumbhára</td>
<td>6834</td>
<td>5967</td>
<td>12801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loára</td>
<td>3621</td>
<td>3562</td>
<td>7183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lónaría</td>
<td>1082</td>
<td>1097</td>
<td>2179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otára</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50,300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chapter III. People.
Husbandmen. Maráthás.

Craftsmen.
Beldárs, or Quarrymen, are returned as numbering 715 and as found over the whole district. They have no history or tradition of their arrival in the district or of any former home. They have no subdivisions. Their surnames are Chavhán, Mohite, Povár, Salunte, and Sinde, and people bearing the same surname do not intermarry. They are dark, dirty, and strong. They speak incorrect Maráthi and live in poor houses. Their house goods include metal and earthen vessels, blankets, and quilts all worth about £3 (Rs. 30). Their staple food consists of millet, pulse, and vegetables, and they eat fish and flesh and drink liquor. A family of five spends about 14s. (Rs. 7) on food a month and about the same amount on dress in the year. They are stone-cutters, bricklayers, lime-makers, and water carriers. They dig wells and ponds and also rear asses bullocks and buffaloes. Their women do not help them in their work. They worship the usual Bráhman and local gods and goddesses, and their family deities are Bahiroba, Jotiba of Ratnágiri, Khándoba of Jejuri, and the cholera goddess Mariá. Their priests are ordinary Deshasth Bráhmans, and their religious teachers or gurus are Gosávis. They observe the regular Hindu fasts and feasts and go on pilgrimages to Jejuri, Pandharpur, and Tuljápur. They marry their boys before they are twenty and their girls before they are twelve. Their devak or wedding guardian is a mango or umbar Ficus glomerata post fixed in the booth, to which are tied a piece of cloth containing a little red rice, a packet of betelnut and leaves, a turmeric root, and saundad leaves. The family washerwoman seats the boy in a square and rubs him with turmeric powder. She hands him a betel packet and asks him to bow before the house gods. A mutton feast is held in the evening when relations and friends are feasted. The boy is carried in procession to the girl’s accompanied by men and women relations and music, and followed by her sister with a lighted dough lamp in her hands. When he reaches the girl’s house a lemon and a cocoanut are waved round his head and cast on one side. The boy is bathed in warm water, dressed in new clothes, and, sitting with his wife near the sacrificial fire feeds it with butter, with the help of the priest. The priest then chants the marriage verses and at the end throws rice grains over their heads and the boy and girl are husband and wife. The hems of their garments are knotted together and after they have bowed before the house gods their garments are again untied. The boy and girl feed one another, and their parents exchange presents of clothes and ornaments and the priest retires. A feast is held and the boy returns in procession to his house with his wife. They allow widow marriage practise polygamy and either bury or burn the dead. The Beldárs are bound together by a strong caste feeling and settle social disputes at mass meetings of the adult male members of the caste. They do not send their boys to school and are badly off.

Buruds, or Bamboo Workers, are returned as numbering 1060 and as found over the whole district. They cannot tell when or why they came into the district or why they are considered a degraded class. They have no subdivisions and claim no relationship with any other tribe. They are dirty and hardworking, but not so
robust or strongly made as the Mhárs and Mángs. They rank higher than them and their touch is held not so polluting. They speak Maráthí and generally live inside of the village in miserable huts, and earn a living by making bamboo baskets, winnowing fans, birds’ cages, children’s cradles, and sieves. They dress like Maráthás and their staple food is grain, salt, chillies, and oil. They give dinners of meat, pulse cakes, and liquor on occasions of birth, marriage, death, and readmission into caste. Their women cook and they dine with their full dress on in plates which they bring along with them. Sometimes the guests sit singing till daybreak. A man earns 3d. to 1s. (2-8 as) and a woman 1¼d. to 4½d. (1-3 as) a day. Their monthly charges vary from 6d. to 4s. (Rs. ¼-2). When they name their children they distribute to the guests molasses or gul and betel packets and feast castewomen when a girl comes of age. They marry their children between eight and twelve spending £3 to £4 (Rs. 30-40) over the marriage, and their boys at twelve to twenty-five spending £5 to £6 (Rs. 50-60). They practise polygamy and allow widow marriage. They either bury or burn the dead spending about £1 (Rs. 10) and feast their castefellows, when a Jangam is asked to dine. Their favourite gods are Jotiba, Khandoba, and Vithoba, and they also worship their ancestors. They have images of their gods in their houses, they seldom turn ascetics, but make pilgrimages to Pandharpur and Ratnágiri. Their priests are ordinary Bráhmans whom they consult as to the child’s name and for a lucky day for a marriage, and pay 1½d. (1 a.) at a birth, 2s. (Re. 1) at a marriage, and 6d. (¼ as) at a death. The priest suffers no degradation for associating with them and they observe the usual Bráhmanic fasts and feasts. They have no headman and employ an elder to settle social disputes. A Burud’s shadow does not now-a-days pollute a high caste man. The Buruds are sending their boys to school. Some have succeeded in getting into Government service, while others go to Poona and Bombay in search of work. They are careful in money matters generally spending money in food, clothes, ornaments, and building houses. They are a declining race. Except in Sátára and other large towns where they are fairly off, they are generally very poor.

Chámbhárs, or Leather Workers, are returned as numbering 16,105 and as found over the whole district. They have no tradition of their arrival in the district or of any earlier home. They are divided into local Kunbi Chámbhárs, Dhors, Mochis, and Pardeshi-Chámbhárs who do not eat together or intermarry. Except that their habits are extremely dirty there is nothing to mark them from other low caste Hindus. Mochis and Pardeshis are found in large towns and the Pardeshis as their name implies seem to have come from Northern India. Local Kunbi Chámbhárs consider themselves and are held by others the highest class of leather workers. The Mochis make shoes, boots, and other leather articles. The village Chámbhár in return for his services receives a contribution in grain from every landholder. It is his duty every year to present a pair of shoes to the village headman and the accountant or kulkarní. In some places they hold state grant or inám and are found as cultivators. It is also their business to hold torches on the occasion of a
marriage at the house of the pātīl and of other respectable villagers. They mend the leather appliances used in husbandry and cobbled shoes. They live in poor huts outside of villages and their house gear consists of earthen wooden and metal pots. Their clothes are waistcloths, woollen blankets, turbans, waistcoats, robes, and bodices. Their daily food is grain, salt, chillies, and oil. They eat flesh but unlike Mhārs not the flesh of dead cattle, and drink liquor. They give dinners on occasions of births marriages and deaths when dishes of mutton and pulse cakes are prepared. The food is generally cooked by women and eaten by the men without taking off any of their clothes, the guests bringing their own plates. Liquor is sometimes given and the guests sometimes sit singing the whole night. Among them a man earns 3d. to 1s. (2-8 as.) and a woman 1½d. to 6½d. (1-4½ as.) a day. The monthly expenses of a poor man are about 8s. (Rs. 4) and those of a fairly well-to-do person £1 (Rs. 10). When they name their children they distribute molasses or gul and betel packets, and feast castewomen when a girl comes of age. At the betrothal the parents of the boy present the girl with clothes and ornaments. Boys in well-to-do families are married before they are sixteen and girls before they are eight, but they generally marry their girls between eight and sixteen and their boys between sixteen and twenty-five or thirty. They present the boy and girl and their parents with clothes, and feast relations and friends. Their marriage ceremonies and rites are like those of Mhārs. They allow widow marriage and practise polygamy. A girl’s wedding costs £2 to £4 (Rs. 20-40) and a boy’s £5 to £6 (Rs. 50-60). They either bury or burn their dead, but a child under two is always buried. When they bury the body it is laid in the grave with the turban and other clothes on, and the chief mourner, followed by the others of the party, throws over the corpse a handful of earth and closes the grave. When they burn, the chief mourner sets fire to the pile, walks thrice round it with an earthen water jar on his shoulders, in which a small hole has been pierced, dashes it on the ground, and beats his mouth with the palm of his hand. The funeral party bathe and return to the mourner’s house and separate. Next day the spot where the deceased was buried is levelled, or if the body was burnt the ashes are thrown into water. On the tenth day rice or wheat balls are prepared and some of them are offered to the spirit of the deceased and thrown into the water and others are left to the crows. The funeral expenses, including a feast to relations and friends, do not exceed £1 (Rs. 10). Their favourite gods are Khandoba, Jotiba, and Vithoba, whose images they have in their houses. They worship dead ancestors and snakes, and go on pilgrimage to Alandi and Pandharpur. They also worship Muhammadan saints, and have no holymen or sādhus of their own. Their priests are ordinary Deshasth Brāhmans. They are paid 1½d. (1 a.) at a birth, 9d. to 2s. (Rs. ½-1) at a marriage, and 6d. (4 as.) at a death. The Brāhman who officiates does not suffer degradation for associating with them. They keep the usual Hindu fasts and feasts. They have no headman and an old and intelligent member of the caste is always consulted in social disputes. Adultery and eating with people of lower caste
is punished with expulsion. A Chāmbhār’s shadow is not now-a-
days thought unbearable by the higher classes. Some send their
boys to school and have gained Government situations. Some go to
Poona and Bombay and other places in search of work. The
Mochis and Pardeshis are fairly off, but the Dhors and village
Chāmbhārs do little more than earn a living.

Ghisa’dis, or Tinkers, are returned as numbering 243, and as
found over the whole district except in Khānāpur, Mān, and Vālva.
They have no tradition of their origin or of their arrival in the
district. They have no subdivisions and claim no relationship with
other tribes. Their surnames are Chaván, Padvarkar, Povār, and
Sālunke. They are dirty, extravagant and hardworking, and in
house, dress, and food resemble cultivating Marāthās. They are
strong and robust and sharpen knives, clean sword blades, and make
sword sheaths and iron tools. They earn 1¼ d. to 1s. (1-8 as.) a day
and their monthly expenses vary from 8s. to £1 (Rs. 4-10). They
marry their girls between eight and twelve and their boys between
twelve and twenty-five. They spend £3 to £4 (Rs. 30-40) on a
girl’s marriage and £5 to £6 (Rs. 50-60) on a boy’s. They allow
widow marriage and polygamy. They bury their dead, spending
about £1 (Rs. 10). Their family god is Khandoba of Jejur but
they worship all Brāhmanic and local gods and goddesses and
have images of their gods in their houses. They go on pilgrimage
to Jejur, Pandharpur, and Tuljāpur, and keep the usual Hindu
fasts and feasts. Their priests are the ordinary Marātha Brāhmins
whom they greatly respect. They pay their priests 1¼ d. (1 a.) at a
birth, 2s. (Re. 1) at a marriage, and 6d. (4 as.) at a death. One of
their elders settles their social disputes. Some of them send their
boys to school and a few have succeeded in gaining Government
employment; others go to Poona, Bombay, and other places in search
of work. They are a poor class and sunk in debts.

Kanjā’ris, or Weaving Brushmakers, are returned as numbering
two but others seem to have been entered under some other head as
they are found in Sātāra, Karād, Khānāpur, Mān, and Tāsgaon.
They have no tradition of their origin or of their arrival in the
district, and have no connection with any other tribe. Their
surnames are Bhayās, Ghoyar, Mulayā, and Sankat; and families
bearing the same surname do not intermarry. Their names are either
Hindu or Muhammadan, the men’s Babāji, Bhāu, Gulu, Hājji, and
Sultān; and the women’s Chunyia, Ganga, Punji, Multāni, and Juli.
They look like Mhāpars and Māngs, are dark and middle sized, and
the men wear short or long beards and moustaches. They speak
both Marāthi and Hindustāni and wander in gangs of twenty or
twenty-five. Like Kolhātis they change camp every fifteen days and
carry their goods on donkeys. They live in tents and except
earthen pots have no furniture. Their staple food is millet bread
and vegetables, but they eat fish and flesh, drink liquor, and
smoke hemp. The men dress in short trousers, a waistcoat, a
shouldercloth, a Marātha turban, and shoes. The women wear the
Marātha robe and bodice, tie the hair in a knot behind the head,
and do not deck their heads with flowers or use false hair. The men
gain their living by begging, and making ropes and weavers’ brushes,
and the women are beggars and thieves but not prostitutes. They are notorious thieves and are always under the eye of the police. They consider themselves higher than Chámbhárs, Dheds, Mángs, Mhárs, or Musalmáns, and say they do not eat from their hands. Their gods are Thákur and Nál Sáheb, and they have no images in their houses. They do not ask Bráhmans to officiate at their houses, have no religious head, and undertake no pilgrimages. For a woman's first confinement they build a new hut, and the confined woman engages no midwife, herself cuts the child's navel-cord and buries it in the hut in a hole along with the after-birth. For five days the mother and child bathe in hot water and in the evening of the fifth they name the child and treat castemen to liquor worth 2s. (Re. 1). When a marriage is settled the boy's father gives the castemen 5s. (Rs. 2½) and the girl's father 3s. (Rs. 1½), and it is spent in treating the caste to liquor. They make marriage booths at both the boy's and the girl's houses and tie bunches of mango leaves to a bamboo post. In the evening they treat the castemen to a dinner of mutton and pulse cakes. On the morning of the marriage day, at their homes, the boy and girl are rubbed with turmeric, and in the evening the boy is seated on horseback and taken in procession to the girl's. Here the boy and girl are made to stand side by side and an elderly casteman throws unhusked rice on their heads and they are husband and wife. The guests are given a dinner of rice and curds and the day's proceedings are over. On the fifth day the boy is seated on the shoulders of the girl's father and the girl on those of the boy's father and they go round the booth five times. A wheat bread and molasses dinner is given, and the two families exchange clothes, the boy walks with his bride to her new home, and the marriage ceremony is over. Kanjáris allow widow marriage and practise polygamy but know nothing of polyandry. The married are burnt and the unmarried buried. After death hot water is poured over the body and it is laid on a bier, covered with a sheet and with redpowder. It is carried to the burning ground and is either buried or burnt. They observe no mourning except feasting the caste on the third and seventh day on rice and pulse. They have a headman called Mukha who settles social disputes at caste meetings. They do not send their boys to school and are very poor.

Ka'ranjkars, or Fountain Makers, also called Dalsingars and Jingars, apparently Saddle-makers, are returned as numbering 604 and as found all over the district except in Jávli. They say they came into the district from Bijápúr during the time of Aurangzeb, and that the founder of their caste was Muktadev. The men are dark with regular features, and wear the topknot and moustache, but neither the beard nor whiskers. The women are good-looking, tie the hair in a knot behind the head, rub redpowder on their brows, and deck their heads with flowers. Their home speech is Maráthi, they live in middle class houses, eat fish and flesh, drink liquor, and dress like Marátha Bráhmans. They are clean, neat, orderly, hardworking and intelligent, and follow almost all callings. They make lances, guns, swords, saddle-cloths, marriage head ornaments, metal pots, and fans, bind books, lacquer bed-posts
and walking sticks, and make and mend padlocks and watches. They worship the usual Brāhmanic and local gods and goddesses and their family gods are Ambābāi of Tuljāpur, Kālubāi of Shāhpur in Sátāra, and Khandoba of Jejuri. Their priests are Marātha Brāhmans whom they greatly respect. On the fifth day after the birth of a child they lay sandal, turmeric, vermillion, flowers, burnt incense and sweetmeat before the goddess Satvāi and offer her cooked food. On the seventh they again worship the goddess Satvāi and offer her wet gram. Their tenth and twelfth day ceremonies are the same as those of Dēshasth Brāhmans. They gird a boy with the sacred thread before he is ten. They marry their girls before they are ten and their boys before they are twenty-five. They burn their dead, hold caste councils, send their boys to school, and are a poor but steady class.

Kāsārs, or Bangle Makers, are returned as numbering 3085 and as found over the whole district. They are divided into Kāsārs and Bāngads who eat together and intermarry. They are fair, middle sized, and thin. They speak Marāthi and most of them live in houses of the better sort, one or two storeys high, with brick walls and tiled roofs. Their staple food is millet, rice, and vegetables, and they deny that they eat fish or flesh or drink liquor. They also declare they eat from the hands of no one but Brāhmans. They dress like Brāhmans except that some of them fold their turbans like Marāthas. They are hardworking, thrifty, and orderly. They make and sell brass and copper vessels and put glass bangles on women’s wrists. Some of them sell needles, thread, and miscellaneous articles, small wooden and tin boxes, glass and wooden beads, combs, dolls, and looking glasses. Others are moneylenders, cultivators, and Government servants. They worship the usual local and Brāhmanic gods and goddesses, and observe the regular fasts and festivals, and never dine without bowing before their house images. Their priests are ordinary Marātha Brāhmans whom they highly respect. A woman goes to her father’s for her first confinement. The goddess Satvāi is worshipped on the fifth day after a birth and her image is tied round the child’s neck. The mother and child are impure for ten days. On the twelfth some elderly woman names the child. Boys have their hair cut with scissors before they are one year old, and are girt with the sacred thread before they are eight. They marry their girls before they are ten and their boys before they are twenty-five. They allow widow marriage, practise polygamy, and except children who are buried burn the dead, and mourn ten days. They settle social disputes at caste meetings and readmit those who have been put out of caste on paying a fine, which is spent in a caste feast. They send their boys to school but take them away as soon as they have learnt to read and write a little and a fair knowledge of arithmetic. Such of them as deal in pots are generally well-to-do and live in houses of the better sort; those who deal in bangles are poorer.

Koshtis, or Weavers, are returned as numbering 8632 and as found over the whole district. They are believed to have originally come from Paithan and are divided into Marātha Koshtis and
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Lingáyat Koshtis who neither eat together nor intermarry. They are dark, middle-sized, and weak, and speak Maráthi. Their houses are poor, and, besides a couple of handlooms, their house goods include some earthen and a few metal vessels. The Lingáyat Koshtis are strict vegetarians, and the Maráthá Koshtis eat fish and flesh and drink liquor. Both classes dress like Maráthá Kunbis. The Lingáyatss wear the ling but not openly, hiding it in their turbans or waistcloth, or leaving it in some safe place in the house. The ling is given them by Jangams who are their priests and are worshipped by Koshtis on marriage occasions. They are sober thrifty and hardworking. They are weavers, a few cultivators, and others day-labourers, and are helped in their work by their women. The Lingáyat Koshtis worship Shiv only, while the Maráthás worship the usual local and Bráhman gods and goddesses and keep the regular fasts and feasts. The priests of the Maráthás are Bráhmans who conduct their marriages, while at the marriages of Lingáyat Koshtis both Bráhmans and Jangams officiate although the Jangams only are their priests. The customs of the Maráthás are the same of those of Maráthá Kunbis. The Lingáyatss bury their dead and observe no mourning, while the Maráthás burn their dead and they hold mourners impure for ten days. They have no headman and settle social disputes at caste meetings. Koshtis send their boys to school till they can read and write a little Maráthi. Their craft is falling owing to the competition of machine-made cloth and the Koshtis have taken to tillage and day labour. They are a falling people.

Kumbhárs, or Potters, are returned as numbering 12,321 and as found over the whole district. They say the founder of their caste was the sage Kumbh. They have no subdivisions. They look like cultivating Maráthás, and cannot be told from them except for their dirty mud-stained clothes. Their home tongue is Maráthi and they live in poor houses. Their staple food is millet, rice, and vegetables, and they occasionally eat fish and flesh and drink liquor rather freely. They dress like cultivating Maráthás and are hardworking, thrifty, hospitable, and orderly. They make tiles, bricks, and earthen pots and figures of men and animals. Though their appliances are most simple, they are expert in making neat and partially ornamented articles. All the members of the family help in the work. In villages the potters are included in the village staff and provide the villagers with earthen pots for which they are paid in grain at harvest time. In some villages they still hold land. They worship the usual local and Brámanic gods and goddesses and their family deities are Mahádev of Singnapur and Jagadamba whose shrine is in the old fort of Sátára. They keep the regular Hindu fasts and festivals and their priests are village Bráhmans whom they greatly respect. Among them a girl’s father has to look out for a husband for his daughter. When one is found, a day before the marriage the boy and girl are rubbed with turmeric at their homes. The married women with music go to the waste lands and bring mango, jambhul, and fig leaves and tie them to a post in the booth. On the marriage day at both houses relations are feasted
on mutton, and the boy is seated on a horse and taken in procession to the girl's. On his way he alights at the village Márti's when five men pelt him with balls of wheat flour. He bows before the god, goes to the girl's house, and stands at the entrance of the booth. A relative of the girl's comes out, waves a cocoanut round his head, and dashes it on the ground. The boy alights, goes into the booth, and bathes. The Bráhman priest spreads half a pound of rice in the booth and on the rice sets five betel packets. Over each packet he places a copper, a piece of dry cocoa-kernel, and a turmeric root. The boy and girl stand on each side of the square facing each other and two near relations hold a cloth or ndichashele between them with three turmeric streaks traced in the middle of it. Red rice grains are handed round among the guests and the priest repeats the marriage verses, and at the end the guests throw the rice grains over the boy's and girl's heads, and they are husband and wife. The boy and girl now sit down and the girl's father washes the boy's feet. The priest ties together the hems of the boy's and girl's clothes and they are seated on the altar. Marriage brow-horns or bashings are tied round their brows, and the girl's father presents the boy with a metal waterpot, a cup, and a dish. A Bhát generally of the Marátha caste, recites verses and at the end along with the guests throws rice grains over the boy's and girl's heads. Presents of clothes are exchanged between the two houses and a dinner by the girl's parents ends the day. Next day a winnowing fan is filled with a couple of cocoanuts, a pound of rice, fourteen dough lamps, and an equal number of wafer biscuits, betelnuts, turmeric roots, and pieces of cocoa-kernel, and twenty-five betel leaves, and, while the priest repeats verses, the fan is laid on the heads of the boy and girl and their near relatives. The priest retires with his marriage fee of 2s. 6d. (Rs. 1½) and the guests are treated to a dinner. The boy returns home with his bride in a procession and a dinner is held. Next day the boy and girl are bathed and while bathing splash one another with turmeric water and rub each other with turmeric paste. Female guests also throw turmeric water, powder, and water mixed with filth and mud. A feast ends the marriage festivities. Except that they burn vâdång or prickly pear under the mother's cot and give her kâtâbâl to increase her milk their birth customs are the same as those of the Maráthas. On the fifth day they worship the goddess Sattâi and kill a goat in her name. On the seventh they repeat the worship but offer no goat. On the twelfth they cradle the child, name it, slaughter a goat, and feast castemen. They either bury or burn the dead, and, except that the daughter or daughter-in-law waves a lighted lamp round the deceased's face at the time of laying the body on the bier, their customs do not differ from those of Marâthas. The chief mourner does not get his moustache shaved and each member of the funeral party lays five pebbles on the spot where they halt while carrying the body to the burning ground. They have a headman called mhebrya who settles social disputes at caste meetings. They do not send their boys to school and are poor.

Lohárs, or Blacksmiths, are returned as numbering 5193 and as found over the whole district. They say they came into the
district about ten generations ago but from where they cannot tell. Their surnames are Jadhav, Kavre, Magdum, Nikam, and Povar, and families bearing the same surname eat together but do not intermarry. The names in common use among men are Babaji, Balya, Govinda, Niru, and Santa; and among women Bhagu, Jana, Koyni, and Lakshumi. They look like Kunbis, are dark, strong, robust, and regular featured. They speak Marathi and live in middle class houses. Their staple food is millet and vegetables. They occasionally eat fish and flesh, and when they can afford it drink to excess. Both men and women dress like Marathas, are hard-working, and work as blacksmiths and repair field tools. They earn 6d. to 1s. (as. 4–8) a day. They worship the ordinary Brahmanic and local gods and goddesses and their family deities are Bhavani, Khandoba, and Vithoba. Their priests are the ordinary village Brahmans who officiate at their houses. They wear the sacred thread, but perform no ceremony at the time of putting it on. Their marriage customs are the same as those of Kunbis, and they pay their priests 2s. to 4s. (Rs. 1–2) for conducting their marriages. Except children they burn their dead and hold the deceased’s family unclean for ten days. They allow widow marriage, practise polygamy, know nothing of polyandry, and believe in spirits and witchcraft. They settle social disputes at caste meetings. They do not send their boys to school and are scarcely able to maintain themselves and their families.

Lonaris, or Cement Makers, are returned as numbering 2119 and as found over the whole district except in Patan. They have no subdivisions; some of their surnames are Chavre, Dhané, Gite, Kâle, and Rângat; and families bearing the same surname do not intermarry. They do not differ from Marathas in appearance, speech, dwelling, food, or dress, and are dirty but hardworking. They make cement, sell charcoal and firewood, and serve as day labourers. They are helped in their work by their women and children. Their priests are Deshasth Brahmans, and their family deities are At Bhavani of Tuljapur, Khandoba of Jejuri, and Brahmanath and Yallama of the Karnatak. They worship the regular local and Brahmanic gods and goddesses, keep the usual fasts and feasts, and in no way differ in religion from Kunbis. Except that at the time of marriage the boy and girl are made to stand in bamboo baskets, their customs are the same as those of Marathas. Lonaris are badly off hardly able to maintain themselves and their families. They do not send their boys to school.

Otaris, or Casters, are returned as numbering 236 and as found all over the district. They have no divisions, look like Marathas and speak Marathi. They live in ordinary middle sized houses with walls of brick and tiled roofs. Their staple food is millet and vegetables and occasionally rice, fish, mutton, and liquor. Both men and women dress like Marathas. They are hardworking, making and selling brass pots, jingling bells, toe rings, and images of Hindu gods and of animals. Their women help them in their calling. They worship the usual local and Brahmanic gods and goddesses, and their family deities are Ambabai of Aundh, Jotiba of Ratnagiri, Khandoba
of Jejuri, and Siddhoba of Mhasvad. Their priests are village Brahmans to whom they pay great respect. They keep the ordinary fasts and festivals and make pilgrimages to Alandi, Benares, Jejuri, Nasik, Pandharpur, and Tuljapur. They believe in sorcery, witchcraft, soothsaying, omens, and lucky and unlucky days, and consult oracles. They are bound together as a body, and send their boys to school. Their calling is well paid and they earn enough to keep themselves and their families in comfort.

Patharvats, or Stone Dressers, are returned as numbering 191 and as found over the whole district except in Karad and Koregaon. They have no divisions. They are dark and strong. They speak Marathi and live in houses with brick walls and tiled roofs. Their staple food is millet, pulse, and vegetables, and they eat fish and flesh and drink liquor. Both men and women dress like Kunbis. The women's ornaments are for the neck the gold-buttoned necklace or mangalsutra worth 16s. (Rs. 8) and the vajratik worth £2 (Rs. 20), for the hands silver wristlets or gots worth £1 (Rs. 10), and for the feet silver anklets or tote worth £5 to £10 (Rs. 50-100) and toe rings worth 16s. (Rs. 8). They are hardworking orderly and hospitable. They are stone masons and make stone images of gods and animals and men. They make grindstones, rollers, and handmills. Their women do not help them in their work. They worship the usual local and Brahmanic gods and goddesses, and keep the regular fasts and festivals. Their family deities are Bhavani Khandoba and Vithoba, and their priests who conduct their marriage and death ceremonies belong to their own caste. They believe in sorcery, witchcraft, soothsaying, omens, and lucky and unlucky days, and consult oracles. They marry their girls before they are sixteen, and their boys before they are twenty-five. Among them the boy's father has to look out for a wife for his son. When he finds a fitting girl both the boy's and girl's fathers go to the village astrologer who compares the horoscopes and approves of the match if he thinks it will be lucky. If the girl's father is well-to-do, he performs his daughter's marriage at his own expense. If he is unable to bear the marriage charges, the boy's father pays him £4 to £5 (Rs. 40-50) as the price of the girl and persuades him to accept the offer. When both fathers agree, on a lucky day the boy's father with one or two friends visits the girl's house and presents her with a green robe and bodice and sometimes with a pair of silver chains if his means allow. The girl's father welcomes the guests and they are seated. The girl is dressed in the suit of clothes presented to her by the boy's father, and bows before him. The boy's father marks her brow with vermillion and lays a coconut in her hands. She bows before the house gods, guests, and elders, and a feast to the guests ends the betrothal or mûgni. Betel is served to the guests and they leave. Booths are raised before the houses of both the boy and girl and the village astrologer or Joshi names a lucky day for the marriage. A day or two before the marriage, an axe and five tree-leaves or pânech pâlvis, the leaves of the ámba Mangifera indica, the unbar Ficus glomerata, the saundad Prospis spicigera, the jâmhuul Syzigium jambolanum, and the rui Calotropis gigantea, are tied to a booth-post called the first post or muhurstmedh, as the marriage
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guardian or devak and worshipped with the usual offerings of turmeric paste, rice, betel, and cooked food. The boy and girl each at their homes, are seated on a low stool placed in a wheat square marked by the priest, and rubbed with turmeric by a lucky married girl who is named by the priest. They are then bathed and their brows are hung with a network of flowers and the turmeric rubbing ends with a feast called haldiche jeean or the turmeric feast to friends and kinsfolk. Next morning sandal, flowers, and wheat cakes are set before the family gods and the family-god worship or devkārya is complete. Invitations are sent to friends and relations. The bridegroom is dressed in rich clothes and taken on horseback to the bride's with music and friends. He halts on his way at the temple of the village Māruti, bows to the god, lays before him a copper and betel packet, again bows and asks his blessing. The girl's people meet him at the temple and present him with a turban or waistcloth. The bridegroom mounts his horse and rides to the girl's with music and friends and kinsmen. When he reaches the booth, a lemon and cocoanut are waved round his head and thrown on one side. He is then allowed to dismount and taken to a low stool set in a wheat square marked by the priest. As the lucky moment draws near, the bride comes out and stands facing the bridegroom, the priests hold a curtain marked with the lucky cross or naṇḍi between them, and repeat marriage verses. The astrologer tells the lucky moment, the priests remove the curtain, the guests throw red rice over the couple's heads, and they are husband and wife. The pair then walk into the house, bow before the house gods, and are fed from the same dish of sweet food. When the meal is over they are seated on the raised altar or bahule, and their clothes are knotted together. Music plays and the priest marks their brows with vermilion and sticks rice grains on it. The other guests follow each waving a copper coin and throwing it in a dish placed at the foot of the altar. At last the shens or grain-sticking ceremony is over, the bridegroom's party are treated to a dinner, and retire for the night. Next day the robe ceremony or sīda is performed at the bride's, when their fathers-in-law present the pair with suits of clothes and ornaments, and the couple go to the bridegroom's house with music and friends. The marriage guardians are bowed out and a feast and a return feast at the houses of the bridegroom and the bride complete the ceremony. Pātharvats allow child and widow marriage, practise polygamy, and know nothing of polyandry. At a widow marriage, the suitor gives the widow a robe and bodice for herself and a turban and £2 10s. (Rs. 25) in cash for her father. On a lucky night the priest visits her house and conducts the ceremony about one hundred yards outside of the house in the presence of five or six men friends of the couple. The couple are seated on low stools in a wheat square marked by the priest, their brows are marked with vermilion, and rice grains are stuck on it, and they bow before the priest. The widow puts on toerings or jodeis but she is not allowed to wear the lucky necklace or mangalsutra. Married women are not allowed to see her for three days, after which a feast to friends and relations completes the ceremony. When a girl comes of age, she sits apart
for three days, and on the fourth is bathed, and her lap filled with rice and a cocoanut. On the seventh or tenth day, she is dressed in a new robe and bodice, her brow is decked with flowers, and rice cocoanut betel and fruit are laid in her lap. Friends and kinsfolk are treated to a dinner and the age-coming ceremony is over. Women as a rule go to their parents for their first confinement. When a woman is brought to bed a midwife is called in. She digs a bath-hole or nádni in the lying-in room, cuts the child’s navel-cord, puts it in an earthen vessel, and buries it in the bath-hole. The mother and child are daily bathed in warm water, rubbed with turmeric and oil, and laid on a cot, under which a firepot is set and sweet fennel or badishap and Ligasticum ajwën or oure are burnt in the firepot. On the fifth night an embossed gold or silver image of Satváiiś laid on a low stool in the lying-in room, and flowers, turmeric paste, vermilion, coco-kernels, betel, burnt frankincense, and cooked rice, pulse, and vegetables are set before the low stool. The mother with the child in her arms bows before the goddess and next day the image is tied round the child’s neck. On the twelfth the mother’s impurity is over, the house is cowdunged and the mother’s clothes are washed, new bangles are put round her wrists and she is dressed in a new robe and bodice. Women neighbours and friends meet at the mother’s, lay rice and a cocoanut in her lap, present the child with a hood or kunchi, sing songs, and cradle and name the child. The guests are treated to a dinner; betel and boiled gram are served to them, and they withdraw. They burn or bury their dead and mourn ten days. The dead is bathed in warm water, dressed in a white sheet, and laid on a bier. If the deceased is a married woman she is dressed in a green robe and bodice. A roll of betel and a piece of gold are put into the dead mouth, the body is tied fast to the bier and covered with a white sheet, redpowder and betel leaves are thrown over the bier, and some married girl of the house, either a daughter or a daughter-in-law, waves lights round the dead, and with a low bow withdraws. The corpse-bearers tie a copper and a small cake to the hem of the shroud, lift the bier, and follow the chief mourner who takes the lead carrying the firepot hung from a string. On their way to the funeral ground, the mourners halt, throw the copper coin and the bread that were tied in the shroud to one side of the road, change places, lift the bier, and walk straight to some stream or river where they burn or bury the dead according to the chief mourner’s means. The chief mourner has his head except the topknot and his face shaved. The funeral rites are over and the mourners bathe and go home. On the third day they gather the ashes of the dead and throw them into the river or stream. The chief mourner washes the spot where the dead was burned or buried with cowdung, sets a stone in the name of the dead at the place, lays sandal paste, flowers, vermilion, rice, burnt frankincense, and food before the stone and withdraws a little to see whether the crows touch the food. At last he bathes and returns home, and a caste feast ends the ceremony. Pátharvats do not ask Deshasth Bráhmans to their houses, but priests of their own class conduct their ceremonies, and receive a pair of shoes and 2s. (Re. 1) in cash at every death rite. When a woman dies in
childbed, she receives every mark of honour which a married woman ought to have. While she is being carried to the funeral ground, a man closely follows the corpse-bearers strewing the path with rāla Panicum italicum seed that the spirit of the dead may not return and haunt the living. Pātharvats have a caste council and a headman called Mhetre, and settle social disputes at caste meetings. Breaches of social rules are punished with fines which take the form of caste feasts. They send their boys to school but do not keep them long at school or take to new pursuits. They are a steady class.

Patvekars, or Tassel Makers, are returned as numbering 146 and as found only in Pātan and Sātāra. They say they came originally from Gujarāt about two hundred years ago in search of work. They have no divisions. Their surnames are Kabáde, Kutāre, Pová, Shálgar, and Shirálkar. The names of their family stocks are Bháradváj, Gautam, Káshyap, and Náradik, and families of the same surname and stock cannot intermarry. The names of the men are Bobása, Lákshumansa, Mániksa, and Tukárámsa; and of the women Bhágiríthi, Chandra, Koyna, and Yámana. They look like high caste Hindus, the men keeping the top-knot and moustache but not the beard. Their home tongue is Gujaráti, but with others they speak Maráthi. They live in houses of the better sort, one or two storeys high, and own metal pots, cots, boxes, and bedding. They keep servants and have cows, bullocks, ponies, and goats. Their staple food is rice, pulse, and vegetables, and they are fond of sour and pungent dishes. They say they eat mutton once a year on the Dasara in September-October, and on no other occasion. They drink liquor. The men dress in a waistcloth, a coat, a turban or a cap, and a pair of shoes, and the women in a full Marátha robe and bodice, and mark their brows with redpowder. They do not wear false hair, and their girls deck their heads with flowers. They are a hardworking, simple, quiet, and hospitable people. They are silk workers, make and dye silk threads for necklaces and jewelry and horse and palanquin trappings, and go hawking them from village to village. They worship all the usual local and Br̄āhmanic gods and goddesses and their chief family goddess is the Jagadamba of Tulájāpur to whom they make vows. Their family priests are village Br̄āhmans and their religious teacher is a Br̄āhman named Gopálnáth. They allow widow marriage, practise polygamy, and burn the dead. They hold caste councils and settle social disputes at caste meetings. They send their boys to school and are a steady people.

Rangāris, or Dyers, are returned as numbering thirty-five and as found in Karád, Khánápur, Sātāra, Tāsgaon, and Válva. They have no divisions, speak Maráthi, are fair and good-looking, clean in their habits, sober, and hardworking. They do not differ from Maráthás in house, food, or dress. They prepare colours and print and dye cloth, and their women help in their work. They allow widow marriage and polygamy. Their family gods are Bahiroba, Khandoba, and Vithoba, and their priests are ordinary Marátha Br̄āhmans. They hold caste councils. They send their boys to school but keep them at school only for a short time. They are a prosperous class.
Ra’uls, or Tape Makers, are returned as numbering 203 and as found over the whole district except in Jávli, Koregaon, and Mán. They have no divisions. Their surnames are Chaturbhuj, Ghág, Jádhav, Povár, and Sankpál, and persons bearing the same surname do not intermarry. The names in common use among men are Ambarináth, Káshináth, Raghunáth, and Rangnáth; and among women Bhágú, Ganga, Koyna, and Rakhma. They are hardworking, frugal, and respectful. Begging is their hereditary calling, but they weave strips of coarse cloth, tape, and sacking. They are bound together by a strong caste-feeling, send their boys to school, and are poor.¹

Sálís, or Weavers, are returned as numbering 3468 and as found over the whole district. They say that according to their sacred books the founder of their caste was Sumant who was born from the mouth of Parmeshvar or the Supreme Being. One day Parmeshvar asked Sumant to give him a piece of cloth to wear. As Sumant had none, the Almighty prayed to the minor gods who became instruments of weaving and for this reason weaving tools have the names of gods and sages. Sális are divided into Lingáyat and Marátha Sakul or Good-familied Sális. The Maráthás are dark, of middle stature and ordinary strength, and their home tongue is Maráthi. They live in houses one or two storeys high with walls of brick and tiled roofs. Their staple food is millet, but they eat fish and flesh and drink liquor. Both men and women dress like Maráthás and are patient hardworking and orderly. Their hereditary calling is weaving and dealing in cotton and woollen cloths such as waistcloths and blankets. Their family gods are Bhaváni of Tuljápur, Khandoba of Páli, and Mahádev of Singnapur. Their priests are the ordinary village Bráhmans, and their marriage and other customs and rites do not differ from those of the Poona Sális.² They have no headman and settle social disputes at caste meetings. They send their boys to school for a short time. Their craft is falling and they are in straitened circumstances.

Sangars, or Wool-weavers, are returned as numbering 2837 and as found over the whole district. They have no divisions, speak Maráthi, and look like Kumbis. They live in houses with walls of brick and tiled roofs. Their houses contain nothing except a few metal and clay pots, a couple of blankets, and a cot or two. They eat fish and flesh and drink liquor. Their staple food is millet vegetables and pulse. Both men and women dress like Maráthás. They are hardworking, frugal, and hospitable but dirty. Their hereditary calling is weaving and selling blankets. They worship the usual local and Bráhmanic gods and goddesses, and their family deities are Bhaváni of Tuljápur and Khandoba of Jejuri and Páli. Their family priests are the ordinary village Bráhmans. They believe in spirits and witchcraft. Their religious teachers are Jangams who officiate at their houses along with village Bráhmans. They worship the goddess Satváí on the fifth day after childbirth and

¹ Details of Raúl customs are given in the Poona Statistical Account.
² Details of Sális are given in the Poona Statistical Account.
name the child on the twelfth. Among them a boy’s father has to look out for a wife for his son, and when one is found, both the boy’s and girl’s fathers learn from the village astrologer whether the stars favour the match. If the astrologer says the stars favour the match, the boy’s father presents the girl with a new green robe and bodice, a rupee, and a coconut, and rubs her brow with red powder. A dinner to castemen is given at the joint expense of both the fathers. From a day to three years after comes the marriage. Booths are built in front of both houses, and the boy and girl are rubbed with turmeric at their houses. Their marriage guardian or devak is the five-tree leaves or panch palvis, the mango, umbar, saundad, jamkhul, and rui. On the marriage day, while on his way to the girl’s, the boy goes to the village temple, lays his dagger before the god, and swears that he may forsake his dagger but never his wife. He lays a packet of betel before the god, and taking back the dagger goes in procession to the girl’s, and takes his stand before the door of the booth. One of the girl’s kinsmen waves a lemon and a coconut round the boy’s head and the boy dismounts and walks into the booth. The boy and girl are then bathed and, dressing in new clothes, stand facing each other. Behind them stand their maternal uncles with knives daggers or other weapons in their hands; the Brahman priest repeats marriage verses, and, at the end, along with the guests throws rice over the boy’s and girl’s heads. The hems of their clothes are knotted together and the boy and girl are taken before the house gods. While bowing before the gods, the boy robs an image and hides it about his person, and does not give it back until his mother-in-law gives him a new waistcloth. The boy and girl dine in front of the house gods, and go and take their seats on an earthen altar raised in a corner of the booth. The brows of the couple are rubbed with red powder and turmeric on which rice grains are stuck and in the evening proceedings end with a feast. A day or two after, the boy goes back in procession to his house with his bride, musicians, and relatives and friends, and, after a feast, the guests retire. When a girl comes of age they seat her by herself for four days and on the fifth fill her lap with fruit and present her with a new green robe and bodice. Sangars allow widow marriage and polygamy. They either bury or burn their dead, their funeral priests being Jagams. They hold the family of the deceased impure for three days, and, on the morning of the fourth, they sip cow’s urine and are pure. They hold caste councils, send their boys to school for a short time, and are a poor class.

Shimpis, or Tailors, are returned as numbering 9664 and as found over the whole district. They are divided into Jain Shimpis and Namdev Shimpis. The Jain Shimpis get their name from their religion and the Namdevs from the poet and saint Namdev.1 The Jain Shimpis are a small body found in Karad, Tasgaon, and Valva.

1 Namdev, one of the oldest Maratha poets, seems to have lived in the fourteenth century. He belonged to the Varkari panth or day-keeping sect, and was a great worshipper of Vithoba of Pandharapur. Details are given in the Ahmadnagar Statistical Account.
who do not eat or marry with the Nâмdevs. The home tongue of the Jains is Gujarâti and of the Nâmdevs Marâthi. They are clean and neat and their women are dark thin and regular-featured. The men wear the topknot and moustache but neither whiskers nor the beard. They live in houses with walls of brick and tiled roofs. Nâmdev Shimpis eat fish and flesh and drink liquor, but the Jains are strict vegetarians. Both dress like Brâhmans, the men in waistcloth, coat, turban, and shoes, and the women in the full Marâthi robe and bodice. They are hardworking, sober, and hospitable. They sew and sell cloth and lend money on interest. Their women help them in sewing clothes and in some of the larger towns a few have begun to make use of sewing machines. Their manners and customs are the same as those of the Poona Jain and Nâmdev Shimpis. Except children they burn their dead. The Jains worship Pârâsnâth, and the Nâmdevs worship the usual local and Brâhmanic gods and goddesses and their priests are the ordinary village Brâhmans. Their chief god is Vîthoba of Pandharpur and they make periodical pilgrimages to his temple. They dine either in silk or woollen waistcloths and settle social disputes at caste meetings. They send their boys to school and are a well-to-do class.

Sonařs, or Goldsmiths, are returned as numbering 8231 and as found in all towns and large villages. Some have come into the district from Gujarât, the Bombay Karnâtak, and Madras, and others belong to the district. These divisions neither eat together nor intermarry. There is nothing remarkable in their appearance. The men wear the topknot and moustache and no beard. The home tongue of the different Sonârs is the language of their country, but with others all speak incorrect Marâthi. They have a slang language known to themselves only which they use in presence of their customers. Most live in one-storeyed houses with walls of brick and stone. They generally have no servants in their houses but in their shops are helped by men of their own caste. Their ordinary food is millet, rice, pulse, and vegetables, and when they can afford them fish, flesh, and liquor. They take their meals between ten and twelve in the morning and seven and ten in the evening. With them as with other castes the opportunities for feasts are holidays, marriages, and other family ceremonies, and the arrival of important guests. On such occasions their chief dishes are cakes or balls, and their feasts cost £2 10s. to £3 (Rs. 25 - 30) the hundred guests. They dress like Marâthia Brâhmans and only a few have a store of such rich clothes as silk robes and shawls. They are neat, clean, hardworking, and skilful. They work in gold and silver and also set gems and other precious stones. They are proverbially dishonest. It is the general belief that gold or silver passing through a goldsmith’s hands not only loses weight but becomes mixed with base metal. The men work from six to twelve and again from two to eight. The women do nothing but home work. Boys up to eight go to school, and after eight work in their fathers’ shops. Their tools cost them 12s. to £5 (Rs. 6-50) and they earn 16s. to £2 (Rs. 8-20) a month. Many are taking to other than their hereditary calling. Some are writers and others
petty moneylenders, and moneychangers. Their calling depends on the prosperity of the people and since the 1876-77 famine, the Satara goldsmiths have had less than their former amount of employment. Even skillful workmen find it difficult to keep themselves in comfort. They are either Shaivs or Vaishnavas and have images of their gods in their houses. Their priests generally belong to their own caste, but when a priest of their own caste is not available they employ Deshasth or other Brahmans. Of late the Sonars who term themselves Mukhmasi Brahmans, or Brahmans sprung from the mouth of Brahma, have taken to commit to memory the sacred verses used in religious ceremonies, but they know them and pronounce them so badly that they do not openly repeat them in presence of Brahmans. Their customs differ little from those of Brahmans. They settle social disputes either at caste meetings or by a reference to a council of caste elders. They send their boys to school and are fairly off.

Sutas, or Carpenters, are returned as numbering 11,043 and as found over the whole district. They have no divisions. They rank with or higher than Kunbis and are fairer and cleaner than Kunbis but less robust. In villages they repair field tools and are paid by the villagers in grain at harvest time. As carpenters and woodcarvers the town Sutars are good workers and are easily trained to handle European tools. Their daily wages vary from 1s. to 3s. (Rs. 1/4). The women do not help the men in their work. Their staple food is millet, pulse, and vegetables, and they do not eat fish or flesh or drink liquor. The men wear the waistcloth and coat, and the turban folded either in the Maratha or the Brahman fashion. They gird their boys with the sacred thread, the ceremony being performed by one of their own caste called guru or teacher. They practice polygamy and forbid widow marriage. Except unweaned children whom they bury they burn their dead. Their family deities are Bhavani, Khandoba, and Vithoba, and they keep the usual Hindu fasts and festivals. Their priests are Maratha Brahmans whom they consult as to the lucky moment for naming and marrying their children. They settle social disputes at caste meetings. They send their boys to school but take them away after they have learnt a little reading and writing. They are fairly off, especially town carpenters.

Telis, or Oilmen, are returned as numbering 9499 and as found over the whole district. They are divided into Lingayat and Maratha Telis who do not eat together or intermarry but do not differ much from each other in work, dress, or customs. As a rule Telis are dark well-built and robust, but dirty in their habits. They speak Marathi. They live in houses with walls of brick and tiled roofs and own metal and earthen vessels. Their staple food is millet pulse and vegetables. They dress like Marathas, and are hardworking, hospitable, quiet, and well-behaved. They press sesame, dry cocoa-kernel, and sometimes hemp seed, and sell oil and oil cakes. The Lingayats worship Mahadev only and their priests are Jangams; the Marathas worship all the usual local and Brahmanic gods and goddesses and keep the regular fasts and festivals,
and employ as priests the ordinary village Brâhmans. Except that the Lingâyats hold no cloth or antarpāt between the bride and bridegroom at the time of marriage, their marriages are the same as those of Kunbis. Both Lingâyat and Marâtha Telis hold a girl impure for four days after she comes of age, and do not touch her till she has bathed on the morning of the fifth day. Both practise widow marriage and polygamy. Unlike the Marâthás they bury their dead, and consider themselves impure for ten days. They settle social disputes at caste meetings. They turn out any one proved to have broken their social rules but let him back on paying a fine. They do not send their boys to school or take to new pursuits, but are fairly off.

Vadârs, or Earth Diggers, are returned as numbering 2388 and as found over the whole district except in Jâvli. They are divided into Mâti or Earth and Dagad or Stone Vadârs, who eat together but do not intermarry. Both Earth and Stone Vadârs are dark, strong, robust, and hardworking, but ignorant and given to drink. They have no fixed dwellings and gather wherever they hear of work. The Dagad or Stone Vadârs who quarry and break stones for building are said to have been the great hill-fort builders. They also make grind-stones. The Mâti or Earth Vadârs work in earth and dig ponds and wells. Both classes live in rude huts of mats and sticks, and eat almost anything, being notably fond of mice and rats. When they have nothing else to eat, they go rat-hunting in the fields. Their home tongue is Telugu, but with others they speak a corrupt Marâthi. The men of both classes wear a loincloth, a waistcloth, and a tattered turban, and the women the robe and bodice. Their chief deities are Bhavâni and Khandoba, and they consult Brâhmans only for a name for their children and for a lucky day for their weddings. They practise widow marriage and polygamy. They have a caste council and settle social disputes at caste meetings. They do not send their boys to school. Of late years Vadârs of both classes have found constant and highly paid employment at the great Nira water works and on the new Deccan railways. At both water and railway works Vadârs have proved the most valuable class of local workmen. They work by the piece, and both men and women are surprisingly effective. Most of their earnings go in drink.

Musicians include three classes with a strength of 11,909 or 1.16 per cent of the Hindu population. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sâtâra Musicians, 1881.</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Division</td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghadisa</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gursava</td>
<td>4920</td>
<td>4779</td>
<td>9699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holkâr</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>1251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6042</td>
<td>5967</td>
<td>11,909</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ghadisa, or Musicians, are returned as numbering 609 and as found in large towns chiefly in the east of the district. They have no tradition of their origin or of any former settlement, and are considered
the earliest people in the district. They have no subdivisions and claim no relationship with any other tribe. They are darker than Kunbis, middle sized, and look more like Mángs and other low caste Hindus than Kunbis. The men wear the topknot, moustache, and sometimes whiskers, but not the beard. They speak Maráthí. Their staple food is millet, salt, chillies, and oil, and their dinner parties consist of meat, pulse cakes, and liquor. They eat without taking off any of their clothes, and, after dinner, sit singing the whole night. They dress like Maráthás, are lazy, extravagant, and fond of pleasure, and amuse their patrons with their songs and music. They are renowned singers and players and perform at the houses of Bráhmans and other Hindus. Though their shadow is not now thought to defile, high caste Hindus do not so freely ask them to their houses as they ask Guravs. The hereditary calling of all seems to have been music, but many have taken to agriculture, day labour, and other means of subsistence. They paint their bodies red and black and beg by acting as Bahurupis or men of many faces or characters. As labourers men earn 3d. to 1s. (2-8 as.) a day and women 1½d. to 4½d. (1-3 as.). Their monthly expenses vary from 8s. to £1 (Rs. 4-10). They marry their girls between eight and twelve and their boys between twelve and twenty-five. They spend £3 to £4 (Rs. 30-40) on the marriage of a girl and £4 to £6 (Rs. 40-60) on the marriage of a boy. They allow their widows to marry and the men practise polygamy. They either bury or burn their dead spending about £1 (Rs. 10) on a funeral. They worship all the usual local and Bráhmanic gods and goddesses, chiefly Bahiroba and Khandoba, and they keep all the regular fasts and feasts. Their priests are ordinary Marátha Bráhmans whom they pay 1½d. (1 a.) at a naming, 2s. (Re. 1) at a marriage, and 6d. (4 as.) at a funeral. Child marriage, polygamy, and widow marriage are allowed and practised; polyandry is unknown. Their social and religious customs are the same as Marátha-Kunbi customs. They have a caste council and settle social disputes at caste meetings. They send their boys to school and are a steady people.

Guravs, or Priests, are returned as numbering 989 and as found in ones and twos in towns and large villages. They have no tradition or memory of their arrival in the district or of any former settlement. They have no divisions and speak Maráthí. They generally live in small one-storeyed houses close to the temple where they act as ministrants. Their staple food is millet, rice, pulse, and vegetables, and they say they neither eat fish nor flesh nor drink liquor. They dress either like Marátha Bráhmans or cultivating Kunbis. They are musicians and attend to and clean the temples of the village gods and have the hereditary right to the offerings made to them. They supply bel and tulsi leaves and flowers to the chief villagers for the worship of their house gods. They make and sell leaf cups and plates and play music on marriage and other occasions at the houses of Bráhmans and other villagers, except at the houses of Mhárs, Mángs, and other low caste people. A few hold small grant or inám lands. They worship Máruti, Shiv, and other village gods, keep the usual Hindu fasts and feasts, and make pilgrimages. When a Gurav woman is brought to bed, a midwife is
called in and is paid 3d. (2 as.) if the child is a boy and half a
cocoanut if it is a girl. The midwife cuts the child's navel-cord,
bathes both the mother and the child with warm water rubbing
them with turmeric paste and oil, and lays them on a cot under
which a firepot is laid to guard against cold. The mother's
impurity lasts ten days. On the fifth night an embossed gold image
of Satváí is set on a low stool in the lying-in room and turmeric
paste, vermillion, five betel leaves and nuts, boiled gram or ghugris,
and sweetmeats are laid before the goddess. The mother bows
before the goddess with the child in her arms and asks her blessing.
Next day the embossed image is tied round the child's neck and the
child if a girl is named on the twelfth and if a boy on the thirteenth.
The house is cowdunged on the naming day and friends and kins-
people are asked to the house. The mother is dressed in a new
green robe and bodice, new bangles are put round her wrists, and
rice and a cocoanut are laid in her lap. Women neighbours and
friends present the mother with bodices and the child with hoods or
kunchis, and name and cradle the child, amidst cradle-songs or
páⁿdís sung in honour of Rám or Krishna, ending with the chorus
'Sleep my darling sleep.' The guests are treated either to a dinner
or to betel and withdraw with handfuls of boiled gram or ghugris.
Gurav marry their boys between ten and twenty-five and their girls
before they come of age. Their marriages are preceded by
betrothals, when, on a lucky day named by the village astrologer, the
boy's father with a few of his friends visits the girl's house and
presents her with a green robe and bodice and a pair of silver chains
or sánkhlis worth £2 10s. to £3 (Rs. 25-30). The guests are
welcomed to a seat on the veranda by the girl's father and such
of his friends as he has asked to the house. The girl puts on the new
clothes, the priest attends, and the boy's father marks the girl's
brow with vermillion. The girl then bows before the house gods, the
guests, and her elders, and the betrothal or mágni ends with a feast
to the boy's father and his friends. The fathers go to the local
astrologer and he names the lucky day for the marriage. Booths
are raised before the boy's and girl's houses and invitations are
sent to friends and kinsfolk. At the house of each of the pair, an
umbar Ficus glomerata post is fixed in one of the corners of the
booth, molasses and betel are laid before the post, and a turmeric
root and betelnut are tied to it in a piece of yellow cloth. Two or
days before the marriage, the girl is rubbed with turmeric
at her house by five lucky married women named by the priest, who
take what remains of the turmeric to the boy with music and rub
him with it and bathe him in warm water, while musicians play and
the married women of the boy's house sing songs. A feast called
the turmeric feast or haldiche jeevan completes the turmeric rubbing,
and the women of the girl's house return with presents of betel.
A raised altar is prepared in the girl's wedding booth and new
earthen vessels brought from the potter's are placed at its corners.
On the marriage day the bride goes with music and a band of friends

1 The Maráthí is: Jo jo, ve nį́ j bēla, jo jo.
to the village Máruti, bows before the god, and, laying before him a betel packet and a copper, asks his blessing and returns home. The bridegroom goes on horseback to the bride’s with music and friends, and is welcomed at her house by the girl’s father. As the lucky moment draws near, the priest prepares a square spot, sets two low stools in it, and makes the bridegroom and bride stand facing each other on the stools; a yellow sheet is held between the pair and marriage verses are repeated by the priest who, at the lucky moment, draws aside the curtain, throws red rice over the couple, while the musicians raise a din of music. The hems of the pair’s garments are knotted together, and they walk into the house, bow before the house gods and elders, and are made to eat from the same dish. Then the sāda or robe ceremony is performed, and the party of the bridegroom and the caste people are treated to a dinner. Lastly the bridegroom takes the bride to his house with music and friends and feasts and return feasts at the houses of the boy and girl end the ceremony. At every marriage the priest receives a turban and 4s. to 6s. (Rs. 2-3) in cash and the whole marriage expenses generally amount to £10 to £30 (Rs. 100-300). Among Guravs child marriage and polygamy are allowed and polyandry is unknown. A girl sits apart for three days on coming of age, she is bathed on the fourth and her lap is filled with rice and fruit. A gaily decked wooden frame is made and the girl is seated in it for the first sixteen days while the musicians are asked to the house to play drums and pipes. Her female friends and relations present the girl with sweet dishes and clothes, and her father and father-in-law present her each with a robe and bodice. The girl’s father treats his son-in-law to a dinner and presents him with clothes and bedding. The couple are seated together on low wooden stools, the women neighbours meet at the house, and lay rice and coconuts in the lap of the girl, and the puberty ceremony is over. Guravs burn their dead and mourn ten days. After death the body is seated leaning against a wall, water is heated, and a bier is made. The dead is bathed in warm water, shrouded in a clean white sheet, and laid on the bier. A piece of gold and a roll of betel leaves are put into the dead mouth, and flowers, betel leaves, and redpowder are thrown over the body. A married girl, generally the deceased’s daughter or daughter-in-law, waves a light about the face of the dead, four of the mourners take up the bier, and the chief mourner heads them with the earthen firepot in his hand, hung from a string. Before reaching the burning ground they halt to rest, the bearers set down the bier, and each picks five stones and instead lays a copper on the ground. The bearers then change places, lift the bier, and, with the chief mourner in front, walk to the burning ground. The pile is ready and the dead is laid on it. The priest repeats texts and the chief mourner places five wheat flour balls on the body, two on the face two on the two arms and one on the chest, and lights the pile. As soon as the skull bursts, the chief mourner fills an earthen pot, and, carrying it on his shoulder, walks three times round the pile. At the end of each turn another man walks with him and pierces the pot with a stone called the lifestone or ashma so that the
water gushes out. When three turns are made and the pot is thrice pierced, the chief mourner throws it over his back and beats his mouth with his right palm. The priest is given 3d. (2 as.) and the funeral party bathe and return home. The family of the dead are impure for ten days and cleanse themselves by drinking water brought from the priest’s. On the third day the chief mourner goes to the burning ground, gathers the ashes, and throws them into some river or stream. He cowdungs the burning place, sets the lifestone on it, and lays before the stone sandal, vermillion, flowers, turmeric, burnt frankincense, and cooked rice mixed with clarified butter. The chief mourner has his face and head except the topknot shaved and the caste people including the bearers are feasted on the thirteenth if the dead has a son or on the twelfth if he has no son. The priest conducts the death ceremony and receives clothes, a pair of shoes, and 4s. to 6s. (Rs. 2-3) in cash. Guravs hold that persons dying with their wishes unfulfilled become spirits and haunt the living. They believe in witchcraft soothsaying and evil spirits. When a woman dies in childbirth, while she is being taken to the burning ground, nails are driven into the threshold, a lemon charmed by a magician is buried under it and a man follows the body strewing râla seeds, that the spirit may not come back and trouble the people of the house. Guravs have a caste council and settle social disputes at meetings of the elders. A few send their boys to school, but they take to no new pursuits and are badly off.

Hôla’s, literally Field Men, are returned as numbering 1601 and as found over the whole district except in Jâvîli. They have no story of their origin and no memory of any former settlement. Their Kânarese name and its apparent derivation from hól (K.) the ground seem to show that they are one of the early local tribes. They have no subdivisions and claim no relationship with any other tribe. They are the same as Mhârs with whom they eat and marry. They speak Marâthi, and live in houses with mud walls and tiled roofs. Their house goods include earthen, wooden, and metal pots. Their staple food is millet, salt, chillies, and oil, but they eat the flesh of almost all animals including the cow and excluding the pig. Like Mhârs they eat the flesh of cattle who are found dead. In honour of birth, marriage, and death they give dinners of meat, pulse cakes, and liquor. Their women cook, and the guests dine off plates which they bring with them and without taking off any of their clothes. Liquor is sometimes served and the guests sit singing the whole night. Their dress is the same as that of Kunbis. They are a quiet and orderly people, are excellent musicians and songsters, and play on pipes and drums. They make shoes and bridles and as labourers the men earn 3d. to 1s. (2-8 as.) and the women 1½d. to 4½d (1-3 as.) a day. The monthly expenses of a family of five vary from 8s. to £1 (Rs. 4-10). Their favourite gods are Jotiba, Khandoba, and Vithoba whose images they keep in their houses. They worship their deceased ancestors and make pilgrimages to Pandharpur and Ratnâgiri in the South Konkan. They have no ascetics among them. Their priests are the ordinary village Brâhmans who are paid 1½d. (1 a.) at a birth 2s. (Re. 1) at a marriage, and 6d. (4 as.) at a death. The Brâhman who
conducts their ceremonies, standing outside of their houses does not suffer degradation for associating with them. They keep all the usual Hindu fasts and feasts. When they name their children they distribute molasses or gul, and when a girl comes of age they distribute packets of betelnut and leaves among friends and kinsfolk, and feast castewomen. They marry their girls between eight and twelve, and their boys between twelve and twenty-five. A girl's marriage costs £3 to £4 (Rs. 30-40) and a boy's £5 to £6 (Rs. 50-60). They practise widow marriage and polygamy. They bury their dead, spending about £1 (Rs. 10) on the funeral. They have no headman and leave the settlement of disputes to some of their elders. Adultery and eating with a low caste man are punished with loss of caste, but the offender is let back on paying a fine which generally takes the form of liquor. A Holâr's shadow is not now thought to pollute the higher classes. A few send their boys to school and are a miserable class.

Servants include two classes with a strength of 21,891 or 2.13 per cent of the Hindu population. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nhâvis</td>
<td>7977</td>
<td>7174</td>
<td>15,151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parits</td>
<td>3811</td>
<td>3829</td>
<td>7640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10,788</td>
<td>11,003</td>
<td>21,791</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nhâvis, or Barbers, are returned as numbering 14,251 and as found over the whole district. Playing on their name they say they are born from Mahâdev's navel or nâbhi. According to another account they have sprung from a Brâhman father and a Kunbi woman who was not his wife. They have no divisions and their surnames are Gâikavâd, Jâdav, Mohite, Povâr, and Shirke. They look like Kunbis and their home tongue is Marâthi. They live in middle class houses generally one-storeyed with walls of brick and tiled roofs. Their staple food is millet, pulse, and vegetables, and they eat fish and flesh, and drink liquor. Both men and women dress like Kunbis. As a class they are intelligent, fond of gossip, and proverbially cunning, as the proverb says The barber and the crow. They shave, hold torches at weddings and before great men, and play the drum or chauhada and the clarion or sanai. In almost every village a Nhâvi holds grant lands. As surgeons they bleed both by cupping and applying leeches, and their women act as midwives. Their family gods are Jotiba of Ratnâgiri and Khandoba of Jejuri. Their manners and customs are the same as those of Kunbis. They are bound together by a strong caste feeling and settle social disputes at caste meetings. They do not send their boys to school and are a steady people.

Parits, or Washermen, are returned as numbering 7640 and as found over the whole district. They are divided into Kâmâthi, Kunbi, and Pardeshi Parits who neither eat together nor intermarry.

1 The Marâthi runs, Nhâeu âni Kâvu.
Kâmâthî Parîts say they came to the district from the Nizám's country more than two generations ago. They have no divisions and their surnames are Alakonda, Angirvaru, Bilkor, Kotgirvaru, and Pipalgavvaru; families bearing the same surname eat together but do not intermarry. The names in ordinary use among men are Bâlu, Dâvu, Iraiya, Kedâri, Lingu, Manhâji, and Râmaya; and among women Bhagamma, Ganga, Lingi, Narsamma, Shiva, and Vyakamma. Their home speech is Telugu, but with others they speak Marâthi or Hindustâni. A Kâmâthî Parît is easily known by his custom of wearing a gold earring in the left ear, and a Kâmâthî washerwoman by her peculiar way of wearing the robe. The robe in front is gathered into scanty puckers and is passed back between the legs being drawn tightly over the shins and tucked in at the waist behind. The upper end of the robe is passed round the waist and is drawn over the breast and head. They are dark and strong and live either in houses one storey high with tiled roofs or in thatched huts. Their houses are well kept and contain goods, along with the appliances of their calling, worth about £10 (Rs. 100). Their staple food is millet, split pulse, and vegetables. They are also fond of fish and flesh and sometimes add these two dishes to their daily food. The only sweet dish they know is the gram cake or puran poli and this they use on ceremonial occasions. They offer goats and cocks to their gods and feast on the flesh of the sacrificed animals. They drink liquor. The men dress like Marâthás in a waistcloth, coat, shouldercloth, Marâtha turban and shoes, and the women in the robe and bodice. The men's ornaments are earrings worth 10s. to £1 (Rs. 5-10), silver finger rings worth 4s. (Rs. 2), and a silver waist girdle worth £3 (Rs. 30). The women's ornaments are a nosering worth £1 (Rs. 10), earrings worth £3 (Rs. 30), the lucky necklace or mangalsutra worth 6s. to 16s. (Rs. 3-8), silver bracelets worth £1 (Rs. 10), and teerings of bimetal worth 6d. (4 as.) Kâmâthî Parîts are neat, clean, hardworking, thrifty, and orderly. They work as washermen and earn £1 10s. to £2 (Rs. 15-20) a month out of which they spend 10s. to 16s. (Rs. 5-8) on charcoal soda and soap. The women and children help the men in their work. They have two sets of gods, one including Narsoba and Yallamma their family deities who are kept in a wooden shrine, and the other including Átmasamma, Bálamma, Bangar, Maissamma, and Pochamma, who are placed in a niche or devî in a wall in the house. Their priests are village Brâhmans. They are not particular about keeping fasts, only a few fasting on the Ekâodashis or lunar elevenths of each month. Their religious head, a man of their own caste, lives at Haidarabad and occasionally visits his disciples. An elderly woman of the family acts as midwife and buries the navel-cord and after-birth in a hole in the mother's room, over which the mother and child are bathed regularly for twelve days and rubbed with turmeric powder and oil. On the fifth day an image of the goddess Satvâl and an earthen water jar are worshipped near the bathing pit, and five pieces of dry cocoa-kernel, redpowder, turmeric, and betel and cooked food are offered. The mother is held impure full eleven days. On the twelfth all the house people are bathed, and their clothes
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washed, the house is cowdunged and cow's urine drunk. Near female
relations gather at the mother's house, cradle and name the child,
and the guests retire with presents of boiled wheat and gram. In
the evening castemen are treated to liquor. Except that they marry
their children sitting side by side on rice and that their maternal
uncles stand behind holding in their hands sickles or weeding hoes,
their marriages are the same as those of Kunbis. Their marriages
cost about £15 (Rs. 150). They allow widow marriage, the whole
expense, about £4 (Rs. 40), being paid by the widow's husband.
They bury their dead, mourn ten days, and spend £2 to £2 10s.
(Rs. 20-25) on the funeral. On the third day they level the spot
where the deceased was buried and mark it with a red stone. On the
twelfth the caste is given a dinner. Kāmāthi Parits hold caste
councils, send their boys to school, and are better off than
Kunbi Parits.

Kunbi Parits have no divisions, speak Marāthi, and differ in no
respect from Kunbis. They live in huts with thatched roofs and
their staple food is millet, pulse, and vegetables. They eat fish and
the flesh of goats, sheep, hare, deer, and fowls, and drink liquor.
The village washerman is generally a Kunbi and is locally known
as Parit. He washes for all the villagers except Mhārs and Māngs
and other impure castes, and the men are helped in their work by
their women. Besides by cleaning clothes, Parits sometimes earn
their living by labour. They are found in every village and are
paid in grain. Their favourite deities are Bahiroba, Bhavāni, and
Khandoba, and they also worship deceased ancestors. Their
priests are the ordinary village Brāhmins and they keep the usual
Hindu fasts and feasts. Their customs are the same as Kunbi
customs, they either bury or burn their dead and allow widow
marriage. They settle social disputes at caste meetings. They do
not send their boys to school and are poor and in debt.

Of Pāredeshi or Bundele Dhobis one family is found in Sātārā in
the service of Europeans. They say they came from Upper India, but
in appearance and speech differ little from Marāthās. The names
in common use among men are Krishna, Rāma, Lakshuman, Nārāyan,
and Sakhārām; and among women Jānki, Lakshumi, Mohana,
Munya, and Rādha. In house, food, dress, and religion they differ
little from Marāthā Kunbis. They are washermen and follow no
other calling. They marry their girls before they are sixteen or
eighteen and their boys before they are twenty-five. They burn
their dead, mourn ten days, hold caste councils, send their boys to
school, and like Marāthā or Kunbi Parits are poor.

Shepherds and Cattle-keepers include two classes with a strength
of 41,866 or 4.08 per cent of the Hindu population. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satārā Shepherds, 1881.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhangars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gavliya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dhangars, literally Cowmen, are returned as numbering 41,547
and as found chiefly in the Jávlī and Pátan hills and uplands. They
have no tradition of their coming to the district and no memory of any former settlement. They are darker than Kunbis, tall and athletic. Many of Shivaji's infantry were Satara Dhangars. Still though good soldiers they are a quiet orderly tribe. Most of them have their head-quarters in the east of the district, keep sheep and deal in wool. In the fair months they travel long distances westward to the hills many going on to the Konkan. They come back before the end of the hot weather when most of them make their way to the east, as, during the rains, the raw damp of the western hills is fatal to sheep. During the fair season as they graze over the country the landholders, for the sake of the manure, often pay them to pen their flocks in the fields. They have dogs of a better breed than the ordinary village dog. As a class Dhangars are noted for their dirty slovenly habits. Though most of those whose head-quarters are in the east and who keep their flocks in the east during the rainy season are shepherds, cow and buffalo-keeping Dhangars on the western hills are not uncommon. Cow-keeping Dhangars chiefly earn their living by the sale of clarified butter. Some among them also are husbandmen. Some settled Dhangars are fairly off but as a class they are poor. From the time their boys are five years of age they are generally employed in watching the cattle. They eat flesh and drink liquor. Their clothing is scanty, the men wearing a turban, a waistcloth, and a blanket, together costing about 6s. (Rs. 3) a year. Their marriage ceremonies and rites are nearly the same as those of Kunbis. Their chief gods are Khandoba and Mhasoba; Biroba is their tutelary house god and his image is buried with the bodies of the well-to-do. They do not worship their house gods daily, only on Saturdays and Sundays. Social disputes are settled by the members of three families: the Gavandes, Manges, and Ragies. If one of them is not at hand, he is sent for and the dispute stands over till he comes. Breaches of caste rules are punished by making the offender give a caste feast. The Dhangars never send their boys to school and take to no new callings.

Gavlis, or Cowkeepers, are returned as numbering 319 and as found over the whole district. They rank higher than Kunbis, and are clean, orderly, shrewd, honest, and skilful in treating cattle diseases, and in breeding cows and buffaloes. Their customs do not differ from Kunbi customs and they keep the usual Hindu fasts and feasts. They hold caste councils, send their boys to school, and are fairly off.  

Fishers include two classes with a strength of 7068 or 0.76 per cent of the Hindu population. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bhois</td>
<td>2973</td>
<td>2096</td>
<td>7099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kols</td>
<td>1043</td>
<td>1035</td>
<td>2078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4016</td>
<td>3131</td>
<td>7147</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bhois, or Fishers, are returned as numbering 2978 and as found over the whole district. They are dark, good-looking, sturdy, and

---

1 Details of Gavli customs are given in the Poona Statistical Account.
hardworking. Most of them make their living by catching fish. One of their chief former occupations was carrying palanquins and litters, but, with the opening of roads, litters have nearly disappeared and they have taken to agriculture, fishing, and labour. They now profess to look down on palanquin carrying. They eat fish and flesh and drink liquor. They rank below Kolis, but do not differ from them in marriage and other customs. They hold caste councils, do not send their boys to school, and are a poor people.  

**Kolis,** or Ferrymen, are returned as numbering 4990 and as found in almost every village, especially in Jáveli, Pátan, and parts of Wái. All Sátára Kolis are water-fillers or pánbharis. They seem to be different from the Poona and Ahmadnagar hill Kolis, the origin of whose name is doubtful. Besides Pánbharis, they are called Chunmlu Kolis from wearing a twisted cloth on their head when they carry a waterpot. They are said to associate and occasionally to eat with Kunbis. In several of the chief hill forts, Sinhgad, Torna, and Rájgad, men of this tribe formerly had the duty of guarding the approaches to the fort. They are quiet people ranking among village servants and get the grain in return for bringing water. Unlike the Kolis of Khed and Junnar in Poona, they do not join in gang robberies or become outlaws. They are the same as Marátha Kunbis to look at, but they do not generally eat in the same row with Marátha Kunbis and they marry among themselves only. They make the cement which is eaten with betel and a few of them catch fish. As a class they are a fine, good-looking, robust, and well made people. They are now quiet, orderly, settled, and hardworking. Besides fishing they work ferries along the Krishna and in the rainy months show great daring in securing timber floated down when the river is in flood. They grow melons in river beds with much skill and are found in every village as water fillers or pánbharis; some are husbandmen and others cement dealers. They generally live in thatched huts, eat fish and flesh, and drink liquor. Their social and religious customs are like those of Kunbis. They usually bury the dead, and the chief mourner is held impure for ten days. Their favourite gods are Biroba and Khandoba, and their priests are Bráhmans whom they greatly respect. They hold caste councils, and do not send their boys to school. In some villages they hold grant or inám lands in return for their services as water carriers. As a class they are poor.

The bulk of the unskilled labour of the district is done by the poorer Kunbis, Dhangars, Vadárs, Rámoshis, and Mhárs. Besides these, two small classes, who are chiefly labourers, Pardeshis and Thákurs have a strength of 1603. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sátára Labourers, 1881.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIVISION.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pardeshis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thákurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Details of Kolicustoms are given in the Poona and Ahmadnagar Statistical Accounts.
SÁTÁRA.

Pardeshis,\textsuperscript{1} or Outsiders that is Upper India Men, are returned as numbering 1190 and as found over the whole district. They are tall strong and well made, the men wearing the topknot and moustache and sometimes the beard and whiskers. Their home tongue is Hindustáni, and they are sober thrifty and proud. They are priests to their own people, watchmen, messengers, shopkeepers, petty traders, and labourers. They own no dwellings, and their staple food is wheat, butter, pulse, and vegetables. The men dress in a short waistcloth, jacket, cap, and sometimes a turban folded in Maráthi fashion, and pointed shoes. They are Smárts, worship the usual Bráhmanic deities and keep the regular fasts and feasts. Few of them bring their families with them. As a class they are well-to-do.

Thákurs,\textsuperscript{2} or Chiefs, are returned as numbering 413 and as found over the whole district except in Sátára sub-division. They say the founder of their tribe was one Gangárám Bhat and have no tradition of coming into the district or of any former settlement. Their surnames are Chávan, Gáivád, More, Povár, and Sinde. The men's names are Gánu, Lakshuman, Mahádu, and Ráma, and the women's Bhíma, Kondí, Lakshumi, and Rukhmí. Except that they are darker skinned, in appearance, dwelling, food, and dress they do not differ from Kunbis. Their home speech is Maráthi. They are a quiet, hardworking, thrifty, and hospitable people, and are husbandmen, labourers, and messengers. They rank below Kunbis, and eat with them but not in the same row. They marry among themselves. They are among the village staff of balutedárs or servants. Among the Kunbis, when the father goes to see the boy or girl before marriage, he takes the village Thákur with him. The Thákur is also sometimes sent when the father does not himself go. The Thákur is used as a messenger and calls the name of the giver at marriages when presents or āhers are made, and when the present is a turban helps the bridegroom to put it on. On the thirteenth day after a death, when friends bring in the mourning turban or dukhánta, the Thákur helps the chief mourner to put it on, and is given a copper and betelnut with four leaves. Their family gods are Báhiroba and Khándoba, and their ceremonies are conducted by their own castemen and not by Bráhmans. On the fifth day after the birth of a child they worship the goddess Satvái, and offer her redpowder, lampblack, cocoa-kernel, betel, and millet bread, pulse, and vegetables. In the evening near relations and castemen are feasted on bread and pulse sauce, and on the following morning the goddess Satvái, which is generally a

\textsuperscript{1} Details of Pardeshi customs are given in the Sholápur Statistical Account.

\textsuperscript{2} The name Thákur properly belongs to Gujarát Rajputs. In Náśik it is used of three classes the writers who in Gujarát are known as Brahmakshatrias, a class of carpenters from Gujarát, and the hill tribe who are most numerous in Thána and Kolába, and are also found in Poona. Ahmadnagar and Khándesh. The Náśik use of the word Thákur to two classes who claim a part Gujarát Rajput origin favours the late Dr. J. Wilson's view that the Thána hill Thákurs got their name because they were at some time joined and led by Gujarát Rajput outlaws. As they are closely connected with Bháta these Sátára Thákurs, who seem to have nothing to do with any of their namesakes, have probably some Gujarát strain.
round piece of silver, is tied round the child's neck. On the morning of the twelfth day the house is cowdunged, the mother's clothes are washed, and the child and its mother are bathed. The mother, taking the child in her arms, sets five pebbles in front of her house and worships them with turmeric and redpowder, lays betel and molasses before them, and goes back into the house. A couple of married women who are asked to dine, cradle and name the child, and retire with presents of betel and boiled gram. Except that their own caste people conduct their marriages and repeat the marriage verses, their marriages do not differ from those of Kunbis. The five days after a girl comes of age is the only occasion on which their monthly sickness is held to make women unclean. Their marriages cost the boy's parents £10 (Rs. 100) and their deaths £1 (Rs. 10). They allow their widows to marry and they burn their dead. They have a caste council and settle social disputes at caste meetings. A few among them send their boys to school and as a class they are poor.

Unsettled Tribes include three classes with a strength of 20,000 or 1.95 per cent of the Hindu population. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kaikâdis</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramoshis</td>
<td>9156</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td>10,166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaniâris</td>
<td>2083</td>
<td>994</td>
<td>3077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>10,186</strong></td>
<td><strong>9904</strong></td>
<td><strong>20,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kaika'dis, or Basketmakers, are returned as numbering six. They are a wandering tribe and earn their living by making baskets of tur Cajanus indicus and cotton stalks and by roughening and repairing grindstones. Their home speech is a corrupt Marâthi and in look, food, dress, and customs they do not differ from the Kaikâdis of Ahmadnagar.¹

Ramoshis,² or Descendants of Râm, are returned as numbering 17,948 and as found over the whole district. They have no memory of any former settlement and no story of their arrival in the district. They have no subdivisions and claim no relation with any other tribe. Their house goods include earthen wooden and metal vessels, and their clothes are blankets, waistcoats, turbans, waistcoats, robes, and bodices. Their staple food is Indian and spiced millet, salt, oil, and chillies. They give dinners of meat, pulse cakes, and liquor in honour of births, marriages and deaths. Their women cook, and the guests dine off plates which they bring with them. They do not take off any part of their dress before dining. After dinner the guests sit singing the whole night. When they name their children they distribute molasses or gul and packets of betelnut.

¹ Details of the Kaikâdi customs are given in the Ahmadnagar Statistical Account.
² Details of the Ramoshî Risings in 1830 are given under Justice, and of Ramoshî customs in the Poona Statistical Account.
and leaves and feast castewomen. They marry their girls between eight and twelve and their boys between twelve and twenty-five. Among them widows marry and men practise polygamy. They bury their dead. Their favourite gods are Jotiba, Khandoba, and Vithoba, whose images they have in their houses. They worship deceased ancestors and make pilgrimages to Jejuri, Pandharpur, and Ratnagiri. They have no ascetics among them. Their priests are village Deshasth Bráhmans whom they pay 1½d. (1 a.) at a birth, 2s. (Re. 1) at a marriage, and 6d. (4 as.) at a death. The Bráhman suffers no degradation from conducting their ceremonies. They keep the usual Bráhman fasts and feasts and their social and religious customs are the same as those of the Rámoshis of Poona. They have a caste council and a headman called náik or leader. A few of them send their boys to school.

Vanjáris, or Caravan Men, are returned as numbering 2046 and as found over the whole district except in Jávli, Koregaon, Pátan, and Wáí. They say they were once Lingáyats and tell the following story of how they became followers of Khandoba. The founder of their clan while travelling with his bullocks grew weary, took their loads off his bullocks, and sat under a tree to rest. A Vághya or devotee of Khandoba passing by, advised him to keep that day, the sixth of Margashirsh or November-December sacred to Khandoba. The Vanjári, who did not wish to leave his own faith, sat silent. When he was rested he put his hands on one of the loads, and found it so heavy that he could not lift it. He asked the Vághya how the load was so heavy. The Vághya said, Offer a sheep to Khandoba and the load will be lighter. The Vanjári offered a sheep, moved the load with ease, and became a follower of Khandoba. The Sátára Vanjáris say they have no subdivisions. They are dark, strong, hardworking, hospitable, and orderly. Their home speech is Maráthi. Their staple food is millet, pulse, and vegetables. The men but not the women eat flesh and at marriages flesh is forbidden even to men. Both men and women dress like Kunbis. A considerable number of them are husbandmen and some are village headmen. They are generally well-to-do, and keep cattle and sheep, whose sale brings them good profits. They do not shear their sheep as they say shearing is Dhangar’s work. The women, besides house work, help the men in the fields. They worship the usual local and Bráhmanic deities but their house god is Khandoba. They hold the sixth of Margashirsh in November-December sacred to Khandoba, and on that day, before eating, offer him new millet and onions. Their marriage ceremonies do not differ from those of Kunbis. The well-to-do marry their boys at twelve and their girls at six. They carry the married dead to burial on a bier and the unmarried dead in a cloth. Except the well-to-do who burn they bury their dead. They settle social disputes at caste meetings. They do not send their boys to school and are generally well-to-do.

Of Depressed or Impure Classes there are four with a strength of 110,299 or 10.76 per cent of the Hindu population. The details are:
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Bhangis, or Nightsoil Men, are returned as numbering seventy and as found in towns and large villages, except in Khánápur Khatav and Mán. They have no divisions. They look either like Musalmáns or low class Hindus. The men wear the moustache and beard and shave the head except the topknot. A Bhangi can be known only by his basket which he carries on his head and his broom which he carries in his right hand. They speak both Hindustání and Maráthi. They live outside of towns in houses with walls of mud and tiled or thatched roofs, or in straw huts. Their dwellings are often dirty and their house goods include metal and earthen vessels. Except a she-goat or two they keep no cattle. When they return home from work in the morning, they bathe, put on fresh clothes, worship their house gods, and dine after offering food to the gods. Their staple food is millet bread, rice, vegetables, and pulse, but they eat fish and flesh, drink liquor, smoke tobacco and hemp, and eat opium. They make wheat cakes stuffed with gram and molasses on Dasara in September-October and on Díváli in October-November. On other holidays and festive occasions they generally get sweetmeats and other dishes from their employers. The men dress like Musalmáns or Maráthás, and the women wear the full Marátha robe and bodice, rub their brows with red powder, and tie their hair in a knot behind the head. The men’s ornaments are gold or silver finger rings worth 4s. to £1 10s. (Rs. 2.15), and the women’s the lucky necklace or mangalsutra, a nose ring worth 10s. to 14s. (Rs. 5-7), silver wristlets or gots worth about 15s. (Rs. 8), and belli-metal toe rings or jodvis worth 4½d. (3 as.).

1 Details of Halálkhors are given in the Poona Statistical Account.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bhangis</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhors</td>
<td>1,847</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>2,635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mánas</td>
<td>10,610</td>
<td>10,309</td>
<td>20,919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mhárs</td>
<td>43,381</td>
<td>44,294</td>
<td>87,675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>54,576</td>
<td>55,429</td>
<td>110,005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
 Dhors, or Tanners, are returned as numbering 1635 and as found over the whole district. They have no memory of coming into the district or of any former settlement. They have no subdivisions and claim no relationship with any other tribe. They look like Maráthás and speak Maráthi. They live in poor and dirty houses and their house goods include metal, earthen, and wooden pots and pans. Their staple food is millet, salt, oil, and chillies, and they give dinners in honour of births marriages and deaths, when dishes of meat and pulse cakes are prepared by their women. The guests bring their own plates and take off none of their clothes before eating. Liquor is sometimes served and the guests sit singing songs the whole night. Both men and women dress like Maráthás, and their clothes are waistcloths, blankets, turbans, waistcoats, robes, and bodices. Their hereditary calling is tanning hides, and they also serve as day labourers. They worship the usual local and Bráhmanic gods and goddesses, and their favourite gods are Jotiba, Khandoba, and Vithoba whose images they have in their houses. They worship their deceased ancestors and snakes, and make pilgrimages to Jejuri, Ratnágiri, and Pandharpur. They have no ascetics or sôdhus among them and their priests are the ordinary village Bráhmans who are paid 1¼d. (1 a.) at a birth, 2s. (Re. 1) at a marriage, and 6d. (4 as.) at a death. Their shadow is not now thought impure, and the Bráhman who conducts their ceremonies suffers no social degradation. They keep all the usual Hindu fasts and feasts. They worship the goddess Satvái on the fifth day after childbirth and distribute molasses when a child is named. They give a feast to castewomen when a girl comes of age. At the betrothal they present the girl with clothes and ornaments. They marry their girls between eight and twelve and their boys between twelve and twenty-five. They present the boy and girl and their parents with clothes, and feast relations and friends. Their widows marry and their men have more than one wife at the same time. They bury their dead, spend less than £1 (Rs. 10) on the funeral, and feast relations and friends. They have no headman, and ask an elder to settle caste disputes. Adultery or eating with a man of lower caste is punished with loss of caste, but the offender is allowed to come back on payment of a fine which takes the form of a caste feast. They do not send their boys to school and are a poor people.¹

³ Details of Dhor customs are given in the Poona Statistical Account.
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births, betrothals, marriages, deaths, and returns to caste. The food is generally cooked by the women and eaten by the men guests without taking off any articles of dress and each guest bringing his dish with him. Liquor is sometimes supplied, and, after it is drunk, the guests sit singing the whole night. The men dress like Marâthâs in a waistcloth, waistcoat, turban, and sandals or shoes; and the women in the full Marâtha robe and bodice. They are hardy passionate and revengeful. The Mhårs and Mångs are hereditary rivals each longing for the chance of ruining the other. The Mångs are very useful and trustworthy village watchmen. They are also scavengers, hangmen, musicians, and songsters. They make and sell brooms and baskets, and ropes of coir and leather. At the time of naming their children they distribute molasses or gul and packets of betel, and feast castewomen when a girl comes of age. At the betrothal they present the girl with clothes and ornaments. They marry their girls between eight and twelve, generally before they come of age, and their boys between twelve and twenty-five. They present the boy and girl and their parents with clothes, and feast relations and castefellows. A lucky day for holding the marriage is chosen by a holyman or sâdhu of their own caste, and Brâhmans conduct their marriages from a distance. The Mång priest or sâdhu has fifteen to twenty villages in his charge and has to keep going up and down his parish. His presence is not necessary at the marriage time. Widows marry and men have more than one wife at the same time. They bury the dead spending up to £1 (Rs. 10) on the funeral and in feasting relations and friends. They have a headman or mehtar, whose presence is necessary at marriages and at caste meetings. The usual punishment which the caste inflicts on an offender is a fine varying from £1 to £2 (Rs. 10 - 20). But adultery and eating with a low caste man are punished with loss of caste and the offender is admitted back on giving a caste feast. Except a very few they do not send their boys to school and are a poor people.

Mhårs, or Village Messengers, are returned as numbering 87,675 and as found all over the district. Of all the lower classes the Mhårs are by far the strongest. They are divided into Mhårs proper, Murli Mhårs, Gavsi Mhårs, and Jogti Mhårs. The Murli Mhårs are said to be the offspring of a Mhår girl who was devoted to the service of the god Khandoba; Gavsi Mhårs are said to be the children of Mhår parents born in adultery; and Jogti Mhårs are said to be the descendants of bastard Mhårs who were devoted to the service of the Karnâtak goddess Yallamma. All the subdivisions eat together but do not intermarry. If a Mhår proper marries either with a Murli or a Gavsi Mhår he is put out of caste and is not allowed to come back. A Gavsi Mhår, who performs certain purifying rites, is admitted by the Mhårs into their caste and eats and marries with them. In appearance the Mhårs are well made, muscular, dark, and hardy. Their home tongue is Marâthî. Their houses have stone and unburnt brick walls and thatched or tiled roofs. Their house goods include earthen wooden and metal vessels, and they keep cows, buffaloes, sheep, and dogs. Their staple food is millet bread,
salt, oil, chillies, vegetables, fish, and the flesh of goats, sheep, fowls, and cattle, but not of the pig, and they smoke both tobacco and hemp. They are extremely fond of drink. They are bad cooks and have a special liking for pungent and sour dishes. They give beef and pulse dinners in honour of births, marriages, deaths, and returns to caste. The food is generally cooked by the women. The guests use plates which they bring with them and take off none of their clothes before dining. Liquor is sometimes drunk and the guests occasionally sit singing the whole night. The men dress in a loincloth, waistcloth, waistcoat, Maratha turban, and sometimes a blanket, and the women in a robe generally black, red, or mugi that is orange coloured. Most men have a turban worth about 10s. (Rs. 5) and a good coat for festive occasions, and the women a silk-bordered robe and bodice. The women do not wear false hair, but tie their hair in a knot behind the head or plait it into a braid. Mhársas a class are hardworking, quiet, frugal, hospitable, and honest, but hot-tempered and dirty. In villages they serve as messengers, carrying letters from the village to the sub-divisional head-quarters and aid the headman or patil and the accountant or kulkarni in calling meetings of villagers and performing other official duties. They are also given presents for services they render as village servants and are generally husbandmen and labourers. They remove dead cattle from the village and eat their flesh giving the skin to the hereditary or vatandár village Mhár. They bury the bodies of villagers or strangers who have no relations or friends, dig graves, and carry firewood to the burning ground receiving the grave clothes in return. To perform their Government duties they every year choose a headman called taril and serve under his orders. This taril is subordinate to the mehtar, the general head of the Mhárs. The Murli Mhárs and the Jogti Mhárs are not included among village servants and live by begging. A Mhár’s shadow is not now thought to defile and they do not carry a jar round their necks to spit in. Except during the rainy season the Mhárs work all the year. Their busy season is about Diváli in October-November and they rest on all holidays. Gavsi Mhárs worship the usual local and Brâhmânic gods and goddesses, especially Khandoba and Mahâlakshmi. The Murli Mhárs worship no god but Khandoba, and the Jogti Mhárs worship the goddess Yallamma. Many at stated times visit Pandharpur to pay homage to Vithoba and Álandi to do honour to Jñâneshvar. They have a religious teacher of their own class who wears a tulsi bead necklace, and any one who wishes to ask his advice has to present him with a waistcloth, a turban, and 8s. (Rs. 4) in cash. They have a priest of their own caste called pandit or learned whom they pay 1½d. (1 a.) at a birth, 2s. (Re. 1) at a marriage, and 1¼d. (1 a.) at a death. They keep Saturday Sunday and Tuesday and the lunar elevenths in Ashadh or July-August and Shravan or August-September as fast days. They believe in spirits, and hold that persons dying of an accident or with unfulfilled wishes turn into spirits and haunt the living. They enter men women children and cattle, and leave only when what they ask for is given them. They have no such distinction as outdoor and house spirits. Mhárs have no midwife, any old woman in the house helps the mother.
The navel cord and after-birth are buried in a pit in the lying-in room and the mother and child are bathed at the pit every day. On the third day after the birth comes the tikondi or third day ceremony when five married women are feasted. On the fifth day comes the pâñchvâri or fifth day ceremony when a large earthen jar is set near the house door and filled with water by as many elderly women as the child's father can afford to feed. A silver or copper image of the goddess Satvâi is placed in a winnowing fan and before it are laid turmeric and red-powder and a cocoanut. The mother with her child in her arms makes a low bow before it and a feast is held when rice and bread are served. On the twelfth day the bârsi or twelfth day ceremony is performed. In the morning the house is cowduded and the mother and child are bathed. In the afternoon, when the female guests have come, the child is laid in the cradle by its mother and named and the mother's lap is filled with rice grains or pulse. Boiled pulse and betel are handed round and the guests retire. At any time between when the child is five years old and of age both on boys and on girls the ear-blowing or karnashrâvani is performed. The ear-blowing generally takes place on the eleventh of a Hindu month. After worshipping his gods the Mhâr priest, if the child is a boy takes him on his right thigh and if a girl on his left, and whispers a verse or mantra in the right ear. The priest now becomes the child's godfather. Mhârs fix no limit of age for the marriage either of their boys or of their girls. It depends on the parents' circumstances. If the parents are well-to-do the children are married at an early age; if the parents are poor the sons remain unmarried until they are thirty and the daughters till they are sixteen. At the betrothal the boy's parents present the girl with clothes and ornaments, put sugar in her mouth, and a rupee on her brow. The boy is presented with a turban and they retire after consulting the village priest or joshi as to the lucky day for holding the marriage. They make marriage halls and plant an umbar Ficus glomerata post, or muhurtmedh to which they tie an axe or wheat bread and rub it with turmeric. Friends and kinsfolk are treated to a dinner at the houses of both the boy and the girl. Three or four days before the marriage comes the turmeric rubbing when the boy is rubbed with turmeric, and the boy's kinswomen with music take the rest to the girl's. The girl is rubbed with turmeric and presented with a bodice, robe, and ornaments. On the marriage day, a couple of hours before the appointed time, the boy is dressed in new clothes and a marriage ornament or bâshing is tied to his brow. He is seated on a horse and his sister if a child is seated behind him; if she is a grown girl she walks behind the horse with a waterpot in her hand covered with a bunch of mango leaves and a cocoanut. With them go his male and female relations, friends, and music. He goes to the temple of the village Mâruni where he is received by the girl's parents and a few near relations, and is presented with a new turban and such other clothes as the girl's father can afford who takes him and his friends with him to his house. On the way near the house a cocoanut and a piece of bread are waved round the boy's face and thrown away. When he reaches the girl's, the boy and girl are made to stand facing each other and a cloth is held between them while the priest
repeats verses. At the lucky moment the cloth is pulled on one side and the priest and guests throw rice grains over the pair’s head and clap their hands. The boy and girl put flower garlands round one another’s necks and the male guests are presented with betel and the women with turmeric and saffron. The remaining parts of their marriage ceremony, including feasts on both sides, differ little from those of the Marathi. They allow their widows to marry, the ceremony always taking place at night and in a lonely place. It begins by the widow worshipping two jars filled with water. Both the village priest and a Pandit of their own caste officiate. Her new husband presents the widow with a new robe and after a short ceremony they are husband and wife. They bury their dead, holding no ceremony over unmarried persons and children under two. When a married man dies his body is washed and the chief mourner pours a little water into his mouth. The body is then rolled in a piece of cloth or blanket and carried to the burial ground either on a bamboo bier or in a sling. A grave is dug and the body is laid in it, and the chief mourner throws a handful of earth over the body and the rest follow. Then the grave is filled, the chief mourner walks thrice round it with an earthen waterpot filled with water on his shoulders in which a hole is pierced at each round and at the end of the three rounds dashes the pot on the ground and cries aloud. The mourners then return to their houses. The chief mourner and his family mourn ten days. On the third day the grave is levelled, and on the twelfth and thirteenth days, cakes and rice balls are offered to the spirit of the dead. If a pure or a Gavsi Mahar dines or commits adultery with a Mang or a Bhangi, he is put out of caste and is not allowed back unless he shows that he was ignorant of the caste of the person with whom he associated. They are a poor people and though some of them have the wish to send their boys to school, they cannot, as their boys are not allowed to sit side by side with middle and upper class Hindus.

Beggars include thirteen classes with a strength of 9485 or 0.92 per cent of the Hindu population. The details are:
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pans. Their staple food is millet, rice, pulse, and buttermilk. They eat fish and flesh, but they are not allowed to use liquor. The men dress like Marathas in a waistcloth, coat, turban, and shoes; and the women in a petticoat and a bodice with a back. They pass a robe round the waist over the petticoat and draw one end over the head. The men’s ornaments are an earring or bhikbali and finger rings. The women’s ornaments are a gold nosering, the lucky necklace or mangalsutra, silver wristlets or gots, and bellmetal toe-rings or jodvis together worth £3 to £4 (Rs.30-40). They are an intelligent and good-looking class. They are thrifty, sober, and hospitable. They have a minute knowledge of their patrons’ family trees and compose and repeat poems with much spirit and gesture. The Râjas of Sâtâra and many of the nobility had Bhâts in their service, who, since the fall of the chieftship have been forced to take to other means of livelihood. They are beggars and day labourers and barter old clothes for brass and copper pots which they buy from coppersmiths. They worship all Hindu gods and goddesses and keep the regular fasts and feasts. Their family gods are Bálaji and Krishna, and their family priests are the village Brâhmans. Their religious head is an ascetic or bairagi of the Vaishnav sect who whispers a sacred verse into the candidate’s ear at the time of the initiation. Except the worship with redpowder and flowers of a twig of the jujube or bor tree in the mother’s room on the fifth day after a birth, and the setting of a lighted lamp before the twig and allowing it to burn the whole night, they have no fifth day worship. On the twelfth day they feast married women in some garden or grove near their house on pulse, rice, and vegetables and return home. In the evening they fill the mother’s lap with grain, cradle the child, and name it singing songs. The female guests retire with betel and boiled gram. The chief points in which their marriage customs differ from those of Marathas are: They have no marriage altar in the bride’s booth, they bring no clay jars from the potter’s; the boy does not visit any temple on his way to the girl’s; and they hold no cloth or antarpât between the boy and girl at the time of marrying them. Unlike Marathas they drive a five or six feet long teakwood pole into the ground in the centre of the booth, and after the couple have walked seven times round the pole the marriage is over. They burn their dead and mourn ten days. On the tenth the chief mourner shaves his moustache, giving the priest 2s. to 4s. (Rs.1-2). On the twelfth the caste is given a dinner in honour of the dead. They have a headman called chaudhari who settles all social disputes at caste meetings. The old men among them are held in great reverence and are appealed to in social disputes. They send their boys to school, and excepting a few who hold grant lands are generally badly off.

Bhutyas, or Spiritmen, are returned as numbering fifty-eight and as found only in Sâtâra. They have no subdivisions, and look and speak like Marathas from whom they do not differ in house food or dress. Except by their long and filthy begging coat and necklaces of cowrie shells they cannot be known from Marathas. They are a quiet thrifty and orderly people, and their hereditary
calling is begging from door to door in the name of the goddess Bhaváni. They worship all Kunbi gods and goddesses, and keep the regular fasts and festivals. Their priests are village Bráhmans and their spiritual heads are Gosávis. Their customs from birth to death are the same as those of Kunbis. They settle social disputes at caste meetings, send their boys to school, and though poor are thrifty and free from debt.

Chitrakathís, or Picture Showmen, are returned as numbering ninety-eight and as found only in Sátára, Karád, and Tásgaon. They say they are from Tásgaon and came to the district about seventy-five years ago as beggars. They claim to be Maráthás and are divided into Bágdis, Gondhís, Joshís, and Vásudevs who eat together and intermarry. They resemble Maráthás in appearance, speech, house, food, and dress, and are quiet hardworking and hospitable. They show pictures of heroes and gods and repeat stories from the Puráns while showing them, and also sing and beg. They worship all the Kunbi gods and goddesses, and keep their fasts and festivals, and their family gods are Ambábhaváni of Tuljápur, Jotiba of Ratnagiri, Khandoba of Páli, and Lakshmi of Kolhápur. Their priests are ordinary village Bráhmans whom they greatly respect, and their customs from birth to death are the same as those of Kunbis. They have no headman and settle their social disputes at caste meetings. A few of them send their boys to school. They are a poor people.

Gondhís, or Gondhal Dancers, are returned as numbering 1035 and as found over the whole district. They have no divisions and in appearance, speech, house, food, and dress are the same as Kunbis. They are worshippers of the goddess Ambábáí in whose honour they sing and dance. Marátha Hindus, after some joyful event in the family such as a birth or a marriage, usually perform the gondhal dance. When a gondhal is to be performed, the dancers are feasted during the day, and dance at night. A high wooden stool is set in the middle of a room and a handful or two of wheat is laid on it. On the wheat is set a copper cup with betel leaves in it, and, over the leaves, a half cocoa-kernel holding some rice, a betelnut, and a copper coin. Near the stool is set an image of the goddess Ambábáí and a lighted lamp. In front of the stool stand the three or four dancers with a drum, a one-stringed fiddle called tuntíne, two metal cups, and a lighted torch. The head dancer dresses in a long robe and garlands of cowrie shells and stands in front of the others, lays sandal flowers and food before the lighted torch and takes the torch up, dances with the torch in his hands for a time, sings, and at intervals makes a fool of the torch-bearer. The dance lasts about an hour, and, after waving a lighted lamp or ártí in front of the goddess and throwing copper and silver coins in the plate holding the lamp the dance is over. The dancers are paid 1s. to 2½s. (Rs. ½-1¼) and are sometimes given a turban. In religion and customs Gondhís do not differ from Kunbis, hold caste councils, send their boys to school, and are well-to-do.

Gopális,¹ or Cowherds, are returned as numbering seventeen, and

¹ Details of Marátha Gopál customs are given in the Ahmadnagar Statistical Account.
as found only in Jávli and Sátára. They sing, dance, and wrestle. They are wandering beggars and have no settled home. They wander in small bands visiting sacred places. They keep moving during the fair season and halt in the rains. They are poor.

**Gosávis**, or Passion Lords, are returned as numbering 2647 and as found over the whole district. They claim descent from the sage Kapil but are recruited from all middle and upper class Hindus. They are divided into Bairágis, Davris, Kánpátháys, and Menjogis, and, except that the men let the hair and beard grow long or clean shave the head and face and wear red ochre clothes, they look either like Kunbis or Mhárs. Their home tongue is Hindustáni, and they eat from all Hindus except the depressed or impure tribes. They claim to be vegetarians, eating no flesh and drinking no liquor. But they eat opium and smoke hemp. They rub themselves with ashes and dress in ochre clothes. They beg from door to door and some sing and play on a lyre while begging. Formerly Gosávia took service as soldiers and had a good name for bravery and loyalty. In 1789 Mahádji Sindia enlisted large numbers of these people, formed them into a distinct body, and placed them under the command of Himat Bahádur who was both their captain and religious teacher. Gosávis seem inclined to give up begging and take to husbandry and to service as constables and messengers. Though they ought to remain single, some of them marry. They bury their dead. They worship all the Hindu gods and goddesses, but their chief god is Mahádev. They travel from place to place, visiting sacred spots, and seldom stay many days in one place. When a man wishes to become a Gosávi, he fasts the day before the initiation. Next morning a barber shaves his whole head, bathes him, and smears his whole body with ashes. His religious teacher or guru whispers a sacred verse into his ears and gives him molasses to sweeten his mouth and salt that he may prove true to his faith. He is clothed in a red ochre dress and molasses are handed among guests, neighbours, and acquaintances as a sign of joy. A feast is held and the new disciple cooks and serves some dishes. After dinner the sacrificial fire or bijhom is lit and the novice is a complete Gosávi. They are bound together by a strong fellow-feeling and are poor.

**Jangams**, or Lingáyat Priests, are returned as numbering 3796 and as found over the whole district. They are the priests of Lingáyats and worshippers of Shiv. Round their necks they wear a copper or silver casket with an emblem of Shiv. Besides acting as priests they go begging from village to village and house to house dressed in ochre clothes and carrying a conch shell or a drum. When their head Jángam, who is called svámi or lord, dies he is succeeded by some of his numerous disciples. He lives in a monastery in Karád. He visits his followers once every four or five years, fining and levying contributions. His disciples or agents also go about gathering his dues or haks. Jangams eat no flesh. When they dine they set the plate on a three-legged stool and eat the whole food served without leaving a particle, and afterwards wash the plate with water and drink the water. Jangams do not marry but are
said to be allowed to visit certain prostitutes who are chosen by the monastery. They bury their dead and raise a tomb over the grave with an inscription and an emblem of Shiv.

Joshis, or Astrologers, are returned as numbering 918 and as found over the whole district. They do not differ from Marátha Kunbis in appearance, speech, house, food, or dress. Their begging dress is a rather long white coat, waistcloth, shouldercloth, shoes or sandals, and generally a loose white turban. They are quiet, patient, and orderly. While telling fortunes, they look on the lines of the palm, and speak in tones so serious, solemn, and respectful that the listener is greatly impressed. They are astrologers, fortune tellers, and beggars, and go singing and beating a small drum or huduk. They worship all Marátha-Kunbi gods and goddesses and keep the same fasts and feasts. They believe in witchcraft and spirits. Their priests are village Bráhmans, and their customs from birth to death are the same as those of Marátha-Kunbis. They hold caste councils and are a poor people.

Kolhátis, or Tumblers, are returned as numbering 131 and as found over the whole district except in Karád, Khátáv, Koregaon, and Mán. They are a slight, active, and intelligent people with fair skins, dark eyes, and short black hair. They speak a mixture of Gujaráti Maráthi and Hindustáni and have no home, moving from place to place generally in gangs of twenty to twenty-five, carrying small mat huts and cots on the back of donkeys or ponies or on their own heads. They pass the rains in some dry part of the country. They eat the flesh of almost every animal and are excessively fond of drink. The men wear a waistcloth, waistcoat, and turban, and draw a sheet or chádar over their body. They wear rings in their ears and brass armlets. The women wear a robe and bodice and the same ornaments as ordinary Marátha-Kunbis. Both men and women are tumblers and beggars, and some of the women in addition are prostitutes. They steal and kidnap high caste girls to bring them up as prostitutes and are under the eye of the police. They also make and sell small buffalo horn pulleys, mattresses, combs, and dolls. Any one working for hire is put out of caste, but is let back again on paying a fine varying from a handful of betel leaves to £1 (Rs. 10). They worship the usual local and Bráhmanic gods and goddesses, but their chief deities are Vir and the cholera goddess Mari. They hold the cow sacred. Their priests are village Bráhmans, and they use charms and believe in witchcraft. They also worship Musalmán saints. They feast the caste when a child is born and at marriages walk in procession like other Hindus and follow Hindu customs. They feast their castefellows on the thirtieth day after a death. On coming of age, a Kolháti girl is called to choose between marriage and prostitution. If she chooses marriage, she is closely looked after; if she prefers to be a prostitute her parents call a caste meeting, feast them, and declare that their daughter is a prostitute. The children of unmarried girls are considered outcaste, but they eat and live with their mothers and are supported by them. They have a headman called núik or leader whose duty is to remain in camp and look after the welfare of the
community. All Kolháti women, whether married or single, are watched by the police. Though poor they are a contended class. They do not send their boys to school and take to no new pursuits.

Maṅbháxes, or Respectables, are returned as numbering eighty-two and as found over the whole district except in Jávli, Khánápúr, Khatáv, Mán, and Pátan. They say that some five hundred years ago the Maṅbháxes and the class called Gorjis formed one brotherhood. At that time a certain dharmparáyan or ascetic had two disciples named Divákár and Munindrá. Munindrá took to eating flesh and Bhattácháryá a disciple of Divákár quarrelled and separated; a part of the brotherhood followed Bhattácháryá. He ordered his followers to change their ochre or bhaqva robes to black, and called them mahánumbháxes or men of high mind which use has worn to Maṅbháxes. The sect of Maṅbháxes includes a Bairági or religious and celibate, and a married householding or Gharvási division. Celibate Maṅbháxes are both monks and nuns. Married Maṅbháxes are divided into those who do not keep caste distinctions, and Bhole or nominal Maṅbháxes who accept the principles of the order so far as they do not interfere with the rules of their caste. They are recruited from all Hindus except the depressed classes. Among religious or celibate Maṅbháxes the monks shave the whole head and face not even allowing the moustache to grow, and the nuns also have their heads shaved by a male barber. Their home tongue is Maráthi and they live either in monasteries or wander in bands from place to place. They eat no flesh and drink no water in presence of an idol. Both men and women wear black clothes. The monk’s dress is a short waistcloth a headscarf and a shoulder-cloth, and the nun’s a robe the end of which they do not pass back between the feet and no bodice. The monks also do not pass the end of their waistcloth back between the feet and both monks and nuns wear earrings and necklaces of tulsí beads because the plant is sacred to their god Krishna. The monks sometimes wear silver armlets and finger rings. They are a quiet thrifty and orderly people. To take no life is one of their chief rules. They are careful to avoid a place where a murder has been committed and will not eat food for three days in any place where an accidental or a violent death has happened. They generally wander in bands visiting sacred places, receiving into their order grown men and women and children devoted to the Maṅbháx life by their parents, making converts, and begging. Of late many have given up begging and have settled as traders and husbandmen. Their gods are Dattátreya and Krishna whose shrines are at Máhur in the Nizám’s country. Though they reject all Bráhmanic and non-Bráhmanic gods they keep images of Dattátreya and Krishna in their monasteries and celebrate feasts on the anniversaries of Dattátreya and Krishna. They have no images of saints and their hatred for all other Bráhmanical gods has made them unpopular among Bráhman, though they are respected by lower class Hindus. They profess not to believe in

---

2 Details of Maṅbháx customs are given in the Ahmadnagar Statistical Account.
ghosts or spirits. They say that the ailments which others suppose to be caused by spirits they hold to be bodily sicknesses or plagues sent by God to punish secret sins in this or in a former life. Both men and women study the revered Bhagvat Gita or Krishna scripture, and the learned among them whether men or women are termed Pandits. These Pandits preach and expound separately to the members who are of their own sex. They have only one Mahant or pontiff whose seat is at Ridhpur in Berár, and who is called the Káranjkar Mahant. The reward which stirs the best of them to strict holy living is the hope of a seat near the throne of God. The sect is recruited from young children who have been devoted by their parents, or have no one to care for them, or have themselves renounced the world and entered the monastery. The nuns either begin as children or late in life: young women seldom join. The monks and the nuns never live together, and the nuns never serve the monks however high their position may be. The nuns and the monks travel separately. If a band of nuns meets a band of monks and travels with them they put up at a great distance, generally in a separate village. The women hold a separate service for themselves, visiting the temple at noon, or other fixed hours, when no men are allowed to attend. Women and men never hold a joint service. On her admission as a sister a woman, whether she is a Bráhman or a low caste woman by birth, is a disciple and pupil of the nun who whispers the sacred verse or guru mantra into her ear, and continues her follower so long as the teacher lives. Not only the Mahant or head of the monastery can impart the teacher’s verse or guru mantra, any one who has leave can teach it. The nuns call their religious teacher ái guru or Mother Teacher and the other nuns sisters. Their chief religious house is at Ridhpur in Berár. The members both of a monastery and of a nunnery are divided into five grades. The five grades of Mánbháv monks are the head or mahant, the teacher or pandit, the manager or kárbhári who provides the inmates with food, the food-server or pálekhar, and the disciples or chelás. The five grades of Mánbháv nuns are, the head or bidkar ái the teacher called either pandit or vamdeskar ái, the manager or kothi ái, the young women’s guardian or lasurkar ái, and the food divider or bhajan ái. Mánbháv nuns attend the funerals both of monks and of nuns. At a monk’s funeral they walk far behind. At a nun’s funeral men dig the grave and withdraw. The body is carried to the grave by nuns seated in a palanquin the monks walking at a distance behind. When they reach the grave the nuns take the body out of the palanquin, strip it of its clothes except a waistcloth, lay it in the grave, cover it with earth and walk away. When the nuns retire the monks who followed at a distance come and fill the grave. When a Mahant or head of a religious house dies his body is washed, it is seated on a raised seat, and is worshipped by the monks. It is then tied to a palanquin in a sitting position. The palanquin is carried by the disciples on their shoulders to a place chosen for the occasion. As they walk they ceaselessly repeat the names of Krishna and Dattátreya from the moment of the death till the body is buried. Mánbhávs do not use ordinary burial grounds. They choose a clean spot,
and a grave is dug lengthwise, north and south, and spread with salt. The body is taken out of the palanquin, stripped of its clothes, and a loincloth of buff silk is tied round the loins, and it is laid in the grave with its head to the north and its feet to the south. It is laid on its left side so as to face the east and a cocoanut is broken on the head. A sash or shela, or other valuable cloth is spread over the body, and salt is spread on the sash and earth. After the earth has been spread on the salt each of the mourners lays a cocoanut and a betel packet over it and the grave is filled and the ground levelled so as to leave no trace of the burial. No tomb is ever raised over a Mânabháv. For ten days after the death the members of the religious house are fed. After the death of the head of a monastery such of his disciples as have a name for holy conduct or learning offer themselves as candidates for the post. They go to Paithan in the north-east of Ahmadnagar where they have to pass an examination before learned Pandits, and whoever the learned pronounce best qualified is taken to the Mânabháv monastery in Paithan and is there seated on a raised seat, worshipped, and declared Mahant. Cocoanuts, betel, and sweetmeats are handed round and, on the following day, a feast is held and dry food is offered to such as do not eat from their hands. The newly installed Mahant, before assuming his powers, visits the temple of Páñcháleshvar in the Nizám’s country, and, after worshipping Dattátreya, gives a feast to the Mânabhávs, dry food to such as do not eat from his hands, and alms to beggars. The Mahant inquires into and punishes offences committed by the monks, and the Guru mother inquires into and punishes offences committed by the nuns. When a dispute arises which she cannot settle the Guru mother takes the parties before the Mahant. The head nun or Guru mother keeps a strict watch over the sisters and any monk or nun who commits adultery is put out of the house. Any one who dislikes these strict rules may marry and become a householder or Gharvási Mânabháv.

Tirmalis, or Bullock Showmen, are returned as numbering forty-eight and as found in Khánpur, Karád, Koregaon, and Sátára. They have no subdivisions and their home tongue is Telugu. They are strong and well made and live in middle class houses. They eat fish and flesh and drink a little liquor. They dress like Marátha Kunbis, and are clean, neat, and orderly. Their hereditary calling is begging, but some are petty traders, dealing in sacred threads, rudráksh and tulsi bead necklaces, metal boxes, and glass beads. They worship all Marátha Kunbi gods and goddesses and keep the regular fasts and festivals. Their priests are either Telang or Marátha Bráhmans, and they believe in witchcraft and spirits. They allow child and widow marriage and polygamy but not polyandry. They burn their dead and mourn ten days. They hold caste councils and settle social disputes at caste meetings. They send their boys to school until they learn to read and write, and are thrifty and steady.

Uchlds, or Pickpockets literally Lifters, are returned as numbering 148 and as found in Karád, Koregaon, Sátára, and Válva. They have no divisions and their home speech is Telugu. They live
either in ordinary middle class houses or in straw huts with thatched roofs. Except a few metal and earthen vessels their houses contain little furniture. Most of them keep cattle. They eat fish and flesh and drink liquor. They are petty thieves and pickpockets and are not helped in their calling by their wives. They visit local fairs to carry on their trade. Of late a few have taken to tillage and day-labour. They wipe out the sin of theft by occasional grants of bread to the poor. Their family deities are Ambábáí of Tuljápur in the Nizám's country, Bahiroba of Karád in Sátára, Khandoba of Jejuri, and Yallamma in the Karnátak. They have a priest of their own caste whom they ask to conduct their marriage and other ceremonies. They have a headman called náik who settles their social disputes. A few of them send their boys to school till they are twelve, and they are generally a steady class.\footnote{Details of Uchla customs are given in the Poona Statistical Account.}

Vaidus, or Drug Hawkers, are returned as numbering nine and as found only in Karád. They appear to have come into the district from the Karnátak, but when they came is not known. They are dark, Hardy, muscular, and robust, and are hospitable orderly and hardworking, but extremely dirty and unsettled. The men wear long moustaches and beards and shave the head. Their home tongue is Telugu, but with others they speak a corrupt Maráthi. They generally camp outside of towns and villages in cloth or mat tents which they carry on donkeys. When they go drug-hawking, they sling across their shoulder a bamboo pole hung with one or two bags containing healing roots, herbs, lides, and poisons. They are ready to heal any disease from a cold to a fever, giving some certain cure from the bag. They also beg and are given both grain and cooked food. They eat almost any flesh that comes to them including frogs, rats, and serpents. When nothing special comes in their way their ordinary food is a pittance of bread and vegetables. The men wear a tattered turban, a loincloth, and occasionally a waistcloth. The women wear a robe and sometimes a bodice. After childbirth the mother is held impure for nine days. During this time she does not keep her room, but on the very day the child is born goes about as though nothing had happened. Except for choosing a lucky day for the marriage of their children they never ask the help of a Bráhman. They pay him five betel packets and five coppers. When the boy and girl are married they feast their caste with flesh and liquor. They bury their dead and hold the mourners impure for three days. They allow child and widow marriage and polygamy but not polyandry. Their chief deities are Khandoba, Vyankoba, and Yallamma, but they worship all other local and Bráhmanic gods. They fast on Tuesdays in honour of Yallamma and on Saturdays in honour of Vyankoba. They settle social disputes at caste meetings and refer difficult questions to their priest or guru, a Jangam whose head-quarters are in the Karnátak. The teacher gathers a three-yearly contribution.
of 2s. 6d. (Rs. 1½) from each family. They do not send their sons to school, and their calling and condition are steady.

**Va’sudevs** are returned as numbering fifty-one and as found in Khatav, Satara, Tasgaon, Vai, and Valva. They have no divisions and look, speak, eat, and dress like Maratha Kunbis. They are wandering beggars going in small bands from place to place. Their begging dress is a long hat or crown adorned with peacock feathers, a long coat having numerous folds, and trousers. They carry in their hands two metal cups and play upon a flute. They are given grain, money, and old clothes. They worship all the Maratha-Kunbi gods and goddesses, and their priests are village Brähmans. Their family gods are Bahlroba, Khandoba, Mahádev, and Vithoba. Their religious teachers are Gosávis and they believe in witchcraft and spirits. Their customs are the same as those of Maratha-Kunbis, they hold caste councils, do not send their sons to school or take to any new occupation, and are a falling people.

**Musalmáns** are returned as numbering 36,712 or 3:45 per cent of the population. They include thirty classes of whom nine intermarry and form the main body of the regular Musalmáns, and twenty-one form distinct communities. The classes who intermarry and form the main body of Musalmáns may be arranged into two groups, one including the four leading Musalman classes of Moghals, Patháns, Shaikhs, and Syeds, the other including five classes Atárs or perfumers, Kaláigars or tinsmiths, Maháwats or elephant-drivers, Manyárs or bangle-sellers, and Nálbands or farriers. Of the twenty-one separate communities who marry among themselves four are of outside and seventeen are of local origin. The four of outside origin are Bohorás and Mehmáns from Cutch and Gujarát, Mukris and Gáikásábs from Maisur, the first three being traders and the fourth craftsmen. Of the seventeen local classes two Bágáns or fruiterers and Támboils or betel-sellers are shopkeepers; ten Dhavads or iron-smelters, Dhondphodás or Takarás stone-masons, Gavandis or bricklayers, Jhárás or dust-sifters, Bakar Kasábs or mutton-butchers, Momins or weavers, Patvegars or silk-tassel twisters, Pinjáris or cotton-teasers, Rangáris or dyers, and Sikalgars or armourers, are craftsmen; three classes, Dhobis or washermen, Hajáms or barbers, Pákhalí or watermen are servants; and two Nagárjís or cymbal-drum-beaters and Gárudís or jugglers, are players.

Of the four leading classes Moghals, Patháns, Shaikhs, and Syeds, the Moghals are a very small body and the other three include large numbers and are found in all sub-divisions of the district. Though in origin most of them are chiefly local Hindus who on embracing Isláam took the name Shaikh or Pathán from the religious or military leader under whom they were converted, almost all claim and probably most of them have some strain of foreign or Upper Indian blood. The chief foreign elements were the traders, especially horse dealers, the religious leaders, and above all the mercenary and military adventurers, who from the beginning of Musalmán power in India found their way to the courts of the Deccan Hindu kings. After the conquest of the Deccan by Alá-ud-din Khilji (1294) and under the Bahmani (1347-1490), and
Bijápur (1490-1686) kings, there were steady additions of foreign immigrants. This continued probably on a greater scale under Aurangzub (1658-1707).

Except that the men wear the beard, the local converts differ little in look from local Hindus and, except the Bohorás and Mehmáns who speak Gujarátí and Cutchí at home, almost all Sátára Musalmáns speak Hindustání with more or less mixture of Maráthí words with themselves and Maráthí with others. Among the classes of foreign origin, and to a less extent among the main body of Musalmáns, the men have sharper and more marked features, fairer skins, and lighter eyes than the corresponding Hindu classes. The women show fewer traces of non-local origin and in many cases can hardly be distinguished from Hindu women except that they do not mark their brows with vermillion or pass the end of the robe back between the feet. Some well-to-do Musalmáns in the town of Sátára live in two-storied houses with stone and cement walls and tiled roofs, and surrounded by a yard. The bulk of the Musalmán houses, many of which have a front or back enclosure surrounded by a stone wall four or five feet high, are like tile-roofed cottages built with rough stone and mud and smeared with cowdung. The rich houses have generally four or five rooms, the front room being used as the dálan or men’s room with a few mats, carpets, and cushions; the middle rooms are allotted as bedrooms one of which is a women’s sitting-room and store-rooms, and the last room forms the kitchen with a good store of metal vessels. The poor houses or huts have two or three rooms with a cot or two, a few mats, some quilts and coarse country blankets, and cooking and drinking vessels, a few of metal and the rest of clay. Village houses are built in much the same style as poor town houses, the front room being the biggest, is used as a stable for cattle. As a rule the Sátára Musalmáns keep no servants. The village houses have no wells and the women fetch water from the village pond. Both town and village Musalmáns own cattle and sheep and goats.

Town Musalmáns take two meals a day, breakfast about nine on millet or wheat bread, pulse, mutton, and vegetables, and supper at seven or eight in the evening of boiled rice mutton and pulse if well-to-do, and bread and pulse with pounded chillies or chatná if poor. Village Musalmáns and some rich town Musalmáns have three meals a day, the villagers taking a cold breakfast about seven before going to their fields, a midday meal in the field, and a supper on reaching home in the evening. The rich add to the usual two meals a cup of tea or milk with bread in the morning immediately after rising. The staple food of villagers is millet bread, pulse, and vegetables; a few rich villagers eat mutton daily and almost all manage to get mutton on the Bakár Id festival. Except a few fresh settlers as Bohorás and Mehmáns, who generally eat beef, the bulk of the local Musalmáns prefer mutton to beef, and some communities will on no occasion touch beef. Buffalo beef is eschewed by all, and fowls, eggs, and fish are eaten without any objection when they can afford them. The trading classes as a rule use coffee and tea every day, and husbandmen drink milk with bread every morning. The Sátára Musalmáns drink both
European and country wines, smoke hemp-flower or ganja, drink
hemp-water or bhàng, and eat opium, tobacco smoking chewing and
snuffing being common among all classes. Their special dishes are
the same as those of Poona and Ahmadnagar Musalmáns.

Except the members of the four leading classes and the Bohorás
and Mehmáns who dress in loose trousers, a waistcoat, a shirt and a
Musalmán-shaped turban, almost all Sátára Musalmán men dress in
Hindu style. The men wear indoors a headscarf, a waistcoat, and
a waist or loincloth; out of doors on all occasions the rich and on
festive occasions the middle class and poor wear a twisted turban
or a loose Marátha turban, a coat, a pair of trousers, and shoes.
Most husbandmen while indoors dress in a dirty napkin used as a
loincloth and on going out draw a course country blanket over their
shoulders. The daily dress of town Musalmáns is of cotton, but they
have a silk dress for special occasions. Indoors almost all the
women wear the long Marátha robe and bodice. The chief
exceptions are the Bohora women who dress in a petticoat, a backless
bodice and a headscarf, and the Mehmán women who wear a shirt
reaching to the knees and loose trousers. Except the Bohorás who
wear a large cloak that covers the whole face and figure, they have
no special outdoor dress. About thirty per cent of the middle
class Musalmáns of Sátára keep the senána or seclusion system, while
others appear in public with the same dress they wear at home.
Every married woman has a suit of silk presented by her husband
at the time of her marriage, which generally lasts during the whole
of her life. Almost all Musalmán women begin married life with a
number of gold and silver ornaments in proportion to the means of
her husband and parents, who, as a rule, have to present their
daughters with a gold nosering, a set of gold earrings, and silver
finger rings. The husband has to pay his wife £12 14s. (Rs. 127)
if not more at the time of marriage, which are generally spent on
ornaments. In a poor family these ornaments by degrees disappear
in meeting special ceremony charges and in helping the family in
times of difficulty.

As a class town Musalmáns are clean and neat, while villagers are
often dirty and untidy. Almost all local classes and the richer
classes of Bohorás and Mehmáns are steady and hardworking. The
upper classes are clean, polite, and generally sober and honest.
Bágbáns or fruiterers, Gavandíis or bricklayers, Kasábs or butchers,
Pinjáris or cotton-cleansers, and Takárás or masons are strong and
rough.

Most village Musalmáns are land proprietors or jágirdárs, and
husbandmen. Of town Musalmáns many are soldiers, constables,
messengers, and servants; a few are craftsmen and artisans; and
some are moneylenders. Though hardworking and thrifty many
are given to drink and are badly off. Except Mehmáns and Bohorás,
who take contracts, deal in European goods, and are well-to-do and
rising classes, most Musalmán craftsmen and artisans are badly off
on account of the competition of European and Bombay machine
made goods. They are often required to borrow to meet special
charges. Village Musalmáns, especially husbandmen, are thrifty.
Among the regular Musalmáns, especially among town traders,
soldiers, constables, messengers, and servants, the women add nothing to the family income. On the other hand in many of the special communities and among husbandmen, weavers, and other craftsmen and petty shopkeepers, the women earn almost as much as the men. Sameness in faith, worship, manners, and customs bind Musalmáns into one body. Except some families of Bohorás who are Shíás of the Ismáílí branch and followers of the Mulla Sáheb of Surat, all Sátára Musalmáns belong to the Sunní sect of the Hanafi school. They respect the same Kází, worship in the same mosque, and bury in the same graveyard. Among the special or local communities, the Bágbáns or fruitiers, Kasábs or mutton butchers, Dhondphodás or stone-masons, Gavandis or bricklayers, Pinjáris or cotton-cleaners, and Pakhális or water-carriers have such Hindu leanings that they do not associate with other Musalmáns, almost never attend the mosque, eschew beef, keep Hindu feasts, and openly worship and offer vows to Hindu gods.

Of the regular Musalmáns about twenty per cent teach their sons to read the Kurán. All of them are careful to circumcise their boys and to have their marriage and death rites conducted by their Kází. The initiation or bismilla and the sacrifice or akika are often neglected, owing partly to ignorance and partly to poverty. Though as a rule they do not attend the mosque for daily prayers, almost all are careful to be present at the special services on the Ramzán and Bakar Id feasts, and are careful to give alms and keep fasting during the whole month of Ramzán. The well-to-do make special offerings on the Bakar Id and pay the Kází his dues. Their religious officers are the Kází or Judge but now the marriage registrar, the Khatir or preacher, the Mulla or priest, the Mujávar or beadle, and the Náib or the Kází’s deputy. Besides the religious officers certain Pirjádas or sons of saints hold a high position among them. They are spiritual guides and have religious followers chiefly among weavers and the classes who live by service. These Pirjádas live on estates granted to their ancestors by the Musalmán rulers of the Deccan. Carelessness and love of show have forced most of them to part with their lands and they are now supported by their followers. Except Bohorás all Musalmáns believe in saints or pírs, to whom they pray for children or for health, and offer sacrifices and gifts. Most craftsmen and almost all husbandmen believe in Khandoba, Mhasoba, Mariáí, and Satváí, Hindu deities to whom they make gifts and offer vows, and whom they worship either privately or publicly. Mhasoba is supposed to be the guardian deity of the field, and most husbandmen offer him a fowl or goat every year either at the harvest gathering or at the opening of the rains in June, when a new field year begins. They worship Satváí or Mother Sixth, who is supposed to register the destiny of the child on the sixth night after birth, and Mariáí or Mother Death to save them from cholera. No Sátára Musalmáns make pilgrimages to Mecca, but for amusement and to offer vows most young women and men visit the fairs of local saints and some-

---

1 Details of the duties of Kázís and other religious office bearers are given in the Poona and Sholápur Statistical Accounts.
times go a few days' journey to the neighbouring districts of Poona Sholapur and Kulbarga. As a rule Satara Musalmans believe in
witchcraft and soothsaying, and allow and practise polygamy and
widow and child marriage.

After the birth of a child, the members of the family are
ceremonially unclean for forty days, during which the house images
of saints are not worshipped. When a woman is in labour a midwife
is sent for. The midwife delivers the woman, buries the navel-cord
and the after-birth in an earthen pot in a corner of the lying-in room
and bathes the mother in the same corner. If the child is a boy the
midwife is paid 1s. 3d. (10 as.) and if the child is a girl 7½d. (5 as.)
On the fifth day the goddess Chhati or Satravai is worshipped. A silver
human tooth and a small silver sickle are the objects of worship. The
tooth and the sickle are laid in a winnowing basket with a platter
containing the heart and head of a goat and boiled rice, and half a dry
cocoa-kernel, two betel leaves and a betelnut, and a marking-nut with
a needle through it. Before these things the mother burns incense
and bows. The ceremony is marked with a feast given to friends
and relations. In some families mutton is served at this feast while
in other families rice and split pulse sauce are served. On the twelfth
day the young mother takes her child to a distance from the house
and worships five stones under a tree with turmeric powder, vermilion,
scented powder, a piece of red string, and a betelnut and five
betel leaves. On the fortieth day the mother is bathed and dressed
in a new robe and bodice. When the woman bathes on the fortieth
day, she is made to rub her teeth with sticks of forty different kinds
of trees and forty pinches of tooth-powder. The woman is also
made to put on new glass bangles. Friends and relations are treated
to pulav that is a dish of rice and mutton cooked together, or to
banga that is rice and mutton cooked separately. In the evening
the child is dressed in a cap and a frock, and its hands and feet are
adorned with silver ornaments. The women gather near the
cradle, put the child into it, and sing songs as they rock the cradle.
Before naming the child a piece of sandalwood is wrapped in a
handkerchief, waved about the cradle, and is passed from one
woman to another with the words, Take this moon and give the
sun. After the piece of wood has been several times passed
backwards and forwards, they lay it in the cradle by the side of
the child and name the child. The name of the child is chosen by
the Kazi according to the position of its birth stars.

Sunta or circumcision is performed at any time between a boy's
third and twelfth year, the younger age being always preferred. In
rich families the circumcision is marked with as much pomp and
show as a marriage. A booth is raised in the front of the house
with the muhurtmedh or first post driven into the ground on a lucky
moment; and betelnuts, rice, and turmeric roots are tied in a yellow
cloth and fastened to the first pole. A water jar encircled with a red
thread bracelet or kankan passed round turmeric roots is also
tied up and the boy to be circumcised is rubbed with turmeric paste
for two days. On the second day female friends and relations are
asked to the biyapari feast, in which five unwidowed women who
have not broken their fast are served with boiled rice, bread,
vegetables, split pulse, curry, wafer biscuits, and pickles. As a rule none but unwidowed women are allowed to attend this feast. On the third day the boy is bathed in warm water, dressed in a new turban, a pair of drawers, a shoulder-cloth, and a jâma or long white robe reaching to the heels, and from head to foot he is covered with a veil made of a network of flowers and called the sultâni shera or king’s chaplet. His arms and wrists also are covered with flower garlands. He is made to sit on a horse and taken in procession to a mosque to say the prayers. In the mosque the Kâzi teaches the boy the prayer, and, at the end of the prayer, the boy and the Kâzi embrace each other and the musicians attending the procession begin to play on their instruments. They again set the boy on the horse and return home with the same pomp and sit to a feast. In the evening, after dinner, the barber who is to circumcise the boy and who is called nabi that is Prophet, or khalipa that is Ruler, comes. The boy is seated on a stool or chaurlang covered with a red cloth and usually with a red handkerchief. This stool is set on a square piece of yellow cloth, with a square of lines of red rice or wheat drawn by unwidowed women. A platter is laid before the child and in it a burning lamp. Two persons, one on each side, hold the boy fast, and on both sides of the boy stand two persons holding lighted wicks of cotton thread soaked in oil. As he circumcises the child the barber calls out Din Din, that is religion. Unwidowed women wave the platter with the light in it about the boy and lay it down, and friends and relations wave copper or silver pieces each about the boy and throw them into the platter. The boy is carried and laid down on a cot and is fanned with wheaten unleavened cakes by the women of the family. Next day the barber washes the wound, turns up the skin by means of a wooden instrument called ghodî, applies oil to the wound, and receives 2s. 6d. (Rs. 1½) from the father or other relation. Besides this he receives a meal of undressed provisions and the money waved about the boy by his friends and relations. The wound heals in ten to fifteen days, and the expenses amount to £5 (Rs. 50). In poor families the ceremony is finished in a day at a cost of £1 to £1 4s. (Rs. 10-12). Instead of going to a mosque the boy’s father brings the Kâzi to his house, the barber circumcises the boy in the Kâzi’s presence, and the ceremony ends with a feast to friends and relations.

Among Sátára Musalmaniws offers of marriage come from the boy’s parents. The boy’s father goes to see the girl, and if he finds her to his taste, he tells her father so, who returns with him to see the boy. If both the fathers are satisfied, they go to the Kâzi and Mulâma to see whether the birth stars of the boy and girl agree and whether the marriage is likely to prove lucky. If they are satisfied that it has a good chance of being lucky they return home and settle what sum the boy’s father is to pay the girl’s father as the price of the girl. This sum is spent by the girl’s father in the marriage, and the boy’s father has to spend nothing. The cost generally ranges from £10 to £30 (Rs. 100 - 300). When both parties are rich enough to bear the costs, no sum is paid by the boy’s father to the girl’s father. Girls of middle class families are generally married between
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nine and thirteen to young men of twenty to twenty-two. Girls of rich families are often obliged to remain unmarried till their fifteenth or sixteenth year on account of the want of a suitable match. In such cases grown-up girls are married to men of above twenty-five. Of the four main classes Shaikhs and Syeds intermarry and Patháns and Moghals keep separate. In the betrothal the bridegroom sends to the bride presents of a silver sari or wire necklace, chotis or hanging hair ornaments with hollow silver knobs, toddis or silver chain foot ornaments, and a green robe and bodice. In return the bride's parents, whom the bridegroom feeds on sákharbhát, that is rice boiled and seasoned with sugar, give him a turban, a silver ring, and a handkerchief. The betrothal day is fixed as lucky by the Kázi who is paid five copper coins, a betelnut, and molasses worth 1d. (\textfrac{3}{a}). The marriage takes place six or eight months after the betrothal. When the marriage day draws near a booth is built in the front of the house; and around it boiled rice mixed with curds is thrown and a cocoanut broken as an offering to evil spirits, that they may not attack the bride and the bridegroom. In a corner of the booth a mango branch with a betelnut, some turmeric roots, and a little rice tied to it in a piece of yellow cloth, is driven into the ground. It is called the muhurstmedh or lucky post, and is planted in the ground at a lucky moment. At night the rajjaka, in which songs in the praise of Allah or God are sung to the music of drums, is performed by women of the family, and in rich families by Dombins or professional female singers and drummers. While the singing and music go on gulgulás or small stuffed wheaten cakes and rahmés or boiled rice flour balls made with milk sugar and rosewater, are heaped in the name of Allah or God in two miniature pyramids, one for the bride and the other for the bridegroom. Before these little heaps a red cotton cord, flowers, and burnt incense are laid. After a short time the heaps are broken and the cakes and balls are handed to women. Next day, without his knowing it, a woman marks the bridegroom's clothes with turmeric paste. This is called the secret turmeric or chórhalad. Like Hindus, the Musalmáns of Sátára allow no widows to attend festal meetings, and are particular about lucky days and persons. Thus the woman who puts on the secret turmeric or chórhalad must have her husband alive, and her name must be given out by the Kázi after consulting his almanac. In the evening the bride and bridegroom are rubbed with turmeric paste, one after the other, as they are not allowed to see each other's faces till they are married. In this ceremony both men and women take part, and it is called the sákharhalad or public turmeric, as opposed to the chórhalad or secret turmeric. When the bride and bridegroom are being rubbed with turmeric paste, they are seated on a chaurung or stool covered with yellow cloth and set on a square of yellow cloth having a square of red rice or wheat, drawn by five unwidowed women. The turmeric paste is first rubbed on the bridegroom and then on the bride, being taken that they do not see each other's face. On the third day the feast of biyápári is given, which includes boiled rice, wheaten cakes, a sauce of split pulse and three or four kinds of vegetables. The food is first served in five small earthen dining plates to five unwidowed women.
Before they sit to eat, they knot together the dress of the bride and the bridgroom and in front of them burn incense in the name of Allâh or God, and the bride and bridgroom bow to Allâh. On this and on the next day while musicians play, friends and relations make presents of clothes to the parents of the bride and bridgroom. On the fourth day a feast of *pulâs* that is rice cooked with mutton, called the *varât* or hometaking feast, is given to male guests. In the evening the *tel mendî* or oil and henna Lawsonia inermis ceremony takes place. In this the bridgroom is made to sit on a stool having a pile of pitchers called *telghadîs* or oil-jars on each side, one of seven pitchers in the name of the bridgroom and the other of nine pitchers in the name of the bride. On the top of each of these piles are laid two *swâlîs* or raised wheaten cakes fried in oil. The bridgroom’s right wrist is encircled with a betelnut bracelet or *kankan*, a copper coin, a turmeric root, and a pinch of rice tied in a piece of red cloth and the tooth-powder of the Chebulic myrobalan, and iron filings is applied to his teeth. As he sits on the stool five unwidowed women, one after another, wave round him a millet stalk with wheat cakes and betel leaves dipped in oil and tied to it by a red cotton cord. A canopy of a square piece of cloth with twenty-five wheat cakes is held over his head by four persons and the wheat cakes are equally divided among the four bearers. The bridgroom is led into the house and his place is taken by the bride who undergoes the same ceremony except that a necklace of glass beads is tied round her neck and that her hands and fingers are adorned with glass bangles and silver rings. This ceremony is important, for when her husband dies a woman removes the necklace and the glass bangles. After the ornaments are put on two half cocoa-kernels tied together by a red cotton cord are dropped into the laps of the bride and the bridgroom. The pair are then bathed separately. At the time of bathing, their mothers hold the skirts of their robes over the heads of their children and unwidowed women from the oil jars pour water over them through the skirts. They are dressed in the clothes presented to them by their fathers-in-law, and their eyes are anointed with sulphuret of antimony. The bridgroom’s dress is much like that which he wore on the circumcision day, and as he was then he is veiled from head to foot, with a network of flowers called *sultânisherâs* or king’s chaplets. His arms and neck are adorned with garlands of flowers and his turban with a bouquet. He is then at about four in the morning led on horseback to a mosque to say his prayers. His sister walks behind his horse with a platter containing a burning lamp made of dough and keeps throwing a fragrant unguent or *chiksa* made of millet and turmeric and other scent-giving drugs. In the mosque the Kâzî tells the bridgroom to recite his prayers five times, and at the end of the prayers the Kâzî embraces the bridgroom. The bridgroom is brought in procession into the marriage booth and seated on the square in the booth. When the bridgroom reaches the door of the booth a cocoanut and four lemons are waved round him and thrown away as an offering to evil spirits. Meanwhile the bride is bathed in the same way as the bridgroom, and her hair is plaited into a braid by unwidowed women. She puts on shoes, wears flower garlands, and is covered with a flower veil called *sherâs*
or garlands. Her lap is filled with the *suwágpuda*, that is a packet of scented powders, and she is wrapped in a white sheet or *chádar*. While the bride sits in the house, the bridegroom is taught the *nikékhní* or duties of a husband. The chief of these are, that he should not punish his wife without a fault, and that he should send his wife to her parents whenever they send for her. Two agents or *vákíls* and two witnesses, one for the bride and the other for the bridegroom, stand before the Kázi and declare that they have agreed to this marriage and are ready to bear evidence. The Kázi feeds the bridegroom with five morsels of macaroni. By this time the bride comes and sits, facing west, on a cot set in the booth in front of the square on which the bridegroom is seated. A curtain is held between them and a little *chiksa* or millet ointment is thrown on their heads as a sign that the nuptials are over. The Kázi removes the curtain and musicians play. The bride and bridegroom are made to sit on the cot side by side and allowed to see each other’s face for the first time. As they sit the Kázi takes a little sugar into his hand, puts it on the bride’s right shoulder and asks the bridegroom whether he thinks sugar sweet or his wife sweet, who answers the Kurán is the sweetest. The couple look at each other’s faces in a looking glass and each placing a hand on the other’s back they bow five times to the Almighty. The bride goes into the house and the bridegroom stays in the booth till noon when the *varít* or hometaking procession starts. In this procession the bride sits in a carriage while the bridegroom rides a horse and escorts his bride to his house carrying her on his side to the front gate of the house. Here he is met by his sisters and cousins who, before letting him in, make him promise to give his daughters in marriage to their sons. He consults his wife and she tells him to give them the promise. He then sets his wife on the ground and they walk together into the house. In the evening the bride and bridegroom, with some men and women, go to the bride’s father’s house where they play with the wedding bracelets or *kankans*. In this play the *kankans* of the couple, with five betelnuts, five turmeric roots, five pomegranate buds, and a silver ring, are thrown into what is called *sarwar* water which is made of a mixture of turmeric powder and lime. The bride and bridegroom try to pick the ring and other things out of the water, and force them from each other’s hands. When the play is over they are made to stand side by side, bathed and dressed, the bridegroom being dressed in a *lungi* or coarse waistcloth. Friends and relations are feasted on cakes or *polis* and dismissed, this feast being the last of the marriage festivities. A Sátára Musalmán may have, at the same time, more than one wife; but a woman cannot have more than one husband. Divorce is allowed and practised. It is not very uncommon to see a woman who has been divorced by two or three husbands.

Among Sátára Musalmáns, as a rule, a widow marries a widower or a person who has divorced his wife. A man who wishes to marry a widow gives £1 to £1 10s. (Rs. 10 - 15) to the widow’s parents, a turban to her father, and a robe and a bodice to herself. Besides this he puts glass bangles on her wrists and ties the *lacha* or glass-bead necklace round her neck. In the evening the Kázi tells
him the duties of a husband and marries them, and receives 2s. 6d. (Rs. 1½) as his fee. Unwidowed women are careful not to be present at or even to overhear a widow marriage service; and after the marriage, the faces of the couple should not be seen till they have bathed next morning. If the man is well-to-do he gives a feast to his friends and relations, or else sends batásás or sugar packets to his friends.

When a girl comes of age she is held unclean for five or seven days. During this time she is made to sit by herself and is not allowed to touch anything in the house. Every day she is rubbed with turmeric paste and oil and bathed in warm water; and her relations bring her presents of sweetmeats, macaroni, puffs, and cakes. On the seventh day she and her husband are bathed together in warm water and she is dressed in a green bodice and robe. Her father presents her husband with a turban worth 10s. to £1 (Rs. 8-10), a shoulderscloth worth 6s. to 12s. (Rs. 3-6), and a seal ring or chháp worth 1s. (8 as.) and a handkerchief worth 1s. to 2s. (Rs. ½-1). Some flower garlands are tied round the girl's neck and some are allowed to hang from her temples. Her husband's turban is decked with a bouquet and her arms and wrists are adorned with flower garlands. They are seated together, the girl to the right of her husband, and their laps are filled by a lucky woman chosen by the Kázi after consulting his book. Each of their laps is filled with one coconaut, five half cocoa-kernels, five betelnuts, five dry dates, five turmeric roots, five lemons, five pomegranate buds, five plantains, five polis or cakes fried in oil, and puffs or kánolás. All these are brought by the girl's parents. The husband and wife go to bow to the household saints or pirs, generally Rájevali and Dáwul Malik, and the guests are treated to a feast of polis or cakes. Each of the women who is asked to the lap-filling brings a coconaut, a bodicecloth, and flowers as presents to the girl. The night is spent by the women in singing and beating drums, and in rich families by listening to hired Dombs who are paid 4s. to 6s. (Rs. 2-3) with dressed food for the night. Besides the Dombs, some engage kettledrum-beaters and other musicians to pass the night. In this ceremony a Musálmán spends from £2 to £6 (Rs. 20-60) according to his means.

In the sixth month of a woman's first pregnancy, her and her husband's laps are filled in the same way as when she came of age. On this occasion her mother brings five baskets filled with dhavalbutis or cakes made of five kinds of flour and seasoned with spics, Italian millet cakes having sesame seed stuck in them, wheaten cakes, millet cakes, and two kinds of gram flour cakes pátvadis and látvavadis, usal mug or split pulse seasoned with oil and spices, and boiled rice mixed with curds. She also brings a turban for the husband and a robe and bodice for her daughter. As a rule friends kinspeople and the members of the family eat the dressed food brought by the girl's mother.

Musálmán bury all their dead. When a Musálmán dies some near relation with the Mulána goes to market and buys a shroud seventy-five feet long for a man and ninety feet long for
a woman and other things wanted for the funeral. These are rose-water, scents, sulphuret of antimony, aloe-lights, frankincense, and yellow earth; and in addition, frankincense oil and a flower-net when the dead is a woman. The dead is washed first with water boiled with bor and pomegranate leaves and then with soapnut water, and laid on the back on a cot. The Mulâna writes the creed. There is no God but Allâh and Muhammad is the prophet of Allâh in aloe-powder on the chest and forehead of the dead and puts pieces of camphor at all the joints of the dead body. The body is then wrapped in the shroud and carried to the graveyard. As the body is borne to the graveyard the funeral party, all of whom are men, accompany the dead body calling Kalma-i-Shahadat, that is I say that there is only One God, and recite verses from the Kurân. Every now and then on the way the bearers are relieved and when they reach the spot where the bier is kept, which is generally at the iđâqa or prayer place, they fall on their knees and pray to the Almighty. From this the corpse is carried to the grave and buried. As the grave is being filled all present go round the grave and throw in handfuls of earth. They close the grave and retiring forty paces fall on their knees and offer prayers to the Almighty for the dead. These prayers are called khatmâ's. All then return to the house of the deceased person, and offer khatmâs or dead prayers on the spot where the dead body was washed and return to their homes. On the first day after the funeral the mourners are fed by their relations and friends on food dressed at their own houses. Among the low classes of Sâtára Musalmâns, if a woman dies in childbirth râla grains are thrown behind the body as it is borne to the burial-ground. It is believed that a woman who dies in childbirth always becomes a ghost. She tries to return to her house, but stops to pick up the grains and is so long delayed that she never reaches. On the third day the mourners go to the burial ground, whiten up the tomb, and lay flowers, sâbja or basil Ocimum pilosum or basilicum, and sweetmeats beside it. On the ninth, at a feast called dasea, rice and mutton are served. On the twentieth is a feast of wheat cakes and halva or almond sweetmeat. The cost of the different funeral rites and feasts varies from £2 to £6 (Rs. 20-60). On the fortieth day they spend £1 to £4 (Rs. 10-40) on a grand feast in which mutton is one of the main dishes. On this day a garland of flowers is kept hanging from the centre of the roof on a large platter filled with dressed food, vegetables, khîr that is rice boiled in milk with sugar, and the heart of a goat; and, at the four corners of the house, four platters called khutas containing polis or cakes stuffed with pounded gram-pulse boiled with molasses, ghâris or cakes stuffed with gram-pulse boiled with molasses, rot or cakes, kânaulûs or puffs, gulgulûs or wheaten stuffed cakes, khurphurûs or balls of gram flour seasoned with spices and fried in oil, wafer-biscuits, cucumbers, pomegranates, guavas, plantains, and custard apples. The mourners and guests burn incense before the central dish and offer prayers for the soul of the dead. After the prayers all sit to eat and after dinner smoke tobacco and return to their homes. As it is a funeral feast betel leaves and nuts are not handed to the guests. In the evening is a
Kurán reading or manlud and the Mulána is paid 2s. 6d. (Rs. 1¼) for all his services during the funeral. About twenty per cent of the Sátára Musalmáns, generally traders and servants, send their boys to school where they are taught both vernacular and English. The sons of husbandmen and craftsmen begin to help their parents as soon as they are eight or ten. A few town Musalmáns have learnt English and some are employed as Government servants and have risen to high positions in the police and army.

The great body of Musalmáns who intermarry and differ little in looks -customs or dress, besides the four main classes Moghals, Patháns, Shaikhs, and Syeds,¹ includes five special communities. Of these two Atárs or perfumers and Manyárs or bracelet-sellers are traders; two Kaláigars or tinsmiths and Nálbands or farriers are craftsmen, and one Maháwats or elephant-drivers are servants.

Atárs, or Perfumers, said to be the representative of Hindus of the same name converted by Aurangzeb (1658-1707), are found in small numbers only in towns. Their original name is Mahanultár and they get their present name from dealing in scented oils or attars. They are said to have come from Poona and Talegaon during the time of the Marátha kings at Sátára. In look speech and dress they resemble the regular Musalmáns and as a class are clean, neat and tidy, hardworking, and thrifty. Their women dress in the Marátha robe and bodice and appear in public but do not help the men in their work. They have fixed shops where they sell scented oils, abir powder, frankincense sticks, and masála or a mixture of aloewood sandalwood and dried rose leaves. During the Muharram they sell coloured thread wreaths or sáhelis which are worn both by Hindus and Musalmáns as the signs of mourning for the death of Hasan and Husain.² These threads are worn during the latter five of the ten days of the Muharram and are thrown into water on the tenth. They cost 1½d. to 3d. (1-2 as.). Atárs generally marry among themselves, but also give their daughters to Shaikhs and Syeds. In social matters they form a separate community under an elective headman and settle social disputes according to the votes of the majority of members and with the consent of the headman. They do not differ from the main classes of Musalmáns in manners or customs, and are said to be careful to say their prayers. They teach their children to read the Kurán and send them to school. They do not take to new pursuits but say their calling has ceased to be well paid since the introduction of English perfumes and that they are badly off.

Manyárs, or Bangle Sellers, said to represent local Hindus of mixed origin converted by Aurangzeb (1658-1707) are found in small numbers only in towns. They speak Hindustání at home and

¹ Details of Moghal, Pathán, Shaikh, and Syed customs are given in the Poona Statistical Account.
² Hasan and Husain the grandsons of the Prophet and sons of Ali the son-in-law of Muhammad, were killed on the plain of Karbala in Southern Persia in H.61 A.D. 683.
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Maráthi abroad. Like other regular Musalmáns they are tall or of middle height, dark or of olive colour, strong and well made, the women being fairer and thinner than the men. The men wear the beard full and dress in a waistcloth, a tight-fitting jacket, a coat, and a Marátha turban. The women wear a Marátha robe and bodice, appear in public, and except the old, do not help the men in their work. Both men and women are clean and neat in their habits, orderly, honest, hardworking, and thrifty. They are bangle-sellers and have fixed shops, and also hawk their goods about the streets and attend weekly markets and fairs. They sell both China glass and local glass bangles, and some of them are well-to-do. They marry among themselves generally, form a distinct body, and settle social disputes according to the votes of the majority. Except that they eschew beef and perform no initiation or bismilla and sacrifice or akika, their social and religious customs are the same as those of the regular Musalmáns. They belong to the Hanafi school of the Sunni sect, and are careful to say their prayers. They do not send their boys to school or take to new pursuits, but their calling is well paid and they are able to save.

Kaláigars. or Tinsmiths, calling themselves Shaikhs and found scattered in small numbers over the district, are said to represent Hindus of the same class converted by Aurangzeb (1658-1707). They call themselves Shaikhs and neither men nor women differ from Shaikhs in look, dress, food, or in social and religious customs. They tin copper and brass vessels. As a class they are clean and neat in their habits, but, though hardworking and thrifty, as their work is not constant, few of them are well-to-do, and many have moved to Poona and Bombay in search of work. They form a separate community under an elective headman called chaudhari, who, with the consent of the majority of the members fines any one who breaks their caste rules. They keep no Hindu customs and do not differ from regular Musalmáns with whom they intermarry. In religion they are Hanafi Sunnis, and many are religious and careful to say their prayers. They teach their boys to read the Kurá and Maráthi. They take to no new pursuits, and are badly off.

Nálbands. or Farriers, said to represent local converts of mixed Hindu origin, are found in small numbers in Sátára and Mahábaleshwar. They call themselves Shaikhs and are like to Kaláigars or tinsmiths in look dress and customs. Their women dress in a robe and bodice and do not appear in public or add to the family income. As a class Nálbands are clean and neat in their habits, honest, and hardworking, but given to drink. They shoe horses and bullocks, and earn 6d. to 2s. 6d. (Rs. 4-14) a day. They have a well managed union with an elective headman or pátíl, marry with any regular Musalmáns, and do not differ from them in social or religious customs. In faith, Sunnis of the Hanafi school, they respect and obey the Kázi and employ him to conduct their marriage and death ceremonies. But they are careless about saying their prayers, and give their boys no schooling. A few of them are employed as messengers and servants, and as a class they are fairly off.
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Maha'wats, or Elephant Drivers, are found in small numbers in Sátára and other large towns. They are said to represent local converts of the Hindu class of the same name, and speak Hindustání at home and Maráthi abroad. They are tall or of middle height and dark. The men shave the head, wear the beard full, and dress in a turban, a tight-fitting jacket, and a pair of light trousers or a waistcloth. The women wear the Marátha robe and bodice and appear in public, but add nothing to the family income. Both men and women are clean in their habits, hardworking, thrifty, and sober. Under British rule the demand for their services has fallen. They have taken to new pursuits; a few are husbandmen, some serve as constables, and others as messengers and servants. They live from hand to mouth, and have to borrow to meet special charges. They have no special organisation and no headman, and marry with any of the regular Musalmáns. Most of the men and almost all the women eschew beef and have a leaning to Hindu customs, keeping Hindu feasts and worshipping Hindu gods. In religion they are Sunnis of the Hanáfi school, but few are religious or careful to say their prayers. They respect and obey the Kázi, and employ him to conduct their marriage and death ceremonies and to settle social disputes. They do not send their boys to school or take to new pursuits, and are a falling class.

The four outside separate communities who marry among themselves are:

Bohórás, immigrants from Gujarát and by descent partly Gujarát Hindu converts and partly Arab and Persian immigrants, are Shiás of the Ismá'ílí sect and are known from one of their former pontiffs as Daudi Bohórás. All are followers of the Mulla Sáheb of Surat. Two or three families in Sátára town and a few at Mahábaleshvar are said to have been in the district about forty years. They speak Gujarátí among themselves and Hindustání with others. The men who are tall or middle-sized, thin, and brown or wheat-coloured, shave the head clean, wear the beard full, and dress in a silk headscarf or a white turban, a white coat, a shirt, a waistcoat, and a pair of loose trousers. The women who are shorter, fairer, and thinner than the men, are regular featured and dress in a chintz petticoat, a headscarf, and a tight-fitting backless bodice with short sleeves. Out of doors they put on a large black cloak which shrouds the whole body from head to foot, except a small gauze opening for the eyes. They seldom appear in public, and add nothing to the family income. As a class Bohórás are clean and neat in their habits, hardworking, orderly and thrifty, and often well-to-do, and able to save. They marry among themselves, but one Bohora in Sátára has taken a wife from a poor Sunni family. Being a limited number they mix and associate with the ordinary regular Musalmáns in dinner parties and religious meetings and bury their dead in the ordinary Sunni Musalmán graveyard. Though they do not obey the regular Kázi, they employ him to conduct the marriage and death ceremonies. They perform the initiation or bismilla and the sacrifice or akika ceremonies, and do not keep Hindu feasts or offer vows to Hindu gods. Though Shiás at heart they
Chapter III.

People.

Musalmâns.

Mehmâns, properly Momin or Believers, number three or four families at Sátârâ and a few at Mahâbaleshvar. Originally of Cutch and Kâthiâwar they seem to have come from Bombay and Poona about thirty years ago, and are converts of the Lohâna caste. They speak Cutchi at home and Hindustâni abroad. In look, food, dress, and customs they closely resemble their brethren in Bombay and Poona. They are clean and neat in their habits, orderly, hardworking, and thrifty, and have a good name among traders. They deal in English furniture and piecegoods, and are a well-to-do and a saving class. They form a separate community, but have no special organization and no headman. They respect and obey the Kâzi, and their social and religious customs do not differ from those of ordinary Musalmâns. They are Sunnis of the Hanafi school, and are strictly religious and careful to say their prayers. They teach their boys to read the Kurâ and Marathi, but not English. They do not take to new pursuits, but their calling is well paid and they are fairly off and lay by. On the whole they are a pushing class.

Mukris,¹ said to mean Deniers from mukerna to deny, are believed to represent Hindus of the Vanjâri or Lamân caste converted by Haidar Ali (1763-1782) at Muisr about the middle of the eighteenth century. They are found in small numbers at Sátârâ and Mahâbaleshvar. They are said to have come from Muisr, first to Belgaum and thence to Sátârâ, about fifty years ago, and were formerly a larger class as of late years in consequence of disputes with local moneylenders and traders, several of them have gone back to Belgaum and Kolhâpur. Some have given up money-lending and taken to service and contracting. Their home tongue is Hindustâni and they speak Marâthi abroad. In look, food, dress, and manners they are like the Mukris of Sholâpur, and as a class are clean and neat, hardworking and orderly, but quarrelsome and not over-honest. They are grocers and are corn and spice dealers, and are well-to-do and able to save. They marry among themselves only and form a separate community under an elective headman called chaudhari, who, with the consent of the castemen settles caste disputes and punishes the breakers of rules with fines and caste feasts. Their social and religious customs are the same as the regular Musalmân customs. Though in name Sunnis of the Hanafi school they seldom say their prayers, but obey the Kâzi and employ him to conduct their marriage and death ceremonies. They teach their children to read Marâthi and Urdu, but not English. None of them has risen to any high position.

Gâi Kasa'bs, or Beef Butchers, probably immigrants from Muisr, are found in small numbers in the Sátârâ cantonment and at Mahâbaleshvar. They are said to be descendants of Abyssinian slaves and Kâbuli Patháns whom Haidar Ali employed to kill cows and

¹ The story of the supposed origin of the name Mukri is given in the Sholâpur Statistical Account.
buffaloes in MAisur, and who came to the Deccan with General Wellesley in 1803 and Sir Thomas Munro in 1818. They are found only in military cantonments. They speak Hindustání among themselves and Maráthi with others. In look dress and manners they are like the local regular Musalmáns. As a class they are dirty and untidy in their habits, and though hardworking, hot-tempered and quarrelsome, and much given to liquor. Some of them are well-to-do and able to save, but most are badly off. They kill cows and buffaloes and have fixed shops, and sometimes take beef to villages near Sátára and exchange it among the low caste Hindus for corn or money. They marry among themselves and form a separate community and have a well managed union under an elective headman called chaudhari. They belong to the Hanafi Sunni sect and are not careful to say their prayers. They obey and respect the Kázi and employ him to conduct their marriage and death ceremonies. Except that they do not perform the ceremonies of initiation or bismillá and sacrifice or akika, their social and religious customs are the same as those of regular Musalmáns. They give their children no schooling and take to no new pursuits.

The seventeen local communities who form distinct bodies and marry among themselves only are:

Ba'gba'ns, or Fruitiers, are found in considerable numbers in towns and large villages. They say they are descended from a Musalmán mother and a Maráthá father, but according to others they represent Kunbis converted by Aurangzéb (1658-1707). The men add Shaikh to their names and in look, food, dress, and manners do not differ from the regular Musalmáns. The women dress in the Maráthá robe and bodice and can be known from Kunbi women only by wearing silver bangles instead of glass bangles. They are neat and clean in their habits, honest, hardworking, orderly and thrifty, and keep bullocks and ponies to carry home vegetables and fruit from their gardens and villages to towns. They are market gardeners, and are fairly off. Of late they have been giving up their Hindu customs and becoming stricter Musalmáns. About twenty years ago they used to worship a metal pot or ghat in honour of Tulja Bhaváni on Dasara Day in September-October, and the goddess Satváí on the sixth night after childbirth, and to hold the mother impure for twelve days. Now they perform the chhalla ceremony on the fortieth day after childbirth only. Their social and religious customs are the same as those of regular Musalmáns. They are Sunnis of the Hanafi school and regularly attend the mosque, and fast during the Ramáván and keep the feast of the Bakar Id. They ask the Kázi to register their marriage, and obey and respect him. They have a headman and a caste council who settle caste disputes with the consent of the castemen. They do not send their boys to school or take to new pursuits, but their calling is well paid, and they earn enough to live on and are able to lay by.

Bakár Kasa'bs, or Mutton Butchers, are found in small numbers over the whole district. They are said to represent Hindu Khátiks converted by Tipu Sultán (1782-1799), and hence they say they add Sultáni to their names. They speak Hindustání among themselves and Maráthi with others. The men who are dark, strong,
and well made, wear the beard full, shave the head, and dress in a pair of drawers or a waistcloth, a shouldercloth, a shirt, a Marátha turban, and a pair of shoes. The women, who are fairer than the men and regular featured, dress in a robe and bodice, appear in public, spin wool, and mind the house. As a class mutton butchers are clean and neat, honest, hardworking, and thrifty, and many are well-to-do and able to save. They have fixed shops and their work is constant, but they say they have lately suffered from the competition of Hindu Kháitiks. They eat from all, except Nhávis, Dóbis, Tám-bats, and Sonárs and the impure castes of Hindus, and never associate with ordinary Musalmáns. They eschew beef, keep all Hindu feasts, and offer vows to Hindu gods. They marry among themselves and form a separate community under an elective headman called pátíl, who, with the consent of the majority of the castemen, settles their social disputes. They are Hanáfi Sunnis and are seldom careful to say their prayers. Except circumcision they keep no Musalmán rites, though they obey and respect the Kázi and employ him to conduct their marriage and death ceremonies. They keep images of their gods and of Musalmán saints or píras in their house, and they are the disciples or müríds of the Pirjádás of Bijnápur and Pátán in Sátárá. They do not send their children to school and take to no new pursuits, but their calling is well paid and they are a saving class.

Dhavads, or Iron-smelters, said to represent local Kolis converted by Aurangzéb (1658-1707), are found in large numbers in the Mahábaleshwar hills. Their home speech is a dialect of their own of Hindustání and Maráthi words, and out-of-doors they speak corrupt Maráthi. The men are generally middle sized, dark, and sturdy, with high cheek bones and small eyes, and shave the head, wear the beard full, and dress in a dirty, carelessly wound white turban, a tight-fitting jacket, and a pair of light trousers or a waistcloth. The women, who are shorter and fairer than the men, dress in a dirty and untidy Hindu robe like the Dombári women, passing the skirt back between the feet and tucking the end of the robe to the waistband leaving half the legs bare, and a tight-fitting short-sleeved bodice covering the back and tied in a knot in front under the bosom. They appear in public and do as much work as the men, bringing head-loads of fuel and grass from the forest. Though hardworking, Dhavads, as a rule, are dishonest, wild-tempered, and given to drink country liquor. They smelt the iron which is found in laterite or iron clay hills. But partly from the growing scarcity of fuel and partly from the cheapness of foreign iron and hardware goods their iron smelting has nearly ceased. They live by cutting and selling grass, gathering honey, and making and selling iron nails, tongs, and frying pans. They live from hand to mouth. They marry among themselves and form a separate community, and have a well managed body under their elective headman or pátíl who settles their social disputes with the consent of the castemen and punishes the caste rule-breakers with fines which generally take the form of caste feasts. Except that they call themselves Hanáfi Sunnis, circumcise their sons, and ask the Kázi to register their marriages, they have few Musalmán customs. They keep Hindu feasts, eschew beef, and worship Hindu gods.
They say no Musalmán prayers, and give their children no schooling.

Dhobis, or Washermen, said to represent local converts of the Hindu class of the same name, are found in small numbers in the town of Sátára and at Mahábaleshvar. They speak Hindustání with themselves and Maráthi with others. The men who are dark, thin, middle sized, and well made, shave the head or cut the hair close, wear the beard full and dress in a headscarf, a sád, a waistcoat, and a waistcloth. The women are fairer and thinner than the men and wear the Marátha robe and bodice, appear in public, and do as much work as the men. As a class they are clean and neat in their habits, orderly, honest, and hardworking, but spending on drink almost half of their earnings. They are employed both by Europeans and natives and earn £1 10s. to £1 10s. (Rs. 8-15) a month. They marry among themselves and form a separate community with a good organization under a headman or chauhdhri, who, with the consent of the castemen, settles caste disputes and punishes the breakers of social rules with fines which generally take the form of caste feasts. In religion they are Hanafi Sunnis and are very careless about saying their prayers. Except that they ask the Kázi to register their marriage and to conduct their death ceremonies they keep no Musalmán rites, observing Hindu feasts, eschewing beef, and offering vows to Hindu gods. They do not give their children any schooling or take to new pursuits, but their calling is well paid and they are a steady class.

Dhondphoda, or Takáras, Quarrymen and Stone Masons, are said to represent Hindus of the same name converted by Aurangzeb (1658-1707). They are found in small numbers in towns and large villages. Their home tongue is Hindustání and they speak Maráthi abroad. Except that they are not given to drink, in look food dress and manners they are similar to Dhavats. Some are quarrymen and stone-masons and others are stone-dressers. Most have moved to Bombay and Poona in search of work. Many are fairly off and have made fortunes by taking stone contracts in Bombay. The poorer, who are called Takáras, roughen grindstones. They marry among themselves and have a well managed union under an elective headman styled pátíl, who settles social disputes at caste meetings. Breaches of social rules are punished with fines which generally take the form of caste feasts. Except that they eschew beef, worship Hindu gods, and keep Hindu feasts their customs are said to be the same as those of regular Musalmáns. Except circumcision they keep no special Musalmán rite and seldom attend the mosque. They give their children no schooling and are a rising class.

Gavandis, or Bicklayers, said to represent local Hindus of the same name converted by Aurangzeb (1658-1707) are found in small numbers all over the district. Among themselves they speak Hindustání and with others Maráthi. The men who are tall or middle sized, thin and dark, shave the head, were the beard full, and dress in a dirty and untidy large white or red Marátha turban, a tight-fitting jacket, and a waistcloth; the women who are fairer and better featured than the men, wear a Marátha robe and bodice,
appear in public, and mind the house. As a class Gavandis are dirty and untidy, hardworking, orderly, and thrifty. They are masons and bricklayers and in search of work many have moved to Poona and Bombay, and many have become day labourers earning 6d. to 9d. (4-6 as.) a day. Their work is not constant, and they are often badly off and in debt. They marry among themselves only, but have no special organisation and no head except the regular Kázi who settles their social disputes and registers their marriages. Except that they eschew beef and keep Hindu feasts their religious and social customs do not differ from those of the regular Musalmáns. They belong to the Hanafi sect of Sunnis, but are seldom careful to say their prayers. They do not give their children any schooling, and some of them are employed as messengers and servants. As a class the Sátára Gavandis are poor.

Ga’rudis, or Madáris, a wandering class of jugglers who move all over the district in bands of four or five families, represent local converts, probably of the Kolháti caste. Their head-quarters are at Miraj about thirty-five miles east of Kolhápur. Their ancestors are said to have been converted by Mir Samsudín, commonly known as Mirán Shamma, who died about the middle of the fourteenth century, and was buried at Miraj, his tomb being the scene of a yearly fair. Among themselves they speak a coarse Hindustání and with others a mixture of Maráthi. As a class they are dark, sturdy, and middle sized; the men either shave the head or cut the hair close, and wear the beard full, and dress in a dirty carelessly folded and twisted turban, a waistcloth, and tight-fitting trousers leaving half the legs bare. The women, who are like the men in look, are dirty and untidy, and dress in a coarse Maráthi robe and bodice. They appear in public and except by begging do not add to the family income. They are a class of jugglers, tumblers, and snake-charmers, neither sober nor honest, poorly clad, and ill-fed. If they fail to maintain themselves by their performances they beg from door to door and live from hand to mouth. They marry among themselves only and form a separate community under an elective headman. They settle social disputes at meetings of the castemen at the yearly fair of their saint at Miraj. They keep no Musalmán customs and do not obey or respect the regular Kázi except by employing him to register their marriages. They are Musalmáns in name only and never say their prayers. They do not send their boys to school or take to new pursuits, and are a falling class.

Haja’áms, or Barbers, representatives of local converts of the Hindu class of the same name, are found in small numbers in towns and large villages. In look, food, dress, and manners, they closely resemble Dhobis and speak Hindustání at home and a corrupt Maráthi abroad. As a class though lazy and unthrifty, Haja’áms are orderly and honest and live from hand to mouth. Their work is constant and they earn 6d. (4 as.) a day. They marry among themselves only and form a separate community without a special organisation or an elective headman. They refer their caste disputes to the regular Kázi, who registers their marriages and conducts their death ceremonies. Except circumcising their children and employing the Kázi at their marriages and deaths, they keep no
social or religious Musalmán customs, and are seldom careful to say their prayers. They call themselves Sunnis of the Hanafi school. They do not give their children any schooling or take to new pursuits, and are a steady class.

Jhàra's, or Dust Sifters, are found in small numbers over the whole district. They are descended from Hindus, probably of the Bángbán caste, who are said to have been converted by Aurangzeb (1658-1707). They rank with Atàrs, Manyàrs, and Patvegars whom they resemble in look food and dress, and with whom they eat and marry. They buy the sweepings and ashes of goldsmiths' shops and furnaces and sift out particles of gold and silver. They also sift the ashes of dead Hindus for melted ornaments diving and bringing up the mud when the ashes are thrown into water. They sell these particles to money-changers and make 6d. to 2s. (Re. ½-1) a day. When they do not get sufficient work at Sátára, they travel to Belgaum, Goká, Kolhàpur, Násik, and Sholápur, and buy dust in the goldsmiths' shops, sift it in the river, and return home. As a class they are clean and neat in their habits, and, though given to drink, are hardworking and thrifty, and some of them are fairly off and able to save. They form a separate body with a well managed union under their headman called mehetra, and settle social disputes in accordance with the votes of the castemen. They are Sunnis of the Hanafi school in name, but are seldom religious or careful to say their prayers. They respect and obey the regular Kázi and employ him to register their marriage and to conduct their death ceremonies. They never give their sons any schooling and besides as dust-sifters earn their living as messengers and servants.

Rangàris, or Dyers, are found in towns and large villages. They are said to represent converts from Màrwàr who came and settled in the district about fifteen years ago. They have a subdivision called Chhipa. They speak Hindustání both at home and abroad, are dark, strong, and well built, and can easily be known by their blue hands. The men shave the head, wear the beard full, and dress like other Musalmáns. The women are fairer than the men and dress in the Upper Indian petticoat and bodice, and wear large ivory bangles and wristlets, and a necklace of black glass beads. They appear in public and help their husbands in preparing colours. As a class Rangáris are clean and neat, honest, hardworking, orderly, and thrifty. They are hereditary dyers, and their work is brisk in the fair season. Like mutton-butchers, they do not eat from the hands of Hindu Dhobis, Sonárs, Támbats, and the depressed classes and do not associate with regular Musalmáns, and eschew beef and liquor. They are Sunnis of the Hanafi school, fast during Ràmsaín, and worship Muhammadan saints. Their customs, except their marriage customs, are the same as those of regular Musalmáns, but they have no special organization and the regular Kázi settles their caste disputes. They marry among themselves, the boy as a rule taking as wife his maternal uncle's daughter. At the betrothal the boy presents the girl with a petticoat and a backless short-sleeved bodice. The parents of both the boy and the girl consult the regular Kázi and he names a lucky day for the marriage. The
father of the girl receives no money from the boy’s father, but sometimes if he is poor the boy’s father pays a sum of money to the girl’s father. Booths are raised before the houses of both with a marriage post called *muhurtnedh* fixed in one of the corners of each. Married women secretly rub some turmeric on the bridegroom’s clothes. Then comes the *sāchald* or public turmeric rubbing at which the married women meet at the girl’s house in the evening where the boy is also asked, seat the boy on a low stool placed on a square of wheat, sing Márwar songs, rub him with turmeric, and deck his head with flower garlands. The girl is carried in by some married woman on her hip and rubbed with turmeric, musicians play, and the women are feasted at the girl’s. This they call the feast of *biyāpari*, when the food is served in dishes and frankincense is burnt in the name of God, the marriage clothes of the couple are marked with sandal and placed before the dishes. Five women are made to fast during the day and are told to eat first of all. They are followed by the women of the house and the ceremony is over. The women of the bride’s house take vermicelli and sugared rice or *sākharbhāt* with music to the bridegroom’s for his breakfast, and in return receive from him 2s. (Re. 1) and a bodicecloth. On the next the god-humouring is performed and goats are killed, and friends and relations treated to a dinner. Early next morning the bridegroom is taken to the mosque and prays and the rest of the marriage ceremony is the same as among other Musalmáns. The regular Kázi settles their caste disputes. They send their boys to school and are well-to-do.

*Momins*, probably represent converts of the Koshti caste, are found in towns and large villages. They form a separate class and do not marry with other Musalmáns though in a few cases they have married with Patvegar or tassel-maker families. They have no objection to eat with any Musalmán. A Momin woman differs from other Musalmán women of the district in not wearing any nose ornament. They are weavers. The appliances of a Momin’s loom are a brush or *kuncha* worth 4s. to 10s. (Rs. 2-5) and bought of a Kanjári, *kâmbyás* or rods laid flat between the alternate threads of the warp to keep them from becoming entangled, *turkáth* or a cloth beam worth 1s. 3d. (10 as.), *hatya* or a shuttle beam used as a batten or lay worth 3s. (Rs. 1½), *phani* or the reed frame worth 3d. to 1s. 6d. (2-12 as.), *charka* or the wheel worth 2s. (Re. 1), *dhota* or a shuttle worth 9d. (6 as.) bought of a Kollháti, and *tansal* or uprights with rings worth 1s. 6d. (12 as.). Their women help by twisting yarn. They weave a turban of unbleached yarn 150 feet long in ten days, sell it for 9s. (Rs. 4½) and make 3s. (Rs. 1½) as profit. They have suffered by the competition of machine-made yarn and they have been reduced to poverty. Some have left their craft and become servants and day labourers. They keep all the Musalmán customs.

*Nagárijis*, or Kettle Drummers, representatives of local converts of the Hindu class of the same name, are found in small numbers in towns only. Their home-tongue is Hindustáni and they speak Maráthi abroad. They are dark, tall, or middle sized, regular featured, and well built. The men shave the head and wear the beard
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full, and dress in a large twisted turban, a coat, a waistcoat, and a waistcloth. The women, who are fairer and thinner than the men, wear a Marátha robe and bodice, appear in public, and add nothing to the family earnings. Both men and women are clean and neat in their habits. The men are kettledrum-beaters but since the fall of the Sátára chiefs the demand for their work has less and they are present only to play during marriages at the houses of both the Hindus and Musalmáns, and on festive occasions at local temples and the shrines of Musalmán saints. Though hardworking many are given to drink and are badly off, and some of them have taken to tillage. They marry among themselves only and form a separate community under an elective headman or chaudhari, who settles caste disputes with the consent of the majority of the castemen, and punishes the breakers of social rules with fines and caste feasts. Though in name Sunnis of the Hanáfi school they have strong Hindu leanings, keeping Hindu feasts, eschewing beef, and worshipping Hindu gods. They are seldom careful to say their prayers or to perform the ceremonies of bismilla or initiation and akika or sacrifice. They respect and obey the Kázi and employ him to register their marriages. They seldom send their boys to school. Besides as kettle-drummers they work as messengers and servants and are a steady class.

Pakhalís, or Water-carriers, representing local Hindu converts of the same caste, are found in small numbers in Sátára, Mahábaleshwar, and other large towns. Their home-tongue is Hindustáni and they speak a corrupt Maráthi abroad. As a class they are middle sized, dark, and thin; the men shave the head or cut the hair close, wear the beard full, and dress in a headscarf or a Marátha turban, a tight-fitting jacket, and a pair of tight and short trousers, or a waistcloth. The women are shorter and fairer than the men and wear the Marátha robe and bodice, appear in public, and, except the old who help in water-carrying, add nothing to the family income. As a rule Pakhalís are dirty and untidy in their habits, hardworking and thrifty. They carry water in leathern bags on bullock-back and supply water to Musalmáns, Christians, Pársis, and a few low caste Hindus. Their monthly earnings vary from £1 to £1 10s. (Rs. 10-15) but they are given to drink and spend half their income on liquor. They marry among themselves and form a separate community under an elective headman called chaudhari who settles social disputes with the consent of the majority of the caste and punishes breaches of social rules by fines which generally take the form of caste feasts. They call themselves Sunnis of the Hanáfi school but are seldom careful to say their prayers or perform the ceremonies of initiation or bismilla and sacrifice or akika. They respect and obey the regular Kázi and employ him to conduct their marriage and death ceremonies. But they have strong Hindu leanings, eschew beef, keep Hindu festivals especially the Dasara in September - October, and offer vows to Hindu gods. On Dasara Day they deck their bullocks with flowers, paint them yellow and green, and parade them through the streets along with the bullocks of the Hindus, preceded by music, and followed by a
crowd. They do not send their boys to school or take to new pursuits. They are a poor class and generally in debt.

**Patvegars**, or Silk Tassel Twisters, are found in almost all towns. They probably represent local converts of mixed Hindu classes and rank with Atàrs, Momins, and Manyàrs with whom they intermarry and whom they resemble in look, food, dress, and customs. They ascribe their conversion to Aurangzeb (1658-1707) and twist silk tassels and make silk waist threads or katdorás and soft pads or gádis for women’s necklaces. They do not send their children to school or take to new pursuits, but their work is constant and they are a steady class.

**Pinja'ris**, or Cotton Teasers, representatives of local converts of the Hindu caste of the same name, are found only in towns. They are Musalmáns and eat with other Musalmáns, but marry among themselves only. The men take the titles of Shaikh, Syed, and Pathán after their names. The Kázi and Mulla officiate at their marriages and they give 10s. to £1 (Rs. 5-10) to the caste as present money. They have a headman called mehtar to whom in a marriage ceremony the boy’s father gives a turban. The mehtar inquires into and settles their caste disputes. Most of them are carders of cotton and wool, and a few are servants and day-labourers. They stuff beds with cleaned cotton and make pack-saddles, quilted felt to put under saddles, and different kinds of felt. They are aided in their work by their women and children. The tools they use are a kamán or bow worth 6s. (Rs. 3), a dasta or pestle worth 1s. (8 as.), and catgut sold at 4s. (Rs. 2) for 150 feet. The kamán or bow is a somewhat square piece of plank having a pole with a hooked end fastened to it. The catgut passes over the hooked end and is fastened to the piece of plank. Thus the whole machine is something like a bow. The dasta is a cylindrical piece of wood having both its ends formed like knobs and a groove in the middle to handle it. As the carder sits to clean cotton or wool he holds the kamán, which hangs down from the string of a bow attached to a peg in a wall and pulls the catgut by an end of the dasta. Their goods do not command sale, and their trade is on the decline.

**Sikalgars**, or Armourers, are found only in the town of Sátára. They eat with all Musalmáns, but marry with Manyárs, Atárs, and Patvegars only. They furbish and polish weapons and tools and make razors, knives, pack needles, carpenters’ tools, and all sorts of cutlery. A few of them are engaged as servants. The large importation of European hardware has greatly interfered with their calling. They call the Kázi and Mulla to officiate at their marriage, and pay 5s. (Rs. 2½) to the Kázi. They present a turban to their headman or mehtar, differing in value according to their means. They ask other Musalmáns to marriage feasts and are asked by them to similar feasts. Except this, their customs differ little from those of other Musalmáns.

**Tàmbats**, or Coppersmiths, probably representatives of converts of the Hindu caste of the same name, are found in towns only. They say that they are descended from one Muhammad Din. They eat
with all Musalmáns, but marry only with Átárs, Manyárs, Pinjáris, Patvegars, Sikalgars, and Hativálás. They call the Kázi and Mulla to conduct their marriage and other ceremonies. They make brass vessels. None of them has a shop of his own for brass wares; all of them are paid 6s. (Rs. 3 a man) the quarter of brass sheet worked into pots. Their capitalists are Kásárs, for whom they make táts or dining dishes with the rim slightly inclined outwards, pátelás or cylindrical copper or brass pots with slightly rounded bottoms, támbíyás or drinking pots of all fashions, paráts or large platters with high rims slightly inclined outwards, and váías or cylindrical brass cups with rounded bottoms. Their religion forbids their working in copper. One Támbat is said to be able to make twenty-eight pounds of brass into pots in twelve days. They sometimes smelt brass, the alloy containing two parts of copper and one and a half parts of pewter. To these metals half a pound of soda is added and the whole mixture is put in an iron crucible. The crucible is put into a pit covered with charcoal, and fire is set and blown into a white heat. Nearly two hours are required for the alloy to form. Some forty years ago they were well-to-do. Since then they are slowly declining, on account of the large number of hands engaged in the trade. They are poor and barely self-supporting.

Christians are returned as numbering 886 and as found chiefly in Jávli, Koregaon, Sátára, and Wái. Of the 886 Christians, 426 were Europeans including Americans of the American mission and Eurasians, and 460 Natives. Besides the civil officers a large number of Europeans belong to the military service. The American mission began work in the district in 1834 and has at present (1884) 124 native converts connected with it. In 1834 Mrs. Graves of the American mission opened a girls school at Mahábaleshwar. Till 1849 when the Rev. William Wood of the American Mission settled permanently at Sátára, the school was removed to Sátára every year during the rainy season. Since 1849 Sátára has resident missionaries. In food, drink, dress, calling, faith, and customs, the Sátára Native Christians do not differ from the Ahmadnagar Native Christians.

Pársis are returned as numbering ninety-nine and as found in Sátára and Jávli. They are emigrants from Bombay. Their home speech is Gujaráti. As shopkeepers, merchants, and contractors they are well to do and prosperous.
CHAPTER IV.

AGRICULTURE.

According to the 1881 census, agriculture supported about 744,000 people or 70 per cent of the population. The details are:

Sátára Agricultural Population, 1881.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under Fifteen</td>
<td>154,707</td>
<td>130,857</td>
<td>284,564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over Fifteen</td>
<td>318,245</td>
<td>321,204</td>
<td>440,449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>473,962</td>
<td>452,061</td>
<td>744,013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bulk of the Sátára landholders are Marátha Kunbis. But the best class of husbandmen are the Jains of the south and southwest of the district. In 1851 Mr. Ogilvy described the Sátára Kunbis as hardworking skilful husbandmen, understanding the rotation of crops, the value of manure, and the necessity of refreshing the soil by fallows. The general opinion is less favourable to the Sátára Kunbi who is said to be wanting in enterprise and averse from improvement. In the east of the district the landholders are said to be only moderately hardworking, and the richer soils in the west are said to suffer from being cropped several years in succession without ploughing. At the same time different parts of the district show notable instances of skill and enterprise. In parts of Khandála and Wái bad conditions have been improved with great success. By terracing slopes and damming ravines the very rocks have been forced to yield a good return. The hill cultivator is most acute in availing himself of every spring, and is an adept at terracing the hill sides, and generally wherever means of irrigation are available the cultivator shows industry and skill. Instead of limiting his undertakings to eking out a bare subsistence he aims at an increase of comfort and fortune. That there are no more signs of enterprise is due to the want of capital and the despair of escaping from the moneylender. The habit of disposing of their own produce has lately increased among landholders, owing to the restricted credit occasioned by the Agriculturists' Relief Act, which is believed to have had the effect of quickening enterprise and the desire to improve. The condition of the landholders varies considerably in different parts of the district. It may be roughly stated that few east of

1 Except the details of crops and water-works, and the account of famines, this chapter is contributed by Mr. J. W. P. Muir-Mackenzie, C.S.
the Yerla river are in comfortable circumstances, and many are frequently obliged to leave their homes in search of employment. Few anywhere are clear of debt, but the western landlord has probably better credit and less often borrows from neediness than the eastern. The Kunbi landlord generally sells his produce to the village dealer, to wandering buyers who frequent villages at harvest time, or in the nearest market. A few export on their own account chiefly to Poona and Chipuln. Most of the local field produce is sent away by merchants who have secured it either by purchase from the growers in satisfaction of debts, or from moneylenders at wholesale prices. During the idle season many husbandmen make use of their own and their cattle's labour in cart-driving, while some members of many families are engaged in carting the whole year round. Cases of husbandmen giving up their calling and taking to crafts or other industries are unknown in Sátára.

The soils of the district belong to three main classes, red in the hills and black and light-coloured in the plains. The black or काली soil is generally found in belts lying along the banks of the leading streams, the breadth of the belt varying with the size of the stream. In the Krishna valley is found the broadest belt of this rich soil, which yields the best garden and dry crops in the district. Under the name of black is included the slightly lighter and less productive कालेवा which is mixed with a small quantity of मुरम or crumbly trap. The leading light coloured soils are the माल राम or मुरम माळ a hard rocky soil commonest at the bases of the more eastern hills. The same soil, mixed with red at the foot of the Sahyádris, forms one variety of the soil called तंबाड or red. Another soil known as तंबाड is black soil mixed with red. Near the heads of the streams which issue from the Sahyádris, the soil of the valleys is red or तम्बडी and yields most of the rice grown in the district. On the hill tops where the water cannot be sufficiently confined for rice tillage this soil is used for कुम्र or wood-ash tillage. There is also the soil called चुंकडी which is a broken trap or मुरम soil strongly charged with lime. Lime is also found in black soils near river beds. The soil of the country at the foot of the Sahyádris west of the Yerla is generally good, and the soil of the Krishna valley is especially rich. East of the Yerla, and in the Khandála petty division in the north-east, the land becomes poorer, and the proportion of black soil becomes much smaller.

Of an area of 4792 square miles or 3,067,943 acres, 2,442,503 acres or 79.62 per cent are in 960 Government villages, and 625,440 acres or 20.38 per cent are in 396 alienated villages. All the Government lands have been surveyed, and of the lands in alienated villages 363,189 acres have been surveyed. According to the revenue survey, of the 2,442,503 acres of Government land, 1,802,156 acres or 73.79 per cent are arable; 141,291 acres or 5.79 per cent unarable; 4956 acres or 0.20 per cent grass or भार; 387,715 acres or 15.87 per cent forest; and 106,885 acres or 4.35 per cent village sites, roads, and river beds. Of the 1,802,156 acres of arable land in Government villages 382,957 or 21.24 per cent are alienated. Of
the whole arable area of 1,802,156 acres 1,378,659 acres or 76.50 per cent were in 1882-83 held for tillage. Of this 43,462 acres or 3.15 per cent were garden land, 14,895 acres or 1.08 per cent were rice land, and 1,320,302 acres or 95.77 per cent were dry crop.

In 1882-83 the number of holdings, including alienated lands in Government villages, was 120,158 with an average area of 14.11 acres. Of the whole number of holdings 46,353 were of not more than five acres; 25,628 were of five to ten acres; 22,620 of ten to twenty acres; 11,601 of twenty to thirty acres; 5584 of thirty to forty acres; 2946 of forty to fifty acres; 3782 of fifty to a hundred acres; 1285 of 100 to 200 acres; 221 of 200 to 300 acres; 66 of 300 to 400 acres; and 72 of over 400 acres. As regards the distribution of these holdings the rule is the more fertile the subdivision and the larger its area of watered land the smaller are the holdings. Thus in 1879-80 in Karad, which is probably the most fertile sub-division of the district, 81.34 per cent of the holdings were under twenty acres and 31.27 per cent were under five acres; while in Mán, the poorest sub-division, only six per cent were under five acres and 27.25 per cent under twenty acres. Again in Mán 32.7 per cent of the holdings were between fifty and 200 acres against 4.8 per cent in Karad.

In the hilly sub-divisions of Wáí, Jávli, Sátára, Pátna, and Válva the number of small holdings is larger. As, though entered in one name, many of the large holdings are jointly occupied by large families, it may be stated as approximately correct that ten or fifteen acres of a fair dry crop holding in the rich western valleys will support a holder with a family of three or four persons in decent comfort, while in the barren east twenty to thirty acres are required even for less easy and certain subsistence.

In the plains the black soil is generally so heavy as to make ploughing impossible with less than four bullocks and in many places as many as six pairs are required. To raise the full number of bullocks poor landholders with small holdings borrow from each other or hire. In jirúyat or dry crop soil a pair of oxen can plough ten to twelve acres, in mál or broken trap soil in the eastern subdivisions a pair can plough twenty-five to thirty acres, and in the hilly soil five to thirty acres according to the steepness of the field and the depth of the soil.

According to the Collector’s yearly returns the 1882-83 field stock included 55,724 ploughs of which 31,855 were for two bullocks and 23,869 for four bullocks; 18,275 carts of which 12,41 were riding carts and 17,034 were load carts, 246,921 bullocks, 152,640 cows, 115,311 buffaloes of which 82,711 were females and 32,600 males, 13,390 horses mares and colts, 4394 donkeys, 425,374 sheep and goats, 31 camels, and 5 elephants.

Of field tools the chief are the plough or nángar, the seed drill called pábar or kuri, the harrow or kulav, the weeder or kolpa, and the mud harrow or chítáráčhe aut. The plough is of two kinds, the large or thória nángar and the nángri or small hand plough. A plough drawn by a pair of oxen costs about 2s. (Re. 1). The seed drill has its teeth or phanse communicating with tubes or nális
which end in a box called cháde. This box the sower keeps filling with seed which passes through the tubes into the furrows made by the teeth. According to the soil the seed drill is drawn by two to eight bullocks and costs about 4s. (Rs. 2). After the seed drill, to cover the seed, the harrow or kulav is drawn. It is an iron blade or pás fastened to two upright teeth fixed in a harrow frame and costing about 2s. (Re. 1). When the crop is about a foot high, the weeder or kólp is used to clean the field of grass and weeds. The weeder has a small harrow frame with two iron blades bent near the middle at right angles, the upper part of each blade being fixed into opposite sides of the frame at an acute angle to the frame and at an obtuse angle to the ground, and the lower part pointing inwards and horizontally towards the corresponding part of the other blade. These two horizontal pieces pass through the ground about a couple of inches deep and turn up the surface on both sides of the crop. The mud harrow, costing 1s. to 1s. 6d. (8-12 as.), is used in rice fields in turning up the ground to receive the seedlings when ready for planting. Of small field tools the chief are the large and small hoes kudal and kudali, the spade or pávda, the axe or kurhád, the pruning knives and sickles or páyila and koyti, the manure rake or dátále, the trowel or khorpa, and the reaping sickle or vít. All cultivators have not the plough and the seed-drill, but very few are without the smaller field tools.

At present (1883) Sátára has six works for watering land. These are the Revári canal on the Vásna, the Yerla canals on the Yerla, the Gondoli canal on the Mán, the Máyini reservoir on the Váng, the Chikhli canal on the Nándni, and the Krishna canal on the Krishna. Of these six works the Revári canal is an old work restored, and the other five are new works. Of the six works the Krishna canal which has its source in the Sahyádris, has an unfailing supply of water, while the Revári, Yerla, Gondoli, Máyini, and Chikhli water works chiefly depend on the local rainfall.

The Revári Canal lies on the Vásna a feeder of the Krishna in Koregaon. The Vásna rises in the Mahádev range which runs south-east to the borders of the Sátára district, forming the water-shed between the Krishna and the Bhima valleys. The Vásna falls into the Krishna ten miles south-east of Sátára, and the head works of the canal lie about eleven miles above the meeting of the rivers. About 1781 the work was originally partially built by one Náro Appáji, the hereditary kulkarni or accountant of Padali, who was a distinguished officer in the Peshwa’s service. When Náro died, the river work was completed and the canal was unfinished. In 1849, within a year after the district came under the British Government, the work was completed and the canal brought into use. A want of slope in the channel, and the excessive smallness of two tunnels which prevented their being cleared, stopped the flow of water. After the experience of one season the canal was abandoned. In 1863 the irrigation department undertook to restore the work. The descendants of Náro Appáji gave up their claims on the work on condition that they were allowed the free use of water for nine
acres of land. The massive masonry of the original river work was in perfect repair, all that was wanted was to renew the channel. The canal is four miles long and has a head discharge of fifteen cubic feet a second. It commands 6000 acres of which 5340 are arable. A complete system of distributaries, some of which extend to the Krishna valley, was constructed by the villagers. The work came into use in 1865-66. In 1882-83, of 3624 arable acres under command, 519 acres or 14·32 per cent in the lands of seven Koregaon villages were watered. Of the 519 watered acres 160 were for kharif or early crops and 359 for rabi or late crops. The acre water rates were £1 16s. (Rs. 18) for the whole year, 8s. (Rs. 4) for eight months, 4s. (Rs. 2) for four months, and 2s. (Re. 1) for early dry crops. The chief crops watered were jwāri 122 acres, wheat 108 acres, groundnut 215 acres, and sugarcane thirty acres. In 1882-83 along the line of the canal were 1574 trees, chiefly bābhul, mango, and jāmbhul. In 1882-83 the rainfall at Revāri was 40·50 inches, and during the ten years ending 1882-83 it averaged 29·13 inches.

The Yerla Canals lie on the river Yerla which rises in the Mahādev range immediately east of the Vāsna, and joins the Krishna sixty miles south-east of Sātāra. The head works of the canals, one on each bank of the river, are on a rocky barrier sixty miles above the meeting of the Krishna and the Yerla. The work was begun in 1867 and finished in 1868. It includes a masonry weir across the river, 538 feet long and sixteen feet high, with regulators at each end forming the headworks of the two canals which are completely bridged and regulated. The right bank canal is nine miles long and the left bank canal 8½ miles. Both canals have a head discharge of forty-two cubic feet a second. The monsoon supply in the river is trustworthy but irregular, and the dry weather discharge generally falls very low. During 1876 the rabi or cold weather supply totally failed. In November the river’s discharge was only 2½ cubic feet a second, and water was stored at night and ran down the canals during the day only. To supplement the supply to the Yerla right and left bank canals, the storage reservoir at Nher was begun in 1876, chiefly as a famine relief work, and completed in 1880-81 by ordinary labour. The reservoir lies at the village of Nher on the Yerla river, twenty-two miles east of Sātāra and six miles above the headworks of the canals. The dam is 4820 feet long and seventy-four feet in greatest height. The lake, when full, contains 529 millions of cubic feet, the available capacity being 490 millions. The drainage area above the dam site is sixty square miles and the reservoir is calculated to fill with a run-off of 3·51 inches. After filling the reservoir on the right bank a waste weir 700 feet long and with a crest fourteen feet below the top of the dam provides for the escape of flood waters. In 1882-83, of the 7159 net arable acres under command 749 acres or about ten per cent were watered in the lands of nine villages of Khatāv. Of the 749 watered acres 403 were for kharif or early crops and 346 were for rabi or late crops. The acre water rates were £1 16s. (Rs. 18) for the whole year, 8s. (Rs. 4) for eight months, 4s. (Rs. 2) for four months, and 2s. (Re. 1) for monsoon dry crops. The chief crops
watered were *jeväri* fifty-five acres, wheat thirty-nine acres, *khapla* or husked wheat fifty-three acres, groundnut 303 acres, peas thirty-four acres, gram 126 acres, and sugarcane ninety-three acres. In 1882-83 the rainfall at Khadgun was 35-87 inches, and during the ten years ending 1882-83 it averaged 27-58 inches. In 1882-83 7535 trees were growing along the canal chiefly *bābhul*, mango, *jāmbhul*, *nimb*, and *savdād*.

The Gondoli Canal lies on the river Mán which rises in the Mahādev range, a mile and a half north of the village of Gondoli and three miles south of the town of Dahivadi in Mán. The canal was begun as a relief work in 1867 and completed in 1872. The headworks of the canal are on the site of an old ruined *bāndhāra* or masonry weir built across a massive rocky barrier. The new weir is of rubble masonry 325 feet long and twenty-four feet high. The canal leading off on the right bank is also entirely new. The canal is eight miles in length and has one main branch, two miles long, leading from the seventh mile. The canal has a head discharge of ten cubic feet of water a second. The canal near its head crosses two deep ravines on light wrought-iron aqueducts. With this exception the masonry works are simple, consisting of ordinary escapes. The head of the canal lies near the source of the river, the drainage area being only sixty-eight square miles. The supply of water is meagre, and even during the monsoon is fitful and uncertain. To increase the water supply the Pingli lake was chosen and surveyed in 1874-75 as a storage lake. The Pingli lake lies three miles above the headworks of the Gondoli canal on a small feeder of the Mán. The work was begun in October 1876 as a famine relief work and completed in April 1878. The lake is formed by an earthen dam 5200 feet long with a greatest height of fifty-four feet. The full supply level is nine feet below the top of the dam, giving a greatest depth of storage of forty-five feet. The outlet level is sixteen feet above the bottom of the reservoir, and the available depth of storage is twenty-nine feet. The escape of flood water, after the filling of the lake, is provided for by a waste weir 750 feet long, partly dug out and partly built, with a masonry wall on the right flank of the dam. A greatest flood is calculated to rise three feet on this weir that is to six feet below the top of the dam. The outlet is an oval masonry culvert with masonry head wall connected with the dam by a light wrought-iron bridge. Two sluices, each two feet square are provided, closed by iron gates. The area of the catchment basin of the lake is twenty square miles. The average rainfall is estimated at 18·43 inches, and the average yearly supply of water, taking the run-off as one-fourth the rainfall, is estimated at 214 millions of cubic feet. The available capacity of the lake above the outlet level is 195 millions of cubic feet. The Pingli lake was opened in 1878-79, and is to be joined to the Gondoli canal by a canal three miles long and commanding an area of 1100 acres between the Pingli lake and the Gondoli canal. At present (1883-84) the Gondoli canal is supplied by getting water down the main stream and picking it up near the Gondoli canal by a small masonry weir and a connecting channel. In 1882-83, of the
3010 arable acres under command, 300 acres or ten per cent were watered in eight villages of Mán. Of the 300 watered acres 118 were for kharif or early crops and 182 for rabi or late crops. The acre water rates were £1 16s. (Rs. 18) for the whole year, 8s. (Rs. 4) for eight months, 4s. (Rs. 2) for four months, and 2s. (Re. 1) for monsoon dry crops. The chief watered crops were bájri twenty-six acres, jwári twenty-four acres, khapla or husked wheat eighty-six acres, groundnut thirty-eight acres, gram fifty-seven acres, and sugarcane twenty-five acres. In 1882-83 the rainfall at Gondoli was 21'99 inches, and during the ten years ending 1882-83 it averaged 21'33 inches. In 1882-83 along the canal 2234 trees were growing chiefly bábhul and nimb.

The Máyni Lake is on the Váng river a feeder of the Yerla. The headwork of the canal lies about six miles above the meeting of the Váng with the Yerla and forty-five miles south-east of Sátára. The work was begun in 1868 and opened in 1875-76. When full the lake has an area of 380 acres and holds 190 millions of cubic feet of water. It is formed by an earthen dam 2870 feet long and fifty-seven feet in greatest height, and has a ten-mile long canal on the left bank. The catchment area of the river above the dam is fifty-four square miles and the lake is estimated to fill with a run-off of 1¹⁵ inches from this area. The escape of flood waters is provided for by a waste weir 600 feet long on the left bank. The crest of the weir is thirteen feet below the top of the dam. The level at which the canal takes off is thirty-one feet below the crest of the waste weir. The head discharge of the canal is thirty-three cubic feet a second. In 1882-83, of 4625 arable acres under command 742 acres or about sixteen per cent were watered. Of the 742 watered acres 467 were for kharif or early and 275 for rabi or late crops. The acre water rates were £1 (Rs. 10) for the whole year, 8s. (Rs. 4) for eight months, 4s. (Rs. 2) for four months, and 2s. (Re. 1) for rain crops. The chief crops watered were jwári fifty-six acres, khapla or husked wheat fifty-eight acres, groundnut 315 acres, gram eighty-nine acres, and sugarcane seventy-five acres. In 1882-83 the rainfall at Máyni was 27'37 inches, and during the ten years ending 1882-83 it averaged 25'19 inches. In 1882-83 along the line of the canal were 938 bábhuls and casuarinas.

The Chikhli Canal lies on the right bank of the Nándni, a feeder of the Yerla. The Nándni rises eight miles south of the head of the Yerla canals, and joins the Yerla river twenty-eight miles above the meeting of the Yerla and the Krishna. At the site of the canal head works, six miles above the meeting of the Nándni and the Yerla, the Nándni has a catchment area of 160 square miles. The canal was partly made as a famine relief work in 1866-67 and was opened in 1870. The weir which forms the head works of the canal is of rubble masonry. It stands on the site of a disused temporary dam. The canal, which is about six miles long, is completely bridged and has a head discharge of fifteen cubic feet a second. In 1882-83, of 1478 arable acres under command 217 acres or 14'68 per cent were watered in the lands of four Khánápur villages. Of the
217 watered acres, 179 were for *kharij* or early crops and thirty-eight for *rabi* or late crops. The acre water rates were £1 16s. (Rs. 18) for the whole year, 8s. (Rs. 4) for eight months, 4s. (Rs. 2) for four months, and 2s. (Re. 1) for monsoon dry crops. The chief crops watered were khapla and råla each sixteen acres, groundnut 132 acres, sugarcane eight acres, and chillies twenty-two acres. In 1882-83 the rainfall at Chikhli was 3838 inches, and during the ten years ending 1882-83 it averaged 25.03 inches. In 1882-83 along the line of the canal were 2524 trees chiefly bābhul and mangoes.

The Krishna Canal lies on the left bank of the Krishna, and besides in certain villages of the Pant Pratinidhi and Sángli states, waters land in the sub-divisions of Karád, Válva, and Tásgaon. Almost the whole watered area lies between the canal and the river. The headworks lie on the Krishna opposite the village of Khosdi, about two miles above the town of Karád at the meeting of the Krishna with the Koyna. The total drainage area of the Krishna at the site of the headworks is 1247 square miles. The supply lasts throughout the year. Although it is abundant during the rains it falls to a comparatively scanty stream during the hot weather, and the discharge has been registered as low as twenty-four cubic feet the second. To remedy this scanty supply a scheme is under consideration proposing to make a storage lake on a feeder of the Krishna. The Krishna canal works were sanctioned in 1863 and opened in 1868. They consist of a weir across the river at Khosdi with a canal taken off on the left bank thirty-five miles long, completely bridged and regulated. The weir is of rubble masonry 1200 feet long and twenty-one feet in greatest height, narrowing from nineteen feet at the base to eight feet at the crest. The weir has a batter of one in six on the down stream side. A small subsidiary weir below forms a pond to break the force of the falling water. To store the water brought by slight freshes provision is made for raising a temporary earthen dam on the crest of the weir. On the right bank is a wing wall with an embankment above, and escapes are formed at both flanks to aid the closing of the earthen dam. The weir is continued by a curved wall up to the regulator which is thrown well back from the river bank. In this wall are four scouring sluices, one of which lies close to the regulator. The regulator is a simple block of masonry with nine under-sluices having thirty-four feet of waterway. These are closed by planks, working in grooves, and raised and lowered by screws worked from the platform above. Their sills are fixed so that, if necessary, the head of the canal may be deepened. The canal is thirty-five miles long with a bottom width at head of eleven feet and side slopes in soil of 14 to one, and a bed fall of one foot in the mile. Further down the size and slope of the canal slightly changes. The bed fall remains one foot a mile for the first thirty miles and for the remaining three is increased to one foot and a quarter. The bottom breadth remains at eleven feet for the first fifteen miles, narrows to ten feet between the fifteenth and the twentieth mile, to nine feet between the twentieth and twenty-fifth mile, to eight feet between the twenty-fifth and thirtieth mile,
and to six feet between the thirtieth and thirty-third mile. Cross drainage is secured by eleven aqueducts, forty-two culverts, and twenty-three escapes, and communication is provided by fourteen bridges and twelve paved crossings. The pavements of the crossings, which at first were above the bed level and caused the canal to silt, were lowered in 1877. Except at the head there are no masonry regulators. Before 1871 distributing channels were made by the landholders, the supply being through earthenware drain pipes laid under the embankment and closed by plugs and mud. In 1872 a complete system of fifty-four distributing channels was sanctioned at an estimated cost of £1231 (Rs. 12,310). With a depth of four feet of water the canal was estimated to discharge 140 cubic feet a second with a velocity of 2·1, but using Bazin's formula, the mean velocity at head would be only 1·53 feet and the discharge 104 cubic feet the second. Besides watering land this canal supplies the town of Karad with water by a six-inch cast-iron pipe laid across the Krishna in the form of an inverted syphon, and ending in a reservoir on the opposite bank. From this reservoir the water is distributed through the town by earthenware pipes with dipping wells at intervals. The cost of this work was borne by the Karad municipality, who also pay for water at the rate for perennial crops, the yearly payment being about £22 (Rs. 220) on an estimated daily consumption of 66,000 gallons. In 1882-83, of the 25,533 arable acres under command 3023 or about eleven per cent were watered in the lands of thirty-one villages of Karad, Valsa, and Tasgaon. Of the 3023 watered acres, 1408 were for kharif or early crops and 1525 for rabi or late crops. The acre water rates were £1·16s. (Rs. 18) for the whole year, 8s. (Rs. 4) for eight months, 4s. (Rs. 2) for four months, and 2s. (Re. 1) for monsoon dry crops. The chief crops watered were rice 109 acres, jwari eighty-six acres, khapla or husked wheat 174 acres, groundnut 1327 acres, sugarcane 1050 acres, chillies eighty-two acres, and tobacco forty-one acres. In 1882-83 the rainfall at Gond village was 48·03 inches, and during the ten years ending 1882-83 it averaged 27·27 inches. In 1882-83 along the line of the canal were 27,368 trees, chiefly bāhul, mango, nimb, bamboo, sandal, and hingan, and 7866 saplings, chiefly bāhul, mango, jambhul, bamboo, nimb, and karanj.

Besides these six works, all of which are in use, the Mhasavad Lake is being built as a separate water work on the lower Mán. The Mhasavad lake scheme had been under investigation for several years, but the work was not begun till the 1876 famine. It includes a large lake on the river Mán in the Mán sub-division, with a high level canal leading thirteen miles and commanding the area between the Mán and the Bhima, including fifty-six villages of Pindharapur and Sángola in Sholápur with a total area of 252,402 acres or 394 square miles. The lake, which has a catchment area of 480 square miles and a full supply depth of sixty-seven feet is formed by an earthen dam 9000 feet long and with a greatest height of eighty feet. The masonry waste weir for the escape of floods is 3000 feet long. The lake covers an area of 4014 acres or six square miles and can hold 2585 millions of cubic feet of water. The canal which
distributes the water is seventeen miles long and with numerous branch canals, runs down the water-shed from the point at which the high level canal passes through the water-shed. In an average year the water-supply would suffice for an area of 30,000 acres. The work may be said to protect an area of 90,000 acres one-third of which may be watered every year.\textsuperscript{1} The country under command of this canal stands in great need of water as its rainfall is very uncertain. The estimated cost is £147,623 10s. (Rs. 14,76,235) and the total expenses to the end of 1882-83 are £73,648 (Rs. 7,36,480).

Besides at Karād where water is supplied from the Krishna canal, two reservoirs, at Sátāra and Islāmpur, supply the towns with drinking water. The works now in hand for improving the water-supply of Sátāra town are a storage lake at Kaś, and a canal to bring the water of the lake into the old conduit at Yavatśehar about two miles west of the town. The lake is on the Urmodi river about a mile and a half from its source close to the village of Kaś in Jávli and thirteen miles in a straight line west by north of Sátāra. The catchment area of the lake is only $2\frac{3}{4}$ square miles but as the average yearly rainfall is 157 inches the supply is ample and certain. The dam, which is of earth with a puddle trench below, is 71\textpermil feet long and 58\textpermil feet at the highest point. The width of the top is ten feet and it has a slope of three to one on the water side and of two to one on the other side. The lake’s full supply level is 3671\textpermil feet above mean sea level, and the top of the dam is 15\textpermil feet higher. The water face of the dam is pitched with stone, the thickness increasing gradually from six inches at the bottom to nine inches at the top. When full the lake covers 137 acres and holds 73,737,000 cubic feet of water. As the contents of the lake above the level of the outlet sluice are 60,740,000 cubic feet and the loss by evaporation is estimated at 15,810,000 cubic feet, the available storage is 45,430,000 cubic feet. The water is drawn from the lake by a regulating sluice, consisting of a culvert through the dam, having a tower at one end and a discharging basin at the other. The tower carries on its face a two feet square sluice gate, which is raised and lowered by a capstan worked at the top of the tower. The greatest discharge from the sluice is eighty cubic feet the second. The waste weir, which is sixty feet long, is cut out of the solid rock on the left bank of the river. The highest flood level is 8-9 feet above the crest of the weir. This is estimated to give a discharge of 5400 cubic feet a second, equal to a run-off of three inches an hour from the catchment area of the lake. The canal which is taken off from the left bank of the river, is carried under the waste weir channel which crosses it by an over-passage. The bed fall of the canal is four feet a mile, and the ruling section is 1\frac{1}{2} feet bottom width, side slopes 1\frac{1}{4} to one, top of banks three feet wide and three feet above canal bed, and depth of water 1\frac{1}{4}. In its length of about 15\frac{1}{2} miles the canal has over 200 cross drainage works, including forty aqueducts, seventy-seven culverts, fifty masonry over-passages, three inverted syphons, consisting of iron.

\textsuperscript{1} Public Works Department Administration Report of 1876-77.
pipes twelve to fifteen inches in diameter for crossing large streams, and three aqueducts or water-leads formed of an iron trough supported on beams and masonry piers. At the end of the fourth mile the canal is taken to a lower terrace, first running down a stream till it is picked up by a masonry weir and discharged down a zigzag masonry channel into an inlet chamber below. The total fall at this place is 232 feet. In the sixth and ninth miles the canal passes through three closed masonry channels 3½ feet wide and 2½ feet high of a length of 300 feet 600 feet and 325 feet. In the ninth and tenth miles, where the hill side is exceedingly steep and difficult, the canal for 3400 feet will be carried partly in embankments supported by dry stone retaining walls and partly by an iron trough supported by beams resting on masonry piers. The estimated cost of the whole works is £36,916 5s. (Rs. 3,69,164). Up to 1883-84 £10,354 6s. (Rs. 1,03,543) were spent on the lake and head works and this part of the work is practically complete. The estimated cost of the canal is £26,098 4s. (Rs. 2,60,982). Except about three miles, the channel is nearly finished. Most of the masonry drainage works are ready, but the special iron syphon pipes and iron troughs and some of the closed channel remain to be done. The work will be nearly finished before July 1884.

The Islàmpur Lake, which is a mile south of the town of Islàmpur, is for the water-supply of Islàmpur in the Vàlva subdivision. The works, which include a storage lake and a channel, were begun as a famine relief work in 1876 and finished in 1879. The lake, which is able to hold twenty-five millions of cubic feet of water, is formed by an earthen dam 2892 feet long and thirty-one feet in greatest height. The area of the catchment basin is 2½ square miles. The escape of floods is provided by a waste weir 200 feet long. The water is carried to the town along an open channel. No distribution is provided, the main intention being to keep the existing reservoir and wells in the town well supplied. The estimated cost was £4388 10s. (Rs. 43,885) and the expenditure was £6686 (Rs. 66,860).

Wells. 

Besides these large water works, sub-divisional returns show 5990 wells with steps, 15,979 wells without steps, seventy-two pakka or permanent and 2427 kachcha or temporary dams, 1992 dhekuris or water-lifts, 157 ponds and reservoirs, seventeen canals, and 2314 streams and springs. The cost of building wells varies greatly in different parts of the district. They are of every description from holes sunk in the rock or soil to carefully built wells faced with stone: comparatively few are lined with brick. In murum or broken trap soils wells require little building for the subsoil is very hard though it is easily pierced. The broken trap soil of the eastern subdivisions supplies a number of cheap wells which would be very effective but for the capricious rainfall. One season of good rainfall gives these wells a two years' supply. Along the higher valleys of the Sahyàdris the villages often suffer severely from want of water. The people lack capital to sink wells in the hard rock and the water near the surface or in wells sunk in the softer soils runs off during the dry weather.
The best garden land producing sugarcane, turmeric, betel leaves, vegetables, and fruits is constantly manured. The full acre allowance of manure in these gardens is estimated at 4000 pounds a year; for ordinary garden land 1600 pounds are enough. Dry crop lands are generally enriched every fourth year with 1000 pounds of manure. When both early and late crops are grown, they are grown in rotation; when only early crops are grown there is no rule. In kumri or wood-ash tillage the ground is allowed to lie fallow for six seven and even twelve years.1

In the Sahyádri villages there is much variety of soil. On the crest of the Sahyádris the soil is miserably poor and scanty and is washed away by the yearly deluge of over two hundred inches. Nearer the plains the land is richer and both rice lands and gardens are frequent. Ordinary dry crop tillage is rare as the prevailing system is wood-ash or kumri. In wood-ash or kumri tillage, on the tops and steepest slopes of the Sahyádris between March and May the brushwood with the branches twigs and sometimes the very trunks of the larger trees are cut down and strewn over the ground. These and the grass are set on fire and allowed to burn themselves out. Before the rains begin in early June the surface is turned by a hoe, as the plough can seldom be used, and the seed is sown broadcast in the ashes which to a great extent serve both as soil and manure. After one cutting and burning the land will bear cropping a second and in some cases a third year. After two or three years' cropping the land must lie fallow eight to twelve years. A similar system known as the rāb system is practised on the lower slopes and in the valleys. It is much the same as the practice in growing rice. A plot of land called tarva or nursery is spread with leafy twigs, which are cut and stacked between March and May. Over the twigs, when it is available, is spread a layer of dung, then a layer of grass and straw, and lastly some dry earth to prevent the materials below burning too quickly. This whole is set fire to and left to burn generally in late April and early May. In this bed the seed is sown on the first fall of rain in early June. After the first heavy fall the rest of the field is ploughed and in July when they are four to six inches high, the seedlings are planted from the seed-bed into the field. Unlike rice seedlings, the seedlings of ráqi, vari, and other poor hill grains have not to be planted. They are dropped at irregular intervals over the field and left to take root. In this way land may be cropped three or four years; it then wants a four or five years' rest. The best kumri lands can be cropped every second year or in some places even every year. Between the fields which can be cropped every year and the bare hill tops are lands of every variety of soil. Only the coarsest crops are grown in these woodash or kumri lands, náchní or nágli Eleusine corocana, sáva Panicum miliaceum, kálī a variety of náchní, vari Panicum miliare, and rála Panicum italicum.

In 1881-82 of 13,78,659 acres held for tillage, 278,604 or 20-2 per cent were fallow or under grass. Of the remaining 1,100,055

---

1 Evidence collected by the Famine Commission, 39.
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Crops.

acres 36,955 were twice cropped. Of the 1,137,010 acres under tillage, grain crops occupied 891,622 acres or 78.42 per cent, of which 389,636 were under spiked millet bájri Penicillaria spicata, 321,305 under Indian millet jvári Sorghum vulgare, 45,057 under rági or náchni Eleusine corocana, 31,725 under wheat gahu Triticum aestivum, 23,739 under chenna súva Panicum miliaceum, 18,984 under rice bhát Oryza sativa, 14,458 under Italian millet rúla or káng Panicum italicum, 9,959 under maize makkha Zea mays, 1319 under barley jau Hordeum hexastichon, 67 under kodra or harik Paspalum scrobiculatum, and 35,373 under other grains of which details are not given. Pulses occupied 156,529 acres or 13.77 per cent, of which 44,296 were under gram harbhara Cicer arietinum, 31,322 under tur Cajanus indicus, 27,514 under kulith or kulthi Dolichos biflorus, 9,703 under udid Phaseolus radiatus, 3,401 under mug Phaseolus mungo, 539 under peas vátána Pismum sativum, 178 under masur Érvum lens, and 39,576 under other pulses. Oilseeds occupied 48,865 acres or 3.86 per cent, of which 1854 were under gingelly seed tīl Sesamum indicum, 860 under linseed aleshi Linum usitatissimum, and 41,151 under other oilseeds. Fibres occupied 14,161 acres or 1.24 per cent, of which 10,591 were under cotton kápus Gossypium herbaceum, 2152 under Bombay hemp san or táq Crotalaria juncea, 985 under brown hemp ambádi Hibiscus cannabinus, and 433 under other fibres. Miscellaneous crops occupied 30,833 acres or 2.71 per cent, of which 9151 were under chillies mirchí Capsicum frutescens, 8336 under sugarcane us Saccharum officinarum, 6658 under tobacco tambákhu Nicotiana tabacum, 367 under hemp gánja Cannabis sativa, 20 under safflower kusumba or kardái Carthamus tinctorius, five under coffee Coffee arabica, and the remaining 6296 under various vegetables and fruits.

The following are the chief details of the more important crops:

Bájri. Spiked Millet, bájri, Penicillaria spicata, with in 1881-82 a tillage area of 339,636 acres, is a finer grain than jvári and requires more careful treatment and the help of water or manure. It is commonly grown in shallow black or light gravelly soils. It is sown in June or July and harvested in October or early November. Other grains are often sown with bájri the usual proportions in a mixed crop being thirty-two parts of bájri to one of rúla, four of math, two of ambádi, one of tīl, and four of tur. These crops ripen in the order named from mid-October to mid-February. Bájri is chiefly used as a bread grain, though it is sometimes made into láhi or parched millet. The stalks, called sarasad, are given to cattle, but are considered inferior to almost all other fodder unless trodden to pieces and mixed with chaff. The green ears are parched and eaten under the name of limbur. Two to 2½ pounds of bájri including the pulses which are generally mixed with it are usually sown to the acre. The better the soil the less the seed. The average acre yield of unwatered bájri is about 300 pounds.

Jvári. Indian Millet, jvári, Sorghum vulgare, with in 1881-82 a tillage area of 321,305 acres, is the staple grain of the desh or open country. Jvári is the only cereal whose straw is used as fodder in its natural
state. In the moist west the stores of jvāri stalks are stacked and thatched, in the dry east they are stowed in long grave-like ridges and covered with clods of black soil. The straw of all other cereals and of all pulses is trodden into pieces mixed with chaff, and stowed in large baskets under the name of bhuskut. Five chief kinds of jvāri are grown in Sātāra, dudhmogra, kālbondi, shālu, tāmbad, and utavli or argadi. Of these kālbondi and utavli are early or kharif, dudhmogra, shālu, and tāmbad are late or rabi crops. Shālu the most esteemed variety is grown in black soils seldom with water or manure. It is sown between mid-August and mid-October and harvested between mid-January and mid-February. The grain is white, the stalk is thin, three to five feet high, and has much sweet juice. It is the chief staple of the richest Krishna valley black soil. Its grain is considered the sweetest and best of all the varieties. The stalk gives nourishing though rather coarse fodder. Utavli or argadi is usually grown without water and generally without manure in shallow black and light soils. It is sown in June or July and is harvested in November. The stalk grows sometimes ten feet high, and the head is small. Utavli is also sown in watered land in April. If hot weather utavli is grown for grain, it is called hundi and ripens in June or July; if it is grown for fodder it is called kadval, is sown broadcast and very thick, and is cut before the head begins to show. Kālbondi that is black-husked, is grown without water or manure. It is sown in June or July and harvested in November. The stem is six to eight feet high and the head large. Dudhmogra or milky, is sown mixed or in alternate furrows with shālu from mid-August to mid-October and harvested with it between mid-January and mid-February. The grain is very full and milky and is much esteemed when made into lāhī. The stalk is a poor fodder being straight and hard. Its thin feathery head gives birds no foothold and saves it from their attacks. The stem of the dark-husked dudhmogra is sometimes used as a weaver’s hand-rod. Tāmbad or red jvāri, is generally grown in light soils without water or manure. It is sown between early-August and early-October and is reaped in January. The grain is hard and the stalk which is three or four feet high is poor fodder. Besides these five kinds of jvāri, the staple crop of middle class soils in the southern Krishna and Yerla valleys is called dukhri. It is very large grained and coarse. In the black soil of Vālva and Tāsgaon it often grows as high as sixteen feet. It is reaped in December or early January and is sometimes sown in rotation with shālu. Dukhri and shālu give coarse fodder. The local names given to jvāri in its different stages are: the seed jondhala jvāri, the plant before the head forms kadval, the perfect plant batuk, and the ripe stalk kadba. Jvāri plants growing with bājri and tur are also called kadval. Jvāri is chiefly in use as a bread grain; but is also eaten parched in lāhī. The unripe heads, parched and called hurdla, are a favourite food with the labouring classes. Utavli and kālbondi the early or kharif varieties require eight to ten pounds of seed to the acre, the better the soil the less the seed; dudhmogra, shālu, and tāmbad the late or rabi varieties do not require more than four to five pounds of seed the acre.
Chapter IV.
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Chops.

Rági.

Bájri.

Wheat.

Rági or Náchní, Eleusine corocana, with in 1881-82 a tillage area of 45,057 acres, is grown sometimes in wet lands by planting like rice and sometimes both in marshy and high-lying lands is sown by the drill. It is sown in June and ripens in October or November. It wants moisture but does not require either a deep or a rich soil. The straw, broken and mixed with chaff, is used for fodder. The green heads are parched and eaten, and like jvári heads are called hurda. The dry grain is used for bread. Though it is generally believed that náchní is far less nutritive than bájri or jvári, the hill people assert that one náchní cake is worth three of jvári.

Wheat, gahu, Tritium aestivum, with in 1881-82 a tillage area of 31,725 acres, is grown all over the district as a cold-weather crop being sown in October and November and reaped in February and March. It requires a moister climate than jvári. It is generally grown as a dry crop, but much watered wheat is also raised in all parts of the district. Two kinds of wheat are grown, bakshi and khopla. Bakshi which is usually watered and manured, is sown in rich black soil in October or November and reaped in February or March. It is the finest variety of wheat, but from its want of hardiness is not much grown. The stem is longer, sometimes five feet high, and the grain is larger than in other varieties, and the beard when ripe is tipped with black. The straw when broken and mixed with chaff is used as fodder. Khopla also called jod or husked wheat, always watered and manured, is sown in good black soil in November and is reaped in March. Its hardiness makes this the favourite garden wheat. It is called khopla because the grain cannot be separated from the husk without pounding. The broken straw is given to cattle as fodder. Wheat is chiefly a rich man's grain, as except on feast-days it is seldom eaten by the poor because clarified butter is always taken with it. The flour is much used in pastry and sweetmeats. From 2½ to 3¼ pounds of wheat are sown to the acre, the better the soil the less the seed.

Sáva.

Sáva, Panicum miliaceum, with in 1881-82 a tillage area of 23,739 acres is grown without water or manure in light red soils and on hill sides. The grain needs pounding to separate it from the husk. It is mostly eaten boiled like rice and is seldom made into bread. The straw is not used as fodder.

Rice.

Rice, bhát, Oryza sativa, with in 1881-82 a tillage area of 18,984 acres, is one of the chief products of Jávli and Pátan and parts of Sátára and Wáí. Many varieties of rice are grown. An inferior variety is sown to a limited extent under irrigation. The better kinds are sown in a bed manured with burnt cowdung or woodashes. The seed is sown after the first rainfall in June, the field is ploughed as soon as the earth is soaked, and in July the seedlings are planted, and the crop is ready for cutting in October or November. The poorer sorts are generally sown broadcast, or by drill in poor rice-fields or on high ground in June and ripen in September. A poor rice known as dodka is grown under irrigation chiefly in the Wáí, Jávli, Sátára, Pátan, Karád, and Válva sub-divisions, being sown in June and reaped in September. Rice requires pounding to separate the grain from the husk. The grain of the
better sorts is chiefly used by the richer classes and on marriage and other festive occasions by the poor. It is chiefly eaten boiled; very little is made into bread. The straw when broken and mixed with chaff is used as fodder.

Italian Millet, râla, Panicum italicum, in 1881-82 covered 14,458 acres. It is grown without water or manure in shallow black or light soils, usually in the same field as bâjri. It is sown in June and ripens in October. The grain is separated from the husk by pounding and is boiled and eaten whole. The stalk is used as fodder and as thatch.

Maize, makka, Zea mays, in 1881-82 covered 9959 acres. It is grown in black soil without water. It is sown in June and ripens in August; as a watered crop it may be grown at any season. The heads are usually eaten green and are known as bhutta. The ripe grain is also made into lâhi and ground to flour for various purposes. The stalk is a very coarse fodder.

Barley, sâtu or jaw, Hordeum hexastichon, with in 1881-82 a tillage area of 1319 acres, is grown in black soil. It is sown in November and reaped in February. Barley is used chiefly in making sâtuche-pith or barley-flour. For this the grain is parched, ground, mixed with gram and wheat flour and flavoured with seeds. When eaten it is usually moistened and rolled into little dough balls. The grain also is used in certain religious ceremonies.

Gram, harbhara, Cicer arietinum, of several kinds and colours with in 1881-82 a tillage area of 44,296 acres is much grown. It is grown in good black soil usually without manure as a dry crop and sometimes with manure and water. It is sown in November and cut in February. The grain is eaten green as a vegetable and either boiled or parched when it is called havâla; when ripe it is split into dâl and eaten boiled or parched in a variety of ways; the ripe grain is given to horses, and the dry stalks are good fodder.

Pigeon Pea, tur, Cajanus indicus, with in 1881-82 a tillage area of 31,322 acres, is grown generally in shallow and sometimes in deep black soil. It is sown without water or manure in alternate lines in the same field with early crops in June but is not harvested till January or February. During the eight months it is on the ground, tur is said to flower and seed eight times, all the pods remaining on the plant till harvest. It is a perennial plant but is never allowed to stand in the field after the first year. Tur is one of the most largely grown pulses in the district. The green pods are eaten as a vegetable; the ripe pulse is split and eaten in a variety of ways, both parched and boiled; the leaves and pod-shells are excellent fodder. The stem is used for wattling house walls and roofs, and for making baskets and brooms. Tur charcoal known as doll that is dâl bush charcoal, has long been valued for making gunpowder.

Kulthi or Hulga, Dolichos biflorus, with in 1881-82 a tillage area of 27,514 acres, is grown in shallow light soils without water or manure. It is generally sown in June with bâjri in separate rows, and ripens in November. The pulse is either split and eaten as dâl or boiled whole, and is used in soups and porridge. It is given to horses boiled. The leaves and stalk are good fodder.
Udid, Phaseolus radiatus, in 1881-82 covered 9703 acres. It is grown like mug in rich soils when a second crop is to follow without water or manure. It is frequently sown with bajri or argadi in June and ripens in September. The ripe grain is black. The dāl or split pulse of udid is the most esteemed of all pulses. It is parched and ground to make spice balls, and is the chief element in the wafer biscuits called pāpad. The green pods are occasionally used as a vegetable, and the stalks and leaves are good fodder.

Mug, Phaseolus mungo, in 1881-82 covered 3401 acres. It is grown by itself without water or manure, in shallow black or light stony soils, and often as a first crop on rich land in which the hirad or double-crop system is to be followed. It is sown in June and harvested in September. The green pods are eaten as a vegetable. The ripe pulse is eaten boiled whole and split and used as dāl. It is parched, ground to flour, and made into spice balls. It is also made into porridge, and in times of scarcity into bread. The leaves and stalks are good fodder. Mugi, a variety of mug, is sown in June with bajri or argadi and reaped in November. Mugi differs from mug by its tendency to creep, by taking longer to ripen, and by having a small blackish pea instead of a dark-green pea.

Peas, válīna, Pisum sativum, with in 1881-82 a tillage area of 539 acres, are grown in moist ground without manure or water. They are sown in October or November and take four months and a half to ripen. The seed is eaten green as a vegetable, and when ripe is split into dāl and eaten in various ways. The leaves and stalks are good fodder.

Mathki or Math, Phaseolus aconitifolius, is grown in shallow black or light stony soils without water or manure. It is almost always sown mixed with bajri in June and harvested in November. The pulse is split and eaten as dāl in different ways. It is ground to flour and used with the flour of other grains in making cakes; it is also eaten parched or boiled whole with condiments. The grain is given to horses and cattle and the stalks are good fodder.

Gingelly Seed, til, Sesamum indicum, in 1881-82 covered 1854 acres. It is of two varieties, gora or white til also called havri, and kāla or black til. The two varieties are apparently the same except in colour; but from its pleasanter appearance in sweetmeats, the white commands a higher price. It is sown in June and cut in November. It is usually grown without water or manure with bajri either mixed or in separate furrows, and is often sown by itself on land that has long lain fallow. The seed is eaten in various ways, in sweetmeats or as a relish. The seeds yield an oil which in cookery is preferred to all others, and the pend or seed cake from which oil has been pressed is eaten by Kuntis with salt. The plant is not eaten by cattle.

Linseed, javas or alshi, Linum usitatissimum, in 1881-82 covered 860 acres. It is grown in rich black soil without water or manure. It is sown in November and harvested in February. It is often sown in grain or wheat fields in separate furrows or by itself as a separate crop. The seed is eaten as a relish or chatni, and the oil is used in cookery. The fibre of the plant is not used.
Castor Seed, erandi, Ricinus communis, is grown in black soil without water or manure. It is sown either in June or November and is harvested in November or February. It is sometimes grown round other crops, and more often in patches by itself. It is not much grown, and is more used as a lamp-oil than as a medicine. The people extract the oil for home use by boiling the bruised bean and skimming the oil as it rises to the surface. By this process four pounds of the seed yield one pound of oil. The leaf is used as an application for guineaworm, and the dried root as a febrifuge. A large variety of the castor plant, probably Ricinus viridis, is grown in gardens round other crops. Except that the stem and flower of the large variety are green and those of the small variety are red, the two plants do not differ from each other. Both varieties are perennial and would grow to a considerable size if they were allowed to remain on the ground for a second year.

Brown Hemp, ambadi, Hibiscus cannabinus, in 1881-82 covered 985 acres. It is usually grown without water or manure mixed with bajri in shallow black soils. It is sown in June and harvested in December or January. The young leaves are eaten as a vegetable and have an acid flavour. The seed is sometimes given to cattle and in times of scarcity is mixed in bread. It is chiefly used as an oilseed, and is always mixed with linseed and kárla or niger seed before the oil is extracted. The bark yields a valuable fibre which is separated from the stalk by soaking, and is made into ropes and used for various field purposes.

Earthnut, bhuimug, Arachis hypogaea, is usually watered and manured, though in favourable situations. If sown early in the rains it will grow without water. It ripens in five months, but is often dug in the fourth month and eaten raw or parched. The ripe nut is sometimes eaten boiled with condiments, but is more frequently used as an oil-seed.

Safflower, kardai, Carthamus tinctorious, is largely grown in black soil without water or manure. It is sown in October or November and harvested in February or March. It is often grown with late jévír or wheat, either mixed or in separate furrows and is sometimes grown as a separate crop. The young leaves are eaten boiled as a vegetable, and the oil is much esteemed for cookery. In the eastern sub-divisions large flocks of the Demoiselle crane feed on safflower.

Niger Seed, kárla or khuránsi, Verbesina sativa, is generally grown in shallow black and light soils without water or manure. It is sown in June and harvested in November. The seed is eaten as a relish or chatni, but it is chiefly known for its oil, which is universally used by the poorer classes in cooking. The oil-cake is much prized for milch cattle.

Cotton, kápus, Gossypium herbaceum, in 1881-82 covered 10,591 acres. It is grown without water or manure in black soil. It is sown in July and ceases bearing in March. Cotton is the hair or wool that is attached to the seed, and is gathered from the growing plants as the pods burst in three or four pickings. The seed which is known as surki is much prized as food for milch cattle. The stems are used in inferior basket work, and
Cattle are grazed on the leaves and shoots after the cotton picking is over.

In 1848 at the suggestion of the Resident the late Sir Bartle Frere, Mr. Vary was sent to Satara to introduce New Orleans and other varieties of cotton and to set up cotton gins. In 1850-51, about 60,000 pounds of New Orleans cotton seed were given to husbandmen, and, with great exertions on the part of Mr. Vary, about 3200 acres (4000 bighás) were planted with this seed. Even for the local crop the season was unfavourable and the foreign crop entirely failed. The rain was at first abundant and the plants looked well until September, when, except in a few places where they had been watered, they were destroyed by drought. An experiment was also tried in various parts with sugar-loaf cotton seed. It grew well until the middle of September, when the plants were destroyed by drought. This species was not considered so hardy as the New Orleans. As the husbandmen were discouraged by the experiments of 1850-51, the cultivation of foreign cotton fell to about 1080 acres (1349 bighás) in 1851-52 and to about 300 acres (370 bighás) in 1852-53. It then ceased to be grown. Attempts to introduce Broach cotton proved equally unsuccessful. In 1850-51, along with New Orleans seed, Mr. Vary distributed thirty-five saw gins among the husbandmen, but, as the gins cleaned the cotton of too much dirt and lightened its weight, the few husbandmen who used them in 1850-51, declined to use them again in 1851-52.

Tobacco, tambākhu, Nicotiana tabacum, with in 1881-82 a tillage area of 6658 acres, is grown in rich light soils generally with the help of manure and without water. It is sown in seedbeds in August, planted during September, and cut in December. The plant is not allowed to flower. As they appear all buds and branch shoots are nipped off and only eight or ten leaves are allowed to grow. For this reason Kunbis seldom grow tobacco as they fear it will bring sickness on their children. The cultivation is carried on by Mhārs, Māngs, and other low castes who give half the gross produce to the owner of the land. In preparing the leaf for market the cultivator spreads it in the sun till it is thoroughly dry. The leaves are then sprinkled with water, sometimes mixed with surad grass or cow’s urine, and while damp are tightly packed in a pit, or stacked under weights, and covered for eight days during which fermentation sets in. When taken from the pit or stack, the leaves are made into bundles and are ready for market. Tobacco is smoked and chewed by all classes.

Sugar cane, us, Saccharum officinarum, with in 1881-82 a tillage area of 8336 acres, is one of the most paying of watered

---

1 Cassel’s Cotton in the Bombay Presidency, 84-86.
2 The same fear of tobacco growing prevails among the Dhárvár Lingáyat husbandmen and the Gujarāt Kunbis. The idea seems to be that the narcotic power of tobacco is due to a spirit that lives in the plant, and that if any one destroys its home the tobacco spirit grows angry and attacks the man or the children of the man who made it homeless. This fear of the unhoused spirit seems to be the root of the Buddhist, Jain, and Lingáyat tenderness for life. Compare Dhárvár Statistical Account, 277.
crops. Very great care is taken in its growth, and it thrives best in shallowish soil. Three kinds of sugarcane are grown, white khadya, striped lángdíya, and black kála or támbla. The ground is ploughed from corner to corner seven or eight times. Weeds, which are seldom found in watered land, are carefully picked out as the ploughing goes on. The clods are broken and levelled, and large quantities of manure are spread over and mixed with the earth either by hand or by a light rake called dátá. Furrows, six inches deep and about 1½ feet apart, are cut by a deep plough, divided into small beds, and watered. Sugarcane cuttings, about a foot long and three or four inches apart, are dropped lengthwise into the furrows, and pressed by the foot well into the ground. When planted in this way sugarcane is called pávlya us or foot-pressed cane. In growing the white or khadya cane, the cuttings are laid in the furrows without dividing the land into beds, and, after levelling the furrows by a beam harrow, the plantation is freely watered. Sugarcane grown in this way is called nángriya us or ploughed cane. The nángriya or ploughed cane being deeper set stands a scanty supply of water better than the pávlya or foot-cane, and, if regularly watered, comes to greater perfection. The cuttings are planted sometimes in January and February, but more often in March, and begin to sprout after about fifteen or twenty days. Before it is five feet high the crop is twice or thrice weeded. No further cleaning is wanted as weeds do not thrive under the shade of grown canes. Before the rains set in, when the crop is not more than three feet high, except the white variety which wants only about half as much water, the cane requires a weekly watering, and, after the rains, a watering once every twelve or fifteen days. The crop takes full eleven months to ripen. The sugarcane mill consists of two bâbhul rollers called husband and wife or návra navrí, worked by two or four bullocks. A cane pipe joins the mill to the boiling pan, which is under the charge of the owner of the cane, or of some other trustworthy person, as to choose the proper time to take the pan off the fire requires much knowledge and care. As the fire must be kept burning fiercely, bâbhul loppings are as much as possible used for fuel. Two men are required to feed the furnace, two to drive the bullocks and cut and supply the cane, one to feed the rollers, and one to see that the juice pipe runs freely. The sugarmills are the evening resort of all the village. The white cane or khadya is very hard and coarse for eating, but the crop requires less labour and care than the other kinds of cane. It is found over almost the whole district. The cane is usually pressed at night between January and March. It employs a great number of hands. At the time of pressing, the owners never refuse cane or juice to any one, and crowds of beggars throng the fields. They even call passers-by to take some of their sugarcane and juice, believing free-handed gifts are rewarded by a plentiful outturn.

In the year 1860 an experiment was made in the cultivation of

---

8 Journal Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. XIX.
imphi Holchus saccharatus or Chinese sugarcane. This plant which is grown in Europe as forage, has an advantage over the ordinary sugarcane in the very short interval required between the sowing and ripening. In the case of imphi 100 days only are required. In Sátára the result of the first experiment was so far satisfactory that the crop reached a height of eight feet and was much appreciated by cattle. Forty stalks made one pound of molasses. At present (1884) no Chinese sugarcane is grown in the district.

Its uncertain and scanty rainfall makes eastern Sátára one of the parts of the Bombay Presidency most liable to suffer from failure of crops. The earliest record of famine is the famous Durga Devi famine, which, beginning in 1396, is said to have lasted twelve years and to have spread over all India south of the Narbada. Whole districts were emptied of their people, and for upwards of thirty years, a very scanty revenue was obtained from the territory between the Godávari and the Krishna.¹ The famine of 1460, which is known as the famine of Dámájí Pant, is remembered over the greater part of the Deccan.² In 1520, mainly owing to military disturbances, the crops in the Deccan were destroyed and a famine followed.³ In 1629-30 severe famine raged throughout the Deccan. The rains failed for two years causing a grievous loss of life.⁴ According to local tradition the famine of 1791-92 was the severest ever known. It seems to have come after a series of bad years, when the evils of scanty rainfall were aggravated by disturbance and war. The early rains failed entirely in the Bombay-Karnätak, were scanty in the Deccan and Gujarát, in Káthiáwár and Márwár, and were deficient in the districts along the coast from Broach to Rátnágiri. In October rain fell abundantly, and the famine was ended by a good harvest in the spring of 1792. In Sátára the rupee price of Indian millet is said to have risen to six pounds (3 shers). The Native Governments granted large remissions of revenue, the export of grain was forbidden, and the sale price was fixed. Rice was brought from Bengal to Bombay.⁵ In native opinion the famine of 1802-3 came next in severity to the 1791-92 famine. It was most felt in Khántesh, Ahmadnagar, Sholápúr, Bijiápur, and Dhárwár; but it also pressed severely on Belgaum, Sátára, Poona, Surat, and Cutch; elsewhere it was comparatively light. In 1802 rainfall was scanty, but in Sátára the harvest would have been good or fair, but for the ravages of Jasvantráo Holkar and his Pendháris who destroyed the early crops as they were coming to maturity and prevented the late crops being sown. This scarcity was followed by the failure of the late rains in 1803. The local loss and scarcity were increased by the inflow of starving people from the districts of the North Deccan where the failure of rain was more complete than in Sátára. The result was that the famine was almost as severe in Sátára as in the North Deccan. The pressure was greatest in July and August 1804, and was so grievous that, according to

tradition, men lived on human flesh. Corn is said to have been sold at two pounds (1 sher) the rupee. About 25,000 strangers are said to have flocked into the town of Wáí in the hope of obtaining relief from the liberality of the Pant Pratinidhi, Rášiá, and other wealthy families and no fewer than 10,000 persons are said to have died in the town of Wáí alone. Abundance of water and plenty of grass, for the early rains (June-August 1803) had been abundant, did much to lighten the general distress.\(^1\) In 1824-25 a failure of the early rains caused considerable and widespread scarcity. In Sátára Indian millet prices rose to twelve pounds (6 shers) the rupee. In 1862 a scanty fall of rain in the early part of the season caused widespread scarcity. Grain prices were so high that grain compensation was granted to all Government servants whose monthly salaries were less than £20 (Rs. 200).\(^2\)

The scanty and badly distributed rainfall of 1876, thirty-nine compared with an average of fifty inches, led to failure of crops and distress amounting to famine over about one-half of the district.\(^3\) The east and south-east suffered most. As rain held off the early crops failed in Mán, Khatáv, and the greater part of Khánápúr and Tásqaon. In addition to this failure of the early rains, September and October passed with only a few showers and but a small area of late crops was sown. With high grain prices, millet at seventeen instead of thirty-five pounds,\(^4\) and no demand for field work, the poorer classes fell into distress. The need for Government help began about the beginning of October. The grain-dealers withheld their stores and no grain was offered for sale. The distress and panic, especially among the lower orders of townspeople, were so great that the Collector ordered £856 (Rs. 8560) worth of jévári from Bombay. The arrival of the grain in November had the excellent effect of showing the grain dealers that they could not at one bound force prices to a famine level. As soon as the traders saw that Government were ready to import grain, they opened their shops and began to import on their own account. From December to March the pressure of distress was lighter as large supplies came into the district. In the hot months, with rising prices, the distress increased. The long period of dry weather in July and August forced grain prices still higher and caused much distress and suffering; but the plentiful and timely rainfall of September and October removed all cause of anxiety. By the close of November the demand for special Government help had ceased.

The following details show, month by month, the various phases through which distress passed and the measures taken to relieve it. In September 1876 rain so completely held off that people could not prepare their fields for the cold-weather crops. The early crops failed in Mán, Khatáv, and the greater part of Khánápúr and

---

\(^1\) Colonel Etheridge's Report on Past Famines, 76, 80, 87, 97.

\(^2\) Colonel Etheridge's Report, 153.

\(^3\) The estimate was in area 2682 out of a total of 4792 square miles, and in population 461,000 out of 1,062,350.

\(^4\) Thirty-five pounds for millet or bájri and thirty-nine pounds for Indian millet or jévári were the ordinary rupee prices.
Tásgaon; elsewhere, except in Málcolmpeth where, about the middle of the month there were a few good showers, the crops were withering. In Khatáv, Khánápur, and Tásgaon, fodder was scarce and dear. At Sátárá grain prices rapidly rose till about the end of the month jévári fetched eighteen pounds the rupee. With want of field employment and such high grain prices, the loss caused by the failure of the early crops began to deepen into distress. Early in October there was a little rain at Wáí, and on the 21st showers fell at Koregaon, Tásgaon, and Islámípur. The early crops continued to wither, while throughout the district, except the shálú, the cold-weather crops were either not sown, or where sown were dying. Cattle were starving for want of fodder, and in Khatáv and Mán were being sold at nominal prices or given away. In some places the crops were cut down for fodder. Grain importations had not begun and grain-dealers withheld their stores. Prices rose so high that the Collector thought it necessary to order grain from Bombay. Arrangements were also made with a Sátárá merchant to import grain for sale at a moderate profit. At Tásgaon grain was so difficult to buy that the Collector sent fifty cartloads of jévári from Sátárá. To help the import of grain the municipal dues in Sátárá and Tásgaon were suspended. Great commotion and clamour prevailed, especially among the Mhárs, Mángs, and Rámoshís in Khatáv and Tásgaon, and people began to leave the district. Thefts were frequent, and, in Tásgaon, bands of the poorer classes assembled and demanded work. In the Collector's opinion, had not the arrival of Government grain forced the local dealers to bring forward their stores, these meetings would have turned into grain riots. To allay the disorder local funds works were opened, and, on the 17th, Government placed a sum of £2500 (Rs. 25,000) at the Collector's disposal for charitable relief. In November only a few showers fell in Sátárá, Pátan, and Mán. Where they had been sown the late crops withered. In the south and east water was growing scarce. In Mán the only supply was from holes dug in river beds. Grass and straw were very scarce, and in places even sugarcane was used for fodder. The grain ordered by the Collector arrived from Bombay through Chiplun. Its presence had a favourable effect and stimulated private imports of grain. To stimulate imports treasury orders on Bombay and other large towns were given to traders at par, and it was proposed to remit tolls on grain carts. The rupee price of jévári rose from eighteen pounds at the beginning of the month to sixteen pounds towards the close, and that of bájír from twenty to seventeen pounds. There was much movement among the people, some leaving the district, others coming in large numbers from Phaltan, Jath, Miraj, Sángli, and other neighbouring states. Still, as most landholders had reaped some small harvest and did not seek relief until their stock of grain was finished, the pressure on the works was not great, the daily number of labourers rising from 1000 in the beginning of the month to 11,414 at the close. Of 4371, the average daily number for the month, 4056 were able-bodied, expected to do a full day's work and superintended by public works officers, and 315 were aged or feeble, expected to do less than a full
day's work and superintended by civil officers. Early in the month meetings were held at Satara and Tásgaon, and relief committees were formed. On the 9th £200 (Rs. 2000), out of the Gáikwár's grant of £1000 (Rs. 10,000), were placed at the Collector's disposal to be spent on alms. About the end of the month cholera made its appearance. December passed without rain and with no change in crop prospects. Grain importations continued, and the rupee prices fell for jvári from eighteen pounds at the beginning of the month to 20½ pounds about the close, and for bajrí from seventeen to 19½ pounds. The scarcity of fodder was increasing, and people were moving with their cattle to the Konkan. A mild form of cholera continued prevalent. The numbers of the destitute increased on public works from 4056 to 13,371, and on civil works from 315 to 2703.

In January 1877 no rain fell. Grain importations continued and the supply was sufficient. Jvári remained steady at twenty pounds the rupee, and bajrí fell from 19½ to twenty pounds. Small-pox broke out among the labourers at the Nher lake. Otherwise public health was good, except at Tásgaon, where, about the middle of the month, there was slight cholera. The numbers on relief increased, on public works from 13,371 to 15,639, and on civil works from 2703 to 3289. About the middle of February rain fell in the western sub-divisions of Satara Pátan and Jávli. The grain supply continued sufficient. The rupee price of bajrí rose from twenty to 18½ pounds and jvári continued steady at twenty pounds. Cholera was prevalent and was increasing. The numbers on public works rose from 15,639 to 23,728; on civil works, in consequence of a reduction in pay in the civil works and of the transfer of workmen to public works, they fell from 3289 to 178. During the month twenty-four persons were on charitable relief. Early in March rain fell over most of the district. The grain supply continued sufficient, the rupee price of jvári rising from twenty to 18½ pounds, and that of bajrí falling from 18½ to nineteen. Emigration to Bombay and the Konkan continued. Cholera was prevalent and increasing. The numbers on relief rose, on public works from 23,728 to 26,539, on civil works from 178 to 239, and on charitable relief from twenty-four to 197. During April some good showers, especially in the south and south-east, improved the scanty water supply. The rupee price of both jvári and bajrí rose from nineteen pounds at the beginning of the month to seventeen pounds about the close. The hill villages of Karád and Pátan suffered severely, the people living chiefly on wild fruits and roots. The number of the destitute rose on public

---

1 The original day's wages were, for a man 3d. (2 as.), for a woman 2d. (1½ as.), and for a boy or girl 1½d. (1 a.). About the middle of November a sliding scale was introduced, providing that when prices rose over sixteen pounds the rupee, the money rate should vary with the price of grain, and that a man should always receive the price of one pound of grain in addition to one anna.

2 The new rates were, for a man the price of one pound of grain and 2d. (1 a.) instead of 1½d. (1 a.); for a woman the price of one pound and 2d. (1½ a.) instead of 2d. (1½ a.); and for a boy or girl the price of half a pound of grain and 2d. (1 a.).
works from 26,539 to 32,122, on civil works from 239 to 514, and on charitable relief from 197 to 645. The mortality from cholera continued heavy. Late in May good rain fell in Satara, Jalvi, Wai, and Vaval, and showers in Man and Tasaon. Emigrants were slowly returning. Among the hill people in the Khandala petty division of Wai there was great distress, but many had left their homes and found employment on the Nira canal in the Poona district. In Khanapur, the Mahars and Ramoshis were in great want, and grain was distributed to them at their homes. The supply of grain continued sufficient, but rupee prices rose, for jwari from seventeen to 15½ pounds and for bajri from seventeen to 16½ pounds. The scarcity of fodder was pressing hard, and the mortality among cattle was increasing. For the benefit of the infirm poor ten additional relief houses were established. Cholera continued prevalent and the mortality was heavy. The numbers of the destitute considerably increased, on public works from 32,122 to 42,731, on civil works from 514 to 1564, and on charitable relief from 645 to 1833. About the second week in June the eastern storms began. In Tasaon on two consecutive days about six inches fell in torrents. At Vaval and other places the western rains had steadily set in by the 22nd of June. During the month an average of 10·81 inches fell. Emigrants were coming back, and about the middle of the month large numbers began leaving the relief works to return to their fields. The sowing of the early crops was begun and was rapidly progressing, and in places the young crops had begun to show. The supply of grain continued good, but rupee prices for bajri and jwari rose from 15¼ and fifteen pounds at the beginning of the month to fourteen pounds towards the close. The people largely supplemented their food with green vegetables, which had now become plentiful, and in Vaval mango, jack, and other fruits could be had in abundance. In Patan and Vaval, the young grass was high enough to afford grazing for cattle and was finding its way to the markets. The numbers on relief fell, on public works from 47,349 at the beginning of the month to 41,046 about the close, and on civil works from 2560 to 1400. The mortality from cholera continued heavy. During July there was a fair rainfall in the west, but only a few light showers in the east. Crop prospects continued good, but in places more rain was badly wanted. Emigrants were still returning. Cart-rates from Tasaon to Poona and back rose from ordinary rates of £1 12s. to £3 10s. (Rs. 16-35), and grain traffic in carts from Chipuln was stopped. This, joined to the break in the monsoon, raised grain prices, for jwari from fourteen to 10½ pounds and for bajri from 14½ to 11½ pounds the rupee; on the 22nd, at Tasaon, grain was sold at seven pounds the rupee. These high prices caused less distress than might have been expected, as vegetables could be had in abundance and were

1 In June the Collector put a stop to this mode of relief, as it was opposed to the spirit of Government orders.
2 For June the average daily number of the destitute was, on public works 46,317, on civil works 2214, and on charitable relief 3768.
freely eaten, but, partly from the want of salt, caused much disease, especially dysentery. Green grass was coming to market and fodder was much cheaper. The mortality from cholera continued heavy. The numbers on relief fell, on public works from 46,317 to 28,632, on civil works from 2214 to 806, and on charitable relief from 3768 to 3051. In August there was an average fall of 7-37 inches. Except udid, mug, and rála, which in parts were much damaged by the scanty fall of the previous month, the crops were generally in good order but in the east required more rain. The supply of grain continued fair. Rupee prices both for bájri and jvári remained steady at eleven pounds. Cholera continued prevalent but was decreasing. The numbers on relief works fell considerably, on public works from 28,632 to 19,517, and on civil works from 806 to 524; on charitable relief they rose from 3051 to 5345. In September there was a good and heavy fall of rain, averaging 10-53 inches. Except in parts of Mán, Wáí, and Jávli the crops were everywhere good. In Karád in some places the maize, vari, sáva, and rála were harvested and grain was coming to market. Cart traffic to Chiplun, which had been stopped, was again opened. Rupee prices fell, for bájri from twelve pounds at the beginning of the month to nineteen pounds about the close, and for jvári from 11¼ to 17¼ pounds. The condition of the people considerably improved. Cholera continued to decrease. The numbers on relief fell, on public works from 19,517 to 16,601 and on civil works from 524 to 494; on charitable relief they rose from 5345 to 10,342. In October an average of 6-91 inches of rain fell. The sowing of the cold-weather crops was in progress, but it was kept back by the heavy rain, which also in some places injured the ripe early crops. Grain prices fell, for jvári from nineteen pounds at the beginning of the month to twenty pounds about the close, and for bájri from 21½ to twenty-four pounds. The numbers on relief fell, on public works from 16,601 to 9718; on civil works from 494 to 113, and on charitable relief from 10,342 to 7113. Early in the month (6th) all civil agency works were closed. A mild type of cholera continued prevalent. In November there were a few showers in Sátára, Pátan, Válva, and Tásagaon. The harvesting of the early crops was nearly finished and rabi sowing was almost complete. During the month grain prices averaged 25¾ pounds for jvári and for bájri 29½ pounds the rupee. The numbers on public works fell from 2755 about the beginning of the month to 469 at the end, when the works were closed. The numbers on charitable relief fell from 1073 at the beginning of the month to 134 on the 24th. In the last week no one was charitably relieved. In December a few showers greatly benefited the cold-weather crops. Grain continued to grow cheaper, jvári falling to thirty-one and bájri to thirty-two pounds. No one took advantage of the Government offer of charitable relief. The following statement of millet prices and numbers receiving relief shows that during the first three months of 1877 grain kept pretty steady at nineteen pounds the rupee, or nearly twice the ordinary rates; that its price rose rapidly in April May June and July, till it reached 11¼ pounds in August, and that it then quickly
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fell to 29½ pounds in November. As early as December 1876, the numbers on relief works reached 16,074. From that they rose steadily to 48,531 in June, and then falling to 29,438 in July owing to the large demand for field labour, continued to decrease till November, when the works were closed. The numbers on charitable relief rose steadily from 24 in February to 3768 in June. They then fell to 3051 in July, and, after rising to 10,342 in September, fell to 328 in November:

Sátára Famine, 1876-77.

| MONTH | AVERAGE DAILY NUMBERS | AVERAGE PRICES | RAINFO.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On Relief Works.</td>
<td>On Gratuitous</td>
<td>Rain-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Civil Agency.</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Prices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works.</td>
<td>Works.</td>
<td>Fall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1876.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>4056</td>
<td>4371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>2703</td>
<td>13,371</td>
<td>16,074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1877.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>5259</td>
<td>15,639</td>
<td>18,928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>23,728</td>
<td>23,906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>20,539</td>
<td>20,777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>32,122</td>
<td>32,636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>1564</td>
<td>42,731</td>
<td>44,396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>2214</td>
<td>40,317</td>
<td>46,531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>806</td>
<td>28,632</td>
<td>29,438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>19,517</td>
<td>20,041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>16,031</td>
<td>17,565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>9718</td>
<td>11,901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1128</td>
<td>1128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12,953</td>
<td>280,069</td>
<td>292,052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1079</td>
<td>21,446</td>
<td>22,542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cost Rs.</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Famine Census.

A special census taken on the 19th of May 1877, when famine pressure was general and severe, showed that of 46,235 labourers, 44,344 on public and 1891 on civil works, 18,316 belonged to the sub-divisions where the works were carried on; 13,998 belonged to different sub-divisions of the same district; 6702 were from other districts; and 7219 from neighbouring states. As regards their occupation, 3062 were manufacturers or craftsmen, 24,611 were holders or under-holders of land, and 18,562 were labourers.

The total cost of the famine was estimated at £118,137 4s. (Rs. 11,81,372) of which £107,528 2s. (Rs. 10,75,281) were spent on public and civil works, and £10,609 2s. (Rs. 1,06,091) on charitable relief.

Relief Houses.

Of twenty relief-houses or camps opened in the district between November 1876 and November 1877, five were on the irrigation works at the Pingli, Nher, Islámpur, and Mhasvad reservoirs and on the Krishna canal extension. Of the twenty relief-houses, one was started in November 1876 and the rest during 1877, three in February, one in March, ten in May, four in June, and one in September. Except at the Pingli, Nher, Islámpur, and Mhasvad reservoirs where small huts were raised at Government expense, the buildings used for the relief houses were generally dharmshálás or
rest-houses, chávdis or village offices, and temples. The following are the dates at which the twenty relief houses were opened and closed: the relief-house at Tásgaon was opened on the 16th of November 1876 and was closed on the 1st of November 1877; at a cost of £1623 14s. (Rs. 16,237) it relieved a monthly average of ninety-four men, sixty women, and eighty children. The relief-house at Pingli reservoir in Mán was opened in February 1877 and closed on the 31st of October; at a cost of £2881 4s. (Rs. 28,812) it relieved 358,760 persons in all or a monthly average of 39,862. The relief-house at the Nher reservoir in Khatáv was opened in February 1877 and closed on the 23rd of October; at a cost of £599 4s. (Rs. 5,992) it relieved 95,138 persons in all or a monthly average of 10,571. The relief-house at the Islámpur reservoir in Válva was opened in February 1877 and closed on the 30th of September; at a cost of £159 2s. (Rs. 159) it relieved 17,472 persons in all or a monthly average of 2184. The relief-house at the Mhasvad reservoir in Mán was opened in March 1877 and closed on the 30th of November; at a total cost of £2159 (Rs. 21,590) it relieved 232,964 persons in all or a monthly average of 25,885. The relief-house at Peth in Válva was opened on the 14th May 1877 and closed on the 30th of June; at a total cost of £34 16s. (Rs. 348) it relieved a monthly average of 214 men, 208 women, and 165 children. The relief-house at Medha in Jávli was opened on the 15th of May 1877 and closed on the 11th of July; at a cost of £35 10s. (Rs. 355) it relieved a monthly average of 900 men, 1150 women, and 1230 children. The relief-house at Koregaon was opened on the 18th of May 1877 and closed on the 2nd of June; at a cost of £14 4s. (Rs. 142) it relieved 1620 persons or a monthly average of 810. The relief-house at Sátára was opened from private funds on the 18th of May 1877 and closed in November; at a cost of £562 8s. (Rs. 5624) it relieved 67,770 persons or a monthly average of 11,295. The relief-house at Kadegaon in Khánápur was opened on the 19th of May 1877 and closed on the 29th of June; at a cost of £14 (Rs. 140) it relieved a monthly average of 157 men, 270 women, and 125 children. The relief-house at Víta in Khánápur was opened on the 20th of May 1877 and closed on the 30th of October; at a cost of £336 (Rs. 3360) it relieved a monthly average of 600 men, 800 women, and 840 children. The relief-house at Khánápur was opened on the 22nd of May 1877 and closed on the 1st of November; at a cost of £117 12s. (Rs. 1176) it relieved a monthly average of 190 men, 225 women, and 176 children. The relief-house at Khandála in Wál was opened on the 26th of May 1877 and closed on the 1st of July; at a cost of £17 8s. (Rs. 174) it relieved a monthly average of 565 men, 468 women, and 464 children. The relief-house at Pátan was opened on the 28th of May 1877 and closed on the 30th of June; at a total cost of £61 2s. (Rs. 611) it relieved a monthly average of 2125 men, 2969 women, and 4506 children. The relief-house at Wál was opened on the 30th of May 1877 and closed on the 1st of July; at a total cost of £10 (Rs. 100) it relieved a monthly average of 463 men, 718 women, and 1218 children. The relief-house at Helvá in Pátan was opened on the 1st of June 1877 and was
closed on the 16th of the same month; at a cost of £5 18s. (Rs. 59) it relieved a monthly average of forty-two men, thirty-one women, and five children. The relief-house at Vaduj in Khatáv was opened on the 11th of June 1877 and closed on the 11th of November; at a cost of £243 6s. (Rs. 2433) it relieved a monthly average of 363 men, 504 women, and 752 children. The relief-house at Máyní in Khatáv was opened on the 18th of June 1877 and closed on the 25th of June; at a cost of £7 16s. (Rs. 78) it relieved 1057 persons or a monthly average of 204 men, 615 women, and 238 children. The relief-house at the Krishna canal extension was opened in June 1877 and closed on the 30th of September; at a cost of £4 18s. (Rs. 49) it relieved 595 persons or a monthly average of 148. The relief-house at Kárád was opened on the 7th of September 1877 and closed on the 7th of November; at a cost of £26 14s. (Rs. 267) it relieved a monthly average of 297 men, 584 women, and 707 children. Besides the cost on these relief-houses, Government spent about £2386 (Rs. 23,860) in village charity.

To superintend relief works four mánlátádárs were employed to the end of October 1877, one in Mán from the 10th of January 1877, one in Khánápur from the 17th of January, one in Tásgaon from the 31st of January, and one in Khatáv from the 14th of May. Besides these four mánlátádárs, during the various periods of the famine, the relief staff included five European officers, Mr. East the first assistant collector, Mr. Muir-Mackenzie an assistant collector, Major Bartholomew the district police superintendent, Mr. Mainwaring the district forest officer, and Mr. Adams an assistant superintendent in the Ratnágiri revenue survey. In addition to these relief officers, sixty circle inspectors were employed on village inspection in 1877 from the 10th of May to the 30th of June. Large relief camps on the works at the Pingli, Nher, Islámpur, and Mhasvd reservoirs, and the Krishna canal extension were superintended by a staff of public works officers.

Some municipalities sold grain at fixed rates to the poor, a mode of charity which was much appreciated. It is a part of outdoor relief, and if well supervised has no effect on trade or on prices. The abuses to be guarded against are simply those which are always present when either grain or money are distributed without a test of alleged poverty. Grain sold at or below cost price meets the case of those who are not paupers, are much straitened, but yet so long as they can earn anything in their usual way or have any means left will not go to work. For the same reason loans of grain to respectable people willing to maintain their dependents are safe and are valuable. During the fair season grain came in large quantities into Sátárá from Bombay by sea to Chiplun and from Chiplun to Kárád by the Kumbháráli pass road; during the rains it chiefly came by rail to Poona, and from Poona in carts to Sátárá along the Poona-Belgaum road. In the east grain also came by rail to Sholápur, and from Sholápur in carts to Sátárá.

A great number of people from the Mán, Khatáv, Khánápur, and Tásgaon sub-divisions left the district in the early days of distress. Some of them went north and north-east to Bombay, Berár, and
Khândesh, and others went south-west to the Konkan. The people who left the district were those in charge of cattle who usually had some means, and field labourers and small landholders who had no stock of grain and no credit. Of these three classes the labourers were the most numerous. The small landholders took with them their pair of bullocks and a cow or two, and left nothing behind but an empty house and a barricaded door. Some of them went to the Konkan and the rest to the Berárs. Many, especially of those who went to the Berárs, are believed to have found openings and settled. Of the labouring classes the better-off left first and found work in distant parts; others went to the public works and remained there pretty steadily; others wandered to the Sahyádris whence later on they wandered back in much distress; and others, especially the women, hung about the villages living on next to nothing and dying in thousands on the first fall of rain.

The chief difficulties in dealing with the famine were the obstinacy of some who would not leave their villages for the works and the vagrancy of others who persisted in wandering instead of working. These difficulties were met by careful village inspection and gentle pressure in the case of the stay-at-homes, and by watchful supervision by officers of all grades in the case of the vagrants.

In the eastern sub-divisions, according to the agricultural returns, the number of cattle fell from 994,272 in 1876-77 to 775,393 in 1877-78, that is a loss of 218,879. In 1877-78 the actual number of offences reported was 5912 against 4064 in 1876-77. Serious crime, such as murder, dacoity, and robbery seems to have been more prevalent, and the number of thefts was considerably more than double what it was in 1876-77. In 1878 the tillage area fell short of that in 1876 by about 18,400 acres. Of about £155,740 (Rs. 15,57,400), the realizable land revenue for the year 1876-77, £130,267 (Rs. 13,02,670) were collected in 1876-77, £582 (Rs. 5820) remitted, and the rest was collected in subsequent years.
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Under the head capitalists and traders, the 1878 Licence Tax papers showed 19,823 persons assessed on yearly incomes of more than £10. Of these 9887 had from £10 to £15 (Rs. 100-Rs. 150), 4033 from £15 to £25 (Rs. 150-Rs. 250), 2316 from £25 to £35 (Rs. 250-Rs. 350), 1051 from £35 to £50 (Rs. 350-Rs. 500), 958 from £50 to £75 (Rs. 500-Rs. 750), 560 from £75 to £100 (Rs. 750-Rs. 1000), 327 from £100 to £125 (Rs. 1000-Rs. 1250), 151 from £125 to £150 (Rs. 1250-Rs. 1500), 176 from £150 to £200 (Rs. 1500-Rs. 2000), 121 from £200 to £300 (Rs. 2000-Rs. 3000), 105 from £300 to £400 (Rs. 3000-Rs. 4000), 46 from £400 to £500 (Rs. 4000-Rs. 5000), 49 from £500 to £750 (Rs. 5000-Rs. 7500), 19 from £750 to £1000 (Rs. 7500-Rs. 10,000), and 24 over £1000 (Rs. 10,000). Since 1879, incomes under £50 (Rs. 500) have been exempted from the License Tax. In 1881-82, of 2661 assessed on yearly incomes of £50 (Rs. 500) and more, 1149 had from £50 to £75 (Rs. 500-Rs. 750), 456 from £75 to £100 (Rs. 750-Rs. 1000), 343 from £100 to £125 (Rs. 1000-Rs. 1250), 161 from £125 to £150 (Rs. 1250-Rs. 1500), 167 from £150 to £200 (Rs. 1500-Rs. 2000), 154 from £200 to £300 (Rs. 2000-Rs. 3000), 91 from £300 to £400 (Rs. 3000-Rs. 4000), 51 from £400 to £500 (Rs. 4000-Rs. 5000), 48 from £500 to £750 (Rs. 5000-Rs. 7500), 15 from £750 to £1000 (Rs. 7500-Rs. 10,000), and 26 from £1000 (Rs. 10,000) and upwards.

There are no regular bankers in the district. Deposits used to be made with certain bankers or sâdvâr of high reputation, who are said to have given interest up to three per cent a year.

Bills of exchange and letters of credit or bhâlûâvanpatras are of two kinds payable at sight or darshâni and payable after a fixed period or mudâtiâchi. The discount charged on an exchange bill or hundi not payable at sight varies from one to two per cent a month. Hundis of long periods are drawn almost solely in mercantile transactions by the consignor on the consignee, the period varying with the time calculated for the clearance of the stock by the consignee. Bombay hundis are generally issued at eleven days' sight and at a discount of one-half to three-quarters per cent. The largest bills cashed in the district vary from £300 to £700 (Rs. 3000-Rs. 7000). The few firms which cash these bills have capitals of over £10,000 (Rs. 1,00,000).

1 Contributed by Mr. J. W. P. Muir-Mackenzie, C.S.
The only coins in common circulation are the Imperial rupee and parts of the rupee. Formerly both the chándor rupee valued at 92'6 per cent and the ankushi valued at ninety-seven per cent of the Imperial rupee were in circulation. They still often appear in rural hoards and in the hands of moneylenders.

Scarcely any class can be termed the reverse of frugal. It may be said that twenty to thirty per cent of all classes are fairly endowed with a desire to save. Of the remainder the larger portion of landholders spend beyond their means, while the Márwár, Gujarát, and Lingáyat Vánis and trading Bráhmans almost to a man put by money every year. Few of any class can be said to accumulate wealth. Almost all savings are squandered over family and religious celebrations. It is said that the larger bankers or sávkárs and the higher grades of Government native officials, after deducting all ordinary and extraordinary expenses, save about one-third of their net profits and emoluments.

The district has few large trading firms. The leading firms are almost entirely for the export of field produce or the local sale of grain. Few, except the higher native officials, invest their savings in joint stock companies, Government securities, or state Savings Bank. At the same time the amounts invested in Government securities and Savings Banks show a steady increase. In 1870-71 the Savings Bank deposits amounted to £2016 (Rs. 20,160), in 1875-76 to £3595 (Rs. 35,950), and in 1882-83 to £6628 (Rs. 66,280). In 1870-71 the interest paid to holders of Government securities amounted to £135 (Rs. 1350), in 1875-76 to £133 (Rs. 1330), and in 1882-83 to £231 (Rs. 2810). Traders use their increased capital to extend their business. They seldom start any new form of investment.

No great amount of capital is invested in house property. As a trader saves, he attempts to secure for his shop a better position and more warehousing room. Houses are rarely bought with a view to securing a return from tenants. This form of investment is confined to the few Pársis and Bohorás who own the bungalows rented by the Europeans at the head-quarters station. Occasionally a wealthy person enlarges or adorns his house for purposes of comfort or display and the possession of a mansion or váda is reckoned a mark of wealth and importance. Considerable holders of Government or private land especially seem to consider it a point of honour to have a large house in every village in which they own land whether they live there or not.

Land is perhaps the favourite investment with all classes possessed of a substantial surplus, the exclusively trading classes alone excepted. Even among traders all who are natives of the district are glad to own land. But they will wait till good land is available before investing in it, and will sink in it only surplus profits not diverting any portion of their capital from their trade. The social status conferred by the possession of land has often much to do with the investment, though when watered land, especially sugar-cane land, can be had on favourable terms by squeezing a debtor the produce is looked to. The difficulty under which the trader lies
is that he always has to sublet, and is almost certain to be cheated by his tenant. When the tenant is a debtor the trader cheats him back and in the end matters square themselves to the trader's advantage. Professional classes have a marked fondness for land investment. Few successful pleaders, Government servants, or even priests, religious mendicants, and the like will be found who do not own some land. The fondness for land investment has undoubtedly increased under British rule. The causes are the increased price of field produce, the diminution of risk from plunder and war, the decline of other investments as in native industries and in advances to chiefs for the support of their retinues and armies, the reduction in the share of the produce taken by the state, and above all the stability of tenure. Before the introduction of British rule it was with great difficulty that a stranger could acquire the advantages of the mirás tenure. Now every one can have it, and it is this which induces the professional classes to invest their profits in land. The state demand is certainly reduced. Wherever the state demand was really fixed as in the kamál or fully assessed lands the rate undoubtedly was enormously higher than that now exacted, so high that it seldom could be levied in full. There were lands outside of the kamál. But these were appropriated by the privileged few to whom the village officers or rent farmers chose to give them. The nominal rate on all land was also subject to numberless enhancements and exactions, by every grade of official from the Government itself down to the village headman. No materials are available from which to frame an accurate estimate of the present sale value of land. In some cases an acre of garden land is said to have fetched as much as £100 (Rs. 1000) and dry-crop land as much as £30 (Rs. 300). The actual price is rarely made public. Landholders hardly ever part with their land except under the pressure of debt. Of late years the moneymaking classes have shown a great and a growing desire to take possession of their debtors' lands and secure for themselves the large margin of profit between the Government rental and the actual produce of the land. It is roughly estimated that, though it is not entered in their names in the Government books, about one-third of the arable land has virtually passed into moneymakers' hands. It is doubtful how far this transfer of land has gone, but it is beyond doubt that more land passes in this than in any other way. For some years before the 1876 famine nearly the whole arable area of the district was held for tillage. During and after the famine a considerable area of arable land was thrown up. Most of it has again been taken either by Government for forests or by landholders for tillage.

Ornaments are a universal form of investment. Their security, the ease with which money can be raised on them, and the slight loss with which they can be turned to cash, make ornaments the favourite investment of the poor and middle classes.

The old form of hoarding by burying cash in an earthen pot or building it into a wall, though less common than in the old unsafe times, continues to an unknown but probably to a large extent. A
man, who as one of the destitute received relief during the 1876 famine, shortly after the close of the famine charged his wife with digging up and purloining his hoard of several hundred rupees.¹

Of all forms of investment moneylending is the commonest. Moneylending is practised in different degrees by members of almost every class. Sutárs and Lohárs, even Mhárs, Chámbhárs, and Vaddars lend money. Perhaps Shimpis and Kásárs are the two castes which have the largest proportion of unprofessional moneylenders. The leading professional moneylenders are Bráhmans, Gujarát Vánis, Márwár Vánis, Jains, Lingáyats, Maráthás, and Musalmáns. Few live solely by moneylending. The Bráhmans are husbandmen, land proprietors, traders, and, to a small extent, pensioned Government servants and pleaders. A few of them have large capital and combine moneylending with trade as their chief calling. In Kárád some Bráhman families are hereditary moneylenders, and draw their profits from moneylending alone. Gujarát, Lingáyat, and Márwár Váni moneylenders are mostly traders and in some cases landholders. They deal in cloth, groceries, and grain, and have shops both in villages and towns. In Sátára the Gujarát Vánis deal chiefly in clarified butter and oil. The Marátha and Kunbi moneylenders are almost all landholders and seldom extend their dealings beyond their villages. A very small portion of them draw part of their income from trade. Some Musalmán moneylenders are village shopkeepers. Of all moneylenders the Márwár Váni has the worst name and is harshest and most unscrupulous in his dealings with his debtor. As a rule Márwár Vánis are not permanently settled in the district. Most of them keep up relations with their native country, and withdraw to their native village when they grow old or when they have laid by enough to rest on. A new comer from Márwár generally begins by serving as the gümástá or agent of one of his countrymen. When he has saved enough from his wages to set up business for himself he opens a new shop in his own name, or he enters into partnership with other Márwárí traders, or if his capital is very small, he trades for a time as a peddler. For trading purposes Márwárí moneylenders combine to form a firm of two or three and seldom of more than five partners. They have great confidence in each other’s honesty. A Márwárí often lives in his own country and carries on business at a distance through agents or partners. Few cases occur in which a Márwári, however unscrupulous in his dealings with other men, is false to his employer or partner. Next to Márwárí moneylenders come Gujarát Vánis and local Bráhmans. Gujarát Vánis called Gujarí are generally settled in the district, and very few retire to their native country even after accumulating large sums of money. Though they generally charge the same rates of interest as Márwárí, the Gujarí are less unscrupulous and harsh than the Márwáris in enforcing payment of debts. Among local Bráhman moneylenders of the Deshasth, Golak, Karháda, Kókanasth, and Tírugul subdivisions, the Deshasths and Golaks are the leading moneylenders. The remaining classes Jains, Lingá-

¹ Mr. A. Shewau, C.S.
yats, Maráthás, and Musalmáns are much kindlier creditors and seldom ruin their debtors. Except Márwár and Gujarát Vánis, the larger moneylenders and landholders to a certain extent from a regard to their good name and from kindly feeling treat their debtors with a certain amount of leniency. A notable exception to this is where a cultivator sees a chance of profitably adding to his own land by pressing a debtor. Few creditors are then harder or more unscrupulous. The smaller lenders cannot afford much kindliness and treat their debtors with considerable strictness.

Professional moneylenders may be roughly arranged under three chief classes large, middle, and small. The first or the substantial banker or sávkár carries on a considerable business in bills or hundis and is careful to make advances only to persons of substance and on good security. The large landholders are often hopelessly in debt to large moneylenders. The lenders are generally careful to keep their debtors' heads just above water, in some cases from good feeling, but in most because the process is more profitable than foreclosure. Most of the bankers' dealings are with other moneylenders. In days of better credit they are said to have had larger direct dealings with non-moneylending classes. They relied for punctual payment on the justice of their claims and the honesty of their debtors. Such pressure as was required was applied by private bailiffs who sat dharna or fasting at the door of the debtor, and compelled payment through the terrors of religion, by annoyance, and sometimes by force. Since the introduction of civil courts these processes have ceased. Lenders of this class often remit part of a claim rather than face the odium and expense of a civil suit. They are the better able to forego part of their claims because their debtors are generally well enough off to pay a large percentage of the debt. This class of lenders advance large sums on mortgage to the holders of rent-free or quit-rent land, especially to district and village hereditary officers. Many of these families owe debts several generations old, the lender resting content with periodical payments. Few of the better class of these borrowers have complained till of late the law preventing the alienation of hereditary service lands without the sanction of Government has been rigidly enforced. First class lending and trading firms keep the journal or kird, the ledger or khatávānt and four bill books, an advice book of bills drawn by the firm, a register of the firm's acceptances in favour of third parties, a register of bills in favour of the firm, and a rough memorandum book.

The second or middle class of lenders form the greater portion of the most respectable lenders of the present day. They are those who with no great capital lend money in smaller sums and at higher rates than the first class but still carefully and on good security and who are glad to avoid the courts. This class in most cases keep the day book and ledger and have a capital of £1000 to £3000 (Rs. 10,000 - Rs. 30,000).

The third class of small lenders have little or no capital. They borrow from wealthy firms and lend small sums to poor borrowers at extremely high rates. Lenders of this class keep the most meagre
accounts. Their transactions are on mortgage, personal security, and pawn. All of their agreements are on the hardest terms as the security is generally doubtful and debtor and creditor are little removed from one another in neediness and dishonesty. The best of this class keep at least the accounts termed pathani or tipane or rough memorandum book and khatáveni or ledger. When they intend to show their accounts in court they make their debtors sign each entry to avoid disputes. This seldom occurs as the accounts are too unsystematic and untrustworthy to be used in judicial inquiries. The lowest lenders of this class and the host of unprofessional lenders keep no record of their transactions except the bonds which are employed on almost every occasion. The debtor is rarely furnished with a receipt. The refusal to give receipts has been made penal. But the lender easily evades the law as he is rarely tendered more than part payment. If the debtor demands a receipt, the lender declines to take anything short of the whole amount due and threatens if the debtor presses for a receipt to take legal proceedings to enforce the whole debt. Thus the debtor is forced either to go without his receipt or to renew his bond on ruinous terms. In private or part private villages it frequently happens that the proprietor or inámdár manages the moneylending of the village and has all his tenants in his hands. In Government villages one or other of the village officers sometimes holds a similar position, the headman on a large and the accountant on a small scale. Village office-bearers, as a rule, exact nearly as hard terms as professional lenders. They differ from professional lenders in much more rarely taking their debtors into court.

In fixing the terms of a loan every circumstance in the case has its weight. The urgency of the occasion and the condition and credit of the borrower make a vast difference on the rates charged. Two successive loans from the same capitalist often vary largely in their terms. Attempts to fix rates of interest for the different classes of loans are therefore necessarily little more than rough estimates. According to the returns received, on easily convertible movable property and on good landed security large sums may be borrowed at six to twelve per cent a year. For smaller sums and in ordinary pawn transactions the rate ranges to eighteen per cent. In transactions on personal security a well-to-do borrower may raise a loan as cheaply as nine per cent. On the other hand hardly any limit can be set to what a destitute borrower may have to pay. On unsecured debts a husbandman of scanty credit has generally to pay twenty-four to 37½ or even forty per cent. The rates of interest paid by husbandmen of good or fair credit are now (1883) the same as they were before the famine of 1876-77. Twenty years ago lenders used to deduct from the sums mentioned in the bonds two to five per cent as manoti or premium, or as nazrana that is gift. This practice has almost ceased though in some cases it may secretly continue. Cases of the entry of nominal rates of interest in bonds are rare. When they do occur they are little more than provisions to guard the lender against the borrower’s failure to act up to
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the terms of the agreement.\(^1\) Mortgages are sometimes charged more heavily than personal bonds. If the borrower can be easily duped or if there is any suspicion of other debts, he will not only be charged a ruinous rate of interest but will be made to mortgage his crops instead of interest and to promise possession to the mortgagee on the first failure of an instalment. At the same time the mortgagor continues to be responsible for the Government assessment and to pay it will have to borrow still further. It is usual to set off interest against the profits of the mortgaged property.

Stipendiary Government servants as a class are not large borrowers, still some, mostly of the lower grades, are deep in debt, often of ancestral obligation. District and village hereditary officers are nearly always in debt. In many cases most of their land has been mortgaged for two or three generations. Debt rarely forces village headmen and village clerks to resign their offices. Under former rulers few held office except moneyed men; if a man fell into difficulties some rich member of the family generally took his place. Under the British the hereditary right has been strictly respected. But it is only when it is notorious, that a man’s indigence is brought to light and his dismissal enforced. The bulk of the local traders are poor, and have to borrow to renew their stock. Traders whose dealings are on a large scale are almost always also large moneylenders. The stock of a small Vâni or village shopkeeper amounts to £50 (Rs. 500) and upwards. The terms on which a man of this class raises money to renew his stock are generally strict and the rates of interest high. Middle-class traders renew their stock by pawning ornaments as security and paying ten to eighteen per cent interest a year. As the ornaments are redeemed when the stock is disposed of, the same ornaments may be pledged again and again, any profit being invested in the purchase of more jewels. The stock is not often pledged in advance. When a trader pawns no movable property the money is generally lent on his personal security. The craftsmen of the district are not prosperous. They seldom have capital enough to buy the new material in which they work. Either the person who gives the job supplies the material, or money is borrowed to buy the material, or the material is obtained from the trader at high credit rates. In borrowing to meet marriage and other family expenses craftsmen have generally nothing but personal security to offer and have frequently to pay twenty to thirty per cent or even higher. The country mechanic is frequently an hereditary village servant and lives on dues in land or in kind which are paid him for doing the rough work required by householders and husbandmen who supply the materials. He generally owns land which he tills himself and he differs little in position from a cultivator. Masters generally advance their servants money on easy terms, often free of interest stopping part of their wages for payment. If a master fails to help him a servant has generally resort to the worst class of lenders.

\(^1\) To illustrate the extent to which the manotí that is the premium or bonus system formerly prevailed, Mr. Gulábá, the sub-judge of Víta, cites a case in which a bond executed in 1859 acknowledged the receipt of £12 (Rs. 120) though only £6 (Rs. 60) were actually paid,
Of all borrowers, except the labouring classes, husbandmen are the worst off. Husbandmen may be roughly divided into four classes, ten per cent with good credit, twenty-five with fair credit, forty with scanty credit, and twenty-five with little or no credit. The ten per cent of first class husbandmen are well off, and except occasionally to meet extraordinary expenses of marriages and land improvement, they are generally in no want of money. They have good credit, and can borrow up to £50 (Rs. 500) on personal security. To raise loans of more than £50 (Rs. 500) they require to mortgage land, houses, or other immovable property, and the sums lent on mortgage are about three-quarters of the value of the mortgaged property. First class husbandmen also occasionally lend small sums to the poorer husbandmen of their own village. The twenty-five per cent of second class husbandmen are fairly off. They are generally in need of no loans either for food or seed, but they often borrow to pay the Government assessment and to meet the extraordinary expenses of marriages and other family events. They have fair credit, and can borrow up to £10 (Rs. 100) on personal security. To raise loans of more than £10 (Rs. 100), they require to mortgage land or houses, and the sums lent on mortgage are one-half to three-quarters of the value of the mortgaged property. The forty per cent of third class husbandmen are well off for a few months after harvest. During the rest of the year their condition is indifferent, and they have to borrow for food as well as to pay the Government assessment and to meet the extraordinary expenses of marriages and other family events. In poor seasons their condition is generally miserable. Their credit is scanty, and they cannot raise cash loans without mortgaging land, houses, or cattle. On personal security grain advances are made for food and seed on condition that the advance is paid back at harvest time with an addition or rádhā of one-fourth to one-half of the quantity advanced. The twenty-five per cent of the fourth class are badly off during the greater part of the year. Besides tilling small plots of land they work as field labourers. They have generally little or no credit, and live from hand to mouth. As a rule husbandmen do not raise loans in cash to buy seed for sowing. As the quantity of seed required is comparatively small, the first three classes or seventy-five per cent of husbandmen generally hold enough seed to sow the early or kharif crop. Husbandmen sometimes need seed to sow the cold weather or rabi crops, and for this they borrow seed in advance on condition that the advance is paid back at harvest time together with one-fourth to one-half of the quantity advanced.

Especially in outlying villages few moneylenders do not also lend grain. Most villages have a shopkeeper who combines money-lending with dealing in cloth and grain, as well as in spices, condiments, sugar, and other edible comforts. Of the purchases of spices and other condiments a credit account is kept which is settled not oftener than once or twice a year. From time to time bonds are passed for the amount supposed to be owing, which is often enormously in excess of the amount really due. The customer keeps no account and the shopkeeper takes a corresponding advantage. This arrangement between shopkeepers and customers is less
common in towns than in the rural parts. The system on which grain is usually advanced is known as the vāḍhi-dādhi that is the one and a half increase. Grain advances last only from the beginning of the south-west rains in June to the early harvest in October or November. Formerly bonds were not taken for grain advances. At present a bond is passed in which the quantity of grain lent and the quantity to be repaid are stated at arbitrary prices more or less corresponding to the market rate. The bond is passed as a cash advance to avoid the higher stamp rates which attach to a grain or other transfer in kind. By a mutual understanding the payment is always made in grain. The increase or vāḍha is generally twenty-five to fifty per cent and sometimes but rarely as much as seventy-five or 100 per cent. This system sometimes presses hard on indigent cultivators as the creditor is careful to take his share of the crop as soon as the harvest is reaped. At the same time it encourages the storage of grain by dealers a practice of the highest usefulness in times of scarcity.

It is the general opinion in the district that, however much the district may have increased in trade wealth and resources since it came under British rule in 1848, the indebtedness of the landholding classes is not less but greater than it then was. Under the rule of the Sātāra chiefs land was not liable to sale for debt. The lender had no wish to get the debtor's land; his object was to recover the interest due on the sums advanced. The lenders were fewer in number and men of higher position and of more forbearance than the present lenders. As the means of recovering debt were uncertain care was taken not to make advances without security. Soon after the transfer of the district (1848) the reduction of the state demand which accompanied the introduction of the revenue settlement, a reduction which roughly varied from twenty to thirty and was often as much as fifty per cent, increased the landholders' credit. Their credit was further enhanced by the free powers of disposing of land in mortgage or by sale which were secured to the holders of land under the provisions of the Survey Act I. of 1865. At the same time the landholder's credit was swollen by the abnormal cheapness of money and the high prices of field produce which ruled between 1862 and 1865 the years of the American war. The landholders borrowed recklessly. The enhanced value of the land as a security induced the lenders to encourage the landholders to borrow and introduced a new and lower class of lenders. At the same time the provisions of the Civil Procedure Code which was passed in 1877 had increased the ease with which a lender could recover his debts, and the Limitation Act of 1869, though it was passed in the interest of the debtors with the object of relieving them from the burden of old and ancestral debt, was turned by the lenders to their own profit. The debtor at the end of the three years' limitation was forced either to give up land or to sign a fresh bond in which a debt was acknowledged composed of the amount originally borrowed together with compound interest up to the date of renewal. The soreness caused by the working of the Limitation Act was intensified by the decrease in the value of land which accompanied the fall of produce prices in 1873 and 1874. Creditors seeing the value of their security declining pressed their
debtors and caused the exasperation which resulted in the agrarian crimes of 1873-74.

In 1873-74 the second assistant collector noticed the following cases of agrarian crime. In the village of Chincha in Tásgaon six men who had a long-standing grudge against a Gujarát Váni money-lender entered his house at midnight, murdered him with axes, and severely wounded his aged father, his younger brother, and his sister. Four of the men were hanged and one was transported for life. At Hingangaon in Khānāpúr four men, whose whole property had been sold by a Gujarát Váni creditor, attacked their persecutor and cut off his ears and the stump of his nose which had escaped on a former occasion. At Visápur in Tásgaon one Áppa Rávji owed money on a bond to Hiráchand Gujar. Hiráchand threatened to sell Áppa Rávji’s land, but promised he would not sell it if Áppa Rávji got one Áppa Máli to go bail for him. Áppa Máli accordingly passed a bond of £20 (Rs. 200) to the Gujar, giving his house and land as security. The agreement was that Áppa Rávji should at the same time in consideration of this and other debts pass Áppa Máli a bond of £40 (Rs. 400) giving his land as security. This bond was never forthcoming. Áppa Máli was put off time after time. Meanwhile the Gujar enforced Áppa Máli’s bond for £20 (Rs. 200). After all due proceedings in the civil court Áppa Máli’s lands and house were seized and his land was given to Áppa Rávji to cultivate. Áppa Máli despairing of redress waylaid Hiráchand Gujar and murdered him in open daylight in the presence of several witnesses. He confessed every thing and courted the fullest inquiry into his money transactions. Áppa Máli was hanged.

The agrarian riots of 1875 were not so common in Sátára as in Poona and Ahmadnagar. Only one instance came before the Riots Commission. On the tenth of September 1875 a riot took place in the village of Kokrud on the north bank of the Várna, some few miles west of Shirála, a country town about sixty miles south of Sátára. Kokrud contained 150 to 200 houses. The riot was against the moneylender of the village, Nána Gujar, whose dealings extended over many of the surrounding villages. In Kokrud alone 108 persons owed Nána Gujar £995 18s. (Rs. 9959) besides grain and in Chincholi some thirty persons had given him bonds to the extent of £190 3s. (Rs. 1901½). One of the ringleaders stated that the immediate cause of the outbreak was two attachments which had shortly before been executed by Nána on the houses and property of two of the villagers. He was also stated to have harassed the people generally. The result was a combination of all castes and professions. About a hundred villagers, who all appeared to be residents of Kokrud, met about nine at night in the temple of Mariamma on the skirts of the village, and from it proceeded to the Gujar’s house. The house which was attacked contained the shop. It adjoined but was separate from the Gujar’s dwelling house. Bahíru Máng took command and divided the rioters into bands. One band of seven or eight were set to break into the shop from the front, and a
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1 Deccan Riots Commission, Appendix A. 40-41.
2 Deccan Riots Commission, Appendix C. 10-12.
second band was posted near the back door. The rest were stationed at the various approaches to prevent interference by keeping up a fire of stones. Two Gujar men and three women were in the house at the time of the attack. They were warned of the intended attack and had taken the precaution to get the revenue pâtîl to sleep with them. This was the only assistance given them by the village officers. The house was broken into by the front door and windows. The Gujar retreated into an inner room, from which the back door opened into the yard. The mob tore up the account books and piled them on the floor. Oil was poured on the heap, torches were brought, the heap was lighted, and the house fired. With the help of the pâtîl the Gujar escaped to the next house and from it to a neighbour’s dwelling. The house and shop were burnt with a loss of cloth and grain estimated by the Gujar at £700 (Rs. 7000). Thirty-six persons were arrested besides five whom the police sent up as witnesses. Of the accused twenty-four were Kunbis including members of the two families of village headmen, one was a Châmbhâr, one a Mhâr, six were Mângs, one a Sutâr, one a Gurav or priest, one a Nhâvi or barber, one a Beldâr or quarryman, four were Khumbhârs or potters, and one was an Attâr or Musalmân scent-hawker. Most of the accused admitted their share in the riot. One of the leaders a Sâli or weaver made a full confession, while Bahiru Mâng and others denied all knowledge of the conspiracy. News of the riots in the Poona and Nagar districts had no doubt reached all parts of the country, but there was no evidence to show that the riot was originated by outsiders from other parts of the Deccan. On the report of the Deccan Riots Commission Sâtârâ was included in the area to which the Deccan Agriculturists’ Relief Act (Act XVII of 1879) has been applied. Under the provisions of this Act no land can be sold in execution of a decree unless specifically pledged, the registration of all lands has been made compulsory, and every transaction has to be investigated independently of the bond. The courts have power to relieve the debtor by decreeing payments by instalments, while arbitration is encouraged by the system of village munsifs and conciliators. The most striking result of the Act has been the extraordinary check to litigation, while the rapid recovery of the district from the loss caused by the 1876-77 famine and the ease with which the revenue has been realised during the four years ending 1882 seem to show that the landholder’s power of borrowing has not been unduly curtailed.

Since the 1876-77 famine, except in the eastern sub-divisions of Mân Khatâv and Khânâpur, little land has fallen out of tillage. Though it continues in the former holder’s name much land has lately passed from husbandmen to non-cultivating moneylenders, either under civil court decrees or by mortgage. Until the introduction of the Deccan Agriculturists’ Relief Act land was frequently sold under simple money decrees. In such cases the hardship is to some extent softened by the fact that the creditor has often for want of a tenant to let the land to the former holder. The bargain as to the share

1 Details of the working of the Act are given in the Poona Statistical Account.
left to the tenant is often hard enough on paper, but it is said that the holder’s special knowledge helps him to evade the severity of the terms. Since the passing of the Deccan Agriculturists’ Relief Act in 1879, part of the land mortgaged has been redeemed. Land is mortgaged either with or without possession. In mortgages without possession part of the produce is paid to the moneylender as interest till the mortgage is redeemed. In mortgages with possession the Marátha or Lingáyat moneylender generally himself tills the land; while the Bráhman or Gujárát and Máwrár Vání moneylender, as a rule, allows the mortgagor to till the land as tenant, generally on condition that the tenant pays the landlord half to three-fifths of the produce and that the landlord pays the Government assessment. In some cases in which the possession of land has been transferred to them, especially to husbandmen, the new holders have invested money in the land and taken steps to improve it.

Especially in the south and south-east among the Jains, labour mortgage prevails to a limited extent among small landholders and poor labourers. When pressed for money either for marriages or for the payment of debts men of this class occasionally pledge their services to professional moneylenders or to large and well-to-do husbandmen. The mortgaged services are generally valued at 3s. to 4s. (Rs. 1½ - 2) a month; a labourer has to serve five years to work off a loan of £10 (Rs. 100). The labourer receives the money in advance. In return he is bound to give his whole time to his master and has scarcely any leisure during which to make private earnings. The master undertakes to feed the servant and to provide him with a turban, a coarse blanket or kámblé, a waistcloth or dhotar, and one pair of shoes a year. Unless he takes his meals at the creditor’s, the servant generally receives from his master a monthly allowance of forty-eight to sixty-four pounds (6 - 8 páyís) of grain and a small quantity of condiments. The engagement does not provide for any charges for lodging or for marriage or other incidental expenses. Though they are not entered in the engagement a small reward for occasional good service and a present of a turban or a waistcloth are given to the servant on marriages or other social ceremonies in the creditor’s family. Though the bondsman’s services are entirely at the disposal of the master, the master cannot hand him to another person except for a time and for emergent reasons, and with the debtor’s consent. Nor does the master’s right extend to the bondsman’s wife and children even though they are born during the term of their father’s service. In cases of sickness, old age, inability to serve, or death, the servant’s wife and children give their services to the master to work off the unliquidated portion of his loan. The master cannot inflict corporal punishment on the servant. The course generally adopted to enforce a bondsman’s service is to warn him whenever he is found to be remiss or negligent in his duty, and to deduct the number of blank or unsatisfactory days from the period of the service. Servants generally manage to work to their masters’ satisfaction. When higher rates of wages attract him elsewhere, the servant arranges to repay the balance of the debt in cash and then leaves his master’s service. If he leaves without making any agreement the taint of broken
faith haunts him wherever he goes and makes it difficult for him to find employment. In most cases the servant is faithful to his engagement and will stand tempting offers of increased wages. Except under special circumstances the mortgage of labour does not pass from father to son. The system of domestic slavery or hereditary service which was a marked feature of society under the rule of the Sátára chiefs, has almost entirely passed away. In some of the higher Marátha and Bráhman families there are still male and female servants who are attached to the household and some of whom generally accompany a daughter of the house to her husband’s home.

WAGES.

About thirty years ago (1853) the wages were very low, about two-thirds of the present wages. The present (1883) rates are for a carpenter 1s. 3½d. (8½ as.), for a blacksmith 8d. (5½ as.), for a bricklayer 7½d. (4½ as.), for a mason 9½d. (6½ as.), and for an unskilled workman 2½d. to 4½d. (1½-3 as.). Women are paid two-thirds and children, when they earn anything, one-half of a man’s wages. Labourers are paid either in kind or in cash, daily weekly or fortnightly according to circumstances. Of late the tendency has been to change from wages in kind to wages in cash.¹ Field work lasts nearly nine months in the year, from June to February. Between March and May field labourers are generally idle. Some support themselves on their savings if they have any and some live on money or grain borrowed from moneylenders on condition of paying it back during the next working season. Labourers employed at sugarcane mills are paid specially high rates, a skilled labourer earning 9d. to 1s. (6-8 as.), and a common labourer 6d. (4 as.) a day. They are allowed to eat as much molasses or gul as they please, and also each to take home a small quantity of molasses and one sugarcane. Labourers are in rare cases employed by weavers and oilmens to work for them and are paid 6d. (4 as.) and 4½d. (3 as.) a day with no extra allowance. There are no steam factories in the district. Women employed in spinning cotton are paid 3½d. (2½ as.) a day. They work from eight in the morning to five in the evening with one hour’s rest at noon. The local unskilled labourers are chiefly Mhárs, Mángs, Rámoshis, and others. Good caste Hindus have no objection to employ these labourers out of doors. Landholders do not consider their servants as members of their families. They seldom feed them, clothe them, or help them to bear the expense of marriage or other domestic ceremonies. The labouring classes find more constant and better paid employment than formerly. Those who are not given to liquor generally save enough to be able to enjoy specially good food and to wear specially good clothes on holidays.

Prices.

Yearly price details, which are little more than estimates, are available for the forty-three years ending 1882. During these forty-three years the rupee price of Indian millet, which is the staple grain of the district, varied from seventeen pounds in 1879

¹ In Jávli, field workers are sometimes paid only 1½d. (1½ as.) a day and one daily meal.
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to ninety-three in 1842 and averaged fifty-four pounds. Of the forty-three years, in three the price was below eighty pounds the rupee, ninety-three in 1842, eighty-five in 1850, and eighty-one in 1856; in five it was between eighty and seventy pounds, seventy-seven in 1843 and seventy-four in 1851, 1852, 1853, and 1854; in thirteen it was between seventy and sixty, seventy in 1855, sixty-seven in 1864, sixty-six in 1859 1865 and 1869, sixty-five in 1845, sixty-three in 1849, sixty-two in 1860, 1861, 1862 and 1863, and sixty-one in 1844 and 1848; in nine it was between sixty and fifty, sixty in 1858, fifty-eight in 1840 and 1841, fifty-seven in 1857 and 1866, fifty-three in 1867 1868 and 1870, and fifty-one in 1882; in three it was between fifty and forty, forty-nine in 1881, forty-five in 1847, and forty-four in 1846; in seven it was between thirty and twenty, thirty in 1871 and 1877, twenty-eight in 1872, twenty-six in 1873, twenty-three in 1880, twenty-two in 1875, and twenty-one in 1873; and in three it was between twenty and fifteen, twenty in 1874, nineteen in 1876, and seventeen in 1879. Till 1865, except in 1840, 1841, 1846, 1847, and 1857, the price was below sixty pounds the rupee. Since 1865, except in 1869, the price has been above sixty pounds. The forty-three years may be divided into six periods. Except in 1842 when the price was ninety-three pounds, and in 1846 and 1847 when the prices were forty-four and forty-five pounds respectively, in the first period of ten years ending 1849 the price varied from seventy-seven in 1843 to fifty-eight in 1840 and 1841 and averaged sixty-two pounds. In the second period of seven years ending 1856, the price varied from eighty-five in 1850 to seventy in 1855, and averaged seventy-six pounds. In the third period of nine years ending 1865, the price varied from sixty-seven in 1864 to fifty-seven in 1857 and averaged sixty-three pounds. In the fourth period of five years ending 1870, the price varied from sixty-six in 1869 to fifty-three in 1867 1868 and 1870 and averaged fifty-six pounds. In the fifth period of ten years ending 1880, the price varied from thirty in 1871 and 1877 to seventeen in 1879 and averaged twenty-four pounds. In the sixth period of two years 1881 and 1882 the prices were forty-nine pounds for 1881 and fifty-one for 1882. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>FIRST PERIOD</th>
<th>SECOND PERIOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indian Millet</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>THIRD PERIOD</th>
<th>FOURTH PERIOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The table used in weighing precious stones, diamonds, rubies, emeralds, and pearls is four grains of wheat or sixteen grains of rice one ratti, and twenty-four ratti one ták. These weights are square or round and are made of flint. The table for weighing gold and silver is eight gunjás one mása, twelve másas one tola, twenty-four tolás one sher, and forty shers one man. The gunja is the seed of the Abrus precatorius. The mása and tola are either square, round, or cylindrical, and are made of crystal, glass, broken chinaware, lead, brass, or bellmetal. For the tola the Imperial rupee is generally used, which weighs $11\frac{1}{2}$ másas. Iron, zinc, brass, lead, tin, and other cheaper metals, and cotton are weighed by the table, two ardha-chhatáks one chhaták, two chhatáks one adpáv, two adpávs one pác, two pácvs one achher, two achhers one sher, thirteen shers one man, and twenty mans one khandi. The ardha chhaták weighs about two and a half the sher about seventy-six Imperial rupees. Spices, sugar, molasses, alkali, coffee, and other drugs are weighed by this table, two saváers one adshri, two adshris one pásri, two pásris one dhada, four dhadas one man, and twenty mans one khandi. The saváher weighs thirty Imperial rupees.

Rice and other grains and salt are generally sold by measures and rarely by weight. The table is two nilvás one koltva, two koltvás one chipta, two chiptás one mápta, two máptás one sher, two shers one adshri, two adshris one páyli, sixteen páylis one man, and twenty mans one khandi. These measures are shaped like an hourglass, are made of wood, iron, copper, or brass, and have a Government stamp pressed on them. The nilva of grain weighs about $6\frac{1}{4}$ and the adshri about 208 Imperial rupees. Milk, clarified butter, and oil are sold either by weights or measures. The weights are the same as those used in selling copper and sugar. The measures are, two pávshers one achher, and two achhers one sher. The pávsher weighs twenty Imperial rupees. The measures are either máps made of copper and brass, or lotás made of earthenware. In the eastern sub-divisions of Mán, Khatáv, Khánápur, and Tásgaon oil is measured by the ladle or pali, and a set of small metal bowls or lotás which serve as a quarter, a half, and a one sher measure. Perfumed oils and powder are weighed by the weights used in weighing gold and silver. The length measures in use are the gaj and vár made of iron, brass, copper, or wood. The gaj is about thirty-five inches, and is divided into twenty four tasās of a little less than an inch and a half each. The vár is about one tasā longer than the gaj. Except silk waistcloths or pitaumbars, brocade shouldercloths or dupetás, and other costly articles which are sold by weight, cloth and piece-goods are sold by the length.
Bamboo matting or *tattyás* and coarse matting used in protecting walls from rain are sold by the surface. The surface measures are either the English foot and yard, or the Native cubits or *hátts* and spans or *vits*. The *hát* is the length from the elbow-joint to the end of the middle finger. All masonry work, walls of brick or stone, foundations, plinths, and platforms, are measured by cubic foot. Timber is measured by the cubit or by the *gaj*. In such earthwork as digging reservoirs and ponds, the unit of measurement is called *chavkadi*. The cubic contents of a *chavkadi* which is ten *hátts* long, ten *hátts* broad, and one *hát* deep, are one hundred cubic *hátts*. Earth-works such as mounds of earth, roads, and canal embankments, as also rough-hewn stones and road metal, which are spread and piled in heaps on the ground and used for metalling roads, are measured by the cubic foot. Chips of stones sand and metal are sold by a measure called the *khandi*. Before the introduction of the revenue survey in 1853, the *bigha* was used as a land measure. 5¼ *hátts* or 8½ feet made one *káthi*, twenty *káthis* one *pánd*, and twenty *pánds* one *bigha*. Since the introduction of the revenue survey, except in a few unsurveyed alienated villages, the *bigha* measure has given place to the English acre.
CHAPTER VI.
TRADE.

In the days of the Maráthás there were two principal routes above the Sahyádris. One the Poona-Kolhápur and Karnátak route ran by the little Bor pass in Poona, the Sálpa pass at the north-east of Koregaon, the Nhávi pass south-east of Koregaon, and then either by the line of the present Sátára-Tásgaon road through Tásgaon and Miraj, or by Tárgaon and Masur to Karád. Sátára lay slightly off the road to the south-west from the village of Deur. Even as far back as the days of Shiváji the Sálpa pass is said to have been made practicable for wheel traffic and the old line is still pointed out. It is very steep according to modern notions. The other main line was that east to Pandharpur by the Kaldhon pass. From the earliest times the Mala, North and South Tívra, and Varandha passes were used for pack bullocka to and from the Konkan. While at Shingánpur in Mán and Díksál in Khatáv there were paths communicating with the Phaltan plain.

Forts nearly always marked the old passes. Vásota and Sháhágad were near the North Tívra pass; Bhairavgad between the Kumbhárlí and Mala passes; Mahimandangad near the Amboli pass; Prachítgad near the South Tívra pass; Pratápgad near the Jávli pass; Kenjalgaon and Kamalgad near the Wálí passes. Táthváda and Várgad commanded routes into the Phaltan country. A very ancient pilgrim route marked by rest-houses at the principal villages is the Ratnágiri-Pandharpur route, which passed on the South Tívra pass, thence either by Yélgaon to Karád, Súrli, and Máyni or by Ashta Tásgaon and Vita into the Átpádi sub-division now part of the Pant Pratinidhi’s possessions.

In 1826 ten routes or lines of traffic ran through the Sátára district. Of these ten lines, two went north and south from Poona to Belgaum, two went north-east from Sátára to Sirur in Poona and Ahmadnagar, two went east from Sátára to Sholápur, two went south-west from Karád, one to Rájápur and the other to Málvan in Ratnágiri, and two went west to Dápoli in Ratnágiri. Of the two lines which ran south from Poona to Belgaum through Sátára, one line, about 241 miles long, went by the Bor pass through Koregaon, and the other line, about 213 miles long, crossed the Nira near Shirval at thirty miles south
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1 Compiled from materials supplied by Mr. J. W. P. Muir-Mackenzie C. S., Mr. C. Brereton C. E. executive engineer, and Rao Bahádúr Bájlí Gangádhar Sáthe.
2 Clunes' Itinerary, 31-37, 44-46, 64-68.
of Poona and thirty-four miles north of Sátára, and passed by the Khámatki pass through Sátára, Karád, and Islámpur. The Khámatki pass, also called the Khandálá or Harali pass, was thirty-six miles south of Poona and twenty-eight miles north of Sátára, and was a good road for cattle. Of the two lines which ran north-east from Sátára, one went eighty-seven miles to Sirur in Poona, and the other went 120 miles to Ahmadnagar. For thirty-four miles from Sátára to Shírválpur by Pandharipur, one line, about 131 miles long, went by Tripúti, Vishápúr, Khatgun, and Pingli, and south of this, the other line, about 148 miles long, went by Rahimátpur, Pusesávli, Máyni, and the Kaldhon pass. The Kaldhon pass, though fit for carts, had a bad ascent. Of the two lines which ran south-west from Karád one line, about 117 miles long, went by the Anuskra or Anaskura pass to Rájápur, and the other line, about 119 miles long, went by Kolhápur and the Phonda pass to Málván. Of the 117 miles by the Anuskra pass only thirty-three miles from Karád to Malkápur were fit for carts. Though it was much used by Vanjáris, the Anuskra pass road had neither rest-houses nor temples. Of the 119 miles by the Phonda pass the seventy-five miles from Karád to the pass were fit for carts, the two miles through the pass were fit for pack bullocks, and the rest was fairly good through thin forest. The Phonda pass, one of the easiest routes between the Konkan and the Deccan, was better than the Anuskra pass. Of the two lines which went west to Dápoli in Ratnágiri, one line from Sholápur, about 222 miles long, followed the Sátára-Sholápur line by the Kaldhon pass to Pusesávli in Khatáv at 116 miles from Sholápur. From Pusesávli this line turned south-west by Malhápeth, Pátan, and the Kumbhárlí pass. The road from Pusesávli to the Kumbhárlí pass and beyond through Ratnágiri was generally bad and rocky. The other line to Dápoli, about sixty-seven miles long, went west from Sátára by the Amboli pass. For thirty-three miles from Sátára to Valvan near the pass the road was fair, the five miles through the pass though passable were difficult to cattle, and the rest through Ratnágiri was extremely bad. The Amboli pass was steep towards the top and had a circuitous descent.

Before 1840 cart traffic was almost unknown. The first made road was from Poona to Sátára by the Sálpa pass. In 1841 the whole of this road was made fit for carts. In 1848, except along the old Poona and Sátára-Mahábaleshvar made roads, the traffic went by pack bullocks. The road from Poona to Belgaum and Dhárwár which then ran by the present Nháví-Deur and Sátára-Tásgaon line, and the road from Sátára to Kolhápur which then ran by Masur, Karád, and Kasegaon to the Várná, were both partly passable to carts. During the fair season the route from Sátára to Poona by the Khámatki pass was chosen by bullock drivers and

1 Road details for 1848 and 1849 are chiefly taken from the late Sir Bartle Frere's Annual Reports.
horsemen, but the old Poona road by the Sálpa pass seems to have been that chiefly used by carts. In 1848, a monthly average of about 3000 carts, including those coming from Pandharpur by Phalant, went by the Sálpa pass.¹ In 1849, Sir Bartle Frere, then Commissioner of Sátára, noticed that the direct distance from the sea of the chief Sátára marts varied from thirty-five to sixty miles, while that of the marts in other Deccan districts and Khándesh varied from fifty to 125 miles. In spite of this nearness by cart roads the coast was 140 to 200 miles from Sátára and only seventy to 180 miles from the other districts. This was due to the Sahyádri barrier between Sátára and the coast. At this time the Sahyádri passes within Sátára limits were, at the best, fit only for laden cattle, and even these cattle tracks lay fifteen to thirty miles apart. Under British rule three leading Sátára passes have been made fit for wheels across the Sahyádris. In 1857, the opening of the Varandha pass put Wáí within sixty miles of Mahád by cart road; in 1864 the opening of the Kumbhári pass put Karád within sixty miles of Chipuln; and in 1876 the opening of the FitzGerald pass placed Wáí and Sátára within fifty miles of Mahád. At present these three passes form the chief outlets to the coast.² With regard to the comparative efficiency of packs and carts as means of transport, Sir Bartle Frere calculated that carts saved two-fifths in cost and one-third in time.

¹ In 1848, in the present district of Sátára, excluding Tásgaon, the number of carts was 8119, of which 2397 had wooden wheels with tires, 5603 had stone wheels, and 119 had wheels of solid wood. Of these, carts with wooden wheels were alone used for traffic, as the stone wheel carts drawn by twelve bullocks travelled only two-thirds of the pace of the carts with wooden wheels and tires drawn by three bullocks. The stone wheel carts have now (1883) mostly given place to carts with wooden wheels, spokes, and tires. In 1848 the number of bullocks and cows was 144,512 against 296,902 in 1878. The greater number in 1848 is probably due partly to the large bullock traffic and partly to the large area of waste land. In 1849 between the 1st of January and the 30th of June, 144,664 bullocks that is a daily average of about 1000 went by the Kumbhári pass.

² The following statement shows the traffic by these passes between December 1877 and June 1878. As this traffic belongs to Kolhapur, Miraj, Sángli, Phalant, and Pandharpur, as well as to Sátára, the statement does not show the district imports and exports, but the general usefulness of these passes. Besides by these pass roads bullocks find their way to the coast by the North Tívra, South Tívra, and Mala passes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Carts.</th>
<th>Animals.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loaded</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grain.</td>
<td>Otherwise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Empty.</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumbhári</td>
<td>55,345</td>
<td>15,046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varandha</td>
<td>798</td>
<td>3206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FitzGerald</td>
<td>3330</td>
<td>2302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>66,173</td>
<td>28,111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Carts.</th>
<th>Animals.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loaded</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grain.</td>
<td>Otherwise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Empty.</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumbhári</td>
<td>26,290</td>
<td>1746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varandha</td>
<td>3777</td>
<td>2044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FitzGerald</td>
<td>1036</td>
<td>7212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30,560</td>
<td>32,727</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At present few districts are so well provided with roads as the Satara district. During the four rainy months from June to September, as the ports of Chipulin and Mahad are closed, little traffic is carried over any of the roads except the Poona-Belgaum road. At present (1883) the district has fifty-one lines of road running over 956 miles. Of these 206\(\frac{3}{4}\) miles are metalled, 166 miles murummed that is laid with crumby trap, 193\(\frac{3}{4}\) bridged, and 120 partly bridged and drained. Of these, seven lines running over 372\(\frac{3}{4}\) miles are maintained out of Provincial revenues, and are under the charge of the public works department. The remaining forty-four lines running over 583\(\frac{3}{4}\) miles are maintained from local funds. Of the forty-four local fund lines three are first class lines running over 89\(\frac{4}{4}\) miles, thirteen are second class lines running over 204 miles, and twenty-eight are third class lines running over 290 miles. The first and second class lines are under the charge of the public works department and the third class lines which are mere fair weather tracks, are under the charge of the revenue department. The yearly ordinary charges which have been sanctioned for five years are £15 (Rs. 150) the mile for first class lines, £5 (Rs. 50) for second class lines, and £3 (Rs. 30) for third class lines. Of the total fifty-one lines thirteen are most important. Of these four lines, the Poona-Belgaum, Satara-Lonand or Old Poona, Satara-Tasgaon, and Karad-Tasgaon roads run north and south, and the remaining nine lines Varandha-Dharmanpuri, Surul-Mahabaleshwar and FitzGerald Pass, Wai-Adarki, Satara-Mahabaleshwar, Satara-Pandharpur, Maharpeth-Pandharpur, Karad-Nagaj, Karad-Kumbharli and Peth-Sangli roads run east and west. Of the four lines which run north and south, the Poona-Belgaum mail-road is the chief line of traffic in the district. It is metalled and bridged throughout and runs in the district for 101 miles from the Shirval bridge on the Nira in the north to Kanegaon on the Varna in the south. Of these 101 miles 99\(\frac{3}{4}\) lie within district limits and 11\(\frac{3}{4}\) miles within Kolhapur limits. The road passes by the Khamatki pass through the Wai, Satara, Karad, and Valva sub-divisions by the towns of Satara, Umbraj, Karad, Kasegaon, Nerla, Peth, and Kameri. It is passable by carts throughout the year. The road is bridged on the Nira near Shirval at thirty miles from Poona, on the Krishna near Bhuinj at fifty-six miles, on the Vena near Varva at sixty-seven miles, on the Urmodi near Latna at seventy-nine miles, on the Tarli near Umbraj at ninety-one miles, on the Koyna near Karad at 101 miles, and on the Varva near Kanegaon at 129 miles. It has six travellers' bungalows, two at Shirval in Wai, one at Satara, two at Atit and Karad in Karad, and one at Nerla in Valva, and four district officers' bungalows at Umbraj and Karad in Karad and at Kasegaon and Kanegaon in Valva. This road is crossed by almost all the important roads of the district as feeders. Through the greater part of its course this road is well shaded by road-side trees, chiefly babululs in the black soil and figs, tamarinds, and mangoes in other parts. The Satara-Lonand or Old Poona road, about thirty-four miles long, has been a local fund road since 1863-64 and is now in the first class. It leaves the Poona district at the Nira and runs south-west by the Salpa pass through part of Khandala.
Phaltan, Koregaon, and Sátára. At Lonand in Wáí this road is crossed by the Mahád-Pandharpur road, at Tadvala in Koregaon by the Wáí-Ādarki road, and at Sátára it merges into the Poona Belgaum road. It is murumed, that is laid with crumbly trap, and is bridged throughout except at the Vásna on the fourteenth mile north-east of Sátára and at one or two other small streams. This road is shaded by magnificent avenues of tamarind and fig trees. Most of the bridging was done after 1818 by the first Rája of Sátára. It has a travellers’ bungalow at Deur in Koregaon. The road is passable by carts during the fair season, and with difficulty during the rains. Many carts still prefer this road to the Poona-Belgaum metalled road. The Sátára-Tásgaon second class local fund road sixty-four miles long runs south-east through the Sátára, Koregaon, Khatáv, and Khánápur sub-divisions by Rahimatpur, Pusesáévi, Kadepur, and Vángi, and joins the Karád-Tásgaon road near Turchi about five miles north of Tásgaon.

Except for the first eight miles between Sátára and Chinchner, the road is not bridged and at Dhámner in Koregaon the Krishna is crossed by a ferry during the rains. On the borders of Koregaon and Khatáv the road crosses the Nhávi hill-pass over which a new line with easy gradients has lately been finished to Pusesáévi. Four miles north of Pusesáévi a branch road leads three miles east to Aundh, the residence of the Pant Pratinidhi. At thirty miles south-east of Sátára and three miles south of Pusesáévi it crosses the Malhárpath-Pandharpur road and at thirty-nine miles south-east of Sátára and about three miles east of Kadegaon in Khánápur it crosses the Karád-Nágaj road. The road is fit for carts during the fair season. The traffic on this road is chiefly north of Pusesáévi through Rahimatpur with Sátára. In the fair season it is not inconsiderable and consists chiefly of local produce. At Pusesáévi it has a district bungalow. The Karád-Tásgaon first class local fund road 39½ miles long runs south-east through parts of Karád, Válva, and Tásgaon by Shenaíli, Tákári, and Kundal. It is murumed, that is laid with crumbly trap, and is passable by carts during the fair season. At Kárve, about three miles south of Karád, the road crosses the Krishna and at about five miles west of Tásgaon it crosses the Yerla. Both these rivers are unbridged. For about seven miles between Serch and Kundal the road borders the Krishna canal. This road carries heavy cart traffic, and has lately been much improved by building culverts and road drains. It is fit for carts throughout the year, but the surface is by no means equal to the heavy traffic which passes over it from March to the middle of May.

Of the nine lines which run east and west, the Varandha-Dhwarpuri second class Provincial road runs eighty-seven miles from Dharpuri on the border of Sholápur and Phaltan to Varandha at the foot of the Sahyádri and from Varandha to Mahád. The road passes in the north through Phaltan, Wáí, and Bhor. At Lonand on the border of Wáí and Phaltan it crosses the old Poona road and at Shirval it crosses the Poona-Belgaum road. From Lonand to Shirval the road is more or less murumed and the Pant Sachiv has lately been draining and muruming the portion between Shirval and Bhor. For eleven miles from Varandha at the foot to Hirdoshi at the
top of the Sahyádris the road is bridged, drained, and metalled. From Hirdoshi the road runs west to the port of Mahád. The Varandha-Dharmapuri road is passable to carts during the fair season. The Surul-FitzGerald pass road leaves the Poona-Belgaum road at forty-eight miles from Poona in Wáí, and runs by Wáí and Malcolmtpeth to Mahád in Kolába. Of the total sixty-one miles from Surul to Mahád forty-six are within Sátára limits. It is a first class Provincial road, and is metalled and bridged throughout within district limits. About two miles west of Wáí the road passes by the Pasarni pass and about two miles west of Malcolmtpeth by the FitzGerald pass. It is fit for carts throughout the year, and has three travellers’ bungalows at Pánchghani, Wáí, and Váda near the FitzGerald pass. The Wáí-Adarki pass road is a second class local fund road, about twenty-two miles long. It runs from the Phaltan state to Wáí by the Adarki pass and the Shirdgaon gorge, and meets the Surul-FitzGerald pass road at Wáí. Since the 1876 famine the road has been much improved by easing the gradients at the Shirdgaon gorge or khind and building revetment walls and drains. It is fit for carts at all seasons. The Sátára-Malcolmtpeth first class Provincial road, about thirty-three miles long, leaves the Poona-Belgaum road two miles north of Sátára and runs by Medha and the Kelghar pass. The eleven miles from Kelghar to Mahábaleshvar and the two miles along which its course lies on the Poona-Belgaum mail road are metalled; the rest of the road is murumed. The rivers and larger streams are bridged and the smaller streams are crossed by road dams. The road is fit for carts at all seasons. The Sátára-Pandharapur road sixty-four miles long is a second class local fund road, but is being gradually brought into the first class. It runs due east through the Sátára, Koregaon, Khátáv, and Mán subdivisions. Of the Krishna, Vása, Yerla, and Mán, which this road crosses, the Vása alone is bridged and the Krishna has a flying bridge at Máhuli about three miles east of Sátára. Besides these bridges the road has a few culverts and road dams at intervals. It crosses two small hill passes of easy gradients, the Vardhangad pass at eighteen miles and the Mahimangad pass at thirty-three miles east of Sátára. The road is fit for carts, in parts at all seasons and in parts only during the fair season. The Malhártpeth-Pandharapur road, about fifty-four miles of which lie within the district, is a second class local fund road. This road starts at Malhártpeth about eight miles east of Pátan on the Karád-Kumbhárlí pass road, and runs to Pandharapur through parts of Pátan, Karád, Khánápur, Katáv, Atpádi, and Mán by the towns of Umbraj, Masur, Máyni, Kaldhon, and Diganchi. For eight miles between Malhártpeth and Umbraj the road is murumed and bridged, and at all seasons carries heavy traffic. At Umbraj during the rains the Krishna is crossed by a flying bridge and during the fair weather by a heavy sandy crossing. For the remaining forty-six miles from Umbraj the road is a fair weather track, crossing the Nándni at twenty-five miles from Malhártpeth, the Yerla at about thirty-five miles, and the Mán at about seventy miles near Diganchi. This road passes over the Ural gorge or khind in Pátan and over the Shámgaon gorge on the
borders of Karád and Khánápur. Between Umbraj and Máyní the road has a few culverts and road dams at intervals. The Karád-Nágaj second class Provincial road, of which fifty-nine miles lie within the district, runs to Nágaj through Karád and Khánápur by the towns of Karád, Kadegaon, Víta, and Khánápur, and from Nágaj to Bijaípur through the Miraj and Jath states. This road passes over the Sadáshigvd pass in Karád and crosses the Krishna at Karád, the Nándni at Amrápur twelve miles from Karád, the Yerla at Hannmant-vádí nineteen miles, and the Agrání at Saltángad forty miles. These rivers are unbridged, but some of the smaller streams have road dams. During the 1876-77 famine the road was much improved, and during the fair season is passable to carts. The Karád-Kumbhárli pass road, a first class Provincial road, runs through Karád and Pátan by the Kumbhárli pass to Chiplun in Ratnágiri. Of the total length of fifty-eight miles from Karád to Chiplun, forty-six miles are kept in repair by the executive engineer of Sátára; of this thirty-nine lie within Sátára limits and seven within Ratnágiri limits. This road is metalled and bridged throughout and passable to carts throughout the year. It carries to the coast all the exports from the south, south-east, and east of the district. The Peth-Sángli road, about twenty miles long, is a first class local fund road. Of the total twenty miles fifteen are murumad and bridged, and the remaining five miles are being completed. This road joins Peth on the Poona-Belgaum road to the Sángli state, feeds the Karád-Kumbhárli pass road, and at all seasons carries considerable traffic.

Besides these thirteen chief lines five notable third class local fund lines are passable to carts during the fair season. Of these the Tásgaon-Mográla road, about forty-five miles long, runs south from Pháltan to Tásgaon by the Mográla pass in Mán through the sub-divisions of Mán, Khatáv, Khánápur, and Tásgaon. The chief towns on this road are Pingli in Mán, Máyní in Khatáv, Víta in Khánápur, and Tásgaon. At Pingli the road crosses the Sátára-Pandharpur road, at Máyní the Malhárpath-Pandharpur road, and at Víta the Karád-Nágaj road. The Pusesávli-Shingnápur road, about thirty-four miles long, runs from Pusesávli on the Sátára-Tásgaon road through Khatáv and Mán by the sub-divisional towns of Vádúj and Dahivádi. The Nháví-Deur road, about twenty-four miles long, runs south through Koregaon from Deur on the old Poona road to Nháví on the Sátára-Tásgaon road, and joins the old Poona road with the Sátára-Tásgaon road through Koregaon. The Tásgaon-Islámpur road, about twenty-four miles long, runs by Bhilávdi to Islámpur on the Peth-Sángli road. And the Várna valley road, about thirty-six miles long, runs westward along the Várna from Peth to the Mala pass, by the towns of Shírála, Bilási, and Charan.

Besides these, there are two notable bullock tracks. One the Valvan-Pánchezvd runs twenty-one miles from Valvan on the top of the Ambola pass to Medha by Bámnioli and twelve miles further to Pánchvd by the Kudál gorge which is passable to carts. It joins the Koyna, Yenna, and Kudál valleys with the Krishna valley, and brings great deal of traffic from the Konkan by the Ambola pass.
This track is yearly repaired so far as Alevádi on the Pánchvad side of the Kudál gorge, and it is contemplated to make it passable for carts from Alevádi to Pánchvad where it meets the Poona-Belgaum road. The other, the Sátára-Pátan track about twenty-one miles long, runs over two difficult hill passes for seven miles between Vajroshi and Pátan. At Pátan this track meets the Karád-Chiplun road by the Kumbhárlí pass and saves a round of sixteen miles by the Poona-Belgaum road.

The Sáháydris and their offshoots are crossed by thirteen made passes. Of these five, the Khámakti on the Mahádev range and the Varandha, Pasarni, FitzGerald, and Kumbhárlí on the Sáháydrí range are the most important. The Khámakti pass, crossed by the Poona-Belgaum metalled road, begins on the Mahádev range near the village of Khandála in Wáí at forty miles from Poona, runs up the hill for four miles, and runs down for about two miles to the village of Vela at forty-six miles. The pass was begun in 1856 and completed in 1859 at a cost of £9916 (Rs. 99,160). On the top of the pass is a toll bar which was sold for £800 (Rs. 8000) for 1882-83. Almost all traffic which before the making of this pass went by the old Poona road, now goes through the Khámakti pass. The Varandha pass in the Sáháydris, which is crossed by the Sholápur-Mahád or Varandha-Dharmapuri road, begins at the village of Hirdoshi in Bhor at seventy-six road miles from Dharmapuri, runs up the hill for two miles, and enters the Konkan by a descent of about nine miles near the village of Mánjri at eighty-seven road miles from Dharmapuri. The pass was begun in 1851 and completed in 1857 at a cost of £11,106 (Rs. 1,11,060). For about a mile the pass runs over a narrow and precipitous spur almost all in rock-cutting. On one side of the pass the precipice is 200 to 300 feet high and the other side is a sheer descent of 600 to 800 feet. This is one of the most peculiar and striking lines of road on the whole length of the Sáháydrí range. The pass has two toll bars at Hirdoshi and Varandha. For the year 1882-83 the Hirdoshi toll bar was sold for £150 (Rs. 1500) and the Varandha toll bar for £160 (Rs. 1600). The Pasarní pass in the Sáháydris crossed by the Surul or Poona-Mahábaleshvar metalled road, begins in Wáí on the Vairágad spur of the Sáháydrí at fifty-six miles from Poona and runs up the hill for about six miles. The pass was begun in 1850 and completed in 1863 at a cost of £16,910 (Rs. 1,69,100). In 1872-73 it was improved at a further cost of about £9000 (Rs. 90,000). On the top of the pass at the village of Dhándegad there is a toll bar which was sold for £241 10s. (Rs. 2415) in 1882-83. This is the main route for passengers from Poona to Mahábaleshvar, and it is crossed by a considerable goods traffic from Sátára to Mahád. The Ámbenála or FitzGerald pass road in the Sáháydrí crossed by the Sátára-Mahábaleshvar and the Surul-Mahábaleshvar roads to Mahád runs about twenty miles from the top of the Mahábaleshvar hills to the village of Kapde at the foot of the Sáháydrí in the Konkan. The pass was begun in 1871 and completed in 1876 at a cost of £44,452 (Rs. 4,44,520). The FitzGerald pass has been lined with considerable care, and appears to be the best and cheapest route available.
is so gradual that ponies have been trotted from the Váda bungalow at the foot of Pratápgad to Mahábaleshwar without drawing rein. The district traffic to the port of Mahád is pretty equally divided between the Varandha and FitzGerald passes. At the village of Ámbenala half-way down the pass there is a good travellers’ bungalow and a toll bar which in 1881-82 sold for £41 (Rs. 410). The Kumbhári pass, in the Sahyádris, crossed by the Karád-Chiplun road, begins on the Sahyádri main range at the village of Dhánkal at thirty-seven miles from Karád and twenty-one miles from Chiplun, runs up for two miles to the village of Khempse on the top of the pass, and runs down for seven miles to the village of Populi at the foot of the Sahyádris in Ratnágiri. The pass has steep gradients and sharp curves. It was begun in 1855 and finished in 1864 at a cost of £30,589 (Rs. 3,05,890). The traffic over this pass is the heaviest pass traffic in the district. At the village of Dhánkal at the foot of the Sahyádris in Pátan there is a toll bar which in 1882-83 fetched £1650 (Rs. 16,500).

Besides these chief made passes, each sub-division except Tásgaon has several smaller passes and gorges called khinds. Beginning from the north in the western and central belts, Wáí has nine gorges. Of these three the Harli, Váhágaon, and Ganesh are on the Chandan-Vandán spur of the Mahádev range between Wáí and Koregaon; one the Gáda is in the Khandála petty division, and five the Anvad, Kanheri, Korsal, Mandap, and Tágyhát are in the Wáí mánalatár’s division. The Harli, a mere footpath with little traffic, is about eighteen miles east of Wáí and joins the village of Harli in Wáí with the village of Solshi in Koregaon. A little south of Harli, the Váhágaon gorge joins the village of Váhágaon in Wáí with the village of Randulabad in Koregaon. It is not fit for carts. A little south of Váhágaon, the Ganesh, a footpath with little traffic, joins the village of Kholavdi in Wáí with the village of Banvádi in Koregaon. The Gáda, on the hills between Khandála and Bhor, gives a short cut from Bhor to the Poona-Belgaum road at Khandála and leads by the Harli gorge to Koregaon. Up the gorge lie the village of Mirj of the Bhor state and the village of Atit of the Khandála petty division and down the pass lie the villages of Kanhaydi and Utravli of the Bhor state. In 1882 the track over the gorge, which had been very difficult, was widened and improved at a cost of about £60 (Rs. 600) by one Mainai More of Mirjáchivádi of the Bhor state. Laden animals now cross with ease and empty carts avail themselves of the short cut. The pathway is about ten feet broad and is roughly built with dry stones and covered with murum or crumblily trap. It has no toll. The value of the yearly in and out traffic is roughly estimated at about £3000 (Rs. 30,000), chiefly in grain, tobacco, salt, oil, clarified butter, cocoa-kernels, spices, groundnuts, vegetables, dried fish, and native shoes. Formerly the traffic over this gorge was much greater; now the Sholápur-Mahád road by Bhor draws most of the heavy traffic. The Anvad gorge, about six miles north of Wáí on the Mándhardev hills, gives a short cut from Bhor to Wáí. Across this gorge tracks with good gradients were formerly made, leading from Ving and Shirval in the north to Wáí and Abhepuri in the south. These tracks are now seldom repaired,
but they are still passable though bad in places. Though largely used before the making of the present good roads, the tracks now carry little traffic. On the crest of the gorge are a rest-house or dharm-
shāla and three reservoirs built by Tāi Sāheb Sachiv, the great-
grandmother of the present chief of Bhor. The rest-house is kept in good repair and has a garden of fruits and flowers. Of the three reservoirs one is used by Brāhmans, the second by non-Brāhman Hindus, and the third by Musulmans. The water is good and plentiful and is brought by an under-ground masonry channel from a spring about three-quarters of a mile to the west. The Kanheri gorge, on the hills between Khandāla and Wāi, is a cattle track of little importance and leads from Kanheri in the north to Lohāra and Bopardi in the south. The Korāl gorge on the hills between Wāi and Bhor is about ten miles north-west of Wāi and leads from Asra in Wāi to Titeghar in Bhor. During the rains the track across the gorge is impassable but in the fair season it is largely used by pack bullocks, chiefly carrying rice, grain, and grain. About twenty years ago the track was made by the public works department, but has now fallen into disrepair. The Manda, gorge, on the spur dividing the Krishna from the Kudāl valleys, is a short-
cut from Viājvādi in the north to Mhusava in the south. It is a pack-bullock track and is rarely used. The Tārgat is the old way from Chikli to Bihār and other villages on the Pāncchgani and Mahābaleshvar plateau. Being steep and out of repair, it is little used. Laden cattle can pass with much difficulty. The track was formerly much used and bears marks of having been built and protected. It was chiefly used as the track for Mahābaleshvar and was improved by General Phayre. This and the Anvad pass are often talked of as Phayre's roads.

Jávli, which is much covered with hills, has numerous small passes and gorges. Few of them can be used by carts and not many of them by laden cattle. The eight most important are the Bāmūli, the Gogva, the Kudāt, the Kudāl, the Mor, the North Tivra, the Pār, and the Radtodi. The Bāmūli road over the spur dividing the Yenna and Koyna rivers runs from Medha in the north to Bāmūli in the south. It joins the Koyna with the Yenna valleys and gives passage to the Konkan produce which is brought into the Koyna valley along numerous small gorges. The road runs about 4000 feet above sea level and is passable by pack bullocks for about eight months during the fair season. The gradient, though not bad, is too severe for carts and the path is hardly wide enough. It has lately been much improved and is yearly repaired from local funds. The Gogva road, also across the spur dividing the Koyna valley from the Yenna valley, runs from Medha to the village of Gogva on the Solshi which is a feeder of the Koyna and at Mahābaleshvar is known as the Blue Valley river. It is a fair bridle path with little traffic and severe gradients. The Kāndār road which is a continuation of the Bāmūli road in the west is a fair bridle path. It winds for about fourteen miles along the Kāndār valley, a feeder of the Koyna, and disappears over the main Sahyādri range into the Konkan. The Kudāl road, over the spur dividing the Yenna valley from the Kudāl valley, is about fifteen miles west of Sātāra and eighteen
miles east of Malcolmpeth. Kudal lies about six miles north-east of the gorge and Medha about a mile to the south. From Medha the road zigzags about two miles up the gorge, with a good gradient and comes down the Kudal side by a fair gradient. It joins the Yenna valley with the Kudal valley. From Kudal the track runs east by a short cut to the Poona-Belgaum mail road, and from Medha it runs west to Bammoli in the Koyna valley by the Bammoli road, and from Bammoli further west into the Konkan by the Kandat gorge. From Medha to Kudal it is easily passable by laden carts, but from Kudal to the Poona-Belgaum road the cart track is difficult and bad. The value of the yearly in and out traffic across the gorge is estimated at about £2000 (Rs. 20,000), chiefly in grain, molasses, vegetables, and a small quantity of salt and dried fish. The road has no toll and is yearly repaired from local funds. Though the roadway has lately been much improved, better made roads carry off most of the heavier traffic. The Mon track is another short cut from the Yenna valley to Kudal and the Poona-Belgaum mail road. It is a steep and rugged track, fit only for pack bullocks and foot passengers. It has little traffic and is not repaired. The North Tivra road over the main Sahyadri range lies about ten miles south of the Kandat and twenty-five miles west of Sattaara. Though a mere pack-bullock track, the North Tivra carries a considerable traffic, chiefly grain, molasses, tobacco, chillies, and oil from Sattaara to Ratnagiri, and rice, coconuts, spices, dates, and salt from Ratnagiri to Sattaara. Most of this traffic finds its way direct to Sattaara by Kargaon and Parli over the Bammoli-Dategad spur by a path formerly well known as the Usurla pass, and part goes north and north-east by Bammoli and Medha to the Kudal gorge. The value of the yearly traffic is estimated at about £1800 (Rs. 18,000). The track is in many parts rough and steep and is not repaired. It has no toll. The Pate and Radtoo passes, about two miles south of the FitzGerald pass on the main Sahyadri range, are two parts of the track which leads from Malcolmpeth to the Konkan by Pethpar. Of this track the Pate is the lower part and the Radtoo the upper part. It has been superseded by the excellent FitzGerald pass road, and is now rarely used. It was formerly improved at a considerable cost, but it has now fallen into disrepair. It was always too steep for carts.

Sattaara has two gorges, the Bogda and the Ranzan. The Bogda lies close to the city of Sattaara in the south between the old Sattaara fort and Yavatshwar. It is a short cut from the city to the Poona-Belgaum road in the south and also joins the city with the important village of Parli in the west and from Parli with the North Tivra pass on the main Sahyadri range. The road across this gorge runs through a tunnel about 100 yards long. The tunnel was first designed in memory of Shahji of Sattaara (1839-1848) and was afterwards in 1855 much improved by the Bombay Government at a cost of £2900 (Rs. 29,000). The passage through the tunnel is in excellent order. The road for a short distance between the north end of the gorge and the city is repaired by the Sattaara municipality and for about three miles between the south end of the gorge and the Poona-Belgaum road it is repaired from local funds. Though carts occasionally find their way to Parli, the seven miles to Parli
are safe only for laden cattle. The yearly in and out traffic is estimated at about £7500 (Rs. 75,000). A toll in the gorge yields an average yearly revenue of about £100 (Rs. 1000). The Ránzan gorge, on the spur of the Mahádev range which separates Wáí and Sátára from Koregaon, joins the village of Malgaon in Sátára with the village of Ámárvída in Koregaon. It has little traffic and is not often used by carts though they can pass across the gorge.

Besides the Harli, Váhágao, Ganesh, and Ránzan, which run into Koregaon from Wáí and Sátára in the west, Koregaon has five gorges in the east, on the chief spur of the Mahádev range which separates the central from the eastern belts of the district. Beginning from the north the five gorges are the Reda, Ganesh, Nágánáthvádi, Nhávi, and Árví. The Reda, about sixteen miles east of Sátára and fifteen miles north of Rahimpatpur, is a mere footpath with little traffic, and joins the village of Bhadla in Koregaon with the village of Aljápur in Phaltan. The Ganesh about six miles south of the Reda, joins the villages of Rui and Nhávikhurd in Koregaon with the village of Ner in Khatáv. It is a little used cart track. The Nágánáthvádi, within a mile south of the Ganesh, joins the village of Borjaivádi in Koregaon with Lálgún in Khatáv. It is a mere footpath with little traffic. The Nhávi about ten miles south of the Nágánáthvádi, joins the village of Nhávi-Budrú in Koregaon with the village of Vádi in Khatáv. It is passable by carts, but has little traffic. This gorge is close to the Nhávi made pass across the Sátára-Tásgaoon road. The Árví, about two miles south of the Nhávi, is a mere footpath, joining the village of Árví in Koregaon with the village of Kurla in the Khánápur sub-division belonging to the Akalkot state.

In Pátan two tracks run over small hill passes and gorges. Of these the Sátára-Pátan track runs by the village of Saduvághipúr, about a mile north of Pátan, on the spur which divides the Tárlí from the Kera. The track is passable by pack bullocks and foot passengers and is yearly repaired from local funds. The yearly in and out traffic is estimated at about £500 (Rs. 5000) chiefly in betelnuts, cocaanuts, coriander, dates, groundnut, molasses, oil, turmeric, and salt. There is no toll. The hill track which runs west to Sangameshvar in Ratanágiiri by the Mala pass on the main Sahyádri range, is about fifteen miles long from Dhenevádá and eight miles from Morgíri. The track is fit for pack bullocks and carries a considerable traffic, chiefly in chillies, groundnut, myrobalans, oil, and tobacco from Pátan to Sangameshvar, and in betelnuts, cocoa-kernels, and dates from Ratanágiiri to Sátára.

In Karád the only hill track runs by Nándlápur in Karád to Árla in Válva. It begins at Nándlápur about four miles south of Karád and runs by the villages of Kála, Nándgaon, Ond, Undala, Gavda, Lálgún, Ghogaon, and Yelgaon. At Yelgaon the track divides into two branches, one running to Árla by Yellápur and Kasegaon, and the other by Páńchgani. From Árla in Válva it runs into Ratanágiiri by the Kundi and South Tivra passes. The track is fit for carts and pack bullocks within Karád limits. The yearly in and out traffic is estimated at about £1000 (Rs. 10,000) chiefly in wheat, gram, and jéári from Karád to Ratanágiiri, and betelnuts, cocaanuts, rice, and salt from Ratanágiiri to Karád. In Válva the Shírála-Devhára hill
track, about twenty-seven miles long from Shirāla, runs along the Vārna river. From Devhāra this track leads into Ratnāgiri by the Kundi and South Tivra passes. For about fifteen miles from Shirāla the track is fit for carts, and for the rest of its length it is fit for pack-bullocks and foot passengers. The yearly in and out traffic is estimated at about £3000 (Rs. 30,000) chiefly in wheat, gram, groundnuts, molasses, and tobacco from Vālva and betelnuts, coconuts, sugar, and salt from Ratnāgiri into Vālva. The track has been much improved from local funds.

In the eastern belt beginning from the north, Mān has twenty small passes and gorges or khandes. Of these six are passable by carts, thirteen by pack-bullocks, and one by foot passengers. Besides the Ganes, Nāgnāthrādī and Nāvī between Khatāv and Koregaon, and the Kukudvād-Virli between Khatāv and Mān, Khatāv has five gorges within Khatāv limits, two of them fit for carts and three for foot-passengers. Khānāpur has twenty-nine gorges, eighteen of them in the group of the Khānāpur hills and eleven in the group of the Kurla hills. The Tāsgaon sub-division, being mostly plain, has no notable gorges or khandes.

1 The six cart tracks are wholly in the Mān sub-division. They are the Bhavāni between Shingnāpur and Pimpri, the Dahāvād-Nijhad between Shindī and Mahimangad, the Kātarkhatāv-Mhavād between Naravna and Dāhnā, the Kothā between Thadda and Shingnāpur and Kothla, the Mhavād-Varkuta-Malvād between Palsa and Varkuta-Malvād, and the Tāsgaon-Mogrāla between Pingly-Budruk and Pingly-Khurul. Of the thirteen pack-bullock tracks eleven are within Mān limits and two between Mān and Khatāv and Mān and Atpādī. The eleven within Mān limits are the Dahāvād-Nijhad between Shindī and Mahimangad, the Gondavla-Kalbhon between Naravna and Vadji, the Gondavla-Tondla between Vaghūmodishvādī and Kerakosal, the Malvād-Rājapur between Malvād and Rājapur, the Malvād-Vardhagad between Malvād and Vardhagad, the Mhavād-Injabāv between Khaddi and Bhalvādī, the Mogrāla-Gīrvī between Mogrāla and Girvī, the Pimpri-Dāhnā between Pimpri and Dāhnā, the Sitādī between Kalakjāl and Vaghoshī, the Tondla between Tondla and Dhumsvādī, and the Virli-Kalbhon between Virli and Kalbhon. The two between the Jāmalsnī-Senāvādī between Kalin in Mān and Limbūda in Atpādī, and the Kukudvād-Virli between Vali in Mān and Pachhav in Khatāv. The one footpath is the Narvana Kukudvād between Vadjial and Kikrōl.

2 The two cart tracks are Jāyggaon about two miles from Aunhd and Pinglejāl about five miles west of Vaduj between Tadavla and Pingle. The Jāyggaon has little traffic, but the Pinglejāl is crossed by the Tāsgaon-Mogrāla road and carries from Khatāv to Dahāvād and Pāndharpur grain, chillies, and other field produce to the value of £200 (Rs. 2000). The three footpaths are the Tadul-Khatval between the villages of Tadul and Khatval, the Pedgaon between the villages of Pedgaon and Vādī, and the Umbaral between the villages of Umbaral and Vēna.

3 The eighteenth about the Khānāpur hills are Balsīngi between Balvādī and Vēna, the Bānūr between Bānūr and Pacheaoa, the Bhīvghat between Hīvra and Karagani, the Chinch between Pachelgaon and Kole-Karangi, the Dargoba between Ghoti-Budrīk and Para, the Devi between Devi and Bhīvghat-Budrūk, the Dhrāvādī between Khānāpur and Lengra, the Hōngsīdara between Ghoti-Budrūk and Padli, the Kachharvādī between Ghoti-Khurul and Padli, the Kurlī between Kurlī and Vīga, the Menganvādī between Balvādī and Chinchuli, the Nāgoba between Khānāpur and Morba, the Palsi between Bānūr and Palsi, the Rāmghat between Karaga and Net-Karangi, the Revvangaon between Revvangaon and Lingra, the Shindevādī between Balvādī and Bhud, the Tukmāl between Balvādī and Kharasundi, and the Vēsāmba between Renavī and Vēsāmba. Of these eighteen gorges the Rāmghat alone is mostly passable by carts and the rest are used by pack bullocks and foot passengers. The eleven gorges about the Kurla hills are the Dhākī between Shelgaon and Kurla, the Gane between Chinchni and Oliith, the Hāmnānt between Tadali and Māchindragag, the Kīval between Shelgaon and Kīval, the Nerli between Nerli and Tembū, the Piranchi between Asād and Retra-Harnāksha, the Samudreśhvar between Devrāstra and Tapari, the Senāvī between Sonkira and Senāvī, the Vēgagōan between Sausal and Vēgagōan, the Vāghulara between Jādīh and Shirsagōan, and Vaghēri between Shelgaon and Nervivēli. None of these gorges are passable by carts.
Of the three systems of railways, the East Deccan or Hotgi-Gadag, the South Deccan or Belári-Marmagaon, and the West Deccan or Poona-Londa which are being introduced into the Southern Marátha and Kánarese districts of Bombay, the West Deccan or Poona-Londa by Miraj and Belgaum will directly affect Sátára. The beginning of the Poona-Londa railways was sanctioned in December 1883. Of 275 miles, the total length from Poona to Londa, about forty-seven run south-east from Poona through the Poona district, 101 miles through the Sátára district, twenty-one miles through the Sángli and Miraj states between Sátára and Belgaum, and 106 miles through the Belgaum district. The 101 miles within Sátára limits pass south and south-east along almost the whole centre of the district through parts of Wáí and Phaltan, the whole of Koregaon and Karád, and parts of Válva and Tásgaon. The line enters Sátára at the Níra about forty-seven miles from Poona and leaves Sátára at the Yerla about 148 miles from Poona. In the Sátára section of 101 miles ten third class stations are proposed, that is an average of one station for every ten miles of line. The ten stations will be Lonand at 52½ miles from Poona, Sálpa 58 miles, Vátár 68½ miles, Padli 77½ miles, Koregaon 84 miles, Rahimatpur 91½ miles, Masur 104½ miles, Karád Road 113½ miles, Machundragad 125 miles, and Kundal within state limits at 135 miles. At Sálpa at fifty-eight miles the line will run through the Sálpa tunnel, which though difficult is not more than 500 feet long and is estimated to cost £11,400 (Rs. 1,14,000). At Padli at 77½ miles the line enters the rich and fertile valley of the Krishna, and for the remaining seventy-one miles of the Sátára section it continues to run close to the Krishna, being never more than four miles from it. Consequently for about ninety-eight miles the line on the whole slowly falls from Padli till it crosses the Krishna in Belgaum at about 175 miles. To avoid the heavy outlay which would have been incurred by running the line along the western or right side of the Krishna, which would have necessitated the bridging of the Krishna and almost all its chief tributaries the Kudáli, Vena, Urmodi, Tárlí, Koyna, and Várna, the Sátára section will run along the eastern or left side of the Krishna, and the district head-quarter station of Sátára and the large town of Karád will consequently lie at some distance from the line. For the city of Sátára the nearest station will be Koregaon at eighty-four miles from Poona and twelve miles east of Sátára; and for the town of Karád the nearest station will be Karád Road at 113½ miles from Poona and four miles east of Karád. The line will have a ruling gradient of one in 100 and no curve with a smaller radius than 600 feet. The only large bridge on this section will be over the Yerla at 148 miles from Poona, with five spans of 100 feet girders and an estimated cost of £16,700 (Rs. 1,67,000). Excellent stone and lime are available on the section. The average cost of the line between Poona and Belgaum is estimated at about £9463 (Rs. 94,630) a mile, or a total expenditure within Sátára limits of about £955,763 (Rs. 95,57,630). The Poona-Londa line was begun in January 1884 and is expected to be finished in 1889. Beyond the district

1 The position of one or two of the stations is not yet finally fixed.
within Sángli and Miraj limits, the eleven miles of line from the Yerla in the extreme south of the Sátára section to Miraj will have two stations at Nándrej south of the Yerla at 148 miles and at Miraj at 159 miles, and a bridge across the Tásgraon river at 154 miles with three spans of 100 feet girders and an estimated cost of £10,000 (Rs. 1,09,000).

Of the thirty toll bars seventeen are on Provincial and thirteen on local fund roads. Of the seventeen Provincial tolls six are on the Poona-Belgaum road at the Khámakti pass in Wáí, at the Nimb and Kodoli gorges with a subsidiary bar at the Sátára tunnel in Sátára, at Váhágaon and the Koyna bridge in Karád, and at the Várna bridge near Kanegaon in Válva with a subsidiary bar at Kámeri; two are on the Sholápur-Mahád road at the Varandha pass at Hirdoshi and Varandha; two are on the Surul-FitzGerald pass road at the Pasarni pass in Wáí and at Kapde at the foot of the FitzGerald pass; two are on the Sátára-Mhábaleshvar road near the Yenna bridge at Ankla in Sátára and at Kelgad in Jávli; three on the Karád-Chiplun road at the Kesha gorse at Sakurdi in Karád, at the Kera bridge in Pátan and at the Kumbháli pass at the foot of the Sahyádris; and two are on the Karád-Bijápur road by Nágaj at the Surli gorge on the borders of Karád and Khánápur and at the Khánápur gorse. Of the thirteen local fund tolls two are on the old Poona road at the Yenna bridge in Sátára and at the Sálpa pass on the borders of Koregaon and Phalán; one is on the Wáí-Ádárki pass road at the Shirgaon gorse on the borders of Wáí and Koregaon; four are on the Sátára-Pandharpur road at the Triputi gorse in Koregaon, at Vardhangad on the borders of Koregaon and Mán, and at the Gondevla gorge and Dhauldev in Mán; one is on the Sátára-Tásgraon road at the Nháví pass on the borders of Koregaon and Khatáv; three are on the Malhápeth-Pandharpur road at the Urali gorse in Pátan, at the Shamgaon gorse on the borders of Karád and Khánápur, and at the Tára gorse near the village of Kaldhon in Khatáv; one is on the Karád-Tásgraon road at Tákári in Válva where the Krishna canal crosses the road; and one is on the Peth-Sángli road at the Gotkhind in Válva. The tolls charged are for every four-wheeled carriage 1s. (8 as.), for every two-wheeled carriage drawn by one animal 3d. (2 as.), for every two-wheeled cart or carriage 6d. (4 as.) if drawn by two animals and laden and 3d. (2 as.) if unladen, 9d. (6 as.) if drawn by four animals and laden and 4½d. (3 as.) if unladen, 2s. (Re. 1) if drawn by eight animals or more and laden and 1s. (8 as.) if unladen, 2s. (Re. 1) for every elephant, ½d. (¼ a.) for every camel, horse, pony, mule, buffalo, or bullock whether laden or unladen, 3¼d. (2 a.) for every ass laden or unladen, ½d. (1/17 a.) for every sheep, goat, or pig, 6d. (4 as.) for every palanquin or other litter carried by four or more bears, and 3d. (2 as.) for every small litter carried by less than four bears. Except at the Koyna bridge at Karád where 1½d. (1 a.) is charged for every cart laden or unladen and at the Sálpa pass on the old Poona road and at the Triputi gorse, Vardhangad, the Gondevla gorse and Dhauldev on the Sátára-Pandharpur road, where 3d. (2 as.) instead of 6d. (4 as.) are charged, for every two-wheeled cart if drawn by two animals and laden, and 1¼d. (1 a.) instead of 3d. (2 as.)
if unladen, these fees are generally charged at almost all the tolls. In 1881–82 the tolls realized £11,910 (Rs. 1,19,100), of which £10,264 (Rs. 1,02,640) were for Provincial tolls and £1646 (Rs. 16,460) for local fund tolls.

Of the sixteen chief bridges seven are on the Poona-Belgaum road, across the Nira, Krishna, Yenna, Urmodi, Tárlí, Koyna, and Várna. At thirty miles from Poona near Shirval the Nira is crossed on the Poona-Belgaum road by an iron lattice girder bridge resting on masonry piers. It has eight spans of sixty feet each with a total length between abutments of 501 feet. The roadway is twenty-one feet wide and 46½ feet above the river bed. The bridge was built in 1872 at a cost of £13,296 (Rs. 1,32,960). At fifty-six miles from Poona at Bhuínj the Krishna is crossed on the Poona-Belgaum road by a masonry bridge. It has nine segmental arches, each of thirty feet span, with a total length of 310 feet. The roadway is twenty feet wide and twenty-eight feet above the river bed. The bridge was built in 1864 at a cost of £3635 (Rs. 36,850). At Varya sixty-seven miles from Poona the Yenna is crossed on the Poona-Belgaum road by a masonry bridge. It has eight segmental arches each of thirty feet span with a total length of 275 feet. The roadway is twenty feet wide and twenty-one feet above the river bed. The bridge was built in 1864 at a cost of £3642 (Rs. 36,420). At seventy-nine miles from Poona near Látna the Urmodi is crossed on the Poona-Belgaum road by a masonry bridge. It has three elliptical arches each of sixty feet span, and two semicircular arches each of fifteen feet span, with a total length of 259 feet. The roadway is 20½ feet wide and thirty-three feet above the river bed. The bridge was built in 1865 at a cost of £3924 (Rs. 39,240). At ninety-one miles at Umbráj the Tárlí is crossed on the Poona-Belgaum road by a masonry bridge. It has four segmental arches each of forty feet span with a total length of 178 feet. The roadway is twenty feet wide and fifty-three feet above the river bed. The bridge was built in 1877 at a cost of £11,489 (Rs. 1,14,890). At 101 miles from Poona at Karád the Koyna is crossed on the Poona-Belgaum road by a bridge partly of masonry and partly of iron. It has eight spans with a total length of 709 feet. Of the eight spans four in the south are masonry arches each fifty-four feet span, and the remaining four, over the deepest part of the river, consist of iron girders each 108 feet span and resting on massive masonry piers. The roadway is 21½ feet wide and 80½ feet above the river bed. The bridge was built in 1872 at a cost of £48,594 (Rs. 4,85,940). Owing to the nature of the subsoil of the river bed great difficulty was experienced in getting foundations for some of the piers of this bridge. At Kanegaon, 129 miles from Poona, the Várna is crossed on the Poona-Belgaum road by a masonry bridge. It has eight segmental arches, each sixty feet span, with a total length of 577 feet. The roadway is twenty feet wide and 30½ feet above the river bed. The bridge was begun in 1876 and completed in 1883 at a cost of £26,661 (Rs. 2,66,610). Besides the Bhuínj bridge on the Poona-Belgaum road the Krishna is crossed by two masonry bridges, at Wái.
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fifty-four miles from Poona on the Surul-FitzGerald pass road, and at Vaduth six miles north-east of Sátárá on the old Poona road. The Wáí bridge has eight segmental arches each of thirty feet span with a total length of 206 feet. The roadway is twenty feet wide and thirty-six feet above the river bed. The bridge was built in 1871 at a cost of £3931 (Rs. 39,310). The Vaduth bridge has nine arches each of fifteen feet span, one arch of seventy-four feet span, and one small water-way of six by seven feet. The total length is 398 feet. The roadway is 27\(\frac{1}{4}\) feet wide and thirty-five feet above the river bed. The bridge was built in 1845. Besides by the Varya bridge on the Poona-Belgaum road the Yenna is crossed by three masonry bridges, two on the Sátárá-Malcolmeth road at Kanhera eight miles and at Kelghar twenty miles north-west of Sátárá, and one on the old Poona road at Váda-Kheda three miles north-east of Sátárá. The Kanhera bridge has eight segmental arches each of thirty-feet span with a total length of 268 feet. The roadway is twenty feet wide and 26\(\frac{1}{2}\) feet above the river bed. The bridge was built in 1872 at a cost of £3948 (Rs. 39,480). The Kelghar bridge has one arch of sixty feet span with a total length of sixty feet. The roadway is twenty feet wide and twenty-five feet above the river bed. The bridge was built in 1852 at a cost of £588 (Rs. 5880). The Váda-Kheda bridge has five arches each of thirty feet span, one arch of ten feet span, and two small water-ways of six by seven feet. The total length is 322 feet. The roadway is twenty-seven feet wide and twenty-five feet above the river bed. The bridge was built in 1845 by Sháhji the Sátárá chief. Besides by the Karád bridge on the Poona-Belgaum road, the Koyna is crossed by two masonry bridges at Hároshi in Jávli eighty-three miles from Poona on the Surul-FitzGerald pass road, and at Helvák in Pátan thirty-three miles from Karád on the Karád-Kumbhárli pass road. The Hároshi bridge has three thirty feet arches with a total length of ninety-nine feet. The roadway is 18\(\frac{1}{2}\) feet wide and 20\(\frac{1}{2}\) feet above the river bed. The bridge was built in 1875 at a cost of £885 (Rs. 8850). The Helvák bridge has five elliptical arches each of sixty feet span and two semicircular land arches each of twenty feet span, with a total length of 424 feet. The roadway is 18\(\frac{1}{2}\) feet wide and 46\(\frac{1}{2}\) feet above the river bed. The bridge was built in 1864 at a cost of £4249 (Rs. 42,490). Besides these bridges on the chief rivers, the Kera tributary of the Koyna is crossed by a masonry bridge at Pátañ twenty-one miles west of Karád on the Karád-Kumbhárli pass road. It has three elliptical arches each of sixty feet span with a total length of 196 feet, and the roadway is 18\(\frac{1}{2}\) feet wide and thirty-five feet above the river bed. The bridge was built in 1863 at a cost of £2316 (Rs. 23,160). The Vásma is crossed by a masonry bridge at Lhdísurna eleven miles east of Sátárá on the Sátárá-Pandharapur road. It has five arches each of forty feet span.

1 The Váda-Kheda bridge bears an inscription of Sháhji’s in English and Maráthi. In the 1853 flood this inscription, which was on the parapet wall of the bridge, was carried away. It was replaced by a fresh tablet in a safer part of the bridge.
with a total length of 240 feet. The roadway is twenty feet wide and thirty feet above the river bed. The bridge was built in 1881 at a cost of £4910 (Rs. 49,100).

There are eleven travellers’ bungalows, fourteen district officers’ bungalows, and 297 rest-houses. Of the eleven travellers’ bungalows six are on the Poona-Belgaum road, two at Shirval in Wáí, one at Sátára, two at Atit and Karád in Karád, and one at Nerla in Válva; two are on the Surul-Mahábaleshwar road at Páncghani and Wáí in Wáí; one is on the Sátára-Mahábaleshwar road at Medha in Jávli; one is on the FitzGerald pass road at Ámbenala near Pratápgad; and one on the old Poona road at Deur in Koregaon. Each of these bungalows has three rooms each with accommodation and furniture for one traveller. Of the two bungalows at Shirval the new bungalow, which is about 81½ feet long and 34½ feet broad, has, besides three rooms, a cook house, a sweeper’s house, and stables; and the old bungalow, which is about fifty-nine feet long and forty-two feet broad, has a cook house and stables. The Sátára bungalow, which is about 65½ feet long and 30½ feet broad, has a cook room, a peon’s room, bath-rooms, and stables. The Atit bungalow, which is about sixty-eight feet long and 32½ feet broad, has a cook room, a peon’s room, a sweeper’s room, and stables. The Karád bungalow, which is about fifty-one feet long and twenty-three feet broad, has a cook room, a messman’s room, and stables. The Nerla bungalow, which is about fifty-one feet long and twenty-three feet broad, has a cook room and a peon’s room. The Páncghani bungalow, which is about sixty-four feet long and 33½ feet broad, has a cook house, servant’s and messman’s rooms, and stables. The Wáí bungalow, which is about 60½ feet long and 60½ feet broad, has a cook house, a messman’s room, a peon’s room, and stables. The Medha bungalow, which is about 63½ feet long and 29½ feet broad, has a cook room, a peon’s room, a sweeper’s hut, and stables. The Ámbenala bungalow, which is about 62½ feet long and 46½ feet broad, has a cook house, a servant’s house, a gardener’s house, and stables. The Deur bungalow, which is about sixty-five feet long and forty-six feet broad, has a cook room, a store room, bath-rooms, and stables. Except the Ámbenala bungalow which has a corrugated iron roof and a stone floor, all these bungalows have tiled roofs and muruméd floors. The walls are generally built of stone lime and brick and sometimes of lime and brick and of brick and mud. Each traveller occupying a separate room has to pay a fee of 2x. (Re.1) for one day and one night and of 1s. (8 as.) for one day between sunrise and sunset. The travellers’ bungalows are departmentally managed and repaired from the general revenues, except the Deur bungalow which is repaired from local funds. The bungalows have an establishment of a peon and a sweeper, and some have a messman. The messman gets 16s. to £1 (Rs. 8-10) a month, the peon 8s. to 16s. (Rs. 4-8), and the sweeper 8s. to 15s. (Rs. 4-7½). The peon looks after the building and furniture, and helps travellers in getting provisions.

Of the fourteen district officers’ bungalows four at Karád and Umbraj in Karád, at Kanegaon on the Várna bridge in Válva, and at
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Helvák in Pátan belong to the executive engineer for roads and bridges; six at Sidápur in Karád, at Tákárí in Válva, at Máyni and Khatgun in Khatáv, and at Rájévádí and Gondavlá in Mán, belong to the executive engineer for irrigation; and four at Sap in Koregaon, at Pusésáváli in Khatáv, at Vángí in Khánápur, and at Kaségáon in Válva, belong to the Collector. The four bungalows belonging to the executive engineer for roads and bridges have stone brick and mud walls, thatched roofs, and muruméd floors. All have cook houses attached and some have stables. All are looked after by a Kuli labourer who is paid a daily wage of 3d. to 4½d. (2-3 as.). Of the six bungalows belonging to the executive engineer for irrigation, two at Sidápur and Máyni are second class and the remaining four are first class buildings. All are looked after by peons who receive a monthly salary of 14s. to £1 (Rs. 7-10). The four Collectors' bungalows have stone brick and lime walls and tiled roofs and except the Sap bungalow all have cook houses and stables. All are looked after by peons who are paid 8s. (Rs. 4) a month.

Rest Houses.

Of 297 rest-houses or dharmshálás, which, besides village temples and chádís, are used by native travellers, eighteen are in Wáí, six in Jávli, twenty-two in Sátára, twenty-eight in Koregaon, eleven in Pátan, forty-four in Karád, thirty-four in Válva, forty-eight in Mán, thirty-five in Khatáv, twenty-nine in Khánápur, and twenty-two in Tásqaon. Of these forty-five have been built by private means and the rest from local funds. Of the 297 rest-houses three have corrugated iron roofs, 193 have tiled roofs, ninety-nine have mud roofs, and two have thatched roofs. Except a few which were built of stone and lime, most rest-houses are built of stone and brick and of inferior wood. Of the 297 rest-houses fifteen can accommodate ten travellers, ten fifteen travellers, forty-three twenty travellers, forty-seven twenty-five travellers, thirty-six thirty travellers, twelve forty travellers, sixty-four fifty travellers, twenty-two fifty to seventy-five travellers, thirty-one seventy-five to 100 travellers, six 100 to 125 travellers, one 125 to 150 travellers, three 150 to 200 travellers, and seven 200 to 300 travellers. In the rest-houses travellers are allowed free quarters.

Ferries.

Of the twelve ferries which ply during the rains, that is from the middle of June to the end of November, eight are across the Krishna at Mándli in Sátára, at Dhámner in Koregaon, at Umbraj Karád and Kárve in Karád, at Barhe and Borgaon in Válva, and at Bhilavlí in Tásqaon; two are across the Koyna at Sántvad and Yérád in Pátan; and two are across the Várna at Shegaon and Tamá in Válva. Most of the ferry boats have been built by the public works department. Of the twelve ferries four at Mándli, Dhámner, Umbraj, and Bhilavlí across the Krishna are iron pontoons and the remaining eight are wooden boats. These ferry boats are generally thirty-four feet long fourteen broad and three and a half deep. They are generally worked by a crew of six men, Maráthás by caste, and carry at a trip forty to fifty passengers or four bullock or pony carts. For every trip each passenger pays 3d. (½ a.) and each cart 1s. (8 as.). In 1882-83 the ferries were farmed for £208 (Rs. 2080).
Sátára forms part of the Deccan postal division. Of the sixty-one post offices one is a disbursing office, thirty-one are sub-offices, and twenty-nine are village offices. The disbursing office is at Sátára in charge of a postmaster who draws a yearly salary of £120 (Rs. 1200) rising to £168 (Rs. 1680). Of the thirty-one sub-offices which are in charge of sub-postmasters drawing a yearly salary of £18 to £84 (Rs. 180 - 840), twenty-six at Ashta, Dahivadi, Islampur, Karád, Khandálá-Bávda, Khátáv, Koregaon, Mahábaleshvar, Masur, Máymi, Medha, Mhasvad, Nerla, Páncgháni, Pátan, Rahimpatr, Rájévádi, Sátára, Shirálá, Shirval, Surul, Tásgaon, Umbraj, Vádu, Víta, and Wáí are within British limits; and five at Aundh, Bhor, Jath, Phaltan, and Virvádi are within limits of the Sátára agency. Of the twenty-nine village offices which are in charge of schoolmasters receiving yearly allowances of £1 4s. to £6 (Rs. 12 - 60), twenty-five at Atit, Bávdhan, Bhiká-Tásgaon, Bhilavdi, Bhunjí, Cháphal, Cháregáon, Dhávadshí, Girvi, Kadegaon, Kála, Kánerí, Kárva, Kásgegaon, Khánápure, Kshetra-Máhuli, Limbogva, Marul, Nágaj, Pál, Pusesaváli, Shenaváli, Taralá, Vadgaon-Karád, and Válva are within British limits; and four at Átpádi, Diganchí, Kurla, and Taradgaon are within limits of the Sátára agency. In towns and villages which have post offices, letters are delivered by thirty-six postmen, of whom ten draw yearly salaries of £12 (Rs. 120) and the remaining twenty-six of £9 12s. (Rs. 96). In small villages without post offices letters are delivered by forty-six village postmen drawing yearly salaries of £10 16s. to £12 (Rs. 108 - 120). At all the village offices money orders are issued, and at the disbursing office and all the sub-offices both money orders are issued and savings banked. Mails to and from Bombay are carried by the Great Indian Peninsula Railway between Bombay and Poona; the mails between Poona and Sátára are carried in pony carts or tūnga dáks which run from Poona to Hubli through Sátára, Kolhápur, Belgaum, and Dhárwár. During the hot season when the Bombay Government stops at Mahábaleshvar, letters are carried in pony carts between Surul on the Poona-Belgaum road and Mahábaleshvar. The post offices are supervised by the superintendent of post offices, Deccan division, who has a yearly salary of £240 (Rs. 2400). The superintendent is assisted in Sátára by an inspector who draws £120 (Rs. 1200) a year and whose head-quarters are at Sátára.

There are two third class Government telegraph offices at Sátára and Mahábaleshvar.

Except Karád which has three, each of the other ten sub-divisions has one chief trade centre. Of the thirteen trade centres one is in Wáí at Wáí, one in Jávli at Málcolméth, one in Sátára at Sátára, one in Koregaon at Rahimpatr, one in Pátan at Pátan, three in Karád at Karád Cháregáon and Umbraj, one in Válva at Islampur, one in Mán at Mhasvad, one in Khátáv at Pusesaváli, one in Khánápure at Víta, and one in Tásgaon at Tásgaon. Wáí in Wáí, on the Krishna, contains about 150 well-to-do traders, mostly Bráhmans, Márwár and Gujarát Vánis, Marátha Kunbis, Sális, Koshtis, Telis, Kásárs, and Musalmáns. Of these traders, the Bráhmans and Gujarát Vánis are generally moneylenders. Except that the Marátha Kunbis and Gujarát Vánis buy from the growers
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Malcolmeth.

Sátāra.

Rahimatpur.

Pātān.

on cash payment raw sugar or gul, rice, turmeric, earthnuts and coriander seed and export them mostly in bullock carts to the port of Mahād and to Poona, the chief trade consists in importing articles and selling them on cash payment in the town and neighbouring villages. From Bombay and Poona, Mārwār Vānis import Bombay and English piecegoods and twist; from Chiplun, the Vānis import salt betelnuts dates and groceries; from Poona and Sátāra, the Kāsārs import copper and brass pots; from Nāir or Malcolmeth, the Musalmāns import potatoes and vegetables; and from Badvān and Surul-Kavtha the Śālis and Koshits import small quantities of women’s robes or lugdis. Besides importing women’s robes from Badvān and Surul-Kavtha, the Śālis and Koshits prepare women’s robes, waistcloths, bodicecloths or khaus, and other hand-made goods from the twist which they buy from Mārwār Vānis and sell to consumers in their houses. Of late, in consequence of the opening of good roads, the growers have begun to take their produce to the port of Mahād and sell them to the Mahād traders instead of passing them through the hands of the Wāi traders. Malcolmeth in Jávli, the trade centre of the favourite health resort of Mahābaleshwar, has independent and well-to-do traders, mostly Mārwār and Gujarāt Vānis, Pārsis, Christians, and Musalmāns. During the fair season, especially in April and May and again in October and November, Malcolmeth is the centre of much traffic and trade. The traders bring rice from the neighbouring villages, and sugar, salt, cocoanuts, groceries, spirits and wines from Mahād, Poona, and Bombay. Excellent potatoes are grown on the hill. Sátāra in Sátāra contains about 500 independent traders chiefly Brāhmans, Mārwār Gujarāt and Lingāyat Vānis, Telis, Tāmbolis, Kāsārs, Bohorās, and Pārsis. Salt, piecegoods, metals, stationery, groceries, rock-oil, and silk are brought from Poona Chiplun and Mahād and sold wholesale or retail on cash payment. Coarse sugar, earthnuts, chillies, and turmeric are bought from the growers by Brāhmans and local and Mārwār Vānis and sent to Poona, Chiplun, and Mahād. Of late years there has been little change in the amount or character of the Sátāra trade. Rahimatpur in Koregaon contains about 155 independent and well-to-do traders. They are chiefly Brāhmans, Mārwār and Gujarāt Vānis, Shimpis, Sangars, Marātha Kunbis, Jains, Koshits, Kāsārs, and Musalmāns. Of these traders the Brāhmans are generally moneylenders. Bombay and English piecegoods, twist, and silk are brought by the Mārwār Vānis from Poona and Bombay. The Vānis, Jains, and Marātha Kunbis buy from the growers raw molasses, turmeric, earthnuts, and coriander seed, send them in bullock carts to the ports of Chiplun Rājāpur and Mahād, and bring from those ports salt, cocoanuts, dates, and spices. All of these articles are sold on cash payment. The Musalmāns, Sangars, and Koshitis buy twist from the Mārwār Vānis which the Musalmāns weave into turbans and the Sangars and Koshits into waistcloths, women’s robes or lugdis, cotton sheets or pāsodis, and other hand-made piecegoods. These articles are partly sold in the town, and the rest are taken to Sátāra and Chiplun where they are sold to local traders. Pātān, at the meeting of the Koyna and Kera on the Karād-Chiplun road, has about twenty traders, mostly
Bráhmans, Vánís, and Shimpis. Rice goes from Pátan and Tárla to Karád and Chiplun, and from Chiplun are brought salt cocoanuts and groceries. Karád, at the meeting of the Krishna and the Koyna on the Poona-Belgaum road, has about 400 traders, mostly Bráhmans, Máwrá Gujarát and Lingáyat Vánís, Telis, Sangars, Koshtis, Shimpis, and Musalmáns. Of these traders the Bráhmans are generally moneylenders. The Máwrá Vánís bring piecegoods from Nágpur, Sholápur, and Terdá, and women's robes or lagdis from Bavadhán and Rabkavi. The Vánís and Telis buy from the growers for cash and send to Chiplun raw sugar or gul, turmeric, chillies, earthnuts, tobacco, and oil, and in exchange bring salt, cocoanuts, dates, spices, and groceries. These imported articles are sold in the town and neighbouring villages. The Sálís and Musalmáns bring twist from Bombay which they weave into turbans, waistcloths, and other hand-made piecegoods. The Koshtis weave pásodis or cotton sheets. These hand-made piecegoods are sold to the people on the spot. Cháregaan, in Karád on the river Mánd on the Malhárpeth-Pandharapur road, has Gujarát Vání and Teli traders. Since the opening of the Kumbhárali pass on the Karád-Chiplun road the Cháregaan traders have prospered. They buy from the growers for cash, sesame, earthnut, safflower, and other oil seeds which they press into oil and send in large quantities to Chiplun in exchange for salt and groceries. Umbraj, in Karád at the meeting of the Krishna Tárlí and Mánd on the Poona-Belgaum road, has about twenty-five traders, mostly Bráhmans, Gujarát and Lingáyat Vánís, and Shimpis. Of these traders the Bráhmans are generally moneylenders. The Vánís buy chillies earthnuts and rice from the growers of Pátan, Tárla, and Morgiri, and send them either to Sángli, Miraj, or Chiplun, and bring salt, dates, and groceries in exchange from Chiplun. The Shimpis buy women's robes or lagdis and bodicedcloths or khans at Pál and Tárla. These imported articles are sold on cash payment in the town and neighbouring villages. IslámPUR or Urun in Válva has about thirty traders mostly Bráhmans, Máwrá Gujarát and Lingáyat Vánís, and Marátha Kunbis. The traders send to Chiplun large quantities of tobacco and raw sugar or gul, and in exchange bring salt, dates, betelnuts, groceries, spices, English and country piecegoods, and metals which they sell at IslámPUR and the neighbouring villages. Besides IslámPUR, the large village of Shirála in Válva is famous for its brass lamps or samais which the Kásárs send to Sátára, Sholápur, and Poona. Mhasvad in Mán, on the Mán river on the Sátára-Pandharapur road, has about sixty independent traders, mostly Bráhmans, Gujarát and Lingáyat Vánís, Shimpis, Jains, and Sangars. Of these traders the Bráhmans and Gujarát Vánís are generally moneylenders. Bombay and English piecegoods are brought in large quantities by Gujarát Vánís and Shimpis from Bombay and Poona. The Vánís and Jains buy from the growers millet or bájí, raw sugar or gul, khapla or wheat, and earthnuts, and send them in cartloads to Sholápur and Pandharapur in the east, and Sátára Mahád and Chiplun in the west, and from Chiplun bring salt, cocoanuts, and spices. The Sangars buy sheep's wool twist from the Dhángars, and weave it
into blankets or kamblis, and send them to Chiplun, Mahád, Sátára, Pandharapur, and Sholápur. Pusesávli in Khátáv has about 120 independent traders, mostly Bráhmans, Gujarát and local Vánis, Telis, Kóshtis, Sális, Sangars, Kásárs, and Musalmáns. Of these traders, the Bráhmans and Gujarát Vánis are generally moneylenders. Bombay and English piecegoods and twist are brought by the Shimpis and Gujarát Vánis from Bombay and Poona. The twist is bought by Sális who weave it into cotton sheets or pásodis. Sesame safflower and earthnuts are largely bought by the Telis from the growers and pressed into oil which is sent to Sátára, Mahád, and Chiplun. The Vánis buy from the growers raw sugar or gul, garlic, and earthnuts, and send them to Bárámáti, Sholápur, Mahád, and Chiplun, and from Chiplun bring salt, cocoanuts, and groceries.

Vita in Khánápur has about 150 traders, mostly Bráhmans, Márwár and local Vánis, Shimpis, Telis, Kásárs, Sangars, Támbats, Sális, and Musalmáns. Of these traders, the Bráhmans and Márwár Vánis are generally moneylenders. English and Bombay piecegoods and twist are brought by Márwár Vánis and Shimpis from Bombay and Poona. The twist is bought by Momin Musalmáns who weave it into turbans, and by Sangars and Sális who weave it into cotton sheets or pásodís, which are sold both at Vita and Kádegao. From the growers, Márwár and local Vánis buy raw sugar or gul, and the Vánis and Telis buy sesame earthnut safflower and other oil seeds, press them into oil, and send them largely to Chiplan and in exchange bring salt, betelnuts, dates, and groceries. The Khánápur village of Lingara grows gánja or smoking hemp, enough to meet the demand of the whole district of Sátára. Tásgao has about 150 traders, with capitals varying from £10 to £10,000 (Rs. 100 - Rs. 1,00,000), mostly Bráhmans, Márwár Gujarát and Lingáyat Vánis, Marátha Kunbis, Jains, Telis, and Musalmáns. The traders buy from the growers cotton, tobacco, raw sugar or gul, and earthnuts, and send them to Sátára, Sholápur, Poona, and Chiplun, and from Chiplun bring in exchange salt, piecegoods, dates, silks, sugar, metals, and spices, which are sold to the people for cash. As there are no steam presses, cotton, which is the chief article of export, is loosely packed and loses much in quantity and quality.

Thirty-four weekly and half-weekly markets are held, twelve on Mondays, three on Tuesdays, four on Wednesdays, six on Thursdays, two on Fridays, five on Saturdays, and two on Sundays, in twenty-three villages and towns. One is in Wáí at Wáí on Mondays and Tuesdays; two in Jávli, at Medha on Mondays and at Malcolmthep on every day in the week during the fair season; two in Sátára, at Sátára on Mondays Thursdays and Saturdays, and at Parli on Mondays; two in Koregaon, at Rahimatpur on Thursdays and Fridays, and at Kumta on Mondays; four in Pátan, at Pátan on Mondays, at Tárśa on Saturdays, at Morgiri on Thursdays, and at Dhembevádi on Tuesdays; five in Karád, at Karád on Sundays and Thursdays, at Vadgaon on Mondays, at Umbráj on Mondays, at Cháregaon on Saturdays, and at Belváde on Wednesdays; two in Vála, at Islámípur on Saturdays and at Shirála on Mondays; one in Tásgao, at Tásgao on Mondays and Thursdays; one in
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Khánápur at Viña on Mondays; one in Khátáv at Pusesávli on Wednesdays; and two in Mán, at Dahivadi on Mondays and at Mhasvad on Wednesdays. These markets are distributing rather than collecting centres. Except at Belvade and Elur where cows, oxen, buffaloes, ponies, sheep, and other animals are brought for sale, the articles sold at these markets are brass copper and iron vessels, millet, wheat, gram, pulses, cotton, oilseeds, oil, earthnuts, chillies, turmeric, raw sugar, tobacco, English and country piece-goods, twists, turbans, waistcoths, women's robes or lugdis, fruit, and vegetables. Besides peddlers and hawkers who set up booths on the market days and sometimes husbandmen offering their field produce, grain, pulse, raw sugar, fruit, and vegetables, the sellers are shopkeepers and traders generally belonging to the market town. Except where fruit and vegetables are brought early in the morning, these markets fill about two in the afternoon and go on till six. Barter is almost unknown; all sales are by cash payments. Of late years there has been little change in the numbers who attend the markets.

Fairs, lasting one to thirty days, with an attendance of 500 to 50,000 people and with a trade worth £12 to £3,000 (Rs. 120 - Rs. 30,000), are held at eighteen places, two in Wáí, two in Jávli, one in Sátára, two in Koregaon, two in Karád, two in Pátan, two in Válva, one in Tásgaon, one in Khánápur, one in Khátáv, and two in Mán. Of these eighteen fairs, two are attended by 50,000, two by 20,000, one by 15,000, eight by 5000 to 8000, and five by 500 to 4000 people. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Sales</th>
<th>People</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wáí</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garli</td>
<td>January</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mándhardev</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jávli</td>
<td>March</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morn</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khán</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sátára</td>
<td>February</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parli</td>
<td>February</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koregaon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahimapur</td>
<td>December</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Padal</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karád</td>
<td>January</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kole</td>
<td>February</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banapur</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yer</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>7000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Váíla</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irála</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tásgaon</td>
<td>February</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akalkhop</td>
<td>February</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khánápur</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renav</td>
<td>February</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khatáv</td>
<td>February</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pál</td>
<td>January</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kole</td>
<td>February</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shingnapur</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mhasvad</td>
<td>November</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These fairs differ little from the weekly markets, except that they are attended by unusually large numbers. They are chiefly distributing centres. The sellers are generally shopkeepers and traders of the town and neighbouring places, mostly Máwrár Gujárát and Lingáyat Vánís, Halváís, Támbats, Kásárs, Shimpis, Sálís, Koshtís, Sangars, Atárs, and Musalmáns. Except at Mhasvad where the chief trade consists in selling cows, bulls, buffaloes, ponies, and sheep by Marátha Kunis, Mhárs, Máns, and Musalmáns, the articles sold at these fairs are: By the Vánís, dates,
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Shopkeepers.

Shopkeepers are found in almost all villages except in the smallest. Village shopkeepers are generally Gujarát or Lingáyat Vánis. They deal in all kinds of grain, salt, oil, sugar, raw sugar, spices, and groceries, and buy their stock at the nearest trade centre. The shopkeeper is generally a distributor, except that being often a moneylender he generally supplies his stock of grain from the husbandmen to whom he has advanced money. Except landholders who, having their own stock of grain, buy only sugar, spices, groceries and oil, most of the villagers depend upon the shopkeeper for almost all their supplies. A few buy on cash payment, but most of the villagers have an account with the shopkeeper. Barter is almost unknown.

Peddlers.

Below the village shopkeepers are the peddlers and hawkers who are generally Márwár and local Vánis, Telis, Kásárs, and Shimpis. These men travel from village to village during the six or eight months of the fair season. Spices, groceries, pearls, looking glasses, locks, and other articles are sold by the Márwár and local Vánis, who generally go about with a pony; glass bangles, copper and brass pots are sold by Kásárs who travel with a bullock or a packman; cloth by Shimpis who generally themselves carry the pack; and oil by Telis. Except the Telis who generally, and the Márwárí who rarely, sell their articles to husbandmen in exchange for grain, almost all these peddlers and hawkers sell on cash payment.

Carriers.

The Lamánas, a wandering tribe and the professional carriers of the district, used to carry on pack-bullocks to the coast and to Poona and other centres, cotton, molasses, chillies, tobacco, and other articles of export, and bring salt, grain, spices, and groceries. Since the opening of the cart roads to the Konkan by the Kumbhárli pass in 1864 and the FitzGerald pass in 1876, these Lamánas have almost disappeared, and exports are carried to Chipplun and Mahád by traders in hired, and by husbandmen in their own bullock carts. The Hedes, a class of Vanjáris, buy cows, bulls, and other live-stock at Jath, Bijápur, and Balághát, and sell them in the fair season from village to village for cash.

Imports.

Of Imports the chief articles are: Of building materials, Malábár timber is imported from Poona Bombay and Chipplun by Gujarát and local Vánis, Marátha Kunbis, and sometimes also directly by rich house-builders. Timber generally passes through three hands and is used by house-builders carpenters and turners for making beams, girders, planks, doors, shelves, wheels, and chairs. Káthya or cocoa fibre rope is brought by Gujarát and local Vánis from Chipplun, Mahád, Poona, and Bombay, and passes through three
hands. Iron bars, sheets, hinges, and screws are brought from Bombay Poona and Chiplun by Gujarát and local Vánis, Marátha Kunbis and Musalmáns, and pass through three hands. Iron bars are made into cart tires, axes, and hatches. As the demand for iron has increased and as the Dhavads of Jávli and Pátan have ceased to smelt iron the import of iron has of late increased. Glass-panes used for windows, looking glasses, and lanterns are brought from Poona and Bombay by Bohorás and bought by the public works department and the rich. Of house furniture, copper brass and iron sheets are brought from Poona and Bombay by Gujarát Vánis and Musalmáns, from whom the local Támbats and Kásárs buy and make them into cooking and water pots tapelis, ghágars, pátelis, ghangáls, frying-pans, and other vessels. Besides the raw metal sheets, Sonárs, Támbats, Kásárs, and Telis bring from Náslík, Poona, Miraj, and Sángli ready made cooking pots, gadvés or jugs, fulpátras or cups with a thick rim, pélés or cups on a stand, dishes or tabák, and attárndáns and gulábádns or rose-vessels, excellent articles but costly and therefore not in much demand. Carpets, watches, clocks, paintings, chandeliers, and hanging lamps are brought from Bombay and Poona by Bohorás and Márvár Vánis for the use of the rich and well-to-do. Of food drink and drugs, salt, cocoanuts, dates, groceries, and spices are brought by local and Gujarát Vánis from Bombay, Poona, Chiplun, and Mahád. Drugs are chiefly imported by Government dispensaries at the expense of local funds. Of tools and appliances, the Bohorás import hammers, anvils, saws, files, razors, knives, scissors, augers, adzes, and chisels from Bombay and Poona. Of articles of dress including ornaments and toys, English and Bombay piecegoods, twist, shawls, silk waistcloths and robes are brought from Bombay and Poona by Márvár and Gujarát Vánis, Bráhmans, and Musalmáns. Twist is bought by Sális and Koshtis who weave it into hand-made piecegoods. Pearls are brought by Panjábís and Márvár and Gujarát Vánis from Poona and Bombay, and sold to the rich. Kátáris bring from Gokák wooden toys, cleverly coloured representations of vegetables and fruit. These toys are bought by the rich and well-to-do to be laid before the goddess Gauri on a day sacred to her in Chaitra or March-April. Gold and silver are brought by Márvár Vánis and sold to the rich to make ornaments for their women and children.

The chief Exports are molasses, grain, earthnuts, turmeric, chillies, cotton, timber, and cloth. Since the opening of bridged and well made roads molasses, the chief export of the district, has of late come into increasing demand, and the cultivation of sugarcane has greatly spread. Millet, wheat, chillies, turmeric, and tobacco are sent to Bombay by Chiplun, chiefly from Sátrára, Karád, and Válva, by the local and Gujar Vánis who get these articles from the Kunbi husbandmen either in payment of debts or on cash payment. Cotton is sent from Válva and Tásgaon in bullock carts to Chiplun by Bhátiás and Gujarát Vánis who buy ungunned cotton from the husbandmen, have it cleared by hand-machines, and pack it in bales, each weighing about 250 pounds (10 mans). As there is less local demand owing to the growing import of European and Bombay piecegoods.
the growing of cotton has lately fallen off. Teak is sent from Jávi and Pátan to Chiplun and other parts by timber-dealers, who buy at departmental sales and fell yearly a certain number of teak trees mostly in Government forests. Coarse cloth, cotton sheets or pásodís, and blankets are chiefly sent to other districts.

The chief Sátára crafts are the making of gold and silver ornaments, copper and brass pots and iron tools, stone-cutting, pottery, carpentry, cotton-weaving, dyeing, blanket-weaving, tanning, and shoe-making. Gold and silver workers or Sonárs are found in almost all towns and large villages. Besides working in gold and silver, a few Sonárs in Sátára, Tásgaon, and other large towns are well known for their skill in stone-setting. Except a few who out of their savings buy gold and silver in small quantities and keep a small stock of ornaments for sale in their shops and sometimes at fairs, goldsmiths are not, as a rule, men of capital. People who want ornaments generally buy their gold and silver and give it to the Sonárs to work into ornaments, paying them 1s. 6d. to 2s. (Rs. 0.4 - 1) the tola for gold. A few Sonárs who have a large number of customers employ workmen. The tools used for heating melting and hammering the metal are the blow-pipe, iron tongs for turning the coals, a hammer, an anvil, and the draw-plates called gávi and jambhâcâhí patti for making gold wire and thread. Sonárs make gold and silver bangles, armlets, wristlets, necklaces, rings, nose-rings, and anklets, and articles for holding betelnuts betel leaves and other dishes. Sonárs work from morning to evening and keep twelve holidays during the year. Their work is steady throughout the year and is brisk during the marriage season. The women and children do not help the men in their work. Sonárs earn £5 to £100 (Rs. 50 - 1000) a year. They are a fairly well-to-do class and have no trade organization.

Tábats and Kásárs or copper and brass smiths are found in almost all towns. Copper and brass pot-making is one of the chief local industries. The metal is brought from Bombay and Poona in sheets and cut into pieces of a suitable size. Except a few men of capital, coppersmiths generally borrow money and invest it in their craft. Of the brassware of the district the best known articles are the brass lamps which are made at Shirála in Válva. The articles are sold in shops and at fairs, and are also sent to Bombay and Poona. Coppersmiths also tin copper and brass pots at 3d. to 1s. 4d. (4 to 11 a.) the pot. They make a stock of vessels during the rains, and during the fair season move from place to place with them. They work from morning to evening and keep all important Hindu holidays. Their women help in blowing the bellows and tinning pots. Their average yearly earnings are £5 to £50 (Rs. 50 - 500). In ordinary years they are fairly off. They have no trade organization.

Blacksmiths or Lohárs, chiefly Hindus and a few Musalmáns, are found in almost all towns and large villages. The husbandmen are the Lohárs' chief customers. They generally have capital enough to lay in the small store of iron they require to meet the wants of
their craft. They seldom have workmen under them. The blacksmiths, who make and repair cooking vessels and field tools, have enough work throughout the year. During the rains they make nails, pans, and buckets. Their busiest time is at the close of the fair season when the husbandmen are most in want of field tools. Lohárs work ten to twelve hours a day. Musalmán Lohárs keep the usual Musalmán holidays and Hindu Lohárs keep the chief Hindu holidays. Their women help in blowing the bellows and in the lighter parts of the work. Their yearly earnings vary from £6 to £15 (Rs. 60-150). Besides the Lohárs, Ghisádis or tinkers are a class of wandering iron-workers. They are less skilful, but much cheaper workmen than the Lohárs. Except during the rains when they settle at one place, they move from village to village buying old iron and making and selling new articles.

Stonecutters called Pátharvats or Beldárs, Hindus and a few Musalmáns, work wherever they find employment. They are paid 14s. to 16s. (Rs. 7-8) a month, to hew and shape stones for house building. If public works or other special demand for masons arises the strength of the local Beldárs is increased by wandering families from other parts of the country. Except during the rains when they are generally idle, stonecutters have constant and well-paid employment. The want of work during the rains, and the fact that their women add nothing to the family earnings keep them poor. Another class of stone masons are the Gavandid. The Gavandi does finer work than the Beldár, and often acts as an architect for houses and wells. Some are so highly esteemed for their designing faculties that they are sent for all over the district.

Pottery is made in all towns and large villages. The workers are Kumbhárs who are one of the twelve balutás or village servants. The clay of which tiles, bricks, earthen pots, and human and animal figures are made, is dug either from fields, from river beds, or from old village sites. It is mixed with stable refuse and is trodden by men for five or six hours. The kneaded clay is then formed into balls and turned on a wheel into pots of various shapes. The pots are laid in the sun, and when slightly dry are taken and gently hammered with a small flat piece of wood. The pots are then burnt in a kiln. When the ashes have cooled the pots are taken out of the kiln and sold in market towns and at the potters' houses at prices varying from 2d. to 1s. (1-8 as.). Khumbhárs require little capital. They generally work from morning to evening throughout the year except when rain stops them. They keep the leading Hindu holidays, and are greatly helped by their women. Of late years their craft has undergone little change.

Sutárs or carpenters, either Hindus or Musalmáns, are found in almost all towns and large villages. The carpenters are chiefly employed from morning to evening in making the woodwork of houses and in making carts and other field tools. They are supplied with the raw material, chiefly bábhul and jámbhul wood which grow all over the district, and teak which is found in Jávli, Sátára, Pátan, and Válva. Their work is steady in large towns but dull in villages. They keep all important holidays. Their yearly earnings vary
CRAFTS.

COTTON WEAVING.

from £7 10s. to £12 (Rs. 75 - 120). Of late years their craft has undergone little change.

Cotton Weaving is carried on in almost all towns and large villages by Khatri, Koshtis, and Sálís among Hindus, and by Momins among Musalmaús. The cotton yarn for the rougher cloth is brought by Márwáris from Tásqaon, Jath, and Athni; the finer yarn for women’s robes or bughdis generally comes from Bombay. A few have capital and employ labourers, but most borrow money from Gujars and Márwáris to buy the yarn and pay for it by the articles they weave. Khatri, Koshtis, and Sálís weave the coarse cloth, waistcloths, women’s robes, and cotton sheets which are worn by all classes, and Momins weave the cheap turbans which are worn by the poorer Kunbis. Though the weavers have work throughout the year, their earnings hardly support them, so keen is the competition of steam-made Bombay and English piece-goods.

The weavers work from morning to evening, taking about two hours’ rest at noon. They keep twelve holidays in the year. They are helped by their women in the lighter parts of their work, and earn £5 to £15 (Rs. 60 - 150) a year.

DYING.

Dyers or Rangáris, both Hindus and Musalmaús, are found in Sátára, Kárád, Tásqaon, Wáí, Rahimátpur, and other large towns. The craft is important as almost all classes of the people wear dyed head-dresses. The chief colours are scarlet, crimson, and blue. Scarlet or kusumba is made from mixing turmeric with pápadkáhar or soda lime and the powder of dried kardái or safflower. All the articles required for making scarlet are found in the district. The crimson is made from crimson powder brought from Europe. Dyers do not require much capital. Their work varies with the general prosperity of the people. In ordinary years it is briskest during the wedding season and about the Dasara and Diváli holidays in September-October. They work six to eight hours a day. The Hindu workers keep the usual Hindu holidays and the Musalmaús workers the usual Musalmaús holidays. Their women help them in drying the dyed clothes. They earn little more than a maintenance.

BLANKETS.

Blanket Weavers or Sangars are found all over the district. Blanket weaving is of most importance to the poor as it supplies cheap and warm clothing. The Sangars are poor and have no capital. To buy wool from the Dhangars they have to borrow. The whole work of blanket-weaving is done by the Sangar’s family without employing outside labour. The wool which is brought in bundles from the Dhangars is first soaked in tamarind-stone water, dried in the open air, and combed. After a second soaking drying and combing, the thread is fit to be taken to the loom. The tools used in weaving the blankets are the yāáv a piece of wood with a pointed end about three feet long and six inches round; the okkul a long piece of wood about four feet long and one inch broad; and the níri a long piece of wood with an indented side. The Sangars have steady work throughout the year, and are busiest in October and November when the sheep are shorn. They work eight to ten hours a day and keep twelve holidays. Their women help them in
soaking and drying the thread and in almost all other parts of the work except weaving. Sangars, who earn £5 to £20 (Rs. 50 - 200) a year, sell their blankets mostly to the lower classes at home, in markets and at fairs, at prices varying from 1s. 6d. to 6s. (Rs. ½ - 3) the blanket. They are a poor class.

Of the two branches of leather-working tanning was formerly carried on by Dhors and shoe-making by Chámbhárs. Of late as the price of tanned leather has greatly risen, Chámbhárs have also taken to tanning. Dhors and Chámbhárs are found in almost all towns and large villages. The Dhors, who flay the dead bodies of animals, dry and tan the hides and sell them to Chámbhárs or hide-dealers. In making shoes, water-buckets, and water-bags, an employment to which they have only lately taken, Dhors show less skill than Chámbhárs. Chámbhárs buy the hides from the Dhors and tan them at home. The tanning is done by steeping the hide two or three days in water, by washing it, and soaking it in lime water for nearly fifteen days. The hide is taken out and the hair scraped with the rando or iron knife. It is soaked in a liquid mixture of hirda or myrobalan and bádhul bark, and is then fit for use. The articles made by Dhors and Chámbhárs are shoes, water-buckets, water-bags, leather thongs and ropes, and chaplás or sandals. These are sold in all markets and fairs, a pair of shoes fetching 1s. 3d. to 4s. (Rs. ½ - 2). Leather working requires little capital, and labour is seldom employed. The Dhors and Chámbhárs have steady employment throughout the year, except during the rains when work is dull. They work eight to ten hours a day and keep the leading Hindu holidays. Their women help in sewing silk borders to shoes and in other light work. Dhors and Chámbhárs earn £7 10s. to £10 (Rs. 75 - 100) a year. In ordinary years they are fairly off. Besides Dhors and Chámbhárs, Mochis make English boots and shoes in Sátára, Karád, and other large towns.
Chapter VII.
HISTORY.

Three inscriptions of about 200 B.C., recording gifts of pillars by Karád pilgrims at the Bharut Stupa near Jabalpur in the Central Provinces, show that Karád or as the inscriptions call it Karahákaḍa about fifteen miles south-east of Sátára, is probably the oldest place in the Sátára district.¹ That the place named is the Sátára Karád is confirmed by a group of sixty-three early Buddhist caves about three miles south-west of Karád one of which has an inscription of about the first century after Christ.² Caves also at Shirval in the extreme north-west of the district and at the holy town of Wái in Jávli show that they were old Buddhist settlements.³

From very early times trade routes must have passed by the Varandha and Kumbhárli passes to the Konkan seaports of Mahád Dábhol and Chipun. Much holiness attaches to Mahábaleshvar at the source of the Krishna river about thirty miles north-west of Sátára.⁴ No early inscriptions giving the names of kings have been found in the district. But it seems probable that as in the rest of the Bombay Deccan and Konkan the Andhrabhritya or Sháatakarni kings (B.C. 90 - A.D. 300) and probably its Kolhápur branch held Sátára till the third or fourth century after Christ. For the 900 years ending early in the fourteenth century with the Musalmán overthow of the Devgiri Yádavs no historical information regarding Sátára is available and the Devnágarí and Kánarese inscriptions which have been found on old temples have not yet been translated. Still as inscribed stones and copperplates have been found in the neighbouring districts of Ratnágiri and Belgaum and the state of Kolhápur, it is probable that the Early and Western Chalukyas held the Sátára district from about 550 to 760; the Rásatrakutas to 973; the Western Chalukyas and under them to about 1180 by the Kolhápur Siláharás (1050-1220); and the Devgiri Yádavs till the Musalmán conquest of the Deccan about 1300.

The first Musalmán invasion of the Deccan took place in 1294,

¹ Cunningham’s Stupa of Bharut, 135, 136, 139. Karád gives its name to the Karháda Bráhmans still largely found in the Sátára district.
² Ferguson and Burgess’ Cave Temples, 211-217; Archæological Survey of Western India, IV. 60.
³ Besides the Buddhist caves at Karhád and Wái, there are groups of caves and cells Buddhist or Brahmansical at Bhosa in Tásgon, at Málavdi and Kundal in Khánápur, at Pátan in Pátan, and at Pátishav in Sátára. Dr. Burgess’ Antiquarian Lists, 58-59. Wái is locally believed to be Viratnágari the scene of the thirteenth year exile of the Páñdavas. Lady Falkland’s Chow Chow, I. 191-192.
but the power of the Devgiri Yādavs was not extinguished till 1318. From 1318 Mahārāṣṭra began to be ruled by governors appointed from Delhi and stationed at Devgiri. In 1338 the Delhi emperor Muhammad Tughlīk (1325 - 1351) made Devgiri his capital and changed its name to Daulatabad or the Abode of Wealth. In 1341 Musalmān exactions caused a general revolt in the Deccan, which, according to Ferishta, was so successful that in 1344 Muhammad had no part of his Deccan territories left him except Daulatabad. In 1346 there was widespread disorder, and the Delhi officers plundered and wasted the country. These cruelties led to the revolt of the Deccan nobles under the able leadership of an Afghān soldier named Hasan Gangū. The nobles were successful, and freed the Deccan from dependence on Northern India. Hasan founded

---

1 Briggs’ Ferishta, I. 304. In 1294 Rāmdēv the ruling king of Devgiri or Devagd was surprised in his capital by Alā-ud-din Khilji the nephew of the Delhi emperor Jalāl-ud-din Khilji, and forced to pay tribute. In 1297, Rāmdēv gave shelter to Rāi Karan the refugee king of Gujarāt, and neglected to pay tribute for three years (Ditto, I. 365). In 1306 Malik Kāfür Alā-ud-din’s general reduced the greater part of Mahārāṣṭra, distributed it among his officers, and confirmed Rāmdēv in his allegiance (Ditto, I. 369). In 1309, Malik Kāfür, on his way to Telingan was received with great hospitality at Devag by Rāmdēv (Ditto, I. 371). In 1310 as Rāmdēv was succeeded by his son Shankardēv who was not well affected to the Musalmāns, Malik Kāfür on his way to the Karnātak left a force at the town of Pāithān on the left bank of the Godāvāri to overawe the Yādavs (Ditto, I. 373). In 1312 Malik Kāfür marched a fourth time into the Deccan, seized and put Shankardēv to death, wasted Mahārāṣṭra, and fixed his residence at Devag (Ditto, I. 379), where he remained till Alā-ud-din in his last illness ordered him to Delhi. During Malik Kāfür’s absence at Delhi, Hārpatēv the son-in-law of Rāmdēv stirred the Deccan to arms, drove out many Musalmān garrisons, and with the aid of the other Deccan chiefs recovered Mahārāṣṭra. In 1318 Muhārī Khilji, Alā-ud-din’s son and successor, marched to the Deccan to chastise Hārpatēv who fled at the approach of the Musalmāns, and was pursued, seized, and flayed alive. Muhārī appointed Malik Beg Laki, one of his father’s slaves, to command in the Deccan, and returned to Delhi (Ditto, I. 389).

2 Briggs’ Ferishta, I. 426-427. This statement seems exaggerated. In 1346 there were Musalmān governors at Rāichur, Mudgal, Kumbhar, Badera, Biyāpur, Ganjudi, Rājābā, Girhat, Hukeri, and Berār. Ditto, 437.

3 Briggs’ Ferishta, I. 432-433.

4 Briggs’ Ferishta, II. 285-291. Hasan Gangū, the first Bahmani king, was an Afghān of the lowest rank and a native of Dīsh. He furnished a small plot of land belonging to a Bahmanī astrologer named Gangū who was in favour with the king of Delhi. Having accidentally found a treasure in his field, Hasan had the honesty to give notice of it to his landlord. The astrologer was so struck with his integrity that he exerted his influence at court to advance Hasan’s fortunes. Hasan thus rose to a great station in the Deccan, where his merit marked him out among his equals as their leader in their revolt. He assumed the name of Gangū in gratitude to his benefactor, and from a similar motive added that of Bahmanī or Brāhmanī by which his dynasty was afterwards distinguished. Elphinstone’s History of India, 666. The Bahmani dynasty consisted of the following eighteen kings, who were supreme for nearly 150 years (1347-1490) and continued in power for about thirty years more:

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alā-ud-din Hasan Gangū</td>
<td>1347 - 1358</td>
<td>Humāyūn</td>
<td>1457 - 1461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammad I</td>
<td>1358 - 1375</td>
<td>Nūsūn</td>
<td>1461 - 1463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhājīd</td>
<td>1375 - 1379</td>
<td>Muhammad II</td>
<td>1463 - 1468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dīsh</td>
<td>1378</td>
<td>Māhāmūd II</td>
<td>1468 - 1518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Māhāmūd</td>
<td>1378 - 1397</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghalīs-ud-dīn</td>
<td>1397</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shams-ud-dīn</td>
<td>1397</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fīroz</td>
<td>1397 - 1422</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad I</td>
<td>1422 - 1435</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alā-ud-dīn II</td>
<td>1435</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The Bahmanīs, 1347-1490.
a dynasty, which in honour of his patron a Bráhman he called Bahmani, and which held the command of the Deccan for nearly 150 years. The Bahmani capital was first fixed at Kulbarga about 180 miles east of Sátára and in 1426 was removed to Bedar or Ahmadabad-Bedar about 100 miles further east. By 1351 Alá-ud-din Hasan Gangu Bahmani, by treating the local chiefs and authorities in a liberal and friendly spirit, had brought under his power every part of the Deccan which had previously been subject to the throne of Delhi. In 1357, Alá-ud-din divided his kingdom into four provinces or tarafs, over each of which he set a provincial governor or tarafsdár. Sátára formed part of the provinces of Kulbarga which extended from Kulbarga as far west as Dábhol and south as far as Ráíchur and Mudgal in the Nizam’s territory. Alá-ud-din apparently had control over the whole of Sátára, except the hilly west which with the Konkan was not reduced till a century later. In the later part of the fourteenth century, under the excellent rule of Muhammad Sháh Bahmani (1358-1375) the banditti which for ages had harassed the trade of the Deccan were broken and scattered, and the people enjoyed peace and good government. This period of prosperity, when the fort of Sátára and many other forts were probably built, was followed by the awful calamity of the Durga Devi famine, when the country is said to have been reduced to a desert by twelve rainless years (1396-1407). In the first years of the famine Máhmuíd Sháh Bahmani (1378-1397) is said to have kept ten thousand bullocks to bring grain from Gujarát to the Deccan, and to have founded seven orphan schools in the leading towns in his dominions. No efforts of any rulers could preserve order or life through so long a series of fatal years. Whole districts were left without people, and the strong places fell from the Musalmáns into the hands of local chiefs. Before the country could recover it was again wasted by two rainless years in 1421 and 1422. Multitudes of cattle died and the people broke into revolt. In 1429 Malik-ul-Tujár the governor of Daulatabad, with the hereditary officers or deshmukhs, went through the country restoring order. Their first operations were against some Rámoshis in Khatáv Desh and a body of banditti that infested the Mahádev hills. The army next marched to Wáí and reduced several forts. So entirely had the country fallen waste that the old villages had disappeared and fresh villages had to be formed, which generally included the lands of two or three old villages. Lands were given to all who would till them, free of rent for the first year and for a horse-bag of grain for the second year. This settlement was entrusted to Dádu Narsu Kále, an experienced Bráhman, and to a Turkish eunuch of the court. In 1453 Malik-ul-Tujár, who was ordered to reduce the sea coast or Konkan forts, fixed his head-quarters at Chákan, a small fort eighteen miles north of Poona, and, after reducing several chiefs, laid siege to a fort

---

1 Briggs' Ferishtas, II. 291-292; Grant Duff’s Marathás, 25.
2 Briggs' Ferishtas, II. 325-326.
3 Briggs' Ferishtas, II. 349-350. These seven towns were Cheul, Dábhol, Elichpur, Daulatabad, Bedar, Kulbarga, and Kándhár.
4 Grant Duff's Marathás, 25.
5 Briggs' Ferishtas, II. 405-406.
whose chief was named Shirke whom he speedily obliged to surrender and to deliver himself and family into his hands. Malik-ul-Tujár insisted that Shirke should embrace the Muhammadan faith or be put to death. Shirke on this, assuming an air of great humility, represented that there existed between him and Shankar Ráy of Khelna or Vishálgad in Kolhápur a family jealousy, and that should he become a Muhammadan, his rival, on Malik-ul-Tujár’s retreat, would taunt him with ignominy and excite his own family and subjects to revolt. He further promised to accept the Muhammadan faith if Malik-ul-Tujár would reduce his rival, and agreed to guide him and his forces through the woody and very difficult country to Shankar’s dominions. Malik-ul-Tujár marched against the chief of Khelna but was treacherously surrounded and killed in the woods by Shirke. About this time (1453-1480) no references have been traced to Sátára places except to Wáí and Mán which are mentioned as military posts, whose troops in 1464 were ordered to join Máhmud Gáwán in his Konkan expedition. In 1460, and twelve years later in 1472 and 1473, failure of rain so wasted the country that in 1474 when rain fell scarcely any one was left to till the land. The power and turbulence of their provincial governors was a source of weakness and danger to Bahmani rule. To remove this evil Máhmud Gáwán, the very learned and able minister of Muhammad Sháh Bahmani II. (1463-1482), framed a scheme under which the Bahmani territories were divided into eight instead of into four provinces. Sátára was included under Bijápur, one of the two divisions into which Kulbarga was divided, and was placed under Khwája Gáwán himself. In each province only one fort was held in the governor’s hands; all other forts were entrusted to captains and garrisons appointed and paid from head-quarters; the pay of the captains was greatly increased and they were strictly compelled to keep their garrisons at their full strength. This scheme for reducing their power brought on the minister the hatred of the leading nobles. They brought false charges of disloyalty against Máhmud Gáwán. The king was weak enough to believe them and foolish enough to order the minister’s execution, a loss which Bahmani power never recovered.

In 1481, on the death of Máhmud Gáwán, his estate of Bijápur including Sátára was conferred on Yusuf Adil Khán the future founder of the Adil Sháhi dynasty of Bijápur who was appointed

---

1 Briggs’ Ferishta, III. 438-439.
2 Briggs’ Ferishta, II. 483.
3 Briggs’ Ferishta, II. 483, 493, 494.
4 Briggs’ Ferishta, II. 503, 504.
5 Yusuf Adil Sháh of Bijápur was a Turk, a son of Amuráth Sultán (1421-1451) of Constantinople. He founded the family of the Adil Sháhi rulers of Bijápur consisting of nine sovereigns whose rule lasted nearly 200 years. See Bijápur Statistical Account. At the same time the Nizám Sháhi dynasty under Ahmad Nizám was established at Ahmadnagar (1499-1636), the Kutb Sháhi dynasty under Sultán Kutb-ul-Mulk at Golkonda (1512-1609), and the Berid Sháhi under Kásim Berid at Bedar (1492-1609). Though kings, nominally supreme, continued to rule as late as 1626, the supremacy of the Bahmanis may be said to have ceased when the Bijápur (1459) and Ahmadnagar (1490) governors threw off their allegiance and established themselves as independent rulers. According to Colonel Meadows Taylor, except Humáyunn Sháh (1457-1461), the Bahmani kings protected their people and governed them justly and well. Among the Deccan Hindus all
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taráfádár or provincial governor, while Daria Khán Fák-ul-Mulk, Mallu Khán, and most of the Moghal officers attached to him obtained estates in the province. In 1489 Yusuf Adil Khán asserted his independence and proclaimed himself king. He wrested many forts from the governors of Máhmad Sháh Bahmani II. (1482-1518) and subdued all the country from the river Bhima to Béjápur. 1 In 1551 Saíf Ain-ul-Mulk, late commander-in-chief of the Ahmadnagar army who had taken refuge in Berár and who at the request of the Béjápur king had come to Béjápur was given considerable estates in Sátára. In the battle of Sholápur against Ahmadnagar in the same year Ibráhim-Adil-Sháh suspected Saif Ain-ul-Mulk of treachery, and he, in consequence, retired to Mán in east Sátára, collected the revenues, and divided them among his troops. 2 Ibráhim Adil Sháh sent one of his officers with 5000 horse to expel Ain-ul-Mulk, but the Béjápur troops were defeated. Saif Ain-ul-Mulk, growing bolder by success, gathered the revenues of many districts including Válva in south Sátára. Ibráhim next sent against him 10,000 horse and foot under Níáz Kuli Beg and Dílávar Khán Habshi. These troops were also defeated and so many elephants and horses and so great a store of valuable baggage fell into the hands of Ain-ul-Mulk that he levied fresh troops and determined to establish himself as an independent

elements of social union and local government were preserved and strengthened by the Musalman, who, without interfering with or remodelling local institutions and hereditary offices, turned them to their own use. Persian and Arabic education was extended by village schools attached to mosques and endowed with lands. This tended to the spread of the literature and faith of the Prophet, and the effects of this education can still be traced through the Bahmani dominions. A large foreign commerce centred in Bédar, the capital of the Deccan, which was visited by merchants and travellers from all countries. The Bahmani kings made few public works. There were no water works, no roads or bridges, and no public inns or posts. Their chief works were huge castles which after 500 years are as perfect as when they were built. These forts have glacis and countergards, covered ways, traverses, flanking bastions with curtains and intermediate towers, broad wet and dry ditches, and in all plain fortresses a faussebraye or rampart-mound with bastions and towers in addition to main rampart. No forcible conversion of masses of Hindus seems to have taken place. A constant stream of foreigners poured in from Persia, Arabia, Tartary, Afgáništán, and Abyssinia. These foreigners, who served chiefly as soldiers, married Hindus and created the new Muhammedan population of the Deccan.

Architecture of Béjápur, 12-13. The names and dates of the Ahmadnagar and Béjápur kings are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ahmadnagar</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Béjápur</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad I</td>
<td>1460-1508</td>
<td>Yusuf</td>
<td>1489-1510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burhan</td>
<td>1508-1553</td>
<td>Imsád</td>
<td>1510-1554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husain</td>
<td>1553-1565</td>
<td>Málí</td>
<td>1526-1534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murtan I</td>
<td>1565-1588</td>
<td>Ibráhim I</td>
<td>1534-1557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miran Husain</td>
<td>1588</td>
<td>All I</td>
<td>1557-1580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imsád</td>
<td>1588-1600</td>
<td>Ibráhim II</td>
<td>1580-1635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burhan II</td>
<td>1590-1594</td>
<td>Málí</td>
<td>1526-1636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibráhim</td>
<td>1594</td>
<td>All II</td>
<td>1636-1672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad II</td>
<td>1605</td>
<td>Shákándar</td>
<td>1664-1686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahádur</td>
<td>1616-1699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murala II</td>
<td>1605-1631</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Briggs, Ferishta, III. 9.
2 Details of the battle are given in the Sholápur Statistical Account.
chief. Ibrahím Adil Sháh took the field in person at the head of 5000 chosen horse, 3000 foot, and a train of artillery. Ain-ul-Mulk encamped on the river Mán, and the king arrived and halted some days on the opposite bank without attacking him. Saif Ain-ul-Mulk resolved not to quit the country without fighting. For three days he advanced towards the king's camp as if to engage but as often retired, the royal army remaining under arms on each occasion from dawn till sunset expecting the attack. On the fourth day Ain-ul-Mulk put his troops again in motion; but the king, supposing that his design was only to parade as on the preceding days, neglected to make preparations for his reception, the common guards of the camp only getting under arms. At length, when the enemy's standard appeared in sight, Ibrahím Adil Sháh marshalled his troops in great haste and moved out of the camp to give battle. Ain-ul-Mulk averse from engaging the king in person consulted with his friends, observing that it was treason to fight against the royal standard. To this all agreed except Murtaza Khán Anju who remarked that the standards did not fight, and there was no danger of shedding royal blood. Ain-ul-Mulk satisfied with his casuistry and finding it too late to hesitate, charged the royalists, and attacking the centre where Ibrahím Adil Sháh was posted, pressed on it so fiercely that it was thrown into disorder and the king fled. On this his whole line broke and victory declared in favour of Ain-ul-Mulk, who seized the royal canopy, elephants, and artillery, besides all the tents and baggage. Ain-ul-Mulk pursued the king towards Bijápur, but was afterwards obliged to fly by the route of Mán Desh to the Ahmadnagar dominions where he was assassinated. In 1579, the Bijáipur minister Kishwar Khán falsely accused Chánd Bibi the dowager queen of instigating her brother, Murtaza Nizám Sháh king of Ahmadnagar, to invade Bijáipur, and sent her a prisoner to Sárára after subjecting her to many indignities. On Kishwar Khán's fall in the same year Chánd Bibi was released from prison and conducted to Bijápur. In 1592 Dilávar Khán the Bijáipur regent was sent a prisoner to Sárára where he shortly after died.

Under the Bijáipur kings, though perhaps less regularly than afterwards under the Móghals, the country was divided into districts or sarkárs. The district was distributed among sub-divisions which were generally known by the Persian names pargana, karyát, sammat, mahál, and táluka, and sometimes by the Hindu names of prát and desh. The hilly west, which was generally managed by Hindu officers, continued to be arranged by valleys with their Hindu names of khora, mura, and mával. The collection of the revenue was generally entrusted to farmers, the farms sometimes including only one village. Where the revenue was not farmed, its collection was generally entrusted to Hindu officers. Over the revenue-farmers was a government agent or amil, who, besides collecting the revenue, managed the police and settled civil suits. Civil suits relating to

---

1 Briggs' Ferishta, III. 105. 2 Briggs' Ferishta, III. 148. 3 Briggs' Ferishta, III. 150. 4 Briggs' Ferishta, III. 172-173.
land were generally referred to juries or pancháyats. In money suits
the amils or government agents probably passed decisions. One of the
amildárs, who superintended a considerable division and to whom all
other amildárs were subordinate, was termed mokásáddár, and it
is conjectured that he had some percentage on the revenues. The
mokásáddár's office though sometimes continued from father to son was
not hereditary. Frequently but not always over the mokásáddár was
a subha who, although he took no share in the revenue management
and did not live in the district, executed deeds and formal writings of
importance. Though the chief power in the country was Muhammadan,
Hindus were largely employed in the service of the state. The
garrisons of hill forts seem generally to have been Hindus, Maráthás,
Kolis, Rámoshis, and Dhangars, a few places of special strength
being reserved for Musalmán commandants or killeldárs. Besides
the hill forts some parts of the open country were left under
loyal Marátha and Bráhman officers with the titles of estate-holder or
jágirdár and of district head or deshmukh. Estates were generally
granted on military tenure, the value of the grant being in propor-
tion to the number of troops which the grant-holder maintained.
Phaltan, from which in the time of the Peshwá 350 horse were
required, furnished only fifty to the Bijápur government at a very
late period of that dynasty, but the Marátha chiefs could procure
horsemen at short notice and they were entertained or discharged
at pleasure. Family feuds or personal hate, and, in the case of
those whose lands lay near the borders of other kingdoms, an
intelligent regard for the chances of war, often divided Marátha
families and led members of one family to take service under
rival Musalmán states. Numbers of Hindus were employed in the
Bijápur armies and those of distinguished service were rewarded
with the Hindu titles of rája, náik, and rán. ¹

The principal Marátha chiefs in Sátára under the Bijápur
government were Chandraráy More of Jávli, about thirty-five miles
north-west of Sátára, Ráv Náik Nimbálkar of Phaltan about thirty-
five miles north-east of Sátára, Junjhárráy Ghátge of Malavdi about
twenty-seven miles east of Sátára, Daphle of Jath about ninety miles
south-east of Sátára, Máné of Mhasvád about sixty miles east of
Sátára, and the Ghorpade of Kápshi on the Várna about thirty miles
south of Karhád. A person named More, originally a Karnáták
chief was appointed in the reign of Yusuf Adil Sháh (1490-1510)
to the command of a body of 12,000 Hindu infantry sent to
reduce the strong tract between the Níra and the Várna. Moré
was successful. He dispossessed the Shirkes and completely
suppressed the depredations of their abettors the chief of whom
were Gujar, Mámulkar, Mohite, and Mahádik. Moré was dignified
with the title of Chandraráv and his son Yashvantráv, having
distinguished himself in a battle fought with the troops of
Burrán Nízám Sháh (1508-1553), in which he captured a green flag,
was confirmed in the succession to his father as Rája of Jávli and

¹ Grant Duff's Maráthás, 36-37.
had permission to use the banner he had won. Their descendants ruled in the same tract of country for seven generations and under their mild and just management that barren tract became populous. All the successors of the first More assumed the title of Chandraráv. The unswerving loyalty of this family induced the Bijápurgovernment to exact little more than a nominal tribute from districts producing so little, and which had always been in disorder under Muhammadan governors. Ráv Náik Nimbálkar or Phaltanráv was the Náik of Phaltan. His original surname was Povár; he had taken the name of Nimbálkar from Nimbálík or Nimlak where the first Nimbálkar lived. The family is considered one of the most ancient in Mahárásthra as the Nimbálkar was made sardeshmukh of Phaltan before the middle of the seventeenth century by one of the Bijápur kings. The deshmukh of Phaltan is said to have become a polygar or independent chief and to have repeatedly withheld the revenues of the district. Vangoji or Jagpálráv Náik Nimbálkar who lived in the early part of the seventeenth century was notorious for his restless and predatory habits. Dipábái the sister of Jagpálráv was married to Máloji Bhonsla Shiváji’s grandfather who was one of the principal chiefs under the Ahmadnagar kingdom. Jagpálráv Náik seems to have been a man of great influence. It was through his exertions that the marriage of Máloji’s son Sháháji and Jijibai Lakhdev Jódhráv’s daughter was brought about against the wishes of the girl’s parents. One of the Phaltan Náiks was killed in 1620 in a battle between Malik Ambar and the Moghals. Nimbálkar never exchanged his ancient title of nák for that of Rája. Junjhbárráv Ghátge the deshmukh of Malavdi was the head of a powerful family whose founder Kam Ráje Ghátge had a small command under the Bahmaní kings. His native country Khatáv was separated from that of the Nimbálkar by the Mahádev hills. The Ghátges were deshmukhs and sardeshmukhs of the pargana of Mán. In 1626 Nágoji Ghátge was given the title of sardeshmukh as an unconditional favour by Ibráhím Adil Sháh II. together with the title of Junjhárráv. The head of the Máné family was deshmukh of Mhasvád, adjoining the district of the Ghátges. The Mánés were distinguished shíledárs or self-horsed cavaliers under Bijápur, but were nearly as notorious for their revengeful character as the Shirkés. The Ghorpades, who were originally Bhonsles, according to their family legend acquired their present surname during the Bahmani times from having been the first to scale a fort in the Konkan which was deemed impregnable by fastening a cord round the body of a ghorpád or iguana. They were deshmukhs under the Bijápúr government and were divided into two distinct families, one of Kápshi near the Várna river and the other of Mudhol near the Ghatprabha in the Karnátak. Under Bijápur the Kápshikar Ghorpades were known as the naekas or nine-touch Ghorpades and the Mudholkars as the sétkas or seven-touch Ghorpades, a distinction which the two families maintain. The head of the Mudholkar Ghorpades is the pátí of a village near Sátára. The Ghorpades seem to have signalized themselves at a very early period. The high Musalmán title of Amir ul-Omra or Chief of the Nobles was conferred on one of the members of the Kápshi family by the Bijápúr kings.
The first Ghorpade that joined Shiváji was one of the Kápshikars while the Mudholkars were his bitter enemies. The Daphles were deshmukhs of the pargana of Jath. Their original name was Chavhán and they took the surname of Daphle from their village of Daphlápúr of which they were hereditary pátís. They held a command from the Bijápur kings.¹

In 1636 the Nizám Sháhi dynasty came to an end and in 1637 Sháhájí Bhonsle the son of Málóji Bhonsle, who had taken a considerable part in Nizám Sháhi affairs during the last years of the dynasty, was allowed to retire into the service of Mákumud Adil Sháh of Bijápur (1626-1656). In 1637 besides giving Sháhájí his jágir districts in Poona, Mákumud Adil Sháh conferred on Sháhájí a royal grant for the deshmukhi of twenty-two villages in the district of Karhád, the right to which had by some means devolved on government.² Before the middle of the 17th century, Sháhájí’s son Shivájí, the founder of the Maráthá empire, had begun to establish himself in the hilly parts of Poona in the north where by 1648 he had succeeded in gaining possession of his father’s estate of Poona and Supa and of the strong forts of Torna in Bhor about thirty-five miles and Kondáhána or Sinhgad about ten miles south-west of Poona, of Purandhar about twenty miles south of Poona, and of Rágjag in Bhor about five miles east of Torna. At this time the south of the Nira, as far east as Shirval and as far south as the range of hills north of the Krishna, was farmed by the hereditary deshmukhi of Harád Mágával, a Maráthá named Bángál, and the fort of Rohíra was committed to his care. He early entertained a jealousy of Shivájí and kept a strong garrison and carefully watched the country round Purandhar. The deshpánde of the place was a Prabhu a caste to whom Shivájí was always partial. Wái was the station of a Bijápur mokásádár or manager who had charge of Pándugad, Kamalgad, and several other forts in the neighbourhood. Chandráráv More, Rája of Jávli, was in possession of the Ghátamátha from the Krishna to the Várna.³ The Bijápur government being impressed with the idea that it was incited by Sháhájí, over whom they had complete control, took no active measures to suppress Shivájí’s rebellion. In 1649 Sháhájí was imprisoned at Bijápur and in 1651-52 a feeble attempt to seize Shivájí was made by a Hindu named Báji Shámráj. Shivájí frequently lived at the town of Mákáhá in Kolábá and the party of Shámráj, passing through the territory of Chandráráv More, lurked about the Pár pass until an opportunity should offer. Shivájí anticipated the surprise, attacked the party near the bottom of the pass and drove them in great panic to the forests. In 1653, Sháhájí was released from confinement at Bijápur and was bound by a solemn engagement to refrain from molesting the Mudhol chief who had been instrumental in his capture. To induce both parties to forget what had passed, Mákumud Adil Sháh made them exchange their hereditary rights and ináms as deshmukhs. Báji Ghorpade thus obtained from Sháhájí the deshmukhi rights of twenty-two villages.

¹ Grant Duff’s Maráthá, 38-40.
² Grant Duff’s Maráthá, 55.
³ Grant Duff’s Maráthá, 62.
in Karhád which Sháháji had acquired in 1637 from Bijápur.\footnote{Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 66.} Disturbances in the Karnátak prevented the Bijápur government taking active steps against Shiváji, and no sooner was Sháháji released than Shiváji began to devise new schemes for possessing himself of the whole Ghátmátha or hilly West Deccan. He had in vain attempted to induce the Rája of Jávli to unite with him against Bijápur. Chandraráv More, although he carried on no war against Shiváji and received his messengers with civility, refused to join in rebellion against Bijápur. The permission granted to Sháháji’s party to pass through his country, and the aid which he was said to have given him afforded Shiváji an excuse for hostility; but the Rája was too powerful to be openly attacked with any certain prospect of success. He had a strong body of infantry of nearly the same description as Shiváji’s Mávalis; his two sons, his brother, and his minister Himmatráv were all good soldiers; nor did there appear any means by which Shiváji could create a division among them.

Having held his troops in a state of preparation for some time, Shiváji sent two agents a Bráhman named Rágho Ballá and a Marátha named Sambháji Kávji for the purpose of gaining correct intelligence of the situation and strength of the principal places, but ostensibly with the design of contracting a marriage between Shiváji and the daughter of Chandraráv. Rágho Ballá and Sambháji Kávji proceeded to Jávli attended by twenty-five Mávalis. They were courteously received and had several interviews with Chandraráv, and Rágho Ballá seeing the Rája totally off his guard formed the plan of assassinating him and his brother to which Sambháji Kávji readily agreed. He wrote to Shiváji communicating his intention which was approved, and, to support it, troops were secretly sent up the Sahyádris from the Konkan, where Shiváji, besides the district of Kaliyán, held the forts of Tala, Ghosála, and Ráíri in Kolába. Shiváji to avoid suspicion marched from Rájgad his capital to Purandhar and from Purandhar he made a night march to Mahábaleshvar at the source of the Krishna where he joined his troops which had assembled in the neighbouring forests. Rágho Ballá, on finding that the preparations were completed, took an opportunity of demanding a private conference with the Rája and his brother, when he stabbed the Rája to the heart and his brother was despatched by Sambháji Kávji. Their attendants being previously ready the assassins instantly fled and darting into the thick forest which everywhere surrounded the place they soon met Shiváji who according to appointment was advancing to their support. Before the consternation caused by the double murder had subsided, Jávli was attacked on all sides, but the troops, headed by the Rája’s sons and Himmatráv, notwithstanding the surprise, made a brave resistance until Himmatráv fell and the sons were made prisoners. Shiváji lost no time in securing the possessions of Chandraráv More. The capture of the strong fort of Vásota, about fifteen miles west of Sátára called Vajragad by Shiváji, and the submission of the Sevatar valley completed the conquest of Jávli. The sons of Chandraráv who remained prisoners were subsequently
condemned to death for maintaining a secret correspondence with Bijápur. Shiváji followed up his conquest by surprising Rohira which he scaled at night at the head of his Mávalis. Bándal, the deshmukh who was in the fort at the time stood to his arms on the first moment of alarm; and although greatly outnumbered his men did not submit until he was killed. At the head of them was Báji Prabhu the deshpánde; Shiváji treated him with generosity, received him with great kindness, and confirmed him in all his hereditary possessions. He had relations with Shiváji, and afterwards agreed to follow the fortunes of his conqueror; the command of a considerable body of infantry was conferred upon him and he maintained his character for bravery and fidelity to the last. In 1656, to secure access to his possessions on the banks of the Nira and the Koyna and to strengthen the defences of the Páir pass Shiváji pitched upon a high rock near the source of the Krishna on which he resolved to build another fort. The execution of the design was entrusted to a Deshastha Bráhman named Moro Trímal Pingle, who shortly before had been appointed to command the fort of Purandhar in Poona. This man, when very young, had accompanied his father, then in the service of Sháhájí to the Karnátak and returned to the Marátha country about the year 1653 and shortly after joined Shiváji. The able manner in which he executed every thing entrusted to him soon gained him the confidence of his master and the erection of Pratápgad, the name given to the new fort, confirmed the favourable opinion entertained of him.1 In the same year (1656) the Moghals invaded the Bijápur territories and Sarjeráv Ghátge, Nimbálkar, and other Marátha estate-holders promptly joined Khánum Muhammad the Bijápur prime minister with their troops.2

About the year 1658 Bijápur was distracted by factions among its nobles and the youth of its sovereign Ali Adil Sháh II. At last they became sensible of the necessity of making an active effort to subdue Shiváji. For this purpose an army was assembled consisting of 5000 horse and 7000 choice infantry, a good train of artillery or what was considered as such, besides a large supply of rockets, a number of swivels mounted on camels, and abundance of stores. Afszul Kháñ, an officer of high rank, volunteered to command the expedition, and in his public leave-taking, in the vaunting manner particularly common to Deccan Muhammadans, pompously declared that he should bring back the insignificant rebel and cast him in chains under the footstool of the throne. To avoid impediments which presented themselves on the straight route from Bijápur and the heavy rains which seldom subsided in the neighbourhood of the hills till the end of October, the army proceeded in September 1659 from Bijápur to Pandharpur and thence marched towards Wáí. Shiváji, on its approach, took up his residence in Pratápgad and sent the most humble messages to Afszul Kháñ. He pretended to have no thought of opposing so great a personage, and seemed only anxious to make his peace with the Bijápur government.

1 Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 67–68. 2 Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 70.
through the Khán’s mediation; he affected the utmost sorrow for his conduct, which he could hardly persuade himself would be forgiven by the king, even if the Khán should receive him under the shadow of his protection; and he would surrender the whole of his country to the Khán were it possible to assure himself of his favour. Afzul Khán, who had all the vanity of a Muhammadan noble, had also a thorough contempt for his enemy. At the same time as he had formerly been in charge of the Wáí district he was aware of the exceeding difficulty of an advance through the wild country which he must penetrate. With such considerations and mollified by Shiváji’s submission, Afzul Khán in answer to repeated applications despatched a Bráhman in his own service named Gopináthpant with suitable attendants to Pratápágad. On his arrival at Pár a village below the fort, Shiváji came down to meet him. The Bráhman stated that the Khán his master and Sháhájí were intimate friends, that the Khán bore no enmity towards his son, but on the contrary would prove his desire to aid him by interceding for his pardon, and even endeavouring to get him confirmed as jágír in part of the territory he had usurped. Shiváji acknowledged his obligation although his reply at the public meeting was not couched in the same humble strain he had used in his messages. He said that if he could obtain a part of the country in jágír it would be all he could expect, that he was the king’s servant and that he had been of considerable use to his government in reducing several chiefs whose territory would now come under the royal authority. This was the substance of what passed at their first interview. Shiváji provided accommodation for the envoy and his suite, but assigned a place for the Bráhman at some distance from the rest. In the middle of the night Shiváji secretly introduced himself to Gopináthpant. He addressed him as a Bráhman his superior. He represented that all he had done was for the sake of Hindus and the Hindu faith, that he was called on by the goddess Bhaváni herself to protect Bráhmans and cows, to punish the violaters of their temples and their gods, and to resist the enemies of their religion, that it became Gopináthpant as a Bráhman to aid a course which Bhaváni had sanctioned, and that if he did, he should ever after live among his caste and countrymen in comfort and wealth. Shiváji seconded his arguments with presents, and the solemn promise to bestow the village of Hevra on him and his posterity for ever. The Bráhman envoy could not resist such an appeal seconded by such an inducement and swore fidelity to Shiváji, declared he was his for ever, and called on the goddess to punish him if he swerved from any task Shiváji might impose. They consulted on the fittest means for averting the present danger. The Bráhman, fully acquainted with Afzul Khán’s character, suggested tempting him to a conference and Shiváji at once approved of the scheme. He sent for Krishnájí Bháskar, a confidential Bráhman, informed him of what had passed, and of the resolution which he had adopted. After fully consulting on the subject they separated as secretly as they had met. After holding some interviews and discussions for the purpose of masking their design, Krishnájí Bháskar as Shiváji’s agent was despatched with Gopináthpant to the camp of Afzul
Khán. Gopináthpant represented Shiváji as in great alarm; but if his fears could be overcome by the personal assurances of the Khán, he was convinced that he might easily be prevailed on to give himself up. With a blind confidence Afzul Khán trusted himself to Gopináthpant’s guidance. An interview was agreed on, and the Bijápur troops with great labour moved to Jávli. Shiváji prepared a place for the meeting below the fort of Pratápagad; he cut down the jungle, and cleared a road for the Khán’s approach but every other avenue to the place was carefully closed. He ordered Moropant and Netáji Pálikar from the Konkan with many thousands of the Mávali infantry. He communicated his whole plan to these two and to Tánáji Máulsre. Netáji was stationed in the thickets a little to the east of the fort, where it was expected that part of the Khán’s retinue would advance, and Moro Trimal with a body of old and tried men was sent to hide himself in the neighbourhood of the main body of the Bijápur troops which as had been agreed remained near Jávli. The preconcerted signal for Netáji was the blast of a horn, and the distant attack by Moro Trimal was to begin on hearing the fire of five guns from Pratápagad which were also to announce Shiváji’s safety. Fifteen hundred of Afzul Khán’s troops accompanied him to within a few hundred yards of Pratápagad, where, for fear of alarming Shiváji, at Gopináthpant’s suggestion they were desired to halt. Afzul Khán, dressed in a thin muslin garment, armed only with his sword, and attended, as had been agreed, by a single armed follower advanced in his palanquin to an open building prepared for the occasion. Shiváji had made preparations for this purpose, not as if conscious that he meditated a criminal and treacherous deed but as if resolved on some meritorious though desperate action. After bathing, he laid his head at his mother’s feet and asked her blessing. He took a hasty but affectionate farewell of his friends committing his son Sambháji to their care. He rose, put on a steel chain cap under his turban and chain armour under his cotton gown, hid a crooked dagger or bichea in his right sleeve, and on the fingers of his left hand he fixed vághnaka or steel tiger’s claw a treacherous weapon well known among Maráthás. Thus armed he slowly descended from the fort. The Khán had arrived at the place of meeting before him, and was expressing his impatience at the delay, when Shiváji was seen advancing, apparently unarmed and like the Khán attended by only one armed follower, his tried friend Tánáji Máulsre. Shiváji in view of Afzul Khán, frequently stopped, which was represented as the effects of alarm, a supposition more likely to be admitted from his diminutive size. Under pretence of assuring Shiváji, the armed, attendant by the contrivance of the Bráhman stood at a few paces distance. Áfzul Khán made no objection to Shiváji’s follower although he carried two swords in his waistband, a circumstance which might pass unnoticed, being common amongst Maráthás. He

1 In 1826 Rája Pratápaináh when chief of Sátára (1810-1839) gave the vághnaka to Mr. Elphinstone. They were most formidable steel hooks, very sharp, and attached to two rings fitting the fingers and lay concealed in the inside of the hand. Célebrooke’s Elphinstone, II. 188. See also Scott Waring’s Maráthás, 69.
advanced two or three paces to meet Shiváji; they were introduced, and in the midst of the customary embrace Shiváji struck the \textit{vághnakhs} into the bowels of Afzul Khán, who quickly disengaged himself, clapped his hand on his sword, exclaiming treachery and murder, but Shiváji instantly followed up the blow with his dagger. The Khán had drawn his sword and made a cut at Shiváji, but the concealed armour was proof against the blow; the whole was the work of a moment, and Shiváji was wresting the weapon from the hand of his victim before their attendants could run towards them. Syed Bandu the Khán’s follower refused his life on condition of surrender, and against two such swordsmen as Shiváji and his companion, maintained an unequal combat for some time before he fell. The bearers had lifted the Khán into his palanquin during the scuffle, but by the time it was over, Khandu Male and some other followers of Shiváji had come up, cut off the head of the dying man, and carried it to Pratápgad. The signals agreed on were made; the Mávalis rushed from their concealment and beset the nearest part of the Bijápur troops on all sides, few of whom had time to mount their horses or stand to their arms. Netáji Páltar gave no quarter; but orders were sent to Moropant to spare all who submitted. Shiváji’s humanity to his prisoners was conspicuous on this as on most occasions. Many of those that had attempted to escape were brought in several days afterwards in a state of great wretchedness. Their reception and treatment induced many of the Marátha prisoners to enter Shiváji’s service. The most distinguished Marátha taken was Junjháráv Ghátge whose father had been the intimate friend of Sháháji, but Shiváji could not induce him to depart from his allegiance to Bijápur. At his own request he was allowed to return, and was honourably dismissed with valuable presents. The son and family of Afzul Khán were taken by Khanduji Kákde one of Shiváji’s officers, but on being offered a large bribe he agreed to guide them to a place of safety, and led them by unfrequented paths across the mountains and along the banks of the Koyna, until he safely lodged them in Karhád. When this treachery came to Shiváji’s knowledge Kákde was condemned to death and at once executed.²

This success greatly raised the reputation of Shiváji. The immediate fruits were four thousand horse, several elephants, a number of camels, a considerable treasure, and the whole train of

² Grant Duff’s \textit{Maráthás}, 76-78. Abdulla Afzul Khán who was a man of great personal prowess secured Shiváji with one of his hands and endeavoured to stab him. Shiváji was indebted for his life to the precaution he had used of wearing armour. Disengaging himself from his grasp, he plunged \textit{vághnakhs} into his stomach and cut him down with his sword. His secretary Gopináthpant endeavoured to avenge the act when Shiváji bade him fly as he should always hold sacred the life of a Bráhman. The troops now rushed out and not a man, except the fortunate Bráhman escaped to relate the horrid murder. Scott Waring’s \textit{Maráthás}, 67-69. Scott Waring in a note adds: This account rests entirely upon the authority of the \textit{Marátha manuscripts}, and I think them entitled to credit. Had not Abdulla Khán intended the like treachery I should doubt his consenting to an interview with such a man as Shiváji and upon such harsh conditions. For what more could he expect to effect at an interview than could have been effected by his secretary? This intention of Abdulla does not extenuate Shiváji’s conduct, for Shiváji had made up his mind from the first to murder the Musalmán general. Ditto, 200.
equipment which had been sent against him. Such of his troops as were wounded, Shivaji on this occasion distinguished by presents of bracelets, necklaces, chains of gold and silver, and clothes. These were presented with much ceremony, and served to stimulate future exertion among his soldiers as well as to give greater fame to his exploit. The sword of Azul Khan and Shivaji’s favourite sword Bhavani passed to the Moghals on the capture of Sambhaji in 1690. They were restored by Aurangzeb to Shahbudd in 1707 and till 1827 remained a valued trophy in the armory of Shivaji’s descendants. Gopinathpant received the promised grant in reward for his treachery, and was afterwards promoted to considerable rank in the service.¹

In 1659, Shivaji surprised the fort of Vasantgadh about seven miles north-west of Karhadd, levied contributions along the Krishna, and left a thana or garrison with a revenue collector in the gadhi or mud fort of Battis Shirala. In January 1661, Ali Adil Shah II. disappointed in his hopes of crushing Shivaji, took the field in person and marched to Karhadd. All the district authorities, some of whom had submitted to Shivaji, attended the royal camp to tender their allegiance. Ali Adil Shah recovered Pannahala and Rangna in Kolhapur which had fallen to Shivaji in the previous year.²

In 1661, as Shivaji was unable to visit the famous temple of Bhavani at Tuljapur during the rains, he with great solemnity dedicated a temple to her in the fort of Pratagad. His religious observances from this time became exceedingly rigid; he chose the celebrated Ramdas Swami as his mahapurush or spiritual guide, and aspired to a high character for sanctity.³ In 1662 when Shivaji thought of making Raygad in Kolaba his capital he held the Konkan Ghatmapatha that is the hilly West Deccan from the Bhima to the Varana.⁴ In 1665, in accordance with the terms of the treaty of Purandhar by which Shivaji ceded to the Moghals the forts which he had taken from them and twenty others taken or built by him in the territory of the late Nizam Shahi government and obtained the right of levying the cauth and sardeshmukhi over the Bijapur dominions and to co-operate with the Moghals to subdue Bijapur, Shivaji with a body of 2000 horse and 8000 infantry joined Jaysing and the combined army marched about November. Their first operations were against Bajaj Naka Nimbalkar a relation of Shivaji and a jagirdar of Bijapur. Phaltan was reduced and the fort of Tatwad scaled by Shivaji’s Mavalis. All the fortified places in their route were taken. Ali Adil Shah had prepared his troops, but endeavoured to prevent the invasion by promises of settling the demands of the Moghals. But Jaysing continued his advance and met with little opposition until near Mangalvedha in Sholapur.⁵ In 1668 Shivaji obtained a yearly payment of money from the Bijapur government in lieu of a levy of the cauth and sardeshmukhi over the Bijapur dominions

¹ Grant Duff’s Marathas, 79. ² Grant Duff’s Marathas, 82. ³ Grant Duff’s Marathas, 83. ⁴ Grant Duff’s Marathas, 85. ⁵ Grant Duff’s Marathas, 94-95.
and in spite of the narrowing of his territory by the Purandhar treaty he still retained the western Sátára hills.

The years 1668 and 1669 were of greatest leisure in Shivaji's life. Some of his contemporaries, speculating on the future, supposed from his apparent inactivity that he would sink into insignificance, but he employed this interval in revising and completing the internal management of his government, which with his various institutions are the key to the forms of government afterwards adopted by every Marátha state. Shivájí's regulations were gradually formed and enlarged, but after a certain period underwent no change by the extension of his territory until he assumed the ensigns of royalty. Even then the alterations were rather in matters of form than in rules. The plans of Marátha encroachment which were afterwards pursued so successfully by his nation may be traced from a very early period and nothing is more remarkable in regard to Shivájí than the foresight with which some of his schemes were laid and the fitness of his arrangements for the genius of his countrymen.

The foundation of his power was his infantry; his occupation of the forts gave him a hold on the country and a place of deposit for his plunder. His cavalry had not yet spread the terror of the Marátha name; but the rules of formation and discipline for his troops, the interior economy of his infantry and cavalry, the regulations for his forts, his revenue and judicial arrangements, and the chief offices through which his government was administered were fully developed. Shivájí's infantry was raised in the West Deccan and Konkan; the men of the West Deccan tract were called Mávalis or westerners, those of the Konkan Hetkaris or southerners. These men brought their own arms and required nothing but ammunition. Their dress, though not uniform, was generally a pair of short drawers coming half-way down the thigh, a strong narrow band of considerable length tightly girt about the loins, a turban, and sometimes a cotton frock. Most of them wore a cloth round the waist, which likewise answered the purposes of a shawl. Their common arms consisted of a sword shield and matchlock. Some of the Hetkaris, especially the infantry of Sávantvádi, used a species of firelock, the invention of the lock for the flint having been early received from the Portuguese. Every tenth man, instead of firearms, carried a bow and arrows which were useful in night attacks and surprises when firearms were kept in reserve or forbidden. The Hetkaris excelled as marksmen but they could seldom be brought to the desperate sword-in-hand attacks for which the Mávalis were famous. Both of them had unusual skill in climbing, and could mount a precipice or scale a rock with ease, where men of other countries must have run great risk of being dashed to pieces. Every ten men had an officer called a náik and every fifty a haveláir. The officer over a hundred was termed jumldáir and the commander of a thousand was styled ek-hazári. There were also officers of five thousand, between whom and the sar nobat or chief commander there was no intermediate step. The cavalry were of two kinds bárgirs literally bridlemen or riders who were supplied with horses and shiledáirs who were self-horsed;
Shiváji’s bárgirs were generally mounted on horses, the property of the state. A body of this description was termed págháh or household troops, and Shiváji always placed more dependence on them than on the shiledárs or any horse furnished on contract by individuals: with both he had a proportion of his págháh mixed, to overawe the disordered and to perfect his system of intelligence which abroad and at home penetrated into a knowledge of the most private circumstances, prevented embezzlement, and frustrated treachery. The Maráthá horsemen were commonly dressed in a pair of tight breeches covering the knee, a turban which many of them fastened by passing a fold of it under the chin, a frock of quilted cotton, and a cloth round the waist, with which they generally girded on their swords in preference to securing them with their belts. The horseman was armed with a sword and shield; a proportion in each body carried matchlocks, but the great national weapon was the spear, in the use of which and the management of their horses they showed both grace and skill. The spearmen had generally a sword and sometimes a shield; but the shield was unwieldy, and was carried only in case the spear should be broken. Over every twenty-five horsemen Shiváji had a havildár. To one hundred and twenty-five there was a jumládár, and to every five jumlás or six hundred and twenty-five was a subhedádár. Every subha had an accountant and auditor of accounts appointed by Shiváji, who were liable to be changed and were invariably Bráhmans or Prabhus. To the command of every ten subhás or six thousand two hundred and fifty horse, which were rated at only five thousand, there was a commander styled panch-hazárí with whom were also stationed a musammdár or Bráhman auditor of accounts and a Prabhu register and accountant who was called amin. These were government agents. Besides these every officer, from the jumládár upwards, had one or more kárkuns or writers paid by himself as well as others in the pay of government. Except the sarnobat or chief no officer was superior to the commander of five thousand. There was one sarnobat for the cavalry and one for the infantry. Every jumla, subha, and panch-hazárí had an establishment of news-writers and spies besides secret intelligencers. Shiváji’s head spy was a Marátha named Bahirji Náik, to whom, some of the Bráhmans readily admit, he owed many of the discoveries imputed to the goddess Bhavání. The Maráthás are peculiarly roused from indolence and apathy when charged with responsibility. Shiváji at the beginning of his career personally inspected every man who offered himself, and obtained security from some persons already in his service for the fidelity and good conduct of those with whom he was not acquainted. This system of security must soon have made almost every man answerable for some of his comrades; and although it could have been in most instances but a form, owing to the ease with which the responsibility could be evaded, the demand of security was always a part of Shiváji’s instructions to his officers. The Mávalis sometimes enlisted, merely on condition of getting a subsistence in grain; but the regular pay of the infantry was 6s. to £1 4s. (1-3
pagodás) a month; that of the bârgirs or riders was 12s. to £2 (2 - 5 pagodás); and that of the shiledôrs or self-horsed cavaliers £1 10s. to £4 10s. (6 - 12 pagodás) a month. All plunder as well as prizes was the property of government. It was brought at stated times to Shiváji’s darbâr or place of public audience and individuals formally displayed and delivered their captures. They always received some small proportionate compensation; they were praised, distinguished, and promoted according to their success; and to plunder the enemy is to this day (1827) used by the Maráthás to express a victory, of which in their estimation it is the only real proof. The horse, especially at an advanced period of Shivâji’s history, were subsisted during the fair season in the enemy’s country; during the rains they were generally allowed to rest, and were cantoned in different places near kurâns or pasture lands, under the protection of some fort, where the grass of the preceding season was stacked and grain prepared by the time they returned. For this purpose persons were appointed to whom rent-free lands were hereditarily assigned. This system was preserved when many of Shivâji’s institutions were neglected, and it proved a great aid to the success of his countrymen.

Shivâji kept the Hindu festival of the Dasara with great pomp. It falls in October at the end of the south-west rains, and was particularly convenient for a general muster and review of his troops previous to their taking the field. At this time each horse was examined and an inventory and valuation of each soldier’s effects were taken to be compared with what he brought back or eventually to be made good. If a horseman’s effects were unavoidably lost, his horse killed, maimed, or destroyed in government service they were on due proof replaced. On the other hand all plunder or articles discovered, of which no satisfactory account could be given, were carried to the credit of government, either by confiscating the article or deducting the amount from the soldier’s arrears. It was at the option of the captors to keep almost any articles if fairly brought forward, valued, and paid for. The accounts were closed every year, and balances due by government were paid either in ready money or by bills on the collectors of revenue in favour of the officers, but never by separate orders on villages. The only exceptions to plunder made by Shivâji were in favour of cows, cultivators, and women; these were never to be molested nor were any but rich Muhhammadans or Hindus in their service who could pay a ransom to be made prisoners. No soldier in the service of Shivâji was permitted to carry any female followers with him to the field on pain of death. His system of intelligence was the greatest check on every abuse, and his punishments were rigorous. Officers and men who had distinguished themselves, who were wounded, or who had suffered in any way, were always gratified by promotion, honour, or compensation. Shivâji did not approve of the jâgîr or estate system; he confirmed many, but, with the exception of the establishment for his forts, he seldom bestowed new military estates and gave away very few as personal

1 A pagoda was equal to from Rs. 3 to Rs. 4.
assignments. Inám lands were granted by him as well in reward of merit as in conformity with the tenets of his faith; a gift of land, especially to Bráhmans, being of all charities the most acceptable to the divinity. Shiváji’s discipline, which required prompt obedience to superiors in every situation, was particularly strict in his forts. The chief person or kiledár in the command of a fortress was termed havildár and under him there was one or more sarnobats. In large forts there was a sarnobat to each face. Every fort had a head clerk and a com missary of grain and stores; the head clerk a Bráhman was termed sábris; the com missary was commonly of the Prabhu caste and was called kárkhánis. The orders regarding ingress and egress, rounds, watches, and patrols, care of water, grain, stores, and ammunition were most minute, and the head of each department was furnished with distinct rules for his guidance from which no deviation was allowed.

A rigid economy characterised all Shiváji’s instructions regarding expenditure. The garrison was sometimes partly composed of the common infantry. Independent of them each fort had a separate and complete establishment. It consisted of Bráhmans, Maráthis, Rámoshis, Mhárs, and Mágos; the whole were termed gadkaris or fort-men. They were maintained by permanent assignments of rent-free lands in the neighbourhood of each fort, which with the care of the fort passed from father to son. The Rámoshis and Mhárs were employed on outpost duty. They brought intelligence, watched all the paths, misled inquiries, or cut off hostile stragglers. This establishment while new and vigorous was admirably suited to Shiváji’s purpose as well as to the genius of the people. The gadkaris described the fort as the mother that fed them, and among other advantages, no plan could better provide for old or deserving soldiers.

Shiváji’s revenue arrangements were founded on those of Dádáji Kondadev, Sháháji’s Bráhman manager, to whom Shiváji’s education in Poona was entrusted (1645). The assessments were made on the actual state of the crop, the proportionate division of which is stated to have been three-fifths to the husbandmen and two-fifths to government. As soon as Shiváji got permanent possession of any territory, every species of military contribution was stopped, all farming of revenue ceased, and the collections were made by agents appointed by himself. Every two or three villages were superintended by a kárkun under the tarafidár or tálukdár who had charge of a small district, and was either a Bráhman or a Prabhu. A Maráthá havildár was stationed with each of them. Over a considerable tract there was a subhedár or mámlatdár who had charge of one or more forts in which his collections both of grain and money were secured. Shiváji never permitted the deshmukhs and despúndes to interfere in the management of the country; nor did he allow them to collect their dues until their amount had been ascertained, when an order was annually given for the amount. The pátís, khós, and kulkarnís were strictly superintended, and Shiváji’s government though popular with the common cultivators, would have been unpopular with village and district officers, of whom Shiváji was always jealous, had it not been for the resource which all had of entering his military service.
The method which the Bráhman ministers of the Marátha government afterwards adopted, of paying the military and civil servants by permanent assignments on portions of the revenue of villages, is said to have been early proposed to Shiváji. He objected to it, not only from fear of immediate oppression to the husbandmen, but from apprehending that it would in the end cause such a division of power as must weaken his government and encourage the village and district authorities to resist it as they frequently did that of Bijaípur. With the same view he destroyed all village walls and allowed no fortification in his territory which was not occupied by his troops. Religious establishments were carefully preserved, and temples for which no provision existed had some adequate assignments granted to them, but the Bráhmans in charge were obliged to account for the expenditure. Shiváji never sequestrated any allowance fixed by the Muhammadan government for the support of tombs, mosques, or saints' shrines. The revenue regulations of Shiváji were simple and in some respects judicious; but during his life it is impossible they could have been attended with such improvements and increase of population as are ascribed to them by his countrymen. His districts were frequently exposed to great ravages, and he never had sufficient leisure to complete his arrangements by that persevering superintendence which alone can perfect such institutions. The Muhammadan writers, and Fryer a contemporary English traveller describe his country as in the worst possible state, and the former only mention him as a depredator and destroyer. Still those districts taken by him from Bijaípur which had been under the management of farmers or direct agents of government probably experienced great benefit by the change. The judicial system of Shiváji in civil cases was that of pancháyat or council which had invariably obtained in the country. Disputes among his soldiers were settled by their officers. He drew his criminal law from the Hindu sacred works or Shástras; but as the former rulers were Musalmáns they had naturally introduced changes which custom had sanctioned and perpetuated. This accounts for the difference that may be still found between Hindu law and Marátha usage.

To aid in the conduct of his government, Shiváji established eight principal offices: 1st the Peshwá or head manager whose office was held by Moro Pant or Moreshvar Trímal Pingle; 2nd the Muzundár or general superintendent of finance and auditor general of accounts, whose office was held by Añáji Sondev, subhedár of the province of Kalyán; 3rd the Surnís or general record-keeper, superintendent of correspondence, examiner of letters: the office was held by Annáji Datto; 4th the Vánkías or private record-keeper and superintendent of the household troops and establishment: the office was held by Dattájípant; 5th the Sarnobát or chief captain of whom there were two Pratápráv Gujar over the cavalry and Yesáji Kank over the infantry; 6th the Dabír or minister for foreign affairs, an office held by Somnáthpant; 7th the Nyáyádhis or superintendent of justice, an office managed by Níráji Rávji and Gomáji Náik; and 8th the Nyáy Shástrí or expounder of Hindu law an office held first by Shambhu Upádhyá and afterwards by Raghunáthpant.
Chapter VII.
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The officers at the head of these civil situations, except the Nyâyadhish and Nydy Shâstri, held military commands, and frequently had not leisure to superintend their duties. All therefore were aided by deputies called kârbhâris, who often had power to fix the seal or mark of their principals on public documents. When so empowered they were styled mutâlîks. Each department and every district establishment had eight subordinate officers under whom were an adequate staff of assistants. These officers were, 1st the Kârbhâri, Mutâlik, or Divân; 2nd the Muzundor or auditor and accountant; 3rd the Fadnis or Fadnavis deputy auditor and accountant; 4th the Saibnis or clerk sometimes styled daftardar; 5th the Kârkhannis or commissary; 6th the Chitnis or correspondence clerk; 7th the Jämdar or treasurer in charge of all valuables except cash; and 8th the Potnis or cashkeeper. Attached to himself, Shivaji had a treasurer, a correspondence clerk, and an accountant besides a Farisnis or Persian secretary. His clerk was a Prabhu named Bâlâji Ávji, whose acuteness and intelligence were remarked by the English at Bombay on an occasion when he was sent there on business. Bâlkrishnapant Hanvante, a near relation of Shâhâji’s head manager was Shivaji’s accountant. On Shivaji’s enthronement at Raâyagad in 1674 the names of such offices as were formerly expressed in Persian were changed to Sanskrit and some were marked by higher sounding titles. There was only one commander-in-chief for the infantry and cavalry and one Nyâyadhish or judge.¹

In May 1673 a detachment of Shivaji’s Mâvalis surprised Parli about four miles south-west of Sátâra. Its capture put the Muslimn garrisons on the alert, and Sátâra, a fort that had always been kept in good order by the Bijâpur government, which was next invested, sustained a siege of several months and did not surrender till the beginning of September. It is remarkable that this fort which had long, perhaps before the Adil Shahi dynasty, been used as a state prison, in time became the prison of Shivaji’s descendants. The forts of Chandan, Vandan, Pândugad, Nângiri, and Tâthvad all fell into Shivaji’s hands before the fair season.² In 1675 Shivaji again possessed himself of all the posts between Panhâla in Kolhapur and Tâthvad. As soon as he was occupied in the Konkan and had carried down all the infantry that could be spared, Nimbâkar and Ghâte, the desmukhs of Phaltan and Malavdi, attacked Shivaji’s garrisons, drove out the posts and recovered most of the open country for Bijâpur.³ In 1676 Shivaji for the third time took

¹ Grant Duff’s Marâthâs, 100-106. The following statement gives the names and the old and new titles of Shivaji’s ministers in 1674:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Old Title</th>
<th>New Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moropant Pingle</td>
<td>Peshwa</td>
<td>Mokya Pradhâ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Râmchandrapant Bâdevkar</td>
<td>Surnia, Vâknis.</td>
<td>Past Icchiv.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annâji Datto</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mantri.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dattaâji Pant</td>
<td></td>
<td>Senâpati.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hambârâiffin Mohire</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sundari.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jândârâj Pant Hanvante</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nyâyashâstrî.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bâjâji Pant</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nyâyadhish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Râghunâth Pant</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pâmâtri.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

² Grant Duff’s Marâthâs, 116. ³ Grant Duff’s Marâthâs, 119.
possession of the open country between Táthvad and Panhála. To prevent future inroads by neighbouring proprietors Shiváji gave orders to connect the two places by a chain of forts, which he named Vardhangad, Bhushangad, Sadáshivgad, and Machhindragad. Although of no great strength they were well chosen to support his intermediate posts and to protect the highly productive tract within the frontier which they embrace. While engaged in this arrangement Shiváji was overtaken by a severe illness which confined him at Sátára for several months. During this period he became extravagantly rigid in the observance of religious forms, but he was at the same time planning the most important expedition of his life, the invasion of the Madras Karnátak. The discussion of his legal claim to share in half his father’s Karnátak possessions and the possibility of making this a cloak for more extensive acquisitions in the south was a constant subject of consultation. While Shiváji was in the Karnátak a body of horse belonging to Ghátge and Nimbálkar laid waste Panhála in the south and retired plundering towards Karhád. A detachment from Shiváji’s army under Niláji Kátkar overtook them at Kurli, attacked and dispersed them, recovering much valuable property, which, as it belonged to his own subjects, Shiváji scrupulously restored.

In 1679, Shiváji’s son Sambháji joined the Moghals. Diler Khán the Moghal general, intent on making Sambháji the head of a party in opposition to his father, sent a detachment of his army from before Bijápur which they had invested, accompanied by Sambháji as Rája of the Maráthás, and took Bhopál in the Khánápur sub-division Shiváji’s easternmost outpost. At the time of his death in 1680, Shiváji, who during the last two years of his life had become an ally of Bijápur against the Moghals, possessed that part of Sátára of which the line of forts built from Táthvad to Panhála distinctly marked the eastern boundary. Shingmápur in the Mán sub-division in the east with the temple of Mahádev was his hereditary inám village given by one of the Ghátges to his father Sháháji. Rámásí Svámí, Shiváji’s friend and spiritual guide, whose life and conduct seem to have deserved the universal praise of his countrymen, a few days before Shiváji’s death wrote Sambháji his elder son from Parli an excellent and judicious letter, advising him for the future rather than upbraiding him for the past, and pointing out the example of his father yet carefully abstaining from personal comparison.

After Shiváji’s death, Rájárám his younger son being placed on the Marátha throne at Ráygad in Kolábá, Sambháji the elder son made his escape from Panhála, and, having made himself master of his father’s dominions, among others, put to death Soyarábái Rájárám’s mother, and imprisoned Rájárám. A conspiracy in favour of Rájárám was detected and it was discovered that it was supported by the whole of the Shirke family whose motive

---

1 Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 130.
2 Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 123.
3 Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 127.
4 Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 130.
5 Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 133.
6 Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 134.
was revenge for the death of Soyarábáí who belonged to their family. Such of the Shirkes as could be found were executed and the rest fled and several of them entered into the Moghal service. Sambháji gave himself up to idleness and pleasure and the system which Shiváji had introduced soon fell into decay. Decay first appeared in the army where Shiváji’s discipline and strict orders were neglected. When the horse took the field, stragglers were allowed to join, plunder was secreted, women followers who had been forbidden on pain of death were not only allowed but women were brought off from the enemy’s country as an established article of plunder and either kept as concubines or sold as slaves. The booty brought back by the commanders of the horse was too small for the pay of the troops. They took the field in arrears and leave to keep part of the plunder was a natural compensation for the regular pay allowed by Shiváji. Sambháji was prodigal in his expenses and his minister and favourite, Kalusháa a North Indian Bráhman, raised the land-rent by the addition of various cesses. When he came to collect the revenue he found the receipts much less than they had been in the time of Shiváji as the assessments were nominally greater. The managers of districts were in consequence removed for what seemed to him evident peculation. The revenue was farmed, many of the husbandmen fled from their villages, and the approach of a vast army of Moghals under Aurangzeb helped to complete the prospect of ruin to Shiváji’s territory.¹

In 1685 during this campaign Sultán Muazzam lay at Valva, and in the emperor’s name took possession of such parts of the country as he could overrun. Deeds still remain in which Muazzam confirmed in his own name grants of lands originally given by Bijápur generals. In October a pestilence broke out in his camp, swept off many of his men, and greatly diminished his force. Still on receiving the emperor’s orders to reduce the south-west districts above the Sahyádris, formerly taken by Shiváji from Bijápur, he advanced without hesitation for that purpose.²

In October 1686 Bijápur fell to Aurangzeb, the Bijápur government came to an end, and its territories passed to the Moghals.³ In the same year Shirze Khán of Bijápur, who was sent to invade Sambháji’s districts, marched towards Sátará.⁴ The Marátha Mansabdárs or men of title who had been in the service of Bijápur, sent
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¹ Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 142.
² Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 147.
³ Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 151. In taking possession of a district the Moghals appointed two officers the fauzdár a military and the kháleesa dívon a civil officer. The fauzdár, who was in command of a body of troops was charged with the care of the police and the protection of his division. He held, or, according to circumstances assumed, a greater or less degree of power. The regular amount allowed him for the maintenance of the district establishment was about 25 per cent of the government collections. The duties of the dívon were entirely civil and he was entrusted with the collection of the revenue whether for the exchequer or on account of a jágírdár. The Moghal commander who received land grants or jágírs from the newly acquired territories seldom had lands permanently made over to them similar to the tenure by which the Marátha mansabdárs held their possessions. The usual practice was to grant assignments for a term of years on specified districts for the support of their troops. Thus the fauzdárs were more on the footing of feudatories than the jágírdárs. The fauzdárs in conjunction with the dívonas farmed out the districts to the deshmukhs or desdis and the dívonas realized the amount from them. Ditto, 154.
⁴ Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 151.
professions of duty to the emperor, but showed no readiness to join his standard. Shirje Khán passed as far west as Wáí where he was attacked and defeated by Sambhájí's chief captain Hambirráv, a victory dearly bought by the death of Hambirráv who fell mortally wounded. The advantage which the Maráthás had gained was not neglected; several detachments pushed forward and occupied a great part of the open country towards Bijápur.¹

Sambhájí became careless of all general business and spent his time between Panhála and Vishálgad in Kolhápur at a favourite house and garden in Sangameshvar in Ratnágiri. The whole power was in the hands of his favourite Kalusha whose time seems to have been more occupied in managing his master's humours than in attending to the business of the state. The discipline of the Marátha army became looser. Though ruinous to Sambhájí's resources as head of an organized state, this increased looseness had a wonderful effect in spreading predatory power. Every lawless man and every disbanded soldier, Muhammadan or Marátha, who could command a horse and a spear, joined the Marátha parties, and such adventurers were often enriched by the plunder of a day. Independent of other causes, a warlike spirit was thus excited among a people fond of money and disposed to predatory habits. The multitude of horsemen nurtured by former wars was already too heavy for the resources of the Marátha state. The proportion of the best troops which was kept in the Imperial service would probably have soon enabled Aurangzeb to suppress the disorder commonly attendant on Indian conquest had not the love of war and pillage been kindled among the Maráthás. A pride in the conquests of Shivájí, their confidence in the strength of the forts, the skill and bravery of many of the Marátha leaders, the ability and influence of many of the Bráhmans, and the anger raised among Hindus by the odious poll-tax, excited a ferment which required not only vast means but an entire change of measures to allay.

Aurangzeb had great military and financial strength; he had considerable local knowledge, and in the first instance the same power of confirming or withholding hereditary right as his predecessors in conquest. Titles, mansabs, and jágirs were bestowed, and still more frequently promised with a liberality greater than that of any former conqueror. Still presumption, jealousy, and bigotry deprived him of many of those advantages. He was not fully aware of the strength of predatory power, and instead of crushing it by the aid of the established governments, he pulled down the two leading states of Golkonda and Bijápur and raised nothing in their place. He involved himself with enemies on every side; he discharged the soldiery, whom, in addition to his own troops, he could not maintain, and thus sent armies into the field against himself. He supposed that he was not only acquainted with the details of the arrangements necessary in a newly conquered territory, but capable of superintending them. He placed little confidence in his agents, while at the same time he employed Muhammadans in

¹ Grant Duff's Maráthás, 154.
situations for which policy and humanity alike advised the choice of Hindus. The confusion and disorder which followed could not be quieted by the emperor's fancied wisdom or by the flattery and praises of his court and countrymen. Maráthás, especially Maráthi-speaking Bráhmans, are less dazzled by show than Muhammedans, and soon found the weak points in their magnificent emperor. The powerful Sátára chiefs Daphle, Ghatge, Mâne, and Nimbálkar, during the siege of Bijâpur hovered round the imperial camp until the fall of the capital. They then withdrew to their estates, sending their agents with humble professions of duty, and in some cases attending themselves. Still from this time they became unsettled and joined plundering parties of their countrymen or submitted to the Moghals as circumstances invited or forced them. Few of the plunderers were independent of Sambháji’s parties or of some of the local chiefs because the Moghal fauzdär’s troops were always too strong for common banditti. While their envoys were in the imperial camp professing obedience to Aurangzeb, the chiefs often sent parties to plunder the Moghal districts. In case of discovery their Brahman agent, who, by bribery had secured the patronage of some great man at the Moghal court was ready to answer for or to excuse the irregular conduct of his master’s followers. The Moghal fauzdär were told to please the Marátha chiefs on condition that they agreed to serve the Moghals. The chiefs were negotiating with the fauzdär; their agents were intriguing at court; their own villages were secure; and their followers, hid under the vague name of Maráthás, were ravaging the country. The Moghal officers who had land assignments in the Deccan soon found that they could raise little revenue. Their corruption was increased by poverty, and the offenders who in the first instance had plundered their districts by purchasing the connivance of the fauzdär, bribed the jâgirdár at court with a part of the pillage. The hereditary rights and the family feuds which had before usefully served as an instrument of government, in the general confusion of the period became a cause of increasing disorder. The intricate nature of some of the hereditary claims in dispute and the ingenuity of Bráhmans who were always the managers made every case so plausible that the officers of government found little difficulty in excusing or at least in palliating many acts of gross injustice to which they scandalously lent themselves. The rightful owners had often reason for complaint; they absented themselves with their troops, joined the plunderers, and when induced or compelled to come in they boldly justified their behaviour by the injustice they had suffered.

When an hereditary office was forfeited or became vacant in any way the Moghal government selected a candidate on whom it was conferred; but the established premium of the exchequer was upwards of six and a half year’s purchase or precisely 651 per cent on one year’s emoluments, one-fourth of which was made payable at the time of delivering the deeds and the remainder by instalments. Besides this tax the clerks exacted an infinite number of fees or perquisites all of which lent encouragement to confiscations and new appointments. The emperor, weighed down by years, was
soon overwhelmed with pressing cares; his ministers and their underlings were alike negligent and corrupt; even after deeds and papers were prepared years passed before the orders they contained were carried out.1 Aurangzeb spent about three years at Bijápur (1686-1689). During this time his arms were everywhere successful. In Sambháji’s Deccan districts nothing but the strong forts remained unsubdued (1689). The Moghal troops had possessed themselves of Táthvad and the range of forts built by Shivájí between that place and Panhála, and Aurangzeb was now preparing to enter on a regular plan for reducing the whole of the forts, as, in his opinion, this was all that remained to complete the conquest he had so long meditated. His plans were thwarted by the terrible outbreak of plague which forced him to leave Bijápur and pass north to Brahmnapuri in Sholápur.2

In 1689 Sambháji was surprised at Sangameshvar in Ratnagiri. He was carried in triumph to Aurangzeb’s camp at Akluj in Sholápur, and as he refused to become a Musalmán and insulted the Prophet Muhammad and Aurangzeb, he was executed at Tulápur in Poona on the Indráyani. So unpopular had Sambháji become that no attempt was made to rescue him or to avenge his death. At Ráyagad, on the news of Sambháji’s death, his younger brother Rájárám was declared regent during the minority of Sambháji’s son Shivájí afterwards known as Sháhu. In 1690 Ráyagad the Marátha capital fell to the Moghals and young Shivájí and his mother Yesubái were made prisoners and taken to the Moghal camp. Shivájí’s sword Bhavání and the sword of Afzul Khán were taken by the Moghals. Yesubái and her son found a friend in Begam Sáheb the daughter of Aurangzeb, and the emperor himself became partial to the boy whom he named Sháhu. Rájárám moved from place to place and afterwards made Ginji about eighty miles south-west of Madras his head-quarters. In a fresh arrangement of state offices made at this time Santájí Ghorpade the oldest representative of the Káphí family was made senápati or chief captain and dignified with the title of Hindu Ráv Mamlatkat Madár. He was also entrusted with a new standard called the jaripatka or Golden Streamer, and in imitation of the imperial officers of the highest rank he was authorized to beat the nobat or large drum and assume various other signs of rank. Rájárám at this time created a new office called Pratimidhi or the king’s likeness and conferred it on Pralhád Nirájí who at this time was the soul of the Marátha cause.

While Rájárám was at Ginji, Rámchandrapant Bávdekar one of the principal men of the time was left with the title of Hukmat Panha in charge of all the forts and possessing all the powers of government, and under him was placed Parashurám Trimbak who from the humble situation of hereditary kulkarni of Kinhai had brought himself into notice and had given proofs of intelligence and spirit. These officers used great exertions in restoring forts and giving spirit and zeal to the garrisons. Rámchandrapant moved from place to place, but fixed his principal residence at Sátára, where, by the aid of
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his head writer Shankráji Náráyan Gaudekar, he not only attended to every military disposition, but regulated the revenue and established order. He had raised troops of his own and cut off several straggling parties of Moghals before Santájí and Dhanájí returned from Ginji. When they joined him Rámechandrapant proposed a plan for surprising the fausdár at Wái to which Santájí greatly pleased immediately agreed, took the fausdár with all his troops prisoners, and in their stead established a Marátha post. The presence of Santájí and Dhanájí inspired Rámechandrapant’s men and he stirred his captains to follow their example. He sent them to make their established collections the chauth and sardeshmukhi, as they were termed, from the Moghal territory, and under the encouragement of success his officers added a third contribution for themselves under the head of ghásdána or forage money. In this manner a new army was raised whose leaders were Povár, Thorát, and Áthavle. Rájárám gave them honorary presents and rewards; the title of Vishvásráv was conferred on Povár, of Dinkárrav on Thorát, and of Shamsher Bahádur on Áthavle. Rámechandrapant was particularly partial to the Dhangars or shepherds a great number of whom served among his troops; and many of the ancestors of those who afterwards became great chiefs in the empire began their career under Rámechandrapant. Shankráji Náráyan, known as an able officer, received charge of Wái.1 Ginji in which Rájárám was besieged fell to the Moghals in January 1698. But a few days before the fall Rájárám was allowed to escape and came in safety to Vishálgad in Kolhápur.2 In 1699 Rájárám remained for a short time at Sátárá which at the recommendation of Rámechandrapant he made the seat of government and then passed north with his army plundering.3 On hearing of Rájárám’s return Aurangzeb marched west from Brahmapuri in Sholápur and encamped under the fort of Vasantgad about seven miles north-west of Karhád. Batteries were prepared and in three days the garrison surrendered. The emperor named the fort Kalid-i-fateh or the Key of Victory and was much pleased with his success. Aurangzeb marched for Sátárá, a movement wholly unexpected by the Maráthás, who, filled with the idea that Panhála in Kolhápur was about to be besieged, had directed all their preparations towards its defence. The provisions in Sátárá fort were not enough to stand more than a two months’ siege. This neglect roused the suspicion that Rámechandrapant had purposely left it unprovided. Of this suspicion Aurangzeb took advantage, and when during the siege, in consequence of Rájárám’s illness, Rámechandrapant was called to Sinhgad in Poona, Aurangzeb wrote a letter which fell into the hands of Parashurám Trimbak and widened the breach which had for some time existed between him and Rámechandrapant: On arriving before Sátárá Aurangzeb pitched his tents to the north of the fort on the site of the present village of Karinja. A’zam Sháh was stationed at a village on the west side which has since borne the name of Sháhápur. Shirzé Khán invested the south side and Tarbiyat Khán occupied the eastern quarter; and chains of posts between
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the different camps effectually secured the blockade. The fort which occupies the summit of a very steep hill of moderate height, and whose defences consist of a sheer scarp of over forty feet topped by a stone wall, was defended by Pryágji Prabhu Havildár, who had been reared in the service of Shiváji. He vigorously opposed the Moghals, and disputed every foot of ground as they pushed forward their advanced posts. As soon as they began to gain any part of the hill he withdrew his troops into the fort and rolled huge stones from the rock above, which did great execution, and, until they threw up cover, were as destructive as artillery. In spite of Pryágji's efforts the blockade was completed. All communication with the country round was cut off; and as the small stock of grain was soon exhausted, the besieged must have been forced to surrender had not Parasurám Trimbak, who had thrown himself into the fort of Parli, bought the connivance of A'zam Sháh and brought provisions to the besieged. The divisions on the west and south faces raised batteries, but the grand attack was directed against the north-east angle, one of the strongest points with a total height of sixty-seven feet of which forty-two were rock and twenty-five were masonry.

Tarbiyat Khán undertook to mine this angle, and at the end of four months and a half (1700) completed two mines. So confident of success were the Moghals, that the storming party was ready formed, but concealed as much as possible under the brow of the hill from the view of the garrison. Aurangzeb was invited to view the spectacle, and to draw the garrison towards the bastion the emperor moved off from that side in grand procession, so that when the match was ready, hundreds of the Maráthás, drawn by his splendid retinue crowded to the rampart. Among them was Pryágji the commandant. The first mine was fired. It burst several fissures in the rock, and caused so violent a shock that a great part of the masonry was thrown inwards and crushed many of the garrison in its ruins. The storming party in their eagerness advanced nearer; the match was applied to the train of the second and larger mine, but it was wrongly laid and burst out with a dreadful explosion, destroying, it is said, upwards of 2000 Moghals on the spot. Pryágji the Marátha commandant was buried in the ruins caused by the first explosion close to a temple dedicated to the goddess Bhavání, but was afterwards dug out alive. His escape was considered a lucky omen, and under other circumstances might have done much to inspirit the garrison to prolong the defence. But as A'zam Sháh could no longer be persuaded to allow grain to pass into the fort, proposals of surrender were made through him, and the honour of the capture which he so ill-deserved was not only assigned to him, but the place received his name and was called by the emperor Ázam Tára. Sátára surrendered about the middle of April 1700. Immediately on the fall of Sátára, Parli was invested. The siege lasted till the beginning of June, when, after a good defence, the garrison left the fort. The fort was called by the emperor Nauras Tára. As the south-west monsoon burst with great violence, the Moghal army, which was unprepared, suffered much distress and hardship before the camp could be
moved from the hills. After much loss both of baggage and of life, the army reached Khaváspur on the banks of the Mán in Sholápúr, where the rains are comparatively light.¹

A raid of Rájáram's against Jálna about fifty miles east of Aurangabad was met so vigorously by Zulfikár Khán, the only Moghal general of whom the Maráthás then stood in fear, that Rájáram was forced to fly. So hot was the pursuit that though he managed to escape he died of exhaustion at Sinhgad in Poona in the middle of March 1700, a month before the fall of Sátára.² The news of Rájáram's death was received in the emperor's camp at Sátára with great rejoicing. Tárábáí, Rájáram's elder widow, who, with the aid of Rámchandrásant Amátya had immediately assumed the government for her son Shiváji a boy of ten, raised Parashurám Trimbak to the rank of Pratinidhi, and placed him in general charge of all the forts. Tárábáí had no fixed residence.³ The Mánkaris began to profess obedience to the descendant of Shiváji and sometimes joined his standard, but they always plundered on their own account when opportunity offered.⁴

Aurangzéb, whose reign was prolonged beyond all expectation, persevered to the last in his fruitless endeavours to stifle Maráthás independence. In 1701 besides several other forts in Poona and Kolhápur, Chandan Vandan and Pándugad surrendered to his officers.⁵ But these apparently vigorous efforts were unsubstantial; there was motion and bustle without zeal or efficiency. The empire was unwieldy, its system relaxed, and its officers corrupt beyond all example. It was inwardly decayed, and ready to fall to pieces as much by its inherent weakness as by the corroding power of the Maráthás whom the Muhammadan wars had trained to arms. Though the weakness of the government tempted them to plunder, the Maráthás had not yet the feeling of conquerors. There was a common sympathy but no common effort; their military spirit was excited by plunder, not by patriotism. Many enjoyed greater advantages under the weak Moghals than they were likely to enjoy under a strong Maráthás government, and these were eager that war should not cease. Many Moghal officers in charge of districts were in the pay of both parties, and they also had no wish that the confusion should end. Parties of Maráthás in the service of the Moghals met, rioted, and feasted with their countrymen, and at parting or when passing within hearing of each other used to mock the Muhammadans by uttering an alhamduliláh Praise be to Allah, and praying for long life to the glorious Alamgir whose mode of warfare made their life so easy.

Some of the Moghal officers were anxious to negotiate a peace and Kám Bakhsha the favourite son of the emperor, whose early plans were directed to the establishment of an independent kingdom at Bijápúr, contrived to obtain the emperor's consent to open a
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negotiation with Dhanáji Jádhav. Overtures were begun by proposals for releasing Sháhu the son of Sambháji. The negotiations proceeded and for a few days Aurangzeb had been brought to agree to pay ten per cent of the whole revenue of the six subhás of the Deccan as sardeshmukhi for which the Maráthás were to engage to maintain order with a body of horse. On the news of this concession the Maráthás, who, notwithstanding their predatory character were at all times exceedingly eager to have any right formally recognized, flocked to Dhanáji’s camp. With their increasing numbers their expectations and their insolence rose. Their tone changed from prayer to demand, they crowded near the camp, and when they required honorary dresses for seventy officers, Aurangzeb suspected treachery, broke off the negotiation, and recalled his ambassador. Soon after he left the Marátha camp the Moghal ambassador was attacked, and as this confirmed the emperor’s suspicion of treachery he withdrew to the east.¹

In 1705 Tárábáí went to live at Panhála in Kolhápur and admitted Rámeshandarpant to a very large share of power. In the following year Vasantgad and Sátára were taken by the Pratinidhi Parshurám Trimbak. Sátára was surprised by the artifice of a Bráhman named Annájipant. This man had escaped from prison at Ginji and assumed the character of a mendicant devotee. He fell in with a party of Moghal infantry marching to relieve the Sátára garrison, amused them with stories and songs, obtained alms from them, and so ingratiated himself with all that they brought him with them, admitted him into the fort and in reward for his wit allowed him to live there. Annájipant, who had been a writer attached to a body of Mávali infantry, saw that with the aid of a few of his old friends the place might be surprised. He watched his chance, told Parashurám Trimbak of his design, and having introduced a body of Mávalis into the fort the enterprising and remorseless Bráhman put every man of the garrison to the sword.²

Aurangzeb died in 1707. By the advice of Zulfikár Khán Aurangzeb’s second son, prince Azam Sháh, determined to release Sháhu and promised that if he succeeded in establishing his authority and continued steadfast in his allegiance he should receive the tract conquered from Bijaípur by his grandfather Shiváji.³ On Sháhu’s approach Tárábáí, unwilling to lose the power she had so long held, pretended to believe him an impostor and determined to oppose him, and chose Shankrái Náráyan to defend the western hill country. But Dhanáji Jádhav was detached from her cause and the Pratinidhi finding he was not supported fled to Sátára. Sháhu, joined by Dhanáji Jádhav, advanced and took Chandan Vandan. He seized the families of all who were acting against him and sent an order to Parashurám Trimbak to surrender Sátára. Parashurám did not obey, but Shaikh Miráh a Muhammadan officer who commanded
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under him confined him and gave up the fort. On gaining possession of Sátára Sháhu formally seated himself on the throne in March 1708. Gádádhar Pralhád was appointed Pratinidhi and Bahiropant Pingle was made Peshwa. Dhanájí Jádhav was confirmed in his rank of Senápati or chief captain and the right of making collections in several districts was entrusted to him. In the prevailing confusion the revenue was realized on no fixed principle, but was levied as opportunity presented itself in the manner of contribution. The principal writers employed by Dhanájí in revenue affairs were A’báji Purandhare accountant of Sásvad in Poona, and another Bráhman accountant of Shrivardhan in Janjira, a village claimed by the Sidi, from which, in consequence of some intrigue connected with the Sidi’s enemy, A’ngria, he had fled to Sásvad and had been recommended to Dhanájí by A’báji Purandhare and Parashurám Trimbak. The name of the Shrivardhan accountant, afterwards famous as the founder of the Peshwa’s power, was Báláji Vishvanáth Bhatt. During the rains of 1708, Sháhu’s army was cantoned at Chandan Vandan and he neglected no preparations to enable him to reduce his rival. Among other expedients he made an unsuccessful application to Sir Nicholas Waite the Governor of Bombay for a supply of guns, ammunition, European soldiers, and money.

At the opening of the fair season, after holding the Dasara holiday, preparations were made to renew the war against Tárábáí (1709). Panhálá and Vishál Gad, two of Tárábáí’s forts, were taken, and Sháhu, on the approach of the next rains, retired to Kohápúr where he cantoned his troops. In October 1709, on the opening of the fair season, Sháhu intended to renew the war, but about that time an agreement with the Moghals waived the question of hereditary claim and made the reduction of Tárábáí less important to Sháhu. Dáud Khán Panni, whom Zulfiqár Khán left as his deputy in the Deccan, settled with such Marátha chiefs as acknowledged Sháhu’s authority, with certain reservations, to allow them one-fourth of the revenue, at the same time reserving the right of collecting and paying it through his own agents. Dáud Khán’s intimacy with most of the Marátha chiefs, his connection with Zulfiqár Khán, and the terms of friendship between Zulfiqár and Sháhu, not only preserved Sháhu’s ascendancy, but, except in instances where independent plundering bands occasionally appeared, secured a fairly correct observance of the terms of the agreement. At the close of 1709 Sháhu returned to Sátára and married two wives, one from the Mohite and the other from the Shirke family. His other two wives who were married to him while in Aurangzeb’s camp were with his mother at Delhi, where one of them the daughter of Sindia shortly afterwards died. Dhanájí Jádhav, after a long illness, died on his way from Kohápúr on the banks of the Várna. His writer Báláji Vishvanáth had accompanied him on that service, and during his last sickness had the management of all his affairs. This brought on Báláji the keen jealousy of Dhanájí’s son Chandrasen Jádhav, and
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of several Brāhmans in his service. In 1710, the army had scarcely returned to Sátára, when Tárábáí, encouraged by the commandant of Panhála, marched from Málvan in Ratnágiri reinforced by the troops of Phonds Sávant, and made Panhála and the neighbouring town of Kolhápur her residence. Shankrájí Náráyan the Pant Sachiv maintained Tárábáí's cause and Sháhu determined to reduce him instead of renewing his attack on Panhála. About this time Sháhu thought of moving his capital to Ahmadnagar, but as this gave offence to Zulákár Khán, Sháhu at his desire gave up the idea. In 1711 an army marching towards Poona succeeded in gaining Rájgad, but as most of the Sachiv's forts were stored with provisions and garrisoned Sháhu was relieved from the risk of a defeat in reducing them by the Pant Sachiv's death, who drowned himself, it was said, from grief that the oath he had taken to Tárábáí forced him to fight against his lawful prince. ¹

In January 1712 Shivájí the son of Tárábáí who was an idiot died of small-pox. Ramchanderpant seized the opportunity to remove Tárábáí from the administration and to place Sambhájí the son of Rájasbáí the younger wife of Rájárám in her stead, and exerted himself with renewed vigour. Still so long as Dáud Khán's government continued Sháhu was secured in the ascendency. He was surrounded by most of the experienced ministers and was entirely free from the cruelty and love of excess which his enemies gave out he inherited from his father Sambhájí. The loss of Shankrájí Náráyan the Pant Sachiv was a severe blow to the opposite party, and Sháhu, with the tact and temper for which he was deservedly applauded, despatched clothes of investiture to Shankrájí's son Náro Shankar then a babe of two years. At the same time he confirmed in his situation Shankrájí's mutálík or chief agent. This measure secured to Sháhu the support of the Pant Sachiv's party, who never afterwards departed from their allegiance. Sháhu was not equally successful in binding to his interest all the members of the Pratinidhi's family. In 1713 Sháhu released Parashurám Trimbak, restored his honours by the removal of Gádá-dhar Pralhád, and confirmed him in his formal charge of Vishálgad and its dependencies. The Pratinidhi sent his eldest son Krishnájí Bháskar to assume the management of the fort and district, but he had no sooner obtained possession than he revolted, tendered his services to Sambhájí and was made Pratinidhi at Kolhápur. On this defection Parashurám Trimbak was again thrown into confinement, and Sháhu, under the belief that the revolt had been encouraged by him, intended to have put him to death but was dissuaded from his design.² In consequence of changes at the Imperial court, Dáud Khán was removed from the government of the Deccan and the agreement between the Moghals and the Maráthás

¹ Grant Duff's Maráthás, 188. He performed the jal samadh or water-death a form of death to which Hindu devotees were partial. The victim seated himself on a wooden platform supported in deep water by earthen pots with their mouths turned down. Small holes were bored in the earthen pots and the platform sank.
² Grant Duff's Maráthás, 189.
was dissolved. Chandrasen Jadhav, who on the death of his father Dhanaji Jadhav had been appointed chief captain, was sent from Satara with a considerable army and directed to levy the chauth, saradeshmuuki, and ghasedana from the Moghal districts. He was attended by his father's writer Balaji Vishvanath who was now charged with collecting and appropriating a share of the revenue for Shahu, a situation of control which, under no circumstances, was likely to be favourably viewed by Chandrasen. The old jealousy was increased tenfold, and in a dispute about a deer run down by one of Balaaji's horsemen, the suppressed hatred burst forth. Balaaji was forced to flee for his life. He fled first to Svasad in Poona but the Sachiv's agent at Svasad did not think it prudent to protect him. With a few followers, amongst whom were his sons Bajirao and Chimmaji, Balaaji attempted to cross to Pandugad a fort in the opposite valley, but Chandrasen's horsemen were already on his track searching for him everywhere. In this extremity he contrived to hide for a few days until two Marathas, Pilaji Jadhav and Dhumal, then common cavaliers in his service, by their influence with their relations, gathered a small troop of horse, and promised at the risk of their lives to carry him and his sons to the machi or village attached to the hill fort of Pandugad. Balaaji was so little of a horseman that he required a man on each side to hold him on. In spite of this disadvantage the horsemen fought their way to the fort and Balaaji was protected by Shahu's orders. Chandrasen demanded that Balaaji should be given up, and in case of refusal threatened to renounce his allegiance. Shahu, though not prepared to punish this insolent demand, refused to give up Balaaji and sent orders to Haibatraiv Nimbalkar, Sar Lashkar, then near Ahmadnagar at once to march on Satara. Meanwhile Balaaji Vishvanath was in Pandugad surrounded by the Senapati's troops. Haibatraiv, who was annoyed that he had not been made Senapati and was incensed at Chandrasen's behaviour, eagerly obeyed the order to march against him. Hearing of Haibatraiv's arrival at Phaltan Chandrasen quitted Pandugad and marched to Devur about fifteen miles to the south-east. The armies met, Chandrasen was defeated, retired to Kolhapur, and from Kolhapur went to meet Chin Kilich Khan Nizam-ul-Mulk the Moghal viceroy of the Deccan, by whom he was well received and rewarded. Chandrasen for revenge and Nizam-ul-Mulk who was disposed to favour the cause of Sambhaji and desirous of suppressing the ravages of Shahu's officers sent an army against Haibatraiv. To support him Shahu sent forward a body of troops under Balaaji Vishvanath whom he now dignified with the title of sena kurt or army agent. A battle was fought near Purandhar in Poona, in which the advantage claimed by the Marathas is contradicted by their subsequent retreat to the Salsa pass twenty miles south of Purandhar. A detachment of Marathas from the Moghal army took possession of the Poona district. At length an accommodation was made, hostilities ceased, and the Moghals returned to Aurangabad. When the war was over

1 Grant Duff's Marathas, 189-191.
the emperor Feroksher appointed Sháhu to the command of 10,000 horse. But for seventeen months the policy and vigour of Nizámul-Mulk greatly controlled the Maráthás. During the rains of 1714 the Maráthás resumed their depredations. All the deshmukhs and despándes in the Moghal districts of Maharáshta fortifed their villages on pretence of defending themselves, but they frequently joined or aided their countrymen of whatever party in escape, defence, and concealment.

As Nizám-ul-Mulk favoured the Kolhápuri party Sambháji’s influence rose and Sháhu’s fell. The Ghorpades, both of Káphí and Mudhol, joined the Kolhápuri party. Sidoji Ghórpade, the son of Bahirí and nephew of the famous Sántáji also declared for Sambháji, but, along with his ally the Nawáb of Sávanur was not too intent on his schemes of conquest and plunder to quit the Kárnátk. Krishnáráv Khátávkár, a Bráhma, raised to power by the Moghal, took post about the Mahádev hills within Sátára limits, and without joining either Sátára or Kolhápuri plundered the country on his own account. Damáji Thorát, a lawless ruffian of the Kolhápuri party who acknowledged no chief but his old patron Rámchandrapant, levied contributions in Poona. Udáji Chávhán, another of Rámchandra’s officers took the mud fort of Battis Shirála about twenty miles south of Karhád, and in a short time became so formidable that Sháhu was glad to enter into a compromise by conceding the chauth of Shirála and Karhád, which Udáji long continued to receive as a personal allowance. Several other petty wasters declared for Sambháji. Among these the most formidable was Kánboji Ángria who then held the coast from Sávantvádi to Bombay, and was spreading his power over the province of Kalyán in Thána. So great was the anarchy that, without a sudden change of fortune and greater efficiency in Sháhu’s government, his authority over the Maráthás must soon have ceased. Báláji Vishvanáth instilled some vigour into his councils and began to lead in public affairs. He set out to reduce Damáji Thorát; but, together with his friend Ábáji Purandhare, and his two sons Bájiráv and Chinnáji, he was treacherously seized by Thorát and thrown into confinement. After many indignities their ransom was settled and paid by Sháhu who now applied to the Sachív to suppress Thorát. The Sachív and his manager advanced against Thorát, but they too were defeated and thrown into confinement. At the same time two other expeditions were prepared at Sátára, one under the Peshwa Bahlíopant Pingle which went to guard the Konkan and repel Ángria and the other commanded by Báláji Vishvanáth was ordered to suppress Krishnáráv Khátávkár. Krishnáráv had become so bold that he marched to Aumdh about ten miles south of Khatáv, to meet Sháhu’s troops. He was totally defeated principally through the bravery of

1 Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 193.
2 Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 191. Khandérrá Dábháde who acknowledged Sháhu as his chief and had established himself about Nándod in Rágipipla committed several robberies at this time in Gujarát.
3 About this time Sidoji gained a great acquisition in the fort of Sondur a place of singular strength within twenty-five miles of Belári. Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 192.
Shripatrāv, the second son of Parashurām Trimbak the Pratinidhi, whose father had urged him to perform some action which might wipe away the misconduct of his elder brother and procure his father’s release. Sháhu accordingly once more restored the Pratinidhi to liberty and rank. Krishnārāv submitted, was pardoned, and received the village of Khatāv. This success was of considerable importance, but a like good fortune did not attend the Peshwa’s expedition. Bahiropanth was defeated and made prisoner by Ángria who took Lohogad and Rājmáchi in West Poona, and was reported to be marching on Sátāra. All the force that could be spared was gathered to oppose him. It was placed under Bálājī Vishvanáth whose former connection with Ángria would, it was hoped, lead to some settlement. Bálājī’s negotiations were successful, and Ángria, on condition of large cessions in the Konkan, gave up his Deccan conquests except Rājmáchi, renounced Sambhájí, released the Peshwa, and agreed to maintain the cause of Sháhu. As Bálājí performed this service entirely to Sháhu’s wishes, on his return to Sátāra he was received with great distinction, and in consequence of the failure of Bahiropanth Pingle, that minister was removed from the dignity of Mukhya Prádhán and Bálājí appointed Peshwa in his stead (1714). His friend Ábājí Purandhare was confirmed as his chief agent or mutālik and Rámàjípant Bhānu an ancestor of the celebrated Náná Fadnavis as his fadnavis.

After the desertion of Chandrasen Jadhav, Mánái Moré had received clothes of investiture as chief captain or Senápáti, but failed to perform the services which were expected of him. He was now ordered, with Haibatrav Nimbalkar, to accompany Bálājí into the Poona district to reduce Damájí Thorát. As it was feared that the Sachiv, who was still Thorát’s prisoner at Hingangaon in Poona, might be killed if the place were attacked, Yesubáí the Pant Sachiv’s mother prevailed on Bálājí to endeavour to obtain his release before hostilities began. In this Bálājí succeeded, and Yesubáí in gratitude made over to the Peshwa the Sachiv’s rights in the Poona district and gave him the fort of Purandhar as a place of refuge for his family who then lived in Sásvad. Bálājí obtained a confirmation of the grant of Purandhar from Sháhu who thus unconsciously forged the first link in the chain which fettered his own power and reduced his successors to pageants and prisoners. The force assembled was too powerful for Thorát. His fort was stormed and destroyed and himself made prisoner.

In 1715 Haibatrav quarrelled with Sháhu for not appointing him Senápáti, retired to the Godávari, and was never reconciled. The Peshwa induced the Moghal agent in the Poona district, a Marátha named Bájí Kadam, to make over the superior authority

---

1 Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 193. Ángria received ten forts and sixteen fortified places of less strength with their dependent villages and was confirmed in command of the fleet and in his title of sarkhel.

2 Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 192-193.

3 Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 193-194.
to him, on the promise that Rambhājī Nimbālkar’s *jāgir* should be respected.1

In all quarters Marātha affairs began to improve. Still after a period of such confusion, weakness, and anarchy, the rapid expansion of their power is in any view very remarkable and at first sight seems incredible. The influence of Bālājī Vishvanāth continued to increase and no affair of importance was undertaken without his advice. A conciliatory policy was agreeable to Shāhu and dictated all Bālājī’s measures. The system of Shivājī was the groundwork of their arrangements; but since the time of Sambhājī (1680-1689), the necessity of preserving the Rāja’s supremacy by profusely issuing deeds confirming to every successful Marātha leader the possession of all the territory in which he could establish himself, was ruinous both to their union and their resources as a nation. Still the nature of the tribute which Shivājī’s genius had instituted suggested a remedy for the endless divisions which every additional acquisition of territory was likely to create. The expedient adopted, which is given below, although it insured its end only for a time, is the most ingenious as well as the deepest scheme of Brāhmaṇ policy which is to be found unconnected with their religious system.

The ministry as far as practicable was composed of the old retainers, and the posts of those who adhered to the Kolhāpur party were conferred on their relations. The details of the ministry in 1715 were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pratinidhi</td>
<td>Parashurām Trimbak</td>
<td>Mantri</td>
<td>Nāro Rām Shenvi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Eight Ministers</td>
<td>Peshwa or Mukhya</td>
<td>Senāpati</td>
<td>Mānsing Morē</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pradhāna</td>
<td>Bālājī Vishvanāth</td>
<td>Sumant</td>
<td>Anandrāv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amāṭya</td>
<td>Ambārāv Bāpu Hanvante</td>
<td>Nyāyākshīsh</td>
<td>Homājī Anant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sachiv</td>
<td>Nāro Shankar</td>
<td>Panditrāv</td>
<td>Mudgal Bhatt Upādhyā</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

About this time both Parsoji Bhonsla and Haibatārāv Nimbālkar died. Parsoji’s son Kānhoji was confirmed by Shāhu in all his father’s possessions and succeeded to his title of Sena Sāheb Subha, but the rank of Sar Lashkar was conferred on Dhávalshi Somavshi together with the right and honours of the post. Haibatārāv’s son, annoyed at being set aside, quitted Shāhu’s standard and joined Nizām-ul-Mulk. Shāhu was not without ability. He was naturally generous, liberal to all religious establishments, observant of the forms enjoined by the Hindu faith, and particularly charitable to Brāhmaṇs. The hilly west Deccan and the rugged Konkan were his birthright, but as his childhood was pleasantly spent in the pomp and luxury of the Moghal camp his habits were those of a Musalmān. He occasionally showed the violence of the Marātha character, and for the time anger overcame his indolence. In general he was satisfied with the respect and homage paid to his person and the

1 Grant Duff’s Marathás, 194. The Peshwa suppressed some banditti which infested the Poona district, restored order in the villages, stopped revenue-farming, and encouraged tillage by low and gradually increasing assessments. Ditto.
obedience which his ministers invariably professed to his commands. He was pleased at being free from the drudgery of business and in giving himself up to his fondness for hawking, hunting, and fishing, he did not foresee that he was delegating a power which might supersede his own. As legitimate head of the Maráthás, the importance of that nation was increased by the manner in which he was courted by the Moghals; and the dignities and rights conferred upon him in consequence of his situation gave an influence and respect to the name of Sháhu, which under other circumstances he could never have attained. Both the sons of Shiváji, Sambháji and Rájarám, followed the example of their father from the period when he mounted the throne and always declared their independence. Sháhu acknowledged himself a vassal of the throne of Delhi, and while styling himself king of the Hindus, affected, in his transactions with the Moghals, to consider himself merely as a samindár or head deshmukh of the empire.¹

In 1715 Feroksher, the emperor of Delhi, becoming jealous of the Syed brothers to whom he owed his elevation, appointed the younger Syed Husain Ali Khán to the viceroyalty of the Deccan, in the hopes that by separating the brothers he should weaken their power and compass their destruction. In 1716, Khandéráv Dábháde, who had established a line of posts along the Surat-Burhánpur route and defeated two large Moghal armies, went to Sátára, paid his respects to Sháhu, and was raised to the rank of Senápati of the empire, Mânáji Moré being removed for inability and misconduct. The Marátha officers encouraged by their success and by the secret overtures of Feroksher now extended their encroachments, and in addition to the chauth which they had agreed to receive from Dáud Khán in lieu of all claims, they everywhere levied the sardeshmukhi. Under these circumstances the Deccan government of Syed Husain Ali Khán, distracted by Marátha depredations on one side and court intrigues on the other, had recourse to negotiations with Sháhu. Shankráji Malhár originally a writer under Shiváji and appointed Sachiv by Rájarám at Ginji, had retired during the siege of that place to Benares. Tired of a life so little in accord with his former habits, although a very old man, Shankráji took service with Husain Ali Khán when he was appointed to the Deccan. He soon gained the confidence of his master, and at an early period entered into a correspondence with his friends at Sátára. He represented to the viceroy that if the Marátha claims were recognized, they would have an interest in the prosperity of the country; that this was the only way to restore tranquillity, and a certain means of gaining powerful allies by whose aid he might rest secure from present intrigues, and eventually defy the avowed hostility of the emperor. Husain Ali approving of these views sent Shankráji Malhár to Sátára to arrange an alliance between the Moghals and the Maráthás. This mission opened a great prospect to the aspiring mind of Báláji Vishvanáth. Besides the chauth and sardeshmukhi

¹ Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 194-195.
of the six subhás of the Deccán including the Bijápur and Haidarabad Karnátaks, with the tributary states of Másur Trichinopoly and Tanjór, Sháhu demanded the whole of the territory in Maháráshtra which had belonged to Shiváji with the exception of his possessions in Khándesh, and in lieu of Khándesh territory near the old districts as far east as Pandharpur was to be substituted. The forts of Shivner in Poona and of Trimbak in Násik were also to be given up. The old districts in the Karnátak were also demanded, and a confirmation of some conquests lately made by Kánhoji Bhonsla the Sena Sáheb Subha in Gondaván and Berár. Lastly the mother and family of Sháhu were to be sent from Delhi as soon as practicable. On these conditions Sháhu promised to pay to the imperial treasury, for the old territory a yearly peshkash or tribute of £100,000 (Rs. 10 lókhs); for the sardeshmukhi or ten per cent of the whole revenue he bound himself to protect the country, to put down every form of disorder, to bring thieves to punishment or restore the stolen property, and to pay the usual fee of 651 per cent on the annual income for the hereditary right of sardeshmukhi; for the grant of chouth no fee was to be paid, but he agreed to maintain a body of 15,000 horse in the emperor’s service, to be placed at the disposal of the subhedárs fauzdárs and officers in different districts. The Karnátak and the subhás of Bijápúr and Haidarabad which were then overrun by the partizans of Sambháji Rája of Kolhápúr, Sháhu promised to clear of plunderers, and to make good every loss sustained by the people of those provinces after the final settlement of the treaty. Shankráji Malhár had already sufficiently proved his desire to forward the interests of his countrymen, and Sháhu appointed him (1717) to conclude the terms, which, according to the above proposals, were with some exception conceded by Husain Ali Khán.

The territory and forts not under the viceroy’s control were to be recovered at some season of leisure or in any manner which Sháhu might think fit. Meanwhile a body of 10,000 horse were sent to join the viceroy. Santáji and Parsoji Bhonsla relations of the Sena Sáheb Subha, Udáji Povár Vishvásrav and several other commanders were detached in charge of the Maráthá troops for this duty. At the same time agents were sent to inquire into the state of the districts and collect the extensive shares of revenue now assigned to them, while the Bráhman ministers were devising a system for realizing their intricate claims which it was by no means their object or interest to simplify.

The emperor refused (1718) to ratify the treaty. An unworthy favourite encouraged him in his intrigues for the destruction of the Syeds, he became less guarded in his measures, and as an open rupture seemed inevitable, Husain Ali Khán prepared to march for the capital and solicited aid from Sháhu. He also pretended to receive from Sháhu a son of Sultán Muhammad Akbar then residing at the Maráthá court. Such an opportunity was not neglected. Bálájí Vishvanáth and Khanderáv Dábháde proceeded to join the viceroy with a large body of troops, for which he agreed to pay them a certain sum daily from the date of their crossing the Nárbanda until their return. Husain Ali Khán further promised
that the treaty should be ratified and the family of Sháhu released and delivered to his officers. On his departure Sháhu instructed Bálájí Vishvanáth to endeavour to obtain the cession of the forts of Daulatabad and Chánda¹ and authority to levy the tribute, which had for some time been imposed by the Maráthás in Gujárát and Málwa. The plea on which these extraordinary pretensions to tribute were made was that the chief who had already levied contributions in those provinces would break in and plunder, unless Sháhu could receive such an authority as must oblige them to look to him only for what they termed their established contributions, and that under these circumstances Sháhu would be responsible for the protection and improvement of their territories. The combined army marched to Delhi where the wretched emperor Ferokhshar after some tumult was confined by the Syeds and put to death. Two princes of the line succeeded and died within seven months. Roshan Ikhtiar the grandson of Sultán Muazzam was then raised (1719) to the imperial dignity with the title of Muhammad Sháh, but the two Syeds held all the power. Bálájí Vishvanáth and his Maráthás remained at Delhi until the accession of Muhammad Sháh (1720). During the tumult which preceded the confinement of Ferokhshar, Santájí Bhonsle and 1500 of his men were killed by the populace in the streets of Delhi. The army was paid by the Syeds, according to agreement, and Sháhu's mother and family were given over to Bálájí Vishvanáth. As both the Peshwa and the Senápati were anxious to return to the Deccan they were allowed to leave, and in accordance with the treaty with Hussain Ali Khán, they received three Imperial grants for the chauth, sardeshmukhi, and svarájya.² The chauth or one-fourth of the whole revenue of the six subhás of the Deccan including the Haidarabad and Bijápur Karnátaks and the tributary states of Tanjor, Trichinopoly, and Mvaisur;³ the sardeshmukhi or ten per cent over and above the chauth;⁴ and the svarájya literally Own Rule

¹Chánda is in the Central Provinces about a hundred miles south of Nágpur.
²Grant Duff's Maráthás, 199. When Grant Duff wrote (1826) the original grants were in the possession of the Rája of Sátara. They were in the name of Muhammad Sháh, dated in the first year of his reign A. H. 1131 (A. D. 1719). The emperor Muhammad Sháh was not placed on the throne till 1720. During the months that intervened between the dethronement of Ferokhshar and his elevation, two princes had filled the throne whose names were expunged from the records.
³The deed for the chauth dated 22nd Rabí-ul-Akhir A. H. 1131 granted to Sháhu the fourth of the revenue of the six subhás of the Deccan simply on condition that he should maintain 15,000 horse to aid the military governors in keeping order. Grant Duff's Maráthás, 199 note.
⁴The sardeshmukhi grant is dated 4th Jamádí-ul-Ával or twelve days after that of the chauth. It does not specify in the body of the deed that it is granted as an hereditary right; but the customary fee on such occasions is stated on the back of the instrument as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subhás</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
<th>Subhás</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rs. a.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rs. a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aurangabad</td>
<td>1,28,70,042 11 3</td>
<td>Haidarabad</td>
<td>6,48,67,483 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berar</td>
<td>1,13,25,508 14 3</td>
<td>Khándesh</td>
<td>67,45,819 0 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bédar</td>
<td>74,91,879 12 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bijápur</td>
<td>7,88,08,140 14 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18,65,17,294 4 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sardeshmukhi was estimated at Rs. 1,80,51,730. Peshkash or established fee on
that is the districts held by Shivájí at the time of his death, which were granted to Sháhú, excepting the detached possessions in Khándesh, the fort of Trimbak with the adjoining district, and the conquests south of the Vardha and the Tungbhadra rivers, which were not ceded. In lieu of such of these claims as lay to the north of the Bhima, districts beyond the line of forts from Táthvad to Machhindragad in Sátára, as far east as Pandharpur, were wholly ceded to Sháhú, and also those districts which Aurángzeb had promised to him at the time of his marriage in that emperor’s camp. The country watered by the Yerla, Mán, and Nira, celebrated for good horses and hardy men, the home of some of the oldest families in Maháráshtra, who had not hitherto formally acknowledged the descendants of Shivájí, including the whole of the present district of Sátára, was by this cession placed under Sháhú’s authority. The Maráthás pretended that the conquests of Berár by Parsoji and Kánhoji Bhonsle, and their right to tribute in Gujarát and Málwa were confirmed at the same time; but though some very indefinite verbal promise may have been given and Bálájí Vishvanáth left an agent for the purpose as is alleged of receiving the sanads, subsequent events prove the falsity of the assertion.

When Bálájí Vishvanáth started for Delhi, he left his diván Ábájí Purandhare as his mutálik or deputy in charge of his seal of office, and the duties of Peshwa continued to be carried on at the Marátha court in Bálájí’s name. On Bálájí’s return to Sátára with the Imperial deed the scheme for collecting and distributing the revenues which all admit to have been projected by Bálájí was examined, and the system which had already been partially introduced was now openly accepted. The sardeshmukhi or ten per cent on the revenues of the subhás of the Deccan was first set aside and termed by the ministers the Rája’s vatan, a gratifying sound to the ears of a Marátha whether prince or peasant. The imposition of the sardeshmukhi reduced to a proportionate degree the actual collections from a country the resources of which were already drained to the utmost, but the nominal revenue continued the same. To have collected even one-fourth of the standard assessment would probably at this period have been impossible but the Maráthás in all situations endeavoured to secure, in lieu of their chauth, at least twenty-five per cent of the real balances. Although they seldom could collect it, they always stated the chauth as due upon the tankha or standard assessment, because, even should a day

hereditary rights conferred, 651 per cent, amounted to Rs. 11,75,16,762; the immediate payment on delivering the deed to one-fourth or Rs. 2,93,78,190-8-0; the remainder payable by instalments to Rs. 8,81,37,571-8-0. The fee so calculated was commuted to Rs. 1,17,19,390 in consequence of the depopulated state of the country. Grant Duff’s Maráthás 199-200 (footnote).

1 The following is a list of the sixteen districts included in the grant of svarádája: Poona, Supa including Baramati, Indápur, Wáï, the Mávals, Sátára, Karhád, Khatáv, Mán, Phaltan, Malakápur, Tárla, Panhála, A’jára, Junnar, and Kolápáur; the parganda north of the Tungbhadra including Kopái, Gadag, Haliyál, and all the forts which were captured by Shivájí; the Konkan including Rámnagar, Gandévi, Jawhár, Cheul, Bhíwandi, Kalyán, Rájpúr, Dábhóli, Jávli, Rájápur, Phonda, Ankola, and Kudál. Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 200.
of retribution come the Moghals could make no claim of peshkash or tribute on that head, as none was specified in the deed. In regard to the sardeshmukhi, it suited both their foreign and domestic policy to keep that claim undefined; but their system in practice, that of exacting as much as they could, was as simple as it was invariable. Of the seventy-five per cent which remained to the Moghals, one-third or twenty-five per cent was received according to established usage by the fauzdär, and the balance was collected sometimes for the Imperial exchequer, but generally on account of some jágirdar, to whom most of the Moghal conquests in the Deccan were assigned for the support of troops. This general mode of appropriating the revenue explains the seizures, resumptions, and cessions of territory under the name of jágir during the later wars in the Deccan between the Nizám and the Peshwa. It likewise explains the practice which prevailed in many villages, even up to the British conquests, of bringing fifty per cent of the net revenue to account under the head of jágir, for which the kulakarnis in less than a century could assign no reason except the custom of their forefathers. The term svarajya or Own Rule, which in the first instance was applied to that part of the territory north of the Tungabhadra possessed by Shiváji at his death, on the return of Bálaji Vishvanáth was extended to the whole of the Maráthá claims exclusive of the sardeshmukhi. Of these claims one-fourth or twenty-five per cent was appropriated to the head of the state in addition to the sardeshmukhi. This fourth was known by the name of the Rája’s báhti. The balance was termed mokása. Of the mokása two shares were left at the disposal of the Rája; the one was sáhotra or six per cent and the other núdgunda or three per cent, both calculated on the whole svarajya. The balance of the mokása was sixty-six per cent of the whole of the Maráthá claims exclusive of the sardeshmukhi. The sáhotra was bestowed by Sháhun on the Pant Sachiv as an hereditary assignment; it was collected by the Sachiv’s own agents only within the territory wholly possessed by the Maráthás; separate collectors were sent by the Rája to realize it in distant districts. The núdgunda was granted to different persons at the Rája’s pleasure. Independent of salaries from the treasury the Pradháns had many inám villages conferred on them. Bálaji Vishvanáth received several districts near Poona in personal jágir, including the fort of Lohogad. The Pratinidhi, the Peshwa, and the Pant Sachiv were charged with the collection of the báhti on the Rája’s account. Thus there were distinct agents for realizing the báhti and sardeshmukhi, for the sáhotra of the Pant Sachiv, for the núdgunda of the assignee to whom it belonged, and for the mokása to different officers for maintaining troops. The mokása was distributed among a great number of chiefs as military jágir, burdened according to the circumstances with dues to the head of the state, both of money and of troops. The districts of old Maráthá jágirdars were freed from the chauth, but they were generally liable to the payment of sardeshmukhi, besides furnishing their quota of horse. Such jágirs, in a grant of mokása for a large tract were always stated as
deductions and long before districts were conquered, formal grants and assignments of their revenue were distributed. Numberless personal jāgirs and ináms of lands and of whole villages were alienated by Sháhu; the former commonly required the performance of some service but the latter were entirely freehold. The Rája's authority was considered necessary to collect the revenues thus conceded, but the authority for which they were constantly petitioning was a mockery. The Bráhmans soon proved, at least to their own satisfaction, that the Rája's sanad was sufficient for levying tribute in districts not specified in the imperial deeds. A district once overrun was said to be under tribute from usage; other districts were plundered by virtue of letters patent.

Particular quarters of the country were assigned to the leading officers, which, as far as they can now be ascertained, were as follows. The Peshwa and Senápati, charged with the command of a great proportion of the Rája's personal troops, were ordered to direct their attention to the general protection and defence of the territory. The Peshwa had authority to levy the government dues in Khándesh and part of the Bálághat to the north-east of Sholápur; the Senápati was vested with similar authority in Bágá and a right to realize the dues established by usage from Gujarát. Kánhoji Bhonsle the Sena Sáheb Subba had charge of Berár Páyínghát and was privileged to conquer and exact tribute from Gondvan to the east. The Sar Lashkar had Gangthadi including part of Aurangabad. Fateh Sing Bhonsle was appointed to the Kámarat; while the general charge of the old territory from the Nira to the Várna, and the collections from Haidarabad and Bedar were left to the Pratínidhi and the immediate agents of the Rája. The Chitnis had particular charge of several districts in the Konkan. The Pant Sachiv enjoyed the revenue of the whole sáhotra besides his own possessions in jāgir. The agents for collecting the Rája's zamindári dues were styled nááb sardéshmukhs. Kánhoji Ángria, retaining his districts in the Konkan, levied his chauth, as he termed it, by continuing to plunder the ships of all nations that appeared on the coast. He used to pay a tribute to the Rája in guns, muskets, military stores, and ammunition. He also presented frequent nazars in articles from Europe and China; and he was sometimes charged with the very extraordinary duty of executing state criminals.

All the principal Marátha officers as a further means of preserving intercourse and union had particular claims assigned to them on portions of revenue or on whole villages in the districts of each other. The greatest Marátha commanders or their principal Bráhman agents were eager to own their native village; but although vested with the control, they were proud to acknowledge themselves of the family of the pátíl or kulkarní: and if heirs to a mirís field, they would sooner have lost wealth and rank than been dispossessed of such a vatan or inheritance. Yet on obtaining the absolute sovereignty, they never assumed an authority in the interior village concerns beyond the rights and privileges acquired by birth or purchase, according to the invariable rules of the country. Such
is a brief outline of the system and arrangements settled by the Marátha ministry on the return of Bálájí Vishvanáth; and such was the mode by which a common interest was created, and for a time preserved, among the Marátha chiefs; while the character of Sháhu, the influence and power of Bálájí Vishvanáth, the abilities of his sons Bájiráv and Chimmájí, and the preponderance of Bráhman opinion and authority paved the way, though by gradual steps, for the supremacy and usurpation of the Peshwás.

In 1720, Nizám-ul-Mulk the governor of Málwa, throwing off his dependence on the Syeds, determined to possess himself of the Deccan. He overran Khánádesh and defeated the Moghal troops under Diláwar Ali Khán at Burhánpur slaying their commander. The troops of Sháhu under Kánhoji Bhonsle the Sena Sáheb Subha, and Haibatrav Nimbálkar speedily joined Shankrájí Malhár who since the departure of Hussain Ali Khán had lived with the deputy viceroy Alam Ali Khán as the envoy of Sháhu. Kharderáv Dábháde who had just returned from Delhi was likewise despatched from Sáthára with a body of horse. Alam Ali Khán was defeated at Bálápur in Berá Páyinghát by the troops of Nizám-ul-Mulk, and fell surrounded by Maráthás slain in his defence. On this occasion the Maráthás behaved as faithful auxiliaries and fought with bravery. They lost no person of note except Shankrájí Malhár who was mortally wounded and made prisoner. Soon after events happened at Delhi by which the power of the Syeds was destroyed, Muhammad Sháh was freed from their control and Nizám-ul-Mulk confirmed as viceroy of the Deccan. Meanwhile several important changes had taken place at the Marátha court, chiefly owing to the death of three leading ministers Parasurám Trimbak, Bálájí Vishvanáth, and Kharderáv Dábháde. Shripatrav the second son of the Pratinidhi had succeeded his father Parasurám Trimbak before the return of Bálájí Vishvanáth from Delhi. The Peshwá's health had suffered from the fatigue of the journey to Delhi and the labour he had bestowed on different arrangements after his return. He obtained leave from Sháhu to retire for a short time to Sásvad in Poona where his family resided, but his constitution was exhausted and he survived for only a few days. At the time of his death (October 1720) he left two sons Bájiráv and Chimmájí. Bájiráv was not formally invested with the dignity of Peshwá for nearly seven months, due perhaps to the absence of the principal officers at the Marátha court, or Bájiráv may have joined the army which did not return for some time after the battle of Bálápur. The troops of Kharderáv Dábháde behaved with so great bravery on that occasion and one of his officers Damájí Gáikwár the ancestor of the Gáikwárs of Baroda so particularly distinguished himself that on his return Bájiráv recommended him to Sháhu in the warmest manner. The Rája in consequence appointed him second in command under Kharderáv with the title of Samsher Bahá-
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dur. Neither Damáji nor Khandérav survived their return above a few months. The son of Khandérav, Trimbakráv Dábhádáv, was honoured with the dress of Šenápati in May 1721, the same month in which Bájráv received his robes as Peshwa. Pilájí Gáikráv succeeded to his uncle Damáji, and Chinnájí the second son of the late Peshwa, who received Supa in jágir, was appointed to a similar command under his brother Bájráv. Ábájípant Purandhare their father’s chief manager, according to the rule of appointment, was reinvested by Šáhu with scrupulous ceremony. During the interval between the death of Bálájí Vishvanáth and the appointment of Bájráv, Ábájípant Purandhare transacted ordinary affairs with the seal of the late Peshwa; but a great part of the business fell into the hands of Khandó Ballál Chítnis and Shripatráv Pratinidhi. Khando Ballál gave his attention principally to the Ángria, the Sídí, and the affairs of the Konkan; while the Pratinidhi aided by Ánandráv Sumant Prádhán conducted important negotiations with Nizám-ul-Mulk. Ánandráv’s son Mahtájí was employed as Šáhu’s agent with Nizám-ul-Mulk, who while he apprehended an attack from Hussain Ali Khan, conciliated Šáhu by promising to give up all that the royal grants conceded. No sooner was he apprised of the ascendancy acquired by his party at Delhi and of the loss the Maráthás had sustained in the death of Bálájí Vishvanáth than he began to start objections to the establishment of Šáhu’s collectors, founded on some pretensions set up by Sambhájí and Chandrasen Jadháv. The wise precautions of Bálájí Vishwanáth, and the communion of interest which the distribution of the ceded revenue had produced, placed the Rája of the Maráthás in a far more commanding situation than that in which he had stood during the first period of Nizám-ul-Mulk’s government of the Deccan. The agent remained at Aurangabad where his arrangements would probably have been of little avail, but a vast army of Maráthás was assembling in the Gangthadi under the Sár Lashkar, and their appearance had considerable effect in hastening the delivery of orders to allow Rája Šáhu to establish his collectors. A fresh order or farmáñ obtained by the Marátha agent at Delhi from Muhammad Šáh opportunely arrived to remove from Nizám-ul-Mulk the appearance of having yielded to menace, and afforded an opportunity of evincing the promptitude with which he obeyed the imperial commands.1

Bájráv soon after his appointment as Peshwa (May 1721) set out with an army for Khánadesh where he levied his mokása although not without opposition. From the period of his accession he gave a considerable portion of his attention to extending Marátha conquests to the north, and his aims were early turned to Málwa. Circumstances generally obliged him to return yearly to Sátára and Poona. During the three expeditions, before the rains of 1724, though he had sent detachments into Málwa, it is not ascertained that he crossed the Narbada in person until the end of that year; nor did he remain in Málwa for any length of time until upwards of eleven years after his accession as Peshwa. Affairs in the
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Deccan required his presence, and with the intrigues of Nizám-ul-Mulk and domestic opposition, restrained both his ambition and his enterprise. At different times before the year 1724 Bajirav had defeated the Subhedar of Bahrampur and an officer named Daud Khan sent against him by Azim-ulla Khan from Malwa. In one of these battles two of Bajirav's officers who afterwards rose to high rank first came into notice. One was Mahaljir Holkar a shiledar or self-horsed trooper who commanded a party of his own horse. He was a Maratha Dhangar, a native of the village of Hol on the Nira, of which his father was changula or patil's assistant. He had served under Kantaji Kadam Bande one of the Rajaa's officers and had gathered a small body of horse. The other officer was Ranoji Sindia descended from a younger branch of the family of Kannairkhed a village fifteen miles east of Satara. The Sindias according to local legends have been distinguished horsemen since the time of the Bahmani dynasty. There are two Maratha families or rather clans named Sindia, the one distinguished by their hereditary patil village of Kanhairkhed and the other by the title of Ravirav. Both families claim Rajput descent. Those of Kannairkhed had a mansab under Aurangzeb and Sindia's daughter, who was given in marriage by that emperor to Shaah, died in captivity at Delhi. Sindia remained faithful to the Moghals, and, as his fate was never known, it is conjectured that he was killed in some distant country possibly with A'zam Shah in the battle of Agra in 1707. The family had fallen into decay and Ranoji who revived its fame was reduced to a state of abject poverty serving as a bargir or rider first in the troop of Kalaji Vishvanath and afterwards in that of Balaaji's son. To contrast his original with his subsequent condition, he is said to have carried the Peshwa's slippers, and to have been marked by Bajirav as fitted for a place of trust by the care he took of his humble charge.

Another officer who gained fresh honour about this time was Udaji Povar Vishvasrao. His father was first raised by Ramchandrapant Amatya when he governed the country during the siege of Ginji, and the young man joined Shaah and obtained the command of a considerable body of horse. He was employed on various services and appears to have been an active partizan. Like most contemporary Maratha leaders of experience, such as Kantaji Kadam Bande, Pilaaji Gaikwrd, and Kanhaji Bhonsle, he calculated on the surest advantage in the most distant ventures where his appearance was least expected. He made incursions into Gujarat and Malwa, plundered Gujarat as far as Lunavada, and found Malwa so drained of troops that he was able to remain some time in the country intimating to the Raja that if supported, he might collect the chauth and sardeshmukhi in every direction. How long he maintained his station in the country on his first inroads is uncertain, but it is probable that he was obliged to retire from Dhur a fortress in the west of Malwa where he first established himself, upon the appointment of Girdhar Bahadur, whose exertion in the defence of Malwa was the chief cause which prevented the Marathas getting a firm footing in that province for more than ten years after the accession of Bajirav.
The progress of Udaji Povar, the successes of Kantaji Kadam Bande and Pilaji Gaikwar in Gujarat, and the dissensions between Nizam-ul-Mulk and the Imperial court opportunely occurred to favour the Peshwa's views of spreading Maratha conquests in North India. Bajirav who was early trained by his father to business was bred a soldier as well as a statesman. He united the enterprise, vigour, and hardihood of a Maratha chief with the polish, astuteness, and address of a Konkanasth Brâhman. He was fully acquainted with his father's financial schemes and chose the part of the plan which was calculated to direct the predatory hordes of Mahârâshtra in a common effort. The genius of Bajirav enlarged his father's schemes, and unlike most Brâhmans he had both the head to plan and the hand to do. To the unceasing industry and minute watchfulness of his caste he added a judgment that taught him the leading points of importance which tended to spread Maratha sway. Bajirav's views of spreading Maratha power in Upper India were at first disapproved by Shahu, and from prudence as well as rivalry were opposed by Shripatrâv the Pratinidhi. Jealousy in public places is a passion which the subtlest Brâhman can rarely command or hide. The passion is bitterest among Brâhmans of different tribes. The rivalry between Bajirav the Konkanasth Peshwa and Shripatrâv the Deshasth Pratinidhi tended to preserve the Raja's ascendancy longer. The Peshwa's first proposal for exacting what he called the established tribute from Malwa and extending Maratha conquests into North India was violently and for a time successfully opposed by the Pratinidhi. Shripatrâv represented it as rash and impudent. He held that, though the head of the State might not be called to account for casual inroads, to allow the Peshwa to make raids must draw on the Marathas the whole power of the empire, and precipitate hostilities with Nizam-ul-Mulk whose victorious army was still at their gates; that so far from being prepared for resistance there was a total want of regularity even in their arrangements, that they could scarcely quell a common insurrection; and that to enter on a war before they had secured what had been ceded was the extreme of folly and of rashness. The Pratinidhi added that he was a soldier as well as the Peshwa, and when expedient as ready as Bajirav to head an expedition; that after they had established their collectors and arranged other parts of the country it would be advisable, before pursuing their conquests in the north, to reduce the Karnatak and to recover the countries conquered by Shivaji; that Fattehsing Bhonsle's troops could scarcely venture to cross the Krishna, and that the first efforts should be made in that quarter.

These were probably the real opinions of Shripatrâv. The wisdom of Bajirav was of a higher order. He comprehended the nature of predatory power; he perceived its growth in the turbulence and anarchy for which the system of distributing the revenue was the first remedy; he foresaw that confusion abroad would tend to order at home; that as commander of distant expeditions he should acquire the direction of a larger force than any other chief of the empire; that the resources of the Deccan would not only improve by withdrawing the hordes
of horse which unprofitably consumed them, but must fall under the control of that person who could most readily procure employment and subsistence for the troops. While Bajiráv concealed his private designs and partly admitted the justice of Shripatráv's views, he endeavoured by his commanding eloquence to arouse enthusiasm or ambition in Sháhu. He went over the conquests of Sháhu's famous grandfather and reminded him of the powerful kings and the mighty emperor with whom Shivájí had successfully contended. He painted the present condition of India, the weakness indulgence and imbecility of the Moghals, and the activity energy and enterprise of the Maráthás. If, he said, the great Shivájí had been of the same opinion as the Pratinidhi, he would have thought it necessary before venturing into the Karnátak to reduce Bijápur and Golkonda. As to their domestic quarrels beyond the Krishna, it would be time to think of them hereafter; by the Rája's good fortune every desire would be accomplished. Bajiráv ended a speech of considerable length, with the words: Now is our time to drive strangers from the land of the Hindus and to gain undying renown. By turning our efforts to North India the Maráthá flag shall fly from the Krishna to the Attock. You shall plant it, replied Sháhu, in the Kinnar Khand beyond the Himályas; a noble son of a worthy father. Let us strike, said Bajiráv, at the trunk of the withering tree; the branches must fall of themselves.

At what time Sháhu's consent was obtained is not known. The form of obtaining the Rája's consent on all such occasions was rigidly observed by the Peshwas at a stage when their supremacy was far advanced. By virtue of that authority and their station as mukhya pradháns or chief ministers, even when their usurpation became complete, it suited the Bráhman character to act as nominal servants and real masters to rule the Maráthá chiefs as the delegate of their prince.¹

In 1725, Hámid Khán, the uncle of Nizám-ul-Mulk, for the aid he gave him against Mubáriz Khán, granted the chauth in Gujarát to Kantájí Kadam Bánde and Pilájí Gáikwár, who proceeded to levy their assignments. The division of the money led to perpetual disputes. Pilájí, as the agent of Dábháde Snápati considered himself the superior authority in Gujarát and Kantájí as an officer of the Rája despised his pretensions. An agreement was signed by which the chauth east of the Mahi was assigned to Pilájí and that to the west to Kantájí.² Meanwhile Bajiráv took advantage of the confusion caused by Moghal dissensions to carry his arms into Málwa, where, though opposed by Rája Girdhar, he was successful for two seasons in obtaining plunder and contributions. It is probable that Nizámu-ul-Mulk against whom the Imperial forces were acting in Gujarát, may have connived at his incursions, but there is no proof of any direct communication with the Peshwa. Bajiráv, by virtue of the authority vested in him by Sháhu, granted deeds to Povár, Holkar, and Sindia to levy chauth and sardeshmukhi and to keep half the mokása in payment of their troops. In 1726, the Peshwa with a
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large army under Fattehsing Bhonsle, marched into the Madras Kar-
nátaik, plundered the districts, and levied a contribution from Ser-
ingapatam. The Maráthás lost a number of men without gaining
the expected advantages. Bájiráv had objected to the expedition, and
was dissatisfied with the result, and on returning to Sátára he found
more serious reasons of dissatisfaction in the measures pursued by the
Pratinidhi. The cause of his displeasure originated in the artful
schemes of Nizám-ul-Mulk, which, but for the penetration and vigour
of Bájiráv, would probably have unlinked the chain by which Báláji
Vishvanáth had joined the interests as well as the inclinations of
most of the Hindu chieftains of the Deccan.¹

In 1727 Nizám-ul-Mulk, though relieved from immediate apprehen-
sions from the Delhi Emperor Muhammad Sháh whose power
was daily declining, became alarmed at the spreading power of the
Maráthás. He beheld in their systematic and persevering encroach-
ments on the divided revenue of the Deccan and the Karnátak, the
extinction of his own resources as well as those of the empire, and
took measures to avert these evils by endeavouring to consolidate his
own power and to create divisions among the Maráthás. In these
measures he overlooked the ability of his opponent Bájiráv and
little thought that the pursuit of his own schemes should strengthen
the power of the Peshwa. He had fixed on Haidarabad, the ancient
capital of the Kút Sháhi kings, as fittest for the seat of his new
government, and was anxious on any terms to remove the Marátha
collectors from that quarter. Although Nizám-ul-Mulk had confirmed
the imperial grant in Sháhú's favour, a great deal of what was
yielded was not actually given up. Numerous points had remained
unadjusted. Sháhú's part of the agreement to prevent plundering
was not fulfilled and constant discussions were the consequence. A
new authority for a part of the old territory was granted by
Nizám-ul-Mulk, which particularly specified the fixed personal jágírs
that Sháhú agreed to exempt from sequestration. Jágír assignments
in the old territory about Poona which the Nizám had given to Rambájí Nimbákar one of the disaffected officers who had joined
him, were exchanged for new grants to the eastward about Kármála,
a measure on the part of Nizám-ul-Mulk particularly conciliatory
to Sháhú. After this a settlement was concluded through the
Pratinidhi by which Sháhú agreed to relinquish the chauth and
sardeshmukhi in the neighbourhood of Haidarabad. An equivalent
in money was to be paid for the chauth, and for the sardeshmukhi
Sháhú received some jágír territory near Indápur in Poona of which
district he was an hereditary deshmukh,² and a jágír in Berár was
conferred on the Pratinidhi. Nizám-ul-Mulk had thus effected his
first object by negotiation, but the exchange met with the decided
disapproval of Bájiráv who was ever an enemy to consolidation and
disputes ran so high between him and the Pratinidhi that
Nizám-ul-Mulk, encouraged by appearances and the support and
alliance of Chandrasen Jádhav, Ráv Rambha Nimbákar jágírdár
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of Bárisí, and Sambaháji Rája of Kolhápur, resolved to complete the design he had formed. With this view he espoused the cause of Sambaháji and endeavoured to create a complete division in the Marátha government by reviving the former feuds between Sháhu and Sambaháji.

Nizám-ul-Mulk began by formally hearing the claims of Sambaháji in a demand made for an equal division of the revenue; and, according to a prevalent custom in the Deccan, sequestered the property in dispute by removing the collectors of the sardeshmukhi and displacing the mokásádārs of Sháhu until their respective rights should be adjusted. Assuming this privilege as viceroy he pretended to become the friend and arbiter of both parties. Bájuráv was not to be duped by the old artifice of engaging the Marátha cousins in an hereditary dispute. He quickly turned the Nizám’s weapons to his own advantage, for Sháhu, true to the feeling of a Marátha, of whom even among the peasantry the mildest men became violent when a vatan is concerned, though for some time he had been reconciled to Nizám-ul-Mulk, was at once on hearing of this interference roused to implacable resentment against him, and for the time against all who had vindicated or who dared to justify his conduct. He looked to Bájuráv for counsel and for vengeance; for these he would have bartered life, and for these he virtually sold the supremacy of his empire. At first he determined to lead his army, but it was represented that to march in person would place him on an equality with Sambaháji of Kolhápur; none but the emperor was worthy of contending with the king of the Hindus. Full powers were therefore given to Bájuráv. The great influence which the Peshwa had gained was shown in the promptness with which many of the most unruly and factious of the Shiledár families gathered round the standard of the nation.

Nizám-ul-Mulk perceived his mistake, and sought to amend it by writing to Sháhu and the Pratinidhi that he was solely actuated by a wish to benefit the Rája in order to prevent the usurpation of the Konkani Bráhmans by whose creatures every situation was filled; that the mokásádārs and collectors of the sardeshmukhi had been replaced by others belonging to the Rája’s relation, Sambaháji, whom he had appointed the Rája’s deputy, as Sardeshmukh of the six subhás of the Deccan; and that the Rája when freed from the control of the Konkani Bráhmans might afterwards appoint agents entirely of his own selection. But the animosity of Sháhu, worked to the highest pitch by the Peshwa, was not to be appeased by offers, which, under the colouring given to them by Bájuráv, only added insult to injury. Both parties prepared to attack each other as soon as the rains should subside and enable their horse to cross the rivers. In the war that ensued in Gujárát and Khándesh (1728) between Nizám-ul-Mulk aided by Sambaháji on one side and the Peshwa on the other the able conduct of Bájuráv forced Nizám-ul-Mulk to agree to a negotiation. Bájuráv demanded that Sambaháji should be sent to his camp; that security should be afforded for the future collection of the Marátha shares of the revenue by giving up several fortified places; and that all arrears not yet realized should be made
good. Nizám-ul-Mulk agreed to all the articles except that of delivering up Sambhájí. Bájiráv represented that he was a near relation of the Rája’s and that he should be treated with equal respect. It was at last settled that Nizám-ul-Mulk should guarantee his safe arrival in Panhála, when Sháhu should be at liberty to take what steps he might think proper for the settlement of their family dispute.

Bájiráv was then negotiating with Sar Buland Khán in hopes of obtaining the cession of the chauth and sardeshmukhi of Gujárat. After the ratification of the treaty with Nizám-ul-Mulk, Chimnájí Ápa the Peshwa’s brother marched with a large army and exacted a heavy contribution from Petád and plundered Dholka, but on promising that if the chauth and sardeshmukhi were yielded the districts should be secured from depredation, Sar Buland Khán agreed to the Peshwa’s proposals, and in 1729 granted the sardeshmukhi or ten per cent of the whole revenue both on the land and customs except the port of Surat and the district round it, together with the chauth or one-fourth of the whole collections on the land and customs except Surat, and five per cent on the revenues of the city of Ahmadabad.

While Bájiráv’s presence was necessary in the north to support Chimnájí in Gujárat, Sambhájí Rája of Kolhápur, instigated by Udájí Chavhán refused to listen to overtures made by Sháhu and encamped on the north side of the Várna with all his baggage women and equipments, and began to plunder the country. The Pratinidhi surprised Sambhájí’s camp and drove them to Panhála with the loss of the whole of their baggage. Many prisoners were taken, among others Tárábáí and her daughter-in-law Rájasbái the widow of Shívájí of Kolhápur. Both these persons were placed in confinement in the fort of Satárá (1730). This defeat brought on an immediate accommodation. Except some forts, the Marátha districts and claims in the tract of which the rivers Várna and Krishna to the north and the Tungbhadra to the south are the boundaries were wholly ceded. Kopál near the Tungbhadra was relinquished by Sháhu in exchange for Ratnágiri, and the territory of the Konkan, extending from Sálshi to Ánkola in North Kánara was comprehended in the sovereignty of Kolhápur. The fort of Vadgaon occupied by Udájí Chavhán on the south bank of the Várna was destroyed. Miraj, Tásgaon, Athní, and several villages along the north bank of the Krishna and some fortified places in Bijápur were given to Sháhu. This treaty was offensive and defensive and provided for the division of further conquests to the south of the Tungbhadra which, on co-operation, were to be equally shared. Grants of inám land or hereditary rights conferred by either party within their respective boundaries were confirmed.

Although enemies were not wanting to detract from the reputation of the Peshwa and to extol that of his rivals, the success of the Pratinídhi did not materially affect the ascendancy which Bájiráv had attained; but Nizám-ul-Mulk was still bent on opposing him and found a fit instrument for his purpose in Trimbakráv Dábhdá. Ever since the Peshwa had obtained the deeds from Sar
Buland Khán, Dábháde had been negotiating with other Marátha chiefs and assembling troops in Gujarát. At length finding himself at the head of 35,000 men he had resolved to march for the Deccan in the next season. Bájiráv was well aware of the Senápáti's enmity, but was not alarmed by his preparations until he discovered that Nizám-ul-Mulk was to support him in the Deccan. On learning their intention he at once determined to anticipate them, though, when joined by all his adherents, his whole army did not amount to more than half that of Dábháde. Dábháde gave out that he was proceeding to protect the Rája's authority, and was supported by Pilájí Gáikwár, Kántáji and Rağhuji Kadam Bánde, Udájí and Ánandráv Povár, Chinnáji Pandit a very active marauder, and Kur Bahádur with many others. Bájiráv proved that Dábháde Senápáti was in alliance with Nizám-ul-Mulk and declared that he was leagued for the purpose of dividing the Marátha sovereignty with the Rája of Kolhápur, a measure inconsistent with sound policy and contrary to the divine ordinances of the Shástras.

The preparations of Nizám-ul-Mulk hastened the march of Bájiráv, and as his army, though so inferior in number, was composed of the old Pága horse or the Rája's household troops and some of the best Marátha Mánkaris, he moved rapidly towards Gujarát. At the same time he began negotiating from the day he left Póona and continued until the hour of attack. In the battle which took place (1st April) between Baroda and Dabhdoi in Gujarát, the death of Trimbakráv Dábháde the Senápáti and many who commanded under him left complete victory to Bájiráv with all but nominal control of the Marátha sovereignty.1 A treaty was concluded in August and at the close of the monsoon the Peshwa returned to Sátára. He would have punished Nizám-ul-Mulk's treachery, but the Nizám warded off the blow which he could with difficulty have withstood by directing its aim against the head of the empire. Bájiráv readily agreed to the Nizám's views. It suited his favourite policy, and it gave employment to persons likely to disturb the domestic arrangements he aimed at establishing. Troops were immediately sent towards Málwa under his brother Chinnáji while he himself remained for a time engaged in the interior arrangements of government at Póona and Sátára. Such appear to have been the rise and progress of the events and intrigues which ended in a secret compact between Bájiráv and Nizám-ul-Mulk which secured to Bájiráv supremacy as Peshwa and to the Nizám a kingdom in the Deccan.

The victory over Dábháde, like the issue of every civil war, left impressions on the minds of many not easily effaced. The Peshwa adopted every means of conciliation in his power. He continued Dábháde's charitable practice called dakshina of feeding thousands of Bráhmanas for several days every year at Póona, and gave sums of money to the assembled Shástras and Vaidiks. Yashvantráv the son of Trimbakráv Dábháde was raised to the rank of Senápáti, but being too young to take the management on himself, his mother

---

1 Grant Duff's Maráthás, 225.
Umábadí became his guardian and Piláji Gáikwár their former mutálik or deputy was confirmed in that situation with the title of Sena Khás Khel or Captain of the Sovereign Tribe in addition to his hereditary title of Samsheer Bahádur. An agreement was drawn up under the authority of Sháhu and subscribed by the Peshwa and Senápati, that neither party should enter the boundary of the other in Gujarát and Málwa. Within the limits of Gujarát the Senápati was to have entire management, but he bound himself to pay one-half of the revenue to government through the Peshwa. All contributions levied from countries not specified in the deeds given under the authority of Sar Buland Khán were to be made over to the Rája after deducting expenses.¹

Perceiving Bájíráv’s complete ascendancy, the appointment of the Hindu prince Abhaysing to supersede Sar Buland Khán, the imbecility of the emperor, and the treachery as well as venality of his courtiers, and knowing also that he had rendered himself in the highest degree obnoxious, Nizám-ul-Mulk had good grounds for apprehending that the Peshwa might be able to obtain the vice-royalty of the Deccan. The plan which under these circumstances he adopted belongs to the higher order of politics. It seems to have been framed for the purpose of diverting the Maráthás from destroying the resources of his own country and of making his own power a balance between that of the emperor and the Peshwa. Before invading Málwa in person Bájíráv had an interview with Nizám-ul-Mulk and endeavoured to induce him to advance a subsidy for the aid he was affording, but the Nizám considered the inducement sufficiently strong without paying his auxiliaries. The districts in Khándesh were to be protected by the present agreement of the Peshwa in his passage to and from Málwa and nothing more than the usual tribute was to be levied in the six subhás of the Deccan, a proposal to which Bájíráv readily acceded. Bájíráv on crossing the Ńarbada assumed command of the army in Málwa and sent his brother and Piláji Jádhav back to Sátára to maintain his influence at court and to concert measures for settling the Konkan which was very disturbed. In Gujarát Piláji Gáikwár, who was assassinated by Abhaysing’s emissaries, was succeeded by Damáji (1732).

In 1733, Muhammad Khán Bangash the new governor of Málwa having entered Bundelkhand and established himself in the territory of Rája Chitursá, the Rajput prince solicited aid from Bájíráv. Aid was readily granted. Bangash Khán was reduced to the greatest distress and the province was evacuated by his troops. Chitursá in return for this service conferred on Bájíráv a fort and district in the neighbourhood of Jhánshi worth £25,000 (Rs. 24 lákhs) of yearly revenue, adopted him as his son, and at his death, which happened soon after, bestowed on him one-third of his possessions or an equal share with his two sons the Rája of Kálpí and the Rája of Bundelkhand. In 1734, Rája Jaysing was appointed to the government of the provinces of Agra and Málwa and nothing

¹ Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 226.
could be more favourable to the views of Bajirav. As Jaysing was situated the honour of the Rajput was at variance with the subsisting arrangement between him and the Marathas. This may account for his hesitating to comply with their demands; but he at last came to an agreement with Bajirav and yielded him the government of Malwa in the following year, and for the time the emperor, by Jaysing’s persuasions, tacitly acquiesced in the arrangement.  

During the Peshwa’s absence Kanhoji Bhonsle, the Sena Sāheb Subha, had been accused of disobedience and confined at Sátāra, and Raghujī the son of Kānhoji’s cousin Bimbajī had been appointed Sena Sāheb Subha in his stead. Raghujī had accompanied Shāhu in his excursions and by his boldness and skill as a hunter had ingratiated himself with Shāhu and obtained a great ascendancy over him. Shāhu married him to the sister of one of his own wives of the Shirke family, which, except their having the same surname, and that possibly they may have been originally relations and rivals for the hereditary right of pātil of their village, is the only connection which can be traced between the Bhonsle families of Sátāra and Nágpur. On receiving the sanads for Berar, Raghujī gave a bond to maintain a body of 5000 horse for the service of the state, to pay yearly a sum of £90,000 (Rs. 9 lākhs), and, exclusive of ghasdāna or forage money, a tribute which since the time of Rājārām the Sena Sāheb Subha had been allowed to reserve, to pay to the head of the government half of all other tribute, prize property, and contributions. He also bound himself to raise 10,000 horse when required and to accompany the Peshwa or to proceed to any quarter where he might be ordered. This arrangement was effected during the absence of Shripatrāv Pratinidhi who had been sent into the Konkan by the Rāja. The Pratinidhi being the friend of Kānhoji Bhonsle endeavoured to obtain some mitigation of his sentence, but failed. Kānhoji, who was an officer of great enterprise died at Sátāra after having lived there many years a prisoner at large.  

Whether Nizám-ul-Mulk had made any preparations in consequence of these dissensions is uncertain; but Chimnaji Āpa conceived or affected to believe that he meditated an attack. He therefore pitched his camp about forty miles east of Sátāra, leaving Pilaji Jādhav with an inconsiderable body of horse, being the only troops at Sátāra in the immediate interest of the Peshwa. When Bajirav advanced into Malwa, it was his design to engage the Rāja’s mind with petty affairs in the Konkan. Divisions of authority, contending factions, and the turbulent disposition of some of its inhabitants afforded ample field within the small tract from Goa to Bombay for engaging and fatiguing attention.

1 Grant Duff’s Marathas, 228.
2 Grant Duff’s Marathas, 230. There is a tradition of their having been rivals in an hereditary dispute which may have been invented to prejudice the Rāja of Sátāra against the Bhonsles of Nāgpur and to prevent their desire to adopt any member of that family. It is a point of honour to maintain the hereditary difference.
3 He had made some partial conquests in Gondvan and headed one incursion into Katak.
Sávant the principal deshmukh of Vádi occupied his hereditary territory in that quarter but having suffered from Kánhoji Ángria’s attacks before the late peace (1730) between the Rájá of Sátára and Kolhápur he always bore an enmity to Ángria’s family. Kánhoji Ángria’s death happened in 1728, and all attempts to reduce his power before that time on the part of the English, the Portuguese, and the Dutch had failed. In the quarrels between his sons which followed Kánhoji’s death, Bájiráv helped Mánáji and obtained from him the cession of Kotaligad in Thána and Rájmáchi in Poona. The Sidi, besides defending against the Maráthás the districts which had been placed under his charge by Aurangzeb, including Mahád, Ráygad, Dábhol, and Anjanvel, frequently levied contributions from Sháhu’s districts. As force was not likely to prevail, the Pratinidhi, Jíváji Khandéráv Chitnis, and others of the Rája’s ministers formed schemes for ruining the Sidi by intrigue. For this purpose the Pratinidhi gained one Yákub Khán a daring pirate who possessed the entire confidence of the Sidi. To aid this scheme a force was sent into the Konkan in 1733 under the Pratinidhi, his chief agent Yamáji Shivdev, and Udáji Chavhán. The intrigues were unsuccessful, and a war ensued in which the Pratinidhi was worsted and the fort of Govalkot in Ratnágiri though strongly garrisoned was disgracefully surprised and taken. Chimbáji Apá incurred the Rája’s displeasure for not sending assistance to Shripatrág after repeated orders. Piláji Jádhav was at length despatched, but as none of the other officers at Sátára would undertake to support the Pratinidhi except on condition of receiving the conquered districts in jágir, he was compelled to return to Sátára with great loss of reputation. About this time the Sidi died and a quarrel ensued between his sons. Yákub Khán immediately embraced the cause of Sidi Rehman one of the sons and called on Sháhu for support (1735); but nothing could be done until the return of Bájiráv, who, after leaving Holkar and Sindia in Málwa, returned to the Deccan, and on crossing the Godávari intimated to the Rája that he should march straight to Danda-Rájpuri. All the disposable infantry were directed to join the Peshwa, and Piláji Jádhav was sent off, reinforced with a body of horse, to support Malháráv Holkar in Málwa. Sidi Rehman and Yákub Khán joined Bájiráv who began operations by attacking some of the forts. Fattéhsing Bhoasle and the Pratinidhi proceeded to co-operate, but the only help they gave was to recover Shiváji’s capital Ráygad, the commandant of which had been previously corrupted by Yákub Khán. The Peshwa reduced the forts of Tala and Ghosálá and besieged Janjira but was obliged to listen to overtures made by the besieged, who ceded to the Maráthás the forts of Ráygad, Tala, Ghosálá, Ančitgad, and Bivádá. After this successful close of hostilities, Bájiráv, with additional power and influence, returned to Sátára and was appointed Subhedár of the late acquisitions.1 Holkar completely overran Málwa and the country south of the Chambal and took possession of several places. Afterwards, on the persuasion of

1 Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 233.
Kantáji Kadam Bände, he made an incursion into Gujarát, and they both levied contributions as far as the Banás and plundered several towns to the north of Ahmadabad including Idar and Pálanpur.

In 1736, Bájiráv, owing to the vast army he had kept up to secure his conquests and to overcome his rivals, had become deeply involved in debt. His troops were in arrears; the bankers to whom he already owed a personal debt of many lâkhs of rupees, refused to make further advances, and he complained bitterly of the constant mutinies and clamours in his camp which occasioned him much vexation and distress. Part of the distress originated in the high rates of interest which he was obliged to pay in order to outbid Nizám-ul-Mulk and secure the best of the Deccan soldiery. He levied the chauth and sardeshmukhi in Málwa and applied through Rája Jayasing for their formal cession in that province, and likewise for a confirmation of the deeds granted by Sar Buland Khán for Gujarát. The Turáni Moghals who formed a considerable party in the ministry were decidedly against a compromise so disgraceful. Khán Daurán and the emperor, by whom it had already been tacitly yielded, were disposed by the advice of Jayasing to acknowledge the title in due form; but in the course of the negotiation which ensued between the Imperial minister and the Peshwa both parties went beyond their original intentions and hastened the advancing reconciliation between Muhammad Sháh and Nizám-ul-Mulk. The emperor in the first instance agreed to relinquish in the form of an assignment £130,000 (Rs. 13 lâkhs) of the revenue of the districts south of the Chambal for the ensuing (1737) season, payable by three instalments at stated periods; and to grant an authority to the Peshwa to levy a tribute from the Rajputs states from Bundi and Kota on the west to Budavār on the east, fixing the annual amount at £106,000 (Rs. 10,60,000). This concession, Khán Daurán probably expected, was more likely to create enmity than establish friendship between the Rajputs and the Maráthás. This minister imagined himself superior to a Marátha Bráhman in political artifice and continued to negotiate when he should have had no thought but to chastise. Rája Jayasing was the medium through whom Khán Daurán sent an envoy of his own named Yádghir Khán to treat with Bájiráv. The sanads for the chauth and sardeshmukhi were secretly prepared and given to the agent with instructions to reserve them. But Dhondopant Purandhare, the Peshwa's Vakil residing with Khán Daurán, discovered this preliminary admission and apprized Bájiráv of the circumstance. Bájiráv's demands now exceeded all bounds; and after great discussion he succeeded in gaining the sardeshpádegiri of the Deccan a grant similar to the sardeshmukhi but of five per cent instead of ten. This grant was a stroke levelled at Nizám-ul-Mulk by Khán Daurán. It had

1 Grant Duff's Maráthás, 234 I have fallen into that hell of being beset by creditors, and to pacify áckárs and sháketárs I am falling at their feet till I have rubbed the skin from my forehead. Thus wrote Bájiráv to his mahapurosh the Svámi of Dhávadasi a village within a few miles of Sítára. The Svámi was a much venerated person in the country. The Peshwa's letters to the Svámi detail the actions of his life in a familiar manner without disguise and are invaluable. Ditto, 232.
the immediate effect of rousing the Nizám's jealousy, while encouragement from the Moghal faction and pressing invitations from Muhammad Sháh to repair to Delhi and save the empire at length induced Nizám-ul-Mulk to think of turning the scale against his predatory allies. In the meantime negotiations produced no cessation of activity on the part of Bájiráv and his demands were so exorbitant that, after protracted consultations, it was determined to assemble a vast army by the mere display of which it seemed as if they expected to annihilate the Maráthás. The Peshwa on hearing of Khán Daurán's advance deposited his heavy baggage with his ally in Bundelkhand, and advanced to a position on the banks of the Jamna forty miles south of Ágra. He had attacked the Rája of Budávar for refusing to settle his claims and levied contributions in every direction. Malhárráv Holkar, Pílláji Jádhal, and Vithojo Bole committed great depredations in the Doab until driven across the Jamna by Sádat Khán who marched from Oudh and unexpectedly assailed the Maráthás. He wrote an exaggerated account of his success to court stating that he had wounded Malhárráv Holkar, killed Vithojo Bole, and driven the whole Marátha army across the Chambal; that 2000 were killed and as many were drowned in the Jamna. On Sádat Khán's arrival at Ágra, Bájiráv quitted his ground on the banks of the Jamna and moved north-east to a more open country. Nothing was talked of in Delhi but the hero Sádat Khán who had driven the Maráthás back to the Deccan. I was resolved, said Bájiráv, to tell the emperor the truth, to prove that I was still in Hindustán and to show him flames and Maráthás at the gates of his capital. He advanced at the rate of forty miles a day and pitched his camp in the suburbs of Delhi. He inflicted a severe defeat on the Imperial troops at the very gates of Delhi, and upon a promise of obtaining the government of Málwa and £130,000 (Rs. 13 lákha), set out on his return to Sátára, where he paid his respects to the Rája and immediately proceeded into the Konkan to repel an attack of the Portuguese on Mánáji Ángria (1737). The Peshwa succeeded and took Mánáji under his protection on condition of his paying a yearly sum of £700 (Rs. 7000) and presenting annually to the Rája foreign articles from Europe or China to the value of £300 (Rs. 3000) more. The war with the Portuguese led to the invasion of Sálsette, and Bájiráv, to secure his conquests in Thána and maintain the war against the Portuguese, entertained some Arabs and a very large body of infantry principally Mávalis and Hetkaris. News from Delhi obliged him to withdraw part of his forces from the Konkan. Nizám-ul-Mulk was restored to favour and ordered to drive the Maráthás from Málwa and Gujrarát. Bájiráv assembled all the troops he could collect and by the time he reached the Narbada found himself at the head of 80,000 men, though Yashvantráv Dábháde and Raghuji Bhonsle had not joined him (1738). In the affair at Bhopál, the Nizám on the 11th February was compelled to sign a convention at Duráí Sarái near Seronje; promising in his own handwriting to grant to Bájiráv the whole of Málwa and the complete sovereignty of the territory between the Narbada and the Chambal. To obtain a confirmation of this agreement from the emperor, and to use every endeavour to procure
the payment of a subsidy of £500,000 (Rs. 50 lâkhs) to defray his expenses,¹ the Peshwa remained for a time levying contributions south of the Chambal and carrying on negotiations at court where the threatened invasion of Nádîr Sháh was creating alarm. At the same time the war with the Portugese was being vigorously carried on by the Peshwa’s brother Chimmájí and several forts in Thána were taken by the Marâthás. Raghuji Bhosle made an incursion to the north as far as Allahabad, defeated and slew the Subhedâr Shuja Khán and returned loaded with booty. These expeditions undertaken without regular sanction were highly resented by Bájiráv. He marched from Poona for the purpose of punishing Raghuji’s misconduct and sent forward Ávji Kávre to plunder in Berâr. Ávji was defeated by Raghuji in the end of February 1739. Bájiráv was preparing to avenge his loss when news reached him of the arrival of Nádîr Sháh, the defeat of the Moghals, the death of Khán Daurán, the capture of Sádat Khán, and finally that the victorious Persian was dictating the terms of ransom at the gates of Delhi. These accounts exceedingly alarmed Bájiráv. The subsequent intelligence which he received at Nasirabad in Khándesh informing him of the imprisonment of the emperor, the plunder of Delhi, and the dreadful massacre of many of its inhabitants seemed for a time to overwhelm him. Our quarrel with Raghuji Bhosle is insignificant, said the Peshwa; the war with the Portugese is as naught; there is but one enemy in Hindustán. He appears to have conceived that Nádîr Sháh would establish himself as emperor, but he was not dismayed when he heard reports that a hundred thousand Persians were advancing to the south. Hindus and Musalmáns, said Bájiráv, the whole power of the Deccan must assemble, and I shall spread our Marâthás from the Narbada to the Chambal. He called on Násir Jang the Nizám’s second son to arm against the common foe, and Chimmájí Ápa was ordered to desist from the Konkan warfare and join him with all speed. Chimmájí was now in possession of the whole of Sálsette and had begun the siege of Bassein. Notwithstanding offers of submission, Chimmájí prosecuted the siege and on the 16th of May Bassein fell. Holkar and Sindia as soon as Bassein fell were sent to join Bájiráv with all speed, but by that time news arrived of the retreat of Nádîr Sháh. Nádîr Sháh restored the throne to its degraded owner and wrote letters to all the princes of India announcing the event. Among others, he addressed a letter to Sháhu and one to Bájiráv. He informed Bájiráv that he had reinstated Muhammad Sháh and now considered him as a brother; that although Bájiráv was an ancient servant possessing a large army, he had not afforded the emperor assistance; but that all must now attend to Muhammad Sháh’s commands for if they did not he would return with his army and inflict punishment upon the disobedient.²

Shortly after the departure of Nádîr Sháh Bájiráv sent a letter to the emperor expressive of his submission and obedience, and a

¹ Grant Duff’s Marâthás, 239. ² Grant Duff’s Marâthás, 243.
nazar of 101 gold mohars. This was acknowledged in suitable terms and a splendid khilat was sent in return.\footnote{Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 244. A khilat comprehends the shirpas or head to foot dress, that is cloths for the turban trousers girdle and gown complete, and jewels horse elephant and arms according to circumstances and rank of the parties. Bajirav received two ornaments of jewels for the turban and a pearl necklace together with a horse and an elephant. Ditto footnote.} He was assured by the emperor that the rank, possessions, and inheritance already conferred on him would be confirmed, and that he might depend on finding his interests best promoted by continuing steadfast in his duty to the Imperial government.

Although no new subhedar nor any deputy of Nizám-ul-Mulk was appointed to Málwa, no sanad was sent conferring the government on Bajirav. This omission the Peshwa considered a breach of faith on the part of Nizám-ul-Mulk; but as the Nizám’s army was still in Hindustán, and as some of Bajirav’s best officers and troops were in the Konkan he deferred enforcing his claims until a fitter opportunity. In the meantime he was busy arranging the affairs of the province of Málwa and strengthening his connection with the Rajput princes in the western quarter along the banks of the Chambal from Kota to Allahabad, but especially with the Rájás of Bundelkhand.

These arrangements to secure the northern frontier were preparatory to a war with Nizám-ul-Mulk or an expedition into the Karnátak. The late success against Nizám-ul-Mulk, his departure from the terms of agreement, his great age, the probability of contentions among his sons encouraged or stimulated the Peshwa to attempt the subjugation of the Deccan. The deficiency of his resources was the chief obstacle which deterred him from this undertaking. On the other hand the prospect of contributions and plunder by which he might liquidate his debts and perhaps some secret encouragement from Arkot, where according to Colonel Wilks the Maráthás were invited by the Diván of Safdar Ali, were strong allurements for venturing into the Karnátak. But Bajirav was critically situated, and circumstances compelled him to choose the Deccan as the theatre of his operations. Dábháde’s or rather the Gáikwár’s party who possessed very considerable resources was always hostile to the Peshwa; Raghúji Bhonsle was jealous of the Bráhman ascendancy; he meditated a revolution by getting the Rája into his own power; and as Sháhu had no prospect of an heir, Raghúji might have contemplated the acquisition of Marátha supremacy by being adopted as his son. Fattehsing Bhonsle, the only Marátha likely to supersede him in the Rája’s choice, possessed neither ability nor enterprise, and had failed to create power by acquiring popularity among the soldiery. Raghúji had many difficulties to overcome in prosecuting a scheme of the kind. Although a party existed hostile to the Peshwa, Bájirav’s friends and dependents surrounded the Rája and possessed his ear, if not his entire confidence; nor could Raghúji Bhonsle or Dámaji Gáikwár concert a plan or transact the slightest business without Bráhman agency. Should Bajirav quit the position which
he occupied between the territories of those two, there would be no obstacle to their uniting against him. The subsisting difference between Raghunji and Bajirav arose from Raghunji's having plundered the province of Allahabad and not having joined Bajirav when he was ordered according to the terms on which he held his lands and title. The Peshwa affirmed that Raghunji had no authority to levy contributions north of the Narbada and declared his determination, at the time of marching from Poona in the end of 1738, to enforce restitution not to the owners but to the Maratha state and to punish the aggression. A temporary compromise took place on the arrival of the Persians at Delhi; but the dispute was unsettled and nothing but a sense of injury to their mutual interests prevented an open war.

This state of affairs laid the foundation of schemes which had a great effect in extending the spreading but unstable power of the Marathas. Though there are few direct proofs to illustrate this part of their history, it is certain that Bajirav and Raghunji had a meeting and that they were reconciled, and there is reason to suppose that Bajirav unfolded as much of his schemes to Raghunji as were necessary to engage his co-operation, and the plunder of the Karnatak, an eventual addition to his own territories in the Deccan, and a future partition of Bengal and North India may have been urged by the Peshwa to excite Raghunji's ambition and cupidity. In this conference may also be seen the real source from which a host of Marathas were poured into the Karnatak.

In prosecution of his plans of conquest in the Deccan, Bajirav seizing the opportunity afforded by the absence of Nizam-ul-Mulk at Delhi, about the end of 1740 began operations against the Nizam's son Násir Jang. The war proved unprofitable and the Marathas gladly entered on terms of accommodation and a treaty was concluded at Mungi-Paithan by which both parties pledged themselves to maintain peace and mutually to refrain from plundering in the Deccan. Hindia and Kirka, districts on the banks of the Narbada, were conferred on Bajirav in jagir, and the Peshwa without visiting Poona or Sátára, in great vexation amounting almost to despair, set off with his army towards North India.\(^1\)

In the meantime Mánáji Ángria attacked by his brother had applied to the Peshwa's son Báláji Bajirav, generally called Nána Sáheb, who was with the Rája in the neighbourhood of Sátára. 500 men were sent to support the garrison and an express despatched to Chinnáji Ápa for instructions. Chinnáji had ordered his nephew to repair to Kolába in person and applied to the Governor in Council at Bombay with whom he had concluded a treaty and maintained a friendly intercourse since his late campaign in the Konkan to support the garrison at Kolába. The English and Báláji had

\(^1\) Grant Duff's Marathas, 247. Thus he wrote to his mahápurush about this time: I am involved in difficulties, in debts, and in disappointments and like a man ready to swallow poison. Near the Rája are my enemies, and should I at this time go to Sátára they will put their feet on my breast. I should be thankful if I could meet death. Ditto, footnote.
succeeded in humbling Sambhájí, Mánájí's brother when Chinnájí Ápa joined them. They were concerting plans for the reduction of Revdanda when news reached them of the death of Bájiráv which happened on the banks of the Narbada on the 28th of April 1740. On receiving this intelligence Shankrájí Náráyán was appointed Subhedár of the Konkan and Khandújí Mánkar was left in command of a body of troops, while Chinnájí Ápa and his nephew, after the usual mourning ceremonies, returned to Poona and shortly after to Sátára. Bájiráv left three sons Bálájí Bájiráv, Raghumátlaráv afterwards so well known to the English, and Janárdán Bábá who died in early youth. He also left one illegitimate son by a Muhammadan mother, whom he bred a Musalmán and named Samsher Bahámúr.

The army which entered the Karnátak under the command of Raghuji Bhonsle was composed of troops belonging to the Rájá, the Peshwa, the Pratinidhi, Fatehsing Bhonsle, and various chiefs of less note. The Ghorpades of Sondur and Guti were invited to join by letters from Sháhú and the Peshwa; and Murárráv the grand-nephew of the famous Santájí Ghorpade and the adopted son and heir of Murárráv of Guti appeared under the national standard for the first time since the death of his distinguished and ill-requted relation. The whole force amounted to 50,000 men. Dost Áli the Nawáb of the Karnátak fell and the Diván was made a prisoner. After this the Maráthás began to levy contributions all over the Karnátak until bought off by the Nawáb's son and heir Saáfdr Ali, with whom, before retiring, they entered into a secret compact to destroy Chanda Sáheb then in possession of Trichinopoly. While the main body of his army remained encamped on the Shivganga, Raghuji Bhonsle returned to Sátára and endeavoured to prevent Bálájí Bájiráv's succession as Peshwa by proposing Bápuji Náik of Báramati, a connexion but an enemy of the late Peshwa, for the vacant office. Bápuji Náik was possessed of great wealth and his enmity to Bájiráv arose from a very common cause that of having lent money which his debtor could not repay. Raghuji's party used the irritated creditor as their tool and very large sums were offered to Sháhú on condition of Bápuji's being raised to the vacant Peshwaship. The Pratinidhi, although averse from the supremacy of the Peshwa was still more hostile to the pretensions of Raghuji, and as he did not engage in the intrigue, Bálájí Bájiráv aided by his uncle Chinnájí was at last invested in August 1740. A more serious cause of uneasiness to Bálájí arose from his being answerable for his father's debts and Bápuji Náik enforced his demand with harassing pertinacity. From this persecution Bálájí was relieved by the influence and credit of his Diván Mahádájpant Purandhare, a service of which the Peshwa ever after retained a grateful recollection. Raghuji, on finding his schemes abortive, carried Bápuji Náik with him towards the Karnátak and returned to reap the expected harvest at Trichinopoly accompanied by Shripatráv the Pratinidhi and Fatehsing Bhonsle. Trichinopoly surrendered on the 26th of March 1741, and Chanda Sáheb was brought a prisoner to Sátára where he remained in the custody of an agent of Raghuji Bhonsle's till he was set free.
in 1748.¹ Murárráv Ghorpade was left in command of the fort of Trichinopoli, and a part of his garrison was composed of infantry belonging to the Peshwa. Their expenses were defrayed by Sháhu, besides which it was settled that £2000 (Rs. 20,000) of the share of tribute from the province of Arkot should be annually paid to Báláji Bájiráv.

One of the first acts of the new Peshwa was to forward petitions to Delhi respecting various promises made to his father. These applications were transmitted through Jayasing and Nizám-ul-Mulk. A supply of ready money was what Báláji most earnestly craved and £150,000 (Rs. 15 lákhs) as a free gift were granted by the emperor. Proposals for an agreement were then drawn up in the joint names of the Peshwa and Chimnáji Ápa in which they asked to have the government of Málwa, which, on the death of Bájiráv, was conferred on Azam-ulla Khán. If the government of Málwa was granted they promised to pay their respects to the emperor; to prevent any other Marátha crossing the Narbada; to send a body of 500 horse under an officer of rank to remain in attendance on the emperor’s person; and to ask no more than the gift of money already bestowed. They agreed to send 4000 horse for service who would punish refractory landholders as far as their numbers would enable them, and they promised not to sequestrate the rent-free lands or jágirs assigned for charitable or religious purposes. No notice seems to have been taken of the application. But Báláji, whose disposition was conciliatory, was anxious to have the government of Málwa conferred as a right according to the treaty with his father. With this object when Nizám-ul-Mulk was marching to the Deccan, in order to suppress his son Násir Jang’s revolt, Báláji paid (1741) him a respectful visit near the Narbada and sent a body of his troops to join him. At this time he sustained a great loss in the death of his uncle Chimnáji Ápa which happened in the end of January 1741. Eleven days before this event, Khanduji Mánkar under Chimnáji’s direction had reduced Revdanda the last place remaining to the Portuguese between Goa and Daman. Chimnáji Ápa from his successes against the Portuguese has a greater reputation among the Maráthás as an officer than he probably deserved.²

On the death of his uncle, the Peshwa returned from the northern districts and spent nearly a year in civil arrangements at Poona and Sátára. Continuing to show the greatest respect for the Rája, he obtained from Sháhu a grant by which the whole territory conquered from the Portuguese was conferred on him, and also, except in Gujarát, the exclusive right of collecting the revenues and of levying contributions north of the Narbada. In 1742, Bháskarpant the Diván of Raghuji Bhonsle of Berár, carried

¹ Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 255. Chanda Sáheb or Hussain Dost Khán does not appear to have been confined in the fort nor to have endured a close imprisonment, but merely to have had an attendant guard wherever he went. This supposition is confirmed by the ease with which Dupleix appears to have intrigued with him during his term of imprisonment. ² Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 236.
his arms eastwards, but the Peshwa eager to establish his power over those territories for which the authority obtained from the Rája was as usual assumed as a right, marched though late in the season, towards Hindustán and made himself master of Garha and Mundela before the rains set in. He was obliged to encamp on the banks of the Narbada during the rainy season, and probably meditated an expedition into Allahabad when he was called upon to defend his rights in Málwa which was invaded by Damáji Gaikwár and Báhubráv Sadáshiv. This inroad seems to have been instigated by Raghují to obstruct the Peshwa’s progress eastward; and on Bálájí’s arrival in Málwa the army of Gujarát retired. On this occasion Ánandráv Povár was confirmed by the Peshwa in the possession of Dháär and the surrounding districts, a politic measure which not only secured Povár in his interests, but opposed a barrier on the western side of Málwa to incursions from Gujarát. Since the Peshwa’s arrival at Mundela a negotiation had been going on between him and the emperor through the mediation of Rája Jaysing supported by Nizám-ul-Mulk. The chaúth of the imperial territory was promised and a khíllat more splendid than had ever been conferred on his father was transmitted to Bálájí. It does not appear that any deed for collecting this general chaúth was ever granted by Muhammad Sháh; sums of money and convenient assignments were the mode of payment. The object in the pending treaty was on the Peshwa’s part to obtain sanads for the promised government of Málwa, and on the part of the court of Delhi to procrastinate and to widen the breach between the Peshwa and Raghují Bhonsle.

In the meantime Bháskarpant had invaded Báhár. The Marátha army consisted of 10,000 or 12,000 horse and report had swelled their numbers to nearly four times that amount. Bháskarpant obtained the possession of the town of Hugli and most of the towns from Katwa to the neighbourhood of Midnapur fell into the hands of the Maráthás. Raghují also advanced to Bengal. The emperor ordered Safdar Jang the Nawáb of Oudh to drive out Bháskarpant, and at the same time applied to Bálájí Báltiráv to afford his aid. As inducements to the Peshwa an assignment for the arrears of chaúth due from Azimabad was sent to him by the emperor and an assurance of confirming him in the government of Málwa. The reward was prized too highly and the service was too desirable to be refused. On Bálájí’s approach, Raghují decamped and retreated towards the hills. Bálájí overtook, attacked, and defeated Raghují’s army. Bháskarpant retreated through Oríssa and Bálájí returned to Málwa in order to secure the long-promised government. The Peshwa’s conduct left no reasonable excuse on the part of Muhammad Sháh for refusing to perform the engagement; but to save the credit of the imperial name, the feeble palliative of conferring the appointment on the Peshwa as the deputy of Prince Ahmad, the emperor’s son, was adopted. The rest of the treaty differs little from the former proposals made in the joint names of Bálájí and his uncle Chinnájí, except that instead of 4000, Bálájí promised to furnish 12,000 horse the expense of the additional 8000 being payable by the emperor. Jaysing between whom and
DistRICTS.

Bálájí the most friendly intercourse subsisted, was guarantee for the observance of the treaty with Muhammad Sháh, and Malhárráv Holkar, Ránoji Sindia, and Piláji Jadhav declared in due form that should the Peshwa recede from his duties they would quit his service. The Peshwa returned to Sátrá to pay his respects and go through the form of producing his accounts of the revenue. These accounts were made out by the Peshwa as a general in command of a body of the Rája’s troops.¹

In 1744 Raghújí Bhonslé sent agents to the Peshwa assuring him of his sincere desire of reconciliation and of his conviction that the plans of Bájírav were those best suited to his own and to the real interests of the Marátha nation. He continued the same profession with apparent sincerity, but as he was on full march towards Sátrá, the Peshwa thought it necessary to be on his guard, particularly as Damáji Gáikwrí was also approaching. The Pratinidhi had become infirm by sickness, but his mulālik Yamaí Shídav was an active able man, adverse to the Peshwa’s supremacy, and, although not leagued with Raghújí, intimately connected with the faction of Dábháde. Under these circumstances Bálájí Bájírav had to choose between a war with the Marátha chiefs or the resignation of Bengal to Raghújí. The question did not admit of hesitation; he chose the resignation of Bengal to Raghújí. At the same time as it was understood that the country north of the Mahánadí as well as of the Narbada was comprehended in his agreement with the emperor, he made a merit of conceding his right of levying tribute to Raghújí, and a secret compact in which the Rája was used as a mediator was finally concluded. The object of the contracting parties seems avowedly to have been not so much an alliance as an agreement to avoid interference with each other. The Rája’s authority was in this instance convenient to both. A sanad was given to the Peshwa conferring on him his original mokhásu, all the jágírs bestowed on himself or acquired by his father or grandfather, the governments of the Konkan and Málwa, and the shares of revenue or tribute from Allahabad, Ágra, and Ajmir; three sub-divisions in the district of Pátna, £2000 (Rs. 20,000) from the province of Arkoit, and a few detached villages in Raghújí’s districts. On the other hand, it was settled that the revenues and contributions from Lakhnau, Pátna, and Lower Bengal including Bábhr should be collected by Raghújí who was also vested with the sole authority of levying tribute from the whole territory from Berár to Katak. It was also agreed that Damáji Gáikwrí should be obliged to account to the Peshwa for the amount of the contributions he had levied in Málwa, but nothing was urged at this time respecting the large arrears due by Dábháde to the head of the government. It does not appear that any settlement was concluded but Damáji seems to have remained in the Deccan, although his presence was much required in Gujrat. The Peshwa’s southern and eastern boundaries in North India were well defined.

¹ Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 259. It is a remarkable fact that after the Rájás of Sátrá had become perfect ciphers in the Marátha government, the Peshwa’s accounts continued to the last to be made out in the manner described. Ditto.
by the Narbada, the Son, and the Ganges but the sanad delivered
on this occasion, authorized him to push his conquests to the north-
ward as far as practicable.¹

Raghují Bhonsle was intent on reviving his lost footing in Bengal;
and the Peshwa in order to excuse himself to the emperor for not
acting against Raghují remained in the Deccan. As soon as the
season opened Bháskipant was sent with 20,000 horse into Bengal
by Raghují, but along with twenty officers was treacherously murdered
by Aliverdi Khán in an entertainment and the army retreated
to Beráí. Raghují himself proceeded to the scene of action, and,
partially defeated while returning, succeeded in annexing Devgad
and Chánda to his territory. Shortly after Raghují had entered
Bengal, Báláíí Bájíráv went (1745) to Málwa, addressed letters to the
emperor full of assurances of perpetual fidelity, but excused himself
from paying his respects in the royal presence. He expressed sur-
prise at Aliverdi Khán’s inactivity in not repulsing Raghují, which
the emperor in his reply accounted for by charging Báláíí with not
having stopped the passes in Raghují’s rear as preconcerted. But
the agreement which had taken place with Raghují precluded all
interference; the Peshwa evaded the discussion, and on pretence of
business in the Deccan, after making his yearly collections speedily
returned to Poona.

In 1746 the Peshwa sent his cousin Sadáshiv Chinnáíí Bháú
accompanied by Sakhráíí Bápú the writer of Mahádáipant Purand-
hare on an expedition into the Karnátak to punish some of the
deshmukhs who had driven out the posts of the Peshwa’s old
creditor Bápú Náik Bárámatikar. That person by the interest of
Raghují Bhonsle had obtained the chautth and sardeshmukhi
between the Krishna and Tungbhadra in farm from the Ráíja for
the yearly sum of £70,000 (Rs. 7 lákhas); but the opposition he
experienced and the heavy charges for maintaining the troops totally
ruined him in a few years. The expense of the present expedition
added to his embarrassment, but he would not, as was proposed
to him, agree to give up the contract in favour of Sadáshiv
Chinnáíí. Sadáshiv Chinnáíí levied contributions as far as
the Tungbhadra and reduced Bahádur Benda to which the Maráthás
had a claim of long standing. On Sadáshiv Chinnáíí’s return
from this expedition, he was invested by the Ráíja with the
same rank as had been enjoyed by his father, that is second-
in-command under the Peshwa, and being ambitious and bolder
than his cousin the Peshwa he began to assume considerable
power. He chose as his writers Vásudev Joshi and Raghunáíí
Hari, two able men brought up under Kánhojí Ángria. In
1747 the Peshwa himself concluded a new and more specific agree-
ment with the Ráíjas of Bundelkhand, by which, after deducting
the district which had been ceded to the late Peshwa, one-third of the
territory estimated at £165,000 (Rs. 16½ lákhas) was made over to
Báláíí Bájíráv besides a like share from the profits of the diamond
mines of Panna. During this period of comparative tranquillity

¹ Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 250.
the Peshwa encouraged agriculture, protected the villagers and grain merchants, and improvement was everywhere visible. But about this time events occurred in North India, in the Deccan, and in the Madras Karnatta, which were the forerunners of fresh troubles and great revolutions in every part of India.

In 1749, the Deccan which was completely drained of troops presented an inviting field to the Peshwa, but domestic arrangements of the utmost importance demanded his presence at Satara. Raja Shahu had for some years been in a state of mental imbecility brought on, it was said, through grief for the death of his youngest wife Saguñabai of the Mohite family. As his health declined, Shahu recovered the use of his intellect, and the dependents of the Peshwa about his person urged him to adopt a son. The Raja on the loss of his only child, some time before his derangement, contrary to all his former invectives against him had declared that he would adopt Sambhaji Raja of Kolhapur provided he had issue. As Sambhaji had no children, it was proposed that an inquiry should be made for some lineal descendant of Vithoji the brother of Maloji the grandfather of the great Shivaji. Search was accordingly made, but none was discovered. It was then suggested that he should take the son of some respectable shiledar of the patil family. This proposal, Shahu said, he had a strong reason for declining. At last he told Mahadaji Pant Purandhare and Gevindraw Chitnis that Tarakbai who was still living in Satara, had somewhere hid her grandson Ram the son of the second Shivaji who was born in 1712 after the death of his father. It is not known by what means Shahu became possessed of this secret; and the subject, intricate in itself, had been so studiously involved in mystery as to excite a suspicion that the Peshwa was convinced of the legitimacy of Ram Raja, and found it necessary for the purpose of rendering him insignificant to invent or at least connive at the insinuation that the whole was a trick of state. Tarabai on hearing of the intended adoption of Sambhaji of Kolhapur was heard to say 'I will prevent that,' and on being closely questioned and encouraged declared the existence of her grandson. The elder surviving wife of Shahu, Sakvarbai of the Shirke family, on being acquainted with this declaration on the part of Tarabai which deprived her of all chance of power, incited Sambhaji to oppose the alleged grandson of Tarabai whom she declared

1 Grant Duff's Marathas, 265. Shahu was for some time afflicted with that harmless silly madness which is sometimes ludicrous, even whilst it excites commiseration. It first appeared on an occasion when he had to receive a visit from two Maratha Sardars in full darbar, by his dressing out his favourite dog in gold brocade, covered with jewels and putting his own turban on the dog. He never resumed any covering for his head after he recovered his senses. This dog had once saved his life when hunting a tiger, and amongst other freaks, he issued sanads conferring a jagir upon him, and entitling him to use a palanquin in all which the Raj was humoured and the palanquin establishment kept. Ditto, footnote.

2 Shahu had some wit and his reply to a letter about this time from Raja Jayasing of Jaypur shows that he retained it to the last. The Raj asked what he had performed for the Hindu faith and what charities he had bestowed. I have, replied Shahu, conquered from the Musalmans the whole country from Rameshvar to Delhi and I have given it to the Brahmins. Grant Duff's Marathas, 266 footnote.
an impostor. She promised to aid Sambháji to her utmost, and engaged Yamáji Shivdev in her cause. Jagjivan the younger brother of Shripatráv who had been appointed Pratíni-
dhí on the death of Shripatráv in 1747, also promised her all the support in his power. Dámájí Gáikwárá gavé his assent to the proposal, and emissaries were despatched into the Ghátmáthá and the Konkan, a tract ever prone to insurrection, to raise men and be prepared for her purpose. Bálájí Bájiráv repaired to Sátára with an army of 35,000 men, but so cautious was he of committing any act which might outrage the Marátha feeling, already jealous of Bráhman power, that he did not attempt to separate Sakvárbái from her husband or to impose any restraint likely to arouse the active enmity of her relations. Although he knew the extent of her plots, and was also aware that Sakvárbái had a plan to assassinate him, he was at the same time suspicious of Tárábái, whose known enmity to Bálájí Bájiráv is indeed the principal evidence in support of her extraordinary story. The pregnancy of Bhaváníbái the wife of the second Shivájí, was strongly suspected by Rájasbái the younger wife of Rájárám at the time of Shivájí's death, and it required all the care and circumspection of Tárábái to keep the infant from destruction. She found means to convey the child from the fort of Panhála and having given him in charge to the sister of Bhaváníbái he was carried to Tuljápur and thence to Bárshi in Sholápur where he was reared in obscurity. The Peshwa was at a loss what to do. During three months spent at Sátára before Sháhu's death, he was alternately swayed by ambition and apprehension. He thought of at once asserting his supremacy by setting aside the Rája entirely.¹ But on the whole he considered it most expedient to support the assertion of Tárábái. Yet, though he was scrupulous in every outward form of respect towards the prince whom he acknowledged, he was not afterwards desirous of suppressing a current report at Poona that the whole was fictitious. When the power of the Peshwa was complete, and the end was gained, such a pageant as the Rája, in some respects, was inconvenient to the usurper, and to countenance a belief of the imposture was the first step to his being wholly set aside. But the voice of the country was too strong and an heir of the house of Shivájí would have been joined by thousands. Sakvárbái, to conceal her plot, always gave out that in the event of Sháhu's death she would burn with the body. This declaration proved her ruin, for the wily Bráhman affected to believe it, and took care to circulate the report until it became so general that its non-fulfilment would, in the eyes of the whole country, have been a reflection on the

¹ Grant Duff's Maráthás, 287. The following letter from Sadáshiv Chinnájí to the Peshwa recommends his usurping the power at once. After compliments: it seems impossible to judge of what will be the result of all this. The Bái's doings are not to be depended upon; keep continually on your guard. The Bái is not a person to blunder in that which she sets about. Let nothing induce you to act contrary to what has hitherto been professed, or let anything appear respecting your intentions; but in the event of the Rája's decease, you must take the upper hand of all. While the Rája is in existence, do not allow so much as a grain of oil-seed to appear different in your conduct. As matters proceed continue to write to me constantly. Despatched 16th Saváí. Ditto footnote.
honor of the family. Although Sakvárbáí seldom quitted the Rája, and kept him constantly surrounded by persons in her interest, Bálájí found means to obtain a private interview, at which he induced the Rája to give him a deed empowering the Peshwa to manage the whole government of the Marátha empire, on condition of his perpetuating the Rája’s name and keeping up the dignity of the house of Shiváji through the grandson of Tárábáí and his descendants. This paper also directed that the Kolhápur state should always be considered an independent sovereignty; that the jágirs now existing were to be confirmed to the holders, leaving power with the Peshwa to conclude such arrangements with the jágirváds as might be beneficial for extending Hindu power, for protecting the temples of the gods, the cultivators of the fields, and whatsoever was sacred or useful.

The Rája had scarcely ceased to breathe when a body of horse galloped into the town of Sátára, surrounded and seized the Pratimídhi and his mutálik Yamáji Shivdev, placed them in iron, and sent them off strongly escorted to distant hill forts. Every avenue about the town was occupied by troops, and a garrison of the Peshwa’s was placed in the fort, while a party was detached to reinforce the escort of Rám Rája who had not arrived when Sháhu died. Sakvárbáí had not recovered from the first emotions of consternation and rage at finding her whole plans unmasked and defeated, when the Peshwa sent her an insidious message begging that she would not think of burning with the body of her husband for that he and all her servants were ready to obey her commands. Not content with working on the mind of an angry woman to incite her to self-destruction, he sent for her brother Koáriji Shirke, represented the dishonour that threatened to attach to his house, and promised him a jágir in the Konkan if he persuaded his sister to burn herself, not only for the honour of the family of Shirke, but for the honour of all India under the sway of the late Rája. By these arts Bálájí Bájíráv secured his victim.1

Before Sháhu’s death, orders in his name had been sent to Yashvantráv Dábháde and Raghují Bhonsle requiring their presence at Sátára. Yashvantráv Dábháde had become totally imbecile from debauchery, and as had probably been foreseen neither Dábháde nor Dámají Gáikwár the commander of his army attended. Most of the other jágirváds were present, but if any were disposed to resist the Peshwa’s authority, they remained passive until they should see what part Raghují Bhonsle would play. Raghují’s ambition was now controlled by the caution of age and the teaching of experience. He was not only intent on directing yearly raids into Bengal, but owing to the absence of his son Jánóji in the Karnátak with 10,000 horse and to the number of troops which he

---

1 Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 268. Those of Bálájí’s countrymen who knew the secret history of this transaction and whose minds had not been perverted by the calm villainy of a Bráhman court did not attempt to palliate it as a sacrifice in conformity with their faith. On the contrary they mentioned it with detestation and said that even the ordinary mode of execution would have been more manly and less objectionable, Do.
was compelled to leave in his own territories he arrived at Satara in the month of January 1750, with a force of only 12,000 men. His disposition was pacific towards Balaji but he made some demur in acknowledging Ram Raja. He required, in testimony of his being a Bhonsla and the grandson of Rajaram, that Tarabai should first eat with him in presence of the caste, deposing on the food they ate together that Ram Raja was her grandson. When this was complied with in the most solemn manner, Raghunj declared himself satisfied; and after a long conference with the Peshwa he gave his assent to the propriety of the plans submitted for his consideration. As a proof of the good understanding which subsisted between them, Balaji took occasion to proceed in advance to Poona, leaving the Raja in Raghunji's charge, and requesting that he would accompany him to Poona with the whole of the jagirdars, for the purpose of concluding the arrangements made by the will of the late Shahu Raja. From this period (1750) Poona took the place of Satara as the capital of the Marathas.

In the success of his schemes, Balaji almost overlooked Tarabai, who though upwards of seventy years of age, soon convinced him that it was dangerous to slight a woman of her spirit. On pretence of paying her devotions at her husband's tomb in Sinhgad near Poona she went there and endeavoured to persuade the Pant Sachiv to declare for her as head of the Maratha empire. Balaji, after much persuasion, induced her to come to Poona, and having flattered her ambition with the hope of a large share in the administration, at last obtained her influence with Ram Raja in confirming the many schemes he had now to carry into effect. Raghunji Bhonsle received new deeds for Berar, Gondvan, and Bengal, and some lands which had belonged to the Pratinidhi adjoining Berar. The title deeds for half of Gujarath were sent to Yashvantrav Dabhade, which, as he had never yet accounted for a share of the revenue to the state, gave Damaji Gaikwad to understand what he might expect from the growing power of the Peshwa. About this time Ranoji Sindia died and his eldest son Jayapa was confirmed in his estates. The whole of Malwa estimated at about £15 millions (Rs. 150 lakhs) of yearly revenue except about £100,000 (Rs. 10 lakhs), was divided between Holkar and Sindia, and £745,000 (Rs. 74½ lakhs) were conferred on Holkar and £655,000 (Rs. 65½ lakhs) on Sindia. The remaining £100,000 (Rs. 10 lakhs) were held by various jagirdars of whom Anandraj Povar was the most considerable. All of them were subservient to the views of the Peshwa and from them he had no opposition to fear. Balaji Bajirav, without intending to employ them, confirmed the eight Pradhans, and for a short time nominated Gangadhar Shrinivas as Pratinidhi; but on the application of Raghunji Bhonsle and of some other jagirdars, when about to return to their districts, he made them a promise to release Jagjivan Parasuram and accordingly restored him to his rank and liberty. As the Raja's establishment was to be much reduced, and it was necessary to secure in his interests such of his officers as he could not employ, the Peshwa reserved a great part of the Pratinidhi's lands as jagirs and assignments to the persons in question, particularly the tract west of Karhad.
between the Urmudi and the Várna where he apprehended an
insurrection supported by the Rája of Kolhápur. Fattëhsing Bhonsle
the adopted son of Sháhu was confirmed in the possession of his
jágir, in various minor claims, in shares of revenue, and in the
title of Rája of Akalkot, which, except the detached claims
alluded to, are still enjoyed by his descendants. An appointment
created by Sháhu for a relation of the Mantri, and which was
termed Ajáhut Sardeshmukhi or general agent for collecting the
sardeshmukhi was nominally preserved; but jágir lands were
assigned in lieu of the right of interference in the collection of the
ten per cent on the six subhás of the Deccan. The appointment of
Sar Lashkar was taken from the family of Somvanshi and given
to Nimbáji Náik Nimbólkar. All these changes and appointments
were made in the name of Rám Rája, but it was now well
understood that the Peshwa’s authority was supreme in the state
and generally admitted without dissatisfaction. Yamájí Shivdev,
who recovered his liberty at the same time with the Pratinidhi,
threw himself into the fort of Sángola near Pandharpur where he
raised an insurrection and made head against the Peshwa until he
was suppressed by the Peshwa’s cousin Sadáshiv Chinnáji. In the
measures which have been detailed the Peshwa owed much of his
success to his Diván Mahádájípant, who, next to his cousin
Sadáshivráv, possessed the greatest influence over Báláji Bájiráv
of any of his advisers. Sadáshivráv on his expedition to Sángola was
accompanied by Rám Rája for the purpose of giving Yamájí
Shivdev no excuse for resistance. During their stay at that place,
the Rája agreed to renounce the entire power and to lend his
sanction to whatever measures the Peshwa might pursue, provided
a small tract round Sátára was assigned to his own management,
conditions to which Báláji subscribed but which he never fulfilled.
The Rája under a strong escort returned from Sángola to Sátára.
The Peshwa in order to soothe Tárábáí whose great age did not
render her less active and intriguing, incautiously removed his
troops from the fort of Sátára, and having placed in it the gadkiris
and old retainers who had great respect for the widow of Rájáram,
gave up the entire management to her. The Rája was kept with a
separate establishment in the town of Sátára, but perfectly at large,
and a splendid provision was assigned to him and his officers, the
expense of which amounted to the yearly sum of £650,000
(Rs. 65 lakhs). 1

In 1751, when the Peshwa left for Aurangabad, to support the
claims of Gházi-ud-din the elder son of the Nizám to the viceroyalty of the Deccan, Tárábáí sounded Rám Rája in regard
to his assuming the control usurped by his servant Báláji the
Peshwa; but not finding him fit for her purpose, she pretended to
have had no serious intentions in the proposal. At the same time
she sent messengers to Damájí Gáikwár, representing the
unguarded state of the country and recommending his immediate
march to Sátára to rescue the Rája and the Marátha state from the

1 Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 272.
power of the Brāhmans. Damāji at once acted on this request and Tārābāi, as soon as certain accounts were received of the Gāikwār’s approach, invited the Rāja into the fort of Sātára and made him prisoner. She then reproached him with his want of spirit; regretted that she had ever rescued him from a life of obscurity for which only he could have been destined; declared that he could not be her grandson or the descendant of the great Shivāji; that he was neither a Bhonsle nor a Mohite, but a baseborn Gondhali changed in the house where he had been first conveyed,¹ and that she would make atonement on the banks of the holy Krishna for ever having acknowledged him. She ordered the Havildār to fire upon his attendants, most of whom unconscious of what had happened remained near the gate of the fort; and she directed the guns to be pointed at the houses in the town below belonging to the partisans of the Konkani Brāhmans. Trimbakpant commonly called Nāna Purandhare, Govindrāv Chitnis, and the officers in the Peshwa’s interests at Sātára were at first disposed to ridicule this attempt as that of a mad old woman, but, on hearing of the approach of Damāji Gāikwār from Songad, they quitted the town and assembled troops at the village of A’rla on the banks of the Krishna. On the advance of the Gāikwār by the Sālpā pass, although they had 20,000 and their opponent only 15,000 men they made an irresolve attack and retired to Nimb about eight miles north of Sātára where they were followed the next day, attacked, and defeated by the Gujarāt troops. Damāji Gāikwār immediately went to pay his respects to Tārābāi, and several forts in the neighbourhood were given to her. Sātára was well stored with provisions, and the Pratinidhi promised to aid Tārābāi’s cause. News of these proceedings recalled the Peshwa. Before he returned Nāna Purandhare had redeemed his lost credit by attacking and compelling the army of Damāji Gāikwār to retire to the Jod valley about twenty-five miles north-west of Sātára where they expected to be joined by the Pratinidhi from Karhād and by troops from Gujarāt. In this hope they were disappointed; and as Shankrājipant Subhedār of the Konkan was assembling troops in their rear and the Peshwa’s army which had marched nearly 400 miles in thirteen days was close upon them, Damāji sent a messenger to treat with Bālāji. Bālāji solemnly agreed to abide by the terms proposed and enticed Damāji to encamp in his neighbourhood, where, as soon as he got him into his power, he demanded the payment of all the arrears due from Gujarāt, and the cession of a large portion of his territory. Damāji represented that he was but the agent of Dābhāde the Senāpati, and had no authority to comply with what was required. On this reply the Peshwa sent private orders to seize some of the family of the Gāikwār and Dābhāde who lived at Talegaon in Poona, and treacherously surrounded, attacked, and plundered the camp of Damāji Gāikwār and sent him into confinement at Poona.² The Peshwa next tried to induce Tārābāi to give up the fort and the

¹ Grant Duff’s Marāthās, 274. Rām Rāja was first concealed in the house of a Gondhali or a gondhali dancer. Ditto, footnote.
² Grant Duff’s Marāthās, 274. In consequence of this treachery, it is said that Damāji ever after refused to salute the Peshwa except with his left hand. Ditto, footnote.
Rája; but she assembled her garrison and required an oath from every man that he would stand by her to the last. Such of them as chose were allowed the option of quitting the fort. Some of the Peshwa’s troops became impressed with an idea that she was a dev or good spirit and others that she was a daitya or evil spirit, but the Maráthás were so strongly of opinion that Tárábái was the rightful regent that Bálájí found there was more to be apprehended from proceeding to extremities than from leaving her unmolested; although to become formidable her party required only a leader of reputation. Perplexing as the affair was Tárábái’s conduct in the end proved advantageous to the Peshwa as it took from him the odium of being the first to confine the Rája to the fort of Sátára. Tárábái did not merely confine Rám Rája to the fort. His prison was a damp stone dungeon and his food was of the coarsest grain. Dámájí Gáíkwrár was the only man whom the Peshwa dreaded, but as he was now a close prisoner at Poona, Bálájí proceeded towards Aurangabad in prosecution of his engagements with Gházi-ud-din. Rája Raghnánáthdás the prime minister of Salábát Jang opened a communication from Ahmadnagar with Tárábái and Sambhájí of Kolhápur.

During Bálájí’s absence at Aurangabad Tárábái occupied the districts of Wáí and Sátára aided by 5000 or 6000 Maráthás and Rámoshís whom she had entertained in her service. A large force was sent to invest Sátára and starve her into submission. Ánandráv Jádhav, the commandant of the fort, convinced of the folly of resistance, formed the design of carrying the Rája out of her power. When this came to her knowledge she ordered him to be beheaded; a sentence which the garrison executed on their own commander, as well as on several others subsequently implicated in a like scheme. Bábúráv Jádhav, a person unconnected with the late commandant and a relation of the Jádhavs of Síndkhed was appointed to the command of the fort. In 1753 the Peshwa before leaving for the Karnáttak endeavoured to pave the way to a compromise with Tárábái. On his march to the Karnáttak he sent to assure Tárábái that if she would submit the control of the Rája’s person and establishment should remain at her disposal. To this Tárábái would not listen unless Bálájí Jádíráv would come to Sátára, acknowledge her authority, and give such personal assurances as would satisfy her. Encouraged by the approach to Poona of Jánójí Bhonsle the son and heir of Rághújí Bhonsle, and on assurances of safety and protection from the Peshwa, Tárábái, leaving the garrison of Sátára and the custody of Rám Rája’s person to Bábúráv Jádhav repaired to the Peshwa’s capital accompanied by Bimbájí Bhonsle the youngest brother of Jánójí who had attached himself to her party and married one of her relations of the Mohite family. At Poona Tárábái was received with so much attention and consideration that she agreed to the Peshwa’s proposals as formerly made, provided he would promise to accompany her to the temple of Jejúri and there solemnly swear to abide by his present declarations. The Peshwa acquiesced on

1 Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 274-275. 2 Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 281.
condition that Bāburāv Jādhav should be dismissed to which Tārābāi reluctantly agreed. Taking advantage of her obstinate temper, he gained his end of keeping the Rāja a prisoner by pretending a great desire to see him released. Rām Rāja was a prince deficient in ordinary ability, and the miserable thralldom he underwent during a long confinement broke his spirit and ruined his health.¹

Before Shāhu’s death (1749) little improvement had taken place in the civil administration of the country. Bālājī Bājirāv (1740-1761) appointed fixed māmlatdārs or subhedārs each of whom had charge of several districts. The territory between the Godāvari and the Krishna including the greater part of Sātārā, the best protected and most productive under Marāṭhā rule, was entrusted to the Peshwa’s favourites and courtiers some of whom were his relations. They held absolute charge of the police, the revenue, and the civil and criminal judicature, and in most cases had power of life and death. They were bound to furnish regular accounts, but they always evaded settlement. They governed by deputies and remained at court whether in the capital or in the field in attendance upon the Peshwa. Their districts were in consequence extremely ill managed and in very great disorder; the supplies furnished for the exigencies of the state were tardy, and in comparison with the established revenues insignificant. The beginning of a better system is ascribed to Rāmchandra Bāba Shenvi and after his death Sadāshivrāv Bhāu improved on his suggestions. Bālājī Bājirāv Peshwa was sensible of the advantage to be gained from bringing the collectors under control. He had not sufficient energy for the undertaking himself, but he supported his cousin’s measures. Panchāyats the ordinary tribunals of civil justice began to improve, because the supreme power if it did not always examine and uphold their decrees, at least did not interfere to prevent the decisions of the community. Most of the principal Brāhman families of the Deccan date their rise from the time of Bālājī Bājirāv. In short the condition of the whole population was in his time improved and the Marāṭhā peasantry sensible of the comparative comfort which they then enjoyed have ever since blessed the days of Nána Sáheb Peshwa.

In 1760 the Marāṭhās sustained the crushing defeat of Pānipat, and Peshwa Bālājī who never recovered from that terrible blow died in 1761. In the end of September 1761, Mādhavrāv the second son of the Peshwa Bālājī Bājirāv, then in his seventeenth year, went to Sātārā accompanied by his uncle Raghunāthrāv and received investiture as Peshwa from the nominal Rāja, who remained in precisely the same state of imprisonment under the obdurate Tārābāi, until her death in the following December at the age of eighty-six. To the last moment she maintained her inveterate hatred against Bālājī Bājirāv and Sadāshivrāv, declaring that she died contented having lived to hear of their misfortunes in the battle of Pānipat and their death. The Rāja’s condition was

¹ Grant Duff’s Marāṭhās, 285.
afterwards so far improved that he was brought from the fort and suffered to live a prisoner at large in the town of Satāra. At a later period, Mādhavrāv allowed him to appoint agents for the management of his pātīl dues in several villages and the collection of his other hereditary claims as deshmukh of Indāpur.1

In 1762,2 Raghunāthrāv, who had assumed chief control over the young Peshwa, displaced Shrinivās Gangādhar, more commonly known by his original name Bhavāntrav, who had succeeded his uncle Jagjivan Pratinidhi, and raised his infant son Bhāskarrāv to the dignity of Pratinidhi and appointed Nāro Shankar Rāja Bahādur to the office of mutālik, which was in effect conferring the office of Pratinidhi upon him. In 1763, when this and other acts of Raghunāthrāv had made him unpopular, Rāja Pratāpvant Vīthal Sundar a Yajurvedi Brāhman the Divān of Nizām Ali, persuaded his master that he had now an opportunity of completely reducing the Marāthrās, and that his best policy was to overthrow the power of the Konkani Brāhmans, to depose Rām Rāja as unfit to govern, and to appoint Jānoji Bhonsle regent. To this scheme Jānoji readily agreed, but Nizām Ali, whose duplicity rendered him true to no plan, while his minister was negotiating, secretly renewed a correspondence with the Rāja of Kolhāpur by which he intended to have an eventual competitor in reserve in case Jānoji’s claims should prove inconvenient.3 Everything seemed to promise success. Bhavāntrav the dispossessed Pratinidhi and many of the Peshwa’s officers joined the Moghals and hostilities were renewed. In the war which followed Jānoji deserted and the Moghals being defeated entered into a treaty with Raghunāthrāv, who was much aided by the young Peshwa. Bhavāntrav was restored to the rank of Pratinidhi upon the death of Bhāskarrāv which happened about the same time.4 Peshwa Mādhavrāv after regaining his power from Raghunāthrāv seized every interval of leisure to improve the civil government of his country. In this laudable object he had to contend with violent prejudices and with general corruption; but the beneficial effects of the reforms he introduced are now universally acknowledged, and his sincere desire to protect his subjects by the equal administration of justice reflects the highest honour on his reign. His endeavours were aided by the celebrated Rām Shāstrī Parbhone a native of the village of Māhuli near Sātāra. By 1772 the supremacy and gradual usurpation of the Sātāra Rājā’s authority also superseded that of the other Pradhāns as well as of the Pratinidhi. Forms of respect instituted with their rank were maintained, but they were only of importance in the state according to the strength and resources of their hereditary jūgirs and of a superior description of soldiery, who, on pay much inferior to what they might elsewhere have obtained, adhered to some of them, with that pride in their chief, which caught the fancies of men in all countries and dignified military vassalage. Of all

1 Grant Duff’s Marathās, 323.
2 Grant Duff’s Marathās, 327.
3 Grant Duff’s Marathās, 327. The letters were addressed to Jijibhi the widow of Sambhāji who acted as regent during the minority of her adopted son named Shivāji. Ditto footnote.
4 Grant Duff’s Marathās, 330.
these personages at the period of Mādhavrāv's death, Bhavānārāv the Pratinidhi was the most considerable both for the greater number of his vassals and from his warlike character.

Mādhavrāv died in November 1772, and Nāráyanaṛāv his younger brother early in December repaired to Sātārā where he was invested as Peshwa by the Rāja. Next year (1773) the commandant of Rāygad in Kolāba who was in rebellion against the Peshwa, on being required to surrender replied that he held the fort for the Rāja of Sātārā and would maintain it against the Peshwa until the Rāja was released. On this an order was caused to be written from Rām Rājā to the commandant who then surrendered the fort to the Peshwa.¹ On the murder of Nāráyanaṛāv in the same year, Amritrāv the adopted son of Raghunāthrāv attended by Bajābā Purandhare was despatched to Sātārā for the robes of office for Raghunāthrāv which were accordingly given.² In the troubles which followed, the ministers who had sided with Gangābāi the widow of Nāráyanaṛāv were on the point of releasing the Rāja of Sātārā as a measure calculated to insure the aid of many of the Marātha soldiers who were discontented or neutral. But the retreat of Raghunāthrāv caused them to abandon the design. In April 1774 as a son and heir was born to Gangābāi, Sakhārām Bāpū and Nānā Fadnavis were deputed by Gangābāi to receive the robes of office for her son which were sent from Sātārā by the Rāja in charge of Mādhavrāv Nilkan Purandhare.

³ In the reign of Mādhavrāv Ballāl (1761-1772) Tāsgaon and its neighbourhood were taken from Kolhāpur and added to the Peshwa's territory as jāgirs of the Patwardhans. In 1777 they were temporarily recovered for Kolhāpur but Mahādjī Sindia succeeded in preventing their permanent loss. At the close of this year (1777) Rām Rājā died at Sātārā having previously adopted a son of Trimbakji Rājā Bhojale a pātīl of the village of Vāvī a descendant of Vitthoji the brother of Māloji the grandfather of the great Shivājī. Trimbakji Rājā commanded a body of 200 horse with which his son served as a shīledār when chosen as heir to a throne and tenant of a prison. He was styled Shāh Mahārāj.⁴ At the same time Bhavānārāv Pratinidhi died and was succeeded by his son Parashurām. In 1788 Bajābā Purandhare was confined in Vandan by Nānā Fadnavis as one of Raghunāthrāv's chief adherents. In 1790 Parashurām Bhān was occupied near Tāsgaon raising levies for the Marātha contingent to the army engaged in the first English campaign against Tipu. Two battalions of Bombay Native Infantry with Artillery arrived at Kumta near

¹ Grant Duff's Marathas, 359.
² Grant Duff's Marathas, 362.
³ Contributed by Mr. J. W. P. Muir-Mackenzie, C.S.
⁴ During the time of Bālājī Bājirāv it had been artfully contrived that there were only a few families old, but of no power with whom the Rāja of the Marāthas could intermarry. Until a long time afterwards the Rāja of Sātārā would have thought himself degraded by a marriage with the daughter of Nimbālkār and Jāthav although from them Shivājī was descended from the maternal line. This artifice, which may have been managed by bribing the Upādhyās and Shāstris, explains the reason why it was scarcely known that Shāhū was married in Aurangzeb's camp to a daughter of Sindia of Kanarkhed. Grant Duff's Marathas, 402 footnote.

Death of Rām Rājā, 1777.
Shāhū II., 1777-1810.
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Tárgaon on the 18th of June travelling by Sangameshvar and the Ámba pass. They seem to have remained in this neighbourhood some three weeks.

In 1792 the phantom Rája of Sátára gave the formality of his permission to the Peshwa to assume the dignity of Vákil-ul-Mutallak bestowed on him by the no less phantom Moghal emperor of Delhi.

The Rástis of Wáí seem at this time to have exercised great influence in the court of the Peshwa at Poona where they sided with the Bráhman ministerial party against the encroachments of Mahádji Sindia. In September 1795 Parashurám Bháu, after taking part in the battle of Kharda and the subsequent arrangements, returned to Tárgaon. Throughout this year, owing to the dread that Mahádji Sindia intended to make the Rája an instrument for suppressing the Peshwa's and Bráhmanical ascendency, Nána Fadnavis almost entirely confined the Rája to the fort of Sátára, where not even his relations were allowed to visit him. Parashurám Bháu was also summoned in haste from Tárgaon to Poona to cope with the difficulties which had arisen over the succession to the suicide Peshwa Mádhavráv. Nána's proposal that Bájiráv Raghunáth should succeed occasioned a rupture with Sindia. On the advance of Sindia's army Nána Fadnavis repaired in alarm to Sátára with some idea of restoring the Rája to supremacy. But, owing to his recent treatment of him, Sháhú had no confidence in Nána and Nána retired to Wáí. From Wáí he returned to Sátára to receive the robes of investiture for Chimbáji Ápa the Peshwa set up by Sindia's general Báloba Tátia as a rival to Bájiráv Raghunáth, but suspecting designs against him on the part of Báloba, Nána remained at Wáí. Chimbáji was installed in May and a pretence made at a reconciliation between Nána and Báloba. But Haripant the bringer of the message crossed the Níra on his way to Wáí at the head of four or five thousand horse. Nána took alarm and fled to the Konkan throwing a strong garrison into Pratápagd. Nána's intrigues were successful in gaining Sindia to his cause, but his partisans in Sindia's camp betrayed the conspiracy from want of caution and part of them had to take refuge in the hills south of the Níra. The troops met at Wáí and shortly afterwards ten thousand men were gathered in the Sahyádris and declared for Bájiráv. In October the army was joined by the regular battalions in the Peshwa's service under Mr. Boyd. Báloba Tátia was aided by Sindia and the army marched for Poona with Nána at its head in Bájiráv's interest. The Patwardhan estates near Tárgaon were attacked by the Kolhápur Rája at Nána's instigation and Parashurám Bháu was made prisoner. Owing to Bájiráv's treachery this triumph was short-lived and, in 1797, Nána was confined in Ahmadnagar. The Rája of Sátára at the same time seized the fort and confined Nána's agent. But to the Peshwa's disgust, when Shivrám Náráyan Thatte came to receive charge, the Rája, instigated by Sindia refused to give up the fort. Mádhavráv Rástia was sent against the Rája but had to retire to Málégaon. Parashurám Bháu, who was then confined at Wáí was released on promise of quelling the disturbance. He soon assembled a considerable force and
advanced to Sátára in the height of the rains crossing the Vena by an unknown ford. The Rája had only a small force which was overcome after a slight struggle in the suburbs. The Rája, who had thrown himself into the fort, surrendered for want of provisions. His brother Chitursing escaped to Kolhápur closely pursued by a body of Rástia’s troops joined by others of the Pratínidhí which encamped near the Várna for more than a year. In 1798 they were cut off almost to a man by four hundred horse reinforced from Kolhápur. Chitursing next made a raid as far as Pál and took all the guns and dispersed the whole of a force of over 2000 men collected by Rástia. He again retreated to the Várna and kept 7000 men continually on the move throughout the Sátára territories. The Kolhápur forces also attacked and pillaged Tásgaon the capital of Parashurám Bháu’s jágír. Parashurám Bháu was shortly afterwards defeated and mortally wounded in the battle with the Kolhápur troops. This only served to concentrate all the forces of the state in the effort to reduce Kolhápur which was only saved by distractions at the Peshwa’s court in Poona. The southern part of Sátára must have formed the principal base of these operations which included the investment of the town of Kolhápur by the armies of the Peshwa.

In 1802, after Bájíráv’s flight from Yashvantráv Holkar, Sháhu of Sátára was reluctantly induced by the persuasion of Chitursing to invest Vináýakráv the nephew of Bájíráv as Peshwa. In 1803 when General Wellesley advanced on Poona he was joined by the Patvardhanas and Pátankars among other jagirdárs of the Sátára territory.

After the war of 1803 the territories of the Peshwa suffered considerably from plundering insurgents and freebooters. The distress was also aggravated by a famine in the Deccan through deficiency of rain which destroyed vast numbers of men and horses, but by the end of 1804 British supremacy had restored order. This year the country of the Patvardhanas about Tásgaon was in a state of considerable disturbance which was not quelled till an arrangement was effected in the interests of Bájíráv by Khandéráv Rásta. In 1805 the district was the scene of ravages by Fattehsing Máné a general of Holkar’s with an army of 10,000 men. He was defeated by Balvantráv Fadnavis Mutálík of Karád an ancestor of the Sardár Náráyanánáv Anant Mutálík, aided by Chintámanráv Patvardhan.

The young Pratínidhí, Parashurám Shríniváś, was at this time at Karhád, under the restraint of his mutálík or deputy whose doings were supported by the mother of the Pratínidhí and connived at by the Peshwa. In 1806 a quarrel ensued, and Bápú Gokhlí the Peshwa’s general was sent with troops to enforce submission, while the Pratínidhí was confined in the mud fort of Masur. Next year the Pratínidhí was rescued by Tái Telín his mistress the wife of an oil-seller. In 1807 this woman gained possession of the fort of Vásota in the extreme west of Jávlí and from it descended on Masur and rescued the Pratínidhí. The Pratínidhí declared for the Rája of Sátára and against the Peshwa. Many of the people of the district rose with him but his excesses and inability disgusted
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them. Bápu Gokhle again went against him; and a slight engagement ensued near Vasantgad. The Pratinidhi was severely wounded and carried to Poona; and his estates sequestrated. His mistress still held out and Bápu Gokhle had to take the hill forts one by one advancing by the Koyna valley. He met with no difficulty except at Vásota which held out under Táí Telin for eight months. In this year (1810) Sháhu the Rája of Sátára died and was succeeded by his son Pratápsinh. Bápu Gokhle was allowed by the Peshwa to take all the benefit of these conquests. He levied heavy exactions over the whole district and seized all the Pratinidhí’s jewels and private property. In 1811 the Peshwa demanded back his territory, which, with that usurped by the Patvardhans and Rástiás, was brought under his control by British influence, while Rástiá’s estate was finally sequestrated by him in 1815. The same year Trimbakji Denglia was sent into confinement at Vasantgad for instigating the murder of Gangadhar Shástri the Baroda minister, and was then delivered to the custody of the British Government. He afterwards escaped and infested among other places the Mahádev hills supported by the Mánas and Rámoshis.

In 1812 the Peshwa had seized Chitursing the younger brother of the late Rája. On pretence of rescuing Chitursing a Gosávi of the same name took up arms and in 1816 obtained possession of Prachitgad by stratagem. He also took many of the forts, and with the ostensible purpose of setting up the Sátára Rája, plundered the district without mercy. Next year (1817) occurred the pretended insurrection which was the beginning of Bájiráv’s open hostility to the British Government.

Trimbakji Denglia on being given up to the British Government was confined in Thána. He escaped and retired to the hills near Shingnápur in east Sátára. Early in January 1817 he was at Phaltan, and constantly changing his residence between that place and Pandharpur, extended his range as far as the Mahimangad and Táthvad forts. On the 29th January he had 500 men near Berad in Phaltan and Náteputa in Málisiras, 300 near Shingnápur, 600 near Mahimangad, and 400 near Phaltan, a total of 1800 men almost all foot and the bulk of them Mánas and Rámoshis. Up to the 18th of February cavalry and infantry continued to join them near Shingnápur while the 18th of March was fixed for the outbreak. Trimbakji’s head-quarters were at Berad in Phaltan, where he used to sleep in the forest guarded by five hundred Rámoshis. In spite of the large number of troops who were collected, the Peshwa denied the existence of any insurrection or gathering of armed men, and though he sent Bápu Gokhle into the district with troops they professed to hear no news of insurgents. On the 7th of March after the serious messages addressed to the Peshwa by Mr. Elphinstone the troops were partly dispersed. In April the operations of Colonel Smith drove the insurgents from their haunts in Shingnápur, and when Colonel Smith left for Poona, a detachment under Major MacDonald prevented their remaining in Mán or the Jath state. In May Pándugad was taken by the so-called rebels. But Mr. Elphinstone suspected collusion on the
part of the Peshwa's officers for the purpose of eventually delivering the forts to Trimbakji. The Peshwa made the rising a pretext for gaining Mr. Elphinstone's acquiescence to his taking the forts while his forces assembled near Sátára. The Peshwa's plan was thought to be to retire to Sátára with his brother, with whom he had effected a reconciliation, and thence to Vásota or to Dhárwar in the Karnátak with a force of 10,000 horse and foot under Náropant Apte. He relied on a successful resort to the old Marátha style of warfare as well as on the improbability, as he believed, of the English proceeding to extremities. In May followed the treaty of Poona and subsequently General Smith's troops were drawn to the North Deccan in operations against the Pendháris. Soon after the Peshwa had an interview with Sir John Malcolm at Máhuli at which Sir John misled by the Peshwa's professions advised him to recruit his army. All this time the Peshwa was actively engaged in his schemes against the British Government, and while at Máhuli appointed Gokhle leader of all his measures, investing him with full powers of government by a formal writing under his own seal confirmed with an oath. He did this not only in pursuance of his own policy, but also as security to the chiefs who were afraid to stand by him on account of his insincerity and vacillation. To aid his preparations Bájiráv gave Gokhle as much as a million sterling, and he made the Rája of Sátára privy to his designs against the English, but from fear of his not co-operating sent him and his family to Vásota a remote hill fort on the edge of the Sahyádris. The recruiting and arming of forts rapidly proceeded, the Peshwa returned to Poona, and his power was destroyed on the 5th of November in the battle of Kirkee. General Smith arrived at Kirkee on the 13th and took Poona on the 17th. The Peshwa fled towards Sátára. After securing Poona General Smith followed on the 22nd. On the 26th he reached the Salpi pass, halted there on the 27th, and on the 28th ascended the pass without opposition. On the top he was attacked by six hundred horse with a few rockets. But the advance soon drove them back with loss. They gathered strength as they retired, and towards the close of the march showed three to five thousand on the front and as many more in the rear. Gallopper guns, that is light field pieces, were opened in the evening with great effect. The second battalion of the 9th Regiment under Major Thacker had the rear guard and masked a galloper gun under a division of auxiliaries which the enemy were preparing to charge. It opened with grape and did great execution. Throughout the day the enemy lost about one hundred and twenty men while General Smith had only one havildár and a sepoy slightly wounded. The next day the enemy was very shy, but in the evening showed about five thousand horse out of range. Taking advantage of a rise in the ground the guns were pushed on within range. They opened with great effect upon the enemy who were ready formed and inflicted a loss of many men and horses. The only difficulties were that the enemy would not fight and that there was a want of cavalry to keep them at a distance, while the grain supplies for the followers ran short, and owing to the close order which had to be kept on the marches which began at two or three in the morning, the camps
could not be reached till two or three in the afternoon. General Smith was now close on the Peshwa who till then had remained at Måhuli. From Måhuli Båjiráv fled to Pandharpur. He had sent for the Rája of Sátára from Vásota but had to start before he arrived. It was not till the middle of December that he was joined by the Rája and four thousand horse under Nårapant Apte which had escorted the Rája from Vásota. The Peshwa after going as far north as Junnar again turned south and the Rája was with the Peshwa at the famous battle of Korèngon on the Bhima river. On the 5th of January 1818 the Peshwa was fleeing towards Sátára and General Pritzler taking up the pursuit marched direct upon Måhuli by the Sálpí pass. He caught a body of the enemy on the 8th of January close to Sátára and killed and wounded sixty men, and took thirty horses and six prisoners. On the 12th General Smith was near Phaltan and was moving south-east towards Shingnápur where he intended to cross the Mån near Marde opposite Mhavvad. Thus he and General Pritzler pursued the Peshwa in hopes of intercepting him if he again turned north. General Smith was just outside the eastern boundary of the district while General Pritzler went by the usual route to Tåsgraon. On the 17th of January about ten thousand horse of Gokhlé’s army in two divisions attempted a reconnaissance of General Pritzler’s camp. The cavalry under Major Doveton charged them three times and put them to flight, their loss being forty killed and wounded. The day after part of Pritzler’s army was placed under General Smith while Pritzler still moved down the right bank of the Krishna. About the same time the Peshwa turned north and passing Pritzler to the west reached Karbhád on the 23rd. On the 23rd General Smith who had turned northwards after the Peshwa reached Kavta two miles south of Tåsgraon. About half-way on the march his rear guard was closely pressed by the whole of the enemy’s light division not less than fifteen thousand strong and commanded by Appa Desálí, Trimbakji Denglia, the Vinchurkar, several of the Patvardhans, and Gokhlé himself. The ground being confined and intersected by water-courses they took ground and moved out to drive off the enemy. The latter kept their ground firmly for some time behaving with much more spirit than usual. Five-six-pounders and a howitzer were kept firing on them for some time and their losses were considerable. Meanwhile the Peshwa had succeeded in passing General Pritzler and his force in the west and on the 23rd was at Karbhád. By the 27th General Smith’s division had reached Pusesávli while the Peshwa was six miles from Måhuli. The enemy under Gokhlé five thousand strong contented themselves with harassing the troops on the march. General Smith was only six miles from Måhuli by sunset the next day. The Peshwa had arrived at noon. He left at one in the morning of the 29th and did not stop till he reached Hanbad six miles from the Nira bridge. Here his advance guard fell in with a force under Captain Boles. He instantly moved on and at 8 P.M. reached Phaltan leaving many tired men and camels at Hanbad. He only stayed two hours at Phaltan and marched again in the direction of Pusesávli. He halted about sixteen miles further on. He had marched about
eighty miles in forty hours and in consequence had got separated from his baggage. He afterwards turned south-east and on the 30th reached Nāteputa. Smith started in pursuit of the Peshwa on the 29th. The light division of Gokhle's force attempted to pass him by the short route by Koregaon in order to join the Peshwa but he managed to intercept them and they had to take a more circuitous route further west, as General Smith neared the Sālpī pass. Part of them made another push at a point where the valley is some five or six miles wide, probably not far from Deur. General Smith had just pitched his camp. The enemy was advancing along the opposite side of the valley. The 2nd Cavalry and the Horse Artillery supported by the Grenadiers of the 65th Regiment and part of the Light Infantry were immediately ordered under arms and proceeded with the intention of cutting off this body as they passed between them and the hills. Seeing this the enemy kept close under the hills and upon the advance of the cavalry and horse artillery at a gallop fled in the greatest consternation to avoid the charge. Their rear was driven back by the road by which they were advancing, while the main body pushed on at speed for some miles. A few with part of the baggage which had preceded the horse took refuge in the hills and numbers crawled up to the top by a path which from below appeared almost perpendicular. The grenadiers and part of the Light Battalion went up and took part of what remained, killing such of the armed men as offered resistance. The rest under Gokhle moved by the Khāmatki pass and was joined next day by a body of troops from the eastward below the pass. After waiting at Khandāla Gokhle again retired above the Khāmatki pass. On the 30th General Smith joined Colonel Boles with his reserve at Lonand. He had marched five hundred and seventy miles in forty days with only three halts. General Pritzler returned by the same route after having been driven as far as galgala in Bijāpur, and had marched three hundred miles in eighteen days and altogether twenty-three days without a halt. It was determined to effect a meeting. With this object General Smith again moved south on the 4th of February and reached Rahmatpur on the 6th. Here General Pritzler joined him from the south and on the 8th the united force went to Sātāra, and the fort surrendered on the 10th. The British colours were hoisted, but only to be replaced by the Bhagya Jhenda or ancient standard of Shivājī.

On this occasion Mr. Elphinstone who, since the battle of Kirkee had been the chief political officer in the Deccan, published the following manifesto: That in 1796 from the time when Bājirāv ascended the throne, his country had been a prey to faction and rebellion and there was no efficient government to protect the people. That in 1802 when Bājirāv was driven from Poona he took refuge at Bassein, and entering into an alliance with the British Government, early in 1803 was restored to his full authority and the supremacy of the British in the Deccan ensured peace. In 1803 when Bājirāv was restored the country was wasted by war and famine, the people were reduced to misery, and the government drew scarcely any revenue from its lands. From that time, through British protection, in spite of the farming system and the exactions of Bājirāv's
officers, the country had completely recovered, and Bájiráv had accumulated those treasures which he was now employing against his benefactors. The British Government not only kept peace within the Peshwa’s possessions but maintained his rights against his enemies abroad. It could not, without injury to the rights of others, restore his authority over the Marátha chiefs, which had expired long before its alliance with him, but it paid the greatest attention to satisfy his admissible demands and in spite of many difficulties succeeded in adjusting some and putting others in a train of settlement. Among these were Bájiráv’s claims on the Gáikwár. The British Government had prevailed on the Gáikwár to send his prime minister to settle Bájiráv’s demands, and they were on the eve of adjustment with great profit to the Peshwa, when Gangádhar Shástri the Gáikwár’s agent was murdered by Trimbakji Denglia, the Peshwa’s minister, while in actual attendance on his court and during the solemn pilgrimage of Pandharpur. Strong suspicions rested on Bájiráv, who was accused by the voice of the whole country, but the British Government unwilling to credit such a charge against a prince and an ally contented itself with demanding the punishment of Trimbakji. This was refused until the British Government had marched an army to support its demands. Yet it made no claim on the Peshwa for its expenses and inflicted no punishment for his protection of a murderer; it simply required the surrender of the criminal, and on Bájiráv’s compliance it restored him to the undiminished enjoyment of all the benefits of the alliance. Notwithstanding this generosity Bájiráv immediately began a new system of intrigues and used every exertion to turn all the power of India against the British Government. At length he gave the signal for disturbances by fomenting an insurrection in his own dominions, and prepared to support the insurgents by open force. The British Government had no remedy but to arm in turn. Its troops entered Bájiráv’s territories at all points and surrounded him in his capital before any of those with whom he had intrigued had time to stir. Bájiráv’s life was in the hands of the British Government, but that Government, moved by Bájiráv’s professions of gratitude for past favours and of entire dependence on its moderation, once more resolved to continue him on his throne, after imposing such terms on him as might secure it from his future perfidy. The principal of these terms was a commutation of the contingent which the Peshwa was bound to furnish for money equal to the pay of a similar body of troops. When this was agreed to the British Government restored Bájiráv to its friendship and proceeded to settle the Pendháris who had so long been the pest of the peaceable inhabitants of India and of none more than of the Peshwa’s subjects. Bájiráv affected to enter with zeal into an enterprise so worthy of a great government. He assembled a large army on pretence of cordially aiding in the contest, but, in the midst of his professions, he spared neither pains nor money to engage the powers of Hindustán to combine against the British. No sooner had the British troops marched towards the haunts of the Pendháris, than he seized the opportunity to begin war without a declaration and without even
an alleged ground of complaint. He attacked and burnt the house of the British Resident, contrary to the laws of nations and the practice of India, plundered and seized peaceable travellers, and put two British officers to an ignominious death. Bajirav himself found the last transaction too barbarous to avow; but, as the perpetrators were still unpunished and kept their command in his army, the guilt remained with him. After the beginning of the war, Bajirav threw off the mask regarding the murder of Gangadhar Shastri and avowed his participation in the crime by uniting his cause with that of the murderer. That by these acts of perfidy and violence, Bajirav had compelled the British Government to drive him from power and to conquer his dominions. For this purpose a force had gone in pursuit of Bajirav which would allow him no rest, a second was employed in taking his forts, a third had arrived by way of Ahmadnagar, and the greatest force of all was entering Khundesh under the personal command of His Excellency Sir Thomas Hislop. A force under General Munro was reducing the Karnatak and a force from Bombay was taking the forts in the Konkan and occupying that country. In a short time no trace of Bajirav would remain. The Raj of Satara, who had always been a prisoner in Bajirav’s hands, would be released and placed at the head of an independent state of such an extent as might maintain the Raj and his family in comfort and dignity. With this view the fort of Satara had been taken, the Raj’s flag had been set up in it, and his former ministers had been called into employment. Whatever country was assigned to the Raj would be administered by him and he would be bound to establish justice and order. The rest of the country would be held by the Honourable Company. The revenue would be collected for the Government, but all real and personal property would be secured. All vatan and inam or hereditary lands, varshasans or yearly stipends, and all religious and charitable establishments would be protected, and all religious sects tolerated and their customs maintained as far as was just and reasonable. The revenue-farming system was abolished. Officers should be forthwith appointed to collect a regular and moderate revenue on the part of the British Government, to administer justice, and to encourage the cultivators of the soil. They would be authorized to allow remissions in consideration of the circumstances of the times. All persons were forbidden paying revenue to Bajirav or his adherents or aiding them in any way. No reduction would be made from the revenue on account of such payments. Tatandars and other holders of land were required to quit his standard and return to their villages within two months. The Jamindars would report the names of those who remained and all who failed to appear in that time would forfeit their lands and would be pursued without remission until they were crushed. All whether belonging to the enemy or otherwise, who might attempt to lay waste the country or to plunder the roads would be put to death whenever they were found.

1Raja Pratap Singh was established in Satara, and Captain Grant Duff, the author of the History of the Marathas, was placed with him to

---

1 Blacker’s Maratha War, 256.
aid his councils and direct his conduct. The family who, without
in any way aiding or proving useful to the British, had been raised
from hereditary confinement to power, included, besides Pratápsinh
who was in the prime of life, two brothers Chaturasing and Sháhájí
and their mother. Pratápsinh was described as dull and
unschooled with little knowledge of the world and apparently with no
knowledge of Maráthá history. His mother, who was more ambitious,
made large claims stating that she expected that the family would
be re-established on the footing it enjoyed in its time of greatest
fortune.¹

On the 29th of March 1818 after a two days’ halt part of the reserve
marched from Sátára and on the 30th camped at some distance on the
high road towards Vásota² which had been Pratápsinh’s prison and
where some of his family were still confined. Vásota stands on one of
the Sahyádri hills about 3000 feet high on the Konkan side and about
2000 feet above the Deccan plain. Like most Maráthá hill-forts it
was commanded from neighbouring hills. Its greatest strength lay in
its height and in the difficulty of approach. In almost every direction
it was surrounded by inaccessible mountains, except a few passes so
narrow and rugged as to be easily defended, and extremely difficult
though in no way strengthened by art.³ On the 31st, under Colonel
Hewett’s command, a detachment of six companies of the European
flank battalion, two companies of Rifles, and flank companies of the

¹ On the 29th of March 1818, Mr. Elphinstone rode with the Rája through the
lower part of the valley of Sátára. Groves of mango trees, clumps of cocoa-palms so
uncommon above the Sahyádri, here and there fine tamarind or pímpal trees throwing
their deep shade over a temple by the Krishna, and the picturesque hillsthat surrounded
the whole made this the finest part of the Peswá’s country, if not of India. The
Rája went into Sátára with the pomp of a prince and the delight of a schoolboy.
Colebrooke’s Elphinstone, II. 30.
² Blacker’s Maráthá War, 235-298. The force assembled for this service included two
corps of Europeans, the flank battalion of the Bombay European regiment, half a battalion
of European Rifles, four battalions of Native Infantry of the line, that is the 2nd
battalion of the 12th Madras, the 2nd battalion of the 7th, and the 2nd battalion of the
9th Bombay, and an auxiliary battalion from Poona. To this force was attached 700
Poona Auxiliary Horse and four companies of Pioneers. The ordnance included twenty-
nine pieces, of which four were iron eighteen-pounders and two were iron twelve-
pounders. There were one ten-inch and four eight-inch mortars, two heavy five and a
half inch howitzers, and two brass twelve-pounders. The rest were field guns and light
howitzers. Colonel Dalrymple of the Madras establishment commanded the artillery
of which there were 270 Europeans and 317 Natives of both Presidencies. Captain
Nutt of the Bombay establishment was chief engineer.
³ From the camp near Sudoí, twelve miles from Vásota, Mr. Elphinstone wrote
(3rd April): The pass is now a good open road to the top. The scenery was less
romantic and the fort less alarming than before. The descent was worse than the
ascent. Along the bank of the Koyna, where there was a good road, there were
occasionally fine views of the water bordered with trees and surrounded by woody
hills. The scenery was romantic. Dr. Coats compared it to Malabár and General
Pritzler to St. Domingo. The road to Vásota lay along a valley between high
mountains and was quite secluded, as if no one were within a hundred miles. The
hill sides had a variety of summits and ravines. In some places were rocky
intermingled with trees; in others appeared smooth summits covered with the richest
and greenest foliage: in some the forest was on fire and gusts of smoke drawn through
the leafless trees; in others the fire was spent and there remained only the
blackened ground and scorched trunks. Towards the west of the valley the bottom and
sides of the hills were covered with brushwood or with tall pine-like trees, but all the upper
part of the mountain was bare rock or withered grass. The whole was closed by
2nd battalion of the 12th and 7th Bombay Native Infantry, was sent forward to Vásota about twenty miles west of Sátára. In the afternoon Colonel Hewett’s detachment reached Induli a small village within two miles and a half of Vásota, and drove in an outpost of the garrison. Two companies of the Seventh were left in possession of the fort, and the rest of the force returned to Támibia, five miles from Vásota as there was no nearer place fit for encampment. The investment was put off till the first of April, when three outposts were established, one at old Vásota distant 700 yards and commanding the place, the second at the same distance and commanding the road to the gateway, and the third to the right of it distant no more than 400 yards from the walls. A summons was sent to the commandant, but it was refused admittance. On the first and second all the Pioneers and litter-bearers were engaged in making a road. On the 3rd, the head-quarters of the division were moved forward to Támibia, and with the help of elephants the mortars and howitzers were brought across the hills to the same place. Next day a strong working party was employed on the pathway to old Vásota to complete the work begun on the first, and some light guns and ammunition were got up. The Rája Pratápsinh, some of whose family were prisoners in the fort, arrived in the camp, and a detachment of rifles and auxiliary horse was sent into the forests to search for eighteen elephants which their keepers had carried off from Pándugad immediately before that place was reduced. On the fifth the battery from old Vásota opened with good effect and one of the largest buildings in the fort was fired by the bombardment. The garrison returned a few shots from their large guns, but kept up an unremitting fire from their wall-pieces and small arms and were all day busily employed in improving their defences. The bombardment continued on the 6th. As it was found that the arrangements were insufficient to intimidate the commandant the Pioneers were directed to complete the road from the camp for the advance of the battering guns. This proved unnecessary. On the following morning the garrison surrendered unconditionally and a company of Bombay Native Infantry took possession of the fort. The loss of the enemy amounted to seventeen killed and wounded and that of the British force to only four. Among the prisoners set free were two officers Cornets Morison and Hunter, who were restored to freedom after an almost hopeless confinement. They were the first to meet the party advancing to receive possession of the place, among whom were some intimate friends, but so greatly had their past hardships changed them that they were scarcely recognized. The members of Pratápsinh’s family were also set free and accompanied the chief to Sátára. Much importance was attached to the fall of Vásota, which was one of the Peshwa’s treasure-houses and one of his strongest forts. The 7th was spent in the removal of the mortars and guns from the batteries back to the park and in preparing to re-cross the mountains. The passage was effected during the two following days and on the 10th the force returned to Sátára having reduced the fortress of Parli by detaching a party of infantry under a native officer to whom it surrendered. The detachment of rifles and
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auxiliary horse, which had been sent off a few days before rejoined with the elephants they had gone in search of, after a long and most fatiguing march among the hills. With the usual ceremonies, which the general and the leading officers attended, the Commissioner formally seated Pratápsinh on the maśnad or pillow of state. On the 11th of May a halt was called during which visits of ceremony were exchanged with the Rāja, and on the 12th the force began its return southward by the valley of the upper Krishna to reduce more forts during its progress to join Brigadier-General Munro from Sátāra. On the 13th of May the encampment was at Masur, which, as well as the hill fortress of Vasantgad, surrendered in the course of the day. On arriving at Karhād on the 14th the garrison of Kole and Sadáshivgad abandoned those places. At Kopargaon, on the following day, the submissions of Machhindragad, Battis Shirālā, Islāmpur, Vāṅghī, and Vālva, were received. Garrisons were established in all these as well as in other places. From Vālva the force marched without halt by Islāmpur, Ashte, and Siredvar, to Nagar Manoli, General Munro's head-quarters which were reached on the 22nd. Dategad, Makrāngad, Pratápsgad, Bhairavgad, and Jangli Jaygad, also surrendered. The rapid fall of so many places bore out the truth of the well-known saying that forts quickly fall when there is no army to keep the field. The garrisons seemed to want only a pretence for surrendering.

Strong military forces were stationed at Sátāra and Karhād. Shortly after a conspiracy was discovered for the release of Chitursing, the murder of all Europeans at Sátāra and Poona, the surprise of some of the principal forts, and the possession of the Rāja's person. The plot was suppressed and several of the conspirators executed. On the 25th of September 1819 a treaty was concluded under which Pratápsinh agreed to hold his territory in subordinate co-operation with the British Government. He was neither to increase nor to diminish his military force without its sanction, and as a fundamental condition he was positively forbidden to hold any intercourse with persons not his subjects except through the Resident at Sátāra. The British Government charged itself with the defence of his territory which was to be managed by a British Agent till the Rāja had acquainted himself with the business of government.¹ Their lands were restored to the great Jāgirdāras and in most cases at their own request they were placed under the Rāja of Sátāra. By the treaty of 1819 Rāja Pratápsinh was formally installed as ruler of a territory which included the whole of the present district of Sátāra except the sub-division of Tāsgaon which then formed part of the Patvardhan estates. The Sátāra chief held in addition what are now the sub-divisions of Sāngola, Mālsiras, and Pandharpur in Sholāpur, and part of the Bijāpur district in the neighbourhood of and including the city of Bijāpur.

Captain Grant Duff found Pratápsinh naturally intelligent and well disposed, but surrounded by profligate men bred among intrigues and ignorant of every thing except court etiquette.² All went well so long as Captain Duff remained in sole charge. In

¹ Grant Duff's Marāthās, 682. ² Grant Duff's Marāthās, 678.
1822 Pratápsinh was freed from tutelage, and a fresh treaty was concluded in which especial stress was laid on the articles regarding foreign intercourse. For a time things went well. In 1829 Sir John Malcolm admired the condition of the country, the chief’s devotion to business, and his promotion of useful works. The chief made a road to Mahábaleshvar and part of that to Poona by the Sálpí pass. He also provided funds for the dam and lake at Mahábaleshvar, and at Sátára he made the water works by which the town is supplied from springs in the neighbouring hills of Yavteshvar. He built some large public offices and a fine palace and pleasure gardens and arranged that his territory should be surveyed by Captain Adams.

In 1825 Bishop Heber wrote that the chief was a well disposed young man of good understanding. His country was peaceable, orderly, and as prosperous as could be expected after the famine. He was so ardent a professed lover of peace as almost to bring his sincerity in question. In November 1826 Mr. Elphinston wrote: He is the most civilized Marátha I ever met, has his country in excellent order, and everything to his roads and aqueducts in a style that would credit a European. I was more struck with his private sitting room than anything I saw at Sátára. It contains a single table covered with green velvet at which the descendant of Shiváji sits in a chair and writes letters as well as a journal of his transactions with his own hand. All this time stirred on by those around him and imbued with an exaggerated idea of his importance Pratápsinh became impatient of control. General Briggs who succeeded Captain Grant Duff found Pratápsinh impracticable and retired. Colonel Robertson the next Resident never interfered, and Colonel Lodwick seldom, and when he did with little effect. Báláji-pant Nátu in November 1835 informed Colonel Lodwick that Pratápsinh was in the habit of talking of the probable fall of the British Government and making other treasonable remarks. Báláji had also heard rumours of a plot among the chiefs which he thought that Pratápsinh might be induced to join. Colonel Lodwick regarded these accusations as the result of intrigue and did not report them to Government. According to General Lodwick the Rája’s feelings were embittered by delay in settling the question of his rights to the lapsed estates of the great Jágirdárs, and that he was further annoyed by the Governor’s refusal to visit him at Sátára. He sent an agent to the Court of Directors, and, contrary to the terms of the 1822 treaty, without the Resident’s knowledge. He communicated direct with various Europeans and natives in Bombay. His disloyalty and bad faith went further. His minister Govindráv was employed to interview Shaikh Gulánsing and Guljár Missar two Subhedárs of the 23rd Regiment then at Sátára and tempt them from their allegiance. On the 21st of July 1836 one Antájípant took the Subhedárs to the minister’s house, and they were shown to Pratápsinh who secretly recognised them. Ten days later Antájí told them that the Rája called them to a

1 Journal, II. 212.  2 Colebrooke’s Elphinstone, II. 187-188.
private interview. During August matters went no further. On the 8th of September the Subhedárs were summoned in disguise to the Rája who told them that the signal for rising was to be disturbances in Bombay and Belgaum, the arrival at Sátára of an army from Haidarabad, and at the Narbada of an army from Hindustán. On the 18th of September Antájí met the Subhedárs for the last time and had a long and treasonable conversation with them. Next day Antájí was enticed into the lines and arrested, and when Pratápsinh was told of the accusations against him the minister was given up. On the 10th of October 1836 a commission consisting of Colonel Ovans, Mr. Willoughby, and the Resident Colonel Lodwick met to inquire into the extent of the conspiracy and of the Rája’s connection with it. The Commission fully believed the Subhedárs’ statements. They were satisfied that Pratápsinh secretly recognized the Subhedárs and afterwards held private and treasonable conversations with them. That Pratápsinh was party to a conspiracy was proved beyond doubt. As to the extent of the conspiracy, it appeared that during the interview hints were thrown out of aid from Sindia and of a Moghal emissary. Some attempt also was made to show that Pratápsinh had been in communication with Mudájí Bhonsle the ex-Rája of Nágpur, and that he even thought of corresponding with Russia. The commission rejected the evidence of so widespread a plot as untrustworthy, and held that, though there could be no doubt of the Rája’s hostile feelings to the British Government, he had no defined or intelligible plan of action. Much of his disloyal conduct was due to exaggerated notions of his consequence and to the designs of evil men by whom he was surrounded. Of the minister Govindráv’s and the Bráhman Antájí’s guilt there could be no doubt. Both were imprisoned, the minister at Ahmadnagar.

Next year (1837), through his mother Gírjábáí, the minister made disclosures which proved that, contrary to the belief of the Commission, Pratápsinh had communicated both with the Viceroy of Goa and with Apa Sáheb the ex-Rája of Nágpur. The Goa intrigues had begun as far back as 1826-27 when a certain Nágo Devráv was sent to Goa to conduct communications with the Portuguese Viceroy Dom Manoel. In that year a draft treaty was prepared at Sátára. Negotiations were continued till 1828-29, and an agent named Erculanu Dettora was sent to Sátára to ascertain whether Pratápsinh acknowledged Nágo Devráv as his agent. He returned with presents and satisfactory assurances from Pratápsinh. The object of the intrigues with Goa was to enter into an offensive and defensive alliance with Portugal against the British Government. The principal conditions of the alliance proposed by Pratápsinh were: That Portugal was to furnish an army for the recovery of the territories which formerly belonged to the Maráthás; that Pratápsinh was to bear the cost of the army, and that when the conquest was completed the Portuguese were to be rewarded in money and territory and a portion of their army was to be subsidised at Sátára. The evidence shows that Pratápsinh hoped to gain possession of the whole territories which had been under the last Peshwa Bàjiráv and additional conquests in Southern India. The
idea was also entertained of uniting France, Russia, and Austria in the alliance against the English. No doubt remained that Pratápsinh, and probably the agents on his side, believed that their scheme was feasible, and that the Portuguese Viceroy and his agents, besides their feeling of hostility to the English, encouraged and continued the plot for the sake of Pratápsinh's large disbursements. The last act of this intrigue was a mission of Mádhavrāv Shirke on the departure of Dom Mancoel in 1835-36. The whole was disclosed by voluntary information after the seizure of the minister Govindráv in the Subhedárs' case. The third intrigue was with Ápa Sáheb ex-Rája of Nágpur. Though he was destitute and under restraint in Jodhpur, the proposal was that Ápa Sáheb should raise £200,000 (Rs. 20 lakhs) to enable the Portuguese to replace him in power. At Sátára the intention to link this with the Goa conspiracy was evident, but no direct communications between Goa and Jodhpur were proved. One Ápa Sáheb Mahádik of Tárle took a sword of the Bhonsles to Ápa Sáheb at Jodhpur and brought back a mare and letters. The exchange of letters lasted over about eight years, and the correspondence ceased only with the seizure of the minister Govindráv at which time a messenger of Ápa Sáheb was found hid at a village near Sátára. In addition undoubtedly genuine letters were discovered from Pratápsinh to the native soldiery urging them to rise. Though both the Government of India and the Court of Directors held the evidence of Pratápsinh's guilt complete a long interval of much intrigue both in India and in England passed before Pratápsinh was called for a final explanation of his conduct. In a vague and unsatisfactory reply, Pratápsinh made no real attempt to meet the charges which had been brought against him. Sir James Carnac Governor of Bombay (1839-1841) more than once asked him to bind himself strictly and in good faith to act up to the articles of 1819. Pratápsinh refused to promise even this. To agree, he said, would lower him to the position of a mámálatdár. It was felt that the chief had shown such ingratitude and ill-feeling towards the British Government, and that he was so full of absurd ambitions and pretensions that it would be misplaced clemency to overlook his treason and his want of contrition. On the 5th of September 1839 Pratápsinh was deposed. Lord Auckland the Governor General, proposed that the Company should resume the state. But the Court of Directors decided to give it into the hands of the Rája's younger brother Sháhájí as the other brother, the gallant Chitursing, had died in 1821. The Rája was sent to Benares and died there in 1847. The chief commander Bálásáheb, who was as deeply involved in the intrigues as his master, was also sent to Benares and died on the journey.

In spite of the clearness and completeness of the evidence against Pratápsinh every effort was made to discredit the discoveries of the Resident Colonel Ovans. The principal informants, even Colonel Ovans himself, were accused before the Court of Directors of taking bribes to trump up a case against Pratápsinh, and the chief papers were said to be forgeries. Sháhájí, the successor to the chiefship, hated his brother Pratápsinh, and Pratápsinh's advocates declared that many
of the accusations brought against their client were due to Sháhájí's malice and ambition. Pratápsinh's case was taken up by a pensioner of the Bombay Government named Mylne, several proprietors of East India Stock, and General Lodwick the former Resident of Sátára. The cry reached Parliament. But the explanations of Colonel Ovans and his colleagues in the Commission of 1836 were entirely satisfactory. Nothing came of the agitation except three years' delay between Pratápsinh's conviction and his punishment.

Till the end Pratápsinh's management of the state was excellent. His strength and practical sense as a governor deepen the disgrace of his political crimes. His schemes, however unlikely to succeed, were neither the blind follies of an ignorant tool nor the empty aspirations of a visionary.

After his succession to power Sháhájí's excellent character and loyalty to the British Government strongly contrasted with Pratápsinh's family and political crimes. Under a treaty dated the 4th of September 1839 all the provisions of the treaty of 1819 not expressly repealed were confirmed. The chief change was that the great estate-holders or jagir-dārs were placed under the direct control of the British Government instead of under the chief of Sátára. Sháhájí built and supported a civil hospital and schools and was liberal in expenditure on roads, bridges, and other public works which were executed out of the balance found in Pratápsinh's treasury and by savings in the military establishment. He abolished transit duties and introduced the Company's rupee. The rite of satī or widow-burning had become very common under Pratápsinh's administration, and in spite of the Resident's remonstrances, British subjects had been allowed to come to Sátára to perform the rite. On his accession Sháhájí of his own accord abolished satī by proclamation and at a later period interfered to prevent a woman burning herself. During the Kábūl war (1841-42) Sháhájí offered his troops, and during the 1845 insurrection in Kolhápur and Sávantvādi he kept his territories in order, sent a detachment of his troops to act against the rebels, and did valuable service by forwarding supplies and keeping open communications. His expenditure on public works including those above named amounted to nearly £110,000 (Rs. 11 lákhs). Of this, nearly £20,000 (Rs. 2 lákhs) were for improving the Sátára water works and another £20,000 (Rs. 2 lákhs) for two fine bridges across the rivers Vena and Krishna on the Poona road by the Sálpi pass. He also finished the magnificent court room and buildings known as the New Palace and now used as the Sátára court of justice. In March 1848, in the midst of his plans of usefulness, Sháhájí was attacked with serious illness. He for some time had taken under his protection a boy of obscure birth on whom he had conferred the name of Balvantráv Bhonsle and the title of Rájádnyá. On the 1st of April as his sickness increased Sháhájí sent for the Resident Mr., the late Sir Bartle, Frere, and more than once engaged in long conversations with him regarding the succession. He expressed the wish to make so extravagant a provision for Rájádnyá that Mr. Frere formed the idea that he was anxious to adopt him as his son. Mr. Frere remarked that so low-born a child was unsuitable to succeed him, and Sháhájí stated that
he intended to choose from any branch of the Bhonsle family except those of Kolhâpur, as they had married into the less pure family of the Sindiâs and of Vávi. Because his brother Pratápâsinh had adopted a boy from their family, he expressed a strong unwillingness to recognise Pratápâsinh’s adopted son. He hinted that if he was suddenly overtaken by death he would adopt and trust to the generosity of Government to recognise the adoption. On the 5th of April the Resident left for Mahâbaleshvar. He was brought back by a note telling him that the Râja despaired of life and had declared his purpose of adopting a son. The adoption took place in the presence of Dr. Murray the Civil Surgeon of Sâtâra. The lad who was named Venkâji, was of the house of Shedgoon which traces its origin to Sherifji the uncle of the great Shivâji. The Râja made Dr. Murray write in English, as he spoke in Marâthi, a memorandum of his adoption of Venkâji whom he named Venkâji Râje after Shivâji’s younger brother. There can be no doubt that all through these proceedings Shâhâji was anxious to defer to the British Government in every possible way, and that nothing but the near approach of death led him to make an adoption without their sanction.

Mr. Frere arrived at Sâtâra at ten in the evening. He went straight to the palace and explained to the Rânis and assembled chieftains that the decision of the Supreme Government must be awaited as to the course of succession; that till then he could not recognise the adoption; and that the government of the Sâtâra territory would be conducted by the same agency as before under the Resident’s control. All expressed their confidence in and willingness to defer to the wishes of the Supreme Government. On the 12th of April 1848 the Resident wrote to Government, ‘No act is so trifling but it has been interpreted in various ways, favourable or unfavourable to the continuance of the state, according to the hopes or fears of the party. Government will not be surprised at this when it is considered that the bread of almost every one in the city depends more or less on this decision. Besides the holders of land and other grants who may feel more or less secure according to the tenure on which they hold, at least 10,000 persons are supported directly by salaries from the court, and most of these have probably many dependents. Few of the people of Sâtâra, even of those whom the change would not directly affect, would be indifferent to the passing away of Shivâji’s dynasty.’

Intrigue was at once opened with Pratápâsinh’s family at Benares. Reports were circulated and letters written stating that the late Râja had asked the Resident to send for Pratápâsinh’s adopted son, that, though this was not the case, Pratápâsinh’s choice was nearer by blood to the Râja’s line than Shâhâji’s choice, that Bábâjiânpant forced Shâhâji to adopt Venkâji, and that Shâhâji was insensible when the adoption took place. The presence of Dr. Murray and the precautions taken by the Râja and the Resident in specifying the Râja’s intentions gave the lie to these reports. The British Government had to decide what was to be done with Sâtâra. Their decision turned on three leading points: (1) Was Shâhâji’s adoption valid without recognition
by the British Government; (2) If it was not valid was the Bombay Government bound in justice or expediency to recognise it; and (3) What were the claims of Pratápsinh's adopted son and the members of the house of Sháháji. The opinion was generally accepted that as regarded private estates the adoption was valid without the recognition of Government. Whether the adoption was valid as regarded the political powers conferred by the treaty of 1819 was a point on which opinions differed. All members of the Government both of Bombay and India held that the sanction of the paramount power was required to render an adoption to a principality valid. But Sir George Clerke Governor of Bombay (1847-1848) held that in the case of Sátára the right of sanction could not without injustice be exercised to the extent of forbidding adoption. The other members of the Bombay Government and all the members of the Government of India were of opinion that to confer or to withhold the sanction was at the option of the British Government as the paramount power, and that the only question was one of expediency. On financial, military, and political grounds it was decided that it was expedient to withhold the sanction of Government to the adoption. All agreed that the country would benefit by the annexation of Sátára, and that the condition of the Deccan no longer made it necessary to maintain native states like Sátára as a safety valve for characters who would be discontented under direct British rule.

It was held that no other members of the family of Shiváji had any claim to the succession. The treaty of 1819 was with Pratápsinh and his heirs and successors. All his ancestry were passed by, no right was confirmed to them. The other branches of the family could have no pretension to the territorial rights which were created in favour of Pratápsinh. The arrangement of 1839 especially admitted Pratápsinh's brother Sháháji to that settlement, and the adopted son of the last recognised possessor of the throne must have a better right than the adopted son of the deposed chief or of any other claimant. When the discussion was shifted to England certain advocates argued that political powers conferred on the Sátára state differed from the tenure of all those persons to whom the right of adoption to territorial possessions had been refused, and that, as regards Sátára, the title of Paramount Power as applied to the British Government was misplaced. That therefore if the adoption were legal according to the usages of the state it was valid independent of British sanction. It was further argued that if British sanction was required it was contrary to the treaty to refuse it; that even if the adoption was invalid for want of sanction or for any other cause, the collaterals had claims under the treaty the terms of which did not necessarily restrict the succession to lineal heirs and that at any rate the claims of collaterals should not be barred without giving them a chance of stating them. The able management of the state by both Rájás, and the loyalty of the second Rája, were urged as reasons for showing consideration to Sháháji's wishes. A well governed state it was argued was a source of strength to the British empire. Only five members of the Court of Directors dissented from the annexation of Sátára.
Early in May the Resident received a letter dated the 1st of May 1849, stating that it had been resolved that from failure of heirs the Sátára territory had lapsed to the power which had bestowed it. On the 6th of June following Mr. Frere reported to Government that the notification of the annexation had been received loyally but despondently by the subjects and servants of the late Rája. The senior Ráni protested strongly but showed no active opposition to the decision of Government.

Every thing went quietly till May 1850 when the decision of Government as to the provision to be made for the family of the late Rája was communicated to the Ránis. They rejected the terms offered, and stipulated for the continuance of the household of the late Rája in their service, and intrigued in the hopes of gaining indirectly what they failed to procure by direct means. Finally they withdrew their demands and their affairs were settled in December 1851. Their lands and allowances and the private property left by Sháháji, valued at upwards of £150,000 (Rs. 15 lakhs) were restored and distributed among them in proportions fixed by Government, and separate apartments in the palace were assigned to each of the Ránis and to their adopted son Venkáji Rájé. Besides a large amount of jewels, furniture, and equipages, the Ránis gave to Venkáji the whole of their hereditary lands and villages yielding a net yearly revenue of over £2000 (Rs. 20,000) and added to it portions of their own allowances which raised his income to more than £6000 (Rs. 60,000) a year. The parties interested were satisfied and all excitement was allayed. Every individual belonging to the household of the late Rája, not retained in the service of their Highnesses, the Ránis or of Balvantráv Bhonsle, the boy whom the late Rája had taken under his protection, was pensioned, employed, or discharged with a gratuity. Since the settlement of their affairs their Highnesses the Ránis abstained from giving further trouble to Government. The final arrangement made may be thus summarised. The late Rája’s private debts amounting to £23,545 (Rs. 2,35,450) and the expenses attending his visit to Kolhápur amounting to a further sum of £5875 (Rs. 58,750) were discharged by advances from the public treasury. A balance of £2500 (Rs. 25,000) remaining in the hands of the architect of the new palace was assigned for the improvement of the aqueduct built by Sháhu Rája of Sátára, and a further balance of £3586 (Rs. 35,860), chiefly savings out of the pay to his late Highness’s cavalry, was also devoted after the manner of the late Government to public works. The yearly life allowance of £10,000 (Rs. 1,00,000) settled on the Ránis was divided among them in the following proportions: £4500 (Rs. 45,000) to the senior Ráni, £3000 (Rs. 30,000) to the second Ráni, and £2500 (Rs. 25,000) to the third Ráni. The private movable and immovable property was unreservedly given up by Government to the Ránis and they were allowed to keep a life possession of the old and new palaces, which with all other public buildings were declared to be the property of Government. Balvantráv Bhonsle was allowed to keep property worth about £14,247 (Rs. 1,42,470) that had been given to him, and in deference to the wishes of His late Highness a further monthly
allowance of £60 (Rs. 600) was settled on him. Pratápsinh’s widow and adopted son were each allowed monthly pensions of £120 (Rs. 1200) and the widow was also granted a sum of £1200 (Rs. 12,000) to meet the expenses of her journey from Benares to Sátára where the Governor General had allowed her to live. She reached Sátára in 1854. To Gojrásáheb Pratápsinh’s daughter and only child was assigned a monthly pension of £120 (Rs. 1200) with a monthly remainder of £100 (Rs. 1000) to her male heirs. On her leaving Benares for Sátára in October 1848, the Government of India granted Gojrásáheb £2000 (Rs. 20,000) to meet the expenses of her journey, as well as several months’ arrears amounting to £900 (Rs. 9000) on account of herself and followers. On the death of this lady, on the 30th of August 1853, Government granted her family the sum of £500 (Rs. 5000) to meet the cost of her funeral rites.

From 1849 Sátára was directly under the British Government though the Regulations were not introduced till 1863. No signs of discontent appeared till the disordered state of the country during the 1857 mutinies stirred some members of Pratápsinh’s family to seditious intrigue. No outbreak occurred at Sátára during the mutiny, but evidence was discovered of a widespread conspiracy only a week before the date fixed for the rising. A Rámoshi named Nána Rághu Chavhán, who about 1851 had received £1000 (Rs. 10,000) from Government for the arrest of the great Rámoshi bandit Umáji Náik, told a dismissed agent of the Pant Sachiv that a conspiracy was on foot in Sátára. The Pant Sachiv’s agent told Mr. Rose the District Magistrate on the 10th of June 1857. Inquiry showed that armed Maráthás had gathered at Bagarvádi a village near Bhor, the Pant Sachiv’s capital, that they had started for Sátára, and had arranged for Rámoshis and others to follow them. As there was a large Rámoshi population near Bagarvádi, thirty of the Southern Marátha Irregular Horse were sent under Lieutenant Kerr, accompanied by the First Assistant Commissioner Lieutenant Sandford, to intercept them. The party marched forty-five miles in sixteen hours over difficult rugged ground, but were seen by some of the Maráthás who returned from Sátára and the greater number of the men escaped to the hills. Thirteen Maráthás were seized, but of the thirteen only one was a man of consequence. All confessed that they had come together for the purpose of attacking the station at Sátára. In consequence of this intelligence the magistrate asked for a detachment of European troops from Poona which arrived towards the end of the month. On the day after the intelligence was received from Bhor a Rajput messenger on the establishment of the Sátára Judge’s court was arrested in the lines of the 22nd Regiment N. I. at Sátára, endeavouring to corrupt a Subhedár and through him all the Hindustání men of the regiment. The magistrate Mr. Rose was empowered to try him by special commission and he was executed on the 20th of June. On the scaffold he harangued the people present telling them that the English had less hold on the country than when they set foot in it, and urging them as the sons of Hindus and Musalmáns not to remain quiet. A short time before a gang robbery had taken place
near Parli behind the Sátára fort. It was then reported that this gang formed a detachment from a considerable body of men who had gathered in the neighbouring forests but had dispersed on the return of the troops from Persia. It was now ascertained that Pratápsinh’s agent Rango Bápuji had been living for six weeks in Parli, and that he had gathered this body of men to act with the band assembled in the Bhor country and with armed men hid in Sátára. The plot was mainly directed by Rango Bápuji who had visited England as Pratápsinh’s agent. The intention was at the same time to attack Sátára, Yavateshvar, and Mahábaleshvar, to massacre all Europeans, and to plunder the treasury and the town. Besides circulating news of the rising in Hindustán, Rango Bápuji set on foot absurd but widely believed stories: The Governor of Bombay had commissioned Rango to restore Pratápsinh’s family and had ordered him to seize all Europeans who were to be released if they agreed to the arrangement and if they refused to agree were to be massacred. Meetings of conspirators had begun as far back as January 1857. Matters had failed to come to a head merely for want of concert, and the failure of one or other of the number to bring his contingent at the proper moment. At their last meeting the ringleaders had solemnly sworn over the sweetmeats which they ate together never again to fail. At the time the information was received every thing was ripe for an attack. In Sátára the organization was incomplete as at the last the conspirators were short of ammunition. In Bhor were large stores of powder, lead, and cannon balls, and in Sátára 820 bullets were found ready cast in one house. According to the evidence at the trials, after the last meeting 2000 men were ready for the attack and arrangements had been made for opening the jail and for letting out the 300 convicts. The Pant Sachiv was deeply involved in the plot and the other feudatories were believed to be no less guilty, and members of Pratápsinh’s family who were living at the old palace were proved to be closely implicated. One night the horses of Sháhun Pratápsinh’s adopted son and of Durgásing the Senápati’s adopted son were saddled that the young Rájás might head the attack. Antáji Ráje Shirke, known as Bávásáheb, the native head of the Sátára police, who was then drawing £60 (Rs. 600) a month, was completely corrupted by the elder Ráni, and had engaged to keep the local police inactive. It also came out that during the previous year Bávásáheb had been intriguing to bring 40,000 Rohillás to Sátára. The inquiry further showed that Sháhájí’s adopted son Venkájí Bhonsle had knowledge of the treasonable designs against the British Government. It was uncertain whether he was under the influence of Pratápsinh’s family or of the great estate-holders. The impression formed by Government was that he was trimming between the two parties, fearing that unless he fell in with their designs, if Pratápsinh’s party succeeded he would be in a worse position than he was under the British Government. Secret levies were being raised in all parts of the district from Bhor to the furthest part of Khánápur. Válva, on the line of communication with Kólhápur, was the seat of much intrigue. Rango Bápuji used to boast that he could bring over a thousand men from Belgaum and that
Kolhápur would also rise. The event proved that as regarded Kolhápur his boast was well founded. Besides this, if the confessions of Pratápsinh’s adopted son are to be believed, encouraged by Holkar and Rango Bápúji, the Ránis had been plotting ever since their return from Bénáres in 1854. The province, as it was then called, of Sátára was ripe for sedition. With one exception the feudatories were without male issue, and in consequence of the non-recognition of Sháháji’s adoption were afraid that at their deaths their estates would be lost to their families. Government had also decided that alienations made by the last two Rájás without the Resident’s consent were to be resumed on the death of present holders. These sources of discontent had much less influence on the people than a feeling which, since their return to Sátára in 1854, had sprung up in favour of Pratápsinh’s family. The first news of the mutinies in Upper India came to Sátára in a private letter to an obscure Bráhman. The Bráhman took the letter to Pratápsinh’s chief Rání and prayed for her favour when she came into power. The letter was read publicly in the native library. The receiver was warned to burn it and the matter was kept a close secret. One of the reasons for a rising on which Rango Bápúji dwelt ever since his return from England was England’s embroilment with Russia. This, he said, gave the best possible chance for gathering levies and raising the people against the British power in India. He said that all the discontented people in the Deccan looked to Sátára, the ancient seat of the Marátha empire, as the place which should first free itself from the British yoke.

Several arrests were made in July including the son of Rango Bápúji in Kolhápur territory. Though a reward of £50 (Rs.500) was offered for his apprehension Rango Bápúji escaped and has never been heard of. The detachment of Europeans reached Sátára at the end of June and for about a fortnight all remained quiet. On the 13th of July a desperate attack was made on the office and treasury of the mámlatdár of Pandharpur, then in Sátára, with the further object of raising the eastern districts on the Nizám’s border. The attempt was made with only a few men and the attack was successfully repelled by the local police with a loss of four killed including the mámlatdár of Pandharpur. Two of the six leaders were killed in the attack, the other four were captured and blown from guns at Sátára with two of their followers. The rest were transported. On the 27th of August a special commission sat for the trial of seventeen persons concerned in the plot, including the son and another relation of Rango Bápúji. These persons were convicted and executed on the 8th of September. On the 6th of August, by order of Government, Sháhu, the adopted son and the two Ránis of Pratápsinh, the adopted son of Báláśáheb Senápati, and a cousin of Sháhu were removed for confinement to Butcher’s Island in Bombay harbour. This measure was urgently necessary in consequence of the uneasy state of the province owing to the rising at Kolhápur on the 31st of July. Guns were taken to and pointed on the palace in the early morning and the family were removed in closed carriages. Heavy roads made the journey tedious, but it was successful. In the same month
the disarming of the district was ordered and begun. All the cannon and wall-pieces in possession of the feudatory chiefs were taken, except two small pieces which they were allowed to keep for occasions of festivity and rejoicing. By the end of June 1858 over 32,000 small arms had been discovered, 130 guns and wall-pieces had been destroyed, and over £200 (Rs. 2000) taken in fines for concealment of arms. No further disturbance occurred. But the insurrection at Kolhapur in December 1857 necessitated the despatch of small parties of troops. Seventy-five were sent to Ashta then the head-quarters of the Válva sub-division and twenty-five to Shírā tá a strong mud fort to check any rising on the southern frontier. These troops were kept at these stations till August 1858 when they were sent to Tásgaon to join 200 men of the 22nd Native Infantry lately sent there from Sátá rá to overawe the Southern Marátha chiefs and to check the rising which it was thought might follow the annexation of the Patvárdhán chiefs' territories on his decease without male issue. No disturbance took place and the troops returned at the beginning of the fair season. The political prisoners Rájasbáái and Gunvantbáái the widows, and Sháhu and Durgásíng the adopted sons of Pratápsính and Bálásáheb were kept at Butcher's Island till March 1857. In December 1857 Mr. Rose went to Butcher's Island and induced the adopted sons and Káka Sáheb a relation of Sháhu's to make confession of their part in the intrigues. In March 1858 they were removed to Karáčí in Sind and were kept in residences separate from the Ránis, who proved incurable intriguers.

Sháhu, the adopted son of Pratápsính, was allowed to return to Sátárá where he was joined by his wife Anándíbáí. Venkájí, Sháhájí's adopted son, was removed first to Ahmadabad and then to Ahmadnagar in 1859 and 1860. Monthly allowances of £10 (Rs. 100) were granted to Sháhu, of £5 (Rs. 50) to Durgásíng, and of £3 (Rs. 30) to Káka Sáheb; to the Rání Rájasbáái £10 (Rs. 100) and to Gunvantbáái £4 (Rs. 40). Certain old servants of Pratápsính were pensioned at a total monthly cost of £73 (Rs. 730) while others were discharged with gratuities amounting to £153 (Rs. 1530). Yashvant Malhár Chitnis, who induced the young Rája and Senápati to make their confessions, received £300 (Rs. 3000) and certain palace servants who aided were given small gratuities. The Subhedár who resisted the rebels' overtures was invested with the third class order of merit, and Sadásíhiv Khanderáv the Bhor Kárdbháí who conveyed the first information was restored to his office, presented with a dress of honour worth £60 (Rs. 600), and given a village worth £50 (Rs. 500) a year. Venkájí died in 1864, and Sháhájí's widow adopted another son Mádhavrává, who is at present known as Abá-sáheb and has a son named Shivájí. Since 1859 except for one or two gang robberies the peace of the district has remained unbroken,
CHAPTER VIII.
THE LAND.  

SECTION 1.—ACQUISITION, CHANGES, AND STAFF.

The earliest British possessions in the present (1883) district of Sátára were the sixteen villages in the Tásgaon sub-division, which were obtained on the overthrow of the Peshwa in 1818. Eleven years later (1829) in exchange for other lands three villages of Malcolmpeeth were ceded by the Rája of Sátára. The rest of the present (1883) Sátára district lapsed between 1837 and 1848 on the death of the chiefs who had held it.  

The district of Sátára came into existence in 1848 on the death of Sháhájí Rája of Sátára. It was at first called a province not a collectorate or district, and was placed under a Commissioner and distributed over eleven sub-divisions, Bijápur, Jávli, Karád, Khamápur, Khatáv, Koregaon, Pandharpur, Sátára, Tásgaon, Válva, and Wáí. In addition to these sub-divisions, at the revision of the district establishment in 1856, twelve maháls or petty divisions were formed. The villages were redistributed over the eleven sub-divisions and the twelve new petty divisions to manage which twelve mahálkaris were appointed. Under Government Resolution 2637 of 7th July 1862 the district establishment was again revised and the eleven sub-divisions and the twelve petty divisions were changed into fourteen sub-divisions and two petty divisions. In  

---


2 Four villages in Tásgaon on the death of the Chinchni chief in 1837, three villages in Tásgaon on the death of the chief of the fourth share of the Miraj estate in 1842, eight villages in Tásgaon on the death of the Soni chief in 1845, and nine villages in Tásgaon on the death of the Tásgaon chief, and the whole of the rest of the district on the death of the Sátára chief in 1848. The old Sátára state is now divided among the Bijápur Sátára and Sholápur districts. Before 1848, except forty villages in Tásgaon and three in Malcompeeth, the whole of the present Sátára district was included in the old Sátára state.

3 The petty divisions were Pimpaude in Koregaon, Khandála in Wáí, Bámnil in Jávli, Koh in Karád, Shirála and Peth in Válva, Helvák in Tásgaon, Máyini in Khánápur, Náteputa and Pusegaon in Khatáv, and Sángola and Bhálavni in Pandharpur.

4 The sub-divisions were Bijápur, Jávli, Karád, Khánápur, Khatáv, Koregaon, Máláras, Mán, Pandharpur, Pátan, Sátára, Tásgaon, Válva, and Wáí; and the petty divisions were Khandála in Wáí and Shirála in Válva.
1862-63 Bijápur was transferred to Belgaum and from the 1st of August 1863 Tásgaon was moved from Belgaum to Sátára. In 1864-65 Pandharpur was made over to Sholápur. From the 1st of January 1867 the Tárgaon sub-division was abolished and its eighty-three villages were distributed among the Karád, Koregaon, Sátára, and Pátan sub-divisions. At the same time sixteen villages from Karád were transferred to Válva. From the 1st of August 1875 Málširas was moved to Sholápur. At present (1884) the district consists of the eleven sub-divisions of Jávli, Karád, Khánápur, Khatáv, Koregaon, Mán, Pátan, Sátára, Tásgaon, Válva, and Wáí, and the petty divisions of Khandála in Wáí and Shirála in Válva.

The revenue administration of the district is entrusted to an officer styled Collector on a yearly pay of £2790 (Rs. 27,900). This officer, who is also Political Agent of the Jath, Átpádi, Aundh, Bhor, and Phaltan states, is chief magistrate and executive head of the district. He is helped in his work of general supervision by a staff of four assistants, of whom two are covenanted and two are uncovenanted servants of Government. The sanctioned yearly salaries of the covenanted assistants range from £840 (Rs. 8400) to £1080 (Rs. 10,800), and those of the uncovenanted assistants from £360 (Rs. 3600) to £720 (Rs. 7200). For fiscal and other administrative purposes the lands under the Collector's charge are distributed over eleven sub-divisions or tálikás. Of these seven are generally entrusted to the covenanted assistants or assistant collectors, and four to one of the uncovenanted assistants or district deputy collector. As a rule no sub-division is kept by the Collector under his own direct supervision. The other uncovenanted assistant or husur that is head-quarters deputy collector is entrusted with the charge of the treasury. The covenanted and uncovenanted assistants are also magistrates, and those of them who have revenue charge of portions of the district have, under the presidency of the Collector, the chief management of the different administrative bodies, local fund and municipal committees, within the limits of their revenue charges.¹

Under the supervision of the Collector and his assistants the revenue charge of each of the eleven sub-divisions is placed in the hands of officers styled mánlatdárs. These functionaries who are also entrusted with magisterial powers have yearly salaries varying from £150 to £300 (Rs. 1800 - 3000). Two of the eleven sub-divisions, Válva and Wáí, contain each a petty division or peta maháát, Shirála in Válva and Khandála in Wáí, each placed under the charge of an officer styled mahálkarí, who, except that he has no treasury to superintend, has the same revenue and magisterial powers as a mánlatdár. The yearly pay of these mahálkarís varies from £60 to £72 (Rs. 600 - 720).

In revenue and police matters the charge of the Government

¹ Mahábaleshvar is in charge of a Superintendent who is a commissioned medical officer with second class magisterial powers and Páunghani is in charge of a Superintendent who is a non-commissioned medical officer with third class magisterial powers.
villages is entrusted to 1300 headmen or pátits all of whom are hereditary. Of these 331 perform revenue duties only, 241 attend to matters of police only, while 728 are entrusted with both revenue and police charges. The yearly pay of the headmen depends on the revenue drawn from each village. It varies from 12s. to £17 4s. (Rs. 6 - 172) and averages about £3 (Rs. 30). Besides the headmen, in many villages members of their family are in receipt of land grants from Government amounting in all to a yearly sum of £591 (Rs. 5910). Of £4538 (Rs. 45,380) the total yearly charge on account of the headmen and their families, £647 (Rs. 6470) are met by grants of land and £3891 (Rs. 38,910) are paid in cash. To keep the village accounts, to draw up statistics, and to help the village headmen, there is a body of 786 accountants or kulkarnís, 785 of them hereditary and one stipendiary or about thirteen accountants to sixteen villages. Each accountant’s charge contains on an average 980 people and yields an average revenue of about £183 (Rs. 1830). The yearly salaries of the accountants vary from 10s. to £31 (Rs. 5 - 310) and average about £7 8s. (Rs. 74). Of £5827 (Rs. 58,270) the total yearly charge on account of village accountants, £151 (Rs. 1510) are met by land grants and £5676 (Rs. 56,760) are paid in cash.

Under the headmen and accountants are the village servants with a total strength of 3174. They are either Musalmáns or Hindus. Of the Hindus a few are Jains and Lingáyats, and the rest belong to the Mhár, Máng, Rámoshi, Dhángar, Chámbhár, Koli, and other depressed castes. These men are liable both for revenue and police duties. The total yearly grant for the support of this establishment amounts to £6304 (Rs. 63,040) being £1 19s. 8d. (Rs. 19 as. 13½) to each man or a cost to each village of £6 11s. 4d. (Rs. 65 as. 10½). Of this charge £4472 (Rs. 44,720) are met by grants of land and £1832 (Rs. 18,320) are paid in cash.

The average yearly cost of village establishments may be thus summarised: Headmen and their families £4538 (Rs. 45,380), accountants £5827 (Rs. 58,270), and servants £6304 (Rs. 63,040), making a total of £16,669 (Rs. 1,66,690), equal to a charge of £17 7s. 3d. (Rs. 173½) a village or about eleven per cent of the district land revenue.

SECTION II.—TENURES.¹

The Hindu theory of land tenure seems to have been that the state was the owner of the soil, and granted the right to occupy it to such persons as it pleased on various terms. In some land the state made over to individuals either a part or the whole of its interest. These lands are known as alienated lands. Land whether alienated or kept by the state was held on four tenures, hereditary or miráš also called sthalkari or thalkari, casual or upri, crown or sherí, and on lease or istáva. Hereditary or miráš landholders had a private

¹ Contributed by Mr. J. W. P. Mair-Mackenzie, C. S.
right of occupancy on condition of paying the government dues. This right they could sell or mortgage; and though the permission of government may at some time have been necessary to the private sale or mortgage of hereditary land, it was not usual to interfere as the state lost nothing by the transfer. The person who bought the mirás right became responsible to government for the assessment. Mirásdárs were of two classes, either vatandárs or hereditary residents of one bháuband or brotherhood whose land their ancestors were supposed to have brought under tillage, or they were husbandmen who had gained hereditary rights by living in the village for one or more generations, holding the same fields, and steadily paying the regular dues. Government passed no title deeds. But, provided it was not already mirás, government could bestow land in mirás. The buyers of mirás land were admitted to all the rights and privileges of the former occupant. The first and most respectable of these two classes of mirásdárs were styled pátíl vatandárs, because they generally enjoyed a portion of the inád or rent-free land attaching to the pátílship with its accompanying mánpán or rights and honours. The other class were termed thatlávik or Kunbi vatandárs that is hereditary landholders. As far as the mirás right in the land extended, pátíl and sthatlávik or thatlávik vatandárs were on an equality. The mirásdárs had many advantages. He could not be ousted from his field so long as he paid his share of the revenue, and he had a voice in all village affairs. He was often freed from the pátíl's that is village headman's dues and house tax; he had a right to graze on the gáyrdn or village common, to a share of the village site, and to any houses built on his share of the village site either by himself or by others. A mirásdár could contract a marriage with families with which other landholders could not become allied. Should the mirásdár remain in his village and his field become waste, the other mirásdárs were obliged to pay his rent. But when he left the district, as was generally the case when he became insolvent, the other mirásdárs paid nothing unless they chose to take the field and pay the full assessment, a course which was seldom adopted except among relations. When the field was not taken government could let it on lease. But as the government kárkun or clerk had not as much influence as the pátíl, he usually leased the land at something less than the full assessment. If a mirásdár returned and claimed his field, it was restored him at the end of the lease. Usage established the greatest forbearance in regard to mirásdárs. Where revenue was not paid the right of government to declare mirás land forfeited was not disputed. Still no mirásdár would willingly quit his field, and if it would yield a profitable crop such as might make it an object with government to take possession, the mirásdár's kinsmen would readily take the land and pay its rent, so that there could be no advantage and consequently no forfeiture unless government disposed of the field to another in mirás tenure. This last course seems never to have been taken. In 1822, except in Bijápur, the

1 In Lieut. MacLeod's memorandum it is stated that governments were in the habit of selling mirás.
mirás tenure was general throughout the Sátára territory. About seventy per cent of the landholders were believed to be mirásdár and these landholders were careful not to lose their hereditary rights. Except collecting its rent the officers of government exercised no control over mirás land. If a mirásdár refused to till his field he was threatened with being forced to resign all his privileges. All mirás land was fully assessed and the assessment was often more than the land could bear. The heavy rates were endured for the sake of the privileges which attached to the tenure. The average sale value of mirás lands seems to have been small, as Captain Grant Duff puts it, at five to seven years’ purchase. This is clearly separated in his mind from the sentimental value which would probably have been much larger. He only intended to show how small a margin of profit these lands yielded to the holder. Some authorities have held that mirásdár could not sell their land without the consent of the state. This was not Captain Grant Duff’s opinion. ‘It does not appear,’ he writes, ‘that any register of such sales was kept. Usage had rendered an application to government unnecessary. Still applications were sometimes made to mánmatdár for a certificate of sale in order to attest the transaction. In this case a nazár or fee was presented. Mirás bills of sale are very particular in guarding against claims by any other member of the seller’s family.’

The upri or casual tenure was originally the tenure by which people held who belonged to other villages. It was a mere tenancy-at-will terminable at the pleasure of the state, either at the end of the current year or of a term of years if a lease had been granted. Land held under the upri tenure was subject to rates specially agreed on, and these rates were generally much lighter than the standard assessment. At the same time some of the casual or upri land was fully assessed and became known as cháli jamin. Much of this land was taken by tenants who were the hereditary or mirás holders of other lands in the same village, while some was tilled by residents of neighbouring villages and some by new settlers. A casual or upri tenant had none of the privileges of an hereditary tenant or mirásdár. He might build a house in the village, but he could neither sell nor remove it, and the house became the property of the village or of the mirásdár on whose share of the village site it was built. Casual holders could not bequeath or sell their land, and could be turned out in favour of a better tenant. Apparently upri land might become mirás by long enjoyment at the full rate of assessment. The power of granting lands other than mirás at reduced rates seems to have rested with the village head. This was his great inducement to spread cultivation and was a source of power and occasionally of oppression.

Sheri or crown lands were those immediately under the management of government. They were supposed to have been originally taken to form gardens or fields to be kept for the use of government.

1 The rate thus paid was known as khand makta that is the agreement or contract rate.
When sherī lands ceased to be kept for government use, they were rented direct by the mámlatdārs to the husbandmen and generally at an easier rate than the lands managed by the village authorities. In 1822 except the chief’s khās bāq or private garden all sherī or crown lands were placed under the management of the heads of villages and their rent was included in the village assessment. The easy rates were continued and old landholders were kept on the former terms except where fraudulent leases, obtained by the collusion of former mámlatdārs, were discovered.

The istāva or rising lease tenure was granted for bringing waste land under tillage. The usual term of lease was five to seven years and the rent steadily rose until the full assessment was reached. The land then became čāli or fully assessed land, and could be held on upri or mirās tenure according to circumstances. Under British management various regulations were made for granting khand makta that is fixed and istāva or rising leases. All distinctions of tenure were abolished by the survey Act I of 1865, when every holding was declared to be the occupant’s transferable and hereditary property. Sherī or crown lands are now everywhere fully assessed. The only lands under the direct management of government are grazing, forest, and waste lands, and lands set apart as quarries or for other public purposes.

In alienating land the state made over to the grantee the state share in the produce of the land. When villages or lands held in mirās were alienated to third parties the mirās rights were in no way disturbed. Land which was not mirās the alinee might dispose of as he pleased, within the same limits as government disposed of unalienated land, and, in theory at least, subject to the fulfilment of existing promises. When one or more villages or portions of villages were alienated, all previous alienations of land within the village recognized by the state remained untouched. Thus the alienation of land wholly at the disposal of government, as casually held land, crown land, and wasteland, carried with it much fuller powers when than when the land which formed the subject of the grant was either in the hands of hereditary holders or of earlier alinees. The alinee of a village stood to its land in the same relation the state had stood to the land before the grant. When the state alienated land wholly at its disposal, the alinee had a mirās right to the land either rent-free or on a quit-rent according to the terms of the grant. The holder of a newly granted village had no authority to charge assessment on older alienated land or to deprive hereditary holders of their mirās rights. The alinee of a village frequently gave out land rent-free, and this land he also called alienated land. But these gifts rested on his pleasure, and it is a question how far on a reversion of the village the state would have been bound by such gifts. It may be assumed that all villages were originally government villages, that is the revenue of all at first came into the government treasury. What was the earliest form of alienation does not appear. Apparently in Sātārā the earliest alienation documents refer to hereditary offices, and the assignment of rent-free lands to the village establishment. A copperplate grant
mentioned by Captain Grant Duff shows that the early Marātha dynasties in Panhāla granted whole villages, though on what terms does not appear. The Marātha chiefs of pre-Musalmān times also made grants for charitable and religious institutions. The Musalmāns gave jāgirs or alienations of district and village revenues for the support of troops or in reward for personal service. In Marātha times alienations of every kind were multiplied. The greatest number took place during the reign of Shāhu (1708-1749), and in most keenly disputed hereditary office cases deeds of that time are still produced. The early Peshwās and the Pratinidhi conferred not a few grants. In later times (1800-1818) Peshwa Bājirāv adopted the policy of sequestrating grant estates or jāgirs generally on the plea that the services for which they had been granted were not performed. In 1819 the first of the British-invested Rājās of Sātāra tried the same policy, generally by refusing to allow estate-holders to adopt. In both cases these attempts led to disaster. They hastened the overthrow of Bājirāv by turning the leading chiefs against him and they were one of the chief causes of complaint with the British against the management of Shāhājī familiarly known as Appa Sāheb Mahārāj. The Patwardhans and the Rāṣṭra Jāgirdārs in Tāsgaon and Wāi were the victims of the Peshwā's rapacity, while the Rājā of Sātāra was particularly harsh towards the houses of Phaltan, Bhor, and the Pratinidhi. At the end of the Peshwā's supremacy two main classes of alienations were in use in Sātāra: jāgirs or service grants and ināms or perpetual gifts. Jāgirs were lands alienated in return either for personal called jātor military called saranjām service. In theory these grants were continued only so long as service was required; in practice many of the grants became hereditary. At the same time the word jāgir was very loosely used and beyond question some hereditary grants were called jāgirs. Such were the grants to the great Sātāra estate-holders or jāgirdārs, the Pant Sachiv of Bhor, the Nimbārk of Phaltan, the Pratinidhi of Aundh and Ātpādī, and the Daphle of Jath. All of these the British Government continued as hereditary grants. The only estate-holder of Musalmān origin in Sātāra was the Shaikh Mīa of Wāi who held the village of Pasarni as a military grant or saranjām.

Ināms were gifts in perpetuity either granted by Hindu and Muhammadan governments or by village authorities. In the case of village grants possession was acquired by bhoga or prescription, the assent of the state being implied by continued acquiescence. Government ināms were generally unattested by deed, the most respected bearing the ruler's autograph. Village ināms were granted either in reward for services or by special favour. They were often wrung out of the village authorities by Brāhmans in office. Captain Grant Duff (1822) was satisfied that scrutiny would show that many of the village grants were false and were held by fraudulent collusion with village officers. Captain Grant Duff arranged state and village grants or ināms under six classes: Hindu, Musalmān, devavātan or religious, dharmādāy or charitable, denqīs or miscellaneous gifts, and vatans or village staff grants. Hindu ināms were of six varieties: to Brāhmans, to Gosāvis or religious beggars, to Marāthās for war
services, to Bháts or reciters, to Jangams or Lingáyat priests, and to
Fair Flags, as each village used to send a flag to the great fairs or
religious gatherings. Musalmán perpetual grants or ináms, all of
which were included under the head of charity or khairát, were of
eight varieties, to Musalmáns, to Musalmán beggars, to tumblers or
Dombáris, to bull showmen or Gopáls, to bear-men or Darveshis,
to eunuchs or Hujres, to picture showmen or Chitrakathis, and to
reciters or Dháras. Devasthán or religious grants were both
Hindu and Musalmán. The Hindu religious grants were of three
varieties; (1) Marátha devasthán, made either by rulers or village
officers, including grants to famous temples for lights or díps, for
food or naivedyá, for worship or puja on great festival days or
uchhávas; (2) guón devta to meet the expense of village shrines; and
(3) saumtháns, grants to religious teachers made by Maráthá chiefs,
by the Peshwá, and by village officers, the most interesting of which
were to Bhárgavrám Báiýáv’s teacher and to Rámdás Svámi
Shivájí’s teacher. Musalmán religious grants were of three
mosque lands, tomb or dargáh lands, and prayer-place or idága lands.
Dharmáddáy or charity lands were held almost entirely by Bráhmans,
Dengie or gifts were miscellaneous grants usually by village officers
to mántrikś or sorcerers and magicians, devrishiś or spirit
controllers, bakurupiś or mimes, ghodshí vájantriś or pipers, shingádiś
or crooked horn-blowers, tutáriéálas or long trumpet blowers,
pakhdvájálas or drummers, kalvantíns or dancing girls, chitáris or
painters, atárs or perfumers, raktyáns or ink-makers, pattecárś or
silk workers, chotdárs or macebearers, sonárs or goldsmiths, shimpis
or tailors, satárs or carpenters, gaundáś or bricklayers, bhóis or
fishermen and litter-bearers, vaidyáś or physicians, kásárs or bangle
makers, pándiś or water-finders, mánhááś or beggars, virs or
heroes who had died in defence of the village, and hálpárvésí and
mánparveshi for the children and widows of village martyrs.
Vatandár grants were for village officers and village establishments.

The holders of alienated villages are Bráhmans, Maráthás, Vánis,
Jangams, Gosávis, Prábháus, Mhárs, and Musalmáns. The
proprietor as a rule does not live in his village. Many estates are
divided into shares and some are enjoyed in turn by the descendants
of the original holder. In many cases the estates or shares are
mortgaged to creditors and in a few cases they have been sold. There
is no notable difference either in the condition of the people or
in the character of the tillage in alienated and neighbouring
Government villages. As a rule the alienated villages are the

1 The Collector of Sátára, 6263 of 17th October 1833. Of the seventy-two alienated
villages in Mán, Khánaýá, Tásýao, and Khatáv, Bráhmans hold fifty, Maráthás
fourteen, Gosávis two, Prábháus one, Mhárs one, Musalmáns one, Gujarás one, Jangams
one, and one is held jointly by a Bráhman and a Lingáyat. In Karád, Válva, and Pátan
also the chief holders are Bráhmans and Maráthás; of these five are Sárds, and the
rest are traders, beggars, and naíbandmen.
2 Of the five villages in Mán, one is in the management of a moneylender or sákáár;
of the two villages in Khánaýá, seventeen have been mortgaged, and of the
thirteen in Tásýao, five. Of the thirty-two villages in Khatáv, some have been sold
and the names of the purchasers have been entered in the Government books and
nineteen are in the hands of moneylenders or sákáárs.
choicest villages of the neighbourhood and so are better able to bear without suffering the heavier rates which they have to pay. Alienated villages have two leading classes of tenants, mīrāsdārs or hereditary tenants and gatkulis or casual tenants. Yearly tenants are also found under mīrāsdārs and in the proprietor's private holding. All, except perhaps the under-tenants, pay a fixed rent. In unsurveyed villages the proprietors sometimes attempt to raise the rent especially when the tenancy is for a year or other limited period. But all tenants have a right to hold their lands so long as they do not fail to pay their rents, and can be ousted only in due course of law. The payments are nearly always in cash, though grain rents are paid in a good many Pātan villages. The ordinary rates in surveyed alienated villages do not differ from those in Government villages; in unsurveyed villages they are generally higher. Proprietors seldom do anything to aid their tenants to improve the land. If the tenancy is for a limited period, they sometimes help the tenant in digging wells or in carrying out improvements. No advances or tagāi are granted to tenants. If a tenant improves his holding he usually reaps the full benefit of his improvements. The proprietor as a rule will ask no more rent than the former rent. Most alienated villages have waste gāyra or grazing land for the landholders to graze their cattle on free of charge. In some cases this waste land is set apart as kuran or grass land and the right of grazing is sold yearly or given by contract. The right to cut timber depends on the terms of the proprietor's sanads or title deeds. Landholders can usually cut trees on their fields, except the kinds set apart as Government trees. The help given to proprietors to recover rents is regulated by sections 86 and 87 of the Land Revenue Code. On application a summary inquiry is made, and if the proprietor appears entitled to help an order is passed to help him. The tenant is given a week, a fortnight, or a month to pay. At the end of the term of grace, under the Collector's order, the mámlatdār enforces the usual compulsory process. The proprietor of a surveyed village is aided to recover his dues up to the survey rates. In unsurveyed villages help is given up to what seems fair in each village. When such cases arise average actual collections during the previous five years are generally considered fair.

1 In Karsíd, Válva, and Pátan the ordinary dry-crop acre rate in unsurveyed alienated villages is about 10s. (Rs. 5) and the garden acre rate 14s. (Rs. 7). Mán has three of its five villages surveyed, and in the other two the dry-crop acre rates vary from 2s. to 2½d. (Rs. 1-1½ as.); the revenue is however levied by the proprietors at three-fourths of the full assessment and consequently the actual burden of revenue on the landholders is not much in excess of what falls on Government landholders in neighbouring villages. In the four unsurveyed villages in Káhsapar the dry crop acre rates vary from 3s. 10½d. to 7½d. (Rs. 1-1½-5½ as.), and the acre rates on watered land from 9s. 9d. to 4s. 10½d. (Rs. 4½-2½ as.); the corresponding rates in the neighbouring Government villages are for dry crop land from 4s. 3½d. to 3d. (Rs. 1½-2 as.) and for watered land 9s. to 5s. (Rs. 4½-2½). In the six unsurveyed villages in Tásgaon the highest acre rates are for dry crop land 18s. 7½d. (Rs. 5½) and for watered land 17s. 6d. (Rs. 8½), and the corresponding rates in the neighbouring Government villages are 5s. 6d. (Rs. 2½) and 13s. 6½d. (Rs. 6 as. 12½). In the eighteen unsurveyed villages in Khatáv, the acre rates vary for dry-crop land from 6s. to 2s. (Rs. 3-1) and for watered land from £1 2s. to 10s. (Rs. 11-5); the corresponding rates in the neighbouring Government villages are for dry-crop land 4s. to 3d. (Rs. 2-2 as.) and for watered land 10s. to 5s. 6d. (Rs. 3-2½).
SECTION III.—HISTORY.¹

The first land measurement and appraisement of which record remains was under the Bijápūr government, probably during the last years of the 16th century. The accounts were kept in pagodás. In some villages the Bijápūr standard of assessment was continued to the end of the Peshwa’s rule (1817), but the accounts are imperfect and no estimates of the rates are available. When Shivají took the country (1655) he made a new but imperfect measurement. His system was the same as that of Malik Ambar in the North Deccan (1605-1626), who fixed two-fifths of the produce or its equivalent in money as the government share. Shivají kept his accounts in pagodás. The Moghals in the time of Aurangzeb (1686-1707) introduced the system of Todar Mal, which was a permanent assessment of one-third of the average produce or its equivalent in money.² In Sátára the Moghal assessment was fixed not by measurement as in the earlier conquered districts, but by the average of the accounts of the ten previous years. In some cases Aurangzeb raised the rents for some years as high as he could and this amount was ever afterwards entered in the accounts as the kamál or rack rental though it was subject to permanent and casual remissions.

Before the rise of the Maráthás and during their supremacy, many surveys were made of parts or of the whole of the Sátára territory apparently with the object of readjusting rather than of altering the assessment, which, under the name of kamál or rack rent, had remained the same time out of mind.³ No accurate account of the Bijápūr survey remains. The standard of measurement was a káthí or pole, said to be about five feet, but probably nearer ten feet long.⁴ In the time of Bálaji Bajiráv (1740-1761) one Shámráv Ambájí surveyed thirty-one villages in Wáí and Karád of which records remained in 1822. Other villages were surveyed by Sakhárám Bhagvant mámlatdáír of Chandan-Vandan and Bábu Krishnaráv of Sátára but the records were lost. The unit of measure is said to have been six háths or ten feet.⁵ Probably none of these surveys extended to the hill lands. In alienated villages, which keep many old practices, the valley lands pay a fixed rent while the uplands are measured year by year. The rates are fixed by the square rod of land actually cultivated. About 1751 parts of Karád, Válva,

¹ Contributed by Mr. J. W. P. Muir-Mackenzie, C. S.
² The standard fixed in Northern India and parts of Gujarát and Khándesh by the great Akbar, whose assessment, says Mr. Ogilvy the Commissioner of Sátára in 1851, may be that which now exists, was a third of the produce. According to Mr. Ogilvy, the mode he adopted was to cause a small medium portion of the crop to be cut for several seasons and then to estimate from this specimen the produce of the entire field. The assessment was fixed on a calculation of the market prices for a series of years. Mr. Ogilvy, Commissioner of Sátára, 419 of 29th October 1851, Bom. Gov. Rev. Rec. 22 of 1852, 23-24.
⁴ Captain Grant afterwards Grant Duff mentions a stone at Nher in Khatáv with a measure of five cubits and three hand-breadths. Another mark by its side showed what was supposed to be Shivají's standard and this was six cubits and three hand-breadths. According to the general opinion Shivají’s measure was five cubits and five hand-breadths or nearly ten feet. East India Papers, IV. 646. Captain Grant, 17th June 1822, East India Papers IV. 646.
Khánápur, and Bijápúr, were measured under the auspices of the Pant Pratinidhi.¹ Though surveyed they do not seem to have been assessed.² About 1821 the Bijápúr sub-division was surveyed and assessed and every piece of land then received a nominal rent.³

About 1822 the acre rates returned for good land varied from £1 16s. 14d. (Rs. 18 a. 1½) to 2s. 3d. (Rs. 14); for mixed land from 18s. 2½d. (Rs. 9 a. 3½) to 1s. 8½d. (13½ a.); and for upland from 2s. 6½d. (Rs. 2 as. 4½) to 6½d. (4½ a.). The acre rate in garden land varied from £2 16s. 4½d. (Rs. 28 as. 3½) to 2s. 3d. (Rs. 14).⁴ In Captain Grant’s opinion these rates were so high that if the whole land had been subject to them no margin would have been left for the landholder’s maintenance. In practice the landholder tilled less heavily rented alienated or leasehold land, and even portions of the village lands which nominally were liable to the full rates were let off with short rates or khand makta. The landholders were also helped by the pay which members of most families earned in the chief’s retinue or in his army.

The officers immediately connected with the land management were hereditary. In the village they were the pátíl or headman, the kulkarni or clerk, and the chaughula or assistant headman. These offices were of remote antiquity. The word pátíl is possibly of Musalmân origin,⁵ but the older words gáveda and grámádhikári prove the antiquity of the office. The ancient name for the kulkarni was grám lekhak or village writer. The pátíl was the head of the village and with the kulkarni superintended the collection of the revenue.⁶ The pátíl apportioned the assessment and managed cultivation, the kulkarni kept the accounts and records, and the chaughula helped the pátíl.

Over the village authorities were the deshmukh or group head and the deshpánde or group clerk. As presidents of pancháils or juries they had special power to settle cases relating to hereditary property. The office of desh-chaughula also existed, but seems to have been a Marátha institution. Deshmukhs and deshpándes are probably as ancient as the village offices. Grant Duff thought they were as ancient as the Bahmani dynasty and probably of far remoter origin, but it is not proved that the offices were hereditary before the Musalmáns. No Sátára records have been traced which give in early Hindu times the grades of officers who held power between the deshmukh and the Rája. In Musalmáns times the revenue was farmed and collected by agents of government named amils. Still the authority of the deshmukhs and deshpándes

¹ On this measurement Karád, Válva, Khánápur, and Bijápúr were assessed in 1851. Bom. Gov. Rev. Rec. 22 of 1852, 154.
² ‘Karád, Válva, and Khánápur have not been assessed for about 100 years, and a great deal of apparently unarable land seems then not to have been taken into consideration.’ Lieut. Sandford, Second Asst. Comr. 9th August 1851, Bom. Gov. Rev. Rec. 22 of 1852, 132.
⁴ The records are in bighás each of 4290 square yards that is about 4½ths of an acre or 4840 square yards. The bighá rates are in good land from Re. 1 to Rs. 16; in mixed land Re. 1½ to Rs. 8; in upland Re. 1½ to Rs. 2; and in garden land Re. 1 to Rs. 25. East India Papers, IV. 649.
⁵ It is more probably the Sanskrit pattakil or leaseholder.
⁶ Grant Duff’s Maráthaś, 16.
remained. They frequently had charge of forts and often farmed the revenue of their districts. The superintendent of anils over a considerable tract of country was termed mokasdár, who was probably paid by a percentage on the revenues. Frequently above the mokasdár was a subhedádar who did not live constantly in the district and took no share in the revenue management. The mokasdár's office was occasionally but not often hereditary. Mokrikhán Mokasdár of Karád and Khatáv was succeeded by his son and grandson. On the other hand the appointment often lasted only for a year. Mokasdárs were not always Musalmáns. The deshpándes and deshmukhs were a source of division in authority and frequently resisted the Bijápur government. To reduce their power Shiváji (1668-69), while maintaining the village officers, abolished the interference of the hereditary district officers in the land management, but they continued to have considerable influence as referees in questions relating to hereditary property. At the same time Shiváji established a strict check over the pátíls and kulkarnis in the shape of a staff of district agents styled tarafisír or táluukdárs, an upper class of clerks who tested the revenue management of a group of villages and did clerical work. For the active duties there was a haváldár for each táluukdár, and a subhedádar or máumlatdár with a similar charge over a larger area. Highest of all under the Peshwás or prime ministers was the mujumddár or finance minister and the sabnis or record-keeper. The Peshwás continued the same system and Máhshárv Ballál (1761-1772) brought it to considerable efficiency. The máumlatdárs were appointed from year to year, but they were not removed during good behaviour. Government estimated a máumlatdár's expenditure and receipts at the beginning of the year. He had a salary, a public and private establishment, and a right to a private assessment of about five per cent on the revenue. He had to advance part of the expected revenue to government, receiving a premium of ten per cent and one per cent interest monthly until the period when collections were expected, when the interest ceased. The accounts when closed were carried by the district fañis or máumlatdár's first clerk to Poona and carefully examined. The máumlatdárs were encouraged to live in their districts, and when they could not the affairs of the district were closely examined. This system continued but more laxly till the time of Bájiráv II. (1796) when the whole system went to ruin. The máumlatdárs either themselves became, or were replaced by contractors, who farmed the revenue of the districts and treated the landholders with the greatest harshness. The contractors were usually given civil and criminal jurisdiction and the people had no redress.

The village and district officers were originally hereditary. They were paid by the grant of lands and by certain dues. The pátíls and

---

1 To the time of the Peshwás belong the expressions sadgánda and deshechaughul, that is district head and district assistant, sar pátíl or head pátíl, and the revival of the term mokasdár with a new signification explained in the section on the revenue system.

2 Mr. Muir-Mackenzie, C.S. His authorities are Grant Duff's Marathás and Letters of June 1822, and information obtained by inquiry into hereditary office cases.
kulkarnis held rent-free lands and in Maratha times if not earlier enjoyed the mushāhira or salary, and the tasārvīj and shirpāv or honorary presents of cash and turbans at the yearly revenue settlement. These charges were allowed when the village revenue was collected and the amounts were deducted from the receipts. The alienated land was divided among all the members of the pātil and kulkarni families. But the extras were generally paid only to the officiating pātil or kulkarni, though in some villages the relations obtained a share. From the landholders the pātil and kulkarni received presents of grain called ghumris, varying from eight to twelve pounds (4-6 shers) to the bigha of land, or one-tenth, eight pounds in eighty (4 shers in the man), of the grain yield. They also enjoyed other very ancient perquisites termed marks of honour or mān-pān. The chief of these marks of honour were charmī joda or a pair of shoes from the village shoemaker; the Daera sheep allowed from the village expenses; ¾ anna weight of oil from the oilman on working days; oil and molasses given by merchants on the cattle festival in Ashadh or June-July; pieces of cloth, blankets, betel-leaf, or vegetables from the sellers and makers of these articles; a small tax of ¼ or ½ a. (1½ to 3 farthings) a piece on all traders; and to the pātil two-thirds of watching fees of three farthings to a half-penny a head a night on travellers and others. They also helped themselves largely to the sādīlāvā or extra village expenses. These were assessed and their amounts fixed by the village officers and were a source of much complaint on the part of the villagers.

Government occasionally exercised careful supervision over these extra village charges. But before British influence became paramount in 1818, the usual practice was to care little for exactions from which the state did not suffer. The policy regarding hereditary officers seems to have been to allow the land to descend by the ordinary rules of Hindu inheritance, but, as far as possible, to forbid or at least to restrict its alienation out of the family. This would have the effect of attaching to the soil a family with a stake and interest in the village, and this was considered the most suitable material from which to choose the officials who dealt immediately with the individual landholders. The special items of remuneration in cash and perquisites were to be given to the actual officiators. The modern law adopts a different view. The land possessed by the whole family is regarded as an equivalent for the remuneration of the officiator, and the whole land both of officiators and of relations is now fully assessed while the officiator alone gets a fixed percentage on the revenue of the village. Under former governments the rent-free lands were necessary to keep the family attached to their villages. In the present day they have not the inducement to leave their homes in search of plunder or of military or court employ, and there is no reason why the state should allow the subordinate members of pātil and kulkarni families to hold rent-free

1 The officiators paid the members of the family a portion of their dues under the name of swāmīteva or lord's share.
lands. In spite of state restrictions much of the lands intended for the support of these officers has been alienated especially in the case of the pátils who belong to the improvident Marátha caste. The alienations are for the most part of long standing and are left undisturbed because the present system secures sufficient remuneration for officiators without interfering with transactions most of which were in good faith, while the levy of a full rate of assessment from those lands has saved the state from loss. The manner in which these hereditary officers perform their revenue duties seldom gives entire satisfaction. A large percentage are fined and suspended from office every year, while about two per cent are dismissed; and convictions for criminal offences, usually embezzlement among the kulkarnis, are not uncommon. At the same time they do a great deal of indispensable work on a small pay, and it may be doubted whether any other system would succeed as well. In early Marátha times the district hereditary officers like the pátils were paid in land. Besides this they had the collection of certain dues which were levied from the villagers in the form of cesses. The collection of these dues was an occasion of unlimited extortion and even petty warfare. The levy of these dues continued even when the services of these district officers had been dispensed with. Under the Musalmán kings they collected these dues themselves. But to check their extortion and centre authority in himself Shiváji, wherever his rule was established, stopped these collections. During the time of slack rule which followed Shiváji's death, the practice revived, and it was not finally stopped till the establishment of the British system. Since 1863 the hereditary district officers, instead of dues, have been allowed fixed assignments on the revenue, and in lieu of service they pay a cess of one-fourth of their income from both land and cash assignments. Even to a greater extent than those of pátils and kulkarnis the lands of district hereditary officers have been alienated. But the alienations have been seldom interfered with so long as the state receives the one-fourth cess. If the hereditary officer no longer holds the land, the one-fourth cess is generally secured to him from the alienee that he may not have to pay Government for lands which he no longer enjoys.

From early times the hereditary village accountant probably kept a general statement in which the whole land was first entered and then the commons, roads, village site, and unarable waste were deducted.\(^1\) The arable land was next shown and all alienations noted. The balance was the land on which the government assessment was levied. There was probably also something like the modern patta, a statement of the amount each landholder had to pay. No record remains of what accounts were kept in Musalmán times, but as their names were Musalmán, the greater number of the forms in use in 1819 seem to have been handed down from Musalmán times. In 1822 the kulkarni's accounts included the jamin jhādu or land register, corresponding to the present Form No. 1, a record of the name, quality, and contents of every field in the village.

---

\(^1\) Grant Duff's Maráthás, 16.
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showing whether it was alienated or not, to what class, first second or third, its soil belonged, and whether it was garden or dry crop. Except in the Jável district where there was no record these details were forthcoming in most villages, but were in general incomplete and unworthy of credit. The old land registers were lost or perhaps quite as often hidden under pretence of being lost or burnt during unsettled times. The land register was intended to form the groundwork of the assessment, but its incompleteness or falsity made it little worthy of trust. The second statement, corresponding to the present Form No. VI. was the lāvni patrak or rent roll, a general record of the lands held and the revenue due by each landholder. In many villages the sardeshmukhi and other cesses were in addition to the rent of the fields and were not shown in the lāvni patrak or rent roll. The lāvni patrak for the past year was the most useful paper in framing the yearly village rent settlement as the only changes which had to be made were for fresh cultivation, exchange of fields among landholders, and frauds and embezzlements of land. Neither of the first two records could be trusted till the land was appraised and measured. The third paper, corresponding to the present Form No. III., was the sowing statement or bi pernyāche patrak. This was a monthly statement of sowings kept very irregularly by the kulkarni and forwarded to the mámlatdār, showing the area of land sown in each village for the early and late crops and specifying the amount of land revenue due from each. The fourth paper was a holding statement called kulghadni, showing the area and character of each cultivator’s holding and its rental including extra cesses. It was made out before the rent roll and contained the same information in greater detail. It was a separate account with each landholder instead of a general statement of every holder in the village. The personal or rayatvāri settlement was framed with reference to each man’s holding or kulghadni. The kabul kubdās or holders’ agreements and the rayatvāri pattās or state agreements differed from it only in form. The fifth paper was the shop state or mohtarśāchī kulvār, a record of all the craftsmen and trades people in the village, with the shares of the mohtarśā or professional tax due from each. The sixth paper was the lease roll or istāvīchī patti, stating all the istāva or rising leases with the terms of each. The seventh paper, corresponding to the present day-book, was the tahsali yād, a daily account of the landholder’s payments, showing the date of payment and the payer’s name. The eighth paper, corresponding to the present ledger, was bot-khat khatāvēni, an account current with each landholder, showing the amount of revenue paid and the balance due by each. The ninth paper was the patti vasuli or the accounts forwarded from the villages, with all moneys sent to the mámlatdār’s office in payment of revenue, specifying all particulars of the remittance. The tenth was the tāleband showing the revenues and charges under each head. The eleventh was the sarsūl jamākharch showing all payments and receipts in the village with the outstanding balances.¹

¹ Captain Grant, 17th June 1822, East India Papers IV. 665.
These accounts were brought to light in the investigations made during the first year after the overthrow of the Peshwa (1818). In 1822, after constant corrections during three years, they were thought to be as correct as was possible until a survey was made. In 1822 they supplied a fair estimate of the assessment and enabled the authorities to decide on complaints of extra exactions, because the kulghadni or landholder's detailed statement specified every item of revenue to be levied from each individual, and for which he had passed his kabul kutba or agreement paper. Whether regular receipts were granted under the original Marātha government does not appear. After 1818 they were granted in regular rotation by the pātīl to the rayat, by the mámlatdār to the pātīl, and by the headquarter officer to the mámlatdār. In addition to the above the kulkarni of each village had to prepare all the kabul kutbās, by which the landholders signified their willingness to pay the items of revenue they contained. Their information was contained in each landholder's patta or deed, which was the state's authority to the landholders to hold the land on the terms agreed. In Marātha times these accounts were most loosely kept and the new system added seriously to the kulkarni's labours. The mámlatdārs kept statements of their charges, corresponding to the village statements, and of these forwarded three to head-quarters at the close of the year. The mámlatdār's three statements were: The mahālki jhadī, a rough account of all receipts and charges; a statement of the revenue settlement of each village; and receipts from persons having fixed allowances and other papers relating to his expenses. The chief defect of the account system was carelessness in specifying alienations, cesses, and exactions.

From early times the general revenue system was at least in theory personal or rayatvīr. It is the current theory, says Mr. Grant Duff, that the original tenure was mirādī that is hereditary subject to the payment of rents fixed by the state. According to the same authority the deshmukhs, deshpāndes, and jāgirdārs or estate-holders at no time claimed such ownership in the soil as was granted to the district officers and estate-holders in Bengal. There were no large landlords in the modern sense of the term. The earliest mention of revenue farming seems to be under the Musalmāns. Under the Bijāpur dynasty the practice became common and the deshmukh and deshpāndes often farmed the revenues. The mokā诱发s were paid by a percentage on the revenue, but there is nothing to show that they farmed it. As far as he could, Shivāji stuck closely to the personal or rayatvīr system. So also did the early Peshwās. It was not till the time of Bājirāv II. (1796-1818) that revenue farming became usual. The first Marātha claims to the revenue of the Sátāra districts were made by Shivāji. He claimed the chaouth or one-fourth of the existing revenue and the sardeshmukhi or extra one-tenth. In theory, in Shivāji's time, the Bijāpur government got only three-fourths of the standard assessment, Shivāji got one-fourth, and the landholders had to pay one-tenth beyond the former assessment, which tenth was taken by

---

1 East India Papers IV, 633,
Shiváji. In practice Shiváji, besides the fourth and the extra tenth, took as much more as he could. The whole was lodged in his treasury. When under Shiváji’s successors the government became weak the Maráthá sardárs or chiefs exacted all they could as sardeshmukhi and chauth. In 1719 these assignments were granted to the Maráthá crown on the revenues due to the Moghals from the six Deccan provinces. The territory west of Pandharpur, including the whole of Sátára, with all its revenue was ceded to the Maráthás of Sátára. The territory thus ceded was supposed to represent Shiváji’s original dominions and as such was called the svardíya or own rule. In it the Maráthás in theory continued existing rates; in practice they raised the rents according to their fancy. The chauth was not levied in Sátára because, as the whole of the revenue belonged to the Maráthás, there was no occasion for a distinct levy of chauth and the term ceased to be used except when this share of the revenue was assigned by the Maráthá government to some third party. The sardeshmukhi or extra tenth continued to be levied. In theory therefore, after 1719, the Maráthás were entitled to eleven-tenths of the old assessment. The extra tenth or sardeshmukhi went to meet the Rája’s state expenses. Of the rest one-fourth termed bábiti or cesses went to meet his personal expenses. The balance was termed mokása. From this mokása two deductions were made; the sahotra or six per cent on the whole revenue, and the nádgaunda that is district head cess or three per cent on the whole revenue. The sahotra was assigned in perpetuity to the Punt Sachiv of Bhor, and the nádgaunda or district head cess of three per cent went in gifts to the hereditary chitnis or secretary and to several dhanga or herdsman chiefs. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The State</th>
<th>To Assignee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Per Cent.</td>
<td>Per Cent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra Tenth or Sardeshmukhi</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-Fourth or Bábiti</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six per cent or Sahotra</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Head or Nádgaunda</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military or Saranjam</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That is of the whole 110 parts thirty-five came to the Rája and seventy-five were assigned to other parties.

The system was further complicated by giving the various chiefs and officers assignments in each other’s districts. Besides there were numerous alienations of revenue in whole villages or districts.

1 The six Deccan Provinces were Aurangabad, Berár, Bedar, Bijápur, Haidarabad, and Khándesh.
2 These proportions are from Grant Duff’s Maráthás. In his letter of 17th June 1822 (East India Papers IV. 653) he puts the proportion of nádgaunda at 2 per cent on the mokása or 1½ per cent on the whole revenue, and the sahotra at 6 per cent on the mokása or 4½ per cent on the whole. Thus the amount remaining for saranjám would be 69 per cent on the whole revenue and not 66 per cent. Also when a Marátha inámdár calls himself nádgaunda or mokásádar it means that he was the assignee of those items of revenue in some particular district, not that he was a mokásádar under Musalmán rule or ever held the headship of a group of villages in a Kánarese district.
According to Captain Grant Duff these artificial divisions of revenue created union and gave an immediate direction to the predatory power in the Deccan. The Marathas would probably never have spread so far but for this means of at once conciliating and controlling the chiefs. Bajirav I. (1720-1740) had neither leisure nor inclination to attend to detail. Every one interpreted the amount of his own or his master’s claims according to his power to enforce them rather than his ability to prove their justice. Shivaji’s more solid institutions remained among his native hills in West Satara and Poona, and there alienations except by the sovereign’s authority usually came direct into the state treasury. The proportions above quoted soon became little more than theoretical. Sardeshmukhi dues especially were collected in the most arbitrary manner, sometimes at only two per cent over the revenue at other times at ten to twenty per cent. Until the time of Bajirav II. (1796-1818) matters continued on this footing. He increased his own revenue but injured the administration beyond hope of recovery by the universal introduction of the farming or contract system both for revenue and for expenditure. Revenue contractors who failed in their contracts were forced to give up all their property and that of their sureties, and if all was insufficient, were thrown into hill-forts and treated with the greatest rigour. The system of contracts was indefinitely multiplied; those in contract with government sublet their farms. The contractors frequently failed to pay their contracts to government or to each other. The government put pressure on the government contractor and he on those who had taken the under-contracts. Thus in regular gradation pressure passed on the villagers, the whole generally ending in a promise to pay at a future day. The contractor was often a court favourite. To please Bajirav, and in the hope of making his loss good in some other way, he would offer more for a district or village group than it was worth. The under-contractors took all they could from the heads of villages. If a landholder died and the contractor refused remission the village head added the dead landholder’s share to the payments due by the other villagers. If the villagers failed to make good the loss, the headman had either to pay the amount himself, raise it from a moneylender, be imprisoned, or sit in the sun with a stone on his head. Villages used to pay the outgoing contractor a sum called antastor secret payment to persuade the incoming contractor that the villagers’ payments in the past year were less than they actually were. Contracts were usually yearly but were sometimes for as long as three years. Before 1819 payments were accepted by assignments on bankers or savarkars which in exchange charges, interest, and premium cost the landholders one to four per cent a month on their payments. The result was that most villages were burdened by a heavy debt incurred on the responsibility of the headman and on behalf of the village. In

1 Marathas, 251.
2 Grant Duff, 22nd June 1822.
3 Grant Duff’s Marathas, 624-625.
Maratha times village creditors relied partly on the headman’s power of forcing the villagers to pay creditors and partly on the support of government. These village debts, says Captain Grant Duff,1 were nothing more than an extraordinary and increasing land tax occasioned by the misrule of the former government which the profits on agriculture could never have paid, and which in the end must have fallen on the government with which it originated and by whose measures the whole system was countenanced and supported. Of the greater part of the village debts bankers were not the creditors, but individuals engaged in no trade or business except ‘multiplying this drain on the country.’ ‘The great mass of these debts’ says Mr. Chaplin ‘consists of advances or loans to the late Maratha government. Both village and private debts have arisen to a great extent out of the exactions of the farming system.’ The crops of a whole village were often mortgaged to creditors before they were ripe, but it was very difficult to distinguish public from private transactions. In 1832 Captain Grant Duff calculated the village debt at £50,000 to £70,000 (Rs. 5 to 7 lakhs).2 To clear this great burden Captain Grant Duff proposed in each village to conduct a personal inquiry into the history of the debt in the presence of the creditor and of the villagers. Money which had been paid down must in every case be repaid. Where interest payments already equalled or exceeded the sum advanced, a further payment of twelve per cent was to be made and the bond cancelled. When the paid interest already amounted to 150 per cent on the original debt the debt was to be held cancelled. Where new bonds had been passed including principal and interest only the principal was to be paid. When the amount due from the village was fixed it was to be paid by government and their share recovered by instalments from the different landholders. Captain Grant Duff’s proposals were approved by Mr. Chaplin and seem to have been carried out.

The first step after the establishment of the Sátára Rája in 1818 was to abolish the revenue contract system and to revert to a strictly personal or rayatvár settlement. One great evil of the contract system was that the headman had great opportunities of profiting by exactions in which he was seconded by the authority of government. In transactions with moneylenders the headman made profits which were ensured by heavier exactions on the landholders. Under the system introduced by Captain Grant Duff the headman could not levy one copper in addition to what

1 Letter of 14th February 1822, East India Papers IV, 677.
3 The proportions of the different items which made this total amount were roughly calculated at balances 25 per cent, penalties 41 per cent, new borrowings to pay old 6 per cent, over-assessment 7 per cent, village bonds as security for personal debts 4 per cent, advances for tillage 24 per cent, village land 3 per cent, to pay up thefa 1 per cent, due by village officers 4 per cent, security 1 per cent, due to the mánílatdár who paid the amount 15 per cent, village bonds exerted 24 per cent. Letter of 14th Feb. 1822. The total of the items is 90 per cent, not 100 per cent.
was stated in the landholders' accounts nor could he defraud the state by granting alienations or unduly easy leases. By improving the system of accounts and enforcing the improved system the headman's unjust gains and tyranny became impossible and the ruinous dealings between villages and moneylenders ceased.

Captain Grant Duff thus describes the Marātha revenue settlement of a village in the eighteenth century. The total amount of the nak̄t bāh or cash taxes, which were the first item in the account, was first put down. Next came the statement of arable land from which were deducted fallow land, alienations, claimants or hakhārs that is village officers' land, village devasthān or temple endowments, and baluta or village servants' land. If the headman's and accountant's land was not specified, five bighās the chāhur were assigned for both together. To the amount of taxes the assessment on the remaining land was added and the whole completed by the addition of seven cesses or pattis amounting altogether to thirty-two per cent. These cesses together with the taxes and net land revenue formed the total rent settlement or jāmanbandi of the village. When the total rent demand was fixed the village authorities, with or without the help of the government agent, proceeded to divide the assessment among the various members of the community. Besides the regular items extra assessments were levied in the same way as the cesses. They were imposed more or less arbitrarily, and once put on were seldom taken off. There were also remissions, some permanent when the gross rental was found to be above the resources of the village, and some occasional for bad harvests and on other excuses. These remissions were often corruptly obtained as a matter of favour. The land was divided in pānds or twentieths of a bigha, a bigha equal to about three-fourths of an acre, and chāhur equal to 120 bighās or 90 acres. Each chāhur was probably at one time divided into tikās or thikās which depended on the number of nadis or heads of families. Each thika had a managing head who in turn apportioned the rent among his bhumiband or brotherhood, according to the numbers of rokhars or forty-eighth part shares of the thika each held. The thika varied in size from one-half to one-twentieth of a chāhur. They were chiefly used in Khānāpur, Vālva, Wāi, and Koregaon. Instead of into thikās the lands of villages near the Sahyādris were divided into khorās or valleys, and the lands of the villages in the district of the upper Vārna known as the Vārna taraf, were divided into bodkās of ten to fifty fields. Each bodka had its manager, who distributed the land and its revenue among the connections while the individual or rayatvār settlement was made by the headman with the head landholder. Probably it was formerly the universal custom for the village head to settle only with the family heads and for the family heads to fix the shares due by the different members of the family. When the settlement had been made with each rayat or family head, each family head signed a paper of assent, specifying the quantity and quality of

---

1 The details were: Expenses of collection at 5 per cent, sardeshmukhi 10 per cent, deshmukhi 5 per cent, deshpānde 2½ per cent, deshchaughula 1½ per cent, sathora 6 per cent, and nāgavanda 2 per cent.
the land and the revenue with all extras. From these papers patlás or state-agreements were framed and sent to head-quarters for signature and seal. They were returned to the mámlátárs, who, with the village officers, referred to them as the authority for the levy of the assessment.

Under the Maráthás the assessment was paid in four instalments called the tusár or early rain crop in October of twenty per cent, the kharif or chief rain crop in January of twenty-five per cent, the rabi or cold weather crop in March of thirty per cent, and the akhersud or hot weather crop in May of twenty-five per cent. These instalments were continued unchanged till 1863, except that the date of taking the tusár or first instalment was postponed from October to November, that the landholder might be able to pay it after disposing of some of his crop. Payment was made in different coins, which led to charges for exchange in which the landholder was always a loser. After 1819 the Rája’s government collected the revenue at two percent discount, which was the charge made by the former government on the ankushi rupee to bring it up to the malhár sháhi or standard rupee. One and a half per cent of the whole revenue was collected in the Válva sub-division by a rupee called by Captain Grant the menik kokeri. The malhár sháhi was collected in the Bijápur district and formed four per cent of the whole revenue. The remaining 94½ per cent were collected in ankushi rupees. Little compulsion was required in collecting the revenue. Landholders in the same and in neighbouring villages went security for one another and distraint was rarely necessary. If a landholder could not pay his rent he ran away. If he was a casual holder or upri any one could take the land; if he was an hereditary holder or mirásdár some one took the land under condition that the former holder might oust him if he came back and paid what he owed.

After the restoration of the Sátára Rájás the old and very heavy assessment was continued. Between 1821 and 1829 Captain Adams surveyed all the lands of the state. The arable area was divided into numbers or fields and the areas of all holdings and grants or ináms were fixed. But as no boundary marks were set up the work of the survey was of little use except in preventing ináms from encroaching on government land. No permanent revision of the assessment was introduced. Every village had its old kamál or standard assess-

1 Colonel W. C. Anderson, Survey Commissioner, 881 of 23rd October 1880. In 1851, Mr. afterwards Colonel Parr thought the assessment absorbed half the produce. Mr. Ogilvy the Commissioner thought that even a larger share was taken. Bom. Gov. Rev. Rec. 22 of 1852, 22.

2 Captain Adams’ bighás contained 4444 square yards or 396 square yards less than the English acre of 4840 square yards. The ancient bighás in Mr. Ogilvy’s opinion was originally about the same size as the new, Mr. Ogilvy, Commissioner of Sátára, 419 of 29th October 1851, Bom. Gov. Rev. Rec. 22 of 1852, 22-23.

3 Colonel W. C. Anderson, Survey Commissioner, 881 of 23rd October 1880. Colonel Anderson’s account agrees with Mr. Sandford’s but differs from Mr. Ogilvy’s. According to Mr. Sandford the Assistant Commissioner in charge of Karád, Valva, Khámpur, and Bijápur (1851), Captain Adams measured the country but the assessment was not altered; the consequence was that great confusion was occasioned by the old bighás and the measurement bighás as they were severally styled. In all but
ment fixed, and the total assessment of the occupied area of all the villages made up the total kamál or standard assessment of any táluca or sub-division. Each field was supposed to be known, and had its name and area recorded in the accounts in kadam or ancient bighás, which was a measure of valuation and not of area, and in the bigha of Adams’ survey which was equal to thirty-six gunthás or 1/10ths of the English acre. The kamál or standard assessment was also entered against each field. Next, as the standard assessment as a rule was too high to be realized, a certain amount was taken off as tota or permanent remission and the concession of which was supposed to prevent the landholder demanding casual remissions. It was in fact supposed to be an agreement to take bad and good years together and contract to pay a certain sum considerably less than the full legitimate demand. In practice the demand for yearly remissions on the plea of poverty and failure of crops remained much as before. Under the Rájás’ system, landholders were encouraged to increase garden land by advances for making or repairing wells, and by remitting half of the difference of assessment between that laid on dry and on garden lands, if the holder turned dry land into garden. Appa Sáheb or Sháhájí, the second chief (1839-1848), conferred on the country the benefit of a uniform standard of weights and measures which was in use in 1851 and bore the state stamp.

In 1818, when the Sátára state was formed, one of the first steps taken was to abolish revenue farming. The village authorities were maintained in full vigour but their actions were carefully watched. The hereditary district officers were not allowed to take part in the revenue administration. Their influence was considered by Captain Grant to depend on their power and their power on their knowledge of embezzlements in their districts, and to be therefore disadvantageous. Their names and signatures were occasionally required in cases of alienation sales and transfers, and arbitrations were sometimes submitted to them by the consent of parties. At first they were often consulted on general subjects, but as they were found untrustworthy, the practice ceased. In the time of the Peshwás Sátára was divided into fourteen mámlatdás or sub-divisions a number which Captain Grant reduced to ten. The mámlatdáirs were paid one cent on the net revenue of their charge. Each mámlatdáir

the Bijápur sub-division the assessment was on the old bighá while the cultivated area was shown in measurement bighás. Bom. Gov. Rev. Rec. 22 of 1852, 154. According to Mr. Ogilvy the Commissioner (1851), between 1821 and 1829 Captains Chalan and Adams, in communication with heads of villages and other intelligent natives, surveyed the entire territory of Sátára with the exception of the lands of several indúndars and of a few villages in the Bijápur sub-division. They revised the assessment by which they made a trifling increase on the whole revenues. The revised rates were introduced and continued in operation for a few years till it was found that owing to the resistance offered by those whose rents had been raised, added to the loss sustained from those whose rents had been reduced, the revenues declined. On this the Rája directed that the old rates should be again levied instead of the new. The change confused the accounts by keeping the new bighá and the old rates. Bom. Gov. Rev. Rec. 22 of 1852, 22.

1 Colonel W. C. Anderson, Survey Commissioner, 881 of 23rd October 1880.
was not paid precisely in proportion to the amount of the collections, the highest pay was one hundred and seventy and the lowest one hundred rupees a month. Complaints of exactions or tyranny were rare, but fourteen mámlatdārs were dismissed within the first three years chiefly for bribery and embezzlement. The post of tālukdār or shekhdār that is group clerk or manager and of mámlatdār were continued and regular salaries took the place of irregular gains. The accounts were strictly supervised at head-quarters. Under the British system in Sātāra, as elsewhere, the district hereditary officers were without duties or powers. The village system was maintained in purity and efficiency. In spite of the elaboration of the system and the changes made to suit modern financial practices the revenue jurisdiction and duties of the mámlatdārs and officers corresponding to the shekhdārs were closely analogous to those of ancient times. The working of the system showed that it was suited to the country, fitted to check extortion, and to ensure the punctual collection of any assessment the landholder could afford to pay.

In spite of Captain Grant Duff’s efforts to improve the system, it continued in several respects loose and uncertain. The village accounts were kept on loose pieces of paper and were never balanced at the end of the year, and the district officers framed their monthly and yearly cash accounts from equally slovenly records. These accounts showed the receipts only and not the disbursements; for it was the practice to remit monthly to the district officers the sums necessary to meet their charges by the hands of the person who had brought the collections to the state treasury. Waste lands were often entered as cultivated and lands let at reduced rates were recorded as fully assessed. The nominal rent of land free from assessments and receipts from other sources, were so mixed with the land revenues as to make their separation almost impossible. No care seems to have been taken to realize the revenues by instalments at seasons convenient to the payers. If arrears accumulated the landholders were pressed for payment when they should have been left undisturbed in their fields.¹

Large yearly remissions were always required. When the crops began to ripen the heads of villages and the shekhdārs or group managers examined them and reported their state to the mámlatdār. Where any village was reported to have suffered much loss, the mámlatdār or one of his head writers went and examined the crops. From these reports and from personal observation the mámlatdār made a rough estimate of the required remission. At the time of making the rent settlement the mámlatdār submitted this rough estimate to the Rāja. The amount of remission was then fixed in the same way as if the sale of an estate was the subject of discussion. The mámlatdār would ask £5000 (Rs. 50,000) remission. The Rāja would offer £2000 Rs. (20,000) and so they haggled until some medium sum such as £3500 (Rs. 35,000) was agreed on. Armed with authority to remit this sum the mámlatdār and his subordinates would go

through the several villages, fixing each landholder's remission by a similar process of bargaining. In the end a list was sent to headquarters with every landholder's name and the remission alleged to have been given him. Several cases of dismissal of revenue servants proved that the alleged remissions were not always given,¹ and if they were given they were not distributed till after one or more seasons.² If by the Rája's permission any portion of the revenue was left uncollected, it was generally not recorded.³ It often happened that the alleged remissions were made to cover deficiencies arising from inaccurate entries in the accounts, to meet excesses of village expenditure, or to accommodate persons in favour with those in power. Insufficient sums were allowed to meet contingent village expenses and when, as often happened, these sums were exceeded, the poor were defrauded to make good the deficiency.⁴

A separate establishment was maintained at the capital for the collection of outstanding balances; and as the local officers were not held answerable for their realization they took no pains to prevent their accumulation and made no exertions for their recovery. The very lax manner in which the accounts were kept rendered it extremely difficult for the department specially appointed for the purpose to know from whom they ought to levy the outstandings. The village accountants were bound to keep records of the details, but their accounts were very imperfect, and it was (1851) probable that only a small portion of the whole amount of the outstanding balances could be recovered.⁵

Under the Rája's revenue system, yearly advances were required to keep up tillage and yearly remissions to save the landholders from ruin. Rents were kept at so high a standard that large balances accumulated, which enabled the government officers to draw the utmost from the landholders and even to absorb, by harsh and questionable means, any profits they might earn in other pursuits than agriculture. In the opinion of Mr. Ógilvy, who was Commissioner of Sátára in 1851, the system of revenue management under the chiefs destroyed energy and self-dependence and could never lead to improvement.⁶

SECTION IV.—THE BRITISH.

On the introduction of British management in 1848, the Commissioner of Sátára made the same use of the hereditary district officers, the deshmukhs, deshchaughulás, deshpándes, and nádgaudás, as had been done in older British districts. He introduced rules under which the pay of village headmen and accountants was raised to a standard more suited to their duties. When the salaries of the village officers paid by the late government were found enough

³ Colonel W. C. Anderson, Survey Commissioner, S81 of 23rd October 1880.
they were left untouched; when they were not enough they were raised by a percentage scale on the village revenues. One village accountant had sometimes the care of several villages and when their salaries fell short of the authorized percentage on the revenues of their charge, the salary was raised according to that scale.\(^1\) The anomaly of having the old rates entered with the new bigha was stopped and orders were issued to the revenue officers directing them, until the assessment was revised to record the ancient bighas and the ancient rates. Contingent allowances for the supply of stationery for village accountants were fixed at a percentage on the village revenues and directed to be spent under the authority of the pātils and kulkarnis, and to be detailed in the village day-book. The kulkarnis were ordered to keep regular village accounts under the system of checks in force in other British districts of sealed and numbered pages, and the local officer’s signatures at the end of the volumes. The day-books were directed to be balanced daily and the accounts of individuals yearly. A receipt book was given to each landholder in which their payments were regularly entered. The accounts were (1851) kept so as to show the land and extra receipts with every necessary detail. The system was made to resemble as closely as possible that in use in other British districts. In 1851 Mr. Ogilvy from personal observation was satisfied with its efficient working. Corresponding improvements were introduced into the mode of keeping the district accounts. The day-books were balanced daily and the volumes bore the Commissioner’s signature. Samples of the district accounts in use in British districts were obtained from the Revenue Commissioner and distributed to the different māmlatdārs. Ordinary payments were made from the local treasuries, extraordinary payments formed the subject of separate references. The instalments of revenue were collected at the seasons most convenient to the landholders, and the māmlatdārs were made responsible for the collections. The collection of outstanding balances for former years was also added to their duties. Fields, whose crops were stated to have wholly or partially failed, were minutely inspected by the village and district officers, whose proceedings were watched and revised by the Commissioner and his assistants, and after careful inquiry remissions were granted. Statements framed at head-quarters, bearing the Commissioner’s seal and showing the sums due from each landholder and the remissions allowed, were fixed for general information in a conspicuous part of every village. There was little risk (1851) that the relief failed to reach those for whom it was intended.\(^2\) Under the system introduced (1848-1851) by Mr. Frere, every field in which there was any loss was examined by the village officers who prepared a return showing

\(^1\) The percentage paid to headmen was: On the gross land revenues up to Rs. 500 five per cent, from Rs. 500 to Rs. 1000 2½ per cent, from Rs. 1000 to Rs. 2000 two per cent, from Rs. 2000 to Rs. 3000 1½ per cent, from Rs. 3000 to Rs. 4000 one per cent; beyond Rs. 4000 half per cent. Percentage paid to village clerks: On the gross land revenues up to Rs. 1000 five per cent, from Rs. 1000 to Rs. 2000 four per cent, from Rs. 2000 to Rs. 3000 three per cent; from Rs. 3000 to Rs. 4000 two per cent, beyond that one per cent. Bom. Gov. Rev. Rec. 22 of 1852, 23-29.

what share the crop bore to a full crop. The shekhdár or mámlatdár’s
group-clerk came round and entered his opinion of the field. Finally
the mámlatdár or his shirastedár or head kárkun examined the field
and recorded his opinion. This last estimate unless it greatly
differed from that recorded by the village officers was accepted as
final. When the difference was striking the officer who made the
revenue settlement or jamābāndī inquired into the matter. The
result of the examination of all the fields was embodied in a village
abstract, which again was put into a list prepared for each division
or thána, and the division list was embodied in a memorandum
showing the state of the crops for the whole district. A lump
remission was fixed as the share of the loss which Government should
bear. This lump remission was then divided until each landholder’s
name appeared with the amount due and the amount remitted. The
village deed or patta which formerly contained collections without
showing remissions or expenses was then filled and given to the
headman. A memorandum was also prepared showing each land-
holder’s name, the amount he had to pay, and what remissions were
given him. This memorandum was posted in the village office or
temple. As a further precaution the mámlatdár or one of his clerks
went through the sub-division and entered in each landholder’s
receipt book the revenue he had to pay and the remission he received.
During the first two years of British rule (1847-1849) remissions
were given on the old plan and during the next two years they were
given on the plan detailed above. The new system worked without
complaint.¹

In 1850-51 the lands of Sátára stretched about 160 miles from
north to south and 150 miles from east to west.² Exclusive of
chiefs’ territories it included the eleven sub-divisions of Sátára,
Tárgaon, Karád, Válva, Jávli, Wáí, Koregaon, Khánápur, Khatáv,
Pandharpur, and Bijnápur. Of 1697 villages 1175 were Government
and 522 were alienated. The sub-divisions of Sátára, Tárgaon,
Karád, Válva, Jávli, and Wáí, nearest to the Sahyádris, were the
most favoured in soil and climate, the richest, best tilled, and
most populous. They were watered by numerous streams fed by
abundant and seasonable rain. They were crossed by lofty moun-
tains whose steep sides were often clothed with crops, while their tops
were crowned with fields and villages. In these sub-divisions much
of the land was alienated on rent-free or service tenure. Of what
remained and was assessable, the largest part was mirás that is held
by hereditary holders who could not be ousted so long as they paid
the government rental. The commonness of this favourable tenure
kept the west of the district in the highest cultivation. The eastern
sub-divisions of Khánápur, Khatáv, Pandharpur, and Bijnápur were
less favoured in soil and climate, and, being more liable to invasion
and to failure of rain, had been so wasted by war and famine that
few hereditary holders were left. The husbandmen had no interest

in the soil, and as they were not bound to particular fields exerted themselves to exhaust rather than to improve the land. These four eastern sub-divisions were much less highly tilled than those in the west. At the same time they were great pasture countries, and the cattle of Bijápur, owing probably to the tracts of salt laden soil, were highly esteemed. Still they were not numerous enough to meet the demand and numbers of cattle were brought from Málwa. The buffaloes of Bijápur were equally celebrated and their tup or ghí that is clarified butter was said to keep longer fresh than any other ghí. The soils to the west were dark and rich; those to the east were light and poor. Karád was the richest agricultural sub-division in the district and Bijápur the poorest. Though the stiff black western soils sometimes required six pairs of bullocks to draw a single plough, and though they were generally highly manured, the heavy and continuous crops they yielded more than repaid the cost of tillage. In the west watered lands yielded four crops and unwatered lands two crops a year. The valleys in and bordering on the Konkan mountains grew rice\(^1\) and wheat while the hill sides yielded the inferior grain called nachni. In some parts of this tract, especially in the otherwise poor sub-division of Jával, the soil was red and rich, and nipáni or unwatered sugarcane was grown. Much labour and careful farming was required to grow this cane; but the yield was better than the yield of watered cane.\(^2\) During 1850-51 about 7136 acres (9515 bighás) of native and 413 acres (5585 bighás) of Mauritius sugarcane were grown chiefly for local use. Without much encouragement from the Government, the cultivators had greatly extended the growth of Mauritius cane as they found it pay. The west yielded the finest jārdī and the east the best bājri, the grains most eaten by the people. During 1850-51 about 4413 acres (5884 bighás) of tobacco were grown. It appeared to be of superior quality and it was largely exported though not beyond seas. Mr. Ogilvy wished to introduce Syrian tobacco and to grow some from Nádiád seed to compare it with that of Sátárá. A small quantity of opium was grown during 1850-51 from 5½ bighás of poppy in the Sátárá and Koregaon sub-divisions. The district officers were ordered to take the opium from the growers, who, if Government approved, would be paid for the drug at such rate as the opium Agent might determine. At the village of Deur in Wáí, belonging to the Rája of Nágpur, opium was also grown and sold for the benefit of the proprietor. During the same year 11,155 bighás of native cotton were grown. Its production was increasing, but the quantity varied with the state of the foreign market. It was estimated that, under the stimulus of unlimited demand, nearly 40,000 bighás of land or about 36,727 acres might grow cotton. The greater part of the crop was used in the country, the rest found its way to the ports of Chiplun, Khed, and Mahád. The best cotton sub-divisions were

---

\(^1\) Rice was (1850-51) cultivated in those parts of the Karád and Válva sub-divisions bordering on the Sahyádri where much rain fell. The rice lands in the Bijápur sub-division were watered from the magnificent lake of Mándápur. Bom. Gov. Rev. Rec. 22 of 1852, 155.

Karád and Válva. Attempts were being made to introduce New Orleans and Broach cotton. *San or tág* that is Bombay hemp was grown to a small extent for making coarse cloth and ropes. Hemp or *ambádi* was also grown and used for the same purposes, and *gáyál* or wild hemp found on the banks of rivers was likewise made into ropes. The produce of various fruit trees growing on Government lands was annually farmed. Mangoes were farmed separately in each village. Tamarind trees, chiefly in Bijápur, were farmed in the same manner. Each fruit-bearing jack tree paid 1s. 4s. 4d. (10½ as.) in Jávli and 5s. 6d. (3½ as.) in Sátára. Date trees, mostly near Bijápur, were farmed for spirit. In the Koyna valley in Tárgaon and Jávli there was a promising teak forest, and as most of the western hills were capable of yielding teak, *báhbul*, sandal, and other trees, measures had been taken for preserving and improving them. An inferior dark and bitter salt was produced in most parts of Bijápur and at a few places in Pandharpur and Khatáv. It was manufactured for limited local consumption only, for sea-borne salt was used throughout the territory. The landholders most of whom were Kunbis were hardworking and skilful husbandmen. They understood the rotation of crops, the value of manures, and the necessity of refreshing some soils by fallows. Individual holdings were small, though probably larger than in some other British districts. Many farms were held by two or more families whose women and children helped in the fields. The following statement shows for eight of the eleven subdivisions the number of landholders and the highest lowest and average rents:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Division</th>
<th>Rental Highest</th>
<th>Landholders</th>
<th>Average Rent.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rs.</td>
<td>Rs. a.</td>
<td>Rs. a. p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karád</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>5 9</td>
<td>30 9 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Válva</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>3 13</td>
<td>25 14 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khánspur</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>0 4</td>
<td>18 0 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bijápur</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>0 4</td>
<td>19 0 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pandharpur</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>0 4</td>
<td>17 7 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khatáv</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>0 6</td>
<td>18 7 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koregaon</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>1 34</td>
<td>17 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tárgaon</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>0 24</td>
<td>19 8 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Captain Adams’ measurements in 1822 Sátára contained 2,683,998 acres (2,923,167 bighás) of arable land. Of these in 1850-51, including alienations but excluding the lands of feudatories, 2,444,459 acres (2,662,283 bighás) were under tillage yielding £316,079 (Rs. 31,60,790) a year or £35,833 (Rs. 3,58,330) less than the kamál or nominal full assessment. Of the rental little more than half came to Government. The arable waste was 239,528 acres.

3 In Pandharpur, Khatáv, Koregaon, and Tárgaon, most of the landholders had farms paying an average rent of about £1 18s. (Rs. 19). Larger farms were rare. Bom. Gov. Rev. Rec. 22 of 1852, 195.  
The assessment was in all cases on the land and not on the crop. On watered land the bigha rate averaged about £2 1s. (Rs. 204), on unwatered land about £1 8s. (Rs. 14), on rice land about £1 14s. (Rs. 17), and on hill side land about 3s. 7½d. (Re. 1 as. 13). In Mr. Ogilvy's opinion these rates were (1851) much heavier than in the surveyed British districts. But as the māmul or ancient bigha on which the assessment was based, from time and other causes had probably become somewhat indefinite, there was possibly less difference in the actual incidence. Reduction as well as revision of rates was necessary not only because prices had fallen from the cessation of the court expenditure, but also because the more the country became opened by roads so as to admit the cheaper produce of the neighbouring districts into the Satara markets, the more must prices fall and with them the landholder's power to pay high rates. Mr. Ogilvy (1851) had no means of ascertaining when or by whom the assessment was originally fixed or on what principle it was imposed, or whether it was at that time light or heavy. In his opinion the price of produce and the value of the precious metals were liable to so many fluctuations that fixed money rents could never for any length of time represent the same proportion of the crop.

In Karad and Valva the dry crop assessment looked startling, being as high as and even higher than the garden rates. This was partly owing to the richness of the soil on the banks of the Krishna and probably still more to the large size of the ancient or kadim bigha on which the rates were charged. Garden land was divided into three classes dam-watered or dharan bagayat, lift-watered or budki bagayat, and well-watered or vihir bagayat. In the dam-watered or dharan bagayat land, the dam was generally of earth stones and grass. It had to be renewed every year and repaired after every dry weather thunderstorm. The cost of these repairs was nearly equal to the keep of a pair of bullocks. In the lift-watered land or budki bagayat the water was raised from a stream or pool by bullocks as from a well. In the well-watered or vihir bagayat the chief element of cost was the keep of one or more pairs of bullocks. The variety of the soil in the different parts of the district also gave rise to difference in the rates of garden assessment.

The following statement shows the highest, average, and lowest bigha rates of assessment on garden, rice, and dry-crop lands in four of the eleven sub-divisions:

---

### SÁTÁRA.  

**Sátára Assessment Bigha Rates, 1850-51.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Division</th>
<th>Watered Land</th>
<th>Unwatered Land</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dharan or Dam.</td>
<td>Budki or Water-Lift.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pandharpur</td>
<td>Rs. 25</td>
<td>Rs. 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khatáv</td>
<td>25 0</td>
<td>15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koregaon</td>
<td>20 0</td>
<td>15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tárgaon</td>
<td>15 0</td>
<td>10 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Division</th>
<th>Dry Land</th>
<th>Rice Land</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pandharpur</td>
<td>Rs. 25</td>
<td>Rs. 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khatáv</td>
<td>25 0</td>
<td>15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koregaon</td>
<td>20 0</td>
<td>15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tárgaon</td>
<td>15 0</td>
<td>10 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides the land tax landholders had to pay a number of cesses of which the chief were, *gavat iátá* or grass cess, a fixed sum of £254 (Rs. 2540) levied from certain villages instead of grass formerly supplied to the Rájás free of charge. *Batta* or exchange tax amounting to £3457 (Rs. 34570), being the difference fixed in 1830 at 2½ per cent between the old Poona *kori* or uninscribed rupee and the existing (1851) local Chándvad *ankushí* rupee. *Chud-onda-patti* or beacon wood tax at £37 (Rs. 370) a year levied from villages near forts, instead of faggots formerly supplied by landholders to feed beacons lighted to guide watchmen absent on duty from the fort. *Ghar-patti* or house-tax of £1500 (Rs. 15,000) a year, was levied by families rather than according to the extent of ground occupied; it varied from 3d. (2 as.) to 2s. (Rs. 1). It was a partial tax. In some villages it was levied on shopkeepers and strangers only, in others on landholders also, but never on Bráhmans and *vatándàrs*, and rarely on labourers. Buffalo or *vancharáí* that is grazing tax of one rupee was levied on each buffalo not engaged in cultivation and not belonging to the village headmen. It yielded upwards of Rs. 6000. In some parts a tax levied on cattle driven to pasture yielded about £437 (Rs. 4370). A grazing tax on sheep yielded about £2426 (Rs. 24,260). It was levied at different rates in almost every village and averaged a little over 12s. (Rs. 6) the hundred sheep.

As Sátára was so well watered both by large rivers and small streams Mr. Ogilvy thought that £10,000 (Rs. 1,00,000) a year should be set apart for water works. Much might also be done to

---

1 The average rate on 100 sheep was in Sátára Rs. 6½, in Tárgaon Rs. 6½, in Karád Rs. 5¼, in Válla Rs. 5½, in Khatáv Rs. 6½, in Khánápur Rs. 5½, in Pandharpur Rs. 6½, in Wáí Rs. 6½, in Koregaon Rs. 5½, in Bijaipur Rs. 5½, in Phalán Rs. 6½, in atpáddi (under *jágirdár*) Rs. 7. The wandering tribe of Khiláíras were charged a fixed rate of Rs. 7½ the hundred sheep. Bom. Gov. Rev. Rec. 22 of 1852, 39-42.
improve the district by opening roads and markets. Otherwise Mr. Ogilvy thought the withdrawal of the revenue to Bombay would cause a fall in prices and a decline of revenue. An inquiry into produce prices satisfied Mr. Ogilvy that produce prices had varied little during the twenty years ending 1852, and that during that period the average was about one-half of the average under the Peshwa. As the assessment on the land remained unchanged the rental must have pressed with more than double weight on the landholders. A field assessed at 4s. (Rs. 2), yielding Rs. 6 in the time of the Peshwa and 6s. (Rs. 3) in 1852, would leave to the husbandmen 8s. (Rs. 4) in the former period and 2s. (Re. 1) in the latter or only a quarter of his former profits. This showed the pressing need of a revision of the assessment, since rents that might once have been light might now (1852) be ruinous.

In 1853 when the revenue survey was introduced Sátára included eleven sub-divisions, Bijápur, Pandharpur, Khatáv, Koregaon, Khánápur, Wáí, Sátára, Jávli, Tárgaon, Karád, and Válva. Of these Bijápur has passed to Bijápur and Pandharpur to Sholápur; the other nine sub-divisions still belong to Sátára. Besides these a group of nineteen villages, eight of the Soni estate or jágir which lapsed in 1845 and eleven of the Tásgaon estate or jágir which lapsed in 1848, were in 1848 formed into a sub-division styled Tásgaon, which was originally given to Belgaum but since, between 1857 and 1864, has belonged to Sátára. The survey settlement was introduced into this Tásgaon sub-division in 1852-53, reported in 1855-56, and sanctioned by Government in 1856-57. In 1857 some villages were handed from Tásgaon to Athni and some from Athni to Tásgaon. After Tásgaon the survey settlement was introduced into Khatáv and Máyni in 1858-59; into Koregaon and Khánápur in 1859-60; into Wáí in 1860-61; into Sátára, Jávli, Tárgaon, and part of Helvák in 1861-62; and into Karád, Helvák, and Válva in 1862-63. The total number of surveyed and settled villages was 933, and the effect of the survey settlement was a fall in the rental on the tillage area from £119,538 to £115,189 (Rs. 11,95,880 to Rs. 11,51,890) or about four per cent. The following statement shows the order in which the different sub-divisions were settled and the effect of the survey settlement in each group:

---

1 Works to improve communication were (1851) in active progress under the Civil Engineer, while the Superintendent of Cotton Experiments was engaged in making and distributing carts of a superior description. The Commissioner in 1849 (37 of 13th April) showed the effect on prices in contiguous sub-divisions caused by the facilities or the impediments to communication. The use of carts instead of pack bullocks would lower the cost of transport in the proportion of 5 to 3 and effect a saving of time in the proportion of 6 to 4. Mr. Ogilvy, Commissioner of Sátára, 419 of 26th October 1851, Bom. Gov. Rev. Rec. 22 of 1852, 37.


In 1852-53 the survey settlement was introduced into the Tásagao sub-division then in Belgaum. In 1848, on the death without heirs of the Tásagao chief, his estate or jágir came into the hands of Government. The eleven villages near Tásagao and Athni were formed into a separate mâmldátád's charge in which were also included eight neighbouring villages which had belonged to the Soni chief's estate which had lapsed three years before. Most of these nineteen villages enjoyed a fairly certain and sufficient rainfall. Grain was the chief produce and the early or kharíf harvest was more important than the late. Some sugarcane was grown in garden lands. The population was 39,061 or 243 to the square mile. Tillage was almost the only industry. In Tásagao of 9000 people nearly 400 were weavers and dyers. The chief import and export markets were Athni, Ságli, Tásagao, and Míraj. Of the nineteen Government villages¹ in Tásagao eight had been in the hands of Government since the death of the Soni chief in 1845, and the remaining eleven since the death of the Tásagao chief in 1848. In 1855 at the time of the settlement beyond a few doubtful fragments no revenue returns could be found for any of these villages before their lapse to Government. Little was known of the revenue management of the Soni and Tásagao chiefs. Captain Anderson believed it fairly represented the average management of Marathá chiefs.

The kamál or rack rent was too high to be ever realised; it was twice to four times the amount actually levied. Though the landholders agreed to till at those excessive rates there was an unspoken understanding that the full rates should not be levied. Regarding the amount to be paid the views of the two parties differed greatly. The landholder was determined to pay the smallest possible amount; the chief or the chief's agent intended to levy every rupee over what was required to keep the landholder able and willing to till the land during the next season. The chief often took more than this and left the landholder dependent on advances for food and seed. The unpaid balance of the nominal rent was

¹ Besides these there were two alienated villages. Bom. Gov. Sel. XCIV. 4.
added to the landholder's outstandings. Some of these outstandings were realised in an unusually good season, and the threat of levying the rest was held over a landholder who either refused to till as much land as the chief wished him to till, or threatened to leave the chief's state. Rather than allow land to remain waste, if no one would till it at the usual nominal rates, it was given for tillage at any procurable rate, the difference between the actual rate and the full assessment being shown as khând tota or loss by agreement. Lands held on these terms were entitled to no remission. Against the great advantage of holding land with this remission in advance, was the fact that the land was held for only one year so that any attempt to improve it was lost labour. With kindly management a fair share of comfort was possible under this system. At the same time no advance was possible under it as the amount levied was based not on the productive power of the land but on the produce.

In spite of their enormous nominal assessment the Tásqaon landholders were not very badly off under the native system. They were slaves but their masters were considerate, and seldom tightened their bonds beyond the limits of endurance. They were not allowed to become wealthy; on the other hand they were seldom or never reduced below the level of a fair subsistence. They were the chief's milk cows which he took care no one but himself should touch. The gross produce in a well-managed native district was greater than in unsurveyed British districts, but far short of the gross produce of surveyed British districts where the landholder had learned that he worked for himself, not only for the state. In Captain Anderson's opinion whatever might be the defects of the native system of management, the lapse of a district and the consequent introduction of the British revenue system was by no means a boon to the people. Probably a century or two had passed since the nominal or kamál assessment had been fixed. During that time the standards of value had changed. Even had the standards remained unchanged, the rates and apportionment of the assessment and the boundaries of fields had in many cases been forgotten. Under native management this change was of little practical consequence, as the old rates though kept in the accounts were, either by extensive remissions or by special agreement, so far modified as to be bearable. In settling the Tásqaon villages in 1848-49 Mr. Manson noticed that lands had been granted by the chief to his officials instead of ready-money payments, but the nominal value set opposite these lands was seldom realized. The receivers of these lands who were styled stipendiaries or tainátdārs sublet them at rates lower than those shown in the books. In the Tásqaon villages thirty-one landholders had written agreements with the grantees, and as they had begun to sow and had been at

4 Mr. Manson, 270 of 22nd December 1849 para 35.
expense in bringing the land to order, Mr. Manson agreed for that year to levy only the amount entered in their papers. They were warned that next year the full assessment would be charged. Again in 1850 Mr. Manson writes that a large sum £638 (Rs. 6380) had been included among remissions under the head of khand tota or loss by agreement. This loss was on land which the former rulers had let considerably under the nominal assessment. The holders of these lands made no claims to any special right to hold land at less than the regular rates. Still the fact of the agreement was proved and as they had been at expense in bringing the land into order, Mr. Manson felt bound to continue the specially low rates for a year. The holders were warned that at the close of the year the full assessment would be levied.

The result of levying the full assessment was that much of the land was thrown up. The first English officers, knowing that their position laid them open to fraud, naturally felt that their only safe course was to enforce the full assessment. In this way the adjustments which experience had forced on the former rulers were ignored at the cost of much hardship to the people in the first instance and in the end of serious loss to the state. The fact that the levy of the full assessment was followed by the throwing up of land showed the English officers that in all cases the nominal rates could not safely be enforced and liberal remissions were accordingly granted. Other expedients also helped to relieve the people from the full pressure of the rates. They reduced their holdings, gave up the land bearing the highest assessment, and the district and village officers found it necessary not to look too minutely into encroachments on Government waste. Through shifts and evasions matters at last found their level. But before this state of things was reached, the people’s resources were reduced to the lowest ebb.

The following statement of the chief revenue details of the eight Soni and the eleven Tāsgaon villages shows that the system of adjustment by shifts and evasions was accompanied in the Soni villages by a fall in tillage from about 15,000 acres in 1845-46 to about 10,000 in 1851-52 and in the Tāsgaon villages from 37,625 acres in 1848-49 to 32,693 acres in 1851-52. The details are:

### Soni-Tāsgaon Tillage and Revenue, 1845-1852

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Villages</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Cultivation</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Acre Rate</th>
<th>Remissions</th>
<th>Collections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soni (3)</td>
<td>1845-46</td>
<td>14,274</td>
<td>35,042</td>
<td>2 6 5</td>
<td>10,846</td>
<td>24,468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1846-47</td>
<td>14,274</td>
<td>35,444</td>
<td>2 5 7</td>
<td>11,166</td>
<td>25,388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1847-48</td>
<td>15,232</td>
<td>34,675</td>
<td>2 1 1</td>
<td>11,166</td>
<td>25,483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1848-49</td>
<td>13,829</td>
<td>33,384</td>
<td>2 6 6</td>
<td>10,846</td>
<td>24,546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1849-50</td>
<td>11,194</td>
<td>27,712</td>
<td>2 7 7</td>
<td>9,166</td>
<td>19,589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1850-51</td>
<td>10,191</td>
<td>26,697</td>
<td>2 9 11</td>
<td>10,846</td>
<td>20,846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1851-52</td>
<td>10,191</td>
<td>26,697</td>
<td>2 9 11</td>
<td>10,846</td>
<td>20,846</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Tāsgaon (11) | 1848-49  | 37,625      | 76,308     | 2 0 5     | 90,558     | 67,531      |
|              | 1849-50  | 30,618      | 59,550     | 1 1 5     | 46,166     | 54,094      |
|              | 1850-51  | 29,479      | 54,560     | 1 1 10    | 47,158     | 53,443      |
|              | 1851-52  | 30,000      | 60,945     | 1 1 10    | 56,959     | 65,856      |

Besides the marked decline in tillage this statement shows that from the first liberal remissions were granted. It also shows that in the first two years the acre rate was lower than in any after years. On acquisition of these villages much land was held by Brāhmans and others on rates lower than the full assessment. In a year or two the full rates were levied on these lands, so that in 1847-48 though the whole tillage had fallen from 14,974 to 12,882 acres in consequence of the levy of full instead of reduced rates the average acre rate rose from 4s. 8½d. (Rs. 2 as. 5½) to 5s. 4½d. (Rs. 2 as. 11½). From 1847-48 till the near approach of the survey in 1850-51 the returns show a steady fall in the average acre rates. This fall was due to the fact that the pressure of the rates forced the better lands out of tillage. In consequence of the Tásgaon chief's indebtedness during the last years of his life the Tásgaon villages had been very heavily assessed. After their lapse to the British much smaller remissions were granted in the Tásgaon than in the Soni villages, and according to local information much larger sums were levied than had been realised by the chief. The result was by 1850-51 the lands of these villages were deeply mortgaged.

In 1850-51 Mr. Manson, the Assistant Political Agent who was then in charge of this district, estimated that of the £4037 (Rs. 40,370) paid into the treasury on account of the three first revenue instalments of that year, no less than £1931 (Rs. 19,310) were raised by loans from moneylenders. He was satisfied (1850) that the shrinking of tillage and the failing revenue proved that the assessment was too high. In the Tásgaon villages the dry crop *bigha*³ assessment ranged from 6s. to £1 (Rs. 3 - 10) on the black soils on the Krishna banks. In the village of Palus it was as low as 3s. 3d. (Rs. 1½).⁴

In 1855 Colonel Anderson had no doubt that under British rule more revenue was raised from this sub-division than it could afford to pay, and that a material reduction in assessment was required. The new rates of assessment in this sub-division as well as in Athni were fixed in 1852 in conjunction with Captain Wingate. The nineteen villages were distributed among four classes which were charged highest dry crop acre rates varying from 4s. (Rs. 2) to 1s. 9d. (14 as.). In the first class, with a highest dry crop acre rate of 4s. (Rs. 2), were ten villages close to the Krishna with a good climate and good markets. In the second class, with a highest dry crop acre rate of 3s. 6d. (Rs. 1½), five villages further inland with a less certain rainfall. In the third class, with a highest dry crop acre rate of 3s. (Rs. 1½), were two villages further inland than the second class, with shorter rainfall and not so well placed for markets. The remaining two villages formed the fourth class and were charged a highest dry crop acre rate of 1s. 9d. (14 as.). Most of the villages had more or less garden land. The chief gardens were at Soni, Tásgaon, Yerandoli, Bhosa, and Palus. About one-sixth of the

---

¹ Letter 7 of 20th Nov. 1851 para 25.
² Report 277 of 4th Nov. 1850 para 5.
³ This *bigha* is a measure of value, not of area. It ranged from one to six acres and in one case was as much as twelve acres. Bom. Gov. Sel. XCIV, 29.
whole garden area was given to sugarcane. Tásgaon and Soni together had between nine and ten acres of betel-leaf. In the remaining gardens wheat, turmeric, and vegetables were the chief crops. The old garden rates varied much in different villages, the highest average assessment in any village being 16s. 5d. (Rs. 8 as. 3d.) in Besur. Some villages in which the survey officer found garden land had no garden land shown in the old accounts. The land had been held as dry crop, but it was generally highly rated in some cases heavier than the new garden rates. In most villages water was found near the surface. Several streams also ran for a great part of the year and could be dammed at a trifling cost. With these facilities and the fixed survey tenure it was hoped that the area of watered land would rapidly spread. The nature of the well, the quantity of water and its depth from the surface, the crops grown, and the class of soil were the chief data on which the assessment of well-watered garden land or motasthal bágyat was fixed. In channel-watered or páthasthal land, the cost of repairing the channel and the date to which the channel ran had also to be considered. The assessment was fixed by the Survey Superintendent field by field, after considering the whole data mentioned above for each field. The following statement shows the highest, lowest, and average survey garden rates and assessment:

Tásgaon Garden Survey Rates, 1852-53.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Former</th>
<th>Survey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rental</td>
<td>Average Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel-watered</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1055</td>
<td>4521</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effect of the new rates was in every class a reduction in the average acre rate of about one-third on the old assessment. The details are:

Tásgaon Survey Settlement, 1852-53.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Village</th>
<th>Former Rental (1852-53)</th>
<th>Survey</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Highest Drycrop Acre Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rental</td>
<td>Average Rate</td>
<td>Rental</td>
<td>Average Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>64,499</td>
<td>34,070</td>
<td>45,122</td>
<td>94,269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15,343</td>
<td>10,138</td>
<td>9,463</td>
<td>8,053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2257</td>
<td>17,859</td>
<td>1,299</td>
<td>913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7390</td>
<td>6,653</td>
<td>4191</td>
<td>2,914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>83,489</td>
<td>52,566</td>
<td>60,566</td>
<td>59,586</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This settlement was introduced in 1852-53, reported in 1855-56, and sanctioned by Government in 1856-57. 1

The following statement2 shows the results of the survey settlement in this group of nineteen villages between 1855 and 1865:

In 1858-59 the survey settlement was introduced into 105 villages of Khatav and thirty-seven villages of the Mayni petty division in Khánapur. Except about thirty villages in the Phaltan hills on the north, Khatav was a tableland divided from Pandharpur on the east by a well marked line of hills. On the north Khatav was separated from the Phaltan plain by the Mahádev range; on the west a third line of hills divided Khatav from Koregaon; and to the south the country sloped gradually into Khánapur. Khatav was a fairly regular oblong about forty miles from east to west and about twenty-five from north to south. The climate varied greatly. On the east on the Pandharpur boundary the rainfall was scanty and uncertain; the south-west supply became more plentiful towards the west, and in the extreme west was sufficient and certain. Except in the east and south-east the Khatav villages were well placed for markets. Phaltan one of the chief local trade centres was six to fifteen miles from the north-western villages and Sátára the other local centre was sixteen to twenty miles from the west villages. The made road from Sholapur to Sátára crossed the group from east to west, and with Phaltan there was ready communication by two roads down the Mahádev range. Smaller markets in and near the group were also useful. Except a few scattered cotton and blanket weavers the people lived by tillage. Like Pandharpur, Khatav had been part of the Sátára chief's territory. The revenue management of both was the same. In the outlying eastern villages, as in Pandharpur, under the Rájás lavish permanent reductions of revenue had been made. In the closer at hand western villages the rates erred on the side of over rather than of under assessment.\(^1\) The people of the west were better off than those of the east. They had a better climate, the soil was richer, more land was watered, and the markets were better. The very low rates in the east had tempted landholders to take more land than they could properly till. The following statement shows the collections and remissions in the 105 Khatav villages during the eleven years ending 1858:

\(^1\) Captain W. C. Anderson, Surv. Supt. 300 of 27th January 1859.
SÁTÁRA.

Khatáv Revenue, 1847-1858.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>Tillage</th>
<th>Collections</th>
<th>Remissions</th>
<th>Reductions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1847-48...</td>
<td>165,168</td>
<td>1,15,370</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>56,975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1848-49...</td>
<td>163,816</td>
<td>89,939</td>
<td>12,732</td>
<td>56,972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1849-50...</td>
<td>164,111</td>
<td>82,198</td>
<td>29,652</td>
<td>57,247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850-51...</td>
<td>164,295</td>
<td>89,932</td>
<td>21,462</td>
<td>57,471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1851-52...</td>
<td>165,818</td>
<td>81,908</td>
<td>29,338</td>
<td>58,527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1852-53...</td>
<td>166,924</td>
<td>1,02,037</td>
<td>41,687</td>
<td>57,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1853-54...</td>
<td>167,312</td>
<td>90,909</td>
<td>31,535</td>
<td>58,773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1854-55...</td>
<td>167,017</td>
<td>1,03,327</td>
<td>57,279</td>
<td>59,916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1855-56...</td>
<td>166,431</td>
<td>79,206</td>
<td>31,535</td>
<td>58,773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1856-57...</td>
<td>165,879</td>
<td>97,478</td>
<td>14,003</td>
<td>58,861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1857-58...</td>
<td>167,384</td>
<td>91,398</td>
<td>21,188</td>
<td>59,025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1858-59...</td>
<td>165,763</td>
<td>91,607</td>
<td>19,907</td>
<td>58,696</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The former survey measurements seem to have been incorrect. The new survey recorded 276,760 acres of occupied Government land and 23,376 acres of arable waste that is upwards of 100,000 acres of occupied land more than were shown in the former accounts. As the former survey showed only 8098 acres of arable waste it followed that it had shown as unarable nearly 100,000 acres of land which had since been occupied. The 105 Khatáv villages were arranged in six classes with highest dry crop acre rates varying from 3s. 9d. (Rs.1.14) to 2s. (Rs.1). One rupee was taken as the highest dry crop acre rate for the villages in the extreme east of Khatáv bordering on Pandharpur. Then passing west the villages were divided into five more classes with an increasing rate in each class to meet the increasing advantages of climate and markets. The whole group had over 8500 acres of garden land most of which was given to wheat and vegetables. The old garden rates were very variable and on the average were high. The new garden acre rates varied from 7s. (Rs. 3.4) in the first class to 4s. (Rs. 2) in the sixth class, the average gradually increasing in the intermediate classes. The new garden rates were estimated to effect a reduction of fifteen to twenty per cent. The general estimated result of the new settlement was a survey total or kamáil of £10,726 (Rs. 1,07,260). Of these, making due deduction for possible unoccupied waste, £10,200 (Rs. 1,02,000) were considered to be realizable against £5826 (Rs. 58,260) the average collections of the five previous years. The following statement shows the effect of the survey:

Khatáv Survey Settlement, 1858-59.

| CLASS | VILLAGERS | 1857-58 | 1857-58 | Waste. | Total. | Highest Dry- 
|-------|-----------|---------|---------|--------|--------| crop 
|       |           |         |         |        |        | Acre 
|       |           |         |         |        |        | Rate. |
| I     | 10        | 17,749  | 14,145  | 330    | 14,474 | 1 14  |
| II    | 14        | 21,560  | 19,919  | 632    | 20,552 | 1 10  |
| III   | 27        | 18,006  | 12,370  | 903    | 22,079 | 1 6   |
| IV    | 21        | 18,300  | 20,910  | 984    | 21,894 | 1 4   |
| V     | 39        | 10,388  | 16,580  | 459    | 16,039 | 1 2   |
| VI    | 13        | 7314    | 11,397  | 443    | 11,840 | 1 0   |
| Total | 105       | 91,396  | 1,03,327| 3900   | 1,07,267| ...   |
Chapter VIII.
The Land.

Survey.
Khatáv, 1858-59.

Máyní.

These rates corresponded with those fixed in similar villages in other settled sub-divisions. The first and second classes show a considerable reduction. In many of these villages the old rates were excessively high, particularly on the garden land whose average acre rate was above 14s. (Rs. 7) in five villages of the first class and in three villages of the second class. The villages of the last four classes showed an increase of revenue under the new rates. These had much poor soil which was not brought to account by the former survey, and was held at rates lower even than the grazing was worth. The same state of things had been found in Pandharpur and in the Náteputa petty division of Khatáv where the new rates had greatly increased the revenue without causing dissatisfaction. The survey rates proposed for Khatáv were sanctioned by Government in February 1859.1

In the same year (1858-59), along with Khatáv, the survey settlement was introduced into the Máyní petty division of Khánápur. These thirty-seven Máyní villages lay close to the south of the western half of Khatáv, with which they corresponded in climate and character. They were fairly placed as regards markets. The large markets of Sátrá and Karád were both easily reached by made roads. Pusesávi, one of the villages in the group, had a good market and other minor markets were available. During the eleven years ending 1857-58 in the Máyní petty division tillage fell from 59,153 acres in 1847-48 to 57,309 acres in 1857-58, collections from £4270 (Rs. 42,700) to £3721 (Rs. 37,210), and remissions had risen from £118 (Rs. 1180) to £459 (Rs. 4590). The details are:

Máyní Tillage and Revenue, 1847-1858.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>Tillage</th>
<th>Collections</th>
<th>Remissions</th>
<th>Reductions</th>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>Tillage</th>
<th>Collections</th>
<th>Remissions</th>
<th>Reductions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1847-48</td>
<td>50,153</td>
<td>42,609</td>
<td>1184</td>
<td>9927</td>
<td>1854-55</td>
<td>57,641</td>
<td>37,004</td>
<td>10,547</td>
<td>10,454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1848-49</td>
<td>58,944</td>
<td>35,307</td>
<td>7651</td>
<td>10,449</td>
<td>1855-56</td>
<td>56,779</td>
<td>30,400</td>
<td>10,876</td>
<td>10,564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1849-50</td>
<td>58,666</td>
<td>28,065</td>
<td>13,588</td>
<td>1076</td>
<td>1856-57</td>
<td>56,823</td>
<td>26,826</td>
<td>10,535</td>
<td>10,409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850-51</td>
<td>58,233</td>
<td>22,320</td>
<td>9851</td>
<td>10,385</td>
<td>1857-58</td>
<td>57,309</td>
<td>37,009</td>
<td>10,545</td>
<td>10,454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1851-52</td>
<td>57,722</td>
<td>35,307</td>
<td>6662</td>
<td>10,621</td>
<td>1858-59</td>
<td>57,799</td>
<td>34,418</td>
<td>10,519</td>
<td>10,518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1852-53</td>
<td>57,401</td>
<td>35,163</td>
<td>6303</td>
<td>10,522</td>
<td>1859-60</td>
<td>57,126</td>
<td>33,716</td>
<td>10,519</td>
<td>10,518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1853-54</td>
<td>57,618</td>
<td>37,122</td>
<td>14,200</td>
<td>10,530</td>
<td>1860-61</td>
<td>57,799</td>
<td>34,418</td>
<td>10,519</td>
<td>10,518</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same rates were proposed for Máyní villages as for the corresponding Khatáv villages. The fifteen eastern villages of Máyní corresponded with those of the third class in Khatáv and were assessed at a highest dry-crop acre rate of 2s. 9d. (Rs. 1 3/8); the nineteen central villages corresponding with those of the second class were assessed at 3s. 3d. (Rs. 1 3/8); and the two western villages corresponding with those of the first class were assessed at 3s. 9d. (Rs. 1 3/8).2 The first class had only two villages because most of the villages of that part were alienated. The whole group had over 3800 acres of garden land. The average garden acre rates were estimated at 7s. (Rs. 3 1/2) in first class villages, 5s. 6d. (Rs. 2 1/2)

1 Gov. Letter 652 of 22nd February 1859. The direct levies (Rs. 5094) hitherto collected by the village officers were abolished and absorbed by the survey assessment.
2 The details for one village were not available.
in second class villages, and 4s. 6d. (Rs. 2½) in third class villages. In many villages the old garden rates were oppressive. It was thought that a fall in garden rates would help to reconcile the people to the rise in the dry crop land assessment. The following statement shows the effect of the survey:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Former.</th>
<th>Survey.</th>
<th>Highest Dry-crop Acre Rate.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2634</td>
<td>2633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31,284</td>
<td>27,785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12,190</td>
<td>13,109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37,208</td>
<td>43,467</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 1859-60 the survey settlement was introduced into the Koregaon sub-division and into the māmlatdār's section of the Khānāpur sub-division. Koregaon lay to the west of and below the Vardhangad-Machindragad hills which running north and south separate the valley of the Krishna from the valley of the Yerla and its feeders. This line of hills divided Koregaon from Khatāv which had been settled in the previous year. Koregaon was about thirty miles from north to south, and varied in breadth from eighteen miles in the north to ten in the south. The climate was exceedingly good; the rainfall as a rule was ample and certain, decidedly better than in the sub-divisions beyond its eastern hills. The western villages had probably some small advantage in rain over the eastern villages. In one year the better soils without watering commonly yielded two crops. The produce of Koregaon was the same as is ordinarily found in first class dry crop lands jvāri, bājri, wheat, gram, and oilseeds. Very little cotton was grown; the climate and much of the soil was suitable, but other crops paid better. 3773 acres were under garden tillage watered chiefly by watercourses or pāts fed by small streams of which the sub-division was full. The chief garden crops were garden wheat, groundnut, and vegetables. The Koregaon sub-division was exceedingly well placed for markets. In this respect the western villages had an advantage being four to ten miles east of the town of Sātāra which was an excellent market for every sort of field produce. In the south was the large market town of Rahimatpur in the centre of Koregaon, and in the north Deur. Other smaller markets were in and near the sub-division. The northwestern villages were within ten miles of the large market town of Wāi, but a high range of hills prevented cart communication. The sub-division was also exceedingly well supplied with means of communication by excellent well-made roads which were open for traffic at all times of the year. The Belgaum-Sātāra road passed by Tārgaon through the south of the sub-division; the direct road

---

1 This Māyni survey settlement was sanctioned by Government in Letter 652 of 22nd February 1859. The direct levies (Rs. 940) hitherto collected by the village officers were abolished and absorbed by the survey assessment.
from Belgaum to Poona which connected the Belgaum-Satara line with the Satara-Poona line avoiding the turn by Satara, passed nearly north and south through the centre of the sub-division; the Pandharpur-Satara road passed east and west through the centre of the sub-division; the Satara-Poona road passed through the north-west; and the Satara-Wai road passed through the extreme north-western villages. A few weavers both of cotton cloth and of blankets were scattered in the different villages. But the manufactures were of no importance. The Koregaon subdivision had thus an excellent climate, good markets, and abundant means of communication with distant as well as with local centres of trade.

At the time of the survey settlement the average rates of assessment were decidedly high, and, from their extreme inequality, pressed severely on a large section of the landholders. Lavan toda or permanent reduction from the standard assessment had been much more sparingly granted in the villages near Satara than in the eastern villages. Remissions had been small and given less sparingly in later years than formerly; and the average dry crop rates on the lands of entire villages frequently ran as high as 8s. (Rs. 4). The acre rates on the entire garden lands of some villages averaged as much as 18s. (Rs. 9). It was not surprising that the people were largely in debt. The land revenue could not be paid entirely from the land. Large numbers of carts were owned in the sub-division, and were engaged in the carrying trade to Satara and between Poona and Satara. Much money had also come into Koregaon from wages earned in working on the railway in the Poona district. In the opinion of Mr. Price, the Assistant Superintendent of Survey, without these advantages the people instead of taking fresh land must have been forced to part with what they held.

During the twelve years ending 1858-59 tillage in Koregaon had fallen from 63,489 acres in 1847-48 to 60,428 acres in 1855-56 and again risen to 62,991 acres in 1858-59; collections had fallen from £14,625 (Rs. 1,46,250) in 1847-48 to £12,617 (Rs. 1,26,170) in 1849-50 and again risen to £14,953 (Rs. 1,49,530) in 1858-59; and remissions had risen from £643 (Rs. 6,430) in 1847-48 to £2625 (Rs. 26,250) in 1849-50 and again fallen to £362 (Rs. 3620) in 1858-59. The details are:

Koregaon Tillage and Revenue, 1847-1859.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Tillage</th>
<th>Collections</th>
<th>Remissions</th>
<th>Permanent Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1847-48</td>
<td>63,489</td>
<td>1,46,254</td>
<td>6,427</td>
<td>25,856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1848-49</td>
<td>65,347</td>
<td>1,48,086</td>
<td>12,794</td>
<td>24,629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1849-50</td>
<td>65,150</td>
<td>1,48,167</td>
<td>38,251</td>
<td>24,784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850-51</td>
<td>65,251</td>
<td>1,48,546</td>
<td>30,613</td>
<td>24,755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1851-52</td>
<td>65,409</td>
<td>1,48,177</td>
<td>24,393</td>
<td>24,345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1852-53</td>
<td>65,017</td>
<td>1,46,206</td>
<td>21,654</td>
<td>24,961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1853-54</td>
<td>65,555</td>
<td>1,48,555</td>
<td>61,955</td>
<td>1,29,555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1854-55</td>
<td>65,092</td>
<td>1,48,980</td>
<td>60,092</td>
<td>1,29,980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1855-56</td>
<td>65,426</td>
<td>1,48,114</td>
<td>60,426</td>
<td>1,29,114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1856-57</td>
<td>65,476</td>
<td>1,48,350</td>
<td>61,476</td>
<td>1,29,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1857-58</td>
<td>65,748</td>
<td>1,48,598</td>
<td>61,748</td>
<td>1,29,598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1858-59</td>
<td>62,991</td>
<td>1,49,535</td>
<td>62,991</td>
<td>1,29,535</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mr. W. S. Price, Assist. Supt. of Survey, 12th December 1859.
The statement shows that a stricter system began to be introduced in 1854-55 under which remissions fell from about £2000 (Rs. 20,000) to about £600 (Rs. 6000). Under the survey settlement the seventy-three Koregaon villages were arranged in three classes with highest dry-crop acre rates varying from 6s. to 5s. (Rs. 3 - 2¼). The first class villages in the west of the sub-division had some advantage over the rest in climate and in markets; the third class villages in the east and north-east had the worst climate and the poorest markets. The second class villages were intermediate between those of the first and third classes. The rates in the first and second classes were higher than the officers of the Southern Maratha Country survey had ever imposed, but the survey had never been introduced in any sub-division with such extraordinary natural and acquired advantages. For garden lands the highest acre rates proposed by the survey were 13s. (Rs. 6½) for the first class, 12s. (Rs. 6) for the second class, and 11s. (Rs. 5¼) for the third class. The average garden acre rate was estimated at 8s. (Rs. 4). On the tillage of 1858-59 the survey rates showed a fall from £14,953 (Rs. 1,49,530) to £13,695 (Rs. 1,36,950) or eight per cent. The details are:

Koregaon Survey Settlement, 1859-60.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>FORMER 1858-59</th>
<th>VILLAGES</th>
<th>SURVEY 1858-59</th>
<th>WASTE</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th>HIGHEST DRY-CROP ACRE RATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Rs. 61,944</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Rs. 61,668</td>
<td>1281</td>
<td>Rs. 53,887</td>
<td>Rs. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Rs. 53,654</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Rs. 48,334</td>
<td>1585</td>
<td>Rs. 49,919</td>
<td>Rs. 2½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Rs. 34,535</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Rs. 37,009</td>
<td>1622</td>
<td>Rs. 35,631</td>
<td>Rs. 2¼</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,14,933</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>1,36,949</td>
<td>4688</td>
<td>1,41,437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed survey rates were sanctioned by Government in January 1860.¹

In the same year (1859-60) the survey settlement was introduced into the māmlatdār’s division of Khánápur in the east of the district. This group of fifty-six Khánápur villages lay immediately south of the Māyni mahālkari’s division of Khánápur which had been settled in 1858-59. The Khánápur group was bounded on the south by alienated or private villages mixed with the lands of Athni in Belgaum and Tāsgaon then in Belgaum and now in Sátāra. On the west the Khánápur sub-division was separated from Karād and Tāsgaon by the continuation of the line of hills which divided Koregaon from Khatāv. The Khánápur group of fifty-six villages covered about forty miles in extreme length from east to west with a breadth from north to south varying from ten to eighteen miles. The rainfall dwindled from west to east and was much more ample and certain in the western villages than in the eastern. The crops
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both dry and garden were like those of Koregaon. Khánápur had several small markets within its limits, but the chief mart was the large trading town of Karád about ten miles to the west. The made road from Bijápur to the coast, by the lately opened Kumbhárlí pass, ran east to west through the south of Khánápur. The road from Belgaum to Sátára by Tásgaon also ran through the west of the Khánápur survey group from south to north. In roads and markets the western villages had a decided advantage over the rest of the group. A few weavers were scattered through the different villages, but there was no manufacturing town. The bulk of the people seemed fairly off, certainly much freer from debt than in Koregaon. During the twelve years ending 1858-59 Khánápur tillage had varied little. The area in 1847-48 was 67,253 acres and in 1858-59 67,298 acres, the least was 65,307 acres in 1855-56, and the average was 66,503 acres; collections were £6636 (Rs. 66,360) in 1847-48 and £6739 (Rs. 67,390) in 1858-59, the lowest was £4628 (Rs. 46,280) in 1853-54, and the average £5799 (Rs. 57,990); and remissions had varied from £1985 (Rs. 19,850) in 1849-50 to nothing in 1858-59 and averaged £824 (Rs. 8240). The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>Tillage</th>
<th>Collections</th>
<th>Remissions</th>
<th>Reductions</th>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>Tillage</th>
<th>Collections</th>
<th>Remissions</th>
<th>Reductions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1847-48</td>
<td>67,253</td>
<td>66,360</td>
<td>1222</td>
<td>14,022</td>
<td>1854-55</td>
<td>67,460</td>
<td>66,914</td>
<td>8857</td>
<td>14,436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1848-49</td>
<td>66,962</td>
<td>64,886</td>
<td>11,230</td>
<td>14,561</td>
<td>1855-56</td>
<td>65,797</td>
<td>62,348</td>
<td>3184</td>
<td>14,196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1849-50</td>
<td>67,143</td>
<td>64,540</td>
<td>19,846</td>
<td>14,965</td>
<td>1856-57</td>
<td>65,083</td>
<td>64,719</td>
<td>1774</td>
<td>14,163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850-51</td>
<td>65,960</td>
<td>52,355</td>
<td>15,276</td>
<td>14,585</td>
<td>1857-58</td>
<td>66,566</td>
<td>68,830</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>14,090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1851-52</td>
<td>65,660</td>
<td>54,315</td>
<td>11,079</td>
<td>14,391</td>
<td>1858-59</td>
<td>67,298</td>
<td>67,594</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>14,156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1852-53</td>
<td>66,431</td>
<td>57,109</td>
<td>8907</td>
<td>14,790</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>66,503</td>
<td>57,900</td>
<td>8237</td>
<td>14,415</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Under the Sátára chiefs the revenue management of this group was half-way between the sub-divisions to the east where the permanent reductions or tota were lavish and uncalled-for, and the west like Koregaon where the management was strict and the assessment high. The average rates of assessment in many villages were low, and were moderate in all except those in the west. Everywhere great inequalities were common and might be removed to the gain rather than to the loss of revenue. The survey divided the fifty-six Khánápur villages into four classes according to their distance to the west which carried with it good climate and good markets. The highest dry crop acre rates proposed were 4s., 3s. 6d., 3s. 1½d., and 2s. 9d. (Rs. 2, Rs. 1½, Rs. 1⅛, and Rs. 1⅜). In 4304 acres of garden land the highest rates proposed were 10s. and 9s. (Rs. 5 and Rs. 4½) for the first and second classes, and 8s. and 7s. 6d. (Rs. 4 and Rs. 3½) for the third and fourth classes. As much of the garden land was poor the average garden rate was estimated at 5s. 6d. (Rs. 2½). The effect of the survey was in the seventeen first class villages to lower the assessment on the 1858-59 tillage.
from £1947 (Rs. 19,470) to £1639 (Rs. 16,390); in the nineteen second class villages the effect was to raise the revenue from £2334 (Rs. 23,340) to £2524 (Rs. 25,240); in the thirteen third class villages to raise the revenue from £1954 (Rs. 19,540) to £2016 (Rs. 20,160); and in the seven fourth class villages to raise the revenue from £504 (Rs. 5040) to £564 (Rs. 5640). Over the whole fifty-six villages the effect was a slight increase from £6739 (Rs. 67,390) to £6743 (Rs. 67,430). The details are:

_Khandpur Survey Settlement, 1859-60._

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>FORMER VILLAGES</th>
<th>SURVEY VILLAGES</th>
<th>HIGHEST DRY CROP ACRE RATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>17 19,468</td>
<td>16,387</td>
<td>1737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>19 25,538</td>
<td>25,228</td>
<td>2166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>13 19,545</td>
<td>30,162</td>
<td>1250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>7  5008</td>
<td>5645</td>
<td>733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>56 67,294</td>
<td>67,423</td>
<td>5988</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Government sanctioned these survey rates in January 1860.¹

In 1860-61 the survey settlement was introduced in Wáí in the extreme north-west of the district. Wáí included 103 villages, seventy-four of which were under a mámlatdár and twenty-nine under a mahálkari. The mámlatdár’s charge was entirely above the Sálpi range of hills. It was bounded on the north by the Bhor state, on the east by Koregaon, on the south and south-west by Sátára and Jávli, and on the west by the villages under the Superintendent of Mahábaleshvar which, except in a few cases, came between the Wáí villages and the crest of the hills. The mahálkari’s villages were in the valley of the Nira in the extreme north. They were divided from Poona by the Nira and from the rest of Wáí by the east and west running Sálpi or Kámatki spur. On the west this group was bounded by the villages of the Pant Sachiv and on the east by the villages of the chief of Phaltan. The two Wáí groups differed much in climate. In the mahálkari’s eastern villages along the Sátára-Poona road between the Sálpi hills and the Nira bridge the rainfall was light and somewhat uncertain. With almost every mile westwards along the banks of the Nira the rainfall became more favourable, till in the western villages near Shirval on the Poona-Mahábaleshvar road the fall was ample. There was also much variety in the mámlatdár’s villages. Those of the main sub-division to the east, south-east, and south of Wáí were considered first class dry crop villages having as good a climate and as certain a rainfall as anywhere. To the west nearer the Mahábaleshvar hills the rainfall rapidly became heavier, and in the villages close under the hills was too heavy for any but inferior dry crops, and the
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Hill side villages and hill top villages had little continuous tillage. The inferior grains náchní sáva and vari, which formed the staple food of the hill people, were grown on the hill sides without the help of the plough, one spot being cropped for two or perhaps three years and then left fallow to recover for three to eight years. Some rice was grown in Wáí especially close to the hills. In the east jvírá bájí gram and the other crops common to superior dry crop districts thrive well. Nearer the hills the rainfall became too heavy for superior dry crop tillage and almost the only dry crops grown were the hill grains náchní, vari, and sáva. Especially near Wáí the villages in the east and south-east of the mámlatdár's division had a good deal of garden land. The garden land was partly watered by wells but chiefly by water-courses or pàts led from streams or nádlás, many of which ran all the year. A good deal of sugarcane was grown. Its juice was made into gúl or raw sugar which was readily sold in the town of Wáí or sent to Poona and Sátára. The better soils without the help of water commonly yielded two crops in one year.

The sub-division was well off for markets. Besides the large town of Wáí in the centre where a daily market was held, within the sub-division were minor markets, and beyond the borders were Phaltan, Bhor, Sátára, and Malcolmpheth or Mahábaleshvar. A good made road ran from Wáí to Sátára, and the road from Sátára to Poona which ran along the western edge of the mahálkári's division gave the villages of that part ready communication with large markets. A made road with a good slope but almost too narrow for carts ran from Wáí to Mahábaleshvar up the Pasarni pass. From Wáí a bullock cart track by the Kámatki pass and Shirval led about forty-five miles to Poona. The western villages of the mahálkári's division had no made road near them. Except a little scattered hand-loom weaving tillage was the only industry. Wáí, with about 11,000 people, was the only place of importance in the sub-division. It was a favourite residence for Bráhmans and other men of means and was a good market for local field produce. In the eastern villages the husbandry was decidedly good and the people on the whole were fairly off. Though not uncommon debt was by no means general. In the hill villages the people were as well probably better off than in most hill districts as their produce found a ready sale in the large market of Malcolmpheth.

Captain Adams had surveyed the whole subdivision about 1820 and since 1823-24 his areas had formed the basis of the accounts. Still, under the Rájás' rule and up to the survey settlement, the ancient rates of assessment remained in force. The chief change had been the introduction of lánví tota or permanent reductions which were largely granted by the Rájás, though less freely in the west near Sátára than in the east. In Wáí as in Koregaon the average assessment was high and the pressure was aggravated by extreme inequality. It was the Rájás' principle to exact the last rupee from good soil and well favoured districts and to give poor land and dry districts at an almost nominal assessment. A common result was that good land passed out of tillage and the people were forced to work the poorer soils. In
many villages dry crop acre rates of 8s. or 10s. (Rs. 4 or Rs. 5) were common. In garden land the rates were specially high and unequal. In several villages the garden acre rates for the whole village averaged £1 4s. and £1 8s. (Rs. 12 and Rs. 14), and average rates of 14s. to £1 (Rs. 7 - 10) were common. In other villages the average garden acre rate was only 4s. to 10s. (Rs. 2 - 5). As every village had a share of poor garden land so high an average could not be kept up without trenching on legitimate profits. During the thirteen years ending 1859-60 tillage in Wáí had varied from 79,757 acres in 1854-55 to 86,970 in 1859-60 and averaged 83,730; collections from £7,814 (Rs. 7,8140) in 1853-54 to £10,531 (Rs. 1,05,310) in 1858-59 and averaged £9,334 (Rs. 93,340); and remissions from £213 (Rs. 2130) in 1858-59 to £2076 (Rs. 20,760) in 1855-51 and averaged £1045 (Rs. 10,450). The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Tillage</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Reductions</th>
<th>Remissions</th>
<th>Collections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1847-48</td>
<td>83,730</td>
<td>1,23,418</td>
<td>14,782</td>
<td>6,018</td>
<td>1,03,618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1848-49</td>
<td>85,063</td>
<td>1,23,148</td>
<td>15,694</td>
<td>12,628</td>
<td>94,890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1849-50</td>
<td>86,115</td>
<td>1,23,248</td>
<td>15,677</td>
<td>12,784</td>
<td>94,784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850-51</td>
<td>85,393</td>
<td>1,23,488</td>
<td>15,876</td>
<td>39,764</td>
<td>86,438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1851-52</td>
<td>82,570</td>
<td>1,14,105</td>
<td>15,694</td>
<td>15,989</td>
<td>82,422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1852-53</td>
<td>81,383</td>
<td>1,18,292</td>
<td>15,355</td>
<td>14,229</td>
<td>88,714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1853-54</td>
<td>80,728</td>
<td>1,12,188</td>
<td>15,747</td>
<td>33,323</td>
<td>74,158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1854-55</td>
<td>79,797</td>
<td>1,11,346</td>
<td>15,501</td>
<td>66,668</td>
<td>89,210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1855-56</td>
<td>82,655</td>
<td>1,18,092</td>
<td>15,427</td>
<td>72,659</td>
<td>96,330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1856-57</td>
<td>83,233</td>
<td>1,30,014</td>
<td>15,472</td>
<td>77,759</td>
<td>93,062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1857-58</td>
<td>84,726</td>
<td>1,21,121</td>
<td>15,609</td>
<td>47,090</td>
<td>1,00,719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1858-59</td>
<td>86,314</td>
<td>1,22,781</td>
<td>15,311</td>
<td>21,365</td>
<td>1,05,314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1859-60</td>
<td>86,070</td>
<td>1,26,627</td>
<td>15,334</td>
<td>28,887</td>
<td>1,04,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>83,730</td>
<td>1,19,927</td>
<td>15,502</td>
<td>10,449</td>
<td>93,236</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the six years ending 1859-60, probably chiefly from the improvement in the state of the people due to the rise in produce prices, remissions were comparatively small especially during the last three of these six years. The measuring of Wáí was begun in the end of 1855-56 when a spread of tillage set in and continued steadily. This spread in tillage like the fall in remission was apparently chiefly due to a rise in the price of grain. From 1847-48 to 1854-55 the average yearly collections were £8920 (Rs. 89,200), and from 1855-56 to 1859-60 they were £9996 (Rs. 99,960), that is an increase of £1076 (Rs. 10,760) or twelve per cent. In Wáí as in other parts of the district considerable areas were taxed at needlessly light rates. In many cases also the rates were unduly high. The rates wanted levelling rather than lowering.\(^2\)

The twenty-nine villages in the mahálkāri’s charge were arranged in four classes with highest dry-crop acre rates varying from 4s. 3d. to 2s. 9d. (Rs. 2\(\frac{1}{2}\) to Rs. 1\(\frac{3}{4}\)). The first class included the extreme

---

\(^1\) The acres were obtained by turning Capt. Adams’ bighās into acres at 36 gunthās to a bighā.

\(^2\) Capt. W. C. Anderson, Survey Superintendent, 55 of 22nd January 1861 and 67 of 31st January 1861.
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westerly villages which had the best climate; and the fourth class the dry eastern villages bordering on the Poona-Satara road between the foot of the Sálpí hills and the Nira bridge. The second and third class villages lay between the first and fourth classes. The mánlatdá’s seventy-four villages were arranged in six classes with highest dry-crop acre rates varying from 6s. to 2s. (Rs. 3 - Re. 1). The first class comprised the villages in the east of the sub-division which were the best dry-crop villages with ample but not excessive rainfall. The second third and fourth classes proceeded in regular order westward, the rainfall becoming too heavy for the best dry-crop tillage and the villages more outlying and cut off from markets. The fifth and sixth classes comprised villages at the tops of valleys between the spurs of hills and on hill sides and hill tops. These hill villages had three kinds of dry-crop land; jíráyat steadily tilled year after year, of which many villages had little or none; tíslí land cropped for three years and then fallowed for one to three or four years; and dalí or kumri lands cropped two or sometimes three years and then left fallow for six to ten years. On the tíslí and kumri a scale of rates headed by one rupee was proposed, but the highest acre rates actually levied were 4½d. (3 as.) for kumri and 9d. (6 as.) for tíslí land. On the jíráyat or continuously tilled lands of the fifth and sixth classes the highest rates proposed were 2s. 3d. and 2s. (Rs. 1½ and Re. 1). As in these hill villages the old assessment was shown in the lump on each holding, no detailed comparison could be made between the former rates and the new rates.

The reason for the unusual number of groups and rates of assessment was the variety in the tillage of the sub-division from the best dry crop to nearly the worst hill land. The following statement shows the different groups with their respective rates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Village</th>
<th>Highest Dry-crop Acre Rate</th>
<th>Average Garden Rate</th>
<th>Rich Land</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mahálkar’s Charge</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Rs. 2</td>
<td>Rs. 3</td>
<td>Rs. a p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>3 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 14</td>
<td>3 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1 10</td>
<td>3 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1 6</td>
<td>2 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Hill vil.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mánlatdá’s Charge</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3 0</td>
<td>5 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2 10</td>
<td>5 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2 6</td>
<td>4 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>4 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Hill vil.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Highest Rate.</td>
<td>Average Rate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 12 5</td>
<td>5 5 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5 5</td>
<td>3 13 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 11 6</td>
<td>4 2 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6 6</td>
<td>6 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effect of the survey was to lower the rental from £10,437 (Rs. 1,04,370) to £9528 (Rs. 95,280) or about nine per cent. The details are:
The proposed rates were sanctioned by Government in February 1861.\(^1\)

In 1861-62 the survey settlement was introduced in the Sátárá sub-division of 101 villages. Sátárá was bounded on the west by the great range which runs parallel to the main crest of the Sahyádris, separated from it by the Koyna valley; on the north by a range of hills separating it from Kóregaon and the Kudál valley; on the east by the Krishna; and on the south by a spur which separated it from Tárgaan. The sub-division consisted of two valleys, that of the Yenna or Vena on the north and that of the Urmudi or Parli river on the south of the Sátárá fort range. Both these rivers were feeders of the Krishna and their valleys merged into the Krishna valley whose course formed the eastern boundary of the sub-division. Throughout the eastern half of the sub-division the climate was exceedingly favourable to agriculture, the supply both of the early and of the later rains was in general ample and certain, and in most seasons all good dry-crop soils yielded two harvests. Towards the west the rainfall became heavier, till in the hill villages at the head of the Parli valley continuous dry-crop tillage almost entirely gave way to nachní and rice. In the centre and east the dry-crop tillage was excellent. A considerable area of garden land was watered by wells and channels or páts in the centre and east and almost exclusively by channels in the west. Most parts of the subdivision were well off for made roads. The road from Belgaum by Tárgaan, after crossing the Krishna, ran up the Yenna valley to Sátárá, and the road from Sátárá to Mahábaleshvar also ran up the Yenna valley. Three other made roads crossed the north of the subdivision, from Sátárá to Wáí, to Poona, and to Pandharpur, of which all and especially the Poona road were much used. In the south the Parli valley was crossed by the Sátárá-Kolhápur road. The villages towards the head of the Parli valley were the only villages in the sub-division which were badly off for communications. Still even this tract was in no place more than twelve miles from Sátárá in a direct line. The Sátárá sub-division was exceedingly well off for

---

\(^1\) Gov. Letter 867 of 20th Feb. 1861; Survey Superintendent, 55 of 22nd January 1861 and 67 of 31st January 1861.
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markets. The town of Sáta-ra supplied an unceasing demand for every form of local field produce. There were also minor markets in and near the sub-division. The heavy traffic on the trunk roads created an enormous demand for grain especially for cattle fodder.

On the whole the people were well-to-do. There was a good deal of debt. Still, even where the rates pressed heaviest, landlords were able to eke out a living by carting or by labour in Bombay during the fair months. During the fourteen years ending 1860-61 tillage¹ in Sátára varied from 40,201 acres in 1852-53 to 46,740 in 1860-61 and averaged 43,643; collections from £7116 (Rs. 71,160) in 1853-54 to £9188 (Rs. 91,880) in 1860-61 and averaged £8577 (Rs. 85,770); and remissions from £123 (Rs. 1230) in 1858-59 to £1993 (Rs. 19,930) in 1853-54 and averaged £672 (Rs. 6720). The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Occupied Acres</th>
<th>Assessment Rs.</th>
<th>Reduction Rs.</th>
<th>Remission Rs.</th>
<th>Collection Rs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1847-48</td>
<td>40,530</td>
<td>1,66,133</td>
<td>11,770</td>
<td>2880</td>
<td>91,612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1848-49</td>
<td>40,532</td>
<td>1,66,034</td>
<td>7474</td>
<td>86,777</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1849-50</td>
<td>40,241</td>
<td>1,65,542</td>
<td>11,660</td>
<td>15,169</td>
<td>81,743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850-51</td>
<td>40,532</td>
<td>1,65,747</td>
<td>11,704</td>
<td>11,507</td>
<td>82,476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1851-52</td>
<td>40,596</td>
<td>1,68,777</td>
<td>11,706</td>
<td>3318</td>
<td>82,684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1852-53</td>
<td>40,201</td>
<td>1,65,349</td>
<td>11,654</td>
<td>10,635</td>
<td>80,960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1853-54</td>
<td>46,388</td>
<td>1,65,747</td>
<td>11,704</td>
<td>11,507</td>
<td>82,476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1854-55</td>
<td>45,629</td>
<td>1,65,747</td>
<td>11,704</td>
<td>3318</td>
<td>82,684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1855-56</td>
<td>45,900</td>
<td>1,65,207</td>
<td>11,676</td>
<td>3021</td>
<td>88,610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1856-57</td>
<td>45,781</td>
<td>1,65,157</td>
<td>11,806</td>
<td>3615</td>
<td>87,853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1857-58</td>
<td>45,828</td>
<td>1,65,501</td>
<td>11,825</td>
<td>3994</td>
<td>89,235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1858-59</td>
<td>45,566</td>
<td>1,64,506</td>
<td>12,033</td>
<td>3337</td>
<td>89,115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1859-60</td>
<td>46,740</td>
<td>1,65,814</td>
<td>12,352</td>
<td>1277</td>
<td>91,685</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average 43,643 1,64,203 11,813 6719 85,771

As in Koregaon and Wái the old assessment was extremely unequal, and especially in the east of the sub-division was very high. In the village of Páthkal near Sátára the dry-crop bigha (¹⁄₁₀ ths of an acre) rate was said to be as high as £1 and £1 4s. (Rs. 10 and Rs. 12). In this village in 1860-61 the average dry-crop acre rate amounted to 17s. 8d. (Rs. 8). The corresponding dry-crop acre rates were 11s. 4½d. (Rs. 5½) in Gogjeana, 7s. 7½d. (Rs. 3½) in Nisral, 6s. 7½d. (Rs. 3½) in Chinchner, and 7s. 1½d. (Rs. 3½) in Angápur. All of these villages contained a large proportion of poor soil, so that without some special help these rates could not have been realised. The explanation was that the government lands in these villages had been excessively taxed under the Rájás to make up for the large area of quit-rent or rent-free land which the villages contained. The same practice existed in many Karád villages. In some cases it was stated that no one was allowed to till alienated land unless he held a certain portion of heavily assessed government land. The inánámára would be greatly benefited by fixing the assessment of the Government land on a just standard.² Survey rates correspond-

¹ The acres were found by turning Capt. Adams' bighás into acres at 36 gunthás to a bighá.
ing to those adopted in the mámlatdár’s division of Wáí which was settled in the previous year were proposed for Sátára. The villages to the east and as far as a little to the west of a north and south line running through Sátára were placed in the first class. Thence to the west the highest rate decreased as the rainfall became more and more excessive and the villages less accessible. In the hill villages where all tillage was broken by fallows the dry-crop rates were much lower than anywhere else. The plain villages were arranged in five classes and the hill villages in two classes. Of the seven classes, the first included all the eastern or plain portion of the sub-division and nearly all the highly assessed villages. In the remaining villages the existing assessment was generally moderate and sometimes low. Everywhere the existing rates on rich soils were out of proportion heavier than those on poor soils which were often given at nominal rates. The following statement shows the different classes and their highest rates of assessment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>VILLAGERS</th>
<th>HIGHEST DRY-CROP ACRE RATE</th>
<th>AVERAGE GARDEN RATE</th>
<th>RICH LAND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Rs. 3 0</td>
<td>Rs. 5 14</td>
<td>Rs. 3 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2 19</td>
<td>4 3</td>
<td>4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2 6</td>
<td>4 8</td>
<td>4 5 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>4 0</td>
<td>4 11 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1 14</td>
<td>4 0</td>
<td>4 5 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>11 1/2 Hill Villages</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>6 8 5 6 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>10 1/2 lagues.</td>
<td>1 0</td>
<td>3 0</td>
<td>4 10 3 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the tillage of 1860-61 the survey rates showed a fall from £9188 to £8593 (Rs. 91,880 - Rs. 85,930) or 6.5 per cent. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>VILLAGERS</th>
<th>FORMER</th>
<th>SURVEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>71,310</td>
<td>61,945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6712</td>
<td>6747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5391</td>
<td>7054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3007</td>
<td>4111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1872</td>
<td>2054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>11 1/2 Hill Villages</td>
<td>2122</td>
<td>2255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>10 1/2 lagues.</td>
<td>1461</td>
<td>1762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>91,385</td>
<td>85,923</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Except the hill villages the proposed survey rates for the entire sub-division were sanctioned by Government in May 1862. Instead of two hill classes Government made one class assessed at a highest dry-crop acre rate of 2s. (Re. 1).1

In 1861-62 the survey settlement was introduced into the Jávli sub-division.2 Jávli included three distinct sections: The Kudál...
valley; the Medha valley up which the Sátára-Mahábaleshvar road ran; and the upper Koyna valley and a portion of the tableland on each side of the Koyna river. The Kudál and Medha valleys ran from west to east, and the Koyna valley from north to south parallel with the Sahyádris. The three Jávli valleys started from the Mahábaleshvar plateau and were separated by spurs branching from it. Near the Mahábaleshvar plateau the tablelands on their tops broadened till they held many villages. Every variety of climate occurred within Jávli limits. In the extreme east of the Kudál valley near the Wáí-Sátára road the rains were light enough to admit of first class dry-crop tillage, while in the Mahábaleshvar villages the fall of rain varied from about 150 to 370 inches. In the Mahábaleshvar villages nothing could grow but hill grains or rice, and even they failed if planted before the first violence of the monsoon was over. In the eastern villages both of the Medha and of the Kudál valleys especially in the Kudál villages the rainfall was sufficiently moderate to allow of high dry-crop tillage and the better soils without the help of water yielded two crops in the year. Up the western valleys the better dry-crops such as jvári became less common and at last at the head of the valleys and in the hills most of the land was cropped for two or three years and then left fallow for three to six years. Náchni, varí, and other hill grains formed the staple dry crops. In the patches of good land capable of continuous tillage a little barley and wheat were raised. Rice was the staple crop in all these villages and in some villages considerable quantities of sugarcane were grown.

All Jávli hill villages were well off for markets. The large market of Sátára was within easy reach of the east end of the Medha valley and the large market of Wáí was within easy reach of the Kudál valley, and the station of Mahábaleshvar absorbed all the marketable produce of the hill villages which, excepting the extreme southern villages on the Koyna, were all within twelve or fourteen miles of Malcolmpeth. These villages were also within a moderate distance of the tidal port of Chiplun in Ratnágarí from which all sorts of produce went by sea to Bombay. Chiplun was reached by bullock tracks down the Sahyádris. The people of the hill villages were therefore much better off than most hill people. They had a ready market for all produce, also for grass, wood, bamboos, and other house building materials. The station of Mahábaleshvar created a large demand for high paid labour for several months in the year. A considerable bullock traffic between the plains and the port of Mahád also moved up the Medha and Kudál valleys by the Kelgad and Táí passes across the Mahábaleshvar range. This traffic caused a great demand for fodder. Till this survey settlement in all hill villages, even far down the Medha and Kudál valleys, the revenue management was very rude. The lands of a village were generally divided among a certain number of persons, originally of one family and bearing one family name. The lands of each sharer were known to himself and to the other villagers, but there was no precise record of the situation of the lands of each in the accounts. Each person was debited with his share of the
village revenue. The landholders whose names were entered in the accounts tilled part of their lands themselves and sublet parts to others on their own terms. In the Medha and Kudál valleys where was much superior land the rates in neighbouring villages were very unequal. The villages were generally very small, and people living in one village often tilled in another and thus to some extent the heavy assessment of one village was counteracted by light assessment in a neighbouring village. In the hill villages the assessment was generally moderate. For several years before 1862, the revenue had not increased more than ten per cent while produce prices had nearly doubled. Within the four or five years ending 1862 the state of the people had greatly improved. This rise in prices had enabled the people to do almost entirely without remissions and to bring under tillage all but 923 acres of the arable land.¹

During the fourteen years ending 1860-61 collections in Jávli had fallen from £3850 (Rs. 38,500) in 1847-48 to £2194 (Rs. 21,940) in 1853-54 and again risen to £4158 (Rs. 41,580) in 1860-61; and remissions had risen from £233 (Rs. 2330) in 1847-48 to £1695 (Rs. 16,950) in 1853-54 and again fallen to £4 (Rs. 40) in 1860-61. The details are:

**Jávli Tillage and Revenue, 1847-1861.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Collections</th>
<th>Remissions</th>
<th>Reductions</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Collections</th>
<th>Remissions</th>
<th>Reductions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1847-48</td>
<td>38,500</td>
<td>2337</td>
<td>6898</td>
<td>1855-56</td>
<td>31,462</td>
<td>6963</td>
<td>7152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1848-49</td>
<td>36,515</td>
<td>4137</td>
<td>6949</td>
<td>1854-57</td>
<td>34,747</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>7151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1849-50</td>
<td>37,044</td>
<td>3182</td>
<td>6986</td>
<td>1857-58</td>
<td>38,199</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>6926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850-51</td>
<td>35,956</td>
<td>3665</td>
<td>6725</td>
<td>1858-59</td>
<td>39,822</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>6721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1851-52</td>
<td>38,033</td>
<td>1460</td>
<td>6710</td>
<td>1859-60</td>
<td>41,009</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>6708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1852-53</td>
<td>36,990</td>
<td>2153</td>
<td>7251</td>
<td>1860-61</td>
<td>41,579</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1853-54</td>
<td>31,943</td>
<td>16,361</td>
<td>7004</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>36,389</td>
<td>3549</td>
<td>6630</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 141 villages were arranged in seven classes with highest dry-crop acre rates varying from 6s. to 2s. 1½d. (Rs. 3 - 1½). The survey rates proposed for Jávli were almost the same as those proposed for the Sátára sub-division. They began with a three-rupee highest dry-crop acre rate for the villages farthest east in the Kudál valley close to the Sátára-Wáí road and gradually became smaller towards the western hills. In the sixth and seventh class hill villages the rates both for dry-crop and rice land were slightly in excess over those proposed in the Sátára hill villages, as the nearness of Mahábaleshvar and of Chipulk gave them a decided advantage as regards markets. Garden land was almost confined to the Kudál and Medha valleys. The hill villages and the Koyna valley had very little garden land. For the Jávli garden lands the same rates were adopted as those proposed for Sátára. The following statement shows the number of villages and the survey rates proposed for each class:

---

¹ Survey Superintendent, 76 of 26th March 1862.
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Jāvāli Survey Rates, 1861-62.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Villages.</th>
<th>Highest Dry-Crop Acre Rate</th>
<th>Average Gardens Rate</th>
<th>Rich Land.</th>
<th>Highest Acre Rate.</th>
<th>Average Acre Rate.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Rs. 3.0</td>
<td>Rs. 5.4</td>
<td>Rs. 9.0</td>
<td>Rs. 12.0</td>
<td>Rs. 15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>(8.0)</td>
<td>(5.0) 9.0</td>
<td>(5.0) 9.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>(a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(e) Hill villages and the Koyna valley.

On the tillage of 1860-61 the survey rates showed a fall from £4158 to £4002 (Rs. 41,580 - Rs. 40,020) or 3.7 per cent. The details are:

Jāvāli Survey Settlement, 1861-62.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6813</td>
<td>6049</td>
<td>6118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5465</td>
<td>5902</td>
<td>5906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5619</td>
<td>5502</td>
<td>5502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2515</td>
<td>2854</td>
<td>2961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4588</td>
<td>5162</td>
<td>5210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>15,610</td>
<td>15,792</td>
<td>15,832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3137</td>
<td>3036</td>
<td>3036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>41,570</td>
<td>40,620</td>
<td>40,620</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed survey rates were sanctioned by Government in May 1862, with, as in the case of the Sátára settlement, the alteration of a highest dry-crop acre rate of one rupee for all hill villages.1

In the same year (1861-62) the survey settlement was introduced in the Tárgaon sub-division. The Tárgaon survey group included fifty-five villages, forty-two in the mámlatdár’s division and thirteen in the mahálkari’s division. In position the Tárgaon sub-division corresponded with the Sátára sub-division, except that it stretched a little farther east and west. It was bounded on the east by the line of hills which separated the Khatáv and Khánápur sub-divisions from those in the Krishna valley, Koroğaon Sátára and Karád. On the west Tárgaon reached the main Sahyádri range including the lower part of the Koyna valley, instead of, as was the case with Sátára, being bounded by the eastern or Báñmoli-Gherádágad range, running parallel with the main crest of the Sahyádris, which formed the eastern boundary of the Koyna valley. The bulk of the mámlatdárs’ villages were in the Krishna valley. Very few were in the side valleys between the spurs of the inner line of the Sahyádris and of those which formed the eastern boundary of Tárgaon. The villages on these spurs to the west and in the valleys between them were nearly all alienated. The Pántankar alone held forty-three.

---

The mahālkari’s division included the lower part of the Koyna valley. The Koyna river ran north and south between the main line of the Sahyādris and the parallel range as far as the mahālkari’s station of Helvák where it was crossed by a fine bridge built in 1857. At Helvák was a break in the eastern range and the river turned sharply to the east and flowed east to the Krishna at Karād about twelve miles east of the eastern limit of the Helvák mahālkari’s charge. In the Krishna valley the rainfall, as a rule, was sufficient and certain, and the best dry crop cultivation flourished. On the superior soils in many cases two dry crops were grown in the same year. Further to the west the rains steadily became heavier and less favourable for superior dry crops, till, on the western border, the bulk of the dry crops were obtained from broken hill tillage.

The main road from Kolhāpur to Sátāra passed through the centre of the mámlatdār’s villages to the west of the Krishna. A parallel line of road from Karād by Masur joined at Masur the Pandharpur and Kumbhárli pass road. The Pandharpur road went through Masur and then down the Chergaon pass by Helvák and the Kumbhárli pass to Chipul. Thus the valley of the Krishna and the valley of the Koyna after its easterly turn at Helvák were well provided with roads to the large markets of Karād and Sátāra and also to the Ratnágiri port of Chipul. Nāchhi straw had a very considerable value near all made roads or bullock tracks which passed over the Sahyādri at intervals of every few miles. The surplus produce of the Sahyādri villages went to the Konkan where was a ready market for all kinds of food. For some years before the survey (1857-1862) it had become common for men to leave their villages between the harvest and sowing season and go in search of labour to Bombay or Khandāla. A few even went beyond sea, occasionally, in times of war, to China.\(^1\) The wives and families of absentees were supported in their villages on the produce of the preceding harvest. Even if the whole crop was used by the husbandman and his family without leaving any surplus for sale, the money earned by labour, after paying the assessment, provided what clothing or other articles were required or was spent in clearing debts incurred on marriage ceremonies.\(^2\) The land was well and carefully tilled and the people seemed well-to-do. There was some debt but high produce prices during the past six years and the opening of fresh markets by road-making had lightened the burden of heavy and uneven assessment. During the fourteen years ending 1860-61 tillage in Tárgaon varied from 50,368 acres in 1851-52 to 54,795 in 1860-61 and averaged 51,995; collections from £7918 (Rs. 79,180) in 1851-52 to £9334 (Rs. 93,340) in 1860-61 and averaged £8660 (Rs. 86,600); and remissons from £48 (Rs. 480) in 1860-61 to £1258 (Rs. 12,580) in 1849-50 and averaged £590 (Rs. 5900). The details are:

\(^1\) In 1861 Major Anderson, the Survey Superintendent, in one of the most out of the way parts of the Sahyādris met a man who told him that for some months he had been in China with the Land Transport and had only left Tien Tsin 3½ months before.

\(^2\) Major W. C. Anderson, Survey Superintendent, 131 of 26th April 1862.
### DISTRICTS.

#### Tárgaon Village and Revenue, 1847-1861.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1847-48</td>
<td>50,581</td>
<td>30,192</td>
<td>4072</td>
<td>89,799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1848-49</td>
<td>50,467</td>
<td>30,722</td>
<td>5447</td>
<td>87,799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1849-50</td>
<td>50,458</td>
<td>30,611</td>
<td>6277</td>
<td>80,874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850-51</td>
<td>50,588</td>
<td>21,298</td>
<td>11,619</td>
<td>81,276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1851-52</td>
<td>50,368</td>
<td>21,097</td>
<td>12,137</td>
<td>79,181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1852-53</td>
<td>51,852</td>
<td>30,940</td>
<td>11,025</td>
<td>76,248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1853-54</td>
<td>51,484</td>
<td>20,464</td>
<td>8031</td>
<td>71,522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>51,995</td>
<td>21,187</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fifty-five Tárgaon villages were arranged in six classes and charged highest dry crop acre rates which corresponded very closely with the Sátárá rates. The first class comprised all the villages in the centre of the Krishna valley, which were most favourably placed both as regards climate and communications. The second class included the villages immediately under the line of the Bámnoli-Gheráditégad hills, that is the range parallel with the main crest of the Sahyádris. They were somewhat less favourably placed as regards nearness to lines of made road. This class also included the villages immediately to the west of the first class villages. The third fourth and fifth classes included villages further and further to the west, and the sixth class included three hill villages in the mánámatdár's charge and thirteen hill villages in the mahálkari's charge. The reason why so few villages appeared in the second third fourth and fifth classes was that in the centre and west of the mánámatdár's charge most of the villages were private or inidm. The average garden land rates were a little higher in the first class than in the Sátárá sub-division because the average quality of the Tárgaon garden land was somewhat better than in Sátárá. The highest rice land rates from the second class downwards were a fraction lower than in Sátárá. The first four classes had only 153 acres of rice land. The assessment both of dry and of wet land in the sixth class or hill villages was considerably lower than that proposed for Sátárá and Jávli. The three hill villages in the mánámatdár's division were in out of the way places, and the thirteen hill villages in the mahálkari's division were on the second range of hills to the south of the Koyna and the Kumbhárdi pass road in the next valley to that of the Koyna in an inferior position to either the Sátárá or the Jávli hill villages. The following statement shows the proposed survey rates for the different classes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>Villages</th>
<th>Highest Dry-crop Acre Rate</th>
<th>Average Garden Rate</th>
<th>Rice Land</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Rs. a. 3 0</td>
<td>Rs. a. 5 12</td>
<td>Rs. a. 3 7 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2 10</td>
<td>5 0</td>
<td>3 7 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>4 8</td>
<td>3 7 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>4 8</td>
<td>3 7 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 14</td>
<td>4 8</td>
<td>3 7 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1 0</td>
<td>2 8</td>
<td>3 7 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The survey showed that the former areas were about 20 per cent short of the actual measurements. Still the change in the tillage area from year to year is probably fairly accurate.
On the tillage of 1860-61 the survey rates showed a fall from £9334 to £8653 (Rs. 93,340 - Rs. 86,530) or seven per cent. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Former:</th>
<th>Survey:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I...</td>
<td>24 Rs. 71,730</td>
<td>Rs. 64,609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II...</td>
<td>7 14,326</td>
<td>14,009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III...</td>
<td>1 1401</td>
<td>1435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV...</td>
<td>2 682</td>
<td>814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V...</td>
<td>5 1061</td>
<td>1675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI...</td>
<td>16 3236</td>
<td>3911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>55 93,338</td>
<td>86,534</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The new rates showed a large reduction in the first class villages. In five villages the average existing acre rate on the whole occupied dry crop lands was over 6s. (Rs. 3), and in three villages the average garden acre rate was over £1 (Rs. 10). These excessive assessments could not be removed without some loss of revenue. In the second third fourth and fifth classes the old rates were much more moderate than in the first class, and there was little difference between the estimated gross collections of the existing and the new assessment. In the sixth class or hill villages a rise in the dry crop rates more than made up for a fall in the rice rates. The proposed survey rates for the Tárgaon villages were sanctioned by Government in May 1862.1

In 1862-63 the survey settlement was introduced into the eighty-eight villages of the Karád subdivision and into the remaining fifty-three villages of the Helvák petty division of Tárgaon the rest of which had been settled in the previous year.2 Karád was much like Tárgaon and Sátára. It lay immediately to the south of Tárgaon. On the east a range of hills separated it from Khánápur. The town of Karád, a little to the south-east of the centre of the sub-division, was the sacred meeting of the nearly equal sized Krishna and Koyña. Karád consisted of three valleys; part of the Krishna valley whose main direction was north and south; the lower part of the Koyña valley running east and west; and to the south of the Koyña the entire valley of the Kola which passed west between the high spurs up to the interior range of the Sahyádrīs. Most of the Krishna valley, the lower part of the Koyña valley, and the Kola valley, was the finest alluvial black soil, and the south-west rains were as certain as in Tárgaon and Sátára. Towards the west the rainfall increased, till, in the hill villages at the head of the Kola valley and on the tableland on the top of the

---


2 At the time of the survey settlement these eighty-eight and fifty-three villages did not belong to Karád and Helvák. In 1862 (Dec. 30) the Survey Superintendent wrote that though great changes had lately been made in the distribution of villages it was more convenient to deal with the groups by their old names than as parts of the different sub-divisions into which they had lately been redistributed.
hills which bounded the Kola valley, the regular dry crops gave place to hill grains grown at intervals of three to six years of fallow. The dry crop tillage of the centre of the sub-division was excellent. Nearly all the villages had some garden land, the whole Government garden area amounting to 4684 acres. Sugarcane, tobacco, and other valuable crops were widely grown. The groundnut was also grown to a great extent, as, for some years before 1862, large quantities had been sent to Europe. Chiefly in the western villages were 1911 acres of Government rice land much of which yielded a second crop of wheat or pulse and occasional crops of sugarcane. Except in the Kola valley the Karád villages were well off for roads and markets. The great road from Belgaum and Kolhapur to Sáthára ran through Karád along the right bank of the Krishna. From east to west, also through Karád, the sub-division was crossed by the inland road which passed westward up the left bank of the Koyna by the Kumbháleri pass fifty-five miles from Karád to the tidal port of Chiplun in Ratnágiri. The traffic along these two trunk lines caused a great demand for every kind of fodder. Karád was a very large market and a place of considerable trade and other minor but useful local markets were scattered over the subdivision. Chiefly from the opening of the Kumbháleri pass road and the very high produce prices which had prevailed for eight years before the introduction of the survey, though not without debt, the people were well-to-do.¹ In the Koyna and Krishna valleys the fields were exceedingly well and carefully tilled and the people were prosperous. The people of the upper Kola valley, with excessive rainfall and long distances from markets, were much less well-to-do. During the fifteen years ending 1861-62 tillage² in Karád varied from 71,790 acres in 1847-48 to 78,368 in 1860-61 and averaged 74,359; collections from £14,712 (Rs. 1,47,120) in 1852-53 to £18,581 (Rs. 1,85,810) in 1860-61 and averaged £16,903 (Rs. 1,69,030); and remissions from £25 (Rs. 250).

¹ Karád Survey Report, 466 of 30th Dec. 1862. The following statement shows the produce prices prevailing during the thirteen years ending 1863 at Karád the chief market in south-west Sáthára:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>Jëdi</th>
<th>Whit</th>
<th>Grah</th>
<th>Bújëi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1851</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1852</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1853</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1854</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1855</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1856</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1857</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1858</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1859</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1860</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1861</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1862</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1863</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Válla Surv. Rept. 116 of 5th May 1863. These pounds are obtained at the rate of one Sáthára sher equal to two pounds.

² The acres are obtained from Adams’ survey bighás on the basis of one bigha equal to 36 gunthás.
in 1861-62 to £2720 (Rs. 27,200) in 1852-53 and averaged £983 (Rs. 9830). The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Occupied</th>
<th>Reductions</th>
<th>Remissions</th>
<th>Collections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acres</td>
<td>Rs.</td>
<td>Rs.</td>
<td>Rs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1847-48</td>
<td>71,730</td>
<td>21,320</td>
<td>3,714</td>
<td>1,70,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1848-49</td>
<td>71,050</td>
<td>22,774</td>
<td>5,293</td>
<td>1,64,212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1849-50</td>
<td>71,379</td>
<td>24,063</td>
<td>6,402</td>
<td>1,62,462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850-51</td>
<td>72,026</td>
<td>24,276</td>
<td>6,586</td>
<td>1,70,889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1851-52</td>
<td>73,796</td>
<td>24,943</td>
<td>9,599</td>
<td>1,58,183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1852-53</td>
<td>73,015</td>
<td>25,103</td>
<td>7,197</td>
<td>1,47,393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1853-54</td>
<td>72,074</td>
<td>24,149</td>
<td>14,672</td>
<td>1,34,713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1854-55</td>
<td>71,793</td>
<td>24,041</td>
<td>18,462</td>
<td>1,50,739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1855-56</td>
<td>72,789</td>
<td>24,684</td>
<td>7699</td>
<td>1,70,921</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average ... 74,359 24,478 9836 1,69,032

In addition to the rise of produce prices, which after about 1856 became general over the whole country, certain local causes helped to increase the improvement in Karad. During 1855-56 and 1856-57 there was a large local expenditure on public works. Both the Kumbhárlí pass road and the cleared road from Sátárá to Kolhápur were being made and gave full and well paid employment to the labouring classes. The opening of the Kumbhárlí pass road was a great source of wealth to the sub-division.

Though Karad had greatly improved during the six years before the survey settlement, the inequalities of the old assessment pressed heavily both on individual holdings and on entire villages. In many cases the extremely high rates of assessment were in practice less burdensome than they appeared. As in other parts of the district the excessive rates were confined to villages with a large area of alienated land. The rule was enforced that no man should till alienated land who did not hold some over-assessed Government land. By this means the proprietors or aliens of rent-free or quit-rent lands, in order to get their lands tilled, had to content themselves with something less than their natural rental because without this concession the holders of over-assessed Government land could not afford to till the alienated land. By this means some additional revenue was indirectly recovered from the holders of rent-free or quit-rent land.¹

Under the survey settlement the eighty-eight Karad villages were arranged in six classes and charged highest dry crop acre rates of 6s. to 2s. (Rs. 3-1).² The first class contained the villages in the valley of the Krishna and the lower Koyna and Kola valleys near their meeting with the Krishna. They had a moderate and certain supply of rain and were well placed for roads and markets. The second third and fourth classes included the less accessible Koyna.

---

¹ Major W. C. Anderson, Surv. Supt. Southern Maratha Country, 466 of 30th December 1862.
² For Karad the Survey Superintendent proposed to adopt a grouping of villages and rates of assessment the same as those adopted for the neighbouring sub-division of Tärqaon, which were very similar to the Sátárá rates and differed little from those of Wáli. He was unwilling to fix a higher basis for the rates because he doubted whether the recent great rise in produce prices would last. Major Anderson, Survey Supt. Southern Maratha Country, 466 of 30th December 1862.
and Kola valley villages further to the west. The second class also included the villages to the east under and among the spurs of the hills to the east of the Krishna valley. The fifth class included the villages at the head of the Kola valley, and the sixth class the hill villages on the slopes and tops of the hills enclosing the Kola valley. The following statement shows the survey rates proposed for the Karád villages:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>Villages</th>
<th>Highest Dry Crop Acre Rate.</th>
<th>Highest Rice and Garden Acre Rate.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rs. a.</td>
<td>Rs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>2 0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2 10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2 6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1 14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>9(a)</td>
<td>1 0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Hill villages.

The central first class villages were those where the existing assessment ranged highest, and where the practice of over-assessing government land in the occupation of holders of alienated lands had been commonest. In some of these villages the average existing dry-crop acre rate for the whole village was over 9s. (Rs. 4½). On garden land 16s. (Rs. 8) was a common acre rate and in some villages the average acre rate was as high as £1 4s. (Rs. 12). In the second class the existing assessment was extremely variable, very high in some villages and very low in others. The general result of the survey rates was a slight increase. In the third class villages most of which were high in the Kola valley the existing rates were little lower than in the Krishna valley villages. Before the days of roads the difference between the value of the lands of these two classes may have been small, under present condition the difference was great. The fourth and fifth classes comprised the villages farther up the Kola valley and the sixth class the hill villages. For the sixth class 2s. (Re. 1) was proposed as the highest dry-crop acre rate but the small area of land which was continuously cultivable could alone bear this rate. In pure hill lands whose terms of tillage were separated by five or six years of fallow the survey acre rate ranged from 3d. to 4½d. (2-3 as.). The general result of the whole proposed settlement was a reduction of eleven per cent on the collections of the previous year. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>VILLAGERS</th>
<th>FORMER</th>
<th>SURVEY.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rs.</td>
<td>Rs.</td>
<td>Rs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1,24,324</td>
<td>1,39,323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25,936</td>
<td>25,856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18,422</td>
<td>14,778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6262</td>
<td>5002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8057</td>
<td>7097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2167</td>
<td>2575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>1,85,762</td>
<td>1,65,297</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In 1862-63 along with Karád the survey settlement was introduced into the remaining fifty-three villages of the petty division of Helvák in Tárgaon, into the rest of which survey rates had been introduced in the previous year. Most of these fifty-three villages were near the Sahyádris. They had not been settled in the previous year because their classification could not be completed in time. All were in the Koyna valley or on the hills by which the Koyna valley was bounded. They joined the Karád portion of the Koyna valley. Along the part of the valley, below the sharp bend from south to east which the Koyna takes at Helvák, along the Koyna’s left bank ran the Karád-Chiplun road. The heavy traffic along this road gave the villages of this section a marked advantage over the villages in the upper part of the valley. This survey group had 1171 acres of Government rice land and 190 acres of Government garden land. In most villages the bulk of the tillage was of hill lands which required fallows. The condition of the people was much the same as in Karád. In the lower Koyna villages they were well-to-do, in the upper hill tracts they were poor.

During the fifteen years ending 1861-62 tillage in Helvák had varied from 31,492 acres in 1855-56 to 32,364 in 1847-48 and averaged 31,951; collections from £702 (Rs. 7020) in 1853-54 to £1100 (Rs. 11,000) in 1847-48 and averaged £1049 (Rs. 10,490), and remissions from £402 (Rs. 4020) in 1853-54 to nothing and averaged £58 (Rs. 580). The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acres.</td>
<td>Rs.</td>
<td>Rs.</td>
<td>Rs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1847-48</td>
<td>32,364</td>
<td>3400</td>
<td>1133</td>
<td>11,001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1848-49</td>
<td>32,492</td>
<td>3945</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>10,912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1849-50</td>
<td>32,360</td>
<td>3437</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>10,972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850-51</td>
<td>32,177</td>
<td>3685</td>
<td>916</td>
<td>10,598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1851-52</td>
<td>32,125</td>
<td>4179</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>10,876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1852-53</td>
<td>32,180</td>
<td>4294</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>10,603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1853-54</td>
<td>32,180</td>
<td>4170</td>
<td>4039</td>
<td>10,092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1854-55</td>
<td>31,679</td>
<td>4163</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>10,791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1855-56</td>
<td>31,492</td>
<td>4159</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10,556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1856-57</td>
<td>31,679</td>
<td>4164</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>10,659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1857-58</td>
<td>31,492</td>
<td>4154</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10,709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1858-59</td>
<td>31,770</td>
<td>4153</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>10,743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1859-60</td>
<td>31,861</td>
<td>4118</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>10,803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1860-61</td>
<td>31,833</td>
<td>4113</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10,844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1861-62</td>
<td>31,674</td>
<td>4054</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10,777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>31,951</td>
<td>4021</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>10,488</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fall in tillage from 32,364 acres in 1847-48 to 31,674 acres in 1861-62, and in collections from £1100 (Rs. 11,000) in 1847-48 to £1078 (Rs. 10,780) in 1861-62, in spite of the great rise in produce prices is remarkable. The Survey Superintendent explained the fall by the fact that under existing arrangements most of the villages being hill villages paid a lump assessment and the villagers distributed the shares among themselves. In this way all the arable area was shown as occupied. Since the opening of the Kumbhárli pass the condition of the people had greatly improved. The survey rates applied to the Tárgaon villages settled in the previous year proved suitable to these villages. According to their position they fell into four classes with highest dry-crop acre rates varying from...
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4s. 3d. (Rs. 2½) to 2s. (Re. 1) and highest garden acre rates varying from 14s. (Rs. 7) to 10s. (Rs. 5). The details are:

Helvák Survey Rates, 1862-63.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Villages</th>
<th>Highest Dry-Crop Acre Rate</th>
<th>Highest Garden and Rice Acre Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1 14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>7 (a)</td>
<td>1 0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1 0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Hill villages.

On the tillage of 1861-62 the survey rates showed a rise from £1078 (Rs. 10,780) to £1388 (Rs. 13,880) or twenty-eight per cent. The details are:

Helvák Survey Settlement, 1862-63.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Villages</th>
<th>Former 1861-62</th>
<th>Survey 1861-62</th>
<th>Waste</th>
<th>Total 1861-62</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rs. 1861-62</td>
<td>Rs. 1861-62</td>
<td>Rs.</td>
<td>Rs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1511</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2962</td>
<td>6430</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>882</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4672</td>
<td>5644</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>5779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>10,777</td>
<td>18,881</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>14,058</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The grounds for the increase of twenty-eight per cent in the Government demand on these villages were the opening of the Kumbhárali pass road and the consequent great increase in produce prices.

The proposed survey rates for the Karád and Helvák villages were sanctioned by Government in March 1863.1

In 1862-63 the survey settlement was also introduced into the Válva sub-division of 103 Government villages. As several changes had lately been made in this group of villages the Survey Superintendent dealt with it according to the old boundaries. The Válva group of villages lay in the south-west of the district in the corner between the Várna and Krishna rivers. It was bounded on the north by Karád, on the north-east and east by the Krishna, and on the south and south-west by the Várna. On the western half of the northern boundary Válva was separated from Karád by a lofty spur of the Sahyádris, which in the fifteen miles in the west reduced Válva to a strip of not more than three miles wide. The east, near the meeting of the Várna and Krishna, was a rich black plain. Towards the west the country became more hilly, broken by small spurs from the Sahyádris, and with tracts of māl or stony land. The west of Válva was exceedingly hilly; the tract between the

---

1 Gov. Res. 693 of 4th March 1863; Major W. C. Anderson, Surv. Supt. 466 of 30th Dec, 1862; and Mr. R. E. H. Light, Asst. Supt., 26th November 1862.
Várna river and the lofty spur on the north was roughened with small spurs and branches. The rainfall varied greatly in different parts. On the Sahyádris and for some miles down the Várna valley the fall was too heavy for any dry-crop tillage except hill grains. Further east the rainfall became more and more moderate and seasonable, till to the east of the centre of the sub-division the general average of the rains was all that could be wished for the best dry crop tillage. The centre and west had much rice and garden land, the garden land watered both from wells and watercourses, and yielding considerable crops of sugarcane. The soil and climate of some of the eastern villages were excellently suited to cotton. But in the ordinary state of the cotton market grain and fodder paid better than cotton. The acre outturn of New Orleans was at least fifty per cent more valuable than that of local cotton. The Válva sub-division was crossed from north to south by the Sátára-Kolhápur road and from it a cleared branch of about ten miles passed south-west to Battis-Shirála. These were the only made roads in the sub-division. Most of the east and centre was level enough to admit of cart traffic by the ordinary country tracks during nine months of the year. The main lines of export were two, to the east for rice and other hill produce to the great markets of Sángli and Miraj, and to the coast with grain and oil seed. Communication with the coast was either by the circuitous route of Karád and the Kumbhárlí pass to Chiplun or by bullock track by Malkápur a large trade centre in Kolhápur down the Amba pass to the tidal port at Rájápur, or by a second bullock track which followed the left bank of the Várna and descended the Tivra pass to Sangameshvar in Ratnágiri. The people of Válva appeared (1863) on the whole prosperous. Compared with Karád or Tásgaon the existing assessment was light. These low rates were due to the distance of Válva from Sátára. Under the former rule in all the sub-divisions near the capital the assessment had been forced to the highest point. In the more distant sub-divisions, such as Bíjápur and Pandharpur, the old revenue management was very lax. The distance from the capital allowed the district and village officers to settle matters among themselves with much less check or interference on the part of the head-quarters officials than in parts near Sátára.

During the fifteen years ending 1861-62 tillage in Válva had fallen from 110,711 acres in 1847-48 to 108,543 in 1853-54 and again risen to 113,711 in 1861-62; collections had fallen from £21,077 (Rs. 2,10,770) in 1847-48 to £19,178 (Rs. 1,91,780) in 1851-52 and again risen to £28,460 (Rs. 2,34,600) in 1861-62; and remissions had risen from £1303 (Rs. 13,030) in 1847-48 to £3635 (Rs. 36,350) in 1851-52 and again fallen to £147 (Rs. 1470) in 1861-62. The details are:

1 In 1863 (116 of 5th May) Major Anderson the Surv. Supt. wrote to the Collector of Sátára: Should the attempt to introduce New Orleans cotton prove successful a considerable addition to the present supply of cotton may be expected from Válva and its neighbourhood. Much land in the Kolhápur Sángli and Miraj states would yield good New Orleans. Once show the people that New Orleans grows and pays in Válva and it will spread to all the neighbouring state and alienated villages. Bom. Gov. Sc. LXXV. 7-8.
The very slight increase in the tillage area from 110,711 acres in 1847-48 to 118,711 acres in 1861-62 was remarkable. The returns were of little value as the survey measurements showed that more than one-fourth of the area under tillage had not been brought to account. Of the whole area of 157,129 acres shown by the survey measurements as much as 10,777 acres were excellent garden and rice land. So that the existing acre rate (Re. 1 as. 7½) could not on the whole be heavy though faulty distribution caused individual hardship. Except in 1857-58 when there was a serious local failure of rain, since the rise of prices which set in about 1855 remissions had greatly decreased. With the prices which ruled during some years before the settlement the rates were very light. Under the survey settlement the 103 Válva villages were arranged in six classes with highest dry crop acre rates varying from 5s. 3d. to 2s. (Rs. 2½ - Re. 1). The villages in the first class were close to the Karád sub-division in the Krishna valley. The second class villages included the whole of south-eastern and central Válva to a little west of the Kolhápur-Sátára road, and were bordered on the east by some Tásgao villages. For these a highest dry crop acre rate of 4s. 9d. (Rs. 2) was proposed.1 For the remaining classes, rates of 4s. 3d., 3s. 9d., 3s. 3d., and 2s. (Rs. 2½, Rs. 1½, Rs. 1½, and Re. 1) were proposed according as the villages lay more towards the west up to the Sahyádris. On the tillage of 1861-62 the survey rates showed a rise from £23,460 (Rs. 2,34,600) to £25,349 (Rs. 2,53,400) or eight per cent. The details are:

1 The highest dry crop acre rate for Tásgao which was settled in 1852-53 was Rs. 2. This, in 1863 when Válva was settled, was considered extraordinarily low, as prices had doubled between 1852 and 1863. Besides the climate of central Válva was decidedly more certain than that of Tásgao. On these grounds the Válva survey rate was 9d. (6 as.) higher than the Tásgao rate. - Bom. Gov. Sel. LXXV. 12.
SATÁRA.

Válva Survey Settlement, 1862-63.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>VILLAGES</th>
<th>FORMER</th>
<th>SURVEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1862-63</td>
<td>1862-63</td>
<td>Waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rs.</td>
<td>Rs.</td>
<td>Rs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>64,653</td>
<td>62,863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1,15,694</td>
<td>1,46,766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13,693</td>
<td>13,689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14,311</td>
<td>16,964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9,600</td>
<td>10,223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2,906</td>
<td>3,026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>2,54,605</td>
<td>2,53,493</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A considerable part of the increase of revenue was from the assessment of inferior soils of which there were considerable tracts in the centre of the sub-division. Under former prices the cultivation of these soils would not pay; they were considered unarable, never having been tilled within the memory of man. They were used by the nearest landlord without being brought to account. This to some extent explains the great excess in occupied area shown by the survey. Existing high prices made these poor lands profitable. At the settlement they were often the object of keen competition. Thus the assessable area was very considerably increased. The survey rates proposed for Válva were sanctioned by Government in June 1863.1

The available revenue returns show that a marked increase of revenue accompanied and followed the introduction of the revenue survey. The revenue rose from £113,956 (Rs. 11,39,560) in 1855 when the revenue survey assessment was introduced in seventeen villages to £136,298 (Rs. 13,62,980) in 1865 when the new rates had been introduced over the whole 981 villages. Since 1864-65 it slowly increased till it reached £137,278 (Rs. 13,72,780) in 1874-75. In the next seven years it fell to £135,946 (Rs. 13,59,460) in 1881-82. The details are:

SATÁRA Survey Results, 1854-1882.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Remissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acres</td>
<td>Rs.</td>
<td>Rs.</td>
<td>Rs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1854-55</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1855-56</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1856-57</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1857-58</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1858-59</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1859-60</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1860-61</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1861-62</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1862-63</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1863-64</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1864-65</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1865-66</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1866-67</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1867-68</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1868-69</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1869-70</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1870-71</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1871-72</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1872-73</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1873-74</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1874-75</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1875-76</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1876-77</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1877-78</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1878-79</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1879-80</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880-81</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881-82</td>
<td>635,705</td>
<td>19,69,061</td>
<td>2,05,411</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEASON REPORTS.

The following is a summary of the chief available season details during the thirty-four years ending 1882-83:

1849-50.

A failure of rain in 1849, in spite of liberal remissions, was followed by a shrinkage of tillage in Bijapur and Khánápur. The season was also very bad in Karád and Válva, but there the landlords were for the most part better off, and could continue to hold their fields in spite of a bad season.¹

1850-51.

In 1850 much of the early or kharif crops which were nearly ruined from want of rain were saved by heavy showers at the end of the season. As the crops in Khánápur and Bijapur were mostly early, larger remissions were given in these two sub-divisions than in Karád and Válva, where the late harvest was the most important. The cold weather crops were nearly failing when a very heavy and timely fall of rain in December made the season in Karád and Válva one of the best known for years.²

1851-52.

The season of 1851 was an average one with a sufficient but ill-timed rainfall. The revenue of 1851-52 showed a decrease of about £5380 (Rs.53,800). The fall was due to the abolition of the exchange tax and to the liberal remissions in the south and east.³

1855-56.

In 1855 the early rain was very scanty, and the early crops suffered considerably. The latter rains were abundant and the late harvest was good in all parts of the district except Jávli, Khatáv, Khánápur, and Pandharpur where the early harvest is of most importance.⁴

1856-57.

In 1856 the fall in the early part of the monsoon was very scanty, and the early crops suffered in all parts of the district except in Válva. The late or rābi crop yielded a good harvest and the season was healthy.⁵

¹ Bom. Gov. Rev. Rec. 22 of 1852, 133. This information is for Karád, Válva, Khánápur, and Bijápúr only. The district annual reports for 1847-48, 1848-49, and 1849-50 are not available. Collector, 3153 of 2nd June 1883.
In 1857-58 rain fell abundantly in easterly showers at the beginning of the south-west monsoon and the prospects of the season appeared favourable throughout the district. Later on the rain failed in the eastern sub-divisions of Khattāv, Khānāpur, Pan-dharpur and Bijāpur, and parts of the sub-divisions of Vālva and Wāi, and the outturn of the early or kharīf crops was small. In the remaining sub-divisions the fall of rain was seasonable and the harvest was above the average. Except in Khattāv and Bijāpur and in parts of Wāi the ḥabi or late crops yielded a good return. The season was healthy. The collections were £144,813 (Rs. 14,48,130), £9727 (Rs. 97,270) were remitted, and £10 (Rs. 100) left outstanding.

In 1858-59 the fall in the early part of the south-west rains was scanty and the early crops in light soils suffered. With this exception both the early and late harvests were good. The district was on the whole healthy. The collections rose from £144,813 to £152,794 (Rs. 14,48,130 - Rs. 15,27,940), £3384 (Rs. 33,840) were remitted, and £5 (Rs. 50) left outstanding.

The season of 1859-60 was scarcely an average one. Public health was not good; cholera fever and dysentery prevailed. The collections rose from £152,794 to £155,025 (Rs. 15,27,940 - Rs. 15,50,250), £4076 (Rs. 40,760) were remitted, and £4 (Rs. 40) left outstanding.

In 1860-61 the rainfall was favourable and the early crops yielded a good return except in the māmlatdār's division of Vālva and in the mahālkari's division of Wāi, where they suffered from want of rain and from the ravages of insects. In January 1861, except the ṣālu or late ṣvārī, which suffered from insects in the Koregaon and Bijāpur sub-divisions, from excessive heat in the Sātāra sub-division, and from excessive moisture in the Karād and Jāvli sub-divisions, the late crops promised a good harvest. Disease was slight prevalent among men and cattle throughout the district. The collections rose from £155,025 to £161,556 (Rs. 15,50,250 - Rs. 16,15,650), £1555 (Rs. 15,550) were remitted, and there were no outstandings.

In 1861-62 the rainfall though sufficient was ill-timed, and, except of rice nāglī and śvāva, there was an extensive failure of the early crops. Cholera prevailed to some extent and cattle disease was present in a few places. The collections rose from £161,556 to £170,793 (Rs. 16,15,650 - Rs. 17,07,930), £2805 (Rs. 28,050) were remitted, and there were no outstandings.

In 1862-63 the early rains were very short and the early crops to a great extent failed. Later in the season, during September and October, heavy showers improved the prospects and enabled the cultivators to sow with late crops much land in which the early crops had either not been sown or had failed. The return from these late or ḥabi crops was (March 1863) expected to be sufficient to make good the losses caused by the failure of the early rains. Public health was good. Cholera and in a few places fever and ague appeared, but did not become general. In July and August cattle
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in some of the sub-divisions died from want of fodder. The collections fell from £170,793 to £161,685 (Rs. 17,07,930-Rs.16,16,850), £3961 (Rs. 39,610) were remitted, and £27 (Rs. 270) left outstanding.

In 1863-64 in the early part of the monsoon the rainfall was generally scanty and insufficient. Later in the season, except in Mán, Málsiras, and Pandharupur, the fall was more general and satisfactory. With these exceptions the season was on the whole an average one. Cholera prevailed and cattle disease to a trifling extent. The collections rose from £161,685 to £184,919 (Rs. 16,16,850 - Rs. 18,49,190), £2641 (Rs. 26,410) were remitted, and £171 (Rs. 1710) left outstanding.

In 1864-65 to the end of August the rainfall was seasonable and abundant, but a widespread failure of the September-October rains damaged both the early and the late harvests. Cholera prevailed slightly. The collections fell from £184,919 to £174,085 (Rs. 18,49,190 - Rs. 17,45,080), £58 (Rs. 580) were remitted, and £212 (Rs. 2120) left outstanding.

In 1865-66 the rainfall though not seasonable was sufficient and the early or kharif crops were good. The late or rabi crops were (February 1866) also generally good and promised a fair harvest. The season was healthy. The collections fell from £174,085 to £172,239 (Rs. 17,45,080-Rs. 17,22,390), £55 (Rs. 550) were remitted, and £12 (Rs. 120) left outstanding.

In 1866-67 in the four sub-divisions of Mahábaleshvar, Pátan, Karád, and Tásgaon, the early harvest was good. In Koregaon, Sátára, Jávli, Válva, and Shírála it was average, and in Tárgaon, Wál, Khatáv, Khánápur, Mán, and Málsiras it was poor. In all except Khátáv, Khánápur, Mán, and Málsiras, the prospects of the late harvest were (February 1867) good. Fever and cholera prevailed to a slight extent, but on the whole public health was good. The collections fell from £172,239 to £172,052 (Rs. 17,22,390 - Rs. 17,20,520), £39 (Rs. 390) were remitted, and £18 (Rs. 180) left outstanding.

In 1867-68 the season was on the whole good. The early crops yielded a very good harvest especially in the east and the late crops thrived generally and promised a good return. Public health was good though fever was prevalent. The collections fell from £172,052 to £171,165 (Rs. 17,20,520 - Rs. 17,11,650), £152 (Rs. 1520) were remitted, and £16 (Rs. 160) left outstanding.

In 1868-69 the early fall was general and favourable to the early crops which promised well. But the late rains were short and the late crops were injured to some extent especially in Málsiras where the outturn was small. Cholera and fever were widespread but slight. The collections fell from £171,165 to £170,256 (Rs. 17,11,650 - Rs. 17,02,560), £48 (Rs. 480) were remitted, and £211 (Rs. 2110) left outstanding.

In 1869-70 the rainfall was abundant and seasonable and the early harvest was excellent. In January 1870 the late crops were also thriving and promised a good harvest. Much heavy rain fell
in November and December. Public health on the whole was good. The collections fell from £170,256 to £169,230 (Rs. 17,02,560-Rs. 16,92,300), £123 (Rs. 1230) were remitted, and £84 (Rs. 840) left outstanding.

In 1870-71 the early rains were not seasonable and in some parts of the district sowing was kept back. Later on the fall of rain was so incessant and excessive as to injure the crops. The early crops on the whole yielded an average harvest, and in January 1871 the late crops promised well. During the early part of the season fever was general but seldom fatal, and during August and September there was much cholera. A slight epidemic of cattle disease passed over some of the sub-divisions. The collections fell from £169,230 to £168,568 (Rs. 16,92,300-Rs. 16,85,630), £49 (Rs. 490) were remitted, and £60 (Rs. 600) left outstanding.

In 1871-72 the rainfall was scanty. In the west the early crops yielded a fair return; in the east from want of rain the early crops were in most parts not sown, and where they were sown the yield was small. The late crops where sown withered for want of late rain which failed almost throughout the whole of the district. Cholera and fever prevailed to a slight extent, and cattle disease appeared in some sub-divisions. The collections fell from £168,568 to £166,636 (Rs. 16,85,630-Rs. 16,66,360), £286 (Rs. 2860) were remitted, and £2494 (Rs. 24,940) left outstanding.

In 1872-73 the rainfall was on the whole seasonable. The early harvest was good except in some of the hill villages of Jávli, Pátan, Wái, and Válva. In December 1872 the cold weather crops promised well. Slight fever and cholera prevailed, but the season both for men and for cattle on the whole was healthy. The collections rose from £166,636 to £168,810 (Rs. 16,66,360-Rs. 16,88,100), £197 (Rs. 1970) were remitted, and £195 (Rs. 1950) left outstanding.

In 1873-74 the rainfall was on the whole seasonable and plentiful. Both the early and late harvests were good. Except slight fever and dysentery there was little sickness, and cattle also were healthy except in Válva and Pátan. The tillage area fell from 1,660,362 to 1,658,080 acres and the collections from £168,810 to £165,190 (Rs. 16,88,100-Rs. 16,51,900), £243 (Rs. 2430) were remitted, and £281 (Rs. 2810) left outstanding.

In 1874-75 the rainfall was seasonable and plentiful. All over the district the early harvest was about an average and in December 1874 the late crops were promising. The public health was good. The tillage area fell from 1,658,080 to 1,650,015 acres and the collections from £165,190 to £164,456 (Rs. 16,51,900-Rs. 16,44,560), £121 (Rs. 1210) were remitted, and £555 (Rs. 5550) left outstanding.

In 1875-76 the rainfall was plentiful but unseasonable, heavy at first and scanty in the latter part of the season. The early crops were damaged by excessive rain, and in some places by floods, but the outturn was not below the average. The late harvest was rather below the average owing to want of rain. Cholera prevailed during
part of the year, but public health on the whole was good. The
tillage area fell from 1,650,015 to 1,421,067 acres and the collections
from £164,456 to £155,794 (Rs. 16,44,560 - Rs. 15,57,940), £92
(Rs. 920) were remitted, and £414 (Rs. 4140) left outstanding.

In 1876-77 the rainfall besides being short was very ill-timed
and the season over the east of the district was one of famine.
The early crops suffered considerably and very little of the late
crops were sown. Cattle suffered greatly from the want of fodder.
Cholera was general and the mortality high. The tillage area fell
from 1,421,067 to 1,418,004 acres and the collections from £155,794
to £130,470 (Rs. 15,57,940 - Rs. 13,04,700), £288 (Rs. 2880) were
remitted, and £25,185 (Rs. 2,51,850) left outstanding.

In 1877-78 the rainfall was favourable and the season was good.
Cholera, fever, and small-pox prevailed. The tillage area fell from
1,418,004 to 1,415,242 acres. The collections rose from £130,470
to £151,551 (Rs. 13,04,700 - Rs. 15,15,510), £139 (Rs. 1390) were
remitted, and £5080 (Rs. 50,800) left outstanding.

In 1878-79 in October a very heavy fall of rain did much injury to
the early crops. Rats and locusts damaged the cold weather crops,
but the harvest was fair. A fatal form of fever prevailed during
the cold weather. The tillage area fell from 1,415,242 to 1,410,218
acres and the collections from £151,551 to £150,641 (Rs. 15,15,510-
Rs. 15,06,410), £116 (Rs. 1160) were remitted, and £5574 (Rs.
55,740) left outstanding.

In 1879-80 early in the season rats threatened to be troublesome,
but the heavy rains of July and August freed the district from the
pest. Both early and late crops were everywhere good and in parts
excellent. The season was healthy. The tillage area fell from
1,410,218 to 1,404,949 acres, and the collections rose from £150,641
to £152,006 (Rs. 15,06,410 - Rs. 15,20,060), £100 (Rs. 1000) were
remitted, and £3288 (Rs. 32,880) left outstanding.

In 1880-81 the short rainfall caused a want of water during the
hot months. But as the fall was singularly well-timed, the harvest,
especially the cold weather harvest, was one of the richest reaped
for years. The season was very healthy. The tillage area fell from
1,404,949 to 1,392,916 acres and the collections rose from £152,006
to £153,540 (Rs. 15,20,060 - Rs. 15,35,400), £57 (Rs. 570) were
remitted, and £1210 (Rs. 12,100) left outstanding.

In 1881-82 the rainfall was unequally distributed, being in some
places above and in others below the average. The July and August
falls were scanty, but most of the early crops were saved by good
September and October rain. The late crops were generally good.
Except in Tásgaon, Khánapur, part of Vála, and Khándála, the
season was favourable. Cholera prevailed in all the subdivisions
and caused 1508 deaths, and guineaworm was common owing to the
inferior water-supply. The tillage area fell from 1,392,916 to
1,386,746 acres. The collections rose from £153,540 to £154,989
(Rs. 15,35,400 - Rs. 15,49,890), £178 (Rs. 1780) were remitted, and
£192 (Rs. 1920) left outstanding.
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In 1882-83 the season was on the whole favourable. Except in Karád, the rainfall was much above the average in all the subdivisions. Partial damage was caused by excess of rain in some sub-divisions. Locusts spread over a large portion of the district, but, except in hill villages in Wái and Jáváli, did no serious injury. The November rains were very favourable to the late crops. Except that cholera proved fatal in 993 cases, public health was on the whole good. The tillage area fell from 1,386,746 to 1,384,254 acres. The collections rose from £154,989 to £155,270 (Rs.15,49,890 - Rs.15,52,700), £230 (Rs. 2300) were remitted, and £58 (Rs. 580) left outstanding.

The following statement shows in tabular form the available yearly statistics of tillage and land revenue during the twenty-six years ending 1882-83:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>TILLAGE</th>
<th>LAND REVENUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acres.</td>
<td>Remitted. Rs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1837-38</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>97,275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1838-39</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>33,255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1839-40</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>40,702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1840-41</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>15,546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1841-42</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>39,651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1842-43</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>20,613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1843-44</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>26,410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1844-45</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1845-46</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1846-47</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1847-48</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1848-49</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1849-50</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850-51</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1851-52</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>2965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1852-53</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1,690,279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1853-54</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>2429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1854-55</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1,650,915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1855-56</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1856-57</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>2880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1857-58</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1,415,342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1858-59</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1,410,218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1859-60</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1,411,349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1860-61</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1,392,912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1861-62</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1,386,746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1862-63</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1,394,254</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER IX.

JUSTICE.

Under the Peshwás (1749-1818), except in a few large cities which had occasionally exclusive civil courts mostly deciding suits referred by the Peshwás, there were no independent civil courts. With little or no control from the central government the office of civil judge was usually combined in the same office with that of the political chief, commander of troops, collector of revenue, and police magistrate, and as his military, fiscal, or magisterial duties were more pressing and perhaps more attractive than the hearing and decision of suits, the judicial duties except under special interest or favour were considered subordinate and received little attention. Thus, as there were few independent civil courts in which the people could seek redress as a matter of right, civil justice in rural parts was chiefly administered among husbandmen by the village council or pancháyat, among traders by the trade or caste guild or mahájan, and among the military classes by the military commander. In cases in which the suitor was a poor trader and the party who owed him redress a powerful chief, the suitor often resorted to dharna or trága to obtain justice, that is he stationed himself at the door of the chief's house and often underwent severe privations.

On the establishment of the Rája's government under Pratápsinh in 1818, though the machinery was little changed, justice was better administered. The chief or in his absence his brother and heir-apparent alone were the final court of appeal. Before he filed a suit the complainant had to submit a written or verbal complaint to the chief. The chief orally examined the complainant as to the grounds of his complaint and the evidence he had to produce in support of it, and sometimes sent for the defendant if at hand and examined him in the same way. The dispute was thus often settled, or the case dismissed as frivolous, without coming to a formal trial. But in doubtful or intricate cases, or where no settlement could be made, the chief gave leave to bring a suit by filing a detailed petition in the court. The suit was then entered for trial in regular course before one of the ordinary tribunals of the country, such as the pancháyats, the courts of mámlatdárs, or the Rája's adálat or court where the Rája's brother presided and where the order to any particular officer to try any particular case was registered. This preliminary inquiry by the chief in person, though it showed

---

1 Early justice (1749-1849) is compiled from the Reports in 1851-52 of the Commissioner the late Sir Bartle Frere and of his judicial assistant Mr. Coxon.
the old Marátha principle that the admission to a court of justice was a favour and not a right, led to the immediate satisfaction of many just claims which would otherwise have been repudiated; other claims were withdrawn or settled by the parties when they saw the view taken of their case as stated by themselves to an unbiassed judge; while a regular trial was reserved for cases which from their intricacy or the conflict of evidence required to be formally stated and carefully sifted in a court of law before any decision could be formed as to their merits.

In 1839, on the accession of Sháhú or Áppa Sáheb the judicial courts were remodelled under the advice of Colonel Ovans whose aim it was to make all possible advance towards the system laid down in Regulation IV. of 1827. Petty cases were left to the revenue and magisterial officers. For the trial of more important causes regular judges called amins and nyáyádhisheś were appointed on fixed salaries. Provision was also made for a regular system of appeal to the chief who exercised a general control over every branch of the judicial administration. In the eleven subdivisions including Pandharpur and Bijápúr besides the present district of Sátára except Tásgaon which then formed part of A’ppa Sáheb’s territory, sixteen civil courts, five for amins and eleven for nyáyádhisheś were established. Of the five amins’ courts, with powers to decide suits of £30 (Rs. 300) and upwards, three were held at Sátára, one at Karád, and one at Khánápúr. The Sátára courts had jurisdiction over six sub-divisions Jávli, Khatáv, Koregaon, Sátára, Tárgaon, and Wá; the Karád court over two sub-divisions Karád and Válva; and the Khánápúr court over three sub-divisions Khánápúr Pandharpur and Bijápúr. Each of the eleven nyáyádhisheś courts was held at the head-quarters of each of the eleven sub-divisions, with powers to decide suits of £2 10s. to £30 (Rs. 25-300). To dispose of claims under £2 10s. (Rs. 25) the mánlatdá dí in each sub-division held a court of petty requests in which a petition was received and the defendant called upon for his reply. If the defendant admitted the claim, an order to pay was endorsed on the petition; if he disputed the debt, the case was reported to the chief who directed that evidence to the claim should be recorded, or that the claim as primá facie untenable should be thrown out without further inquiry. In the disposal of these cases no powers of award were vested in the mánlatdá dí who, after having taken the evidence on both sides, referred their proceedings for final disposal to the huzúr or head-quarter office. Suits of less than £1 (Rs. 10) were usually referred by the mánlatdár to the shekh dúr of the village group within which the cause of action arose or the defendant díwánt. The shekh dúr investigated and reported the case to the mánlatdár in the same manner as did the mánlatdár to the huzúr. Independent of these civil courts subject to revision by the chief, the six guaranteed jágirdárs of Bhor, Phaltán, Aundh, Jath, Daphlápur, and Akalkot, held their own courts. Against the decrees of these jágirdárs an appeal lay to the Resident at the Rája’s court. Besides these, under grants or sanads received from Áppa Sáheb or former Governments, a number of smaller jágirdárs and inámádárs held petty tribunals, with powers to decide suits arising within the limits.
of a particular village group, town, or quarter of town to which the grant referred.

During the reign of Áppa Sáheb (1839-1848) civil justice was administered with extreme leniency. Compared with the system given in the Regulation Code, the Rája's system of administering justice differed in seven chief points. Under the Regulation Code no suit, however trifling, was tried before any but the regular judicial tribunals, and with the same formalities as suits of the largest amount. Under the Rája's system all small suits of less than £2 10s. (Rs. 25) were tried by revenue and magisterial officers styled mámlatárs and shekhdárs. Appeals were tried by a judge of appeal who went on circuit and sat in each subordinate court from which the causes were appealed. Under the Rája's system the parties to a suit were examined as chief witnesses and other witnesses were not called till all that the parties could de pose had been ascertained. Under the Regulations, in disposing of conflicting claims to property attached by any process of court, a separate action at law became necessary to enable the party who held possession before the property was attached to raise the attachment. Under the Rája's system when the process was opposed by another, the mámlatá, to whom the enforcement of the decree was entrusted, had to make a summary inquiry into the nature of the lien brought into competition with the decree, and report the result to the chief, awaiting further instructions as to proceeding or withdrawing. This practice resembles that of a British Court of Equity without the delays which in practice attend a reference to a Master in Equity. Under the Rája's system, when the insolveney of a trader was clear, a petition from one creditor was generally enough to stop any proceed ings on behalf of another creditor against the same insolvent. The insolvent's principal creditors were called together, and a committee or pancháyat appointed, consisting of members on behalf of both the insolvent and his creditors, with one or more appointed by the court. The accounts of the insolvent were made over to the committee who reported on his debts and assets and often wound up the insolvent's affairs under the orders of the court. Under the Rája's system pancháyats were much more employed than in the Regulated Provinces. In complicated cases they were employed to ascertain the exact issues to be decided as well as to decide on the issues themselves. Thus in an intricate mercantile case, a reference to a pancháyat would often be made to ascertain the precise points on which the case hinged, which points might be afterwards tried by the ordinary tribunal. When employed to decide an issue, the proceedings of the pancháyat became a part of the proceedings of the court. While the case was under investigation before the pancháyat, it appeared in the returns as one of those in arrears in the court whence it was referred, and when the pancháyat gave in their award, it became the basis of the final decree, and thus obtained all the force which would have belonged to a decision of the court. In all cases of action to recover balance of a running account or a bond debt, the practice of the Rája's court was much more like that of Bankruptcy Commissioners than of civil courts under Regulation. Whatever might be the
terms of a bond, the amount of value received was always strictly inquired into, and the award limited to the amount so proved, with legal interest which never exceeded twelve per cent a year, or cent per cent when compound interest at twelve per cent would exceed the principal. Moreover, when an award was given which the party cast could not liquidate at once, but had the means of paying by instalments, the instalments were fixed in the decree. When a debtor's person or property was attached under a decree one attachment was in ordinary cases held to be a sufficient satisfaction, though in the event of the party against whom the attachment issued subsequently acquiring property, the previous attachment was not a sufficient answer to a fresh suit brought to obtain payment of an unliquidated balance.

Each of the eleven sub-divisions of the Sátára territory under Áppa Sáheb (1839-1848) was in charge of a mámlatdár who superintended the collection of revenue and managed the police. Under the mámlatdár, each sub-division was divided into a number of village groups or thánás of about seventeen villages, each in charge of a shekhdár. Subordinate to the shekhdár were village headmen or pátíls. Under the headman or pátíl were his deputy or chaugula and his assistants Mhárs and Rámoshis. In his police and revenue duties the headman was aided by the village accountant or kulkarní who kept accounts and wrote all reports, depositions, proceedings, receipts for revenue, and generally all bonds and acknowledgments. On receipt of a report from the headman of a crime having been committed in a village, the shekhdár went to the spot, inspected the scene of crime, and examined the witnesses and suspected parties. When murder was suspected, the shekhdár held an inquest on the corpse before allowing its obsequies to proceed. The shekhdár had no power of deciding cases or of inflicting fine. After making inquiries he sent a report to the mámlatdár who referred it to the huzur or head-quarter office. At the huzur a police case sent for trial by the mámlatdár was received by the faujdár munim, whose duty it was to prepare it for final hearing and to call upon the mámlatdár for any further evidence that he might consider necessary, or that might have been overlooked by the mámlatdár. The duties of the faujdár munim were very similar to those of a shirastedár or head clerk in a magistrate's office. He reported on all petitions from complainants and on representations from the sub-divisional police on matters connected with his particular department, prepared cases for hearing, saw that the witnesses were in attendance, and brought on the trial. The Rája was the sole judge of his own court. When sitting in judgment, he was attended by the chief officers of his court, and the procedure was similar to that of a magistrate's office. It differed from that of a sessions court, in no evidence being taken and recorded anew from the mouths of the witnesses. Under Áppa Sáheb the chief

1 The office of shekhdár has now given way to that of maháilkari who was first employed in the Konkan with the status of a deputy-mámlatdár, and the system having worked well, was extended first to Poona and then to other districts.
features of criminal justice were that capital punishment, torture, mutilation, and such punishment as deprived the offender of his caste were avoided; where compensation was offered by the offender, punishment was much lessened; and corporal punishment and public disgrace were freely used. There was no written code of laws, and the only guides were equity, expediency, and the usage of the country and of the caste.

In 1849, when the territories of Sátára were annexed by the British Government, the judicial staff was reorganized. For the courts of the five amins and eleven nyáyádhishs maintained by Áppa Sáheb at a monthly cost of £49 16s. (Rs. 498), eleven civil courts, one of principal sadar amin, one of sadar amin, five of munsifs, and four of nyáyádhishs were substituted at an increased monthly cost of £185 (Rs. 1850). The principal sadar amin, drawing a monthly salary of £50 (Rs. 500), held his court at Sátára with jurisdiction over the sub-divisions of Sátára and Jávli. He had powers to try suits to any amount and, if necessary, appeals up to £10 (Rs. 100). Under the principal sadar amin, drawing a monthly salary of £5 (Rs. 50), held his court at Jávli and tried such suits under £10 (Rs. 100) from the Jávli sub-division as the principal sadar amin referred to him. The sadar amin, drawing a monthly salary of £35 (Rs. 350), held his court at Karád for the disposal of suits from the Karád, Tárgaon, and Válva sub-divisions. His jurisdiction extended to suits of value not greater than £1000 (Rs. 10,000). Under the sadar amin, two nyáyádhishs, one for Tárgaon and the other for Válva, were employed, each on a monthly salary of £20 (Rs. 200), and with powers to try suits under £10 (Rs. 100). The munsifs of Pandharpur, Wáí, Koregaon, and Khánápur, each of whom received a monthly salary of £20 (Rs. 200), were invested with first class powers and the munsifs of Bijápur and Khátáv, each of whom received a monthly salary of £10 (Rs. 100), were invested with second class powers only. The munsifs had powers to try suits up to £500 (Rs. 5000), the suits of greater value being referred to the principal sadar amin. The munsif for Wáí and Koregaon was assisted by a nyáyádhish at Koregaon on a monthly salary of £5 (Rs. 50). The law administered was that of the Regulations in a modified form, all interpretations and circular orders of the sadar adálat being sent to the Commissioner as to a District Judge. The powers and responsibilities of the first assistant were those of a District Judge, and his salary was not lower than that of a senior assistant judge for a detached station. The appellate powers which had formerly resided in the sadar adálat were transferred to the Commissioner but he was allowed to use his discretion in submitting for the judgment of the adálat cases of a peculiarly difficult nature. The jágirdárs' courts both of the greater feudatories and those of inferior jágirdárs, possessing judicial powers within their own estates, remained as in Áppa Sáheb's time. The Commissioner in regard to these was invested with authority to hear appeals from decisions of the jágirdárs' courts or to refer them to his judicial assistant for trial; in the latter case he was empowered to review the decision of his assistant. All suits regarding possession of land and hereditary offices were, as in the Regulation Provinces, cognizable by the revenue courts.
Among the reforms introduced at the time of the annexation was the substitution of stamp duties for the gunhegāri or fines that had formerly been levied from unsuccessful suitors. In the Rāja's time when the defendant appeared in court the nature of the claim was stated to him, and he was required to give in a written answer. If this contained an admission of the claim, the court passed decree in favour of the plaintiff. If however the claim was disputed, both parties were required, before proceeding further with the suit, to furnish security for what was called hurku gunhegāri, that is a fine on the loss of a suit. This in native states represented the stamp duties paid in British districts. In the Sátāra Rāja's courts, the gunhegāri amounted to ten per cent of the whole value in suits up to £1000 (Rs. 10,000), eight per cent in suits for amounts ranging from £1000 to £2000 (Rs. 10,000-Rs. 20,000), and five per cent in suits for more than £2000 (Rs. 20,000). As in Regulation courts this charge was levied after judgment, where costs were awarded from the party cast in the suit. As the gunhegāri system was very complicated and troublesome, Appa Sāheb partially introduced stamps by requiring that all plaints, besides a variety of other documents, should be prepared on stamped paper. When the state came under British rule gunhegāri was at once replaced by the ordinary stamp duties.

After the annexation in 1849, the faujdār munim or one of his clerks submitted all criminal cases sent by the mámlatdār to the third assistant to the Commissioner who had powers similar to those of an assistant magistrate. The third assistant having examined all the witnesses produced by the sub-divisional police officers ordinarily decided the case and forwarded his proceedings to the Commissioner. If however he found that the case was beyond his jurisdiction or that the offence was deserving of a severer punishment than he was competent to inflict, he simply recorded the evidence and sent the accused to the Commissioner for trial, forwarding at the same time to that officer the record of the evidence taken by him.

On the 4th of October 1854, instead of the Commissioner Mr. Rose was appointed as Collector of Sátāra and was invested with all the powers political and judicial which had formerly resided in the Commissioner. In criminal matters the powers of the Collector's judicial assistant were coextensive with those of a Sessions Judge.

On the 15th of April 1863 the district was brought under the general regulations.

In 1870 the number of civil courts was ten, the number of suits disposed of was 13,899, and the average duration was 132 days. In 1875 the number of courts was the same as in 1870, the number of suits disposed of fell to 11,448, and the average duration rose to 149 days. In 1880 the number of courts rose to thirteen, the number of suits disposed of fell to 4360, and the average duration rose to 182 days. At present (1883) the district has a District Judge and eleven sub-

1 Of hurku gunhegāri, hurku means a share of damage gained from hurku to win and gunhegāri means a fine.
judges. Of the eleven sub-judges one has powers of the first class and the rest exercise powers of the second class. In general a sub-
judge is appointed for each sub-division, but the two small sub-
divisions of Wāi and Jávli have been united under one sub-judge, and in Sátāra the most important of the sub-divisions it has been
found necessary to appoint two of these officers. Of the two sub-
judges at Sátāra one, a first class sub-judge, has special jurisdiction
above £500 (Rs. 5000) over the whole district and ordinary jurisdic-
tion over the Sátāra sub-division; and the other, a joint second
class sub-judge, has ordinary jurisdiction over the Sátāra sub-
division. Of the remaining nine second class sub-judges the Wāi
and Medha sub-judge has jurisdiction over Wāi and Jávli, the
Rahimatpur sub-judge over Koregaon, the Pátan sub-judge over
Pátan, the Karád sub-judge over Karád, the Ashta sub-judge over
Válva, the Dahivadi sub-judge over Mán, the Khatāv sub-judge
over Khatāv, the Vita sub-judge over Khānapur, and the Tásgaon
sub-judge over Tásgaon. The average distance of the Sátāra court
from its furthest six villages is eighty miles as respects its special
jurisdiction and fourteen miles as respects ordinary jurisdiction,
of the Wāi and Medha court twenty-two miles from Wāi for Wāi
and eighteen miles from Medha for Jávli, of the Rahimatpur court
twenty-seven miles, of the Pátan court fifteen miles, of the Karád
court fourteen miles, of the Ashta court sixty miles, of the Dahivadi
court twenty-two miles, of the Khatāv and Vita courts each
eighteen miles, and of the Tásgaon court twenty-one miles.

During the thirteen years ending 1882 the yearly number of suits
decided varied from 13,899 in 1870 to 3660 in 1881 and averaged
9934. Of the thirteen years, during the seven years ending 1876
the suits varied from 13,899 in 1870 to 11,448 in 1875 and averag-
ed 12,937; during the three years ending 1879 the suits fell by
about thirty per cent, varying from 9094 in 1877 to 8289 in
1878 and averaging 8695; and during the next three years end-
ing 1882, owing to the introduction of conciliators and village
munsifs under the Deccan Agriculturists’ Relief Act in 1879 the
suits further fell by about fifty per cent, varying from 4478 in 1882
to 3660 in 1881 and averaging 4166. Of the total number of suits
decided, sixty-seven per cent have on an average been given against
the defendant in his absence. During the ten years ending 1879
this percentage shows no marked change, varying from 75·4 in 1870
to 66·4 in 1878; after 1879, owing to the introduction of conciliators
and village munsifs under Act XVII. of 1879 the percentage fell
to 29·2 in 1880, to 8·9 in 1881, and to 6·7 in 1882. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Suits</th>
<th>Decided Ex parte</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1870</td>
<td>13,899</td>
<td>10,480</td>
<td>75·4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1871</td>
<td>13,280</td>
<td>10,004</td>
<td>75·2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1872</td>
<td>13,024</td>
<td>9708</td>
<td>75·2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1873</td>
<td>13,502</td>
<td>10,450</td>
<td>75·4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1874</td>
<td>13,674</td>
<td>9341</td>
<td>72·9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1875</td>
<td>11,445</td>
<td>8137</td>
<td>70·9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1876</td>
<td>12,634</td>
<td>9160</td>
<td>73·8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1877</td>
<td>9694</td>
<td>6560</td>
<td>72·1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>9694</td>
<td>6702</td>
<td>67·4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CIVIL SUITS, 1870-1882.

Of contested cases, during this period of thirteen years an average of 16:62 per cent have been decided for the defendant, the percentage varying from 14:79 in 1879 to 19:95 in 1880. In 433 or 9:66 per cent of the suits decided in 1882 the decree was executed by putting the plaintiff in possession of the immovable property claimed. The number of this class of cases varied from 311 out of 4360 in 1880 to 540 out of 12,674 in 1874. In 867 or 19:36 per cent of the 1882 decisions, decrees for money due were executed by the attachment or sale of property, 690 or 15:40 per cent being for immovable property and 177 or 3:96 per cent for movable property. The number of attachments or sales of immovable property varied from 650 in 1881 to 9366 in 1873, and of movable property from 177 in 1882 to 2272 in 1879. During the thirteen years ending 1882 the number of decrees executed by the arrest of debtors varied from seventy-four in 1881 to 616 in 1874. During the five years ending 1874 this number varied from 436 in 1871 to 616 in 1874; during the next five years ending 1879 the number fell, varying from 169 in 1877 to 391 in 1875; and during the three years ending 1882 the number further fell, varying from 107 in 1880 to seventy-four in 1881. The following table shows that during the same thirteen years (1870-1882) the number of civil prisoners varied from twenty-five in 1881 to 267 in 1874:

Sáthara Civil Prisoners, 1870-1882.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>PRISONERS</th>
<th>DAYS</th>
<th>SATISFYING DECREES</th>
<th>CREDITORS' REQUEST</th>
<th>NO SUBSISTENCE</th>
<th>DISCLOSURE OF PROPERTY</th>
<th>TIME EXPIRED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1870</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1871</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1872</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1873</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1874</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1875</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1876</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1877</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1878</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1879</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1882</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following statement shows in tabular form the working of the district civil courts during the thirteen years ending 1882:

Sáthara Civil Courts, 1870-1882.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>SUITS</th>
<th>AVERAGE VALUE IN £</th>
<th>UNCONTESTED</th>
<th>UNCONTESTED</th>
<th>UNCONTESTED</th>
<th>UNCONTESTED</th>
<th>UNCONTESTED</th>
<th>UNCONTESTED</th>
<th>UNCONTESTED</th>
<th>UNCONTESTED</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1870</td>
<td>13,809</td>
<td>7-23</td>
<td>10,256</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>946</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>12,301</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1871</td>
<td>13,250</td>
<td>7-79</td>
<td>9,796</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>11,579</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1872</td>
<td>9,354</td>
<td>6-26</td>
<td>8,944</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>11,289</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1873</td>
<td>10,902</td>
<td>10-13</td>
<td>8,894</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>683</td>
<td>926</td>
<td>12,044</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1874</td>
<td>12,674</td>
<td>9-02</td>
<td>8,745</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>1,006</td>
<td>11,071</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1875</td>
<td>7,775</td>
<td>7-88</td>
<td>7,300</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>1,006</td>
<td>9,988</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1876</td>
<td>10,434</td>
<td>7-25</td>
<td>8,290</td>
<td>909</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>1,016</td>
<td>10,045</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1877</td>
<td>9,094</td>
<td>8-92</td>
<td>8,081</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>7,609</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1878</td>
<td>8,469</td>
<td>10-94</td>
<td>7,975</td>
<td>639</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>747</td>
<td>7,770</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1879</td>
<td>6,703</td>
<td>10-31</td>
<td>5,902</td>
<td>1,013</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>794</td>
<td>7,397</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880</td>
<td>4,300</td>
<td>11-73</td>
<td>3,833</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>1,258</td>
<td>3,222</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>16-02</td>
<td>2,777</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>654</td>
<td>1,332</td>
<td>2,323</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1882</td>
<td>4,178</td>
<td>14-38</td>
<td>2,111</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>1,386</td>
<td>2,643</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>For Plaintiff</th>
<th>For Defendant</th>
<th>Mixed</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Arrest of Debtors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1870</td>
<td>1254</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>1663</td>
<td>551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1871</td>
<td>1245</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>1701</td>
<td>496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1872</td>
<td>1238</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>1744</td>
<td>491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1873</td>
<td>1220</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>1758</td>
<td>559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1874</td>
<td>1145</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>1703</td>
<td>615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1875</td>
<td>1145</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>1706</td>
<td>381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1876</td>
<td>1234</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>1789</td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1877</td>
<td>1032</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1453</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1878</td>
<td>1065</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>1519</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1879</td>
<td>1059</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>1446</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880</td>
<td>782</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>1388</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td>899</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>1337</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1882</td>
<td>1129</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>2266</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sāddra Civil Courts, 1870-1882—continued.

EXECUTION.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possession of Sale of Property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attachement or Moveable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immovable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immoveable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2266</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the 13th of August 1877 an arbitration court was established at Wāi, which up to 1883 decided 264 cases or an average of forty-four a year. This court charges a fee of one per cent on suits for less than £100 (Rs. 1000), of \( \frac{1}{4} \) per cent on suits for sums between £100 and £200 (Rs. 1000 - Rs. 2000), of \( \frac{1}{4} \) per cent on suits for sums between £200 and £1000 (Rs. 2000 - Rs. 10,000), and of \( \frac{1}{4} \) per cent on suits for more than £1000 (Rs. 10,000). At first this court found considerable favour with the people; but since 1879, owing to the introduction of the conciliation system under the Deccan Agriculturists Relief Act it is not much resorted to.

Registration.

Registration has two branches, one under Act III. of 1877 and the other styled village registration under the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act (Act XVII. of 1879). Ordinary registration under Act III. of 1877 employs eleven special or full-time sub-registrars, one being stationed at each subdivisional head-quarters. According to the registration report for 1882-83 the gross receipts for that year under Act III. of 1877 amounted to £402 (Rs. 4020) and the charges to £635 (Rs. 6350), thus showing a deficit of £233 (Rs. 2330). Of 1486, the total number of registrations, 1300 related to immovable property, 149 to movable property, and 37 were wills. Of 1300 documents relating to immovable property 380 were mortgage deeds, 725 deeds of sale, twenty-nine deeds of gift, 128 leases, and thirty-eight miscellaneous deeds. Including £35,634 (Rs. 35,634) the value of immovable property transferred, the total value of property affected by registration under Act III. of 1877 amounted to £39,517 (Rs. 39,517). Under Act XVII. of 1879, village registration employs fifty-nine village registrars, all of whom are special or full-time officers. In every case a sub-registrar of assurances under Act III. of 1877 is ex-officio a village registrar, and has within the limits of his charge as sub-registrar, a jurisdiction similar to that of other village registrars; he issues registration books to the village registrars of his circle, and embodies in one general form the monthly accounts of the village registrars. In 1882-83 the gross registration receipts under Act XVII. of 1879 amounted to £1072 (Rs. 10,720) and the charges to £1510 (Rs. 15,100), thus leaving a deficit of £438 (Rs. 4380). Of 36,383, the total number
of registrations, 23,922 related to immovable property and 12,461 to movable property. Of 23,922 documents relating to immovable property, 11,808 were mortgage deeds, 3347 deeds of sale, eighty-six deeds of gift, 7806 leases, and 875 miscellaneous deeds. Including £190,680 (Rs. 19,06,800) the value of immovable property transferred, the total value of property affected by registration under Act XVII. of 1879 amounted to £270,330 (Rs. 27,03,300). Owing to the introduction of village registration under Act XVII. of 1879, registration under Act III. of 1877 has considerably fallen. Compared with the figures of 1879, the year previous to the working of Act XVII. of 1879, the 1882 registration figures under Act III. of 1877 show a fall of 6462 in registered documents, of £1433 (Rs. 14,330) in fees received, and of £153,879 (Rs. 15,38,790) in the value of property affected by registration. Under Act XVII. of 1879 a special officer styled the inspector of village registry offices examines the village registry offices. Over both branches of registration, in addition to supervision by the Collector as District Registrar, a special scrutiny under the control of the Inspector General of Registration and Stamps is carried on by the divisional inspector.

During the calendar year 1883, seventy-seven village registrars appointed under the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act of 1879 registered 20,331 documents; fifty-nine conciliators disposed of 18,198 applications and under sections 44 and 45 of the Act forwarded 3020 agreements to courts; twenty-one village munisifs decided 276 cases; and under chapter II of the Act eleven sub-judges decided 1648 cases.

At present (1883) thirty-nine officers share the administration of criminal justice. Of these six, including the District Magistrate, are magistrates of the first class and thirty-three are magistrates of the second and third classes. Of the magistrates of the first class three are covenanted civilians and three called deputy collectors are uncovenanted civil officers. The District Magistrate has a general supervision of the whole district, and, except the huzur deputy collector who has charge of the city and station of Sátára, each of the other four first class magistrates has an average charge of 1247 square miles and 265,480 people. In 1883 the District Magistrate decided no original cases but only three appeals, and the other five first class magistrates decided 360 original cases. Besides these, three of the first class magistrates, who are invested with appellate powers, decided seventy-three appeals against the decisions of the second and third class magistrates. Two of these magistrates have also divisional magistrates' powers. Of the thirty-three second and third class magistrates four are Europeans and twenty-nine Natives. Of these Native magistrates four are honorary magistrates who decided 132 cases, eleven as head-clerks to mamlatdárs have no separate charges, and the remaining fourteen, eleven mamlatdárs and three mahálkaris, have each an average charge of 356 square miles and 75,851 people. In 1883 these magistrates decided 2305 original criminal cases. Besides their magisterial duties these magistrates exercise revenue powers as mamlatdárs, mahálkaris, and head-clerks of mamlatdárs. Besides
these, of 1356 village headmen who have petty magisterial powers seven under section 15 of the Bombay Village Police Act (Act VIII. of 1867) can in certain cases fine up to 10s. (Rs. 5); the others, under section 14, cannot fine and can imprison for only twenty-four hours.

There is no regular village police; the revenue headman or pátil as a rule performs the duties of a police headman. His office is generally hereditary and his pay is in proportion to the land revenue of the village under his charge. The headman is assisted by watchmen who are paid either in land or both in land and cash. Besides by Government, watchmen are paid by the people in grain as baluta, and travellers also pay them certain fees for watching their property at night. Of 1344 village watchmen 1138 are Rakhváldárs in all the sub-divisions, 157 Sanadis in Tásqaon, forty-one Shetsandis in Válva, and eight Mángs in Jávli and Khánápur. Sátára has no Mhár or Jáglia watchmen. The police headman is directly under the District Magistrate, and his nomination and dismissal rest with the Divisional Commissioner.

The chief classes given to thieving are Rámoshis and Mángs who are found in large numbers in the district. Formerly under the Marátha and Peshwa Government when every Marátha was a freebooter, Rámoshis and Mángs were generally in charge of the hill-forts and their depredations were winked at. Latterly under the Rájá’s rule (1818–1849), to put a stop to their midnight maraudings the able-bodied men among Rámoshis and Mángs were made to sleep every night at the village office or chákdi. Under British rule from 1849, instead of making them sleep at night at the village office, Rámoshis and Mángs have been mustered thrice every night, allowing all except those who have been convicted, to rest at home.

In the year 1882 the total strength of the district or regular police force was 953. Of these, under the District Superintendent, two were subordinate officers, 175 inferior subordinate officers, and eighteen mounted and 758 foot constables. The cost of maintaining this force was for the Superintendent a total yearly salary of £904 14s. (Rs. 9047); for the subordinate officers on yearly salaries of not less than £120 (Rs. 1200), and the inferior subordinate officers on yearly salaries of less than £120 (Rs. 1200), a total yearly cost of £4323 12s. (Rs. 43,286), and for the foot and mounted constables a cost of £7400 10s. (Rs. 74,005). Besides their pay a total sum of £270 (Rs. 2700) was yearly allowed for the horse and travelling allowances of the Superintendent; £443 (Rs. 4430) for the pay and travelling allowance of his establishment; £217 14s. (Rs. 2177) for the horse and travelling allowances of subordinate officers; and £1556 6s. (Rs. 15,563) a year for contingencies and petty charges. Thus the total yearly cost of maintaining the police force amounted to £15,120 16s. (Rs. 15,1208). For an area of 4792 square miles and a population of 1,062,350 these figures give one constable for every 502 square miles and 1113 people, and a cost of £3 3s. (Rs. 314) to the square mile or 3 2d. (2 1/4 as.) to each head of the population. Of the total strength of 953 exclusive of the Superintendent, twenty-nine, three officers and twenty-six men, were in 1882 employed as guards at district, central, or subsidiary
jails; seventy-six, twelve of them officers and sixty-four men were engaged as guards over treasuries and lock-ups, or as escorts to prisoners and treasure; 752, 143 of them officers and 609 men, were employed on other duties in the district; and ninety-six men were stationed in towns, municipalities, and cantonments. Of the whole number, exclusive of the Superintendent, 597 were provided with firearms and 332 with swords or with swords and batons; and twenty-four were provided with batons only; 308 of whom 107 were officers and 201 men, could read and write; and 127 of whom thirty were officers and ninety-seven men, were under instruction.

Except the Superintendent who was a European, the members of the police force were all natives of India. Of these fifty-four officers and 185 men were Muhammadans, ten officers and twelve men Brâhmans, nine officers and thirteen men Rajputs, one man a Prabhu, 101 officers and 523 men Marâthâs, two officers and three men Jains and Lingâyats, thirty-five men Hindus of other castes, one officer and three men Pârsis and Jews, and one officer and one man Christians.

The returns for the nine years ending 1882 show a total of 162 murders and attempts to murder, twenty-eight culpable homicides, 219 cases of grievous hurt, 355 gang and other robberies, and 41,229 other offences. During these nine years the total number of offences gave a yearly average of 4666 or one offence for every 228 of the population. The returns show that during the famine year of 1877 the total number of offences was large, being 5912 or about twenty-five per cent more than the average. The number of murders varied from thirteen in 1879 to twenty-six in 1882 and averaged eighteen; culpable homicides varied from one in three years to eight in 1878 and averaged three; cases of grievous hurt varied from thirteen in 1878 to thirty-five in 1874 and averaged twenty-four; gang and other robberies varied from sixteen in 1875 to sixty-five in 1877 and averaged thirty-nine; and other offences varied from 3586 in 1874 to 6025 in 1880 and averaged 4581. Of the whole number of persons arrested the convictions varied from thirty-six per cent in 1874 to sixty per cent in 1877 and averaged forty-eight per cent. The percentage of stolen property recovered varied from twenty-five in 1879 to seventy-one in 1881 and averaged forty-three. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>Murder and Attempts to Murder</th>
<th>Culpable Homicides</th>
<th>Grievous Hurts</th>
<th>Dacoities and Robberies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cases</td>
<td>Arrears</td>
<td>Convictions</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>Cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1874</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1875</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1876</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1877</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1878</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1879</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1882</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total 245 170 60 28 43 21 50 119 243 29 35 5 55

r 1292 51

**Chapter IX.**

**Justice.**

**Police,** 1882.
### OFFENCES AND CONVICTIONS—continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>Other Offences</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cases</td>
<td>Arrears</td>
<td>Convictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1874</td>
<td>3588</td>
<td>5772</td>
<td>2075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1875</td>
<td>3612</td>
<td>8390</td>
<td>2167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1876</td>
<td>3989</td>
<td>5725</td>
<td>2368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1877</td>
<td>5890</td>
<td>5461</td>
<td>4002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1878</td>
<td>4782</td>
<td>7224</td>
<td>3693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1879</td>
<td>4713</td>
<td>6224</td>
<td>3291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880</td>
<td>5025</td>
<td>5079</td>
<td>2506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td>4646</td>
<td>3462</td>
<td>1623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1882</td>
<td>4835</td>
<td>4038</td>
<td>1812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>41,229</td>
<td>52,273</td>
<td>25,217</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides the lock-up at each màmlatdár’s office there is a district jail at Sátára and three subordinate jails one each at Karád, Khatáv, and Tásgraon. The number of convicts in the Sátára jail on the 31st of December 1882 was eighty-four of whom sixty were males and twenty-four females. During the year 1883, 297 convicts of whom 250 were males and forty-seven females, were admitted, and 311, of whom 258 were males and fifty-three females, were discharged. During the year the daily average of prisoners was seventy-eight and at the close of the year the number of convicts was seventy-seven of whom fifty-nine were males and eighteen females. Of the 297 convicts admitted during the year 217 males and thirty-eight females were sentenced for not more than one year, twelve males and three females were for over one year and not more than two years; seven males and three females were for more than two years and not more than five years; and seven males and two females were under sentence of transportation and seven males and one female were sentenced to death. The total yearly cost of diet was £134 2s. (Rs. 1341) or an average of £1 12s. 9d. (Rs. 16½) to each prisoner.
CHAPTER X.

FINANCE.

The earliest balance-sheet of the district as at present constituted is for 1875-76.1 Exclusive of £75,917 (Rs. 7,59,170) the adjustment on account of alienated lands, the total transactions entered in the district balance-sheet for 1882-83 amounted under receipts to £337,172 (Rs. 33,71,720) against £298,568 (Rs. 29,85,680) in 1875-76, and under charges to £323,092 (Rs. 32,30,920) against £293,754 (Rs. 29,37,540). Leaving aside departmental miscellaneous receipts and payments in return for services rendered, such as post and telegraph receipts, the revenue for 1882-83 under all heads, Imperial, provincial, local, and municipal, came to £227,403 (Rs. 22,74,030),2 or on a population of 1,062,350, an individual share of 4s. 3d. (Rs. 2½). During the last eight years the following changes have taken place under the chief heads of receipts and charges.

Land revenue receipts which form 72½ per cent. of the entire district revenue, have fallen from £156,468 (Rs. 15,64,680) to £154,790 (Rs. 15,47,900), and charges from £32,529 (Rs. 3,25,290) to £27,197 (Rs. 2,71,970). The decrease both in receipts and charges in 1882-83 is chiefly due to the transfer of Mälisiras to Sholápur, whose collections and charges from 1st April to 25th July 1875 stand included in those for 1875-76; the decrease in charges is also partly due to the transfer to the police head in 1882-83 of the charges on account of the village officers performing police duties.3

Stamp receipts have fallen from £22,291 (Rs. 2,22,910) to £12,394 (Rs. 1,23,940) and charges from £683 (Rs. 6830) to £391 (Rs. 3910).

In 1882-83 the excise revenue amounted to £6882 (Rs. 68,820) and charges to £864 (Rs. 8640). Of 108 shops eighteen are licensed to sell Europe liquor, fifty-six to sell country spirit and thirty-four to sell intoxicating drugs. In 1882-83 of the eighteen shops licensed to sell Europe liquor one paid a yearly fee of £10 (Rs. 100), thirteen of £5 (Rs. 50) each, and each of the other four shops temporarily opened at fairs paid a daily fee of 2s. (Re. 1). In 1882-83 the revenue from this source amounted to £76 14s. (Rs. 767). The yearly import of Europe and other foreign liquor averages 1077 gallons, of which about 555 gallons are locally used. At the Sátárá central distillery built in 1878 at a cost of £2365 12s. (Rs. 23,656) the farmer under Government supervision makes spirit from mahuda or flowers of the Bassia latifolia and supplies it to all district shops. The mahuda flowers are brought from Gujarát and

---

1 The last territorial change was the transfer of Mälisiras to Sholápur in August 1875.
2 This total includes the following items: £172,971 land revenue, excise, assessed taxes, and forest; £14,237 stamps, justice, and registration; 2904 education and police; £39,291 local and municipal funds; total £227,403.
3 The land revenue collected in each of the twenty years ending the 31st March 1882, is given above under The Land.
Central India. In 1882-83 from the central distillery 16,440 gallons of spirit of 25° under proof, that is under London proof, were sold, paying a still-head duty of 5s. (Rs. 2½) a gallon.¹ The highest selling price was 9s. (Rs. 4½) a gallon. The revenue from toddy is comparatively small. Of the thirty-four shops licensed to sell intoxicating drugs twenty-nine were for bhang and ganja or drinking and smoking hemp; four for majum, that is bhang with sugar and spices formed into cakes; and one for pendha, that is spieces mixed with bhang and boiled in clarified butter. In 1882-83 the revenue from this source amounted to £249 (Rs. 2300). To prevent smuggling the excise management of the five Sáára states, Bhor, Phaltan, Aundh, Jath, and Daphlápur, has been placed in the hands of the Collector, the chiefs receiving yearly compensation at fixed rates. The excise management of these states is conducted on exactly the same principles as that of the district.

Law and Justice receipts, chiefly fines, have fallen from £1382 (Rs. 13,820) to £1034 (Rs. 10,340), and the charges have risen from £19,889 (Rs. 1,9889) to £20,047 (Rs. 20,047). The increase in charges is due to the additional staff sanctioned for the service of judicial processes in subordinate courts.

Forest. Forest receipts have risen from £3897 (Rs. 38,970) to £5756 (Rs. 57,560) and charges from £1825 (Rs. 18,250) to £5246 (Rs. 52,460). The increase in charges is due to the increased cost of establishment and to payment of compensation for lands taken for forests.

Assessed Taxes. The following table shows, exclusive of the recoveries from official salaries, the amounts realized from assessed taxes levied from 1860-61 to 1882-83. Owing to the variety of rates and incidence it is difficult to make any satisfactory comparison of the results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Income Tax continued</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1860-61</td>
<td>18,324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1861-62</td>
<td>19,315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1862-63</td>
<td>11,930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1863-64</td>
<td>7642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1864-65</td>
<td>1790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1865-66</td>
<td>1199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1866-67</td>
<td>2396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Tax</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1888</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>License Tax</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1878-79</td>
<td>11,502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1879-80</td>
<td>11,129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880-81</td>
<td>6465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881-82</td>
<td>6032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1882-83</td>
<td>4792</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post. Post receipts have risen from £3734 (Rs. 37,340) to £7998 (Rs. 73,980), and charges from £7394 (Rs. 73,940) to £28,327 (Rs. 2,83,270). The increase both in receipts and charges is chiefly due to the transfer of the money order business to the postal department.

Telegraph. Telegraph receipts have risen from £306 (Rs. 3060) to £779 (Rs. 7790) and charges from £412 (Rs. 4120) to £645 (Rs. 6450).

Registration. Registration receipts have fallen from £4426 (Rs. 44,260) to £809 (Rs. 8090), and charges have risen from £1185 (Rs. 11,850) to £1548

¹ The alcoholic strength of liquor is denoted by degrees over or under the standard of London proof, which is taken at 100 degrees. Thus 25° U. P., that is under proof, is equivalent to 75 degrees of strength; 60° U. P. is equivalent to 40 degrees of strength; and 25° O. P. or over proof, is equivalent to 125 degrees of strength.
**Deccan.**

**SATÁRA.**

(Rs. 15,480). Before the 1st of April 1871, the registration receipts and charges were shown under law and justice.

Police receipts have risen from £69 (Rs. 690) to £466 (Rs. 4660) and charges from £15,483 (Rs. 1,54,330) to £17,556 (Rs. 1,75,560).

Education receipts have risen from £399 (Rs. 3990) to £483 (Rs. 4830), and charges from £1343 (Rs. 13,430) to £1910 (Rs. 19,100).

Transfer receipts have risen from £92,826 (Rs. 9,28,260) to £123,945 (Rs. 12,39,450) and owing to a fall in cash remittances charges have fallen from £86,603 (Rs. 8,66,030) to £65,450 (Rs. 6,54,500).

In the following balance-sheet of 1875-76 and 1882-83, the figures shown in black type on both sides represent book adjustments. On the receipt side the items of £75,260 (Rs. 7,52,600) and £75,917 (Rs. 7,59,170) represent the additional revenue the district would yield had none of its land been alienated. On the debit side the items of £12,324 (Rs. 12,324) and £10,233 (Rs. 10,233) under land revenue and £2428 (Rs. 24,280) under police are the rental of lands granted for service to village headmen, accountants, and watchmen. The items of £62,936 (Rs. 6,29,360) and £63,256 (Rs. 6,32,560) under allowances and assignments represent the rental of the lands granted to ināmdārs, saranāmdārs, district hereditary officers, and other non-service claimants who have not accepted the terms of the vatan settlement:

**Sādāra Balance Sheet, 1875-76 and 1882-83.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECEIPTS</th>
<th>1875-76</th>
<th>1882-83</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Revenue</td>
<td>155,486</td>
<td>145,790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamps</td>
<td>22,251</td>
<td>13,994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excise</td>
<td>8821</td>
<td>7723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice</td>
<td>3897</td>
<td>5762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forests</td>
<td>9938</td>
<td>4703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessed Taxes</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>6273</td>
<td>13,456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Works</td>
<td>2859</td>
<td>2040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>3724</td>
<td>7508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telegraph</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jails</td>
<td>4150</td>
<td>517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>4426</td>
<td>809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>305,745</strong></td>
<td><strong>213,227</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>75,360</strong></td>
<td><strong>75,917</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRANSFER ITEMS</th>
<th>1875-76</th>
<th>1882-83</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposits and Loans</td>
<td>8011</td>
<td>22,926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash Remittances</td>
<td>54,642</td>
<td>82,992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pension Fund</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Funds</td>
<td>29,708</td>
<td>18,819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>92,928</strong></td>
<td><strong>123,945</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>258,586</strong></td>
<td><strong>337,172</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHARGES</th>
<th>1875-76</th>
<th>1882-83</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refunds</td>
<td>1165</td>
<td>1602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Revenue</td>
<td>3324</td>
<td>10,323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamps</td>
<td>683</td>
<td>391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excise</td>
<td>19,829</td>
<td>20,047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice</td>
<td>1825</td>
<td>5246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forests</td>
<td>1042</td>
<td>856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessed Taxes</td>
<td>2817</td>
<td>3294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecclesiastical</td>
<td>27,172</td>
<td>24,419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>82,936</td>
<td>63,256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowances and Assignments</td>
<td>4144</td>
<td>4189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>207,151</td>
<td>207,642</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BALANCE SHEET</th>
<th>1875-76 AND 1882-83</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposits and Loans</td>
<td>12,099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash Remittances</td>
<td>65,428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Funds</td>
<td>9091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>80,603</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>203,744</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DISTRICTS.

REVENUE OTHER THAN IMPERIAL.

District local funds, collected to promote rural education and supply roads, water, drains, rest-houses, dispensaries, and other useful objects, amounted in 1882-83 to £18,919 (Rs. 1,89,190) and the expenditure to £22,246 (Rs. 2,22,460). The local fund revenue is derived from three sources, a special cess of one-sixteenth in addition to the ordinary land-tax, the proceeds of certain subordinate local funds, and certain miscellaneous items. The special land cess, of which two-thirds are set apart as a road fund and the rest as a school fund, yielded in 1882-83 a revenue of £13,244 (Rs. 1,32,440). The subordinate funds including a ferry fund, a toll fund, a travellers’ bungalow fund and a cattle-pound fund yielded £1,998 (Rs. 19,980). Government and private contributions amounted to £2,388 (Rs. 23,880) and miscellaneous receipts including certain items of land revenue and school fees to £1,289 (Rs. 12,890) or a total sum of £18,919 (Rs. 1,89,190). This revenue is administered by committees composed partly of officials and partly of private members. The district committee consists of the Collector, assistant and deputy collectors, the executive engineer and the educational inspector as official and the proprietor of an alienated village, and six landholders as non-official members. The sub-divisional committees consist of an assistant collector, the māmlatdā, a public works officer, and the deputy educational inspector as official, and the proprietor of an alienated village and three landholders as non-official members. The sub-divisional committees bring their local requirements to the notice of the district committee who prepare the yearly budget.

For administrative purposes the local funds of the district are divided into two main sections, one set apart for public works and the other for instruction. During 1882-83 the receipts and disbursements under these two heads were as follows:

**Sutāra Local Funds, 1882-83.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PUBLIC WORKS</th>
<th>RECEIPTS</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>CHARGES</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balance</td>
<td>£1,385</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£1,310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-thirds of Land Cess</td>
<td>8829</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferries</td>
<td>208</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cattle-pounds</td>
<td>490</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest-houses</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>1,294</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4,423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolls</td>
<td>243</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>18,345</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>18,345</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTRUCTION</th>
<th>RECEIPTS</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>CHARGES</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balance</td>
<td>£3,645</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£6,978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-third of Land Cess</td>
<td>4,415</td>
<td></td>
<td>School Charges</td>
<td>6,978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School-fees</td>
<td>343</td>
<td></td>
<td>Scholarships</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>1,775</td>
<td></td>
<td>School-houses</td>
<td>1,642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal and</td>
<td>174</td>
<td></td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>2,808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Balance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>11,056</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>11,056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Since 1863-64 the following local fund works have been carried out: To improve communications, about 620 miles of road have been either made or repaired, bridged, and planted with trees at a cost of about £132,308 (Rs. 13,23,080) and £46,018 (Rs. 4,60,180) have been paid by the local funds as contributions towards Imperial repairs. To improve the water-supply about 139 wells, seventy-six reservoirs, and five tanks have been either made or repaired at a cost of about £27,420 (Rs. 2,74,200) and sixty-one cattle ponds have been made or repaired. To help village instruction about 222 schools have been either built or repaired at a cost of about £16,359 (Rs. 1,63,590). For the comfort of travellers 263 rest-houses or dharmeśhalas, 114 village offices or chávedis, and eight travellers’ bungalows have been either built or repaired at a cost of about £14,770 (Rs. 1,47,700).

In 1882-83, of the thirteen municipalities one each was at Ashla, Islämpur, Karād, Māyni, Malcolmpheth, Mhasvad, Pusēsviī, Rahimatpur, Sátāra, Shingnāpur, Tásgaon, Vīta, and Wāi. They were administered by a body of commissioners with the Collector as president and the assistant or deputy collector in charge of the subdivision as vice-president. In 1882-83 the district municipal revenue amounted to £20,372 (Rs. 2,03,720), of which £4560 (Rs. 45,600) were recovered from octroi dues, £1203 (Rs. 12,030) from a house-tax, £577 (Rs. 5770) from a toll and wheel tax, £486 (Rs. 4860) from assessed taxes, and £13,546 (Rs. 1,35,460), including £10,000 (Rs. 1,00,000) on account of a loan raised by the Sátāra municipality for the Sátāra water-works, were from other sources. The following statement gives for each municipality the receipts and charges and the incidence of taxation during the year ending the 31st of March 1883:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Municipality</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>People</th>
<th>Octroi</th>
<th>House-Tax</th>
<th>Tolls and Wheel Tax</th>
<th>Assessed Taxes</th>
<th>Miscellaneous</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Incidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ashla</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>2648</td>
<td>£53</td>
<td>£57</td>
<td>£75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£185</td>
<td>0 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islämpur</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>9949</td>
<td>£128</td>
<td>£75</td>
<td>£190</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>318</td>
<td>0 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karād</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>12,731</td>
<td>£345</td>
<td>£178</td>
<td>£322</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1045</td>
<td>1 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malcolmpheth</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>2448</td>
<td>£54</td>
<td>£406</td>
<td>£25</td>
<td>£903</td>
<td>£1312</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Māyni</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>£87</td>
<td>£6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£6</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mhasvad</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>5581</td>
<td>£97</td>
<td>£2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£139</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>0 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pusēsviī</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>2559</td>
<td>£71</td>
<td>£25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£23</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>0 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahimatpur</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>6002</td>
<td>£115</td>
<td>£20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£56</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>0 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sátāra</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>29,028</td>
<td>£573</td>
<td>£632</td>
<td>£29</td>
<td>£11,560</td>
<td>£16,138</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shingnāpur</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>1167</td>
<td>£88</td>
<td>£400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£3</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>7 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tásgaon</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>10,356</td>
<td>£71</td>
<td>£144</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£23</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>0 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vīta</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>4477</td>
<td>£88</td>
<td>£21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£22</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wāi</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>11,676</td>
<td>£387</td>
<td>£206</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£105</td>
<td>649</td>
<td>1 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total          | 1883 | 108,359| £4590  | £1903     | £577               | £486           | £13,546       | 90,372 | 30 10      |
## Districts.

### Sátára Municipal Details, 1882-83—continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>Staff</th>
<th>Safety</th>
<th>Health</th>
<th>Schools</th>
<th>Works</th>
<th>Miscellaneous</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashta</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islámpur</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kárid</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malcommpeth</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mágvi</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mhasvad</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pusesávi</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahimatpúr</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sátára</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>5983</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>210</td>
<td></td>
<td>2416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shingnápur</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tígaon</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Víla</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wál</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>794</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** | 1588  | 381    | 7559   | 147     | 81    | 873           | 2584  | 13,213|
CHAPTER XI.

INSTRUCTION.

In 1882-83 there were 248 Government schools or an average of one school for every five inhabited villages, with 14,498 names on the rolls and an average attendance of 10,875 pupils or 7 per cent of 153,837, the male population between six and fourteen years of age.

In 1882-83 under the Director of Public Instruction and the Educational Inspector Central Division, the schooling of the district was conducted by a local staff 465 strong. Of these one was a deputy educational inspector with general charge over all the schools of the district drawing a yearly pay of £210 (Rs. 2100), one an assistant deputy educational inspector drawing a yearly pay of £60 (Rs. 600), and the rest were masters and assistant masters with yearly salaries ranging from £54 (Rs. 540) to £6 (Rs. 60).

Excluding superintendence and building charges, the total expenditure on account of these schools amounted to £7076 (Rs. 70,760) of which £2448 (Rs. 24,480) were paid by Government and £4628 (Rs. 46,280) by local and other funds.

Of 248, the total number of Government schools, one was a high school teaching English and Sanskrit up to the matriculation standard, four were anglo-vernacular schools teaching English and Marathi, and the remaining 243 were vernacular schools, of which 238 were boys schools and five girls schools.

Besides the 248 Government schools sixty-three private schools in the states of Bhor, Phaltan, Aundh, and Jath were under Government inspection. Of these three, one each in Bhor Phaltan and Jath were second grade anglo-vernacular schools with ninety-five names on the rolls and an average attendance of forty-nine; fifty-six were boys Marathi schools with 2326 names on the rolls and an average attendance of 2194; and four were girls schools with 133 names on the rolls and an average attendance of seventy-six. Besides these there were three important private schools at Satara, an English school, an American Mission Marathi school, and a Sanskrit school. The English school was started in 1878-79 by Mr. Bhaskar Sakharam Purohit, a matriculated student of the Satara high school. In 1882 it was attended by about 150 boys. The American Mission school was started in 1834 by Mrs. Graves of the American Mission. From 1834 to 1849 the school was held every year during the fair season at Mahabaleshwar and during the
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PRIVATE SCHOOLS.

Progress, 1855-1883.

In 1855-56 there were only twenty-five vernacular and one anglo-vernacular schools in the district with 1834 names on the rolls and an average attendance of 1383 pupils. In 1865-66 the number of schools had risen to 104 with 6100 names and an average attendance of 4917. Of these schools including one for girls 103 were vernacular and one anglo-vernacular schools. In 1875-76 the number had further risen to 223 with 11,511 names and an average attendance of 9069. Of these schools including four for girls, 220 were vernacular, two anglo-vernacular, and one was a high school. In 1882-83 the number of schools had reached 248 with 14,498 names and an average attendance of 10,875. Compared with 1855-56 the returns give for 1882-83 an increase in the number of schools from twenty-six to 248 and in the number of pupils from 1834 to 14,498.

The first girls school was opened in the city of Sátára in the year 1865. In 1865-66 there was only one girls school with forty-eight names and an average attendance of twenty pupils. In the next ten years the number of schools increased to four with 185 names and an average attendance of 113 pupils. In 1882-83 the number of schools was five with 436 names and an average attendance of 260.

The 1881 census returns give for the chief races of the district the following proportion of persons able to read and write: Of 1,024,597, the total Hindu population, 10,914 (males 10,792, females 122) or 1.06 per cent below fifteen and 2188 (males 2176, females 12) or 0.21 per cent above fifteen were under instruction; 893 (males 880, females 13) or 0.08 per cent below fifteen and 25,547 (males 25,458, females 89) or 2.49 per cent above fifteen were instructed; 394,004 (males 301,538, females 192,466) or 38.45 per cent below fifteen and 591,051 (males 272,519, females 318,532) or 57.68 per cent above fifteen were illiterate. Of 36,712 the total Musalmán population 603 (males 596, females 7) or 1.64 per cent below fifteen and 84 (all males) or 0.22 per cent above fifteen were under instruction; 34 (males 31, females 3) or 0.09 per cent below fifteen and 926 (males 919, females 7) or 2.52 per cent above fifteen were instructed; 13,865 (males 6903, females 6960) or 37.76 per cent below fifteen and 21,200 (males 9922, females 11,278) or 57.74 per cent above fifteen were illiterate. Of 886 Christians 78 (males 47, females 31) or 8.80 per cent below fifteen and 23 (males 15, females 8) or 2.59 per cent above fifteen were under instruction; 3 (males 2, female 1) or 0.33 per cent below fifteen and 425 (males 335, females 90) or 47.96 per cent above fifteen were instructed; and 154 (males 79, females 75) or 17.38 per cent below fifteen and 203 (males 124, females 79) or 22.91 per cent above fifteen were illiterate.
Before 1855-56 no returns were prepared arranging the pupils according to race and religion. The following statement shows that of the two chief races of the district the Musalmans have the larger proportion of their boys and girls under instruction:

Pupils by Race, 1855-56 and 1882-83.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>1855-56</th>
<th>1882-83</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1855-56</td>
<td>Pupils</td>
<td>1855-56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1855-56</td>
<td>1855-56</td>
<td>1855-56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindu</td>
<td>1785</td>
<td>13,466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musalman</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1828</td>
<td>14,475</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of 14,189 the total number of pupils in Government schools except the high school, at the end of 1882-83, 4478 or 31.55 per cent were Brahmins and Kayastha Prabhus; ninety-nine or 0.69 per cent Kshatriyas; 1147 or 8.08 per cent Lingayats; 608 or 4.28 per cent Jains; 4396 or 30.98 per cent Kunbis or husbandmen; 1064 or 7.49 per cent trading castes including 164 shopkeepers; 1051 or 7.40 per cent artisans; 192 or 1.35 per cent labourers; seventy-two or 0.50 per cent depressed classes; and sixty-three or 0.44 per cent other Hindus; and 1003 or 7.06 per cent Musalmans; and sixteen Parsis, Christians, and Jews.

The following tables prepared from special returns furnished by the Educational Department show in detail the number of schools and pupils with their cost to Government:


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anglo-Vernacular</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vernacular</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>5795</td>
<td>13,101</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>1092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>1785</td>
<td>5639</td>
<td>13,406</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>1092</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Districts

**Sattara School Returns, 1855-56, 1865-66, and 1882-83—continued.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Pupils—continued.</th>
<th>AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parsis and Others.</td>
<td>Total.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anglo-Vernacular</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vernacular</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anglo-Vernacular</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vernacular</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class.</th>
<th>Fees.</th>
<th>Total.</th>
<th>Inspection and Instruction.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anglo-Vernacular</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vernacular</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class.</th>
<th>Expenditure—continued.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anglo-Vernacular</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vernacular</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>Government</th>
<th>Local Cess</th>
<th>Other Funds</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anglo-Vernacular</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vernacular</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>3-76</td>
<td>1-555</td>
<td>3044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>3233</td>
<td>2443</td>
<td>3046</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A comparison of the 1882-83 provision for teaching the town and the country population gives the following result. In Sátára ten Government schools had 1523 names on the rolls and an average attendance of 1241. Of these schools one was a high school; eight were Maráthi schools, seven for boys and one for girls; and one was a Hindustáni school attended by boys and girls. The average yearly cost of each pupil in the high school was £4 10s. (Rs. 45); in other schools the cost varied from 4s. 5d. to 12s. (Rs. 2 2s. 4d. to Rs. 6). Since 1874-75, fifty-one pupils in all, that is five a year, have on an average passed the matriculation examination from the Sátára high school. In addition to the Government schools, in 1882-83 one aided and inspected school in the town of Sátára had 102 names on the rolls and an average attendance of eighty-two pupils. In Karád in 1882-83 six Government schools had 556 names on the rolls, an average attendance of 412, and an average yearly cost for each pupil of 9s. 6d. (Rs. 4 2s. 4d.). Of the six schools one was a second grade anglo-vernacular school with twenty names on the rolls and an average attendance of sixteen; one was a girls school with 126 names on the rolls and an average attendance of fifty-six; one was a Hindustáni school with fifty-three names, forty-one boys and twelve girls, and an average attendance of forty-two; and the remaining three were Maráthi boys schools. In Wáí in 1882-83 seven Government schools had 505 names on the roll, an average attendance of 413, and an average yearly cost for each pupil of 9s. 10d. (Rs. 4 12s. 4d.). Of the seven schools one was a second grade anglo-vernacular school with an average attendance of twenty-four; one was a girls school with seventy-five names on the rolls and an average attendance of fifty; one was a Hindustáni school with fifty-eight names, forty-one boys and seventeen girls, and an average attendance of forty; and the rest were Maráthi boys schools. Besides these Government schools two aided schools had 112 names on the rolls and an average attendance of ninety-one. In Tásgaon in 1882-83 five Government schools had 363 names on the rolls, an average attendance of 288, and an average yearly cost of 11s. 1d. (Rs. 5 2s. 4d.). Of the five Government schools one was a second grade anglo-vernacular school with an average attendance of seventeen; one was a girls school with eighty-five names on the rolls and an average attendance of...

---

1 The details are: In 1874 six, in 1875 four, in 1876 eight, in 1877 two, in 1878 four, in 1879 three, in 1880 three, in 1881 four, in 1882 nine, and in 1883 eight.
attendance of forty-seven; one was a Hindustáni school with fifty-three names, thirty-eight boys and fifteen girls, and an average attendance of thirty-six; and the rest were Maráthi boys schools. In Ashta in 1882-83, four Government schools had 289 names on the rolls, an average attendance of 192, and an average yearly cost for each pupil of 9s. 8½d. (Rs. 43/3). Of the four Government schools one was a second grade anglo-vernacular school with an average attendance of nineteen; one was a girls school with forty-six names on the rolls and an average attendance of thirty-one; and the rest were Maráthi boys schools. In Urin in 1882-83 three Government schools had 222 names, an average attendance of 162, and an average yearly cost for each pupil of 9s. 7d. (Rs. 4½). Of the three schools one was a Hindustáni school with thirty names on the rolls and an average attendance of thirteen. In Rahimatpur in 1882-83 three schools had 178 names on the rolls, an average attendance of 117, and an average yearly cost for each pupil of 9s. 4½d. (Rs. 41/6). Of the three schools one was a Hindustáni school with twenty-six names on the rolls and an average attendance of eighteen. In Mhasvad in 1882-83 two Government schools had 148 names on the rolls, an average attendance of 112, and an average yearly cost for each pupil of 9s. 4½d. (Rs. 41/6). Of the two schools one was a Hindustáni school with an average attendance of twenty-three. In Bhilavdi one Government school had 106 names on the rolls, an average attendance of seventy-three, and an average yearly cost for each pupil of 10s. 1d. (Rs. 5½). In Nerla in 1882-83 one Government school had 121 names on the rolls, an average attendance of ninety, and an average yearly cost for each pupil of 9s. 10d. (Rs. 4½). In Kola in 1882-83 three Government schools had 186 names on the rolls, an average attendance of 162, and an average yearly cost for each pupil of 9s. 10d. (Rs. 4½). Of the three schools one was a Hindustáni school with twenty-five names on the rolls and an average attendance of seventeen.

In 1882-83, exclusive of the eleven towns, Sátára was provided with 203 schools or an average of one school for every 6.5 inhabited villages. The following statement shows the distribution of these schools by sub-divisions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Division</th>
<th>Villages</th>
<th>People</th>
<th>Schools (Boys')</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Javli</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>63,629</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karad</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>124,973</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khadav</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>74,027</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khergaon</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>75,850</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mán</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>75,105</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patan</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>106,896</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>938,657</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the district are two libraries and six reading-rooms. The two libraries are at Sátára and Mahábaleshvar. In 1852 Sátára city had two libraries, the Sátára city library and the Sátára station library. In February 1866 both these libraries were amalgamated under the name of the Sátára city library. This
library owns a nice building which was given to it by the widow of Sháhájí, the last Rája of Sátára. In 1882-83 the number of subscribers was 107 and subscriptions amounted to about £88 (Rs. 880). At present (1883) the library has 1761 English Maráthi and Sanskrit books. Including the two English dailies of Bombay, the library takes eighteen English and twelve Maráthi papers and pamphlets. The Mahábaleshwar library is located in a room in the Frere Hall and is supported by European visitors to the station. In 1882-83 subscriptions and donations amounted to about £150 (Rs. 1500). In the beginning of the year 1882-83 the number of subscribers was 174 and the number of books 2459. In 1882-83 the six reading-rooms were one each at Ashta, Karád, Malcolmpeth, Tásgaon, Víta, and Wái. Of these the reading-rooms at Malcolmpeth and Víta have their own buildings built by raising subscriptions. The reading-rooms are all supported by educated natives. In 1882-83 the number of subscribers varied from eleven to thirty-two and the amount of yearly subscriptions varied from £11 6s. (Rs. 113) to £23 10s. (Rs. 235). The reading-rooms take five or six leading Maráthi papers, and some take the daily or bi-weekly copies of the *Bombay Gazette* and the *Times of India*.

In the towns of Karád, Sátára, and Wái yearly elocution meetings are held, at which candidates speak on prescribed subjects, and those who succeed in satisfying the committee of examiners receive the prizes which are previously notified. The charges incurred on account of prizes and notifications are paid by subscriptions raised from the members of the elocution society.

In 1882-83, of the three newspapers published in the district the *Shubh-Suchak* or Good Indicator was started in 1858. It is lithographed and written in Maráthi. The other two are the *Máharáshta Mitra* or the Friend of Máharáshta started in 1868 and the *Bodh Súdhikar* or the Moon of Knowledge started in 1872. Both are printed generally in Maráthi, but they have occasional contributions in English.
CHAPTER XII.

HEALTH.

The Sátára climate is a marked change from the moist and relaxing Konkan. It is best suited to the nervous, the simply debilitated and the relaxed, to the dyspeptic, and to those affected with chronic bronchitis. It is liable to aggravate or render more acute fever and head derangements by constricting the surface vessels and forcing inwards an increased flow of blood. The increased flow of blood congests and obstructs the organs which have been weakened by disease or climate. These adverse conditions are limited to the dry season, or at least are considerably modified during the soft mild and damp south-west monsoon. The rains seem specially suited to Europeans. While they last severe disorders are unusual, the prevailing complaints being slight fevers and chest and bowel complaints. Among the natives rheumatic and neuralgic affections are common and obstinate; Europeans are comparatively free from them.

Besides the Sátára civil hospital and the Mahábaleshvar convalescent hospital, there were in 1882 seven grants-in-aid dispensaries one each at Wáí, Karád, Islámpur, Pusesávili, Mhasvad, Pátan, and Tásqnom. The total number of patients treated during the year was 41,976 of whom 41,499 were out-patients and 477 in-patients. The total cost was £2498 (Rs. 24,980). The following details are taken from the 1882 report:

The Sátára civil hospital was established in 1840 by Áppa Sáheb the Rája of Sátára. For the hospital a separate building has been provided, within whose walls are included for distinct departments, a general hospital for the sick natives who are supported free of charge; a police hospital for the sick members of the district police force; a ward for the treatment of female patients; and a dispensary for out-door patients who are supplied with medicine and advice free of charge. The hospital is under the supervision of the Civil Surgeon who has under him two hospital assistants and two apprentices. In 1874 the vaccine establishment attached to the hospital was removed vaccination being now performed under the supervision of the Sátára municipality. In 1882 the commonest diseases treated were malarious fevers, intestinal worms, skin diseases, stomach and bowel affections, and eye-diseases. In 1882 cholera prevailed to a very considerable extent in the whole district and out of 5433 cases 2374 deaths were reported. 6818 out-patients and 357 in-patients were treated at a cost of £517 (Rs. 5170).
At the Mahábaleshvar convalescent hospital was opened in 1828. The commonest diseases were parasitic diseases, constipation, ague, scabies, conjunctivitis, bronchitis, and chronic rheumatism. In 1882 there was no epidemic. 3743 out-patients and twenty in-patients were treated at a cost of £1123 (Rs. 11,230).

The Wáí dispensary was opened in 1864. The prevailing diseases were malarious fevers, skin diseases, and ulcers. In 1882 cholera prevailed in May and June and there were nine deaths out of twenty-three cases. 203 persons were vaccinated, and 5247 out-patients and sixteen in-patients were treated at a cost of £135 (Rs. 1350).

The Karád dispensary was established in 1864. The prevailing diseases were malarious fevers, intestinal worms, and skin diseases. In 1882 cholera prevailed from May to August, and there were eighteen deaths out of thirty-nine cases. 5585 out-patients and seven in-patients were treated at a cost of £130 (Rs. 1300).

The Islámpur dispensary was founded in 1867. The most prevailing diseases were malarious fever, intestinal worms, respiratory affections, and syphilis. In 1882 cholera prevailed in April and May in the town and neighbourhood. 392 persons were vaccinated, and 6224 out-patients and sixteen in-patients were treated at a cost of £124 (Rs. 1240).

The Pusesávli dispensary was established in 1871. The prevailing diseases were malarious fevers, intestinal worms, conjunctivitis, and skin-diseases. In 1882 cholera prevailed in the sub-division but did not attack the town. 118 persons were vaccinated, and 3616 out-patients and ten in-patients were treated at a cost of £107 (Rs. 1070).

The Mhasvad dispensary was established in 1871. Malarious fevers, intestinal worms, eye-diseases, and bronchial affections were the commonest diseases. In 1882 cholera prevailed in July and September and out of twenty-five cases eleven proved fatal. 185 persons were vaccinated, and 3659 out-patients and twenty-six in-patients were treated at a cost of £86 (Rs. 860).

The Pátan dispensary was opened in 1873. The prevailing diseases were malarious fevers, skin diseases, and conjunctivitis. In 1882 cholera prevailed from April to August and there were sixty deaths out of 147 cases. 119 persons were vaccinated, and 3999 out-door and fourteen in-door patients were treated at a cost of £173 (Rs. 1730).

The Tásgaon dispensary was established in 1876. The chief diseases treated were malarious fevers, and rheumatic respiratory and skin affections. In 1882 cholera occurred in Tásgaon town and vicinity in April and May and out of thirty-eight cases sixteen proved fatal. 227 persons were vaccinated and 2608 out-patients and eleven in-patients were treated at a cost of £103 (Rs. 1030).

According to the 1881 census 4336 persons (males 2690, females 1646) or 0.40 per cent of the population were infirm. Of the total number 4180 (males 2597, females 1583) were Hindus, 154 (males 91, females 63) Musalmáns, one a Christian male, and one a Pársi male. Of 4336, the total number of infirm persons, 174 (males
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123, females 51) or 4.01 per cent were of unsound mind, 2416 (males 1277, females 1139) or 55.71 per cent were blind, 567 (males 361, females 206) or 13.07 per cent were deaf and dumb, and 1179 (males 929, females 250) or 27.19 per cent were lepers. The details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>INDIA</th>
<th>MUSALMAINS</th>
<th>CHRISTIANS</th>
<th>PA'SIHS</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
<td>Males</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insane</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>1245</td>
<td>1107</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaf-Mutes</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepers</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2507</td>
<td>1583</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VACCINATION. 

In 1883-84 under the supervision of the Deputy Sanitary Commissioner, Deccan Registration District, the work of vaccination was carried on by fifteen vaccinators with yearly salaries varying from £16 16s. (Rs. 168) to £28 16s. (Rs. 258). Of these operators fourteen were distributed over the rural parts of the district and one was employed in the town of Sátára. Besides the vaccinators the medical officers of seven dispensaries carried on vaccine operations. The total number of persons vaccinated was 38,705, besides 652 re-vaccinations, compared with 15,868 primary vaccinations in 1869-70. The following statement shows the sex, religion, and age of the persons primarily vaccinated:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>SEX</th>
<th>RELIGION</th>
<th>AGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Males</td>
<td>Females</td>
<td>Hindus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1883-84</td>
<td>19,775</td>
<td>18,090</td>
<td>31,802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1889-70</td>
<td>8408</td>
<td>7460</td>
<td>14,376</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 1883-84 the total cost of these operations, exclusive of those performed in dispensaries, was £929 6s. (Rs. 9293) or about 6½d. (4½ as.) for each successful case. The charges included the following items: Supervision and inspection £475 4s. (Rs. 4752), establishment £418 14s. (Rs. 4187), and contingencies £35 8s. (Rs. 354). Of these the supervising and inspecting charges were met from Government provincial funds, while £424 14s. (Rs. 4247) were borne by the local funds of the different sub-divisions and £29 8s. (Rs. 294) by the Sátára municipality for the service of a vaccinator in the town.

CATTLE DISEASE.

Of1 the fifteen kinds of cattle disease ten, dhundulna or dhárgalna, gháitia, kálidhaveri, kuli, lál, mánmodya, máthesul, phodya, patki

1 Collector's Letter to the Revenue Commissioner, 3692 of 21st December 1873.
or musumda, and thorla, are common to all cattle; three chāndni, palkida, and pashan, attack only horses; and two haladya and topshya, are found only amongst sheep and goats. Of these dhundula generally attacks young cattle causing excessive purging. The liver of the cattle affected becomes diseased and their dung emits a bad smell. In about eight days the animal dies. Ghātia generally attacks strong young cattle. The windpipe becomes choked, the belly swells, and the mouth is inflamed. From the neck to the liver blood becomes watery and the liver is found after death to be full of small holes. In about eight days the animal dies. Kālidhaveri is a more fatal disease causing death in one day; the liver of the animal attacked with it rots and becomes perforated. In kuli the mouth and feet show rheumatic symptoms and in one or two days the animal dies. Lal generally attacks weak cattle about January when the east wind sets in. The feet rot, worms are generated in the intestines, and the hoofs fall off. The mouth also rots and a viscous fluid flows from it. The disease lasts about a month. In māmmodya the animal tosses its head towards the side attacked; this disease lasts about four days. In māthesul the animal walks round and round and refuses food; its flesh becomes yellow and watery. In phodya boils as on the human skin appear and blood and flesh seem diseased; the disease lasts from four to eight days. In patki the animal is excessively purged and the stomach becomes diseased. Either the animal dies in one to four days, or it recovers after seven days. In thorla the eye sheds water and the animal trembles, refuses food, and is purged. Either the animal dies in three days or it recovers after one month. Chāndni, palkida, and pashan attack horses only. Haladya only attacks kids who pass urine mixed with blood; through the circulation the skin and every organ become tinged with yellow. In cases of topshya sheep and goats are suddenly attacked and die in one or two days; the stomach becomes diseased.

In May 1882, of about 250 cattle at Panchgrani in Wāi sixty-five were attacked by rinderpest, of which fifty died. About this cattle plague the Veterinary Surgeon Mr. H. A. Woodroffe reported as follows: 1 Rinderpest is a contagious fever depending upon a blood poison which has its specific effect upon the membrane lining the alimentary canal, extending from the mouth to the rectum. Unlike foot and mouth disease which affects all animals without any regard to species, rinderpest generally confines its attacks to buffaloes cows and bullocks, and is extremely fatal; but when recovery does take place the animal is rendered insusceptible to another attack. The disease probably originates from bad sanitary arrangements, such as foul air arising from overcrowding animals in dirty little huts without any provision whatever for drainage or ventilation. The first signs of the malady visible to the ordinary observer are dulness, loss of appetite, staring coat accompanied by shivering fits. About the second day there is a discharge from the eyes and nostrils, the former presenting a highly reddened appearance. There is also a slight dry cough, and breathing becomes slightly

---

oppressed. The mouth on examination will be found intensely hot. The gums, at first red, assume a yellowish or salmon colour, the tongue is covered with an eruption which in the early stages of the disease appears in the form of little red nodules often presenting a bran-like appearance. As the disease progresses, sores appear on the palate and the back of the tongue. At this stage of the disease rumination is generally suspended, and the animal refuses all food, can only drink water with great difficulty and seems greatly distressed, frequently lying down and getting up again, and may be seen anxiously looking round at its flanks. After about the third or fourth day the bowels which have been costive during the early stages, become relaxed, and violent diarrhoea sets in accompanied by copious discharge of mucus frequently tinged with blood. These symptoms cause great suffering and may continue from three to five days. As a general rule the animal dies about the sixth or seventh day after being attacked. As death approaches the breath becomes very offensive and not unfrequently the animal dies in a state of delirium. After death the rumen or first stomach is found to contain a large quantity of undigested food and the membrane lining the fourth or true stomach to be covered with patches of a deep claret colour. The small intestines are very red and inflamed and in the large intestines the same patches may be observed as were found in the fourth stomach. The liver is rather paler than usual and the gall bladder is usually full of bile. There is generally more or less emphysema of the lungs and the membrane lining the windpipe presents a reddened appearance. The disease being of a specific nature must run its course terminating fatally or otherwise according to the intensity of the attack, and medicinal treatment is of no avail. To stamp out the malady six sanitary and preventive measures are suggested. A temporary enclosure should be set apart where all animals on first showing symptoms of the disease must be isolated. Sheds or cow-houses in which the disease has appeared should be thoroughly cleansed and disinfected with ordinary limewash made of freshly burnt lime, each gallon to contain one-fifth of a pint of commercial carbolic acid. All dung and litter which has been in contact with diseased animals must be burnt. Carcasses of animals that have died of the disease should be slashed and buried six feet deep. Animals that have been in close contact with diseased ones should be prevented from mixing with other cattle for nine days. Cattle traffic between infected and noninfected villages should be discouraged and fairs suspended for the time.

The total number of deaths shown in the Sanitary Commissioner's yearly reports for the eighteen years ending 1883 is 437,832 or an average mortality of 24,324 or, according to the 1881 census, of twenty-three in every thousand of the population. During the famine year of 1877 the total number of deaths was very high, being 52,033 or 114 per cent above the average. Of the average number of deaths 15,821 or 65.94 per cent were returned as due to fevers, 1917 or 7.88 per cent to cholera, 536 or 2.20 per cent to small-pox, 2712 or 11.15 per cent to bowel complaints, 357
or 1.47 per cent to violence or injury, and 2981 or 12.26 per cent to miscellaneous diseases. An examination of the returns shows that fever, which during the eighteen years ending 1883 caused an average mortality of 15,821 or 65.04 per cent, was below the average in nine years and above the average in the other nine years. During the ten years ending 1875, except in 1872, it was below the average and during the eight years ending 1883 besides in 1872 it was above the average. Of the nine years below the average, two years had less than 10,000 deaths, 8250 in 1867 and 9111 in 1868; three years 1866, 1869, and 1870 had between 10,000 and 11,000; one year 1871 had between 11,000 and 12,000; and three years 1873 1874 and 1875 had between 14,000 and 15,800. Of the nine years above the average two years 1876 and 1882 had between 16,000 and 17,000 deaths; five years 1872, 1879, 1880, 1881, and 1883 between 17,000 and 18,000; one year 1878 between 27,000 and 28,000; and one year 1877 between 31,000 and 32,000. Of the deaths from cholera which amounted to 34,508 and averaged 1917, 8157 or 23.64 per cent of the total happened in 1869, 6702 or 19.42 per cent in 1877, and 5386 or 15.60 per cent in 1878. The only other years above the average were 1875 with 3666 deaths, 1882 with 2406 deaths, and 1876 with 1938 deaths. Of the twelve years below the average one year 1872 had between 1700 and 1600; two years 1866 and 1883 had between 1200 and 1100 deaths; one year 1881 had between 900 and 800; two years 1868 and 1870 between 660 and 560; one year 1871 between 200 and 100; two years 1867 and 1880 had less than forty; and three years 1873 1874 and 1879 were free from cholera. Of the deaths from small-pox, which amounted to 9654 and averaged 536, 2518 or 26.08 per cent of the total happened in 1872, 2079 or 21.53 per cent in 1869, and 1896 or 19.64 per cent in 1868. The only other years above the average were 1877 with 950 deaths and 1873 with 594 deaths. Of the thirteen years below the average two years 1867 and 1883 had between 400 and 300 deaths; three years 1870, 1871, and 1876 between 300 and 200; one year 1874 between 200 and seventy; three years 1866, 1875, and 1878 between fifty and twenty; three years 1879, 1880, and 1882 had less than five deaths; and one year 1881 was free from small-pox. Of the deaths from bowel complaints which amounted to 48,814 and averaged 2712, seven years were above the average. The smallest number of deaths from bowel complaints in any one of the eighteen years was 1117 in 1871 and the largest was 7796 in 1877. Injuries with a total of 6426 and an average of 357, varied from 488 in 1877 to 225 in 1868. Other causes with a total mortality of 53,653 and an average of 2981, varied from 4542 in 1877 to 2016 in 1879.

Birth returns are available only for the thirteen years ending 1883. During these thirteen years the number of births averaged 29,337. The yearly totals vary from 41,497 in 1882 to 18,725 in 1878. The details are:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>Cholera</th>
<th>Small-pox</th>
<th>Fevers</th>
<th>Bowel Complaints</th>
<th>Injuries</th>
<th>Other Causes</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Burns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1866</td>
<td></td>
<td>1134</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10,355</td>
<td>2914</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>2985</td>
<td>17,707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1867</td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>2350</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>2654</td>
<td>13,547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1868</td>
<td></td>
<td>657</td>
<td>1886</td>
<td>911</td>
<td>2319</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>2294</td>
<td>17,472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1869</td>
<td></td>
<td>5157</td>
<td>2979</td>
<td>10,290</td>
<td>3281</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>3065</td>
<td>28,069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1870</td>
<td></td>
<td>569</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10,695</td>
<td>3238</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>2396</td>
<td>17,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1871</td>
<td></td>
<td>131</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>11,944</td>
<td>1117</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>3707</td>
<td>27,475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1872</td>
<td></td>
<td>1640</td>
<td>2318</td>
<td>17,919</td>
<td>4004</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>2294</td>
<td>59,697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1873</td>
<td></td>
<td>594</td>
<td>15,746</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>2308</td>
<td>21,905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1874</td>
<td></td>
<td>71</td>
<td>14,772</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>19,648</td>
<td>30,130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1875</td>
<td></td>
<td>3066</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>16,705</td>
<td>2590</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>2562</td>
<td>24,775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1876</td>
<td></td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>16,705</td>
<td>2590</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>2562</td>
<td>24,775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1877</td>
<td></td>
<td>6702</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>21,555</td>
<td>7790</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>4342</td>
<td>23,933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1878</td>
<td></td>
<td>6396</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>27,321</td>
<td>4121</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>3480</td>
<td>40,973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1879</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17,063</td>
<td>1197</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>2178</td>
<td>20,844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880</td>
<td></td>
<td>895</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17,800</td>
<td>1631</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>23,876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td></td>
<td>944</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16,305</td>
<td>1814</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>23,876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1882</td>
<td></td>
<td>385</td>
<td>17,000</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>2099</td>
<td>437,392</td>
<td>483,897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1883</td>
<td></td>
<td>1390</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>17,000</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>2099</td>
<td>437,392</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
<th>34,508</th>
<th>9554</th>
<th>284,777</th>
<th>48,814</th>
<th>6426</th>
<th>53,653</th>
<th>437,392</th>
<th>483,897</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>15,821</td>
<td>2712</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>2081</td>
<td>24,324</td>
<td>29,337</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The death returns are believed to be fairly correct and the birth returns to be incomplete.
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SUB-DIVISIONS.1

Jávli in the north-west is bounded on the north by Wáí, on the east by Wáí and Sátára, on the south by Sátára and Pátan, and on the west by Khed in Ratnágiri and Mahál in Kolába. It has an area of 419 square miles, a population in 1881 of 63,729 or 132 to the square mile, and in 1882 a land revenue of £9702 (Rs. 97,020).

Of the 419 square miles, 390 have been surveyed in detail. According to the revenue survey returns 106 square miles are occupied by the lands of alienated villages. The rest contains 116,062 acres or 57.85 per cent of arable land, 7612 acres or 3.80 per cent of unarable land, 64,540 acres or 32.17 per cent of forests, and 12,394 acres or 6.18 per cent of village sites, roads, rivers, and streams. From the 116,062 acres of arable land 21,890 acres have to be taken on account of alienated lands in Government villages.

Jávli is full of hills. At Mahábaleshvar in the north-west the three valleys of the Koyna, the Krishna, and the Vena run to a point where their great dividing spurs, which rise 2500 feet above the valleys, meet the main range of the Sahyádris. Though they are alike in general character, of the three valleys the Koyna valley is much the largest and finest. Near the head of the Koyna valley are the grandest hill and forest views in Sátára. Even here there is a sameness in the hills as the sides of all rise in layers to a flat-topped wall of rock. And as the valley bottom is high not less than 2000 feet above the sea, the hill sides want the grandeur of those that fall west into the low rugged Konkan. In the Koyna valley, and to a much less extent in the Krishna and Vena valleys where the forest has not been cut and burnt for kumri or wood-ash tillage, the hills are covered with dense coppice ten to fifteen feet high. Elsewhere the hill sides are a succession of bare red patches of what passes for soil and are thickly dotted with stunted trees. The Koyna valley is at all times beautiful. Even in April the blue haze of smoke from the fired tillage plots softens the hot-weather bakedness of the hills. And after the rains the barest rocks are brodered with the soft dazzling green of moss and grass. Every shadow has a hue of its own and the sunlight striking between masses of floating clouds sheds over the universal green endless varieties of light and shade. Throughout the hot weather the Sahyádri tops are deliciously cool.

1 Of this chapter the aspect, climate, water, and soil sections are contributed by Mr. J. W. P. Muir-Mackenzie, C.S.
From June to October the extreme rainfall, over 250 inches at Mahábaleshvar, and the high winds and constant driving mists make the climate chilly and trying. At the close of the rains excessive damp and excessive vegetation make the valleys feverish. Later, about Christmas, they are chill, sometimes bitterly cold, and even in the hot weather though the days are warm the nights are cool. At Malcomspeth, the highest point of the Sahyádris 4710 feet above sea level and about twenty-eight miles north-west of Sátára, during the ten years ending 1869-70 the rainfall varied from 312 inches in 1861-62 to 156 inches in 1869-70 and averaged 248 inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from 373 inches in 1882-83 to 168 inches in 1877-78 and averaged 262 inches. At Medha, which is about sixteen miles east of the Sahyádris and fourteen miles north-east of Sátára, during the ten years ending 1869-70 the rainfall varied from seventy-nine inches in 1861-62 to fifty-three inches in 1864-65 and averaged sixty-four inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from 111 inches in 1882-83 to forty-eight inches in 1880-81 and averaged seventy-two inches.

The two chief rivers are the Vena which joins the Krishna at Máhuli in Sátára and the Koyna which meets the Krishna at Karád. The Koyna and the Vena are fed by numberless smaller streams and rills, which dry after the rains, and during the dry weather even the Koyna and the Vena are deep only in occasional moderate-sized pools. Away from the rivers water is scarce and hardly fit to drink.

In the valleys are patches of fairly deep red-soil on which rice is grown. The rest of the soil is poor and is for two or three years tilled in kumri or wood-ash fashion with náchni and other coarse hill grains and then left to a four to twelve years' rest.

According to the 1882-83 returns farm stock included twenty-three riding and 366 load carts, 4581 two-bullock and 837 four-bullock ploughs, 11,949 bullocks and 10,361 cows, 2405 he-buffaloes and 7125 she-buffaloes, 242 horses, 4683 sheep and goats, and sixty-four asses.

In 1882-83 the number of holdings including alienated lands in Government villages was 5838 with an average area of 19.78 acres. Of the whole number of holdings 2360 were of not more than five acres; 834 of five to ten acres; 834 of ten to twenty acres; 618 of twenty to thirty acres; 421 of thirty to forty acres; 217 of forty to fifty acres; 399 of fifty to a hundred acres; 132 of 100 to 200 acres; 17 of 200 to 300 acres; 4 of 300 to 400 acres; and two of over 400 acres.

In 1881-82, of 93,982 acres held for tillage 54,889 or 58.40 per cent were fallow or under grass. Of the remaining 39,093 acres, 1050 were twice cropped. Of the 40,143 acres under tillage, grain crops occupied 34,711 acres or 86.46 per cent, of which 2325 were under spiked millet bájri Penicillaria spicata, 6344 under Indian millet jévári Sorghum vulgare, 10,215 under rági or náchni Eleusine corocana, 1051 under wheat gahu Triticum aestivum, 9116 under chenna sáva Panicum miliaceum, 3097 under rice bhát Oryza sativa,
Karād is a portion of the Krishna valley which runs thirty miles from north to south between two parallel chains of hills. The western chain is broken half-way by the Koyna, which, running from the west, joins the Krishna at Karād. Most of Karād is flat sloping to the hills on both sides, the ground growing more broken especially on the west as it nears the hills. There are no forests but many gardens and groves, and in the Krishna for a tract so close to the Sahyādiris the unusual charm of numbers of pools or rivers reaches several miles long. Much of the land is of extreme richness, covered with green not only during and after the rain but again with cold-weather crops in January and February. A bridle path from the plateau of Kadegaon down to the village of Tembhu to the south of Sadāshivgadh fort has lovely views of the rich Karād plain, stretching, brightened by water and darkened by groves, in garden after garden to the gray-blue of the western hills.

During the cold weather, especially near the rivers, the air varies in warmth from 30° to 35° in the twenty-four hours. The days are warm and the nights are bitterly cold. In the hot weather it is one of the warmest parts of the district. But even then the nights are not unpleasant. At Karād, which is about thirty miles east of the Sahyādiris and thirty-two miles south of Sātāra, during the ten years ending 1869-70 the rainfall varied from thirty-five inches in 1860-61 and 1867-68 to nineteen inches in 1864-65 and averaged twenty-seven inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from fifty inches in 1882-83 to seventeen inches in 1871-72 and averaged twenty-seven inches.

The rivers are the Krishna which crosses the sub-division from north to south; the Tārli which joins the Krishna from the north-west at Umbraj; and the Koyna which joins it from the west at Karād. In addition to the ordinary means of watering by wells and rough dams the Krishna canal starts from a dam thrown across the river at Khodshi, about a mile above Karād, and runs about thirty-five miles to the south-east. Elsewhere the water-supply is good except in the south-west, where, in the rocky soil close under the hills, water is very scarce.

The soil is excellent throughout, except small patches of murum close to the hills. All round the canal, as well as away from it at Masur and in the Tārli valley are splendid stretches of garden land.

According to the 1882-83 returns farm stock included ninety-seven riding and 2714 load carts, 1409 two-bullock and 2867 four-bullock ploughs, 29,923 bullocks and 16,436 cows, 2817 he-buffaloes and 10,980 she-buffaloes, 1784 horses, 62,711 sheep and goats, and 436 asses.

In 1882-83 the number of holdings including alienated lands in Government villages was 25,371 with an average area of 5.84 acres. Of the whole number of holdings 14,708 were of not more than five acres; 6564 of five to ten acres; 3152 of ten to twenty acres; 831 of twenty to thirty acres; 89 of thirty to forty acres; twenty of forty to fifty acres; five of fifty to one hundred acres; and two of 100 to 200 acres,
In 1881-82, of 115,510 acres held for tillage 18,961 or 16·84 per cent were fallow or under grass. Of the remaining 96,549 acres, 4790 were twice cropped. Of the 101,339 acres under tillage, grain crops occupied 76,884 acres or 75·86 per cent of which 22,944 were under spiked millet bâjâri, Panicillaria spicata, 43,470 under Indian millet jëvâri Sorghum vulgare, 2438 under râgi or nâchâni Eleusine corocana, 693 under wheat gâhu Triticum aestivum, 1495 under chenâna sâca Panicum miliaceum, 726 under rice bhât Oryza sativa, 2740 under Italian millet râla or kâng Panicum italicum, 662 under maize makkâ Zea mays, 221 under barley jav Hordeum hexastichon, and 1495 under other grains of which details are not given. Pulses occupied 14,126 acres or 13·93 per cent, of which 5020 were under gram harbhâra Cicer arietinum, 3226 under tur Cajanus indicus, 2442 under kulîth or kulhtî Dolichos bisflorus, 1148 under udî Phaseolus radiatus, 541 under mag Phaseolus mungo, 88 under peas vâtâna Pisum sativum, and 1661 under other pulses. Oilseeds occupied 4984 acres or 4·91 per cent, of which 27 were under linseed alshî Linum usitatissimum and 4957 under other oilseeds. Fibres occupied 710 acres or 0·70 per cent, of which 39 were under cotton kâpâs Gossypium herbaceum, 376 under Bombay hemp san or tâg Crótalaria juncea, and 295 under other fibres. Miscellaneous crops occupied 435 acres or 4·57 per cent, of which 1530 were under chillies mirchi Capsicum frutescens, 1303 under sugarcane us Saccharum officinarum, 1165 under tobacco tambâkhû Nicotiana tabacum, and the remaining 637 under various vegetables and fruits.

The 1881 population returns show that of 140,920 people 135,599 or 96·22 per cent were Hindus, 5315 or 3·77 per cent Musalmâns, and 6 Christians. The details of the Hindu castes are: 6727 Brâhmans; 79 Kâyasth Prabhus and 30 Pâtâne Prabhus, writers; 1775 Lingâyat Vânis, 443 Marâtha Vânis, 372 Jains, 182 Tâmbolis, 32 Mârwâr Vânis, 14 Gujarât Vânis, and 2 Komtis, traders and merchants; 83,435 Kumbis and 1600 Mâlîs, husbandmen; 2340 Kumbhârs, potters; 2179 Châmbhârs, leather-workers; 2140 Koshiâns, weavers; 1494 Shimpis, tailors; 1450 Telis, oil-men; 1227 Sutârs, carpenters; 1124 Sâlis, weavers; 993 Sonârs, goldsmiths; 739 Kâsârs, bangle-makers; 653 Lohârs, blacksmiths; 463 Sangars, wool-weavers; 332 Vadârs, earth-diggers; 177 Buruds, bamboo-workers; 72 Beldârs, quarrymen; 55 Kâranjkaars, saddle-makers; 28 Râuls, tape-makers; 23 Otârs, casters; 17 Lonâris, cement-makers; 10 Rangâris, dyers; 3 Ghisâdis, tinkers; 2 Kanjâris, weaving brush-makers; 1437 Guravs, priests; 137 Holârs, labourers; 50 Ghadsis, musicians; 1821 Nhâvis, barbers; 1076 Parits, washermen; 3034 Dhangars, cowmen; 46 Gavlis, cow-keepers; 791 Bhois, fishers; 342 Kolis, ferrymen; 103 Pardeshis, petty traders; 82 Thâkurs, husbandmen; 1673 Râmoshis, watchmen; 38 Vanjâris, husbandmen; 10,740 Mâhâs, village messengers; 2598 Mângs, village watchmen; 200 Dhors, tanners; 4 Bhângis, scavengers; 393 Gosâvis, 381 Jangâms, 176 Joshâs, 142 Gondhâlis, 53 Mânbhâhs, 39 Uchâls, 15 Chitrakâthâs, 10 Tirmâlîs, 9 Vaidus, and 8 Bhâts, beggars.

Khânapur in the east is bounded on the north by Khatâv, on the east by the Âtpâdi sub-division of the Pant Pratinidhi, on the
1088 under Italian millet râla or kâng Panicum italicum, 11 under maize makka Zea mays, 44 under barley jav Hordeum hexastichon, 67 under kodra or harik Paspalum scrobiculatum, and 1553 under other grains of which details are not given. Pulses occupied 2586 acres or 6:44 per cent, of which 527 were under gram harbhara Cicer arietinum, 749 under tur Cajanus indicus, 700 under kulith or kulthi Dolichos biflorus, 63 under udid Phaseolus radiatus, 11 under mug Phaseolus mungo, 72 under peas vátána Pismum sativum, 30 under masur Ervum lens, and 434 under other pulses. Oilseeds occupied 2236 acres or 5:57 per cent, of which 1866 were under gingelly seed til Sesamum indicum, 42 under linseed alshi Linum usitatissimum, and 288 under other oilseeds. Fibres occupied 65 acres or 0:16 per cent, of which 57 were under Bombay hemp san or tig Crotalaria juncea, and 8 under other fibres. Miscellaneous crops occupied 545 acres or 1:35 per cent, of which 51 were under chillies mirchi Capsicum frutescens, 211 under sugarcane us Saccharum officinarum, 7 under tobacco tambákhu Nicotiana tabacum, 5 under coffee Coffee arabica, and the remaining 271 under various vegetables and fruits.

The 1881 population returns show that of 63,729 people, 61,518 or 96:53 per cent were Hindus, 1981 or 3:10 per cent Musalmans, 192 or 0:30 per cent Christians, 35 Parsis, and 3 Buddhists. The details of the Hindu castes are: 1516 Brâhmans; 32 Pâtâne Prabhus and 20 Kâyasth Prabhus, writers; 293 Lingâyat Vânis, 230 Marâtha Vânis, 209 Tâmbolis, 87 Jains, 32 Komtis, 18 Mârwâr Vânis, and 8 Gujarât Vânis, traders and merchants; 42,430 Kunbis and 1015 Mâlis, husbandmen; 638 Sutârs, carpenters; 615 Châmhbârs, leather-workers; 452 Telis, oilmen; 389 Sonârs, goldsmiths; 358 Kumbhârs, potters; 274 Lohârs, blacksmiths; 209 Shîmpis, tailors; 81 Koshîis, weavers; 73 Kásârs, bangle-makers; 69 Buruds, bamboo-workers; 13 Lonâris, cement-makers; 11 Pátharvats, stone-dressers; 4 Otâris, casters; 255 Guravas, priests; 11 Ghadis, musicians; 880 Nhâvis, barbers; 458 Paris, washermen; 2497 Dhan-gars, cowmen; 495 Kolis, ferrymen; 78 Bhois, fishers; 45 Pardeshis, petty traders; 19 Thâkurs, husbandmen; 78 Râmshîs, watchmen; 6064 Mhârs, village messengers; 325 Mângs, village watchmen; 7 Bhangis, scavengers; and 6 Dhors, tanners; 871 Jangams, 156 Gósâvis, 75 Gondhulis, 54 Jôshis, 54 Kolhâts, and 8 Gopâls, beggars.

**Karâd.** In the centre of the district is bounded on the north by Sâtâra and Koregaon, on the east by Khâtâv and Khânâpur, on the south by Vâlva, and on the west by Pâtán. It has an area of 391 square miles, a population in 1881 of 140,920 or 300 to the square mile, and in 1882 a land revenue of £34,893 (Rs. 3,48,930).

Of the 391 square miles, 355 have been surveyed in detail. According to the revenue survey returns 81 square miles are occupied by the lands of alienated villages. The rest contains 148,985 acres or 74:95 per cent of arable land, 7408 acres or 3:73 per cent of unarable land, 993 acres or 0:50 per cent of grass, 29,823 acres or 15:60 per cent of forests, and 11,572 acres or 5:82 per cent of village sites, roads, rivers, and streams. From the 148,985 acres of arable land 33,783 acres have to be taken on account of alienated lands in Government villages.
south by Tásgaon, and on the west by Karád. It has an area of 509 square miles, a population in 1881 of 80,327 or 157 to the square mile, and in 1882 a land revenue of £16,632 (Rs. 1,66,320).

Of the 509 square miles, 495 have been surveyed in detail. According to the revenue survey returns, 100 square miles are occupied by the lands of alienated villages. The rest contains 209,540 acres or 79.95 per cent of arable land, 12,746 acres or 4.86 per cent of unarable land, 190 acres or 0.08 per cent of grass, 32,340 acres or 12.34 per cent of forests, and 7253 acres or 2.77 per cent of village sites, roads, rivers, and streams. From the 209,540 acres of arable land 40,172 acres have to be taken on account of alienated lands in Government villages.

Khánápür is an upland 200 to 300 feet above the Karád valley on the west and the great plain of the Mán on the east. It is a fine rolling country but sparingly wooded except near the feeders of the Yerla which crosses the sub-division from north to south on its way to the Krishna. The banks of these streams are shaded with fine clumps of trees. The country, which is about two hundred and fifty feet above the Krishna valley on the west, slopes gently to the Yerla. To the east of the Yerla water-shed is a deeper valley at Vita. Beyond the Vita valley, a rise of one hundred feet leads to the eastern plateau of Khánápür proper. The Khánápür upland, in which the Agrani river rises, keeps its high level nearly to the Mahimangad-Pànálà spur of the Mahádev range on the eastern limit. Besides these varieties in height from east to west the country following the course of the Yerla slopes slowly south towards Tásgaon.

The climate is fairly temperate except for occasional hot winds from March to the middle of May. The rainfall is scanty and uncertain, varying greatly from year to year and in different parts of the sub-division. At Vita, the head-quarters of Khánápür, which is about fifty miles east of the Sahyádri crest and forty-five miles south-east of Sátára, during the ten years ending 1869-70 the rainfall varied from thirty-nine inches in 1862-63 to eleven inches in 1866-67 and averaged twenty-one inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from thirty-four inches in 1878-79 to eleven inches in 1876-77 and averaged twenty-four inches.

Except the Yerla, which as mentioned runs north and south through the centre of the sub-division, and the Agrani, there are no considerable streams. Besides the ordinary means of watering from wells and streams Khánápür has the Chikhli canal which stretches five miles from a dam thrown across a feeder of the Yerla at the village of Chikhli. It has also the last mile of the Máyni canal which waters the lands of the village of Máhuli in the north-east. The ordinary water-supply is often scanty in the hot weather, particularly in the east.

The soil is either black or gray murum with its intermediate varieties. The black soil, which occurs near rivers, yields first rate crops of júdri, gram, and oilseed. Wheat also is grown both on watered and dry land especially on the eastern plateau. The poorer
soils grow both bajri and a late autumn jwari called dakhri, which though a hardy crop requires somewhat better soil than bajri.

According to the 1882-83 returns farm stock included eighty riding and 1433 load carts, 711 two-bullock and 2486 four-bullock ploughs, 25,081 bullocks and 15,153 cows, 3453 he-buffaloes and 7200 she-buffaloes, 1525 horses, 53,097 sheep and goats, and 322 asses.

In 1882-83 the number of holdings, including alienated lands in Government villages was 16,335 with an average area of 12.50 acres. Of the whole number of holdings 4245 were of not more than five acres; 3439 were of five to ten acres; 4914 were of ten to twenty acres; 2663 of twenty to thirty acres; 987 of thirty to forty acres; 80 of forty to fifty acres; 4 of fifty to a hundred acres; two of 100 to 200 acres; and one of over 400 acres.

In 1881-82 of 164,577 acres held for tillage, 24,078 or 14.63 per cent were fallow or under grass. Of the remaining 140,499 acres, 2058 were twice cropped. Of the 142,557 acres under tillage, grain crops occupied 99,554 acres or 69.83 per cent of which 39,254 were under spiked millet bajri, 48,073 under Indian millet jwari Sorghum vulgare, 47 under ragi or nhachi Eleusine corocana, 6342 under wheat gahu Triticum aestivum, 1559 under chenna sava Panicum miliaceum, 484 under rice bhát Oryza sativa, 1080 under Italian millet rála or káng Panicum italicum, 192 under maize makka Zea mays, 42 under barley jae Hordeum hexastichon, and 2472 under other grains of which details are not given. Pulses occupied 27,396 acres or 19.21 per cent of which 74.04 were under gram harbhara Cicer arietinum, 8720 under tur Cajanus indicus, 3254 under kulith or kulthi Dolichos biflorus, 1148 under udid Phaseolus radiatus, 207 under mug Phaseolus mungo, 54 under peas vátuva Pismum sativum, and 7209 under other pulses. Oil-seeds occupied 10,015 acres or 7.02 per cent of which 29 were under gingelly seed til Sesamum indicum, 51 under linseed alshi Linum usitatissimum, and 9035 under other oil-seeds. Fibres occupied 390 acres or 0.27 per cent of which 172 were under cotton kápus Gossypium herbaceum, 206 under Bombay hemp san or tág Crotalaria juncea, and 12 under brown hemp ambádi Hibiscus cannabinus. Miscellaneous crops occupied 5202 acres or 3.64 per cent, of which 1252 were under hillies mirchi Capsicum frutescens, 838 under sugarcane us Saccharum officinarum, 273 under tobacco tambákhu Nicotiana tabacum, 359 under hemp gánja Cannabis sativa, 20 under safflower kusumba or kardai Carthamus tinctorius, and the remaining 2460 under various vegetables and fruits.

The 1881 population returns show that of 80,327 people, 77,334 or 96.27 per cent were Hindus, 2989 or 3.72 per cent Mulsáms, and 4 Jews. The details of the Hindu castes are: 2502 Brahmans; 24 Káyasth Prabhus, writers; 1751 Lingáyat Vánis, 406 Marátha Vánis, 288 Tám Bolivia, 278 Jain, 28 Márwár Vánis, 17 Gujarát Vánis, and 5 Komitis, traders and merchants; 45,460 Kunbis and 966 Mális, husbandmen; 1605 Chámbhárs, leather workers; 958 Sutárs, carpenters; 833 Kumbhárs, potters; 8692 Koshtiis, weavers; 537 Telis, oilmen 518 Sonárs, goldsmiths; 424 Shimpis, tailors;
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Khatáv, partly in the centre and partly in the east, is bounded on the north by Phaltan and Máñ, on the east by Máñ and Átpádi, on the south by Kháñápúr, and on the west by Karád and Kórengão. It has an area of 499 square miles, a population in 1881 of 74,027 or 148 to the square mile, and in 1882 a land revenue of £15,464 (Rs. 1,54,040).

Of the 499 square miles, 415 have been surveyed in detail. According to the revenue survey returns, 183 square miles are occupied by the lands of alienated villages. The rest contains 192,893 acres or 82.33 per cent of arable land, 20,256 acres or 8.65 per cent of unarable land, 205 acres or 0.09 per cent of grass, 13,063 acres or 5.57 per cent of forests, and 7874 acres or 3.36 per cent of village sites, roads, rivers, and streams. From the 192,893 acres of arable land, 45,245 acres have to be taken on account of alienated lands in Government villages.

Khatáv is a continuation to the northward of the Kháñápúr plateau, the northern half of it being of considerable height. It consists wholly of the Yerla valley, the river rising at the northern point of the sub-division and flowing through it from north to south. The shape of the subdivision is a right-angled triangle with the southern boundary for the base and two lines of hills running, the one due south and the other south-east for the two sides. The western hills are the higher, the eastern range though the descent into the Mán valley is considerable, rises but little above the Khatáv upland. With the solitary exception of the singular fort of Bhushangad the south is flat and bare compared with the well-wooded picturesque north.

The climate of the southern half is like that of Kháñápúr, that of the northern half is damper and cooler. In no part is it unhealthy. The rainfall is scanty and fitful, varying greatly from year to year and during the same year in different parts of the sub-division. At Vaduj, the head-quarters of Khatáv which is about forty-five miles east of the Sahyádri and thirty miles nearly east of Sátára, during the ten years ending 1869-70 the rainfall varied from twenty-four inches in 1860-61 to nine inches in 1866-67 and averaged seventeen inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from thirty-six inches in 1877-78 to seven inches in 1879-80 and averaged twenty-one inches.

The Yerla is the only river of importance. Besides from wells and rough fair weather dams the lands of Khatáv are watered by the Yerla canals drawn from the lake at Máyní and the stone dam
at Khatgaon. The lake at Nher is also completed. Except for this artificial storage the water-supply is scanty and uncertain.

The soil is black near the Yerla and away from it is murum of various varieties, often mixed with red. The black soil yields jwāri, grain, and oilseed and when watered sugarcane. The out-
turn of the poorer soils, which is almost all bājri, depends entirely on the rainfall. When it succeeds bājri is a valuable crop, but as both scanty and untimely rain ruins it, the sub-division is very apt to suffer from famine.

According to the 1882-83 returns farm stock included forty-one riding and 1235 load carts, 288 two-bullock and 2771 four-bullock ploughs, 23,362 bullocks and 12,773 cows, 1446 he-buffaloes and 4351 she-buffaloes, 1476 horses, 50,150 sheep and goats, and 561 asses.

In 1882-83 the number of holdings including alienated lands in Government villages was 5095 with an average area of 35-95 acres. Of the whole number of holdings 855 were of not more than five acres; 658 of five to ten acres; 996 of ten to twenty acres; 746 of twenty to thirty acres; 589 of thirty to forty acres; 340 of forty to fifty acres; 629 of fifty to a hundred acres; 225 of 100 to 200 acres; 33 of 200 to 300 acres; 10 of 300 to 400 acres; and 14 of over 400 acres.

In 1881-82 of 140,035 acres held for tillage, 15,919 or 11-36 per cent were fallow or under grass. Of the remaining 124,116 acres 1779 were twice cropped. Of the 125,895 acres under tillage, grain crops occupied 111,854 acres or 88.84 per cent, of which 94,034 were under spiked millet bājri Pennicillaria spicata, 10,854 under Indian millet jwāri Sorghum vulgare, 4387 under wheat gahu Triticum aestivum, 229 under chenna sīva Panicum miliaceum, 161 under rice bhāt Oryza sativa, 560 under maize makka Zea mays, 94 under barley jāv Hordeum hexastichon, and 1535 under other grains, of which details are not given. Pulses occupied 7400 acres or 5.87 per cent, of which 2587 were under gram harbhara Cicer arietinum, 558 under tur Cajanus indicus, 3114 under kulīth or kūlīth Dolichos biflorus, 149 under udid Phaseolus radiatus, 3 under mug Phaseolus mungo, 22 under peas viātāna Pisum sativum, 2 under masur Ervum lens, and 965 under other pulses. Oilseeds occupied 5045 acres or four per cent, of which 7 were under linsseed alīsh Linum usitatissimum and 5038 under other oilseeds. Fibres occupied 9 acres, of which one was under cotton kāpus Gossypium herbaceum and 8 under Bombay hemp san or tīg Crotalaria juncea. Miscellaneous crops occupied 1587 acres or 1.26 per cent, of which 734 were under chillies mīrchi Capsicum frutescens, 663 under sugarcane us Saccharum officinarum, 135 under tobacco tambākhu Nicotiana tabacum, 8 under hemp gānja Cannabis sativa, and the remaining 47 under various vegetables and fruits.

The 1881 population returns show that of 74,027 people, 71,948 or 97.19 per cent were Hindus, 2072 or 2.79 per cent Musalmāns, and 7 Pārsis. The details of the Hindu castes are: 4047 Brāhmans; 22 Pāṭāne Prabhus and 6 Kāyasth Prabhus, writers; 1533 Lingāyat
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Vânis, 451 Jains, 274 Tâmbolis, 220 Marâtha Vânis, 24 Márâwâr Vânis, and 10 Gujarât Vânis, traders and merchants; 36,778 Kunbis and 2978 Mâlis, husbandmen; 1355 Châmbhârs, leather workers; 1308 Koshtis, weavers; 808 Kumbhârs, potters; 774 Sutârs, carpenters; 753 Telis, oilmen; 715 Sonârs, goldsmiths; 656 Sangars, wool weavers; 602 Shimpis, tailors; 331 Lokhârs, blacksmiths; 147 Kâsârs, bangle makers; 144 Vâdârs, earth diggers; 116 Beldârs, quarrymen; 86 Buruds, bamboo workers; 42 Kâranjaks, saddle makers; 18 Râuls, tape makers; 14 Otâris, casters; 8 Lonâris, cement makers; 4 Pâtârvats, stone-dressers; 3 Ghisâdîs, tinkers; 726 Guravs, priests; 123 Holârs, labourers; 22 Ghâdsâs, musicians; 1117 Nhâvis, barbers; 599 Parits, washermen; 2553 Dhangars, cowmen; 8 Gâalis, cow-keepers; 277 Kolis, ferrymen; 63 Bhois, fishermen; 54 Pardeshis, petty traders; 6 Thâkurs and 880 Vanjârîs, husbandmen; 3215 Râmôshis, watchmen; 5521 Mhârs, village messengers; 2031 Mângs, village watchmen; 153 Dhors, tanners; 165 Jangams, 147 Gosâvis, 36 Bhâts, 13 Gondhâls, 7 Joshis, and 5 Vâsudev, beggars.

Koregaon

In the centre is bounded on the north by Khandâla and Phalton, on the east by Phalton and Khatav, on the south by Karad, and on the west by Sâtâra and Wai. It has an area of 340 square miles, a population in 1881 of 81,187 or 238 to the square mile, and in 1882 a land revenue of £24,396 (Rs. 2,43,960).

Of the 340 square miles, 327 have been surveyed in detail. According to the revenue survey returns, 55 square miles are occupied by the lands of alienated villages. The rest contains 1,39,241 acres or 75.74 per cent of arable land, 8162 acres or 4.44 per cent of unarable land, 28,036 acres or 15.25 per cent of forests, and 8397 acres or 4.57 per cent of village sites, roads, rivers, and streams. From the 139,241 acres of arable land 30,958 acres have to be taken on account of alienated lands in Government villages.

Aspect.  
Except on the south-west where the Krishna bounds it, Koregaon is surrounded by hills which are highest towards the north and north-west. The country is comparatively flat in the south, but everywhere slopes gently towards the hills. A remarkable tongue of hills passes from the north-west into the upper half of the subdivision. The hills are thinly clothed with scrub towards the north, but in the south-east are bare and exchange the abrupt hog and saddle-backed ridges for rounded and detached summits. The valleys and plains of the western half are beautifully studded with clumps of mango trees and the gardens of Kumthe a village close to Koregaon are renowned. The eastern portion is generally raised and barer and more barren.

Climate.  
The climate is generally healthy but the rainfall is precarious. The southern portion of Koregaon is decidedly warm in the hot weather; otherwise the temperature is pleasant. At Koregaon, which is about thirty-two miles east of the Sahyadris and twelve miles east of Sâtâra, during the ten years ending 1869-70, the rainfall varied from fifty-six inches in 1861-62 to eighteen inches in 1865-66 and averaged twenty-seven inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-88, it varied from thirty-eight inches in 1874-75 to twenty inches in 1872-73 and 1876-77 and averaged twenty-seven inches.
The only river of importance besides the Krishna is the Vásna. There are plenty of wells in the western half of the sub-division as well as the Revádi canal which is taken from a dam on the river Vásna at a village about ten miles above Koregaon. In the east the ground is hard and water difficult to obtain, and wells are scanty.

Near the Krishna and Vásna the soil is black and rich yielding jvári, gram, and tur and when watered sugarcane, condiments, vegetables, and other garden produce. Near the hills the soil becomes poor and more or less red or gray chiefly yielding bánji and the coarser jvári.

According to the 1882-83 returns farm stock included 122 riding and 1508 load carts, 1092 two-bullock and 1613 four-bullock ploughs, 19,246 bullocks and 12,188 cows, 2092 he-buffaloes and 4577 she-buffaloes, 1177 horses, 20,715 sheep and goats, and 309 asses.

In 1882-83 the number of holdings including alienated lands in Government villages was 7016 with an average area of 19-55 acres. Of the whole number of holdings 1930 were of not more than five acres; 1396 of five to ten acres; 1540 of ten to twenty acres; 852 of twenty to thirty acres; 488 of thirty to forty acres; 266 of forty to fifty acres; 442 of fifty to a hundred acres; eighty-one of 100 to 200 acres; ten of 200 to 300 acres; two of 300 to 400 acres, and nine of over 400 acres.

In 1881-82, of 108,191 acres held for tillage, 9831 or 9-08 per cent were fallow or under grass. Of the remaining 98,360 acres, 3736 were twice cropped. Of the 102,096 acres under tillage, grain crops occupied 77,979 acres or 76-37 per cent, of which 40,829 were under spined millet bánji Panicíllaria spicata, 33,215 under Indian millet jvári Sorghum vulgare, 3423 under wheat gahu Triticum aestivum, 21 under chenna sáva Panicum miliaceum, 73 under rice bhát Oryza sativa, 288 under Italian millet réla or káng Panicum italicum, 114 under maize makka Zea mays, and 16 under barley jow Hordeum hexastichon. Pulses occupied 17,871 acres or 17-50 per cent, of which 6582 were under kóli or kólti Dolichos biflorus, 4833 under gram harbhara Cicer arietinum, 3207 under tur Cajanus indicus, 1516 under udid Phaseolus radiatus, 97 under mug Phaseolus mungo, 12 under peas vátána Pisum sativum, and 1624 under other pulses. Oilseeds occupied 4437 acres or 4-34 per cent of which 572 were under linseed alshí Linum usitatissimum, and 3865 under other oilseeds. Fibres occupied 361 acres or 0-35 per cent of which 355 were under Bombay hemp san or táq Crotalaria juncea, and 6 under other fibres. Miscellaneous crops occupied 1448 acres or 1-41 per cent of which 489 were under chillies mírchi Capsicum frutescens, 715 under sugarcane us Saccharum officinarum, 84 under tobacco tambákhlu Nicotiana tabacum, and the remaining 160 under various vegetables and fruits.

The 1881 population returns show that of 81,187 people 78,988 or 97-29 per cent were Hindus, 2196 or 2-70 per cent Musalmáns,
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2 Christians, and one Jew. The details of the Hindu castes are:
3403 Brâhmans ; 16 Káyasth Prabhus, writers; 1222 Lingáyat Vánis,
310 Marátha Vánis, 291 Jains, 252 Tâmbolís, 25 Márwar Vánis, and
7 Gujarát Vánis, traders and merchants; 47,525 Kunbis and 2,379
Mális, husbandmen; 1,317 Châmmbhárs, leather-workers; 993 Kumbhárs,
potters; 963 Telis, oilmen; 952 Sutárs, carpenters; 745 Koshtis,
weavers; 736 Soárs, goldsmiths; 601 Shimpis, tailors; 345 Lohárs,
blacksmiths; 330 Kásárs, bangle-makers; 214 Vádás, earth-
diggers; 129 Sangars, wool-weavers; 86 Beldárs, quarrymen; 57
Bhûruds, bamboo-workers; 33 Káranjkarás, saddle-makers; 11 Otáris,
casters; 10 Ghisádis, tinkers; 9 Sális, weavers; 819 Gurâvs, priests;
45 Ghadsis, musicians; 8 Holárs, labourers; 1,223 Khávis, barbers;
662 Pâris, washermen; 1,443 Dhangârs, cowmen; 284 Kólis, ferry-
men; 26 Bhois, fishers; 76 Thákurs, husbandmen; 17 Pardeshís,
petty traders; 2011 Rámoshis, watchmen; 6,674 Máhrs, village
messengers; 1,852 Mângs, village watchmen; 59 Dhors, tanners;
5 Bhângis, scavengers; 211 Gesávis, 209 Joshis, 191 Jangams, 126
Gôndhis, 69 Uchlâs, and 17 Túmrâlis, beggars.

Main in the north-east is bounded on the north by Phalta and
Málisirás, on the east by Málisíras and Átpádi, on the south by
Átpádi and Khátoá, and on the west by Khátoá. It has an area of
625 square miles, a population in 1881 of 52,111 or 83 to the square
mile, and in 1882 a land revenue of £8,420 (Rs. 84,200).

Of the 625 square miles, 613 have been surveyed in detail.
According to the revenue survey returns, 27 square miles are
occupied by the lands of alienated villages. The rest contains
282,933 acres or 73.92 per cent of arable land, 47,842 acres or 12.50
per cent of unarable land, 1,561 acres or 0.40 per cent of grass, 35,540
acres or 9.30 per cent of forests, and 14,870 acres or 3.88 per cent of
village sites, roads, rivers, and streams. From the 282,933 acres of
arable land 47,100 acres have to be taken on account of
alienated lands in Government villages.

Mán is a lower level and on three sides is shut in by low hills.
At the best of times it is barren and desolate, sparsely wooded even
near the river and rock everywhere staring out from shallow
unfruitful soil. The north-west is saved from the general ugliness
by fairly high hills at times forming picturesque groups, the tops
crowned by the forts of Vâragad and Tâthváda. Except in occasional
monsoon floods the beds of the Mán and its feeders are dry. Only
in the fine gorge to the east of Dahivadi on the road to Shignápur,
which is one of the prettiest spots in the district, do the streams
add anything to the landscape.

The climate is decidedly hotter than most of the district and is
more like Sholápur than Sátára. From March till June the hot winds
prevail and in May dust-storms are frequent. The rains consist
chiefly of periodical thunderstorms with intervals of incessant wind
and dust tempered with an occasional drizzle. The western rain
is seldom heavy. The fall is very uncertain and partial, sometimes
less than ten and seldom more than twenty to twenty-five inches.
At Dahivadi, the head-quarters of Mán, which is about fifty-five
miles east of the Sahyádri crest and forty miles east of Sátára,
during the eight years ending 1869-70 the rainfall varied from twenty-four inches in 1862-63 to nine inches in 1866-67 and averaged sixteen inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from thirty-three inches in 1874-75 to ten inches in 1876-77 and averaged twenty-one inches.

The Mán is the only considerable stream. The ordinary sources of water-supply are wretchedly precarious even for drinking. The Rájevádi reservoir near Mhasvad will not supply this subdivision, but the lake and canal at Pángli will admit of considerable enlargement.

The area of black soil is small, and owing to the scanty rain and the want of water-works what black soil there is yields but little. Most of the rest of the soil is murum yielding bájri which is easily spoilt by untimely rain. Mán is subject to constant droughts and suffered terribly in the 1876-77 famine. Every year large numbers of people are forced to leave in search of work.

According to the 1882-83 returns farm stock included eighty-three riding and 961 load carts, 600 two-bullock and 2610 four-bullock ploughs, 19,568 bullocks and 14,413 cows, 1863 he-buffaloes and 2497 she-buffaloes, 1404 horses, 92,060 sheep and goats, and 414 asses.

In 1882-83 the number of holdings including alienated lands in Government villages was 4800 with an average area of 57·06 acres. Of the whole number of holdings 323 were of not more than five acres; 301 of five to ten acres; 740 of ten to twenty acres; 756 of twenty to thirty acres; 577 of thirty to forty acres; 443 of forty to fifty acres; 1073 of fifty to a hundred acres; 457 of 100 to 200 acres; eighty-three of 200 to 300 acres; twenty-three of 300 to 400 acres; and twenty-four of over 400 acres.

In 1881-82, of 227,339 acres held for tillage 36,266 or 15·07 per cent were fallow or under grass. Of the remaining 191,073 acres, 6136 were twice cropped. Of the 197,209 acres under tillage, grain crops occupied 161,673 acres or 81·98 per cent of which 122,952 were under spiked millet bájri Penicillaria spicata, 25,777 under Indian millet jvári Sorghum vulgare, 1655 under wheat gahu Triticum aestivum, 307 under chenna sáva Panicum miliaceum, 229 under rice bhát Oryza sativa, 436 under Italian millet rála or káng Panicum italicum, 860 under maize makka Zea mays, 451 under barley jav Hordeum hexastichon, and 9006 under other grains of which details are not given. Pulses occupied 28,207 acres or 14·30 per cent of which 1206 were under gram harbhara Cicer arietinum, 1715 under tur Cajanus indicus, 2692 under kulíth or kulíth Dolichos biflorus, one under peas vátána Pisum sativum, and 22,593 under other pulses. Oilseeds occupied 4361 acres or 2·21 per cent, of which 9 were under linseed álshi Linum usitatissimum, and 4352 under other oilseeds. Fibres occupied 564 acres or 0·28 per cent, of which one was under cotton kápus Gossypium herbaceum and 563 under Bombay hemp san or tág Crotalaria juncea. Miscellaneous crops occupied 2404 acres or 1·21 per cent of which 634 were under chillies mirchi Capsicum frutescens, 382 under sugarcane us.
Saccharum officinarum, 94 under tobacco tambákhru Nicotiana tabacum, and the remaining 1294 under various vegetables and fruits.

The 1881 population returns show that of 52,111 people 50,984 or 97.38 per cent were Hindus and 1127 or 2.16 per cent Musalmáns. The details of the Hindu castes are: 1864 Bráhmans; 39 Káyasth Prabhús, writers; 673 Lingáyat Vánis, 225 Jains, 202 Tábólis, 173 Marátha Vánis, 22 Márwár Vánis, and 16 Gujarát Vánis, traders and merchants; 19,331 Kunbiis and 3020 Mális, husbandmen; 1438 Lonáris, cement makers; 710 Chámbhárás, leather workers; 502 Sangars, wool weavers; 458 Kumbhárás, potters; 440 Sutárs, carpenters; 402 Koshtís, weavers; 399 Shimpis, tailors; 312 Sonárs, goldsmiths; 298 Lohárs, blacksmiths; 220 Telíis, oilmen; 156 Kásárs, bangle makers; 102 Sálís, weavers; 69 Vádárs, earth diggers; 27 Káraníkars, saddle makers; 18 Pátharvats, stone dressers; 17 Burúds, bamboo workers; and 8 Otáris, casters; 687 Holárs, labourers; 439 Gurávs, priests; 167 Ghádís, musicians; 636 Nhávis, barbers; 303 París, washermen; 7160 Dhangars, cowmen; 121 Kolís, ferrymen; 50 Bóis, fishers; 51 Thákurs, husbandmen; 38 Pardeshis, petty traders; 3070 Rámoshíis, watchmen; 951 Vánjáris, husbandmen; 3732 Mhárs, village messengers; 1719 Mángs, village watchmen; 393 Dhors, tanners; 181 Gósávis, 96 Jangáms, 29 Gondhllís, and 220 Joshiis, beggars.

Pátan. Pátan in the south-east is bounded on the north by Jávlí and Sátára, on the east by Karád, on the south by Válva, and on the west by Sangameshvar and Chiplun in Ratnágiri. It has an area of 431 square miles, a population in 1881 of 112,414 or 260 to the square mile and in 1882 a land revenue of £15,600 (Rs. 1,56,000).

Of the 431 square miles, 361 have been surveyed in detail. According to the revenue survey returns, 119 square miles are occupied by the lands of alienated villages. The rest contains 117,693 acres or 59.00 percent of arable land, 5124 acres or 2.57 percent of unarable land, 72,336 acres or 36.27 percent of forests, and 4315 acres or 2.16 percent of village sites, roads, rivers, and streams. From the 117,693 acres of arable land 19,989 acres have to be taken on account of alienated lands in Government villages.

Aspect. Pátan like Jávlí is hilly. The chief feature in the west is the south-running Koyina valley with its lofty flanking hills. As in Jávlí these ranges are full of beautiful hill and forest views though as in Jávlí over large areas the forests have been bared by kumrí tillage. At Helvák, about twelve miles west of Pátan, the course of the Koyina turns suddenly from south to east. On the east the valleys of the Koyina Táríle and Kole open into the plains of the Krishna, and in appearance and soil the country is like the west of Karád.

Climate. The climate is cool and healthy in the hot weather, but the chilly damp of the rains makes it feverish. The rainfall on the western ridge of the Sahyádris is at least as heavy as at Mahábaleshvar. At Pátan which is fifteen miles east of the Sahyádris and twenty-two miles nearly south of Sátára, during the eight years
ended 1869-70 the rainfall varied from eighty-five inches in 1863-64 to forty-two inches in 1867-68 and averaged fifty-eight inches, and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from 102 inches in 1882-83 to thirty-nine inches in 1880-81 and averaged sixty-five inches.

Besides the Koyna the only considerable river is the Tarle which rises in the north-east of the sub-division above the large village of the same name. These rivers and their feeders furnish abundance of water to the villages on and near their banks. Away from the rivers, both on the tops of the hills and in the valleys, especially during March April and May water is scarce.

The soil of the eastern valleys is good and yields both early and late crops chiefly jwari and groundnuts and when watered sugarcane. The rest of the soil is red and except in the hollows where rice and sometimes sugarcane are grown, is under wood-ash tillage.

According to the 1882-83 returns farm stock included fifty-seven riding and 1137 load carts, 7864 two-bullock and 2336 four-bullock ploughs, 25,379 bullocks and 19,050 cows, 6163 he-buffaloes and 9459 she-buffaloes, 820 horses, 14,983 sheep and goats, and thirty-three asses.

In 1882-83 the number of holdings including alienated lands in Government villages was 15,021 with an average area of 7·57 acres. Of the whole number 6271 were of not more than five acres; 3084 of five to ten acres; 2621 of ten to twenty acres; 2007 of twenty to thirty acres; 918 of thirty to forty acres; 119 of forty to fifty acres; and one of fifty to a hundred acres.

In 1881-82, of 85,814 acres held for tillage 38,464, or 44·64 per cent were fallow or under grass. Of the remaining 47,350 acres, 5498 were twice cropped. Of the 52,848 acres under tillage, grain crops occupied 43,154 acres or 81·65 per cent, of which 1423 were under spiked millet bajri, 11,596 under Indian millet jwari, 16,172 under ragi or nachni, 593 under wheat gahu, 84 under chenna, 5036 under rice bdit, 1200 under Italian millet rala, 5530 under maize makka, 20 under barley jav, 1500 under other grains of which details are not given. Pulses occupied 7563 acres or 14·31 per cent, of which 1182 were under gram harbhara, 1928 under tur, 100 under kulith or kulthi, 3124 under udid, 800 under mung, 100 under peas valdana, 125 under masur, 704 under other pulses. Oilseeds occupied 505 acres or 0·95 per cent, of which 5 were under linseed alshi, 13 under Bombay hemp san or tag, 8 under other linseed, 97 acres or 0·18 per cent, of which 89 were under Bombay hemp or tag, 8 under other fibres. Miscellaneous crops occupied 1529 acres or 2·89 per cent, of which 875 were under chillies mirchi, 530 under sugarcane us saccharum officinarum, 13 under...
tobacco *tambákhu* Nicotiana tabacum, and the remaining 111 under various vegetables and fruits.

The 1881 population returns show that of 112,414 people 110,788 or 98·55 per cent were Hindus and 1626 or 1·44 per cent Musalmáns. The details of the Hindu castes are: 2265 Bráhmans; 29 Pátáne Prabhús, writers; 947 Lingáyat Vánis, 286 Támbolis, 270 Marátha Vánis, 218 Jains, 37 Komitis, 25 Márwar Vánis, and 9 Gujarrát Vánis, traders and merchants; 74,615 Kunbis and 193 Mális, husbandmen; 1499 Kumbhárs, potters; 1230 Sutárs, carpenters; 1013 Chámbhárs, leather workers; 893 Lohárs, blacksmiths; 820 Telis, oilmen; 713 Shimpís, tailors; 597 Sonárs, goldsmiths; 514 Sális and 243 Koshís, weavers; 155 Sangars, wool weavers; 146 Kásárs, bangle makers; 101 Buruds, bamboo workers; 94 Vadárs, earth diggers; 76 Patvekars, tassel makers; 49 Ghísádis, tinkers; 44 Káránjkars, saddle makers; 41 Beldárs, quarrymen; 19 Ráuls, tape-makers; 14 Otáris, casters; 9 Pátharwats, stone dressers; 1310 Guravs, priests; 16 Ghadísis, musicians; 7 Hólárs, labourers; 1315 Nháris, barbers; 729 París, washermen; 4280 Dhangars, cowmen; 1028 Kolis, ferrymen; 195 Bhoís, fishers; 32 Pardeshís, petty traders; 18 Thákurs, husbandmen; 279 Rámoshis, watchmen; 11,999 Mhárs, village messengers; 1860 Mángáos, village watchmen; 19 Dhors, tanners; 2 Bhangís, scavengers; 191 Jángáms, 123 Gosávis, 118 Gondhís, 80 Joshis, and 23 Kolhátís, beggars.

**Sátara.**

Sátára in the centre of the district is bounded on the north by Jávli and Wáí, on the east by Köreagaon and the Krishna, on the south by Karád and Pátan, and on the west by Jávli. It has an area of 320 square miles, a population in 1881 of 119,913 or 374 to the square mile, and in 1882 a land revenue of £24,916 (Rs. 2,49,160).

Of the 320 square miles, 262 have been surveyed in detail. According to the revenue survey returns, 97 square miles are occupied by the lands of alienated villages. The rest contains 108,708 acres or 76·11 per cent of arable land, 5369 acres or 3·76 per cent of unarable land, 22,665 acres or 15·87 per cent of forests and 6090 acres or 4·26 per cent of village sites, roads, rivers, and streams. From the 108,708 acres of arable land 43,253 acres have to be taken on account of alienated lands in Government villages.

Sátaára consists of the three valleys of the Krishna, Vena, and Urmoodí rivers. The two latter run from north-west to south-east and are enclosed by three compact ranges of straight ridged hills running parallel to the rivers and from 1500 to 2000 feet in height. A lower range separates the upper half of this sub-division from that of Köreagaon, while the Krishna forms the boundary of the lower half. The valleys are open and slope gently to the very foot of the hills which rise extremely steep and are crowned with fortress-like summits. The hills are bare but the valleys are studded with clumps of mangoes, and *bábhuls* grow plentifully on the banks of the Krishna in the south-east.

The climate is healthy. During March and April there is considerable heat and glare particularly at the foot of the hills during the day, but the nights are nearly always cooled by the sea breeze.
During the south-west monsoon, though this is probably the least healthy season of the year the temperature is delicious. At Sátára, which is about twenty miles east of the Sahyádris, during the ten years ending 1869-70 the rainfall varied from forty-six inches in 1861-62 to twenty-nine inches in 1862-63 and averaged thirty-six inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from fifty-eight inches in 1882-83 to twenty-nine inches in 1880-81 and averaged forty inches.

The rivers are the Krishna and its feeders the Yenna and Urmodi. Water is generally abundant, except in the town of Sátára; the well water is sweet and good. The Kas water works, which are nearly completed, will remove the deficiency of water at Sátára.

The soil of the land bordering on the rivers is black and rich. Towards the east as it nears the hills it becomes shallower and poorer and mixed with murum or gray soil till at last the málran or poorest quality is reached. On the west as it approaches the hill the soil in like manner becomes poorer, but is more mixed with red than with gray soil. The black soil yields the staple jvári, gram, and tur Cajanus indicus. The poorer soils yield the inferior qualities of jvári and bójri, while in the west rice is grown at the foot of the hills.

According to the 1882-83 returns farm stock included 365 riding, and 1591 load carts, 2577 two-bullock and 1975 four-bullock ploughs, 24,080 bullocks and 15,668 cows, 1960 he-buffaloes and 10,165 she-buffaloes, 1292 horses, 20,571 sheep and goats, and 444 asses.

In 1882-83 the number of holdings including alienated lands in Government villages was 7947 with an average area of 13.66 acres. Of the whole number of holdings 3156 were of not more than five acres; 1633 of five to ten acres; 1586 of ten to twenty acres; 133 of twenty to thirty acres; 260 of thirty to forty acres; 748 of forty to fifty acres; 278 of fifty to a hundred acres; 108 of 100 to 200 acres; twenty-two of 200 to 300 acres; seven of 300 to 400 acres; and sixteen of over 400 acres.

In 1881-82, of 67,473 acres held for tillage, 14,041 or 20.80 per cent were fallow or under grass. Of the remaining 53,432 acres 1677 were twice cropped. Of the 55,109 acres under tillage, grain crops occupied 45,062 acres or 81.76 per cent, of which 12,039 were under spiked millet bójri Penicillaria spicata, 22,739 under Indian millet jvári Sorghum vulgare, 2022 under rágí or najní Eleusine coracana, 1373 under wheat gahu Triticum aestivum, 2893 under chenna sára Panicum miliacem, 1402 under rice bhát Oryza sativa, 1192 under Italian millet ráda or káng Panicum italicum, one under maize makka Zea mays, 77 under barley jav Hordeum hexastichon, and 724 under other grains of which details are not given. Pulses occupied 5605 acres or 10.17 per cent, of which 1071 were under gram havára Cicer arietinum, 1156 under tur Cajanus indicus, 1773 under kulith or kuláth Dolichos biflorus, 482 under udáid Phaseolus radiatus, 906 under mug Phaseolus mungo, 16 under peas vátána Pismum sativum, 15 under masur Ervum lens, and 186 under other pulses. Oilseeds occupied 2752 acres or 4.99 per cent, of which 21 were under linseed aláshi Linum usitatissimum and 2731
under other oilseeds. Fibres occupied 310 acres or 0.56 per cent, of which 304 were under Bombay hemp san or tög Crotalaria juncea and six under other fibres. Miscellaneous crops occupied 1320 acres or 2.50 per cent, of which 637 were under chillies mirchi Capsicum frutescens, 542 under sugarcane us Saccharum officinarum, 54 under tobacco tambákh nu Nicotiana tabacum, and the remaining 147 under various vegetables and fruits.

The 1881 population returns show that of 119,913 people 113,985 or 95.05 per cent were Hindus, 5305 or 4.42 per cent Musalmáns, 527 or 0.43 per cent Christians, 48 Pársis, 29 Sikhs, 16 Jews, and 3 Buddhists. The details of the Hindu castes are: 9020 Bráhmans; 91 Káyasth Prabhus and 42 Pátáne Prabhus, writers; 1082 Lingáyat Vánis, 472 Jains, 446 Marátha Vánis, 329 Tábólis, 80 Komitis, 68 Gujarát Vánis, and 34 Márwár Vánis, traders and merchants; 68,853 Kunbis and 2069 Mális, husbandmen; 1705 Shimpis, tailors; 1365 Telis, oilmen; 1321 Chámbhárs, leather workers; 1268 Kumbhárs, potters; 1243 Sonárs, goldsmiths; 1001 Sútárs, carpenters; 692 Lohárs, blacksmiths; 627 Kásárs, bangle-makers; 269 Vádárs, earth diggers; 190 Sangars, wool-weavers; 178 Buruds, bamboo workers; 176 Lonáris, cement makers; 128 Koshtis, weavers; 103 Káranjkars, saddle-makers; 84 Gíshádis, tinkers; 77 Sális, weavers; 70 Patvekars, tassel makers; 25 Otáris, casters; 7 Rangáris, dyers; 3 Beldárs, quarrymen; 3 Ráuls, tape makers; 1048 Guravs, priests; 154 Holárs, labourers; 68 Ghadis, musicians; 1377 Návis, barbers; 987 Páríts, washermen; 2552 Dhangars, cowmen; 153 Gavlis, cowkeepers; 415 Bhoís, fishers; 242 Kolis, ferrymen; 315 Pardeshis, petty traders; 1001 Rámoshis, watchmen; 6 Kaikádis, basket makers; 8240 Mákars, village messengers; 2477 Mángs, village watchmen; 292 Dhors, tanners; 31 Bhangis, scavengers; 589 Gosávis, 378 Jangams, 122 Gondholis, 116 Joshis, 112 Bháts, 55 Bhutýyas, 43 Chitrakathis, 36 Kolháris, 25 Vásudevs, 11 Túrmális, 9 Gopáls, 5 Mánbhávs, and 5 Uchläs, beggars.

Tásgaon in the south-east is broken up by many patches of Sángli and Miráj. It is bounded on the north by Khánápur, on the east by Jath Sángli and Miráj villages, on the south by Sángli and Miráj, and on the west by Válva. It has an area of 323 square miles, a population in 1881 of 79,704 or 246 to the square mile, and a land revenue in 1882 of £17,437 (Rs. 1,743,370).

Of the 323 square miles, 320 have been surveyed in detail. According to the revenue survey returns, 52 square miles are occupied by the lands of alienated villages. The rest contains 144,902 acres or 83.52 per cent of arable land, 10,348 acres or 5.97 per cent of unarable land, 516 acres or 0.30 per cent of grass, 11,518 acres or 6.64 per cent of forests, and 6200 acres or 3.57 per cent of village sites, roads, rivers, and streams. From the 144,902 acres of arable land 25,352 acres have to be taken on account of alienated lands in Government villages.

All of it is rather low, chiefly the land near the meeting of the Yerla and Krishna. The northern and eastern portions arc rocky and barren cut by ranges of low hills which branch from the Khánápur plateau. The west and south-west on and near the great
rivers form a continuation of the rich plain of the eastern Válva, and like it are well wooded with mango and bábhul.

The climate is perhaps somewhat warmer than in the east of the district, though the heat is at no time considered severe and trying nights are rare. Especially in the east the rainfall is variable and precarious. At Tásvgaon, which is about fifty miles east of the Sahyádri crest and sixty miles south-east of Sátára, during the eight years ending 1869-70 the rainfall varied from thirty-four inches in 1862-63 to thirteen inches in 1865-66 and averaged twenty-three inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from forty-seven inches in 1882-83 to seven inches in 1876-77 and averaged twenty-six inches.

The only important rivers are the Krishna forming the western boundary, and the Yerla which enters near the middle of the subdivision from the north. In the west near the rivers the water-supply is good and the means of irrigation are fairly plentiful, while the extreme end of the Krishna canal penetrates into the north-west corner of the sub-division. The eastern portion is very badly off, water being wholly dependent on the uncertain rainfall.

Near the Krishna and Yerla the soil is rich black as fine as any in the district. It bears the usual crops of jvári and gram besides oilseed groundnut and cotton and when watered sugarcane and condiments. Towards the north-east the soil is rocky and barren and as in Khánápùr bájri and late jvári are grown with wheat in favoured spots.

According to the 1882-83 returns farm stock included twenty-six riding and 2144 load carts, 238 two-bullock and 1232 four-bullock ploughs, 17,544 bullocks and 8700 cows, 2190 be-buffaloes and 7479 she-buffaloes, 1186 horses, 26,554 sheep and goats, and 286 asses.

In 1882-83 the number of holdings including alienated lands in Government villages was 3664 with an average area of 23.15 acres. Of the whole number of holdings 928 were of not more than five acres; 1125 of five to ten acres; 1614 of ten to twenty acres; 1017 of twenty to thirty acres; 520 of thirty to forty acres; 337 of forty to fifty acres; 403 of fifty to a hundred acres; 101 of 100 to 200 acres; ten of 200 to 300 acres; seven of 300 to 400 acres; and two of over 400 acres.

In 1881-82 of 115,234 acres held for tillage, 12,933 or 11.22 per cent were fallow or under grass. Of the remaining 102,301 acres 177 were twice cropped. Of the 102,478 acres under tillage, grain crops occupied 77,517 acres or 75.64 per cent of which 10,843 were under spiked millet bájri Penicillaria spicata, 60,524 under Indian millet jvári Sorghum vulgare, 177 under ráqi or náčnúi Eleusine corocana, 4535 under wheat gahu Triticum aestivum, 169 under rice bhát Oryza sativa, 177 under Italian millet vála or káng Panicum italicum, 954 under maize makka Zea mays, and 138 under barley jav Hordeum hexastichon. Pulses occupied 16,243 acres or 15.81 per cent of which 6705 were under gram harbhara.
Cicer arietinum, 6017 under tur Cajanus indicus, 2057 under kulith or kulthi Dolichos biflorus, and 1464 under other pulses. Oilseeds occupied 3209 acres or 3:13 per cent of which 4 were under linseed alehi Linum usitatissimum and 3205 under other oilseeds. Fibres occupied 3388 acres or 3:30 per cent of which 3233 were under cotton kâpus Gossypium herbaceum, 45 under Bombay hemp san or tâg Crotalaria juncea, and 110 under other fibres. Miscellaneous crops occupied 2121 acres or 2:06 per cent of which 353 were under chillies mirchi Capsicum frutescens, 560 under sugarcane us Saccharum officinarum, 1006 under tobacco tambâkhu Nicotiana tabacum, and the remaining 202 under various vegetables and fruits.

The 1881 population returns show that of 79,704 people 75,743 or 95:03 per cent were Hindus, 3955 or 4:96 per cent Musalmans, and six Pârsis. The details of the Hindu castes are: 4408 Brâhmans; 15 Káyasth Prabhus, writers; 6234 Jains, 3700 Lingâyat Vânis, 205 Marâtha Vânis, 188 Tâmbolis, 23 Mârâwar Vânis, 9 Gujarât Vânis, and 3 Komtis, traders and merchants; 33,197 Kunbis and 2855 Mâlis, husbandmen; 1681 Châmbhârs, leather workers; 1418 Koshtis, weavers; 997 Shimpis, tailors; 971 Sutârs, carpenters; 759 Telis, oilmen; 711 Kumbhârs, potters; 577 Sonâs, goldsmiths; 413 Lohârs, blacksmiths; 312 Vâdars, earth-diggers; 260 Sangars, wool weavers; 95 Burûds, bamboo-workers; 84 Râuls, tape makers; 72 Kâranjkars, saddle makers; 71 Kâsârs, bangle makers; 70 Sâlis, weavers; 55 Beldârs, quarrymen; 43 Lonâris cement makers; 27 Ghisâdís, tinkers; 22 Otários, casters; 9 Páthârvars, stone dressers; 8 Rangâris, dyers; 641 Gurâvs, priests; 95 Holârs, labourers; 61 Ghadsís, musicians; 1247 Nhâvis, barbers; 454 Parîts, washermen; 3167 Dhangars, cowmen; 47 Gavâls, cow-keepers; 779 Kolis, ferry-men; 84 Bhois, fishers; 162 Pardeshis, petty traders; 11 Thâkurs, husbandmen; 1361 Râmoshis, watchmen; 111 Vanjâris, husbandmen; 5547 Mhârs, village messengers; 1619 Mângs, village watchmen; 126 Dhors, tanners; 3 Bhangois, scavengers; 357 Jangâms, 168 Gondhârs, 115 Gósâvis, 44 Chitrakâthis, 33 Bhâts, 10 Vásudevs, and 9 Joshs, béggars.

Válva. In the extreme south-west is bounded on the north by Pátan Karâd and Khânâpúr, on the east by Tâsgaoon and Sângli, on the south by the Vârâna and beyond the Vârâna by Kolhâpur, and on the west by the Vârâna and beyond the Vârâna by Kolhâpur and Sangameshvar in Ratnâgiri. It has an area of 545 square miles, a population in 1881 of 169,408 or 310 to the square mile, and in 1882 a land revenue of £44,133 (Rs. 4,41,330).

Of the 545 square miles, 502 have been surveyed in detail. According to the revenue survey returns, 128 square miles are occupied by the lands of alienated villages. The rest contains 211,190 acres or 79:06 per cent of arable land, 2968 acres or 1.11 per cent of unarable land, 1491 acres or 0.56 per cent of grass, 31,777 acres or 11.89 per cent of forests, and 19,722 acres or 7.38 per cent of village sites, roads, rivers, and streams. From the 211,190 acres of arable land 46,312 acres have to be taken on account of alienated lands in Government villages.
Válva is in two parts, the Krishna and lower Várna valley in the east and the upper Várna valley in the west. The lower valley is a black soil plain and the upper valley is hilly and in the extreme west has some of the densest forest in Sátára. As in Pátan and Jávli the beauty of the western hills and forests is marred by stretches left bare by kumri. Much of the east is one great garden adorned by mango groves and by the long still reaches of the bábhul-fringed Krishna.

The heat is nowhere severe. In the east the climate is about the same as, perhaps a little warmer than, in Karád, while the west is a hill climate, feverish in the rains and delicious in the hot months. The rainfall is much heavier in the west than in the east. At Peth, which is about twenty-five miles east of the Sahyádris and forty-two miles south of Sátára, during the ten years ending 1869-70 the rainfall varied from twenty-seven inches in 1869-70 to twelve inches in 1862-63 and averaged seventeen inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from forty-one inches in 1882-83 to thirteen inches in 1876-77 and averaged twenty-seven inches. At Shirála which is about twenty miles east of the Sahyádris and eight miles south-west of Peth, during the seventeen years ending 1882-83 the rainfall varied from fifty-seven inches in 1882-83 to twenty-three inches in 1871-72 and averaged thirty-four inches.

The only two important rivers are the Krishna flowing south-east and the Várna, which, rising in the Sahyádris, flows due east and joins the Krishna a few miles beyond the south-east corner of the sub-division. Except near the hills on rocky soils away from rivers the water-supply is fair. The Krishna canal runs through the ten miles to the north-east of the Krishna between Karád and Tásgaon.

The Krishna and lower Várna valleys have magnificent black soil like that of Karád, growing much the same crops, jvári and gram the staple dry-crops and sugarcane and condiments where watered. Cotton and groundnuts are also grown, while in the hills rice, ndehni, and other kumri grains are the usual crops.

According to the 1882-83 returns farm stock included 227 riding and 2664 load carts, 3368 two-bullock and 3070 four-bullock ploughs, 30,857 bullocks and 15,998 cows, 7318 he-buffaloes and 13,073 she-buffaloes, 1761 horses, 49,384 sheep and goats, and 974 asses.

In 1882-83 the number of holdings, including alienated lands in Government villages, was 7507 with an average area of 26:95 acres. Of the whole number of holdings 1814 were of not more than five acres; 1569 of five to ten acres; 1612 of ten to twenty acres; 929 of twenty to thirty acres; 566 of thirty to forty acres; 359 of forty to fifty acres; 517 of fifty to a hundred acres; 173 of 100 to 200 acres; forty-four of 200 to 300 acres; ten of 300 to 400 acres, and four of over 400 acres.

In 1881-82 of 158,553 acres held for tillage, 33,719 or 21:26 per cent were fallow or under grass. Of the remaining 124,834 acres 7585 were twice cropped. Of the 132,419 acres under tillage grain crops occupied 93,158 acres or 70:35 per cent of which 6893
were under spiked millet bájri Penicillaria spicata, 38,279 under Indian millet jévári Sorghum vulgare, 9140 under rādi or náchun Elesine corocana, 5656 under wheat gahu Triticum aestivum, 4091 under chenna sáca Panicum miliaceum, 5139 under rice bhéât Oryza sativa, 5455 under Italian millet rála or káng Panicum italicum, 1072 under maize makka Zea mays, 145 under barley jau Hordeum hexastichon, and 17,288 under other grains of which details are not given. Pulses occupied 18,531 acres or 13·99 per cent of which 12,584 were under gram hárbbhara Cicer arietinum, 2611 under tür Cajanus indicus, 230 under kulth or kulthí Dolichos biflorus, 1825 under wēūd Phaseolus radiatus, 695 under mug Phaseolus mungo, 95 under peas vidána Pisum sativum, and 491 under other pulses. Oilseeds occupied 3437 acres or 2·59 per cent of which 17 were under linseed ašhi Linum usitatissimum, and 3420 under other oilseeds. Fibres occupied 8230 acres or 6·21 per cent of which 7145 were under cotton kápus Gossypium herbaceum, 133 under Bombay hemp san or tág Crotalaria juncea, and 952 under brown hemp ambádi Hibiscus cannabinus. Miscellaneous crops occupied 9063 acres or 6·84 per cent of which 2531 were under chillies mirchi Capsicum frutescens, 2199 under sugarcane us Saccharum officinarum, 3815 under tobacco tambákhú Nicotiana tabacum, and the remaining 518 under various vegetables and fruits.

The 1881 population returns show that of 169,408 people 162,105 or 95·68 per cent were Hindus, 7289 or 4·30 per cent Musalmáns, and 14 Christians. The details of the Hindu castes are: 6220 Bráhmans; 51 Káyasth Prabhús and 30 Pátáne Prabhús, writers; 5990 Jáins, 4014 Lingáyat Vánis, 478 Marátha Vánis, 225 Tábólís, 29 Márwar Vánis, and 8 Gujarát Vánis, traders and merchants; 98,178 Kunbis and 2659 Mális, husbandmen; 2850 Chámbhárs, leather workers; 2180 Kumbhárs, potters; 1891 Shímís, tailors; 1874 Sútárs, carpenters; 1352 Koshtís, weavers; 1304 Telís, oilmen; 1212 Sonárs, goldsmiths; 750 Sálís, weavers; 735 Lohárás, blacksmiths; 668 Váfárs, earth diggers; 373 Lonárís, cement makers; 220 Káśárs, bangle makers; 155 Sangars, wool weavers; 148 Burúds, bamboo workers; 145 Beldárs, quarrymen; 122 Káránjkars, saddle makers; 84 Otáris, casters; 53 Pátharvats, stone dressers; 25 Ráuls, tape makers; 7 Rangáris, dyers; 1543 Gurávs, priests; 83 Ghádsis musicians; 78 Holárs, labourers; 2117 Nhávis, barbers; 1070 París, washermen; 5879 Dhangars, cowmen; 19 Gavlis, cowkeepers; 654 Kolís, ferrymen; 255 Bhois, fishers; 216 Pardeshís, petty traders; 48 Thákurs, husbandmen; 1622 Rámóshís, watchmen; 66 Vanjáris, husbandmen; 14,669 Mhárs, village messengers; 3129 Mángs, village watchmen; 206 Dhors, tanners; 8 Bhángís, scavengers; 657 Jangáms, 323 Gosávis, 198 Bhéats, 112 Jóshís, 47 Gondhís, 37 Uchlá, 23 Mánbhávs, 11 Kolhátís, and 5 Vásudevs, beggars.

Wa’i in the extreme north-west is bounded on the north by Bhor and the Níra and beyond the Níra by Mával in Poona, on the east by Pháitán and Kóregaon, on the south by Sátrá and Jávli, and on the west by Bhor. It has an area of 390 square miles, a population in
SATÁRA.

1881 of 88,610 or 227 to the square mile, and in 1882 a land revenue of £19,556 (Rs. 1,95,560).

Of the 390 square miles 340 have been surveyed in detail. According to the revenue survey returns, 82 square miles are occupied by the lands of alienated villages. The rest contains 130,008 acres or 65.91 per cent of arable land, 13,456 acres or 6.82 per cent of unarable land, 46,077 acres or 23.36 per cent of forests, and 7698 acres or 3.91 per cent of village sites, roads, rivers, and streams. From the 130,008 acres of arable land 29,003 acres have to be taken on account of alienated lands in Government villages.

Wái is surrounded and crossed in a number of directions by spurs of the Sahyádris while it is divided by the Mahádev range into two halves belonging to the valleys of the Krishna and Nira rivers. The Krishna half is decidedly the more fertile and pleasing of the two, the country about the river is well wooded, and the hills in parts are fairly clothed with trees. The other half, termed the Khandála petty division, is bare and slopes towards the Nira which divides it from the Poona district.

The climate of the plains is temperate throughout, though the Khandála petty division is warm in the hot weather and subject to frequent droughts, and the rainfall there is very precarious. The climate in the Sahyádri parts is very cool and the rainfall heavy as in Jávli. At Wái, which is about sixteen miles east of the Sahyádris and twenty miles north of Sátára, during the ten years ending 1869-70 the rainfall varied from thirty-four inches in 1861-62 to twenty inches in 1865-66 and averaged twenty-seven inches; and during the thirteen years ending 1882-83 it varied from forty-nine inches in 1875-76 to nineteen inches in 1871-72 and averaged thirty-one inches. At Khandála, which is about twenty-five miles east of the Sahyádris and twenty-six miles north of Sátára, during the sixteen years ending 1882-83 the rainfall varied from twenty-seven inches in 1867-68 to eight inches in 1871-72 and averaged nineteen inches.

The Krishna and Nira are the only important rivers. The Nira forms the boundary of the Poona district and the Krishna can be traced past holy Wái almost up to its source above the village of Jor in the extreme west. In the Krishna valley water is abundant but the supply is poor in the Khandála petty division. Land is watered both from wells and from streams.

Near the Krishna the soil is good; elsewhere it is poor. Towards the west the hill crops of náchní; Eleusine corocana, vari; Panicum miliare, and rice are grown on red soil, and kumrí or wood-ash tillage prevails. In the east the soil is mostly poor black or gray or of the kind called máltrán, jwáí; and bájí; being the staple crops.

According to the 1882-83 returns farm stock included 120 riding and 1281 load carts, 9127 two-bullock and 2072 four-bullock ploughs, 19,932 bullocks and 11,900 cows, 893 he-buffaloes and 5805 she-buffaloes, 723 horses, 30,516 sheep and goats, and 541 asses.

In 1882-83 the number of holdings, including alienated lands in Government villages was 19,074 with an average area of 6.79 acres. Of the whole number of holdings 9763 were of not more than five
acres; 5025 of five to ten acres; 3011 of ten to twenty acres; 1049 of twenty to thirty acres; 169 of thirty to forty acres; seventeen of forty to fifty acres; thirty-one of fifty to a hundred acres; four of 100 to 200 acres; two of 200 to 300 acres; and three of 300 to 400 acres.

In 1881-82, of 101,951 acres held for tillage, 19,503 or 19.12 per cent were fallow or under grass. Of the remaining 82,448 acres, 2469 were twice cropped. Of the 84,917 acres under tillage grain crops occupied 70,076 acres or 82.52 per cent of which 35,500 were under spiked millet bâjïrî Penicillaria spicata, 20,434 under Indian millet jâvâri Sorghum vulgarâ, 4846 under râgi or nâchnî Eleusine corocanâ, 2017 under wheat gâhu Triticum aestivum, 3944 under chenna sâva Panicum milieaceum, 2468 under rice bhât Oryza sativa, 793 under Italian millet râla or kâng Panicum italicum, three under maize makka Zea mays, and 71 under barley jâv Hordeum hexastichon. Pulses occupied 11,001 acres or 12.95 per cent of which 1177 were under gram harbhara Cicer arietinum, 2035 under tur Cajanus indicus, 4570 under kulith or kulthi Dolichos biflorus, 248 under idid Phaseolus radiatus, 641 under mug Phaseolus mungo, 79 under peas vâtâna Pisum sativum, six under masur Ervum lens, and 2245 under other pulses. Oil-seeds occupied 2884 acres or 3.39 per cent of which 459 were under gingelly seed til Sesamum indicum, 105 under linseed alshi Linum usitatessimum, and 2320 under other oilseeds. Fibres occupied 37 acres or 0.04 per cent of which 16 were under Bombay hemp san or tâg Crotalaria juncea, and 21 under brown hemp ambâdi Hibiscus cannabinus. Miscellaneous crops occupied 919 acres or 1.08 per cent of which 65 were under chillies mirchi Capsicum frutescens, 393 under sugarcane us Saccharum officinarum, 12 under tobacco tambâkhu Nicotiana tabacum, and the remaining 449 under various vegetables and fruits.

The 1881 population returns show that of 88,610 people 85,605 or 96.60 per cent were Hindus, 2857 or 3.22 per cent Musalmâns, 145 or 0.16 per cent Christians, and 3 Parsis. The details of the Hindu castes are: 6390 Brâhmans; 11 Pátáne Prabhus, writers; 265 Lingâyat Vânis, 239 Tâmbolis, 235 Jains, 62 Marâtha Vânis, 15 Mârâwâr Vânis and 13 Gujarât Vânis, traders and merchants; 45,544 Kunbis and 4796 Mâčis, husbandmen; 1459 Châmbhârs, leather workers; 978 Sutârs, carpenters; 939 Sonârs, goldsmiths; 876 Telis, oilmen; 875 Kumbhârs, potters; 863 Sâlis, weavers; 629 Shimpis, tailors; 308 Kâsârs, bangle makers; 226 Lohârs, blacksmiths; 162 Sangars, wool weavers; 128 Beldârs, quarrymen; 123 Koshtis, weavers; 104 Vadârs, earth diggers; 75 Buruds, bamboo workers; 66 Ghisâdâs, tinkers; 51 Kâranjâkars, saddle makers; 42 Lânâris, cement makers; 24 Pâthavrâts, stone dressers; 21 Râuls, tape makers; 19 Otâris, casters; 810 Guravs, priests; 44 Holârs, labourers; 40 Ghadsis, musicians; 1195 Nhâvis, barbers; 627 Parits, washermen; 5265 Dhângars, cowmen; 46 Gavlis, cowkeepers; 508 Kolis, ferrymen; 115 Bhois, fishers; 57 Thâkurs, husbandmen; 27 Pardeshis, petty traders; 1336 Râmôshis, watchmen; 8285 Mhârs, village messengers; 1086 Mângs, village watchmen; 11 Dhors, tanners; 10 Bhangis, scavengers; 280 Gosâvis, 179 Gondhlis, 158 Jangams, 129 Joshis, 27 Bhâts, 6 Kolhâtis, and 6 Vásudev, beggars.
CHAPTER XIV.

PLACES.

Akalkop is a small town of 2910 people four miles north-east of Ashta and eleven miles west of Tásgaon. The town lies on the right bank of the Krishna at a point where the river takes a bend from west to south. A flying bridge leads across the Krishna to Bhilavdi village on the left bank immediately opposite Akalkop and a fair weather local fund road leads to Tásgaon and Ashta. The village is chiefly agricultural and depends for its prosperity on the rich produce of the black soil of the Krishna. Akalkop has two small temples of Dattátraya and Mhasoba both in high local repute and the scenes of large fairs. The Dattátraya temple (6' 6" × 4' 9" × 9') is built on rising ground in a grove of trees chiefly nim and consists of a small cut-stone shrine facing east and containing the footprints of Dattátraya. The shrine was first built by the Deshpándyás of Akalkop and rebuilt about 1860 by Krishnaráv Trimbak Bápat then mámlatdár of Válva. A flight of steps (12' × 6') built from alms obtained by devotees leads up to the entrance gate. The temple enjoys lands valued at £1 3s. 6d. (Rs. 11½) but the Bráhman ministrants make about £80 (Rs. 800) during the three fair days, the full-moon of Márghshirsh or November-December, the dark fifth of Mágh or January-February, and the dark twelfth of Áshvín or September-October. On all the three occasions the mask of the god is carried in a palanquin with the honours of the umbrella, peacock fans, maces, and flywhisks as symbols of sovereignty. The second in January-February is the chief fair attended by over 5000 people. A large charitable dinner is given on this day to Bráhmans and the poor. The traders of Akalkop and rich merchants from other parts of the district furnish contributions in money and in kind.

The other temple is of Mhasoba a spirit believed to be an attendant on Ganpati. The temple is a domed stone shrine ten feet long by eight feet broad and including the dome about twelve feet high. According to the Krishná-mahátmya the temple is said to have originally belonged to Ganpati and this seems probable as separate temples of Mhasoba are very rare. Round the shrine are stones representing the attendants of Ganpati and inside a stone for Mhasoba. In front of the temple are three gateways built about 200 years ago by a headman of Akalkop. A fair is held in April and attended by about 2000 people chiefly low caste Hindus, Dhors Mángs and Rámoshis, and a few Maráthás, who are generally credited

---

1 This chapter is contributed by Mr. J. W. P. Muir-Mackenzie, C. S.
with hatching evil plans for gang robberies and dacoities on the occasion. From one to two thousand goats are offered at the fair to Mhasoba. The heads are all given to the village headman, who usually has a large number of guests whom he either entertains on sheep's head or who buy the heads from him at 3d. (¼ a.) a piece. The rest is eaten by the offerers who first offer the meals to the god by placing it before the temple and then retire to feast on it. No meat-offering is allowed inside the shrine. The temple enjoys rent-free lands assessed at £13 (Rs. 130) a year and worth probably £50 (Rs. 500) a year. The Gurav priests of the temple get about £20 (Rs. 200) more during the fair. A flight of thirty steps (30' × 1' × 1') with four landings all built by devotees leads down from the temple to the river bed.

Ashta in Válva with in 1881 a population of 9896, is a municipal town twelve miles south-east of Islāmpur. The town lies on a slight rise above the valley of the Krishna river which flows four miles to the east. The Peth-Sāngli local fund road passes close to the west. The town is walled and has four gates one on each side. There is a sub-judge’s court, a post office, and a vernacular school. The water-supply is chiefly from a well at the north-west corner of the town for drinking purposes and a tank outside the west of the town for washing and cattle-watering. The well is dug in the solid rock and is about forty feet square. In 1880 its supply was in danger of running short when some of the rock was blasted as a last hope that a spring would be discovered. The boring rods were driven into the rock and a fault hit upon. The water shot up as from an artesian well and there has been no difficulty since. But the remotest quarters of the town and the low castes are often in difficulties for water and in dry seasons have to go as far as the Krishna. The 1872 census showed 8874 Hindus and 674 Musalmáns or a total of 9548. The 1881 census showed 9270 Hindus and 626 Musalmáns. The trade of the town is small, the population being entirely agricultural. In area Ashta is nearly the largest village in the district,¹ and yields a land revenue of over £3000 (Rs. 30,000), while no other village in the district comes within much more than half this amount. About a quarter of a mile to the west of the town is another large tank formed by a dam said to date from Musalmán times. The hollow behind the dam has silted up and the tank now hardly holds water. Some large banian and tamarind trees at its east and south-east edges make good shade for a camp. At the east side is a temple of Bhairav kept by Dhangars. The temple itself is very small, and consists only of an image chamber with a small veranda opening east. But it has a paved courtyard with cloisters about 120 feet square with walls twelve feet high and a gateway surmounted with a drum chamber or nagārkhana. The worship is entirely conducted by Guravs and Dhangars. The Dhangars meet every evening and on Sunday evenings in large numbers, advancing to the temple in procession with drums and pipes, to

¹ Mhasavad and Varkute in Mán are the only two villages which can compare with Ashta but their lands are all barren sand, while those of Ashta are nearly all rich black soil.
dance and sing before the god, before whom sheep and goats are often sacrificed. Most of the buildings are the work of rich Dhangars and point to a time when the caste had some wealth and influence. The town has a cloth-shop kept by Váni members of the community of different castes and occupations on the co-operative principle which is a new feature in the district. It pays its way fairly well and cash payments are strictly adhered to. In 1882-83 the municipality had an income of £185 (Rs. 1850) and an expenditure of £120 (Rs. 1200). It has built a set of public latrines in a useful quarter and is adding to their number in other parts of the town. In 1857 during the insurrection at Kolhápur, a body of seventy-five horse was stationed at Ashta then the head-quarters of the Válva sub-division.

Aundh village is the residence of the Pant Pratinidhi and forms part of his estate or jágir. It is surrounded on all sides by Government territory forming part of the Khatáv sub-division and lies nine miles south-west of Vaduj, the head-quarters of the Khatáv sub-division and about twenty-six miles south-east of Sátára. At the top of the pass by which the Sátára-Tásgaon road connects the Khatáv and Koregaon sub-divisions, a cross road branches due east to Aundh which lies in a basin of small hills entirely sheltered from the north and east. The village has vernacular schools for boys and girls, a native library with a few books and photographs and the chief native newspapers. The dispensary is in charge of a passed medical pupil and has an average daily attendance of about thirty-five patients. The drinking water-supply of the town is mainly from wells. But there are also two large tanks twenty yards apart and each about fifty yards square said to have been built by a Váni many hundred years ago. The water is bad and little used even for washing. The Pant’s mansion or váda is the chief building in the village and consists of a two-storeyed váda in the Marátha style with a quadrangle in the centre. In front is a courtyard flanked with buildings out of which a narrow approach leads at right angles into the main street. The whole building covers a space of about two acres. Next to it in the north of the town is a temple of Yamuna Devi, the patron goddess of the Pant Pratinidhi’s family. In front of the temple on the east is a very fine lamp-pillar or dipmál about sixty feet high and not more than about fifteen feet in diameter at the base. It is studded in eight alternate lines with in each line twenty-two projecting stones for mounting by and twenty-two brackets for lamps making a total of 176 lamps and as many steps. To break the monotony of the structure the steps are fixed in a position intermediate between the brackets and vies versa. The moulding of both brackets and steps is plain but graceful and the stone work of the whole finely cut and well put together. The uncommon height and slender tapering of this dipmál makes it unusually elegant. Aurangzeb came to the village, it is said, with the intention of breaking open the idol, but he spared the dipmál. About two miles south of the town is a bungalow in a plantain garden built as a summer resort. About a mile to the south-west of the town...
is a hill about 800 feet above the plain, the summit of which is
crowned by another temple of Yamuna Devi. It is the special
resort for worship of the Pant and his family, and has been much
enlarged and adorned by the present chief and his ancestors.
Except its great local repute for holiness the temple has nothing
remarkable about it. The courtyard is about thirty yards square
paved with stone and surrounded by ramparts about twelve feet
thick and fifteen feet high inside. Outside, the height rises with the
hill, and in places is not less than forty feet. There are five
bastions one at the south-west and two each at the north-west and
north-east corners. The south-east corner is rectangular. On the
north-west side is the gateway a pointed arch of the thickness of
the wall and on its left is the nagárkhāna or music chamber. The
temple consists of a plainly built mandap about thirty feet by twenty
fronting east with a star-shaped cut stone but plain idol-chamber
or gābhāra with a greatest length and breadth of about twenty
feet and surmounted by a twelve-sided stucco spire. The gābhāra
contains a black stone image of Yamnāi. The ascent up the hill
is made easy by means of about a hundred steps and an excellent
pathway about ten feet broad. There is an alternative route by
a second flight of steps up the lower half of the hill and passing
a small shrine of Ganpati. On the hill side at the north-west of the
temple is a flat ridge with the remains of a mango grove and a
stone tank about twenty yards square. The temple and its
neighbourhood are the favourite haunt of small very tame monkeys.
Twenty acres of land are given as inām to the monkeys, and
grain is spread for them in the rains when they are believed to be
in difficulties for food. Though the temple building is not very
notable the ascent gives a fine view about twenty-five miles north-
west towards Sátārā and on a clear day as far as Shingnápur about
thirty miles to the north-east. In 1713 Aundh was the scene of a battle
between Krishnarāv Khatavkar a Brāhman raised by the Moghals
and Bālāji Vishvanāth afterwards the first Peshwa and at that time
a clerk to Shálu (1708-1749) of Sátārā. Krishnarāv was defeated
and on submission was pardoned and granted the village of Khatav,
thirty-five miles east of Sátārā.

Baha’durva’di is an alienated village belonging to the Sángli
state and granted to Rámachandrarāv Mahipatrāv Ghorpade adopted
son of the widows of Mahipatrāv Ghorpade a junior branch of the
Mudhol family. The village lies within the limits of the Válva
sub-division about twelve miles south-east of Peth, and is easily
reached by turning east from the Kolhárpur mail road at the village
of Tándulvádi which is ten miles south of Peth. Bahádurvádi is
remarkable for a fort consisting of three enclosures. The first or
outer enclosure is round, about 150 yards in diameter, and consists of
an earthen embankment about thirty feet high. Inside is another
round space about 100 yards in diameter enclosed by a stone and
mud wall about four feet thick and twenty feet high, with a shallow
ditch about six feet wide. It has nine bastions of which the central
bastion is over a fortified gateway of some strength. All the bastions
are loopholed for musketry. The third and innermost enclosure is a
square about sixty yards in diameter surrounded by a moat twenty feet wide and thirty feet deep. It is enclosed by walls of stone and mud about thirteen feet thick and surmounted by eight bastions, one at each corner and one at the centre of each side. The bastions facing east are particularly strong and the wall is of rough masonry in mortar. The centre bastion on the east is inhabited and the walls contain store chambers. The walls and bastions are surrounded by a parapet and are loopholed for musketry. Their ramparts formerly held guns and mortars the few remaining of which were taken possession of by Government when the district was disarmed in 1857-58. The inmost enclosure has a mansion forming the residence of the Inámdár and a rock-cut well with steps, about fifty feet deep and twenty-five feet wide, and always holding twenty feet of water. The situation of this fort is decidedly striking, crowning as it does the knoll on which the village is built with the temple-crowned hill of Mallikárjuna to the north, the luxuriant Várna valley on the east south and west, and Panhála and Pávangad to the southwest. No remarkable engagement seems to have taken place at the fort and since the death of Mahipatráv, who served the last Peshwa in a high office under Hari Pant Phadke, the general in charge of the jariapata or standard, the family has not been distinguished. The fort is said to have been built by the fourth Peshwa Mádhavráv (1761 - 1772) as a frontier protection against the attacks of Kolhápur.

The temple of Mahádev though not old is worth a visit. It consists of an idol-chamber or gábhára and a hall or mandap together about fifty feet by twenty. The entrance is by a low irregular-shaped arch, and the walls about twelve feet high are of well dressed black stone. The brick spire is not unhandsome. The walls have a facade of images in relief and painted in Chunam with some grotesque figures of animals and human beings on the roof of the mandap.

Bágni in Válya four miles south-west of Ashta is a large agricultural village alienated to the junior branch of the Mantri family the senior branch of which lives at Islámpur. The 1881 census showed a population of 4707. The village has lofty walls in many places thirty feet high with, all round, a deep moat forty feet broad usually full of water on the west. There is also an inner fort or citadel, entered by a strong gate. A large colony of Musalmáns live in the village, and the place was one of the posts or thánás of the Bijápur kings (1489 - 1686). Outside the village about half a mile to the east is a mosque about thirty feet square and fifteen high with a small dome in the centre. There are eight pillars four embedded in the walls and four in the centre. The niches are Saracenic handsomely moulded and decorated in floral patterns. To the east of the mosque is a courtyard about sixty yards square containing a mausoleum of the usual type in honour of Kádir Sáhib a Pir who received this honour for, among other things, miraculously curing a tumour with which Máhmuíd Sháh, seventh king of Bijápur (1626 - 1656) was afflicted. The tomb inside is covered with a beautiful brocade curtain presented by the Mantris of Bágni.
Bahe, five miles north-east of Peth, with in 1881 a population of 2402, is an alienated village chiefly remarkable for temples of Shri-Ramling, Maruti, Ganpati, and Shrikrishna, built on an island in the bed of the Krishna. The chief temple of Shri Ramling was built by one Antoba Naik Bhide about a century and a half ago. It is built of mortared brick throughout on a plinth two feet high. The gabhara or image-chamber is about ten feet square and ten feet high. The outer chamber has a vaulted roof with four pillars. The side aisles are about eight feet high and the centre about thirteen feet high. The arches are pointed and about six feet wide. The whole chamber is about twenty feet square and is capped as usual by a pinnacle about thirty feet high also in mortared brick. The legend about the temple is that Ram halted here during a pilgrimage and worshipped the ling. Two fairs are held at the temple one on the last day of Pauskh or December-January and the other on the bright ninth of Chaitra or March-April in honour of Ram’s birthday. The temple of Maruti built in 1814 by a Dhangar Setu Harpa Khot is a poor double building about thirty feet by fifteen. The whole is surrounded by a walled court. The entrance is through a solid masonry arch. In high floods the river flows right up to the dome of the temple and every year surrounds the walled court. Setu Dhangar also presented the Ramling temple with a curious brass cobra. Besides these temples the village has a Government vernacular school with about forty boys.

Bahe village was originally granted to Yashvantrav Thorat who flourished in the reign of Rajaram (1689-1700) and his son Shivaji (1700-1708). Yashvantrav was killed in the battle of Panhal (1706), his adopted son was not present, and his villages were given to Siddaji his nephew. Yashvantrav’s mansion in Bahe was fortified with mud and stone walls bastioned at the corners.

Bahule village situated close under the north slope of the Mala-Tambve spur three miles south of Mandrul and ten miles east-south-east of Patan contains a curious little Hemadpanti temple said to have been built in a single night. It stands in the middle of a paved court (78’ x 64’) sunk four feet in the ground and surrounded by five acres of fine old pimpal trees. The temple faces east and consists of an image-chamber with stone walls set in mortar (14’ 4” x 18’ 8”) and surmounted by a shikhara or spire twenty-nine feet high from the ground. This spire is modern and built during the last century by Parshuram Naryan Angal a rich banker of Nigadi who built a temple at Patalshwar near Sattara and many others in the district. The walls are 2’ 8" thick and the inner space about eight feet square. In the centre is a ling of Bahuleshwar Mahadev in a case or shatunkha fronting north and over a spring the water of which drains through a channel shaped like a cow’s head into a stone basin formed on the north side in the court pavement. In the north-west and south-east corners are two small basins sunk in the floor and there are two niches one in the south and one in the north wall. The entrance to the image-chamber is through a vestibule (7’ 4” x 18’ 10”) by a quadrangular doorway two feet broad by 4’ 9” high. The vestibule has two solid niches in the north and
south walls. The hall or mandap which is really the only ancient part of the temple is fourteen feet long east to west and 18'10" broad north to south. It is, as usual, open at all four sides, supported by twelve pillars in four rows of three each, 5' 8" apart east to west or three rows of four each 4' 6" apart north to south. The four west pillars are embedded in the modern vestibule wall; of the rest the four middle form a square in the centre of which is a small stone bull or Nandi, and the remaining four are partly embedded in a stone bench 2' 8" wide the end of which lies vertically under the eaves, which are broad and turned up at the end. The roof 7' 8" high from within was originally flat but has been put on a slope with brick and cemented by a modern hand. Behind the bench rises a back about four feet high from the ground. The pillars are all of one pattern. The shafts are of a single block cut in rectangular octagonal and cylindrical concentric divisions but without any carving or ornament. The stone used throughout the mandap is in large blocks or slabs and at the roof is joined to the pillars by brackets branching in four directions. Each compartment has a ceiling in the lozenge pattern, formed by placing slabs diagonally to each other without mortar. About nine feet east of the temple is a bathing tank (15' 11" × 19') fed from a spring in the south-east corner of the court and joined with it by a drain. Five steps lead down to the water of which there is always three feet depth. The officiating temple priests are some Brâhmans inhabiting the neighbouring village of Garavde. The temple is connected with Bahule half a mile off by a causeway. Water is very plentiful in this neighbourhood, and advantage has been taken of it in many wells and channels for irrigation purposes, while close by the temple an excellent supply is given to Garavde village by a pipe so constructed as to tap a spring. In fact few villages in the district have such a pure and incorruptible supply of water. Fairs in honour of Bahuleshvar are held on the Mahâshivrâtra or Great Night of Shiv in February-March and the Mondays of Shrâvan or July-August and attended by from two to three thousand people. The ling is said to have been set up by a cowherd to whom the god appeared and showed the spring flowing with milk.

Bâmnoli village with a population of 494 lies seven miles south-west of Medha. It is connected with Medha by an excellent bullock track, and is the starting point in the Koyna valley for the Amboli pass connecting it with the Konkan. The village has been a local market from early times and has one or two shops of traders. Like Tâmbi, Bâmnoli was a small administrative centre under the Marâtha government.

Banpuri in the Vâng valley, ten miles south-south-east of Pâtan, is an alienated village belonging to Vâsudev Anant Deshpânde of Kolevâdi. To the south of the village on the hill side is a temple of Nâïkba, a form of Shiv. The temple is a solid but poor structure with stone walls and a tiled roof. The ling has a silver mask which is carried in procession on the two fair days, the fifth of Chaitra (March-April) and the tenth of Ashvin (September-October). On the latter occasion the attendance numbers over 7000. The legend is
that a cultivator surnamed Jánugade devotedly worshipped Shiv on this spot until he grew so old and infirm that he could go no longer. Shiv ordered him to go home and promised to follow him if he did not look behind. The old man obeyed till on his way hearing a terrible noise he looked back and saw an enormous boulder fallen from the hill and smashed to pieces. That night he had a dream that the boulder was Shiv who should be worshipped on the spot and styled Náikba.

Bávdhan village alienated to Rájárám Bhonsle, the adopted son of the widows of the late Rája of Sátára, had in 1881 a population of 4095 or an increase of 374 over that of 1872. It is situated three miles due south of Wáí and a mile south of the Wáí-Panchvard road, with which it is connected by a small road leading down to the Krishna river which flows about 1½ miles to the north. To the west of the village is a bare range of hills branching from Pasarní and containing two small caves very difficult of access believed to be Buddhist. On the hill top is a flat plateau with a temple of Devi in charge of a Gosávi. In the village is an old temple of Bhairav the whole of which was rebuilt about fifty years ago from village subscriptions. The temple is whitewashed and is a rude stone work with a brick spire and a courtyard. A yearly fair is held on the dark fifth of Phálgun (February-March) and is attended by 500 to 1000 people. A far more interesting structure is the Mahádev temple down by the Krishna about a quarter of a mile north of the high road. A paved court has been built on the side which slopes gently down to the river. The temple consists of an image-chamber about twelve feet square apparently old and a modern hall open at the sides, with twelve pillars supporting a flat roof with a parapet and broad eaves. On the north of the image-chamber or gábhára is a small stone basin into which flows the water thrown over the lín and over a spring believed to be one of the mouths of the Sarasyati. The hall is about twenty feet square and the courtyard in front eighty feet by sixty. The image-chamber is surmounted by a spire or shikhār in the old star shape. Leading from the temple to the river is a flight of stone steps thirty feet wide. The temple was added to and restored by a Peshwa officer surnamed Kánitkar. Besides these temples the village contains his large mansion or váda with lofty brick walls and a gateway about forty feet high surrounding the court, and another two-storeyed mansion in eight compartments belonging to the Kulkarni family.

Bhairavgad Fort twenty miles west south-west of Pátan and about four miles west of Mála, from which it is pretty easily accessible by a rough footpath through dense jungle, is a rounded hill situated on the face of the Sahyādí range and jutting about a hundred feet into the Konkan. A narrow neck thirty yards long separates it from the cliff on the east, which rises some 300 feet above it. About five acres in area the hill has on the east a temple of Bhairav which gives it its name.

According to Grant Duff Bhairavgad was one of the forts built

---

1 Maráthás, 13 note 3.
SÁTÁRA.

by the raja of Panhála. The garrison in Maratha times was furnished by soldiers sent from Sátára. There are no traces of houses and the walls are in ruins. In the last Maratha war Bhairavgad was captured by the English on the 23rd of May 1818. A detachment of a hundred rank and file was sent by Lieutenant-Colonel Kennedy under command of Lieutenant Capon from Sávárda in Chipuln in Ratnágiri. They proceeded to Talávda a village at the foot of the hill from which there was an ascent of nearly six miles. But a message brought down the native officer in charge of the fort with a party of the garrison, who promised to surrender next morning on condition that the arms and property of himself and the garrison about a hundred strong, were respected and an escort of sepoys allowed as far as Pátan. The fort was taken accordingly without resistance.¹

Bhilavdi, 9½ miles south-west of Tásgaon, is a village on the left bank of the Krishna with in 1881 a population of 6569. The 1872 census showed a total of 6227 of whom 5832 were Hindus and 395 Musalmáns; of the 1881 total 6156 were Hindus and 413 Musalmáns. The village is almost entirely agricultural, but has some substantial moneylenders. The surrounding land is some of the best black soil of the Krishna valley. The road from Tásgaon to Ashta passes through this village which is connected by a flying bridge with Akhalkop on the opposite bank. A fine bathing ghat or flight of steps has been made down to the river. The descent is not more than about five feet and the steps have been so built that a coin placed on any step can be seen from any position of equal height in the rest of the flight. The river bank is very soft and muddy and the foundation for the steps is said to be constructed principally of cattle horns which were collected in great numbers and thrown into the water the action of which it is said caused them to spread and take root like trees. In 1827 Captain Clunes notices Bhilavdi as a village of 550 houses with fifteen shops and a resthouse.²

Bhopálgaíd hill fort lies within the village limits of Bánur at the extreme south-east of the Kháñápur sub-division. The easiest approach to it is from Kháñápur eleven miles by the Karád-Bijápur road to Palshi, whence a rough path passable for ponies leads through a very stony country four miles due east to Bánur. A small neck of land divides the spur on which the fort and village are situated from the main Kháñápur plateau. The fort is formed by broken walls skirting the edges of an irregular rhomboid raised about sixty feet above the rest of the plateau. A hill in the centre might serve as the bála kilóa or citadel, but it is unfortified and contains a temple of Mahádev. The village of Bánur is situated at the south of the fort just inside the wall. The internal area of the fort is between two and three hundred acres. On the south-east, east and north, it is fairly unapproachable up the precipitous descent of about 700 feet on into the Mán valley below. On the west and south there is nothing but the small rise of sixty to one hundred feet above mentioned, but to reach this the narrow neck noticed above has to be crossed. The fort, however, is commanded

¹ Pendhári and Maratha War Papers, 345. ² Itinerary, 69.
from hills about half a mile to the west. A broad track was made
in ancient times from the village of Jarandi five miles south-east
by which stores used to be sent. There is a small tank inside the
fort, and close on the south a fine large one with a well adjoining
and full of water throughout the year. According to a local legend
the fort was built by a king named Bhopal. In 1679, Bhopalcontrolled
fort as the eastern outpost of Shivaji's territories was besieged and
taken by a detachment under Sambhaji then in rebellion against
his father Shivaji and sent by Diler Khan the Moghal general
then besieging Bijapur.1

Bhose, a village of 2185 people nine miles south-east of Talsaon,
is remarkable for a curious cave temple of Dandoba Mahadev. The
temple is situated in the hills to the south-east of the village about
fifty-eight feet from the summit of a point rising about 1200
feet above the level of the spur. The spur on which the hill
stands branches due south from the Khanaapur plateau, and the
cave temple on it faces east. The ascent from Bhose is easy by
"the elephant path," a track cleared by the Patwardhans for their
elephants, though there is no made road. A flat platform leads
to the temple doorway which is cut rectangularly out of the rock
four feet high by three feet broad. There is no door or any frame-
work for one. Immediately inside is a hole made in the rock
above which lets light in the whole cave except the image-chamber
which is artificially walled off from the rest. The whole excavation
is fifty-eight feet long east to west and thirty-six feet broad north
to south, and was originally apparently nothing but an oblong cave.
A great deal of building has since been done by modern hands.
An inscription noticed below shows that a king named Shringan
was intimately connected with it. His place of residence is called
Kausalyapur. A legendary account gives Kaundanyapur as the
place of residence of a raja known as Hingandev, a name a trace of
which also remains in the Hingankhadi at Mhasur and perhaps
in the name Shingnapur,2 where he is said to have performed much
devation. The date in the inscription is said to read Shak 611
(a.d.689), but this seems wrong and the king is probably the Devgiri
Yadav king Singhana I. or II., who flourished in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries.3 It seems possible that he built this temple,
more especially as the temples of Kundal and Malkeshvar are
referred by Dr. Burgess to a period between the twelfth and
fourteenth centuries. The chamber roof is quite flat and there
are no benches at the sides. Inside the door a space twenty-
eight feet wide and thirty feet long has been walled up, leaving
recesses between the wall and sides of the cave. At right angles
to this is a wall right across the cave, with a door about five feet
by four which leads to a hall or mandap. Immediately in front of
this door two stone figures of a man and woman called "Bahule"
with Marathi inscriptions below them are, it is believed, door-
keepers or satellites of the gods. One contains the date Shak 1695
(a.d. 1773). The rest is not legible. The other contains the
names Shinapa and Balaapa Tatavte bin (son of) Jayapa Tatavte.

1 Grant Duff's Marathas, 130. 2 See below Shingnapur,
3 Fleet's Kanaresc Dynasties, 72-74.
residence Sanik Savemane Rajoji. These letters are modern. Inside the mandap extends the whole width of the cave. Above the centre of the mandap is a masonry structure (14' × 10') forming the image-chamber. A door (7' × 5') leads into the chamber which contains a stone ling on a pedestal about four feet high raised off by a cross bar to prevent worshippers coming too close and overcrowding. A passage is left round the chamber five feet wide at the back and thirteen feet wide at the sides. This is ordinarily used for the holy circuit or pradakshina which is necessary to qualify a worshipper to enter into the image-chamber. The rest of the mandap is taken up with masonry arches made to give a nave and side aisles. The pillars are about a foot in diameter with plain and square shafts and round arches. In front of the door of the image-chamber is a small stone Nandi, and to its right is an eight-handed image of Bhaváni about three feet high and a foot in diameter, and close by it is a slab in the middle west pillar which is carved in front with the Kánarese inscription above mentioned. Next the north-west pillar is another stone image of Virbhadra, similar in size to the Devi. Upon the summit of the hill and supposed to be directly over the ling is a spire about thirty feet square at the base and of the same height, formed of four concentric square courses each about three feet less in diameter than the other and surmounted by an urn-shaped pinnacle. The lower courses are of stone and the upper courses and pinnacle are of brick. The stone courses are of considerable age, but who built them is not known. The brick courses were added by Chintámanrá Ápa Patvardhan at the beginning of the present century. The god is called Dandoba after the priest mentioned in the inscription. In his honour about 500 people assemble for worship on each Monday in Shraván or July-August. The worshippers are chiefly Lingáyat Vánis and Jains.

**Bhushangad**

In Khatáy about eleven miles south-west of Vadúj is a roughly oval solitary hill rising about 600 feet above the surrounding plain. On the north-west half down the slope are a number of houses mostly inhabited by Bráhmans formerly attached to the fort garrison. The ground above the fort slopes towards the top. Except near the gateway on the north-east the walls are of light masonry. On the top was a very deep tank now filled up. The ascent is easy. Bhushangad is not commanded by any hill within five miles. The fort was built by Shiváji about 1676, and sustained an attack from Fattéhsing Máné in 1805 then camped at Rahimatpur.

**Bopardi**, with in 1881 a population of 796, is a small village two miles north of Wáí and connected with it by a well cleared track. It contains a modern but well built little temple of Mahádev curiously placed in a stone tank, from which four steps lead upwards on to the surrounding court. The temple is nothing but a shrine with a porch the whole measuring twenty feet long by eighteen feet wide. The porch is four feet by eighteen and consists of three small flat-roofed compartments supported on rectangular shafted pillars eighteen inches at the base with brackets at the head. The shrine is surmounted by a very elaborate stucco-decorated brick spire or
shikhar. In front is a Nandi canopy also with a small spire. The
ling is over a rich spring and there is a drain on the north side
through which the water is allowed to run. The temple, which
though small is for a modern structure very pleasing, was built by
one Lakshman Dhonddev Phadnis a dependant of the great Rāstia
family who flourished about a hundred years ago. The temple is in
great local repute at Wāi.

**Borgaon.** 5½ miles north-east of Islāmpur and five miles north-
west of Vālva, is a large agricultural village situated on the right
bank of the Krishna at a sudden bend which it takes northwards.
The population in 1881 was 4144. The village has a vernacular
school and a temple on the north adjoining the Krishna. The
temple is an interesting modern building in a court about 100 feet
square with round arched cloisters of brick covered with mortar.
The land in the neighbourhood is some of the finest Krishna valley
black soil.

**Chandan Vandan**

**Forts.**

Chandan1 and Vandan forts are situated some ten miles north-
east of Sātāra and stand out prominently from the range of hills
running nearly south from Harālī the massive hill immediately east
of the Khāmatki pass and terminating with Jaranda nearly due east
of Sātāra. Vandan the higher, larger, and more prominent of the two,
3841 feet above sea level, is approached most easily from Jaranda
a hamlet of Kikli. The path, which bears evidence of having been at
one time a broad roughly-paved causeway with here and there some
rude steps, ascends steeply the northern slope of the fort until it
reaches the saddle between Vandan and Chandan, then it doubles
back along the eastern slope immediately under the lower of the two
scarps for some distance almost level. About midway along the
eastern side of the hill it again doubles back and the ascent is by a
steep flight of rough steps to the first gate which looks nearly due
south. The gateway is in fair order but the curtain behind it has
fallen down and is completely ruinous. A sharp zigzag leads to the
second gate which looks more ancient than the first gate and is nearly
blocked up with stones. There is an inscription in Persian characters
over the gateway and within are several rooms for the accommodation
of the guard. A covered way leads on from the gate to a point whence
a very steep winding flight of stones leads direct to the top of the
scarp or a more gradual gradient gives access to the top by walking
round to the northern side. The lower scarp is a very perfect one
and the only possible approach to the top is by the gateway first
mentioned. Once within this gateway, now that the curtain has
fallen down, the top can be reached by either route.

The area on the top is considerable and bears the appearance of
having held a large garrison. The ruins and foundations of houses
are very numerous up and in the south-east corner where there is a
regular street. This quarter is pointed out as the Brāhman āli.
Immediately above it, approached by a broad flight of steps, are
the ruins of the sarkārvidā overshadowed by a large banian tree.
Close by is a second large banian and above a large *shivri* tree.

---

1 Contributed by Mr. H. R. Cooke, C.S.
These trees form conspicuous objects on the hill top from considerable distances around. Near the núda is a large room divided into three compartments and still completely roofed. More to the west is a mosque still in fair preservation, but chiefly used as a cattle stall and at the extreme west corner is a considerable Musalmán bathing place with two roofed and walled tombs. A ministrant with a small patch of inám land still attends to them and the tombs themselves are covered with cloths. There are several large water reservoirs on the hill top, noticeably one close below the sarkárváda, and another, near the Musalmán burying place, which is still confined by masonry in fairly good order. Near the south-west corner there evidently was a large tank formed by excavation, the earth being thrown up near the edge of the precipice so as to form a dam. But the dam has been pierced evidently on purpose and the tank can hold no water now. The whole of the hill top is not level. An eminence rises with steep slopes on its southern half to a height of some 100 feet above the level of the sarkárváda. This eminence is surmounted with the ruins of a considerable building, the object of which, unless it were a pleasure-house, is not evident.

The whole of the hill top is not walled. There are masonry walls at all the weak points and bastions at the angles. Captain Rose visited the fort in 1857 the mutiny year to burst the cannon none of which now remain. He probably also destroyed the dam. There used to be a Subhedár on the hill. Some 200 Gadkaris were attached to the fort and lived in the various hamlets around chiefly to the north.

Chandan, separated from Vandan only by the saddleback scarcely half a mile across, is a slightly lower hill and wants the eminence on the top of Vandan. The gate is at the south-east corner and the easiest ascent is from the north crossing the north-east slope of the hill. If visited from Vandan, difficult footpaths lead from the saddle either along the north-west or north slopes or along the south slope to the south-east angle where they join the regular approach near the gateway. The gateway is no way remarkable, and once within, there is no further difficulty beyond a steep ascent to gain the level top. There is no second gate, but, after passing an old temple to Mahádev and a fine banian tree, a flight of fairly broad steps leads to the top of the hill between two curiously built pillars. They consist each of four huge unhewn stones piled one on another. It is said they were placed there when the fort was built about 1600 by Ibráhim Adilsháh II. (1580 - 1626) the sixth Bijápur king. A local legend explains how the stones were erected. A huge stone was first made firm, then it was surrounded by earth, and up the back thus formed a second huge stone was rolled and pushed and fastened on the former. This operation was repeated again and again and finally the earth cleared away leaving the present pillars of huge stone rising to a height of some fifteen to twenty feet. There is not much else of interest in the fort. There are evidences of the existence at one time of a very considerable population and traces remain of a fine sarkárváda and a room. The tank is now empty, the

---

1 According to Grant Duff Chandan and Vandan were among the fifteen forts built by one of the Panhála kings about 1190. Maráthás, 13 note 2.
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DAM having been evidently purposefully damaged to prevent water being retained. A Subhedar formerly resided on the fort with villages from the present Koregaon sub-division in his charge. As in the case of Vandan only the broken points were defended by masonry walls and the angles by bastions. In 1673 Chandan Vandan were among the forts which fell into Shivaji's hand. They were taken by Aurangzeb's officers in 1701 but were recaptured by Shahu after his release in 1708. During the civil war between Tarabai and Shahu, Shahu's army was encamped at Chandan Vandan in the rains of 1708. In a revenue statement of about 1790 'Candanwanden' are mentioned as the head-quarters of a pargana in the Bijapur subha with a revenue of £2,064 (Rs. 21,644). They fell without resistance in 1818.

Chapral an alienated village with in 1881 a population of 19,53 being an increase of 38 over that in 1872, lies on the Mand a tributary of the Krishna six miles west of Umbraj. It is reached by a first class local road fund road as far as Charegaon three miles south-west of Umbraj from where a track reaches Chapral by Maygaon. The village is prettily placed in a narrow part of the valley and is surrounded by fertile black soil lands and teak-covered hills. The water-supply for drinking and irrigation is plentiful. The proprietor is Lakshmanrao Rambhanda Svami the descendant of the famous Ramdas Svami the contemporary and spiritual adviser of Shivaji. The representative of this family takes rank first among the Satara native chiefs above the Pratimidi and the Sachiv and the chiefs of Phaltan and Jath; and divides his residence between Chapral and the fort of Parli. Eight villages of the head Man valley are alienated to him, besides others in Satara near Parli fort. Chapral village is distributed over both sides of the river. On the left bank is the main street inhabited by several well-to-do traders where a weekly market is held. A foot bridge connects it with the right bank where are the vernacular school in a good Government building, a few cultivators' houses, and the temple and mansion of the Svami. They are built on a hill within the same paved court and are reached by a causeway surrounded by a flight of fifty steps and an archway with a nagarkhana or drum-chamber on the top. The dwelling houses line the sides of the court and in the middle is the temple dedicated to Ramdas Svami and to his tutelary deity the god Maruti. The temple court steps are all of fine trap masonry and in excellent repair but, apart from solidity and good plain workmanship, are in no way remarkable. The temple faces east and has an open hall on wooden pillars and a stone image-chamber with a tower of brick and cement. The temple was completed in 1776, at an estimated cost of over £10,000 (Rs. 1,00,000), by Ballaji Mandavgane a rich Brähman who built many others in the district. The north side faces the river whose banks here are about sixty feet high of crumbling black soil and kept together by

---

1 Grant Duff's Marathas, 116.
2 Grant Duff's Marathas, 177, 185.
3 Waring's Marathas, 244. The statement also mentions 'Chenden' separately with an income of £207 12s. (Rs. 20,786). Ditto.
a solid retaining wall of mortared masonry. The temple is enriched by many offerings and is a favourite place of pilgrimage. A fair attended by 2000 to 3000 pilgrims is held on the ninth of Chaitra or March-April.

Charegaon, with in 1881 a population of 3175 being an increase of 104 over that in 1872 is a large village four miles west of Umbraj on the Umbraj-Malaharpeth road which crosses the Mánd river by a bridge close to the south-west of the town. Charegaon has a good vernacular school and a large population of Vánis who conduct a carrying and export trade with Chiplun. From early times pack bullocks from this village crossed the Kumbhárlí pass in numbers. Their place is now taken by carts the payments of which form a large portion of the proceeds of the Urul toll on the Mahárpeth road.

Chikurde, a village of 3894 people, lies in the Várna valley between nine and ten miles south-south-west of Peth and six miles west of the Sátára-Kolhápur road. It is one of the most thriving villages in the district with broad streets and good houses. The land surrounding it is excellent yielding rich crops of sugarcane and pepper. The Deshmukhs of Chikurde are an affluent Bráhman family of local repute and importance and have held the office since the days of the Bijápur kings. Besides their own mansion which is a fine specimen of the modern Marátha mansion or váda, the Deshmukhs, especially the present representative and his father, have done much in endowing and enlarging a modern but handsome temple of Mahádev, which lies about a mile north-west of the village at the edge of a bare plain of málrán. The temple (50′×30′) has an image-chamber, a stone hall or mandap, and a brick tower. In front is a large paved courtyard 120 feet square surrounded by a stone wall, and outside a large masonry tank about eighty feet square. The temple has considerable endowments bestowed by the Deshmukhs for the maintenance of the worship and for reading Puráns. Chikurde has a vernacular school and a village post office.

Chimangaon, a village of 1966 people, on the left bank of a stream about four miles north-west of Koregaon, has a ruined Hemádpanti temple of Mahádev. The sanctuary is modern but the hall with its sixteen pillars is old. The centre course in each pillar is well carved. The facade of the roof is of stone slabs with the usual broad eaves curved and turned-up margins. The carving in the pillars, the frieze of the plinth, and facing of the roof, is good and in a floral pattern with knots and balls. The brackets supporting the pillars are also well carved. Chimangaon was the head-quarters of Bápu Gokhle in an attack on Vardhangad fort when in 1807 he was returning to Poona after the action below Vasantgad in which the Pant Pratinidhi was taken prisoner.¹

Dahivadi, 17° 42′ north latitude and 74° 36′ east longitude the head-quarters of the Mán sub-division, with a population in 1881 of 2049 being 508 less than in 1872, lies on the right bank of the Mán on the Pusesávli-Shingnápur road, forty miles east of Sátára and

¹ Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 616.
about four miles from the junction of the above mentioned road with the Sátára-Pandharpur road. The river banks are low and the village is spread along the sides for about a quarter of a mile. Besides the sub-divisional revenue and police offices, Dahivadi has a sub-judge’s court, a vernacular school, a post office, and a weekly market. The revenue and police offices are in an old native mansion.

Dâtegad, or Sundargad, about 2000 feet above the plain, lies three miles north-west of Pátan. It is one of the highest points for many miles and not commanded by any neighbouring hill. The ascent is about three miles by a very steep bridle path leading on to a plateau whence there is a steep ascent to the fort. The escarp is about thirty feet high, but owing to scattered boulders is in places easy to climb. About 600 feet long by 180 feet broad, the fort is oblong in shape and has an area of about three acres. The entrance is about the centre of the west face. A passage about seven feet broad is cut about twenty feet down from the top of the escarp. This passage contained a gateway of a single-pointed arch ten feet high which has now fallen in. About twenty rock-cut steps lead out on the top turning south halfway up. In the corner of the angle is a red image of Máruti still worshipped. The walls are now in ruins and consisted originally of large laterite blocks, well cut, and put together without mortar. These must be the original structures though there are many modern additions. The wall originally had a loopholed parapet about four feet high. On the east a little more than half-way up is a curious dungeon. Some steps lead down about eight feet into the rock in which a room apparently about thirty feet by twelve and eight high has been made. It is fearfully dark and two small holes are perforated for light and air. This room, it is said, was used as an oublie...
supply to the town of Pátan, but the Irrigation Department have found the scheme impracticable. After the establishment of the Sátára Rája in 1818, Captain Grant obtained the surrender of Dátégad about May in exchange for five horses of the fort commandant which had been captured by the local militia, and promising to allow the garrison their arms and property.

**Deur**, on a feeder of the Várna, about ten miles north-west of Koregaon and fourteen miles north-east of Sátára, is a large village with a vernacular school and a travellers’ bungalow. The village lies about a mile above the junction of the old Poona and Deur-Sáp roads and had, in 1881, a population of 1614 or 354 over that of 1872.

In 1713 Deur was the scene of a battle between Chandrasen Jádhav and Haibatráv Nimbálkar chiefly on the question of the surrender of Báláji Vishvanáth, afterwards the great Peshwa, but then only in a subordinate station attached to Jádhav and deputed to superintend revenue collections for the Sátára Rája. This was resented by Jádhav and Báláji fled for his life to Pándungad. Jádhav demanded his surrender from Sháhu Rája who replied by ordering up Haibatráv. Jádhav was defeated and retired to Kolhápur, where he was received and given a jágir.¹

**Devraśhta** in Khánapur, a village of 2040 people about twelve miles south-west of Vita, has a curious cluster of temples and ancient monkish cells. These lie about a couple of miles north-west of the village and a good roadway made and planted with trees by the devotees of the place leads to the bare round-topped hills near which the village lies. The temples lie in a hollow about half-way down a small gently sloping but rocky pass through an opening in the hills which forms the communication between the Khánapur and Válva sub-divisions. They are perhaps more easily accessible from Takari village in the Válva sub-division which has an Irrigation bungalow good to serve as a starting point. A walk north-east of about one mile along a path running between the Sátára-Tásgaon road and the range of hills which runs parallel to it leads to a ravine opening to the north up which the path turns. The rocks on each side are bare and rugged and the ground much broken by deep stream beds. A little scrub grows here and there. A mile of this and the ravine closes in. The path begins to ascend slightly, and after a rise of about fifty feet reaches the hollow where are the temples. The hollow is about sixty yards square and quite shut in by low rocky hills and broken ground, but contains no less than forty-three temples large and small nearly all of the same pattern, a square shrine with vestibule and a spire of brick, and all in honour of Mahádev and containing no image but the lín. The chief temple is in the centre, and, though modernised by restoration, is apparently older than the rest. It is dedicated to Sámudreshvar Mahádev or Mahádev of the Sea and the antiquity and sanctity of the place is derived from this temple and its accompanying cells. Entering from the south in a row on the left or west

¹ Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 189-190.
are three temples and on the right or east are the cells, seven in a row running from west to east and then, at right angles, seven more running from south to north. These buildings are undoubtedly old and are said to have been inhabited by seers or Rishis. As there is no inscription it is difficult to fix their exact date. But legends connect the place with a Raja of Kundal, where are a large number of Brahmical caves, and these cells, therefore, are probably of about the same age. They look as if they were an unfinished part of a cloistered quadrangle for a temple. The position of the temple of Samudreshvar to the north of the end of the cells would not suit with this theory, but there is a small shrine now made into a modern temple in a place almost corresponding to the centre of the quadrangle. The cells are each six feet long and four feet broad and about 5' 8" high. They have pillars with shafts at each corner and square dome-like tops closed in with rough flat slabs. The cells all open inwards and are separated by stone partitions a foot thick, which gives some support to the quadrangle theory. They are closed at the back by a solid stone wall about two feet thick and about seven feet high including a slightly raised coping. This gives a fall for the centre roof which slopes inwards down to the broad eaves in the old Hemadpanti style. These eaves are one foot seven inches broad, curved, and turn up at the front margin. They are kept in their places by the heavy roof slabs which overlap them some six inches. The rest of the roof is made in the same fashion, the upper slabs overlapping the lower. The coping stones at the top are about five feet long and one foot ten inches wide with wedge-shaped incisions apparently for the insertion of dovetailing blocks to hold them together. Each roof slab, where it overlaps the one below, and the eaves, is faced with mouldings and crochets. No mortar is used throughout the structure, which is of large blocks of trap finely cut. Old slabs mouldings and shafts of various fashions are scattered about different parts of the place and are worked here and there into the new temple buildings.

Immediately in front of the seven cells running north are five temples in a row opening west. In a line with these cells are three more temples or rather modern chambers opening west and turning west of them are four more opening south. Facing the east row of cells are four temples in a row opening east, a dharmshala or rest-house and then another temple. In the centre is a small temple above alluded to, north of it another, and north of this last the temple of Samudreshvar. It has a mandap with the old style of pillars and a brick spire but no signs of antiquity. Twenty yards north of it are three masonry tanks about ten feet long and six feet broad, one below the other for different castes, always full of beautiful clear water with about nine small temples surrounding them. East of these is the road leading up to Devráshta and beyond the road the sacred tank generally dry but when filled with water used for ablution. Its waters are supposed to have miraculous powers

1 See below Kundal.
and to have originally cured the Rája of Kundal who built the
cells. The legend is that a sage named Sut told the great sage
Vyás that he had been to all sacred places and yet had not been
satisfied. Vyás then informed all the Rishis that there was a
sacred spot named Samudreshvar which would become known in
the days of Rája Sheteshvar. Rája Sheteshvar once went to hunt
in the Ambika country. He shot an arrow at his quarry but
missed and in following it arrived at the forest of Nibid. He was
in great difficulty for water and came to where the sage Sumitra
was sitting. He asked him for water. But the sage was rapt in
divine contemplation and would not answer him. The Rája then
got in a rage and threw some lice which were on the ground at the
sage. At that moment the sage awoke from his trance, saw
Sheteshvar and visited him with the curse that vermin would come
out all over his body. The Rája begged for mercy, on which the
sage said the plague should occur only at night and disappear in the
day, and after twelve years the sanctuary of Samudreshvar would
be discovered, and his sins be cleansed there by the devoted worship
of his wife. The Rája went home and his wife passed the appointed
time praying for him and cleansing him day by day of the vermin
that appeared on him at night. He then went to hunt in the same
part of the country and was again in difficulties for water, when he saw
a small rill trickling from a rock in the Sahyádris. Its water he took
in his hand, washed with it his eyes and mouth and when he got home
his wife noticed at night that his hand eyes and mouth were free
from the vermin plague. The wife then suggested that he should
go to the spring wherewith he had washed. He made a large tank
where the rill had appeared, and washed his whole body, when the
vermin entirely disappeared. On inquiring for the origin of this
sacred water he was told by Kártilk Svámi that it came from the
head of Shankar. The reason of its appearance and the name
Samudreshvar are thus explained: Shankar killed a gigantic
sea demon called Jalandar. The sea or Samudra, delighted at this,
worshipped Shankar and asked him to manifest himself at
some spot where Samudra would put up the ling in his honour.
Shankar consented and out of his head sprang a branch of the
Ganges which was the rill Sheteshvar found and hence the name
Samudreshvar. Shankar promised to favour this spot as he did
Benares itself. The legends contain no account of how the cells
were built. The other shrines here were built in honour of various
manifestations of Shankar and kindred deities. A prince named Bil
Rája erected one and Somnáth of Sorath, a name which seems to have
some reference to the celebrated Káthiávar temple destroyed by
Muhammad of Gazni, is another. Another prince mentioned is Giri
Rája, but there seem to be no historical personages corresponding
to these names. The cells are said to have been built by
Hingandev, the king who is said to have built the well at Mhasurne
or Hingankhabi in Khátav; while the village of Hingangad close
by in the Khánápur sub-division is perhaps named after him. His
place of residence is said to have been Kaundanyapur which is said
to be the same as Kundal, the Pant Pratinidhi’s village about four
miles to the south-east.
Dhávadshi village about six miles north-west of Sátára is interesting as the head-quarters or sansthán and afterwards as the burial place or samádhi of Bhárgavrám the spiritual teacher or mahápurush of Bájiráv the second Peshwa, and his son Bálájí Bájiráv or Nána Sáheb, the third Peshwa. Bájiráv and his son reported all their proceedings to Bhárgavrám. Their letters are valuable historical records.¹

**Diváshí Khurd** village in Pátan, alienated to Nágojiráv Pátankar, contains a curious cave and spring sacred to Dváreshvar Mahádev and Rámchandra. The cave lies seven miles north-west of Pátan on a platform of rock on the east side of the spur ending at Dátégad, and about 700 feet above the plain. Two hundred feet higher is the large mura or ledge generally found on the sides of these hills and 100 feet above this the rocky ridge or hogback which crowns this spur throughout. The worshippers are chiefly unmarried Jangams or Língáyat priests. The cave is about 200 feet long, thirty-five feet deep, and six to eight feet high. In the centre is the Mahádev shrine and twenty yards to the north a shrine of Rámchandra. The Jangams have mathá or cells all along the cave leaving spaces for the temples about twenty feet square. They make themselves and their cattle fairly comfortable by blocking up the rock with mud partitions and doorways. The water drips from a spring in the solid rock above the Mahádev cave. The Mahádev cave has a little wood ornamentation put up by a member of the Pátankar family about eighty years ago, but except its size and curious nature the cave has nothing very remarkable. Great holiness attaches to the place and it is visited by pilgrims from the Karnátak and elsewhere. Jatrás or fairs are held in honour of Mahádev on the first day of Márghshírsh or November-December and in honour of Rámchandra on the first of Chaitra or March-April and are attended by about 500 people from the neighbouring villages.

**Dhom** village lies on the north bank of the Krishna about five miles north-west of Wáí with which it is connected by a broad cleared track maintained in fair repair from Local Funds. The population consists mainly of the Bráhman worshippers at the temples which form the only objects of interest in the village. The chief temple is between the village and the river and is dedicated to Mahádev. It consists of a shrine and a veranda, and in front of these small Saracenic scolloped arches supported on pillars about six feet high and a foot thick. The arches and the inside walls are of highly polished basalt. The shrine is fifteen feet long and fourteen feet broad and the veranda fifteen feet broad and eighteen feet long projecting two feet on each side of the shrine making the length of the whole structure thirty-eight feet. The veranda arches are covered with leaves and what appear to be cones. Beyond the arches, on each side of the facade, is a broad band of wall carved in arab-sques. The height of the building including the spire is probably not more than forty feet, and, except the spire which is of brick, it is all made of basalt. The spire in two twelve-sided tiers with

¹ Captain Grant Duff in Sátára Records. See above p. 278.
an urn-shaped pinnacle on the top. The urn rests on a sort of basin the edges of which are carved in a lotus leaf pattern. There are similar small pinnacles at the corners of the shrine and the mandap. The whole building is raised from the ground on a plinth about two feet high. Four feet in front is the sacred bull Nandi well carved of polished basalt and under a canopy surmounted by a dome. It is seated upon the back of a turtle represented as in the act of swimming and surrounded by a stone basin by filling which it is intended to complete the illusion. The canopy is octagonal supported on scolloped arches similar to those in the shrine. The bull is in the usual reclining attitude with the point of the right foot resting on the tortoise and the right knee bent as if about to rise. The usual trappings, necklace bells, and saddle cloth are carved in stone. The tortoise is circular with feet and head stretching out from under the shell and very roughly done. It rests on a circular basement and has a diameter of about fifteen feet. The sides and margin of the basement are tastefully cut so as to represent the fringe of the lotus flower. The canopy is surmounted by a small octagonal spire or shikhara eight feet high, and profusely decorated in stucco. The basin in which this structure rests is circular, about two feet deep and twenty feet in diameter and is simply sunk into the pavement of the court with a small turned back lip or margin. Round this chief temple are four others dedicated to Narsinh, Ganpati, Lakshmi, and Vishnu which contain yellow marble images of those divinities said to have been brought from Agra. One temple which stands outside by itself represents the Shiv Panchayatan. Four heads look to the four cardinal points of the compass and the fifth heavenwards. Of the other four temples the Narsinh temple deserves mention for its curious hideosity. It has a circular basement on an octagonal plinth about six feet high and surmounted by a hideous structure made of mixed stucco and wood and supposed to represent an umbrella. All these buildings are in a paved court 100 feet by 120 with brick walls about twelve feet high. There is an entrance consisting of a stone pointed archway which by itself is not unimposing, but the walls are very much out of keeping. These temples were all built by Mahádev Shivram a Poona moneylender who flourished about 1780 A.D. A side door from the temple courtyard leads to a flight of steps built about the same time by one Naráyanárv Vaidya. On the right is a small temple to Rám attributed to the last Peshwa Bajiirav II. (1796-1817). Its conical spire has been broken off by the fall of a tree. Below this and facing the river is a sort of cloister containing an image of Ganpati. The arches are pointed and the date of the building is probably about 1780 A.D. About half a mile up the river is a small temple to Mahádev built by Sháhu (1708-1749) who came to Dhom to bathe in the river. The place is held in great veneration and the Mahádev ling is said to have been first set up by a Rishi named Dhaumya said to have come from the source of the Krishna at Mahábaleshvar. A fair or jatra in honour of Mahádev takes place on the full-moon of Vaishákha or April-May and one in honour of Narsinh on the bright fourteenth of Vaishákha.
Guvantgad or Morgiri Fort, six miles south-west of Pátan, is a steep oblong hill about 1000 feet above the plain. The walls have fallen in. There is a well but no marks of habitation and no gateways remain. The hill is the end of a lofty spur branching in a south-east direction from the main range of the Sahyádris at Mala. The fort is completely commanded from this spur with which it is connected by a narrow neck of land a quarter of a mile long. The north-east corner of the fort is the highest point and the ground slopes irregularly to the south-west. The form is not unlike a lion couchant, which is the supposed meaning of the word morgiri. Part of the village of Morgiri lies close below the south-east side of the fort, while there is another hamlet similarly situated on a shoulder of the hill to the north-west.

The fort has no signs of age. In the eighteenth century it appears to have maintained a garrison of the Peshwa's soldiery when Dátegad held people attached to the Pant Pratinidhi and the authorities of the two forts seem to have thrown difficulties in the way of executing orders issued by the governments they opposed.¹ In the Marátha war of 1818 the fort surrendered to the British without resistance.

Helvák is a village of 376 people on the north of the Karád-Kumbhárlí pass road, thirteen miles west of Pátan, at the point where the Koyna river turns at right angles from its southerly to an easterly course. From the west flows a small stream up the valley of which the Kumbhárlí road climbs till the edge of the Sahyádris. The ascent is not more than 300 feet in four miles and the incline moderate. At the village of Mendhegar just opposite Helvák is a small Public Works bungalow which serves well for a resting place. Carts on their way to and from Chipuln usually halt here and during the busy season the number of carts is the same as at Pátan. In the angle formed by the Koyna river is a large flat space given up in the rains to rice fields and in the fair weather to a camping ground for carts, when temporary shops for grain and other necessaries are formed under booths, and the scene is one of constant bustle and activity. The cultivators of the neighbouring hill villages bring down bundles of firewood usually kárei which they sell to the cartmen partly for their own use, but also in considerable and increasing amounts to the return cartmen who take them as far as Karád or even further and sell them for ten times what they give in Helvák, which is about 3/4d. to 24d. (as. 1/4-1/4) per load according to size and weight. The cultivators above Helvák also bring down rafters and poles on rafts to Karád. About six men accompany each raft. The river Koyna is a succession of pools and by a little portage over the intervening shingles the people are able in the earlier part of the dry season, as far as January, to bring down the wood to Karád in about ten days. This traffic is increasing but is at present only confined to alienated villages, no extensive cuttings except in one recent case having yet been made in Government forests. The wood was sold at Helvák by auction and probably much besides is taken east either by return.

¹ Ascertained from papers produced during an enquiry into a hereditary office case.
carts or by water. At Nechla village three miles west of Helvák is a fine stretch of virgin forest worth a visit. At Khemse on the edge of the Sahyádris is another small bungalow but not kept in good order. Its windows give a fine view down to Chipflun, but the line of the Sahyádris is not well seen from here as projections shut out the more distant hills. The Kumbhárli hills are strikingly abrupt and bold and alone worth looking at. The view northwards of the Koyna valley is most beautiful at this point. Mahsir fishing is to be had, and Helvák is an excellent starting point for big game shooting expeditions in every direction, bear and chital to the north, bison at Mala to the south, sambar always and tigers occasionally on all sides.

Jakhinva'di. See Karád.

Jangli Jaygad hill fort, about six miles north-west of Helvák, lies on a spur projecting from the main line of the Sahyádris into the Konkan from the village of Navje in Pátan. Perhaps the easiest way to get to the fort is to climb the hill 2000 feet or more or about three miles to Torne as far as which the ascent is easy. There is a passable footpath along the top of the hill for another three miles, where the old path from Navje village used for the fort guns is hit. This is in fine perennial forest. A mile over dead leaves and slippery but clear walking brings one to the edge of the Sahyádris and nearly all the rest of the way is through dense bamboo forest and undergrowth through which it may be necessary to hack the way. At last the edge of the prominence is reached and the fort is seen about a hundred yards off and as many feet lower. To reach it a narrow neck of unsafe land has to be crossed through a thick growth of kúrví bush. A most unpleasant scramble leads to the gate on the north entirely in ruins. The fort is oblong and about 180 yards long and about 150 wide. A good many ruined buildings and one or two large and a good many small tanks inside the fort show that it was permanently garrisoned. Outside underneath the scarp about fifty feet high are several cave tanks with excellent water. At the western end the drop is very sudden for about a hundred feet, and the rest of the ascent to the Konkan is very steep and impracticable. The forest once cleared, however, the difficulties of approach from Navje are not insurmountable. Though very rarely visited on account of the thick forest to be passed, the magnificent view of the line of the Sahyádris right up to the saddleback hill or Makrandgad makes it well worth a visit. According to a local story Tái Telin the mistress of the Pant Pratinidhi held possession of this fort in 1810 and Bapu Gokhle drove her out of it. It surrendered to a British force under Col. Hewett in May 1818.

Jávli, with in 1881 a population of 206, is a small village situated on a ravine about two miles east of Pratápagad and about three miles north-west of Malcolmeth as the crow flies, but down a tremendously steep descent. The village is of great interest as giving its name to the large mountainous tract extending probably as far as the Várna river which was one of the earliest Marátha states since Muhammadan times. It was formerly under some chieftains named Shirke of whose family a representative still exists in Sátára enjoying alienated villages in the south of the
district. The Shirkes possessed this tract till towards the end of the fifteenth century, when Chandrarāv More was given 12,000 Hindu infantry by the first Bijāpur king Yusuf Adil Shāh (1489-1510) to undertake their conquest. In this Chandrarāv was successful, dispossessing the Shirkes and stopping the depredations of their abettors the Gujarars, Manulkars, Mahādiks of Tārle in Pātan, and Mohites. More was given the title of Chandrarāv, and his son Yashvantrāv, distinguishing himself in a battle near Purandhar with the Ahmadnagar forces of Burhān Nizāmshāh (1508-1553) by capturing a standard, was confirmed in succession to his father. He retained the title of Chandrarāv and for seven generations the family administered the district with mildness and efficiency. In consideration of their unalterable fidelity the Muhammadan government allowed them to hold these barren regions at a nominal tribute. This they continued till in 1655 Shīvāji attempted to corrupt the ruling chief. He still remained faithful. He had given passage to Shāmraj an emissary of the Bijāpur government sent to seize Shīvāji, who therefore determined to regard him as an enemy. But the hillmen then had the character they have now, and formed as good infantry as Shīvāji’s own, while the Raja’s son brother and minister Himmatrāv were all thought good soldiers. Shīvāji then had recourse to stratagem and sent two agents Rāgho Ballāl a Brāhmaṇ and Sambhāji Kāvji a Marāṭha ostensibly to arrange a marriage between Shīvāji and the daughter of Chandrarāv. They came to Jāvli with twenty-five Māvils, and Rāgho Ballāl and Sambhāji then formed the design of assassinating Chandrarāv. It was approved by Shīvāji who secretly advanced to Mahābaleshvar through the forests with troops. Rāgho Ballāl then asked a private interview with the Raja and his brother, assassinated them both with the help of Sambhāji, and escaped into the forests to Shīvāji. The latter thereon attacked Jāvli which fell after a brave resistance. Himmatrāv was killed and the Raja’s sons made prisoners. Since then the tract had been in the hands of the descendants of Shīvāji and the Peshwa government until reduced by the English. Though it was evidently the residence of the Mores, there are no remains to show that it was a place of note.

**Kadegaon** is a village of 2608 people or 103 more than in 1872, on the Karād-Bijāpur road about a mile and a half west of Kadepur and eleven miles east of Karād. It is well situated on the bank of a stream forming part of the catchment of the Chikli canal, with on its west a fine mango grove which is one of the favourite camps in the district. The town is walled as usual with mud and stones. In the centre is a tower situated on a knoll and rising above the rest of the village. There are gates on all four sides flanked with bastions. All these are now in ruins. A small mosque at Kāzi and a Musalmān population remain to show that the village was held in force by the Musalmāns. Most of the leading local

1 See above p. 233.
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moneylenders and traders reside here, and the town has a small local trade. The village has a vernacular school in a good building.

Kádepur thirteen miles east of Karád is a village of 1830 people or 299 more than in 1872 situated at the junction of the Sátaéra-Tásgaon and Karád-Bíjápur roads. The village is remarkable only for an old temple which stands on a hill to the southwest and the spire of which is a conspicuous object for miles round.

Kále nine miles south of Karád is a large agricultural village with in 1881 a population of 5169. The people are unusually enterprising and have an unusually flourishing school attended by about 150 boys.

Kamálgaad Fort\(^1\), 4511 feet above sea level, is situated about ten miles due west of Wái. The hill divides the head of the Krishna valley. To the north of it flows the Valki, and to the south the Krishna proper, the two streams meeting at its eastern base. The top of the hill is approached by unfrequented footpaths from Asgaon to the east, from Vasole to the north, and from Partavdi to the south. The top of the hill consists of an area of only three or four acres quite flat and surrounded by a low scarp and can now be reached only by arduously scaling the scarp. Formerly the approach was by an artificial funnel or tunnel leading upwards from the base of the scarp and issuing on the top. This tunnel is now blocked by a large boulder which has fallen into it. There are now no traces of any buildings on the top nor of any walls or gateway. There is only a hole which is said to be the remains of a deep well sunk right through the rocky layer constituting the scarp and penetrating to the soil below which seems still to be full of water. The hole is now only eighteen to twenty feet deep though the well was thirty or forty. The sides of the well which were formed of the natural rock are said to have contained recesses in which criminals were placed to choose between starvation and throwing themselves down into the water. No traces of the recesses now remain. No one lives on the hill, its sides are covered with thick scrub and water is found only at the base of the scarp. The lands belong to the village of Asgaon. There are no Gadkaris in connection with the fort. To the west of the base of the scarp is a rude temple dedicated to Gorakhhnáth. The builder of the fort is unknown, but it is probably very old. In April 1818 Kamálgaad surrendered after a slight resistance to a British detachment under Major Thatcher.

Kanerkhed in Koregaon with 894 people or 194 less than in 1872 is an insignificant village only remarkable as the birthplace of the founder of the Sinda family. They were pátíls or headmen of Kanerkhed and the present officiators are deputies appointed by the Gwalior family. The village can be easily reached by taking the Sáp road for six miles from Koregaon and then turning east where the road meets Nigadi village.

---

\(^1\) Mr. H. R. Cooke, C.S.
Karaḍ, properly Karhád, 17°17' north latitude 74°13' east longitude, at the junction of the Krishna and the Koyna thirty-one miles south of Sátára, is a very old town, the head-quarters of the Karád sub-division, with in 1881 a population of 10,778. Approaching Karád from any side two tall minarets, like chimneys rising out of what appears a dead level plain, strike the eye. Coming close the town appears situated at the junction of the Krishna and Koyna rivers, the Koyna having turned almost north and the Krishna running about south-east. On joining the two rivers flow eastward for a couple of miles, when the course again turns south. Thus the banks on which Karád is situated form a right angle against the apex of which the Krishna rushes at full tilt. The north-west side of the town is in places from eighty to a hundred feet high above the Koyna, overhung with bushes and prickly pear. The northern side is rather lower and less steep, the slope being broken by the steps or gháts bending down to the river. Six miles to the north-west is the fort of Vasantgad hidden by the ends of the spur which branch out beyond it to within three miles of the town. Four miles north-east the flat-topped hill of Sadáshivgad is in full view, while the same distance to the south-east is the peak of Agáshív about 1200 feet above the plain which crowns the north-west arm, honey-combed with Buddhist caves, of the spur which forms the south-west wall of the Kole valley. These hills are more or less bare, though green is struggling up the hollow. But the soil below is some of the most fertile in the district and green with crops to the end of February. The high red banks of the Koyna, the broad rocky bed and scarcely less lofty banks of the Krishna with broad pools of water at the very hottest season fringed with bábhuls or overhung by the irregular buildings of the town, the hills filling up the distance on every side, with a clear atmosphere and the morning and evening lights make up an interesting view. The Koyna is crossed by a lofty bridge which is best seen from the north-west angle of the town where it is viewed obliquely, and, at a little distance, the irregular Agáshív spur gives a good back ground. No less than five roads, the Poona-Belgaum, Karád-Chiplun, Karád-Tásgaon, Karád-Bijápur, and Karád-Masur, meet at Karád. The Karád-Bijápur and Karád-Masur roads enter the town from the left and the others from the right bank of the Krishna. The town covers an area of about half a mile square and is surrounded, except where the rivers bound it, by rich black soil lands. It is therefore crowded and, except on the south-east, has little room for extension. At the north-west angle is the mud fort originally Muhammadan if not earlier, and subsequently the palace of the Pant Pratinidhi until his power was wrested from him by the Peshwá in 1807. Next to the fort are the set of steps or gháts and temples at the junction of the two rivers, the eddies of which have accumulated a huge bed of gravel and sand. To withstand their force a large masonry revetment was built in ancient times remains of which still exist. In this the north-west quarter live the chief Bráhman families, and here are the sub-divisional revenue and police offices and a large anglo-vernacular school. This quarter is bounded on the west and south by two streets one running north and another east. At their junction is the municipal office and immediately
south of it is a mosque and minarets. Following the east street known as the Peth two Musalmán tombs of some pretensions and the municipal garden are passed on the right. Walking south about 600 yards and turning east are reached the post office and sub-judge’s court. Another 150 yards lead to the dispensary on the right and a hundred more to the travellers’ bungalow on the left of the road. The street running north and south contains the houses and shops of the chief traders, and a weekly market is held here on Sunday. About a hundred yards south of the mosque is a turn east which leads to the market place, an open square with a small slightly raised space in the centre where the people sit and sell vegetables and other small ware on market days. Here live a considerable colony of Musalmáns, some of whom reside round about the mosque and others, among whom is the descendant of the Kází originally appointed by the Bijápur kings, in the south-west angle of the town. The Mhárs and other outcastes live in the south and the bulk of the Kunbi population in the north-east. The weavers and Shimpis occupy the rest of the south-west part of the town. The chief streets are about twenty feet broad, the others are less so, and carts find it difficult to pass each other as the already narrow roadway is still further cramped by the deep open gutters on each side, which serve more to accumulate than to clear away filth. The chief streets are kept fairly clean and water is supplied to part of the town by an iron pipe. Three quarters of a mile to the south-east lies the old Musalmán burial ground with a large idga or place of prayer and about 200 yards to the west of the travellers’ bungalow is a large iron-roofed rest-house and the Executive Engineer’s bungalow.

There are in all fifty-two chief temples in Karád, none of them of much antiquity or beauty. The largest are those of Krishnábáí Devi and Káshivishvveshvar on the Krishna ghát and Kamaleshvar Mahádev half a mile further down the river. They mostly consist of the usual mandap or hall and gábhára or sanctuary with brick shikhars or spires adorned with rough figures in stucco. The gháts consist of three chief flights one bending from the Bráhman quarter and another from the north end of the principal street. These have been built chiefly by voluntary contributions from the inhabitants. Much has been done by the Pant Pratinidhi and a good deal by devotees, rich tradesmen, and others, while a handsome addition was lately made by Náráyanr és Anant Mutálík, the descendant of the hereditary chief officer of the Pratinidhis. A third flight is the end of a roadway brought eastward from the municipal garden. It is built by the municipality and made of excellent masonry. Although the temples singly are of no great beauty, yet the groups of them at the gháts look very picturesque. The ground is terraced and adorned with fine old trees chiefly tamarind and pimpal. On Fridays when the women of the town assemble in their holiday dress to do honor to Krishnábái Devi, their graceful figures dotted about the temples lend much life and colour to the scene.

The mud fort of the Pratinidhi occupies a space of about a hundred
yards square at the north-east angle of the town. Its frontage is to
the east and towards the chief street from which it is entered by a
broad flight of steps. The steps pass through two gateways crowned
with music chambers or nagárkhánás and flanked by two large
bastions. Inside are a number of buildings the chief of which is the
váda or mansion of the Pant Pratimidhi. It is a two-storeyed building
in the usual open court Marátha style. The only remarkable thing
about it is an extra quadrangle on the south side of which is a
fine hall of audience measuring eighty-three feet by thirty-one feet
and about fifteen feet high. It consists of a central nave fourteen
feet wide and two side aisles. The east end contains a canopy
for Bhaváni Devi, in whose honor the hall was built. The ceiling
is of teakwood and ornamented with a lace work of wood and
iron painted black. It was built about 1800 by Káshibáí mother
of Parsurám Shrinívás Pratimidhi. The rest of the quadrangle was
completed in much the same style by the present Pratimidhi's
father. The most remarkable object in the fort is its step well.
It lies near the west end of the fort which overhangs the Koyna
river some eighty to a hundred feet, and is dug right down to
the level of the river with which it communicates by a pipe.
The opening at the top is 136 feet long. The west end of it is
thirty-six feet square with the north-east corner rounded off for the
purposes of a water-lift. The other 100 feet are for a magnificent
flight of eighty steps leading down to the water level. The
well must have been dug in softish material probably murum,
and, to prevent it falling in, it has been lined with excellent trap
masonry in mortar, the sides slightly sloping from bottom
outwards, each line of stones slightly protruding beyond the
line above. At the end of each twenty steps is a landing about
three times the width of each step. The flight of steps and
the main shaft of the well are separated by two massive ogee
archways, which, together with the mortar used in the masonry, seem
to show that the work is Muhammadan. These archways are
connected with each side of the well and form a massive block
between the steps and shaft with the archways cut in them. The
block is about seventy feet high and twelve feet thick, while the
archways are about thirty feet and twenty feet high, the solid
masonry above each of them being about ten feet in height. The
sides also have their peculiar longitudinal rectangular grooves on a
level with the three landings with ten semicircular transverse
cuttings at regular intervals. The object of this, it is said, was to
insert flooring along the grooves to be supported by transverse
beams thrust into the cuttings, and thus convert the well into a	hree-storeyed underground building with communications between
each story by the flight of steps and between the shaft and step
sections by the archways. What can have been the use of such a
building it is difficult to imagine. According to one story it was
for ambuscade in case the fort was taken. But it looks more like
an attempt to use the well, which was not often wanted for water-
supply, for storage purposes. There is nothing else remarkable in
the fort. It has twelve bastions two about the centre and one at
each corner of its four sides which form nearly a rhombus with the
acute angle at the north-east. The walls all vary according to the level of the ground inside from twenty to eight feet in height including a mud parapet six feet high and loopholed obliquely. The lower parts are of loose rubble and mud fully eight feet thick. But for the bastions the top level is uniform. Outside the height varies with the ground from forty to nearly 100 feet at the highest point above the Koyna river. A huge retaining wall of mortared trap was formerly built at the west side round the north-west angle, mostly, it is said, in Musalmán times. The greater part of it however has been swept away, the last and worst damage within memory being done at the great flood of 1875. So tremendous is the force of the flood waters at the junction of the Krishna and the Koyna that it is a wonder the work has stood so long. Every year the river is damaging the west side and it is to be feared the curious step well may fall in as the damage increases. A small entrance leads from between two bastions to the Krishna and the small temple of SангameshVAR Mahádev probably the oldest at Karád. The mosque and minarets of Karád are scarcely inferior in interest to the fort. Inscriptions show the date of its foundation and the builder to be one Ibráhim Khán in the time of the fifth Bijápur king Ali Adil Sháh I. (1557-1580). The minarets, 106 ft. high, are plain and cylindrical slightly tapering with an urn-like top. They rest on a massive ogee archway of plain masonry about thirty feet by fifteen feet with chambers in the sides and entered by a small low door which leads to an open space. On the left or north is a plain square building for the shelter of travellers and mendicants and the bath or hamárkháná and on the right or south is the mosque. This is a building open to the east about forty-one feet by eighty-two and thirty feet high. But for the usual dome in the centre and eight pinnacles one at each corner and one at the centre of each side, it is flat-roofed outside. The outside is of plain smooth cut masonry with broad slabs for eaves supported by handsomely carved brackets. The east front consists of three ogee arches supported by square pillars, the two side ones plain and the centre one ornamented with frills and knobs. The roof rests from within on two more pillars, thus making six compartments the roofing of each ornamented and slightly domed with vaulting sections. Between the pillars are four transverse arches similar to the longitudinal ones. The two central compartments are richly sculptured with floral and bead decorations and Arabic texts. In the centre of the west wall is a niche something like a recess with a long inscription in Arabic on black stone. There are in all nine inscriptions and texts on various parts of the walls:

One on a pillar records "Ibráhim Khán bin Kamil Khán bin Isma’el Khán servant in the house of God;" the second round a pillar records "When the assistance of God shall come and the victory, and they shall see the people enter into the religion of God by troops, celebrate the praise of thy Lord and ask pardon of him, for he is inclined to forgive;" the third "During the time of Sháh Ali Adil Sha’h, the shelter of all the people and the shadow of the favour of God—may he continue faithful and enjoy health and Khilat (or grant) to Ibráhim Khámil Kha’n a friend of the family;" the fourth on another pillar records "The beggarly powerless and dust-like Fehelwa’n Ali bin Ahmad Ispahani, a servant of God in this house of God, Sunah 983 titled (?) Tusyet Kha’n. Completed on this date. Pray for the welfare of the builder of this mosque;" the fifth an Arabic inscription on a pillar
records "May God forgive its builder for the sake of Muhammad and his descendant;" the sixth also an Arabic inscription on the top of the arch records "I bear witness that there is certainly no God but God, that he is the only one and that he has no sharers and I bear witness that Muhammad is certainly his servant and prophet;" the seventh is at the foot of an arch in Kufic characters, which cannot be made out. On the top are the two remaining inscriptions recording 'O Ali there is nobody young but Ali. There is no sword but the Zul Fikr.1 God send blessing to Muhammad the chosen (of God), Ali the approved, Hassan the elect (of God), Hussain who became a martyr at Kerbelah, Zainul Abidin Muhammad Bakar, Ja'far Sa'dik, Musa-ul-Kasim, Muhammad Taki Ali Naki, Hassan Ashka'ri, Muhammad Madhi. The most high and glorious God hath said: But he only shall visit the temples of God who believeth in God and the last day, and is constant at prayer, and payeth the legal alms, and feareth God alone. These perhaps may become of the number of those who are rightly directed'. And 'Do ye reckon the giving drink to the pilgrims and the visiting of the holy temple to be actions as meritorious as those performed by him who believeth in God and the last day and fighteth for the religion of God? The most high and glorious God hath said—regularly perform thy prayer at the setting of the sun, and at the first darkness of the night and the prayer of daybreak, for the prayer of daybreak is borne witness unto by the angels, and watch some part of the night in the same exercise as a work of supererogation, for peradventure, the Lord will raise thee to an honourable station. And say, O Lord cause me to enter with a favourable entry and cause me to come forth with a favourable coming forth; and grant me from thee an assisting power'.

The mosque has a mulla attached. The tombs adjoining the municipal gardens are in honor of Musalmán saints. One of them has a curious canopy on the top of its dome, and is not unsightly. There are also two large masonry dargâhs or mausoleums in the Guruvâr Peth built in 1350 and 1391 (H. 752 and 793) in honor of two Musalmán saints. The idâga or prayer place is a wall about 250 feet long by thirty feet high, with a platform built about twenty-five feet off the ground for preaching purposes. The wall is built of stone below and brick for the last six feet above. It is about nine feet thick at the base and four feet thick at the top. Round the idâga is the old Musalmán burial ground.

The trade of Karâd is nearly all in the carrying and money-lending line. There are about 400 traders, mostly Brâhmans, Mârâwâr Gujarât and Lingâyat Vânis, Telis, Sangars, Koshtis, Shimpis, and Musalmâns, and the town contains branches of the largest money-lending and exchange houses in the district. It also contains several correspondents of houses elsewhere engaged in the export and import traffic with Chiplun. But except for the local supply there is but little stationary trade at Karâd. A gigantic through traffic passes over the Karâd-Chiplun road which is fed almost wholly from the south and south-east by the Karâd-Tâsgaon and Kolhâpur roads. The Koyna bridge toll which is only one-fourth of the ordinary rate sold for £550 (Rs. 5500) in 1884-85, and in the busy season from the middle of February to the middle of May, it was found that about eight hundred carts passed through every day. The local market consists of grain, cloth, piece goods, household pottery and utensils but sparingly of cattle which are usually bought and sold at Bhilavdi. Karâd has no local manufacture of importance.

---

1 The Zul Fikr is the famous two-edged sword of Ali which Muhammad said he had received from the angel Gabriel.  
2 Dr. Burgess' Antiquarian Lists, 60-61.
Karád suffered severely in a heavy Krishna flood in 1844. A large part of the retaining wall at the north-west of the town was swept away and the water rose to within twenty feet of the top of the fort wall. The chief streets were flooded and the houses in front of the Pant's fort were all swept away. Much injury was done to the gháts and temples on the river bank. A small stone temple of Máruti in the centre of the stream said to have been covered with the rain water year after year for two centuries was injured for the first time.

The 1872 census showed a population of 11,410 of whom 9845 were Hindus and 1565 Musalmáns. The 1881 census showed a fall of 632 or 10,778 of whom 9281 were Hindus, 1495 Musalmáns, and two Christians. Besides the sub-divisional revenue and police offices Karád has a municipality, sub-judge's court, dispensary, traveller's bungalow, and six schools. The municipality which was established in 1855 had in 1882-83 an income of £1045 (Rs. 10,450) and an expenditure of £429 (Rs. 4290). The dispensary treated in 1883 in-patients eleven and out-patients 5852 at a cost of £100 (Rs. 1000). When the West Deccan Railway is furnished Karád will have a station called Karad Road four miles on its east. Of the six schools one is an anglo-vernacular school, three Maráthi, one Hindustání, and one a girl's school.

The Buddhist caves, which form the chief object of antiquarian interest in Karád, are in the hills to the south-west of the town the nearest being about two and a half miles from the town, in the northern face of one of the spurs of the Agáshiv hill, looking towards the Koyna valley; the most distant group are in the southern face of another spur to the west of Jakhínvádi village, and from three to four miles from Karád.

The caves were first described by Sir Bartle Frere in 1849, and arranged into three series: the southern group of twenty-three caves, near the village of Jakhínvádi; nineteen caves, in the south-east face of the northern spur; and twenty-two scattered caves facing the Koyna valley. Besides these sixty-three caves there are many small excavations of no note and numerous water-cisterns, often two to a single cave.

The absence of pillars in the larger halls, the smallness of many of the excavations, the frequency of stone-benches for beds in the cells, the primitive forms of the chaityas, and the almost entire absence of sculpture in these caves, combine to show their early age. Unfortunately they are cut in a very coarse, soft, amygdaloid rock, on which inscriptions could not be expected to remain legible for long ages, if many of them ever existed; and only a portion of one has been found, with the faintest trace of another. The letters are rudely cut, but appear to belong to the same period as most of the Kárle inscriptions of about the first or second century after Christ. From all such indications these caves may be placed approximately about the same age as those of Shelárvádi or Gárodi.

---

1 Fergusson and Burgess' Cave Temples of India, 213-217.
in Poona and Kuda and Pál in Kolába, and not far from the age of the Junnar and Nášik caves.¹

They are mostly so small and uninteresting that they need not be described in detail, and only a few of the more noteworthy and characteristic may be noticed. In the first group, the most westerly cave I. has had a veranda, perhaps with two pillars and corresponding pilasters; but it has been walled up by a modern mendicant. Beyond this is a hall (22' x 11' x 7') with a bench along the back and ends; and at the back of this, again, are two cells with stone-benches. Cave II. has a hall about thirty-four feet square, and its veranda has been supported by two square pillars.

Cave V. is a chaitya or chapel facing south-west, and is of the same style as one of the Junnar caves, but still plainer. It has a semicircular apse at the back and arched roof but no side aisles, and in place of the later arched window over the door it has only a square window. At each side of the entrance is a pilaster, of which the lower portions are now destroyed, but which has the Nášik style of capital crowned by three square flat members supporting, the one a wheel or chakra the emblem of the Buddhist doctrine or law, and the other a lion or śīha a cognizance of Buddha himself who is frequently called Shákya Śinha. The dome of the relic shrine or dághoba inside is about two-thirds of a circle in section and supports a massive plain capital. The umbrella is hollowed into the roof over it and has been connected with the capital by a stone shaft now broken.

Cave VI. has had a veranda supported by two plain octagonal pillars with capitals of the Nášik Kuda and Pál type. The hall is 16' 10" wide by 13' 5" deep with an oblong room at each end, the left room with a bench at the inner end and the right room with a small cell. At the back is a room twelve feet wide by eighteen deep, containing a dághoba nearly seven feet in diameter, in the front of which an image of Vithoba has been carved by a mendicant.

Cave XI. is a rectangular chaitya or chapel about fourteen feet wide by 28' 9" long with a flat roof. The dághoba is much destroyed below; its capital is merely a square block supporting the shaft of the umbrella carved on the roof. Cave XVI. is another chapel. The veranda is supported by two perfectly plain square pillars without base or capital; the hall (20' 8" x 11' 4") is lighted by the door and two windows, and has a recess fifteen feet square at the back containing a dághoba similar to that in cave XI. but in better preservation.

Nos. IV. IX. and XX. are the largest of the other vihárs or dwelling caves, and have all cells with stone-beds in them.

The second group of twenty-two caves begins from the head of the ravine. The first cave is XXIV. a vihár or dwelling cave facing east-north-east, 21' wide by 23' deep and 7' 10" high, with

a veranda originally supported by two plain square pillars. Carved on the south end wall of the veranda, near the roof, are four small chaitya or horseshoe arches, with a belt of rail-pattern above and below and a fretted torus in the spaces between the arches. Below this the wall has been divided into panels by small pilasters, which were carved, perhaps, with figures now worn away. On the north wall were three horseshoe arches, the central one being the largest, and apparently contained a dāghoba in low relief as at Kondāne in Thána.1 Below this is a long recess as for a bed, now partially fallen into the water-cistern beneath. From the hall four cells open to the right, three to the back, and one to the left, each, except the centre one in the back, with a stone lattice window close to the roof and about 1' 3" square. No. XXIX., originally two caves, of which the dividing wall has been broken through, has similar windows in four cells.

Cave XXX. is a ruined vihār or dwelling cave (36' 6" by 19') with eleven cells round the hall and a twelfth entered from one of these. From this cave about three-quarters of a mile lead to the next excavations, caves XXXI. to XXXV. of which are no ways noteworthy. Cave XXXVI. about 100 yards west of cave XXXV. consists of an outer hall about 17' by 13', with a cell in each side wall, and through it a second hall (9' 4" × 12' 7" × 6' 9") is entered which has six cells and two bench-bed recesses.

The third series of twenty-two caves is divided into two groups the first facing northwards and the second in a ravine further west and facing westwards. It consists of caves XLII. to LXIII. the first five containing nothing of note. Cave XLVII. consists of a room (15' × 11' × 7' 6") with a bench in each end, an unfinished cell at the back, and two at the left end, on the wall of one of which is the only inscription, of which any letters are traceable, recording 'The meritorious gift of a cave by Śanghamitra, the son of Gopāla(?).'
A few indistinct letters are just traceable also on the right hand side of the entrance, and near them is the faintest trace of the Buddhist rail-pattern.

Cave XLVIII. is a range of five cells with a veranda in front, supported on three square pillars and pilasters. the central cell (27' × 19' 3") containing a relic shrine still entire, the upper edge of the drum and the box of the capital, which has no projecting slabs over it, being carved with the rail-pattern. The umbrella is carved on the roof and attached to the box by a shaft. In front of this, against the right-hand wall, is the only figure sculpture in these caves, and, though much defaced, appears to have consisted of three human figures, the left a man with high turban and front knob, similar to some of the figures at Kárlé and on the capitals at Bedsa, holding some objects in each hand. He wears a cloth round his neck and another round his loins, which falls down in folds between the legs. His right hand is bent upwards towards his chin, and over the arm hangs a portion of the dress. He also wears armlets and bracelets. To his left a slightly smaller figure appears to be

1 Compare Bombay Gazetteer, XIV. 208-209.
approaching him with some offering. Above this latter is a third, perhaps a woman. At the right end of this excavation is another cell approached from outside. The remaining caves in this group ending with cave LV. are small and uninteresting. The cells are not so frequently with stone-beds as in the caves previously described. From No. LV. about a mile and a half leads to LVI. which has a veranda (25’ 4” x 11’ 9”) with two plain square pillars in front. The hall is about twenty-four feet square with ten cells, three in each side, and four at the back, several of them unfinished. Cave LX. is almost choked with earth, but is 38’ long by 13’ 10” wide, with a semicircular apse at the extreme end and arched roof similar to the Beda dwelling cave II.1 Outside and above the front, however, are traces of a horizontal row of chaitya-window ornaments, so that, though there is no apparent trace at present of a chaitya having occupied the apse, the cave may have been a primitive form of Chaitya-cave with a structural relic shrine or dāghoba.

The first mention of Karād appears in inscriptions of about 200 B.C. to 100 A.D. recording gifts by Karād pilgrims at the Bharhut Stupa near Jabalpur in the Central Provinces and at Kuda thirty miles south of Alibāg in Kolāba.2 These inscriptions show that Karād, or, as the inscriptions call it Karahākada, is probably the oldest place in Sátāra. That the place named is the Sátāra Karād is confirmed by the sixty-three early Buddhist caves about three miles south-west of Karād one of which has an inscription of about the first century after Christ.3 In 1637 the seventh Bijāpur king Māhmud Adilshāh (1626-1656) conferred on Shāhāji the father of Shivāji a royal grant for the deshmukhi of twenty-two villages in the district of Karād.4 In 1653 the deshmukhi right was transferred to Bāji Ghorpade of Mudhol.5 In 1659, after the murder of Afzul-khān, his wife and son, who were taken by Khanduji Kākde one of Shivāji’s officers, were on payment of a large bribe safely conducted and lodged by him in Karād. In January 1661 the eighth Bijāpur king Ali Adil Shāh II. (1656-1672) disappointed in his hopes of crushing Shivāji took the field in person and encamped at Karād where all the district officers assembled to tender him their homage.6 In a revenue statement of about 1790 Karād appears as the head of a pargana in the Rāybhāg sārkār with a revenue of £36,255 (Rs. 3,62,550).7 About 1805 the young Pratinidhi Parsurām Shrivīvās fled from Poona to Karād his jāgir town to escape a plan for seizing him made by Bājirāv Peshwa assisted by Sindia.8 During his flight Bājirāv stopped at Karād on the 22nd of January 1818. In 1827 Captain Clunes describes ‘Kurarh’ as the chief town and residence of the Pant Pratinidhi with 2500 houses including 200 weavers 100 oilpressers twenty-five blanket-weavers and thirty paper-makers.9

Kāσegaon in Vālua close to the Sátāra-Kolhāpur mail road, eleven miles south of Karād and four miles north of Peth, is one of
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1 Compare Bombay Gazetteer, XVIII. chapter xiv. Bedsa.
2 Stupa of Bharhut, 135, 136, 139; Arch. Surv. of Western India, IV. 87.
3 See above p. 479. 4 Grant Duff’s Marathās, 55. 5 Grant Duff’s Marathās, 66.
6 Grant Duff’s Marathās, 79, 82. 7 Waring’s Marathās, 244.
8 Grant Duff’s Marathās, 615. 9 Itinerary, 34.
the most thriving villages in the Válva sub-division. The population in 1881 was 4325. The village is inhabited by several well-to-do merchants who traffic with the coast in the local produce, which consists largely of tobacco, pepper, and sugarcane. The village has a vernacular school in a good Government building. About a quarter of a mile to the south of the village is a district officers' bungalow, about the nicest in the district, in a large enclosure partly planted with young trees. The inhabitants have an unenviable character for crime and litigiousness, mischief to crops, cattle-poisoning and arson having been very frequent for many years.

**Kenjalgad or Ghera Khelangja Fort**, 4269 feet above sea level, is situated on the Mándhardev spur of the Mahádev range eleven miles north-west of Wái. It is a flat-topped hill of an irregular oval shape, about 250 yards long and one hundred yards wide at the extremes, looking remarkably strong both from afar and near. But on ascending it is found to be commanded by the Yeruli Asre and Doichivádi plateaus about two miles to the east which are easily ascended from the Wái side, and the Jámblí hills about a mile to the west. The fort forms a village in itself but has to be ascended from the villages of Asre or Khavli which lie at its foot on the Wái side. The ascent is by about two miles of a very steep climb or the Asre-Titeghar bridle path can be followed for two miles when a tolerably easy path leads due west from the pass another mile on to the fort. The fort is a black scarp rising vertically from the main ridge which is hogbacked. The scarp is one of the highest in any of the Satára forts and reaches in places eighty to a hundred feet. The only entrance is on the north side up a set of a hundred steps running parallel to the line of the scarp till within four or seven feet of the top, when they turn at right angles to it and cut straight into a passage leading on to the top. The steps are peculiarly imposing and differ from any others in the district. Thus on entering the scarp is on the left and there is nothing on the right till the passage is reached, and invaders ascending would be liable to be hurled back over the cliff. At the foot of the steps is a bastion which evidently flanked a gateway. There are remains of six large and three small buildings all modern. The head-quarters or kacheri is now only marked by a large fig tree. The only building thoroughly recognizable is the powder magazine on the west which is about thirty feet square with strong stone walls three feet thick and seven feet high and three feet of brick on the top. The walls of the fort were originally of large square cut blocks of unmortared stone, but were afterwards added to in many places. They are in most places fully four feet thick and including the rampart about eight feet thick. There was a parapet of lighter work mostly ruined. The fort has three large water tanks about forty feet square and six small ones for storage of water and grain. But there is no living spring inside the fort. The largest tank is in the southern face and is quite thirty feet deep. The tanks were emptied when the fort was dismantled by blowing up the outer sides which were formed by the ramparts and letting the water empty itself down the hill side. On the west is a sort of nose
projecting beyond and a little lower than the main ridge of the fort, also strongly fortified. There is a narrow promenade on the ridge at the foot of the scarp and on the north side is a large cave with excellent water and partly used for storage purposes. The village lies about 300 feet below on a ledge of the northern hill slope. To its immediate west is a dense temple grove of jâmboil and anjan. The village of Voholi, the one Government village on the north side of this range the inhabitants of which were part of the hereditary garrison, is in a hollow to the north-west. Khelanj a fort is said to have been built by the Bhoj Rájás of Panhálá who flourished in the twelfth century. Its remarkable strength is noticed by Mr. Elphinstone who says it could scarcely be taken if resolutely defended. It was one of the few Sátára forts which fired before surrendering to the detachment sent by General Pritzler up the Wái valley about the 26th of March 1818.

Khánapur about ten miles east of Víta is a town of 4909 inhabitants or 298 more than in 1872. It gives its name to the Khánapur sub-division and from its greater proximity to the fort of Bhopálígad was probably in early times the administrative headquarters of the surrounding country. The town has stone and mud walls now much decayed, and gates at the north-west and east flanked with bastions. There is a large market street and several smaller branch streets and more than one large native mansion. The Khánapur plateau produces in the western half a considerable amount of good unirrigated wheat. The land is even higher than the rest of the sub-division, the whole of which is on an average quite 250 feet above the Krishna valley. About two miles east of Víta the ground again rises more than one hundred feet. This second plateau extends from Palshi in the south-east to Balavdi and Revangao in the north-west. There is a drop of about 500 feet into the Mán valley in the eastern side and the rest is a straggling outline of hills in the south-west and west and forming shallow valleys and ravines. This plateau is better off for rain than almost any other part of the sub-division and to this are due the regular and good wheat crops. Towards the south-east, however, the soil is wretchedly bare and rocky and the country very wild while subsistence becomes as difficult as in the worst parts of Mán. To the south of the town is a small stream which joins the Agarní a feeder of the Krishna about a mile to the east. The supply of water is limited and precarious and a camp in the tempting mango grove to the west of the town by the edge of the stream is sure to be infested by clouds of mosquitoes which swarm like midges in England on a summer’s evening. Khánapur has a vernacular school.

Khatav village, eight miles north-west of Vádúj the sub-divisional head-quarters, gives its name to the Khátáv sub-division and had in 1881 a population of 2710 or 262 less than in 1872. Under the Marátha government (1760-1818) Khátáv was the chief town in the pargana called after it, which corresponded pretty closely to the present sub-division. The town is walled and has two gates at the east and west ends of its market street, with two or three large mansions belonging to families of importance under the Marátha rule.
Khatáv has a post office, a civil court established since the introduction of the Relief Act, a native library, and a vernacular school.

To the north-west of the town in an open space is an old Hemádpanti temple of Mahádev, now almost entirely deserted. It consists of an image chamber and vestibule (17' x 15') shaped in the old cruciform plan. The image chamber is square inside and contains a linga. East of the image chamber is the hall open only at the front, and the side walls are four feet thick at the centre from which they narrow to the front and back. The same style of wall is found at Parli in Sátára and Málhuli in Khánápur. In front is an open space thirteen feet broad, partly blocked by a balustrade three feet high and four feet broad. In addition to the side walls the roof is supported on sixteen pillars eight of which on the sides are embedded in the walls, and eight in the centre are free. The pillars are of the usual type, a shaft of a single block cut into different courses, rectangular basement, and the rest cylindrical octagonal or again rectangular with a capital consisting of a bracket branching in four directions. In the centre of the mandap is a round slab on which the Nandi usually rests. The compartment formed by its four pillars has a well-carved roof slightly domed. The others are of the lozenge pattern, three rows of slabs disposed one on the top of the other so as to form three concentric squares the diagonals of the upper touching the centre of the side of the lower square. The front of the balustrade is most beautifully carved in a sort of rail pattern as at Parli, Málhuli, and other Hemádpanti temples. The whole structure is of large blocks of unmortared stone. The roof above is flat and has traces of a spire apparently pyramidal. The usual broad eaves remain but they are probably restorations as the slabs are small and mortar is used. Close to the north of this is a small canopy of still larger blocks of stone and containing a Máruṭi. About fifty yards west is a modern Mahádev temple (60' x 20') with a brick spire and image chamber and a long stone mandap. It is surrounded by rude cloisters lining a court yard (100' x 50'). A fair is held at the temple in July-August or Shravan. In the town itself in a street branching from about the centre of the chief street which runs north and south is another old temple of Náráyan restored almost beyond recognition. There is also about a quarter of a mile north of the town a Musalmán idga or place of prayer, and a family of Kásis still live in Khatáv. The earliest mention of Khatáv is in 1429 when the Durgádevi famine having laid waste the country and the chief places of strength having fallen into the hands of local chiefs Malik-ul-Tujár the Bahmani governor of Danlatabad with the hereditary officers or deshmukhs went through the country restoring order, and their first operations were directed against some Rámoshis in Khatáv Desh.1 When (1688-1689) the Moghals invaded the country, Krishnáráv Khatávkhar was actively assisting them and was made by them a leading Deshmukh.2

Khatáv

Khatáv is a small village on the right bank of the Yerla eleven miles north of Vadu. It has an irrigation bungalow and not far from the village is the weir whence start the two original
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1 Grant Duff's Maráthás, 26.
2 Maráthás, 178 note, 192.
Chapter XIV.
Places.
Khátgun.

Yerla canals now connected with the Nher storage tank. In the south-west corner of the village is the shrine of a Musalmán saint or žir, a small mosque but with an inner chamber much like a Hindu shrine or gákhára, which contains the tomb of the saint. The saint lived and died at Vadgaon thirteen miles south-west of Vaduj and a hybrid mosque temple at Khátáv was built in his honour by his Hindu disciple. A fair in honour of the saint is held at Khátgun in March when about 15,000 Musalmáns Marátháns and lower castes attend.

Kikli a small village twelve miles south-east of Wáí and about three miles east of the junction of the Poona and Wáí-Panchvad roads is remarkable for a group of ancient temples. The village is about a mile west of the Chandan Vandan forts and is easily reached on foot or on horseback from Panchvad a favourite camp on the Poona mail road three miles west. The temples are situated in an enclosure about 120 feet square. Two are in complete ruins, the one razed to its foundations and the other a mere heap of stones. The third is evidently built largely from the stones of the second on the plan of the first. It faces east and consists of an outer hall or mandap eighteen feet square, flat roofed and open at the sides, leading by a door in the west into an inner hall twenty-three feet square. This hall leads into three shrines each six feet square in the north-west and south. Thus the plan of the whole temple is cruciform. Each of the shrines is connected with the inner hall by a vestibule and while the inside is square, on the outside the courses of masonry overlap each other so that the plan of each shrine is also cruciform. There is no sign of any ancient spire or tower. The roof outside has lately been sloped with mortar and brick and mounted with a small urn or kolas. The mandaps are supported each by sixteen pillars in four rows of four each. The central four form a large square of twelve feet in the inner mandap and of ten feet in the outer leaving side passages 5½ and 4½ feet wide respectively. The walls of the inner mandap and shrines are here less than four feet thick and the height from ten to twelve feet. The outer mandap has in place of walls the usual balustrade forming the back of a stone bench. There is nothing remarkable in the decoration of the outer mandap. The pillars are of the usual Hindu type in plainly dressed rectangular cylindrical and octagonal courses. An exception is one of the four central pillars which is carved like those of the inner mandap. The decoration of the inner mandap is elaborate. The four centre pillars are elaborately carved in floral and arabesque patterns. The centre rectangular course is panelled with figures in relief representing on the two northern pillars the exploits of Krishna and on the southern those of Máru. The basements are supported by figures of satellites male and female. The portals of the shrine vestibules have a wainscoting of figures similarly sculptured in relief. The execution is in all cases superior to anything elsewhere to be found in the district. All this carving comes from the ruined temples. Each shrine contains a linga with a case or shálunkha, the northern also containing an

1 Details of the Yerla canals and the Nher storage reservoir are given above p. 152.
image of Bhairav. In the centre square of the outer mandap is a mutilated stone Nandi or sacred bull. On the plinth in front of the outer shrine are a few almost unreadable letters said to be the words Shingandev Raja to whom the building of this temple is ascribed. To its north is the old and probably original temple exactly similar in plan and dimensions with the present one in which only three lings now remain. To its east is the other old temple whose walls remain but the roof has fallen in and the mandap is a shapeless heap of stones. In the south-west corner of the enclosure is an ancient well about twenty feet square and thirty deep but now choked up. All the images in the new temple including the Nandi have their noses broken off, it is said by the emperor Aurangzeb. The stones of the original temple are also said to have been taken to Wai by the Bijapur general Afzulkhán when leading the expedition which terminated in his murder by Shiváji. A small fair is held in honour of Bhairav on Dasara the bright tenth of Ashvin or September - October.

Kinhai seven miles almost due north of Koregaon is a village belonging to the PantPratinidhi. Kinhai is best reached from Koregaon by following the Pandharapur road for a mile and then taking a track which branches off due north and passes by Chinchli village on to a made road built by the Pant Pratinidhi. The village lies on either bank of a feeder of the Vasna which always holds water. The soil is good and the country round thickly studded with mangoes. To the north and north-west is a spur of steep hills at the end of which rises the ancient fort of Nandgiri (3537). On the south-east are two small hills divided by a gorge to the east of which is the temple of Yammáí Devi the patron goddess of the family. This temple has a fortified appearance and with its battlements and towers is visible for many miles on all sides throughout the Koregaon sub-division. The village consists of a broad street running north-west and south-east and crossing the stream into the Peth or market quarters and thence continuing to the road above mentioned up towards the temple and on through the small gorge between the two hills to Koregaon. The Pratinidhi has a handsome mansion or vada in the village, the lower part of stone and the upper part of brick with an enclosure or court surrounded by strong walls. The mansion contains some reception rooms of handsome size and proportions in the native style. Usually one of the wives and a son of the Pratinidhi reside here. The village has also a vernacular school. On the right bank of the stream behind the Pant’s mansion is a small temple of Mahádev about thirty feet by fifteen with a flight of steps leading down to the stream. It consists of an open sided mandap and an image-chamber with a spire. The pillars are imitations of the early Hindu style. The spire is of brick with stone ornamentation. The temple of Yammáí Devi lies on the summit of a somewhat pointed hill about 350 to 400 feet above the plain. The way up to it is by the road before mentioned which close to the gorge is left on the right for a flight of 300 steps with a stone balustrade on each side. The steps are made of slabs quarried from the surrounding rock and are in excellent repair. Numbers of people may be seen ascending and descending the steps on Tuesday and
Friday, the holy days of the goddess. The temple court irregular and nearly oval is entered from the west by a pointed archway with a music chamber or nagárkhāna on the top. The rock is fenced with a solid masonry wall about twelve feet high from inside, and outside in places from thirty to forty feet high. At the eastern end is a small entrance from a path communicating with a spring half-way down the south slope of the hill. There are cloisters with a terrace on the left or south side of this entrance and on the north a large solid but plain lamp pillar or dipmāl. The pillar was broken a few years ago by lightning and as this is said to be the third time of its being struck, it is thought ominous to repair it. The temple is a plain structure about forty feet by twenty with a flat roofed hall or mandap supported on three rows of four pillars about eighteen inches square at the base and plain imitations of the early Hindu style. The image-chamber or gābhāra is square and contains an image of devī in black stone ornamented with jewels and embroidered apparel and displayed to Europeans with much pomp by means of a mirror casting light upon it from outside. The courtyard is paved and immediately in front of the mandap is a stone embedded in the pavement and containing vents made to receive coins to be laid in them for presentation to the goddess.

The Pratinidhi family are hereditary kulkrinis or accountants of Kinhai and several of the neighbouring villages and it was from that position that Parshuram Trimbak raised himself till he was appointed the third Pratinidhi in 1700, since which time the office has remained hereditary in his family.

Kole in the Váng valley about eight miles west-south-west of Karād is a village of 1953 people lining both banks of a stream which joins the Váng at its northern end. The village was originally the head-quarters of a petty division or mahāl comprising the Váng valley and the starting point of much of the carrying trade over the Mala pass by Dheevādī. It is now nothing more than an agricultural village with a few well-to-do traders. A large fair attended by about five thousand people is held on the bright fifth of Māgh (January-February) in honour of a Hindu ascetic named Ghadge Bova a devotee of Vithoba who flourished about three generations ago. His disciple Kushraha has built a small temple in honour of the god which is much resorted to by people from the surrounding villages.

Koregaon, north latitude 17° 42′ and east longitude 74° 12′, is the head-quarters of the Koregaon sub-division, with in 1881 a population of 2730 or 124 more than in 1872. The village has a large street passing east and west and another passing north and south. In the latter are situated the sub-divisional revenue and police offices in a mansion or váda utilised for the purpose, and the vernacular school in an excellent building with a garden. The Pandharpur road runs east on the north side of the town and the Deur road from the other side of the stream on the west. At the same point joins in the Sátára road which crosses the Vasna by a good stone bridge about three-quarters of a mile south. The Sáp road runs round the east of the town. Koregaon lies on a stream known as the
Mánganga which holds water throughout the year and forms the water-supply of the town. Its banks are well studded with mango and other trees. There is a good rest-house on the north of the Indápur road. A tolerable camp is formed in the mangoes to the south of the town, but a much better one is an excellent grove on the left bank of the Mánganga about a mile up the stream and north of Koregaon within the boundaries of the fertile village of Kumta.

**Kundal** is a village belonging to the Punt Pratinilhi but with two others adjoining it is almost surrounded by British territory belonging to the Válva Khánápur and Tásgaon sub-divisions. It lies about five miles north of Válva, about a mile from the end of the long spur which shoots off from the Mahádev range thirty miles north at Mol in Khatáv, and will have a station on the West Deccan Railway about twenty-two miles south-east of Karád. The village is said to be the same as Kaundanyapur mentioned in Paráníc legends and to have been the residence of Rája Hingandev, probably the same as the Devgiri Yádav king Singhán I. (1179) or Singhán II. (1209-1247). The walls of the town are in fair repair, but show no signs of great age. The chief object of interest about the village is a set of Bráhmanical caves in the spur above mentioned. The face of the spur is generally north-east and south-west, but at the end it is splayed into two branches which form a widemouthed crescent facing east. In the southern arm of this crescent facing north-east is the chief set of thirteen caves and on the south face are three more. The first thirteen are all in a ledge of the hill about three hundred feet above the plain. Of these the first five face approximately north, the next three north-east, and the remaining five due east. They are approached by a flight of steps leading up through an archway six feet broad and deep, fourteen feet high, and girt by side walls nine feet wide. Two hundred and fifteen paces further on is the second gateway twenty-two feet broad, sixteen feet high and six feet deep, and crowned by a music chamber or nagár-khána eighteen feet long, eight feet high, and sixteen feet broad. Eighteen steps further on is the third gateway nearly on a level with the caves. This gateway is twenty-four feet wide, ten feet high, and five feet deep. This leads on to a paved terrace built upon the rock and supported by a solid masonry wall about fifteen feet high following the line of the crescent. About twenty-six feet further on is a large hall supported on twenty-four pillars in four parallel rows making three aisles. The pillars are of brick, one foot in diameter and eight feet high. Except in the aisle formed by the third and fourth rows to the southward, where it is vaulted, the roof is flat. A door from this hall leads into what now must be termed the chief cave (30'x20'x8') a temple of Virabhadr a demon produced by Mahádev. The entrance is only by a small rock-cut door two feet wide. The chamber inside is eight feet square and six feet high and is walled in. On each side of the centre door is another small door leading to the holy circuit or pradakshina which is 14' to the back of the cave, 19' 6" across leaving a passage six feet wide behind the image, 14' 6" wide on the east and 7' wide on the west. In the centre of the image chamber is a three feet high image.
of Virbhoudra. It is of white stone apparently rough trap. In the right hand is a sword and in the left a bow. In the west wall of the hall is a very small door leading into the second cave (20' x 11' x 7') which is dedicated to the goddess Dālima. Immediately in front of it is a small built temple of Mahâdev 12' square and 8' high. To the east of the Virbhoudra cave are two tanks about six feet square with water leading into one another. East of the tank is cave V. (14' x 10' x 6') with a small opening. To the west of the Dālima temple is cave VI. (16' x 9' x 7') best known as the cooking cave; close by it is cave VII. (16' x 11' x 7') next which is cave VIII. (24' x 18' x 8') known as the kacheri or court. These three caves are in the angle of the crescent, face north-east, and are entered each by separate small doors. Next it and facing north is cave IX. a small excavation containing two small tanks full of water and adjoining these is the washing or śūn cave X. (13' x 8' x 7'). North of it is cave XI. known as the bhāndārghar or dining cave (27' x 21' x 6') a double hall with three pillars and a tank adjoining it. The next two caves XII. (12' x 7' x 6') and XIII. (14' x 13' x 6')¹ are devoted to no special purpose. All the caves seem to have been cut out with the chisel and none of them seem natural excavations. The rock inside is soft and of dark brown colour. The outside walls and partitions dividing caves from tanks are very thin and crumbling away. The hall gateways and terraces as also the temple of Mahâdev are all modern. Except perhaps that of Dālima the images do not look old. The hall and chief gateway were made by one Basappa Limnej a Vâni of Kundal about 1870 at a cost of £2500 (Rs. 25,000). A fair attended by about one thousand people is held on the no-moon of Kārtik or October-November. The three caves on the south can be reached by following the ledge round the east end of the cliff for about half a mile. On turning the corner a small terrace is reached in which is one of the caves. From the plain only the small door of one of the caves can be seen about three hundred feet up the hill. It is reached direct by a very steep path the last thirty feet cut into steps leading on to a terrace very lately built. The more easterly of the two caves is entered by a small door about four feet high by two wide. It is twenty feet by sixteen and seven high and has at the back an open recess (7' x 6' x 7'). In the back are figures of Râm Sitâbâi and Lakshman rudely sculptured in relief. Râm is six feet high and Sitâbâi and Lakshman on each side of him are each four feet high. Parallel with the recess is a small tank sunk in the floor and off the rest of the cave is a small cell six feet square. It is about four feet higher than the main cave and communicates with it by a small door and some steps. The western cave about ten paces distant is a cell with a temple and measures twenty-five feet by twelve wide. Inside it is built a small modern hall resting on seventeen pillars six of them attached to the walls. This inner hall measures thirteen feet by ten by six high and has a roof four feet lower than the cave roof. The remaining space on the west of this hall is a cell with a tank at the north-west end. At the back of

¹ Six feet given as the height of both the caves are average heights as the roofs slope a good deal.
the hall are images of Shiv with Párvati and Ganga one on each side, each about 3' high by 2' wide, also very rudely sculptured in relief. In this set the eastern caves are Vaishnav and the western Shaiv.¹

Kusrud, a small village about six miles due south of Pátan, has near it a curious cave temple. The cave is on the north slope of a hill spur about a quarter of a mile south of the village and three hundred feet above the plain. A red spot in the slope marks its existence and a scramble up shows it to be a natural cave about fifty feet long and thirty-eight deep with a stream from the hill top pouring over the edge of the rock. The cave contains a large stone image of Ganpati painted red and about four feet high and four feet wide. Behind it on a crescent is a row of rude life-size sculptures made of mud and cowdung. The figures are of men and women and are represented standing in various attitudes. Some of the men have the large headdresses given to kings and gods in the old representations and the women have wooden bangles on their wrists and the arms above the elbow. A passage about five feet wide behind the row of figures leads to a chamber about ten feet square in which is a Mahádev ling. There is another chamber at the north-west corner of the large cave. These chambers are hewn out of the rock, but the large cave is natural. The Ganpati sculptures are probably not very old. The execution is fair in some but the people of the place ascribe them an untold antiquity. To guard against their being injured by wild animals the front of the cave has been blocked up within the last twenty years by a mud and stone wall about ten feet from the edge of the cave thus having a veranda formed by the overshadowing rock.

Loháre. See Wáí.

Machhindragad, the most southern of the chain hill forts built in 1676 by Shiváji, is a solitary round-topped hill ten miles south-east of Karád. The hill lies close to the west of the Karád-Tásagaon road which runs through the gorge dividing the fort hill from the main range which stretches from Mol in Khatáv to Kundal in Tásagaon. The fort has few features of interest. The ascent is by a steep but well kept path on the north from a hamlet lying close under the hill side. The hill is about 800 feet above the plain and the ascent which is by sharp zigzags occupies about twenty minutes. The last third of the ascent is by steps cut in the rock. The top is waving and surrounded by walls but with scarcely any scarp. The walls are of loose small dry stone about eight to twelve feet high on the outside and six inside and about six feet thick at the foot with a two feet parapet. The entrance is by a rough-pointed arched gateway now broken down. There are remains of a few buildings, and on the south is a small temple of Machhindranáth. A devotee of this god came from the village of Kále five miles south of Karád about 1830 and revived the worship of this god. His descendants still reside on the hill and attend to the temple. Near the temple are several tombs of ascetics and sati monuments with stone facsimiles of hand and foot prints. On the north about fifty yards south-west of the gate is a large pit

¹ Compare Dr. Burgess' Lists, 59.
or tank dug out of the rock which generally holds dirty water. It was made at the same time as the fort. There is another spring on the south which is used by the Gosávis living on the hill and by the people chiefly from the neighbouring village who frequent a yearly fair. The path up is kept in repair for this fair and the approaches to the temple on the top are lined with trees also planted and maintained out of the fair receipts. The fort was garrisoned by the Pratinidhi till it was taken by Bápú Gokhale about 1810. It was then managed by Gokhale for the Peshwa till May 1818 when it was surrendered without resistance to a British force under Colonel Hewitt. Machhindragad will have a station on the West Deccan railway twelve miles south-east of Karád Road the station for Karád.

**Mahábaleshvar.**

17° 51' north latitude and 73° 30' east longitude, in Jávli about eighteen miles north-west of Medha, twenty miles west of Wáí, and about thirty-three miles north-west of Sátára, is the chief sanitarium of the Bombay Presidency situated on one of the Sahyádri spurs. The height averages 4500 feet above the sea, and at Sindola ridge the highest point reaches 4710. Several spurs standing out from the north and west of the main body of the hill form promontories that command magnificent views of the precipitous slopes of the Sahyádri hills and of the valleys below. At the heads of the ravines that run between these points the streams, issuing from springs in the higher part of the hill, fall over ledges of trap rock in cascades, one of which is about 2000 feet from the lip of the fall to the bottom of the valley.

Except in the east and extreme north the top of the hill is wooded to the very edge of the scarp, and though only in a few sheltered glades are there trees of any great size, the wood is so dense that it forms one vast waving stretch of rich foliage, broken by the chimneys and roofs of the higher houses, and by the varieties of shade from the olive leaf of the písa to the blue-green of the jámbhul and other fruit-bearing trees. The deep-cut roads and paths, bordered by a thick undergrowth of bracken and shaded by moss-covered trees, are like the views in a highland hill side. But the resemblance ceases with the sudden ending of road and shade at one of the numerous points that overlook the ravines, perhaps 2000 feet deep, bounded on the opposite side by the steep bare wall of one of the flat-topped Deccan ridges or by the low castellated outline of a Marátha hill fort.

The hills to the south-west differ considerably from those to the south and east. To the south-west the outlines are bolder and irregular and their sides are fairly clothed with trees and brushwood. To the south and east with a lighter rainfall the sides are utterly bare, and the forms, worn only by the sun and rain, are flat-topped and monotonous. The pressure of population on the
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1 See above page 297.
2 Contributed by Dr. McConaghy, formerly Superintendent of Mahábaleshvar. Besides by the name Mahábaleshvar or the Very Mighty God, which it takes from a famous temple of Shiv of that name, the station is called Nahar by the lower classes.
arable land has driven tillage up the sides of some of the less precipitous hills, where the wearing of the soil can be stopped by low terraces resting on stone walls, which lend somewhat of a Rhenish or Italian character to the view. In clear air before or after rain, often parts, and in rare cases, the whole of a fifty miles range of sea, shows extending from about the Shāstri in Ratnāgiri to a little south of Janjira. But the coast line cannot be traced except near the Sāvītrī river. The distance to the sea along this range of view varies as the river from thirty to fifty miles.

The beauties of the hill vary much at different seasons. Most persons probably think it at its best in October immediately after the cessation of the south-west monsoon. Many spots are then carpeted with wild flowers. The wild arrowroot lily fills every glade and in numberless spots are found wild rose and sweet pea. The ferns of which there are seventeen varieties are then in leaf. The less frequented paths and open spots are soft with turf. Every bank and stone, the rugged cliffs of the hills themselves, are dazzlingly green with moss and grass. The streams are at the fullest. A fall of rain of tropical violence probably occurs and the Yenna falls become imposing, while the faces of the cliffs are lighted with innumerable silver rills and dazzling sprays. At this time are to be seen the most distant views. The hills stand out against the sky in wonderful relief. In the mornings the ravines are filled with fleecy rolls of mist or with a wealth of dark blue shadow. In the evenings great clouds gather and impart endless variety of light and shade to the landscape and of glorious colour to the rays of the setting sun. Few lights are more majestic than that of the great thunderstorm of this season sweeping the adjacent valleys or over the distant sea. The breezes though strong are sweet and the bracing cold of the evenings is met with a cheerful fire.

But the favourite season for visiting is from March to June. The reason of course is the escape thereby afforded from the heat of the plains. But the grass wild flowers and ferns are now gone and the streams and waterfalls are dry. Haze obstructs the view and the eye is fatigued by glare. Still then too the hill has its peculiar beauties. The evergreen forests are renewing their foliage and impart a fresh verdure to the landscape. There is the tawny bracken not unlovely and the mighty heights of the Ghāts are perhaps more imposing than when delicately clothed as in October at many of their most rugged portions.

Towards the end of May the mists begin to creep up and thunderstorms lay the dust and cool the air. Few scenes are more fairy-like than the valleys on a May morning filled with mist, the fragments of which as it rises gild and throw into relief the finest of the surrounding peaks. At this time too the strawberry is in full fruit and the gardens are brilliant with heliotrope, geranium and fuchsias, and roses, where cared for, do well.

At all times the hill is most attractive, and not its least attractions are the excellent drives as well as walks which give access to all its parts. In this it contrasts happily with most hill stations, Otacamund always excepted.
The station, called Malcolm Peth after Sir John Malcolm, includes all lands within a radius of five miles from the Frere Hall. Most of this land is reserved for forest and is called the Five Mile Reserve. It includes the lands of sixty-five villages, fifty-six from the Jáveli and nine from the Wáí sub-divisions of Sátára. These villages are usually from four to twenty huts surrounded by a few fields. Each village has a certain amount of land set apart for tillage and grazing, the rest being covered with thick evergreen forest.

Mahábaleshvar is reached by three chief roads, the Poona road from the east branching off from the Poona-Sátára road at Surul, the Sátára and Kelghar road from the south-east, and the Fitz-Gerald pass road from the west. In travelling to Mahábaleshvar from Surul the Poona road begins to rise almost immediately after leaving Wáí and climbs along the north face of a steep and barren range of hills almost as far as Pángchani, a distance of about eight miles. Frequent turns open fine views of the upper Krishna valley and of the hills that face Mahábaleshvar, which are nearly as barren as those up which the road winds. One or two points give a glimpse of the peaks of Torna (4605) and Rájgad (3992), and, at the highest point of one steep rise, the wood-encircled temple and village of Mahábaleshvar is seen, but again lost when the curve of the road turns to the south-west. Except along the banks of the Krishna and its tributaries there is little vegetation. The sides of the hills are terraced in a few places for the growth of coarse grain, but the rest is utterly bare.

At the top of this ascent the little settlement of Pángchani breaks pleasantly on the view with its long lines of casuarina trees and bamboos in which are bedded a number of substantial little houses and a market. Until Pángchani is passed there is no view to the south or south-east, but about a mile further the road to Mahábaleshvar strikes along the edge of a deep valley that opens on the southern plains with Yavteshvar and the Sátára fort (3307) in the background. The hills round Pángchani are flat-topped and, except close to the station, untilled. In the valleys below, the streams, so long as they keep running, are used to water small patches of wheat or vegetables, but the bulk of the crops, consisting of rice or náchni, is harvested soon after the end of the rains and only stubble is left to mark the patches of tillage. A little beyond Pángchani the road rises with several ups and downs to Mahábaleshvar, passing along the tableland which forms the top of this spur of the Mahábaleshvar system of hills. About half-way between the two stations signs of a heavy rainfall appear in the richness of the bracken and other ferns and in the numbers of bulbous plants which flourish nowhere but near the western crest of the Sahyádris. The valley of the Yenna is soon reached, along the north-eastern side of which the road is carried to the embankment of the lake immediately below the station. The Yenna falls are not visible though the rocks near them can be made out. Unlike the Pángchani spur the south-western side of the valley up which the road to Sátára winds is clothed with scrub jungle. The gardens, begun by the Chinese convicts and continued by local workmen whom they have taught, are seen on both banks of the upper Yenna, on the south-west of
which close to Mahábaleshvar, the view is bounded by the ridge of Sindola the highest point of the hill. From the lake the road winds round one or two small valleys to the Frere Hall, from which all distances are calculated.

For those who have time a better route is from Bombay by the FitzGerald pass with travellers’ bungalows at Poládpur and Dásgaon in Kolába, and at Váda at the foot of the FitzGerald pass. Coasting steamers touch Bánkot at the mouth of the Sávitri and from Bánkot small steamers or boats ply twenty-four miles up to Dásgaon. Leaving Poládpur eighteen miles from Dásgaon, the line goes by the old Kineshvar road for five and a half miles. It then branches to the left, gradually climbing round the western and northern shoulders of Pratápgad for sixteen miles to the Váda bungalow on the first plateau. From Váda the road winds ten miles more, round the valleys between Bombay and Sidney Points, and passing close under Bombay Point, rises easily from the east of it into the Bombay Point road by the Terraces. The scenery along this route is very fine, but it is very dusty below the hill in the hot weather.

The geology of the hills is simple, trap overlaid by a light capping of iron clay. The trap shows in most ravines and in horizontal belts on the sides of the hill, which are more numerous and much less deep than the trap scarps in the range further north. The Mahábaleshvar trap is often columnar and accompanied by crystallised quartz, apophyllite, stilbite, and scocelite found in cavities. The iron clay contains a variable proportion of peroxide of iron which used to be extracted by a class of men called Dhavads. But recent orders restricting the use of charcoal have put a stop to the manufacture of iron. The laterite ends on the Sátára road 6½ miles from the Frere Hall, on the Poona road 18½ miles, and on the Mahád road 2½ miles.

As the laterite capping is nowhere very thick, the substratum of water-bearing trap is soon reached, and a well sunk to a moderate depth, say from thirty to fifty feet, will yield a certain supply of water. In this respect the station presents a most favourable contrast to Mátherán. A lake, with an area of about twenty-eight acres and an average depth of ten feet, made by the late Rája of Sátára and fed by perennial springs, not only adds to the beauty of the hill-top, but both directly and indirectly aids in watering a line of small gardens that stretch to a considerable distance below. It helps directly by means of a stream that issues from the lake and ultimately grows into the Yenna river; and it helps indirectly by raising the general spring level in the gardens, so that a sufficient supply of water can be drawn from a shallow dip well, by means of a bucket and bamboo pole weighted with a large stone and worked by a single labourer. The little streams that flow from the upper parts of the hill into the larger streams are, so long as they last, used in cultivation by means of artificial water-courses. The drinking water is generally excellent.

From early October to June the climate is bracing and healthy, suitting most constitutions except those suffering from such chronic complaints as liver or heart disease. Some rain usually falls in October and the place is a little damp and the evenings misty; the
average mean temperature is 66°8. In November December and January the climate is dry with occasionally strong easterly winds cold enough to make a fire in the evenings almost necessary; the average mean temperature of these months is 63°4. From February the temperature gradually rises to a mean of 67°, and the cold season ends about the middle of the month. The hottest time of the year is generally from about the 12th of March to the middle of April, when, during the day, the temperature rises to a little over 90°. About the 20th April the wind changes to the west, and cool, moist, and invigorating sea breezes set in and gather strength as the season passes. In May there are occasional showers and thunderstorms; the air grows moister and clouds and mist often fill the valleys. On most hot weather mornings the hill sides are covered with white clouds which completely veil the Konkan, but these disappear as the day advances. The rainy season usually begins early in June, but a number of visitors remain on the hill till the middle of the month. As the different houses are emptied the owners cover them round with rain screens made of kolamb and other grass so as to protect the walls against the heavy rains. Most of the dealers and hawkers leave the bazar at the end of the season, but a number of Vânis and the poorer classes remain. They completely surround their houses with screens, leaving only a small opening on the side furthest from the prevailing wind. The Vânis carry on their trade to a limited extent as the Dhavads and others who inhabit the hill and surrounding villages are too poor to lay in sufficient supplies for the monsoon. During these months it is generally very cloudy and misty, and the rain, though not incessant, falls for the greater part of the time. It is usually heaviest in July, and twelve inches or more are occasionally registered in a day. Every spring becomes a torrent and much damage is done to roads and gardens.

During the twenty-four years ending 1884 the rainfall varied from 167-63 inches in 1877 to 374·49 inches in 1882 and averaged 263·82 inches.¹

With abundant water and plentiful street sweepings and other manure gardening is carried on with great success. English vegetables are grown along the banks of the Yenna and other streams, where there are also beds of strawberries and other fruit. The excessive rainfall prevents the cultivation of most European fruit trees, though they flourish at Pânchganí about ten miles east. Potatoes are largely grown and highly esteemed in the Poona and Bombay markets. In a sheltered locality, three miles from the

---

¹ The rainfall details are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Inches</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Inches</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Inches</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Inches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1861</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>1867</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>1873</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>1879</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1862</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>1868</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>1874</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>1880</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1863</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>1869</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>1875</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>1881</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1864</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>1870</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>1876</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>1882</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1865</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>1871</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>1877</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1866</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>1872</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>1878</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>1884</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Mahabaleshwar Rainfall, 1861-1884. |
station, a coffee plantation has recently been started by a Goanese merchant and has already defrayed almost the whole of the outlay.

Among exotics may be mentioned a few oak trees, grown from acorns brought by the late Rev. J. Wilson, D.D. Though scarcely thoroughly acclimatised they have reached a considerable size. Two of the best are to be seen in Sindola property directly facing the bungalow. The field crops are chiefly wheat, nächni or náglí, sáva, varí, coarse rice, and a little barley. Sugarcane is found only in a few spots which have a plentiful supply of water. As a rule the crops are harvested in the early season, so that the cultivators, unable to occupy themselves with cold weather sowings, have to seek other means of subsistence during the rest of the year. Except near water-courses, the soil is barren, and, as a rule, yields scanty crops. The local grain is always poor and is seldom used by any but the growers and a few low class servants.¹

The principal birds are the bulbul, spurfowl, junglefowl, bird of paradise, blackbird, and golden oriel sometimes called the mango bird. A number of venomous snakes are found, of which the nág (Naja tripudians), phursa (Echis carinata), ghonas, and manyár are the commonest. Phursás are found in great numbers, and though small are very poisonous. The destruction of venomous snakes is encouraged by a reward of 3d. (2 as.) for each cobra and 14d. (1 a.) for each of the other sorts. Of the larger wild animals tigers, panthers, and leopards, and of the smaller, spotted and four-horned deer and hog, are occasionally seen on the hill and in the surrounding villages. Sámbar are also found, and a few years ago a bull bison was shot.

According to the 1881 census, the permanent population of Malcolm Peth numbered 3248. The original inhabitants are Kolis, Kulvádis or Kunbis, Dhangars, and Dhavads. These four tribes differ considerably in appearance and language. The Kolis are the most intelligent and are usually well made, with broad chests and strong muscular frames, but their expression is coarse and unprepossessing. Their usual employments are fishing and hunting. The Kulvádis are also well developed physically and have a pleasanter expression. They devote their time to agricultural pursuits. The Dhangars are milder tempered and less muscular and hardy than the Kulvádis; their occupation is that of herdsmen; they do not keep sheep or goats, as they cannot stand the heavy rains of the Mahábaleshvar hills. It is considered a disgrace in a Dhangar to own no cattle, but two are sufficient to entitle him to respect and to enable him to marry. The Dhangars have a belief that when buffaloes scent a tiger or panther they range themselves in a circle round their keeper. The Dhavads or iron-smelters are supposed to have come from Karád in Sátára nearly three-quarters of a century ago. They are a hardy race, distinguished from the other tribes by their high cheek bones, beard, large lips, and small eyes; their principal occupation until lately was iron-smelting. Besides a

¹ A list of the principal Mahábaleshvar plants is given in Appendix B.
number who live in Malcolm Peth they inhabit four hamlets in the forest.

The home speech of the first three castes is Marāthī with a rather peculiar pronunciation difficult to be understood by other classes. The language of the Dhavads is Marāthī with a large admixture of Hindustānī. The huts of all the tribes are built generally on an uniform plan with thatched roofs and a frame work of rough wood, the walls being invariably formed of kārvi stems in the usual wattle and daub fashion. The Kolis and Kulvādīs build on the level plateaus close to springs; the Dhangars and Dhavads are less particular, provided water is near. Both classes are to a great extent nomadic in their habits and squat whenever they can get food for their cattle. The dress of the men of all the castes is much alike and usually scanty, consisting of a waistband, a waistcloth, and occasionally a turban. The Kolis and Dhavads are fond of intoxicating drinks. The first three profess the Hindu religion and all have their grām-dēta or village deity, as well as their tutelary god or goddess, both of whom are faithfully adored. They have also van-dētaś or wood deities which are equally sacred in their eyes, together with numerous other minor spirits. They have temple servants, who take the offerings made to the gods as their perquisites, and a set of men known as Devrushis or mediums in whom they have extraordinary faith, as they are supposed to reveal the wishes of the gods, and are consequently held in universal esteem and referred to on all occasions of sickness or other misfortune. The household gods are kept on a raised shrine and are worshipped with devotion. The castes do not intermarry though they will associate and eat together, provided the food is prepared by a member of a higher tribe; they are believed to live to an old age and have sometimes large families. The religion of the Dhavads is a mixture of Hinduism and Muhammadanism. All eat mutton and game when they can get them, but their usual diet is such coarse hill grains as nāchni, vari, sāva, and occasionally butter, with forest roots and fruits, the chief of which are the jāmbhul, toran, karvand, and phanas or jack.

The demarcation in 1853 of the forest of the Five Mile Ring has caused considerable change in the habits of the population. The demarcation was made on the following principles: The lower part of the valleys lying below the hills were marked off for cultivation. All the upper ground in the villages, except spots allotted for cultivation by the superintendent, were kept as forest. Formerly the whole hill side was subject to cultivation in some form or other of the wood-ash system. The effect of the demarcation was to restrict all cultivation to one-third of the whole area. The average of cultivated land was reduced to two and a half acres a head and of this one-seventh of an acre only was rice or irrigated land. This meant that the greater part of the population would have a severe struggle for existence had they to subsist on cultivation alone. But owing to special means of livelihood the condition of the

---

1 Mr. J. W. P. Muir-Mackenzie, C. S.
population round Mahábaleshvar is certainly no worse than any other group of Ghát villages. The public works in and about Malcolm Peth give employment every year to numbers of labourers, while coolies for miscellaneous work are constantly wanted and handsomely paid. The demand for forest products is a still better source of profit. The demand for grass both as food for cattle and for thatching houses is always great, so also for firewood. Bamboos, fruits such as jack, mangoes, harvand berries, and miscellaneous articles such as honeycombs, ferns, orchids and moss, all find a market, and the prices paid are so good that the attraction is felt well beyond the Five Mile Radius. All these products may be gathered free except bamboo for which the forest department charge a nominal fee. There can be no doubt that the harvest thus reaped makes up for the deficiency of land for cultivation. But the change in 1853 certainly caused considerable hardship to a population then purely agricultural until the development of the station provided a substitute for their previous means of livelihood. This substitute namely manual labour while more precarious demanded more continuous and severe exertion than agriculture. It involved a loss of social position carrying with it feelings of degradation only to be removed in process of time. In the forest demarcation and settlement recently sanctioned by Government the area to be finally included in forest was fixed at 4839 acres or 64 per cent of the whole. All their former privileges as regards forest products were allowed to the villagers.

About three years after the station was started, a jail was established for Chinese and Malay convicts, as it was found that the climate of Poona and Thána was injurious to their health. The jail, which was constructed to contain about 120 prisoners, is thus described by Dr. Winchester in 1830: The jail is built in a quadrangular form with an inner paved court. The front or entrance side contains rooms for the guard of sepoys, offices for the jail authorities, and two rooms used as solitary cells, or as places for prisoners when too sick to walk to hospital or requiring quiet and separate attendance; the other three sides of the jail are composed of long, lofty, and very airy apartments entered only from the inner quadrangle. Two of these sides were generally occupied by the prisoners, while the third was used as a store and work-room. The jail stood on the ground at present occupied by the Engineer's store. From the reports of different Superintendents it appears that the prisoners, though convicted of such grave crimes as murder piracy and robbery, were quiet and amenable to discipline. Each convict received a daily ration of 2½d. (1½ as.). During working hours, from 8 A.M. to 4 P.M., they were required to work for Government. With few exceptions they were shut up at six in the evening, though lights were allowed till eight or nine o'clock, and during this time the majority of the prisoners occupied themselves in different kinds of in-door work. During their leisure hours they were allowed to visit the bazaar and get provisions. A number availed themselves of this liberty to plant potatoes and other English vegetables in the adjoining fields which could be easily irrigated, and they were allowed to enjoy the profit derived from their sale. A few convicts
of good character were occasionally allowed the privilege of working
all day in their potato fields and of sleeping in them during the
night, on condition that substitutes were provided for the Government
work; the privilege was seldom abused. The principal labour in
which the prisoners were employed was the construction of station
roads. They were also frequently employed in preparing arrowroot
for the Commissariat Department; as much as 3500 pounds were
supplied in one cold season. The Chinese greatly improved the
station gardens, and it is owing in great measure to their industry
that potatoes and English vegetables have been so great a success.
They also taught the inhabitants to make cane baskets and chairs.
When the jail was abolished in 1864 the majority of the prisoners
obtained tickets-of-leave, and some of these were permitted to
remain on the hill on condition of presenting themselves on the
first of every month at the Superintendent’s office. Misconduct
renders them liable to forfeit their liberty and be sent to the Poona
jail. At present there are only four Chinamen on the hill; one of
these has a good garden near the lake which yields a large supply
of vegetables.

The village of Malcolm Peth covers an area of 2111}\frac{2}{9}\text{ acres of
which 2006}\frac{1}{14}\text{ acres are unarable and 1051}\frac{5}{8}\text{ acres arable. Of the
unarable land 1204 acres are forest and 793 acres house sites; and
of the arable land sixty-two acres are tilled, twenty-three are waste,
and about twenty acres private or }\text{inâm}.\text{ The cultivated land is
chiefly in the north and south, close to watercourses, and the banks
of the Yenna and Tàmb rivers. Ten acres and four-fortieths
are a permanent endowment to the Mahâbaleshvar temple, and
seven acres and six-fortieths were assigned for Bhavâni of Pra-
tápgad, the tutelary goddess of the Sâtâra family. Both of
these pay one-fourth of the full rental. The rest is land held
for obsolete services no longer required. When the village of
Malcolm Peth was started a large tract of land was obtained for
village purposes from the proprietors of Talemetha, Haroshi, and
Mahâbaleshvar. Land was similarly obtained from the Government
villages of Sindola and Birvâdi. The levy of assessment
according to survey rates is restricted to arable ground which
realizes an annual revenue of }\text{£19 (Rs.190)}; the land under
occupation of bungalows is subjected to special rates of assessment
which vary from 2s. to 10s. (Rs. 1 - 5) the acre. Leases are granted
for twenty-one years. Since 1882 an uniform rate of 10s. (Rs. 5)
the acre has been charged by Government on all properties whose
leases have been renewed. The revenue for 1882-83, including
the Local Fund sixteenth, amounted to about }\text{£174 (Rs.1740)}, a
considerable reduction compared with the returns of some years
back. The fall is due to the conversion of leasehold into freehold
properties, and to the exemption of Bella Vista from land rent, as,
since 1877, it has become Government property. The forest area,
about 1204 acres, known as the Five Mile Reserve, is chiefly covered
with brushwood. In 1883-84, exclusive of }\text{hirdo}, it yielded a
revenue of }\text{£290 (Rs. 2900)}. The revenue from cultivated land and
from the forests is credited to Government, and the ground rent
from buildings is credited as a state grant to the station funds.
The discoverer and first visitor of the Mahábaleshvar hills, for change of climate, was the late General P. Lodwick, who, being stationed with his regiment at Sátára during the hot season of 1824, determined on exploring these mountains. He was the very first European who ever set foot on the since celebrated promontory of Sidney Point, which has now been officially called after him. He made his way, with a walking stick in hand, through the dense and tigerish forest, to the edge of that grand precipice, without any encounter with the wild beasts that then infested the place in numbers; but a day or two after his dog, when close to him, was carried off by a panther. He was also the first to bring the subject before the public through the medium of newspapers. He was followed by the late General Briggs, Resident of Sátára, who in 1826 built a cottage and prevailed on the Rája to construct an excellent carriage road from his capital to the present station. Little further was done till Sir J. Malcolm, Governor of Bombay (1827-1830), zealously took up the matter, established an experimental convalescent hospital for European soldiers, and, by his personal residence at the hills in the hot season of 1828, attracted a crowd of visitors. In the same season Colonel Robertson, the successor of General Briggs, built a house at the station. In November 1828, Sir J. Malcolm returned to the hills, bringing with him Dr. Williamson specially appointed to the duty of reporting on the climate and fitness of the locality for a sanitarium. Sites were now selected for some public buildings; the Governor’s residence on Mount Charlotte, called after Lady Malcolm, was commenced; and a proclamation was soon afterwards issued by the Rája of Sátára, inviting settlers to his newly founded village of Malcolm Peth or ‘Malcolm-Ville’. His Highness also undertook to continue the high road onward over the hill and down the Radtonya or Retunda pass to the boundary of the British territory in the Konkan, from which point the English Government agreed to construct a similar road down the Pár pass through Mahád to Dásgaon in Kolába, the most convenient harbour on the Sávitri or Bánkot river. These works were completed in 1830. Next season Pársi shopkeepers made their appearance, and Government employed a number of Chinese convicts in cultivating an extensive garden whence supplies of the finest vegetables, especially potatoes, were speedily drawn. The convicts, about twelve in number, came from the English settlements to the East and after working out their time in chains remained at the place, married, and improved their condition, with the proverbial frugality and industry of their race. A public subscription was raised to make bridle roads to the most picturesque points, and in a few years the station reached the flourishing condition in which it now is. Mahábaleshvar was ceded in 1828 by the Sátára Rája in exchange for the village of Khandál in Wáí, and in 1848 was incorporated in the Sátára collectorate on the lapse of the Sátára state to the British Government.

From 1827 to 1866 the management of the station was carried on by a committee. During this time it was chiefly maintained

from imperial revenues which constituted the station fund. In January 1865, to raise a revenue for the improvement of the station, a municipality was organised, and in May 1866 its limits were extended to include the whole of the station. The committee was dissolved in April 1867, and the management transferred to a town municipality. The income is limited, and Government still continue to contribute from the public revenues. In 1883-84 the revenue amounted to £1399 (Rs. 13,990) of which £1038 (Rs. 10,380) were derived from Government grants and £361 (Rs. 3610) were from municipal receipts. The expenditure in the same year chiefly on establishment and public works was £1160 (Rs. 11,600). The Post Office is open throughout the year, and the telegraph office from 1st October to 15th June. The station has a good vernacular school at which teaching is conducted up to the fourth standard. The municipality does not contribute towards its support.

The bazár or general market is in a central position on a waving slope that stretches from the high ground on which the church stands, with a gradual descent towards the south, thus affording a good natural drainage. The area of the bazár is twenty-three acres and 1075 yards, and the population varies from about 1400 during the rains to between 2500 and 3000 in the hot months. The bazár contains a considerable number of shops where supplies of every description can be obtained at reasonable prices, a number of itinerant hawkers from Poona, Bombay, and elsewhere visiting the station during the season with a variety of goods. The shopkeepers are Lingáyat Vánis, Kámáthis originally from Telingan, Gujárat Vánis, Márwár Vánis who form the bulk of the trading class, Goanese, Pársis, and Bohorás. Several of these deal exclusively in potatoes honey and wax which form the staple trade of the place and are sent in large quantities to Poona and Bombay. Maháaleshvar honey is in great repute and from £100 to £150 (Rs. 1000 - 1500) worth of it is sold in the bazár every year. It is gathered from the Sahyádri forests chiefly by Kolis. The shops are arranged on either side of the main road. In the centre of the bazár is the vegetable market, which in 1880 was thoroughly repaired and roofed with iron. It consists of seventeen compartments which are annually rented and afford sufficient accommodation for the sale of vegetables. The mutton and beef markets are removed some distance from the main street and are ample for the requirements of the station. There are two stands or addás at convenient places to the south and west of the bazár where imported grain, building materials, and sundry other commodities are daily exposed for sale. On the extreme west is the Government firewood store, where the Forest Department retails firewood collected from the reserves. Here also are the mail contractor’s stables where carriages and pony carts are generally available. The Roman Catholic Chapel, Native Library, and School are on the same side. The dharmshála, constructed by Mr. Frámi Nasarwánji Patel of Bombay, is on the eastern side, and the Chinamen’s burial ground is towards the south. The houses in the back streets on the southern side are generally the dwellings of traders and working people; those of the Mhárs, Mángs, and other menial classes are on the extreme south. Dhavads,
Châmbhârs or shoemakers, and Buruds or basket-makers, chiefly live on the same side but a little to the north; Brahmans, Kunbis, and Muhammadans live in the centre. In a few retired spots are Hindu temples dedicated to Shiv, Ganpati, Mâruti, and Vithoba; they are supported by private gifts without any help from Government. There is a mosque on the north. Firewood is cheap and grass plentiful, the best grass coming from Pânggâni. Timber and building materials are easily procured, and the principal working classes are well represented. The bazaar is conveniently situated as regards drainage, but the houses are rather close to each other, and to prevent overcrowding all applications for vacant sites in the immediate vicinity are disallowed. The Malcolm Peth market draws its chief supplies of native fruit from Dâpoli, Wâi, and Sátâra. During the greater part of the year, potatoes, which are extensively grown, form the chief food of the working classes.

The public buildings are the Frere Hall, sanatorium, church, hospital, rest-house, and Government bungalows. The Frere Hall, built in 1864, contains a large reading room and library with a large and well chosen supply of books. It is a great acquisition to the station. The sanatorium is an excellent building, originally built by Government but transferred to the station in 1861. It contains eight sets of good well ventilated rooms, furnished for the accommodation of bachelors. In 1882 an excellent club house was built on the debenture principle on the ground lying between the Frere Hall and the sanatorium, and with the sanction of Government the management of both these institutions was handed over to the club committee on condition that the general public whether members of the club or not should still have access to the Frere Hall and library on payment of the usual subscription and that sick officers going to the hill should still obtain accommodation to a limited extent in the club chambers (old sanatorium) on payment of the regulated fees. For the use of the sanatorium the club pays the station Rs. 800 a year, this amount being the average yearly income derived by the station from the sanatorium for the five years previous to the opening of the club. The eight rooms forming the old sanatorium being insufficient to meet the requirements of the members of the club, six additional bedrooms have been erected on the rising ground between the Frere Hall and the Post Office. In 1879 an excellent permanent badminton shed containing four courts was constructed near the Frere Hall and has proved, especially during inclement weather, a source of great enjoyment to visitors. This badminton shed and lawn tennis courts at Sassoon Point have now become the property of the club, and thus all public amusements are regulated by the club committee. The church called Christ Church, 91 feet long from east to west and 37½ feet broad from north to south, is built on rising ground a little to the north of the bazaar. It was consecrated by Bishop Carr in 1842, but was almost completely rebuilt in 1867. It contains 210 sittings and is in charge of the chaplain of Sátâra, who makes Mahâaleshvar his head-quarters during the hot season of the year.¹ About sixty

¹ Dr. J. Davidson, Superintendent of Mahâaleshvar.
yards to the west of the church is the Beckwith monument 4558 feet above sea level and reached by a bad stony path. It is a plain obelisk about thirty feet high and was erected from public subscription at a cost of £300 (Rs. 3000). Sir Sidney Beckwith died here in 1831 while commander-in-chief. The subscribers put up an inscription and Lady Beckwith sent out another on a marble tablet. The influence of weather on marble rendered the second inscription almost illegible as early as 1843; the first inscription remains comparatively uninjured though the writing is much obliterated and blackened and can only be read with the greatest difficulty. For several years the monument has been regarded as sacred by the poorer classes, who resort to it for the purpose of obtaining answers to prayers. The first inscription on the west face runs:

"Sacred to the Memory of
Lieutenant-General Sir Thomas Sidney Beckwith, K.C.B.,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of Bombay,
and Colonel of His Majesty’s Rife Brigade;
who, after a long course of distinguished service, expired at his
Residence on these Hills, on the 25th day of January 1831,
aged 60 years.
Erected by a small circle of his friends in testimony of their admiration for
his noble character, and to perpetuate the memory of so good and amiable
a man."

The other inscription on the east face runs:

"This Tablet is placed by Mary, Lady Beckwith, daughter of the late Sir
William Douglas, of Kilhead, Bart., as a memorial of the most devoted
affection for her lamented husband, by whose sudden death she has been
deprived of a most attached partner and friend and guide, in whom was
combined every amiable quality by which the Christian character is
adorned, and the intercourse of domestic life is endeared—a loss which
can only be alleviated by the hope that looks beyond the grave. The
sympathizing friends who erected this monument have kindly permitted a
sorrowing widow to add her heartfelt tribute to theirs."

About 700 yards south-east of the obelisk on the left of the road
leading to Lodwick Point is the cemetery canopied with the shade of
many trees. It is well kept and contains several notable
monuments.1

There are about a hundred bungalows on the hill within a radius
of about three or four miles. Almost all are occupied in the hot
season. The majority have thatched roofs, but as, owing to the
excessive rainfall, the thatch has to be renewed every two years,
iron roofing is becoming more common, as it can be maintained in
good repair at a trifling expense. The cost of building these houses
varied from £100 (Rs. 1000) to £1500 (Rs. 18,000). Their number
has increased from seven in 1840 to forty-eight in 1860 and ninety-
eight in 1884. Of the ninety-eight in 1884 eight were Government
and the rest private. Of the ninety private bungalows thirty-four
are owned by Europeans, eighteen by Hindus, twenty-two by Parsis,

1 Here are buried Lieutenant Hinde of the 4th Dragoons who was killed on these
hills by a bison on the 19th of April 1854; Dr. James Fraser Heddle some time
master of the Mint at Bombay, a man of great scientific acquirements, and founder
of the Bombay Geographical Society; Captain Thomas John Newbold of the 23rd
Regiment Madras Army, Assistant Resident at Haidarasad, who died May 29th, 1850.
A pillar supporting an urn on a very large base is the monument of Major William
Miller, Judge Advocate General of the Bombay Army. Murray's Bombay Hand-
book, 201.
ten by Musalmáns, and the remaining six by Jews and others. For the cold season, that is from October to the middle of February, the highest rent is £30 (Rs. 300) and the lowest £12 (Rs. 120). If the bungalows are hired at this time by the month the rent varies from £3 to £15 (Rs. 30 - 150). In the hot season, from the first of March to the rains, they are not let by the month, the highest rent for this period being £150 (Rs. 1500) and the lowest £25 (Rs. 250). In the cold season the number of visitors is comparatively small, chiefly Europeans and a few rich natives. As a rule in the hot season all the houses are occupied, the greater number of visitors being Europeans. Of the materials used in building these houses the teak came from Bombay, Ratnágiri, Poona, and Kánara, other timber from the neighbouring districts, the lime from Wáí in Sátárá, and the corrugated iron from Bombay. The properties on the hill are generally held on lease; in a few cases the Government rent has been redeemed. The roads, which extend to about forty miles, are nearly all metallled and kept in thorough repair.

The principal points are Arthur’s Seat (4421), Elphinstone (4184), Sidney or Lodwick (4067), Bombay, Carnac, Falkland, Sassoon, and Babington (4245) on the Konkan face and Kate’s on the Deccan face.

Elphinstone Point is a seven-mile drive from Frere Hall. Two miles more lead to Arthur’s Seat. The cliffs at these points are higher than at any of the nearer eminences. These rise from the Konkan which is some two thousand five hundred feet below the level of the Koyna valley. The ravine between Elphinstone Point and Arthur’s Seat is the rise of the Sávitrí river, and the height of the cliff at the point where the stream reaches its base is not less probably than 3000 feet. There is a small bungalow at Elphinstone Point but without furniture or special accommodation for visitors. The road which passes the Mahábaleshvar temple is passable for light vehicles, but is unbridged and abounds in steep inclines and sharp curves. From Elphinstone Point to Arthur’s Seat it runs close to the edge of the cliffs from which a small stone parapet only divides it. Great care should be taken in driving this portion.

Arthur’s Seat, so called after Mr. Arthur Malet who first built a house here, is the highest point of the range in the neighbourhood, being 4421 feet above sea level. The view is of immense extent in all directions. North-west over a ridge about five hundred feet lower is seen the Jor valley dense with forest and concealing the head waters of the Krishna. Rájgad (3992) and Torna (4605) in the Bhor state, and Kángori (2457) in Kolábá are all visible from this point. During the hot weather the haze usually obstructs the view, but in October and November these and other hills in the Bhor territory are seen to fine advantage. They form masses of huge rocks rugged beyond description and apparently unscaleable. In most places the vegetation has been cleared or burnt off them. This adds to the wildness of the scene. But notwithstanding its grandeur the eye would gladly find some relief from the universal bareness, and turns with enjoyment to the masses of foliage on the

1 Mr. J. W. P. Muir-Mackenzie, C.S.
southern side. About half a mile from Arthur’s Seat itself is a small path, which, by a scramble, leads down to a spring 200 feet below called the Wishing Well. The path follows the line of the cliffs and mounting up meets the carriage road at the little cleared spot which constitutes Arthur’s Seat. A very steep and rather unsafe path over the eminence enables a good climber to get down to a small ledge known as the window. It is about 200 feet below the Seat and once reached gives a magnificent view of the extraordinary drop on into the valley below. The ledge is so low that the visitor can lean over it and gaze securely into the depths below without endangering his balance by straining in any way. Another circuitous path starts northwards from the Seat and is a safer way of reaching the window. Beyond the window a long spur projects into the Konkan, and by the path above mentioned the people habitually pass the range, sometimes even with heavy burdens. Considerable time is usually necessary for seeing Elphinston Point and Arthur’s Seat. The best plan is to send out provisions and make a long morning of it.

The way to Sidney or Lodwick Point, which is nearly three miles north-west of the bazaar, is to follow the Mahád road and take the second turning to the right. One more turning is met and the right hand should again be chosen. The road, though steep, is well adapted for carriages. It follows the northern slope of the spur through dense though small forest and opens on to a space at the base of a sort of promontory two hundred yards long. The carriage way extends to the top of a rise in the promontory on which the Lodwick monument has been placed. Beyond this again is the extreme end of the Point known as the Nose 4067 feet above sea level. This must be reached on foot, as it is connected with the rest of the spur by a narrow ridge not more than five or six feet wide with a deep drop on each side. This should be crossed with caution. The nose or end of the point is only twelve feet wide and the sides have a drop of over 2500 feet to the Koyna valley below. Many persons consider Sidney Point the most beautiful on the hill. The view is less extensive on either side than from several other points. But Pratápgad and Elphinston point crags are seen thence in their very best. There is a fine reverb of prospect north-west over the Konkan, while the height and ruggedness of the surrounding hills is nowhere more fully brought home to the mind than from this almost isolated rock rearing its colossal height between two deep ravines crowned with rugged cliffs.

Sidney or Lodwick Point was formerly called Sidney after Sir Sidney Beckwith. A few years ago, by order of Government, the name was changed to Lodwick Point, in honour of General Lodwick who was the first English officer that climbed the hill. By permission of Government a column has lately been erected on the point by General Lodwick’s son. The column is about twenty-five feet high from the ground to the top of the urn which surmounts the pillar. On the west of the base of the monument is the head of the General, sculptured in alto-relievo in white marble, protected by stout tin wire in an iron frame. The iron has rusted and stained the face, which is scratched but not disfigured. On the south side is written:
SATARA.

In memory of
General Peter Lodwick,
Second son of John Lodwick, Esq., S. Shoebury, Essex,
who entered the Hon. E. I. Co.'s service in 1799,
and died at Bagneres de Bigorre, France,
August 28th, 1873, aged 90.
Senior Officer of H. M.'s Forces in India

On the east side is written:
In 1803-04, he saw service as a Subaltern in connection with the operations of the Army under Sir Arthur Wellesley. He was Brigade Major of Captain Ford's Subsidiary Force at the Battle of Kirkee, November 5th, 1817, when 2800 British Troops defeated the Peshwa's Army, and was present at the taking of Purandhar and other hill forts. He commanded a Regiment at Kittur in 1834; he subsequently became Town Major of Bombay; and closed his career in India as Resident of Satara.
The first European who set foot on these hills, he made known the salubrity of the climate, and led to the establishment of the Mahábaleshvar Sanitarium, thus conferring an inestimable benefit on the Bombay Presidency.

On the north side is written:
This Point, now by order of Government designated Lodwick Point in honour of his name, he reached alone in 1837, after hours of toil through the dense forest. Here, therefore, as the most appropriate spot this monument has, with the permission of Government, been erected by his only son, R. W. Lodwick, of Her Majesty's Bombay Civil Service, Accountant General of Madras, in 1874.

Bombay Point, so called apparently because of its being on the old road to Bombay, is one of the earliest known in Mahábaleshvar. The view from it is perhaps the most extensive on the hill. It comprehends on the right or north-west Pratápgad and on the south-west the saddle-back and the set of hills between them, of the most varied and beautiful forms to be seen in the immediate neighbourhood. This also is the point from which to see the sunset over the sea. It is the most frequented rendezvous on the hill. A large space has been cleared for carriages and a platform made for a band. The point is reached by two roads. For both the Mahád road must be followed for a full mile to a spot where three roads meet. The shorter way to the point is straight on. One portion is rather steep but the saving in distance is very great, and the gradients have lately been improved. The whole road from the turning runs through thick woods. The turn to the right is the longer road, which gives a much easier gradient but a mile more driving. The Mahád road is followed for three quarters of a mile when a turn to the left leads to the point. Many fine glimpses of Sidney Point are obtained from this road.

Carnac and Falkland Points called after the Governors of those names are within a quarter and half a mile respectively of Bombay point. The views are very similar. The saddle-back hill is seen to greater advantage from these two than from Bombay Point, but the sunset view is somewhat obstructed by the shoulder of Bombay Point itself. Falkland Point however has a large space for carriages and is a very favourable resort. The cliffs of Babington Point are exceedingly well viewed from this point. These heights while exceedingly abrupt are specially well clothed with vegetation. The lines of the mosses and passes are specially attractive in October.

1 Compare Lady Falkland's Chow Chow, I. 147.
and in the cold weather the ravine is filled with the intense blue
shadow characteristic of these hills.

Closely adjoining Falkland Point is the glade, an open space
cleared in the forest a charming specimen of the beautiful interiors
of these small light woods. There is a direct road to Falkland
point by the left hand turning of the three mentioned above. It is
broad and drivable but very steep in parts, and not much used for
carriages.

Sassoon Point about half-way on the road to Babington Point has
the Lawn Tennis Courts of the station. There are now six of them
well furnished and in good order.

Babington Point is about two miles almost due south of the
Frere Hall. The road is an excellent one. It passes through the
bazár past Sassoon Point on the right and on for another half a mile
by gentle gradients. The last half mile where it turns a little to
the west is very steep and leads on the point a fine open space.
This is the point of view for the Koyna valley and the saddle-back.

Kate's Point, unlike all the others, affords a view to the Deccan
side. The hills here have less variety and grandeur. But the
valley of the Krishna has beauties of its own in a winding river and
patches of cultivation. Kamalagad Pandugad and Manhardev,
three fine heights, are prominent objects in the landscape. Wai
unfortunately is shut out from view by a shoulder of the hill called
Tai Ghat. The road to the point has recently been made easily
passable for light carriages. It turns off from the Poona high road
about a mile and a half east of the lake and from here it is another
mile and half to the point. It is a spur jutting out into the Krishna
valley. At the extremity is a huge piece of rock a hundred feet high
which appears to have become detached from the main scarp. A
few smaller boulders wedged between this rock and the face of the
cliff form a connecting link not more than six feet wide requiring
steadiness to cross. The rock and scarp with the connecting boulders form a curious natural arch. The road to Kate's Point
forms part of the old path to Malcolm Peth known as General
Phayre's road. It follows the northern slope of Panchgani from the
village of Dahiyat and emerges on the plateau about a mile
east of Kate's Point. This path was at no time made passable for
wheels and is now completely out of repair.

There are three chief waterfalls on and near the hill, the Yenna
falls in the Yenna valley near Lリングmall, the Dhobis' fall almost
midway between Lodwick Point and the bazár, and the Chinamen's
fall near the gardens formerly cultivated by the Chinese ticket-of-
leave men. These are well worth a visit, especially in the cold
weather when the volume of water is considerable.

The Yenna falls are reached by two different routes. One is
by the Sattara road which has to be followed for about 2½ miles
from the Frere Hall, when a mile more along a branch road to the
left will lead to the falls. Carriages cannot approach within a
quarter of a mile and the branch road is narrow and steep every-
where. A turn to the right about three quarters of a mile from
the road shows the path leading to the falls which are excellently viewed from several of its angles. The stream is here precipitated over the face of a steep cliff with a sheer descent of some 500 feet, unbroken when the torrent is swollen by rain, but ordinarily divided by projecting rocks, about one-third of the way down, and scattered below into thin white streaks and spray, which are often circled by rainbows from the oblique rays of the sun. A strong eddy of air created by the fall blows back on to the top the spray and light objects thrown over the fall. The headlong rush and roar of the falling river; the many other streams lining with silver the steep dark sides of the chasm, as they hasten to join the foaming torrent, which far below is dashing on through masses of rock; the grandeur of the scenery, now wreathed in floating mists now bright in sunshine, combine to form a scene of the most absorbing beauty. By means of an arduous scramble the very edge of the fall can be reached, though usually at the expense of a wetting. The forest bungalow of Lingmalla is close by. This bungalow and the falls can be reached by another carriage route along the Poona road from which the road to the bungalow branches off to the right a few hundred yards east of the Kate’s Point road.

A most beautiful view of the Solusi valley can be obtained by passing from what is known as the Blue Valley road which connects Babington Point and the Sátára road. The turn to the left from the Sátára road is about a mile and half distant from Frere Hall and cannot be mistaken. The road is passable for light carriages but careful driving is required.

The Dhobis’ or washermen’s waterfall is on a bridle path connecting the Sidney Point with the Elphistone Point and the old Mahábahleshvar road. The fall is insignificant but situated in a lovely sequestered nook and looking straight at the south side of Elphistone Point ravine. The rocks on either side are abrupt and lofty, while there is abundance of foliage and forest to add to the beauty of the scene.

An excellent round of the hill can be made on foot or horseback by starting along the Mahábahleshvar road taking the left turn to the Dhobis’ waterfall and on to Sidney Point. Thence another bridle path starts south, known as From Dan to Bersheba. It crosses the Mahád road and eventually reaches Bombay Point. From Bombay Point the carriage road is followed to Falkland Point, whence again the Tiger Path strikes off following the head of the Babington Point ravine and past the Chinamen’s fall till Babington Point is reached. From Babington Point it passes by the Blue Valley road to the Sátára road. The distance covered will be about twelve miles and most of the best views will have been seen.

It should not be omitted to notice that the Albert road, a loop branching southwards from the Sátára road about half a mile from the Frere Hall and close to the pillar post, gives perhaps the finest panorama of the landscape west of Pratápgad to be seen on the hill.

---

1 Murray’s Bombay Handbook, 199.
2 The Blue Valley takes its name from the blue haze and shadow for which it is notable.
Chapter XIV.

Places.

Mahábaleshvár.
Cinchona Plantation.

It includes the whole of the Blue Valley and the saddleback range as far as Pratápgad.

Near the Yenna falls at Lingmallabout three miles east of the bazar is the site of a cinchona plantation. The land belongs to the temple of Mahábaleshvár. The portion taken for the plantation is on the right bank of the river about a quarter of a mile above the falls and contains about ninety-five acres. Before the formation of the plantation about two acres of the land had been bought by Government for £85 (Rs. 850). The rest was obtained from the proprietor on a thirty years' lease renewable at the option of the lessee from the 1st of August 1865 to the 31st of July 1895. The terms of the lease were that £30 (Rs. 300) should be paid annually in half-yearly installments.

Two dams were built at a cost of £619 (Rs. 6190), one a short distance below the Yenna lake, the other across a stream nearer Lingmall to direct the water towards the plantation. Owing to the scarcity of water in the hot season a channel from the Yenna lake to the plantation, a distance of more than two miles, was made in 1869 at a cost of upwards of £600 (Rs. 6000). As this did not supply sufficient water a further sanction for £87 (Rs. 870) was obtained for a new dam. But this, though of ample elevation, did not answer, as, owing to the porous nature of the laterite, the water ceased to run in the end of January or the beginning of February.

An establishment at a monthly cost of £56 (Rs. 560) was sanctioned in February 1865 on condition that all receipts should be credited to the general revenues. In April 1865 Government sanctioned an allowance of £27 (Rs. 270) a month for the Assistant Superintendent and gardeners. In 1867 the establishment was increased and an additional sum of £10 (Rs. 100) monthly was granted, and in 1868, in consideration of the zeal displayed by the Assistant Superintendent in the management of the plantation, an annual increase to his salary of £210 (Rs. 250) monthly, till it reached a maximum of £20 (Rs. 200), was sanctioned. When the plantation proved unremunerative, reductions took place from time to time, and when in 1875 it was transferred to the Forest Department the members of the establishment were dismissed and only a messenger was left in charge of the Superintendent's house.

The first attempts to raise cinchona from seed were unsuccessful. Subsequently about 20,000 young plants were brought from the Nilgiris and an experienced superintendent was appointed. The plants flourished for four years, then canker made its appearance and destroyed more than three-fourths of the plants, and a few years later scarcely a plant remained. When the plantation seemed likely to prove a failure, the Superintendent of the Nilgiri Cinchona Plantation was asked to visit Mahábaleshvár and report on the condition of the plants. He was of opinion that the project would never pay and attributed the decay of the plants to the long dry weather followed by excessive rain. The Superintendent of the Botanical Gardens at Ganesh Khind requested to be allowed to try precautions for the canker. A year was granted for his experiments but all failed. The project was abandoned in 1875 and the
land made over to the Forest Department. A sum of £6400 (Rs. 64,000) had been spent, and the return was nominal.

The places in the neighbourhood of the hill to which excursions are occasionally made are Pratápgad, Makrandgad or Saddleback, Párut, Bánmoli, Chanda, Kamálgad, Shin Shin Gali or the Robbers' Caves, and the Mahábaleshvar temples.

Pratápgad, 3543 feet above sea level, is famous in Marátha history. Early in his career it was the seat of Shivájí the founder of the Marátha empire, and here in 1659 he treacherously murdered Aţul Khán the commander of the Bijápur army. The fort was designed by Shivájí in 1636 and built by Moro Trimal Pingle. For many years it was a great Marátha stronghold, but is now a ruin. Inside is the temple of Bhaváni, Shivájí's family goddess. The tomb, a short distance outside of the fort, marks the spot where Aţul Khán's head was buried. Pratápgad has been made much easier of access by a good road which runs nearly the whole way, and a travellers' bungalow at Váda or Ambenali at the bottom of the pass where refreshments can be had and arrangements made for carrying those who find it difficult to climb the hill. The Váda bungalow is within forty minutes' walk of the fort. Fifteen villages, yielding a yearly revenue of £335 (Rs. 3350), have been granted for the maintenance of the temple of Bhaváni.1

Makrandgad, perhaps the sweet or pleasant hill, and known to Europeans as the Saddleback, stands on the left of Pratápgad in the village of Ghonaspur, about five miles south-west of Mahábaleshvar. The hill, which is sparsely covered with timber, is 4054 feet above sea level or 500 feet higher than Pratápgad. It is unfortified and has on the top a good spring of water and the ruins of an old temple. The chief attraction is its wide view, which on a clear day includes much of the Konkan and a long stretch of sea coast. The paths up the hill are steep, and here and there narrow and bordered by precipices.2

Párut in the Koyna Valley, five or six miles beyond Babington Point, is reached by an excellent footpath and has a good supply of pig, deer, peafowl, junglefowl, and spurfowl. About ten miles further at a place called Bánmoli, or at Támbi five miles beyond, bear and sámbar are found. In going to Bánmoli it is usual to drive to Medha and then ride over the hill about seven miles along a good bridle path. Arrangements should be made two or three days before.

Chanda, a small hill in the direction of Pratápgad and about five miles from the bazár, is occasionally visited by sportsmen. It is surrounded by a dense forest, which generally contains some of the larger wild animals.

Kamálgad, a small hill north of Kate's Point on the opposite side of the Krishna valley, 4511 feet above sea level, can be reached either by a pony-cart or on horseback as far as Kate's Point and thence on foot. A good walker can reach the top of the hill in about two hours. Pig are generally plentiful in April and May, and small deer and spurfowl are abundant at all seasons. About twenty-

---

1 Details of Pratápgad are given below under Pratápgad.
2 Details of Makrandgad are given below under Makrandgad.
five beaters are required. It is best to send some one who knows
the place a day in advance to make ready booths or māṇḍava,
and to find out from the villagers what game is about and where it
is to be found.

Another place occasionally visited is Shin Shin Gali or the
Robbers’ Cave, about four miles south-east of the station. The
best way to get to it is to ride or drive about a mile beyond
Babington Point, taking the left hand road. After this a footpath,
chiefly used by the Dhavads of Mālūsre, leads to a rocky plain on
one side of which is the cave. There are many stories about this
cave. Some Hindus consider it an ancient abode of the giants,
while others assert that it was made as a chapel by the Rishis or
seers. Others again say that the cave is the work of Dhavads who
dug it to get the laterite stones they used in making iron. The
objection to this last story is that as laterite is found on the surface
it is difficult to see what the Dhavads gained by mining. The
length of the cave is about 150 feet, the mouth about ten feet wide
and high enough for a man to enter without stooping. In the
middle it becomes considerably lower. A few years ago the cave is
said to have been a tunnel about 500 feet long. It is gradually
being filled by clay left by the rainy season floods. The cave is
seldom or never entered by the villagers, as the thick forest round is
infested by wild animals which, no doubt, frequently resort to the
cave. The natives call it Shin Shin Gali or the Shin Shin passage.
What Shin Shin means is not known.

At the upper part of a small wooded ravine about midway
between the Sindola range and the road leading to Kate’s Point from
the Pānchgani road is another Robbers’ cave smaller than the
above but better known and more often visited.¹

About Arthur’s seat sāmbār are found during the greater part
of the cold and hot seasons. Owing to the thick undergrowth,
principally kārī, it is most difficult to beat them out. One hundred
beaters are necessary, and even then the sāmbār often break back.
Small deer and spurfowl are plentiful here as on most parts of the hill.

During March and April there is some bush quail shooting about
four miles from the station on the Pānchgani road and on the Sātāra
road from Lingmalla onwards.

The temple of Mahābaleshvar which gives its name to the station
is situated 4385 feet above sea level in a small village two and
a half miles north of the bazaar. Near the main temple of
Mahābaleshvar are two other temples, one dedicated to Krishnābāi
or the river Krishna and another to Atibaleshvar or Vishnu.
Mahābaleshvar and Krishnābāi are held in more esteem than Vishnu
and their temples are more costly.

The temple of Mahābaleshvar is surrounded by a stone wall about
five feet high. In the centre the temple, built of black trap and
supported on stone pillars, consists of two apartments, a small
inner room for the god and a larger outer room for the worshippers.

¹ Sir Bartle Frere probably refers to this cave in his introduction (p. x.) to
Pandurang Hari who lays one of his scenes in such a cave.
The temple of Krishnábái, which is also of trap, is larger than the temple of Mahábaleshvar and of a different shape. It consists of *khans* or arches on three sides with an open space in the centre, the whole somewhat resembling a theatre. The fourth or northern side is formed by a high stone wall, at the base of which, about three feet apart, are five holes out of which water flows; these are supposed to be the five rivers Krishna, Koyna, Yenna, Gáyatri, and Sávitrí, which, after running for about ten feet, unite and fall through the mouth of a carved stone cow into a cistern, and overflowing the cistern fill a second reservoir. The upper cistern is used for bathing by Hindus of the higher castes and the second by Hindus of the lower classes. There is no written information regarding the building and cost of these temples. But from local inquiries, it appears that they have been in existence from remote times, and that about 150 years ago they were rebuilt and thoroughly repaired by the wealthy Sátára banker Parshurám Náráyan Angal.\(^1\) Repairs at a cost of about £1500 (Rs. 15,000) were carried out in 1875, when a corrugated iron roof was placed over the temple of Krishnábái by the Chief of Jamkhandi.

The village is regarded by Hindus as a *tirth* or sacred pool, and as all classes of Hindus come to it to perform religious rites the Bráhman priests and temple servants who form the bulk of the inhabitants enjoy a considerable revenue. The god Shiv has an endowment granted by the late Rája of Sátára, which is administered by an agent appointed for the purpose. Besides frequent gatherings on all religious festivals, yearly fairs are held in honour of the two chief deities, and are largely attended by all classes of Hindus.

The traditional origin of these temples is that two *rákshas* or demon brothers named Mahábal and Atibal, bitter enemies of the Bráhmans and their gods, were so powerful and warlike that they disturbed the devotions of the Bráhmans and harassed the people. The Bráhmans appealed to Vishnu who came and killed the younger brother Atibal. Enraged at the death of his brother, Mahábal challenged the god to single combat. They fought so long that Vishnu became exhausted and sought the help of the goddess of enchantment. She cast a spell over the giant so that he ceased fighting and promised to grant any favour the god should ask of him. The favour asked by the god was the death of Mahábal. As Mahábal had pledged his word this favour had to be granted, and the gods began to cut the giant in pieces without his offering any resistance. Struck with admiration Shiv offered to fulfill any of his dying wishes. Several requests were made and granted, the chief being that Shiv and Vishnu should take the names of the giant and his brother, and that in memory of their fight their temples should be called Mahábaleshvar and Atibaleshvar.

There are three yearly festivals or *utsavas* at the temples, Krishnábái’s and *Návátrátra* in honour of the river Krishna.

---

\(^1\) According to a local story Parshurám Náráyan Angal was a Sátára beggar who suddenly discovering a large treasure became a banker and spent his money in building temples, rest-houses, and wells in the Sátára district. Lady Falkland’s *Chow Chow*, II. 31. See below Pátešvar.
and Shivrātra in honour of Mahābaleshvar. Krishnābāī’s fair begins on the first day of the bright half of Phālgun (February - March) and lasts for five days; the Naivrātra begins on the first day of the bright half of Ashwin (September - October) and lasts for ten days; and Shivrātra begins on the twelfth day of the dark half of Māgh (February - March) and lasts for seven days. To meet the cost of these fairs and to entertain daily about 500 Brāhmans, the sum of £15 (Rs. 150) is sanctioned from the revenue of the endowed village of Kashiri. The amount falls short of the outlay, and about £20 (Rs. 200) are yearly collected by private contributions. The Navrātra festival is of secondary importance, its festivities costing about £7 (Rs. 70), which is wholly met by the proprietor. While these fairs last, from £20 to £30 (Rs. 200 - 300) are spent on the observance of such religious rites as prajōjan, purāṇī, and kirtan or katha. The amount sanctioned for the performance of these rites is about £17 10s. (Rs. 175), and the excess is met from funds raised on the occasion.

At the Navrātra there are scarcely any strangers. On the two other occasions from about 1000 to 1500 Brāhmans, Prabhus, Vānis, Marāthās, Sonārs, Shimpis, and others gather from the neighbouring villages in the Jávli and Wāi sub-divisions of Sātāra, and from the nearer villages of the Mahād sub-division of Kolāba. People from Poona and Nāsik and from the more distant parts of the Deccan and of Northern India, especially Bairāgis and Fakirs, may also sometimes be seen. And occasionally Pārsis and Musalmāns are attracted for the sake of amusement or from curiosity. Of these visitors those who live close at hand return the same evening, and those who dwell farther off remain till the close of the fair. These are accommodated either in Krishnābāī’s shrine or in the houses of priests, most of whom hold papers from the ancestors of the pilgrims appointing them their hereditary religious guides. The only rites performed by the pilgrims are bathing in the sacred waters of the Panchganga and worshipping the principal images. Rich pilgrims sometimes give feasts and dinners to Brāhmans. The privilege of bathing in the sacred waters is not enjoyed by all. People of low caste are forbidden to touch the water in the holy pond. But the temple Kolis serve out water which they carry from the spot, and use it at some distance from the shrine. Except the petty shopkeepers and Mālis of Malcolm Peth few traders open stalls at these fairs. The articles offered for sale are of the commonest sort, glass bangles, earthen toys, dry dates, cocoanuts, potatoes, guavas, plantains, and other ordinary fruit, and raw sugar and sweetmeats. Their aggregate value is about £24 (Rs. 240) and they are sold to the pilgrims for cash for immediate use.

These feasts and fairs are a source of profit to the temple priests and servants. The income depends chiefly on the number and position of the pilgrims and is in no case trifling. A Brāhman on an average can lay by from £2 10s. to £4 (Rs. 25 - 40), though

---

1 The amount originally estimated by the late Rāja of Sātāra for the purpose was about £4 6s. (Rs. 48); but the prices of provisions have since risen, and the original grant is inadequate.
he may often complain.\(^1\) The Guravs\(^2\) or ministers appropriate the money offered by the pilgrims to all the images except to Murlidhar in Krishnabai's temple, whose offerings belong exclusively to Koli temple servants.

Besides these presents and offerings the priests and temple servants receive yearly allotments in cash or in kind from the land assigned to the temples. The revenue of the villages of Kashi and Ganje, estimated at £50 (Rs. 500) and paid chiefly in kind, goes wholly to the priests. The Guravs, in addition to their income from the yield of inämd land in Jor and Javli,\(^3\) enjoy a yearly cash payment of £2 (Rs. 20) and of two khandis and three mans of rice in husk from the proprietor. They have, besides, the privilege of using the articles of food supplied for the god by the inämdär.\(^4\) Unlike either the priest or the Gurav the Koli has no land. He receives from the proprietor a yearly allowance of 4s. (Rs. 2) and of four khandis of rice in husk. The villages which were assigned by the late Raja of Sátára and continued by the British Government, yield a yearly revenue of from £110 to £120 (Rs. 1100 - 1200).

Mahimandangad in Javli is a small fort on the top of a hill rising about 600 feet above the valley, and situated in the small village of Shindi eleven miles west of Bánmolli and close to the south of the Amboli pass bullock track. The fort is easy of ascent from Shindi. It is not more than about ten acres in extent and was but little used as it is commanded on all sides by other hills. Except some light broken down walls and a pond little of the fort remains.

Mahimangad Fort in Máa lies within the village limits of Shindi Budruk about five and a half miles west of Dahivadi. The easiest way to it is by the Sátára-Pandharpur road to a point about half a mile west of the pass descending into the lower parts of the Máa sub-division. From this point a broad track branches off northwards to the fort which lies not more than half a mile from the road. There are three hamlets close on the north of the fort which towers about 250 feet above them. It consists of a flat nearly triangular table land with the apex to the east surmounting a perpendicular scarp of black trap below which are steep slopes of short grass with a little soil. The sides are overgrown in places with prickly pear especially on the north-west corner. The ascent should be made from the second hamlet which will be encountered on approaching the Pandharpur road from the north-west. A path about five feet

\(^1\) There were formerly about seventy-five families. About fifty have lately left. The income of those that remain must be considerable.

\(^2\) There are twelve Gurav families dependent on the temple. The representative of each family worships the idols in turn, and enjoys during his time the right of using the food offered to the god.

\(^3\) The produce of these lands was formerly worth about Rs. 824. But as much of it has been included in the Five Mile Forest Reserve the income of the Guravs has greatly fallen off.

\(^4\) The articles set apart as food for the god are for one day, rice one sher; wheat \(\text{½}\) sheers; pulse \(\text{½}\) sher; split gram \(\text{½}\) sher; clarified butter, sugar, and molasses, each three taks; cocoa-kernel two taks; and other condiments and spices \(\text{½}\) shers. Besides these half an anna was allowed as a present or dakshina. The rice and other articles are cooked, the dishes are set before the image, and when the worship is over the food is eaten by the Gurav and his family.
wide is still kept in good order with rude steps at intervals of almost every yard. A steep walk of about five minutes leads up to the gateway, the immediate approach to which is in places almost blocked by prickly pear. The path which leads up the side in a south-east direction here takes a turn at nearly right angles to the southwest. But before entering the visitor will probably go some fifteen yards further to see a small tank cut in the rock, the site of an excellent spring always full of water and furnishing the neighbouring hamlets with their hot weather supply. The gateway has been cut in the scarp about thirty feet below the summit. The passage cut is about six feet wide but the gateway narrows to about five feet. It consisted, as usual of a single pointed arch about seven feet high of well cut masonry the top of which has fallen in. Inside are twenty-two rock-cut steps which wind through a right angle and lead to the top facing east. The inner side of the curve is as usual protected and the way up the steps proportionately narrowed by a curtain of solid masonry. On emerging on the top and proceeding east along the north face of the fort on the right hand is a small hillock on which stood the office or kacheri now in ruins. A little further on is a water tank thirty feet square, originally built of well cut masonry, but now a great deal fallen in. Near it are two small tanks lined with cement for the storage either of grain or water, and to the south of these is a large pit rough hewn out of the rock, perhaps intended for prisoners as in Vārugad. About fifty yards further east is a turret of considerable size the masonry of which is still solid and on which a gun was planted. This turret stretches right across the fort but underneath it on the southern side is an archway about four feet high by two broad. By creeping through it is reached the eastern end which tapers off nearly to a point. The fort is about a hundred yards long by forty wide. The walls are at present about five or six feet high and the masonry, except the top layer, is in fair preservation. At the east end is one, and at the west end are two bastions at the north-west and south-west angles. Originally all three were crowned with guns and there are still remains of parapets on them. On the east bastion is a small stone placed erect for a ling and worshipped as the image of the god Jajarnáth Mahádev. A small fair is held in honour of the god and the existence of this shrine explains how the path up to the fort is in good order. There is also a ruined building of loose stones near the south-west bastion in honor of some Muhammadan saint or pir.

Mahimangad is expressly mentioned as one of the chain forts built by Shiváji to guard his eastern frontier. But some of the natives declare that the fort existed in Musalmán times and point to the pir shrine as evidence. This shrine however proves nothing since there are many such unfortified hills. The masonry is characteristic of the later built forts of Maráthá times consisting of small, almost or altogether, uncut stones bound together by mortar usually poor but, at the bastions and entrance, of good sound quality. On the same spur about a hundred yards east of the fort is a hill which barely commands it and is connected with it by a neck of the spur. The hamlets at the foot are not walled or protected in any way so that the
approach within 250 feet of the top must have been easy enough. To escalade it however must have been difficult though at the south-east corner by no means impossible. The hereditary garrison consisted of about seventy-five Rámoshis and Mhárs who hold the gudkari inâm lands. The fort had lands assigned for it. The haváldâr or former commander of the garrison is now the pátîl and the sâbânis or accountant is the kulkarnî of the lands which are for purposes of administration as a distinct village called by the name of the fort.

Máhuli, a small village of 1097 people in Khánâpur, ten miles north of Vitâ with which it is joined by a local fund road, has a remarkable Hemádpanti temple of Kadamba Devi. The temple is in the centre of the village, though not easy to find out. It is about forty feet long by about twenty broad and consists of a hall or mandap with a shrine and vestibule, but without a spire. It is built of gray trap on a mound about ten feet above the average level of the village streets. It is closely surrounded by mud houses and therefore seen to less advantage than many of these old temples which are usually found in vacant spaces and often outside the villages. It is raised on a stone plinth about three feet high, the face of which is cut in a lozenge pattern. The walls are different from the usual type of Hemádpanti temples in the district being elaborately carved externally, especially the shrine wall. The hall or mandap is twenty feet square and the walls reach to the roof not as usual left solely for support to the pillars. The line of the front or east wall is straight and contains a square entrance. But it is in bad repair, the carved work nearly defaced and everywhere blocked up with mud and stones put in to prop it up. The side walls, which also contain two square entrances, are as usual rather wider at the centre, the outline slightly resembling the cruciform. The stones are pointed in beaded and tooth work and floral decorations are faintly carved on them. The vestibule to the shrine is about five feet by nineteen. The shrine is star-shaped and about fifteen feet by twenty at the widest part. At the west north and south sides are flat faces connected by zigzags showing five corners. These walls are carved in much the same way as the hall or mandap walls but far more elaborately. The faces contain niches with images of deities fairly well executed. The image in the north niche is Mahishásuri Devi riding on a buffalo and holding the child Parshurám in her lap; the image on the west is of Narsingh the man-lion; and the image on the south is Ganpati and Shadánan or Kártikeya. The roof has heavy eaves of carved stone but scarcely projecting and a modern brick parapet. The hall or mandap inside has four pillars in the centre carved in the usual pattern. The shafts are of a single block and about seven feet high. The basement is square and the rest of the rock is cut into cylindrical square and other sections all carved in floral and beaded patterns. Under these four pillars is the round slab called rangshila for religious dancing and the like. Embedded in the walls are twelve other semi-detached pillars of the same pattern connected with the roof by crochets of a scroll pattern. The roof is divided by cross beams into nine compartments cut in the lozenge pattern. But the
most noteworthy thing in the interior is the sort of screen which divides the shrine or gābhāra vestibule from the mandap. It is of pierced stone work very elaborately cut in lozenges of a sort of tooth pattern exceedingly elegant and striking. The shrine is a plain square chamber and contains nothing but two projecting slabs or stone symbols of Devi with the ling and shālunkha of Mahādev in front. Though so small inside the carving of the temple is superior to anything in the district, except perhaps some at Shingnapur and the old temple at Parli. The temple is said to have been built by a Kásár or bangle-maker more than a thousand years ago. A branch of the Kásár’s family is said to reside at present in Kolhāpur without any connection with Māhuli.

Māhuli, 17° 42' north latitude and 74° 6' east longitude, also called Sangam Māhuli from its position at the meeting of the Krishna and the Yenna, is a holy town of 2916 people in great local note about three miles east of Sátāra. The town is divided into two parts Kshetra Māhuli in British territory on the east bank of the Krishna1 with 1630 people and Vasti Māhuli on the west bank of the Krishna with 1286 people, the property of the Pant Pratinidhi by whose family most of the Māhuli temples were built in the eighteenth century. These temples,2 which form the chief objects of interest at Māhuli, are ten in number and are built almost on or about the river banks. Descending the river the first is the temple of Rādhāshankar on the east bank of the Krishna in the limits of Kshetra Māhuli. The temple stands on the Giri Ghat a long and handsome stone platform built by one Bāpu Bhat Govind Bhat about 1780. The temple is built of basalt and consists of a shrine and a vestibule which may here be described as a veranda supported by three small horse-shoe scolloped arches. The dome is of brick and almost conical in shape. It is broken up into gradually lessening rows of stucco ornamentation in which are niches filled with images. On each side of the entrance is a lamp-pillar or dipmāl. The temple was built about 1825 by Tāī Sāheb Sachiv the great-grandmother of the present Pant Sachiv of Bhor.

The second, also on the east bank of the Krishna, is the temple of Bilveshvar built about 1742 by Shripatráv Pant Pratinidhi. The temple consists of a vestibule (18' × 18' × 11') and a shrine (10' 9" × 10' 6" × 13'). The vestibule has no opening but a low door close to which is the Nandi. The roof is supported by a few pillars each of which is in alternate courses square round or octagonal. The front is plain and about thirty feet long. The sides gradually contract by a series of offsets which run up nearly to the top of the dome so that the back wall is only five or six feet long. Except the upper part of the dome which is of brick covered and ornamented with stucco, the temple is built of gray stone and bears a very solid appearance. Over the bull near the vestibule door is a square

1 The Krishna is crossed near Māhuli by a flying bridge and the steep descent on its east bank is obviated by a good winding pavement or ghāṭ.
2 The temple accounts are from the MSS. of the late Mr. E. H. Little, C.S., formerly First Assistant Collector, Sátāra. Compare Chesson and Woodhall’s Bombay Miscellany, I. 303-304.
stone canopy apparently later than the temple and supported on each side by a broad low pointed arch. In front of the temple are a few tombs of ascetics and further beyond is the ghát or winding pavement and flights of steps leading to the river built in 1738 by Ānandráv Bhivráv Deshmukh Angapurkar. The third, also on the east bank of the Krishna but at some distance from the first two as also from Māhuli village, is a large temple dedicated to Rāmshvar and built about A.D. 1700 by Parshurám Náráyan Angal of Dehargaon. Looking at it from the opposite or west bank the chief objects of note are the very fine flights of thirty-five steps leading up to it from the river-bed. One flight with its broad platform was begun by the last Peshwa Bājiráv II. (1796-1817), but never finished. Though forming part of the whole structure, it would lead, if finished, rather to the side of the temple than to the temple itself. The other flight begins nearly where the first leaves off, and at an angle to it, and is said to be the work of Parshurám Angal. Half-way up it on either side is a small cloister of two arches, which would be perfectly circular but for a small niche in the keystone. The roof is domed and formed by concentric layers of stone, each projecting over the one below and so diminishing in circumference till only a small hole is left enough to admit one stone. At the top of the steps are two lamp-pillars one on either side and on the right is a small shrine with a three-faced image of Dattātraya. In front is a bull with his face towards the door of the vestibule. He is very richly ornamented with chains and bells. Between his feet is a small ling overshadowed by the cobra with two worshipping women. The canopy is supported at the corners by pillars which are square and round or octagonal in alternative courses. Above is a low octagonal dome on two courses, the lower plain, the upper with a few figures. Above this again is a representation of the lotus, but the stucco has fallen off. The doorway consists of a stone porch supported on half pillars. The vestibule is very small and is entered by a low door. There are three domes, the lowest is over the vestibule, the next comes a little higher, and the third adjoining it is the highest. All the domes are of brick and stucco surmounted by a representation of the lotus. Behind the temple is a cloister of five arches. A small door leads into the shrine with five small figures in black basalt. The central figures are Shiv and Pārvati. At one end is an upright Hanumán with hands clasped together.

The fourth temple of Sangameshvar Mahádev is, as its name shows, close to the sangam or junction of the two rivers, on the west bank of the Krishna and the north bank of the Yenna and nearly opposite the Bilveshvar temple. From the bank of the Krishna two flights of steps lead up to the courtyard wall in which is a small door opening into the quadrangular court in which lies the temple. It consists of a small open veranda with a roughly executed painting of Lakshmi and a vestibule and shrine. In front is the sacred bull under a canopy resting on four pillars. The breadth at the back is gradually diminished by a series of offsets which are carried up into the dome. The architecture is pure Hindu. The pillars are round or octagonal and square in alternate courses, and the roof is formed of long stones which
stretch diagonally from pillar to pillar so as to form a series of lozenge or diamond-shaped spaces, filled in with square stones of less size. There are good flying buttresses to the platform of the sacred bull and the top of the dome. Like Bilveshvar the body of the building is of basalt and the dome of brick and stucco. It is said to have been built by Shripatrāv Pant Pratinidhi about 1740. Just below this temple and at the actual junction of the rivers is a triangular plot of ground occupied by tombs built over the burial places of an ascetic named Banashapuri and his disciples. The largest, under which the ascetic himself is said to be buried, is an octagonal building of gray basalt, surmounted by a low dome. The sides are open, and the triangular heads of the openings are scolloped and richly carved above; a broad ledge is carried round supported on elegant scrolls. Inside is a ling and sacred bull. The next in size is square with a horse-shoe opening about six feet high and carved pilasters on each side. The dome is of brick plastered and fluted. Inside are a ling and bull. The third is a mere canopy with fluted dome and supported on square pillars over the ling and bull.

The fifth, the largest of the Māhuli temples on the south bank of the Yenna at its meeting with the Krishna is dedicated to Vishveshvar Mahādev and is said to have been built by Shripatrāv Pant Pratinidhi about 1735. It is of basalt and enclosed by an irregular-shaped court-yard open on the river side, from which it is approached by a flight of steps. The high platform on which it is raised, the low colonnade which runs round the greater part of it, the short thick pillars in alternate courses of round octagonal and square, the lozenge-figured stone roof, the breadth increasing from the front by offsets and then decreasing in a similar way behind, all show that it is a building purely Hindu in architecture. The length from back to front is about fifty feet, and the breadth varies from twenty feet to five feet. The interior consists of a vestibule with images of Ganpati and Lakshmi and a marble shrine. The dome is of brick and stucco. The squareness of the form in this and other domes of this time contrasts with the round domes of a later period. Animals are carved in the capitals of the pillars and the cornices. The sacred bull is on the usual platform surmounted by a canopy and octagonal dome, the niches of which are filled with mythological figures, and are divided from each other by figures of men on elephants. On two sides of the court-yard are cloisters with broad low pointed arches and square pillars; they are either meant to serve for cooking purposes or are hostelries for visitors. On another side is a similar unfinished building with narrower and more pointed arches. At the entrance of the vestibule is a fine bell apparently with no writing but the date 1744 in English figures. The bell was probably taken by the Marāthās from some Portuguese church in the Konkan after the capture of Bassein in 1739. At the back of the Vishveshvar temple and very inferior to it in every respect is a basalt temple of Rāmchandra said to have been built in 1772 by Trimbak Vishvanāth Pethe usually called Māma a distinguished general under the fourth Peshwa.
Mádhavráv (1761-1772) and the maternal uncle of Sadáshivráv Bháu. It is very small and consists merely of a veranda and a shrine with brass figures of Rám, Lakshman, and Sita. The wall behind them is panelled with broad low arches and painted with flowers. The dome consists of only two polygonal courses. There are five other small temples in Máhúli. The temple of Vithoba was built by Jotipant Bhágvat of Chinchner about A.D. 1730. It originally consisted of a small veranda with carved wooden pillars opening into the shrine by a low Muhammadan arch. A hall or vestibule with wooden pillars and door all round was added about 1860. The roof is hung with lamps. Bhairavdev's is a small temple consisting of a shrine and open vestibule or veranda with three small arches. It was built about 1770 by one Krishnambhat Tálke and a hall with wooden pillars, as in the temple of Vithoba, has been recently added to it. The other three temples are one of Krishnábáí and another of Krishneshvar Mahádev built in 1754 and 1790 by Krishna Dikshit Chiplunkar; and a temple on the right of the Sátára road with a handsome flight of steps begun by one of the Sátára Ránis in 1865. Besides these temples Máhúli has on each side of the road leading to the ferry several tombs or cenotaphs to members of the late royal family of Sátára and others.¹ One or two of these have some simple but handsome stone carving.² Máhúli was the birthplace of Rám Shástri Parbhone the famous spiritual and political adviser of the fourth Peshwa Mádhavráv (1761-1772). Máhúli was the scene of an interview between the last Peshwa Bájíráv (1796-1817) and Sir John Malcolm just before war was declared against him and during his wandering he constantly returned to Máhúli.

Makrandgád, 4054 feet above sea level, well known to Mahábaleshvar visitors as the Saddleback, is a hill fort situated as the crow flies seven miles south-west of Malcolm Peth. It is well named the Saddleback and consists of two flattened humps with a ridge between them.³ From almost any part of the western face of the hill between Bombay and Babington points it forms a fine object in the magnificent pile of hills varied in form and colour which form the south-west group. It is perhaps best seen from Sassoon Point where several peaks and ridges in the back ground serve for contrast and throw it into strong relief. It is about 650 feet lower than the Mahábaleshvar plateau, but to reach the summit it is necessary to walk from ten to twelve miles and descend about 1800 feet into the

¹ The illustrious dead from Sátára and the neighbouring villages are brought for cremation to Máhúli.
² One tomb with the figure of a sitting dog is said to mark the burial place of a favourite dog of Rája Sháhu (1708-1749) called Védá Rája or the Mad King from his eccentricities. It was a black greyhound and saved Sháhu's life by its furious barking, which called the king's attention to a tiger which was in the act of springing on him. On one occasion Sháhu dressed him in gold brocade covered with jewels and put his own turban on his head when he was about to receive two Maratha chiefs in full court. A palanquin establishment was kept up for him. Grant Duff's Marathás, 265 note 4; Lady Falkland's Chow Chow, II. 31-32; Murray's Bombay Handbook, 275.
³ A view of the fort with its two flattened humps is given in Chesson and Woodhall's Bombay Miscellany, I. 177.
Koyna valley. The easiest way is to take a path beyond Babington Point which descends by Devli village whence after crossing the Koyna a fairly gradual ascent leads to the village of Ghonaspur lying on a shoulder of the hill at the south-east corner of the scarp. The line of the ridge is north-west-south-east. The south-east hump is scalable but the north-west very difficult to climb if possible. On the south-east hump is a temple of Mallikārjuna built by Shiva and an unused spring. The fort walls are broken down and appear not to have been very strong at any time. The local story about this as about other Sátára forts is that it was built by Shiva probably about 1656 at the same time as Pratápgrad. It was a fort of minor importance as it commanded none of the important passes, but it served as a link in the chain between Vásota and Pratápgrad. It was surrendered by private negotiation on 14th May 1818 at the same time as Pratápgrad.¹

**Mala.**

Mala, a small village sixteen miles south-west of Pátan on a plateau at the very edge of the Sahyádris, gives its name to a very favourite bullock pass which connects the port of Sangameshvar in Ratnagiri with the Sátára district. The road from Pátan is by the Kumbhárali metalled road as far as the Yerad ferry, then by Morgiri on to Kokisri, whence by an easy ascent is climbed a long spur ten miles of a level path along which leads to Mala. The path crosses a small ridge about a mile from Mala and the camping ground adjoins a temple situated in a shallow basin of rice and flat lands surrounded by the rounded tops of the neighbouring hills. A mile's walk over nearly dead level ground leads to the edge of the pass from where on clear days a fine view as far as the sea is obtainable. There are a few bison and sámbar in this neighbourhood, but to beat the forest a very large number of men and two or three guns are required. In October, and, if the monsoon is late, after the first fall of thundershowers, there is a fair chance of falling in with game by stalking in the early morning. The Mala forests are not good for bear, but tigers not unfrequently roam in the neighbourhood. The climate in the hot weather is delicious and the ascent at Kokisri once made easy a fair weather track for carts and rough carriages would easily be maintained. The bullock traffic is chiefly along another spur from Dhebevádi a village in the Váng valley. The ascent is not much steeper than at Kokisri and the ten miles of track along the ridge by Páneri and Humbarni are equally easy. These two villages as well as Páncghani on the other route are good places for bear and sámbar shooting. There is also a track to Helvák but this is less used and the ascent at Náv is exceedingly steep.

**Málávdi.**

Málávdi, near the head of the Mán river, is a village of 1563 people in the Mán sub-division, seven miles north-west of Dahivadi. There is some tolerable land near the village and river, but low rocky hills close the village in on three sides, and at a very little distance from the village the ground is very broken and the country rugged and wild. The village has walls with gates flanked with bastions on the north and south between which is the market street lined

¹ Pendraí and Marátha War Papers, 343.
with shops. There is now only a small local traffic, but in Marâtha times Mâlâvdi was the home of the Ghâtges one of the most influential Marâtha families. The Ghâtges were Deshmukhs and Sardeshmukhs of Mân and their chief had a mansab or command of horse or some equivalent dignity under the Bahmani dynasty. The title of Sardeshmukh was given them in 1626 when it was bestowed on Nâgoji Ghâtge as an unconditional favour by the sixth Bijâpur king Ibrâhîm Adil Shâh (1580-1626), together with the title of Jhunjâr Râv. The great ancestor of the family was Râm Rája Ghâtge who had a small mansab under the Bahmanis. From that period the Ghâtges have been notorious for their family feuds. They held inâm and jâgir lands under the Bijâpur government immediately subject to the control of the mokâsâdâr or district administrator and served it with a body of horse.1 In 1657 when Aurangzeb attacked Bijâpur Sarjârâv Ghâtge joined the Bijâpur general Khán Muhammad with his troops.2 About 1680 the Deshmukhi claims of Mâlâvdi were given by the Moghals to the Brâhman Deshmukhs of Khatáv. When returned to the Ghâtges on their submission they were placed under the Brâhmans’ surveillance. The Ghâtges were plundering without stint over the whole district up to Malkâpur near Panhâla, although Aurangzeb’s army was within forty miles of them. The present representative of the family, enjoying a yearly revenue of about £2000 (Rs. 20,000), is Shivâji bin Bhavânji Ghâtge who resides both at Mâlâvdi and Budle.

Mallikârjun Hill in Válva, about 1000 feet above the plain, is a point in the range of hills which breaks off from the Kandur spur at Yepe about twelve miles south-west of Karâd and with a break at the joint boundaries of the villages of Itkare and Yede Nipâni runs as far as Pokharni and Bavachi close to Ashta. The hill is more or less conical in shape with a flat plateau of about ten acres on the top. The ascent can be made from Mâlevâdi on the south or from Yede or Gotkhindi on the north from two to three miles either way. On the flat plateau at the summit are three large tombs of Musalmân saints or pirs and several smaller ones much resorted to by devout Musalmâns. The chief mausoleum is of Chând, a native of Bokhâra in Tartary who is said to have lived here as a devotee and died some three or four centuries ago. A hundred years later one Gâvrî built him the mausoleum which is a whitewashed stone building with a small dome about twenty feet square and twenty feet high. Another follower Badrud-din of Baghâd in Turkey in Asia came some seventy years ago and his disciple one Satu a Marâtha from Sángli built his mausoleum. Annâjî, son of Satu, built another to his father’s memory adjoining Badrud-din’s and Annâjî’s son Nâikji is still alive and lives in attendance at the mosque. This is a living instance of a Marâtha family becoming hereditary disciples of Musalmân saints without breaking with their own religion. Nâikji has built a Hindu temple to his father Annâjî which lies on the south-east while ascending the northern slope from Gotkhindi. The temple of Mallikârjun lies about 700 feet off the plain. At less than
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a third of the way or about 200 feet from the plain is the Pátal Ganga spring. From here a path with steps leads about 400 feet higher up to the first terrace which was built on to the side of the hill in mortared masonry by one Shidáppa Gogre of Pánhála about 1830. About seventy-five feet higher is another and the chief terrace also built by Gogre about sixty feet long by twenty broad and on a level with some caves which are now dedicated to Mallikárjun. Round the north-east and west sides up to the various buildings is a parapet. The entrance is up some steps a little east of the centre. A little west of the centre and in the middle of the terrace are two lamp pillars or dipmáls with a basil platform between, evidently modern.

Beginning from the east the first is a modern cave-like structure of two masonry arches and a flat roof built forty years ago by Lingappa, a Váni of Botkhál in Sángli. Close to it on the west is an old cave twenty-five feet long by nine deep and six feet high with two arches and a partition in the centre forming a double cell. The roof is flat and the arched entrance modern. The third close by is a small temple of Kálbhairav with a conical tower also modern. Adjoining this to the west is a large cave twenty feet long by eighteen feet deep with two arches at the face. An open space of four feet is followed by a masonry veranda of three arched divisions and evidently modern twenty-one feet long and ten feet broad. In a line with this is another veranda of four divisions a pillar supporting each. The veranda is not more than six feet high, about twenty-one feet long and eight feet broad, built of masonry and against the face of the rock in which a small door about five feet high by two feet broad is cut. Inside is the main temple, a flat roofed chamber (21' × 16' × 5' 10''), the roof supported on four squat pillars in three courses two rectangular with a cylindrical one between them. The space between the pillars from east to west is about ten feet and between the two southern pillars a vestibule sixteen feet by ten is made leading to a small door four feet by two which opens into the shrine or gábhára. The shrine is about ten feet by eight and contains a ling of Sommáth Mahádev. Westward from the outer division of the mandap is a chamber (10' 7'' × 8' × 9') containing the ling of Mallikárjun Mahádev. The roof here is very thin and a conical spire has been built upon the rock by some modern restorer. To the west of this again is a small stone basin. To the north and in a line with the veranda of the mandap is the Nandi chamber also dug in the rock which projects here beyond the entrance of the mandap. Again upon the terrace and in front of this is another modern Nandi chamber surmounted with a drum-chamber or nagárkhína built about fifty years ago by a Váni of Naur in the Áltá petty division of Kolhápur. He also built the veranda in front of the chief mandap. A little above and adjoining the pond next the Nandi cave is a double flat-roofed cave seventeen feet long east to west by twelve deep and six high and to the west of these are two more modern masonry cells built by Sakhoba a Váni of Shirál in Válva. The path to Málévádi leads past a small spring in a stone basin the water of which however is not used. Further on on the south side is another spring constantly used about 220 yards from Mallikárjun's temple and about thirty more from the Musalmán tombs above.
Nothing is known of the maker of the caves which are admitted to be ancient though artificial. The sage Agastyay, mentioned in the Karvir Mahâmya as the devotee of Mallikârjun is generally accredited with being the builder. Somnâth is said to be the older form of the deity. Its position would make it probable that it is the chief one but the only fair held here is in honour of Mallikârjun on the first and last Mondays of Shrâdevan or July-August, when about 500 people assemble and the god’s palanquin or pâlkhi is carried in procession. The temple is a favourite spot of worship with the Jains and Lingâyat Vânis. Shidâppa Gogre the Vâni of Panhâla lately made extensive repairs and built the very fine terraces and his sons set aside a portion of their earnings for this purpose year by year. The pillars of the mandap are very curious and are sharply cut, while the roof and wall doors are the same. Except a little moulding the doors have no carving. There are no signs in any of the caves of stone benches or beds and the set is classed by Dr. Burgess as Brâhmanical the pillars being of about the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.¹

Mândhardev is a point in the Mahâdev range lying six miles north of Wâi from which a spur branches northward to Ving. It crowns a long plateau which is easily reached by the bridie path known as Phaye’s road from Wâi on the south whence the ascent is eight miles, from Shirval on the north whence the ascent is about thirteen, or from the west by Baleghar about ten miles by a road made from the top of the Khâmaki pass. All these roads were made at about the same time when it was intended to make Mândhardev a health resort for troops. This plateau is about twelve miles long and generally about half a mile wide looking down some 2000 feet on the north and west to the Bhor territory and the Khandâla petty division and about 1500 on the south towards Wâi. A small dip on the west contains a rest-house, garden, and an excellent water cistern built by Tâi Sâheb Sachiv the great grandmotner of the present prince of Bhor. To the west again of the dip is the plateau of Yeruli similar to Mândhardev and about four miles long. The height above sea-level of the Mândhardev peak is 4510. There are still traces of the road made by Government when the health resort was under consideration and to the west are the remains of a travellers’ bungalow. The hill is very bare, the slopes on all sides for about a hundred feet down being under cultivation. The only exception is an Anjan grove which surrounds a temple of Devi. The temple is said to be 300 years old. It was built in honour of Kâlubâi or Kâleshvari Devi the patron goddess of the village. The idol has two silver masks and some garments. About 1850 a spire was added to the temple. The temple enjoys about 47½ acres of rent-free land assessed at £1 3s. (Rs. 11¼). The grant is entered in the name both of Mândeshvar and Kâleshvari. The masks are carried in procession. The Gurâvs perform worship by turns for a fortnight and the offerings go to each during his turn. A yearly fair lasting for a day and night and attended by about 5000 people takes place on the full-moon of Pausâ or December-January. The offerings are estimated at £10 (Rs. 100). Above the temple is a small flat

¹ Cave Temples of India, 427-428.
space on the hill top where the people who assemble at the yearly fair usually camp. The spot commands an extensive view on all sides and Purandhar in Poona stands out with a special boldness to the north.

**Masur** in Karâd is a village of 4530 inhabitants, lying on the left bank of a stream at the junction of the Karâd-Târgaon and Umbraj-Pandharpur roads four miles east of Umbraj and eight miles north of Karâd. The village obtains a copious water-supply from the stream on which it lies. The surrounding land is most of it excellent black soil with unusual facilities for irrigation by water-lifts and small dams yielding some of the best wheat crops in the Karâd sub-division. Masur has a vernacular school with over a hundred boys and a village post office. The village has one main street running west to east with an open space at the west end which serves for a market. To the north of this market is a large building with the remains of a wall about twenty feet high with corner bastions. The walls enclose a space of about two acres and contain a large mansion in the native style with a two-storeyed building in the east, a quadrangle in the middle centre, and stabling in the west. This was formerly the head-quarters office of the Târgaon sub-division which reached as far west as Helvâk. Before this Masur was a mud fort under the Pratinidhi, and in 1806 the Pant Pratinidhi Parshurâm Shrivâs was confined here, shut up by the last Peshwa Bâjirâv and his mother who was backed up by Balvantrâv Phadnis the mutâlik or deputy. Bápu Gokhale was sent to enforce submission, and for a time the country was quiet, but shortly afterwards Táî Telin an oilwoman mistress of the Pratinidhi collected a force in Vásota, descended on Masur, carried it, and released the Pratinidhi. But Gokhale came back and succeeded in taking the Pratinidhi prisoner.¹

**Máyni**, 17°27’ north latitude and 74°34’ east longitude, a municipal town with in 1881 a population of 2997 or nineteen more than in 1872, lies thirteen miles south-east of Vaduj at the junction of the Tâsgaon-Mográla and Malhárpeth-Pandharpur roads. It has a vernacular school, a village post office, and to the north a lake built by the Irrigation Department in 1875-76 with a small irrigation bungalow about a mile east of the town.² The town is walled and entered by gates on the west and east. A tolerable water-supply is obtained from a stream which runs by the north-east of the town and falls into the Yerla five miles south-west. The canal and most of the good soil lie to the south of the town. In places where the level of the land is too high for water to be obtained direct from the canal, it is raised by water-lifts attached to small wells dug near the canal banks and supplied by sluices from the canal.

The municipality which was established in 1854 had in 1882-83 an income of £43 (Rs. 480) and an expenditure of £38 12s. (Rs. 386). In a revenue statement of about 1790 Máyni appears as the head-

¹ Grant Duff’s Marâthás, 615-616.
² Details of the Máyni lake are given above p. 154.
quarters of a sub-division in the Ráybág sarkár with a revenue of £1312 (Rs. 13,120). In 1827 Captain Clunes notices Mâyni as a kasba or market town with 600 houses, thirty shops, and a water-course.

Medha, 17° 46’ north latitude and 73° 56’ east longitude, about fourteen miles north-west of Sátára, is the head-quarters of the Jâvli sub-division with in 1881 a population of 1407 or 215 more than in 1872. Medha lies about a hundred yards from the left bank of the Yenna which is crossed about a few hundred yards above by a footbridge and has an excellent water supply in some cisterns or stone basins filled from a pipe fed by a spring in the range of hills to the north of the town. The Medha-Bâmmoli and Medha-Gogva bullock tracks leading to the Koyna and Solshi valleys start from Medha. A well built fair weather track passes through a gorge about ten miles north-north-east to Kudál and a perennial road joins Medha with Sátára and Malcolm Peth. Besides the sub-divisional revenue and police offices, Medha has a Monday market, a school, a post office, a travellers’ bungalow, and, since the passing of the Deccan Agriculturists’ Relief Act, a sub-judge’s court. The sub-divisional offices are located in a native building where in 1880 a large number of Government records were destroyed by fire.

Mhasvad, 17° 38’ north latitude and 74° 55’ east longitude in Mán, seventeen miles south-east of Dahivadi and about fifty-three miles east of Sátára, is a municipal town, and in its village extent the largest in the Mán sub-division. It lies on the Sátára-Pandharpur road on the left bank of the Mán and had in 1881 a population of 5581 or 740 less than in 1872, the fall being chiefly due to the 1877 famine which was very severe in the Mán sub-division. The 1872 census showed 6058 Hindus and 263 Musalmãns and the 1881 census showed 5354 Hindus and 227 Musalmãns. The municipality which was established in 1857 had in 1882-83 an income of £238 4s. (Rs. 2382) and an expenditure of £182 10s. (Rs. 1825). Mhasvad is enclosed by a ruined mud wall with corner bastions. The town has one main street running from east to west and leading to the Pandharpur road which runs round the north of the town. It is about half a mile long and thirty feet broad with on each side grain and cloth shops. A weekly market is held on Wednesday. It is an important trade centre with about sixty traders mostly Bráhmans, Gujarát and Lingáyat Vánis, Shimpis, Jains, and Sangars. Bombay and English piece-goods are brought in large quantities by Gujarát Vánis and Shimpis from Bombay and Poona. The Vánis and Jains buy from the growers spiked millet raw sugar wheat and earthnuts and send them in cart-loads to Sholápur and Pandharpur in the east and Sátára Mahád and Chiplun in the west, and from Chiplun bring salt cocoanuts and spices. The Sangars buy sheep’s wool-twist from the Dhangars, weave it into blankets or kâmblis, and send them to Chiplun, Mahád, Sátára, Pandharpur, and Sholápur. To the north-east of the town is
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the dispensary in charge of a hospital assistant which was established in 1871 and in 1883 treated thirty-two in-patients and 4121 out-patients at a cost of £59 4s. (Rs. 592). Besides the dispensary the town has a post office and two schools.

Near the west entrance of the town in the north side of the street is the temple of Shridnath usually called Náth. The original structure is evidently ancient and recoursed. The gābhāra or image-chamber, with an internal area of 20' by 20' but outside about 30' by 30' is of the star shape and built of gray basalt. It contains images of Náth and his wife Jogái in human form. The walls are ten feet high. The original unmortared blocks have been replaced by smaller ones in mortar but the old shape has been retained. The spire thirty feet high is of brick and lime with a series of octagonal concentric storeys. The mandap has a vestibule about 6' by 6' the walls of which are in black basalt and have a wainscot of carved stone figures. This leads into a mandap now an oblong structure (30'×20') with a roof ten feet high. In the centre are four of the ancient pillars in the usual octagonal cylindrical and rectangular courses excellently carved and moulded. The whole is on a plinth four feet high. Outside this is a modern court about fifty feet square enclosed on three sides by rude verandas of stone and mud with wooden pillars. On the wall of the western veranda is imbedded a large black stone on which is a very plainly written Kánarese inscription. Every evening Puráns are read here by a Brábman. On the fourth or southern side is a detached hall on wooden pillars about 50' by 30' and beyond this again an uncovered court. Just outside the southern end of the hall is a large black stone elephant about 5' high and 4' broad with the right foot raised and trunk curled. A legend explains that Náth rescued from drowning in the Ganges the elephant of which this is the image. It is much venerated and many offerings are presented to it. Attached to the right foot is a small chain and the story goes that rheumatism can be cured by waving the chain over the shoulders; also that if any one fail while visiting the temple to give a suitable offering to the elephant, the chain will be discovered next day in his field, and he will have to return it to the temple under pain of severe calamities arising from the displeasure of Náth. The court also contains at the south-east corner a fine lamp-pillar. Two archways lead into the street of which the inner about thirty feet high is a little higher than the outer archway. Who built the original temple is not known, as the inscription has not been made out. The courts, archways, lamp-pillar and restorations are mostly about 200 years old, the work of Balájí Dábal a member of the Karád Deschhaughula family. A yearly fair is held on the bright first of Margshírsh or November-December, when the masks of the images are driven in a car. Besides the usual articles of trade this fair, which is attended by about 20,000 people and lasts for about fifteen days, has a special traffic in horses and cattle. The number of cattle and horses sheep and goats exhibited reaches about 3000, and as much as £8000 (Rs. 30,000) are estimated to change hands. Six miles south-east of Mhasvad at
Rájevádi in the Átpádi territory is the great Mhasvad irrigation lake which when full covers an area of six square miles.\(^1\)

Mhasvad was the home of the Máne family who were its Deshmukhs. The Mánes were distinguished Shiledárs under the Bijápur government but nearly as notorious for their revengeful character as the Shirkes.\(^2\) In 1827 Captain Clunies notices Mhasvad as a kasba or market town with 735 houses, sixty shops, and a bi-weekly market.\(^3\)

**Nandgiri or Kalyánagad Fort.** 3587 feet above sea level, stands at the end of a spur of the Mahádev range running south-west from the villages of Vikhle and Bhádle, eight miles north of Koregaon and about fourteen miles north-east of Sátára. It is separated from the rest of the spur by a small gorge or khind and stands on a lower hill than the Chandan Vandan range close to its north-west. It forms therefore a less conspicuous object from Sátára than the Chandan Vandan twins, though from the south it comes prominently in view as it forms the southern extremity of the spur dividing the Vángna and Vásna valleys. The hill sides are very steep and rugged and the scarp is very perfect. There is no regular approach and the ascent is made by very tortuous and precipitous footpaths from Dhumalvádi the village immediately at the foot of the hill to the east to the first gate directly above the village and facing north. Though easy at first, the ascent becomes very steep afterwards and much blocked by prickly pear. Halfway up in a ravine is a good spring and pond known as the Khám pond with near it some large tamarind and pipal trees. The pond is hollowed out of the rock in three divisions and the roof is supported by pillars. The water is good and abundant.\(^4\) The fort has two gateways the one below the other connected by steps. The first gate faces north, the path turning abruptly as it is reached. Within is a hollow used formerly for stores. From the inside facing east is another cave pond called the Gavi also full of good water. The entrance to it is protected by a wall and there is a drain apparently to furnish water to people outside saving them the trouble to go in and fetch it. This cave pond is now very difficult of access, the way being thickly blocked with prickly pear. The second gateway of mortared stone leads out into the plateau, which is about two hundred yards high by one hundred broad with many ruined buildings, and four chief ponds inside the second gate. The first pond is about ninety feet by forty in area and twenty feet deep, its sides made of large blocks of masonry. Another smaller one is near the eastern face; a third is in a hollow stopped with an earthen dam; and the fourth is a small one near the south wall.
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1 Details of the Mhasvad irrigation lake are given above pp. 156-157.
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4 Mr. H. R. Cooke, C. S., found that perhaps the most remarkable feature on the hill was its water-supply. Immediately after entering the lower gate a steep footpath descends within the western wall into a hollow at the bottom of the scarp. The hollow is about forty or fifty feet deep. When the bottom is reached the entrance to a huge cavern is seen which can only be reached by stooping. The cavern is full of water but very dark. Outside the gate and to the north there evidently were huge caverns but these have been built up with rough masonry.
Here was situated the head-quarters office or kacheri, the stone plinth and brick walls of which still remain. Near it are the remains of the houses of the garrison and a small mosque and mausoleum in honour of Abdul Karim a Musalmán saint. The tomb is still visited and, though the roof has fallen in, a cloth still covers the tomb. Immediately behind the tomb is a large banian tree forming a conspicuous object for many miles around. All the building remains except a few tombs to the north end. The south end is entirely open and probably formed a place for amusement or parade. The hill-top is fairly level and surrounded by a wall of large blocks of unmortared stone very massive and ancient. There were two guns on the fort which were taken away at the Mutiny. According to the grandsons of a former mámlatdár and a kárkun of the fort establishment, the fort was the head-quarters of an administrative sub-division with a treasury and had an establishment of a mámlatdár, fadnis, sabinís, haváldár and daffédár, two kárkuns, three náiks, and one hundred and sixty sepoyos. According to tradition the fort was built by the Siláhára king Bhoj II. of Panhála. In 1673 with other Sátára forts it surrendered to Shiváji. The Pratinidhi administered it till his struggle with Báljiráv the second Peshwa (1720-1740). In 1791 Major Price describes it as looking like the hull of a ship of war with opposite it another hill with on its summit some places of devotion. In the last Marátha war it fell to the army of General Fürzler in April 1818 without firing a shot. In 1862 it is described as a dismantled and uninhabited fort with a steep approach and a strong gateway but no water and no supplies.

**Nerla** in Válva is a large village of 6807 inhabitants, two miles north of Peth on the east of the Sátára-Kolhápur mail road, with a travellers' bungalow and a vernacular school. A quarter of a mile south of the town close to the west of the mail road is a market place, with shops chiefly of grain dealers and wheelwrights lining three sides of a square. Carts generally stop here on their way to and from Chipun. The village has also a much frequented market for cattle and grain. Since the establishment in 1855 of a municipality at Islámpur or Urun about five miles to the south-east with its consequent octroi much of the trade has shifted to Nerla. The village is often in difficulties for water, as a pond on the west contains a supply which though constant is of a very bad quality. Nerla had a municipality under the old Act which was abolished in 1873. In 1827 Captain Clunes notices Nerla as a post runner's station with 400 houses, one shop, a water-course, and wells.

**Nher** village in Khatáv on the right bank of the Yerla, fourteen miles north-west of Vadúj and a mile north of the Sátára-Pandharpur road, gives its name to a large storage lake built by the Irrigation department between 1876 and 1881. In its land to the north is the Pálu Mál a stretch of rocky ground interesting on
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account of its having had a standing camp of the Moghals for twelve years.

Nigdi village on the right bank of the Krishna eleven miles south-east of Sátára and four miles south-west of Rahimatpur has the tomb or samādhi of a famous religious teacher or muhápurush named Raghunáthsvámi. In 1791 Major Price notices it as being in possession of a fraternity of Gosávis to whom it was originally granted by Shiváji.¹

Nimb is a flourishing market town about eight miles north of Sátára with in 1831 a population of 3968. It is alienated to Rájárám Bhonsla the adopted son of the late Sátára Ránis. The neighbourhood of Nimb is noted in the district for its fruit especially mangoes though not of a very superior variety. Grapes also are occasionally grown. In 1751 Nimb was the scene of a victory by Damájí Gáikvád who was advancing to Sátára in the interests of Tárábái against the Peshwa’s faction. He was opposed by 20,000 men being 5000 more than his own force at the Sálpi pass. He drove them back to Nimb where he defeated them and caused several of the forts to be given up to Tárábái.²

Nimsod in Khatáv, about ten miles south of Vaduj, is mentioned in a revenue statement of about 1790 as the head-quarters of a pargana in the Ráybág sarkár with a revenue of £2625 (Rs. 26,250).³ In 1827 Captain Clunes notices it as a market town or kasba with 225 houses, fifteen shops, a water-course, and wells.⁴

Pál village, originally called Rájápur, lies on both banks of the Tárá about twenty miles north-west of Karád, and had in 1881 a population of 3617. The village is chiefly remarkable for a temple of Khandoba where a yearly fair attended by about 50,000 people is held in December-January.

On the right bank of the river is the market street containing the shops of the chief grain dealers, moneylenders, and merchants, and most of the dwellings. On the left bank is the noted temple of Khandoba and the houses of the worshippers priests and a few others. The temple lies on the site of a legendary appearance by the god Khandoba to a favourite devotee, a milkmaid named Páláí in whose honour the village name was changed from Rájápur to Pál. The temple was built about 400 years ago by a Váni named Ába bin Šheti Padhode. It is a very favourite resort with all classes and has been added to in many ways. The original structure consists of a stone shrine or gábhára and a porch thirty-five feet by twenty-eight feet from outside. The porch is enclosed by four pillars very plain but of the old pattern, the shaft being cut in rectangular octagonal and cylindrical blocks, but in mortar which shows that the temple is not older than the eighteenth century. The image-chamber sixteen feet square inside contains on a pedestal two kings with brass masks representing Khandoba and his consort Mhálsábáí. On the right hand is a black stone image of

¹ Memoirs of a Field Officer, 260. ² Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 274. ³ Waring’s Maráthás, 244. ⁴ Itinerary, 62.
Bánûbái another wife of Khandoba, and behind are brass figures on horseback representing Khandoba's chief minister Hegadi Pendlhári and his wife. The porch holds niches on the north the image of Ganpati and on the south the image of Siddhavásini. On the north is the drain for water poured on the images, covered with a canopy and flanked by stone horses. To these buildings Dhanáji bin Šambháji Jádhav, the well known Marátha general who flourished in the reigns of Shiváji (1627–1680) and Rájájá às (1689–1708) and died in 1709, added a hall or mandap twenty-one feet square with open sides. It is supported on twelve pillars about two feet high and similar to those in the gábhára porch and surrounded by a bench with a carved back. The roof has the usual broad carved eaves and parapet. The whole is of stone but the pillars are disfigured by whitewash and painting. Several of them are coated with brass and have a little poor carving. At each corner of the mandap is a small pinnacle and in the centre a small arched spire or shikhar. Over the porch of the shrine is a rather large spire and over the shrine itself is the main spire about fifty feet high off the ground, and tapering from the base which is as large as the shrine roof. All the spires are of brick and more or less ornamented in stucco with niches painted with mythological designs and images of gods and goddesses. The ornamentation is neither good nor elaborate. But the parts of the building are in good proportion which makes it look massive and imposing without being heavy. The temple occupies the centre of a fine square court paved throughout and measuring one hundred and forty feet east to west by eighty feet north to south. The court also contains at the north-west corner a small shrine of Oókáreshvar Mahádev, and in the south-west corner one of Hegadi. In front that is east of the mandap is the canopy with the image of the sacred bull Nandi covered with brass. On each side are two carved stone lamp-pillars or dipmáls about fifteen feet high. The bases are supported by grotesque stone images of elephants and bulls. Still further east is another rather larger canopy containing a brass-coated stone elephant, about one-third of life size and rather well carved. To the south of the Nandi canopy is a small temple to Shiváji and to its north is a platform for the tulsi or basil plant. The wall of the court is about twenty feet high, and the west, the north-west, half of the south, and north half of the east side are all cloistered, the former in ogee arches and fine masonry, the work of His Highness Sindia, and the latter with flat roof resting on plain pillars of the old pattern built by Dhanáji Jádhav. The outer roof of these cloisters is flat and serves as a terrace and promenade. Compartments of the cloisters are walled up at irregular intervals and used as lodgings for devotees and permanent worshippers and for stabling the horses attached to the god’s establishment. In the pavement of the court are embedded stone tortoises, while between the Nandi canopy and the mandap is a large tortoise coated with brass. The court-yard has three entrances. The eastern is a small doorway six and a half feet wide flanked inside by two large stone lamp-pillars thirty feet high with twelve sets of brackets for lamps handsomely carved and by far the finest lamp-pillars in the court.
This gate and lamp-pillars were built by Gamáji Chavhán, a pátíl of Nher in the Khatáv sub-division. The northern entrance is another small doorway built by the Sindias in their cloisters. The southern about twelve feet high by five feet wide is the chief and the finest gateway to the south of Dhanáji Jádhav's cloisters. Inside it is flanked by two cloistered chambers, the western chamber forming the end of Dhanáji's cloisters and containing an image of Máruti; the eastern consisting of two cloisters and containing a smaller image of Gánpati was built by the Ghorpades of Mudhol. On the top is an ornamental music-chamber or nagárkhána in brick and mortar which with the archway of the gate was the work of the Mánés of Rahimatpur. Outside the court is an outer yard also paved with stone. The east side has a rough wall with some ruined cloisters; the south side contains a rectangular stone building originally built with a dome and eaves supported by carved brackets, of which the latter raised by Dhanáji Jádhav still remain. The rest of the south side and most of the west is taken up by buildings, but in the west is another very large gateway thirty feet high twenty feet broad and two feet thick, with a massive stone pointed archway about six feet broad inside. This was erected by Yamáji Shivdev the founder of the Karád Mutálík family. The number of prominent historical families in the Deccan who have bestowed gifts on this temple shows the great veneration in which it is held. Besides lands assigned for the maintenance of its establishment the temple enjoys a Government yearly cash grant of £30 (Rs. 300). The offerings at the great December-January fair are estimated at about £60 (Rs. 600), while many offerings are made throughout the year. Every pilgrim entering the temple at the fair time has to pay a toll of 3d. (4 anna) and an equal shop tax is levied without official authority on every trader. A clerk superintends the finances of the establishment and carries the metal masks of the god in procession. The worshippers and priests are Guravs and Bráhmans and, connected with the temple, as at Jejuri, are many Murlis or female devotees mostly women of easy virtue. The great yearly fair held in the month of Paush or December-January is attended by about 50,000 people from all parts of Sátára and the neighbouring districts. The pilgrims usually camp in the bed of the Tárla which at this time forms a large dry beach. The fair proper lasts three or four days, being the days during which the marriage ceremony of the god Khandoba is supposed to proceed. The days vary slightly with some conjunction of stars. The traders linger some time longer. Copper and brass pots, bangles, piece-goods, silk-cloth, country blankets, and other small articles are sold at the fair, the sales amounting to more than £800 (Rs. 8000). Sanitary arrangements are superintended by the village officers and the district police who keep water free from pollution and dig trenches for latrine purposes. Cholera once broke out during the 1869 fair when forty-three out of sixty-one reported cases proved fatal. A municipality at Pál was established under the old Act, but was abolished in 1872-73, as the committee took no active part in superintending the fair arrangements and the only
work of improvement was a general superintendence of the village cleanliness and sanitation and repair of the chief street.

In Marátha times Pál was a kasba or market town of some note on the main road from Sátára to Karád. Pál village and temple are closely connected with a celebrated exploit of Chitursing in February 1799 in revenge for the defeat of his brother Sháhu the Sátára Rája. He had heard that Rástia was encamped near Sátára fort with a force of 2000 or 3000 men on behalf of the Peshwa. He accordingly led 600 infantry through the hills and valleys till opposite Pál where he remained concealed till night. He then repaired to the celebrated temple, performed the usual worship, and the whole party having solemnly invoked the deity, stained their clothes with yellow dye, rubbed their hands and faces with turmeric in token of a vow to win or die, and issued forth to the attack. The enemy was not unprepared but had only time to fire a few rounds when they were furiously charged in hand, their guns taken, and the whole body dispersed in a few minutes. Chitursing then retreated to Kolhpápur so quickly that he could not be overtaken.¹

**Pálshí.**

Pálshí, a small village to the north of the Karád–Bijápur road seven miles south-east of Khánápur, has to the extreme east a curious fort called Kuldurg about one hundred and ten acres in area. The fort lies on a plateau between two streams descending down a steep rocky hill into the Mán valley which lies about 700 feet below. There are remains of a wall and four bastions on the south-west side; all the rest has no defences except the great natural steepness of the hill side. Inside are the plinths of several buildings and the whole is said to be of great antiquity, the work of a Koli Rája who endeavoured to head an insurrection against the Bhoy Rája of Panhála. In 1827 Captain Clunies notices Pálshí as a small village on the Vásna with twenty-five houses.²

**Pálus.**

Pálus is a large village of 4771 inhabitants on the Karád–Tásgaon road about ten miles north-west of Tásgaon. The village consists of one broad market street and a few small lanes. The Krishna Canal ends in the lands of this village. The soil is rich and sugarcane is abundantly grown in irrigated and a good deal of cotton in the unirrigated soils. The village has a vernacular school.

**Páncgháni.**

Páncgháni³ in Wái, about ten miles west of Wái and about eleven miles east of Mahábaleshvar, is a small health-resort on the Surul-Mahábaleshvar road 4378 feet above sea level. The village, which, according to the 1881 census, had a population of 636, lies with five others on a Sahyádri spur which juts out at Mahábaleshvar and terminates about a mile from Wái. Situated to the lee of Mahábaleshvar and about 200 feet lower, it escapes the heavy rain and fog of the outer range which are carried away into the valleys to the north and south. It is also happily shielded from the east wind by being built under a large extent of tableland. The magnificent

---

¹ Grant Duff's Maráthás, 546.
² Itinerary, 32.
³ Contributed by the Rev. Mr. Burgess, Headmaster Páncgháni High School.
scenery of the Krishna valley extending for many miles from east to west with its numerous hamlets, highly cultivated fields, and picturesque river, can be seen along the whole northern ridge of the mountain. Though less extensive, the southern aspect is even more beautiful. The geological formation of Panchgani is volcanic as is the rest of the Deccan. While all along the road up the hills from Wai to Dhändheghar two miles from Panchgani trap is found, the soil on the hill top has a large admixture of oxide of iron which reddens the stratum into laterite. At the base of the scarp of thetableland are to be found bubbles thrown up in the rapid cooling of molten rock of preadamite days. The water-supply is from springs on the south-west of the hill all of which except three are on private grounds. Of the three public springs the most important and the chief source of the station water-supply lies on the north of the village and much below it in elevation. It has been built round and is known as the Maratha well. It has been very recently improved by Government at a cost of £35 6s. (Rs.353).

Considered as a sanitarium, Panchgani stands almost unrivalled. With a temperature like that of Mahábaleshvar it has the eminent advantage over that charming health resort of being comfortably habitable throughout the year. The climate is cool salubrious and comparatively dry. It is excellently adapted for both adults and children but for children especially it is unsurpassed in India. The average rainfall is fifty-six inches¹ or about a fifth of that of Mahábaleshvar. The temperature varied in 1883-84 from 55° at 6 a.m. in December 1883 to 96° at 2 p.m. in March 1884. The mean temperature at noon is 71° and the mean daily range only 6°.

The European settlement was founded by private enterprise, chiefly through the energy and zeal of the late Mr. John Chesson, who, in 1854, began farming here on a small scale. After careful observations extending over many years,² Mr. Chesson was satisfied that the climate and soil of Panchgani were suitable for the cultivation of most of the fruits of the temperate zone, besides making it a cheap health resort for Europeans. By 1862 there were six substantial houses built by Europeans and a yearly grant of £200 (Rs.2000) was made to the station by Government in that year. Mr. Chesson was appointed Honorary Superintendent and Magistrate by Sir Bartle Frere. The great drawback to Panchgani is its isolation; but the opening in 1886 of the West Deccan Railway will greatly benefit the station. If, as is probable, a branch line will be carried to Wai, this would bring Panchgani within ten miles of the line of rail.

The 1881 census showed a population of 636 of whom 555 were Natives and eighty-one Europeans. The number of Europeans varies from 140 in the summer to about seventy-five through the rest of the year. The station is managed by a Superintendent with second class magisterial powers, and has, besides his office, a well-appointed travellers' bungalow, a rest-house, a post office, a market, a Government

¹ The rainfall in 1883 during the five rainy months June to October was 58 inches 11 cents.
² Chesson and Woodhall's Bombay Miscellany, IV. 336.
vernacular school for natives and an aided high school for Europeans and Eurasians, a dispensary, and thirty residences three of them belonging to Government. The travellers' bungalow, which is about sixty-four feet long and 33\(\frac{1}{2}\) feet broad, has a cook-house, servant's and messman's rooms, and stables. It is much used by visitors on their way to Mahábaleshvar. The high school, which is managed by a committee in connection with the Diocesan Board of Education, was originally opened in 1876 and reopened in 1880 by the Bishop of Bombay. In 1884 it had an average of thirty-two pupils including day scholars and boarders. A neat and substantial school room (40' x 18') was added in 1884 at a cost of £260 (Rs. 2600). It is used for church services on Sundays. This school is the only one of its sort permanently located in the hills for European boarders and offers special advantages to those parents who, unable or unwilling to send their children to Europe, are yet anxious to remove them early from the injurious effects of the climate and surroundings of a life on the plains. In 1883-84 the dispensary treated 5163 out-patients. This is an increase in numbers not due to increased sickness in the neighbourhood, but to the continued presence of skilled medical officers who attract natives even from considerable distances, from as far as Mahád in Kolába and Pandharpur in Sholápur. The station funds, including a yearly Government contribution of £200 (Rs. 2000), amounted in 1883-84 to £334 14s. (Rs. 3347) and the expenditure to £195 2s. (Rs. 1951). Nurseries are attached to the station where experiments have been made in planting exotic and other trees and shrubs and in cultivating English potatoes, which with peaches, the pear, and the blackberry thrive in the mild climate. The coffee of Pánchganí has been favourably reported on by London brokers. Here too the sweet heliotrope and myrtle grow in wild profusion. The sweet briar, so rarely met with in India, flowers here; and the eye of the traveller from the dusty plains below is gladdened with the sight of lanes bordered with hedge-roses which festoon overhead entwined with honeysuckle. A single cluster of sixty or seventy roses is not an unusual sight. Pánchganí, always beautiful, is at its best in August and September when the fairy pimpemel the buttercup and the wild sweetpea cover the hillside while the springy turf of the tablelands is thickly carpeted with the velvety bluebonnet and the more delicate stargrass.

Pánadvádi, a hamlet of Bhogaon village about three miles west of Wáí, is apparently named like Pánadvgad from the legendary Pánadv princes. It is celebrated as the place where in 1673 died the great Marátha poet Váman Pandit a contemporary of Shiváji Tukáram and Rándás. Váman was a Rigvedi Deshasth Bráhman originally an astrologer of Koregaon. He studied the Shástras at Benares. His two great works are in the ovi metre a commentary on the Bhagavadgita and a metaphysical work called the Nigamsár.1

Pánadvad or Pándugad Fort, 4177 feet above sea level, lies four miles north-west of Wáí. The fort is conspicuous over a low spur branching east from its southern angle. A path to the

1 Navanita (New Edition), 80 - 81.
hamlet of Shelârâvâdy leads on to a small break in the above mentioned spur and from this break the path continues by a shoulder of the hill, on which are a few huts belonging to Kolis formerly connected with the fort and now charged with attendance on the temples remaining there. The ascent from the Koli huts is steepish and for the last two hundred yards is in steps roughly cut in the sides of the hill. The fort is about six acres in extent and nearly square. Its defences consist of a scarp generally from forty to sixty feet high, more than usually precipitous and in many places actually overhanging and surmounted by a wall with masonry ramparts. The original materials of enormous blocks of dry stone have nearly all disappeared and except the northern end where the gateway and wall are of the huge masonry of the old forts, what remains is very light work. On the south is a modern bastion in tolerable repair. The entrance consisted of a single archway with apparently no door. On the top which is nearly level is a large pond one hundred feet by sixty now quite empty and silted up. The water apparently was first let out by blowing up the scarp and wall which form the outer side. The fort has fourteen other ponds and cisterns almost all empty and useless except two still used by the Kolis, and two small temples of Pandjâî Devi and Mâruti. The fort is completely commanded from the Yreuli plateau about two thousand yards distant and led up to by easy bullock paths from the north by Ving and Mândhardev or from the south from Wâî. The Wâî path, however, would be commanded from the fort.

The fort is said to have been built by the Kolhâpur Silâhâr chief Bhoja II. (1178 - 1193) of Panhâla. About 1648 it is mentioned as being in the charge of a Bijâpur mokâsadâr stationed at Wâî. In 1673 it was taken by Shivâji. In 1701 Pândavâgâd surrendered with Chandan Vandân to Aurangzeb's officers. In 1713 during his flight from Chandrasen Jâdhdav the Maratha captain or Senâpatis, Bâlâji Vishvanâth afterwards the first Peshwa, being refused shelter by the Sachiv's agent at Sâsvad attempted to cross to Pândavâgâd in the opposite valley. Closely pursued he contrived to conceal himself until two Marâthâs Pilâjî Jâdhdav and Dhumâl then common cavaliers in his service, gathered a small troop of horse and carried him with great difficulty to Pândavâgâd where he was protected by Shâhu's orders. Chandrasen demanded that Bâlâji should be given up and in case of refusal threatened to renounce his allegiance. Shâhu refused to give up Bâlâji and sent orders to Haibatrâv Nimbâlkâr Sarlashkar then at Ahmadnagar to march on at once to Sâtâra. Meanwhile Bâlâji was in Pândavâgâd surrounded by Chandrasen's troops. But hearing of Haibatrâv's arrival at Phalann about forty miles east, Chandrasen quitted Pândavâgâd and marched to Deur about fifteen miles to the south-east. During Trimbakji Denglia's insurrection in 1817 Pândavâgâd was taken by the insurgents. It surrendered in April 1818 to a detachment of the 9th Native Infantry Regiment under Major Thatcher.

1 Grant Duff's Marâthâs, 62.  
2 Grant Duff's Marâthâs, 116.  
3 Grant Duff's Marâthâs, 177.  
4 Grant Duff's Marâthâs, 189-190.  
5 Bombay Courier, 18th April 1818.
The Pándavgad caves are situated on a small south-east projection of Pándavgad fort within the limits of Dhávdi village. On taking the path to Pándavgad and reaching the opening in the hills instead of turning up the shoulder of the hill to ascend the fort, the way to the caves goes straight on towards Dhávdi by a well defined footpath which skirts the face of the hill. The small spur with the caves is found at about a distance of 300 yards. The angle it makes with the main spur should be made for and about 200 feet up are the caves. The first is a flat roofed chapel or chaitya about twenty-one feet by seven and about twelve to fourteen feet high. An arched entrance blocked up with mud and stones leads to a relic shrine or dágghoba four and a half feet in diameter and six feet high. Its capital is lost. Close by is another cave seven feet square, also flat roofed with an arched entrance and containing a mutilated stone instead of the dágghoba and locally said to be a lín. It looks more like a dágghoba, being fully three feet in diameter at the base and scarcely a foot at the top. East of Cave II. is an eight-celled dwelling cave or vihár about thirty-five feet square and five feet high. The floor has been much silted up with earth brought in by rain water. The original height, as seen from the outside, was probably eight feet. The roof is flat and the rock overhangs four feet making a veranda with an entrance in its back wall about eight feet wide. The cells are two each on the east and west and four on the north, and there is a bed shelf all round. Five yards to the west is a rock-cut cistern six feet deep and nine feet wide holding no water.

Parli or Sájjangad Fort, about 1045 feet above the plain and 1824 yards in circumference, lies on a detached Sahyádri spur about six miles west of Sátára. Inspection reports of 1850 and 1881 describe the fort as surrounded and commanded by three hills, Yavteshvar about 3500 yards to the north, Old Sátára about 2500 yards to the south, and Nánka within 1100 yards to the southwest. The road from Sátára is fairly good, unmetalled after about two miles but running over rock or gravel and passable by infantry cavalry and mountain guns at all times. At about five miles the road crosses the Urmodi by a rocky ford which is rather difficult for carts and becomes unsuitable for wheeled carriages when it reaches the hill on which the fort stands. Another more difficult path leads from Parli village to the fort gates.

The only entrance to the fort is by two gateways at the south-east angle and by a partly blocked sallyport at the south-west angle. Both the gateways are in good order strongly built of cut-stone and flanked by towers and a parapet along the rock. The lower gateway which is partly under the rock is completely hidden from the approach and commanded by the upper gateway.

The defences consist of a scarp of perpendicular black rock varying in height from about 100 feet along the faces to about

---

1 The name Sájjangad that is the fort of good men or sájjan is locally said to be derived from the number of good men who visited it after it became the residence of Rámádás Svámi the spiritual adviser of Shívájí.
fifty feet at the south-west angle of the fort. The scarp is built up in places, but, except near the gateway and at the south-west angle which appears to have been strongly fortified, little of the old parapet remains. The south-west angle is the only place practicable for an escalade as in other places the rock is too high and the hill below it too steep to allow ladders to be placed against it, while there is no cover from the fire of the fort.

The fort contains a partly ruined mosque and three temples, one of which situated about the middle of the fort and dedicated to Ráma is a handsome cut-stone building capable of defence. In the village around are about thirty-five buildings of various kinds with about 200 inhabitants chiefly Bráhmans and Vánis. Just outside the gate is a small hamlet inhabited by about sixty Parváris. The water-supply of the fort is from ponds, of which there are several but only two hold water throughout the year. Of these two, one to the north of Ráma's temple holds good water.

Parli village lies about 1200 yards by a path to the north of the fort. It contains about 130 houses, some of which and several temples in the neighbourhood are built of cut-stone or have thick mud walls, which, with their situation, render them capable of defence. A weekly market is held at the village on Monday at which forage and vegetables are obtainable. The water-supply of the village is from wells and from the Uromdi which flows to the north. All round the base of the hill on which the fort stands are several small hamlets, some of them consisting of not more than three or four huts. Parli was the favourite residence of Rámdás Svámi (1608 - 1681) the famous spiritual guide or guru of Shiváji (1627 - 1680) who gave it to the Svámi in inám. The local tradition is that if Shiváji in Sátára required counsel from Rámdás Svámi, Rámdás reached Sátára through the air in a single stride. The temple of Rámdás is in the middle of the village surrounded by the dwellings of his disciples. The temple of basalt with a brick and mortar dome was built by Akábáí and Divákar Gosávi, two disciples of the Svámi. It was repaired and ornamented in 1800 and 1830 by Parshurám Bháú of Shirgaon village eight miles south-east of Wáí. The spire is in octagonal tiers and about seventy feet high with handsome stucco decoration. The veranda was built by one Vaijnáth Bhágvat of Yavatshvar. A yearly fair attended by about 6000 people is held in February.

On the north-west of Parli village about a few yards outside are two old Hemádpanti temples facing east. The southern temple now deserted looks like the older of the two; and some of its best carvings have been transferred to the northern temple. It is about forty by twenty feet, including the gábhára or shrine which is of the old star shape. Of the shrine the walls alone remain. They are about six feet high and built of enormous blocks of unmortared stone. The shrine has a pyramidal roof of huge slabs diminishing in size from the bottom upwards. The shrine portal is most beautifully carved in relief in a pattern similar to the carving of the balustrade and pillars in the northern temple.1

1 See below p. 538.
Chapter XIV.

Places.

Parli or Sajjngad. Fort.

The northern temple of about the same size as the southern temple is complete, but the immense stones show signs of falling. The hall or mandap is about twenty-four feet square with four rows of four pillars each, seven feet apart, supporting with brackets a flat roof ten feet high. The central one over the round slab in which the Nandi is placed has a canopied top. Each of the other compartments formed by four pillars has a ceiling of the lozenge pattern. Outside in an unclosed court is the Nandi canopy. The pillars supporting it are specially rich, the carving pattern differing in each. Its ceiling is domed and about the same height as the rest of the temple. It is well paved and elaborately carved, every available bit of space being filled with decorative moulding of some kind. A small vestibule also beautifully worked leads to the gābhāra or shrine which is square inside but star-shaped outside. The sides are walled in at an early but comparatively modern time with mortared stone. At the entrance is a balustrade very elaborately carved. The pillars in the mandap are plainer than is usual in the oldest Hemadpanti temples. Some are giving way and rude props have been erected between them. Slabs belonging to the broad eaves of the old temple roof have been used to make a pedestal for a lamp-stand. The balustrade and Nandi canopy probably belong to the northern temple, the rest is very likely a building of Shiváji’s time or perhaps even later after the Moghals took Parli (1700). It is not known who first desecrated the old shrine, but either the Bijápur Musalmáns or the Moghals must have done so, and the new temple was a feeble copy of the old raised after their departure. To the north of the entrance is a tablet bearing a very indistinct inscription. Fifty yards north of these temples is a pond about forty yards square and ten feet deep. It is of the old pattern, the lower stones projecting beyond the upper ones. The existence of these two old temples and ponds makes it probable that Parli fort was in existence before Mosalmán times. It was subsequently occupied by them and surprised by a detachment of Shiváji’s Mavalis in May 1673. A few days before his death in 1681 Rámádas Svámi addressed from Parli a judicious letter to Sambháji, advising him for the future rather than upbraiding him for the past and pointing out the example of his father yet carefully abstaining from personal comparison. In 1699, when the Moghals were besieging Sátára, Parshurám Trimbak Pratinidhi prolonged the siege by furnishing supplies from Parli. After the capture of Sátára in April 1700 the Moghal army besieged Parli. The siege lasted till the beginning of June, when, after a good defence of a month and a half, the garrison evacuated. Aurangzeb called the fort Naurastára. In a revenue statement of about 1790 Peraly appears as the head-quarters of a pargana in the Nahisdurg sarkár with a revenue of £2250 (Rs. 22,500). In 1818 Parli was taken by a British regiment, and a detachment of native infantry under a native officer was kept here. During the 1857 mutinies a gang robbery took place in Parli, and it

1 Grant Duff's Maráthás, 116.
2 Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 174, 175.
3 Grant Duff's Maráthás, 137.
4 Waring's Maráthás, 244.
was rumoured that this gang was a detachment from a considerable body of men who had gathered in the neighbouring forests, but had dispersed on the return of troops from the Persian war. It was found that the ex-Rája Pratápsinh’s agent Rango Bápúji had been living for six weeks in Parli, and that he had gathered the gang to act with the bad assembled in Bhor territory and with armed men hid in Satára.

Par Par or Pár proper and Peth Pár or the market of Pár are two villages five miles west of Malcolm Peth and immediately south of Pratápgad. They give their name to and mark the old route into the Konkan called the Pár pass which goes straight over the hill below Bombay Point and winds at a very steep incline with so many curves that it was named by the British the Corkscrew pass. Passing through the two Párs the further line of the Sahyádryis is descended by an equally steep path to the village of Párghat in the Kolába district. This route was maintained practicable for cattle and the guns of the period from very early times and had chaukis or toll stations for transit duties and defence at various points. The rulers of Jávali and Shiváji who generally resided at Mahád in Kolába must have used this route. Bái Shámráj, sent by the Bijápúr government to seize Shiváji, lurked about this pass till he was surprised at its foot and driven in panic to seek safety in the forest. In 1659 Pár village was the scene of an interview between Shiváji and Gopináthpant sent by Azulkhán to stipulate with him. Azulkhán brought his forces by the same Pár pass route to the famous interview at Pratápgad where he was murdered by Shiváji. In 1796 Náná Phadnavis fled down this pass to Mahád and took measures for his safety by blocking it and throwing a strong garrison into Pratápgad. Until the building of the Kumbhárlí road in 1864 and the Fitzgerald pass road in 1876 the Pár pass was the only highway leading into the Konkan. The line now taken by the Fitzgerald pass gives a splendid view of Elphinston Point and Arthur’s Seat, cliffs which the Pár pass misses. But the abrupt descent from Pár westwards is very fine.

Pátan, 17° 22’ north latitude and 73° 33’ east longitude, on the Karád-Kumbhárlí road at the junction of the Koyna and Kera rivers about twenty-five miles south-west of Satára, is a sub-divisional head-quarters, with in 1881 a population of 3548. The town consists of two parts the upper town containing the sub-divisional and post offices, a school, a market, and the mansion of the inámdár Nágojiráv Pátankar a second class Sardár and honorary magistrate with civil jurisdiction in his own villages. The other part consists of a beautifully wooded suburb called Rámapur on the left bank of the Koyna. A specially fine grove of mango and jack trees lies at its south-east corner. A broad market street and a number of artisans’ and traders’ shops complete the village. The Pátankar family was originally in two branches, of which the elder branch alone has flourished. The younger branch represented by Hanmantráv

1 See above pp. 316 - 317.
2 Grant Duff’s Marátáthás, 65 - 66.
3 Details are given above, p. 235.
4 Grant Duff’s Marátáthás, 76, 77.
5 Grant Duff’s Marátáthás, 523.
now living was located in Rámápur. His mansion a fine large
house was completely destroyed by fire in 1874. The sub-divisional
office built on a knoll after the standard model has a square court anda
massive arched gateway with rooms over it in which the subordinate
Civil Court lately instituted under the Deccan Agriculturists’ Relief
Act is held. The houses of the Bráhmans and better classes are
down below near the Kera. Several of them are substantial
but exceedingly damp. On a hill immediately adjoining the sub-
divisional office and about one hundred yards to the south is
the dispensary an excellent stone building. The dispensary
was established in 1873 and in 1883 treated ten in-patients and 4362
out-patients at a cost of £163 (Rs. 1630). Next to it on the south
is the mansion of Nágojíráv with strong high stone walls and
ramparts and a gateway flanked by bastions. A rose and plantain
garden has been made close to it by the inámdár. A market is
held here in the town proper every Monday and numerously
attended from the hill villages. Blacksmiths wheelwrights and
bullock farriers come in considerable numbers during the
carting season. There are no special traders at Pátsán, but there are
several considerable moneylenders who deal with the cultivators
almost entirely in grain. Rice goes from Pátsán and Tárila ten
miles to the north-east to Karád and Chiplun and from Chiplun are
brought salt cocanuts and groceries. The water-supply is taken
from both the Kera and Koyna rivers. The Koyna is muddy being
polluted by the thousands of cart drivers and bullocks of the carts
which throng the camping ground, some eight hundred passing
every night during the busy season. There are two wells sunk in
the Kera which give fair water to the better quarters of the town
proper. The main street of the town is kept clean, but the by-
elanes are very dirty. The Pátankars were the Deshmukhs under
the Maráthás of the whole surrounding district and had charge
of Dátegad fort three miles to the north-west. During the struggles
between the Peshwás and the Pratinidhis they did pretty
much what they pleased. The elder branch is one of the few pros-
erous Maráthá families in the district; all the younger branches
are sunk in debt. There is no historical mention of Pátsán. But
title deeds show that the Bijápur kings had a well established rule
here. The district was assigned to the Pratinidhi by Rám Rája
but was wrested from him by the Peshwa after the rebellion of
Yamáji Shivdev Mutálík in 1750. It was not finally secured to
the Peshwa till the time of Gokhale and throughout the eighteenth
century both authorities would issue contradictory orders, the carry-
ing out of which rested very much on the will of the Pátankars
alone. In 1827 Captain Clunes notices Pátsán as a market town
with 350 houses and twenty-five shops.²

Páteshvar, a peaked hill rising above the rest of the range about
seven miles south-east of Sátára, has on its north-west face close to
the junction of the villages of Degaon Nigdi and Bharatgaon and
within the limits of Degaon a series of cave temples. The easiest
way for a visit on foot or horseback is to take the track to Degaon

¹ Grant Duff’s Marátháas, 271. ² Itinerary, 63.
which branches from the tank in the village of Godoli south and east of the cantonment. From Degaon a path strikes to the south-east and winds up to a khind or gorge from which by steps in places it proceeds at a very gentle incline for about three quarters of a mile along the hill side till the temples are reached. Another way is to drive to Bharatgaon on the Kolhapur road whence a two-mile walk leads to the khind by the south side. Halfway up the path the steps on the right lead to a large image of Ganpati coloured red. At the end of the path is a hollow in which is a masonry pond measuring fifty-five feet by eighty with steps leading down to it from the middle of the north side. The hill slope runs close down to it at the north-west corner in which is a small cave ten feet square much choked up and containing a small image called the Margal Mhas of a lying buffalo with a ling on its back. To the east of the pond are some houses and a math belonging to the resident Gosavi. From the south-east end of the pond a series of thirty-five low steps lead up to a slight incline to a temple of Mahadev. The temple stands in a courtyard one hundred and thirty-five feet east to west by sixty-five north to south, partly if not entirely cut out of the hill side to a depth of ten feet. The entrance is on the north from the steps above mentioned and is flanked by four chambers each ten feet square. The chambers next the doorway are empty and the further ones contain images, the east chamber of the god Rodkoba and the west chamber of the man-eagle Garud. The doorway is a small pointed arch about six feet by three. Immediately opposite the doorway is the Nandi canopy, ten feet square and twenty-seven high, facing the temple which fronts east. The latter is a modest structure, forty-eight feet long, consisting of an image-chamber and a hall. The hall is twenty-six broad and the shrine eighteen feet broad, the sides of the mandap projecting about five feet on each side beyond those of the garbhara or shrine. The front is a plain balustrade about five feet high and six feet broad, on each side of a three feet passage for entrance. The walls on each side are 5' 6" thick. The roof is of the lozenge pattern and supported by four pillars in the centre, a plain imitation of the Hemadpanti style. The whole is raised on a plinth three feet high. The wall to the roof is thirteen feet high with a three feet parapet. Over the image-chamber is the octagonal spire or shikhara of brick and stucco thirty-eight feet from the roof, and with a total height of fifty-four feet from the ground. The image-chamber ten feet square is entered by a low doorway with a stone tortoise in front. In the centre is the ling of Pateshvar. Behind in the west wall are images of Parvati and a goddess, and at the north-east corner is the water drain. In the centre of the north side are images of Ganpati and Dasmartu both facing south, and on the south side facing north are images of Jatashankar and Sheshshayi or Vishnu reclining upon the serpent Shesh. On either side of the east end of the temple are small shrines of an eight-handed Devi on the south and of Bhairav on the north. Behind the Nandi shrine to the north-east is the tulsi or basil platform and to the east two temples

1 Compare Fergusson and Burgess’ Cave Temples, 427.
each eighteen feet high. The whole temple and courtyard is of good stone work but all modern, the work of Parshurám Náráyán Angal the great banker and temple-builder who lived in the time of Sháhu (1708-1749). In this group the only object of any age would seem to be the Margal Mhas cave. Passing about a hundred yards east four caves are reached all about ten feet square and facing about north-west. They have flat roofs about ten feet high and no signs of building in them. A number of linga are scattered about without any order. A little east of these is a small modern temple of Balibhadra or Agni with a curious image of which the body from the neck back is a bull, tail and all. The face from the mouth upwards is human, the chin that of a bull. It has four horns growing out of the head, four hands on the right and three on the left, and three legs, two of a man and one of a bull. This image is typical of Agni or the god of fire who is represented in the Shástras as having three legs, seven hands, two mouths, and four horns. On an oblong stone near the image are some well carved figures in relief of men and women. Next to Agni’s temple on the east is a temple of Satvá Devi containing two small images of goddesses. Both the temples are modern. Five hundred paces east is a curious cave or group of caves known as the Varádghār. The southern side has a shrine about ten feet square. In the three sides are arched niches prettily sculptured with bead decorations. The southern niche contains a linga three feet high. The eastern niche has some figures of Rishis, and in the western niche is a long shaped stone with eight figures in relief though what the figures represent cannot be made out. Two pillars support the roof, one with a club figured on it in relief, the other with some indistinct letters of which va sa and ha can be made out. The part which opens west contains only a linga. Much of the original cave remains. It is about thirty-five feet deep, but too dark and impenetrable for taking exact measurements. A little to the east of this group is a small pond known as the Bhim Kund. The caves are plain flat-roofed cells without benches and originally without pillars. All the building here is done by Angal, the only remaining representative of whose family is Sakhárám the great-great-grandson of Parshurám and aged ninety.

Peth, 17° 3' north latitude and 74° 17' east longitude, about forty-five miles south-east of Sátára, is the head-quarters of the Válva sub-division, with in 1872 a population of 4971 and in 1881 of 5672. The town lies close to the junction of the provincial Poona-Kohlápur and local fund Peth-Sángli roads, and besides the sub-divisional revenue and police offices has a post office. The 1872 census showed 4799 Hindus and 172 Musalmáns, and the 1881 census 5433 Hindus and 239 Musalmáns. There was a municipality under the old Act which was abolished in 1872-73. As its name indicates the town is one of the local trade centres, the chief articles of trade being grain and cattle. The chief traders are well-to-do Gujarás who deal chiefly in raw sugar and tobacco, which they buy from the cultivators and export through Chipun in Ratnágiri.

1 See above p. 511 note 1.
A yearly fair attended by about 5000 people is held in the village in February. The fair is chiefly noteworthy in the eyes of the people for the yearly occurrence of a miracle, the breaking of an iron chain by an aged Máng who is endowed with the necessary strength by the spirit of the deity which enters into him after much loud supplication. The performance of the miracle, however, is but poor. The chain is very old and rusty and is fastened to a ring in the pavement of the courtyard. A decrepit Máng advances to the gate of the courtyard surrounded by others of his caste who sing or rather yell an invocation to the god. The old Máng tugs at the chain banging it down on a sharp stone till it is worn through. The demeanour of the crowd hardly betrays the smallest belief in the miraculous nature of the performance which falls far below the level of the commonest juggling.

Pimpoda Budrukh, a small village about sixteen miles north of Sátára and sixteen miles east of Wáí, was in 1830 the scene of the death of Náráyán Povár a cultivator who at the age of nine became famous by his art in catching venomous snakes. It was given out that he was an incarnation of the deity Náráyán who was to rid the country of the English. Thousands flocked to see the new deity. The sick came to be healed and prophecies were found out about him. After six months the boy died of the bite of a serpent. He was expected to rise again, and besides in the Deccan the belief caused much excitement both in Bombay and Kolába and Ratmodules.¹

Pingli, a village of 661 people, lies four miles south-west of Dahivadi at the junction of the Pusesávli-Shingnápur and Sátára-Pandharpur roads, while from the former the Tásgaon-Mográla road branches off a mile north. Pingli is the site of an irrigation pond on a small feeder of the Mán three miles above the head works of the Gondoli canal. About half a mile from the village along the Shingnápur road is a very fair camp. A little snipe and duck shooting is to be had and rock grouse are abundant.

Prachitgad in Válva, about forty miles north-west of Peth, is a hill fort projecting westwards from the edge of the main range of the Sahyádrí with the Konkan on three of its sides and joined to the Deccan on the fourth side by a narrow strip. The fort is in a very inaccessible situation at the junction of the village of Rundhiv in Sátára with Nairí and Shringárpur in the Ratná-

¹ Oriental Christian Spectator, I. (1830) 246-247, 279-281. The Rev. Mr. Nesbit wrote (Or. Chr. Spec. V. 185-186) of the boy's tomb in 1834: 'The boy is buried at the spot where he first received divine worship. His little coat is spread over the slightly elevated mound that surmounts his ashes; his shoes are placed at the lower end of it; and a piece of shining metal is put at the head to represent his face. The sticks he used to bear in his hand lie at the sides of the tomb; and thousands of toys, with which he was presented by his worshippers, are ranged at some distance behind him. Two Brahmanis and a shepherd who has turned a devotee wait upon him continually with music singing and incense burning. A regular house is built over his tomb and a shopkeeper has built another close by where he disposes of such articles as may be required by those who come to make offerings or fulfill vows to the deceased god. Compare Jour, Roy, As. Soc. VII. (Old Series) 109-112.
giri district. The paths to the fort pass over the crest of the Sahyādris through thick forest or over sheet rock and unite at a point about a mile from the fort. It is about four miles either from Rundhiv or Jávli the nearest villages. Jávli is four miles from Peth Lond the favourite halting place on the east side of the south Tivrā pass which there joins the Vásna valley track. The path to Jávli runs north-west from Peth Lond and seems to have been the one most used in former days. Rundhiv is four miles south-east of Mala the village at the top of the Mala pass. From the junction of the two paths it is about a mile to the edge of the Sahyādris and from here a winding path leads on to a small neck or gorge about thirty yards long and about two hundred feet below, crossing which the gate is reached. A narrow ledge runs at the level of the gate right round the fort and at the western end communicates with a steep path leading down to the Konkan. Above this ledge is a scarp varying in height from thirty to sixty feet and crowned with towers on the east and west and a wall all round loopholed for musketry. The wall is in parts composed of enormous boulders unmortared, in others of smaller stones to which mortar has been applied. On the west is a sort of prominence fortified by a tower capable of mounting several guns. The top is undulating and in area not more than three or four acres at the outside, the extreme length being not more than two hundred and the breadth not more than one hundred yards. Under the scarp on the south side are some cave ponds filled with excellent water. On the top on the west is a large pond and one or two smaller ones with a less certain supply. There are ruins of buildings all over the fort. The head-quarters apparently were near the centre on the east side. There is nothing to show what the other buildings were. Who built Prachitgad is not known, but the character of some of its masonry points to a considerable age, perhaps anterior to the Musalmán rule. In 1862 Prachitgad is mentioned as a dismantled and ruinous fort with ample water. It was said to have contained a garrison of 300 men but was then deserted and not garrisoned.

Prachitgad was never the scene of any notable event until 1817 when it was seized by a Gosāvi named Chitursing who gave himself out to be the younger brother of the Sátāra Rāja Sháhu. The real Chitursing was, by his gallantry, an object of much interest at the time, and being considered dangerously hostile to the Peshwa, Trimbakji Denglia seduced him to a conference and imprisoned him in the fort of Kángori in Kolába where he eventually died. The pretended Chitursing however gave out that he had escaped to Prachitgad. He got possession of the fort by a daring enterprise suggested by a traditionary account of Shiváji’s exploits. From before the time of Shiváji it was usual for villagers to supply leaves and grass for thatching the fort houses. The insurgents having corrupted one or two persons in the garrison a party of them each loaded with a bundle of grass, with his arms concealed in it, appeared at the fort gate in

---

1 See above Mala p. 520.
the dress of villagers to deposit, as they pretended, the annual supply. Admittance being thus gained they surprised the garrison and possessed themselves of the fort. From Prachitgad as his head-quarters, the pretended Chitursing plundered the surrounding country until the fort was taken by Colonel Cunningham on the 10th of June 1818. He encamped as near as the forest would permit and shortly afterwards occupied a high hill which immediately commanded the place. The commandant was sent to with a demand for surrender but without effect. Captain Spiller was admitted under a flag of truce and did all he could to induce the garrison to surrender. They promised to do so. But Colonel Cunningham, not relying on their promises, sent back during the night for one of the guns which had been brought the previous day to the top of the adjoining south Tivra pass. By the exertions of the detachment and assistance sent from Satara the gun was mounted by two in the morning. The commandant was warned of the consequences if the fort was not immediately surrendered. No satisfactory answer was received and the shelling began. The first two shells caused considerable alarm, but the cover was so good that the garrison could not be reached and finding this out they defied the British force. Captain Spiller then proposed to blow up the gate with musketry and Assistant Surgeon Redford volunteered to accompany him. Fifty men of the 6th Regiment and a party of the auxiliary force were then formed and advanced to the gateway on the opposite side of the tower. A heavy fire prevented the besieged suspecting what was going on at the gate. A hole was blown through the gate sufficient to admit Captain Spiller, but a grenadier stuck owing to his cartridge box. Captain Spiller returned and enlarged the hole enough to get every one through. Colonel Cunningham and Surgeon Redford had by this time joined the party. They all got through one by one and concealed themselves in the gateway till the whole party had entered. They then rushed upon the garrison who were completely surprised and fled panic-stricken in all directions. The fort was taken without the loss of a man. The enemy had five men killed and the fort subhedar wounded, and Chitursing and family were taken prisoners.

Pratápgad Fort in Jávli 3543 feet above sea level, twenty miles north-west of Medha and by road eight miles west of Mahábareshvar, is built on a range which forms a spur of the Mahábareshvar hills and separates the villages of Pár and Kineshvar commanding the road between them. The fort from a distance looks like a round-topped hill, the walls of the lower fort forming a sort of bend or crown round the brow. It can be visited with great ease from Malcom Peth. An hour's drive down by the excellent Fitzgerald pass road brings the visitor to the pretty travellers' bungalow at Váda or Ambenali a small hamlet within the limits of Bheroshi village. Ponies or chairs with bearers are to be had here during the fair weather. About three quarters of an hour's easy climbing leads

---

1 Compare Grant Duff's Maráthás, 63 note, 622; Pendhári and Marátha War Papers, 97.  
2 Pendhári and Marátha War Papers, 366; Bombay Courier, 20th June 1818; Grant Duff's Maráthás, 680.
to the fort gateway, most of the pathway lying through small, but in places thick, forest. On passing the gateways the outwork of Abdulla’s tower lies to the right while the path to the upper fort is on the left. The temple of Bhavānī is on the eastern side of the lower fort. It consists of a hall and shrine, the hall with wooden pillars about 50' long 30' broad and 12' high. The shrine is of stone. It contains a black stone image of Bhavānī with some fine clothes belonging to it. The roof of the temple is flat inside. Outside is a leaden covering put up by the Sātāra Raja Pratāpsinh (1818 - 1839) and over the shrine is a small spire or shikhar. The temple is in good repair but unattractive and only worth a visit on account of its historical associations. The western and northern sides of the fort are gigantic cliffs with an almost vertical drop in many places of seven or eight hundred feet. The towers and bastions on the south and east are often thirty to forty feet high, while there is in most places a scarp of naked black rock not much lower.\footnote{Mr. J. W. P. Muir-Mackenzie, C.S.}

In an inspection report of 1842 Pratāpgad is described as occupying the highest point of the range with a full and commanding view of the surrounding country. The west and north sides were very steep and inaccessible, both covered with huge masses and a vast precipice of trap rock. On the east and south the hills were more sloping and covered with a dense wood in contrast with the rocky west and north, and gradually descended to the valleys separating Mahābaleshvar and the Kineshvar range on the east and the Konkan valley on the west. It consisted of two forts, an upper fort built on the crest of the hill and a lower fort immediately below on the south and east, both overlooking the surrounding country and guarding the passage to the hill on almost all sides. One approach, however, was not so strongly guarded as others, which, passing over an easy ground fit for a mortar battery, led to a tower locally known as Abdulla’s tower. From the tower the ascent ran up a steep and rugged pathway along the south of the outwork and completely defended by it. The pathway led to the entrance between two strong towers through two narrow and well built gates. From the lower to the upper fort were two entrances one of them on the north-east corner. It was a mere opening without a gateway between two towers very weak but for a precipice outside. The fort walls varied in height according to the nature of the ground. The parapet wall was very slight and the rampart only three feet broad. The upper fort, built upon the crest of the hill, was 200 yards long by 200 broad and contained several permanent buildings for residence and a temple of Mahādev. A remarkable tree stood on the highest part of the fort; from this tree and the northward was a steep and rugged descent to the wall on the north, below which was a large pond and a good stone well with never failing water. The lower fort, 350 yards long by 120 broad, was on the eastern and southern side of the hill. The southern side was rocky and precipitous, while the eastern side had a strong outwork ending in the tower above mentioned which commanded the approach to the place. The outwork was
said to have been added by Shiváji after the murder of the Bijápur general Abdulla properly Aţul, whose head is buried beneath the tower which bears his name. At the end of this outwork, where it joins the lower fort, appears to have been a gateway now destroyed. The entrance to the fort lay on the south of the outwork, but the approach to it was completely commanded by the walls of the outwork which overlooked the path the whole way up to the entrance. The entrance was well protected and very strong, the space between the towers on each side not exceeding four feet, the pathway very steep and rugged, and a double gate or doorway forming the actual entrance. The only buildings in the lower fort were a few ruined huts, some houses of Bráhmans, and a well furnished temple of Bhaváni. There were two ponds, one east below the steep descent leading from the upper fort, the other south on a point of rock. Both contained an unfailling supply of excellent water. In 1862 Pratápgad is noted as a strong fort with ample water-supply and provisions. It was garrisoned by ten of the Sátára police.¹

Pratápgad was built in 1656 by the famous Bráhmán minister More Tirmal Pingle at the command of Shiváji, who pitched upon this high rock near the source of the Krishna, thereby securing access to his possessions on the banks of the Nira and the Koyna, and strengthening the defences of the Pár pass.² In 1659 the foot of the hill was the scene of Shiváji’s famous interview with the Bijápur general Afsulkhán and of Afsulkhán’s treacherous murder.³ In the rains of 1661, Shiváji, unable to visit the famous temple of Bhaváni at Tuljápur, dedicated with great solemnity a temple to Bhaváni on Pratápgad fort.⁴ In 1778 Sakhárám Bápu, a famous Poona minister, was confined by his rival Nána Fadnavis in Pratápgad and from here secretly removed from fort to fort until he perished miserably in Ráygad.⁵ In 1796 Nána Fadnavis, flying from the intrigues of Daulatráv Sindia and his minister Báloba to Wái and the Konkan, threw a strong garrison into Pratápgad and went to Mahád.⁶ In the Marátha war of 1818 Pratápgad surrendered by private negotiation, though it was an important stronghold, had a large garrison, and could much annoy the country round Wái.

Pusesávli in Khatáv, twelve miles south-west of Vadúj, is a municipal town, with in 1872 a population of 2456 and in 1881 of 2569. The municipality was established in 1854 and had in 1882-83 an income of £120 (Rs. 1200) and an expenditure of £101 (Rs. 1010). Besides the municipality Pusesávli has a dispensary, a Collector’s bungalow, a post office, and a weekly market on Wednesday. The dispensary was founded in 1871, and in 1883 treated ten in-patients

¹ Government Lists of Civil Forts (1862). ² Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 67. ³ Details of the interview and murder are given above pp. 234-237. ⁴ Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 83. ⁵ It is a suggestive irony of fate that Sakhárám Bápu, a descendant of Gopináthpant Bokil, who decayed his master Afsulkhán to the treacherous interview and murder in 1659 should, 120 years after this event, have to look down, with the tremendous abyss of 4000 feet of black rugged rock on his west, on the eastern side where his ancestor Gopináthpant pledged to Shiváji the treacherous oath which betrayed his master to the stab of the murderer. Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 426. ⁶ Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 525.
and 3638 out-patients at a cost of £144 (Rs. 1440). Pusesávli is a small trade centre with about 120 traders, mostly Bráhmans, Gujarát and local Vánis, Telis, and Kóshtís. In 1818, while pursuing Báiérá, General Smith's division reached Pusesávli on the 27th of January.1 In 1827 Captain Clunes notices it as a kasba or market town with 380 houses, twenty shops, and wells.2

**Rahimātpur.** Rahimātpur in Koregaon, 17° 35' north latitude and 74° 17' east longitude, is a municipal town of 6082 people on the Sátára-Tásgaon road, seventeen miles south-east of Sátára, seven miles south of Koregaon, and about three miles beyond the flying bridge on the Krishna at Dhámner. Besides the municipality Rahimātpur has a sub-judge's court and a post office. The 1872 census showed a total population of 7168 of whom 6678 were Hindus and 490 Musalmáns. The 1881 census showed a fall of 1086 or 6082 of whom 5590 were Hindus and 492 Musalmáns. The municipality was established in 1853 and had in 1882-83 an income of £649 (Rs. 6490) and an expenditure of £704 (Rs. 7040). A weekly market is held on Thursday and Friday. Rahimātpur is a pretty large trade centre with about 155 well-to-do traders chiefly Bráhmans, Márwar and Gujarát Vánis, Shimpis, Sangars, Marátha Kunbis, Jains, Kóshtís, Kâsârs, and Musalmáns. Of these traders the Bráhmans are generally moneylenders. Bombay and English piece-goods twist and silk are brought by the Márwar Vánis from Poona and Bombay; the Vánis Jains and Marátha Kunbis buy from the growers raw sugar, turmeric, earthnuts, and coriander seed, send them in bullock carts to the ports of Chiplun, Rájápur, and Mahâd, and bring from those ports salt, cocoanuts, dates, and spices. The Musalmáns Sangars and Kóshtís buy twist from the Márwar Vánis which the Musalmáns weave into turbans and the Sangars and Kóshtís into waistcoths, women's robes or ludis, cotton sheets or pásodi, and other hand-made piece-goods. There are three schools, one of them Hindustani. The chief object of interest in the town is a mosque and mausoleum, which, with the name, show that Rahimātpur was a head-quarter town under Muham-madan rule. The mosque is about forty feet long by twenty feet broad and opens to the east. The inner roof is divided into six vaulted divisions made by two lines of Saracen arches running from north to south and two from east to west. There is a good deal of ornamental work about the arches and walls. The shafts of the pillars supporting the arches are in a single rectangular course. The roof above is flat with a small parapet and projecting eaves supported by brackets at intervals. East of this is a raised stone platform forty-five feet square and three feet high with a projecting margin, and in the centre a pipe for a fountain. To the east of this again is a domed mausoleum about thirty feet square. The usual tomb inside the spring of the dome is about twenty feet off the ground and the whole about forty feet high. In the centre of each side is a small door about two feet by five broad. The mausoleum seems to have been built in honour of Randulákáhán, a distinguished Bijápur officer who flourished in the reign of the seventh Bijápur king Mâhmud (1626-1656). He
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1 Pëndhârî and Marátha War Papers, 200, 209.  
2 Itinerary, 32, 62.
died about 1650 (H. 1053 or 1059). The mosque has four inscriptions on each side. The east side inscription runs:

On the death of Randulla’kha’n Sa’hib Baha’dur he went to heaven on account of his merits. He was reckoned as one of the brave in the world. He died while speaking. The date of his death is 1053. Nothing like this ever happened. There was a saying in heaven that this man was one of the lords of the world. He obtained a place in the heaven of heavens near the gods. This is a wonderful occurrence.

The west side inscription runs:

This Randulla’kha’n was highly praised by people for his good acts, and because he assisted the kings’ throne he was given the rank of minister. This chief got the victory over many forts strong and fine in appearance. He was charitable, kind, strong, and at the same time learned; thus this man was known throughout his life for these qualities and his fame was spread throughout the world. This famous Vasir died with all his pomp, in the year 1059.

The north side inscription runs:

This is the wonderful ‘Ghumat’ of the holy Randulla’kha’n which is famous throughout the world. The air of this Ghumat is excellent like heaven, and the Ghumat being wide looks beautiful. The chief, friendly to Randulla’kha’n, ordered this inscription to be written. While they were writing there was a word from God. There is no Ghumat like this Ghumat. Randulla’kha’n Sa’hib whose body was like the sun, rested peacefully in this Ghumat in 1059.

The south side inscription runs:

By the grace of God this man was blessed in his life as he was in a former state of existence. His body was handsome. He became victorious in every war and was very skilful in assaults and battles. Being inventive he had need of no one. He confided in no one and did every thing for himself. He conquered every famous place. He was the most valorous in the world this Randulla’kha’n Sa’hib.

About a hundred yards south-east of the mosque, on the south of the road, is a tower about fifty feet high with a slope bending down to the ground on the west. This is an elephant water-lift which supplied power for the mosque fountain. At Brahmapuri on the Krishna, three miles south-west of the town, is a Hindu temple of Vithoba, in whose honor a yearly fair lasting for a month is held in Márghirsh or November-December and is attended by about 8000 people. The cultivators in the neighbourhood of Rahimapur are considered to be some of the most prosperous in the district, the burden of debt and land assessment being unusually light. In April 1791 Major Price notices Rahimapur as a considerable town marked by a mosque with a swelling dome.1 While pursuing Bājirāy General Smith reached Rahimapur on the 6th of February 1818 and here he was joined on the 7th by General Pritzler and the combined force went to Sátára.2 In 1827 Captain Clunes describes Rahimapur as a market town belonging to the Patwardhans with 500 houses, 110 shops, a water-course, and wells.3

Renávi, about five miles east of Vita, is a small village on the east of the Khánápur plateau. It is celebrated for an old temple of Revan Siddh a local saint said to have been under the special favour of the god Dattátraya and a great favourite with the Lingáyats. Among other fabulous exploits he is related,

---

1 Memoirs of a Field Officer, 260.
2 Grant Duff’s Marathás, 659; Fendhári and Marátha War Papers, 213.
3 Itinerary, 32.
when staying at the house of a Bráhman in Váti who had lost his seven children, to have ordered the wife to cut the last child into seven pieces from which he created seven new children. He is said to have attained immortality and is believed still to hover about the locality. The temple consists of an image-chamber with a mandap, all walled in but without a spire, the whole about thirty feet by thirty. It is a conspicuous object on the south side of the Karád-Bijápur road as soon as the plateau is reached. A yearly fair attended by about 500 people is held at the temple in February.

Rájputí in Jávli has a group of caves, situated, as the crow flies, about five miles south-west of Váti and about midway between Bávdhán and Páncghani. The caves which are almost wholly natural, are formed by the removal of the soft material below the rock scarp of the hill. The hard rock has also here and there been worked away to improve appearance and shape. The excavations form one whole although there are four or five separate entrances. They face nearly due east and are picturesquely situated about 100 feet below the little village of Rájputí and about 4000 feet above sea level. The scarp is about fifty feet high, forms the corner of a small ravine, and slightly overhangs the entrance to the caves. From above some fine creepers hang gracefully, below the ground shelves steeply away and is studded with some fine mango trees, one or two chámphás, and a játíhul. The most northerly entrance leads into a cave temple dedicated to Kártiksvámi. The cave is small in size, but penetrates deep into the hillside at its north-west corner. From this cave it is possible to gain access to all the others without again going outside, but the communication between the fourth and fifth caves is by a mere hole through which it is possible to creep only with difficulty. These four caves are full of carved stones, some in good preservation and some much worn with age. Sitábáí's arm, with the pustule on the palm of the hand, figures conspicuously on several of these stones. The fifth cave is the most curious of all. Almost the whole area is occupied by a couple of small ponds cut in the solid rock, each about eight feet square and three or four feet deep. Beyond these, in the innermost recess, is the figure of Ambábái to whom the cave is dedicated. The ponds are filled by a spring which issues beyond the caves to the south and is introduced by a small channel into the southern corner of the southernmost cave. It is then led into the back of the figure of a bull and passing through the animal's body it issues in a strong stream from its mouth. The figure is of stone, but has been carved elsewhere and merely placed in its present situation. Outside, in front of the caves, is a figure of the bull or Nándi under a canopy. Beneath its mouth is the figure of a man represented as feeding it with oil-cake. Resting against the outer wall of the caves is a stone tablet bearing an inscription in old indistinct characters apparently Maráthi. Towards the northern extremity the mouth of the caves has been built up to support the rock above which threatens to fall in. A fair, chiefly attended by Bráhmans, is held at the cave every third year in Kártik or October-November. A Guráv living in Rájputí looks after the caves.

1 Mr. H. R. Cooke, C.S.
Sada'shivgad, four miles north-east of Karád, is one of the chain forts built by Shiváji. Its defences consist of a low scarp of black rock with some light walls originally nine feet high now nearly in ruins. The ascent is by a very steep little frequented path from the north from a hamlet on the south of the Karád-Bijápūr road. The top is about twenty-three acres in extent and uninhabited. On the north side is a high gateway fallen into a well and there were four high bastions which fell fifty years ago. The fort has also some ponds dug on the soil but not built in with masonry and some cave ponds all empty. On the hill top is a small temple of Mahádev at which a fair is held on the dark fourteenth of Mágh or February-March. In 1862 Sadáshivgad is noted as a dismantled and ruinous fort. It had no garrison and had no water or supplies.¹

Sangam Ma'huli. See MÁHULL.

Sá'tára,² north latitude 17° 31' and east longitude 74° 3', so called from the seventeen or sá’tára walls towers and gates which the Sá'tára fort was supposed to possess, is the head-quarters of the Sá’tára district and sub-division, with in 1881 a population of 29,028. With a height of 2320 feet above sea level, Sá'tára is about sixty miles from the coast, sixty-nine miles south of Poona, and seventy-six miles north of Kolhápur. The 1881 census showed that Sá'tára is the twelfth city in the Bombay Presidency with a town site of 526 acres and a population of 29,028 or fifty-five to the square acre. Sá'tára town is bounded on the north by the new Poona-Sá'tára road, on the west by the Yavteshvar hill, on the south by the fort, and on the east by an offshoot of the fort hill. Its greatest length from east to west is about two miles and from north to south about one and a half miles. Seen from a distance of nearly three miles on the new Poona-Sá'tára road, the town is situated at the base of the fort, and in a semicircular recess on the south-western border of the valley formed by the fort and the Yavteshvar hill. It is built on the slope below a range of hills which form the end of a spur running down from the Sahyádris near the hill station of Mahábaleshvar which is twenty-nine miles to the north-west. This high situation has given a great advantage in health since all drainage goes to the Yenna on the north by means of many small brooks rising from the hills on its three sides. The tableland, which stretches along the summit of the Sahyádri hills as far as Mahábaleshvar, varies very much in width; at Sá'tára it ends in a rock the highest peak of which is about 1500 feet above the town. Close under the peak is the small but sacred temple of Yavteshvar. From the peak the range slopes rapidly down to the south-west corner of the town where it has been tunnelled to form a roadway. Continuing its course to the south-east it rises again 900 feet above the plain and forms the steep flat-topped hill known as Manglai Devi or the Sá'tára fort. This dominates the south of the town. A bold spur jutting northward from Yavteshvar and a small shoulder

¹ Government List of Civil Forts (1862).
² This account has been mainly contributed by Mr. W. Richardson, Huzur Deputy Collector, Sá'tára.
projecting similarly from the fort form partial enclosures on the east west and south. The best view of the town and neighbourhood is from the fort. Immediately below, the town is seen well wooded and partly sheltered on the north-west by a spur of the Yavatshivar range and completely so on the west and south by the connecting saddle-backed ridge and the fort. The different spurs running from the Sahyādris in a south-easterly direction stand out like giant buttresses enclosing between them rich valleys along the centre of which rivers, fed by the springs along the high land and by the rain falling on the neighbouring hills, run a rapid course and are discharged into the Krishna. On the north-east, at a distance of about twelve or fifteen miles, is a spur of the Mahādev range of hills among which the hill forts of Chandan Vandan (3841) and Nandgiri (3537) stand out conspicuously; whilst the huge hill of Jaranda, sacred to Hanumān, is seen raising its vast crest, about seven miles to the east of the town.

A visitor from Poona will probably enter the municipal limits by the village of Karanja. He may note just west of that village, north of the road, the small pillar which marks the site of Aurangzeb’s encampment in 1700. Passing the race course on the right, and leaving the main road a mile further on, he will continue his course to the travellers’ bungalow. Thence meeting the old Poona road he will start due south up the hill, till he again joins the mail road at the post office, passing the treasury and head-quarter offices on his right. From the post office he will have choice of two roads for entering the town. Taking the lower which runs due west he will pass between the jail on the left and the Police head-quarters on the right. A quarter of a mile further are the livestock and grain markets in an open space on the left and the vegetable and meat markets on the right. The street here turns south-west and meets the main thoroughfare of the city in the Bhavāni Peth. Turning again west, of the sixty yards, passing between the city post office and the chief constable’s office, he will find himself in a square. The western side is lined with the old and new palaces of the Rājās Pratāpsinh and Āpa Sāheb, now the High School and District Judge’s Court. Its south-west corner contains the stables of the Rāja, and the north-west the road leading to the Jalmāndir or water pavilion. Having seen these he will return to the square, and, taking the road past the south wall of the High School, will pass Shupākar’s Tank, and continuing west out of the city to the storage reservoirs. Returning again to the square and driving east he will go by the main thoroughfare past the Civil Hospital and the principal mosque of Amina Nāikin and meet the upper road which started from the post office junction. Turning up this to the right he will pass successively the Rangmahal or private palace of the Rājās, the old Adālat vāda or public offices on the left, the Māamlatdār’s offices down a small street to the right and the Sachiv’s and Daffekar’s mansions. Passing this road, and keeping to the left, he will reach the tunnel by driving through which a fine view is obtained of Parli and the Urmodi valley. In this manner most of the objects of interest will have been passed. The southern part of the town is most of it on a slope, some of it rather steep being the lower
declivities of the fort hill. The centre of the town is fairly level and remarkably well wooded, but a good deal cut up by the streamlets which run through it. The chief stream is the Krishneshvar which runs from Yavatshwar and the headsprings of which form the mainstay of the present water-supply. The main street is a broad thoroughfare while the lower road is also wide. But the buildings in both are of small pretensions and there is little either picturesque or attractive in the streets, apart from the people and shops which impart plenty of life and variety. The square containing the old and new palaces is fairly large and the effect of the large buildings on its west is not unimposing though it is disfigured by the mean buildings on the eastern side. Altogether the town, though pleasing when viewed from the fort and beautifully situated, hardly gains on acquaintance with the interior.

The climate of Sátára is one of the best in Western India and is said to be particularly good for Europeans. The hot season generally sets in about the beginning of March. Its beginning is sometimes sudden and well marked, but more frequently gradual; and the heat of the weather increases pretty steadily during the month. The indoor thermometer reaches considerable elevation at an early period of the day not beginning to decline until eight in the evening. In ordinary years the heat reaches its maximum in April. In the early part of May the temperature somewhat declines; and after the middle of the month, westerly winds become more prevalent, and the air is cooled by the clouds which then begin to form on the neighbouring mountains. Throughout the hot season the early mornings are calm and serene and the air is cool and pleasant until about seven. After eight in the morning the heat rapidly increases. The early part of the day is generally still, or there is a light air veering from east to north. The exceptions to this generally occur in March, particularly about the period of the equinox (21st March), at which time a high hot land wind occasionally blows throughout the day. Soon after midday a strong westerly breeze sets in with a sudden gust, and continues to blow during the remainder of the day. This constitutes the hot wind of this part of the Deccan. It begins during March, between twelve and two at noon, and generally by midday in April and the first half of May, after which it is usually the prevailing wind throughout the twenty-four hours. It blows with considerable strength, and is hot, dry, and disagreeable until sunset, when it becomes milder and less gusty, and towards dusk it gradually gets soft, cool, and refreshing. When it does not set in, till after two, it generally continues warm and unpleasant until late in the evening. In the early part of May it rarely retains its warmth beyond five in the evening, after which hour it is comparatively pleasant, and in the latter half of the month it gains a pleasant degree of wetness and an invigorating freshness, in its passages through the mists, fogs, and clouds which at that time gather on the summits of the Sahyádris. In the early part of the season the westerly wind usually blows till eight or nine in the evening when it shifts to the northward, and is occasionally followed by a close night; but during April and May the sea breeze generally blows with greater or less strength until morning and thereby ensures cool nights. April is both thermometrically and to
the feelings the hottest month, March is thermometrically the
coldest, but the climate of May is more pleasant to the feelings
than either of the other two months. Two or three heavy thundershower from the eastward generally fall towards the end of May
and occasionally one or two showers in April. Though always
preceded by a close atmosphere, these showers are generally followed
by a considerable abatement of the hot winds. The heat of Sátára
then is neither immoderate nor protracted. It is rarely very oppressive
to the feelings, nor does the climate in the hot season prove so
relaxing or exhausting to the system as might be expected from
its abstract temperature. This arises partly from the dryness of
the atmosphere, but chiefly from its rarefaction and from the
regularity and strength of the sea breezes. In a substantial thatched
house, with the doors shut and the windows closed and screened
between the hours of from seven to nine in the morning and five
in the evening, the temperature in the hottest month of the season
usually ranges between 76° and 84°. Tattis are neither absolutely
necessary nor do they do much good. A single tatti put up in the
afternoon is useful as a means of renewing the inner air, rather than
of cooling the apartment, its effect being to elevate rather than to
depress the thermometer, in consequence probably of the wind
blowing at that time from the seaward. In the outer air the wind
is felt to be unpleasantly hot, but the reflected heat is by no means
so great as might be expected, or as it is found to be in less elevated
and more inland parts of the Presidency. The parched and brown
appearance of the surrounding country is agreeably relieved by the
fresh foliage of the surrounding trees.

During the first half of June a gradual change is felt from the
dry and unpleasant heat of the hot season to the soft and refreshing
temperature of the monsoon. On some days there is a genial
softness of the air with westerly breezes; on others, and these
perhaps the most numerous, the atmosphere is close and hot in the
early part of the day; soon after noon clouds begin to form on the
eastern horizon, and the day closes in with a heavy thunder-shower
from the same quarters. These thunder-showers vary much both
in frequency and severity in different years. The date at which the
south-west monsoon sets in varies in different years, but it generally
begins between the tenth and twentieth of June. For one or two
days the characteristic initiatory monsoon clouds are observed to
cap the summits of the surrounding hills accompanied by a
delicious freshness of the air, and at length the monsoon begins
usually during the day, either with dense drizzling showers or with
steady heavy rain continued for an entire day. The climate now
gains the coolness characteristic of the Deccan monsoon; vegetation,
which had partially sprung up under the influence of the preceding
thunder-showers, now increases with astonishing rapidity, and in a
few days the fields and surrounding hills assume the freshness and
verdure of a northern spring. The weather throughout the
remainder of June, and during the month of July and greater
part of August, presents the same general character, modified to
a certain extent by the relative quantity of rain. For about a
fortnight in July the rain falls heavily. But during the rest of the
monsoon there are two or three heavy falls of a week or ten days
each. The weather during these falls gets chilly and damp. The temperature is cool, equable, and very agreeable to the feelings, being alike removed from sultriness on the one hand and from unpleasant chilliness on the other; there is a pleasant alternation of dense dark gray sky with partial sunshine; a fresh breeze blows with scarcely any interruption from west-south-west and the rain chiefly falls in short though frequent showers, in the intervals of which exercise in the open air is very agreeable. The station is protected by the adjoining hills from the full violence of the rains and of the boisterous winds which prevail on the summits of these hills, and in a less degree on the narrow tract of country from their base to the sea-coast, while it is exempted from the scanty and uncertain falls and the frequent droughts of the inland country, only a few miles to the eastward. Although the occurrence of short and drizzling showers in the afternoon, which are generally most frequent in the scantiest monsoons, interferes with the evening exercise, no excessive dampness of the air is ever experienced indoors. Towards the end of August or beginning of September the showers become lighter, more partial, and of shorter duration; the air is sensibly drier and warmer but still pleasant, and the wind begins to shift at times to the northward of west, while clouds are again observed to rest on the tops of the higher hills, and occasionally in the morning to trail along their sides; and during the day elevated white fleecy clouds with large intervening patches of blue sky take the place of the darker and denser rain clouds of the previous months. During the latter half of the month the air is at times close and sultry, but in general it is pleasantly moist and agreeable to the feelings. The winds are now light and variable, veering from north-west round by north to east. From the latter quarter proceed the thunder-showers that mark the close, as they usher in the beginning, of the monsoon. Hailstorms too are occasionally experienced at this time.

The climate of the four monsoon months, which, but for the opportune fall of the periodical rains would prove the hottest part of the year, is in this part of the Deccan more agreeable than that of the cold season. The temperature in a house during three months of this period ranges generally from 72° to 75°; the atmospheric moisture is moderate, and exercise in the open air during the day may be indulged in with pleasure and greater impunity than during the months of the cold season. During the twenty-four years ending 1883 the rainfall varied at Sátára from thirty inches in 1866 to fifty-eight inches in 1875 and averaged 41.52. The rainfall at the civil hospital situated in the town usually exceeds that in the station situated a mile north-east by six or eight inches. The month of October connects the rainy and cold seasons. During the first part of the month the sky is usually chequered with clouds; there are occasional short heavy showers, with or without thunder, from the eastward; the winds are light and changing, and the air is soft and occasionally close, though by no means unpleasantly warm. The atmosphere is without the bracing freshness so characteristic of

1 Details are given above pp. 22-24.
the mountain air at this time; but, on the other hand, it does not
partake of the oppressiveness which is felt on the coast. But
when there is a deficiency of the late rains, a hot dry easterly
wind sometimes prevails, succeeded by close nights. In the latter
part of the month the sky is clear, and the air becomes dry
and warm at midday. In the evening there is generally a light
westerly wind and a heavy dew at night. The cold season usually
begins in the first week of November, after which, and during the
two following months, the climate maintains a tolerably uniform
and steady character. The mornings are still and cool, and frequently
cold; and during November, but rarely afterwards, a smoky fog
generally rests over the beds of the Yenna and the Krishna rivers
until seven or eight. In the early part of the day an easterly or
north-easterly wind springs up, and blows with varying degrees of
strength, but in general very moderately, until three or four in the
afternoon, when it either subsides into a light easterly air, or draws
to the southward, and is succeeded by a still night. In clear
weather, during the early part of the season, there is a pretty
copious deposit of dew. Towards the end of January the wind
begins to draw westward in the evening, and in February the sea
breeze generally sets in with great regularity between eleven and
one and blows through the rest of the day, rendering the climate
more agreeable than in the colder and drier months that precede
it. Such is the prevailing character of the weather of the cold
season. But there are frequent intervals of cloudy weather, which
lasts for a week or ten days. The coldest weather is always
experienced when the sky is perfectly clear, and the wind
is either due east, or one or two points to the northward of east.
A few showers of rain generally fall in the course of the cold
months, but they are less frequent and less heavy at this station
than in the district to the east. They occur most frequently
in November, though occasionally at other times. A plentiful
fall of the late autumnal rain is not less beneficial to the climate
than it is to the crops of the cold season, and tends more
particularly to temper the dryness and freshness of the east winds.
The mean temperature in the four winter months, excluding October,
usually averages from $68^\circ$ to $76^\circ$, but though this is the coolest
period of the year, the weather is not so pleasant as the monsoon
climate. The air is often unpleasantly dry, particularly when the
wind blows uninterruptedly from the east for several days in
succession, without drawing round to the southward or westward.
In the cold season the temperature sometimes varies as much as
$40^\circ$ in twenty-four hours.

The hills in the neighbourhood are composed of trap, capped
in some places, as at Yavteshvar, with laterite. At Sátára the soil
varies in depth from two or three feet to perhaps fifteen or twenty
and consists of a soft, spongy, easily friable murum overlying the
hard trap-rock.

Its situation on a hill-slope gives Sátára excellent natural facilities
for drainage. The slope is generally from south-west to north-east
and the stormwater is carried off from the west by the large Krineshvar
streamlet which rises in the hills beyond the Mahárdara springs
in the curve formed by the Yavteshvar range, whilst that from the steep precipitous sides on the north of the fort is conveyed by six streamlets which flow through the town and, like the Krineshvar, eventually discharge themselves into the Yenna. All these streams dry up after the rainy season is over.

Satara was first formally divided into seven divisions which are supposed to date from the reign of Shahu I (1708-1749) who is reputed to have done much for the improvement of the town. The names were Ravivâr or Adîtvâr, Somvâr, Mangalvâr, Budhvâr, Guruvâr, Shukravâr, and Shanvâr, after the days of the week. There was also an independent division known as the Máchi close under the fort. The village of Karanja on the north and the suburb of Raghunâthpur at its south-west corner; the quarter called Basappa’s Peth between Karanja and the town, the village of Godoli three quarters of a mile east, and the Sadar Bazar within the station have also been included within municipal limits. The western and southern divisions, that is the Máchi and the Mangalvâr and Shukravâr Peths, are the oldest parts of the town proper, and probably all that existed up to the time when (1660) Shivaji the Great took up his residence in Satara and made it the seat of government. Each of the above divisions, though of unequal size, was compact and had tolerably regular boundaries. But they contained blocks or sub-divisions with distinct names. These blocks have since become separate divisions, and when such is the case the old names cling only to the remainder of the original divisions from which these blocks were formed. Hence the irregular shape and size of the present divisions of the town, which number twenty-two and vary in extent from two to 132 acres.

Of the eight original divisions or Peths, Ravivâr Peth was the most easterly and was almost square, running through the whole length of the town. Next on its western side came a narrow strip, the Guruvâr, then another narrow strip divided into two parts, that is the Budhvâr or northern and the Shanvâr or southern. West of the Budhvâr division lay the Shukravâr division of irregular shape and west of the Shanvâr the Somvâr division, another strip, and beyond it again, the Mangalvâr division of irregular shape. To the south of the Mangalvâr Somvâr and Shanvâr divisions was the Máchi.

The old Ravivâr division contains the following blocks: In the north centre Pantâcha got or Pant’s shed, so called because it contained the residence of the Pant Pratinidhi. It has an area of ten acres, seventy houses, and a population of 230 mostly Government servants. The water-supply is from two wells a small unbuilt pond and two cisterns of Yavteshvar water. In the north-west the Mahâr Peth has an area of ten acres, 123 houses, and a population of 872 mostly oil-pressers or Telis. The water-supply is from four wells one tank and two cisterns. The cisterns in front of the Police head-quarters were built in 1872 at a cost of £40 (Rs. 400); in front of the jail is a native rest-house. In the centre are Râjaspura and Durga Peth. Râjaspura has an area of sixteen acres, thirty-three

1 Máchi is the common name for hamlets attached to forts.
houses, and a population of 152 mostly Musalmáns. Durga Peth is
the most thickly populated in the town. It has an area of two acres,
sixty houses, and a population of 250 mostly Mángs of the late Rája’s
artillery. It has one small native rest-house. The south-west corner
is named Kesharkae’s Peth and includes parts of the fort slopes. It
has an area of twenty-seven acres, 112 houses, and a population of 522
one-fourth of which are Musalmáns. The last three blocks have no
wells or cisterns, but depend for their water-supply on the neighbour-
ing sub-divisions. There remains the present Ravivář division with
an area of sixty-one acres, eighty-nine houses, and a population of 409
mostly lime-burners. The water-supply is from two reservoirs one
within the rest-house enclosure, the other opposite the treasury. It
has a large rest-house adjoining the Poona-Kolhápúr road.

The Guruvář Peth contains no separately named blocks. With an
area of twenty-seven acres, it has 579 houses, and a population of
2916 mostly silk-dyers and spinners. The water-supply is from
twenty-three wells, one of them municipal.

The Shanvář Peth contains no separate block. With an area of
ninety-four acres, it has 777 houses and a population of 3785 about a
fourth of whom are Bráhmans. Its water-supply is from fifty-two
wells, one of them municipal. It has two schools, one Government-
branch vernacular and the other an American Mission school.

The Budhávar Peth contains two blocks. The Pratáp ganj, on
the north-west, called after Rája Pratápsinh (1818-1839), has an
area of twelve acres, 127 houses, and a population of 737 mostly
tailors basket-makers and coppersmiths. It has two private anglo-
vernacular schools. Sadáshiv Peth on the south has an area of
ten acres, 193 houses, and a population of 706 mostly Musalmáns
and Bráhmans. The water-supply is from fourteen wells and a
reservoir. It contains the meat and vegetable markets. There
remains the present Budhávar Peth with an area of thirty-four acres,
214 houses, and a population of 932 mostly Musalmáns and Sangars
or wool traders. The water-supply is from fourteen wells and a
reservoir. It has two private Maráthi schools and a native rest-
house built by the municipality in 1874 at a cost of £122 (Rs. 1220).

The Somvář Peth contains the Yádo Gopál block, a narrow strip
cut off from its south-west corner. It has an area of forty-seven
acres, 193 houses, and a population of 1084 one-fourth of them
Bráhmans. The water-supply is from thirty wells, one of which is
municipal. The remainder or present Shanvář Peth has an area of
twenty-six acres, 355 houses, and a population of 1811 mostly brass
and copper smiths and dancing-girls. The water-supply is from
fifteen wells and a large reservoir. It has two vernacular schools
one Government and the other private, and one rest-house built in
1858.

The Shukravář Peth contained a block at its south-east corner,
the present Bhavánt Peth, which contains the old and new palaces
and principal square of the city. It has an area of thirty-four acres,
167 houses, and a population of 1137 mostly traders and shopkeepers.
The water-supply is from nineteen wells, two reservoirs, and one
fountain. This is the busiest of all the Peths and contains the High
SÁTÁRA.

School, District and Subordinate Judge’s courts, head-quarter offices of the Assistant and Deputy Collectors and Magistrates, and the principal shops and banks of the town. The present Shukravár Peth has an area of 132 acres, 182 houses, and 941 people mostly the poorer classes. Water is supplied from two reservoirs, a large pond and twenty-eight wells one of them municipal. This division contains the Jalmirir or water-pavilion and some schools.

The west portion of this Peth was separately named Kanupura but has not become a distinct division. The western and larger half of the old Mangalvár Peth contained the following blocks now separate divisions: Vyankatpura, including a small block called Dhavalpura, has an area of twenty-six acres, 130 houses, and a population of 963 one-half of whom are well-to-do Bráhmans. Water is supplied from thirty wells and two reservoirs, one of the Marátha government and the other municipal built in 1862 at a cost of £67 (Rs. 670). There are two vernacular schools, one private and the other Government. South of Vyankatpura lies Chimanpura with an area of sixty-five acres, 85 houses, and a population of 520 more than half of whom are Bráhmans. Water is supplied from two reservoirs, one for low castes, and twenty-one private wells. East of Chimanpura lies Rámacha Got with an area of forty-two acres, 208 houses, and a population of 1250 mostly Gujáráti money-lenders, jewellers, and lime-burners. Water is supplied from twenty-three private wells, and there is one Government vernacular school. There remains the present Mangalvár Division with an area of eighty-six acres, 423 houses, and a population of 2530 one-third of whom are well-to-do Bráhmans mostly moneylenders. Water is supplied from two large ponds and sixty-nine wells, three of them municipal. There are two rest-houses in this division, one of them municipal and one private.

The Máchi Peth contains no separate blocks. It has an area of twenty-seven acres, fifty-seven houses, and a population of 250 mostly labourers. The water-supply is from six wells and seven reservoirs.

Basappa’s Peth is a detached sub-division about two hundred yards north of the Guruvár Peth. It has an area of two acres, forty-five houses, and a population of 195 mostly coppersmiths.

Ragunáthpura, the south-west corner of Karanja, has an area of eleven acres, ninety-five houses, and a population of 444 mostly gardeners, tanners, and hide-dealers.

Karanja Village, with an area of about half a square mile, has 206 houses, a school, and a population of 2261 principally cultivators. It is the site of Aurangzeb’s camp when he besieged Sátára fort in 1700. To the village is attached a hamlet inhabited by washermen.

Godoli Village, with an area of about half a square mile, has 181 houses and a population of 1217.

The Sadar Bázár, which belongs to the station but is under the Municipality, has an area of twenty-eight acres, 343 houses, and a population of 1954 mostly Párisí Musalmáns and Mhárs. Water is supplied from seven wells. There are four private rest-houses and four schools three of them private and one Mission.
Chapter XIV.

Places.

Sátára.

Roads.

The 1872 census showed for Sátára a population of 25,603 of whom 21,824 or 85.24 per cent were Hindus, 3176 or 12.40 per cent were Musalmáns, 549 Christians, and 54 Others. The 1881 census showed an increase of 3425 or 29,928 of whom 24,809 or 85.47 per cent were Hindus, 3596 or 12.38 per cent Musalmáns, 527 Christians, forty-eight Pársís, and forty-eight Others.¹

A large portion of the town was originally laid out by the late Major-General Briggs a former Resident at the court of the late Rája, and broad roads running from south to north and east to west were constructed as the principal thoroughfares. Twenty-six miles of made roads are kept out of municipal funds.

The principal outlets from the town are, one at the post office where a large rest-house is situated on the Poona-Belgaum mail road, and whence branch roads, to Pandharpur by Mähuli and Koregaon, to Tásgaon by Rahimatpur the old Poona road, another by the tunnel at the south-west angle of the town which communicates with Parli fort and by a cross road with the Belgaum road further south; and a third by the road running north from the Bhavání Peth which joins the new Poona and Mahábaleshvar roads about a mile from the town. From the post office a large street runs west to the Bhavání Peth and another along the south of the town to the tunnel. From this another street branches west to the Bhavání Peth. This is the broadest street in the town and contains the principal shops. Another large street runs parallel to this a little further south but has not much traffic. There are two principal streets running from south to north, the one from the Adálát váda to the last street mentioned and so on through the length of the town, the other from the tunnel turning to the Bhavání Peth. From the Bhavání Peth also branch two main streets, the one northwards to the Poona road and the other westwards through the Mangalvár and Vyankatpura divisions.

The tunnel is cut through the base of an offshoot of the hill to the south of the town for securing communication with the roads leading to Karád in the south-east and to the fort of Parli in the south-west, the burial place of Rámdás Svámi the spiritual guide of Shiváji. It was built in 1855 soon after the death of the last Rája of Sátára, under the direction of Captain P. L. Hart. A tablet built at the entrance shows that the tunnel was completed in 1855 at a cost of £2900 (Rs. 29,000) when Mr. Ogilvy was Commissioner of Sátára.

The city has 4084 houses of which ninety-eight are of the better sort and 3986 of the poorer sort. The better class of houses are, as a general rule, built upon a plinth of well chiselled cut-stones with a superstructure of burnt bricks and roofed with good seasoned wood sometimes with an upper storey. The outer walls of the principal houses of this class are strongly built with a gateway leading into an open court-yard with a veranda running all round the main building. The rooms and the upper stories have generally windows facing the court-yard. The roofs of the houses are invariably covered with the flat brick tiles

¹ Distribution details of the city population are given above pp. 557-559.
made in the town. The front storeys have in some cases balconies facing the roads which add to the appearance of the building.

The houses of the poorer sort have generally a coarse rubble plinth and are built with sun-dried bricks, the walls being in many cases plastered with mud. They have only one groundfloor, and when they have an upper storey or loft it is generally set apart as a lumber room. They have the doors generally opening into the streets, and in some instances a row of small windows. The ventilation of these houses is very defective as it is only from the low doorway opening into the street by which air finds admittance into the house in the daytime, while during the night the door being closed, ventilation is obstructed. All these buildings are also covered with tiles. The internal arrangement of these houses is generally regulated according to the social position, means, and the religious prejudices of the owners. Houses of the better sort, belonging to well-to-do Brāhmans Prabhus and Marāthás, contain generally a separate god-room, cook-room, sleeping room, store-room, and a hall, the hall being generally more spacious and open to light than the other apartments. The rooms for the female members of the family and bathing rooms are also provided for in the rear of the building. Privies, cattle-sheds and stables are detached from the main building. Poor houses cannot afford such conveniences, but when the owner of such a house happens to be a Brāhman these objects are attained by the use of reed or bamboo partition walls plastered with mud. If however the house is sufficiently large, mud walls are built to form the requisite number of rooms for accommodation. Some of the newly built houses have been provided with means of ventilation and the old practice of carving the figures of animals or any mythological characters on the wood work of the building is dying out. Except the figures of such mythological characters as are considered both devotional and virtuous, coloured paintings on the walls are replaced by yellow blue and pink paints.

The houses of Muhammadans have the halls and the female apartments more spacious and well ventilated, the rest of the internal arrangements of the buildings being the same as observed in Hindu houses. The Pārsis, who form but a very small portion of the community have their houses built entirely after European fashion.

Sátára is throughout the year the seat of the judge and civil surgeon, and during the rains of the Collector, the assistant and deputy collectors, the police superintendent, district forest officer and district engineers for irrigation and public works. It is also the head-quarters of the chief revenue and police offices of the Sátára sub-division and is provided with a municipality, church, jail, courthouse, civil hospital, high school, civil jail, post and telegraph offices, the offices of the staff officer, and of the deputy commissary and the barracks serjeant, a travellers’ bungalow, and a fort.

On the 1st of August 1853 Sátára was constituted a municipality, in 1875 declared a town municipality under Act VI. of 1873, and a city municipality since March 1884. To the east and north-east of the town are the residency and civil station in which European and
Native troops are quartered whilst the Sadar Bazár of the station forms the district municipal quarters or peth.

In 1882-83, besides a credit balance of £2589 (Rs. 25,890) and a loan of £10,000 (Rs. 1,00,000) taken during the year, the municipality had a net income of £5127 (Rs. 51,270) or a taxation of about 3s. 6½d. (Rs. 1½) a head. This income is chiefly drawn from octroi. During the same year the expenditure amounted to £9308 (Rs.93,080) of which £5000 (Rs. 50,000) were spent on buildings for the city water-supply.

The water-supply of Sátára is chiefly derived from three sources Yavteshvar, Mahárdara, and wells. The first is from the summit of the Yavteshvar hill where an intercepting masonry channel was made during the Marátha rule along the northern ridge which catches the water from about thirty springs as they issue along the verge of the hill. The channel passes along the eastern face and that of the dividing ridge and over the tunnel along the side of the fort and is distributed from the highest point of the town near the Rang Mahál. It supplies eighty-seven public fountains and dipping wells and ten private cisterns. The water is extremely pure, but runs short during the hot weather (March-May) when it is most needed.

The second is known as the Mahárdara and is taken from three masonry ponds in the valley of the Krishneshvar stream in the Yavteshvar recesses. The water is let out by sluices into a channel to the large pond in the Mangálvár Peth known as Shripatriáv Pratinidhi’s Tank and built by the Pant Pratinidhi of that name about 1730. From this pond the water is raised by a Persian wheel usually worked by two bullocks and supplied by channels to the western quarters of the town, the Jaimandir or water pavilion and the old and new palace reservoirs, and a dipping well close to the town library. It is estimated that the Yavteshvar and Mahárdara supplies together yield about twenty gallons a head, except in April May and June when they sink down to three or four gallons a head or even less. The public dipping wells are raised stone cisterns about three or four feet deep and are divided into compartments for the exclusive use of different castes of Hindus and for Musalmáns. The Mhárs and Mángs are not allowed to enter the enclosures where high caste Hindus draw water; and in some quarters of the town until lately no provision was made by which they could obtain it. Now at certain fountains men are employed by the municipality to distribute the water to the low caste people outside the enclosure and at other places separate cisterns outside have been provided for their use. Besides the above there are 425 wells which however nearly all run dry in the hot weather and seven ponds the water of which is mostly undrinkable. Of the various ponds and wells the following are worth special mention. The dipping well adjoining the civil hospital in the Guruvár Peth is a fine bit of work and the principal source of supply of the Yavteshvar water. One of the ponds in the Budhvr Peth known as the Diván’s Tank is of good masonry, 100 feet long and 10 feet deep with a broad flight of steps. It was built by the father of the
present Tátya Sáheb Diván. To the east of Shukravár Peth is Bájiráv’s well, a fine bit of masonry built by Bájiráv the second Peshwa (1720 - 1740). It has a flight of sixty steps and is eighty feet deep and about forty feet in diameter. The Badámi well in the same division behind the Jalmandir or water pavilion is a curious structure so called from its almond-like shape. In the middle of the Shanvár Peth is a large pond called the Imámpuri. It was originally hewn out as a quarry which was afterwards abandoned and when water collected in it used as a pond. A parapet has been erected and its sides have been repaired from time to time. But it usually runs dry in the hot weather.

Nightsoil is removed from the town under the superintendence of two inspectors. There are two iron and eight wooden night-soil carts for its removal and they make seven trips during the night. The filth is taken to the Genda Mal, an open space to the north, where it is stored in 390 pits each ten feet long by seven broad and six deep dug in the ground. Here are also removed and buried all dead animals.

There are two open market-places and two market buildings. The Monday market is held in the southern half of the Bhaváni square. On Thursdays and Saturdays it is held in a square to the south of the lower road about a quarter of a mile west of the jail. At all these markets grain, and at the Thursday and Saturday bazárs livestock, are brought for sale. On Tuesday mornings a small rice market is held in the Bhaváni square.

The permanent markets are in Sadásiv Peth and consist of three parallel ranges of buildings. They are on the right or north of the lower road about 150 yards beyond the second open market place. There are two rows of shops running east to west about 450 feet long separated by wooden partitions. They are flanked by two smaller rows running north to south about a hundred feet long.

In the middle of the space are two plinths, one covered, about 150 feet long and divided lengthwise by partition walls running east and west. On these the vegetable sellers sit and the shops are rented from the municipality by traders of various kinds but principally in grain cloth and hardware. To the north is a large open space of about 1200 square yards usually occupied by Dhangars with sheep for sale. Fifty yards north-west of these markets is the meat market, a space of about 27 yards by 14 enclosed with buildings opening inwards and divided into two sections by an open passage six yards wide running east and west. This contains the meat stalls. All stalls and shops are rented from the municipality. The buildings are all plain brick with tiled roofs and raised on stone plinths about five feet high and are without any architectural pretensions.

Most of the vegetable and fruit gardens are to the north of the Budhvar Peth between Sátára and Karanja and are worked by the Mális of Raghunáthpura. Behind the old and new palaces is the Shikhri Bág, a palm and plantain garden in former days used by the Zenana people of the Marásáth Rájá and now belonging to Ábá Sáheb Bhousle. There are other private gardens formerly
belonging to the Rajás of Satára and now to Abá Sáheb at Khed two miles north-east and at Khondiye two miles north-west.

The station has a fair collection of roses and other plants at the recreation ground, while there is also a Government recreation ground garden supported partly by voluntary subscriptions whence plants and European vegetables are obtainable. The supply greatly varies owing chiefly to unsteadiness of demand and frequent change in the management.

As above explained most of the ancient town was under the fort walls. According to tradition Shiváji used to reside principally in the fort. He and his successors used the old Adálat våda as a court for the transaction of business. The Peshwás afterwards appropriated it entirely to their own use. The Rang Mahál was used as a pleasure house and on the shoulder of the fort was the Ránis' pleasure house, principally used by them for witnessing the Dásara processions. Neither these nor any other of the old buildings seem to have been remarkable for elaborate carving or for architectural decorations. The rooms were low and the court-yards the reverse of spacious. Nothing of an imposing nature seems to have been attempted till Rája Pratápsinh built the old palace in 1824.

The Adálat våda is situated at the base of the fort walls not far from the post office junction on the road to the tunnel. Its plinth is about ten feet high on the outside and was so built in order to obtain a level basement as the slope of the hill is considerable. The gateway is plain; a flight of a dozen steps leads to the court which is as usual rectangular about 50 feet square surrounded by buildings, mostly inhabited only in the upper storeys, the lower being long verandas opening on to the courts. Behind this is a solid block of buildings. The whole covers about 225 feet by 160. The civil courts were held in this building till the new palace was appropriated by Government in 1876.

The Rang Mahál, about 220 yards east of the Adálat våda, was originally a rectangular building facing north about 100 feet long and 50 feet wide on an enclosure 150 feet wide. It was burnt in 1874 when the high school which had been held in it since 1849 was transferred to the old palace. Sháhu the first died at the Rang Mahál which therefore must date from at least as early as his reign. Directly in front of it is a large enclosure known as the mansion of the Senápati or commander-in-chief. The walls have all been pulled down since its confiscation at the banishment of the Senápati with the Rája Pratápsinh. The enclosure was nearly 350 feet square.

North of this is a rectangular building with two wings which used to be the elephant stable in the days when a number were required for state purposes. North of this again is the mámlatdár's kacheri or office. It consists of the eastern half of a mansion which originally belonged to the Shirkes, one of the most ancient Marátha families, and was confiscated by Government after the mutiny in 1857 on proof of the complicity of the elder Shirke.

About 220 yards east of the Adálat våda and about forty yards down the first turn to the right, on the left hand side of the street is the Sachiv's mansion. The block of buildings occupies about 150
feet square. There is a garden with a few plantains at the back but there is little remarkable in the mansion.

About a hundred and twenty yards beyond the turn to the Sachiv's mansion is that of the Daphle another of the principal feudatories and chief of Jath. It is of about the same size as the Sachiv's mansion and has a plantain and palm garden to the north. The chief of late has been residing pretty constantly in this mansion. About eighty yards north of the Sachiv's mansion along the same street is Nātu's mansion, now belonging to the descendants of Balvantrāv Nātu, one of the principal adherents of the Rāja Shāhājī, who was principally concerned in unmasking the plots of the Rāja Pratāpsinh against the British Government from whom he received handsome rewards for his loyalty. This mansion is noteworthy as being much used in former days by the Peshwās as their private residence.

The Pant Pratinidhi's mansion is situated in the Pant's Got, and is not in any way remarkable. Adjoining it in the south is a large set of stables. The treasury and account offices with those of the permanent head-quarter Magistrate and Deputy Collector are situated in a block of buildings known as the Hajiri bungalow. They are north of the Poona road close to the post office junction. The treasury is in a two-storeyed block in the centre. The other offices are in buildings lining the sides of the enclosure. A broad causeway leads on to the large open space forming the present race course. The name of this set of buildings is taken from the fact that it was the head-quarters and muster or hajiri ground of the army in Marātha times. The buildings occupy a space of about 200 feet square. The present buildings were erected by Davlat Khān, the commandant of the cavalry or risāla under the last two Rājās, out of savings accumulated from the sale of stable manure.

The present police head-quarters are in a block of buildings directly opposite the jail and about equal in size to the Hajiri bungalow. They were originally the head-quarters of the cavalry belonging to the last two Rājās.

On a shoulder of the fort-hill was situated a small palace used by the Rānis as a pleasure-house, and principally for viewing the Dasara sports. These sports were one of the principal institutions under Marātha rule. They are held in honour of the slaughter of a demon named Mahishāsur, by the devi who was created by Shiv at the intercession of the minor deities on account of the devastations caused by the demon. This demon had the form of a buffalo centaur. The ceremonies therefore commenced with the slaughter of a buffalo before the shrine of Bhavānī, the patron goddess of the Marāthās, the fatal blow being given by the Rāja himself. But first the buffalo is taken in procession round the city very much in the character of the Jewish scapegoat as a victim to carry away the sins and evils bodily or spiritual of the city. His slaughter is an act of merit, though no Hindu will eat his flesh which is given to the outcastes. On the same day an unlimited number of sheep and goats are also sacrificed in honour of Bhavānī. Great veneration is paid to horses who are decorated in fantastic fashion and also form a principal
part of the procession. The forehead of every horse was anointed with the blood of the sheep or goat, and after that the flesh was eaten by the grooms or horsekeepers. The next ceremony after the slaughter of the buffalo, which took place generally towards evening, used to be the great procession headed by the Rája and followed by all his nobles. In this procession it was a point of honour that the nobles should bear all their insignia and come in the highest state for which they were entitled. For instance, a noble entitled to sit in a pálkhi would be bound so to appear, and his appearance on horseback would be disrespectful. About the neighbourhood of the Hajiri Bungalow were planted numerous apta trees typical again of the demon who was slain on the day. The procession over, the Rája struck the first tree and his followers the rest. The leaves of the tree were then gathered by the populace as the spoil of the demon. They were considered typical of gold pieces, and were afterwards given to friends as complimentary presents and wishes of good luck. The day terminated with the chief darbâr or state assemblage of the year on which offerings were made to the reigning prince who in his turn bestowed dresses of honour titles and rewards.¹ The only other buildings of Marâtha times worth mentioning are the Farás Khâna or store-house of camp equipage and the pâga or Rája’s stables both adjoining the large square.

In the Shukravâr Peth are two water pavilions or jalmandirs, the old and the new. The old pavilion, which was laid out by Râja Pratâpsinh in 1824-25, is a plain one-storeyed building and had one room of which the walls and ceilings were covered with looking-glass. It is now occupied by the local municipality by whom the building and the pleasant garden attached to it have been repaired at some outlay. A pretty little pond between the municipal office and the garden adds to the attraction of the place. The new water pavilion owned by Aba Sâheb Bhonsle was laid out by Râja Pratâpsinh’s brother much about the same time as the old building. It has a large and beautiful garden divided into two parts, the upper or western and the lower or eastern. The upper part contains the water pavilion, which is two-storeyed and built on a pavement in the centre of a small tank. It has also a mirror-room of two apartments, one containing pictures of native and Anglo-Indian celebrities by native artists. The walls and ceiling of the other are completely covered with mirrors. The garden contains a large number of cocoa and betel palms and other fruit trees besides a good number of flower plants. It is intersected with parallel paths paved with well chiselled stones. The lower or eastern portion of the garden contains a pleasure-house. The buildings and gardens are up to the present time well taken care of and are frequented by people of all classes. The large open ground to the south of the garden, but within the enclosure of the jalmandir, is used during the rainy and cold seasons for foot races and athletic sports, a favourite amusement with the surviving Marâtha nobles and retainers. These sports attract many wrestlers from Nâgpur Baroda and Gwalior.

¹ Details are given below in Appendix D.
The palace in the Bhaváni Peth, which is a good specimen of native architecture, is a four-cornered block of buildings, occupying several acres of ground and the large open space in front admits of its being seen to advantage. There is nothing very imposing about the facade, the white plastered surface of which is only broken by numerous large windows and their wooden frame-work. A low veranda on wooden pillars runs along the ground floor. There is some carving about the wood-work, but it is too minute to produce any general effect on the building. The palace is in two blocks, one block called the old and another called the new. The old palace built in 1824 by Rája Pratápsinh can be seen to advantage from a distance of more than a mile in the east, while its terrace at the top fifty feet from the ground commands a full and extensive view of the whole town up to the base of the surrounding hills. Its right wing contains a large cistern for the use of the inmates of the palace. The front hall has two balconies on either side of the gateway from which the chiefs and the royal family used to look at the sports in the large open space below. This palace is now occupied by the local high school and was used as a relief house during the 1876-77 famine. The other block of the building that is the new palace is an improvement upon the old one and was built by Rája Sháháji in 1838 to supersede the Rang Maháal, a building of less pretensions immediately under the fort. A large portion of the building containing fifty-two rooms consisted of women’s quarters. The most distinguishing feature of the building is its solid structure. A gateway leads into a court-yard surrounded by a broad colonnade. The walls are covered with paintings of mythological subjects and hunting scenes. The audience hall at the upper end on the western side of the courtyard dedicated to Bhaváni, the patron goddess of the Maráthás, was built by Rája Sháháji in 1844. The hall is eighty-three feet long forty-five broad and twenty-five high. The roof is supported on two parallel longitudinal rows of teak beams, sixteen in each row with scollopéd horse-shoe arches between the pillars. The pillars during the Rája’s time were covered with tapestry consisting of rich brocade with profuse gold embroidery and spangles, while the sides of the hall were hung with costly materials of brilliant coloured Ghazni silk. The hall is surrounded on three sides by rows of fountains, which when in play throw up jets of water nearly twenty-five feet high. In a small but richly carved room opening from the colonnade was the royal throne. Near the throne-room is another in which Bhaváni, the far-famed sword of Shiváji, was kept. In the time of the late Rája, during the Navrátra holidays in Ashvín (September-October), the shrine of Bhaváni in the palace was much thronged with visitors from the town and the district especially by the relatives, dependents, and retainers of the Marátha nobles. In 1876 the palace was taken possession of by the British Government and the audience hall, together with a part of the colonnade on either side, is now occupied by the courts of the district and subordinate judges and of the higher district officers. The hall is still used as an audience and reception hall on occasions of grand state ceremonies.

The charitable institution called the Frere Annachhatra or Almshouse was founded on the 17th of September 1854 under
Government authority to commemorate the services rendered by the late Sir Henry Bartle Edward Frere when Commissioner of Sátára between 1848 and 1850. A fund was raised by voluntary contributions by the estate-holders bankers Government servants and pensioners. The amount to the credit of the fund stood on 1st January 1884 at £1106 2s. 4½d. (Rs.11,661 as. 3). Out of the interest of the fund, which amounted in 1883 to £44 3s. 8d. (Rs. 441 as. 13¼), grain of the value of 4s. (Rs. 2) is distributed every Sunday Tuesday and Thursday morning among the blind, the lame, and the helpless. At a place to the east of the town and north of the Pavai Náka is the tree near which the charity distribution takes place. The tree has a stone-work or pár round it bearing a Maráthi and an English inscription. The English inscription runs:

“This Testimonial in conjunction with a charitable Institution has been erected in the year 1865 by subscription of Ja‘girdár’s and others as a respectful tribute of gratitude and memory of His late Highness Sha‘haji Rája of Sátára and of H. B. E. Frere Esquire, the British Commissioner, Sátára.”

The number of persons receiving grain every Sunday Tuesday and Thursday varies from seventy-five to a hundred.

A large building in Shanvár Peth, built originally for a jail by the late Rája, was used for that purpose till 1864. Owing to its defective arrangements a new jail covering ten acres of land was built in 1864 in Malhár Peth on the site occupied by the late Rája’s arsenals, opposite the police head-quarters. The jail buildings were built by a gang of nearly 150 Chinese convicts. It is a fourth class jail, accommodating 125 persons or one prisoner to 648 cubic feet of space. The jail is more or less overcrowded the number of prisoners in ordinary times amounting to 400. Large numbers have recently been employed on extramural work, thereby decreasing the pressure on the central jail. There are two barracks for male prisoners running from south to north and facing each other capable of holding thirty prisoners each. The female ward, which is a detached building, provides accommodation for fourteen prisoners though the number often varies from thirty to forty. In addition to these are fifteen cells, each capable of holding nearly ten prisoners if necessary. There is a small detached building in the jail used as a hospital with beds for fifteen patients under the charge of a second class hospital assistant. Within the jail is one cistern supplied with cooking and drinking water from the Mahárdara reservoir and an unbuilt pond which serves as a reservoir for rain and spring water ordinarily used for watering the jail garden, and in the hot season when the supply at the cistern is generally scanty, for cooking and washing. The pond is the result of quarrying for the outer jail walls. Within the walls is a small garden where country and European vegetables are grown, the former for the use of the prisoners and the latter for the station. The other buildings are the office of the jail superintendent who is the civil surgeon and the manufactory. Among the articles turned out by convict labour are tapes, ropes, trouser cloth, towels, napkins, tablecloth, blankets,

1 Of the fifteen cells four are for under-trial prisoners, four for condemned prisoners, two for Europeans, four for boys, and one for other purposes.
and cane work. The number of convicts in the jail on the 31st of December 1882 was eighty-four. During the year 1883, 297 convicts were admitted and 311 were discharged. The construction of a new jail has been sanctioned by Government.

The Civil Hospital is situated in the Durga Peth on the south of the large thoroughfare connecting Bhavāni Peth with the tunnel road. The enclosure covers some 2000 square yards and contains an in-patients' ward and dispensing room on the south, hospital assistants’ quarters on the eastern and women’s ward on the northern side. Besides the Civil Surgeon who attends daily there is a resident hospital assistant. The hospital was established in 1840 and in 1883 treated 438 in-patients and 9047 out patients at a cost of £1219 4s. (Rs. 12,192).

The Municipal Office is on the north-east corner of the new palace, and consists of the old Jalmāndir. It is conveniently situated adjoining the most busy quarters of the town. The library is at the south-east corner of the Bhavāni square. It has 1761 English Marāthī and Sanskrit books and subscribes to the daily papers vernacular and Anglo-Indian and is much used as a reading room by educated natives. Several leading English periodicals and weeklies are also taken. This institution also serves as a circulating library to the Europeans of the station who subscribe pretty generally.

The High School is situated in the old palace and is attended by among others the sons of the Pant Pratīnīdhi and Pant Sachīv. There are nine other schools eight of them Marāthī and one Hindustānī. Of the eight Marāthī schools one is for girls. These ten schools had, in 1882-83, 1523 names on the rolls and an average attendance of 1241. Since 1874-75 the High School has passed, on an average, five pupils at the matriculation examination. Besides these ten Government schools, the city has an aided and inspected school with 102 names on the rolls and an average attendance of 82 pupils.

Of the ninety-seven temples, built some by the Sātāra chiefs and some by private persons, forty-four are in four divisions, thirteen in the Shanvār Peth, twelve in the Manglāvr Peth, eleven in the Guruvār Peth, and eight in Vyankatpura. The remaining fifty-three are distributed in the other divisions except Durga and Rājaspura which contain no temples. The two oldest temples of Māruti in the Guruvār Peth and of Ambābāi in the Mangalvār Peth are two hundred years old. None of these temple buildings are of any beauty or antiquity.1 The most patronised is the Krishneshvar temple in the extreme west of the city in Shukravār division. It consists of a plain stone shrine and vestibule with a hall on wooden pillars and a rectangular court lined with cloisters. There are regular services and expositions of the sacred books and the daily attendance is considerable. The temples of Bhuleshvar and Ganpati in the Mangalvār Peth near

---

1 The Sātāra city temples are so poor because Māhuli three miles to the east is the place of devotion for Sātāra and contains all the best temples. Details are given above under Māhuli pp. 516-519.
the large pond and of Ráni further south are also large and much patronised. On the first day and full-moon of every month, on the Mondays and especially the last Monday of Shravan or July-August troops of people are seen on the road to Máhuli. Many also pass this way up a Saturday on their way to the sacred hill of Jaranda seven miles distant. To Máhuli also are carried the dead of all who can afford it in order that the bodies may be burnt near the sacred Krishna and the ashes carried away by the stream. Of the ninety-seven temples twenty-nine receive from the British Government yearly cash allowances varying from 2s. to £21 (Rs.1 - 210).

Of the nineteen mosques six are found each in Guruvá and Shanvár Peths and the remaining seven in the Mangalvár, Raviyár, and Malhár Peths and in the Rámahágot Rájaspura and Durga Peth. The costliest of these mosques is in the Durga built at a cost of £10,000 (Rs.100,000) by the late Rája Pratápisinh at the request of Amin a dancing girl. It is a plain domed whitewashed building about fifty feet by forty and fifteen feet high. The building fronts east with four Saracenic arches, another row running down the centre of the building. The arches are ornamented in floral patterns of tolerable workmanship.

Immediately behind the southern block of market shops in the Sadáshiv Peth is the American Mission church. Regular services and preaching are held in the church and open air daily and on Sundays. The mission has a school about fifty yards north of the post office.

The station, immediately east of the town, has an area of three and a half square miles. It is situated very pleasingly on high ground about a mile from the right bank of the Yenna at the point where the stream reaches the more open vale of the Krishna into which it falls two miles lower down at Máhuli. Owing to the less confined position of the station, the amphitheatre of hills rising from the borders of the two rivers are seen to much greater advantage than from the town. Some of the hills in question, among which Chandan Vandan, Jaranda, Yavteshvar, and the hill fort of Sátára stand prominent, show in their most striking forms the distinctive features of the secondary trap formation and give a character of peculiar beauty to the scenery of the Sátára valley. These hills form most striking objects in the landscape from their boldness and variety in shape and colour. They environ the station on the north, south, and west in distances varying from two to eight or nine miles and reach heights approximately from 1000 to 1300 feet above the plain, the forms most general in them being table-shaped and hog-backed.

The surface of the station is well wooded and contains a large extent of grazing ground cut by several natural streamlets carrying the drainage into the Yenna. The soil immediately round is very shallow and consists chiefly of a light friable yellowish red mud formed from the decomposed trap with very little alluvial soil. But the black mould gradually deepens as it approaches the Yenna. From the rapidity with which the porous substratum of the soil soaks moisture and from the sloping nature of the ground
the surface very soon dries after the heaviest monsoon rains. There is very little watered land around and the neighbourhood is free from malarious influences. The station is most excellently provided with roads which intersect it in all directions and in many places are beautifully shaded. The old Poona road over the Nira bridge skirts the camp limits on the north-west and the road to Kolhapur, which is part of the Poona-Belgaum road, skirts its southern boundary above which lies Godoli village which is included in the camp limits. The road to Rahimatpur, which is part of the Sátára-Belgaum road, runs south-west through the station, while that to Máhuli which is part of the Sátára-Pandharpur road, passes nearly due east through its upper part. In the hot weather the aspect of the station is bare and brown as is inevitable. But the abundant rainfall in the monsoon clothes the surrounding hills and large open spaces with brilliant green and gives a park-like appearance to the whole landscape. There are few who will not be struck with the unusual verdure of Sátára during the rains as compared with most Indian stations. This lasts usually well over October and seldom entirely fades till late in November, when occasionally it is restored by a late fall of rain. The surrounding country is not good riding and there is but little game. But the drives are excellent. Few views are more beautiful than those of the Krishna at Máhuli and Vaduth, and of the Urmodi valley looking either south or south-west from the khind, a small opening in the hills three miles south along the Poona road.

The magnificent avenues of trees on the old Poona road are a sight in themselves, and delightful views of the hills are to be had up the Yenna valley by driving either along the Mahábaleshvar road as far as the shoulder which runs out to the north-east of the town or along the new Poona road to the Yenna bridge. The race course too is a fine open space whence the country round is excellently viewed.

The station water-supply is nearly all from wells. It runs very low in the hot weather. Danlatkhán’s Tank near the travellers’ bungalow and the new well in the Godoli pond last the longest. The best drinking water is to be had from the cistern near the Hajiri bungalow which contains Yavteshvar water. The military cantonnement of Sátára was transferred to the civil authorities and the municipality in 1867 when it became a civil station. The troops at present quartered consist of two companies of Her Majesty’s European Regiment and a Native Infantry Regiment.

Proceeding down the Máhuli road from the post office junction the first building is the Executive Engineer’s office on the right. Two hundred and fifty yards further on, also on the right hand, is the Collector’s bungalow and offices known as the Residency. Immediately east of the Residency enclosure are several blocks of barracks and in the north is a separate block conspicuous from its corrugated iron roof. Just before reaching the Residency gate a turn north is reached; a hundred and fifty yards down this road are the public gardens, the recreation ground of the European officers and their families. Another 150 yards lead to the European hospital, a low thatched building. The same distance further on is the mess
also thatched and easily recognizable from its size as compared with the neighbouring bungalows. The native lines are situated about 200 yards to the north-east of the mess, and between the lines and the mess is the parade ground. The Sadar bazár lies immediately to the north of the lines. Opposite the mess another road turns almost due west following which for 250 yards is reached the church on the right hand side of the road. About a hundred yards south-west of the church and in full view is the arsenal surrounded by a slight earthwork and a ditch.

The church of St. Thomas was opened in 1850. It is sixty-three feet from east to west and sixteen feet from north to south. At the east end is a handsome stained glass window and a carved teak screen. The Gothic roof is of teak and the pulpit of polished gray stone. The old colours of the 6th Native Infantry are crossed over the west entrance. The station has two Roman Catholic chapels one under the jurisdiction of the Roman Catholic Bishop of Bombay and the other under the jurisdiction of His Grace the Archbishop of Goa. The chapel under the Bishop of Bombay is in the Military Lines. It was built in 1863 by the Reverend De Souza, military chaplain of Sátára, partly from a Government contribution but chiefly at his own expense. The chapel under the jurisdiction of His Grace the Archbishop of Goa was built in 1846 by public subscription and dedicated to the Blessed Virgin Mary under the invocation of Nossa Senhora De Saude. Near the chapel, surrounded by a burnt brick wall repaired in 1866 by the Portuguese community, is a cemetery. The chaplain is paid by the Goa government. About half a mile north-east of the European barracks is the cemetery planted with flowers and cypresses and other fine trees. It contains a remarkable tomb with a white marble cross, to the wife of Thomas H. Leach, who died August 1870, and to her husband who died January 31st, 1875, when out with the police after a criminal and shot accidentally by one of his own police men. At the south-east corner is the grave, unmarked by a stone, of the wife of a sub-judge shot by her husband by accident. A little off to the right of the road leading to the fort is the old cemetery now closed where the oldest tomb is to Major Bromley who died July 15th, 1852.

The chief places of interest within easy reach of Sátára are Parli, Páteshvar, Yaveshvar, and the fort. The steep-sided and flat-topped hill fort of Sátára lies to the south of the town and at the end of one of the many Sahyádri spurs jutting south-east along the Yenna valley. It rises rather abruptly to the height of about 900 feet and commands the town and the view of a most extensive and superb panorama of hills among them Chandan and Vandan and the lofty ridge of Jaranda on the east, Yaveshvar and other hills on the west, and Parli to the south-west. It stretches for about 1100 yards from east to west and 600 yards from north to south.

3 Details are given above under Parli and Páteshvar and below under Yaveshvar.
Its summit is shaped like a triangle, the eastern portion of the rampart with a strong tower in the north stretching from the north-eastern to the south-eastern angle forming its base. It is defended by a steep perpendicular precipice of black rock about forty feet high surmounted by a masonry stone work and breastworks with loopholes for defence. There are only two gates one in the north 150 yards from the north-west angle and the other a mere sallyport on the south side, the same distance from the south-east angle. The approach to the last is almost inaccessible from steepness. That to the other is by an excellent path from the station. This path is about eight feet wide. It is about two miles long and starting from Godoli village strikes the shoulder of the fort hill on which the Rámis' palace is situated about half a mile from that village. It crosses the shoulder about half a mile further on and at a gentle gradient follows the northern slope of the hill till within about 250 feet of the top and directly under the western angle. It then turns sharp round to the east and becoming steeper runs up to within fifty feet of the northern gate, where it again turns south. Outside the gate is a small hamlet. Bastions at the western angle and at an angle a hundred yards north-east of the gate command this path on two sides. The old paths connecting the fort with the town are very steep and zigzag to the gate where they join the present path, the one from the junction of the tunnel road with the street which runs to Bhaváni Peth and the other about a hundred yards east of the Addálat váda. The path up to the gateway is within the range of gunshot from the rampart above, and the nearer it approaches the gateway the more vertical to the base of the rampart are the loopholes till within but a few yards of the entrance door where the way is exposed to fire from the bastion in the north-east. The walls are of various materials from the huge boulders of pre-Muhammadan times to the small masonry of the later Maráthá. They are generally not less than ten feet thick with a parapet two or three feet thick and much the same in height.

The remains on the top are no less than nine ponds, a palace built by the last Peshwa Bájiráv (1796-1817) and other buildings. In the north-eastern angle just on the brow of the strong tower is a temple of Mangláí Devi the guardian deity of the fort. Two of the ponds situated close to the north wall about 200 and 500 yards from the gateway are of well built masonry. Their dimensions are about 80 yards square and 40 by 60 yards with a depth of 20 to 30 feet. Another pond of about the same size as the second of the above is situated 100 yards south of it and a fourth 150 yards south of the third. These ponds are merely cut out of the rock. All have plenty of water and are stocked with fish, some of a large size. Bájiráv's palace is an insignificant oblong building two stories high. It faces north and is situated midway between the first two ponds on nearly the highest point in the fort. It has served as barracks for European troops who used to be quartered in the fort and since then has been used occasionally by officers of the station as a residence during the hot weather. After the mutiny it was thought necessary to garrison the fort with a small number of European troops, but now for many years this has been discontinued. For the last two years a small
guard of native infantry has been kept in the fort which was recently surveyed for the purpose of considering its value as a defensive position. The nearest hill commanding it is that of Yavteshvar within 3500 yards. All the slopes within 2000 yards are to be cleared of forest and the slopes on the south and north-east, which belong to Aba Sáheb Bhonslé, will be purchased for that purpose.

About 1190 the fort is said to have been built by the Kolhápur Siláhára chief Bhoj II. (1178 - 1193), better known as Bhoj Rája of Panhála in Kolhápur, and at the time of its building two Mhárs, one a boy and the other a girl, are said to have been offered to the place-spirit and buried alive at the west gates. Sátára fort was always kept in excellent order by the Bijápur government and used as a state prison. Here were imprisoned Chándbibí widow of Ali Adílsáh I. (1557-1580) in 1580 and Diláwar Khán a Bijápur nobleman in 1692. Shivájí captured it after a three months' siege in September 1673. It was besieged by Aurangzeb and taken after five months' siege in April 1700, but retaken in 1706 by a stratagem. Chandásáheb, son of the Nawáb of Arkot, was confined here on his capture by the Marátha force which invaded the Madras Karnátak in 1747. Since 1749 it was used as a prison for the Rájás of Sátára when under the dominion of the Peshwás. Once only did the Rája rise in 1798 and used the fort as a stronghold, but finding it destitute of provisions he surrendered to Parshurám Bháú Patvardhán who took possession of it. The Peshwás occupied it till the 7th February 1818 when it surrendered to General Smith after scarcely any resistance.

The earliest mention of Sátára appears to be in the reign of the fourth Bahmani king Muhammad Sháh (1358 - 1375) when with other forts Sátára fort is said to have probably been built. In 1579 the Bijápur minister Kishwar Khán falsely accused Chándbibí, the dowager queen, of instigating her brother Murtaza Nizám Sháh king of Ahmadnagar, to invade Bijápur, and sent her a prisoner to Sátára after subjecting her to many indignities. But in the same year on Kishwar Khán's fall Chándbibí was released. In 1592 Diláwar Khán, the Bijápur regent, was sent a prisoner to Sátára where shortly after he died. In 1673 after the capture of Parli Shivájí laid siege to Sátára fort which had been kept in good order by the Bijápur government, and took it after a siege of several months. In 1686 Shir泽 Khán of Bijápur, who was sent by Aurangzeb to invade Sambháji's districts marched towards Sátára. In 1692 Rámchandrapant Bávdekar, one of Rájárám's high officers, fixed his residence at Sátára where by the aid of his head writer Shankrájí Náráyan he not only attended to every military disposition but regulated the revenue and established order. In 1699, at the recommendation of Rámchandrapant, Rájárám made Sátára the seat of the Marátha government. In 1700, while the Maráthás were directing all their preparations towards the defence of Panhála in Kolhápur, Aurangzeb appeared suddenly before the fort of Sátára, and pitched his tents to the north on the site of Kariana village.
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Ázam Sháh, Aurangzeb’s son, was stationed at a village on the west side which has since borne the name of Sháhápur. Shirze Khán invested the south side and Tarbiyat Khán occupied the eastern quarter; and chains of posts between the different camps effectually secured the blockade. The fort, with provisions hardly enough to stand a two months’ siege, was defended by Pryá gió. Prabhu Haváldár who had been reared in Shiváji’s service. He vigorously opposed the Moghals and disputed every foot of ground as they pushed forward their advanced posts. As soon as they began to gain any part of the hill he withdrew his troops into the fort and rolled huge stones from the rock above which did great execution and, until they threw up cover, were as destructive as artillery. In spite of Pryá gió’s efforts the blockade was completed, all communication with the country round was cut off, and as the small stock of grain was soon exhausted, the besieged must have been forced to surrender had not Parshurám Trimbak Pratinidhi, who had thrown himself into the fort of Parli, bought the connivance of Ázam Sháh and brought provisions to the besieged. The grand attack was directed against the north-east angle one of the strongest points with a total height of sixty-seven feet of which forty-two were rock and twenty-five masonry. Tarbiyat Khán undertook to mine this angle and at the end of four months and a half completed two mines. The besieging party was so confident of success that Aurangzeb was invited to view the spectacle, who marched from that side in such a grand procession that when the match was ready, hundreds of Maráthás and among them Pryá gió, drawn by the splendid retinue, crowded to the rampart. The first mine was fired. It burst several fissures in the rock and caused so violent a shock that a great part of the masonry was thrown inwards and crushed many of the garrison in the ruin with Pryá gió the commandant, who was afterwards dug out alive. The storming party in their eagerness advanced nearer when the match was applied to the train of the second and larger mine, but it was wrongly laid and burst out with a dreadful explosion destroying about 2000 Moghals on the spot. Pryá gió’s escape was considered a lucky omen, and under other circumstances might have done much to inspire the garrison to prolong the defence. But as Ázam Sháh could no longer be persuaded to allow grain to pass into the fort, proposals of surrender were made through him, and the honour of the capture, which he so ill deserved, was not only assigned to him but the place received his name and was called by the emperor Ázam Tára.¹ About this time the news of Rájá rám’s death, which happened a month before the fall of Sátára, was received in the emperor’s camp with great rejoicing.² In 1706 Sátára was surprised and re-taken from the Moghals by Parshurám Trimbak Pratinidhi by the artifice of a Bráhman named Annájipant. This man, who had escaped from prison at Ginji in Tánjore and assumed the character of a mendicant devotee, fell in with a party of Moghal infantry marching to relieve the Sátára garrison. He amused them with stories and songs, obtained alms from them

¹ Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 174 - 175 ; Elliot and Dowson, VII. 367 - 368.
² Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 175.
and so ingratiated himself with all that they brought him with them, admitted him into the fort, and, in reward for his wit, allowed him to live there. Annájípant who had been a writer attached to a body of Máveli infantry saw that, with the aid of a few of his old friends, the place might be surprised. He watched his chance; told Parsurám Trimbak of his design, and having introduced a body of Mávelis into the fort the enterprising and remorseless Bráhman put every man of the garrison to the sword. In the confusion which followed the release of Sháhu in 1708 the Pratinidhi took possession of Sátára fort. Sháhu, joined by Dhanájí his general, sent an order to Parsurám Trimbak to surrender Sátára. Parsurám disobeyed but Shaikh Miráh, a subordinate Muhammedan officer, confined him and gave up the fort. On gaining possession of Sátára Sháhu formally seated himself on the throne in March 1708. In the end of 1709 Sháhu, who had been out to renew the war, returned to Sátára and married two wives one from the Mohite and the other from the Shirke family. In 1713 an expedition under the Peshwa Bahiropant Pingle sent from Sátára by Sháhu against Ángria failed. Bahiropant was defeated and taken prisoner by Ángria who threatened to march on Sátára. All the force that could be spared was gathered to oppose him and placed under Báláji Vishvanáth whose former connection with Ángria would, it was hoped, lead to some settlement. Báláji’s negotiations were successful and on his return to Sátára in reward for his services he was appointed Peshwa. In 1716 Khandérav Dábháde defeated two large Moghal armies, went to Sátára, paid his respects to Sháhu, and was raised to the rank of Senápati or general of the Marátha empire. About 1730 Sambháji Rájá of Kolhápúr encamped on the north side of the Várna with his baggage, women, and equipments and began to plunder the country. The Pratinidhi surprised Sambháji’s camp and took many prisoners, among others Tárábái, Rájáram’s widow, and her daughter-in-law Rájasbá, the widow of Shiváji of Kolhápúr who were both placed in confinement in the fort of Sátára. In 1732 Bájiráv the second Peshwa assumed the command of the army in Málwa, and sent back his brother Chinnáji and Piláji Jádhav to Sátára to maintain his influence at court and to concert measures for settling the Konkan which was in a very disturbed state.

During the Peshwa’s absence Kánhoji Bhonsle, the Sena Sáheb Subha, was accused of disobedience and confined at Sátára. Shripatráv Pratinidhi, who was a friend of Kánhoji, endeavoured to obtain some mitigation of his sentence, but failed, and the brave Kánhoji died, after having lived there many years a prisoner at large. In 1735 after Bájiráv’s successful return to Sátára from his campaign against the Sídis of Janjíra, he was appointed Subhedár of the late acquisitions. On receiving the news of Bájiráv’s death in 1740 Chinnáji Ápa and his nephew, who were in the Konkan, returned to Sátára after the usual mourning. Raghúji Bhonsle, the
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Marátha general, also came to Sátára and prevented Báláji Bájiráv’s succession as Peshwa, proposing for the vacant office Bápúji Náik, a rich banker of Bárámáti in Poona and a connexion, but an enemy, of the late Peshwa. Raghúji offered large sums to Sháhú on condition of Bápúji’s being raised to the vacant Peshwaship. The Pratinidhi, although averse from the supremacy of the Peshwa, was still more hostile to the pretensions of Raghúji and, as he did not engage in the intrigue, Báláji Bájiráv aided by his uncle Chinmaáji was at last invested in August 1740. On the 26th of March Trichinopoly was taken by Raghúji and Chanda Sáheb the well known aspirant to the Madras Karnátka Nawábship, was brought a prisoner to Sátára where he remained in the custody of an agent of Raghúji Bhonsle till he was set free in 1748.¹ On the death of his uncle Chinmaáji Ápa, which happened in the end of January 1741, Báláji Peshwa returned from the northern districts and spent nearly a year in civil arrangements at Poona and Sátára, and obtained from Sháhú a large grant of territory and revenues.² In 1743 after his Bengal campaign Báláji returned to Sátára, paid his respects to Sháhú and went through the form of producing his accounts of the revenue which were made up by himself as a general in command of a body of the Rája’s troops.³ In 1749 Sháhú died but not without a great trouble about his succession and the grant of a deed to Báláji empowering him to manage the whole government of the Marátha empire. Scarcely had Sháhú ceased to breathe when a body of horse galloped into the town of Sátára, surrounded and seized the Pratinidhi and his deputy Yamáji Shivdev, placed them in irons, and sent them off strongly escorted to distant hill forts. Every avenue about the town was occupied by troops and a garrison of the Peshwa’s was placed in the fort, while a party was selected to reinforce the escort of Ráma Rája who had not arrived when Sháhú died. After making arrangements at Sátára, Báláji left (1750) for Poona and henceforward Sátára ceased to be the capital of the Marátha empire. Rám Rája who had accompanied Bháu, the Peshwa’s cousin, to Sángola in Sholápur, agreed to renounce the entire power and to lend his sanction to whatever measures the Peshwa might pursue provided a small tract round Sátára was assigned to his own management, conditions to which Báláji subscribed but never fulfilled. The Rája under a strong escort returned to Sátára. The Peshwa in order to conciliate Tárábái, Rája Ráma’s grandmother, whose great age did not render her less active and intriguing, incautiously removed his troops from the fort of Sátára and having placed in it the gádháris and old retainers, who had great respect for Tárábái, gave up the entire management to her. The Rája was kept with a separate establishment in the town of Sátára, but perfectly at large and a splendid provision was assigned to him and his officers, the expense of which amounted to the yearly sum of 65 lákhs of rupees.⁴

¹ Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 255. Chanda Sáheb was better known in the Deccan by his less familiar name of Husain Dost Khán. He does not appear to have been confined in the fort nor to have endured a close confinement. Ditto, footnote 2.
² Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 256.
³ Ditto, 529.
⁴ Ditto, 272.
Chapter XIV.

Places.

Sátára.

History.

About this time the French missionary Tieffenthaler describes Sátára as a great city the capital of the Marátha chief, a Rajput of the Sisodian family. On the back of a hill was a fine fortress with walls that looked like a hill as the rocks were used as a wall. On this wall of rock worked with the chisel was raised a wall of stone nine yards high. The fort had rich springs. It was taken by Aurangzeb but went back to the Maráthás.1

In 1751 after the Peshwa left for Aurangabad Tárábái finding Rám Rája unfit for her purpose sent messengers to Damáji Gáikwár to march to Sátára to rescue the Rája and the Marátha state from the Bráhmans. Damáji at once acted on this request, and Tárábái, as soon as certain accounts were received of the Gáikwár's approach, invited the Rája into the fort of Sátára and made him prisoner. Trimbakpant Purandhare, Govindráy Chitnis, and other of the Peshwa's officers at Sátára were at first disposed to ridicule this attempt of Tárábái as that of a mad old woman. But on hearing of Damáji's approach from Songad fort on the Gáikwár-Khándesh frontier they quitted the town and collected troops at the village of Arle seven miles north-east of Sátára. The next day they were defeated by Damáji who went to Sátára to pay his respects to Tárábái and several forts in the neighbourhood were given to her. Sátára was well stored with provisions and the Pratinidhi promised to aid Tárábái's cause. News of these proceedings recalled Báláji. In the meantime Damáji was totally defeated and sent a messenger to treat with Báláji. Báláji solemnly agreed to abide by the terms proposed by Damáji and enticed him to encamp in the neighbourhood. As soon as Báláji got him into his power, he took him a prisoner and sent him to Poona.2 The Peshwa then tried to induce Tárábái to give up the fort and the Rája. Some of the Peshwa's troops were impressed with the idea that Tárábái was a dev or good spirit and others that she was a daitya or evil spirit, but the Maráthás thought that she was a rightful regent. Under these circumstances Báláji thought it safe to leave her unmolested. Tárábái confined Rám Rája in the fort in a damp stone dungeon giving him food of the coarsest grain. During the absence of Báláji in Aurangabad Tárábái occupied the districts of Sátára and Wáí and a large force was sent to Sátára to starve her into submission. Ánandráv Jádhav, the commandant of the fort, convinced of the folly of resistance formed the design of carrying the Rája out of her power. On learning this she ordered him to be beheaded and appointed one Báburáv Jádhav, a person unconnected with the late commandant, to the command of the fort. In 1753 the Peshwa on his march to the Karnátak sent to assure Tárábái that, if she would submit, the control of the Rája's person and establishment should remain at her disposal. To this Tárábái would not listen unless Báláji Bájiráv would come to Sátára, acknowledge her authority, and give such personal assurances as would satisfy her, but on assurances of safety and protection from the Peshwa she left the garrison of Sátára and the custody of Rám Rája's person to Báburáv Jádhav and repaired to Poona.3 In 1772

1 Description Historique et Geographique de l'Inde, I. 487.
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after Mádhavráv’s death, his younger brother Náráyanráv repaired to Sátára where he was invested as Peshwa by the Raúja. But in the same year Náráyanráv was murdered and Amiráv the adopted son of Raghunáthráv attended by Bajába Purandháre was sent to Sátára for the robes of office for Raghunáthráv, which were accordingly given.¹ In 1774, after the birth of a son and heir to Gangábái widow of Náráyanráv, the Sátára Raúja sent the robes of the Peshwa’s office for her son in charge of Mádhavráv Nilkan from whom they were received by Sakhárám Bápú and Nána Fadnavis who were deputed by Gangábái for that purpose.² At the close of 1777 Rám Raúja died at Sátára having previously adopted a son of Trimbákji Raúja Bhousle a pátíl and a descendant of Víthoji the brother of Málöji, the grandfather of the great Shiváji. In a revenue statement of about 1790 Sátára appears as the head-quarters of a pargána in the Nahisurg sarkár with a revenue of £6000 (Rs. 60,000).³ During the whole of 1792, owing to the dread that Mahádji Sindia intended to make the Raúja an instrument for suppressing the Peshwás and Bráhmanical ascendancy, Nána Fadnavis almost entirely confined the Raúja to the fort of Sátára, where not even his relations were allowed to visit him. After Mádhavráv II.’s suicide in 1795 disorder prevailed in Poona for a time and Daulatráv Sindia advanced with an army.⁴ Nána Fadnavis repaired in alarm to Sátára with some idea of restoring the Raúja to supremacy. But owing to his recent treatment of him, Sháhu had no confidence in Nána and Nána retired to Wáí. From Wáí he returned to Sátára to receive the robes of investiture for Chimmáji Apa the Peshwa set up by Sindia’s general Báloba Tátya as a rival to Bajíráv Raghunátháth, but suspecting designs against him on the part of Báloba he remained at Wáí.⁵ In 1798 Sháhu rose and used the fort as a stronghold, but finding it destitute of provisions he surrendered to Parsurám Bháu Patváríhan of Tásigaon. In the last Marátha war on the 8th of March 1818 the united army of General Smith and General Pritzler went to Sátára and the fort surrendered on the 10th. The British colours were hoisted but only to be replaced by the Bhagva Jhenda or ochre-coloured standard of Shiváji. In accordance with Mr. Elphinstone’s manifesto Rája Pratápsính was established in Sátára and Captain Grant Duff, the author of the History of the Maráthás, was placed with him to aid his councils and direct his conduct. On the 29th of March Mr. Elphinstone rode with the Raúja through the Sátára valley to Sátára, which Pratápsính entered with the pomp of a prince and the delight of a school-boy.⁶ After taking Vásota the British army returned to Sátára, having on their way reduced the fort of Parli. Strong military forces were stationed at Sátára and Karádí. Shortly after a conspiracy was discovered for the release of Chaturasíng, the murder of all Europeans at Sátára and Poona, the surprise of some of the principal forts, and the possession of the Raúja’s person. The plot was suppressed and some of the conspirators executed. A treaty was made on the 25th of September 1819 under the terms of which Pratápsính

¹ Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 359, 362. ² Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 368. ³ Waring’s Maráthás, 240. ⁴ Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 521. ⁵ Grant Duff’s Maráthás, 524. ⁶ Colebrooke’s Elphinstone, II. 30.
was formally installed ruler. He supplied the city with Yavteshvar water and built some large public offices and a fine palace and pleasure grounds. On the 5th September 1839 Rája Pratápsinh was deposed for treason against the British Government. His younger brother Sháháji was appointed his successor. He built and supported a civil hospital and schools and was liberal in expenditure on roads bridges and other public works, especially the city water-works. He also finished the magnificent court-room and buildings known as the New Palace. Sháháji died in April 1848 without issue and on financial and political grounds it was decided to annex the state.1

During the 1857 mutinies no outbreak occurred at Sátára but evidence was discovered of a widespread conspiracy only a week before the date fixed for the rising.2 Prompt measures were taken against any attempt at rising and on the 6th of August 1857, by order of Government, Sháhu the adopted son, the two Ránis of Pratápsinh, the adopted son of Balášáheb Senápati, and a cousin of Sháhu were removed for confinement to Butcher’s Island in Bombay Harbour. Guns were taken to and pointed on the palace in the early morning and the family were removed in closed carriages. Sháhu was afterwards allowed to return to Sátára.

Shingnapur, north latitude 17° 50’ and east longitude 74° 42’, in Mán thirteen miles north-east of Dahivadi the sub-divisional headquarters, is a famous place of pilgrimage situated in a nook of the Shikhar Shingnapur hills. The hill, crowned by a temple of Mahádev to which the village owes its celebrity, appears at a distance like the point of a very obtuse-angled cone. It is the highest point for many miles and can be seen all the way from Dahivadi and from other parts of the Mán sub-division. It is reached by a poor local fund road unbridged and undrained. But the main difficulties, namely the negotiation of the precipitous sides of the two valleys of the Mán and one of its tributaries, are made surmountable by passes, though not of the best, and the surface is passable for tongás or pony carts and country carts. The rains too are so light and intermittent in this part of the district that little difficulty would be experienced in visiting Shingnapur even during the monsoon, after reaching the irrigation bungalow of Gondvale three miles south-east of Dahivadi. Nine miles north-east on the Shingnapur road will be met the village of Vávarhira in one of the Mán ravines and here may be visited a curious old temple of Mahádev on the right as the eastern pass is ascended. The temple on the site of a fine spring is very rude but probably old. Six miles further north-east is Shingnapur. The tower and lamp-pillar of the great temple stand out distinct flashing against the glary sky. The hills look hopelessly bare and wretched. A mile from the village the road takes a turn to the south-east and then again resuming its north-east course runs through an opening of what now turns out to be a cluster of hills into a space opposite the municipal bungalow. The road turns again at right angles to the westward and makes for the temple steps and a very pleasant camp is reached opposite a municipal rest-house. The

---

1 Details are given above pp. 311-314. 2 Details are given above pp. 316-319.
neighbourhood is studded with tamarinds on all sides, and consists of a basin of land, shut in with low round-topped hills except at the south-east where is an opening, occupied by the village itself and some more mango and tamarind trees. At the foot of the eastern hills and the lowest point of this basin lies a great pond, T-shaped, the cross stretching north and south, and the stem, which is very short, to the west. Except where there are openings the pond is completely enclosed by walls. The walls are highest and strongest at the opening before mentioned where they constitute a masonry dam to the streams which would otherwise pour their waters away from these hills in a south-easterly direction. The depth of water in the pond in January 1884 was said to be eight feet. The wall at this part was quite ten feet out of the water and therefore probably twenty feet high at least. Its breadth here, as everywhere else, is about five feet, while nowhere does the masonry appear to have given way. The flood-mark of the water appears at four feet from the wall top; but the leakage from the pond is very great. On the south where lies the village is a set of bathing ghâts or steps. These, with the solid and square built houses of the village which give it almost a fortified appearance, have a very picturesque aspect viewed from the north end of the pond. The wall is everywhere studded with projecting stones to enable bathers or others to climb up and down. At the east end is a sluice through which water is let out to garden lands; while in the north-east corner and at the centre of the north bank are two water-lifts by which water is drawn from wells dug in the sides of the pond. The pond covers an area of about forty acres, and were it made properly water-tight would apparently hold a good deal of water. This is curious as the catchment area is very small indeed, and the rainfall light and capricious. There is also no side of the pond left open letting in rain torrents. Any such waters must either filter in under the wall or get in through the small openings which are placed haphazard and at intervals for the entrance of bathers and the like. Thus the pond would seem to have been formed merely to retain whatever water fell immediately over it, and from that point of view it certainly holds a surprising amount. Soil has accumulated behind the walls which block the chief water-courses and thence are formed the plots on the north and north-east irrigated by the water-lifts, while on the west is a similar accumulation of soil which produces excellent grass till late in the hot weather. To reach the temple the way passes west of the camp along the municipal road. After about two hundred yards, the first hundred of them on a rude pavement, begin the steps very rough and varying in breadth. After the first thirty steps comes a small temple of Mahâdev standing right in the centre of the causeway. It is a small modern temple about fifteen feet long by six feet broad and ornamented with a small tower. A little further on is a small shrine of Khadkeshvar Mahâdev and from here an ascent of one hundred and fifteen steps, the last few of them rather steep, leads to the first gateway. This gateway was built about a hundred and fifty years ago by a Dhangar of Nâjhra village ten miles southwest of Sângola in Sholâpur, and consists of a rectangular building forty-two feet high, forty-one feet two inches broad, and fifteen feet nine inches thick,
with a single pointed arch about thirty-two feet high and fourteen feet ten inches cut through it. The building has a flat wide roof and stone eaves, about two feet broad and resting on twenty-two brackets, project horizontally from it. In the side walls of the arch are chambers seven feet square and about six feet high vaulted and with sides open to the west and to the interior of the large archway. Each contains the image of an elephant roughly worked in stone, and from each staircases lead up to the roof. Two-thirds of the way up are arched windows looking east. The threshold is a foot high from the ground, and at the centre is a cylindrical block girded with a coil of ornamental chain work raised in relief. This seems intended to receive the bolts of folding doors which should have been fitted to the archway. On each side of this block are two rough bits of carving which may be intended for the satyr-like masks usually placed at the entrance of temples and public buildings. Water is always poured on the centre block by worshippers. On the outer or eastern side are two platforms or plinths one on each side of the entrance eleven feet two inches long and thirteen feet eight inches broad and three feet nine inches high. The whole building is made of small rectangular blocks of stone roughly cut and set in mortar. Immediately inside the arch on the left hand is a small niche containing a rough slab of black stone which is an image of Mángoba the god of the Mángs, who are supposed to approach the great temple only so far. The causeway now passes up between lines of houses. The steps for some sixty yards are very broad and the rise is scarcely felt. It then steepens for about another 150 steps till the second gateway is reached which forms the entrance to the court-yard of the great temple. This gateway the court-yard and the temple itself were built by the great Shiváji (1627-1680). The lower gateway is rather larger than this but a mere copy of it. This gateway is thirty-four feet wide, thirty-eight feet high, and thirteen feet thick. The arch is pointed as on the lower gateway and is about twenty-six feet high by fourteen feet two inches broad. There are windows in the front and eaves to the roof as in the lower gateway. The eaves rest on twenty brackets. On the front, about twenty feet from the ground, four lotus-like ornaments are cut in relief, two on each side of the arch. The inside ornaments are on the left wall a relief of three knotted cobras and on the right one of Krishna riding on a five-headed cobra. As in the lower gateway there are vaulted chambers on the sides with stone elephants, one of which is evidently an object of worship. There is also in the centre the raised threshold with a cylindrical block decorated with chain work and flanked with mask-like ornaments. Eleven more steps lead to the terrace on which the temple court is built. About ten yards to the right of these is a chamber built in the terrace which contains the footprints of Mahádev, and forms the limit to which Mhárs are allowed to approach. The terrace is ascended by about twenty steps cut in the masonry the rise of each step being about one foot. The walls on each side of this entrance are over eight feet above the level of the courtyard and were evidently intended to support another arch which however was never built. On the left of this entrance is a projection with five small lamp-pillars or dipmáls. These steps lead on to the south-east end of the court.
Immediately on the right is the largest and finest lamp-pillar, not less than forty feet high. It is made of cut-stone well set together and the innumerable branches for holding the small lights are shaped each with a graceful curve upwards, while the small base and fine tapering of the column gives it a light and elegant appearance, which contrasts finely with the other clumsy structures round it. The court is about thirty-seven yards long east to west by twenty-seven yards broad and paved throughout with large rectangular slabs of trap. Its walls vary in height from six to eight feet. There are four entrances, one noticed above at the south-east, another from the north at the north-west corner, a third from the west and overlooking the edge of the hills rather north of the middle of the western side, and the fourth from the south at the middle of the southern side of the court. The second of these is a mere rectangular opening in the terrace wall, not more than five feet high. It communicates directly with the temple of Bali Mahádev.¹ The third is an archway similar to Shiváji’s archway outside the eastern entrance, and communicates with a basil altar and two small temples at the very edge of the cliff where the marriage ceremony of the god is celebrated during the fair. The courtyard wall on each side of this gateway has been made into small cloisters with a promenade on the top. The horses belonging to the god are kept in these, and other parts are used for dwelling and storing purposes by the temple establishment. The southern entrance is about ten feet broad and communicates with the tombs of Rája Sambhájí and two other celebrities and a group of buildings situated on the southern end of the ridge on which the temple stands. There is no archway here but a small rest-house has been built on the right just outside this entrance, while on the left is a well about twenty feet in diameter and twenty feet deep surrounded with a wretched plaster parapet. This entrance is flanked by two large and rather ugly lamp-pillars. Between this and the eastern entrance in the south-east corner of the court-yard is the music-chamber or nagárkhána where the daily service of pipes and drums is performed. In the centre is situated the great temple itself. In front of it is a canopy with four pillars and a flat roof about six feet square and ten feet high in which, upon a plinth three feet high, is a stone Nandi. Two bells, with the date 1720 in Roman letters engraved on them and probably brought from some Portuguese church in the Konkan, hang from the roof. A special interest may be said to attach to this temple, at least to the whole of its stone work, as although built by the great Shiváji and therefore not much more than three centuries old, the ancient Hemádpanti style has been adhered to throughout its structure and it seems likely from a comparison with the remains of the original temple which this was intended to replace, that this temple must have been in great part a restoration, though perhaps an enlarged one, of the original structure. The style seems to be exactly the cut-corner Chálukeys both in the centre hall or mandaap and shrine or gádbhára and matches closely with that of the temple of Bali Mahádev which is both said

¹ See below p. 586.
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to be and evidently is Hemádpanti. The remains alluded to lie just inside the southern entrance on the way to Sambháji's tomb. There are parts of the eaves of the pillars, brackets, the cross beams, all enormous slabs of stone evidently put together without mortar. The pillars and brackets show carvings of exactly the same pattern and in some cases decidedly superior in workmanship to that of the pillars belonging to the present structure. The designs of the eaves and roofing were evidently exactly the same. The modern workmanship however is unusually good, and very different from the imitations of Hemádpanti work in other parts of the district. The work was carried out by a banker named Balvantráv to whom Shiváji furnished the funds. The mandap is nearer cruciform than anything else, while the gábhára is almost star-shaped. The whole pile stands on a solid stone plinth with overhanging rims. The plinth projects everywhere three feet beyond the rest of the building and is three feet high. The roof of the mandap is not supported by walls, but by pillars originally eighteen, though now, owing to the numerous cracks in the roof, many small pillars of the poorest workmanship have been put up as additional props. The roof overhangs the outer pillars by some three feet with heavy stone eaves. The pillars, including the capital brackets, are nine feet six inches high. But the sides are partly filled up by a sort of balustrade five feet two inches high. Three feet from the ground on the inside of this is a seat two feet wide and running round the mandap. The inside of the balustrade is curved so as to form a comfortable lean-back, while the whole arrangement is in solid stone. But the only support given to the roof in all this comes from the embedding of the lowest three feet of fourteen out of the eighteen pillars in the stone work of the bench. The other four pillars form a square in the middle of the mandap under which are placed three Nandis covered with brass and copper and of poor workmanship. The pillars are remarkably handsome. Excluding the brackets which support the roof the shafts are seven feet nine inches high each made out of a single block of stone. This is cut in five sections, the first section or basement being rectangular, two feet square by one and a half high. On this is another rectangular block one foot eight inches square and two feet two inches high. The third is an octagon one foot eight inches in diameter and one foot five inches high. Upon this is another rectangular block, base two feet square and height one foot three inches. Upon this is a cylinder, one foot eight inches in diameter and one foot five inches high. The carving on the fourth section consists of figures in bas relief representing a variety of subjects, dancing, eating, dwelling, a great deal of hunting and fighting, but little if any of mythological subjects. In one women are represented tiger hunting. Generally the animals hunted are the bear, tiger, rhinoceros, and the animal used for hunting the dog. The favourite weapon in fighting and hunting is the spear though in several the bow appears. In one fighting picture a man is shown using a gun. The other sections are carved with floral and bead patterns. Here and there the work is pierced, and all is beautifully defined and clear cut. The brackets rest on the upper section of the shaft and branch out on four sides about two feet out from the centre. They are solid blocks of stone, shaped like
female torsos. The faces are fairly well carved, but without particular expression in the features. The brackets support horizontal stone beams, on which the roof consisting of flat stone slabs is placed. Inside the space between the centre pillars has been carved into a flat dome. In the spaces between the other pillars the roofing is cut into a favourite pattern made by three slabs one below the other. Each side of the rectangular space formed by the beams is bisected by the corners of a lozenge cut out of the centre of the first slab, while the second slab has a square cut out of its centre similarly inscribed in the lozenge of the first. The third or top slab is ornamented with a disc in the centre florally carved in relief. The mandap roof is flat on the top and surrounded by a plain parapet about a foot high. It has four small shikhars or spires one in the centre about six feet high of plain stone and pyramidal in shape. The other spires are of about the same height canopy-shaped and made of painted stucco, elaborately ornamented, and situated one on each outer side and one on the front wing of the mandap. The gābhāra is surmounted by the great spire of the temple which is about sixty feet high. It is a twelve-sided pyramid, with the usual kalash or urn-shaped ornament at the top, now much broken down and a great disfigurement. It is in eight storeys, gradually lessening in size, and giving the effect of steps up the sides. At the four sides are a sort of arms which run up as far as the kalash. Their summits are pointed and curve inwards towards the tower, suggesting the idea of four cobras erect with their faces inward. The spire is made of brick covered with stucco. The whole is elaborately carved and painted especially in front where the structure is brought on to the roof of the gābhāra vestibule. The twelve faces of the first two storeys contain niches mostly containing images of Hindu deities in relief. Above this the remainder is nearly all ornament mostly of a sort of rail pattern with various fanciful decorations. The style of the whole resembles that of the towers which crown the southern gopura, and it was very probably like the rest of the temple a copy of something more ancient.

To the south of the temple, about a hundred yards along the edge of the hill, lies a block of buildings which includes three mausoleums. They are in a line facing southwards and on the east and west sides the building projects beyond the edge of the hill and is built up by strong masonry walls in places over thirty feet high. The centre mausoleum is of Shāhājī the father of Shivāji. It consists of three divisions separated by plain pillars with pointed arches in front. It is eighteen feet six inches long thirty feet broad and about eight feet high. On the west is the mausoleum of Shivāji and Hirābāi of Kolhāpur nine feet long by twenty-five feet broad and seven feet nine inches high with similar pillars. To the east is the chief mausoleum, of Sambhājī the son of Shivāji, nearly fifty feet long by thirty-six feet broad. The mandap is divided by ten pillars into five divisions and leads to a shrine with a ling in its case or shālunkha. The court is flanked on the east by cloisters in

1 The gopur is a large and lofty gateway. Compare the Gadag gopur in Bombay Gazetteer, XXII. 716.
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eight pointed arches fifty-eight feet long by eight feet deep and about seven feet high. Deep windows are pierced in the walls, which are over four feet thick. Sambháji was executed by Aurangzeb in August 1689, and this mausoleum was afterwards set up to him by Sháhú.

Next to the great temple, or perhaps even greater in interest, is the temple of Amriyeshvar, known as Bali Mahádev. It is reached direct by a road which turns off to the right from the steps about a hundred feet below the great temple; or it can be reached from the great temple by the south-east gateway. About twenty yards further on a turn to the right leads down twenty small steps to the chief gateway, an archway of the ogee pattern about twenty-five feet high and otherwise similar to the main gateways of the great temple. The temple is in a courtyard eight feet below the level of the gateway and more or less in a pit. It may be described as a miniature of the great temple, though of far ruder and plainer workmanship. The walls of the courtyard are very large blocks of stone, here and there repaired with mortar. The central hall or mandap, with the shrine vestibule, forms a rectangle from which there are three porches on the west north and east. The gábhára or shrine is on the south. The sides of the mandap are open and the roof is supported by the pillars, which, including the outer pillars of the porches, are sixteen in number and form thus three divisions or khans. The southern division is the vestibule to the shrine and is closed up all but a narrow door in the centre. The pillars are shaped as those in the great temple and the roofing inside is of the same pattern. The carving though well executed is much less elaborated. Affixed to the vestibule by a closed passage is the shrine or gábhára star-shaped and much as in the great temple. The mandap and vestibule are about forty-two feet long by thirty-two feet broad, and the extreme length and breadth of the gábhára about twenty-three feet. The spire is modern and covered with stucco work in apparent imitation of the main temple though it is locally believed to be of the same age with the temple. This pattern of ornament is a sort of rail and tooth work. The tower is ten-storeyed and about forty feet high. As in the larger temple there are also arms at the four sides bending over the top of the tower like erect cobras. There is a small pyramidal stone turret in the centre of the mandap which is disfigured by an ugly urn or kalash with which it is surmounted. The towers of this temple are grossly disfigured by whitewashing, and the stucco painting has entirely faded. The roof and eaves are of stone slabs, adorned and worked as in the larger temple. There are special festivities during the festival of Shivarátra in February-March. The great fair or jatra is held from the bright fifth to the full-moon of Chaitra in March-April. The attendance varies sometimes reaching 50,000. In 1876 it was probably not much less as the municipal pilgrim tax was farmed for £220 (Rs. 2200) which implies an estimated attendance of over 35,000. During the fair the masks of the god are paraded in procession. The offerings at the fair are almost solely in money. Some of them are made for the benefit of the temple. These are administered by a committee appointed by Government. The
worship, however, is conducted by Badve Brāhmans and Guravs who receive many private contributions from the visitors. The permanent income of the temple from alienated villages and other sources is £269 5s. 6d. (Rs. 2692) and this is all spent in establishment and the Šīvrātra festivities.

Great care is taken as to the sanitary arrangements during the great fair. Government provides a hospital assistant at the expense of the municipality. Sweepers and trenches are provided for latrine purposes and care is taken to prevent the water from pollution. Some excellent wells have been dug in various parts of the locality, notably one the gift of Ahalyābāi Holkar the great temple-building princess of Indore (1735-1795). The usual small merchandise is sold at the fair. The transactions are valued at about £5000 (Rs. 50,000).

The municipality, which was established in 1857, had in 1882-83 an income of £460 (Rs. 4600) and an expenditure of £228 (Rs. 2280). The name Shingnāpur would seem, almost certainly, to have been derived from the Devgiri Yādav king Singhan whose name so often occurs in the district. The village was subsequently conferred as a hereditary possession by one of the Ghātges on Šhāhāji Bhonsle, father of Shivāji the great (1627-1680), whose devotion in building the Mahādev temple is thus explained. The neighbourhood is some of the wildest part of the Mahādev range, named no doubt from this temple, and has been the resort of turbulent characters from the earliest times. In January 1817, after having effected his escape from the Thāna jail where he was confined, Trimbakji Denglia retired to the Shingnāpur hills and collected 1800 men in the neighbourhood. But in April 1818 the operations of General Smith’s force drove the insurgents from their haunts in Shingnāpur.

Shīrāla. 16° 59’ north latitude and 74° 11’ east longitude, in Vālva is a petty divisional head-quarters about nine miles south-west of Peth. The town lies on the Vārna valley local fund road on a stream which flows into the Morna a tributary of the Vārna about a mile lower down. On three sides are bare hills with broken and undulating ground in the neighbourhood. Besides the petty divisional revenue and police offices Shīrāla has a branch post office and a vernacular school. A weekly market is held on Monday. About three quarters of a mile south-east of the town and reached by a good causeway lined with trees is a grove called Gorakhnāth or more correctly Gorakshnāth after the presiding deity an incarnation of Shiv. The grove is chiefly of fine old tamarinds and is frequented in large numbers by peacocks, whose lives are carefully respected and which are fed with grain thrown them by the Gosāvī devotees who reside in the math or monastic house in the grove. The image of the presiding deity is a large stone, like a millstone, placed on the north side of a gigantic old tamarind of the species known as Gorakh Amli. A remarkable property is attributed to this tree. Its bark is scored everywhere in every direction by natural lines and cracks. These are supposed to be characters written by the deity in an unknown tongue and every Kānhāta devotee coming to worship there gets his name

---

1 See above pp. 455, 465, 487.  
2 Grant Duff’s Marātahas, 133 and note 2.  
3 Grant Duff’s Marātahas, 631, 633. See above pp. 300-301,
written on the tree whether he tells it or not. A fair in great local repute is held in the month of Chaitra or March-April and is attended by many Lingáyat Vánis, Maráthás, and other people. Shirála is famous for its brass lamps or somais, and except being the residence of a very large capitalist named Shinde, who has most of the old landholding families of the neighbourhood in his debt, has but little trade. The town is surrounded by mud walls and was in Marátha times a fort of some strength and not unfrequently attacked during the wars on the Kolhápur frontier. A hereditary officer of some dignity was always stationed at Shirála for the administration of the surrounding tract and custody of records. The petty divisional office is a strong building of stone with gates flanked with small bastions.

Shirval 1 on the north-west border of the Sátára district in the territory of the Pant Sachiv, fourteen miles north of Wái, has a group of fifteen early Buddhist caves. The caves are from two to three miles south-west of the Shirval travellers’ bungalow at the head of a short narrow valley on the eastern slope of a spur from the Mándhardey range of hills which bound the Níra valley on the south. 2

The caves face north-east and are of the same severely plain type as all the earliest caves. Six of them on the south side of the ravine are small excavations filled up with rubbish. Of the remaining nine the first is a small chapel cave, 20' 3" deep by 14' wide and square at the back with, 3' 3" in front of the back wall and 4' 6" from the sides, a plain relic-shrine 5' 3" in diameter, surmounted by a plain capital of four three-inch fillets, the uppermost 2' 6" square. The door is 5' wide, but the whole floor is so silted up that no part of the interior is more than 5' 6" high. The second excavation, perhaps the most imposing of the series, has been a dwelling cave or vihárár of which the whole front has disappeared with one of the cells on the right side. It has been about 26' square with three cells on each side and in the back. 3

Round the hall runs a bench up to the level of the top of which the floor is filled with dry mud. Of the nine cells which vary from 6' to 7' in depth and from 5' 9" to 6' 3" in width and are about 6' 6" in height, seven have the usual stone benches and four have small window openings, a foot square with a counter-sunk margin on the outer side. The rock in which this cave has been cut is somewhat softer than the rest and the partitions are here and there broken down, more especially near the mouth of the cave. The third is apparently a natural irregular cavern 17' deep and only about 3' 6" high. The remaining four caves in the lower tier and two in the upper are more or less irregular apartments much ruined by the decay of the rock. One of them has at its back two cells with benches.

---

1 Fergusson and Burgess’ Cave Temples of India, 212; Major Lee’s MS. Report.
2 It was up this spur that Colonel Phayre, when Quartermaster General of the Bombay Army, traced the road up the proposed Mándhardey sanitarium. See above Mándhardey, p. 529.
3 The floor of the centre of the hall is lower than the cell floor and the 2' 6" passage in front of them. This central part is filled with clay silt but it is locally believed to have been originally a cistern. Major H. Lee, R.E.
Takaři village in Válva south of the Sátára-Táśgaon road, ten miles north-east of Peth and sixteen miles south-east of Karád, is remarkable for a curious cave, situated on the south face of a range which runs nearly south-east about half a mile north of the road. A very steep scrambling ascent of about a quarter of a mile especially the last fifty feet, with a few steps made here and there, leads to a platform of rock, twenty yards east of which is the cave. Conspicuous from a long distance is the whitewashed temple of Kamalbhairi which blocks up the south-east end. The cave, most of it a natural excavation about forty feet long by thirty feet deep, contains an oblong pond (11' × 10') of good water with steps leading down at its east end. West of the cave is a small artificial—looking chamber evidently used as a temple of Mahádev with a lín. About ten feet further on is another small pond. The temple is a modern structure, measuring about twenty-five feet by ten feet. The temple consists of a small hall and a shrine, the hall with six feet high pillars in three courses, rectangular cylindrical and octagonal, supporting a stone roof. The shrine is a square chamber with a stone roof on which is reared a conical mortared superstructure of brick and mortar with a kalash or urn on the top. The temple is said to have been built about 1730 by Rámráv Bhagvant of Chandar near Chikodi in Belgaum. A fair attended by from 1000 to 2000 people and lasting for three days is held on the dark fourteenth of Mágh or February-March. The image of Kamalbhairi is carried in a pálkhi or litter procession all through the fair night. Takaři has an irrigation bungalow.

Tambi village lies on the right bank of the Koyna about sixteen miles west of Sátára with which it is connected by the Amba pass an old pack-bullock path over the lofty Dátegad spur which forms the eastern wall of the valley. It is on the main bullock track from Helvák up the Koyna valley to Mahábaleshwar and has been a market village from early times. It formed the head-quarters of a small petty division or administrative centre, probably connected with Vásota fort.

Tamkane, a small hill village three miles north-west of Pátan, has, in a hill to the west, two small Buddhist caves, a chapel, and a dwelling cave. The village is easily reached by the bullock-path from Pátan up the Kera valley. A climb of a quarter of a mile up the bed of the chief stream leads to the two caves which are on either side of it. Both the caves are of the plainest type and entered from the east. The chapel or chaitya 16' long by 12' broad and 8' high contains at the west end a relic-shrine or dághobá 9' in circumference and surmounted by an umbrella capital. Almost adjoining the chapel, on the other side of the stream, is the dwelling cave or vihár 19' long by 17' broad and 9' high. At the north-west and south-west corners are two small chambers five feet square. Adjoining the south-west chamber is a bench two feet high. The caves would appear to be of the same period as the early Buddhist caves at Karád, but there are no sculptures or inscriptions giving any clue as to their probable date.¹

¹ Compare Fergusson and Burgess' Cave Temples of India, 212.
Taragao village, with in 1881 a population of 2687 or an increase of 375 over that in 1872, lies on the left bank of the Krishna seven miles south of Rahimatpur. A cleared local fund track connects Taragao with Masur and Karad, and Taragao is one of the proposed stations on the West Deccan Railway thirteen miles south of Koregaon. It was formerly a place of some importance being a kasba or market town, and the head-quarters of a revenue sub-division. It is now nothing more than a well-to-do agricultural village with a vernacular school.

Tarla, about ten miles north-east of Patan is an alienated village with in 1881 a population of 4117. It is the chief village in the valley of the Tarli and has one or two traders of considerable capital dealing chiefly with Chipun. A good local fund bullock track connects it with Patan. There is another short cut to Helvák passable for bullocks and ponies passing by Nivkan, Karvat, and Vajegaon. The Tarli valley grows a great deal of sugarcane and groundnut most of which comes to the Tarla market before export to Chipun. A weekly market is held on Saturday. The village has a vernacular school in an excellent building. The water-supply of the town is taken from an excellent spring in a small tributary of the Tarli, over which a temple of Mahadev has been built. The temple is neither old nor noteworthy, but the spring is very good. The water is collected in small stone tanks to which sullage drains are attached.

The village is alienated to the Mahakik family, a Maratha house of distinction and one of the branches of which was connected by marriage with the line of Shivaji. During the 1857 mutinies a member of the Mahakik family was concerned in the Satara plot, and his share in the family possessions was confiscated. The neighbourhood of Tarla has been considered a fit site for one of the large irrigation schemes. It is proposed to make here a storage pond which will increase the supply for the Krishna canal and give enough water for another canal on the right bank.

Tasgaon, 17° 2’ north latitude and 74° 40’ east longitude, the head-quarters of the Tasgaon sub-division, is a municipal town of 10,206 people sixty-four miles south-east of Satara by the direct Satara-Tasgaon road. A far more convenient route is by Karad only two miles longer. Travellers’ bungalow accommodation and a metalled road are to be had as far as Karad sixty-two miles, and from Karad thirty-four miles of a first class local fund murum road. Sixteen miles along the road is the irrigation bungalow at Taksari. The town is on a slight rising ground on the north bank of a stream which flows into the Yerla about four miles to the south-west. The Satara-Tasgaon road crosses the Yerla three miles west of Tasgaon. Except during the rains its bed is perfectly dry. In the rains the floods last but a short time, but are very sudden. The water-supply of the town is taken from the stream above mentioned and from private wells. The wells are liable to pollution by soakage, but the water of the stream is good and tolerably abundant at all seasons. The 1872 census showed a population of 10,528 of whom 9644 were Hindus and 884 Musalmans. The 1881 census showed a decrease of 322 or 10,206 of whom 9282 were Hindus, 920 Musalmans, and
four Pársis. Tásgaon has about 150 traders mostly Bráhmans, Márwár Gujárat and Lingáyat Vánis, Marátha Kunbis, Jains, Telis, and Musalmáns. The traders buy from the growers cotton, tobacco, raw sugar or gul, and earthnuts, and send them to Sátára, Sholápur, Poona, and Chipuln, and from Chipuln bring in exchange salt, piece-goods, dates, silks, sugar, metals, and spices. As there are no steam-presses, cotton, which is the chief article of export, is loosely packed, and loses much in quantity and quality. Besides the sub-divisional revenue and police offices Tásgaon has a sub-judge's court, a municipality, and a dispensary. The revenue and police offices to the east of the town in a good grove of bádhul trees with a small garden and good well are held in an excellent set of buildings built on the government standard plan. The court is held in a native building in the centre of the town. The dispensary, which is in charge of a hospital assistant, was founded in 1876 and treated in 1883 three inpatients and 2867 outpatients at a cost of £93 (Rs. 930). The most common diseases were malarious fevers, rheumatic respiratory and skin affections. Cholera occurred in the town and vicinity in April and May 1882 with thirty-eight cases and sixteen deaths. The attendance of patients at this dispensary is remarkably small in proportion to the large population. The municipality contribute £50 (Rs. 500) and Government an equal sum. The municipality founded in 1867 had in 1882-83 an income of £439 (Rs. 4390) and an expenditure of £342 (Rs. 3420). There are four schools, one anglo-vernacular, one Maráthi, one Hindustání, and one for girls with an attendance respectively of 143, 111, 83, and 87. The municipality contribute £1 (Rs. 10) a month to the English class. There is a native library with most of the vernacular prints, to which the municipality contribute 12s. (Rs. 6) a year. Conservancy arrangements are carried out by sweepers and the sweepings deposited in dust-bins and conveyed outside the town for burial. The town was originally surrounded by walls the remains of which are still seen. There are four gates of which the Bhilavdi gate is the entrance on the west of the town from the Tásgaon-Bhilavdi and Ashtá local fund track. Pursuing the road at a turn on the right is the dispensary. Another fifty yards on is the school on the left or north side of the road. On the south side is the large mansion of the Tásgaon Patvardhan family. A street crosses this road at right angles close by the school. This is the Somvár Peth and contains the Somvár gate, similar to the Bhilavdi gate. Turning south through a winding continuation of the Somvár street is reached the great temple of Ganpati. Here again the road turns east, passing through a large gateway crowned with the nagárkhána or drum-chamber, and having on its north side in a house built for it the triumphal car of the god. After about a hundred yards east through a broad street lined with shops, comes another cross street the Gurráv Peth. It runs from north to south, and, a quarter of a mile up it, a turn to the east leads to the sub-divisional office. The streets of Tásgaon, more especially the Gurráv Peth and the hundred yards east from Ganpati's temple, are unusually broad and the whole town is better off for space than native towns usually are. One of the largest capitalists in the district has a house here, with corresponding establishments in Poona. The great
trades of the town is cotton which is warehoused here for exportation by Chiplun. There is also a considerable grain trade. The chief buildings are the Patvardhan’s mansion and the temple of Ganpati also built by the Patvardhans. The mansion of the Patvardhan family is a set of buildings of the ordinary native type, with front and back courts and the private dwelling house between with several verandas. It is situated in an enclosure about 360 feet square surrounded by mud and stone walls from twenty-two to thirty feet high on the outside, twenty feet on the inside, and ten feet broad all round. There are three chief gates, a small one about thirty feet from the north-west corner and two large ones at the centre of the north and east corners. They are lofty archways fortified on each side. The northern gate was built by the greatest of the Patvardhans, Parshurám Bhaú, who flourished at the end of the eighteenth century, and is often mentioned in his Indian Despatches by General Arthur Wellesley afterwards the Duke of Wellington. He left by this gate to his last battle (1799) where he was defeated and slain. In grief at his loss the gate was blocked up and remains so still. The stabling ran along the inside of the north wall. The most strongly fortified is the eastern gate which is flanked by thick walls, and commanded by three towers on the southern side. The four corners of the enclosure and the centre of its southern side are surmounted by bastions. A small temple is near the north-west gate, and a well near the centre of the western side. The temple of Ganpati was begun in 1779 by Parshurám Bhaú and finished in 1799 by his son Appa. It consists of an image-chamber and a hall of plain but finely worked stone. The image-chamber is thirty-one feet by twenty-nine feet and the hall forty-five feet by thirty-four. The image-chamber has a spire thirty-four feet high from the ground, flanked by two smaller ones eight feet shorter. These are all of brick and rather tastefully decorated stucco. The hall consists of a nave with two aisles made by two rows of pillars with plain rectangular shafts. In front of the temple, with a ten feet space between them, are shrines of the bull Nandi and the man-eagle Garud twenty-one feet high including the pinnacles. They consist of open canopies six feet square and crowned by pinnacles eight feet high. The courtyard is paved with drains and gutters and has a wall ten feet high with a promenade on the top. Part of the pavement is interrupted by tree and flower beds. The entrance to this courtyard contains the most striking object in the building, a gateway formed by a masonry arch surmounted by a tower of the form so frequent in Southern India and known as the Gopur. It is seven-storied, gradually tapering till the top storey is a mere ridge. The outer ends curve towards one another like the hoods of the cobra; while at the centre is a pointed urn or kalaś. The lowest storey measures thirty-seven feet two inches from north to south, and twenty-nine feet from east to west. The whole is ninety-five feet five inches high, and the kalaś and curved arms are seven inches higher. The lowest storey is of stone and the rest of brick.
covered with coloured stucco carved into images of gods and goddesses. On each side are stairs for ascending the gopur with openings in the centre of each storey. The top storey gives a capital bird's-eye view of the surrounding country and of Tásgaon itself. East of the gopur is another lower gateway about thirty feet high with a nagárkhāna or drum-chamber on the top, and on the north side is the triumphal car of the god used on festival days. Walking away east from this gateway and looking back the gopur appears to rise gradually behind the gateway, and looks much like a huge snake rearing its head above the entrance to the town.

In 1730 Tásgaon is mentioned as one of the villages which were ceded by Sambháji Rája of Kolhápur to Sháhu of Sátára (1708-1749), 1 About 1758 the French scholar Anquetil du Perron notices Tásgaon as a great walled town protected by towers and a ditch. The country round was pretty and tilled. 2 In the reign of the fourth Peshwa Mádhavrāv (1761-1772) Tásgaon and its neighbourhood were taken from Kolhápur and added to the Peshwa's territory as jágirs of the Patvardhans. In 1777 they were temporarily recovered by Kolhápur, but Mahádji Sindhia succeeded in preventing their permanent loss. In June 1790 Major Price notices Tásgaon as having recently risen to importance. The palace was a respectable if not a handsome structure, and Parshurám was trying to beautify the town. Near the palace was a neat temple of Ganpati. 3 In 1799 the Kolhápur forces attacked and pillaged Tásgaon, then the capital of Parshurám Bháu's jágir and burnt his palace. 4 In 1827 Captain Clunes notices Tásgaon as belonging to the Patvardhans with 1610 houses 266 shops and wells. 5 During the 1857 mutinies, to overcome the Southern Marátha chiefs and to check the rising which it was thought might follow the annexation of the Patvardhan chief's territories on his decease without male issue, troops were stationed at Tásgaon. No disturbance occurred and the troops returned at the beginning of the fair season of 1858.

Taṭהवade or Santoshgad hill fort lies in the north-west corner of the Mán sub-division, about twenty miles north-west of Dahivadi the sub-divisional head-quarters. The way lies through hills and broken country unsuitable for travelling and care should be taken in attempting to visit it from any part of Mán above the Mahádev range. The fort lies barely twelve miles south-west of Phaltan, and can be easily approached from any part of that state or the small corner of Mán below the Mahádev hills. From Sátára the easiest way is twenty miles to Pusegaon village on the Pandharpur road and thence a ride of eleven miles north-west through the villages of Lágun and Diksálover a barren and stony but easily traversable country to the edge of the Mahádev range. There is a well defined track all the way, manageable by a tonga or pony cart in the fair season. From Diksálother road makes for a detached hill on the north-west a few hundred yards beyond which is the edge of the gháts which support the table land of the Khatáv sub-division about a thousand feet above the plain. These gháts stretch from north-west to south-east and San-

---

1 Grant Duff's Maráthás, 224. 2 Zend Avesta, I. cxxxv. 3 Memoirs of a Field Officer, 193. 4 Grant Duff's Maráthás, 547. 5 Itinerary, 33.
DISTRICTS.

Toshgad fort stands on a hill about half a mile from the main range but connected with it by a neck of hill about 500 feet high which meets in its turn a spur three or four hundred feet higher. The ascent to the fort is in two ways, either by the main track down to Tathávade village at the foot of the fort riding the whole way; or, to save much climbing, the main track can be left for a small path leading to the spur above mentioned. A rough path down a ravine north of this spur runs along the face of the hill on to the neck above mentioned, and faces the south-west angle of the fort. This path continues in a northerly direction and under the walls of the fort right up to the main entrance which is on the northern side. The fort is roughly triangular in shape. The hill on which it stands is a little lower than the main range. The apices of the triangle are north-west, north-east and south-east making it nearly equilateral. At the foot on the northern side lies the village of Tathávade with 787 people nearly all cultivators mostly Kunbis with a few Bráhmans. The traders and most of the Ramoshis have left the place since the abandonment of the fort about 1849. The defences consist of three walls, the top wall going all round the hill and forming what may be called the citadel. It surmounts a perpendicular scarp of black rock about thirty feet high, and is itself about fifteen feet higher. In thickness it is quite twenty feet and had originally a parapet about six feet high and three thick, all of which has broken down. It is made of laterite blocks from one to two cubic feet each, and solidly set in mortar, lined with small stones and mud. It is carefully provided at intervals with secret escape doors for the garrison should the fort be successfully taken. It is especially strong at the three angles from which project triangular outworks about sixty feet lower than the citadel. The outworks are of unequal size, but built of the same materials and more strongly even than the citadel. The sides of the south-west outwork are not more than thirty yards long but it is perhaps the most solid of the three; the sides of the north-east outwork are about fifty yards, and those of the north-west outwork about seventy yards long. The first two outworks communicated with the citadel by a small door not more than two feet wide built through the walls, which led on to the steps cut in the scarp. The citadel wall has a gap at the north-west angle which formed the communication with the north-west outwork. On the north-east side of this was the main gateway about five feet wide, also made of laterite, of beautifully cut massive masonry. It faced east and was sheltered by a projecting bastion. This the north side of the hill was partly protected for about a hundred feet by two lower walls or terraces the one below the other with bastions at intervals. They are of much lighter workmanship than the citadel and its outworks, the face being of small rectangular trap blocks in rough mortar and the lining of uncut stones and mud. These walls both run east and west along the entire length of the northern face of the hill. They then turn through an angle of over 90 degrees, and are taken up the hill to meet the walls above them. The upper of the two is broken by a gateway of trap facing east, like the upper gateway, similarly sheltered, and otherwise like it, but of far less strength and of much rougher workmanship. The lowest
wall is divided by a gap of full thirty feet in the centre flanked by two strong bastions, but no gateway. The ascent between these three entrances and from the north-west outwork on to the citadel is by a winding path with steps at intervals where, not unfrequently, the naked scarp of the rock has to be surmounted. The steps are nearly everywhere broken down and the way generally blocked with prickly pear. The above description will show that the hill was unprotected below the citadel and its outworks on the south-west and south-east sides, and that elaborate care was taken to protect the north side. There seems to be no especial reason for this difference except that the entrance and therefore the weakest point of the citadel was on the north side. By making the two gateways face east and protecting them with projections of the wall their assault was impeded while it was impossible to hit them directly with cannon shot from the plain below, which, according to tradition, was a special point in the fortification of the day. In sieges it was apparently the fashion to direct a cannonade first against the gate and to provide a force to rush through if the besiegers succeeded in bursting it. The difficulties of elsewhere penetrating or escalading hill forts such as these were probably and not wrongly thought insuperable, bribery and stratagem apart. The citadel is not more than about 600 yards round and its area not much more than twenty acres. There were originally but few buildings. The head-quarters or sadar was a building about fifty feet by thirty feet including its two otās or verandas. It opened to the north and besides accommodating the treasury was used as a sort of court-house for the subhedār in charge of the fort. Next to it on the west was a stone building about forty feet by twenty with walls three feet thick, and a roof on the south side made of brick coated with cement. It contained three chambers for storage of grain treasure and gunpowder. The east chamber still remains. Immediately south of the east chamber is the great pond cut some sixty to seventy feet down into the rock, and the sides smoothed off with great care. It holds a tolerable supply of water, but is fed by no spring. It is about twenty-five to thirty feet square and has steps on the eastern side leading down to the water's edge. Halfway down at a landing and turn of the steps is a small temple of Tátoba Mahādev from whom the fort takes its name. This large pond is apparently the only source of the water-supply of the citadel. It has been much choked with silt, and is said to hold much less water than before, much probably leaking down through the laterite. The rest of the citadel is so blocked with prickly pear that no other buildings can be distinguished. The hill top has room only for very few. One is a mosque for Musalmán sepoys. Its north-east walls have fallen from disrepair and the south-west walls partly by the same cause, and partly when hit by the shells of the English. The north-east outwork has some buildings while, inside the two lower walls, are others all in ruins. Outside the lowest entrance is pointed out the side of the elephant-house fit for not more than two beasts. On the saddleback between the southern angle and the main range of hills has been cut a gap with remains of buildings said to have been the grass stacks.
of the fort. The grass was supplied chiefly from lands on the plateau above the Mahádev range and brought for storage to this spot. It is more than two hundred yards from the fort and is hardly more convenient than the village itself which is at least as accessible as the fort. Immediately inside and directly facing the lowest entrance is a large cave pond. Its mouth has been almost wholly blocked with rubbish. A descent of some six feet is therefore necessary to reach the water. The excavation is partly natural but evidently enlarged artificially. The water is exquisite and clear. The exact size cannot be made out but the depth of water is at least six or seven feet and the extent of excavation not less than thirty to forty feet square. Three massive pillars appear supporting the roof. The rock is laterite and hence no doubt the abundant supply of excellent water which filters from above. The upper fort is nearly all made of laterite with no traces of quarrying about. It seems therefore not improbable that the ponds were excavated by the fort builders and the stone used for the fort walls. There are four other similar ponds completely blocked up. Their stone and that of the big pond on the top would amply suffice for the external work considerable as it is. The mildew of this laterite is used by the people as a tonic for women after childbirth. It probably contains some principle of iron. It is a belief in the village that the large pond in the citadel and this cave are connected by a passage now choked up, and that a lemon thrown into the water of the one used in former times to appear on the surface of the other. These ponds show that the hill internally is made of laterite with an outer coating of trap, thin at the sides but on the top some forty feet thick. The name of this village is traditionally derived from Tátobá, a sage who took up his abode on the fort hill. The cave pond is said to have been made by him, and the small temple of Mahádev in the big pond is named after him. The local tradition is that this fort was built by Shiváji the Great (1627-1680). In 1666 it was in the hands of Bajájí Náik Nimálkar an ancestor of the present chief of Phaltan and an estate-holder of the Bijápur government. In the same year Shiváji after the treaty of Purandhar served under Jayasing the Rajput general of Aurangzeb's army against Bijápur and with his Mávliis escaladed Táthávade.¹ The Bijápur government again apparently got it back from the Moghals probably by treaty. Shiváji retook it for himself in 1673 and apparently held it ever afterwards though twice in 1675 and 1676 he had to retake the open country in its neighbourhood, the estate-holders of which were always ready to rebel against him.² The fort was taken by the Moghals in 1689³ but was ceded to Sháhu in 1720 in the Imperial grants made to him in that year.⁴ In a revenue statement of about 1790 Táththara appears as the head of a sub-division in the Nahisburg sarkár with a revenue of £112 (Rs. 1120).⁵ The fort remained in the hands of the Maráthás till 1818 when it was shelled by a detachment of General Pritzler's army from the plateau and a spur

¹ Grant Duff's Maráthás, 94. ² Grant Duff's Maráthás, 116, 119-120. ³ Grant Duff's Maráthás, 158. ⁴ Grant Duff's Maráthás, 200. ⁵ Waring's Maráthás, 244.
now pointed out about half a mile to the west. A good many of the buildings and part of the walls are said to have been injured at the shelling. The commandant fled at the first few shots, the garrison followed, and the fort was entered without resistance. Its elaborate design and considerable strength for the times in which it was built may be explained by the fact that it was close to the Nizâm Shâhî frontier and of some importance therefore to the Bijâpur government while the constant disturbances in the neighbourhood in Shiváji’s time would amply account for any additions he made to it. A story goes that the famous dacoit Umâji Náik (1827) was resting at a spring in the ravine which leads down to the fort from the plateau, and that a Brâhman on his way to Tâthvad passed by with a little grain given him in charity. Umâji called on him to stand and give up what he had; but when he learnt that it was only grain sent him off in peace, entreated his blessing, and gave him twenty-five rupees.

Umbrâj village, with in 1881 a population of 3164, lies on the Poona-Belgaum mail road ten miles north-west of Karâd and twenty-four miles south-east of Sâtâra on the right bank of the Krishna just below its junction with the Târli which is bridged at this point. The Mánd also flows into the Krishna at this point, and from here a first class local fund road branches to Malhâr Peth in Pátan where it meets the provincial road to Chiplun. This continues east to Pandharpur by the Shâmgaon gorge Mâyni and Kaldhun pass through the Átpádi state. East of Umbrâj the road is a third class track, carrying only a small local traffic. Umbrâj has a large market street flanked with shops running east to west, and one of the oldest and chief banking houses in the district. It was formerly a place of some trade, little of which now remains. There are about twenty-five traders mostly Brâhmans, Gujarât and Lingáyat Vánis, and Shimpis. Of these traders the Brâhmans are generally money-lenders. The Vánis buy chillies earthnuts and rice from the growers of Pátan, Târla, and Morgîrî and send them either to Sângli, Mirâj or Chiplun, and bring salt dates and groceries in exchange from Chiplun. The Shimpis buy women’s robes or lugdis and bodice cloths or kâns at Pâl and Târla. The weekly market is held on Monday. The village has a vernacular school and a post office and a thatched bungalow belonging to the engineering department. In 1827 Captain Clunes notices it as a kasba or market town with 150 houses and thirty-two shops.¹

Urûn-Isla’mpur, 17° 2’ north latitude and 74° 20’ east longitude, is a double name given to what are really two different quarters of one large municipal village in Vâlva, three miles east of Peth the present sub-divisional head-quarters. It is situated on a very slight rise of hard gravelly ground protruding from the black-soil plain of the Krishna valley. It is the most central place in the sub-division and new offices are being built here for the sub-divisional head-quarters which are to be transferred here from Peth. The 1881 census showed a population of 8949. The Musalmán

¹ Itinerary, 34.
percentage is larger than in most Sátára towns and the name Islámpur shows the fact which is undoubted that the town was at one time a Musalmán colony. Urán the Hindu and older quarter is on the east and contains little of note except the shrine or dargáh of Shambhuappa Koshti. Shambhuappa was a Hindu devotee of the weaver caste, but took for his spiritual director a Musalmán saint named Báva Phán who lived at Málgaon in Miraj twenty-eight miles south-east of Islámpur. Shambhuappa used to travel this distance every night for eight years, at the end of which he broke down. The saint touched at his devotion offered to return with him; and Shambhuappa then built the dargáh in honour of Báva Phán when he died, and continued to perform devotions at his shrine till his own reputation for sanctity increased. Several miracles are said to have been performed by Shambhuappa. One day, while sitting rapt in religious contemplation, he suddenly informed the bystanders that he had been invoked by a merchant to save his ship, that he had been in the spirit to the ship, and had saved it. As a proof he produced salt water from his bosom. Another trader journeying over the Sahyádris met with a tiger but on his invoking Shambhuappa the tiger fled. It is further related that the Musalmáns objected to Shambhuappa a Hindu becoming the disciple of their Pir. They met together and challenged him to prove his mission by reading the Kurán. He called for some blank paper and off it read the whole Kurán. After this tect the Musalmáns troubled him no more. He was then tested by the Hindus. A covered pot containing flesh was placed as an offering with the view of tempting him to eat the flesh and thereby violate the chief title to sanctity among Hindus. But when he ordered the vessel to be opened the flesh had vanished and Jasminium zambar or mogra flowers blossomed in its stead. This test was not deemed sufficient. Some Jogis or religious beggars getting jealous of him threatened to carry him off by force if he did not satisfy on the spot their unexpressed desires. He immediately produced two hundred mangoes with rice bread which turned out to be exactly what they had desired, and this notwithstanding that it was the dark twelfth of Mágh (February-March), nearly two months before the mango season (April-May) commenced. In honour of this exploit a charity dinner is given on that day to all comers. A fair also is held from the tenth to the fifteenth of Kártik or October-November and a fine mandap or hall is arranged in the courtyard of the dargáh, the covering of which is a gorgeous cloth woven and decorated by the various weaver castes of the town. The dargáh is a square building with a dome and four of the usual small cupolas and contains the tomb of Báva Phán. Islámpur contains the residence of Sardár Ánandráv Mantri. The residence is in the usual Marátha mansion style but of no special size. It overlooks a pond and is surrounded by a brick wall and moat which probably formed the original Musalmán fort of Islámpur. The rest of the town is straggling and poorly built and is badly situated for water. The town has one large moneylending firm and a good many smaller grain and cloth merchants and a large class of weavers. There are about thirty traders mostly Bráhmans, Márwár and Gujarát and Lingáyat Vánis, and Marátha Kunbis.
Large quantities of tobacco and raw sugar or gul are sent to Chiplun and in exchange salt, dates, betelnut, groceries, spices, English and country piece-goods and metals are brought and sold at Islampur and the neighbouring villages. The weaving industry had formerly several wealthy members but it has now greatly sunk down. The town has always been in difficulties for water which used to be supplied by the large ponds, one on the north side of Urun, a hollow dug in the soil without the aid of masonry, a large well on the outstreets between the two quarters and a stone pond within the fort. All these were originally dependent for their supply on scanty and precarious rainfall, to remedy which, during the 1876 famine, a large dam was built partly out of municipal and partly out of local funds under the supervision of the irrigation department. The municipality, which was established in 1855, had in 1882-83 an income of £318 (Rs. 3180) chiefly from octroi duties and an expenditure of £339 (Rs. 3390). The dispensary which was established in 1867 treated in 1883 twenty-seven in-patients and 5515 out-patients at a cost of £79 (Rs. 790). A market is held every Saturday, the chief articles of commerce being cattle and grain. The town, however, is surrounded by large villages which hold similar markets, and the octroi has had the effect of driving the trade away from Islampur. Notwithstanding this attempts to abolish octroi and replace it by a house tax are obstinately resisted by the municipality.

The founder of the Mantri family was Nárorám Rangráv a native of Kochre in Vengurla in Ratnágiri. In 1691 he became minister to Dhanájiráv Jádhaí the commander-in-chief of the Marátha army. Seventeen years later (1708) Sháhu was making his return to Sátára, and Tárábáí, who was then in power, ordered the Senápáti to oppose him. Dhanájiráv met him at Khed on the Bhima in Poona. Sháhu had but a small following and Dhanájiráv a numeros and well appointed army which Sháhu felt there was no chance of passing. He accordingly negotiated with Nárorám the Diván to offer a night interview and actually entered Dhanájiráv's camp in disguise. The Diván penetrated the disguise, but instead of betraying his prince he sent him back to his own camp and engaged to exert his influence with Dhanájiráv to prevent a battle. On hearing the exhortations of his Diván, who announced that Sháhu was the rightful sovereign, Dhanájiráv was anxious to give way but for an oath which Tárábáí had made him swear solemnly on rice and milk. The Diván admitted that a battle must be fought, but suggested as a way out of the difficulty to have a sham fight and to fire off the muskets and cannons with blank cartridge. This satisfied the scruples of Dhanájiráv who fought his sham battle, met Sháhu, and was confirmed by him as Senápáti. The news of this reached Tárábáí who, thereon, fled to Kolhpur, and Sháhu took possession of Sátára. After this enmity arose between Dhanájiráv and Sháhu and in 1755 Dhanájiráv went south with the army. But Nárorám Rangráv stayed behind and adhered to the Rája, who rewarded him with the title of Rájádrya and a yearly allowance of £400 (10,000 huns). Four years afterwards, in 1759, he was invested as mantri and was given some districts with the administration or mut lak of the sardeshmukhi, and jágirs, and vatans;
the whole of the revenue inām quit-rents and sardeshmukhi in Shegaon in Khánápur, Asangaon and Pangad in Sátára, and in the Wáí sub-division the Nágaundí claims over the following samnats or sub-divisions Nimb, Vághote, Koregaon, Jokhora, and Jambulkhora consisting of two per cent of the revenue and two bighás per chákur of land, and on iráfat or service tenure the village of Menavi, including the sevaráj and inām quit-rents, and the inām quit-rents in the following forts, Santoshgad, Vardhangad, Mohangad, Kalyángad, Kamálgad, Chandangad, Vándangad, and Vairátgad; as saranjám the hukréti contribution from Bágni in Pandí Tásgaon, and assignments of mokás, kítta &c. in many other villages. This ancestor was a very religious man who founded in 1769 a religious establishment in honour of Palkeshvar Mahádev at Sidápur in Karád, as well as at Asangaon in Sátára in honour of Kamaleshvar and Bhimashankar at Wáí, and built temples at his native village of Kochre, and gave much land to Bráhmans. The Rája’s records were full of testimonies to his success. He died in 1747. His son Ghanashyám was then invested as Mantri and Trimbakráv was given the sardeshmukhi and dues in Tulájípur and the Bálághát enjoyed by his father. His descendants now live in Bágni. Ghanashyám had his ináms confirmed by the Peshwa Bálájí Bájiráv, and in 1779 he built a temple at Bhilavdi in Tásgaon and made a pilgrimage to Benares, performing many charities and building temples and rest-houses. He then became a sanyási or recluse and retired to Benares dying in 1780. His son Raghunáthráv succeeded him. He was born in 1748 and after many good deeds died in 1789. Jayvantráv his son succeeded him and died in 1832.1 Bájiráv the last Peshwa unjustly resumed much of his possessions. Raghunáthráv Jayvant, father of the present Mantri, was born in 1806 and was invested as Mantri by Pratápsinh Maháráj in 1832. His possessions were curtailed by the invalidation of his title to three villages in Belgaum by the Inám commission. He bore a high reputation for justice, courage, and good service as Mantri and died at Islámpur in 1874. The present representative of the house A’andráv Raghunáth is forty-two years old and was made a second class Sardár in 1874. He enjoys a gross yearly income of about £1810 (Rs. 18,100).

Vaduj, 17° 34’ north latitude and 74° 31’ east longitude, on the Pusesávli-Shingnápur road, thirty-one miles south-east of Sátára, is the head-quarters of the Khatáv sub-division, with in 1881 a population of 3363. Besides the sub-divisional revenue and police offices on the standard Government plan, Vaduj has a post office and a vernacular school in a good Government building. There is little trade and the place does not seem to have been very important at any time. The Yerla runs close to the south-west corner of the town, and gives an unfailing supply of good water. About a mile north-west of the town is a pleasant camp.2 In a revenue statement of about 1790 Varuña appears as the head of a pargana in the Ráybág sarkár with a revenue of £3750 (Rs. 37,500).3

---

1 In 1827 Captain Clunes mentions Urúnm-Islámpur as a post-runner’s station with 1500 houses, fifteen shops, and twenty wells. Itinerary, 34.
2 Details of Camps are given below in Appendix C.
3 Waring’s Maráthás, 244.
Vairâtgad Fort in Jâvli, 3939 feet above sea level, lies nine miles north-east of Medha and six miles south-east of Wâi, on a spur of the main Sahyâdri range which branches nearly due east for about twenty miles from Malcolm Peth by Pâncchgani. It is a prominent object east of Wâi between the Khâmatki pass and the gorge by which the main road passes into the Sâtârâ sub-division. The villages of Vyâjvâdi and Jâmâbulne on the north and Mhasve on the south all touch the fort, the greater part of which is in Vyâjvâdi. The ascent can be made either from Mhasve village or Bâvdhan. The easiest way is to climb by the gorge separating Mhasve and Bâvdhan up the west face of the hill, along the northern ridge of Jâmâbulne village till the hamlet of Vyâjvâdi is reached lying close beneath the fort gate. The fort is about 1000 feet above the plain and the ascent is about two miles. It would be about half a mile less, but much steeper direct from Mhasve. The fort has a vertical scarp of black rock, thirty feet high, surrounded by about seven feet of wall loopholed for musketry. The lower parts of the wall are of large rectangular unmortared stones. The upper part is mortared and of smaller material. There are remains of the head-quarters buildings and some quarters for sepoyis, all modern. Inside the fort are five stone ponds none of them more than forty feet in diameter, and outside is one cave pond. The fort is one of those said to have been built by Bhoja Râja the Kolhâpur Silâhâra chief Bhoja II. (1178-1193) of Panhâla, and its name is locally derived from the Vairâts, a wild tribe supposed to have dwelt in this neighbourhood, who were subdued by the Pândavs. The fort is partly commanded by the heights of Bâvdhan three miles to the west. The view on all sides is very fine and extends on the west to Malcolm Peth.

At the foot of Vairâtgad within the limits of Mhasve village are two banian trees, the larger of them shading an area of three quarters of an acre. The space covered by it is a very symmetrical oval. There is no brushwood underneath, nor aught to impede the view save the stems of the shoots from the parent tree which has decayed.¹

Valva, 17° 2' north latitude and 74° 27' east longitude, a village of 4466 inhabitants formerly the head-quarters of the Válva sub-division, lies on the right bank of the Krishna eleven miles southeast of Peth and seven miles east of Islâmpur. A feeder flows into the Krishna at this point and on its banks and between it and the Krishna is some rocky rising ground on

¹ Murray’s Bombay Handbook, 195; the late Mr. E. H. Little, C.S., First Assistant Collector, Sâtârâ; Bombay Literary Magazine, 292-293. Lady Falkland writes (Chow Chow, L. 206-207): The shade was so complete, I could sit in the middle of the day without any covering on my head. The tree was of such a size, that separate picnic parties might take place under it, and not interfere with each other. There were countless avenues, or rather aisles, like those of a church, the pale gray stems being the columns, which, as the sun fell on them, glinted in parts like silver; and here and there were little recesses like chapels, where the roots from the boughs formed themselves into delicate clustering pillars, up and down which little squirrels were chasing each other, while large monkeys were jumping from bough to bough, the boughs cracking and creaking as if both monkeys and boughs would fall on my head.
which the village is built. But the eastern portion close to the river is much subject to flooding, as also sometimes the western which is on the banks of the stream, of which a backwater runs when the Krishna is in flood. A new village site, a quarter of a mile west of the present site, was accordingly granted to this village about 1876 after the great Krishna floods of 1875. The people, however, have taken little advantage of the concession owing to the distance of the new site from the Krishna their sole source of water-supply. A well was sunk at the new site but the supply was found to be of poor quality and precarious in quantity. Válva has a vernacular school in a good Government building of the old type, consisting of one single room with a veranda on all four sides. A municipality was established at Válva but abolished in 1873 owing to the smallness of its income. Except the mansion of the Thorát family of Deshmukhs the village has no remarkable buildings. The family first came into notice under Sháhu (1708-1749) and was confirmed in the deshmukhi of villages extending up to Shirála, besides receiving saranjáms or military grants of several large and productive villages. The deshmukhi dates from the Musalmáns. This family must not be confounded with that of the great Dhanájiráv with which it is but distantly connected.

In October 1659 Shiváji took Válva after capturing Shirála. The Muhammáns had so depopulated it that a donkey sprang over the walls. The first Pratinidhi and Rámcandra Pant Amátya repopulated it about 1690, when Amátya was given the command of Vishálgad and Panhála. In 1684 the district was occupied during the monsoon by a Moghal army under Sultan Muázzim who cantoned on the banks of the Krishna. It was then annexed by Sambháji to Kolhpur and suffered greatly from the ravages of Udáji Chavhán. The Pant Pratinidhi surprised the camp of Sambháji and Chavhán, Yashvantráv Thorát was killed1 in the engagement, and they were driven to Panhála with the loss of all their baggage. This first occasioned the cession to the Sátára king of the Válva district north of the Várna and Sháhu then placed Válva under a thána at Islámpur, and gave charge of it to one Kusáji Bhonsle. The first noteworthy Thorát was Bhonsle’s sarnobat. The charge of the district was given over to him by Báláji Bájiráv the third Peshwa (1740-1761) and continued in the Thorát family till the British annexation in 1818. In a revenue statement of about 1790 Válva appears as the head of a pargana in the Ráybág sarkár with a revenue of £7500 (Rs. 75,000).2

Vardhangad hill fort lies on the Bhádle-Kundal spur of the Mahádev range at a point of it on the boundary between the Koregaon and Khatáv sub-divisions, seven miles north-east of Koregaon and nineteen miles north-east of Sátára. It is a round-topped hill rising about 900 feet above the plain below on the west or Koregaon side and about 700 feet on the east or Khatáv side. The ascent to the fort is from a máchi or hamlet at its foot on the Khatáv side. This is easily reached from the Sátára-Pandharapur road, which winds up

---

1 Grant Duff's Maráthás, 225. 2 Waring's Maráthás, 244.
the southern slope of the fort hill to a hill close to which on the
north lies the fort hamlet. Two large ponds attributed to the
Musalmans lie about two hundred yards off to the south of the road.
The path from the hamlet takes about half an hour to ascend
with ease and goes diagonally up the south slope, till it reaches
the middle of the south side where is the only gateway
reached by a turn to the south-west. The wall on each side
juts out so that the gateway can be sighted only through a very
narrow passage from the north-east. It consists of a pointed arch and
wooden doorway close outside which is shown the mark of a cannon
shot fired when the fort was attacked by Fattehsing Mâne (1805).
The fort is sloping all round from the sides to the top, is round at
the summit, and covers about twenty acres. On the east is a hollow,
where are two ponds and the site of the garrison's quarters, now
thickly covered with prickly pear, and the buildings in ruins. Only
two small guns remain among the rubbish. They were sold for old
iron by Government at the annexation, but the purchaser never
found it worth while to take them away. His family, it is said, are
extinct, and the people firmly believe because he bid for the old
guns. The fort has but little scarp, the wall crowning a ridge of
black rock protruding abruptly from the sides of the hill which
though steep are covered with loose shallow soil. The walls with
parapet vary from ten to fifteen feet on the outside, and follow the
contour of the ridge, the hollows being filled up with strong masonry.
They are about sixteen and a half feet thick with a parapet two feet
high on the inside. The height is generally about six feet from the
ground close under them. The ground rises so abruptly behind them
that at any distance they would give no shelter, and the fort is
commanded on the north from a hill in Lâlgun, and on the south
from the hill of Râmeshvar, each about 2000 yards distant, with
perfectly possible ascents at any side. The masonry of the walls is
mostly small and put together with mortar only in a few places. The
gate and its neighbourhood are the strongest points. Except on
the north-west, where it has fallen down considerably, the wall is in
fair repair. On the north side was a pond now empty. The east is
the only side where water is constantly found, but that in small
quantities.

The fort was built by Shivaji in 1673, and finished in 1674 as an
outpost guarding the east frontier of his newly acquired territory.
In 1800 the fort, then in the hands of the Pratinidhi, was invested
by Mahâdji Sindia’s force with 25,000 men. The Râmoshis in
the south-west mâchí were attacked and killed the horse of Muzaf-
farhán one of Sindia’s generals. The mâchí were then sacked
and burnt. Further havoc was stopped by the influence of the
Sarnobat Ghorpade’s wife who was sister to the wife of Sindia.
In 1803 Balvantrâv Bakshi the commandant of the fort fought here
a battle with Yesâši Sâheb Firangi. The fort was shelled, the mâchí
sacked, and a contribution of £300 (Rs. 3000) levied. In 1805 the
fort was attacked by Fattehsing Mâne. The Kârkhânîs and other
officers were killed and Fattehsing took many horses in the neighbour-
hood. In 1806 after the battle of Vasantgad, Bâpu Gokhale brought
the Pant Pratinidhi to Chimangaon, a Koregaon village close to the north of the fort, and the fort was then surrendered to him. He administered it for five years till 1811 when the Peshwa took charge of it. 1 It appears to have surrendered in 1818 without resistance.

**Värugad Fort** in Mán lies, as the crow flies, about twelve miles north-west of Dahivadi, within the limits of Panvan village. The best way to it is to camp at Pingli Budrakh four miles south-west of Dahivadi and to travel thence by the very rough Tásgaon-Mográ road for about ten miles to Jádhavvádi, a hamlet of Bijvadi village lying almost a quarter of a mile east and within sight of the road; from here a well marked track due west goes to the village of Tondle, and from Tondle a path leads direct to the fort over rough ground broken but perfectly passable by a pony, and skirting the northern base of the long plateau of Panvan. The direction of the path is generally a little north of west and it crosses innumerable small ravines and water-courses which lead through rough hill tracts to the edge of the plateau of which the Mán sub-division chiefly consists. These streams pour down the bare sides of the main hill range, here some 1000 to 1500 feet high, on to the plain of Girvi adjoining the Phaltan state. The country all the way from Pingli is terribly bare and rocky. Here the stony hills and ravines are interrupted by fairly level plateaus with tolerable soil and good sites for cultivation and grazing. A few small deer and chinkhúra will probably be seen, while cattle are everywhere browsing in considerable numbers. Three hamlets, one of them known as Ghodávádi, are reached, and some well-to-do cultivators will probably meet the visitor and turn out to be Gadkaris or descendants of the ancient hereditary fort garrison. The hamlet is situated on a projection between the two ravines, and has been built on a hill of a truncated conical shape. The hill rises about 250 feet above the level of the plateau, which itself constitutes the summit of the Mahádev range at this point. The cone with the walls on it is seen from a great distance and appears very small indeed. But on near approach it is seen to be but the inner citadel of a place of considerable size and strength for the times in which it was built. On the south-west the outer wall or enceinte is entered by a rude gateway of a single pointed arch about eight feet high and five feet broad. As usual there is a curtain of solid masonry inside. The gate lies about 150 yards east of the edge of the plateau, which there terminates in an almost unbroken vertical precipice of several hundred feet in height and receding in a north-easterly direction. No wall was built along about three hundred yards of this part which is absolutely unscaleable, but for the rest of the way the walling is continued along the edge of the cliff in a north-easterly direction for about another three hundred yards. Here it turns still following the cliff to the south-east for another seven hundred yards, and then gradually rounds to the westward covering four hundred and fifty yards more till it meets the gateway. But for the break of the inaccessible precipice this outer wall would form a nearly equilateral

---

1 Papers in possession of the fort Sabnis.
triangle with the corners rounded off, the side being of some six hundred and fifty yards. Facing nearly north, about fifty yards from the north-east angle, is a gateway with a couple of curtains in solid masonry. This entrance is cut in the sides of the cliff about twenty feet below the top which is reached by some dozen steps. It consisted as usual of a pointed arch, the top fallen in, about ten feet high by five broad. It leads out to the path down to Girvi a village in the plains below and it probably formed the communication with Phaltan. This road winds down the face of the range for some five hundred feet till it hits the shoulder of a spur which it then follows to the base. The walling on the south side, from the edge of the cliff to some hundred yards east of the southern gate, is not more than a couple of feet in thickness and consists of ill-fitting stones unmortared. The rest is massive and well mortared and still fairly preserved. The average height is from seven to ten feet. In the south-east angle is a rude temple of Bhairavnáth and a few houses with the remains of many more. On the right side of the southern gate is a well preserved stone pond about thirty yards square with steps leading down to it. Next to and on the north of Bhairavnáth's temple is another pond. The way up to the fort proper or upper and lower citadels is from the north side. The path up the hill side, which is steep but with grass and soil left in many places, is almost destroyed. About 150 feet up is the outer citadel built on a sort of shoulder of the hill and facing almost due west. It contains two massive bastions of excellent masonry looking north-west and south-west so that guns planted on them could command respectively the north and south gateways. This citadel was connected with the main wall by a cross wall running across the whole breadth of the fort from east to west. Its entrance lies close below that to the upper citadel. A masonry curtain projects so as to hide the arch itself, which is not more than seven feet high by three broad, and has to be entered from due east. On the south side the walls are carried right up to the scarp of the upper citadel and are some ten feet high, so that to take the lower citadel in rear or flank must have been difficult. The upper citadel is above a vertical scarp some thirty feet high. The entrance to it lies some thirty feet above that to the lower citadel, and is cut in the rock about eight feet wide. There is a gateway of a pointed arch with the top fallen in and twenty odd steps leading up to it and ten more cut out of the rock, and winding up past the inside curtain on to the top. The walls of this upper citadel are still in tolerable preservation. They were originally about ten feet high and built of fair masonry. There is a large turret on the south-west corner, evidently meant to command the southern gate. About ten yards to the east of this turret is a new looking building which was the head-quarters or sadar. Immediately east of this and below it is a great pit about thirty feet square and equally deep roughly cut in the rock and said by the people to be a dungeon. Next it on the south is a small pond evenly cut and lined with mortar used for storing water. There are some remains of sepoys' houses, and, near the turret, a small stone wheel said to belong to a gun.
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The outer walls east of the gates have bastions at every turn of the cliffs, and the masonry here is particularly strong and well preserved. It would appear that attacks were dreaded chiefly from the plain below. The assailants could either come up the spur towards the north entrance or they might attempt the spurs on the other side of the eastern ravine and attack the southern gateway. Hence apparently the reason for strengthening the walls of the enceinte on this side. After passing the southern gateway the assailants would be commanded from the lower citadel. They would then be encountered by the cross wall. If that obstacle was overcome the besieged would run round the east side and into the two citadels. The appearance from the fort of the plain in the north is most formidable. It would however be easily captured now. The Panvan plateau completely commands and indeed almost overhangs it. The fort is believed to have been built by Shivaji to resist the Moghals whose attacks he must have dreaded from the plain below. The Karkhanis or Superintendent of the fort was a Prabhu and his descendant a fine strong young man still lives on lands held by him in the neighbourhood. The fort garrison consisted of 200 Ramoshis, Mhars, and other hereditary Gadkaris besides sepoys. It was surrendered in 1818 to Viththal Pant Phadnis of the Rajia of Satara left in charge of the town. He detached 200 men to take possession, being part of a force then raised to protect the town from the enterprizes of Bajirav's garrisons then in the neighbourhood.1

VASOTA
FORT.

Vasota hill fort in Javli is situated five miles west-north-west of Tamblvi, at the head of a small valley which branches west from the Koyna. At the mouth of the valley is a village named Vasota, but the fort is within the limits of Met Indoli village, and on the very edge of the Sahyadris. It is a flat-topped hill nearly oval in shape and about 800 feet above the valley. The height on the other or Kukun side is probably some 3700 feet. The first clear drop is perhaps 1500 feet, which, Arthur's Seat excepted, is one of the sheerest on the Sahyadris. The ascent is made from Met Indoli village. The first half is through dense forest apparently primeval, a block specially preserved to increase the difficulties of approaching the fort. Emerging from this by the path which is here and there cut into steps and gets steeper every yard there is a kadiri grove which is nasty to get through, but quite commanded from the fort. Further on is a perfectly bare piece of rock with rude steps cut in it. This leads to the double gateway at the northern end of the eastern face along a causeway made for about twenty yards on a ridge below the scarp. To enter this the path, here much blocked up with fallen debris, turns right round to the south, and by some fifty steps cut in the rock emerges on to the plateau above. There are three massive masonry arches set in mortar and apparently of Musalmán type. The space on the top is some fifteen acres in extent. On reaching the top and turning to the north close by is the temple of Chandikai a small plain stone structure. Fifty yards further is a large pond forty feet square and fifty feet

1 Elphinstone in Pendhári and Marátha War Papers, 245.
deep. Beside this is another pond holding good water. It is built of large blocks of dry stone, each block projecting about two inches below the one above, a very ancient type. Further on is a temple of Mahádev with an image-chamber and a small hall completely modernised. It has a small whitewashed spire with an urn-like top. There are remains of the head-quarters or sadar a building about fifty feet square with walls about fifteen feet high and three feet thick, modern but of finely hewn stone. The plinth and first three feet of the walls are partly of large dry stone blocks and may be much older. To this building is attached an inner dwelling house or májghar with a court about thirty feet square, on the west of which is the powder magazine. The defences consist of a vertical scarp varying in height from thirty to sixty feet, crowned by a wall and parapet from six to eight feet high and loopholed at intervals. The principal portion of this wall is of huge boulders of dry stone, but it was added to by different masters of the fort, who mostly used mortar and smaller masonry. To the north is a small detached head, used apparently as an outpost. It is connected with the fort by a narrow neck which dips some thirty feet below the general level of the fort. This has been filled up with immensely strong mortared masonry, while the walls of this head, though mostly modern, are in very good condition. The rest are much fallen in. On the south of the fort is a gorge, on the other side of which rises what is known as the old fort. This is about 300 yards distant, and, like the hills to the north about 1000 yards distant, completely commands the present fort. Remains of the batteries of the British attacking force are still seen on the brow of the old fort. But there are no other buildings or trace of fortifications on it, nor is any reason given why it is so named. The cliff to the west of the gorge has a sheer drop of 1500 feet if not more. It is known as the Bábukháda and was used as a place of execution for criminals or offenders who used to be hurled down the cliff. The west face of the fort is only a degree less abrupt, and a loose block or boulder of the old wall, if tumbled down the cliff, may be seen bounding from ledge to ledge with increasing violence and speed for an extraordinary distance. The face of the cliff to the south is in three concave stretches and a shout or whistle gives three or sometimes four beautifully distinct echoes. The view to the north is fine, including Makrandgad or the Saddleback and the fine group of steep hills about Kándát and the Pár pass. The view south is shut out by the Bábukháda, but the west gives an extensive prospect over the rugged Konkan down to the sea.

The fort of Vásota is the most ancient in the hill districts. It is attributed to the Kolhápur Siláhára chief Bhoja II. (1178 - 1193) of Panhála and, from the Cyclopean blocks of unmortared trap which form the pond and older portions of the wall, appears undoubtedly to be of great antiquity. The gateway looks Musalmán, but it is doubtful whether any Muhammadan ever came so far. The Shirkes and Mores possessed the fort till it was taken by Shiváji in 1655 after the murder and conquest of the Jávli chief. Shiváji named the fort Vajragad which name it has not retained. Since then it was chiefly used as a state prison. Early after his defeat at Kirkee (5th November
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1817) Bájírav sent the Sátára Rája and his family into confinement at Vásota, but before the end of the month the princes were brought away and sent to join his camp on march from Pandharpur to the Junnar hills. The wives and families with him remained till the following April. About the same time Cornets Hunter and Morrison of the Mádras establishment, on their way from Haidarabad to Poona with a small escort, were captured by the Peshwas’s forces at Uruli about fifteen miles east of Poona after a manful resistance, sent first to Kángori fort in Kolbá where they were severely treated and thence to Vásota. At Vásota they were lodged in a single room in the head-quarter buildings. A man named Mhátárji Kánhoji Chavhán looked after them and was rewarded by the British Government for his attentions. Their humane treatment was due to the special orders of Bápú Gokhale. The British force advanced from Medha by Bámnoli and Támbi, driving in outposts at Vásota and met at Indoli. Negotiations were opened with the commandant one Bháskar Pant, but he obstinately refused to surrender. The British forces then advanced a detachment under cover of the thick forest before mentioned to positions in the kárví grove where they dug shelters for themselves in the hill side. A battery was set up on the old fort. The local story is that negotiations proceeded seven days, when at last it was decided to bombard. The first shot fell over in the Konkan, the next in the powder magazine which it blew up, the third in the temple of Chandkájí, and the fourth in the middle of the head-quarter on which the commandant surrendered. This is the native account but evidently not true, as, according to Grant Duff, the bombardment lasted twenty hours. The prize property amounted to about £20,000 (Rs. 2 lákhs) and the Sátára Rája recovered family jewels worth £30,000 (Rs. 3 lákhs).

VÁTEGAON.

Vátegaon in Válva is an alienated village of about 2800 people on the banks of a stream called the Bhogávati Ganga six miles north-west of Peth. The village lies on both banks of the river and is in charge of a Bráhman kamávidár under the Kurundvád chief to whom it belongs. The village has an indigenous school and a liquor shop under the British Government. The streets and roads are better than is usual in villages of its size and there are two or three well off merchants trading in tobacco, raw sugar, and other agricultural produce. On the left bank of the stream, in the west half of the village, are two temples of Lakshmináráyan and Váteshvar Mahádev. The original portions of the structures are of finely hewn stone and consist of an inner shrine or gábhára about ten feet square and dome-roofed. The entrance is by an arch three feet wide and built like the walls three feet thick. There is a cross passage two feet wide and another similar door leading by one step into the outer hall, the vestibule or mandap, which is about fourteen feet square with the corners cut off by oblique canopy-like arches. The roof is also dome-shaped and about thirty feet high all of large stone. Two more steps lead into another mandap with

galleries of rough work used for sermons or kirtans and religious stories or purūsas. The images of Nārāyan and Lakshmi are on a curious stand, consisting of five upright blocks or slabs of highly polished stone each one broader than and ranged behind the other, the broadest behind. The outer corners of each slab are decorated with a carved pendant shaped like a ram’s head. Outside over the gābhāra is the usual pyramidal sort of pinnacle about forty feet high from the ground decorated with figures of gods and goddesses but in cut stone instead of as usual in brick. The four corners of the gābhāra and inner mandap have smaller pinnacles to match and there is also a central pinnacle to the inner mandap. The court is insignificant but for a fine bit of masonry wall built on the side of a stream. A noteworthy feature of this temple is the use of stone throughout, particularly for the internal dome roofs and pinnacles. The effect internally is striking and the situation on the stream most picturesque. The original structure was built by one Rāghopant Joshi a native of Vātegaon village who served as minister or kitébāri to one of the subordinate chiefs of the Nimbálkar family in the time of Nāna Fadnavis (1764-1800).

The Vāteshvar temple is a small insignificant building of rough trap and mortar, but it has a strictly pyramidal tower about forty feet high. The court-yard is a hundred feet square and surrounded by ruined cloisters. The walls are of masonry, quite four feet thick, of roughly cut rectangular blocks of trap, each corner flanked with a small bastion. A winding pavement with steps here and there leads up to the entrance which is by an insignificant archway. The temple is beautifully situated at a sudden bend in the stream, and behind it is a magnificent grove of tamarinds perhaps finer than any of their kind in the district. The temple is said to be old but who built it is not known.

Vita, 17° 16’ north latitude and 74° 35’ east longitude, forty-seven miles south-east of Sátāra, with in 1881 a population of 4477, is the head-quarters of the Khānāpur sub-division, with a municipality, a post-office, a sub-judge’s court, and a vernacular school. It is situated at the junction of the Tāsgaon-Mogrāla and Karād-Bijāpur roads twenty-six miles east of Karād and eighteen miles north of Tāsgaon with the Yerla river seven miles to the west. The town lies in a slight depression, a bit of rolling ground dividing the valley of the Vītā river from the Yerla. Two miles east is a rather more abrupt rise of about 200 feet on to the Khānāpur plateau. The Vītā is a small stream which flows into the Yerla at Bhalavni seven miles to the south-west. It runs very dry in the hot weather and barely suffices for the water-supply of the town. On its banks are some fine mango trees about the irrigated lands which make a good camping ground. The municipality established in 1854 had in 1882-83 an income of £93 (Rs. 930) and an expenditure of £48 (Rs. 480). It is intended to provide Vītā with a dispensary, the only difficulty being about the building. The town has a wall about twenty feet high, of stone for the lower ten feet and the upper ten mud, with gates on the east and west flanked by bastions. The sub-divisional offices are in an old native mansion built against the east wall with a gateway flanked by a strong
wall. The deshmukhs who live here used to be connected with Bhopalgarh fort twenty-four miles to the east.

Wa'í, 17° 58' north latitude and 73° 58' east longitude, on the left bank of the Krishna, twenty-one miles north-west of Sátára, is a holy town, the head-quarters of the Waí sub-division, with in 1881 a population of 11,626. The town lies fifty-six miles south-east of Poona with which it is connected by a metalled road which branches off from the Southern Marátha Country mail road at Surul seven miles east of Waí and forty-eight miles south of Poona. Waí is one of the most sacred places on the Krishna, and has a large Bráhman population. At the west end of the town the river forms a pool partly by the aid of a stone weir built from the steps about fifty yards above a large temple of Ganpati. The face of the river for half a mile is lined with steps, and for an hour after dawn and before sunset people are incessantly engaged in their ablutions and clothes-washing. The river banks are low and overhung with grass and trees. The country round is beautifully wooded with mangoes, and the Passamni and Pandavagad ranges form a noble background to the smiling valley viewed either from north or south, while to the west the Sahyádri range rises blue in the distance, and south the Krishna winds on ever-widening and deepening, its banks clothed with fertility and verdure. The 1872 census showed a population of 11,062 of whom 10,126 were Hindus and 936 Musalmáns. The 1881 census showed an increase of 614 or 11,676 of whom 10,698 were Hindus 963 Musalmáns and fifteen Christians. Besides the sub-divisional revenue and police offices, Waí has a municipality, sub-judge's court, dispensary, post office, travellers' bungalow, and about twenty temples. The municipality, which was established in 1855, had in 1882-83 an income of £649 (Rs. 6,490) excluding a balance of £263 (Rs. 2,630) and an expenditure of £704 (Rs. 7,040). The dispensary, which was established in 1864, treated in 1883 twenty-one in-patients and 6,724 out-patients at a cost of £117 (Rs. 1,170). Waí is a large trade centre containing about 150 well-to-do traders mostly Bráhmins, Márwár and Gujurát Vánis, Marátha Kunbis, Sálís, Kóshtís, Telís, Kásárs, and Musalmáns. From Bombay and Poona Márwár Vánis import Bombay and English piece-goods and twist; from Chipulun the Vánís import salt, betelnuts, dates, and groceries; from Poona and Sátára the Kásárs import copper and brass pots; from Nahar or Malcolmputh the Musalmáns import potatoes and vegetables; and from Bávdhan and Surul-Kavtha the Sálís and Koshtís import small quantities of women's robes or lugdis. Besides importing women's robes from Bávdhan and Surul-Kavtha the Sálís and Koshtís prepare women's robes, waistcloths, bodicecloths or khanís, and other hand-made goods from the twist which they buy from Márwár Vánis and sell them to consumers in their houses.

Beginning1 from above, the first group of buildings is on the north bank of the Krishna, and consists of a ghát or steps, a váda

---

1 The temple accounts are from the MS. papers of the late Mr. E. H. Little, C.S.
or mansion, and a temple. The ghāṭ goes by the name of Ganāpuri
and is a flight of twelve steps. The first portion 200 feet long was
built of cut-stone by Gangādhar Rāstia in 1789. To this one Bhāu
Joshi added seventy-six feet and Bajirāv II. (1796-1817) eighty feet,
making now an unbroken length of 356 feet. At the back of the
steps is a plain brick wall through which a door opens into the
street with the Ganāpuri vāda now the sub-judge's court on the left
and the temple of Umānaheshvar Panchāyatan on the right. The
temple on the right like the ghāṭ was built by Gangādhar Rāstia
in 1784. It consists of a vestibule and shrine and is about forty
feet high. It has all the Muhammadan forms of architecture
common at the period. In the four corners are separate shrines
dedicated to Vishnu, Lakshmi, Ganpati, and Surya. Vishnu's shrine
is on the left on entering and has a wooden hall or mandap, the
back wall of which is covered with figures as are also the outer walls.
The great cluster of river temples begins at some distance nearly
opposite the travellers' bungalow. The first on a low ghāṭ seventy-
five feet long is a domed shrine containing a marble Nandi and the
image of Dākleshvar Mahādev. In a line with it, but near the
bank on an upper ledge of the same ghāṭ, is the temple of Gangā-
rāmēshvar Mahādev built by Gangādhar Rāstia about 1780. It is
built of basalt and consists of an open veranda with three scollopé
arches and a shrine. The breadth in front is thirty-two feet and
the length from front to back about twenty-six feet; while the
height, including the dome of brick and stucco with blank panels, is
not less than forty feet. In front is Nandi under a plain canopy.
The next is a temple of Ganpati built by Ganpatrāv Bhikāji Rāstia
in 1762 at a cost of £15,000 (Rs. 1,50,000) near a ghāṭ 163 feet long
built by Ganpatrāv's brother A'nandrāv Bhikāji. Besides the
usual veranda and shrine, in which is a huge black basalt image of
Ganpati painted red, the temple has a covered court or mandap
(60' x 30'). The roof is flat and composed of square cut-stones
cemented with mortar. The walls have the unusual thickness of
four feet which gives considerable dignity to the small arches five
on a side and three at the end with which they are pierced.
Except the dome which is pyramidal or conical and of brick covered
with white plaster and fluted, the material used is gray basalt. The
total height is over seventy feet.

Ascending the bank but hidden from view by the huge Ganpati
temple is the Kāshivishvēshvar temple perhaps the best group of
buildings in Wāi. Surrounded by a wall, the temple stands in a
quadrangular court 216' by 95'. It was built in 1757 by A'nandrāv
Bhikāji Rāstia and consists of a shrine and a vestibule with a total
length from front to back of forty-nine feet and a facade of about
twenty-eight feet from side to side. A notable part of the building
is a covered court called kund mandap at the east entrance with a
lamp-pillar or dīpa māl on each side. The mandap is about forty
feet square, and its flat roof is of square stone cemented with mortar
and supported on sixteen lofty pillars in four rows of four each with
neat semicircular moulded arches between them. The pillars about
1' 6" in diameter and about 15' high, make three parallel arches
whether looked at from north to south or from east to west. In the
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style Muhammadan forms largely prevail. The spire is twelve-
sided with, like the Lakshmi tower, three tiers with rows of figures
and a Muhammadan dome; the temple man dap is domed and there
are four pinnacles at the corners. The large bull or Nandi in front,
under a plain canopy with plain scolloped arches, is carved out of a
magnificent piece of black basalt. The bells and flowers with which
it is adorned are very beautifully cut. The whole temple structure
is of basalt and the pillars originally black are polished to the
brightness of a mirror. There is a little ornamentation at the spring
of the arches and on the facade but none elsewhere. But the exquisite
fineness of the stone work and material and its general lightness
make the building the best sight in Wái. The next, away from the
river on the east side of the market, is a temple of Mahálkshmi
built in 1778 by Anandráv Bhikáji Rástia at a cost of £27,563
(Rs. 2,75,630). The temple, about seventy feet high, consists of a
vestibule and shrine, which together measure about seventy feet
from back to front. The facade is about forty feet from side to side.
The vestibule is open in front with two pillars and pilasters in antis.
The corners at the top are rounded off by scolloped work. In the
floor is a trap door and the roof is formed of large slabs stretching
from lintel to lintel. The mandap has two doors on each side,
five pillars in depth with two in width, and on a lower step an
additional range over a stylobate approached by three steps. The
whole looks heavy and dark. The beauty of the Lakshmi temple
is its gracefully tapering spire which has a square base with a
handsome frieze above which are five dodecagonal tiers surmounted
by an urn or kalas. The whole is about fifty-six feet high.

Off the west side of the street leading to the market, in a garden
(200' x 100') enclosed by a high stone wall, is the temple of Vishnu
built in 1774 by Anandráv Bhikáji Rástia at a cost of £21,625
(Rs. 2,16,250). A covered court or mandap (48' x 18') of five
round arches, supported by square-based massive pillars five feet
thick with a cut-stone roof without intermediate support, leads to
a raised veranda with three small Muhammadan Saracenics 1
behind which is the shrine. The walls are very thick, with five
scolloped arches on each side and three in front. The roof facade
is worked in arabesques. The spire is poor, and consists of three
octagonal tiers. The whole about fifteen feet high is of beautifully
cut gray stone and excepting the spire very handsome. The
mandap or hall is the best in Wái. There are ten other temples
on the river bank of no special note, eight of them dedicated to
Mahádev, one to Dattátraya, and one to Vithoba. The eight
Mahádev temples built by various private individuals vary in date
from 1740 to 1854. 2 The temple of Dattátraya was built in 1861
by a mendicant named Vyankoba Báva on a ghât or landing made
in 1785 by Anandráv Rástia. The temple of Vithoba was built
by Táí Sáheb the great-grandmother of the Bhor chief.

1 The pillars supporting the arches are of plated work in beautifully polished
black stone.
2 The temple dates are 1740, 1744, 1760, 1760, 1760, 1808, and 1854. The date of
one is not known.
Besides the temples the chief objects of interest in and about the town are Rástia’s cárás or mansions, an old Peshwa bridge, and Buddhist caves in Loháre village about four miles to the north. Of Rástia’s mansions there are several in and about the town. The chief of them is the Moti Bágh in a large garden with water tower and fountains about a mile and a half west of Wáí. The mansion was built about 1789 by Ánaandráv Bhikúji Rástia at a cost of £10,200 (Rs. 1,02,000). The interior walls are covered with paintings whose colour is fast fading away.

The Peshwa’s bridge is to the south of the town about a hundred yards below the new Krishna bridge. It is said to have been built in the time of the Bráhman government, and the oldest inhabitants of Wáí know from hearsay that wayfarers used to cross the river on planks fixed between the piers. There are eight piers remaining but the original number would seem to have been ten. The piers are irregular in size and shape and situated at irregular intervals. They stand on the rock of the river and are mostly nine feet high. They are formed by a wall of rough masonry and excellent mortar built in the shape of an oval. This was filled in with whitewash and stones and plastered over with cement. The piers vary in girth from fifty-six to sixty-nine feet and the short diameters average thirteen feet. The intervals vary from fourteen to nineteen feet. So far as known the bridge was merely built to join Wáí with the opposite river bank, and it did not form part of any particular line of communication.1

Four² miles north of Wáí, in the village of Loháre and near Sultánpur, is a group of eight excavations cut in soft trap rock, running from south-east to north-west and facing south-west. The first from the south-east is a plain dwelling cave or vihára about 27’ by 21’ with three cells and a pond near it. The second and chief cave has a hall 31’ by 29’ 6” and 8’ 6” high with a bench along the left side and along parts of the front and back; four cells on the right side with bench-beds and small windows; while in the back are two more similar cells with a dághóbá shrine between them. The shrine 16’ square had originally a door and two windows to admit light. The capital of the dághóbá or relic-shrine has been destroyed to convert it into a huge ling 6’ 4” high and 8’ in diameter called Palkeshvar or Palkoba. To the left of this chief cave is a much ruined excavation. Two hundred yards north-west of this is another dwelling cave or vihára of which the hall is about the same size as the hall of the chief cave and has a bench round the sides and back and four cells in the back and one on the left side, also an entrance made in the right wall running up to what may have been intended for a chamber over the roof of the cave but never finished. The roof is supported by six octagonal pillars in two rows from front to back with a stone joist running through the
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1 Mr. H. R. Cooke, C.S.
2 Fergusson and Burgess’ Cave Temples of India, 212-213. The caves were first described by the late Sir Bartle Frere about 1850 when Commissioner of Sátára, Journal Bomb. Branch Roy. As, Soc. III. Part II. 55.
heads of each row, but only fragments of them are left. On the right hand wall near the back are the remains of some human figures, apparently two standing females and two seated males, all now headless and otherwise mutilated. The other caves are smaller and not of much interest.

Its position on the Krishna in a beautiful valley and the Buddhist caves in its neighbourhood show Wāi to have been a holy town and an old Buddhist settlement. Wāi is locally believed to be Virātnagari, the scene of the thirteenth year exile of the Pāṇḍavas. Nothing further is known of Wāi until Musalmān times. In 1429 Malik ul-Tujār, the Bahmani governor of Daulatabad, after subduing the Rāmoshis and other banditti of Khatāv and the Mahādev hills, marched to Wāi. Between 1453 and 1480 Wāi is mentioned as a military post of the Bahmanis from where troops were ordered in 1464 to join the Bahmani minister Māhmūd Gāvān in his Konkan expedition. About 1648 Wāi was the head-quarters of a Bijāpur mokāsādīr or manager. When Shivājī rebelled, he took possession of Wāi, and before his murder at Pratāpgad in 1659 Wāi was the scene of the last halt of Aņzulkhān and his ill-fated expedition. From this time Wāi passed to the Marāthās. In 1687 it was attacked by the Bijāpur general Shīrjekhān who suffered here a defeat at the hands of the able Marātha general Hambirrāvā Mohitā who however was killed on the occasion. This victory enabled the Marāthās to occupy much of the open country they had previously lost to the Moghals. The latter got possession of Wāi again in 1690 in the reign of Rājārām (1689-1700), but it was regained for the Marāthās in the same reign by Santājī Ghorpāde the oldest representative of the Kāpshī Ghorpāde family. Rāmchandrapant, one of the chief men of the time, and afterwards made minister or amātya, proposed a stratagem whereby Santājī managed to completely surprise the faujdalār of Wāi, took him prisoner with all his troops, and established a Marātha post or thāna in the town. On its capture the Wāi district was given in charge of Shankrājī Nārāyān a clerk of Rāmchandrapant who retook from the Moghals the important fortress of Rājgad in the Bhor state. Wāi then fell into the hands of the Peshwās, but in 1753 was occupied by Rājārām’s widow Tārābāi with the aid of 5000 Rāmoshis and Marāthās. About 1774 Rām Shāstri, the spiritual and legal adviser at the Poonā court, retired from the government in disgust to a sequestered place near Wāi on hearing that Raghunāthrāvā finally connived at the murder of his nephew Nārāyanrāvā Peshwa. About 1790 the Rāstā family of Wāi first began to rise to influence at the Peshwa’s court at Poonā where they sided with the ministerial party against the encroachments of Mahādji Sindhia. In October 1791 Major Price,

1. Dr. Burgess’s Antiquarian Lists, 58-59. See above pp. 224, 613.
2. Hence the name Vairātgad given to the fort in the neighbourhood.
5. Grant Duff’s Marathas, 76.
6. Grant Duff’s Marathas, 166.
7. Grant Duff’s Marathas, 362.
9. Grant Duff’s Marathas, 62.
10. Grant Duff’s Marathas, 154.
whose Memoirs of the Early Life and Services of a Field Officer were published in 1839 by Major Moor author of the Hindu Pantheon, describes Wáí as a town of great importance, the property of the elder brother of the Rástit family who had built several neat stuccoed temples. The town was locally believed to be the scene of the exploits of the Pándav brothers, one of whom slew in battle the giant Kichak and dragged the body to the summit of the eminence hard by now named Pandavgad and the toe of the giant was so large that, in tearing it along, it ploughed up the very deep ravine which terminates near the entrance of the town from the eastward. The large tumulus on the hill north-east of Wáí, with a temple on its top, was said to be formed of the body of the monster and three of his companions burnt to ashes by the conqueror. In 1796 when Nána Pádhavi found Bájiráv Peshwa, siding with Sindia to compass his ruin he retired to Wáí. The next year Haripant Phadke the Peshwa general was sent to bring Nána back to Poona. But as he advanced with 4000 horse Nána took alarm and fled to the Konkan. In 1798 Parshurám Bháu Patvardhan of Tásagao was confined at Wáí, but soon released on quelling some disturbances in the neighbourhood. In 1827 Captain Clunes notices Wáí as a town with a large Bráhman population, formerly belonging to the Rástitás and still their residence. About 1850 Lady Falkland (1848-1854) writes of Wáí, *I know nowhere a more lovely spot than Wáí, and although I often visited it during my stay in India, I saw new beauties every time. Here there is grand scenery, as well as pleasing quiet spots and charming bits. The view from the travellers' bungalow is perfectly beautiful. Behind the city rise hills of all the shapes which are peculiar to the mountains in the Deccan. There are round, peaked, flat-topped hills; some covered with rocks, looking at a distance like forts and castles.*

**Yavteshvar** is a small village on the plateau to the north-west of the summit of the Yavteshvar hill, about two miles west of Sátára. The plateau is reached by a good bridle path branching off from the tunnel at Sátára or by the steps which climb straight up the hill side. It is 1100 feet above the plain and pleasantly cool at all times of the year, though a little hot wind is sometimes felt. During the hot weather it is not unfrequently used as a health-resort for the civil and military officers of the station of Sátára. The village contains a temple of Yavteshvar and close to the south further up the slope are the remains of two bungalows.

**Yelur** in Vála, nine miles south-east of Peth and four miles west of the Sátára-Kolhipur mail road, is a large village with in 1881 a population of 2808. It is the residence of several well-to-do capitalists and large agriculturists, with an export traffic to Chipilin in pepper sugarcane tobacco and kardaí oilseed. At its weekly market on Saturday, besides the articles above mentioned, cattle horses sheep and goats are largely bought and sold. The village was originally
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1 Memoirs, 275-276.  
2 Grant Duff's Marathás, 523, 525.  
3 Grant Duff's Marathás, 535.  
4 Itinerary, 32.  
walled, remains of which may be still seen. About a mile east of the village is an excellent grove of mangoes for a camp.

**Yerad** village, with in 1881 a population of 705, lies close to the Karád-Kumbháráli pass road three miles south-west of Pátan. Close to the south of the road on the river bank, conspicuous from afar, is a fine grove of mango trees. In the middle of this grove is a small stone temple with a tiled roof and a *ling* said to be Yedoba an incarnation of Shiv. Silver masks of the god are carried in procession on the fair day, namely the full-moon of *Chaitra* or March-April. Some 10,000 people assemble every year, this being the favourite fair of the hill cultivators who come from very long distances to visit it. They stay three days and camp in every direction. Special police parties are detached for sanitary arrangements, notwithstanding which the nuisance and pollution of the Koyna river is great. On this account Yerad, though a favourite camp, should not be visited between the fair and the monsoon following. In the pools near the village *mahsur* can be caught trolling or with the spoon bait.
STATES.

Of the six Sátára jágirs or feudatories which became tributaries to the British Government on the lapse of the Sátára territory in 1849, four, Bhor Phalant Aundh and Jath, with in 1883 an area of 3026 square miles, 318,687 people, and a gross revenue of £178,186 (Rs. 17,81,860), are under the supervision of the Collector of Sátára as Political Agent. Of these Bhor lies in the north-west, Phalant in the north, Aundh in the east, and Jath in the extreme south-east. Besides these four large jágirs or states, a group of six villages belonging to the jágirdár of Daphlápur is under the Collector of Sátára as Political Agent. Under British rule the jágirdárs were continued in all their former rights and privileges, except the powers of life and death and of settling some of the more serious criminal cases. Their administration is now conducted on the principles of British law. Criminal and civil justice is administered by the chiefs themselves with the aid of subordinate courts. In civil suits special appeals from the decisions of the chiefs lie to the Political Agent. In criminal cases heinous offences requiring capital punishment or transportation for life, are tried by the Political Agent aided by two assessors, the preliminary proceedings being conducted by the chiefs. Criminal appeals from their decisions also lie to the Political Agent.

Bhor begins from the north-west corner of Sátára on the north of the Mahádev hills. From the Mahádev hills, with a breadth varying from thirty-five miles in the south to fifteen miles in the north, Bhor stretches north-west over the rough Sahyádrí lands in south-west Poona and in east Kolába, as far as within six miles of the line of the Bhor pass in Poona and seven miles of Pen in Kolába. It has an estimated area of about 1491 square miles, a population in 1881 of 145,876 or ninety-eight to the square mile, and in 1883 a gross revenue of £52,318 (Rs. 5,23,180). It is bounded on the north-west and north by Kolába, on the north-east by the Sahyádris, on the east by Poona and Sátára, on the south by Sátára, and on the west by Kolába. Except one-fourth which is flat, the country is hilly. The climate of the part of the state which is above the Sahyádris is like that of Sátára and in the part below the Sahyádris is like that of Kolába. In 1883 the rainfall varied from 26·8 inches at Vichitragad to 139·44 inches at Sudhágad. Intermittent and remittent fever and guineaworm are very prevalent, and cholera appears every two or three years. Of natural resources the chief are agriculture and forests. Iron-smelting which was once of some importance has been given up, and in industries the state is poor. Except a few cotton and wool weavers the bulk of the people are husbandmen mostly Maráthi-speaking Hindus. The chief Hindu castes are Bráhmans, Vánis, Maráthás, Rámoshis, Mhárs, Mágns, and Chámbhárs. About three-fourths of the soil is red and about
one-fourth is black and gray. Scarcely any of the land is watered; what there is is watered from wells and fair weather dams. Of rivers above the Sahyadrí the Mutha runs in the north and the Níra in the south, and below the Sahyadrí the Amba runs south-west. Of roads above the Sahyadrí the Pandharpur-Mahád made cart-road runs east and west by the Varandha pass and Bhor to Mahád in Kolába; and the Poona-Belgaum mail road runs north and south by the Khámaki pass; and below the Sahyadrí the Poona-Fanvel road by the Bhor pass runs a little above its northern boundary. The state is at present under survey, but no one sub-division has been finally settled. In 1882-83 it had three civil and seven criminal courts. Besides thirty horsemen in the huṣur pásqa or head-quarter guard who aid as mounted police, the police were 184 strong. There is no municipality, but a committee of five officers supervise sanitary arrangements on which £164 (Rs 1640) were spent in 1882. In 1882-83 the actual revenue was returned at £49,500 (Rs 49,500) and the expenditure at £48,800 (Rs 48,800). The local funds collections amounted to £3100 (Rs 31,000), which are said to have been spent on local objects; 1045 patients were treated at the Bhor dispensary and 2267 persons were vaccinated. There are twenty-seven schools with 923 pupils.

In 1697 Rájáram, the son of Shiváji, appointed Shankráji Náráyan Pant Sachív for his able services. He was given an estate or jágir and other vañans or rent-free lands. In 1707, Shankráji died at Ambevádi and was succeeded by his son Náro. On his death in March 1737, Náro was succeeded by his nephew Chinnájí, who had three sons Sádáshivráj, Ánandiráj, and Raghunáthráj. In 1757, on the death of Chinnájí, his eldest son Sádáshivráj became Pant Sachív. In 1787, on his death Sádáshivráj was succeeded by his youngest brother Raghunáthráj. On Raghunáthráj's death in 1791, his son Shankarráj became Pant Sachív. He had no male issue and adopted Chinnájí who succeeded him in 1798. Till their downfall in 1818, Chinnájí continued in the service of the Peshwá. On his death in 1827, Chinnájí was succeeded by his adopted son Raghunáthráj; for this adoption a nazáráná or present of £4000 (Rs 40,000) was paid to the Rája of Sátára. In 1836 Raghunáthráj, being without legitimate male issue, adopted Chinnájí who succeeded him in 1839. On the 12th of February 1871, on his death Chinnájí was succeeded by his son Shankarráj, the present chief. During the chief's minority a kárbhárí or manager was appointed by the British Government to look after his affairs. In 1874 at the age of twenty-one, Shankarráj assumed the charge of his state. The Pant Sachív ranks as first class sardár. He is a Bráhman by caste and his head-quarters are at Bhor. He pays a yearly tribute of £523 10s. (Rs 5235) to the British Government, nominally on account of pilkhána or elephant stables.

1 The pant sachív was one of the titles given to his eight ministers by Shiváji at the time of his crowning in 1674. The eight titles were the peshwa or prime minister, pant amátya or councillor, pant sachív or minister, mantri or general councillor, sumant or foreign minister, upáyadhish or judge, and panditráv or the learned. In 1689 a ninth title of pant pratinidhi or viceroy, ranking higher than the other eight, was created by Rájáram.
Phaltan lies to the north of the Mahâdev range which drains north to the Nira. It has an estimated area of about 397 square miles, a population in 1881 of 58,402 or 147 to the square mile, and in 1883 a gross revenue of £56,763 (Rs. 5,67,630). It is bounded on the north by the Nira and beyond the Nira by Bhirathdi in Poona, on the east by Mâlsiras in Sholapur, on the south by Mán Khâtáv and Koregaon in Sátâra, and on the west by Koregaon and Khandâla in Sâtâra. The country is chiefly flat; lines of small stony hills divide it from the Sátâra district. The climate is hot and the rainfall scanty and uncertain. Intermittent and remittent fevers are very prevalent, also guineaworm, boils, and itches, and sometimes cholera and small-pox. Of natural resources the chief are building timber, extensive sheep-grazing lands, and salt. The chief Hindu castes are Brâhmans, Lingâyats, Marâthás, Râmoshis, Châmabhârs, Mhârs, and Mângs. The prevailing soil is black and the rest is red. About 9000 acres of garden land are watered mostly from wells. Of rivers the Nira runs in the north of the state. Of roads the Pandharpur-Mahâd made cart-road runs east and west by Phaltan to Mahâd and by the Ádarki pass a road runs south-west to Sátâra. The chief industries are the weaving of cotton and silk goods and the carving of stone idols. In the town of Phaltan a number of Gujarât Vânis carry on a brisk trade in importing and exporting between the coast and the interior. Yearly fairs are held at Phaltan and Jâvî. The state was surveyed in 1869-70. It suffered severely during the 1876-77 famine, and a good deal of arable land fell waste and has not again been brought under tillage, partly from the numbers who left and died and partly from the want of cattle. In 1882-83 the state had three civil courts besides criminal and sessions courts under Joint Administrators. Besides forty-three râkhvâldârs or watchmen, who guard the public buildings in Phaltan and generally aid the police, the regular police are fifty-two strong. The municipality of Phaltan was established in 1868, and the income is levied by a graduated tax as well as by a sixteenth of the pay of the state servants. In 1882 the municipality had a revenue of £580 (Rs. 5800), of which £480 (Rs. 4800) were spent on scavenging, roadside trees, and sinking a well. The streets are well kept and clean, and the road round the town is well shaded by trees. The taxation is 3d. (2 as.) a head. In 1882 the gross revenue of the state was returned at £20,900 (Rs. 20,900), and the expenditure at £18,300 (Rs. 18,33,000). The excise and salt arrangements are in the hands of the British Government. A toll has been put on the Ádarki pass, on which the state had previously spent over £1700 (Rs. 17,000). There are sixteen schools with 719 pupils. English is taught at Phaltan.

The chief of Phaltan is a Marâtha of the Povâr clan. According to the state records, in 1327 one Podakla Jagdev entered the service of Muhammad Tughlik (1325-1351), the emperor of Delhi, who was then warring in the Deccan. Podakla was killed in battle, and the Emperor granted his son Nimbrâj a jâgir together with some inâm lands and the title of nâdîk. Nimbrâj founded the present town of Phaltan and died in 1349. He was succeeded by his son Vanag who was put to death in 1374. In 1390 Vanag’s son Vangpâl retook
Phaltan and died in 1394. Between 1394 and 1630 nine chiefs ruled at Phaltan, about whom little but their names is known. In 1644 the ruling chief Mudhoji (1630 - 1644) was killed by the king of Bijapur, and his son Banaji was taken prisoner to Bijapur. In 1651 Banaji was restored to his father's estate. He had four sons Mahadaji, Gorkhoji, Vangoji, and Mudhoji. In 1676, on the death of Banaji his third son Vangoji succeeded, but died without issue in 1693, and was succeeded by his nephew Janoji. Janoji was deposed by his step-brother Banaji, and was afterwards restored by Shahu of Satara (1708 - 1749). In 1748, on his death Janoji was succeeded by his son Mudhoji. In 1765, on the death of Mudhoji, his wife Sagunabai administered the state for a short time, but was deposed by Peshwa Madhavaraj Ballal and one Soyraji raised to the chiefship. In 1774 Sagunabai adopted son Majoji, and with the aid of Peshwa Madhavaraj Narayan regained control of the state. In 1777, on his death Majoji was succeeded by his adopted son Jannar. Jannar continued in the service of the Peshwas till their fall in 1818. On the 1st of January 1825, on Jannar's death the state was attached by the Raja of Satara, but on the 3rd of September 1827 Banaji was allowed to succeed on payment of a nazara or succession fee of £3000 (Rs. 30,000). On the 17th of May 1828, on Banaji's death the state was again attached by the Raja of Satara. On the 3rd of December 1841, on payment of a nazara or succession fee of £3000 (Rs. 30,000), Jibai Aji Saeheb the wife of Banaji was allowed to adopt the present chief Mudhojiraj. During Mudhojiraj's minority Aji Saeheb acted as regent till her death on the 17th of November 1853. After her death the British Government managed the state till the 10th of February 1860, when Mudhojiraj was put in sole charge of the state. The chief of Phaltan styled Nimballkar, is a Maratha by caste and ranks as first class sardar. His headquarters are at Phaltan, and he pays the British Government a yearly tribute of £560 (Rs. 960) on account of seized or horsemen. The family holds a patent allowing adoption. In matters of succession they do not follow the custom of primogeniture. Of late, as he was deeply involved in debt, Mudhojiraj applied to Government for a loan and offered to resign the management of the state till the debt was paid and the affairs of the state were put in order. In December 1882 the offer was accepted and joint administrators were appointed, the son of the chief and the other a revenue officer of the British Government. The debts which amounted to £25,000 (Rs. 2½ lakhs) will be discharged by a yearly installment of about £2500 (Rs. 25,000) and the state is expected to be free from debt in thirteen or fourteen years. Under the joint administration many of the departments have been reorganized, the pay of the police has been raised, and the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act has been introduced to give the cultivators the same protection as in Poona or Satara. The joint administration has also resumed the civil, criminal, and revenue charge of the Ram-Sansthán group of six villages, which have a

1 The nine chiefs were: Vangoji (1394 - 1409), Majoji (1409 - 1420), Bajji (1420 - 1445), Jova (1445 - 1470), Bajji (1470 - 1512), Mudhoji (1512 - 1527), Bajiddar (1527 - 1560), Majoji (1560 - 1570), and Vangoji (1570 - 1630).
yearly revenue of over £4700 (Rs. 47,000) and which Mudhojirâv gave in grant to a temple.

Aundh is partly scattered within the limits of the Mân, Koregaon, Khânpur, Karâ, and Tâsgaon sub-divisions of Sâtâra and partly forms a considerable block of the Atâpâdi sub-division to the north-east of Khânâpur which drains north-east into the Mân. It has an estimated area of about 447 square miles, a population in 1881 of 58,916 or 131 to the square mile, and in 1883 an estimated gross revenue of £39,960 (Rs. 399,600). The Atâpâdi sub-division, with an area of about 300 square miles, is bounded on the north by Mân in Sâtâra and Málsiras in Sholâpur, on the east by Sângola in Sholâpur, on the south by Khânâpur, and on the west by Khânâpur Khatâv and Mân. The country belonging to Aundh is for the most part flat. The climate of the Atâpâdi sub-division is hot and the rainfall scanty and uncertain. In 1883, the rainfall varied in different parts from sixteen to thirty inches. The prevalent diseases are remittent fevers, severe colds, and guineaworm. Cholera and small-pox occur every two or three years. The bulk of the people are Hindus and Musalmâns, who speak Marâthi Kânarese and Hindustâni. The chief Hindu castes are Brâhmans, Marâthás, Râmoshis, Mhârs, Châmbhârs, and Mângs. In the Atâpâdi subdivision about half the soil is black, one-fourth gray, and the remaining fourth red. In other parts about two-thirds of the soil is black and one-third gray. The garden land is almost all watered from wells. Of rivers the Mân runs north and south in the Atâpâdi sub-division. Of roads the Malhârpath-Pandharpur made cart-road runs through the Atâpâdi sub-division by the Kaldhon pass. In 1882-83 the state had one appellate and six subordinate civil courts and thirteen criminal courts. Besides village watchmen, the strength of the police is fifty-two men and 170 shetsandis or militia. In 1882-83, at the Aundh dispensary 2460 patients were treated and 1085 children vaccinated. There are nineteen schools with 736 scholars.

The family of the Pant Pratinidhi is descended from Trimbak Krishna, the accountant of the village of Kinhai in the Koregaon sub-division of Sâtâra. In 1690, Râjârâm, the youngest son of Shivâji, raised Trimbak's son, Parashurâm Pant, who was in the service of Râmchandra Pant Amâtya, to the rank of sardâr. He became a great favourite of Râjârâm's, and in 1698 was made pratinidhi or viceroy. In 1699, his predecessor Timâji Hanmant, who had been taken prisoner by the Moghals, was set free and re-appointed Pratinidhi, and Parashurâm Pant received the office of Peshwa or prime minister. In 1700, on the death of Râjârâm, his widow Târâbâi again appointed Parashurâm Pratinidhi. In the civil war which followed the death of Râjârâm, Parashurâm was Târâbâi's chief general, and in 1707 was defeated and taken prisoner by Shâhu the grandson of Shivâji. Parashurâm lost his appointment, and in 1710 the office of Pratinidhi was given to Gâdâdhâr Prahlâd. On Gâdâdhâr's death in the same year, Parashurâm was set free and restored, but in 1711 the office was again taken from him and given to Nârâyan Prahlâd. In 1713 Parashurâm Pant was again restored and the office of Pratinidhi was made hereditary in his family. In
1717 on his death Parashurám was succeeded by his second son Shrinivás, as his eldest son Krishnájí was Pratinidhi of Vishálgad in the Kolhapur state. Shrinivás also called Shripatráv was during all his lifetime Sháhu’s chief adviser. In 1746 he died without male issue and was succeeded by his younger brother Jagjivan, commonly called Dádoba, whom Sháhu appointed to his brother’s post of chief minister. In 1750, when, on the death of Sháhu, the Peshwa became supreme, Dádoba was deposed and in 1751 was succeeded by Shrinivás Gangádhar, also called Bhavánráv and grand son of Dádoba’s elder brother Krishnájí Parashurám. In 1752, Dádoba was restored to the office, with Shrinivás as his assistant. On Dádoba’s death without issue, the office was given to Shrinivás. In 1762, Raghuántávr déposé Shrinivás and gave the office to his own son Bháskarráv. Bháskarráv died four months after getting the office which was then given to Náro Shankar. In 1763 Shrinivás also called Bhavánráv intrigued with the Nizám and Ragojói Bhonsla of Nágpur and was restored. In 1765 he was again déposé by the Peshwa for disobedience, and his office was given to his cousin Bhagvaántávr Trimbak. Bhavánráv then went to Poona where he lived for about four years, receiving £5000 (Rs. 50,000) a year from the Peshwa. In 1768, Bhavánráv was given a saranjádm or military grant of the yearly value of £50,000 (Rs. 5 lakhs). He waged constant war with the Pratinidhi Bhagvaántávr till Bhagvaántávr died in 1775. In 1777 Bhavánráv died and was succeeded by his son Parashurám. Parashurám was born the day after his father’s death, and was at once installed as Pratinidhi by Nána Fadnavis, who was a great friend of his father. In 1795 at the age of eighteen Parashurám Pant took charge of his estate or jágir. He is said to have had great valour. He died in 1848 and was succeeded by the present chief Shrinivásráv, who had been adopted in 1847 with the permission of the British Government and the late Rája of Sátára. A nazárdána or succession fee was paid at the time of adoption. During the government of Sir Bartle Frere (1862-1867) Shrinivásráv was a member of the Legislative Council of Bombay. The Pratinidhi is a Bráhman by caste and ranks as first class sardár. He lives at Aundh, an isolated village in the Khatáv sub-division. He pays no tribute to Government.

Jath stretches east and then north to the Mán and Bhima about twenty miles south-east of Pandharpur. It has an estimated area of 885 square miles, a population in 1881 of 49,486 or fifty-six to the square mile, and in 1883 a gross revenue returned at £28,000 (Rs. 2,80,000). It is bounded on the north by Sángola in Shokápur and Mangalvedha in Sángli, on the east by Indí and Bijápur, on the south by Athní in Belgaum, and on the west by Sángli and Miraj. Except a number of small hills near the town of Jath, the country is flat. The land is poor and thinly peopled, and is specially suited for cattle breeding. The climate is hot and the rainfall is about the same as at Bijápur. The south-west monsoon begins and ends with heavy thunder showers. The Madras or north-east monsoon sometimes extends to Jath in December. During the autumnal months intermittent fevers are common. From May to September cholera appears almost every year. The bulk of the
people are Hindus who speak Marāthí Kānarese and Hindustāni. The chief Hindu castes are Brāhmans, Lingāyats, Jains, Marāthās, Rāmōshis, Vadaras, Berads, Mhārs, Māngs, and Chāmbhārs. About one-sixth of the soil is black, one-sixth red, and the remaining two-thirds stony and gravelly. Most garden lands are watered from wells. Of the rivers small feeders of the Mān and Bhima run through the state. Of the roads the chief is the Karād-Bījāpur road running north-west and south from Bījāpur to Karād by Jath. The survey was introduced in 1878, and has been of great benefit to the people by sweeping away a number of arbitrary cesses. The rates are moderate and there is a large area of arable waste. In 1882 about 3000 acres were taken for tillage, and a large part has been reserved for forest. The forest reserves amount to about 38,400 acres. In 1882-83 the state had four criminal courts. The police were sixty-one strong. In 1882 the gross revenue was returned as amounting to about £27,500 (Rs. 2,75,000), besides £800 (Rs. 8,000) collected as local funds, and the expenditure was about £15,000 (Rs. 1,50,000) including £2200 (Rs. 22,000) paid for debts, and excluding £460 (Rs. 4,600) spent on local fund objects, chiefly on education. At Jath a municipal fund is raised by a tax on the sale of cattle at the weekly market, and the proceeds are spent in maintaining the roads and trees, and on lighting the town. The Jath dispensary, which was closed for some years of financial embarrassment, was re-opened towards the close of 1882. The state has seventeen schools with 682 pupils.

The family of the Jath chief claim descent from Lakhmāji bin Eldāji Chavhān, headman of the village of Daphlāpur. Lakhmāji had two sons Satvājirāv and Dhondjirāv. In 1680 Satvājirāv, who had entered the service of Ali Adil Shāh, king of Bījāpur, on paying a succession fee or nazārāna, was appointed Deshmukh of the sub-divisions of Jath, Karajgi, Bardol, and Vanvād; Satvājirāv continued one of the leading Bījāpur nobles till the state was overthrown by Aurangzeb in 1686. He assumed independence for a few days, but finally submitted to Aurangzeb, receiving Jath and Karajgi in jōgir, and Jath, Karajgi, Vanvād, and Bardol as vatans. Satvājirāv's two sons, Bābāji and Khānāji, died about 1700 before their father. On Satvāji's death without heirs, Esubāi, the wife of his eldest son Bāvāi, succeeded. On her death in 1754 Esubāi was succeeded by her nephew Yashvantrāv. In 1759 Yashvantrāv died and was succeeded by his son Amritrāv. Amritrāv was succeeded by his son Khānājirāv, who had two wives Renukābāi and Sālubāi. In 1818 Renukābāi made a treaty with the English under which all her possessions were confirmed to her. In 1823 Renukābāi died and was succeeded by Sālubāi who administered the state for ten months and died without leaving male issue. The state was then attached by the Rāja of Sātāra, but in 1824 it was granted to Rāmrāv bin Nārāyanrāv a member of the same family. In 1835 Rāmrāv died leaving no male issue. The Rāja of Sātāra again attached the state and managed it till 1841, when it was granted to Bhāgirthibāi the widow of Rāmrāv. In 1841, with the permission of the Sātāra government, Bhāgirthibāi
States.
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adopted Bhimráv bin Bhagvantráv. Bhimráv on his adoption took the name of Amritráv. During Amritráv's minority the state was managed by Bhágirthibái till her death in 1845. On Bhágirthibái's death Sakhojiráv Sávant was appointed kárbhári or manager, and remained in office till Amritráv came of age in 1855. In 1872 owing to numerous complaints of oppression on the part of Amritráv, the Government of Bombay ordered Captain, now Lieutenant Colonel, West to make inquiries into the alleged grievances. The result of these inquiries was that both the civil and the criminal administration was taken out of the chief's hands. The chief of Jath, who is styled Deshmukh, is a Marátha by caste and ranks as first class sardár. Besides small sums on account of rights in other districts, the chief pays to the British Government a yearly tribute of £473 18s. (Rs. 4739) on account of sardeshmukhi rights in the Sárá district and of £640 (Rs. 6400) in lieu of furnishing svárs or horsemen. At present (1884) the chief has no jurisdiction. A kárbhári or manager has been appointed with the powers of a first class subordinate judge in civil cases, and of a first class magistrate in criminal cases.

The small state of Daphla'pur consisting of six villages, lies in the west of Jath. It is at present managed by a lady, the Básäheb Lakshmibái Daphlí, who exercises the powers of a magistrate of the first class and in civil matters of a first class subordinate judge. Daphlápur has an estimated area of forty square miles, a population in 1881 of 6007 or 150 to the square mile, and in 1883 a gross revenue of £1160 (Rs. 11,600). In 1882 the survey of the state was completed and the assessment raised from £900 to £1300 (Rs. 9000 - 13,000). There are three schools in the state.
APPENDIX A.

The following notes on the botany of the district are contributed by Major H. H. Lee, R.E.:

The Sátára district affords an interesting field for the botanist, comprising as it does so great a variety of soil and climate. The plains and bare hills of the eastern districts may be readily exhausted but the observer will have his hands full when he approaches the Western Gháts crosses the Koyña valley, and traverses the boundary line between Sátára and the Konkan. The grassy slopes of the Gháts teem with luxuriant growth in the latter part of September, when the heavy rains are over, and a visitor to Mahábaleshwar on a fine day at this season is well repaid by the varied colouring of the wild flowers. Later on in October and November the western spurs are brightened by the vivid yellows of Composites and the pink of strong-growing Balsams, whilst pretty Smithias and hosts of other species of the pea-tribe carpet the forest side.

There are few better spots for botanising than the re-entering angle of the FitzGerald Pass below Elphinstone Cottage, early in November and even later. The traveller will admire too the pretty mauve balsams that grow out of his reach, clinging to the rock under the big waterfall higher up. The sheltered portions of the Koyña valley are well wooded and would be more so had kumari or wood ash cultivation never been allowed. No very large amount of useful timber is however to be found anywhere, and apparently the teak does not attain any large size. The plains are for the most part destitute of trees; the avenues which mark snake-like the great highways alone telling of what might be, were arboriculture more practised by the tiller of the soil.

The following is a list of the chief plants to be met with in the district:

RANUNCULACEÆ.

*Clematis weightiana.*

"Gouriana."

Common climbers on the hills; the popular names of the English Clematis, "Traveller's joy" and "Old Man's Beard," are well known.

DILLENIACEÆ.

*Dillenia pentagona—*

Flowers in March; forest tree with large strongly veined leaves and a yellow fruit the size of a gooseberry; flowers yellow in clusters; at Helvák.

MAGNOLIACEÆ.

*Michelia champaca—One of the Champa.*

A fine unbranched tree with very sweet yellow flowers; found in temple groves on the Sahyádris.

ANONACEÆ.

*Polycolithia cerasoides.*

A tree found in the Koyña valley.

MENISPERMACEÆ.

*Tinospora cordifolia.*

A woody climber. A decoction of the stems, root, and leaves forms guánchez, extensively used in India as a febrifuge.

*Cocculus macrocarpus.*

The well known "Cocculus indicus" seeds of commerce are obtained from a plant of this order, Anamirta cocculus. The seeds are poisonous and are said to be chiefly employed to render malt liquor intoxicating. By one man who writes on the art of brewing it is recommended that three pounds be added to every ten quarters of malt (Lindley).
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PAPAVERACEÆ.

Argemone mexicana—Mexican or Gamboge Thistle.
Common as a weed all over the plains. Flowers and juice yellow; foliage somewhat thistle-like; seeds highly narcotic; native of Mexico.

CAPPARIDEÆ.

Gynandropsis pentaphylla.
A heavy smelling purplish-flowered weed. Common in the plains during the rains. The six stamens are attached to an elevated tube (gynophore).

Capparis spinosa.
The common Indian and oriental form of the Caper plant, notable for its ivory white large flowers and purple filaments. The young flower buds are the Capers of commerce. Mahábaleshvar.

Capparis aphylla—Kesli.
Apparently leafless, with small pink flowers in many-flowered conyems; not very common; plains.

Capparis pedunculosa.

Capparis divaricata.
A small tree with warty fruit; plains.

Cadaba indica.
Small shrub. Flowers small, whitish; near Muruj, cold weather.

SAMYDACEÆ.

Casuaria glomerata—Pipáni.
Sub-arboreous. Flowers green, inconspicuous, with sepalas only. Fruit size of an olive, fleshy yellow and somewhat grooved when ripe. May. Helvák.

PITTOSPORÆ.

Pittosporum floribundum—Yekadi.
All along the range of the Ghátas. (Dalzell).

POLYGALEÆ.

Polygala persicariaefolia.
Polygala chinensis.
Low weeds appearing in the rains in the plains. The leaves are thick; the first species has lilac, and the second, which is very common, yellow flowers.

PORTULACACEÆ.

Postulaca oleracea.
A weed.

TAMARISCINEÆ.

Tamarix ericoides.
A common shrub in river beds and mountain streams. Flowers heath-like.

MALVACEÆ.

Sida humilis.
Sida carpinifolia—Chikni.
Cold weather. Flowers yellowish. The “Chikni” is used to make besoms, the twigs being at once supple and tough. On the Sabyádris.

Abutilon polyandrum.
A variety with orange flowers having a purple spot at the base. Leaves odoruous, with clammy pubescence. Plains near Kundal.

Urena lobata.
On the Ghátas. Flowering in October. Flowers pink.

Hibiscus panduriformis.
Flowers yellow with a purple spot at base. November. Eastern districts in cotton fields.
SÁTÁRA.

*Kydia calycea*—*Wárung.*
*Bombax malabaricum.*
Silk cotton tree; flowers large, bright red. Flowers in February when the tree is leafless. Excellent as a stuffing for pillows.
*Sterculia colorata.*
March and April; common on the Gháts (Dalzell).
*Helicteres isora.*
Keván or Keyni. Shrub; on the Gháts. Flowers bright red; ripe carpels spirally twisted: hence the generic name.

**TILIACEÆ.**

*Grevia Microcos.*
May; common near the Gháts. A low shrub with small whitish flowers. Leaves long and pointed.
*Grevia tiliaefolia.*
Eastern spurs of the Gháts. A moderate sized tree; May. Fruit eaten by the natives.
*Erinocarpus Nirmocharam—Chowra or Forest Bhendi.*
*Cocculus ollitorius.*
Rains; common in the plains. Flowers yellow. It is a species of this genuses which yields the fibre called jute from which gunny bags are made, and ladies' hair frizzettes.

**LINÆ.**

*Linum Mysorensis.*
Small; flowers yellow; September.
*Reinwardtia trigyna.*
Shrubby; October. Flowers large yellow; cultivated as a pot plant; found truly wild on Varandha Ghát.

**ZYGOPHYLLEÆ.**

*Tribulus terrestris.*
Flowers yellow. Fruit angular, prickly. A procumbent plant.

**GERANIACEÆ.**

*Oxalis corniculata.*
Flowers yellow. A weed and a pest in gardens. Leaves like those of the clover. The European wood-sorrel Oxalis acetosella is believed to be the original of the Irish shamrock.
*Biophytum sensitivum.*
Leaflets 6-15 pairs. Common in the plains in the rains.
*Impatiens aculis.*
Small plant; handsome; mauve flowers. Found on the Gháts growing on rocks under waterfalls. August, September, October. Well worthy of a place in the conservatory.
*Impatiens oppositifolia.*
Fitzgerald Ghát.
*Impatiens Dalzellii.*
A variety with yellow flowers.
*Impatiens balsamina.*
The origin of the common garden balsam; very common on the hills in the rains.
*Impatiens pulcherrima.*
A stout succulent plant with large purplish flowers; rains; Fitz- Gerald Ghát.
*Impatiens inconspicua (Var ramosissima).*

**RUTACEÆ.**

*Clausena indica—Forest nimb.*
In fruit in May; Ghát tableland. Above Helvák common. Berries like a very small lime; an unarmed shrub with pinnate leaves.
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**BOTANY.**
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Toddaia aculeata.
3-foliolate; straggling, prickly shrub. Fruit size of a large pea. May. Highest Ghats.

Feronia elephasnum.
The "wood-apple." Leaves smell like anise-seed. Pulp of fruit good for jam. Plains.

Ægle marmelos—Bel.
The Bel tree. Fruit considered to be a specific for dysentery. Tall thorny tree.

Ailanthus excelsa.
Plains. Wood light, used for sword-handles.

Balaniites Roxburghii—Hingan.
A spiny tree with small green flowers, and a hard fruit size of an egg, which is employed in fireworks. A small hole is drilled in it, and the kernel extracted. When the fruit is filled with powder and fired, it bursts with an exceedingly loud report.

BURSERACEAE.

Boswellia serrata—Salphulli.
Hills near Umbraj. Low resinous trees. The resin is used for incense. Frankincense (olibanum) is supposed to be extracted from a Boswellia.

MELIACEACEAE.

Melia azadarachta.
The Nim tree.

Melia azadarach.
The Persian lilac; usually found cultivated.

Cedrela toona—Polar.
Hedgerows at Panchgani. The wood is like inferior mahogany and is much used in Bengal for furniture, bedsteads, chairs, and other articles.

OLACINEAE.

Mappia foetida.
A small tree with yellowish white extremely fetid flowers. Mahabaleshwar; common in the cold weather.

CELASTRINEAE.

Gymnosporia rothiana—Yekoli.
Common thorny shrub with small white flowers. Deccan Hills.

Elaeodendron glauum—Timru.
A small tree. Sátára and Khámkti Gháts (Dalzell).

RHAMNACEAE.

Ventilago calycina.
Plains. A scandent shrub. Native name "Malla lokundi bál."

Zizyphus jujuba—Bor.
Cultivated for its fruit which is somewhat apple-like in taste.

Zizyphus nummularia.
A straggling thorny shrub; the wait-a-bit.

Zizyphus rugosa—Turan.
Gháts. Berry fleshy white.

Rhamnus Wightii—Raghuraví.
Gháts. Unarmed shrub.

Scutia indica—Chintí.

AMPELIDAE.

Vitis auriacula.
Notable for its large leafy stipules.

Vitis pedata.
Besides the above there are many species met with on the higher Gháts.
SÁTÁRA.

Leea macrophylla.
Sátára; June; stems erect, flexuose; leaves simple nine inches to two feet.

SAPINDACEÆ.

Cardiospermum halicacabum.
Common on the plains; a delicate climbing herb with tendrils, small white flowers and a bladder-like fruit containing three black seeds with a white spot.

Allophylus Cobbe.
A woody scandent shrub with tri-foliolate leaves and small white flowers; Mahábaleshvar.

Nephalium longana.
A tree; leaves 4 to 18 inches; leaflets 2 to 12 inches. Fruit size of a cherry, reddish or purple. Aril wholesome. Koyna valley. Wood of this tree is hard, close-grained, and white.

ANACARDIACEÆ.

Mangifera indica—Amba.
The Mango tree.

Semecarpus anacardium—Bibba.
The marking nut. The fruit contains a corrosive resinous juice used for marking linen.

CONNARACEÆ.

Connarus monocarpus.
Shrub with a red pod-like capsule. Khambála Ghát. April and May.

LEGUMINOSÆ.

Heylandia latebrosa.
Flowers small yellow. Pastures, in the rains. The flowers apparently do not open till late in the day.

Crotolaria Leschenaultii—Dingala.
The handsome broom-like plant of Mahábaleshvar.

C. juncea—Tág.
Cultivated Indian hemp.

C. calycina.
Ghát. A species with but a few flowers at the terminations of the branches. Corolla scarcely longer than calyx.

C. orizensis.
Cold weather.

Melilotus alba.
Rare; seen only at Karád on the borders of cultivation in the bed of the Koyna.

Trigonella fenum-brevis—Methichi bhájí.
Cultivated; the seeds form the base of a medicinal consecution (Ládus) extensively used by the natives.

Medicago sativa—Lasang grass.
Cultivated extensively near cantonments.

Indigofera glandulosa.

Indigofera trita.

Indigofera bicqueta.

Indigofera atropurpurea.

Indigofera cordifolia.

Indigofera linifolia.

Indigofera trifoliata.
Sátára.

Gymnopus soraloides.
Cultivated.
DISTRICTS.

Psoralea cordifolia.
Common about Sátára in and after the rains; leaves pitted with blackish glands. Flowers small whitish.

Tephrosia tinctoria.
Flowers brick-red. Leaves silky beneath; var.-pulchera; rare; Varandha Ghát; September; var.-intermedia; Sátára.

Sebania egyptica.
Cultivated in sugarcane fields; also in river beds to form a settling ground for silt.

Sebания grandiflora.
A thinly branched, cultivated, short-lived, small tree, with large white or pink flowers.

Geissospermum cristata.
A creeping annual with two pairs of leaves, the flowers with large-veined ciliated bracts. Common in pastures in the rains.

Arachis hypogaea—Rhuinung.
Cultivated. The earth or ground nut. A native of Africa; the so-called nuts are the pods which force themselves into the ground and ripen there. The flowers are yellow. The oil extracted from the seed is used to adulterate olive oil.

Zornia diphylla. Var.-zeylomensis.
Common in pastures about Sátára in the rains. A very small plant with yellowish flowers; leaflets dotted.

Smithia sensitiva.
" setolosa.
" bigemina.
" blassa.
The Smithias may be generally recognised by the pod which consists of several joints folded together inside the calyx. They are chiefly Ghát plants appearing in the rains. All have yellow flowers with usually a red spot. Some have very handsome leaves abruptly pinnate.

Alysicarpus rugosus.
Banks Várna river, Kuneygaum; a variety with long racemes; calices slightly ciliated and glumaceous in fruit.

Alysicarpus tetragonolobus.
Alysicarpus pubescens.
Sátára. Rains.

Desmostachya binodifolia.
Sahyadris; end of rains. Flowers pinkish. Leaves simple.

Desmostachya pareiflorum.
Plains and Gháts. Cold weather; leaves 1-3 foliolate. A variable plant, as can be seen at Mahábaleshvar, where it is common after the rains.

Cicer arietinum—Harbhára.
The familiar chana or gram; cultivated.

Vicia hirsuta—Mánsur.
Cultivated; it affords a reddish grain, which when ground and mixed with jæri is said to form the much advertised Revalenta arabica (Dalzell).

Phaseolus grandis.
Pasarní Ghát; an erect plant.

Phaseolus trinervius.
A twining plant.

Phaseolus mungo—Udíd.
Cultivated extensively. It is the earliest crop of the season.

Vigna vexillata.
Phaseolus sepiaeeus of Dalz. and Gibson, Bombay Flora. Flowers large, rose-coloured. Rains; Gháts; common. Sweetpea as commonly known.

Buta frondosa—Palas kokia.
Gháts. Not very common in the plains. Flowers orange red. Cold weather. Pod with a solitary seed at the tip.
SÁTÁRA.

Erythrina indica—Pángára.
Flowers bright scarlet. A prickly rather naked tree, plentiful on the higher Gháts; pod necklace-shaped.

Clitoria ternatea.
Flowers large, blue with an orange centre; sometimes white; common in hedges in the plains. Rains.

Dolichos lablab—Pâste.
Cultivated. Flowers very sweet scented.

Dolichos biflorus—Kulthi.
Cultivated. A pulse much used on the Madras side instead of gram.

Psophocarpus tetragonolobus—Chaudhari.
Chevaux-de-frize bean; cultivated. The French bean is P. nanus.
The scarlet runner P. multiflorus.

Atylosia lineata.
Atylosia Lawii of Bombay Flora. Flowers yellow.

Cajanus indicus—Tur.
A common shrub on the Gháts. Cultivated. The stalk is used for charcoal. It is also useful for making baskets, grain bins, etc.

Cylista scarioa.
A somewhat woody creeper with curious dried or enlarged calyx, and yellowish red corolla; cold weather; common.

Rynchosia minimæ.
Common. Flowers yellow with purple stripes. Cold weather.

Flemingia strobilifera.
Sahyádris. Flowers hidden by a large folded persistent bract.

Dalbergia—The blackwood tribe.
There are several species in the Koyna valley. Probably D. volubilis as a creeper and D. latifolia as a tree.

Pongamia glabra—Karanj.
A handsome tree with light green foliage like the beech. Common along the banks of river-beds near the hills. Flowers whitish lilac; May. A useful roadside tree where the subsoil is moist.

Casalpinia sepiaria.
A very prickly woody climber, common as a hedge plant near villages. Flowers yellow; cold weather.

Casalpinia bondic—Ságargota.
Also a prickly woody climber. The pod dry and armed on the face with abundant ivory prickles.

Haematoxylon campechianum—The logwood tree.
Found planted in compounds about the station at Sátára. Flowers in thick yellow spikes. The wood and bark afford a dye in considerable abundance, a dye not unknown to wine concoctors.

Poinciana pulcher—Gulmohor.
The common garden variety.

Poinciana regia.
The Royal Gulmohor; gardens.

Wagatæa spicata.
Sahyádris. Flowers in tapering spikes 1 to 2 feet long. Scarlet and orange-coloured. A prickly woody climber.

Parkinsonia aculeata.
A low tree; cultivated. Found near villages especially those where Musalmáns have settled. A broom-like tree with yellowish flowers.

Cassia fistula—Gurmalá or Báca.
A handsome small tree with drooping bunches of yellow flowers. A little like the laburnum at first sight; towards the Gháts; May.

Cassia auriculata—Tarewar.
A shrub.

Cassia abius.
Shrub. Leaflets 9; large membranous.
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Cassia pumilia.

The Cassia flowers are all yellowish composed of 5 sub-equal petals. The stamens are usually of various sizes, rarely all perfect. The bark of the Camliculata is much used for tanning; it produces a valuable light-coloured leather. The Senna of commerce is formed of the leaves of various cassias, whilst the pulp in the legume of C. fistula is a safe laxative.

Tamarindus indicus—Chinchi.

The East Indian tamarind tree. The West Indian species is T. occidentalis. It is to be found at Ahmadabad and where Musalmans have been, but not elsewhere.

Bauhinia racemosa—Apta.

Leaflets united to the middle. Several varieties of Bauhinia are found as avenue trees, and are conspicuous for their handsome light purple or white flowers a little like those of a Pelargonium at a distance.

Bauhinia purpurea.

Found truly wild on the Pasarni Ghát. Flowers September; deep-purple.

Prosopis speigera.

Not common. A low tree. Much commoner in Gujarát. This is the tree to which (in the Deccan) processions proceed during the Dasra festival (Dalzell).

Dioonstychys cinerea.

Khámakti Ghát. A thorny shrub. Spike of flowers, one-half the spike yellow, the rest rosy.

Mimosa hamata.

Heads of flowers rose-coloured. A small prickly bush like the sensitive plant. Stony plains.

Acacia arabica—Bàbhol.

There are several varieties of this acacia.

Acacia farnesiana.

A singularly sweet-flowered erect shrub with thick pulpy pods. Common.

Acacia leucophloea—Hemru.

A tree with long straight spines and panicked yellow inflorescence. The bark is employed in distillation. Plains.

Acacia suma.

Plains. A middle-sized tree with white bark and downy branchlets. Corolla nearly white. A catechu (khair) and A. sundra, which are both near A. suma, are stated by Dalzell to be met with in the plains. Near the Khámakti Ghát a number of acacias and mimosae are to be found. The best gum arabic is said to be the produce of Acacia vera, an African species, but probably the same as our A. arabica. The valuable astringent substance called "Catechu or Terra japonica" is procured by boiling and evaporating the brown heartwood of A. catechu. It is obtained by simply boiling the chips in water until the inspissated juice has acquired a proper consistency. (Lindley, Veg. Kingd.)

Albizia lebbeck.

Generally found as an avenue tree.

Albizia stipulata—Udul.

A handsome graceful tree growing on the Sahyádris. Flowers pinkish.

ROSACEÆ.

Pygeum Gardneri.

Mahábaleshvar. A tree; flowers yellowish white. Cold weather. The seeds smell strongly of prussic acid. The kernels of the fruit said to be used for poisoning fish.

CRASSULACEÆ.

Kalanchoe olivacea.

Hills near Umruj and Karád. A fleshy-leaved olivé-coloured plant,
with largish pale-pink flowers. These plants are very readily propagated, pieces of the stem or leaf forming new plants readily.

**COMBRETACEÆ.**

*Anogeissus latifolia.*
Common as a stunted tree on the eastern slopes of the Sahyádris.

*Terminalia chebula—Hirda.*
Ghát; common. The fruit is an article of commerce for the large quantity of tannin it contains.

*Terminalia glabrata—Ain.*
Near the Sahyádris, chiefly Konkan side. A useful timber tree.

*Terminalia paniculata—Künjal.*
Ghát country.

*Combretum ovalifolium.*
Sahyádris. A large scandent shrub.

**MELASTOMACEÆ.**

*Memeclylon edule—Anjan.*
The iron-wood tree, common at Mahábaleshvar and on the Sahyádris. Notable for its pretty tufts of purple flowers and dark shining leaves.

**MYRTACEÆ.**

*Eugenia jambolana—Jámbhul.*
Very common, especially on the Gháts.

*Careya arborea—Kambya.*
A common tree near the Gháts. One of the trees usually pollarded for the leaves and branches which are used as an ashy manure.

**LYTHRACEÆ.**

*Ammania floribunda.*
Rocks near water on the Gháts. This is the plant so commonly called "Heather" by visitors at Mahábaleshvar.

*Woodfordia tomentosa—Dhaiti.*
Grisea tomentosa of Bombay Flora. Very common on hill sides. A shrub with red flowers. The calyx being red and conspicuous may be readily mistaken for the corolla.

*Lannonia alba—Mendi.*
The Henna plant, used as a shrub for garden hedges.

*Lagerstromia pareiflora—Náneh.*
Near Gháts; common. The Benteak tree. Flowers small white. May.

**CUCURBITACEÆ.**

This family is fairly well represented in Sátára; notable is the Colocynth, a creeping plant with a fruit the size of an orange variegated longitudinally with green and yellow.

**BEGONIACEÆ.**

*Begonia crenata.*
Mahábaleshvar. Rains.

**UMBELLIFERÆ.**

*Heracleum concanense—Pinda.*
Common on the Sahyádris between Mahábaleshvar and Pánchgani. August. The white flowers which are large for the order are pretty. It is eaten by the natives.

*Coriandrum sativum—Kothmar.*
Cultivated. The plant has a peculiar smell, hence the native name. The seeds "Coriander" are much used in curries. Besides the above, the family is represented by several weeds of but little general interest.

---

1 The well known "Quis-Qualis" of Indian gardens belongs to this order.
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CACTEÆ.

*Opuntia dillenia.*

"Prickly pear." Native of Brazil. Common near villages; a great pest. The cochineal is said to feed on a species of Opuntia.

RUBIACEÆ.¹

*Mussona frondosa.*

Sahyādris. Cold weather. Shrub notable from one of the calyx segments being produced into a white leaf.

*Randia dumerorum—Ghela.*

A small thorny tree or shrub. Common on the Ghats. Hot weather. Flowers white or yellowish; fruit hard, size of an apple.

*Izora parviflora—Mākri.*

Eastern spurs of the Sahyādris; tree; wood useful for torches.

*Izora nigricans—Kātkura.*

Ghats (Dalzell).

*Pavetta indica—Pāpat.*

A common shrub on the Ghats. Flowers white in corymbs on the leafless branches. April.

*Hamiltonia myxorensis.*

Fort-hill, Sātāra. November. A small erect-growing shrub with fascicled flowers of which the pallidly purple anthers contrast prettily with the creamy white corolla.

*Wendlandia notoni ana.*


*Hedyotis aspera.*

Plains. Common.

*Anobis carnosa.*

A very common straggling trichotomously branched herbaceous plant with purple flowers. Found in the rains on the plains and after on the Ghats.

*Rubia cordifolia—Goose grass.*

Sahyādris.

COMPOSITÆ.

*Lamprachænum microcephalum.*


*Adenon indicum.*

Mahābaleshvar. Flowers blue. October.

*Vernonia cinerea.*


*Vernonia anthelmintica.*


*Centratherum tenuis.*


*Elephantopus scaber.*

Ambenala. Fitzgerald Ghât.

*Adenostemma viscosum.*

Mahābaleshvar. Flowers white. October.

¹ This order is a very large one and contains many important species, foremost among which may be placed cinchona and coffee. Attempts have been made to introduce the Cinchona plant at Lingmalla—Mahābaleshvar. The attempt, however, has been a failure, either through the site being too exposed or the soil unfavourable. The use of the cinchona bark from which quinine is made was first introduced into Europe by the Jesuits after the conquest of Peru, and it was known for a long time as Jesuit’s bark. Coffee is grown at Panchgani, but apparently not very successfully. Ipecaunahna is the root of a plant of this order (Cephadria ipecaunahna), a little creeping-rooted half-herbaceous plant found in damp shady forests in Brazil.
Agгерatum conyzoides.
Flowers white. A very common weed in the plains. Cold weather.

Cyatholine stricta.

Cynox absinthifolia.
Flowers yellow. An erect pubescent plant. Very common at Mahábaleshvar in the cold weather.

Erigeron asteroides.
Rare; plains. Cold weather. Flowers bi-colorous.

Blumea amplexata.
Plains. Cold weather. Flowers purple; common; especially on West Lower Gháta.

Blumea glomerata.
Flowers yellow; cold weather. Whole plant highly aromatic.

Sphaeranthus mollis.

Gnaphalium indicum.
An insignificant tomentose whitish weed with yellow flowers.
River banks; in cold weather.

Cezalicia azarina.

Vieca auriculata.
Flowers yellow. Common in the cold weather in the plains.

Vieca cornua.
Flowers yellow. Common at Mahábaleshvar and Gháta region after the rains.

Pulicaria wightiana.
Callistephus wightianus of the Bombay Flora. Flowers yellow, largish, common in the eastern districts; plains; in the cold weather.

Lagassea mollis.
Cold weather. Rare. Flowers white. Found near Tásgaon. A more or less pubescent flexuose branched plant.

Siegesbeckia orientalis.

Eclipta alba.
Common; flowers white; after the rains; plains.

Blainvillea latifolia.
Flowers white; inconspicuous; common after the rains. Plains.

Spilanthes acmella.
Flowers yellow; common.

Guizotia abyssinica—Rántil.
A commonly cultivated plant; flowers yellow. The seeds produce a bland oil.

Glossocardia lineariololia.
Flowers yellow; grass lands; plains.

Bidens pilosa.
Flowers yellow; common in the plains; late in the rains.

Artemisia vulgaris—Darva.
An erect coarse plant, very common on the sides of hills, is cut and used for roofing purposes.

Gynura simplex.
Flowers deep orange like a gigantic dandelion. Kelghar and other Gháts. Flowers after the rains.

Notonia grandiflora.
A fleshy smooth shrub, a little like the Euphorbia; flowers yellow; heads large; cold weather; Sahyádris.

Senecio Grahami.
Senecio belgaumensis.
Echinops echinatus.
Indian thistle. Common on the plains.
DISTRICTS.

Gonioanthes glabrum.

Tricolepis glabrifrons.
Fitzgerald Ghats. Flowers purple; tall, erect, smooth plant. The leaves are spotted with black specks. Cold weather.

Lactuca sonchifolia.
"Brachyrampus" of the Bombay Flora. Common on the plains in the cold weather. It reminds one of the sow-thistle.

CAMPANULACEAE.

Lobelia nicotianaefolia.
A tall erect plant with large white flowers. After the rains; Ghats; common.

PRIMULACEAE.

Anagallis arvensis.
Shepherd's weather glass. Panchgani; rains; flowers blue; open only when fine.

MYRSINEAE.

Musa indica—Atki.
Mahabaleshwar; common; November. A shrub with very small white flowers.

Syraceae.

Symlocos Beddomei.
A small tree; Koyna Ghats.

OLEACEAE.

Jasminium arboreum.
The wild jessamine; common near and on the Ghats. March. During the famine the large seed of the jasmine was pounded up and used with other forest seeds for food.

APOCYNACEAE.

Carissa carandas.
The well known "Corinda." The berries are ripe in May; they are edible and useful for preserves and tarts.

Visca rosea.
The periwinkle of Indian gardens; common at Satara.

Tabernamantha coronaria—Lagad.
Satara gardens; common in the rains; the sweet-scented double white flowers very noteworthy.

Plumeria acutifolia—Khari champa.
Satara. The whitish-flowered and then leafless rigid tree of compounds; leaves large, collected at the extremities of the blunt truncated branches.

Holarrhena antidysenterica—Kodakura.
Very common about Helvika. "This plant furnishes the officinal conessi bark, used in fever and diarrhoea, and which contains an uncrystallizable alkaloid" (Dalz. and Gib., Bombay Flora).

Wrightia tinctoria—Kala kura.
A tree with long slender follicles. Fitzgerald Ghats below "Cherry Khind." "The wood of this tree is remarkably white and close-grained, coming nearer to ivory than any other I know of."—Rozb.

"Indigo is made from the leaves and tender branches."—Dalz.

Nyssum odoratum—Gleander.
Common in gardens. It is to be met with along the banks of the Yenna near Medha, probably escaped from cultivation.

Bauhontia grandiflora.
An extensive woody climber with large leaves and grand white flowers. Gardens; Satara.
ASCLEPIADEÆ.¹

Cryptolepis Buchanani.
A milky shrub with dark-coloured bark. December. Vārna river.

Calotropis procera.
A common shrub in the plains, notable for its large oval leaves and bunches of purplish flowers. The milky juice is used by the natives for medicinal purposes and also for preparing leather. Handkerchiefs have been made from the fibre of this plant. The fibre is very strong and silky.

Deamia extensa.
A common climber. Plains. Notable for its fruit which is in pairs and covered with soft bristles.

Caralluma funbriata—Mákur sing.
Koregoan. A fleshy leafless plant of unpleasant appearance. Eaten as a vegetable.

GENTIANÆ.²

Exacum bicolor.
Gháts; September. Flowers large white, tipped with blue.

Exacum pumilum.
Pánchgani. Flowers blue.

Camassus diffusus.
A common weed at Pánchganí and Mahábaleshvar after the rains. Flowers pinkish to white.

Sweria decusata.
Hills. Cold weather. Flowers white. Forms an excellent substitute for gentian; sold in the bazaar as a bitter.

Limnanthemum indicum.
A floating plant; ponds on table land Pánchganí; September. Flowers white.

BORAGINEÆ.³

Tricodesma amplexicaule—Chhotá kalpa.
Sátára. Rains; a common weed.

Paracorynium caesitimum.
Flowers pale blue. During and after the rains. Very common at Mahábaleshvar.

CONVOLVULACEÆ.

Argyreia cuneata—Máháulung.
An erect growing shrub with deep purple flowers, common on the sides of low hills about Sátára.

Ipomoea obscura.
Flowers yellow; base of tube purple; Ambenala.

Ipomoea coptica.
Flowers white, Leaves palmate.

Ipomoea vitifolia.
Flowers yellow.

Ipomoea carulera.

Ipomoea campanulata.
Flowers large, pale rosy, deeper-coloured at base. Fitzgerald Ghát.
The above are mostly strong climbers.

¹ The Asclepiads are well represented in the plains. Sufficient notes, however, have not been taken to catalogue the genera and species fully. The garden "Stephanotis" belongs to this order.
² The order of Gentian worts is characterised by the uniform bitter secretions of every part, root, leaves, flowers, and fruit. The well-known Indian bitter and febrifuge Chireita consists of the stems and leaves of "Sweria chirayta," a native of Nepal.
³ The plant whose "leaves are generally used in "cups" in India is not a Borage at all, but a Labiate, Coleus aromatics. The "prickly Comfrey" about which so much was written as a fodder plant some years ago, is a Borage "Symphytum officinale."
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_Evolvulus hirsutus._
A very small herbaceous plant with tiny flowers of a beautiful deep blue. A common creeping plant in grassy places in the plains; the flowers are somewhat like those of "Veronica."

_Cuscuta hyalinæ._
A leafless climbing parasite. Flowers small white, waxy. Found late in the rains on rubbish heaps from gardens in Sátára. Rare. Besides the above there are several other plants of this order, which have not been catalogued. In gardens the following are common: "The China creeper, _Ipomœa quamoclit_" with its multifid leaves and bright crimson flowers; _L. phenicea_, also with crimson flowers and cordate leaves, the _Jacquemontia_ and the "Elephant creeper."

SOLANACEÆ.

_Solanum Jacquinii._
Flowers purplish. A prickly plant. Plains. Berries yellow when ripe. The seeds are reputed to be a sedative in toothache, when smoked in a pipe.

_Solanum giganteum._
Flowers purplish. Berries size of a pea; red when ripe; leaves large, mealy below. A prickly shrub. FitzGerald Ghât.

_Physalis somnisfera._
Pâñchgani. A plant like the "Cape gooseberry."

_Datura fastuosa._
Flowers large white. This is a well known plant and much used when insensibility to outward things is required.

The order Solanaceæ whilst it comprises many extremely poisonous plants such as Henbane and deadly nightshade, comprises also useful and nutritious ones such as the _Potato, Tomato, Egg-plant_ or "Brinjal," _Capsicum_, and the Cape-gooseberry with its pleasant subacid fruit enveloped when ripe in a yellow calyx. Tobacco should not be omitted in the list of useful plants.

The potato is extensively cultivated at Mahâbaleshvar, and at one time produced tubers quite equal to the European; but, owing to the carelessness of cultivators in not selecting the best for reproduction, the potato is not what it was, or should be. The _Tomato_ grows most luxuriantly at Sátâra. The "_Lâl Mirchi_" (Capsicum frutescens) is extensively cultivated in the plains, the bright red fruit showing out pleasantly from amid the dark green leaves. The yellow pepper (C. nepaulensis) does well at Sátâra.

The Brinjal (_Solanum melongena_) is to be met with everywhere in the plains near villages as a cold weather crop. The variety of tobacco chiefly cultivated is believed to be Nicotianum tabacum.

SCROPHULARINÆ.

_Celia coromandeliana._
Common; plains. Flower in spikes, yellow; a viscid plant; cold weather.

_Stemodia viscosa._
Common near Vârna river. Flowers dark-blue solitary.

_Herpestis monnieri._
Flowers pale blue. Karâd—bed of Koyna river.

_Striga orbanchioides._
Common at Mahâbaleshvar; cold weather; flowers usually pink, few white flowered varieties are met with. A parasite on different species of Euphorbia and Lepidagathis; reddish almost leafless plants.

_Striga densiflora._
Flowers white. Leaves lanceolate-linear. Vârna Bridge, cold weather.

_Sopobia delphinifolia._
Flowers solitary, large, rose-coloured; an elegant plant with feathered leaves. Vârna Bridge; cold weather.

ORIZBRANCHACEÆ.

_Orobanche indica._
Flowers large purple; a leafless parasite growing on the roots of tobacco plants in the cold weather and considered harmful to them.
SÁTÁRA.

**LENTIBULARIACEÆ.**

*Utricularia orbiculata.*
Rains. Páncghani.

*Utricularia arcuata.*
Flowers large purplish-blue. Rains. These pretty little plants are found only in the rains, growing in the crevices of rocks or where the ground is more or less saturated with moisture; they have no real roots, but have long root-like capillary branches, interspersed with little bladders or vesicles full of air.

**GESNERACEÆ.**

*Klugia notoniana (Var scabra).*
FitzGerald Ghát; after the rains; flowers deep blue handsome. Leaves somewhat like those of a Begonia.

**BIGNONIACEÆ.**

*Heterophragma Roxburghii—Váras.*
Flowers dingy white; March; pod about a foot long and two inches broad. A timber tree very common on the Gháts and plain hills.

**PEDALINEÆ.**

*Martyonia diandra.*
A large-leaved somewhat coarse plant with large handsome pinkish trumpet-shaped flowers; springs up in waste places in gardens in Sátára in the rains. “The quaint-shaped beetle-like seed-vessel with its two sharp anterior hooks is noteworthy. The plant is a native of Mexico.

*Seamum indicum.*
A cultivated plant, but found growing in waste places. Flowers rose-coloured, handsome. September. The seeds produce “Jingelly” oil, an oil as tasteless as olive oil and for which it might be substituted.

**ACANTHACEÆ.**

*Thunbergia fragrans.*
Flowers large, white. Hills in the rains. A creeping plant.

*Hygrophila longifolia.*
Várna river and elsewhere. Flowers blue in whorls. “It is a kind of religious service among the Hindus to collect a láká of these flowers to present to their idols. The ceremony is called “Lákholi.” The seeds have considerable diuretic powers and are called “Tálím-kháná.” Dalz. and Gib., Bombay Flora.

*Strobilanthes grahamiana.*
Flowers large, blue. A tall branched-shrub. FitzGerald Ghát.

*Strobilanthes neesiana—Káreí.*
Very common along the Gháts. The stems, often 8 or 10 feet long, are useful for thatching, and the plants growing up thickly form an almost impenetrable forest. They are said to flower only once in six or seven years, and then die down to be replaced by numberless seedlings.

*Blepharis asperrimum.*
A herbaceous plant. Flowers blue; lobes of upper lips wanting. Very common at Mahábaleshvar; cold weather.

*Barleria terminalis.*
FitzGerald Ghát. Flowers deep blue, two inches long; November.

*Barleria grandiflora.*
FitzGerald Ghát. Stem shrubby. Flowers solitary; very large, pure white and handsome. November.

*Barleria pinonitis.*
Found at Kundal; cold weather; flowers yellow. The juice of the leaves mixed with sugar and water is given to children in fevers and catarrhal affections. The ashes of the burnt plant mixed with water and rice kánji are employed in cases of dropsy and also in coughs.
Lepidagathis cristata.  
Sátára. Common. Flowers whitish, small; cold weather.

Justicia diffusa.  
Flowers small, pale, purple, common. Sátára; rains; herbaceous.

Justicia procumbens.  
Flowers as above. Mahábaleshvar; herbaceous.

Justicia montana.  
Shrubby. Flowers large, white, in terminal compound spikes. Ghát; common.

Adhadota vasica.  
Shrubby. Flowers large, white with brown spots; Ghát; pretty common (Dalz. and Gib.). Roxburgh says the wood is good for making charcoal for gunpowder. It is also used for making hedges in Ghát villages (D. & G.).

Rhinacanthus communis.  
Shrubby. Flowers small, white with a long compressed tube. Generally to be found in gardens. The roots rubbed with lime juice and pepper are used to cure ringworm. (D. & G.)

Ecballium.  
A glabrous shrub the only one of its genus. Flowers greenish or azure-coloured, rather noticeable. The Ghát.

Rungia repens.  
Várna river. Flowers small, pink; very common; cold weather.

Rungia elegans.  
Flowers largish, of a beautiful blue. Sátára; in moist places under trees; cold weather.

Diciptera bitalans.  

Peristrophe bicalyculata.  
Flowers rosy; stem herbaceous, hexagonal, notable for having one of the bracts much longer than the other and looking at a distance like a pod. A common weed; plains.

VERBENACEÆ.

Lantana aculeata.  
Shrubby. A common hedge plant around bungalows; the flowers are light purple to yellow and the leaves smell when bruised somewhat like black currants.

Callicarpa cana.  
A tall shrub with small red flowers and large tomentose leaves "The bark is sub-aromatic and slightly bitter" (Graham). Common on the Sahyádris.

Tectona grandis—Ságyán.  
The well-known teak tree. It apparently never grows to any size in these districts, the forests only furnishing rafters and small scantlings. Sahyádris.

Gmelina arborea.  
A tree. Flowers large, yellow with an open mouth; yields a valuable wood, light and strong, used for artillery waggon shafts.

Vitex bicolor.  
A common shrub near the Ghát and elsewhere. Makes a capital fence. Flowers light blue; underside of 3-5 foliolate leaves white.

Vitex lanceolata.  
Sátára Ghát. (Shuttleworth).

Clerodendron serratum.  

Clerodendron philomoides.  
A large shrub. Flowers white, fragrant; common in hedges near Ghát. Many of the Clerodendrons afford handsome pot-plants.

LABIATÆ.

Ocimum sanctum—Tulsi.  
The sacred "Tulsi." The flowers are pale purple and inodorous. A plant is to be seen in the courtyard of the house of any Hindu
of repute, and in temples. The plant goes through the ceremony of marriage about the end of October.

* Lavandula Perrottetii.¹

* Lavandula Burmanni—Goria.
  Rains. Plains. Flowers generally deep blue, but white varieties are found.

* Pogostemon purpuricollis.²
  Sahyadris; common. A coarse somewhat shrubby plant, with a purple stem. Has the odour of black currants.

* Dysphylla myosomoides.
  Flowers purple; a low plant growing in water holes. Very common at Mahábaleshwar.

* Microseris malcolmiana.
  On the banks of the Yenna, Mahábaleshwar. In its aromatic and carminative qualities, it rivals the peppermint (D. & G.).

* Salea plebeia.
  Flowers very small, in whip-like racemes. Cold weather. “Seeds used for killing vermin.”

* Scutellaria discolor.

* Leucas longijolia.
* Leucas linifolia.
  Plains. Flowers white.

* Leucas stelligera.
* Leucas ciliata.
  Both plants common at Mahábaleshwar.

* Leonotis nepetfolia.
  “KÁNTA Sanmukh,” Herbaceous; 6 feet high. Flowers large orange-coloured; common on heaps of rubbish. Plains; scarcely indigenous.

** NYCTAGINACEÆ.**

* Boerhavia repanda.
  Flowers pink. Sátára; hedges; a climbing plant.

* Boerhavia repens.
  Sátára. Fruit ribbed, viscosus. A climbing plant.

* Mirabilis jalapa—Gálbás.
  English Marvel of Peru. Closes during the day and opens about 4 P.M. Common along compound hedges in Sátára.

* Bougainvillea spectabilis.
  A woody creeper with beautiful mauve bracts, having a few small yellow flowers enclosed; does well in Sátára gardens, and is a marked feature there in the cold weather.

* Polygonum chinense.
  Sahyadris only. A scandent plant with white flowers and a triangular black nut.

* Polygonum glabrum.

** AMARANTACEÆ.**

Plants of this order are common in Sátára. They are chiefly small herbaceous plants with generally inconspicuous flowers. The order furnishes numerous pot-herbs as “Ghol” from Mengea triquestra, which when young is as good as spinach. The Tafferi Gundé or globe amaranth (Gomphrena globosa) is common in every Sátára garden in the rains. Its heads of flowers somewhat resemble Red Clover. “Cockscomb” belongs to this order.

** CHENOPODÆ.**

This order furnishes spinach (Spinacea oleracea), beet-root Mangel

---

¹ None of the Sátára lavenders have the same fresh odour as the European lavender (L. viva).
² The well known scent *Patchouli* is obtained from a plant of this genus, *P. patchouli.*
wurzel, garden orache (Atriplex hortensia), Mayálchí Bháji (Basella alba), most of which grow well in Sátára gardens.

**PLUMBAGINEÆ.**

Plumbago zeplánica.

**SALICACEÆ.**

Salix tetrasperma—Wálumj—Indian willow.
Mahábaleshvar and banks of streams on the Gháta.

**THYMELACEÆ.**

Lasiorphion ericacephalum—Rámeta.
One of the commonest shrubs about Mahábaleshvar; cold weather. Flowers yellowish. "The inner part of Logettá lintearia, a shrub belonging to this order is the beautiful Lace bark," so called because when macerated and stretched laterally it assumes the appearance of coarse lace, twisted and knotted; it was formerly employed in making the slave whips used by negro drivers (Lind., Veg. King.)

**LAURACEÆ.**

Litsea fuscata—Písa.
A small tree; leaves narrow-pointed, lighter beneath. Berries bright red when ripe. The commonest tree at Mahábaleshvar after the jámabhul.
The species of this order are all more or less aromatic and fragrant. Foremost among them are Cinnamon and Cassia. Some species yield an abundance of camphor, especially in the roots of "Cinnamonum." The camphor of commerce is obtained from the wood, branches, and leaves of Camphora officinarum, by means of dry distillation. It is chiefly produced in Formosa and is called Chinese camphor." (Lind., Veg. King.)

**SANTALACEÆ.**
The sandalwood tree, Suntalum album, is fairly common in Sátára compounds. It never grows to any size, or large enough to produce the well-known scented wood.

**ELEAGNACEÆ.**

Eleagnus latifolia—Aúmbgul.
A large, climbing shrub; leaves silvery and shining beneath. Fruit size of an olive; edible; common on the Sahyádris.

**EUPHORBIACEÆ.**

Euphorbia nivula.
Máhábaleshvar. Common; the so-called cactus.
Euphorbia nerifolia—Thor.
The milkbush, commonly used as a hedge plant on the plains. It grows to a good height.
Euphorbia acutila.
Stemless. Leaves spotted as if with blood. Páñchgani.

---

1 The poplar and aspen belong to this order. "A crystallizable principle called salicine has been obtained from Salix helis, which, according to Majindie, arrests the progress of fever with the same power as sulphate of quinine" (Lindley, Veg. King.). A crystal of salicine is a beautiful sight under the Polariscope. Excellent cricket bats are made from the wood of Salix alba.

2 The above is a very scanty list of Euphorbiaceæ of Sátára. This order contains a very great number of species most of which are harmful. They generally secrete an acrid milky juice. The croton oil, a most violent drastaic, is prepared from the seeds of Croton tigillum. A species of croton is commonly used as a hedge plant around and near villages, and many of our ornamental pot plants belong to the same genus. The "Poinsettia," the Tallow tree, the Tapioca plant, the Indian Bottle tree (Siphonia elastica), and Cascariola, belong to this order.
Euphorbia rothiana.
A smooth herbaceous plant common at Mahábaleshvar in cold weather.

Euphorbia hirta.
Annual; hairy; a weed; Sátára.

Euphorbia parviflora.
Annual, smooth; a weed; Sátára; in rains.

Acalypha indica.
A weed; flowers collected in a cup-shaped, toothed involucel; Sátára fields. Rains.

Homnowa riparia.

Croosphora plicata.
A hoary erect plant, common near river banks; cold weather. Plains. "Bark very tough." Dals.

Emblica officinalis—Avála.
A tree. Leaves numerous, very small, giving it the appearance of an acacia. Fruit about the size of a large cherry; yellowish. The wood is hard and durable particularly under water; the bark is strongly astringent and is employed in the cure of diarrhoea. The fruit is made into pickles." (D. & G.)

Ricinus communis—Erandi.
The castor-oil plant, cultivated in the plains. A handsome red-stemmed variety is often to be seen forming a fringe to sugarcane fields. The smaller variety Tíki; the ordinary one appears to yield the most oil.

Phyllanthus lanceolarius.
A tree, wood hard and durable. Gháts.

URTICACEÆ.

Trema Wightii—Ghol.
A small tree with graceful foliage at the foot of the Sahyádris. Páinchgani Gháts.

To this order belong the Vad, Pimpal, and Pimpri, and Nándruk, so much used in the Sátára districts for avenue trees.
The Wad or Banian is Ficus bengalense; Pimpal Ficus religiosum; Pipri Ficus pseudotjjoela, and Nándruk Ficus retusa. This last is a very unbrageous thickly-leaved tree, more suitable than the others for avenues.

To this order belong also the Fig and the Mulberry; the former fruit apparently does not do well in the Sátára district; the mulberry is chiefly to be found as an occasional arboreous shrub near bungalows. All the species secrete a milky fluid. The India rubber of India is furnished by "Ficus elastica."

ARTOCARPACEÆ.

This order gives the Jack-fruit tree, Artocarpus integrifolia. It is found on and near the Gháts, but does not flourish inland. The wood is excellent; it was at one time greatly used for making furniture, but it has been completely superseded by blackwood. The Bread-fruit tree is "Artocarpus incisa."

SMILACEÆ.

Smilax ovalifolia.
Mahábaleshvar; common after the rains. A creeper with sharp prickles, large 5-7 ribbed leaves, and umbels of red smooth berries. The natives make a decoction from the roots.

LORANTHACEÆ.
The Loranthus, which are parasites or epiphyllous plants like the mistletoe only having showy flowers and generally larger leaves, are fairly well represented on the Sahyádris. L. cuneatus and L. obtusatus are met with at Mahábaleshvar.
DISTRICTS.

ENDOGENS.

LILIACEÆ.

*Asparagopsis sarmentosa.*
Flowers white; berries red, something like an exaggerated asparagus in full growth. Hills.

*Uropetalum montanum.*

*Methonica superba.*

*Ledebouria maculata.*
Sátára. Flowers like those of a tiny hyacinth. Leaves spotted. Rains. At least two varieties of Aloes are commonly grown in the district which are serviceable as hedges and also valuable as a source of fibre. Aloe fibres are becoming more appreciated yearly and considerable quantities are sent to Bombay.

COMMELYNACEÆ.

Several small plants of this order appear in the plains, chiefly of the genus Cyanotis. The beautiful blue of the long-coloured petals, and the hairy stamens of some are noteworthy. Cyanotis cristata is very common. *C. tuberosa* is also to be met with.

AROIDÆ.

To this order belongs the snake-lily of Mahábaleshvar "Arisaema murraya." In gardens varieties of Caladiums do well in the rains. At Mahábaleshvar there is a very caladium-like plant found growing on the stems or in the hollows of trees, the *Remusatia vivipara*.

ORCHIDACEÆ.¹

Many species are represented on the gháts, among them *Ærides crispa* and *Æ. lindleyana,* the latter with its pallidly purple flowers appearing just before the rains. The following are also met with:

*Dendrobium barbatulum.*
Cold weather. Flowers cream or nankin-coloured. Very common about Helvák. It is leafless when flower-bearing.

*Eria bracteata.*
Flowers large, white in June; the pseudo bulbs are enclosed in a net-like sack. Branches of trees; leaves 2.

*Habenaria robustifolia.*
Little white ground orchid. June. A pretty little plant; leaf solitary. It is also common in the plains later on. The tubercules are said to be the source of a common kind of *Sálam misir* a highly nutritive substance.

*Habenaria longicoilcarata.*
Hendoshi. September; 2-3 feet high. Handsome flowers: white.

*Platanthera brachyphylla.*
Flowers small greenish white; leaves 2. Mahábaleshvar.

*Platanthera Jamesi.*
The giant orchis. Flowers very large, white. Koyna valley. Rains. This orchis is 3 to 4 feet high.

MUSACEÆ.

*Musa ornata.*
The wild plantain. Sides of rocky hills on the Gháts. This is one of the first plants to show fresh growth after the burning of grass in the hot weather. The cultivated plantain, of which there are many varieties, is *M. sapientum.*

¹ Vanilla is the dry food of an orchid "Vanilla planifolia." The plant is a Mexican one.
SATÁRA.

ZINGIBERACEÆ.

Globba marantina.
Flowers slender bright, yellow. Mahábaleshvar. Rains.

Zingiber macrostachyum.
Flowers white; middle lobe-marked with purple lines. Mahábaleshvar.

(Granham).

Cureuma caulina.
Corin white. Flowers yellow (a white variety also). One of the commonest under-plants at Mahábaleshvar. The leaves appear above ground just before the rains. From the tubers a kind of arrowroot is made, samples of which can be purchased from the Chinamen at Mahábaleshvar, where at one time it was hoped to have popularised the manufacture. The arrowroot of commerce is made from the tubers of a West Indian plant "Maranta arundinacea" a plant belonging to another Order Marantaceæ which includes the Cannas or Indian shot plants of Indian gardens. The making of arrowroot from the tubers of the various Indian Cureumas should be taught the hill people extensively.

In the late famine, the tubers, of which there is an inexhaustible supply, would have furnished food for thousands. Mr. East, First Assistant Collector, made some attempt to develop the manufacture.

The order of Ginger-worts provides many valuable aromatic and stimulating products such as Ginger from the roots of Zingiber officinale, Galangale from 'Alpinia galanga' Halad or turmeric, the spice that gives such flavour to curries and cardamoms, the seeds of various Ellettarias. Turmeric is grown in garden land in the Sátára districts.

AMARYLLIDACEÆ.

Crinum Roxburghii.

HYDROCHARIDACEÆ.

Ottalia indica.
Flowers white. Tanks near Sátára; floating plant.

PALMACEÆ.

There are not many plants of this tribe in Sátára upland district. However, the "Cyrtota urena" is to be seen in most of the Koyna valley forests. It is a large tree and produces a good quantity of toddy. "Phoenic acaulis" is to be met along with the wild plantain on the hill sides. The date is the dried fruit of Phoenic dactilifera. In the Helvák forests the cane Calamus volang is to be met with, whilst in garden land the cocoanut and arecanut palms are fairly common, more however as ornamental trees than useful ones. These require a softer air; the cocoanut indeed never flourishes away from the immediate vicinity of the sea.

PANDANACEÆ.

Screw-pine hedges are to be seen near villages in the district, but are not very common; probably the plant is Pandanus furcatus. The fruit is something like the pine-apple.

CYPERACEÆ AND GRAMINEÆ.

Of these two Orders no list can be given for want of sufficient notes. The well-known Harijáli or Dura is Cynodon dactylon. The bamboo which is but a gigantic grass grows on the Gháts; Bambusa arundo is probably the one most met with.
Appendix A.

Botany.

As many as thirty different ferns are said to be found at Mahábaleshvar, where the commonest kinds are the Bracken (Pteris aquilina), identical with the English plant; the Silver Fern (Cheilanthes forrmosa); the Osmunda on the banks of the Yenna. Various "Asplenium," "Aspidium," Adder's tongues, Golden and Parsley ferns, and many others.

On the fort at Sátára Indian maiden hair (Adiantum lunulatum), Hare's foot and the Palm fern (Asplenium radiatum) are common. In river beds near the eastern spurs of the Gháts the European maiden hair (Adiantum capillus veneris) is to be found.

Club mosses are common on the Sahyádris in the rains, and Lichens and Mosses offer a large field for investigation.

Button mushrooms are found near Sátára in the rains.
APPENDIX B.

LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL MAHÁBALESHVAR PLANTS.¹

With the exception of orchids and ferns, the list comprises the plants on the hill only. “The hill” has been considered to extend as far as the seventieth mile on the Panchgani road, the thirtieth mile on the Sátára road, and the seventy-third mile on the road to Dásagaon. Lingmalla, Elphinestone Point, and Arthur’s Seat are included. As orchids and ferns from the Koyna valley are constantly offered for sale at Mahábaleshvar, the list of these plants includes those of the Koyna valley:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Botanical Name</th>
<th>Native Name</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flacourtia ramontchi</td>
<td>Támbat</td>
<td>Common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittosporum floribundum</td>
<td>Yekadi</td>
<td>Rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eucoscarpus oblonga</td>
<td>Kásu</td>
<td>At Lingmalla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evodia roxburghiana</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mappia foetida</td>
<td>Gánera</td>
<td>Very common. The flowers...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nephelium longanum</td>
<td>Wumb</td>
<td>Rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pygeum Gardneri</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminalia chebula²</td>
<td>Hírda</td>
<td>Common. Supplies the myrobals of commerce.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Supplied by Dr. T. Cooke, Principal of the Poona College of Science.
² The myrobolan tree is found throughout the Sátára district, but in special abundance in the Mahábaleshvar forests, the hill soil apparently being well suited to its growth. The fruit, the chebulic myrobolan of commerce, is about the size of a damson, though more pointed at one end, of a deep green colour, and contains a hard seed; when dry it becomes blackish and very hard and shrivelled. It is not edible in its natural state, but when mixed with the Béchella and Álva the powder is taken as a stomachic and mild aperient. The fruit is much valued in tanning and dyeing and finds a good market in Bombay for export to Europe. It is also used in oiling districts in making an ink which is stronger and more lasting than the usual country ink. The best is prepared in the following manner: Six pints of clear water are added to two pounds of the nuts coarsely powdered, and allowed to macerate for two days in a closed iron vessel which should occasionally be shaken. On the third day the contents are pressed and filtered, four pints of water are added to the filtrate, and the whole is warmed by a gentle heat, stirring all the time. When ebullition sets in, four toéds of sulphate of iron are added and the boiling is continued till the surface becomes light blue and the whole is reduced to between three and four pints exclusive of the precipitate. It should now be gradually cooled stirring all the time, strained through a clean piece of calico, and put into stoppered bottles. During the six following days the bottles should be placed daily in the sun for about four hours; on the sixth day two or three ounces of dilute gum are added to give it a proper consistency. Ink thus prepared is more suitable for European pens than for the reed pen used in native writing. Up to the year 1877 the Hírda nuts in the Mahábaleshvar forest were left to the people who gathered and brought them for sale to a few dealers at Mahábaleshvar. After this it was considered that the villagers would be as much benefited by giving the produce of the whole reserve to a contractor, who, in his own interest, would pay them a fair price for the quantity brought in and also prevent other dealers from interfering. In 1877 the contract fetched £86 (Rs. 860) and in 1878 £81 (Rs. 610). In 1879 the nuts were bought by the Forest Department and...
### DISTRICTS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOTANICAL NAME</th>
<th>NATIVE NAME</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trees—continued.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugenia jambolana</td>
<td>Jámblú</td>
<td>The commonest tree on the hill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugenia caryophyllea</td>
<td>Ghela</td>
<td>Not common. Found in watercourses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memecylon edule</td>
<td>Ánjan</td>
<td>Very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randia dumetorum</td>
<td>Kámbal</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canthium umbellatum</td>
<td>Pár Jámblú</td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sideroxylon tomentosum</td>
<td>Pís</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symlocos Beddomei</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olea dioica</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litsea fuscata</td>
<td></td>
<td>The commonest tree on the hill next to the Jámblú.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litsea tomentosa (var glabrescens)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briedelia retusa</td>
<td>Asána</td>
<td>Rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllanthus lanceolaria</td>
<td>Bhoma</td>
<td>Very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morus atropurpurea</td>
<td>Shátút</td>
<td>Cultivated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ficus glomerata</td>
<td>Umbar</td>
<td>Common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ficus cordifolia</td>
<td>Asít</td>
<td>Rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ficus caricaeoides</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salix tetrasperma</td>
<td>Wállúnj</td>
<td>The Indian willow. Grows near water.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2. Shrubs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOTANICAL NAME</th>
<th>NATIVE NAME</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clematis wightiana</td>
<td>Moryel</td>
<td>Common; twining.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocculus macrocarpus</td>
<td>Waterbel</td>
<td>Rare ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclea peltata</td>
<td>Pádel</td>
<td>Common ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capparis spinosa</td>
<td>Kólisra</td>
<td>The Caper plant. Rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capparis longispinia</td>
<td></td>
<td>A common bush.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sida carpinifolia</td>
<td>Yenkl</td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sida rhomboida</td>
<td>Turan</td>
<td>Pretty common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toddalia aculeata</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycosmis pentaphylla</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murraya Kéngi</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atalanta monophylla</td>
<td>Mákar</td>
<td>Common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gymnosperma rotaliana</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tolerably common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziziphus rugosa</td>
<td>Turan</td>
<td>Common; fruit edible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scutia indic</td>
<td>Chimat</td>
<td>Common; armed with strong hooked thorns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitis lanceolaria</td>
<td></td>
<td>Common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lea samucha</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allophylus Cobbei</td>
<td>Tipan</td>
<td>Common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crotonaria Leschenaultii</td>
<td>Dingal</td>
<td>A very common broom-like shrub with yellow flowers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigofera pulchella</td>
<td>Nírdë</td>
<td>Not very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlyosia lineata</td>
<td>Rán Túr</td>
<td>Tolerably common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flemingia strobilifera</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acacia intia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Resold at a considerable profit. The quantity bought at two places within the Mahádahar foresta was seventy-two tons (72 kinédis 14 mans and 18 paisas) and the cost £140 (Rs. 1490). At first the nuts were bought at 1£d. for nine pounds (½ a. per paisa). When they became rather scarce and somewhat dry the rate was raised to 1½£d. (one anna) and towards the end of the season, when the nuts were dry and hard, 1£d. (1½ anna) was given. This departmental working is popular with the gatherers as they are always sure of a market. The whole supply was bought at public auction by a trader from Mahád at about 1£d. the pound (Rs. 49 the kindi) leaving to the Forest Department a profit of about £240 (Rs. 2400). Dr. McConaghy.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Botanical Name</th>
<th>Native Name</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rubus lasiocarpos</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Cultivated. The Mahábaleshvar raspberry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubus rugosus</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendlandia notoniana</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Rare. At Lingmalla.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vangueria edulis</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Not common—fruit edible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavetta indica</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychotria truncata</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Very rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meso indica</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embelia ribes</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasminium arborescens</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>A very common climber.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lignumstrum nilgherryense</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Common—The Indian privet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranwolfa densiflora</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Rare—at Lingmalla.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gymnema sylvestre</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>A common twining shrub.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto montana</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Not very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoya pallida</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solanum indicum</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto giganteum</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto denticulatum</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Not very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brugmansia candida</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Cultivated: common in hedges on the roadside.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asystasia violacea</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strobilanthus callosus</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barleria terminalis</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepidagathis cuspidata</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calicarpa rana</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vit-x negundo</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podostemon purpuricaulis</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colebrookia ternifolia</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lasiosiphon ericifolium</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elagnus latifolia</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Common on trees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loranthus obsusatus</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto elasticus</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto cuneatus</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto lonicroides</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Rare. The Indian mistletoe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscum angulatum</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osyria wightiana</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euphorbia nivula</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Rare: in beds of streams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homonoia riparia</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trema Wightii</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Not very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debregeasia longifolia</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>A common climber. Young shoots eaten.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smilax ovalifolia</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Common. Climbing thorny shrub.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asparagus sarmentosa</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Herbs, excluding Orchids, Ferns, and Grasses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Botanical Name</th>
<th>Native Name</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argemone mexicana</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>The Mexican thistle, common in cultivated land.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasturtium officinale</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Water cress. In streams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardamine subumbellata</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Common in October on roadside walls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polygala persicariaefolia</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portulaca oleracea</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>A common weed in cultivated ground.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linum myrsinense</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Very common in cold season.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxalis corniculata</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>A weed: at Lingmalla.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impatiens inconspicua</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Common: in cold season</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto Dalzellii</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto balsamina</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### DISTRICTS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Botanical Name</th>
<th>Native Name</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impatiens pulcherrima</td>
<td>Tirda</td>
<td>Not common. On wet rocks, not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto acaulis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crotonaria vestita</td>
<td>Ditto trigonata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto nana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smithia blanda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto humilis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto setulosa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto purpurea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desmodium parvisorum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phaseolus trinervius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vigna vexillata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyxia gracilis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryophyllum calycinum</td>
<td>Rânghevda</td>
<td>Common. Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammania floribunda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tricosanthus palmata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeheria umbellata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto baumeriana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Begonia crenata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molugo hirta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrocotyle asiatica</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pimpinella monotica</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heracleum concanense</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oldenlandia corymbosa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aetia cariosa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubia cordifolia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centratherum tenue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lampranthus microcephalum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenocaulis indicum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vernonias divergens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sesamum Grahami</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gynura simplex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggeratum couyoides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenostemma viscosum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dicrocephalus latifolia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spilanthes acmella</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couyou stricta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artemisia papillosa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blumea glomerata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaephalium alboluteum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vicoa cernua</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidens pilosa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tricholepis glaberrima</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactuca heyneana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobelia nicotianaefolia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wahlenbergia gracilis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cephalostigma flexuosum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swertia decussata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exacum Lawii</td>
<td>Davna</td>
<td>Very common. Very common at Lingmalla.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cnanescoa diffusa</td>
<td>Bombarti</td>
<td>Common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paracaryum malabaricum</td>
<td>Ditto celestinum</td>
<td>Ditto ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto celestinum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paracaryum lamberthianum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Herbs—continued.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Botanical Name</th>
<th>Native Name</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nisurdihi</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Very common—known as the Mahâbaleshwar forget-me-not.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### SÁTÁRA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Botanical Name</th>
<th>Native Name</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Porana malabarica</td>
<td>Bhavari</td>
<td>Common in cold season.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solanum nigrum</td>
<td>Kangúni</td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datura fastuosa</td>
<td>Dhotra</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limnophila gratioloides</td>
<td></td>
<td>Common in wet ground.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herpestis monniera</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonnaya veronicaefolia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Common in cold season.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Striga orobanchioidea</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sopubia dephiphidifolia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Common in wet ground.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utricularia cornuta</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto albo-cornuta</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tolerably common in moist ground.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hygrophila serylloide</td>
<td></td>
<td>Common in cold season.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blepharis asperrima</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justicia procumbens</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranugia parviflora</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dicliptera bivalvis</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haplocnthus verticilliaria</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerodendrum serratum</td>
<td></td>
<td>Common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajuga disticha</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plectranthus Wrightii</td>
<td></td>
<td>Common in cold season.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysophylla gracilis</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto uynosmoide</td>
<td></td>
<td>The Mahábaláshvar peppermint; on the banks of the Yenna.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micromeria malcolmiána</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvia plebeia</td>
<td>Burumbi</td>
<td>Very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leucas ciliata</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto stelligera</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celosia argentea</td>
<td>Serrata</td>
<td>Common in damp places.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achryanthes aspera</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not so common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polygoum glabrum</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto rívulare</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto chinense</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto elegans</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto nepalense</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piper sylvestre</td>
<td>Ran Miri</td>
<td>Common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto Hookeri</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euphorbia rothiana</td>
<td>Dudhi</td>
<td>Rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto acalis</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very common, a stinging plant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tragia involucrata</td>
<td>Kulthi</td>
<td>Not common; a formidable plant, stings severely.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girardina heterophylla</td>
<td>Agháda</td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spliterbera scabrella</td>
<td>Chawar</td>
<td>The Mahábaláshvar arrowroot plant. Very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elatostemma oppositifolia</td>
<td>Nísan</td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burmannia trifóra</td>
<td>Shendaryel</td>
<td>Not very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curcuma caúlna</td>
<td></td>
<td>Common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinziber macrostachyum</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dioscorea triphilla</td>
<td></td>
<td>Common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanotis axillaris</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto longifolia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coamelinia communis</td>
<td></td>
<td>The cobra lily, common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arisema Muraryii</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rare at Mahábaláshvar; common on trees in the Koyna valley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remusatia vivipara</td>
<td></td>
<td>Banks of the Yenna.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptocoryne Roxburghii</td>
<td></td>
<td>In beds of streams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fimbriostyla astivalis</td>
<td></td>
<td>Common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carex indica</td>
<td>Nagdán</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crínus asiaticum</td>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crínus brachynema</td>
<td></td>
<td>Common in the rains.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### DISTRICTS.

#### BOTANICAL NAME | NATIVE NAME | REMARKS
--- | --- | ---
**ORCHIDS found on the Hill and in the Koyna Valley.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Botanical Name</th>
<th>Native Name</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oberonia recurva</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto lindleyana</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Rare in Mahábaleshwar; common in the Koyna valley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microstylis Rheedii</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Common in the Koyna valley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dendrobium harbortulum</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto lawianum</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto ramosissimum</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Very common in the Koyna valley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto Maccari</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Common in the Koyna valley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dendrobium humile</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Not very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zérides maculosa</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>The commonest orchid in Mahábaleshwar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto lindleyana</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Common in the rains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habenaria candida</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto trinervia</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Very rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platanthera susannæ</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>In the rains common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto brachyphylla</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Common in the Koyna valley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cirrhophyllum fimbriatum</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eria braccata</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>.....</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FEETs found on the Hill and in the Koyna Valley.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Botanical Name</th>
<th>Native Name</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pleopeltis membranacea</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>On trees, common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto linearis</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Ditto ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adiantum lunulatum</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto capillus veneris</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheilanthes farinosa</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Very common. The silver fern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pteris aquilina</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Very common. The bracken.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto quadriariata</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Very common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto pellucida</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Koyna valley, not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asplenium p'anicacul</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto trapéziforme</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athyrium filix femina</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Very common in October.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto falcatum</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Not common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspidium cicutarium</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Very common—known as the oak fern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nephrodium molle</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Common.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acrostichum variabile</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Not common, grows on wet rocks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osmunda regalis</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Common on the river Yenna.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lataea cochleata</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Very common in the Koyna valley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paeolopterus terminans</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthephorus immersus</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>On trees near Bella Vista, known as the golden fern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lygodium scandens</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Rare.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### PRINCIPAL GRASSES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Botanical Name</th>
<th>Native Name</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arundinella pumila</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Bathrathérum molle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto spicata</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Eragrostis unioicoides.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto stricta</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Anthésteria cymbária.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setaria glauca</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Panicum prostratum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynodon dactylon</td>
<td>.....</td>
<td>Isachne miliaea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Curculoa caulina from which arrowroot has been obtained grows freely at Mahábaleshwar and for miles along the tops of the hills. For
many years the Chinese ticket-of-leave men sold it to the Commissariat and to the Parsis who use arrowroot largely. Judging from the market value, five to six pounds to the rupee, it is very inferior to West Indian arrowroot which is the produce of a different plant. In 1876-77, when the famine pressed heavily on the surrounding villages, a few of the poorer classes were induced to try arrowroot but they raised objections and never took it so long as any other food was procurable. In 1878 from 500 to 600 pounds were prepared by a European resident at a cost of 5½ pounds for the rupee. Samples were sent for analysis to Messrs. Treacher and Co., Phillips and Co., and Kemp and Co. The colour and taste were pronounced good, but it was found deficient in nutritive properties, and in the end the owner was obliged to sell it at eight pounds the rupee. The preparation is simple. A labourer can gather from four to five large basketsful in a day at a cost of 1½d. (1 anna) the basket. The root is scraped, washed, and reduced to a pulp by rubbing on a grater. Pounding in a mortar has been tried but found to smash the globules of which the root is composed. After being reduced to a pulp the arrowroot is washed in large flat basins or half barrels which must be well cleaned so as not to give any taste. To clean it thoroughly twelve to fifteen washings are necessary. The sediment should be stirred each time fresh water is added. During the first washing the water is muddy, and a dark scum settles on the top of the sediment. This scum gradually disappears with each washing, but the washing must be continued until the sediment is pure white and the water is not discoloured. Care should be taken when emptying the water not to disturb the sediment. When the washing is complete, the arrowroot dries into a hard cake, which is easily removed and afterwards pounded into powder. Each basket yields from three to four pounds of pure arrowroot.
APPENDIX C.

CAMPS.

THE district has 105 camps of which four are in the Sátára sub-division, nine in Koregaon, nine in Wáí, ten in Jávli, twelve in Karád, thirteen in Válva, twenty-four in Pítán, five in Tásgaon, seven in Khánápur, seven in Khatáv, and five in Mán.

In the Sátára sub-division Tásgaon, eight miles south-east near the Sátára-Rahimapur road, is a good camp. Parli, five miles west of Sátára, has a tolerable camp close to the village. Shendre four miles south-west adjoining the mail road, and Vaduth five miles north-east on the old Poona road, are excellent camps.

In Koregaon itself the best is Kumtha an excellent camp in hard soil two miles north. Lhásurne, two miles west, is a magnificent grove of mangoes and palms and in beauty yields to none in the district, but has the drawback of being on black soil. It is a good starting point for Jalandar hill. Kinhai, the village of the Pant Prítiníthi, is an excellent camp and starting point for visiting fort Nandír and the north-east of the sub-division. Deur, twelve miles north of Koregaon, has a travellers' bungalow and a mile north of the village a large mango grove forming an excellent camp. For the north of the sub-division Pimpoda Budruk is a tolerable camp close to the Wáí-Ádarki pass road; a better camp but less accessible is Sonke, a mile north of the road. Chavneshvar, three miles west of Sonke, is a pleasant resort in the hot weather, south of the Khámátiki pass. Udtare ten miles, and Panchvd eight miles south-east of Wáí, are fair camps. Vairágad and the big tree at Mhasve can be conveniently visited from Panchvad.

At Wáí are a fair camp and a travellers' bungalow. The situation of the camp on the river is picturesque but there is some danger of fever in the cold season. The western part of the sub-division is hilly and carts run as far as Asre nine miles north-west up the valley. Tolerable shade can be had here for small hill tents. It is a good starting point for a visit to Kenjalagad fort three miles north-west, and Kamalgad fort four miles north-east. Up the Jor valley there is a tolerable little camp at Partádá thirteen miles west. Panchgani the hill station has an excellent travellers' bungalow. Five miles south-east of Wáí is a beautiful mango grove at Kavtha, the best camp for visiting the south-east of the sub-division. North of the Khámátiki pass in the Khandála petty division the best camps are, for Khandála itself Ajnúj two miles west. The east of the petty division is badly off for camps. At Ahire four miles east of Khandála is a good grove but very near the village. In the west there is an excellent camp at Lohom seven miles west of Khandála and Shirval camp ten miles north cannot be surpassed.

At Medha the head-quarters is a decent travellers' bungalow. For the Kudá valley the large banian tree at Mhasve ten miles north-east of Medha forms an excellent camp. For the Gháts in the neighbourhood of Malcolm Peth, Moleávhar five miles south-east, and Avkálí five miles east, are the best. For Pratápgad and the western Koyna valley the Váda
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or Ambenali bungalow is excellent. Going down the Koyna, for Makrand-gad or the Saddleback, Kasrud is a capital grove three miles south-west. From thence eighteen miles south-east is Bāmnolī a fair camp only and five miles south of Bāmnolī is Tāmbi with a tolerably big tree giving shade to hill tents and the best starting point for Vāsota fort. Dare two miles west of Bāmnolī, is a fair camp for the Āmbolī pass; Kōlghar four miles north-east of Bāmnolī, is an excellent grove in the shoulder of the hill between Bāmnolī and Medha, and Kās five miles south-east of Bāmnolī with its new tank and irrigation bungalow, is a delightful resort in the hot weather.

In the north twenty miles north of Karād is Atit with a travellers’ bungalow. Umbraj, ten miles north-west of Karād, has a pleasant bungalow belonging to the Public Works Department. The adjoining village of Sheved has an excellent dense grove of mangoes but in rather a breezeless situation and damp in the cold weather. Belavde taraf Havelī has a nice grove six miles north of Karād and a quarter of a mile south of the mail road. Talbid a mile north, and close under, Vasantagad has a magnificent mango grove which however is difficult to reach, the mile of cross country track being very rough. Karād itself has a camp on the west bank of the Koyna river. The shade is thin and the camp not desirable. The travellers’ bungalow is also unfortunately very dusty. A convenient camp for Karād is Jakhinvādi, four miles south, with good shade, and adjoining the chief Buddhist caves. For the Vāṅg valley Kolevādi, nine miles west-south-west of Karād, is a perfect camp and for Kāle and its neighbourhood Vond, though small, is a first rate camp. At the extreme south good shade can be found at Mālkhed on the mail road nine miles from Karād. On the left bank of the Krishna there is an excellent camp at Masur for the north-east and Shenoli ten miles south-east of Karād for the south-east of the sub-division. Shenoli is a good starting point for a visit to Machhindragad fort one mile south.

At the extreme north of the Vālīa sub-division is Kāsegaon with an excellent Assistant Collector’s bungalow. Nerīa, three miles south-east of Kāsegaon, has a travellers’ bungalow and a tolerable camp. Peth has, half a mile south of the town, a pleasant shady but rather small camp. Islāmpur, four miles south-east of Peth, has, close by the road but well outside the town, an excellent mango grove. Ashta, twelve miles south-east of Islāmpur, has good shade but a very dusty camp which should be avoided. Convenient for work at Ashta is Bāgni four miles south-west with an excellent grove. For the south of the sub-division Yelur, nine miles south of Peth and a mile west of the Kolhāpur road, has a very good camp. For the Shirāla petty division Biur, about two miles south-west of Shirāla, has a nice little camp and Kokrud, ten miles further up the Vārna valley on the Kolhāpur frontier, has an excellent shade. For the hills Arle and Peth Lond and Rundhīv (the old village site) and Shivdeshvar have good camps.

For the Tārli valley Nune, one mile east of Tārli, has a small but shady grove. Up the valley shade can be had for a small tent at Murudī about six miles north-west of Tārli as far as which carts can penetrate with difficulty. The Chāphal valley is badly off. The usual camp is at Chāphal six miles east of Pātān but it is not good. Upon the hills above the Tārli valley, Jalu six miles west, and Pabulvādi hamlet in the village of Vajroshi and on the Tārli-Pātān road, are decidedly good camps. For the Koyna valley, the first camp is Malhārpeth with good shade on the banks of the Koyna well situated. At Pātān itself is excellent shade but the camp has a drawback in the proximity of the hundreds of carts which rest here on their way to Chapūn.
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Three miles south-west is a fine grove at Yerad charmingly situated. But this camp should be avoided after April when the yearly fair takes place to the poisoning of the air and water in the neighbourhood. Helvák, thirteen miles west of Pátan, has a bungalow belonging to the Public Works Department. The accommodation for tents is poor, and better can perhaps be found at Rasátí a village half a mile north. Proceeding up the Koyna valley good shade is found at Mirgaon four miles and at Devgad eight miles north of Helvák. Devgad is within easy reach of Támbí in the Jáví sub-division. North-west of Pátan, for the Kera valley, Nivkhane, eight miles north-west of Pátan is a delightful camp in a sacred grove on a ledge of the hill side. People usually direct officers to the groves in the valley below. Inquiry therefore should be made for the sacred grove or ban to the south of the village. On the corresponding ledge of the western slope is fair shade at Gojegaon. Good hill camps are at Karvat six miles west-north-west of Pátan and Ghánhí three miles north of Karvat. On the hills west of Helvák Torna, three miles north-west, contains a capital little grove deliciously high and cool. In the south of the sub-division Mala has a fair camp on the ridge of the Sahyádris. Pánchgani, eight miles south-west of Pátan on the way to Mala, is a capital camp. From Mala twelve miles east lead to Falshi a fine camp at the head of the Váng valley. Paneri, three miles south-east of Falshi, is a fair camp. A delightful march of twelve miles south-east along the hill plateau brings to Nivi, a small but pleasant camp. Five miles more over roughish country lead to a sacred grove in a hamlet of Kálgaon village. This grove makes a nice camp but is inaccessible. For the Váng valley Gudhe or Kutre, from four to eight miles north of Kálgaon, give the best shade.

Tás’éoaí itself has very fair shade in a grove immediately to the south of the town. There are fair camps also at Visápur six miles north, Palus nine miles north-west, Akhalkot nine miles west, Bhose nine miles south-east, and Nágaj, for the extreme east of the sub-division about thirty miles north-east.

For the north-west of the Khánápur sub-division there is an excellent camp at Upále about twelve miles north-west of Víta to be distinguished from the neighbouring village of Upále Khurd. For the west, Kadegaon on the Karád-Bijápúr road, about twelve miles west of Víta, is an excellent camp. About six miles south-east of Kadegaon, Vángí has a small bungalow. Vádaoaí, four miles south-west of Vángí, has a fine camp within easy hail of the interesting temples of Devráshta. Víta itself is well provided with shade; the spot to choose is not the tempting grove just outside the eastern gate, but a long line of lofty mangoes further distant. Khánápur village, twelve miles east of Víta, has a good shade in a grove a quarter of a mile west; but the place is sometimes infested with mosquitoes. Immediately north of the town, adjoining a well, is a more desirable spot. Seven miles north-east of Víta, Lengre has a fair camp, the only tolerable one in the north-east of the sub-division.

Khatáí has plenty of good camps. In the west Pusegaon, on the Sátára-Pandharpur road, is fair and close to Vardhangad fort and the large Nher irrigation tank. Khátún, three miles east of Pusegaon, has an irrigation bungalow. In the north Budh, about twenty miles north-west of Váduj, and Díksál, three miles north-west of Budh, have excellent groves. Díksál is the best point from which to visit the fort of Táthávade six miles to the north-east. Váduj the head-quarter station has a very pleasant camp. In the south-east the Márí irrigation bungalow is almost the only tolerable piedéterre. In the south-west Pusesávli about fifteen
miles south-west of Vaduj has a small bungalow and a good grove for tents.

Mán is very badly off for trees. Pingli, four miles south-east of Dahivadi, has a fair camp. The shade is good but the adjacent sugar-cane cultivation and a stream-bed close by are sometimes unpleasant. Shingnapur in the north-east, thirteen miles north-east of Dahivadi, is one of the places best worth a visit in the district. The camp is excellent but the place is off the line of march for district officers. Mhasvad has only a few straggling mangoes. Varkute in the south-west has one large tree under which a tent can go and is the best camp for that part of the sub-division. Palshi, five miles east of Dahivadi, has a tolerable shady ground for tents. There are no good camps elsewhere, a fact that greatly adds to the unpleasantness of this sub-division, the only really disagreeable part of the district.
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Dasara Procession.

The great feature of the Dasara festival at Satara during the times of the late Maharajas of Satara was the procession on the tenth or great day of the month of Asvini or September-October. For nine days prior to this, religious ceremonies in honour of Ambabai, the goddess of Tuljapur, were performed day and night, with but a few hours' intermission, in a large wooden booth, being a permanent erection in the inner quadrangle of the Rang Mahal or residence of the Maharaja. This deity seems to have been one of the favourite objects of devotion of the Bhonsle family, and enjoyed the monopoly of the Dasara ceremonies. The uteev or celebration commenced daily by singing from nine in the morning till noon. Then, for the space of an hour daily, the Bahurupis, a troop of male actors, danced and amused the devotees by appearing in a variety of characters and dresses. Following this came dances performed by troops of dancing girls or Nāikins. Then, towards night, sacred sermons or kirtans in honour of the deity were repeated and explanations of them given by learned Shastris or divines; and when these ceased, somewhere about the hour of midnight, the praises of the deity were sung until early dawn. During these nine days also numbers of Brahmans, as many as would come, were fed in the Rang Mahal, and a distribution of uncooked food was made to persons of other castes at the Raja's storehouses and at other convenient places.

All these ceremonies and festivities, however, culminated on the tenth day with the grand procession of the Raja and his chiefs and followers. Immediately before setting out on this the Maharaja, with his own hand, killed, or rather struck the first blow at the Dasara buffalo, a sacrifice to Ambabai. This procession in which in the time of Pratapsinh, the last Raja but one (1818-1839), as many as seventy-five elephants often appeared, left the Rang Mahal so soon as the heat of the day had passed, and proceeded at a slow pace along the upper road, which now leads nearly direct from the subsequently erected palaces to the post-office, to the Poyi-che Nake, immediately above the present post-office, the road on either side being lined with the Maharaja's troops. The procession was headed by the so-called Dhakta Maharaj Shahaaji or Appa Sakeh, the younger brother of Pratapsinh, who, in contradistinction, was known as the Thorla Maharaj and his followers, next to him came the Thorla Maharaj himself and his followers, then the Pritiindini, then the Akalkotkar, then the Sachiv, then the Nimbalkar, then the Daphlekhar, and finally Shaikh Miri of Wai. Besides the Maharaja's own suite and the private suites of each of these chiefs, the majority of them were bound to furnish a contingent of cavalry svairs to the Maharaja. The Akalkotkar furnished 100 of these svairs, the Nimbalkar seventy-five, the Daphlekhar fifty, and Shaikh Miri twenty, and all of these svairs took part in the procession. In the rear of all these chiefs and their suites followed the principal citizens according to their rank and privileges on elephants and horses, in carriages or litters and with or without an umbrella or torch-bearer; and these so swelled the length of the procession that its head often reached the Poyi-che Nake, a distance of nearly two miles, before
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the rear had started the spur running east from Sátára hill fort, the whole being crowded with the general mass of sightsseers who had no right to take part in the procession. As the royal party passed slowly on, the troops who had lined the road filed off, and, by a quick march, the majority reached the neighbourhood of the Pohí-che Náke before the royal party, who proceeded by a lower road, and were there drawn up in line in readiness for its reception. Meantime, elephants and an escort had been sent on to the Residency, and, as the royal procession reached the Pohí-che Náke, the Resident on his elephant and attended by his escort also arrived at the spot. Then followed an exchange of salutes, the Mahárája’s troops saluting first, twenty-one guns and five volleys, the British troops, also drawn up on the spot, responding. After this, there was a brief exchange of courtesies, followed by a fresh exchange of salutes, and then the Resident and his party turned homewards, while the procession proceeded to encircle the masídūn below, where, according to a custom of the day a large branch of the ápta or Bauhinia racemosá and of the shámi or Prosopis spicigera had been set up. These trees are still worshipped and then felled, and all who desire take small twigs and distribute the leaves to their friends, saying in so doing “This is gold.” Having performed this ceremony, which indeed formed the real object of the procession, it proceeded homeward and, as darkness came on, torches were lighted, and the weirdness of the scene intensified. After the return, it was customary for the chiefs and all other loyal citizens to present najars to the Mahárája, his brother, and his wife. The first class sardárs usually presented a najar of five gold mohars to the elder Mahárája, and a similar gift to his wife, and a single gold mohar to the younger Mahárája, and the crowd usually tendered a najar of 2s. (Re. 1) each but never a smaller coin. All were expected to offer something to the elder Mahárája, but only their particular followers tendered najars to the Ráni and the younger Mahárája; all the sums thus tendered were credited to the private accounts of the recipients. In return for these gifts poshát or dress of honour was distributed, either on the same day or previously. The dress of honour given to first class sardárs consisted of five articles, including a turban or pájotá, a scarf or dupeta, a piece of satin or brocade, and two pieces of fine linen. The dress of honour given to second class sardárs consisted of three and a half articles including a turban, a scarf, a piece of fine linen and half a piece of brocade. Other persons only got two articles, a turban and a scarf, others again received the dress of honour on alternate years or every third year. Servants and menial dependants received usually only a turban. A dress of honour was also sent at this festival to the Resident, and through him to the Governor of Bombay, and in return the Resident sent similar presents to the Mahárája at Christmas. After the receipt of the najars, all attended the ceremonies at the booth, and the festival was wound up by a general distribution of coconuts. In the days of Pratápsinh all the residences of the jógirdárs and sardárs were situated at the bottom of Sátára hill fort along the road now leading from the post-office to the tunnel. From the east first came the residence of the Akalkotkar, next the Rang Mahál where the Mahárája himself lived, then the old adilat which was the Peshwa’s residence until the time of Sháhu’s reign, then the Sachiv’s mansion or váda, beyond that came the Daphle’s pája and to the extreme west the váda of the Pratinidhi of which now no trace remains. The Nimbákar never had a residence at Sátára.

The Mahárája’s guns and his Mogláí cavalry were quartered near the site of the present jail. His body-guard consisting of 200 cavalry were
accommodated in the present risála, the head-quarters of the mounted police and the infantry were quartered near the Rang Mahál. Sháháji or Appa Sáheb removed the troops to the Genda Mahál.

In the days referred to the greater portion of the town of Sátára including all that part to the north of the present upper road to the palaces was mostly open country. This portion of the present town was not completely built over until after Sháháji Maháráj had been set up by the British Government.
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Bájíráv II.: last Peshwa (1796-1817), circumstances attending his accession; treaty of Bássín; state of the country; orders Bápu Gókhále to chastise Parásháram Shrinívás, the
Pratinidhi; his advisers; Trimbakji Denglia's insurrection; Bajirav's disloyalty; battle of Kirkee; his defeat and pursuit; Satara surrendered to the British; Mr. Elphinstone's manifesto, 298-305.

Bajri: crop of, 160.
Bakar Kasabs: mutton-butchers, 130-140.
Baliyi Avji: Shivaji's Prabhu clerk, 244.
Baliyi Bajirav: third Peshwa (1740-1761); office contested by Bapuji Naik Baramatikar; success of Balaji; his money difficulties; his plans for the government of Malwa; receives a grant by which the territory conquered from the Portuguese is conferred on him; Balaji in North India and Malwa; his rivalry with Raghujir Bhonsle; expedition into the Karmatik; his intrigues about Shahu's succession; his conduct towards Sakavarti, Shahu's widow; his usurpation of authority; removes the capital to Poona; Ram Raja is confined in Satara; Tarabai's attempts to divert the power from the Konkan Brahmins; Damaji Gaikwad is defeated by Balaji; Balaji effects a settlement with Tarabai; management of the country; battle of Pannipat; Balaji's death, 283-295.

Balaji Gangadhar Sathe: Mr., 51 note 1, 194 note 1.

Balaji Vishvanath: first Peshwa (1714-1720); accountant of Shrivardhan in Janjira; writer under Dhanaji; is viewed with jealousy by Dhanaji's son Chandrasen; his flight; his concealment in Pundugad; is released; is again imprisoned by Damaji Thorat; is released by Shahu; leads an army against Kanhoji Angria; settlement with Angria; is appointed Peshwa (1714); releases the Pant Sachiv then Thorat's prisoner; receives lands in Poona; his scheme of usurpation; assists the Syed brothers in their scheme of deposing the emperor Ferokshah; visits Delhi; receives three imperial grants for Shahu; his death, 254-266.

Balance Sheet: 403-405.

Bamnoli: village, 453.
Bamnoli-Gheradaged: Sahyadri spur, 6.
Banks: 178.
Bapu Gokhale: Maratha general (1807-1818), 299-301, 302, 303.
Bapuji Naik Baramatikar: banker, 283-287.
Bargirs: Maratha riders, 240-241.
Barley: crop of, 163.
Bawayden: village, temples, 454.
Bhauravgad: hill-fort, 5, 10, 454-455.
Bhupasah: hill, 12.
Bhangis: nightsoil-men, 110.

Bhargavram: Bajirav I.'s (1721-1740) spiritual adviser, 466.
Baskarpant: Berar minister (1742), 285, 287.
Bhavani: Shivaji's sword, 238, 249, 509, 567; Shivaji's guardian goddess, 238, 546.
Bhavnarav: Pratinidhi (1763), 296.
Bhava Phan: daryakh of, 598.
Bilavdi: town, 455.
Bhois: fishers, 105-106.
Bhopalgad: hill-fort, 8; taken (1679) by the Moghals, 245; fort details, 455-456.
Bhore: state, 2, 617-618; seat of intrigue (1857), 317.
Bhushangad: hill-fort, 12, 457.
Bhutyas: spiritmen, 116-117.
Birds: 39-42.
Births and Deaths: 420-422.
Birthplace Details: 43.
Beggars: 115-124.
Beldars: quarrymen, 80.
Bengal: Marathis in (1745), 287.
Blankets: weaving of, 222-223.
Bogda: gorge, 204.
Bohorahs: Musalmans traders, 137.
Boles: Colonel (1815), 302-303.
Bombay Point: Mahabaleshwar, 505.
Borgaon: village, 458.
Borrowers: 184-186.
Boundaries: 1.
Bramhas: 51-56.
Bretton: Mr. C., 194 note 1.
Bungalows: travellers, 211-212.
Burdus: bamboo-workers, 80-81.
Butcher's Island: political prisoners confined in (1857), 318-319, 580.

C.

Camps: Satara District, 654-657.
Canals: 151-156.
Capitalists: 178.
Carnac: Sir James, Governor of Bombay (1839-1841), 311.
Carriers: 218.
Castor Seed: crop of, 165.
Cattle Disease: 418-420.
Cavalry: Shivaji's, 240-241.
Census Details: 43-45.
Central Belt: aspect of the, 3-4.
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Dahivadi: village, 461-462.
Dakshina: charities, 274.
Dalsingars: see Kāranjikars.
Damáji Gaikwār: second in command under Dabháde (1720), 266-267, 291-293.
Damáji Thoráit: lawless ruffian (1714), 257-258.
Daphlápúr: state, 2, 624.
Dasara Procession: 658-659.
Dáud Khán Panni: Moghal Vicerey of the Deccan (1709), 254-255.
Dátegad: hill-fort, 10, 462-463.
Delhi: Bajiráv defeats the Moghals near (1736), 279.
Deshastha: Brāhmans, 51.
Deshpánde: Ráv Bahádur N. G., 120 note 1.
Deur: action near (1713), 256; (1818), 303; village, 463.
Devak: wedding guardian, 80, 94.
Deygiri Yádavas: Hindu dynasty (1170-1310), 224, 225.
Devrashta: village, temples and cells, tradition, 463-465.
Devukhás: Bráhmans, 51-52.
Dahanáji Jadhav: Marátha general (1707), 253, 254.
Dhangars: cowherds, 104-105; in the Marátha army, 250.
Dhavádas: Musalmán iron smelters, 140-141.
Dhavádshi: village, 466.
Dhobí: Musalmán washermen, 141.
Dhobí: Fall: Mahábaleshvar, 507.
Dhom: holy village, temples, 466-467.
Dhondphodá: Musalmán quarrymen, 141.
Dhors: tanners, 111.
Diláwar Khán: imprisoned (1592) in Sátára, 229.
Disarming: of the district (1857), 319.
Discipline: Shiváji’s military, 242.
Dispensaries: 417.
Divashkhird: village, cave, fairs, 466.
Dog: Sháhu’s fondness for a, 519 note 2.
Domestic Animals: 36-38.
Dravídas: Bráhmans, 52.
Duráí Saráí: convention of (1738), 279.
Durga Devi: famine (1396-1407), 226.
Durgásing: Senapáti’s adopted (1857) son, 317-319.
Dyeing: 222.

E.
Earthnut: crop of, 165.
Eastern Belt: aspect of the, 4-5.
Elphinstone: Mr. Mountstuart, resident at Poona, 300-301; his manifesto, 303-305; description of Sátára, 306 note 1; condition of Sátára (1826), 309.
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Elphinestone Point: Mahábaleshvar, 503.
Excise: revenue, 403.
Exports: 219-220.

F.

Falkland Point: Mahábaleshvar, 505.
Family gods: 64, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 85, 86, 88, 89, 92, 93, 96, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 107, 109, 110, 111, 113, 116, 117, 123, 124.
Family stocks: 92.
Famines: 168-177.
Feroksha: Delhi emperor (1712-1719), 260-262.
Ferries: 14, 212.
Field tools: 150-151.
Field trees: 36.
Fish: 99.
Fishers: 105-106.
FitzGerald pass: 201.
Food: Hindus', 47.
Forests: ranges, staff, description, demarcation, timber trade, forest tribes, finance, 31-36.
Fort Establishment: Shivaji's, 242.
Frere: Sir Bartle, resident (1848), 312-313; almshouse, 567-568.
Furniture: household, 46.

G.

Gáí Kasábs: beef butchers, 138-139.
Ganesh: footpath, 202; gorge, 205.
Gárudis: jugglers, 142.
Gavandis: Musulmán bricklayers, 141-142.
Gavlis: cow-keepers, 105.
Geology: 16.
Ghádhis: musicians, 97-98.
Ghásdána: forage money, 250, 256.
Ghera Khelána: see Kenjalgaon.
Gháisdáis: tinkers, 83.
Gingolly Seed: crop of, 164.
Ginji: fall of (1698), 250.
Girls' Schools: 410.
Goa: Pratápsinha's intrigues' in (1837), 310-311.
Golaks: Bráhmans, 52.
Gold and Silver: working in, 220.
Gondhís: dancers, 117.
Gopáls: beggars, 117-118.
Gopánáthpant: Afszulkhán's agent, 235-236.
Gorakhnáth: grove at Shirála, 587.
Gosávis: beggars, 118.
Govardhans: see Golaks.
Govindáv: Pratápsinha's minister (1835), 300-310.
Gram: crop of, 163.
Grant Duff: Captain, resident at Sátára (1824), 305, 308.
Gujarátis: Bráhmans, 53.
Gujarát Vánis: traders, 57-58.
Guvantgad: Sahyádri spur, 7; hill-fort, 10, 468.

H.

Haidhatrav Nimbálkar: Marâtha noble (1714), 256, 258.
Hailstorms: 27.
Hajáms: Musulmán barbers, 142-143.
Hatgagad Arle: Sahyádri spur, 6.
Heber: Bishop, on the condition of Sátára (1825), 309.
Helvák: survey, 379-380; village, trade, 468-469.
Hetkaris: Shivaji's infantry, 239.
Hills: 5-12.
Himmatrav: Jávli Rája's minister (1653), 233.
Hoards: 180-181.
Holdings: 150.
Holiday: 64.
Holkar: origin of the family, 268; is given a share in the revenue of Málwa (1750), 291.
Horse-breeding: 37.
Hospitals: 416.
Houses: 45-46; investment in, 179.
Human sacrifices: 54, 574.
Husbandmen: 63-79, 148-149.

I.

Ibráhim Adil Sháh I: Bijápur king (1534-1557), 228-229.
Imperial grants: received by Sháhu (1720), 262-263.
Ináns villages: Marâtha system of conferring, 264-265.
Industries: see Crafts.
Infantry: Shiváji's, 239.
Infirmary: 417-418.
Institutions: Bahmanís', 227, note 5; Adil Shahís', 229-230; Shiváji's, 239-244.
Instruction: staff, cost, instruction, private schools, girls' schools, readers and writers, school returns, town and village schools, libraries, literary societies, newspapers, 409-415.
Interest: rates of, 183-184.
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Investments : 179 - 180.
Iron : working in, 220 - 221.
Islámpur : lake, 158 ; trade centre, 215. See Urnun.

J.
Jagpálráv : Phaltan chief, 231.
Jails : 402.
Jains : traders, 58.
Jákhnívádi : see Kárád.
Jálmandír : water-pavilion, 566.
Jálú-Vásantgád : Sahyádri spur, 6.
Jangams : Lingáyat priests, 59, 118 - 119.
Janglí-Jaygád : Sahyádri fort, 5, 469.
Janjirá : besieged (1735) by Bájiráv, 277.
Játh : Stats, 2, 622 - 624.
Jávli : origin of the chiefs of, 230 - 231 ; murder (1633) of the chief of, 233 ; captured (1633) by Shiváji, 233 ; survey, 369 - 372 ; sub-division details, boundaries, area, aspect, climate, water, soil, stock, holdings, crops, people, 423 - 425 ; village, history, 469 - 470.
Jhárás : Musalman dust-sifters, 143.
Jíre Padhár : hill, 11.
Joshís : astrologers, 119.
Judicial system : Shiváji’s, 243.
Junjhárráv Ghatgé : Malávdi chief, 231.
Justice : Marátha administration of (1749 - 1844), 390 - 393.

K.
Kádegán : village, 470 - 471.
Kádepur : village, temple, 471.
Kábír-Kirpa : Sahyádri spur, 7.
Káiódás : basket-makers, 108.
Kálágars : Musalman smiths, 136.
Kále : village, school, 471.
Kálgaon-Jákhnívádi : Sahyádri spur, 7.
Kalusha : Sambháji’s favourite (1680 - 1689), 246, 247.
Kálvángád : see Nandgirí.
Kámálgád : Sahyádri spur 5 - 6 ; hill fort, 9, 471, 509 - 510.
Kanauj : Brahmans, 53.
Kaner Khed : village, 471.
Kánhoji Angría : Kolába chief (1690 - 1731), 257, 277.
Kanjáris : weaving brushmakers, 83 - 84.
Kánvás : Brahmans, 53.
Karahákada : old name of Kárád, 224, 480.
Kárád : see Kárád.
Kárábádás : Brahmans, 53 - 54.
Káránjkára : fountain makers, 84 - 85.
Kármántak : Marátha expedition in (1740), 283 ; (1746), 287.
Kására : bangle makers, 85.
Kásegoan : village, 480 - 481.
Kásts : Brahmans, 54.
Kát’s Point : Mahábaleshvar, 506.
Káyasth Prabhús : writers, 57.
Kélváí-Sónápur : Sahyádri spur, 6.
Kenjalgad : hill fort, 9, 481 - 482.
Khámaktí : pass, 7, 201.
Khánápur : survey, 361 - 363 ; sub-division details, boundaries, area, aspect, climate, water, soil, stock, holdings, crops, people, 427 - 430 ; town, 482.
Khandéráv Dábáháde : Marátha general (1716), 260, 266.
Khandoba’s temple : at Pál, 529 - 532.
Khatáv : survey, 356 - 358 ; sub-division details, boundaries, area, aspect, climate, water, soil, stock, holdings, crops, people, 430 - 432 ; village, temple, 482 - 483.
Khátgun : village, fair, 483 - 484.
Khinds : see Gorges.
Kokkada : hill village, 11.
Kikli : village, temple, 484 - 485.
Kirke : battle of (1817), 301.
Kole : village, fair, 486.
Kolkáhpur : Sháhu’s war in (1709), 254 ; partition treaty with (1730), 273.
Kólhátis : tumbler-makers, 119 - 120.
Kólis : fishers, 106.
Konkanásths : Brahmans, 54 - 55.
Koral : gorge, 203.
Korégaon : battle of (1818), 302 ; survey, 359 - 361 ; sub-division details, boundaries, area, aspect, climate, water, soil, stock, holdings, crops, people, 432 - 434 ; town, 486 - 487.
Koshtis : weavers, 85 - 86.
Koyna : river, 15.
Krishna : river, 13 - 14 ; canal, 155 - 166.
Krisnhárav Khatávkár : Brahmnan plunderer (1713), 257, 483.
Kúdáli : river, 14.
Kulkái : hill, 12.
Kulthi : crop of, 163.
Kumbhára : potters, 86 - 87.
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Kunbis: husbandmen, strength, distribution, house, food, dress, character, holidays, religion, customs, community, 64-75.


Kuril: Shivája’s general Niláji Kátkar’s victory at (1678), 245.

Kusrud: village, caves, 489.

L.

Labourers: 106-108.

Lakes: 154, 156-158.

Land: investment in, 179-180; mortgage of, 188-189; acquisition of, 320-321; staff (1884), 321-322; tenures, 322-323; alienated villages (1883), 327-328; administrative history before British rule (1848), 329-343; the British (1848-1851), 343-350; cesses, 349; survey (1853-1855), 350-383; survey results, 383-384; season reports (1849-1883), 384-389; revenue, 389, 403.

Land assignments: to Marátha officers, 285.

Language Details: 43.

Leather: working in, 223.


Licences-tax: returns, 178.

Limestone: 39.

Lingáyat Vánis: traders, 59-60.

Linseed: crop of, 164.

Literary Societies: 415.

Local Funds: 460-467.

Locusts: 385-388.

Lodwick: O’lonel, resident at Sátára (1835), 309-310; monument, at Mahábáleshwar, 504-505.

Lodwick Point: see Sidney Point.

Loháre: see Wál.

Lohárás: blacksmiths, 87-88.

Lonáris: cement makers, 83.

M.

MacDonald: Major (1817), 300.

Machhindrágad: hill-fort, 11, 308, 489-490.

Madáris: see Gárdhis.

Mádhavráv L: fourth Peshwa (1761-1772), his minority; Raghunáthráv assumes chief control; Raghunáthráv’s unpopular measures; Mádhavráv’s reforms; complete usurpation of power by the Konkaní Bráhmans, 295-297.

Magistracy: 399-400.

Mahábáleshwar: hill station, 9; description, roads, geology, water, climate, gardening, animals, population, Chinese convicts, Malcolmptch, history, management, market, buildings, Beckwith monument, bungalows, points, waterfalls, cinchona plantation, excursions, temples, 490-513.

Mahádev: hills, 7-8.

Maháwats: Musalmán elephant drivers, 137.

Mahimandangad: fort, 513.

Mahimangad: hill-fort, 12; description, history, 513-515.

Mahimangad-Pánhála: Mahádev hill-spur, 8.


Máhuli: village, old temple, 515.

Máhuli: village, Sir John Malcolm at (1817), 301; Bájíráv at (1815), 392; temples, 516-519.

Mainwaring: Mr. H., 31 note 1.

Maize: crop of, 163.

Makranágad: Sahyádri fort, 5, 9, 509, 519-520.

Mála: village, 520.

Málaúdi: village, 520-521.

Malcolm: Sir John, on the condition of Sátára (1824), 309.

Malcolmptch: trade-centre, 214. See Mahábaleshwar.

Mális: gardeners, 79.

Malik Káfur: Allá-ud-din’s general (1290-1312), 225 note 1.


Malálikúrjan: hill, 11; caves, 521-523.

Máíla: Bájíráv’s expedition in (1724), 267; Udájí Povár’s incursion, 268; Bájíráv’s second expedition (1725), 270; Chimbáji Ápa in (1730), 274; ceded (1738) to Bájíráv, 279; Báláji asks the government of (1741), 284, 285; divided between Holkar and Sínáda, 291.

Mán: military post (1464), 227; under Sáf Aín-ul-mulk (1551), 228-229; subdivision details, boundaries, area, aspect, climate, water, soil, stock, holdings, crops, people, 434-436.

Management: of the country under the Adil Shahis (1489-1686), 229-230; under the Moghals, 246-248; under Báláji the first Peshwa (1714), 259 note 1; under Báláji the third Peshwa (1740-1761), 293; under Mádhavráv the fourth Peshwa (1761-1772), 296.

Mánhháva: beggars, 120-122.

Mándap: gorge, 203.

Mándhárdev: hill, 523-524.

Máñes: chiefs of Mhasvd, 231, 237.

Mánganga: river, 16.

Mángos: depressed classes, 111-112.

Manap: Mr. Elphinstone’s (1818), 303-305.

Mantri: private record keeper in the Marátha government, 243, 244 note 1; history of the family, 599-600.

Manure: 169.

Manyárs: Musálmán bangle sellers, 135.

Maráthás: husbandmen, 75-79.

Marátha Vánis: traders, 60.


Marriage Details: 44-45.
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Marriage god: 62.
Máráwáris: Brahmans, 55; traders, 60-61; money-lenders, 181.
Masur: town, Parashurám Pratinidhi confined in (1806), 299; surrendered (1818) to the British, 308, 524.
Máth: crop of, 164.
Mávalis: Shiváji's infantry, 239.
Máyán: lake, 154; survey, 338-339; village, 524.
Medha: town, 525.
Méhmans: Musulmán traders, 138.
Mháras: village messengers, 112-115.
Mhávsád: lake, 156-157; trade centre, 215; town, market, temples, fair, 525-527.
Ministers: Shiváji's, 234-244; Shahú's, 259.
Mókisállára: head revenue collectors, 230.
Móníns: Musulmán weavers, 144.
Monasteries: Mánbháv, 120-121.
Moore: Mr. J. G., 24.
Morgiri: see Gunvantgád.
Moro Trimal Pingle: Shiváji's minister, builder of Pratápgád (1656), 234, 243.
Mortages: 189-190.
Movements: 50-51.
Mug: crop of, 164.
Muhammad Sháh: Bahmani king (1358-1375), 226.
Muir-Mackenzie: Mr. J. W. P., 28 note 1, 31 note 1, 48 note 1, 148 note 1, 178 note 1, 194 note 1, 447 note 1.
Mukhyá Pradhán: head manager of the Marátha government, 244 note 1.
Mukrís: Musulmán deniers, 138.
Mungi-Paithan: treaty of (1740), 282.
Municipalities: 407-408.
Murray: Dr., Civil Surgeon (1848), 313.
Musalmán: strength, settlement, appearance, houses, wool, dress, character, calling, religion, customs, divisions, 124-147.
Musicians: 97-102.
Mutinies: in Sátára (1857), 316-319.
Musumád: see Pánt Amátya.
Myrobalans: forest product, 35, 647 note 2.

N.
Nádir Sháh: his invasion of India (1739), 290.
Nágárdás: Musulmán kettle drummers, 144-145.
Nábáunds: Musulman farrers, 136.
Nána Fadnávis: Poona Minister (1774-1800), 298-299.
Nandgiri: hill-fort, 10, 527-528.
Náráyan Povár: supposed incarnation of (1830), 543.
Náráyana: fifth Poshwa (1772-1773), 297.

Naurás Tárá: name given (1700) to Parli fort, 251, 538.
Nerla: town, 528.
Newspapers: 415.
Nhávís: barbers, 102.
Nher: village, 528-529.
Nigdi: village, 529.
Niger seed: crop of, 165.
Nimb: town, action near (1751), 293, 529.
Nimco: town, 529.
Nira: river, 16.
Nizáam Sháhí: Ahmadnagar Musulmán rulers (1489-1639), 227 note 5.
Nyáyádihis: superintendent of justice in the Marátha government, 243-244.
Nyáyaśaástra: expounder of Hindu law in the Marátha government, 243.

O.
Occupation: 45.
Offences: 401-402.
Ornments: 180.
Otárás: casters 88-89.
Ovans: Colonel, Resident at Sátára (1836), 310-311.

P.
Pakhálís: Musulmán water carriers, 145-146.
Pál: hill, 11; village, Khandoba's temple, fair, history, 529-532.
Palaces: Sátára, 567.
Paláshá: Brahmans, 55.
Palshí: village, 532.
Pálu Mál: site of a Moghal camp, 528-529.
Málus: village, 532.
Pancháyt: village council, 390, 392.
Pángñú: health-resort, description, water-supply, climate, management, high school, nursery, 532-534.
Pánditráv: expounder of Hindu law under the Marátha government, 244 note 1.
Pándávádhi: village, 534.
Pándávagad: see Pándávagad.
Pándugad: see Pándávagad.
Pánipát: battle of (1760), 205.
Pant Amátya: superintendent of finance of the Marátha government, 243-244.
Pant Sáchiv: general record-keeper of the Marátha government, 244 note 1; his conduct at the time of the mutinies (1857), 317-319.
Pardeshis: labourers, 107.
Parits: washermen, 102-104.
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Parli: hill-fort, 6, 10; surprised by Shivaji (1673), 244; captured (1700) by the Moghals, 251; fort, details, description, Ramdas Swami, temples, history, 536-539.

Pár Páir: village, temples, history, 539.

Parshurám Bhāu: of Tāsaon (1700-1709), 297-299.

Parshurám Nārāyan Angāl: Sātāra banker and temple-builder (1710), 492, 511 note 1, 542.

Parshurám Shriniwās: Pratinidhi (1806), 299-300.

Parshurám Trimbak: Maratha commander (1690-1700), 249-251, 252-253, 255, 266.

Páriś: 147.

Pāsarni: pass, 201.

Pāsses: Sahyādri, 5; Mahádev hill, 7; details of, 201-206.

Pātāna: sub-division details, boundaries, area, aspect, climate, water, soil, stock, holdings, crops, people, 436-438; town details, 539-540.

Pātāne Prabhū: writers, 57.

Pātēshwar: hill, caves, 540-542.


Patvekkara: tassel-makers, 92.

Patvekars: Musalmán silk tassel-twisters, 146.

Peas: crop of, 164.

Peddlers: 218.

Peshwa: head manager of the Maratha government, 243.

Peth: town, trade, fair, 542-543.

Peth Páir: village, 539.

Phaltan: state, 2; origin of the chiefs of, 231; reduced by Shivaji (1660), 288; 619-621.

Pimpoda Budruk: village, scene of a supposed incarnation, 543.

Pimpli: village, 543.

Pinjāris: Musalmán cotton teasers, 146.

Plough: of land, 150.

Plunder: Shivaji’s system about the disposal of, 241.

Pointa: Mahábaleshvar, 503-506.

Police: 400-401.

Poona: Maratha capital moved to (1750), 291.

Portuguese: wars with the (1739), 279-280.

Post offices: 213.

Pottery: 221.

Prabhūs: writers, 57; Shivaji’s partiality to, 232.

Prachtigad: Sahyadri fort, 5, 11; taken by Chitarsinga Gosavi (1816), 300; fort details, history, 543-545.

Pratāp Pálda: Sahyadri fort, 5, 9; built (1656) by Shivaji, 234; Afsurkhán murdered at (1659), 234-237; surrendered (1818) to the British, 308; 509; fort details, history, 545-547.

Pratāp Pál: seventh Sátāra Rája (1810-1839), succeeds Sháhm, 300; is imprisoned in Vásota (1817), 301; is restored; his character; fall of Vásota and other forts; a conspiracy put down; enters into a treaty with the British; condition of the country; his disloyalty; plot of his minister with two men of the British regiment; appointment of a commission; his intrigues in Goa and with Appa Sáheb the ex-Rája of Nagpur; is found guilty and deposed; agitation in his favour, 305-312; justice under, 390-391.

Pratinidhi: creation of the office of, 249.

Prices: 190-192, 376 note 1.

Pritzler: General, in Sátāra (1815), 302.

Private Schools: 409.

Pryá gí Prabhū: commandant of the fort of Sátāra (1700), 251.

Pusesávli: trade centre, 216; town, 547-548.

Rāgho Ballál: Shivaji’s agent who murdered the Jávli Rája (1653), 233.


Raghunáthráv: his unpopular measures (1762), 296.

Raghunáth Swámi: religious teacher, 529.

Ráji: crop of, 162.

Rahimatpur: trade centre, 214; town details, mosque, inscriptions, 548-549.

Railways: 207-208.


Rájárám: Shivaji’s son; becomes regent (1689-1700) on Sambhájí’s death; makes Ginji his headquarters; fresh arrangement of state offices; his two officers Rámchandrapant and Parshurám Trimbak; is besieged in Ginji; fall of Ginji (1698); Rájárám in Kolhapur and Sátāra; makes Sátāra the seat of government; his raid against Jálma; is pursued by Zulfiqar Khan; dies at Sindh-gad of exhaustion, 249-252.

Rájpur: village, caves, 550.

Rála: crop of, 163.

Ráchmendra: Yádav king (1271-1310), 225 note 1.

Ráchmendraprant Bāvdekar: Maratha commander (1690-1705), 249-253, 255.

Rám Sávámi: Shivaji’s spiritual teacher (1605-1681), 10, 238, 245, 460, 537, 538.

Rárn Rája: fifth Sátāra king (1749-1777); his obscure life, circumstances attending his accession; usurpation of authority by Báláji Peshwa (1740-1761); goes to Sángola to quieta disturbance; renounces all power to Báláji; is kept a prisoner; Tárábálí’s attempts to stir him up; his extreme weakness; his prison life; Tárábálí’s harshness towards him; his death, 288-297.

Rám Shástri: (1773), 296.
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Randullákáhán: Bijápur officer, (1650), 548-549.
Rangári: dyers, 92-93, 143-144.
Ránzan: gorge, 205.
Ráshtrakutas: Hindu dynasty (760-973), 224.
Ráštiás: Marátha nobles, 298-299.
Rats: 388.
Rátuls: tape makers, 93.
Ráv Nák Nimbálkars: Phalant chiefs, 231.
Ráyygad: taken by the Moghals (1690), 249.
Readers and Writers: 410.
Reda: gorge, 205.
Reforms: Sháhájí's (1839-1848), 312.
Registration: 398-399.
Relief Act: Deccan Agriculturists', 188.
Rest-houses: 212.
Rovágiri: hill, 12.
Revári Canal: 151-152.
Revenue: Marátha arrangements for the collection of, 263-265; 389.
Revenue arrangements: Shávájí's, 242.
Rice: crop of, 162.
Rivers: 12-16.
Road Metal: 30.
Roads: 194-201.
Robbers' Caves: Mahábaleshvar, 510.
Rohira: captured by Shávájí (1653), 234.
Roso: Mr., Collector (1857), 316-319.

S.

Sádáshív Bháú: Balájí Peshwa's cousin (1746-1760), 287, 292.
Sádáshívagad: hill fort, 8, 11; surrendered to the British (1818), 308; fort details, temple, fair, 511.
Sádáshív Khamádráv: Bhor Kárbhári (1857), 319.
Saddleback: see Makrandgad.
Safflower: crop of, 165.
Sahyádri: hills, 5-7.
Sahyádri Belt: aspect of the, 3.
Saif Aín-ul-Mulk: Bijápur general (1551), 228-229.
Sajjángad: see Parli.
Sakvárhái: Sháhú's wife, 288-290.
Sális: weavers, 93.
Sálpi: pass, action near the top of (1817), 301-302.
Salt: 30-31.
Sambhájí (1680-1689): Shávájí's son; his rebellion against his father; succeeds his father; puts his stepmother and the members of the Shirke family to death; decay of Shávájí's system of management; influence of his favourite and minister Kaluša; ruin of the country; looseness of the army discipline; is surprised at Sangameshvar by the Moghals; his insolence; execution, 245-249.
Sambhájí: Rája of Kolhápur (1712), 255, 257, 272, 273.
Sánd: 30.
Sangam Máchuli: see Máchulí.
Sangars: wool-weavers, 93-94.
Sángola: disturbance in (1750), 292.
Sántáji Ghorpade: Kápáshí chief (1690), 249.
Santoshgad: see Táthávade.
Sardeshpándegíri: Marátha exaction, 278.
Sarnobat: chief captain of the Marátha army, 243.
Sassoon Point: Mahábaleshvar, 506.
Sátára: hill, 10; reservoir 157-158; trade centre, 214; building of the fort of, 226; under the Bahmans (1357-1489), 226-227; fort used as a prison, 244; taken (1673) by Shávájí, 244; captured (1700) by Aurángzeb, 250-251; taken (1705) by the Marátha, 253; taken (1707) by Sháhu, 254; Tárabáí imprisoned (1730) in, 273; Kanhoji Bhonsle imprisoned (1734) in, 278; Chandásáheb imprisoned (1741) in, 283; ceased (1750) to be the Marátha capital, 291; Rám Rájá (1750) imprisoned in, 292; disturbance (1798) at, 298-299; surrendered (1818) to the British, 303; circumstances attending the annexation of, 313-316; survey, 367-369; sub-division details, boundaries, area, aspect, climate, water, soil, stock, holdings, crops, people, 438-440; town details, description, climate, soil, drainage, divisions and sub-divisions, population, roads, houses, management, municipality, water-supply, markets, gardens, objects, fort, history, 551-580.
Sati: widow-burning, suppression of, 312.
Sáva: crop of, 162.
Saváshás: Bráhmanas, 55.
Saving Classes: 179.
School: returns, 411-413.
Seasons: 17; reports, 384-389.
Senápati: chief captain of the Marátha army, 244 note 1.
Servants: 102-104.
Service: mortgage, 189-190.
Settlement: of Sháhu's territory (1720), 263-266.
Sháhájí Bhonsle: Shávájí's father, Karád (1637) under, 232.
Sháhájí: eighth Sátára Rája (1839-1848), his loyalty; his reforms; adopts a son; his death, 312-313; justice under, 391-394.
Sháhu : Aurangzeb’s prisoner (1690); the emperor’s partiality to him, 249; is released on the death of Aurangzeb (1707); is opposed by Tárábái; becomes king (1708 - 1749); ministerial changes; war with Kolhápür; his authority upheld by the Moghal viceroy of the Deccan; his two wives; Pant Sachiv’s party supports him; Bálájí Vishvanáth; Nizám-ul-Mulk favours the cause of his rival Sambhájí of Kolhápúr; Bálájí Vishvanáth is appointed Peshwa; his ministers; his character; Syed Husain Ali Khán, the Moghal governor of the Deccan, is friendly to Sháhu; sends Bálájí to assist the Syed brothers in their attempt to depose the emperor Feroksháher; receives three imperial grants from Delhi; settlement of the country by the Bráhmán ministers; his military officers; Bájirávr’s ambitious scheme of conquest; Nizám-ul-Mulk’s plans for weakening the Marátha power; Nizám-ul-Mulk outwitted by Bájirávr; Marathás in Gujarát and Mályá; partition treaty with Kolhápúr; Raghuji Bhonsle Sena Sáheb Subha; wars in the Konkan; Marathás in North India; expeditions into the Karnátak; Bráhmán influence at Sátára; Sháhu’s eccentricity and wit; Bráhmán intrigues about his successor; his death, 253 - 290.

Sháhu II. (1777 - 1810): his parentage; allows (1792) the Peshwa to assume the title of Vakíl-ul-mutlá; is made an instrument by Síndía for suppressing the Bráhmánical ascendency; is imprisoned by Nána Fádnávis; raises a disturbance; his death, 297 - 300.

Sháhu : Pratápáinh’s adopted son (1857), 317, 319.
Shankrájí Malhár : Syed Husain Ali’s clerk (1716), 260.
Shankrájí Náráyán : Pant Sachiv (1710), 255, 618.

Shátaknáris : Hindu dynasty (b.c. 90 - a.d. 300), 224.

S’heva ní : Bráhmans, 56.
Shepherdés : 104 - 105.
Shewán : Mr. A., 181 note 1.
Shikhar-Shíngnápúr : hill, 11.
Shímánis : tailors, 94 - 95.
Shíngnápúr : holy village, temples, fair, 580 - 587.
Shírvál : village, coves, 588.
Shírakkán : Moghal general (1686), 246 - 247.
Shíváji : founder of the Marátha empire (1627 - 1680); his success in the Konkan and near Poona; his share in the murder of the Jávli Rája; captures Jávli; surprises Rohira fort; builds (1666) Pratápgad; murders (1659) Afzálkán; surprises (1659) Vásantgad fort; his religious observances; Ramdás Svámi; reduces Pháltán and scales the fort of Táthvad; internal management; his infantry and cavalry; his management of forts; revenue arrangements; his judicial system; eight ministers; surprises Parli; takes Sátára, Chandan-Vandán, Pándugud, Nándgiri, and Táthvad, and builds a chain of forts; invasion of the Madras Karnaták; his death, 232 - 245, 470.

Shopkeepers : 218.
Sidáis : Janjirá chiefs, 277.
Sidney Point : Mahábaleshvar, 504.
Sîkalgars : Musalmán armourers, 146.
Síláháras : Kolhápúr kings (1058 - 1210), 224.
Sindía : origin of the family, 268; given (1750) a share in the revenue of Mályá, 291; intrigues at the accession of Bájirávr (1796 - 1817), 298.
Smith : General (1817 - 1818), 300 - 303.
Snakes : 39.
Soil : 149.
Solaknáth : hill, 12.
Sonárás : goldsmiths, 95 - 96.
Sóyárábái : Rájárám’s mother, put to death by Sambhájí (1680), 245.
Spies : Shiváji’s system of, 240.
Staff : administrative (1834), 321 - 322.
States : Sátára, 2, 617 - 624.
Stock : 150.
Stone-cutting : 221.
Sub-Divisions : 1, 423 - 446.
Sugarcane : crop of, 166 - 168.
Súltáni Khátíks : see Bakár Kasábás.
Sumant : foreign minister of the Marátha government, 244, note 1.
Surnames : 58, 61, 64, 75, 80, 83, 88, 92, 93, 103, 107.
Surnis : general record-keeper of the Marátha government, 243.
Sutárs : carpenters, 96.
Svárájya : imperial grant for home-rule, 262, 265.

Táí Telín : mistress of Parasurám Shrimívás Pratí-níthí (1807), 299 - 300; 409.
Tákári : village, cave, temple, fair, 589.
Tánmbats : Musalmán coppersmiths, 146 - 147.
Támí : village, 589.
Támblís : betel-sellers, 61 - 63.
Támkané : village, caves, 589.
Tánájí Málusre : Shiváji’s friend (1659), 236.
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Tárábái: Rájáram’s widow; becomes regent of her son Shiváji on the death of her husband Rájáram, 232; admits Rámchandranapant to a large share of power and opposes Sháhu’s claims, 253; her two forts Panhála and Vishálagad in Kolhápur reduced by Sháhu (1709), 253; Phound Sávant of Vádí and the Pant Sachiv maintain her cause (1710), 255; on the death of her son she is removed from the administration by Rámchandranapant (1712), 235; imprisoned in Sátára (1730), 273; sets up Rám Rája on the death of Sháhu (1749), 288-291, her rupture with Báláji, 291; her attempts (1751) to wrest the power from the Konkani Bráhmans, 293-294; her reconciliation with Báláji (1753), 294-295; her satisfaction at the Marátha defeat at Pánípat, 295.

 Tarbíyathkhán: Moghal commander (1700), 251.
 Tárgaon: survey, 372-375; village, 590.
 Tárla: village, temple, 590.
 Tárlí: river, 14-15.
 Tásagao: trade centre, 216; territorial changes (1777), 297; war preparations at (1790), 297; attacked (1798) by the Kolhápur chief, 299; survey, 351-356; sub-division details, boundaries, area, aspect, climate, water, soil, stock, holdings, crops, people, 440-442; town details, temples, history 590-593.
 Táthávade: hill-fort, 11; captured by Shiváji (1665), 238; taken by the Moghals (1689), 249; fort details, temple, history, 593-597.
 Táyghát: track, 203.
 Telangas: Bráhmans, 56.
 Telis: oilmen, 96-97.
 Temples: Karád, 473; Mahábaleshvar, legend, fairs and festivals, 510-513; Mánuli, 515-519; Sátára, 569; Shingmánpur, 581-586.
 Tenures: 322-328.
 Territory: extent of Sháhu’s (1728), 265.
 Thacker: Major (1817), 301.
 Thákours: labourers, 107-108.
 Thermometer Readings: 26-27.
 Tírgul: Bráhmans, 56.
 Tírmális: beggars, 122.
 Tobacco: crop of, 166.
 Tolls: 208.
 Town Schools: 413-414.
 Tracks: bullock, 200-201; cart, 206 and notes 1-3.
 Trade Centres: 213-216.
 Traders: 57-63.
 Traffic: pass, 196 note 2.
 Trichinopoly: surrendered to the Maráthas (1741), 283.
 Trimbakjí Denglia: his insurrection (1817), 300.

Trimbakráv Dábháde: Marátha general (1730), 267, 273-274.
 Tunnel: Sátára memorial, 560.
 Tur: crop of, 163.

U.
 Uchhás: pickpockets, 122-123.
 Udáji Chavhán: plunderer (1714), 287.
 Udáji Povár: Marátha officer (1720), 268.
 Udíd: crop of, 164.
 Umbraj: trade centre, 215; village, 597.
 Urmódi: river, 14.
 Urun Isámplú: town, Bháva Phán’s Dargáh, fair, the Mantras, 597-600.

V.
 Vaccination: 418.
 Vádára: earth-diggers, 97.
 Vaduj: town, 600.
 Vághnáksa: tiger’s claws with which Shiváji murdered (1659) Afnálkhán, 236 and note 1.
 Vairátgad: Sahyádri spur, 6; hill-fort, 9; fort details, the great banian tree at the foot of, 601.
 Vákil-ul-Mutlák: Peshwa’s title, 298.
 Válva: Súltán Muazzam at (1685), 246; surrendered to the British (1818), 305; survey, 380-383; sub-division details, boundaries, area, aspect, climate, water, soil, stock, holdings, crops, people, 442-444; town, history, 601-602.
 Válman Fándí: Marátha poet (1673), 534.
 Vándan: hill-fort, 9; Bajáha Purandhare imprisoned in (1788), 297.
 Vánis: Gujarát, 57-58; Lingsáyat, 59-60; Marátha, 60; Márwár, 60-61.
 Vánknis: private record-keeper in the Marátha government, 243.
 Varandha: pass, 201.
 Vardhangád: hill-fort, 12, 461; fort details, history, 602-604.
 Vardhangád-Machhindragad: Mahádev hill spur, 7-8.
 Várrna: river, 15.
 Várugád: hill-fort, 11; fort details, history, 604-606.
 Vásantgád: hill-fort, 7, 11; surprised (1659) by Shiváji, 238; taken (1699) by Auranzab, 250; taken (1706) by the Maráthas, 253; action near (1807), 300; Trimbakjí Denglia imprisoned in (1815), 300; surrendered to the British (1818), 308, 461.
 Vasna: river, 15.
 Vásota: hill-fort, 9; captured by Shiváji (1653), 233; taken by Táí Télín, Parashurám Pratí-
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Nidhi's mistress (1807), 299-300; Pratap Singh (1810-1839) imprisoned at (1817), 301; siege of (1818), 306-307; fort details, history, 606-608.

Vasudeva: beggars, 124.
Vategaon: village, temples, 608-609.
Vena: see Yenna.
Venkaji: Shaha Ji's adopted son, 313.
Vidal: Mr. G., 39.
Villages: 45; police, 400; schools, 414.
Viratnagar: old name of Wai, 224 note 3, 614.
Vita: trade centre, 216; town, 609-610.

W.

Wages: 100.
Wai: trade centre, 213-214; military post (1464), 227; under a Bijapur mukasdar (1648), 232; Shirzakhán the Moghal general defeated at (1686), 247; surprised by Ramchandrapant (1696), 259; Nana Paudavas in (1793), 298; survey, 303-307; sub-division details, boundaries, area, aspect, climate, water, soil, stock, holdings, crops, people, 444-446; town details, description, temples, old bridge, caves, history, 610-615.
Waite: Sir Nicholas, Governor of Bombay (1708), 224.
Waterfalls: Mahabaleshwar, 506-507.

Water-supply: 16, 151-158.
Weaving: cotton, 222.
Wells: 158.
Western Chalukyas: Hindu dynasty (a.d. 550-760), 224.
Wheat: crop of, 162.
Widow Marriage: ceremony, 90.
Winds: 18.
Wit: Shahu's, 288 note 2.
Wood: working in, 221.
Woodash: tillage, 159.
Writers: 56-57.

Y.

Yashvant Malhar Chitnis: 319.
Yavteshwar: hill, village, temple, 551, 562, 615.
Yelur: village, 615-616.
Yenna: river, 14; falls at Mahabaleshwar, 506-507.
Yerad: village, temple, 616.
Yerla: river, 15; canals, 152-153.
Yusuf Adil Shah: first Bijapur king (1489-1510), 227-228.

Z.

Zulfiqar Khan: Moghal general (1700), 252-255.